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PREFACE
Distinguished Delegates and Guests!

The organizing committee warmly welcomes the distinguished delegates and guests to the 2nd
International Conference on Computational & Social Sciences (ICCSS-14) held from August 26-28,
2014 in Recep Tayyip Erdoğan University, Rize, Turkey. ICCSS-14 is sponsored by Abdul Wali
Khan University Mardan, Pakistan, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan University, Rize, Turkey and supported by
scholars from universities all around the globe. The major aim of the conference is to provide an
animating opportunity to the participants to interact with international experts in a variety of fields:
Computer, Mathematics, Social and Life Sciences.
The conference has solicited and gathered technical research submissions related to aspects of major
conference themes and tracks. The papers published in the proceeding have been peer reviewed by
reviewers drawn for the scientific committee, external reviewers and editorial board.

The quality of the ICCSS-14, guaranteed by the attendance of an unparalleled number of experts of
international repute–can be assessed when reading the contents of the proceedings. The conference is
therefore a unique event, where attendees will be able to appreciate the latest results in their field of
expertise and will acquire additional knowledge in other fields. The program has been structured to favor
interactions among attendees hailing from diverse horizons; scientifically, geographically; both from
academia and industry.

We would wish to thank the Patron-in-Chiefs, Conference Chairs, Co-chairs, keynote speaker,
researchers, organization staff, and the members of the other committees for their faithful contribution.
We are also grateful to those who have contributed to the success of ICCSS-14. We hope that participants
and interested readers will benefit scientifically from the proceedings and also find it stimulating in the
process. Finally, we would like to wish you success in your technical presentations and social networking.

We hope you have a unique, rewarding and enjoyable time at ICCSS-14 in Rize, Turkey.

Organizing Committees
ICCSS-14
August 26-28, 2014
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Abstract: Visual representations are always better than narrations in accordance to
children, for better understanding. This is quite advantageous in learning school lessons and
it eventually helps in engaging the children and enhancing their imaginative skills. Using
natural language processing techniques and along the computer graphics it is possible to
bridge the gap between these two individual fields, it will not only eliminate the existing
manual labor involved instead it can also give rise to efficient and effective system
frameworks that can form a foundation for complex applications. In this paper we present an
architecture to design for a NLP engine that can be used for 3D scene generation, the input
would be in textual form that would be processed by each module of the natural language
processing (NLP) engine. This text would be restricted in terms of the constraint based
grammar (CBG), eliminating the maximum occurrence of any ambiguity and easing the
noun fragmentation process. Eventually, the output of the NLP engine would be a sentence
that fulfills the custom grammatical rules.

Keywords: NLP, Children, Stories, Visual Representation, Constraints, Image, Text to Scene

1. Introduction:The 3D tools that offer virtual scene generation mostly provide the users with the code based
approach or the drag and drop approach. The complex interfaces and the their scripts make it difficult for the
beginners to get used to them and a person with no domain knowledge of 3D engine and 3D coordinate system
would find it even more difficult to use such a tool. Natural language driven software can offer a great deal of
ease in usage, there are different advantages and disadvantages involved. The foremost advantage is that it may
give rise to effective applications that can be driven through text or voice, and at the same side the disadvantage
is the ambiguity involved in natural language. Though, there are different natural language techniques and
algorithms available, some are based upon machine learning and some are heuristic based. Along with these
techniques, eliminating the ambiguity and coming up with approaches to interpret semantics involved in the
natural language text is the priority. The Ambiguity in natural language can only be handled if we consider a
subset of the language instead of the whole language itself, this will filter such texts with no proper meaning. In
terms of mapping text onto the scene, this would be a lot beneficialas only such sentences would be mapped that
actually hold a spatial representational meaning and the rest would be discarded. This brings out the idea to of
restricting grammar on some solid basis, which is followed in the section (3). We propose the following system
architecture for the NLP engine.
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Figure 1: Constraint based NLP Engine Architecture

Text serves as an input, which is processed through various natural language modules. The processed text is later
used for substantiating its syntax with the help of the parser driven by the Constraint based grammar, this would
validate the sentence in terms of its meaning in terms of spatial domain that can be either a 3-dimensional or 2-
dimensional.Moreover, this NLP engine can be extended to game prototypingas well, in terms of building up a 3D
scenes through simplified textual descriptions. With such a system, game prototypes can be generated with ease with
objects and their placement defined just like the way we imagine it along with custom delineation. The 2
dimensional comic application and cartoon animation software can also make a good use of such a framework, in
providing a medium of natural language to initiate their processing. Though, the scope of our work is confined to
simple storied sentence structures, for this purpose, we have collected stories written by primary level students in
order to determine the complexity of the sentence structure that we’ll be using as the input and to deduce highlighted
grammatical rules.

2.Related work:The efforts were started in early 90’s. The project was named as SHRDLU which was a system
capable of participating in a dialogue about a micro world (the blocks world) and manipulating this world according
to commands issued in English by the user [5]. LUNAR and SHRDLU both exploited the limitations of the domain
to make the natural language understanding problem tractable. It was basically a language parser and handled a
narrow set of grammar rules and vocabulary sentences. It was a successful project in terms of comprehending the
semantics out of the natural language text. Another system of image generation from natural language was by G.
Adorni et all [6]with a limitation that it only accepts a simple format of sentences based upon few parts of speech
components. It was very simple implementation but recognized as one of the foundation steps in the field. The Put
System [16] was a system that was meant to make the scene generation easier but it was fairly restricted to the
spatial arrangements of objects. The constraint that it introduced was the input in the form of PUT(X, P, Y) +, where
X and Y were the objects and P represented the spatial preposition.

CARSIM project introduced by Benekohal R F et all was another effort for getting visual representation of the road
accidents [7].  However, one of the most appreciated work was WordsEye as discussed above [4]. The task of 3D
scene generation from the combination of voice and text is performed by Seversky et all [8]. Their work is very
good example of human computer interaction but in our case we are only concerned with the text as input.
The work of inspiration for us was NLP story Maker by Takako Aikawa et all [9]. It was too good but again
following the grammar rules strictly which is not a suitable choice for a text to scene generation API designed for
children because one would always come across certain sentences which does not hold any spatial meaning in terms
3D domain, hence restricting the grammar is inevitable.

Almost all of the above discussed systems follow grammatical rules somehow, we have restricted the grammar in
our framework because the sentences written by the school goings are not strict towards the grammar rules or
vocabulary, as at an early stage a primary level student is not well accustomed with all grammatical rules and
spellings. However, their sentence structures are mainly based mostly upon the use of prepositions [10] and certain
other grammar components, which were analyzed and deductions were made in terms of the coming up with a
grammar, for the parser we used keeping the spatial understanding intact. That’s why in our work we have defined
our own grammar rules on the basis of preposition, verbs for semantics and nouns majorly along with adjectives that
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help in depicting the objects. The details of stories collected by us and defined grammar are coming in the next
sections.

3.Collection and Analysis of Stories: We collected some stories from children of a particular age group variation
from six to eight years and some of the famous fairy tales written for such students to develop our dataset. The
students of this age group are much familiar about basic story writing skills. The stories comprises of 3 to 7 English
language sentences as shown in the figure 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2. After going through the aforementioned stories, selective
sentences they were tagged using the Penn Tree bank [17] using Apache OpenNLP machine learning based natural
language processing toolkit [18]. After tagged tokens were obtained from the sentences of our data set, they were
analyzed in terms of frequency distribution of each tag as shown in figure 1.3, this helped in identifying tags that
would be a need in coming up with a custom grammar. The results showed the excessive use of the nouns (21.75%),
verb (25.54%), prepositions (2.48%), adverbs (8.02%), adjectives (10.07%) and personal pronouns (13.87%).

Figure 2: Frequency Distribution Grpah for Tagged Tokens of the Dataset

4.Development of CBG (Constraint Based Grammar):At this stage of analysis, it will simply be determined that
what tags would dominate the custom grammar along which of the tags would actually make sense for example all
the tags corresponding to {What, Where, How, Who, Whose,} that gave rise to a question statements were
eliminated because they don’t hold a representational meaning. The idea was not to eliminate the low frequency tags
and not use them in defining our own custom grammar, instead it was important to analyze the combination of tags
that were mostly used in a sentence structure.
Dealing with spatial representation, nouns are the most important of all, without them there won’t be any object to
refer or place in the 3D domain, on the other hand for semantics verbs were important. Conditional probabilities
were calculated for each valid combinations, and are presented in figure 1.2 and 1.3.
Given that all the verb tags, VB (verb base form), VBD (verb past tense), VBZ (verb 3rd person present), VBN
(Verb past participle), VBG (Verb present participle) and VBP (Verb non-3rd person singular present) fall under the
production of Verb, as used in the figures below.

Verb → VB│VBD│VBZ│VBG│VBP│VBN
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Equation 1: Conditional probability of Tags

This form of analysis is inspired by the concept of Bi-gram model [24], where further two combination of tags
would be analyzed to deduce details for Nouns and Verb productions to structure our own grammar. Noam
Chomsky composed a sentence in 1957 [25], “colorless green ideas sleep furiously” this refers to the correct
grammatical structure but false semantics. Many such sentences can be formed which are wrong semantically, our
assumption in accordance for this system is that restricting input in terms of grammar, Objects and semantics may
help in solving the issues of language ambiguity.

Figure 3: Conditional Probabilities of Tagged Noun Combinations
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Figure 4: Conditional Probabilities of Tagged Verbs Combinations

The results show in accordance to the noun (NN) show the use of determiner, adjectives, conjunction, personal,
cardinals, possessive pronouns, verbs and  prepositions both before and after with highest probabilities. On the other
hand the in case of “Verb”, Existential, to, personal pronouns, possessive pronouns, adjectives, adverbs and
conjunctions mark the highest probabilities. These give the idea of acceptable productions for the deduction of the
grammar, though some of the tags with highest conditional probabilities may give the correct grammatical meaning
like PRP (personal pronouns) and PRP$ (possessive pronouns) in the above case for both nouns and verbs but they
are not correct in terms of representational meaning. It would be utterly ambiguous to allow a sentence like “my
football is lying on the floor”, “Tom was standing next to James, and he was waiting for James” or “I am a
monster”.

The grammar that has been deduced through the statistical and probabilistic analysis is made sure to have at least
two nouns and one preposition in a sentence as the figure 1.2 also suggests the cases where preposition occurred
before and after a noun, figure 1.3 shows the occurrence of the preposition after a verb as well. Others Tagged
components such as adjectives, adverbs and cardinals can also be made a part of a grammar for the purpose of
depiction but the sentence structure should have nouns wrapped across a preposition to have proper spatial meaning.
The following should be the structure of the grammar, to be used in the custom shift reduce parser. This grammar is
called ‘constraint based grammar’ (CBG). Below some of the major productions are listed.

Figure 1.4:Some major productions of CBG

S → NP VP S’ │VP S’│S.S’│S, S│S CC S
S’ → S │ ^
VP → V NP │ NP
V → VBZ │ VBP
VBZ → is
NP → Det NN │Det JJ NN │IN NP │EXT NP
CC → and
EXT → EX VBZ
Det → The| a

“The cat is on the table”
“There is a cat on the table”
“The cat is eating on the table”
“There is a white cat eating under the
table”
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Conclusion & Future Work: In our work, we have developed a text to scene generation system for the school
going kid’s story writing. The objective of this system is to aid the understanding capabilities of the kids of a
particular age group. To the best of our knowledge, the system is a novel contribution for the targeted audience of
this particular age group. We collected the written stories from the kids. We have combined the techniques from
natural language processing and computer graphics and presented a hybrid model. We have defined a custom set of
grammar rules and prepositions. We have tested our developed system on the stories written by students. Apart from
that, we are missing the full use of English language grammar and preposition. We have limited set of objects stored
in our dataset although more objects can be added manually. However, the need for automated addition of objects is
desired one. We are hopeful that this system will be like a fun game for the kids which will defiantly increase their
interest in learning and understanding.
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ABSTRACT: Progressing in work life is the fundamental right of an employee.
Mostly normal career progression is hampered due to several reasons leading to
under representation of women at top level positions. Identifying the reasons for
such happening is the requirement of the today’s work organizations. The current
study focused on identifying the reasons of hampered career mobility of female
bank employees working in the banks operating in Pakistan. Furthermore the
influence of social norms, work-family balance and self-efficacy as mediating
variables is examined. Adequate number of responses and use of appropriate
statistical tests helped in data analysis. The results indicated that discrimination on
the basis of gender discouraged female employees to continue their jobs and get
hold of top positions in banks in Pakistan. It is found that societal factors, dual
responsibility of work and family and confidence in one’s ability effect the
advancement of females in their careers. The study stands beneficial for the bank
managers and the employees working in banks to improve their overall
performance.
Key words: Bank, Discrimination, Employees, Female, Career Mobility, Pakistan

Introduction Pakistani labour market has experienced shift in female employment trends in the recent past.
Johari, Mat, Mat, Othman and Mohamed (2013) reported that women workforce has increased tremendously in
the labour market. Females have been found contributing in many sectors of economy including business and
services. Same is true for the Pakistani labour market. On the other hand the problem is that their jobs are
clustered at middle and lower income category jobs (Gayle, Golan & Miller, 2012).

Gayle, Golan and Miller (2012) stated that less number of women than men become executive managers. They
earn less over their career, hold more junior positions, and exit the occupation at a faster rate. This women’s
under-representation at top management level results from inadequate career opportunities, gender-based
stereotypes and ‘old boy’s networks’ (Oakley 2000). The researchers are also of the view that managerial role is
a male occupation, and the ‘think-manager-think male’ attitude remains prominent (Schein, 2007).
Employees perform important tasks for organizational survival regardless of being male or female while at
work. Whereas discriminating attitude adopted by the management regarding male and female workers harms
their productivity (Abbas, Hameed & Waheed, 2011). Gender gaps have been identified in the work places by
the researchers (Bell, 2005; Albanesi & Selody, 2010). Subramaniam and Arumugam, (2013) found family
related barriers the most important barriers towards female manager’s progression. Later they stated that besides
family related barriers, negative stereotypes, glass ceiling and talent management also contributed to the same
issue.  Besides other factors affecting career mobility of female workers education is one. The theory of career
mobility states that achieving more education leads to upward career mobility within and across organizations
(Sicherman & Galor, 1990).

The researchers have explored attitudes toward mobility and perceptions of mobility opportunities in more depth
than actual mobility itself. Several studies have examined the difference in pay of male and female workers

1 Corresponding Author: Dr. Saddam Hussain, Department of Management Sciences, COMSATS IIT, Attock,
Pakistan. Email: saddam81@yahoo.com
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working at the same level of job (Nopo, et al. 2011, and Selody, 2010). The mobility of female employees in
organizations can not only be studied through pay. There is a need to identify other factors effecting female
career mobility. Lack of legal structures has further deteriorated the situation in developing countries with
respect to equality of male and female (Munyae, 2011).

Major gender inequalities observed in the labour market include less female participation rates (Mehak, 2007),
earnings power (Eatzaz, 2007), mobility (or advancement) chances available to female employees (Maume,
1999), and further training (Chris, 2004). In the public service in particular, considerations other than those of
merit are said to influence recruitment, placement and promotions, among others (Munyae, 2011).

Previous studies regarding gender gap have proved that occupations and organizations play a key role in
generating differences among genders (Cardoso, Guimaraes & Portugal, 2013). In the light of these
recommendations the researchers set to investigate the matter among working female employees in banks.

Typically Pakistan has a male dominated society and preference at home or at work is given to him. This paper
makes contributions to the female career mobility literature by examining the relationship of discrimination with
mobility. Additionally the direct and indirect effects of work family balance, self – efficacy and societal norms
provide different dimensions for discussion.

Very little, if any, attention has been paid to career mobility of female bank employees, and discrimination. This
research offers valuable insights into the factors effecting career mobility and to develop strategies that provoke
implementation of equal advancement opportunities to male and female workers in banks operating in district
Attock, Pakistan. The aim of the study is to examine the effect of gender discrimination on mobility of female
employees to the top positions by looking at the role played by three other factors like work - family balance,
self-efficacy and societal norms.

Literature review
Gender discrimination and female career mobility Theory of career mobility and embeddedness (Feldman &
Ng’s, 2007) stated that individuals interact with the environment and with other individuals. According to this
view, career mobility is understood as experiencing changes in job, organization and occupation. Earlier view
about career mobility (up gradation) stated that career advancement is a result of educational enhancement
(Sicherman & Galor, 1990). But in Pakistani context many findings may not be held true. ADB (2002) reported
regarding Pakistan that majority of women are concentrated in low paid jobs with limited opportunity for
upward mobility (shah, et al, 2004).

Career mobility is employee’s upward, downward or lateral transfers in organizational hierarchy or to other
organization. Sicherman and Galor (1990) emphasised that career mobility is the transferability of skills from
one occupation to other in career path. It can be determined either of the parties that are employers or
employees. Career mobility provides options like getting higher salary and better job. But this again depends
upon level of education, experience and ability of employees.

Peterson and Saporta (2004) reported that men and women may come across different opportunities for
advancement but it is evident that career path of men is longer than that of women (Cox & Harquail, 1991).
Reskin and Beilby (2005) elaborated the association between gender and career outcomes from economic and
sociological aspect. According to view point of economists, gender differences in career choices depend upon
employee’s characteristics and employer’s choices. Male and female vary in level of energy, time and
commitment demanded for a job. Similarly employers prefer one gender over other that they deem appropriate
for their organization. Sociologists are of the opinion that sex stratification in society influences gender
differentiation in organizations.

Stereotyping theory also supports the relationship between gender discrimination and career mobility. The
perception of difference between men and women’s characteristics affect advancement of women in to
managerial levels. Women are perceived as dependent, less ambitious, lack entrepreneurial spirit, avoid
competition and do not wish to be in leadership position (Macarie & Moldovan, 2012).

Milkman and MacGinn (2012) noticed that demographic similarity between supervisors and young professional
influence promotion and turnover decisions. Same sex and race of superiors and employees result in more
chances of career mobility. Greater the proportion of female supervisors more will be the probability of junior-
level female employee promotion.
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Natalia (2000) studied the lower career advancement of female nurses. She analyzed that constraints to their
career progression include biased management policies, inadequate training opportunities, lack of childcare
facility and uncomfortable working conditions. Whereas Volart (2004) determined gender inequities in
developing countries and reported that women were discouraged from being entered into the labour market or
they were restricted to work, thus restricting their access to managerial positions.  The reason can be differences
in investment in education by male and females and acquisition of talent.

In exploring the role of gender in banking Beck, Behr and Guttler (2009) compared the performance of female
and male loan officers. They found female loan officers having low default rate as compared to male loan
officers. Women are mostly risk averse so they restrictively grant loan and closely monitor and screen
borrowers. In this case women tend to have more promotions than men, but their study lack such information.

Siddique (2004) stated that every society had its own established norms for masculinity and femininity. In every
society men and women are expected to work according to their own capacities, which are socially and
culturally defined. According to Salwa (1998) gender does not mean physical differentiation between men and
women but difference in socially accepted roles of men and women. Much legislation has been passed
universally for equality between men and women (Chinnar 2010).

According to Chris (2004) discrimination is not only matter of legislations or policy but of attitude. It is
commonly believe that women are less intelligent and capable than men and they contribute economically less
than men. That’s why female have been specified to certain roles. Men are dominant in labour force, they
perform more complex jobs, work more hours and earn more money than women (Reskin & Beilby, 2005).
Additionally Reskin and Beilby have identified three types of gender discrimination such as ‘allocative’
discrimination -women are assigned lower level jobs through hiring and subsequent promotions, ‘with-in job’
discrimination - for same job, male and female workers are provided with different benefits, and ‘valuative’
discrimination -female having equal education and skills requirements as that of men, are paid less (Reskin and
Beilby, 2005).

Research scholars have used sticky floor and glass ceiling metaphors to highlight gender discrimination in work
place (Erik & Marita, 2006; Cotter, Hermson, Ovadia, Vannerman, 2001). Sticky floor is horizontal
discrimination in which women are kept at the bottom of job scale and have less provision to training and
assignment than men (Erik, et al 2006) whereas glass ceiling is vertical discrimination in which women are
provided with fewer opportunities for career advancement. There is transparent barrier for women to climb up
career ladder (Cotter et al 2001).

Human capital theory explains the reason for gender differentiation in labour market. Human capital is the
accumulation of knowledge and skills. In view of researchers, women invest less in education and career than
men due to their family responsibilities and maternity issues thus restricting their advancement to top
management positions. (Powell and butterflied, 1994).

Role of work and family balance Working women have dual responsibility of job and their home. They are
caretaker of their children. Women mostly prefer their families over work. They choose to work fewer hours
than men and even leave their careers for bringing up their children. Such reasons withhold employers in
promoting women higher up because women pay more value on relationships as compared to personal
growth.(Akpinar-Soposito, 2012). In point of view of Nikala (2000) absence of family –friendly policies like
inflexible working schedule, lack of childcare facility and negative management attitudes hinders women
progress in their careers. Females also face problem of geographical movements and tend to avoid transfers for
higher level of jobs. According to Zeenat et al (2006) working women also have to manage their marital
relationships. When they became more successful in work life as compared to their life partners; their likeability
as wife decreases.
While exploring women underrepresentation in upper management position, Hobbler et al (2011) emphasized
on work- family conflict bias. Due to “think leader, think male” perception employers prefer male workers over
female workers and believe that managerial positions require unstructured working schedule and presence in
organization for longer hours. Women are unable to meet these schedule requirements because of their family
responsibilities. That’s why employers hesitate in promoting women for managerial roles.

A study conducted by Kellog graduated school of management and Loyola University indicated that due to
fewer acceptances of transfers, women have slow career advancement than their male counterparts. Initiatives
like childcare facility, paid leaves and flexible work times are encouraging women to carry on their jobs and
create work life balance. (Akpinar-sposito, 2012).
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Provision of work-life benefits from employers has impact on career progress of women. They sacrifice their
careers when they enjoy family friendly benefits. Because when women bring their children in organization’s
day care centres or request for flexible working schedule. Their role as mother seems to be denominating or
even conflicting with role of worker. So managers perceive them as less suitable for promotions as compared to
men because men enjoy these benefits at low rate. (Hobbler et al, 2011)

Role of self-efficacy: Self-efficacy is the confidence on ones abilities to perform certain tasks. Level of self-
efficacy impacts on how people think, feel and behave (Bandura, 1994). People that are high on self-efficacy
tend to feel stronger, competent and perform more challenging tasks. While low efficacy creates anxiety, stress
and causes people to withdraw their efforts (Bandura, 1997). Male and female differ in their level of self-
efficacy. Females lack belief in their capabilities and their low confidence affects their career choices (Bandura,
1992).

According to Akpinar-Soposito (2012) women are unwilling to move up in hierarchy because they don’t feel
they have talent and skills in managing challenging tasks. Female also avoid upper management positions
because they do not want to engage in political conflicts.

In exploring the relationship between self-efficacy and organizational commitment, Arya et al (2012) found the
moderating effect of gender role orientation on these two variables. They proposed that men and women differ
in efficacy levels and thus show different organizational commitment towards their jobs. Results confirmed that
females have less confidence on their abilities as compared to men. Men are usually considered assertive, goal
oriented competitive and aggressive while female in nature are more emotional and pay more attention towards
interpersonal relationships (Archer & Lloyd, 2002). Self-efficacy also has impact on career choices. Women
tend to avoid mathematical related career because of they perceive themselves lass competent in mathematics
(Zeldin and Pajarees, 2000). However study conducted by Kumar and lal (2006) found that females score higher
on intelligence test than males but they also found no interaction between self-efficacy and gender.

Role of societal norms Social norms are the set of beliefs and attitudes that represent a society. Such norms are
interdependent and lead to formation of social stereotypes that result in domination of one group over other in
society. One of the stereotypes is gender role (Kantar, 1997). Sex-role socialization theorists explain that every
society has different standards for male and female which is reflected in people’s attitude, perceptions and
behaviour. The cultural demands of society hinder utilization of talent inherent in women and keep them outside
of economic stream (Volart, 2004). Social norms dictate what roles are appropriate for one gender than the
other. According to social learning theory, people learn by observing that some behaviour are rewarding for
males but not for females and tend to act accordingly (Connor, 2002). Such traditional sex roles cause difference
in socialization and training process of girls and boys. They develop different skills and personality traits e.g.
females are supposed to be passive and people oriented while males are encouraged to be dominating and
achievement oriented. These social differences have bearing on labour market and influence employers to treat
male and female employees differently (Corcoran and Courant, 1987).
In explaining lack of females as leaders in sports organizations, Sartore and Cunningham (2007) has highlighted
that low status and power of women in society reduces their self-concept and limit their behaviours. Such social
inequities in power are also reflected in organizational settings where men dominate in higher level positions
and women in lower level positions thus limiting career progress of women.

Pakistani context Banks in Pakistan offer employment to female employees after completion of their Bachelors
of Business Administration (Honors), Masters of Business Administration or Masters of Commerce. Generally
the promotion is directly related to the time spent at the job. The constitution of Pakistan 1973, acknowledges
equal rights for women of Pakistan. Article 25, 26 and 27 of law; enforces protection of women, and also
enforces no discrimination on the basis of sex and allows equal access to employment opportunities in both
public and private sector organizations (WDD, 2012).

Balanced population play a critical role in economic and social welfare of economy. The 180.71 million
population of Pakistan has gender imbalance with 66.1% females and 64.3% males (Pakistan Economic Survey,
2011-12). According to labour force survey (LFS) 2010-11, 57.24 people make labour force of Pakistan. Female
participation rate in labour force is less than men’s participation. The refined activity rate was 21.7% while
68.7% of men. The crude activity rate was 15.6% for women and 49.3% of men.

Traditionally, in Pakistan females are considered as the care takers for home and children, where as the male
segment of the population is considered as the bread winners (Malik, Saif, Gomez, Khan & Hussain, 2010), but
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the economic suppression motivated the females to enter the employment market and share burden with their
male counter parts. Entrance of women in the employment market in Pakistan is a recent phenomenon. This
phenomenon on one side has shared the economic burden of males and on the other has created an imbalance in
the job market of the country.

Gender discrimination and career mobility are social issues in Pakistan. Islam emphasises equal rights of men
and women. Instead of being an Islamic republic, teachings of equality are being ignored and women are
deprived of education (Siddique, 2004) resulting in less role to play in boosting economic development.

About gender biasness and discrimination Peterson and Thea (2006) were of the view that various practices
could be adopted by the organizations such as unfair actions of the employer; discrimination in job
compensation package, hiring discrimination, favoritism related to job promotion, and biasness in wage setting
for different type of job work.

Hypotheses
H1 - Gender discrimination affects career mobility of female bank employees.

Figure 1. Hypothesized relationship.

H2 - Work-life balance mediates the relationship between gender discrimination and career mobility of female
bank employees.
H3 – Self efficacy mediates the relationship between gender discrimination and career mobility of female bank
employees.
H4 – Societal norms mediates the relationship between gender discrimination and career mobility of female
bank employees.

Figure 2. Hypothesized relationships.

Methodology The sample of study comprised of female employees working in domestic banks of Attock city
and the surrounding areas, previously known as Campbell Pur. Sample size was small because of limited
number of bank branches available and still due to limited number of females working in those banks. Closed
ended, self - administered questionnaires were used to obtain responses from female employees. Total of 200
questionnaires were distributed in 20 branches. Equal number of distributed questionnaires ensured equal
representation from each selected branch. Out of distributed questionnaires 189 were received. Visits in person
and development of understanding about the significance of research study resulted in high response rate.

Questionnaire was segregated into various sections for collecting the responses. Different set of statements were
adopted from different studies. Table 2 provides the details. Only female employees were invited to participate.
The age of respondents ranged from 18 years to 42 years with a mean age of 29 years.

The sources from which the scales were adopyed are summarised in the table given below.
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Table 2
Sources of statements derived for the questionnaire

Variable No. of items Source
Gender mobility
Work life balance
Self efficacy
Societal norms
Career discrimination

Source: Adopted from various research studies

Dependent variable The dependent variable for the current study is career mobility of female employees.
Career mobility means female employee’s upward movement across the bank hierarchy- intra organizational
career mobility. The scale for measuring the female employee’s responses was developed by consulting most
relevant research studies. Details are provided in table 2. The statements thus made were examined on a five
point likert scale ranging from ‘1’ to ‘5’.

Independent variable Gender discrimination was proved to be independent variable for the current study.
Gender discrimination included with in job discrimination, that is, for the same job male and female employees
are offered different benefits (Reskin & Beilby, 2005). Details for adoption of statements are provided in table
2. The statements were rated along five point likert scale ranging from ‘1’ to ‘5’. Three dimensions of gender
discrimination identified by Abbas, Hameed & Waheed (2011) were hiring discrimination, promotion
discrimination and facilities discrimination. For the current study only a single dimension that is promotion
discrimination was considered.

Mediating variables Work - family balance, self – efficacy and societal norms were treated as mediators in
examining the mentioned relationship. Work - family balance is the

All variables in the study were measured using multiple item indices. To avoid response set bias, the items were
distributed randomly throughout the questionnaire.  Respondents were asked to rate each item on a likert-type
scale ranging from "1 = strongly disagree" to “5 = strongly agree”. Various similar studies have adopted the
same approach (Munyae, 2011; Channar, Abbasi, & Ujan, 2011). Additionally validity and reliability was
judged and found acceptable results. To strengthen item accuracy, clarity, and ease of respondent completion of
the questionnaire, the researchers explained the purpose of the study to the respondents before the distribution of
questionnaires. Employee perceptions were tapped as there was no other source available for addressing issues
related to gender differences and mobility, due to lack of research culture in Pakistan.

Data Analysis Statistical tests employed resulted in generating meaningful results. Pearson’s Correlation was
used to determine the overall relationship between variables. Additionally regression analysis helped in
measuring dependency of variables.

Correlation Results The value of Pearson’s correlation ranges between 1 to -1. Table 3 presents the bi-varie
correlations among the variables.

Table 3
Bi-variate Correlation among Variables (N=100)

Variables 1 2 3 4 5
GD 1
CM - .645** 1
SN -.667** .573** 1
WLB -.705** .657** .734** 1
SE -.546** .523** .478** .633** 1

Source: Results of Pearson’s correlation. *p < .05, **p < .01

The results show that gender discrimination is negatively correlated to career mobility (r= - 0.645, p<0.01),
social norms (r=-.667, p<0.01), work life balance (r=-.705 p<0.01) and self-efficacy (r= -.546,p<0.01.
Furthermore social norms(r= 0.573, p<0.01), work life balance (r= 0.657, p<0.01), and self-efficacy (r= 0.523,
p<0.01), are positively correlated to career mobility. Results indicate that gender discrimination has negative
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relationship with career mobility. This result support H1 and it is in line with previous research finding (Mirza
& Jabeen, 2011). Results also provide support to H2, H3 and H4 which state that social norm, work life balance
and self-efficacy influence career mobility (Mirza & Jabeen, 2011, Singh et al, 2012, Hoobler et al, 2011).

Regression Results
Results of regression are presented in table 4.

Table 4
Results of the Mediated Regression Approach

No. DV IV Beta T F R2

Adjusted
R2

Std. E. of
Estimates

1 SN GD -0.576 -46.381 140.718*** 0.769 0.760 0.020

2 WLB GD -0.655 -75.515** 232.453*** 0.845 0.840 0.016

3 SE GD -0.533 -54.305** 142.453*** 0.651 0.650 0.042

4 CM GD -0.455 -63.400** 331.210*** 0.555 0.550 0.025

5
CM

GD
SN
WLB
SE

-0.873
-0.632
-0.546
-0.610

- 134.70*
- 43.324
- 25.401
- 31.342

330.565*** 0.849 0.840 0.122

Source: Regression results. Note: GD - gender discrimination, SN - social norms, WLB – work-life balance, SE
- self-efficacy.

Results of Mediated Regression Approach for SN, WLB & SE (GD – CM)
In the first equation while analysing the model summary, the value of adjusted R2 indicates that about 76% of
the variance in SN can be explained by the GD. The standard error of the estimate shows that the results have
low built in error. ANOVA statistics (F=140.718, p<0.001) indicates that the overall model is statistically
significant. The regression coefficient received on GD is (β = -0.576, p<0.001), which is statistically significant
and explains that GD is responsible for generating 57.6% variation in SN.
In the second equation while analyzing the model summary, the value of adjusted R2 indicates that about 84%
of the variance in WLB can be explained by the GD. The standard error of the estimate shows that the results
have low built in error. ANOVA statistics (F=232.453, p<0.001) indicates that the overall model is statistically
significant. The regression coefficient received on GDis (β = -0.655, p<0.001), which is statistically significant
and explains that GD report 65% variations in WLB.
In the third equation, while analyzing the model summary, the value of adjusted R2 indicates that about 65% of
the variance in SE can be explained by GD. The standard error of the estimate shows that the results have low
built in error. ANOVA statistics (F= 142.453, p<0.001) indicates that the overall model is statistically
significant. The regression coefficient received on GDis (β = -0.533, p<0.05), which is statistically significant
and explains that GD report 53.3% variations in SE
In the fourth equation, while analyzing the model summary, the value of adjusted R2 indicates that about 55%
of the variance in CM can be explained by GD. The standard error of estimate shows that the results have low
built in error. ANOVA statistics (F= 331.210, p<0.001) indicates that the overall model is statistically
significant. The regression coefficient received in GD is is (β = -0.455, p<0.05) which is statistically significant
and explains that GD reports 45.5% variation in CM.
In the fifth equation, while analyzing the model summary, the value of adjusted R2 indicates that about 84% of
the variance in CM can be explained by GD, SN, WLB and SE. The standard error of estimate shows that the
results have low built in error. ANOVA statistics (F=330.565, p<0.001) indicates that the overall model is
statistically significant. The regression coefficient received in GD is (β = -0.873, p<0.05) which is statistically
significant and explains that GD reports 87.3% variation in CM.
The regression coefficient for SN is (β = -0.632, p<0.05) which is statistically significant and explains that SN
reports 63.2% variation in CM. The regression coefficient for WLB is (β = -0.546, p<0.05) which is statistically
significant and explains that WLB reports 54.6% variation in CM. The regression coefficient for SE is (β = -
0.610, p<0.05) which is statistically significant and explains that SE reports 61% variation in CM.
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Results of Mediated Regression Approach for SN, WLB & SE
The beta value of GD for the five steps are (β = -0.576, -0.655, -0.533 and -0.455) respectively (the total effect).
The inclusion f SN, WLB and SE in the fifth step has reduced this beta value to (β =-0.873) (the direct effect).
The indirect effect is equal to the difference of the total effect and the direct effect i.e.  The indirect effect is also
equal to the product of path ‘a’ and path ‘b’ i.e.-0.576 × -0.873 = 0.502. Since the total effect is greater than
direct effect so it can be said that SN, WLB and SE are partially mediating the relationship between gender
discrimination and career mobility.

Discussion The results of the study after examining the direct relationship of gender discrimination and career
mobility of female bank employees revealed that yes, female bank employees are discriminated on the basis of
their gender when it comes to upward career mobility, generally known as job promotion. McGinn and Milkman
(2013) are of the same view and they provided the reasons for such discrimination. According to them the
reason identified for this discrimination is the same-sex superior within a work group. This factor decreased the
likelihood of women existence in an organization and increased the likelihood of other sex promotions. Another
reason for this discrimination identified by Chang (2003) is that the female workers prefer to work in the
organizations with female bosses. This also hampers female promotions in the same organization.

The results are in accordance with stereotyping theory. The perception of difference between men and women’s
characteristics affect advancement of women in to managerial levels. Same is true for Pakistani sample of bank
employees due to the reason that women are perceived as dependent upon male – bread winners (Macarie &
Moldovan, 2012).

Moreover theory of career mobility and embeddedness (Feldman & Ng’s, 2007) as promotion in jobs due to
advancement in education seems to fail in case of female bank employees. Despite better/equivalent
qualifications comparative to male employees does nt support them to get top level jobs.
Other findings of the study state that work family balance, self efficacy and social norms also have influence on
female staff mobility.

Conclusion The results of the empirical study provide new information on the relationship between
discrimination experienced by female bank employees and their career mobility opportunities, and how this may
be effected by work family balance, self – efficacy and societal norms.

Women differ from men in terms of their personal characteristics and life experiences which lead them to have
different approach towards work. It has been observed that executive positions are supposed to be headed by
men only because they are more assertive and can better control and lead employees than female executives.
This disparity is due to the differences in perception of gender characteristics.

The societal factors are very important and cannot be neglected. Our social norms regarding women respect and
safety has limited their careers to teaching and nursing profession only that have very limited career growth.
However trend is changing now and females are encouraged to join workforce to contribute in the economic
mainstream. But still women are mostly in operational or administrative positions and there are very few
females in managerial and executive position.

Secondly some female employees themselves avoid managerial roles because it entails greater responsibility of
work that can disturb their family and work balance. They don’t want to engage themselves in organizational
politics.
So, when society encourages women employment, organizations facilitate them in balancing their family

responsibility and professional role and women also believe in their abilities to cope with managerial role then
female employees can also have progressive careers.

Limitations Thematically the scope is limited to assessment of gender discrimination and career mobility with
reference to banking sectors. Geographically the scope of this study is limited to banks of only Attock city.
Sample size was small because limited no. females are working in banks here. As a result conclusions drawn
from this study might not necessarily the real reflection of situation in the country’s banking sector as a whole.

Recommendations In the light of the results drawn following recommendations may be made. There is a need
to adopt healthy human resource management practices to form policies and procedures that promote merit
based selection, recruitment, performance evaluation and promotion policies and their effective implementation.
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Scholars have suggested that an educated woman leads to an educated nation. So, positive attitude should be
established towards education of women and their role in workforce.
Organizational policies should be tailored to women friendly work practices. Flexible work timings, child care
facilities and pick and drop services can help female employees in creating work life balance.
As women participation in labor force is increasing, government should also play an active role in maintaining
representation of female employees. Equal employment opportunity laws should be enforced.
Negative stereotypical attitude towards female employees should be avoided. Positive expectations about female
employees as good managers and leaders can enhance their capability to move up career ladder. This Pygmalion
effect enhances self-efficacy and leads to better performance.
Establishing a quota system for females can be another alternative for preserving female representation. A quota
for females should be established for training, assignments and administrative positions in each organization.

Effective management of employees helps achieving high organizational performance. For this it is necessary to
achieve high performance form employees. Higher performance can be achieved by providing employees a
caring management style to keep them motivated, developed and managed (Agarwal, 2011).

Taking care of employees in an effective manner helps increasing embeddedness instead of inter-organizational
career mobility. More there is embeddedness, more inclination towards success for organization.
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ABSTRACT. The debate on climate change is now one step forward from its
occurrence and adverse impacts to the plausible adaptation now and in the future.
Pakistan is one of the most vulnerable nations from climate change and that is why
timely and accurate adaptation assessments are need of the day. These adaptations
are very important for our society especially in the agriculture sector and will be of
increasing significance in the future. The present study has focused on a new
assessment technique (ex-ante) rather than traditional approaches (ex-post)
because of their limitations in providing a broader framework in context of
adaptation. Existing data (all experimental, modeled and surveyed data of
socio-economic and management practices) for wheat crop from rice-wheat
cropping zone of Punjab were used to analyze the impacts of climate change on
crop productivity and climate induced adaptation practices thereafter. Spatially
heterogeneous characteristics of the prevailing system about resource use and
productivity were analyzed to estimate the profitability of different adaptation
strategies that were tested for the Mid-Century time period (2040-2069) as defined
in international literature. In this paper Tradeoff Analysis model for
Multi-Dimensional Impact Assessment (TOA-MD) was used for economic impact
assessment. TOA-MD model was parameterized using the key bio-physical and
socio-economic variables. Climate simulations were based on five Global
Circulation Models (GCMs) with RCP 8.5. For the purpose of crop modelling to
ascertain the impacts of climate change on crop productivity, Decision Support
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System for Agrotechnology Transfer (DSSAT) was used. By introducing the
Representative Agricultural Pathways (RAPs) in the analysis, impacts of different
adaptation scenarios were quantified. For the case of economic impact assessment
for climate change impact only (without any adaptation), results showed about 30
percent gainers, while after implication of adaptation package the percentage of
adopters under two pessimistic scenarios would increase up to 66.5 and 74.5
percent while for the case of optimistic (low adaptation challenges) scenario,
adaptation rate would be about 83 percent. From the investigated results it was
clear that a substantial number of farmers in the study area would be economically
more prosperous from adopting high yielding and more resistant wheat crop variety
from RAP1 (optimistic) rather than RAP2 (pessimistic). For the optimistic low
adaptation challenges scenario, the base poverty rates were lower than the high
adaptation challenges scenario. Values of other economic indicators like
percentage of adopters, mean net farm return and per capita income etc. were also
high by using RAP1 than the RAP2 analysis results
Keywords: Climate change, adaptation strategies, assessment, TOA-MD, RAPs,
Punjab-Pakistan

1. Introduction. Agricultural systems usually characterized with interaction of complicated bio-physical and
human sub-systems having significant diversity within and across the geographic regions (Antle & Stoorvogel,
2006). Agricultural scenarios are changing due to climate change since agricultural enterprises are highly
dependent on weather and climatic changes that could have major effects on crop yield, food supply and
socio-economic indicators of the region. Climate changes are worsening the vulnerabilities of the poor rural
masses whose majority are dependent on semi-subsistence agriculture (Nelson et al. 2009). Agriculture is
greatly dependent on weather thus changes in global and regional climatic patterns could have major effects
on crop yield and thereafter food supply. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has already
reported that average global temperatures have increased by about 0.6 °C since the industrial revolution
(IPCC, 2007), these findings were verified by (Borhan, Kenned & John, 2006) showing that 20th century was
the warmest century while 1990s was the warmest decade of millennium.
In Pakistan temperature is rising on average 0.5 °C per decade. Due to the increasing temperature crop
productivity is expected to decrease and suitable adaptation practices are required because more food is
required for the future population. Accurate and timely assessments are needed to provide decision makers
with the information and decision tools to reduce the hazards from exposure to erratic and unfavorable
climate through effective adaptation. For the purpose, research based policies based on ex ante impact
assessments are being focused now a days (Thornton, Kristjanson & Thorne, 2003). Present study is also first
effort of its kind to analyze the socio-economic impacts of climate changes and adaptation strategies.
Wheat is the main crop in Pakistan which not only main supports for the local consumption but also provide
livelihoods to rural masses. It is grown on approximately 8.69 million hectares with a total production of 24.2
million tons (Govt. of Pakistan, 2013). It is cultivated in different agro-ecological zones of Pakistan, with
each zone representing diverse edaphic, social, hydrological and climatic conditions. Assessments are needed
to provide decision makers with information for developing appropriate plans to reduce the climatic change
hazards. The traditional approaches have not been proved successful to provide an effective framework
entirely. That’s why this study uses new techniques for impact assessment and provides few insights into
climate change trends in the region and its impacts on crop productivity and other socio-economic indicators.
In the paper, the impact of climate change on the socio-economic indicators like poverty, per capita income
and net farm returns were quantified. Further the impacts of adaptation strategies based on the different
representative agricultural pathways were tested to tackle the vulnerability of poor households and to enhance
the resilience of prevailing production systems and best one was selected from them. In the first part
introduction is given, at second the material and methods used are given, in the third part results and
discussion of study described and at the lase section the conclusions are drawn from the results.

2. Meterils And Methods. In the study, crop yield simulations were generated using crop growth models i.e.,
Decision Support System for Agro-technology Transfer (DSSAT) (Jones et al. 2003). Climate change impact
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was assessed by using seasonal analysis. DSSAT Models were run with base line data (1980-2010) and future
climatic data (2040-2069) which were generated using global circulation models (GCMs) with 5 climate
models Intercomparison projects (CMIPs) i.e. CCSM4, GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, MIROC5 and
MPI-ESM-MR (Moss, Edmonds, Hibbard,…,Wilbanks, 2010) and (Taylor, Stouffer & Meehl, (2010). For
assessment of socio-economic variability based on above discussed GCMs for this study, Tradeoff Analysis
Model for Multidimensional Impact Assessment (TOA-MD) was used (Antle & Valdivia (2011). TOA-MD
methodology allows an integrated analysis of tradeoffs between economic and climatic indicators and it
involves a multi-disciplinary approach. Further, it requires the usage of bio-physical and econometric
simulations (Stoorvogel, Antle & Crissman, 2004). To analyze the effects of climate change TOA model uses
comparison of a base (S1) and an alternative system (S2). Data for the alternative system was acquired
through calibration of different biophysical simulation scenarios which quantify the changes in crop yields
over time (Antle, 2011). Farms are supposed to select a system to maximize a function v(h) where h =1, 2
indexes the production system and all attributes associated with it. Here, v(h) is interpreted as expected net
farm returns which based on an objective function that depends on the characteristics of the farms and the
system being studied. This objective function induces an ordering ω over all farms. Where ω is defined as,
ω =v(1) - v(2)
This is basically the opportunity cost such that for the adoption threshold a,
ω>a is for those farms using system 1 and
ω<a is for those using system 2
The opportunity cost ω is spatially distributed across the landscape according to the density ϕ(ω), this is
generally a function of prices and other exogenous variables, it is from the major contributors to adoption.
This adoption could be incomplete due to constraints on adoption like risk aversion and lack of information
etc (Suri, 2011). The cumulative distribution function which is basically the proportion of farms using system
2 which can be called adoption rate of system 2, and described by (Antle, 2011) as,

So the outputs from DSSAT crop model were used as the inputs for TOA-MD model. In order to quantify the
impact of these changes on the socio-economic indicators of future system (i.e. System 2) was parameterized
by using the regional Representative Agricultural Pathways (RAPs). In order to make them consistent with
the global RAPs, global economic models outputs were used for analysis. The output of these global
economic models was available through the Agricultural Model Inter-Comparison (AgMIP)1 project in the
study area. While the different regional representative agricultural pathways (RAPs) i.e. optimistic and
pessimistic (O’Neill, 2012) were developed for wheat crop in the rice-wheat cropping zone of Punjab and
analyses were carried out to select the most suitable package for the study area. These RAPs were developed
with the help of team of transdisciplinary scientist by following the nested approach as used by IPCC for SSP
(O’Neill, 2012).
In the study farm survey of more than 155 farms from the five districts i.e. Shekhupura, Nankana Sahab,
Hafizabad, Gujranwala and Sialkot of rice wheat cropping zone of Punjab was used. In the all three types of
assessments poverty line was USD 1.25 per person per day whereas one USD was equal to PKR 94.68 and
time period (i.e. wheat season) was equal to six months.

3. Results and Discussions. First of all the sensitivity of current agricultural production systems to climate
change was estimated by simple without adaptation analysis. In this scenario system 1 contain the base
climate and base production system and system 2 was composed of change climate and base production
system. Then impacts of climate change on future agricultural production system of selected zone were
quantified. For this purpose system 1 was base climate and base technology and alternate system was
composed of change climate and base technology. In this analysis global trends were implemented but no
adaptation. And finally in the third analysis the benefits of climate change adaptations from proposed
adaptation package on selected zone were computed. In this scenario system 1 was the alternate system of
second type of analysis and alternate system of this analysis was composed of change climate and adapted
production system with global trends.

1 For detail of AgMIP project and data outputs, please visit www.agmip.pk and www.agmip.org
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3.1) Sensitivity of Current Agricultural Production Systems to Climate Change
For each GCM, gains, losses and net impacts as percent of mean net returns are given in Table 1. It is clear
from the analysis that observed mean yield of wheat was 18915 Kg per farm for all analysis. Mean yield
reduction of wheat was from 6.2 to 19.0 percent. In case of livestock, observed mean production of milk was
1633 litres per farm for all GCMs with a mean yield reduction of about 12 percent for sensitivity to climate
change analysis. Depending upon the distribution of costs and benefits across the area, TOA-MD analysis
showed about 62–73 percent losers due to perturbed climate. Gains and losses as a percent of mean net farm
returns were from 16.6 to 18.6 percent and -24 to -31 percent respectively. Observed net returns without
climate change were Rs. 2.48 lacs. While with adverse climate change observed net returns would be from Rs.
2.04 to Rs. 2.28 lac per farm per season. Observed per-capita income without climate change would be Rs.
0.33 lac per person per season for all GCMs. While with climate change per-capita income would range
between Rs. 0.28 to 0.30 lac per person per season. Without climate change poverty would be 33.2 percent for
all GCMs and these ranges are consistent with the finding of (IWMI, 2007) and (Jamal, 2013) for the rice
wheat cropping zone of Punjab. While in case of climate change it would increase and would show a range
from 36 to 42 percent.

Table 1: Climate sensitivity of current agricultural production systems for the wheat crop (by using yield
simulations by DSSAT) in Rice Wheat Cropping System of Punjab

Aggregated Results (for all 155 farms)
GCMs Range

FROM TO
Observed mean yield wheat (Kg/Farm) 18915.2 --
Mean yield change wheat (%) -19.0 -6.2
Observed mean yield rice (Kg/Farm) 1633.4 1633.4
Mean production change milk (%) -12.0 -12.0
Losers (%) 61.9 73.3
Gains (% mean net returns) 16.6 18.6
Losses (% mean net returns) -30.9 -24.3
Observed net returns without climate change (PKR/Farm/Season) 247748.0 247748.0
Observed net returns with climate change (PKR/Farm/Season) 204032.6 228075.3
Observed per-capita income without climate change (PKR/Person/Season) 33037.1 33037.1
Observed per-capita income with climate change (PKR/Person/Season) 27368.6 30628.3
Observed poverty rate without climate change (%) 33.2 33.2
Observed poverty rate with climate change (%) 36.1 41.7

3.2) Impacts of Climate Change on Future Agricultural Production Systems Change
Here the gain, losses and net impacts as percent of mean net are given in Table 2. It is clear from the table that
projected mean yield of wheat crop would be 26473 Kg per farm for all analyses. Projected mean yield
reduction of wheat crop in future due to climate change would be from 6 to 19 percent. In case of livestock,
projected mean milk production was 1878 litres per farm for all analysis and its mean yield reduction was 12
percent for all case of this analysis. Percentage losers would be lying between 49 to 67 percent. Gain and
losses as a percent of mean net farm returns for would be 13 to 16 percent and -16 to -23 percent respectively.
Projected net returns without climate change would be up to Rs. 5.55 lac per farm for a season for all five
GCMs. Projected net returns with climate change were between Rs. 4.96 to Rs. 5.58 lac per farm. Projected
per-capita income without climate change would be Rs. 0.51 lac per person per season for all GCMs. For with
climate change per capita income case it would be from Rs. 0.45 to Rs. 0.51 lac per person for a season.
Without climate change poverty rate would be 18.7 percent for all climate models. While in case of poverty
rate would be range between 18 to 22 percent
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Table 2: Impact of climate in future without adaptation for wheat crop (by using yield simulations by
DSSAT) in the Rice Wheat Cropping System of Punjab-Pakistan

Aggregated Results (for all 155 farms)
GCMs Range
FROM TO

Projected mean yield Wheat (Kg/Farm) 26473.3 26473.3
Mean yield change Wheat (%) -19.0 -6.2
Projected mean milk production (Litre/Farm/Annum) 1878.4 1878.4
Mean milk production change (%) -12.0 -12.0
Losers (%) 48.7 67.3
Gains (% mean net returns) 13.4 16.2
Losses (% mean net returns) -22.5 -15.7
Projected net returns without climate change (PKR/Farm/Season) 554526.8 554526.8
Projected net returns with climate change (PKR/Farm/Season) 496518.6 558288.3
Projected per-capita income without climate change(PKR/Person/Season) 50842.5 50842.5
Projected per-capita income with climate change(PKR/Person/Season) 45108.3 51098.3
Projected poverty rate without climate change (%) 18.7 18.7
Projected poverty rate with climate change (%) 18.3 22.0

3.3) Evaluation of Potential Adaptation Strategies Change
For each GCM percentages of adopters and other quantifications for adaptations are given in Table 3. The
adaptation curves from both RAPs are depicted in the Figure 1 for each GCM. It is clear from the figure
optimistic RAP is giving higher adoption rate than the pessimistic RAP.

Figure 1: Adaptation curves for wheat growers for both RAPs in rice wheat cropping system of Punjab

Although the difference in case of adoption is less but in case of poverty and per capita income outcome from
both RAPs were significantly different. Optimistic RAP gave the plausible and acceptable ranges for future,
so it is better to opt the optimistic RAP and its adaptation package for future for other research and policy
purposes. It is evident from Table that projected mean yield of wheat crop, without adaptations vary from
21584 to 24820 Kg per farm. Mean yield change for was from 60 to 73 percent. In case of livestock, projected
mean milk production without adaptation was 1797 litres per farm for all analysis and its mean yield increase
was 42 percent for all cases. Percentage adopters for RAP1 and RAP2 would be lying between 90–91 percent.
For RAP1, projected net returns without and with adaptation would be up to Rs. 4.96–5.58 lac per farm and
Rs. 8.88–9.62 lac per farm for a season, respectively. While for RAP2, projected net returns without and with
adaptation would be up to Rs. 4.96–5.58 lac per farm and Rs. 8.56–9.31 lac per farm for a season,
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respectively. For RAP1 projected per-capita income for without and with adaptation cases would range
between Rs. 0.45–0.51 lac per person and 0.8–0.87 lac per person in a season. For the case of RAP2 projected
per-capita income for without and with adaptation cases would be from Rs. 0.38–0.43 lac per person and
0.65–0.71 lac per person for a season. Without adaptation poverty rate would be up to 18–22 percent for
RAP1 and 22–26 percent for the case of RAP2, respectively. While for the case of with adaptation, poverty
rate would vary from 14.7 to 15.6 percent for RAP1 and upto 17 to 19 percent for RAP2, respectively.

Table 3: Analyzing the benefits of climate change adaptations of wheat crop (by using yield simulations
by DSSAT) for the Rice Wheat Cropping System of Punjab-Pakistan

Aggregated Results (for all 155 farms)
RAP1 Results RAP2 Results

FROM TO FROM TO
Projected mean yield without adaptation wheat (Kg/Farm) 21583.8 24819.5 21583.8 24819.5
Mean yield change wheat (%) 60.2 72.6 60.2 72.6
Projected mean milk production without
adaptation(Litre/Farm/Annum)

1796.7 1796.7 1796.7 1796.7

Mean milk production change (%) 42.0 42.0 42.0 42.0
% adoption rate 89.7 90.8 88.0 89.3
Projected net returns without adaptation
(PKR/Farm/Season)

496518.6 558288.3 496518.6 558288.3

Projected net returns with adaptation (PKR/Farm/Season) 888152.9 962925.5 856797.2 931545.1
Projected per-capita income without adaptation
(PKR/Person/Season)

45108.3 51098.3 38273.7 43356.1

Projected per-capita income with adaptation
(PKR/Person/Season)

80340.2 87075.3 65729.9 71440.6

Projected poverty rate without adaptation (%) 18.3 22.0 21.8 26.5
Projected poverty rate with adaptation (%) 14.7 15.6 17.4 18.6

4. Conclusion. It is evident from the results that climate change could have adverse impacts on the
smallholder farmers in the study region. . In case of economic impact assessment it is clear from the results
that 62 to 73 percent of wheat growers would be negatively impacted by the current climatic variabilities.
With climate change the poverty rate would increase from 36 to 42 and net return returns would reduce upto 8
percent and per capita 17 percent then the base system. After the implementation of adaptation package upto
10 percent of households would remain vulnerable to climate change. Further results give the evidence that
optimistic RAP gives the more plausible ranges of adaptation rates and other socio economic indicators than
pessimistic RAP.

5. Future Research Avenues. Present study gives very good starting into the effectiveness of alternative
adaptation strategies bringing in different climate change and adaptation scenarios developed through the
involving trans-disciplinary approach.  The future research opportunities involve the study of the farming
system as a whole involving live-stock and minor crops. It could also involve multiple cropping areas
especially the arid regions which largely depend on rain for sustaining the cropping patterns.
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ABSTRACT: Our paper is based on the broader spectrum of globalization which
entails assimilation of culture and the politics surrounding this phenomenon
which ‘innocently’ suggests bridging all gulfs between the diverse cultures and
landscapes for greater ‘good’ of humanity. It refutes the claims of the globalists
who attach a positive connotation to globalization arguing that it leads to the
universal and collective welfare of nation-states and regions regardless of
boundaries and barriers. It argues that such a utopian and idealistic concept is
clearly demonstrated otherwise by the powerful (colonizing/imperialist) states
such as Britain and the United States in at least last two centuries. Instead of
meaning the collective betterment, it has merely brought about the financial,
cultural, psychological, emotional as well as environmental degeneration in the
developing countries. We have used Roy’s God of Small Things as a vehicle of
our argument as it portrays the cost that the countries on the margin have to pay
for the Western dreams of globalization. In her fictional work, Roy is at her best
attempting to subvert the impacts of American imperialism and the Western
globalization on countries like India and Pakistan. Our aim is to investigate how
the author relates the disintegration of indigenous people’s lives with the global
factors and to relate colonialism and globalization with ecological imperialism.
Our investigation into her novel highlights how her text lays bare the adverse
impacts of globalization in the form of the devastation of culture, natural
resources and human sensibilities. For a clear theoretical understanding of the
issue, we have used Appadhuri’s perspective on Globalization and Crosby’s
notion of Ecological Imperialism to relate our point of view with that of Roy.
Content analysis along with close-reading is used as a technique to interpret the
novelistic text accordingly. Our paper would be very useful not only to
understand how the powerful states maintain their hegemony through the concept
of homogenizing culture but would also suggest the ways to conserve our culture
and environment.
Key Terms: God of Small Things; Globalization; Ecological Imperialism;
Colonialism; South Asia; Indian; Pakistan

Introduction: Roy’s God of Small Things (1996) is the realistic depiction of the hidden tactics of the imperialistic
(mostly Western) world which scavenges on the developing countries draining them massively not only of their
natural resources but also the cultural values. Roy, through her straightforwardly blunt style, makes no bones about
uncovering the hidden motives behind the slogans of globalization which aims to homogenize the Indian culture by
turning the world into a global village. The aim through this paper is two-fold. On the one hand, it relates
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colonialism and globalization with ecological imperialism tracing its side effects; on the other hand, it analyses the
disintegration of an Indian family unity and values due to its hybridity and proximity with the foreign culture.
Globalization is aptly called imperial in its nature as it clearly reflects the motives of the international imperialist
forces also reflecting the response of the local communities (colonized states) in adopting the ways of the ruling
states. It is evident of the same unequal power relations prevalent at the time of colonization. The difference,
however, is only to the extent that it was when the rules were physically and forcibly there to control the colonized
nations; but now it is achieved by supplying the ways and tools of so-called modernity. History is repeated in the
same dimension but with different scheme. So globalization and the colonization are the two sides of the same coin
still controlling and hegemonising world’s people and resources. It seems, the movers and the shakers of the world,
after the decolonization, found other ways to control the developing countries, i.e., the fastest communication
network, ‘supra-national operations of economics’ and cultural ‘commodification’. Globalization is not a
straightway of controlling the masses as it had been in vogue in the times of direct colonization. Rather it is
systematic, complex and indirect way of maintaining the domination. Globalization did not emerge all of a sudden
rather it developed as a result of European industrialization, scientism and as an offshoot of imperialism. It decodes
the colonial rhetoric.
Before going into the details of textual evidence it is important to understand the connotation of the term
“Globalization” and its connection with colonial and ecological imperialism.

2. Key Terms:
2.1 Globalization and Imperialism: ntroduced by the powerful states, the concept of globalization is a process of
creating the whole new way of life, thinking patterns, designing and procurement of land by multinational
companies; in other words, it entails upsetting the entire indigenous patterns of life. Globalization has two known
perspectives. The first perspective considers it as entirely a positive phenomenon, promising for growth and
advancement of the communities. The theorists favoring this perspective argue that it paves the way for easy
outreach to marketplace, services, information and technology which would ultimately lead to collective welfare,
progress and prosperity also addressing the global and ecological concerns. The second perspective considers it as
merely garbed in euphemism and sweet slogans but actually triggering exploitation and subjugation of the
‘developing’ countries by the powerful ‘developed’ states. As is obvious from the current face of the earth, the
globalization has extremely harmed the indigenous cultures, traditions and value systems replacing them with the
homogenous global language and culture. This 20th and 21st century homogenization is as dreadful an act as that of
colonialism itself to remove the connection of the third world countries with their roots (the source of their entire
force of culture and social meaning) making them weaker states. Globalization is proving itself as the most
sophisticated and effective strategy than colonialism to entirely keep the control over the assets and lives of the
indigenous people. Moreover, globalization serves the interests of the entrepreneur power instead of the local
communities. There are theorists who take a neutral and objective approach towards globalization (Durham 2006).
They are of the same view as that of the anti-globalization. For them, it brings poverty, dissatisfaction and
discrimination, aggravating ecological imbalance. It serves as a blow to the state of solidarity peace and stability, a
threat to internal peace and democracy of the communities. These are all the aftermaths of the globalization. It also
affect the style of working as it keeps closer interaction between the companies of different countries and thus
changes the work patterns and brings an air of so-called competition among companies seldom bothering about the
environmental devastations it brings along its way.

Globalization is also another name of the so-called modernization. The irony of the situation is that the perpetrators
of globalization eagerly control the human hands and human lifestyles but not the environment which is the major
victim due to the various processes involved to trigger globalization throughout the world. The nature and
environment are very sensitive to the human activities and thus react all at once as Stuart Hall (1991) remarks;
“when the ill winds of Chernobyl came our way, they did not pause at the frontier, produce their passports and say
“Can I rain on your territory now (quoted in Ashcroft p. 112)?””

2.2 Ecological Imperialism: Alfred W. Crosby, the inventor of the term ‘Ecological Imperialism’, states that
Imperialism is the course of action which results in two-way devastation: on the one hand, it changes the interior life
of the colonized states including their political, cultural and social structures while on the other hand, it deteriorates
the ecologies and time-honored life prototype. And it is a loss which one can never recover. History reveals that
wherever these colonizers went they maintained their power by making the local population weak either health-wise
by spreading epidemics (which they import from their native places of their origin) or through the ways of settlers
which badly affect the local environment by eroding their land through their own so-called modern methods and
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technologies, e.g., current famines in sub-Saharan Africa has been due to the land exploitation for large-scale
commercial plantations. Canada, Australia and the USA (in their colonial times) have been the examples of Neo
Europe by producing and exporting maximum resources to the Europe which badly affected their ecological systems
and indigenous populations.

The United States is the true example of modern imperialist states in the garb of globalization. Despite the fact that it
denies the notion of imperialism publically but its policies demonstrate that it follows and strategically practices
globalization using indirect ways. It keeps on maintaining its authority, dominance and control through its slogan of
“mass production, mass communication and mass consumption (Ashcroft p. 113).”

The question arises if globalization has the worldwide distribution, why is its center always in the West? The answer
is simple that globalization is a derivative of the traditional imperialism of the sixteenth century Western
imperialism and exhibits the same essence through the power structures worldwide.

Another important aspect of globalization is that how it works effectively and becomes source of attraction for the
local communities or how the local communities react to it? The strategies and tactics of the international groups
present their economic, social and educational program in such an attractive discursive ways that their discourses
appeal the local groups generally and marginalized groups specifically. These groups take interest in them with the
intention of progress and empowerment, the slogans trumpeted in ad displays. Thus, this globalization liberates them
from locally created threats but indirectly makes them dependent and subservient to the interests of the imperial
powers. The tragedy is that the West through the concept of homogenization not only depletes the originality of the
local culture but also does not let it come up equal to its own status of “mini versions of itself (Bill Ashcroft, 114)”.
This, however, is still a debatable issue. It is the interaction of local and foreign forces which results in globalization
through dissemination and assimilation.

3. Literature Review Annabelle Serberny Mohammadi (2006) considers the role of media as a prominent discourse
in in globalization of the third world countries. For her the media can play a positive role by reviving the local
culture or bring innovation with the fusion of local and international elements. She takes the brighter and one-sided
view of the globalization. But our view keeping in mind the God of Small Things is neutral as we see this kind of
positivity to be short-lived phenomena which will later result in rootlessness and disintegration of the local
communities ultimately ending in loss of identity.

Jesus Martin Barbero (2006) also gives his view keeping in mind the Latin American context in mind that
the richness of local culture comes out when it gets exposure through media and thus results into a distinctive form
of cultural heritage. By saying so she has missed the very important issue related to the collapse of indigenous
culture, values and environment and this is what I intend to bring to the limelight through this paper.

For Jan Nederveen Pietrse (2006), globalization is the name of ‘hybridization’. He terms it ‘Creolizing cultural
form’. For him, it is ‘an unproblematic valorization’ (Durham p. 581) But the objective research over the issue may
bring the clear view that this hybridization is equal to split of identity. And it has been pointed out by many South
Asian authors like Jhampa Lahri , Abdulla Husain, Zulfikar Ghos,  and Bapsi Sidhwa.

The views of Douglass Kellner and Richard Kahn (2005) that media has given freedom to the people either
comment in favor or against the globalization, capitalism and war indicate the same vein of the issue that there is no
pressure of freedom of expression which is the beauty of globalization. Whereas our view towards globalization is
not in the air keeping in view the lives of the people of South Asia. The way they are portrayed by Roy (1996) is an
ample proof of the fact that hegemony has been maintained by the West in either way. Whether there is a matter of
repressive state apparatus or ideological we are the victim of this globalization through split identities, deterioration
of culture, solidarity with the imperialist forces and cultural homogenization.

Theoretical Framework To support and develop our research work Alfred W. Crosby, (1986), the inventor of the
term ‘Ecological Imperialism’ and Appadaurai’s ideas (2006) have served as the framework of the paper. For
Crosby, ecological imperialism means two-way deterioration, i.e., of ecology as well as culture. We find the same in
Roy’s novel where the family members get dispersed and disillusioned in maintaining their relationship with one
another. Moreover, devastating changes in the environment have been clearly pointed out by the author. The other
aspect, the author highlights, is the inclination of the people of that area towards the overseas employment and
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relationship which ends in deterioration in terms of Appadaurai. He mentions this brain-drain as the worst kind of
thing in making the home country weak. We find the same view in Roy’s representation of the events. In
Appadaurai opinion, the inhabitants of Asia in general and South Asia in particular get all impressions about
migration through the Western media. The imagination built through this discourse makes the people move to the
foreign land for the better future perspectives. Thus this flow results in dislocation of the people in many ways, i.e.,
geographically, socially, culturally and psychologically. The globalization according to Appadurai is synonymous to
homogenization which is very threatening for the loss of local culture and solidarity.

5. Methodology Qualitative method of research is used for the critique of Roy’s novel with the help of
Appaudhurai’s conception of the cultural dimension of Globalization. For this purpose, the text of the novel is
viewed through the technique of Literary Close-Reading. According to Cuddon (1997), Literary Close Reading
entails a preliminary analysis of a literary work from a specific perspective. In this way, if we mean that the God of
small things is viewed from the perspective of globalization and colonial imperialism including the disturbance of
ecological patterns. It would mean that we have selected only the relevant details of the novel skipping the irrelevant
ones. Then the next step taken is the interpretation of the analyses of the selected text in the light of Appadurai and
Crosby’s views on globalization and ecological imperialism respectively.
6. Analysis of God of Small Things
In Roy’s novel the impact of globalization and ecological imperialism can be viewed very aptly. We notice the life
in Ayemenem is thickly and densely covered with vegetation thirty years ago (1960s). The writer’s technique of
emphasis on the serenity and greenery as the good ecological habitat for the wild insects and animal is a great
emphasis on the goodness and vitality of the life before the meddling of foreign media into the affair of the village.
Things adopt depressing course since the intrusion of foreign media. In the same chapter, the writer takes us upside-
down of the same picture thirty years later (1990s); “…the bank of a river that smelled of shit and pesticides bought
with World Bank loans. Most of the fish had died.” (Roy p. 14) Ecological Imperialism is reflected in dustgreen
trees, mossgreen, smoky stink of urine in the police station. When Estha re-returned and walked all over Aymenem
he walked along the banks of rivers that smelled of shit and pesticides bought with World Bank loans, most fish had
died. River is unfit for swimming as well. River has changed into a swollen drain. More rice for the price of river
shows the exploitation of resources by the colonizers. Stale glucose biscuits in dim glass cases with flies at Abhilash
Talkies shows that expired commodities of the West find their market in third world countries. Abhilash Talkies is
also the result of globalization. It is the place where Estha is molested by Orangedrink Lemondrink man. It becomes
a place where he loses his innocence and Estha goes into silence for the rest of his life.
The above mentioned lines reflect the devastating impact of the consequences of the Western packages of so-called
modern technology and aid schemes for the uplift of the developing countries. Such is the deteriorating effects of the
European notion of globalization that it not only is badly affecting the culture but also the ecology of the area. Roy
has intentionally shown the contrasting pictures of (23-year) before and after the global imperialism so that the
reader may capture the grim reality of the third-world exploitation. This point has also been closely connected to the
idea of Alfred W. Crosby’s ecological imperialism. For Roy, there is a tiny emerging class of lowly skilled workers
who live in “freshly baked, iced Gulf-money houses built by nurses, masons, wire-benders, and bank clerks, who
worked hard and unhappily in faraway places (Roy p. 14).” Roy’s opinion is well connected with that of Appadhurai
who talks about the de-territorialization or dislocation of the people for the better future prospects as promised to
them by the so-called globalization where the people move or migrate willingly or unwillingly to the foreign land.
Roy herself is one of the greatest proponents of the exploitation and propaganda of the West against the developing
countries. If we technically look at the scheme of events with the cause and effect relationship, it dawns upon us that
all awful actions are the consequence of the advent of Sophie Mol’s arrival in that serene and romantic environment
of Aymenem. Even the disturbance starts as soon as the news of her arrival stirs the environment of the house.
Implicitly or explicitly, the reader starts sensing the foul play within the territory. Estha and Rahel are compelled to
speak English and they are penalized by Baby Kochamma for ignoring English and speaking their mother tongue.
The molestation of Estha happens the very night of her arrival, and the death of Sophie Mol brings the rest of the
repercussions, i.e., Velutha’s death, Ammu’s expulsion from the house and later her death, incest, riverside resort
which makes the river weak in the author’s words.
The family members are so much obsessed with the thought of Sophie Mol’s arrival that their main topic of
conversation revolves around the impression she’ll form about them especially their clothing and Englishness. For
them she’s the extraordinary and superior kind of creature. Rahel already starts developing the sense of inferiority
complex in his mind and thinks that she’ll get more love from the elders. She starts underestimating herself. She
feels that her role is secondary and the prime position belong to Sophie Mol.
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What Rahel senses started happening after the arrival of Sophie Mol who had been given an extraordinary
treatment and preferred over Estha and Rahel. “There would be two flasks of water. Boiled water for Margaret
Kochamma and Sophie Mol, tap water for everybody else (Roy p. 45).” The ‘double-decker’ cake was baked and
decorated for her to feel her special. The house was decorated and Mammachi also adorned herself with ornaments
in the honor of the guests. As a reader, we can sense the colonial mind working behind this kind of treatment. But on
the other hand, they get cold response from Sophie Mol. She halfheartedly accepts Chako as her real father. She
shows great association with late Joe. She refuses to help her grandmother in braiding her hair.
The colonial tactics of overpowering the colonized state completely is to make them forget about their roots. And for
this purpose the language is the best medium to erase their identity. So is the case with Baby Kochamma who
compels the two kids to forget about their language and learn English. They have been punished for neglecting this
rule. Baby Kochamma tries to Sophie Mol and Margaret with her knowledge of Shakespeare. She even tries to
mimic English accent. She advises both Estha and Rahel to impress Sophie Mol as they are Indian Ambassadors (but
ironically) not by their local culture rather by mimicking English. She praises Sophie Mol by comparing her to the
Ariel of Shakespeare’s Tempest. But ironically her effort falls flat as Sophie has no knowledge about Shakespeare.
The resentment and sense of Eurocentricism is another devastating thing for the colonized states. We feel the
displeasure of Margaret’s father over his daughter’s marrying an Indian. It implies that the colonizers know only to
exploit the colonized such as Indians but cannot maintain any relationship with them.

The evil designs of the British colonizers are well indicated through the warning of Kuttapen who compares the
wickedness of the river with the evil designs of the British. In this way, though for a brief moment, Kuttapen appears
to be the mouth piece of Roy.We can also sense the rootlessness of the people who left their homeland for better
future and career at cost of losing their connection with their heritage. They even don’t realize what they have lost.
Roy intentionally uses the term "Foreign Returnees" as for her the return is not as simple as it appears. This is why,
she has attempted to defamialarize it. It has built up their state of mind differently. They come back with the sense of
abhorrence and find every fault in their homeland just because of their adoption of the Western ways. It indicates the
imperialism of the colonizers that through attractive packages for the developing countries how they have enslaved
the people of the third world to serve their interests. It is the concealed and secret way to maintain the hegemony.
The very aim of globalization is to help flourish the Western economies and deteriorate the local businesses and
industry. In the wake of advanced technology, quality control, and attractive presentations of the local culture’s
fusion with the Western culture, they achieve their targets. We can see such a ‘McDonaldization’ of our culture
around us. In the wake of the promotion of local culture, they easily achieve their aims. The local people or a
layman is likely to think and get impression about the West that it is reviving their heritage and preserving it. But he
does not know the inside story that how the western world is weakening their ideological cognitive immune system
by injecting the homogenization as the very concept of ‘global village.’ We find the evidence in the novel when Roy
hints that the river is not as strong as it had been because of the chain of some international hotels has opened along
its banks and the history house has also turned into the dining room of the hotel. It has become a place for the
tourists. The hotel is crowded with the outsiders and foreigners who have turned it into some remote world than
Aymenem. The company, however, has introduced the local Kathakali performances by reducing their originality
and making the performance of twenty minutes instead of the original six hours. So is the case with Coke Studio in
Pakistan and the advertisements of other international brands and food chains are given a fusion of local culture to
cater to the attention of the indigenous people.

We see that Pappachi’s discovery of a new species of moth is renounced by the European group of Entomology who
termed it a variation of already existing species. But later the same species is named after the name of a European
instead, depriving the original discoverer (Pappachi) of his right to copyright. Roy, in this way, highlights the
trickery of the Europeans who would try their best to get the credit of all the discoveries and inventions even though
it is originally made by the indigenous people. In this way, they would also coin the justification that the natives do
not have the ability to discover and invent and therefore must be in need of help, guidance and civilizing need of the
‘superior’ white Europeans.
Family bond weakens and disintegration starts with the foreign involvement in the lives of the indigenous people.
Roy indicates towards this phenomenon when Baba (Rahel and Estha’s father) tries to bargain his removal from his
job (caused by his drunkenness) by condescending to his white English boss’s lust for his beautiful wife. But her
refusal results in her expulsion from his house. Baby Kochamma’s love for the Catholic Monk and her purported
conversion to other religion becomes a stigma for the fame of her family; Chako marries Margaret and gets deprived
of the bliss of matrimonial life. Pappachi is disappointed to see the hypocrisy of his English boss. History house
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which was once under the possession of an English man becomes the haunted house which takes the life of Velutha,
and later becomes the center for the multinational company’s dealings.
The role of media too is inevitable in bridging the gulf between the countries of the world. But the negative impact
of this technology is visible less in globalization and more in its aloofness from the local issues and surroundings.
TV and Satellite make Babay Kochamma ignorant of the garden close to her door which was once the center of
attention for the visitors. But now it turns into an unweeded garden and a deserted place just because of a shift in the
interests of Baby Kochamma towards the variety of satellite channels from all over the world. Kochu Maria enjoys
WWF, and Baby Kochamma likes The Bold and the Beautiful, Blondes, wars, famines, sex, music. All day they sit
in drawing room doing nothing. When Rahel returns she observes Baby Kochamma has started living backward.
When she was young she denounced the material world and now as an old lady she embraced it which may be
because of the impact of satellite. It not only results in her aloofness from her traditions (as we see her
metamorphosed lifestyle and adoration) but is also an indication of the disturbance in ecological system around her.
To conclude it can be aptly said that Roy is very outspoken in uncovering the trickery of Western world in the form
of sweet slogans of globalization. This paper would suggest the ways to understand how the powerful states
maintain their hegemony through the concept of homogenizing local cultures but also suggests that our culture and
environment must be conserved by creating awareness about it among the general public.
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ABSTRACT: The purpose of the present study was to develop a scale for the
measurement of the influence of most significant factors on teachers to opt teaching
as a career . Accessible population was two eighty eight Government secondary
school teachers of 72 Government secondary schools of Pakistan. ANOVA and
Principal component analysis method were used for factor extraction. The
limitations of this research were that the population for this research was only
female secondary school teachers. This research extended the validity of previous
work on developing scales to measure the extent of influential factors affecting
teaching as career decision. This scale is helpful to Education policy makers,
curriculum designers, teachers, and all other establishment in the area of teaching
and learning areas. The present findings has a valid , large implication and humble
guidance  for future researchers in developing more scales in teaching and learning
areas to attract and retain teachers globally.
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Introduction: In the present study it was investigated that what are the most influential factors in Pakistani
teaching context that affect teachers decisions to join teaching . In the literature mostly capacity –related beliefs
are discussed regarding career choice . But to fill out the gap of the literature some Pakistani culture specific
factors in teaching career choice were employed. The purpose of the development of the (FIT –Choice) sale was
to explore Pakistani Government teachers intentions towards teaching profession. For the development of this
scale researcher has consulted the previous literature to incorporate other culture specific motivational factors.

Literature Review: In this study a scale development and the role of different motivational theories in
predicting the career options are discussed by the researcher. Moreover the usefulness of this scale for future
investigations in career choice will expand the validity and reliability of this tool .

Ryan, Richard, & Edward (2000). explored 21 reasons for opting teaching through a questionnaire among
PGGE students. The most significant reasons of this survey by the students were pleasure in working with
children and job satisfaction were considered very  important by 96 % . On contrary salary, vacations, security,
no choice other than teaching were regarded as very important by less than 50 percent. The other less influential
factors among students were to  share  knowledge and expertise with their students, taking teaching as a
challenging profession , opting teaching by inspiration of own teachers and the last having desire to improve
children's life chances. These reasons were shown as very important or important by 20-45 percent of
participants .

( Bastick, 1999, Gay,1996 & Maslow, 1943) considered motivation expectancy- value theory crucial for success
and achievement. They argued that task significance and success beliefs are key indicators for academic choices
with addition of social influences and previous experiences in the enhancement of motivation. Furthermore,
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Mercer & Evans  (1993 ) elaborated  the importance of prospect of success chances and the one sided view of
task for academic choices in expectancy- value model.

It discussed the role of external influence in making academic choices. SDT also differentiate the motivation
into intrinsic and extrinsic motives and extrinsic motivation is considered a leading motive in shaping the
student behavior. (Darling,1999).

Sands ( 1993) argued that three Psychological desires stimulate the self to trigger the behavior and considered
significant indicator for quality of life and Psychological well being. Moreover, these needs  initiate the further
needs ,autonomy, competence and relatedness

According to Atkinson (1957) theory there are a lot of important factors to improve workplace motivation of
employees. For example if we talk about staff motivation then it is the voice of era to motivate employees we
must consider their management patterns, job description, institutional tasks etc. On the next step , physiological
needs includes leisure activities , enough time for lunch staff earnings to buy life basic commodities. After
words, then comes safety need that comprise free and safe working place and job security of employees. Then
comes Social needs which elaborates the importance of social acceptance, belonging and society by
incorporating the positive role of social needs to facilitate human basic needs. Safety needs are defined with job
security ,comfortable and threat free working environment. Furthermore, social needs amalgamate with love,
belongingness and social approval. On the other hand self esteem needs are included with achievement of
employees and feel their accomplished tasks most worthy. In the end self actualization needs require
challenging and worthwhile assignments from employees which create critical thinking, innovation and fruitful
progress.

Some important tasks of teachers are to promote progressive students activities and to realize national and
international education needs and to reduce illiteracy rate in every country. But unfortunately in our country
Pakistan teachers are increasingly demotivated due to less social respect, poor salaries, job insecurity, improper
hosing, less opportunities for professional development and inadequate teaching fringe benefits and it all reflects
in poor teaching performance and learning outcomes. Moreover,  majority of the experienced teachers do not
want work in rural areas where the major part of our population live in critical conditions.

After this valuable discussion one question arises that to at what degree Pakistani teachers are motivated and
demotivated ? The present study discussed this issue by developing a scale to measure the tendencies of
Pakistani Government school teachers to enter or exit in teaching profession.

Methodology

Developing FIT-Choice Factors Scale: The initial phase of research was refining the scale developed by
(Watt, 2007). The scale development of this study was emphasized more on empirical and theoretical work. The
scale has been divided into different categories regarding Government teachers perceptions towards teaching
career in Pakistan . First of all items were developed to ask know teachers aptitude towards teaching as a career
and these items assessed their desire and motivation to enter teaching profession to fulfill their intrinsic value.

In the next phase items were developed to assess teachers intentions to opt teaching as a career because of
having good and enough time with family due to working hours and school vacations. However it is reported in
literature by different researches that extrinsic rewards like as salary, job satisfaction, job security, social status,
job status are considered most significant factors for teachers to opt teaching as a career choice (Bastick, 2002) .
At the time of world war II job security was most influential factor for choosing teaching as a career rated by
men and second highest by women in a sample of 643 non university teachers trainees. But with the passage of
time and in the change of social context now job security is not considered as much important as it was
previously (Hawley, 1985)

The researcher  added some more items to ask teachers to choose teaching because of it’s a secure profession
and handsome income and the researcher also has used the term social utility value.  Some items  were
developed to evaluate social service , social input and having strong will to work with students. In the United
States in some previous researches findings male and female teachers showed strong intention to work with
students considered  as most dominating factor in choosing teaching as professional career. This desire is called
intrinsic and altruistic in the previous literature (Brown ,1994).
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Some items were added to assess the value of social status, teacher spirit and salary for profession entrance.
Participants were asked to respond to the items by giving their judgments about teaching as high or low social
status profession or it highly respectful and valued by the society.

The researcher has adopted another view point in pointing the most significant factors on teachers decisions in
adopting teaching profession by asking teachers about the significance of social status, teacher morale, and
salary. The participant were required to response on the respect of the teaching profession in the society , they
have to respond on whether it is most respectful profession or not? Another side of the scale was evaluated by
asking the question about teachers spirit and feelings appreciated by the society.

Moreover, some items were developed to assess  the satisfaction of teachers with their salary. In one of the
finding of the research on  the worth of teaching occupation in Pakistan it has been concluded by the results that
,  these items were assessed as lower status, poor salary and lower teachers morale.

Socialization was measured in the next category of items . Teaching profession related researchers considered
the significance of teaching experience and learning experience (Gay, 1996). Items were also developed to
assess the participants perceptions of professional engagement and career development and enhancement career
options. For example the item " I opt teaching profession because……….was given as main statement to all
items in this category. The participants then asked to rate the influence of each response on a  5 point likert scale
ranging from 1-5 (strongly agree, agree, neutral, strongly disagree, disagree).

Information regarding age, marital status, annual income, experience and qualification of teachers, the second
part was based on 5 point Rating scale (strongly agree, agree, neutral, strongly disagree, disagree, ). More
questions were developed to measure the effect of  factors on teaching as profession. The questionnaire was
validated from 4 experts of Division of Education, University of Education, Lahore and 2 experts of Institute of
Education and Research, University of the Punjab, Lahore. After piloting phase, the survey on large scale was
planned. Questionnaire were mailed to all sampled teachers (school teachers) working in Government
Secondary Schools in Punjab. In order to make sure the return of questionnaires, Principles were contacted and
requested for their professional help in this research. Some colleges responded immediately but few responded
later because of their official assignments. However, the researcher, continued requesting the principals through
follow up telephonic calls, and as a result, was successful in getting completed questionnaires from respondents.
The data collection activity took four months. Before administering the instrument to the larger population, a
pilot study on small scale was done. Through pilot testing necessary revisions were made in the questionnaire.
Secondly through the statistical tests the numeric description of chi square and t test made the researcher to put
the confidence in the results up to 95%. Through the pilot study all items were believed to be valid in construct,
content and criteria.

The main aim of the study was to get the Government  teacher's  perceptions towards teaching profession, the
scale validated on a large cohort of working teachers, and determined the factors most important and influential
in choosing teaching as a career.

Rationale: The researcher incorporated many themes from the previous teacher education literature to use as
strong base to construct this present scale, this is an humble effort to acknowledge and extend the variety of
previous efforts in valuing the teaching profession ,which was validated across large cohort of  secondary
teachers at secondary schools of Punjab. In order to get the representation of all districts the researcher choose
sample from all zones of Punjab. The implementation of this scale helped researcher to measure the most
significant factors in motivating teachers to select teaching as profession on a large cohort of a representative
sample.

Sampling: For the sake of study the total population of female secondary school teachers 25% sample was
drawn. 72 schools of Punjab (24 urban and 48 rural) were selected for the purpose of this survey. The researcher
randomly selected 9 districts from 36 districts of Punjab and then randomly selected 9 tehsils from sampled
districts. Eight schools from each tehsil were selected with uniform distribution of both urban and rural strata.
Six urban female schools, two rural female schools were selected. Four teachers from each school were
randomly sampled for this study; it constituted a sample of 288 teachers which was in accordance with (Mercer
& Evans,1991).

Data analysis and Discussion: In order to ascertain the effect of factors on teachers’ choice to teach the data
generated was tabulated and analyzed.   Principal component analysis method was used for factor extraction the
data generated by the study was tabulated and analyzed. To measure the extent of influential factors in joining
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teaching as a career choice was measured through the option from 1-5. To assess the extent of motivational
factors influence with group means three ranges were made,  Mean range 4----5 was termed to strongly
motivating factors, Mean range 3-------4 was termed to moderate motivating factors ,Mean range 2--------3 was
termed to average motivating factors.

These factors inspiration, intrinsic career value, challenge, society service, society influence, job security, work
with children and ability, were perceived strongly motivating factors with mean range 4---5. Others factors
autonomy, competence, social status, respect, working conditions and time for family were perceived moderate
influencing factors with mean range 3----4 and one factor salary is perceived average motivating factor with
mean range 2------3. . It Is believed by getting the finding o f the participants perception on salary that they rated
it lower means they are not satisfied with their salaries in Pakistan. They don’t rate social status as highest
motivating factor in selecting teaching as a career choice but rated it moderately.

The purpose of the study was to point out and evaluate the influence of different motivational factors to inspire
teachers to choose teaching as a career. The present scale was developed from the previous work on
motivational factors to extend the validity and reliability of the work  for future research and the results showed
the strong Psychometrically and theoretically validity and reliability of large cohort of representative sample.
Another important effort to use already empirically validated theoretical scale provides a  base for the present
scale and provided sound approach to find motivators to motivate teachers to choose teaching as a career .High
response rate of sample showed that our findings are consistent with the idea that our sample was representative
and results can be generalized in other areas of the country.

Table :1

Factor Description

Factor Statements Mean
Total
Mean

Standard
Deviation

Inspiration Teaching is a Prophet's profession. 4.3 4.2 0.542

My teachers are my role models. 4.3 0.538

My parents are my role models. 4.2 0.506

Intrinsic career
value

I'm interested in teaching 4.2 8.06 0.539

I like teaching 4.1 0.513

Teaching is my own choice 4.04 0.594

Teaching is according to my aptitude. 4.03 0.6

I ,m happy to adopt teaching profession. 4.00 0.638

I have always wish to join teaching 3.92 0.843

Challenge I want to get high position in teaching by hard working. 4.2 5.5 0.545

I can utilize fully my professional skills 4.2 0.51

I can update my knowledge with changing needs of the
world.

4.1 0.488
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I want to satisfy my students with an increase in my
knowledge and professional skill.

4.1 0.615

Society
service

Teachers can remove ignorance in society 4.1 4.1 0.495

Teachers guide society towards new and right path. 4.1 0.461

Teaching allow me to serve the society 4.1 0.494

Work with I love to work with students of all ages 4.1 5.4 0.502

I want to improve students' learning. 4.1 0.467

I want to work in teaching and learning areas. 4.0 0.487

My family motivate me to become teacher. 4.0 0.593

Working
conditions

The guidance of School Headmistress make an increase
in administrative abilities in other teachers

4.1 11.7 0.52

Teachers feel more confident in working different
committees of School

4.1 0.466

Social interaction with other school teachers enhances
teachers educational experiences.

4.1 0.49

Refresher courses and workshops enhance professional
abilities.

4.05 0.668

In government institutes teachers cooperate with each
other in solving problems.

3.95 0.72

Senior teachers' feed back enhance junior teachers
professional abilities.

3.95 0.635
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School headmistress provide professional guidance to
her subordinate teachers.

3.94 0.805

School Headmistress fully cooperate with teachers in
solving their educational problems.

3.7 0.963

Professional responsibilities are equally distributed in
Government Schools

3.5 1.075

Ability I have good teaching skills. 4.1 2.7 0.629

I have the teaching potential. 4.0 0.695

Society
influence

My friends encourage me to join teaching profession 4.1 4.0 0.558

My teachers were role model for me in choosing
teaching profession.

4.0 0.623

My family motivates me to join teaching 4.0 0.593

Job security Government teachers get pensions. 4.1 5.06 0.566

Government teacher’s job is on permanent basis. 4.0 0.705

Autonomy Teachers can get their personal educational aims 4.0 9.8 0.616

Teachers can play role as leaders 4.0 0.648

Teachers can solve their class room problems 3.9 0.726

Teachers can teach students with new teaching
methods

3.7 0.959

Teachers can solve their students educational problems 3.6 0.959

Teachers can teach their children with their own
teaching methodology.

3.5 1.048

Teachers can give opinions in school policies. 3.5 1.055
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Teachers can teach their favourite subject. 3.3 1.099

Competence I want to bring educational revolution by improving
educational system with high qualification

4.0 2.6 0.646

I can change people's behaviour with high professional
skill

3.9 0.726

Status Teachers considers teaching as good profession 3.9 7.0 0.761

Teachers considers teaching as high status profession 3.9 0.774

Teachers get good status with their educational and
professional achievement

3.6 0.958

Teachers are valued in society with an increase in
professional skill.

3.4 1.079

Teachers are highly valued in our society 3.2 1.132

Teaching is highly acknowledged profession in our
society

3.1 1.156

Respect Teachers  are well respected in our society 3.3 4.4 1.201

Teaching is well respected profession in our society 3.3 1.146

Society gives high importance to teachers. 3.3 1.111

Teachers are well respected in society with their
knowledge and status.

3.3 1.12

Salary SST teachers get good salary package. 3.0 4.6 1.186

Teaching is a well paid profession in our society 2.9 1.235

The salary of a SST teacher is better than other
government jobs.

2.8 1.181

Teachers are well paid in our society 2.7 1.206

The salary of a SST teacher is sufficient to meet the
expenditure of an average home

2.5 1.091

Time for
family

School holidays  provide me enough time to spend with
family.

4.1 3.8

Teaching profession is not problematic with my family
responsibilities.

3.7 0.905

Teaching hours suits with the responsibilities of having
a family.

3.7 0.912
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Finding: Following findings emerged from the analysis of data. These results showed the variance between the
significance of different factors. Variance of inspiration was 74.476 % , showed that it was most useful factor
that got most of the response rate and highest motivating factor that people rated it with high aspiration . The
variance of  job security was 75.704 % showed that people joined teaching mostly because of this reason. The
variance of ability factor was 74.696 % , society influence was 73.335 %, work with children was 68.518,
society service was 66.116 %, challenge was 60,594 % , competence was 65.220 %, indicating highest
satisfaction of people with their choice of teaching. Variance of other factors that were autonomy 34.765 % ,
respect 53.546 %, time for family 52.184 %, intrinsic career value 39.529 %, working conditions 38.184 %and
salary 49.335% showed relatively low motivation for teaching as a career choice.

Conclusion: It is concluded that inspiration, Intrinsic career value, Challenge, Society service, Work with
children and Ability, society influence, job security were considered most influencing factors for opting
teaching. Working conditions, Autonomy and competence and Autonomy and competence considered
moderately influencing factor for joining teaching profession. Salary was considered lowest motivating factors
for teaching as profession and it showed that teachers are unsatisfied with their salary status.
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Short Running title: Depression among patients with type II Diabetes Mellitus

ABSTRACT
Objectives: To determine the frequency of depression among patients with type-II
diabetes mellitus in Peshawar.
Study Design: Descriptive study
Place & duration of study: The study was conducted during March-September 2010 in
Out Patient Department of General Medicine, Khyber Teaching Hospital Peshawar.
Patients & Methods:  140 subjects from either sex with definite diagnosis of type-II
diabetes for at least one year were included and patients with diabetes with history of
treatment for any psychiatric ailment, any other physical illnesses were excluded.
Socio-demographic variables such as age, gender and marital status were recorded.
Depression was assessed by using Beck Depressive Inventory-II. Data collected was
analyzed by using SPSS version 13.
Results: Out of 140 patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus 85(61%) were women and
55(39%) were men. Mean Age was 45(+7.45) years. Out of study subjects 94(67.1%)
were married, 3(2.1%) were unmarried and 43(30.8%) were widows. 84(60.0%)
presented with severe depression, 10(7.2%) with moderate and 9(6.4%) with mild
depression. Depression was higher in females than men and widows than married.
Conclusions: Depression co morbidity is high in diabetes mellitus type 2, especially in
female and widows.  Psychiatric attention is necessary to be incorporated in diabetes
care both for prevention and treatment.
Keywords: Depression, Diabetes mellitus type 2, Co morbidity, Peshawar
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Introduction: Diabetes mellitus (DM) has emerged as a great socioeconomic burden for the developing world.
Over the past two decades there has been a significant rise in the prevalence of this devastating illness and is
presenting as an alarming issue1.Its prevalence for all age groups worldwide is estimated to be 4.4% in 20302.
Currently DM affects 246 million people worldwide and this number is projected to increase substantially to 380
million by 2025, with 80% of the total adult diabetics are in developing countries3.
Diabetes is the fourth leading cause of death in most developed countries4. The prevalence of both type-1 and type-2
diabetes mellitus is increasing worldwide but the prevalence of type-2 is rising much more rapidly1.The type-II
diabetes mellitus account for more than 90% of all cases of diabetes worldwide. The Centers for Disease Control
report for at least 20 years, diabetes rates in North America have been increasing substantially. American Diabetes
Association, National diabetes fact sheet 2011 reports, in the United States there are 25.8 million people (8.3% of
the population) with diabetes with 18.8 million being diagnosed, 07 million undiagnosed and 79 million
prediabetics. With prevalence rates doubling between 1990 and 2005, CDC has termed the change an epidemic. The
National Diabetes Information Clearinghouse estimates that diabetes costs $132 billion in the United States alone
every year. Each year 7 million people develop diabetes. The annual direct healthcare costs of diabetes worldwide
are estimated to be as much as 286 billion, for patients in the age groups 20–79 years3.

Diabetes mellitus and depression are public health concerns of the present and, as predicted, also the future. The
observation that depression is seen more frequently in diabetic patients compared to the non-diabetic population has
been proven by several recent studies. Patients with type 2 DM have a 24% increased risk of developing depression
than individuals without diabetes5. The mechanisms underlying this relationship are still unclear.  Mortality risks
substantially elevated in patients with diabetes and coexisting depression6. Those with type 2 diabetes and coexisting
major depression are more likely to experience life- threatening complications7 and deteriorating quality of life8.
Pakistan belongs to high prevalence area, currently having 6.9 million people affected with diabetes mellitus, with
projected estimates expected to double by 2025 and affect 11.5 million people unless measures are taken to control
the disease9. Pakistan currently ranking at 7th position in the list of countries with major burden of DM. Pakistan is a
developing country with poor health indicators. Most of the studies about depression among patients with diabetes
have been carried out in western countries and a few studies in Pakistan. Present study aims to find out the
frequency of depression among patients with type-II diabetes mellitus in Peshawar. This study will highlight the
significance of liaison medicine for early detection and treatment of depression among patients with diabetes
mellitus. It will also result in improved outcome and lead to reduction in the number of health care visits and health
care cost.

Material And Methods: This descriptive study was conducted in Out Patient Department of General Medicine,
Khyber Teaching Hospital Peshawar during the period March-September 2010 after receiving approval from the
Hospital Ethical Committee.
Sample size calculation for the study was based upon World Health Organization software/formula for sample size

determination. By using 95% confidence interval, 10% prevalence and 5% margin of error, the required number
was140 patients with type-II diabetes mellitus.  Patients from either sex with definite diagnosis of type-II diabetes
for at least one year and with ability to provide informed consent were included. To control bias and confounders in
the study results, patient with diabetes having history of treatment for any psychiatric ailment or any other physical
illnesses were excluded from the study.

Patients were diagnosed cases of diabetes irrespective of whether controlled or uncontrolled. They were on Oral
hypoglycemic drugs.Patients presenting to outpatient department of general medicine and meeting the selection
criteria were included in this study using purposive (non-probability) sampling technique. The nature of study was
explained to patients and a well-informed consent was taken. They were interviewed in a comfortable setting
ensuring privacy and confidentiality. Socio-demographic variables such as age, gender and marital status were
recorded on a semi-structured questionnaire.  Depression was assessed by using Beck Depressive Inventory-II. The
principal investigator of the study applied the scale to all the patients to avoid any bias of language or interpretation.
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Data collected was analyzed by using SPSS version 13. Mean + SD were calculated for numerical/qualitative
variables like age. Frequency and percentages were calculated for qualitative/categorical variables like depression,
gender and marital status. Results were presented as tables and graphs.

Results: Age wise distribution of male and female study subjects is shown in table-1.  Most (32.9%) of the female
patients were in the age range of 41-45 years in contrast to 17.9% of the male in this age group.

Table-2 shows total BDI-II Score of the study subjects. Out of total, a great number (60.0%) of patients were
presented with severe depression, while moderate and mild depression was noted only in 7.2% and 6.4% diabetic
patients respectively.

Table-1: Age wise distribution of male and female study subjects.

S.No. Age (Years) Male Female
Frequency

(N)
Percentage

(%)
Frequency

(N)
Percentage

(%)

1 35-40 01 0.7 02 1.4
2 41-45 25 17.9 46 32.9
3 46-50 15 10.7 17 12.1
4 51-55 06 4.3 10 7.1
5 56-60 08 5.7 09 6.4
6 >60 00 0.0 01 0.7

Table-2: Total BDI-II Score of the study subjects.

S.No BD I-II Frequency Percentage

1 Normal 37 26.4
2 Mild 09 6.4
3 Moderate 10 7.2
4 Severe 84 60.0

Age wise Total BDI-II Score in male and female subjects is represented in table-3. Out of 46 diabetic women in the
age group 41-45 years 39 were in the range of depression, of which 34(73%) female patients were severely
depressed against 10(40%) male patient in the same age group. Overall it has been noted that severe depression is
more (68.2%) common in diabetic female patients as compared to that in males (47.8%).

Table-3: Total BDI-II Score age and gender wise in the study subjects.

S.No A
ge

(Y
ea

rs
) Male Female
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1 35-40 01 0.7 01
(100)

00 00 00 02 1.4 00 00 00 02

2 41-45 25 17.9 10
(40)

03
(12)

02
(8)

10
(40)

46 32.9 07
(15)

02
(4)

03
(6)

34
(73)

3 46-50 15 10.7 05
(33.3)

01
(6.7)

01
(6.7)

08
(53.3)

17 12.1 05
(29.4)

01
(5.9)

00 11
(64.7)

4 51-55 06 4.3 02
(33.3)

00 01
(16.7)

03
(50)

10 7.1 04
(40)

01
(10)

02
(20)

03
(30)

5 56-60 08 5.7 02
(25)

01
(12.5)

00 05
(62.5)

09 6.4 01
(11.1)

00 01
(11.1)

07
(77.8)

6 >60 00 0.0 00 00 00 00 01 0.7 00 00 00 01
(100)

Total 55 20
(36.4)

5
(9.1)

4
(7.3)

26
(47.3)

85 17
(20)

4
(4.7)

6
(7.1)

58
(68.2)

Discussion: Depression disorders belong to the commonest psychiatric disorders worldwide and they usually occur
to individuals who suffer from chronic diseases. Diabetes mellitus is one of a such disease spreading quickly
throughout the world and often co-exists with anxiety and depression. 10-11

In our study depression was present among 73.6% of the sample with type II diabetes. Severe depression was found
very high as compared to mild and moderate. The results of this study are comparable to the findings of Mohammad
E. Khamseh et al.12 The pathophysiological relationship between co-morbid depression and diabetes is poorly
understood. As with other severe chronic illnesses, psychological factors associated with the hardship of diabetes
may trigger or enhance depressive symptoms.
The results of the present study showed that sex is strongly related to the occurrence of depression symptoms with
women appearing to have high percentages of depression in comparison to men. The rates of depressive
symptomatology were higher in female than those in men. This was also concluded in the studies of Zhang CX, et al
and Skilton MR et al. and many more researchers.13-14A possible explanation for the above findings is that women
play many roles, which expose them to increased responsibilities. It is also possible for a woman to seek more easily
psychological support when she is depressed. As a consequence, this fact is more often recorded in the registers of
the authorized health services. Another aspect of the interpretation of our findings, is the social role attributed to
women (passivity, dependence and emotional expression), which possibly allows them to be more emotional and
extroversive. Because of that, they externalize the difficulties they experience, in comparison to men. This could
probably mean that difference between sexes is rather due to a disclosure of the problem to a greater extent on
behalf of the women, and not to actual evaluation of depression problem.
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The present study revealed that a diagnosis of depression in diabetes mellitus type II is higher at age < 45 years. This
study is in consistent with the work done by Tracie L.S. Smith et al.15 A study conducted in Pakistan by Farreha
Faisal et al16 revealed that the prevalence of depression was significantly higher in subjects with newly diagnosed
diabetes. The possible cause could be the psychological stress of chronic medical illness, to which a patient is
exposed to the rest of his life.

Declaration of interest: The authors report no conflicts of interest. The authors alone are responsible for the content
and writing of the paper.

Conclusion: The study results show higher level of depressive symptoms among type II diabetic individuals.
Depression is associated with an increased risk for diabetic Complications. Due to potential negative health
consequences associated with co morbid diabetes and depression, early detection and treatment of depression may
positively impact the economic burden of these disorders.
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Abstract: The present study was undertaken for the estimation of heritability, genetic
variability and genetic advance of yield contributing traits in F3 generation of upland
cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.). The F3 generations of ten crosses along with their
parents were sown in non-replicated field trail. The data was recorded on maturity
for node of first fruiting branch, total number of nodes/plant, plant height (cm),
monopodial branches per plant, sympodial branches per plant, total number of
fruiting points, number of bolls/plant, boll retention percentage, average boll weight,
yield per plant (kg), lint percentage and  fiber length (mm). The heritability in broad-
sense, genetic advance and genetic variability estimates presented in table-3, table-4
and table-5 suggested that the highest heritability in broad–sense coupled with good
genetic advance and genetic variability was present for plant height (83.78%, 10.51
and 39.75), boll retention percentage (81.78%, 4.54 and 8.18), fiber length (96.06%,
1.82 and 1.125), nodes per plant (84.15%, 4.48 and 7.97) and average boll weight
(88.39, %, 0.61 and 0.137)  respectively. From these results it is evident that
improvement in these traits could be achieved through selection in segregating
generations.
Key words: Heritability, genetic variability, genetic advance, selection response,
Gossypium hirsutum,

1. Introduction Cotton is an important cash crop in the world (Chary and Leffler, 1984), the major cotton
producing countries of the world are USA, China, India, Pakistan, Uzbekistan, Egypt, Argentina, Australia, Greece,
Brazil and Turkey. These countries contribute about 80% to the cotton production. Being an agrarian country,
economy of Pakistan almost entirely depends on agriculture. Cotton, main source of foreign exchange is
exclusively known as silver fiber as it is major cash crop of Pakistan, its share in GDP is 1.6% and value added in
agriculture owing to this single crop is about 7.8%. In Pakistan, 2835 thousand hectare area was under cotton
cultivation during 2011-12 (Anonymous 2011-12). Cotton is not only export earning crop but also provides raw
material to domestic textile industry which comprises of 1139 ginning factories, 503 textile mills and about 5000
oil expelling units (Mahmood 1999). Apart from a fiber crop its share in domestic edible oil industry is 60-70%
(Khan et al. 2009). Domestic industry demands cotton with improved traits that motivates the breeder to improve
the quality and yield of cotton crop.
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In order to develop high yielding varieties of cotton, the genetic information on different quantitative and
qualitative traits may be helpful for cotton breeders to improve genetic architecture of the plant in particular
direction for improving and maintaining the proper crop production level (Nadeem & Azhar 2004, Ali & Khan
2007, and Abbas et al. 2008). The use of existing genetic variability in the breeding material and the creation of
new variability along with its genetic understanding is of crucial importance for this purpose in a breeding program
(Basal & Turgut, 2005; Abbas et al. 2008; Ali et al. 2008; and Ali and Awan 2009).

The degree to which the given trait is transmitted to next generation can be best visualized by the estimates of
heritability, thus heritability coupled with genetic advance and genetic variability could be the suitable tool for
plant breeder to select the suitable breeding method in order to improve the genetic makeup of cotton plant. The
breeding program of any crop mainly depends on the presence of genetic variability present in the breeding
materials.

Many investigators (Khan and Azhar 2000; Chandio et al. 2003; and Bloach 2004) reported that high heritability
for different agronomic traits of upland cotton helped cotton breeders to exploit different breeding procedures for
enhancement of yield and quality related traits of upland cotton. Basal and Tuegut, 2005; Joshi et al. 2006; Rauf et
al. 2006; estimated the high heritability and genetic advance for number of traits i.e. lint percentage, fiber length,
seed cotton yield and number of bolls per plant. Similarly Elsiddig et al. 2007;  Ali et al. 2010; reported moderate
to high heritability for seed cotton yield, seed index, boll weight, lint yield, bolls per plant, average boll weight and
fiber fineness. Basbag and Gencer (2004) found that among yield related traits bolls per plant had low heritability,
whereas other characters had moderate heritability. Nistor and Nistor (1999) determined high broad-sense
heritability (89%) for staple length. Ahmad et al. (2006) determined moderate to high heritability estimates and
genetic advance for plant height and seed cotton yield per plant. Ulloa (2006) revealed that the GOT showed
highest heritability (95%) followed by staple length (80%). Heritability is an important statistical tool used by the
breeders for effective selection of the genetic variation from the total phenotypic variation. Heritability is
considered as a good index of transmission of characters from parents to their offspring. The effectiveness of
selection is dependent on the magnitude of heritability. The heritability estimates express the reliability of
phenotypic value, as a guide to the breeding value and its determination is obviously of fundamental importance in
any breeding program.

The present study was undertaken by non replicated yield trail to determine heritability, genetic advance and
genetic variability of different yield and quality traits in upland cotton. This information would be helpful to cotton
breeders in future breeding program.

2. Material and Methods:

Plant material: The F3 generation of upland cotton (Gossypium. hirsutum L.) obtained from ten crosses (S 09 ×
CIM 534, CRSM 2007 × MNH 6070, CIM 534 × IUB 1524, MNH 786 × IUB 09, MNH 6070 × CIM 473, IUB 09
× N 111, IUB 09 × MNH 6070, CRS 2007 × IUB 1524, CIM 534 × IUB 09 and CIM 707 × IUB 1524) along with
their parental material were provided by the department of Plant Breeding and Genetics, University College of
Agriculture and Environmental Sciences, The Islamia University of Bahawalpur.

Field Experiment: The F3 families along with their parents were sown in non-replicated yield trail in the field
research area of Department of Plant Breeding and Genetics, University college of Agriculture and Environmental
sciences, the Islamia University of Bahawalpur. Two rows (10m long) of parents and eight rows of their cross were
sown by dibbling method. Plant to plant and row to row and distance was maintained as 30 cm and 75 cm
respectively. The agronomic and plant protection measures were adopted in standard fashion.

Collection of data: On maturity the data was recorded for 150 consecutive plants of each cross while the data of
20 plants was recorded for each of the parent. The data was maintained for plant height (cm), node of first fruiting
branch, total number of nodes per plant, monopodial branches per plant, sympodial branches per plant, total
fruiting points per plant, number of bolls per plant, boll retention percentage, average boll weight per plant (gm),
Seed cotton yield per plant (gm), lint percentage and fiber length (mm).

 Plant Height: Plant height was recorded in cm at maturity. The measurement was taken from the ground
level to the tip of the main shoot.

 Node of first fruiting branch: First fruiting node from the base of each plant of each cross was recorded.
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 Total number of nodes per plant: Total number of nodes above zero node on each plant of every cross
were counted.

 Monopodial Branches per plant: Vegetative branches/ indirect fruiting branches that arise from the main
stem are called monopodial branches per plant these were counted and recorded for each plant.

 Sympodial branches per plant: Fruiting branches that bears direct fruiting are called sympodial branches
that were counted in each plant.

 Total number of fruiting points: All the open and shaded bolls were counted and added in order to
calculate the total number of fruiting points per plant.

 Number of bolls per plant: The numbers of matured bolls were counted and record was maintained for
each plant.

 Boll Retention percentage: The boll retention percentage was calculated by dividing the total number of
bolls from each plant of every cross on the fruiting points per plant and multiplied by hundred.Boll retention percentage = × 100

 Average boll weight (gm): Average boll weight was recorded by dividing total seed cotton weight from
each plant of every cross on total number mature/opened bolls that were picked.Average boll weight per plant =

 Seed Cotton yield per plant (gm): Seed cotton yield per plant was recorded by weighing total seed
cotton of each plant recorded in grams.

 Lint Percentage (G.O.T): From each plant 50gm dry seed cotton was weighed and was ginned on roller
ginning machine. Lint percentage from each plant was recorded by following formula.Lint percentage = × 100

 Staple length (mm): Staple length was measured in millimeters by the tuft method.

Statistical procedure: The recorded data were subjected for statistical analysis by way of calculating mean,
standard deviation, variance for parents and F3 generation. Genetic advance study was undertaken and Heritability
estimates for the traits were calculated by using the formula given by Cahaner and Hillil (1980).

Variance was calculated by the following formulaVr = ∑ ² (∑ )²/
Where

Vr = Variance

n = Number of genotypes

x = Mean value of genotypes

The genetic variability (Varg F3) and heritability were calculated by the formulas given by Cahaner and Hillel
(1980). Var F = VF − VrP × VrPh( . ) =
Whereas

h2
(b.s) = The estimates of broad-sense heritability from F3 generation.
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VrF3 = Phenotypic variance of a trait in F3 generation

VrP = Average variance of a trait within pure-bred parental line.

Genetic advance was calculated by the formula:GA = SDF × h( . ) × I
Whereas

GA = genetic advance

SDF3 = standard deviation of F3

h2
(b.s) = heritability in broad-sense

I = constant value that reflects selection intensity.

3. Results and Discussion

Means and variance of parents and F3 generation: The means of parents and their F3 generations are presented
in table-1 which suggested that among the parental population the highest mean value for node of first fruiting
branch (6.67) was recorded for the parent CRS-2007, the parent MNH-6070 showed highest mean value for the
plant height (178.2 cm). CIM-707 showed highest mean value for the fiber length (30.4 mm), nodes/plant (47.06)
and number of sympodial branches per plant (40.22). The parent MNH-6070 showed highest mean value for the
traits number of bolls per plant (131.4), seed cotton yield per plant (175.36gm) and ginning out turn percentage
(39.76%). The parent IUB-1709 showed highest mean value for the traits boll retention percentage (53.67%) and
average boll weight (3.27gm). The parent N-111 showed high mean value for monopodial branches per plant
(4.78), while IUB-1524 showed highest mean value for fruiting point per plant (230.4). The F3 generation of  cross
CIM-534 × IUB-1524 showed highest mean values for  node of first fruiting branch (6.76), nodes per plant (46.71),
monopodial branches per plant (7.61) and number of bolls per plant (84.38). The mean values for sympodial
branches per plant (39.17) and ginning out turn percentage (41.27 %) were highest in the parental combination of
CIM-707 × IUB-1524. The cross IUB-1709 × N-111 showed highest means for fruiting points per plant (167.64)
and seed cotton yield per plant (110.94 gm). The parental combinations CIM-534 × IUB-1709, IUB-1709 × MNH-
6070, CRS-2007 × IUB-1524 and MNH-6070 × CIM-473 showed highest mean values for boll retention
percentage (57.39%) plant height (169.02cm), average boll weight (3.19gm) and fiber length (26.24 mm)
respectively.

The estimate of variances among parental population presented in Table-2 suggested that for plant height (9.64
cm), boll retention percentage (4.12%) and seed cotton yield per plant (65.95gm) estimates were high in the
genotype CRS-2007. The estimates of variance for the genotype CIM-534 was found best for monopodial branches
per plant (0.92), number of bolls per plant (4.64) and lint percentage (0.79%). The genotype IUB-09 showed
highest variance for the traits fruiting point per plant (4.92) and average boll weight (0.046gm) while the genotype
N-111 showed highest variance estimates for node of first fruiting branch (1.83) and nodes per plant (3.81). The
genotype MNH-786 showed highest variance for sympodial branches per plant (4.41), while CIM-707 showed
highest variance estimates for staple length (0.341mm). The estimates of variance for F3 generation presented in
Table-2 suggested highest variance for plant height (56.04cm), nodes per plant (12.41) and ginning out turn
percentage (4.36%) in the parental combination of CRS-2007 × IUB-1524.  The estimates of variance for F3

generation of the cross S-09 × CIM-534 was found best for node of first fruiting branches (3.61) and monopodial
branches per plant (2.29)  whereas fruiting points per plant (14.68) and number of bolls per plant (13.06) the
estimates of variance were highest in the cross CIM-707 × IUB-1524. The parental combination IUB-09 × N-111
was found best for boll retention percentage and fiber length as the estimates of variance for these traits were
11.42% and 2.1mm respectively. Within the parental combinations of MNH-786 × IUB-09, CRS-2007 × MNH-
6070 and CIM-534 × IUB-1524 the estimates of variance were found highest for sympodial branches per plant
(17.74), average boll weight (0.155gm) and seed cotton yield per plant (131.25g) respectively. As the estimated
variance of F3population for all the traits were high as compared to their parents which suggests the presence of
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homozygosity among the parental population and variation due to environment is also very low whereas high
variance of F3 population for all traits is indication for the presence of high genetic variability within the
population. Similar observations in cotton was reported by Dheva and Potdukhe (2002) and Preetha and
Raveendran (2007). Kowsalya and Raveendran (1996), Do Thi Ha An et al. (2006) reported low genotypic and
phenotypic variance for staple length in segregating generation and concluded that selection could be practiced in
early segregating population of greater genetic variability for improvement in this trait.

Genetic variability, Heritability and Genetic advance of F3 generation: The heritability in broad-sense is an
important tool to ease the selection procedure, the degree to which a given trait would be transmitted to the next
generation is best visualized by the estimates of heritability.  According to Johnson et al. (1955) highly heritable
traits if observe high genetic advance could be useful in order to predict the behavior of segregating generation. It
can be inferred that those traits can be selected in early generations and selection will prove true in the fixation of
the said traits. The estimates of genetic variability, Heritability and genetic advance are represented in table-3,
table-4 and table-5 respectively.

1. Node of First Fruiting branch: Breeding for earliness in cotton is prime objective for cultivation in
wheat-cotton-wheat crop rotation. There are different morphological traits that can be used to determine
the earliness in cotton, node of first fruiting branch (NFB) is a good indication for estimating the earliness
of genotype. The lower value indicates the onset of reproductive phase. This trait is least affected by the
environment. So the selection of early maturing genotype from segregating generation by node of first
fruiting branch is helpful for breeder. Estimates of heritability in broad-sense, genetic advance and genetic
variability are presented in figure-3, figure-4 and figure-5 revealed that highest heritability in broad-sense
coupled with good genetic advance and genetic variability were found in parental combination of S-09 ×
CIM-534 (65%, 2.17 and 2.34 ) followed by the cross CIM-534 × IUB-1524 (64%, 2.05 and 2.13), CIM-
707 × IUB-1524 (53.75%), CIM-534 × IUB-09 (50.85%, 1.44, 1.33) as has been reported by Ray and
Richmond (1996). Apart from this lowest heritability in broad-sense coupled with genetic advance and
genetic variability was found in the cross combination of IUB-09 × N-111 (27.51%, 0.73 and 0.63) as
reported by Jain (1980). The results of present study suggested that the lower node of first fruiting branch
among the population of above mentioned crosses could be achieved through selection.

2. Plant Height: The estimates of Heritability in Broad-sense, genetic variability and genetic advance
presented in tables suggested that for the trait plant height the highest heritability in broad-sense was
found in the parental combination of IUB-09 × MNH-6070 (83.78%) followed by the cross CRS-2007 ×
IUB-1524 (83.66%), CIM-707 × IUB-1524 (79.95%), CRS-2007 × MNH-6070 (78.04%) as reported by
Qayyum et al. (1998), Akbar et al. (1994) and Batool et al. (2010) . Apart from this lowest heritability for
plant height was found in the cross combination of IUB-09 × N-111 (56.1%) whereas for plant height
genetic advance and genetic variability estimates for these crosses were IUB-09 × MNH-6070 (10.51,
39.75), CRS-2007 × IUB-1524 (11.02, 46.89), CIM-707 × IUB-1524 (8.3, 28.07), CRS-2007 × MNH-
6070 (8.81, 32.19) and IUB-09 × N-111 (3.39, 8.91) as reported by Soomro et al. (2010) . these results
suggested that the selection of desired character plant height can efficiently be performed in the
populations of these crosses. The genetic variance was found highly heritable and was also larger than
environmental variances. Therefore, for morpho-yield traits the said breeding material can safely be used
in future breeding programs and has the room for further improvement.

3. Nodes per plant: The number of nodes is influenced by genetics and environmental factors. Final plant
height is also a function of the extension of main stem nodes. The highest heritability in broad-sense
coupled with high genetic advance and genetic variability presented in figure-3. Figure-4 and figure-5
showed highest heritability in broad-sense for nodes per plant was 84.15% for the cross CRS-2007 ×
MNH-6070 followed by 83.64%, 83.19%, 78.28% for the cross combinations of MNH-6070 × CIM-473,
IUB-09 × MNH-6070, CRS-2007 × IUB-1524 as reported by Dhamayanathi et al. (2010).Apart from this
lowest heritability in broad-sense was 69.19% for the parental combination of IUB-09 × N-111. The
genetic advance and genetic variability studies revealed that for the cross CRS-2007 × MNH-6070 the
genetic advance and genetic variability were 4.48 and 7.97 whereas good genetic advance and genetic
variability was found for the combinations MNH-6070 × CIM-473(4.47, 7.99), IUB-09 × MNH-6070
(4.62, 8.65), CRS-2007 × IUB-1524 (4.85, 9.74) and low genetic advance and genetic variability was
found for cross IUB-09 × N-111(3.95, 7.34). These suggested that the selection of desired character nodes
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per plant can efficiently be performed in the populations of these crosses. This recommends that in
improving the seed cotton yield of genotypes, this character could be considered as selection criteria.

4. Monopodial Branches per plant: Monopodial branches are also called vegetative branches which
develop from auxiliary buds. These branches give appearance like the main stem and bears indirect
fruiting bearing branches. Monopodial branches per plant have key role in determining the earliness of
cotton genotype. With increase in number of monopodial branches vegetative growth phase of the cotton
plant also increases which causes delay in the reproductive phase thus it results late maturity. As breeders
aim is to develop early maturing genotypes thus selection in early segregating generations can be practiced
to develop genotypes with fewer numbers of monopodial branches which would favor earliness in cotton.
Highest heritability in broad-sense combined with greater genetic advance and good genetic variability
was fond in the parental combination of IUB-09 × N-111 (78.19%, 1.99, and 1.65) followed by  parental
combinations of MNH-6070 × CIM-473 (75.74%, 1.54, and 1.01), CRS-2007 × MNH-6070 (73.02%, 1.58
and 1.13), S-09 × CIM-534 (70.96%, 1.88 and 1.67) respectively as reported by Sing and Singh (1981)
and Seth and Singh (1984). Apart from this lowest values of heritability in broad-sense coupled with
genetic advance and genetic variability was found in the cross combination of CIM-534 × IUB-09
(55.81%, 1.288 and 0.97).  High values of heritability in broad sense with appreciable genetic advance and
Genetic variability for these parental combinations suggests that selection could be useful practiced for
this trait to develop new strains with decreased in number of monopodial branches.

5. Sympodial Branches per plant: Sympodial branches are direct fruit bearing branches thus also called
fruiting branches of the cotton. Trait sympodial branches per plant is of great agronomic importance
because these branches bear direct bolls, so higher the number of fruiting branches greater will be number
of bolls per plant and as a result yield per plant would also be improved. As breeder emphasis is to
develop high yielding cultivars thus selection for the increase in sympodial branches per plant could be
helpful in segregating generations. Highest heritability in broad-sense combined with higher genetic
advance and good genetic variability was fond in parental combination of CIM-534×IUB-09 (79.91%, 5.5
and 12.33) followed by the parental combinations of CRS-2007×IUB-1524 (79.15%, 5.04 and 10.46),
CRS-2007×MNH-6070 (78%, 4.69 and 9.2), MNH-786×IUB-09(77%, 5.71 and 13.62) respectively as
reported by Khan and Tariq (1984), Khorgade and Ekbote (1981) and Ikram et al. (1993). Apart from this
lowest values of heritability in broad-sense coupled with genetic advance and genetic variability was
found in the cross combination of CIM-707 × IUB-1524 (37.69%, 2.42 and 6.69). these results suggested
that higher yield can be obtained by greater number of nodes on main stem which bears sympodial
branches per plant.

6. Number of fruiting point per plant: Highest heritability in broad-sense together with greater genetic
advance and good genetic variability was fond in parental combination of CIM-707×IUB-1524 (78.54%,
5.29 and 11.54) followed by the parental combinations of CIM-534×IUB-1524 (75.05%, 4.03 and 7.05),
S-09×CIM-534 (69.64%, 4.22 and 8.53 ), CRS-2007×MNH-6070 (69.55%, 4.26 and 8.43) respectively as
reported by Dhamayanathi et al. (2010) whereas lowest values of heritability in broad-sense coupled with
genetic advance and genetic variability was found in the cross combination of MNH-786 × IUB-09
(51.81%, 2.75 and 4.75). These results recommended that the selection for desirable character number of
fruiting point per plant can efficiently be performed in the populations of these crosses.

7. Number of bolls per plant: Breeding high yielding cultivars is the main objective of plant breeders. In
cotton there are different morphological traits that determine high seed cotton yield. The trait, number of
bolls per plant is directly associated with seed cotton yield, higher the number of bolls per plant greater
will be the seed cotton yield. Selection of genotypes in segregating generations with higher number of
bolls per plant could be the fruitful tool for plant breeder. Highest heritability in broad-sense joined with
greater genetic advance and good genetic variability was fond in parental combination of CIM-707×IUB-
1524 (77.18%, 4.908 and 10.2) followed by the parental combinations of CIM-534×IUB-1524 (71.8%,
4.38 and 8.85), IUB-09×N-111 (70.63%, 4.4 and 8.98 ), MNH-6070×CIM-473 (69.9%, 4.28 and 8.48)
respectivelyas reported by Soomro et al. (2010), Desalegn et al. (2009), Ahmad et al. (2006), Kumaresan
et al. (2000) and Esmail et al. 1999.Apart from this lowest values of heritability in broad-sense coupled
with genetic advance and genetic variability was found in the cross combination of S-09 × CIM-534
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(46.6%, 2.32 and 3.75). Therefore for the successful breeding program in improvement of this trait it is
preferred to access the heritability and genetic advance in each cross of F3 generation which would be
helpful in order to know the extent of genetic variation and potential for improvement in segregating
generations.

8. Boll retention percentage: The seed cotton yield directly depends on the number of bolls per plant,
which is the function of flower production and boll retention. Thus for improvement of seed cotton yield
per plant breeder can utilize different selection procedures to develop varieties with high flower
production and boll retention percentage. Highest heritability in broad-sense attached with maximum
genetic advance and good genetic variability was fond in parental combination of IUB-09×MNH-6070
(81.78%, 4.54 and 8.18) followed by the parental combinations of CIM-534×IUB-09 (81.69%, 4.58 and
8.32), S-09×CIM-534 (80.98%, 4.45 and 7.94 ), IUB-09×N-111 (80.69%, 4.79 and 9.3) respectively as
reported by(Ray and Richmond 1966). whereas lowest values of heritability in broad-sense coupled with
genetic advance and genetic variability was found in the cross combination of CRS-2007 × MNH-6070
(69.74%, 3.92 and 7.31). The results suggested that selection will be useful for improvement of this trait.

9. Average boll weight per plant: Boll weight is an important agronomic trait as this trait is directly
associated with seed cotton yield. Increased boll weight in new cotton genotypes is one of the prime
objective of plant breeder. Highest heritability in broad-sense combined with high genetic advance and
good genetic variability was fond in parental combination of CRS-2007×MNH-6070 (88.39%, 0.61 and
0.137) followed by the parental combinations of MNH-6070×CIM-473 (85%, 0.52 and 0.102), CRS-
2007×IUB-1524 (77.73%, 0.453 and 0.086 ), CIM-707×IUB-1524 (73.75%, 0.36 and 0.062) respectively
as reported by Ahmad et al. (2006), Elsiddig et al. (2007), Esmail (1999), Shanti et al. (1999). Apart from
this lowest values of heritability in broad-sense coupled with genetic advance and genetic variability was
found in the cross combination of IUB-09 × MNH-6070 (50%, 0.224 and 0.035).

10. Seed cotton yield per plant: Seed cotton yield per plant is an important agronomic trait in upland cotton
so improvement in this trait is the primary objective of plant breeder. Highest heritability in broad-sense
combined with high genetic advance and good genetic variability was fond in parental combination of
MNH-786×IUB-09 (74.6%, 14.14 and 86.87) followed by the parental combinations of CIM-534×IUB-
1524 (74.5%, 15.01 and 100.76), IUB-09×N-111 (69.76%, 12.5 and 72.44), MNH-6070×CIM-473
(68.5%, 13.26 and 85.35) respectively as reported by Ahmad et al. (2006), Elsiddig et al. (2007) and
Esmail et al. (1999) whereas lowest values of heritability in broad-sense coupled with genetic advance and
genetic variability was found in the cross combination of CRS-2007 × MNH-6070 (42.78%, 7.6 and
44.155).

11. Lint percentage (G.O.T): Lint percentage is the percentage of ginned lint obtained from a mass of seed
cotton. Economically, high ginning out-turn is desirable trait and it is useful indicator to evaluate the
performance of genotype. The trait lint percentage is associated with the lint yield of the genotype. As the
plant breeder emphasized for the development of high yielding cultivar thus different breeding approaches
could be practiced to know the extent of heritable variation for improvement in this trait. Highest
heritability in broad-sense along with high genetic advance and good genetic variability was fond in
parental combination of IUB-09×N-111 (93.07%, 2.64 and 2.42) followed by the parental combinations of
CRS-2007×IUB-1524 (91.86%, 3.37 and 4.02), C1M-707×IUB-1524 (91.35%, 2.73 and 2.64), MNH-
786×IUB-09 (89%, 2.73 and 2.67) respectively as described by Khan et al. (2010), Desalegn et al. (2009),
Basal et al. (2005), Jagtap and Mehtari (1998) and Yankun et al. (1988)  whereas lowest values of
heritability in broad-sense coupled with genetic advance and genetic variability was found in the cross
combination of CRS-2007 × MNH-6070 (81%, 2.36 and 2.21).

12. Staple Length: In cotton among the fiber quality traits the staple length is of great importance in textile
industry. With the advancement of spinning technology improved staple length is needed for good
spinning. This trait is greatly influenced by the environmental conditions. For the improvement in this trait
breeders need to identify the degree of variation within the population thus selection in segregating
generation could be practiced. Highest heritability in broad-sense along with high genetic advance and
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good genetic variability was fond in parental combination of IUB-09×MNH-6070 (96.06%, 1.82 and
1.125) followed by the parental combinations of CIM-534×IUB-1524 (95.96%, 2.11 and 1.51), C1M-
534×IUB-09 (95.8%, 1.87 and 1.1), MNH-6070×CIM-473 (95.43%, 1.82 and 1.11) respectively as
reported by Azhar et al. (2010), Kumari and Subbaramamma (2006), Joshi et al. (2006), Killi et al. (2005)
and Baloch (2004) whereas lowest values of heritability in broad-sense coupled with genetic advance and
genetic variability was found in the cross combination of S-09 × CIM-534 (86.64%, 1.66 and 1.07).
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Table-1. Means of parents and F3

Cross NFB Plant
height
(cm)

Nodes/
plant

MB/
plant

SB/
plant

Fruiting
points/
plant

Bolls/
plant

Bolls
retention

%

Av boll
wt/ plant

(gm)

SCY/
plant
(gm)

GOT % FL/
plant
(mm)

P1 6.27 149.27 43.21 3.13 31.06 138.27 55.06 42.15 3.24 126.84 35.89 27.71

P2 6.07 151.00 39.66 3.06 30.20 142.33 89.93 40.09 2.82 138.44 39.06 27.1

S-09×CIM-
534

6.69 141.47 45.17 7.39 33.96 157.26 63.23 52.33 2.76 88.18 40.10 26.85

P1 6.67 150.06 39.86 2.87 39.67 201.13 82.06 50.07 2.87 151.53 38.18 26.81

P2 5.87 178.2 39.73 2.53 40.13 213.4 131.4 40.74 2.97 175.36 39.76 28.98

CRS-2007×
MNH-6070

6.75 155.55 40.82 7.32 38.5 161.23 67.99 41.38 3.03 74.42 40.57 27.06

P1 6.07 151.00 39.66 3.06 30.20 142.33 89.93 40.09 2.82 138.44 39.06 27.1

P2 6.13 158.66 42.13 2.53 37.12 230.4 100.53 50.36 2.08 156.01 37.87 29.79

CIM-534
×IUB-1524

6.76 143.23 46.71 7.61 37.95 145.51 84.38 43.12 3.08 70.94 40.44 27.55

P2 6.40 141.41 43.44 2.93 37.11 151.12 108.93 51.27 3.09 166.02 38.41 27.83

P2 6.27 153.06 47 2.8 39.53 153.73 89.2 53.67 3.27 127.40 38.99 29.51

MNH-786
× IUB-09

6.07 142.14 39.33 7.23 35.43 142.12 64.6 51.52 3.12 69.37 40.78 27.96

P1 5.87 178.2 39.73 2.53 40.13 213.4 131.4 40.74 2.97 175.36 39.76 28.98

P2 6.06 138.27 39.21 2.66 31.06 142.22 101.00 41.11 2.34 135.62 39.74 28.51

MNH6070
× CIM473

6.14 150.02 42.12 6.39 38.13 138.03 64.11 50.07 3.12 85.54 41.29 26.32

P1 6.27 153.06 47 3.12 32.87 157.73 89.2 53.67 3.27 127.46 38.99 29.51

P2 6.53 151.80 39.33 4.78 34.12 138.06 100.46 50.06 2.79 152.31 38.15 28.23

IUB-1709 ×
N-111

6.60 144.99 44.11 2.23 31.11 167.64 68.92 45.24 2.85 110.94 40.16 28.27

P1 6.27 153.06 47 2.8 39.53 153.73 89.2 53.67 3.27 127.46 38.99 29.51
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Continued

Table 1. Mean of Parents and F3

Cross NFB plant
height

Nodes/
plant

MB/plant SB/plant Fruiting
points/
plant

Bolls/
plant

Bolls
retention

%

Av boll
wt/ plant

SCY/
Plant

GOT% FL/plant
(mm)

P2 5.87 178.2 39.73 2.53 40.13 213.4 131.4 40.74 2.97 175.36 39.74 28.98

IUB-1709
× MNH-

6070

6.75 169.02 44.91 5.23 36.19 155.16 66.14 48.95 3.18 72.41 40.23 26.83

P1 6.67 150.06 39.86 2.87 39.67 201.13 82.06 50.07 2.87 151.53 38.18 26.81

P2 6.13 158.66 42.13 2.53 37.12 230.4 100.53 50.36 2.08 156.01 37.87 29.79

CRS-2007
× IUB-
1524

6.23 144.64 41.90 3.38 37.00 166.84 64.03 52.58 3.19 75.33 39.11 27.12

P1 6.07 151.00 39.66 3.06 30.20 142.33 89.93 40.09 2.82 138.44 39.06 27.1

P2 6.27 153.06 47 2.8 39.53 153.73 89.2 53.67 3.27 127.46 38.99 29.51

CIM-534
× IUB-
1709

6.2 134.33 41.06 3.92 33.19 165.38 68.21 57.39 2.09 85.22 40.2 26.27

P1 6.65 140.2 47.06 4.11 40.22 162.8 95.53 45.61 2.69 104.274 39.14 30.4

P2 6.13 156.4 42.13 4.12 37.38 230.4 100.53 50.36 2.08 156.01 37.87 29.79

CIM-707
× IUB-
1524

6.45 143.86 40.78 3.21 39.17 164.52 64.3 56.89 2.87 75.33 41.27 26.24
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Cross NFB plant
height
(cm)

Nodes/
plant

MB/
plant

SB/
plant

Fruiting
points/
plant

Bolls/
plant

Bolls
retention

%

Av boll
wt/ plant

(gm)

SCY/
plant
(gm)

GOT % FL/plant
(mm)

P1 1.49 6.92 2.71 0.41 2.92 4.92 3.92 1.57 0.039 42.37 0.33 0.27

P2 1.066 9.14 2.38 0.92 2.31 2.31 4.64 2.15 0.028 47.19 0.79 0.048

S-09×CIM-
534

3.61 30.12 10.12 2.29 10.63 11.91 8.02 9.78 0.073 122.52 3.33 1.19

P1 1.52 9.64 2.27 0.55 2.09 3.84 4.35 4.12 0.017 65.95 0.47 0.039

P2 1.409 8.46 0.64 0.27 2.98 3.54 3.83 2.07 0.019 50.84 0.58 0.036

CRS-2007×
MNH-6070

2.63 41.23 9.18 1.52 11.7 12.12 12.87 10.23 0.155 102.06 2.73 0.82

P1 1.066 9.14 2.38 0.92 2.31 1.81 4.64 2.15 0.028 47.19 0.79 0.048

P2 1.27 8.67 3.12 0.27 3.38 2.84 2.12 2.49 0.032 19.69 0.24 0.079

CIM-534
×IUB-1524

3.3 38.12 11.11 1.31 11.53 9.32 11.99 9.92 0.078 131.25 3.11 1.57

P1 1.4 6.79 2.11 0.35 4.41 3.87 4.49 3.91 0.021 26.21 0.47 0.051

P2 1.49 6.92 2.71 0.6 3.84 4.92 4.31 1.57 0.046 32.79 0.16 0.056

MNH-786  ×
IUB-09

2.5 21.17 10.62 1.26 17.74 9.12 9.34 10.51 0.089 116.19 3.04 1.04

P1 1.409 8.46 0.64 0.27 2.98 3.54 3.83 2.07 0.019 50.84 0.58 0.036

P2 0.8 6.92 2.38 0.38 3.21 4.12 3.46 2.55 0.017 25.68 0.23 0.071

MNH6070 ×
CIM473

2.23 24.12 9.23 1.34 9.98 10.27 12.13 10.55 0.12 121.49 2.83 1.17

P1 1.49 6.92 2.71 0.41 2.92 4.92 4.31 1.57 0.046 32.79 0.16 0.056
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Table-2. Variance of Parents and F3

Continued

Table -2. Variance of Parents and F3

Cross NFB Plant
height
(cm)

Nodes/
plant

MB/
plant

SB/
plant

Fruiting
points per

plant

Bolls/
plant

Bolls
retention

%

Av boll
wt/ plant

SCY/
plant

GOT % FL/
plant
(mm)

P1 1.52 9.64 2.27 0.55 2.09 3.84 4.35 4.12 0.017 65.95 0.47 0.039

P2 1.27 8.67 3.12 0.27 3.38 2.84 2.12 2.49 0.032 19.69 0.24 0.079

CRS-2007×
MNH-6070

2.54 56.04 12.41 2.12 13.12 9.35 9.66 10.24 0.11 122.42 4.36 0.92

P1 1.066 9.14 2.38 0.92 2.31 1.81 4.64 2.15 0.028 47.19 0.79 0.048

P2 1.49 6.92 2.71 0.6 3.84 4.92 4.06 1.57 0.027 32.79 0.16 0.056

CIM-534 ×
IUB-09

2.6 21.24 10.9 1.72 15.31 9.78 12.93 10.16 0.067 121.69 3.96 1.24

P1 0.95 5.31 2.14 1.78 13.33 3.46 3.84 2.84 0.01 49.48 0.26 0.341

P2 1.27 8.67 3.12 0.27 3.38 2.84 2.12 2.49 0.032 19.69 0.24 0.079

CIM-707 ×
IUB-1524

2.4 34.86 11.23 2.45 13.41 14.68 13.06 11.2 0.08 101.7 2.89 1.69

P2 1.83 7.03 3.81 0.51 3.11 4.78 3.12 2.84 0.01 29.97 0.2 0.35

IUB-1709 ×
N-111

2.29 15.89 10.56 2.11 11.52 12.44 12.65 11.42 0.063 103.79 2.6 2.1

P1 1.49 6.92 2.71 0.6 3.84 4.92 4.31 1.57 0.046 32.79 0.16 0.056

P2 1.409 8.46 0.64 0.27 2.98 3.54 3.83 2.07 0.019 50.84 0.58 0.036
IUB-1709 ×
MNH-6070

2.63 47.41 9.97 1.51 12.34 13.64 11.25 9.99 0.065 100.15 2.65 1.17
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Table-3. Genetic variability of various traits of upland cotton:

Cross NFB plant
height
(cm)

Nodes/
plant

MB/
plant

SB/plant Fruiting
points/
plant

Bolls/
plant

Bolls
retention

%

Av boll
wt/ plant

(gm)

SCY/
plant
(gm)

GOT% FL/
plant
(mm)

S-09 ×
CIM-534

2.34 26.11 7.58 1.67 8.03 8.53 3.75 7.94 0.039 77.8 2.81 1.07

CRS-2007
×MNH-6070

1.16 32.19 7.97 1.13 9.2 8.43 8.78 7.31 0.137 44.155 2.21 0.78

CIM-534
×IUB-1524

2.13 33.89 8.38 0.811 8.73 7.05 8.85 7.60 0.048 100.76 2.67 1.51

MNH-786  ×
IUB-09

1.05 17.46 8.22 0.801 13.62 4.75 4.94 8.30 0.06 86.87 2.76 0.98

MNH-6070
× CIM-473

1.16 16.46 7.99 1.01 6.88 6.45 8.48 8.25 0.102 85.35 2.46 1.11

IUB-09 × N-
111

0.63 8.91 7.34 1.65 8.50 7.59 8.98 9.3 0.041 72.44 2.42 1.96

IUB-09 ×
MNH-6070

1.18 39.75 8.65 1.11 8.95 9.46 7.18 8.18 0.035 59.32 2.34 1.125

CRS-2007 ×
IUB-1524

1.15 46.89 9.74 1.73 10.46 6.04 6.62 7.03 0.086 86.38 4.02 0.86

CIM-534 ×
IUB-09

1.33 13.28 8.36 0.97 12.33 6.79 8.45 8.32 0.04 82.35 3.61 1.1

CIM-707 ×
IUB-1524

1.30 28.07 8.64 1.75 6.69 11.54 10.2 8.54 0.062 70.48 2.64 1.52
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Table-4. Heritability of F3 Generation of various traits of upland cotton:

Cross NFB plant
height
(cm)

Nodes/
plant

MB/
plant

SB/plant Fruiting
points per

plant

Bolls/
plant

Bolls
retention

%

Av boll
wt/ plant

(gm)

SCY/
Plant
(gm)

GOT% FL/
plant
(mm)

S-09×CIM-
534

65 73.33 74.85 70.96 75 69.64 46.6 80.98 54 63.5 83 86.64

CRS-2007×
MNH-6070

44 78.04 84.15 73.02 78 69.55 68 69.74 88.39 42.78 81 95.42

CIM-534
×IUB-1524

64 76.63 75.24 54.58 75 75.05 71.8 76.61 62 74.5 83 95.96

MNH-786  ×
IUB-09

42.2 67.61 77.3 62.3 77 51.81 52.89 73.92 62.35 74.6 89 94.86

MNH6070 ×
CIM473

50.4 68.11 83.64 75.74 68.9 62.7 69.9 78.1 85 68.5 86 95.43

IUB-09 × N-
111

27.51 56.1 69.13 78.19 73.82 61.01 70.63 80.69 55.56 69.76 93.07 90.33

IUB-09 ×
MNH-6070

44.89 83.78 83.19 71.19 72.36 68.98 63.82 81.78 50 58.22 86.03 96.06

CRS-2007 ×
IUB-1524

45.1 83.66 78.28 61.32 79.15 64.27 66.51 67.72 77.73 65.02 91.86 93.6

CIM-534 ×
IUB-09

50.85 62.19 76.65 55.81 79.91 65.59 66.35 81.69 58.91 67.13 88.01 95.8

CIM-707 ×
IUB-1524

53.75 79.95 76.58 58.16 37.69 78.54 77.18 76.21 73.75 65.9 91.35 87.6
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Table-5. Genetic advance of F3 Generation of various traits of upland cotton:

Cross NFB plant
height
(cm)

Nodes/
plant

MB/
plant

SB/
Plant

Fruiting
points/
plant

Bolls/
Plant

Bolls
retention

%

Av boll
wt/ plant

(gm)

SCY/
Plant
(gm)

GOT % FL/
plant
(mm)

S-09×CIM-
534

2.17 7.08 4.19 1.88 4.3 4.22 2.32 4.45 0.26 12.37 2.67 1.66

CRS-2007×
MNH-6070

1.25 8.81 4.48 1.58 4.69 4.26 4.29 3.92 0.61 7.6 2.36 1.52

CIM-534
×IUB-1524

2.05 8.32 4.41 1.09 4.48 4.03 4.38 4.24 0.3 15.01 2.58 2.11

MNH-786  ×
IUB-09

1.17 5.47 4.43 1.23 5.71 2.75 2.84 4.21 0.32 14.14 2.73 1.702

MNH6070 ×
CIM473

1.32 5.88 4.47 1.54 3.83 3.58 4.28 4.46 0.52 13.26 2.55 1.82

IUB-09 × N-
111

0.73 3.93 3.95 1.99 4.41 3.78 4.4 4.79 0.245 12.5 2.64 2.3

IUB-09 ×
MNH-6070

1.27 10.51 4.62 1.53 4.47 4.48 3.76 4.54 0.224 10.25 2.46 1.82

CRS-2007 ×
IUB-1524

1.26 11.02 4.85 1.57 5.04 3.45 3.63 3.81 0.453 12.66 3.37 1.58

CIM-534 ×
IUB-09

1.44 5.04 4.45 1.288 5.50 3.61 4.19 4.58 0.265 13.03 3.08 1.87

CIM-707 ×
IUB-1524

1.46 8.3 4.51 1.602 2.42 5.29 4.908 4.48 0.36 11.69 2.73 2.01
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ABSTRACT A new cotton variety IUB 222 possessing strong tolerance to cotton leaf
curl disease accompanied by superior yield, fiber quality and drought tolerance is
developed by Department of Plant Breeding and Genetics, UCA and ES, The Islamia
University of Bahawalpur, Pakistan. It is under the varietal approval process however,
has been recommended by the Expert Sub Committee held on 16-4-2013 for general
cultivation. It was developed through crossing of diversified parents utilizing gene
pyramiding technique for the incorporation of CLCuD tolerance with combinations of
excellent fiber traits, drought tolerance and higher yield potential. F1 population
resulting from the parental cross was advanced by using modified pedigree method
with selection beginning in the F2 generation. The superior combinations were finally
selected from F5 generation based on yield potential, fiber quality and overall better
performance over standard varieties. Breeding line, No. 69185 superior in yield along
with other important traits was entered into the statewide Cotton Variety Testing
Program. The advanced breeding lines were evaluated in randomized preliminary
yield trials and promoted to performance tests. In varietal trials (NCVT and PCCT)
conducted for two growing seasons (2011-12 and 2012-13), IUB 222 out yielded
significantly all the standard varieties; CIM 598, MNH886 and AA802. IUB 222 is
high yielding widely adapted Punjab, desirable resistance to CLCuD and excellent
fiber quality that fulfills the need of the competitive high lint yield as well as meets
industrial requirements. The new line was recommended to be released as improved
new cotton variety “IUB 222”.
Key words: Gossypium hirsutum L., Cotton variety IUB222, drought tolerant, CLCuD
tolerant

Introduction: Cotton is an important cash crop and lifeline of textile industry. During recent years many
agricultural varieties are developed. New varieties are originated from crosses involving older varieties races or
species. The cultivated new world allotetraploid cotton species dominates world cotton production. Gossypium
barbadense is known for extra long fine and strong fiber. Cultivated Gossypium hirsutum, upland cotton accounts
for major world production. Breeding cotton remained a continuous objective for the development of new varieties
and sustainable seed cotton yield. Large numbers of cotton varieties were generally released for farmer’s
cultivation in Pakistan such as NIAB 78, CIM496, S12, MNH493, Krishma, Tarzan, IR-NIBGE-3, NIAB-Bt-1,
MNH886 and FH142 are famous in cotton community.
Hence, Cotton is an important fiber crop of the world that plays a significant role in reduction of unemployment
pressure, stabilizing the national and international development and is a big source of raw material for textile
industry (Ahmed et al., 2009). A comprehensive research work conducted by cotton scientists revealed that
regulation of plant physiology, growth and development activities plays a key role in attaining optimum plant
height, maximum fruit producing buds and boll weight of cotton that contributed ultimately in the enhancement of
per unit area cotton yield (Ali and Hameed, 2011). It was revealed by Calhoun et al. (1997) and Bowman et al.
(2006) that most comprehensive sources of pedigree information are prevailed for successful breeding program.
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These findings identify pedigrees of cultivars established between 1970 and 2005 and also give some pedigree
information on early foundation lines as far back as the 18th century. The origin of most of the cultivars was found
to be used in the mid–20th century and is also a valuable resource (Ware, 1950).
Both biotic and abiotic stresses significantly reduce the growth and productivity of cotton. During last 20 years
Cotton leaf curl disease is a most important threat to cotton crop that causes enormous losses in cotton productivity
particularly in Pakistan. It appeared in epidemic form that reduced the national yield up to 9.05 m bales during
1992-93 and 8.04 million bales durin1993-94. The uncertainty of inheritance of CLCuD depends upon the
evolution of new variants of virus due to the evolutionary potential of pathogen as a result of recombination. Long
lasting resistance can never be retained by reason of viral alteration and be deficient of durable resistance in
germplasm.  During 2002, CLCuD resistance was broken down due to new species called Cotton leaf curl
Burewala virus and all resistant cotton varieties were infected with this new species.Cotton scientists initiated
efforts for identifying sources of resistance to Burewala disease (BVD) and few genotypes; NIBGE-115 during
2002-2006 and NN-3 developed by NIBGE are tolerant to BYD (Rahman and Zafar, 2012)
Amongst the abiotic stresses reducing crop productivity, shortage of irrigation water is a primary limiting factor in
many regions of the world (Sinclair, 2005). As a result of increasing demand and competition from environmental,
industrial and domestic sectors, supply of fresh water to agriculture sector is likely to be reduced in the coming
years. Thus keeping in view the current situation of water supply in rivers and canals, it has become indispensable
to bread drought tolerant varieties of various crops through selection and breeding.
Thus breeding for resistance is a continuous process for the development of new cotton varieties through different
ways like conventional breeding methods and molecular techniques that help in controlling this disease (Farooq et
al, 2011). Main objectives for the development of cotton variety is, high yield and early maturity, resistant to
disease and pests,  long staple length, fiber strength , fineness of fiber and increased lint to seed ratio. Hence, the
release of new high yielding, resistant to CLCuD variety with good quality traits would boost up the sustainable
cotton productivity in the country.
The breeder role is generally critical up to now concerned with cotton crop. In cotton development of new varieties
is extremely composite and conscientious as comparatively simple in other crops .due to diversity of objectives
behind a new variety development complication will occur. It is expected that new improved variety designate as
high long and strong fibred, fine and homogeneous linted, high yielding with high ginning out-turn, resistant to a
range of pests and diseases, modified to a extensive range of agro-ecological conditions and socioeconomic
farming  systems, approachable to higher dozes of fertilizer and moisture. If it contain all of features given above,
then it should be suitable for pure seed production, which means that it should possess clarity, standardization and
constancy norms.
It is common inspection that the varieties, almost immediately after release start losing identity, showing
deterioration and low production potential. The usual causes behind this include mechanical factors  like  mixing
during farm operations,  genetically factors like  crosspollination, gene  frequency  changes, natural  gene
mutation  and a disease epidemics. There is fundamental need to develop a variety with passage of time which
performs well in all type of disease epidemic conditions.
Materials and Methods
Elite germplasm was exploited and selected to make various crosses for development of present cultivar..For
developing genetic resistance in cotton genotypes, available germplasm was utilized during routine breeding
program. Development of IUB222 involved a cross between  two hybrids developed by crossing  in following
fashion i.e., (85022 (IUB-09) × CIM473) and (MNH786× MNH-6070) during spring season 2007-08 at
department of Plant Breeding and Genetics UCA&ES, The Islamia University Bahawalpur Pakistan. Among
parents CIM-473 is CLCuD tolerant, late maturing, bushy type, medium boll weight having expectable fiber traits
with good mike. Another important component of parentage is MNH-786, which is Non-Bt, broad leafed, erect
type, early maturing, good boll weight, CLCuD tolerant, expectable fiber traits and having mike towards higher
side.. IUB-O9 (85022) is Bt, early maturing, medium leaf size, CLCuD tolerant, good boll weight, excellent fiber
length, strength and heat tolerant having Cry1AC gene. MNH-6070 is highly tolerant to CLCuD with medium boll
size, yellow pollen, medium leaf size, high GOT but fiber length and fineness are not at acceptable level.
During next season (2008-09) 100 plants of F1 were raised in the field and negative selection was performed at
maturity discarding undesirable plants. The selected F1 were picked and bulked to grow 1000 plants of F2

generation in tunnel during 2009. The spaced planting was accomplished in order to select single plant from
segregation population using modified pedigree method. At maturity, desirable single plants were marked among
whole population and picked separately and advanced to succeeding generation. Single plant progeny was grown in
F3 generation during 2009-10, in the field and desirable single plants were   identified from each single plant
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progeny and picked and promoted for next generation. During, 2010 single plants were grown in tunnel to raise F4

generation and repeated same selection process to promote for next generation.
Group of superior plants selected from each single plant progeny were picked and bulked. F5 generation was
grown in the field to multiply the seed during season 2010-11. The current line, IUB 222 was of the selected
progeny from F5 generation and was subjected for testing in CVT, PCCT, ZVT, PYT, AYT, PSC, NCBT, NCVT,
1.25 acre Bt. Cotton trial and agronomic studies during 2011 to 2013. Uniform and recommended agronomic
practices were applied during selection and testing procedures. Each yield trial was organized in a replicated design
using standard check varieties. Data on morphological and quality traits were recorded and statistically analyzed
using for MS Stat-C software program for the comparison with standards checks.

Results And Discussion:Newly developed line IUB222 was recommended for general cultivation in Punjab for
high yield production. It has medium to tall plant, produces 0-3 monopodial branches per plant, medium to long
sympodial branches, took 48 days to first flower and 90 days to first boll opening. In addition to these traits, this
new cultivar has Boll weight of 3.7 gram and growth pattern of semi erract/semi bushy. Possess fair heat tolerance,
very good tolerance to drought and CLCuD. Regarding fiber quality, IUB 222 possess a highly acceptable staple
length of 29.53 mm, having mike 4.92 ug/inch, fiber strength 101.05g/tex and GOT 40.86 %. This cultivar carries
Cry 1 Ac (Bt) gene for bollworm resistance. Seed cotton yield production in PSC’s 1.5 Acre trial was
34.09mond/Ac., NCVT yield of 2682Kg/hac. Crop stand was very good having vigorous growth as a result of least
infection of pest as recorded for 2 years studies (Table-1).

Results of yield trials are presented in tables 2 to 10. Yield performance as shown in table-2 of PYT and AYT
conducted during 2011-12 1nd 2012-13 that IUB 222 gave significantly higher yield than N-121 and MNH886.
New line was tested in NCBT during 2011-12 as mention in table-3. It ranked 2nd in term of seed cotton yield on
Punjab average (2884 kg/hac.) with percentage increase of 2093 and 31.62 over check varieties AA802 and IR-
3701 yielded 2384 kg/ha and 2191Kg/hac respectively. While, during 2012-13 NCBT performance shown in table -
4, IUB 222 produced higher yield in all locations of Punjab with average yield of 2682 kg/ha which is 38.10%
higher than check variety, CIM 598 with yield of 1942kg/ha. It remained 3rd position on the Pakistan basis.
Provincial coordinated cotton trials were conducted during 2011-12 at 6 locations of Punjab as mention in table-5.
Higher seed cotton yield (3056 Kg/ha) was obtained from IUB 222 with increase of 26.8% and 3.80% over check
varieties, IR3701 (2410kg/ha) and MNH 886 (2944kg/hac) respectively. Similarly, performances of these trials
conducted at 16 locations during 2012-13 and details of some of those are depicted in table-6. Among these
competitions IUB 222 out yielded (2590kg/hac) with 31.73 percent increase over standard check, MNH886 (
1966kg/hac).

Zonal varietal trials (ZVT) conducted during 2011-12, IUB222 was tested at farmer’s fields in Bahawalpur and
Multan divisions as shown in table-7 and gave significantly higher yield than check varieties. During 2012-13
again IUB222 gave evident performance at various locations. Hence, on the basis of zonal trials, it was indicated
that this variety has good adaptability in different ecological zones.
Evaluation trials of IUB222 were conducted at Punjab Seed Corporation Khanewal for two years. Under these
evaluations genetic line IUB222 was tested against 19 elite lines in 1.25 acre trial during 2011-12 and their
recorded yield is presented in Table-9. The yield of IUB222 (45.59 mond/Ac) was highly satisfactory and higher
than CIM598 and N-121 check varieties. During 2012-13, this variety out yielded remaining approved varieties at
86-87/10R farm against unapproved Bt varieties. Yield of IUB 222 remained on top with 32 monds/Ac (Table-10).
Testing of Bt protein:
The purity test based on presence of cry 1 Ac through striptest showed 100% pure (ABRIFD and NIBGE
Faisalabad). The Bt. Protein in IUB222 was reported 5.03, 0.346 and 0.33 by ABRI Faisalabad, CEMB, Lahore
and NIBGE respectively.
CLCuV Infestation:
The comparison of CLCuL incidence in house , PCCT and NCVT trials was performed and IUB 222 showed good
genetic tolerance to CLCuV as the infestation remained 6.5% in PCCT2011-12 ( Average of CRS Multan and CRS
Vehari) in compare to MNH886(19.97%).

Fiber quality: Regarding quality traits of lint provided by various organizations in different experiments that fiber
quality is acceptable (40.86lint %, 29.53 fiber length, 4.9 fiber fineness and UI 87.65 % higher than check variety
MNH 886. Results obtained from quality traits trials in NCVT during 2012-13 that showed average fiber length
from different trials at different locations 29 mm fineness and 4.58 mic which is best suitable for every stakeholder.
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While Results of quality traits of IUB222 showed in table-11 spot examination ( Khanewal and NCVT) that
average performance was observed as 40.33 % lint, 29.8mm fiber length,4.66 fiber fineness, 32.2 fiber strength and
89.82% Uniformity index from IUB222 higher than check variety MNH 886 and acceptable for textile industry of
Pakistan.

Agronomic Studies: The performance of IUB222 was tested with other two varieties planting in 8 different
sowing dates with15 days interval as shown in table- 12. It was found that IUB22 gave maximum yield from
sowing March1 (9076 kg/ha) and March15 (8965 kg/ha). While in late sowings on June1 and June15 produced
higher yields of 3291 and 2956kg/ha respectively than check varieties. It was concluded that IUB22 can be
successfully cultivated after maize and sunflower harvesting. Plant spacing experiment was conducted to know the
effect of plant population on yield of seed cotton of three newly lines; IUB222, MM-58 and MNH886 planted at
three different spacings during 2011-12 and 2012-13. The results showed that Best performance was observed
under spacing (P×P=45cm) but performance of IUB222 was nearly same as 3396 kg/hac in spacing 3351kg/hac in
spacing (P×P=45cm). However, there is no significant difference in yield by maintaining the plant population.
As for entomological study concerned, the experiment was conducted at Department of Plant Breeding and
Genetics, UCA&ES, The Islamia University Bahawalpur to assess its tolerance level against Jassid, Thrips,
Whitefly, Bollworm damage and Mealy bug’s attack compared with commercial variety CIM-496.The rate of pest
population indicated that new variety IUB222 had equal level of tolerance against insect pests as commercial
variety CIM496. Population per leaf was observed from IUB222 as 0.68 of jassid, 3.34 of whitefly, 4.81 of thrips
and 0 % damage of boll worm compared with CIM496 as 0.76, 3.89, 6.75 and 9.76% respectively.

Seed Availability: The seed is multiplied by Punjab seed corporation and inquires regarding research purpose
should be directed to corresponding author. IUB222 is recommended for Bahawalpur, Bahawalnagar, Rahim Yar
Khan, M. Garah , D.G. Khan Khanewal, Vahari, Lodhran and  Multan to yield potential 42-80 mond/Ac.

Justification for approval: CLCuV is a major threat to cotton production in Punjab. CLCuD infestation is
increasing every year from last few years. The cotton line, IUB222 has developed keeping in view of CLCuD and
water deficit problems. This variety is highly tolerant to CLCuD disease and gives good yield in water deficit areas.
This variety possess good fiber quality trait with appropriate lint percentage. Approval for of this variety would
stabilize the yield of cotton in Punjab and farmers would get higher yield with low inputs and in marginal soil.

Acknowledgement: We are thankful to Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar, Vice Chancellor Islamia University Bahawalpur
and Dr. Abid Mahmood Director General Agri. Research AARI. Faisalabad. Thanks are extended to Punjab Seed
Corporation Khanewal for testing the current line.

Table 1: Punjab seed corporation seed farms Khanewal, fibre testing report of 1.25 acre Bt Cotton and Non-
Bt Cotton Kharif season 2012

Sr.# Variety GOT (%)
Staple Length
(mm)

Uniformity
Index (%)

Fineness
(μg/inch) Strength (g/tex)

Bt. Varieties

1 IUB-222 40.0 31.1 92.0 4.5 29.5

2 SLH-4 38.5 30.0 87.9 5.1 30.6

3 FH-118 39.5 29.7 88.2 5.5 27.8

4 BZU-75 39.5 27.9 88.3 5.2 29.8

5 CEMB-44 41.0 27.7 84.2 5.7 31.4

6 CEMB-33 39.0 28.3 88.1 5.1 31.6

7 NIBGE-5 36.5 29.8 90.2 6.2 29.1

8 NIBGE-4 40.5 27.8 86.9 5.4 29.6

9 NIBGE-3 36.5 28.0 85.5 5.2 27.7

10 NIAB-824 39.0 28.9 87.3 5.0 26.0

11 VH-259 39.0 29.9 89.7 5.2 30.2

12 VH-303 39.5 29.0 86.7 4.1 29.5

13 VH-282 37.0 29.7 88.5 4.9 30.4
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14 BH-180 41.0 29.3 89.6 5.3 30.1

15 BH-178 37.5 31.4 90.6 5.1 33.6

16 CIM-602 39.5 32.0 88.5 4.8 29.9

17 CIM-600 39.0 29.5 87.4 5.0 29.0

18 CIM-599 39.5 31.1 88.2 4.9 26.2

19 SUN-1 41.0 29.9 88.8 5.8 31.7

20 RS-1 40.5 28.3 86.2 5.6 28.3

21 LEADER-1 40.0 30.9 87.5 5.1 27.7

22 BT-161 39.5 33.0 89.6 4.4 31.5

23 SB-149 38.5 29.3 89.6 4.6 29.2

24 KZ-181 40.0 29.2 89.0 5.5 29.4

25 KZ-389 39.5 26.7 85.9 5.7 27.4

26 TARZAN-3 40.0 32.2 90.7 5.2 28.2

27 TARZAN-2 41.0 28.9 86.0 5.1 30.8

28 A-011 36.0 33.5 90.5 4.5 28.5

29 A-555 41.0 27.9 87.5 5.1 28.1

30 AGC-777 39.5 27.9 87.1 5.1 27.1

31 SILKEE 39.5 30.8 89.5 5.1 30.0

32 RCA-2 36.5 27.1 86.8 5.7 29.2

33 RCA-1 39.0 27.5 84.5 5.4 31.2

34 CR-333 39.5 28.4 88.6 6.1 29.1

35 SITARA-12 39.0 29.2 89.0 5.7 25.3

36
SITARA-11
M

39.5 32.0 92.4 4.6 31.7

37
SITARA-10
M

39.0 28.7 87.7 5.7 27.8

38
AURIGA-
213

41.0 29.0 87.8 5.8 27.9

39
SAYBAN-
202

40.0 28.2 86.7 6.2 26.0

40
SAYBAN-
201

37.5 31.0 87.9 4.5 29.5

41 BGC-09 41.0 28.7 86.8 5.4 30.5

Table 2. Performance of IUB-222 (Yield kg/ha in different trial at IUB)
Name of experiment Year IUB-222 N-121 MNH-886
PYT 2 2010-11 2528 2192 -
AYT 3 2011-12 2742 2078 2672
AYT 4 2011-12 2678 2280 2385
AYT 1 2012-13 3352 2665 2850
AYT 2 2012-13 2870 - 2369
Bio safety trial 2012-13 3870 - 3250

Table 3. Comparative yield performance of IUB-222 in NCBT in Punjab during 2011-12:
Sr.# Location IUB-222 AA-802 IR-3701
1 CRI Faisalabad 2164 1464 1368
2 CRS Sahiwal 2440 1555 1340
3 CCRI Multan 3450 2750 2556
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4 PSC KWL 3138 2869 2573
5 CRS R.Y. Khan 3225 3282 3117
6 Avg. Punjab 2884 2384 2191

Table 4. Comparative yield performance of IUB-222 in NCBT in Punjab during 2012-13:
Sr.# Location IUB-222 CIM-598

1 CRI Faisalabad 2929 2044

2 CRS Sahiwal 1594 592

3 CCRI Multan 2731 2137

4 PSC KWL 3175 2942

5 CRS R.Y. Khan 2980 1997

6 Avg. Punjab 2682 1942

Table 5. Comparative yield performance of IUB-222 in PCCT in Punjab during 2011-12
Sr.# Location IUB-222 IR-3701 MNH-886
1 CRI Faisalabad 2067 1457 1858

2 CRS Sahiwal 2815 2025 2175

3 CRS Multan 4158 2970 4218

4 CRS VEH 3707 2033 3110

5 CRI RY Khan 2674 2983 3395

6 CRS BWP 2906 2990 2906

7 Avg. Punjab 3056 2410 2944

Table 6. Comparative yield performance of IUB-222 in PCCT in Punjab during 2012-13:
Sr.# Location IUB-222 MNH-886
1 CRSS JHG 2105 1681

2 PSC KWL 1626 1210

3 CCRI Multan 3174 2601

4 ARS Karore 2850 2258

5 CRI RY Khan 3134 1823

6 CRS BWP 2650 2206

7 Avg. Punjab 2590 1966

Table 7. Comparative yield (kg/ha) performance of IUB-222 in ZVT during 2011-12:
Sr.# Name of Grower IUB-222 MNH-886 IR-3701
1 Fiaz Basheer Ex Sectory Agriculture, M.Gharh 2680 2597 2344
2 Ch. Imdad Hussain 18,  WB Vehari 2495 2399 2188
3 Fozia Afzal Civil Judge BWP, Chishtian 2575 2410 2365
4 Syed Tabish Alwari, Yazman BWP 2715 2677 2103
5 Dr.Aleem chairan Dept. of statistic BWP 2637 2467 1917
6 Dr. Shair Awan, Lodhra 2477 2410 2170
7 Abbas Ali, Jahanian 3210 2965 2417
8 Ch. Liaqat Jahanian 2931 2375 1734
9 Malik Javaid 109/10R KWL 2917 2147 1974
10 Master Muhammad Iqbal, Chishtian BWN 2665 2310 2165
11 Tassawar Hussain Chattha, Vehari 2743 2577 2100
12 Malik Riaz Maitla Chak 147/10R KWL 2898 2489 2123
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Table 8. Comparative yield (kg/hac) performance of IUB-222 in ZVT during 2011-12
Sr.# Name of Grower IUB-222 MNH-886 IR-3701
1 Ch. Imdad Hussain, 18  WB Vehari 2695 2578 2389
2 Fiaz Basheer Ex Sectory Agriculture, M.Gharh 2890 2647 2260
3 Fozia Afzal Civil Judge BWP, Chishtian 2591 2488 2193
4 Ghulam Ahmad Chak 70 Yazman, BWP 3143 2987 2315
5 Syed Tabish Alwari Yazman, BWP 3098 2742 2107
6 Riaz-ul-haq, Khan Pur 2944 2765 1940
7 Dr. Aleem Chairman Dept. of Statistic BWP 2549 2210 2123
8 Ch. Abdul wahab cak 16 DNB, BWP 2688 2393 2039
9 Dr. Shair Awan, Lodhran 2402 2396 2198
10 Majid Abbasi, Khair Pur Tamewali BWP 2587 2471 2283
11 Abbas Ali, Jahanian 3388 2699 2365
12 Yar Muhammad, Channi Ghoth RYK 2866 2512 2193
13 Ch. Liaqat, Jahanian 2981 2470 2239
14 Malik Javaid, 109/10R KWL 2697 2543 2105
15 Master Muhammad Iqbal, Chishtian BWN 2570 2465 1917
16 Tassawar Hussain Chattha, Vehari 2917 2852 2187
17 Malik Akhtar Hussain, Shujabad Multan 2971 2601 2319
18 Syed Shifat Bhukhari, Shujabad Multan 2855 2799 2250
19 Dr. Tariq Abbas Cordiologist, Multan 2539 2486 2196
20 Dr. Khalid Abbas Child specialist, Nishter Uch Sharif

BWP
2706 2543 2298

21 Auriga chemicals, Lahore Mailsi 3137 2871 2365
22 Ansar Wraich, Borewala 2781 2697 2273
23 Abid Mehmood, Layyah 3133 2793 2159
24 Malik Iqbal, Sadiq Abad 2743 2670 2256
25 Fakher Imam, Kabir Wala 3289 2891 2309

Table 9. Results of PSC Khanewal for 1.25 Acre Block Year 2011-2012

Sr
#

variety Yield/
acre
(mds)

Sr
#

variety Yield
/acre
(mds)

Sr
#

variety Yield
/acre
(mds)

Sr
#

variety Yield
/acre
(mds)

1 RH-625 35.23 15 TARZAN-1 41.32 29 RCA-2 30.89 40 V-17 45.12
2 FH-142 45.68 16 VH-259 42.06 30 RCA-1 33.51 41 V-15 42.50
3 FH-114 59.77 17 VH-282 37.59 31 CA-12 48.75 42 SITARA 40.06
4 FH-4243 43.91 18 IUB-222 45.59 32 CA-11 32.50 43 009 52.44
5 IR-4 44.41 19 IUB-2009 41.58 33 AA-906 33.99 44 MNH-886 40.00
6 IR-3 38.05 20 IUB-212/11 47.32 34 AA-904 42.62 45 MNH-456 41.25
7 IR-901 41.23 21 IUB-222/10 44.61 35 KZ-389 28.33 46 PSC-4 46.19

8 BT-141 36.86 22 IR-NIAB-
824

40.31 36 SB-149 32.68 47 PSC-3 41.25

9 BT-131 45.18 23 SAYBAN-
201

47.28 37 KZ-191 33.10 48 PSC-2 49.58

10 BT-121 33.18 24 AVRIGA-
213

42.72 38 KZ-181 31.25 49 CEMB-2 38.24

11 BT-178 40.86 25 SILVER
LINE 40

37.32 39 A-555 34.11 50 4-B-E-1 37.98

12 CIM-304 40.27 26 CIM-602 31.72 40 A-04 31.49 51 4-B-E-2 35.60
13 CIM-306 39.91 27 CIM-599 32.02 41 A-ONE 29.46 52 SILVER

STAR-117
35.16
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14 SILKEE 34.41 28 CIM-598 38.27 42 CBS-02 44.25

Table 10. Daily Picking Report of Seed Cotton at PSC seed farms Khanewal as on 18.02.2013

S.No. Name of Variety
Category/
Source

86-87/10-R

Area Produc. Y.P.A

(Acres) (Kgs) (Mds)

Bt varieties

1- Approved
1 ASR-703 BNS 9.60 12190 31.74
2 FH-114 BNS Kwl. 19.20 13069 17.02
3 Tarzen-1 BNS Kwl. 12.00 8358 17.41
4 BT-121 - 2.40 1473 15.34
5 BT-141 - 12.00 15167 31.60
6 IR-3701 - 4.80 3638 18.95
7 CIM-598 Breeder Seed 4.80 4903 25.54
8 MNH-886 BNS Kwl. 57.60 57041 24.76

Pre-basic 14.40 20167 35.01

2- Unapproved
1 CA-12 H-8, 124 9.60 8904 23.19
2 Syban H-68 4.80 2426 12.64
3 IUB-222 - 9.60 12351 32.16
4 Sitara-09 - 4.80 5458 28.43
5 PSC-1 - 4.80 2881 15.01

Table 11. Summery of Fiber Traits of IUB-222
Variety Trial Lint % Fiber

Length(mm)
F. Fineness
(ug/inch)

Fiber
Strength(g/tex)

U.I %

IUB-222 Spot
Examination

40.86 29.53 4.9 34.7 87.65

NCVT 40.13 28.78 4.6 32.4 -
PSC 40 31.1 4.5 29.5 92.0
Average 40.33 29.8 4.66 32.2 89.82

MNH-886 Spot
Examination

40.77 28.6 4.56 31.1 85.06

NCVT 39.92 27.95 4.56 32.1 -
PSC - - - - -
Average 40.34 28.27 4.56 31.6 85.06

Table. 12. Yield Record (kg/ha) in Sowing Date Trial
Sowing Date IUB-222 MM-58 IUB-09
SD1 (1/3) 9076 8892 8261
SD2 (15/3) 8965 8851 8072
SD3 (1/4) 6053 7384 7467
SD4 (15/4) 5473 6597 6734
SD5 (1/5) 4067 5384 5641
SD6 (15/5) 3547 4138 4082
SD7 (1/6) 3291 3062 2873
SD8 (15/6) 2956 2287 2065
CD @ 5% For Sowing date 105
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ABSTRACT. Paddy yield is an intricate character and depends upon different
factors called yield components. To study the correlation between yield and its
components, an experiment comprising thirteen fine grain genotypes including two
check varieties was conducted at Rice Research Institute, Kala Shah Kaku. The
result revealed that phenotypic correlations were generally lower than their
respective genotypic correlations. Plant height expressed significant but negative
genotypic and phenotypic measures of correlation with paddy yield and number of
tillers. Number of tillers per plant exhibit extremely significant phenotypic
correlation and significant positive genotypic correlation with1000 grain weight,
kernels per panicle, panicle length and yield. Panicle length expressed significant
genotypic correlation with 1000 kernel weight, grain per panicle and yield. It also
showed positive significant phenotypic correlation with number of grains per
panicle and highly significant positive phenotypic correlation with yield and 1000
grain weight. Grains per panicle are positively and significantly correlated with
1000 grain weight and yield. Genotypic and phenotypic correlation between paddy
yield and 1000 grain weight were found positively significant and highly significant
respectively. Phenotypic correlation of variability was higher than their respective
genotypic coefficients for all parameters.
Keywords. Oryza sativa L.; phenotypes; variability; correlation.

1. Introduction: Rice (Orayza sativa L.) is the staple food of teeming millions of world. In Pakistan, rice not only
provides sustenance to our population, but the fine quality rice also plays an important role in the economy of
Pakistan as an export item. “Kallar Tract” in Pakistan is a blessing of God which is the best place in the world for
production of aromatic rice. For the increase of paddy yield, correlation study between yield components of fine
rice will be useful to enhance the selection of high yielding lines / varieties. Extensive studies have been made in
this regard. It was concluded that there was significant and positive correlation among 1000 seed weight and
paddy yield [4]. It was studied that the significant positive phenotypic correlation was present among grain yield
and seeds per panicle [6]. It was also concluded that grain yield per plant was significantly correlated with grains
per panicle and 1000 grain weight [14]. Correlation between rice yield and yield components was studied by [7].
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He concluded that the 1000 grain weight and number of grains per panicle had direct effect on yield. It was
reported that in semi tall varieties of rice, grain yield has a positive correlation with plant height at maturity [12].
It was reported that1000 grain weight and number of grains per panicle has positive genotypic and phenotypic
correlation with grain yield [3]. The conclusion was verified by [2], [3] and [9]. The present study with 13
promising lines was carried out for computing the correlation between six quantitative traits. This study will be
helpful for the development of new varieties.

2. Materials and Methods. The study was conducted at Kala Shah Kaku Rice Research Institute, during Kharif
2009-2010. The nursery of 12 genotypes 00515, 00512, 99404, 00518-1, PK8337-2-2-1, 99316, PSI, Jajai 25/A,
DM1-30-34-94, EF1-20-119-02, T5, T15 along with one standard variety Super Basmati was sown on 20-05-
2009. Thirty days nursery was transplanted into field in RCBD with three replications. The plots size for each
treatment was 3 × 5m. All standard agronomic practices were adopted. Data on 10 plants from each replicate was
recorded on i) number of tillers per plant ii) panicle length (cm)  iii)plant height (cm) iv) 1000 grain weight (g)v)
number of grains per panicle, vi) paddy yield (t/ha). The data thus collected was subjected to analysis of variance
and co-variance. Genotypic and phenotypic variance and coefficients of variance, heritability, genetic advance,
and genotypic correlation coefficient were calculated through the formula suggested by [10].

3. Results and Discussion. All the genotypes showed highly significant differences at P≤0.01 for each and every
one trait (Table 1).

Table 1: Means squares for analysis of variance for economic traits in fine quality rice

Source of
variation

DF Height Tillers/
plant

Panicle
length

Grains/
panicle

1000
grain
weight

Yield

Replication 2 47.490 1.615 4.803 14.769 0.244
Genotype 12 440.105** 70.799** 75.551** 2088.842** 28.882** 60.437**

Error 24 22.079 4.588 2.651 74.214 0.493 5.040
**Significant (P≤0.01)

Table 2: Genetic parameters for yield and yield related components in fine quality rice (Oryza sativaL.)
Traits Trait

mean
Range Variance Coefficient of variability

(CV%age)
Heritability GA(1%)

Genotypic Phenotypic Genotypic Phenotypic
Plant
height

126.91 112.33
-
153.73

139.34 161.42 9.30 10.01 0.86 19.25

Tillers
/ plant

14.77 7.67 -
24.33

22.07 26.66 31.81 34.96 0.83 7.50

Panicle
length

28.34 16.33 –
33.22

24.30 26.95 17.39 18.32 0.90 8.22

No. of
grains
/
panicle

131.07 104.33
–
175.33

671.54 745.76 19.77 20.83 0.90 43.16

1000
grain
weight

23.08 18.53-
27.49

9.46 9.96 13.33 13.67 0.95 5.26

Yield 11.65 4.84-
18.10

18.46 23.51 36.86 41.58 0.79 6.68
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Table 3: Genotypic (rg) and phenotypic (rp)correlation coefficents among six morpho-agronomic characters of
rice (Oryza sativaL.)

Characters No. of
tillers /
plant

Panicle length
(cm)

No. of
grains /
panicle

1000 grain
weight (g)

Paddy yield
per plant
(gm)

Plant Height (cm)  r(g)
r(p)

-0.47879*

-0.46971*
-0.33307
-0.28152

-0.16432
-0.18582

-0.31346
-0.29732

-0.5218*

-0.43612*

Number of tillers/plant    r(g)
r(p

1
1

0.627731*

0.586876**
0.645671*

0.580674**
0.921459*

0.822121**
0.972827*

0.785138**

Panicle length (cm)          r(g)
r(p

1
1

0.49398*

0.456748*
0.712444*

0.671053**
0.743655*

0.614641**

No. of grain/panicle         r(g)
r(p

1
1

0.810031*

0.757393**
0.766995*

0.647214**

1000 grain weight (g)       r(g)
r(p

1
1

0.957713*

0.809861**

Paddy yield /plant(g)      r(g)
r(p

1
1

* P≤0.05 ** P≤0.01

Both genetic and phenotypic variance, heritability, phenotypic coefficient of variation (PVC),genotypic
coefficient of variation (GCV) and genetic advance (%age of mean) of six economic characters of thirteen fine
grain genotypes were calculated (Table 2). Genotypic and phenotypic coefficient of variability showed that
phenotypic coefficients of variability were higher than the respective genotypic coefficients of variability which
might be the result of influence of environment on the development of characters period. The GCV ranged from
9.30 to 36.86. The maximum genotypic variability exhibited by the paddy yield (36.86%) followed by the number
of tillers per plant (31.81%). Plant height showed the maximum consistency in performance as it has the least
value of GCV (9.30%). Genotypic and phenotypic correlation coefficients in all possible combinations are shown
in Table 3. The data in Table 3 showed that genotypic correlation coefficients were greater than the respective
phenotypic ones, indicating a fairly strong inherent interrelationship among traits [5]. Plant height exhibited the
negative correlation with number of tillers per plant and paddy yield. The results presented are in accordance with
[13] and [15]. Negative phenotypic and genotypic correlation among kernel yield and plant height was reported by
[1]. Highly significant negative correlation among plant height and paddy yield was reported by [8]. Number of
tillers per plant were positively and significantly genotypically  while highly significantly phenotypically
correlated with number of tillers for every plant, panicle length, number of kernel for each panicle, 1000 grain
weight and paddy yield. Same correlation among number of tillers per plant and paddy yield was reported by [5].
Positive significant phenotypic correlation of number of tillers per plant with paddy yield was showed by [2].
Panicle length was significantly positively correlated with number of grains per plant, 1000 grain weight and yield
and a highly significant correlation was found on phenotypic basis with 1000 grain weight and paddy yield. Same
result regarding panicle length and number of grains per panicle was reported by [4]. Number of grains per panicle
showed positive genotypic correlation with 1000 grain weight. Number of grains per panicle and 1000 grain
weight showed significantly positive correlation with yield on genotypic and phenotypic basis. [5], [9], [11] and
[2]. Plant height have negative correlation with paddy yield while number of tillers for each plant, panicle length,
No. of grains for each panicle and 1000 grain weight have the highest correlation coefficient with yield.

4. Conclusion. For the development of high yielding variety, genotypic preference might be given to number of
tillers per plant, panicle length, 1000 grain weight, number of grains per panicle and paddy yield.
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ABSTRACT. Self-efficacy is the persons’ judgement about their capabilities to
organize and execute the action to attain the desired level of performance. Personal
belief about capabilities to complete the task successfully show the behavioral
choices, persistance, perforamnce and attitude. It helps to explain why people differ
widely even having same knowledge, skills and abilities. Will I succeed or fail? Will
I be liked or laughed at? Should I do it or not? Answers of these questions are
based on personal efficacy (competence). Expectations of success or failure at a
particular task is influenced by the sense of self-efficay in that area. High
self-efficacy students engage in more effective self-regulatory strategies at each
level of ability. High self-efficacy has been demonstrated by high academic
achievement. On the contrary, low self-efficay destroy the personality that leads to
anxiety, depression and other negative traits. Some low self-efficacious students
give up on or never begin a task that leads to failure. 264 students of secondary
classes from private and government high schools of Rawalpindi were randomly
selected to administer a self-prepared 21 item Likert scale. Product-Moment
Correlation Coefficient was applied by using Statistical Package for Social Sciences
(SPSS). The results showed that academic achievement was associated with sense of
self-efficacy. Self-efficacious students are competent to approach difficult tasks to
take mastery. High self-efficacious students show their competency as they put
required effort to get their targets. They are able to solve even more difficult
problems. Self-efficacy increases the self competency among students.
Keywords: Self-efficacy, High Self-efficacy, Low Self-efficacy

1. Introduction. Psychology focuses on motivation and it is the central concern of educational psychology.
Educators take benefit from the knowledge about motivation as students reacts differently to different
activities of teaching-learning. Motivation works in those areas in which students want to do work or avoid of
doing activity besides having energy and even interest in that area [15].Motivation is multi-dynamic process
which makes life purposive. Man can not take satisfactory success in the absence of adequate environment
and for this satisfaction adequate environment should be properly charged by motivation. It is necessary to
identify motivational properties of human behavior to make them better [1].It is difficult to comprehend the
actual concept of human behavior without proper understanding of motivational level of organism. Total
visualization of personal and non-personal experiences can not be possible without fully grasping the
knowledge of motivation [6].

Two concepts of motivation; efficacy expectation and self-efficacy are extensively used in psychology.
Personal belief about their capabilities to reach a goal, assess the effort to require for achieving that goal is
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efficacy expectation. Self-efficacy is the related concept of efficacy expectation. It means people’s own
judgment about their capabilities and potentialities to organize and execute the amount of effort required to
achieve designated type of performance [2]. It is the most important determinants by which people make
choices, effort they put, their perseverance to face challenges and their anxiety and confidence degree to bring
that task [14]. Due to this perceived self-efficacy, human behavior differs widely even when they have similar
knowledge, abilities and skills. The man’s thinking, behavior and actions are predictors of one’s belief about
their capabilities of accomplishing the task. But competent functioning on the task needs accurate perception
and harmony between self-efficacy and skills and knowledge they possess [2].

Self-efficacy: It is persons’ self-belief or self-perception about their capabilities and potentialities to complete
the task within prescribed time on the basis of prior achievement, abilities, attributions and persuader
persistency and credibility [17].Self-efficacy is the personal judgment about whether they are able to do that
particular activity or not. It shows the confidence of the students about the performance of the specific tasks
within given time with perfection. Self-efficacy does not mean that students believe about their success.
Actually it indicates that when students have strong belief on the skills and abilities to do any activity well,
they will put required effort to complete it by keeping in view the other factors that may affect their
performance. So self-efficacy is not only the belief or prediction about the competency of skills and abilities
but also the ability to judge, organize, assess and tackle the forthcoming obstacles to manage the situation as
they occur.

Self-efficacy is the optimistic belief about the dealing of challenging encounters [8]. It is not fake idea about
one’s self abilities. The person is not called as self-efficacious until or unless he is able not only to face but
also complete that task satisfactorily.Human endeavor are affected by self-efficacy. It is the belief of a person
about the power to affect and change specific conditions and situations by their own actions, to face the
challenges competently and make the choices wisely. So person’s approaches and successful completion of
goals, tasks and challenges shows their strong sense of self-efficacy.

Self-efficacy plays a vital role in adjustment of psychological problems and solution of intra-psychic conflicts.
It is not acquired skill rather it is a belief that I can do it with certain conditions and limitations by
coordination and orchestration of skills and abilities to change and challenge the current situation
[12].Self-efficacy does not deal with “will” rather than “can”. Even it does not causal attribution. Explanation
about events and their consequences are the part of causal attribution. It deals with what a person is capable of
doing [12].
It is not a will or intention to achieve a goal. Intentional acts are those in which a person says that whatever I
say, I will do it [12]. But in self-efficacy, person having the deep understanding of his own abilities, required
amount of effort and prospective consequences of his actions, makes intelligent guesses and strategies to
perform and complete the task with mastery.Self-efficacy is not motive, drive or need that a person wants to
control all situations. It is a control on a particular domain and still weak belief about the control on other
domains [12]. It means a person is highly efficacious in one area may be low-efficacious in other area.

Self-efficacy is not reduced to outcome expectancies. A person has behavior-outcome expectancy that
specific behavior may lead to specific response in a situation. Self-efficacy belief is that; a person feels that he
can perform (not sure) the task or can show the desired behavior that produces acceptable outcome.It should
not be associated with personality traits. It is a belief about the skills to coordinate different acts in sequential
manner to achieve desired goals in specific situations.

High Self-efficacy High self-efficacious persons believe that they can do well even the difficult task. They
perceive difficult task to take mastery rather than to be avoided. High self-efficacious students challenge
themselves with difficult and innovative tasks and they are internally motivated. They set a high degree of
effort to convene their commitments and attribute their failure to internal factors that are under their own
control. If they feel disturbance to achieve their set goals, they recover quickly [11] and move to retain their
mental state and ultimately achieve personal goals by encouraging themselves.Strong self-efficacious students
feel fulfillment and calmness with decisiveness and certainty. They are internally motivated and self-paced
[8]. People of strong self-efficacy see challenging and complex problems to be mastered, have more interest
in hands-on activities, make a determined commitment to activities and goals and recover themselves in less
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time from disparity and disappointments [5].

Low Self-efficacy Low efficacious students believe that they can not succeed as they are not able to
concentrate and extend effort so they think that challenging tasks should be avoided. They have low aspiration
that lead to fatigue, boredom and disappointment [11].They experience anxiety, hopelessness and anger [8].
They avoid complex tasks, perceive tasks beyond their access and abilities, focus on personal failure and
negative and unwanted results and loose confidence quickly about their abilities [5] and feel themselves as the
most depressed, deprived and unprivileged person.

Self-Efficacy: A Predictor Of Success According to empirical researches, a strong predictor of success is
one’s personal belief in innate dispositions to cope up then only possession of knowledge and operational
skills to complete the task is not enough [8]. This success is based on one’s perception about abilities that
have impact on the quality and quantity of work done. So positive outcome does not necessarily mean that the
students actually possess knowledge or skill but it is the matter of attitude because self-perception influences
the behavior. That’s why talented students may be infected by doubts. On the other hand average students put
themselves in the task and get required results. They may view setbacks and disappointments but they just
ignore them and retain their perseverance.

Emotional Consistency: Self-efficacy has a powerful influence on the choices of activities, expenditure of
effort and consistency to face life challenges and hurdles [10]. Production of desired results, successful
completion of task and perseverance are the result of self-efficacy [12]. People generally undertake those
tasks in which they show their competency to complete challenging tasks and gain experience.

Choices of Activities: Self-efficacious students undertake the exigent tasks easily rather than low or
inefficacious students. Self-efficacy predicts the performance rate and energy expenditure. When students
have the knowledge about the management of academic tasks, they become emotionally stable by removing
stress, depression and anxiety [3].

Motivated Behavior: Self-efficacious students put required effort to complete the work and retain required
effort for longer period of time. They are consistent in their amount of effort by seeing meaning into it. So
they become internally motivated. Self-efficacy makes the person confident in abilities to cope up with
potentially difficult situations calmly. They select and structure their surroundings in a way that they actually
want to manage.

Psychological Adjustment: Philosophers and psychologists argue that when a person has strong sense of
control over thoughts, feelings, sensations and environment; he can lead a happy and satisfied life. When
person feels that the world is predictable and controllable; and thoughts, behavior and actions are within
person’s control; he feels sense of fulfillment to face challenges of life, create healthy relationship and meet
personal satisfaction and peace of mind.

Development of Healthy Behavior: Self-efficacy influences the adoption of healthy and smooth behavior,
removal of unhealthy behavior and the continuation of balanced changes. It also influences a number of
biological processes that, in turn, influence health. It enables a person to control anger, stress, hopelessness,
boredom etc. that ultimately leads to healthy and sound body and mind.

Self-regulation: It is general assumption that the human has the capacity to self-regulate and self-initiate their
behavior and overcome the behavioral problems without external guidance. Research on self-efficacy helps us
to understand the phenomena that how human being guide themselves to live a happy life. Human are
self-regulated because they regulate their own actions and thoughts to create incentives and make realistic
goals. To achieve these goals, they make their own criteria and standards; and see and evaluate their behavior
against these set criteria.Students undergo self-regulatory process by monitoring working time, put effort
consistently and solve conceptual problems easily [18].

Problem-solving and Decision-making Ability: Self-efficacy makes the students able to solve the problems
and make appropriate decision at right time. When they face complex problems, they have confidence in their
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cognitive abilities and feel the sense of mastery. They feel proud to be a self-efficacious person [12].
The teachers are more responsible for students’ behavior modification as compared to any other agent i.e.
parents, peers etc. Teachers are the primary agent to construct and reconstruct the students’ behavior, abilities
and skills. If they utilize them carefully, students prove themselves as a useful citizen for the society. So there
is a need to check the relationship of self-efficacy with academic achievement of students.

2. Methodology
2.1 Sample. 264 sample science students from four secondary schools of Rawalpindi were chosen for the
study. 66 science students were selected from each secondary school. Three sections from 9th and 10th were
randomly selected for data collection. Eleven science students constituting four position holders, three
promoted students and four moderate achievers were selected from each section.

Sample Distribution
Schools 9th Class 10th Class Total
Siddeeq Public School, Rawalpindi 11×3=33 11×3=33 66
Progressive Model School, Rawalpindi 11×3=33 11×3=33 66
F.G. Girls High School No. 2, Rawalpindi 11×3=33 11×3=33 66
Technical High School, Rawalpindi 11×3=33 11×3=33 66
Total 132 132 264

2.2 Instrument. To measure self-efficacy, data were collected by a self-prepared 21 item questionnaire which
was constructed after thorough review of related literature. The questionnaire was designed to measure the
high and low self-efficacy of students in science subjects. The questionnaire was made to check the students’
own views about their abilities, capabilities, potentialities, competency, confidence, investment of effort,
perseverance, attribution, level of achievement and persistence. Questionnaire items were constructed to
check these indicators of self-efficacy. After construction, questionnaire was discussed with experts of
concerned areas and improved in the light of their suggestion. Validity was checked by the experts of
education and psychology departments.Pilot testing was conducted on 2% of total population that was not
included in actual study in Ideal Cambridge School Rawalpindi by a referenced letter. Questionnaire was
improved a little after pilot testing. Item analysis was done to check the appropriateness of each item [9].
Rationale equivalence reliability was used to test the reliability of the whole test [7]. The reliability of the test
to measure the self-efficacy of secondary school students was found to be 0.71.

2.3 Scoring. On “yes” response, “1” mark was given and on “no” response, “zero” mark was given. Total
score of each student were counted to obtain self-efficacy score. The procedure to complete the task and
instructions were prior explained to students to avoid time wastage. Students complete the questionnaire
within the stipulated period of time.

2.4 Data Analysis. Data about science academic achievement was obtained from the selected secondary
schools’ annual examination result. Self-efficacy score was obtained from the administered questionnaire.
Mean, standard deviation and product-moment correlation method were used for data analysis by applying
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS-XVII) (Table 1).

3. Conclusions. The purpose of this article is to investigate self-efficacy of 9th and 10th class science students.
Self-efficacy and academic achievement in science subjects seems to be closely related with one another.
High efficacious students show their better performance in annual examination as compared to low
efficacious students. High efficacy is attributed to high level of competency in academics. Similarly a positive
relationship between self-efficacy and academic achievement has been found in several researches [2]; [3];
[4]; [8]; [12]; [13]; and [16]. Therefore, the present article is written to find out the relationship between
self-efficacy and academic achievement in science subjects. However, relationship between these two
hypothesized variables found is positive and significant. The reason for this positive relationship might be due
to their accurate perception about their abilities to cope with different and complex conditions; a positive
self-image; ability to express potentials; and good interpersonal relationship to solve intra-psychic conflicts;
included in the present study. The researcher was interested to develop a scale of self-efficacy that is not
limited to particular situation only but could be used as a general measure. Therefore those self-efficacy
aspects were included which appeared to be better measure of self-efficacy in general.
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4. Suggestive Measures to Improve Self-efficacy
Self-efficacy can be improved by taking these measures.

1. Too easy tasks will bore or embarrass the students and even students feel some doubts about the
teachers’ abilities. Low-efficacious students will be reinforced by moderately difficult tasks. So the
difficulty level of task should be slight above the present ability level of students.

2. A concrete plan of action to complete the given task by explaining the ways of working should be
given to students. So that they are able to finish the task successfully with satisfaction.

3. Relate course content with co-curricular activities and design these activities on the basis of students’
interest.

4. Make the students free to choose the course of action i.e. grading, selection of due date for task
submission, selection of task and groups etc.

5. Provide motivation and encouragement whenever there is a need to boast the students’ competency.
Due to verbal encouragement, students not only set the goals and improve the efficacy beliefs and
achievement but also improve their commitment to attain these goals.

6. Give proper feedback on students’ correct responses. Reward immediately after the right response
and correct wrong response. Evaluate the students from their past performances rather than with
other students or any criteria.

7. Guide the students in such a way that they think that they are unsuccessful due to less effort, not
spending required time to complete it successfully or not following the learning strategy etc. In any
case, they should not feel that they are unable to do that task. They should feel that they can do it but
due to these mentioned reasons they are not getting the desired results at this time. But next time by
keeping in view all these consideration, they can do it successfully.

8. Tackle efficacious students very carefully as they are able to do the things and they also have a
desire or wish to complete the task in better way. When such students take guidance properly then
their energies can be utilized in constructive way.

9. These students are much better then those who do not wish to show their abilities. So there is a need
to teach them by keeping in view their abilities, capabilities and potentialities.
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ABSTRACT. The focus of this study was the attempt to assess the changing roles
and responsibilities of the secondary school principals in district Peshawar.
Change plays an important and meaningful role in the lives of individuals,
communities, organizations, establishments and nations. The population of the
study consisted of all the principals of the secondary schools of district Peshawar.
The total sample size consisted of 60 principals, out of whom 30 were males and
30 were females. The collected data were tabulated, analyzed and interpreted by
using the statistical tool chi-square test. The recommendations of the study were a
set of general and specific factors developed on the basis of review of literature
and responses of the principals. They included a focus on within and out of school
factors such as leadership skills of principals, qualified and devoted teachers,
better school environment and infrastructure as well as effective school-home
relationships.
Keywords. Secondary School Principle, Changing role, Leadership skills.

1. Introduction: Leadership in our schools needs to be dynamic like in western countries. Majority of our
secondary school principals need required skill to change themselves according to the changing scenario. They are
required to have an updated knowledge of the new roles and responsibilities of the school principals to lead the schools
of today successfully in the new millennium. A principal without proper leadership skills is just like a captain who
sets out on a voyage without having proper navigational appliances. Now the safe journey of the ship will depend
entirely on sheer luck and captain’s navigational skills (Ruqebetu, 2008). Principals can be referred to as ‘change
agents’ because they are responsible for bringing innovation and improvement in schools. It is evident form the vast
literature on school improvement that quality leadership is must if a school is to make progress (Blasé and Blasé,
2000; Anderson, 2008) and effective improvement will take place only if conditions in the school are conducive for
teaching and learning process. The principal’s major role is to motivate teachers, establish collegial working
relationships and ensure high student achievement (Skulsumpapol, 2010).

The school principal serves as the educational leader and is the centre of the school’s social system. S/he is responsible
for processes like administration, organization, evaluation, quality of education and solving day-to-day problems in
the school. S/he is to make sure that all these activities are directed towards effective and efficient teaching learning
in the school so as to achieve high students’ achievements. S/he is responsible for the success or failure of the school.
S/he is skilful enough in maintaining positive, cooperative and mutually supportive relationships with staff, students
and parents. S/he serves as role model for students both ethically and professionally. S/he accepts responsibilities
willingly and shows pride in his/her career and encourages all teachers to do the same (Sakulsumaopol, 2010;
Ruqebetu 2008).

Rationale of the Study. The population of Peshawar has increased due to the migration of the people from the war
hit tribal areas as well as earthquake and flood hit areas. With increased immigration, the number of students entering
schools has definitely increased. This has made the position of the principal more complex, more complicated, with
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many new responsibilities to shoulder . The researcher has observed and experienced the fact that majority of the
secondary school principals in Peshawar find it extremely difficult and challenging to change their role as per needs
of the society. The researcher, therefore, undertook this study to investigate various means for providing guidance to
secondary school principals towards positive change.

Objectives of the study. This study was designed to analyze the changing roles and responsibilities of the secondary
school principals in District Peshawar. The more specific objectives of the study are:

(1) To assess the changing approaches of school principals about their roles and responsibilities.

(2) To identify the constraints of school principals in bringing highly effective change in their roles.

(3) To offer guidance to the relevant organizations and policy makers in formulating systems and policy
recommendation for the changing roles and responsibilities of the school principals in the country.

(4) To suggest ways that will encourage the secondary school principals to bring necessary change in their
schools to make them real learning institutions.

Review of Literature At the start of the new millennium, almost every sphere of life is changing both in Eastern and
Western world. Things around us are changing very quickly, very dramatically. The world has been changed into a
global village by the advent of information and communication technology. We now live in an increasingly diverse,
globalized, complex, and media-dominated society (Sheehan, 2006). Managing school change is one of the most
complicated jobs of school principals. For school improvement efforts to be successful, principals must work in
collaboration with staff by building valuable relationships (Lorenzi and Riley, 2008). Successful schooling will require
principals who are capable of building common purposes and beliefs to unite all of the stakeholders in the schools
(Sergiovanni, 1990). A shared vision is more than an important idea. A vision becomes a powerful force when it is
shared by everyone within an organization (Senge, 1990). S/he must try to create such an atmosphere where
autonomous and independent citizens may know the significance and potential of interdependence offers (Cushman,
1992). Lambert (2003) contends that leadership is a ceaseless learning process which helps us in achieving the desired
aims and objectives of the school. Glanz (2006a) describes leadership as persons who work together towards common
goals and try to bring about cultural changes for school improvements.

School principals extend all kind of support to their teachers to make them clear about their instructional goals and
work with them to improve teaching and learning to meet those goals. They are required to make sure that assessment
of student learning is aligned with both the school’s curriculum and teachers’ instruction (Carr & Harris, 2001). In
order to run the school smoothly and to attain outstanding student outcomes, principals are required to establish strong
relationships and communication with the educational authorities and the community members. (Fullen, 1992, 2002,
2003; Glanz, 2006a). They need to focus their attention on academic achievement, maintaining high standards,
promoting positive, respectful, responsible and caring relationships between staff and students and encourage parental
and community involvement. These qualities are the blood and soul of effective leadership and are responsible for
creating positive learning environment at school (Sergiovanni, 2000,  Thomas, 2006).

Research Population/ Sample There are about 200 government and 360 private secondary schools (both male and
female) in district Peshawar. Thus the total number of secondary school principals became 560. A list of all these
principals served as sampling frame or universe of the study.

Since the basic characteristics like qualification, experience and grades are more or less homogeneous; therefore a
small sample size fairly represented the whole population/universe. It was proposed that a sample size of 60 principals
was the true representative, if selected randomly. For the random selection the simple random sampling technique
(lottery method) was used. For the allocation of sample size to government and private schools the proportionate
method was used. In this way 22 principals from government schools and 38 principals from private schools were
included in the list of respondents. The researcher also kept in mind the gender equality.

Data Collection The data were collected through a questionnaire consisting of 24 items. It took about two to three
months in administering the questionnaire to the principals and conducting interviews with them. Two schools were
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visited everyday; sometimes it was not possible to meet the principals due to their pre-planned engagements. The
questionnaires were administered personally and were collected on the same day and sometimes within three to four
days. Each principal took 20 to 30 minutes to complete it.

Methodology As the study was descriptive in nature, only one questionnaire consisting of 24 items was devised to
collect date from all the 60 sampled heads of the secondary schools regarding the changing roles of the secondary
school principals in district Peshawar. Chi-square test at 5% level of significance was used to get accurate results.
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Where;

Oij indicates the observed frequency and eij shows the expected frequency.

Results

Table 1. The role of the principals has changed during the last 15 years

Options Gender Total

Male Female

Strongly Disagree 2(3.3) - 2(3.3)

Disagree 1(1.7) 4(6.7) 5(8.3)

Undecided 1(1.7) 6(10) 7(11.7)

Agree 16(26.7) 10(16.7) 26(43.3)

Strongly Agree 10(16.7) 10(16.7) 20(33.3)

Total 30(50) 30(50) 60(100)

Values given in the brackets are percentages of the sampled population whereas those in the columns and rows of
the table are frequencies. Chi-Sq = 8.756,   DF = 4 and P-Value=0.067.

Chi-square test was applied to check the association between the attitude of male and female principals towards the
changing role and responsibilities of the secondary school principals. The value of Chi-square shows that there is no
significant association (P > 0.05) between the two variables.
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Table 2 You always try to create a trusting and collaborative climate in the school

Options Gender
Total

Male Female

Strongly Disagree - - -

Disagree - - -

Undecided - - -

Agree 14(23.3) 15(25) 29(48.3)

Strongly Agree 16(26.7) 15(25) 31(51.7)

Total 30(50) 30(50) 60(100)

Values given in the brackets are percentages of the sampled population whereas those in the columns and rows of the
table are frequencies. Chi-Sq = 0.067,   DF = 1 and P-Value=0.796.

All the sixty principals had agreed/strongly agreed to the statement that there should be trusting and collaborative
atmosphere in the school. In the strongly agreed category, male principals were in majority; whereas, in the agreed
category female principals are more than males.

Table3.       You listen to diverse point of views of all the stakeholders

Options Gender

Total
Male Female

Strongly Disagree - - -

Disagree 1(1.7) - 1(1.7)

Undecided 2(3.3) 6(10) 8(13.3)

Agree 22(36.7) 13(21.7) 35(58.3)

Strongly Agree 5(8.3) 11(18.3) 16(26.7)

Total 30(50) 30(50) 60(100)

Values given in the brackets are percentages of the sampled population whereas those in the columns and rows of the
table are frequencies. Chi-Sq = 7.564,   DF = 3 and P-Value=0.056.

The table shows that majority of the principals (both male and female) agreed that they listen to the diverse points of
view of all the stakeholders. Of these, the number of the male principals was greater as compared to the female
principals. Moreover, the percentage of the respondents who had strongly agreed was 26.7%.
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Table 4   You think that the attitude of the principal is democratic

Options Gender

Total
Male Female

Strongly Disagree - 3(5) 3(5)

Disagree 5(8.3) 3(5) 8(13.3)

Undecided 1(1.7) 2(3.3) 3(5)

Agree 13(21.7) 16(26.7) 29(48.3)

Strongly Agree 11(18.3) 6(10) 17(28.3)

Total 30(50) 30(50) 60(100)

Values given in the brackets are percentages of the sampled population whereas those in the columns and rows of
the table are frequencies. Chi-Sq = 5.614,   DF = 4 and P-Value=.230

Twenty nine out of Sixty principals (male and female) agreed that the attitude of the principal should be democratic.
The number of the female principals was greater as compared to male; whereas Seventeen principals strongly agreed
to the above statement.

Table 5.   You think that schools must be related well to their surrounding communities if they are to be
effective

Options Gender
Total

Male Female

Strongly Disagree - 1(1.7) 1(1.7)

Disagree - 1(1.7) 1(1.7)

Undecided 2(3.3) 1(1.7) 3(5)

Agree 19(31.7) 22(36.7) 41(68.3)

Strongly Agree 9(15) 5(8.3) 14(23.3)

Total 30(50) 30(50) 60(100)

Values given in the brackets are percentages of the sampled population whereas those in the columns and rows of the
table are frequencies. Chi-Sq = 3.696,   DF = 4 and P-Value=.449 Forty one out of sixty principals (both male and
female) agreed that schools must be related well to their surrounding communities.
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Table6. You think that Majority of your staff members are qualified enough to meet the challenges of the
21st century

Options Gender

Total
Male Female

Strongly Disagree 2(3.3) 4(6.7) 6(10)

Disagree 8(13.3) 5(8.3) 13(21.7)

Undecided - - -

Agree 13(21.7) 14(23.3) 27(45)

Strongly Agree 7(11.7) 7(11.7) 14(23.3)

Total 30(50) 30(50) 60(100)

Values given in the brackets are percentages of the sampled population whereas those in the columns and rows of
the table are frequencies. Chi-Sq = 1.396,   DF = 3 and P-Value=.706

Percentages in the table revealed that 45% of the respondents principals (both male and female) agreed that majority
of the staff member were qualified enough to meet the challenges of the 21st century. 23.3% of the respondents, 11.7%
each, strongly agreed to the stated opinion.

Table7. You think that political interference has disturbed the education system

Options Gender

Total
Male Female

Strongly Disagree 1(1.7) 2(3.3) 3 (5)

Disagree - - -

Undecided 1(1.7) 1(1.7) 2(3.3)

Agree 12(20) 16(26.7) 28(46.7)

Strongly Agree 16(26.7) 11(18.3) 27(45)

Total 30(50) 30(50) 60(100)

Values given in the brackets are percentages of the sampled population whereas those in the columns and rows of
the table are frequencies. Chi-Sq = 1.831,   DF = 3 and P-Value=.608

The table revealed that 26.7% male and 18.3% female out of 45% respondent principals strongly agreed that political
interference has disturbed the education system. Similarly, 46.7% principals (20% male and 26.6% female) agreed to
the above stated opinion.
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Conclusions Research findings testified that a school principal plays a pivotal role in bringing change and an effective
principal can smoothly lead the change in the school framework. Scholars like Kotter (2002) and Masci, Cuddapah
and Pajak (2008), also support this opinion and propose that for bringing an effective change in an organization,
effectiveness of the principal is a key factor. In the present circumstances it is very difficult to bring the schools in
line with the schools of the developed countries but the principals are expected to continue their efforts for bringing
desirable changes.

There is no denying the fact that excellence in schools cannot be achieved without excellent leaders (ONEC, 2000).
In order to lead the educational reform, the school principal needs to possess sufficient knowledge and capabilities.
Managing school change effectively is one of the most complicated jobs faced by the leaders of schools. He is required
to ensure such a change which is useful and meaningful for teachers, students and the society as a whole.

In Pakistan all the secondary schools are managed according to the laws and regulations formulated by the provincial
Governments. The role of the federal Government is to coordinate and facilitate the provincial governments so as to
ensure standards of education across the entire federation. School principals, especially in Government schools, are
entrusted with no powers regarding hiring of teachers, construction in schools and making budgets for their respective
schools. School principals, who can well interpret the provincial Government’s rules and regulation, may employ
them to form a mechanism for the improvement of the schools. However such an approach needs to possess essential
understanding, skill and courage. All the government schools are facing serious problems such as strict bureaucratic
rules, less involvement of parents, incompetent and less qualified teachers, uninterested school heads and using
traditional methods and techniques in teaching learning processes. (Kapusuzoglu, 2007).

From the responses of the respondent principals, the changing roles and responsibilities of the secondary school
principals could be summed up as follows:

 The study indicated that the roles and responsibilities of the secondary school principals had changed during
the last two decades. They perform various roles in order to support change in their schools i.e. improving
collaboration between stakeholders, fostering innovative teaching and improving teachers’ professional
development. This implies that for the smooth running of the school, a constant coordination between the
principal and the staff is a must.

 The study explored that secondary school principal were required to bridge the gap between the school and
the Ministry of education, school and the concerned government departments and, school and the community
at large. (Coffin, 2008). The community includes among others the local bodies, religious groups, family
units, general public and all community based organization. The secondary school principal should have the
ability to involve the community in the school activities. By doing so, s/he will encourage the community
confidence in the school.

 It also indicated that the sole aim of the secondary school principal was to create a trusting and collaborative
atmosphere in the school. The principal must be expert in collaboration and cooperation and should have the
ability to develop these skills in teachers and students. S/he should try best to involve all the staff members
in policy-making, decision making and problem solving in relation to the school-community relationship.

 The data also indicated that information and communication technology plays an important role in today’s
education. Secondary school principals are required to have a good knowledge of the modern technologies
to help teachers get the technological training they need. It will contribute a lot to the teaching-learning
improvement. The research has indicated that successful schools are run by effective principals (Coffin,
2008).

 More than 91% principals (both male and female) agreed that political interference was a main hurdle in
revolutionizing the schools. Corruption and political interference have badly affected the system. Politicians
exercise their influence in the recruitment, posting and transfers of teachers all over the country. These
politicians appoint corrupt officials to carry out their unlawful orders and thus have held the whole system
hostage. This practice is in vogue under successive governments for the last more than three decades. (Aly,
2007. p. 13).
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Recommendations

1. The result of the study revealed that majority of the principals agreed that the role and responsibilities of the
secondary school principals had changed. It is, therefore, recommended that principal training centers should
be established on the analogy of Pakistan Military Academy Kakool, etc. where principals shall acquire the
necessary skills and knowledge to run the schools in line with the schools of the developed countries.

2. In Pakistan, every government frames rules and laws which unluckily, remain unimplemented due to the
change of the government. It is, therefore, necessary that such policies and plans are formulated which are
long terms, realistic, practical, consistent, flexible and well related to the needs of the society.

3. Political interference should be diminished to the minimum level. Merit and laid down rules should be strictly
followed in the appointment of both the teachers and administrators. Nepotism at all levels should be
discouraged in the education administration system.

4. In order to ensure better performance and understanding to their role and responsibilities, the Executive
District Education Officers, Deputy District Education Officers and principals be given special courses
training in management. To enhance the management capabilities of the school principals, strict
accountability system should be implemented.

5. Collaboration and coordination between the school community and the community at large should be
strengthened through mutual understanding. It will help the school principals in bringing effective reforms
and changes.
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ABSTRACT.Microstrip Patch Antenna design with single-feed wideband working
frequency or even multiband frequency operation has many applications that can be
suitable for diverse communication standards which includes Wi-Fi (IEEE
802.11a/b/g/n), Zig-Bee (IEEE 802.14.5), Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1), and UWB
(IEEE 802.15.4a). The U-shaped is designed on HFSS and fabricated on FR-4
substrate having εr= 4.4 and height of 1.6mm³. This Antenna operates over a
frequency range of 2GHz to 10.4 GHz with satisfactory return loss less than -10dB
which can be used in multi-standard handsets. Moreover, the U-shaped antenna has
acceptable gain and radiation pattern over specified frequency range. Finally, the
performance of U-shaped antenna is substantiated with field patterns (E-Field,
H-Field and power pattern) and surface current distributions at various frequencies
which include 2.4GHz, 3.1 GHz, 5GHz and 10.4GHz. Such frequency range would
also be applicable for lower frequency band of IEEE 802.11ad which is under
standardization phase.
Keywords: U-shaped, HFSS, Return Loss, Wideband, Power and Field Pattern.

1. Introduction. With rapid growth in the wireless communication standards there has been increase in
research and demand for wide-band and multi-standard antenna which should be small low-profile, wearable,
washable and conformal (T.E. Kennedy (2009),H.D. Chen and Y.H. Tsao (2010), K. Koski (2013)). The rapid
demand can be responded by design of the multi-standard microstrip patch antennas that are realized on PCB
with dielectric substrate with certain permittivity and the conducting ground plane. Microstrip patch antenna
is preferred because of its application in diaspora of wireless communications standards and its many
advantages which include the low-cost, low-mass and conformal and can address the need of wireless
communication handset specially the indoor environment. The prime factor for such antennas when
considered for the multi-standard applications are size, high-bandwidth, gain, return loss and radiation
patterns. Therefore, taking into account afore-mentioned parameters into consideration we have proposed
U-shaped antenna that can be suitable for indoor wireless communication systems which works on 2GHz to
10.4GHz. The proposed U-shaped antenna can be used for the following standards: WLAN, RFID, Zig-Bee,
Bluetooth and all other applications that operate in ISM (Industrial, scientific and medical) band of 2.40-2.484.
Moreover, this antenna can best be suited for tracking applications in RFID especially because of its shape(H.
Schantz (2004), B.S. Cook (2012)).

2. Background Study Indoor wireless communication is increasing day by day and due to the rapid growth
in this field, Communication system is taking its boom in terms of receivers and transmitters specially
antennas, central part of Wireless communication system. Antenna Technology is taking its boom day by day
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because of designing compact size, Multiband antennas covering a wideband of frequencies. Proposed
antenna also works over a range of frequencies; few of application of proposed antenna are given as follows:

2.1. WLAN Antennas. WLAN can categorized in four standards by IEEE and those are IEEE-802.11a/b/g/n.
WLAN standards have working frequency band of 2.4-2.5 GHz and 5-6GHz Maintaining the Integrity of the
Specifications

2.1.1 IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n/ad. IEEE 820.11a works in the frequency band of 5-6GHz. It coverage area is less
and has data rate of 2Mbps maximum. It uses OFDM based air interface. IEEE 802.11b works in 2.4GHz band it
has the maximum bandwidth of 11Mbps.IEEE 802.11 g has a working band of 2.4GHz. it supports the maximum
data rate of 54Mbps. IEEE 802.11n has the working band of 2.4GHz, supports the data rate up to 100Mbps as
uses MIMO technology in antennas it has not a single antenna

2.1.2 UWB Antennas. Ultra wide band is a radio technology pioneered by Robert A. Schultz. UWB has a
working band of 3.1-10.6GHz authorized by FCC (Federal Communication Commission) to use UWB as
unlicensed. It follows the technique of spread spectrum and does not interfere with any frequency working in
same band.  Antennas used in UWB have a wide operating bandwidth along with the impedance matching and
gain radiation in desired direction

2.1.3 PAN Antennas. PAN is a Wireless network in computerized devices for connection in a very small
range. It operates on ISM (Industrial Scientific and Medicine) band having frequency of 2.4GHz. Personal area
Network has some technologies given IrDA, ZigBee, Bluetooth, Wireless USB, and Wireless Sensor Network

3. Design Parameters and Layout.

Microstrip patch antenna is formed with metal plate of dimension width W and length L is placed on top of
grounded dielectric material. There are various design parametes that are of paramount interest, but the
parameters as discussed in the following subsection are frequently encountered and benchmarked terms of
performance evaluations.

3.1 Performance Parameters

3.1.1 Fringing Length and Resonance Frequency

For design and consideration and bandwidth enhancement we always select width of patch antenna greather
than it length. Calculation can often be improved by additional additional length know as fringing length ∆L.
We can calculate fringing length by knowing the effective permittivity and ration of the width of the patch
and substrate thickness which can be calculated analytically as shown in Eq(2)
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Therefore the effect length of the patch can be obtained as shown in Eq(3). Moreover, resonance frequency is
depended upon effective permittivity and effective length as shown y Eq(1) and Eq(5) respectively.
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3.12 Bandwith

Microstrip patch antenna is generally a low banwidth antenna, but its bandwidth efficiency can be improved
by variety of ways. We always select width W of the patch longer than length L of the patch antenna e.g.,
W=1.5L is considered a typical value. Further, after looking at the bandwidth direct proportionality with the
width of the patch, it can further be said that nandwidth can also be enhanced by selecting the material i.e.
substrate with suitable permittivity. Bandwidth of the patch antenna is inversely proportional to the relative
permittivity of antenna. This is can observed by the following relationship in eq(6) which relates the width,
relative permitvity and resosnce frequency of antenna.
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3.1.3 Radiation Efficiency

On of the key performance indicative parameter of patch antenna is its radiation efficiency. Radiation
efficiency can be defined as ration of received power to the total input power.
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Where rP is received power, TP is total power. The efficiency of antenna is limited by the power dissipated

in conductor cP , power dissipated in dielectric and power dissipated in surface waves swP . Conductor loss

increase with increase in frequency because of the prominent effect know as skin effect. With increase
frequency skinn depth decreases and hence increase the attenuation. Skinn depth can be modeled by following
relationship:
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3.2 Specifications and Layout

By keeping in view the above relationshoips between effective permittivity, relative permitvity
and resosnant frequency we have summarized the design parameters in Table 1.

Table 1 U-shaped Antenna Parameters

The above parameters has been calculated using transmission line calculator of Agilent’s ADS software.

Parameters Value (mm)
HT 12.6
LT 20
DT 1.3
Ws 2.2
Ls 4.5
Hs 8.6
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Moreover, based on these parameter we have constructed a layout of the proposed U-shaped antennas which
is shown in Figure 1. In our design, SMA connector has been used to fed the U-shaped antenna with 50Ω
transmission line. Finally, to remove the intereference between the hands of antenna, an embedded slot of
parasitic elements is used that makes the design of antenna more efficient and reduces the interference. Figure
1. Shows the parasitic element stubbed between two arms of the U-shaped antenna

Figure 1. Layout of proposed U-shaped Antenna

3.3 AutoCAD Layout Generation and Etching

Etching is easiest and the most cost effective method of antenna fabrication. In the etching process we remove
unwanted copper from the the PCB. PCB layout can be generated manually, but it’s oftenly generated with
the help of AutoCAD desining software. AutoCAD generated version of U-shaped antenna can be shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Antenna layout generated by AutoCAD.

4. Fabrication and Measurements.

In this section, we have presented fabricated antenna on PCB board as well as simulated results in HFSS and
measured results i.e. 3D radiation pattern in interference free environment of anechoic cmaber. Figure 3
respresents fabricated U-shpaed antenna with dimensions as specifief n Table 1.
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Figure 3. Fabricated U-shaped Antenna on PCB

Figure 4 represents  the H-field pattern of U-shaped antenna with a omnidirectional
characteristics and small directivity which is can be exploited in mobile communication
handset ensuring the signal can be received coming from any direction. The radiation
pattern is distorted because of finited ground plane which gives rise to fringing fields at the
edge of the patch antenna.

Figure 4. Measured total gain: H-field
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Figure 5. Surface current distribution

Figure 4 represents the urface current distribution of U-shaped wideband antenna. It can be seen that the two
arms of u-shaped antenna radiates.
Return loss is used to evaluate the final performance indicative of the antenna. Figure 6 represent the return
loss (RL) of the antenna. It can easily be seen that our designed U-shpaed antenna gives the lowest loss at
frequencies of 4GHz with RL of -15db. 5GHz with RL of -21.15dB and 10GHz with RL of -10.48dB. It can
be ssaid that this antenna has triple resonance valley at 4GHz, 5GHz and 6.5GHz respectively. Finally, it
keeps it RL sub -10dB which set as standard value for most of the wireless communication standard. At RL of
-10dB almost 90 percent of the power is radiated in the space.

Figure 6. Network Analyzer Screen Shwoing Return Loss Plot
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Figure 7 represents the simulated 3D radiation pattern in HFSS without ground plane. As it’s well know fact
that the 3D radiation pattern of microstrip antenna is hemispherical in shape. With infinite ground plane
assumption we can assure no sidelobes. Since the practical antenna is designed with finite length ground plane
which is truncated, therefore it results in backloes and sidelobes. Moreover, it may cause ripples in the
radiation pattern.

Figure 7. Simulated Radiation Pattern

Figure 8, represents the measured 3D radiation pattern and it can visualized that this antenna has low
directivity, but effectively radiates in hemispherical shape. Moreover, it has also ripples in the radiation
pattern because of finite length ground plane and the microstrip transmission line which is used as a feeding
method for U-spaed antenna. Planar microstrip transmission line used easies method of feeding patch
anternnas and this methods gives us good input impedance match.

Figure 8. Measured Radiation Pattern in Anechoic Chamber
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5. Conclusion and Future Work: In this work, we have designed U-shaped wideband antenna which can be
used in various communication standards for IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n, Zig-Bee (IEEE 802.14.5), Bluetooth (IEEE
802.15.1), and UWB (IEEE 802.15.4a). Wideband U-shaped antenna has triple valleys at frequencies of
4GHz, 5GHz and 6.5GHz and keeps the RL below -10 dB of entire frequency range of 2GHz to 12GHz. This
type of antenna can also support lower portion of the band of new WiFi standard known as IEEE 802.11ad.
Therefore, new antenna can be designed with sufficient bandwidth and with controlled interefence, increased
gain and reduced dimensions.
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ABSTRACT. A long discussion in literature exist to answer the question how a fund
manager can generate extra returns? In order to answer the question this study is
concerened with two aspects of this problem. First at discuss the portfolio
construction process from separation theorem to modern style tilts. And in second
step it provide imperical evidence for superior performance of style tilts. First of all
active and passive style of management are compared. Data on returns is taken
from KSE for five years and two sets of style based portfolios are constructed.
Strong evidence is found in favor of active style of management. Actively managed
funds are used as proxy for tilted portfolios. Data of Net asset value is taken from
MUFAP. Tilted portfolios are tested for Size and value tilts. This study confirms
higher performance of portfolio with style tilts.
Keywords: Portfolio tilting, size, B/M value

Studies conducted by Basu [1983], keim [1983] and Fama & French [1992] have shown that stocks with
smaller size “market capitalization” and high B/M value have generated higher returns for investors. Similar
results can be observed for stocks selling at low multiples of their sales.  The superior performance of value
stocks and small cap stocks has provided new direction for portfolio tilting. This study is concerened with two
aspect of this issue. First at discusses the portfolio construction process from separation theorem to modern
style tilts. And in second step it provides imperical evidence for superior performance of style tilts.

1. Journey from separation theorem to style tilts It is very difficult to allocate proper assets mix
when the investors have multiple options for investment. In earlier ages investors were limited to investment
decisions that pertain to a specific security only. Concept of diversification with statistical measures by
Markowitz [1952, 1959] opens a new era in portfolio theory. In contrast to single asset he introduce concept
of large numbers. With large number in mind best available tilting option was to tilt the portfolio to maximum
possible securities. Most prominent drawback of portfolio tilting based on large number is that it ignores risk
factors associated with each security. Moreover, the underlying assumption of his work mean variance
efficiency is of importance only if returns from securities are uncorrelated. Otherwise manager must tilt his
portfolio to stocks with minimum correlation. Another problem arises when managers have to deal with
multiple time period data.  In order to address the issue researchers address the problem with different set of
assumptions Fama [1970], Hakansson [1970, 1974] and Merton [1990]. These studies found that, portfolios
that are constructed on the basis of multi period data are significantly different from single period portfolios.
The difference arises because of the utility function “time series data”.
Another important aspect of portfolio theory is the separation theorem. That is, if an investor has access to
riskless asset, he will tilt his portfolio to mix of risky assets and risk free assets. The separation theorem thus
proposed has three implications. First of all it provides ease in calculation. Problem faced by portfolio
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manager has been solved by constructing a portfolio with combination of riskless assets and expected
standard deviation spread. The two set of securities are joined by a tangent line from riskless asset. This tilting
strategy can maximize the ratio of expected future returns with somewhat unknown probability minus the
return on the difference of riskless assets and return on assets with defined standard deviation.
Another important implication is the mutual fund theorem. It this particular time period, an important question
was raised by Rose [1978]. The basic assumption of constant lending and borrowing risk free rate was very
crucial. It is not always available to each and every individual. If we relax this assumption the tilting decision
toward mutual fund theorem lose it significance up to 30% [Fama & French, 2004]. For now let us discuss
with a simple example. Keeping our discussion limited to Markowitz efficient frontier, if there is different
lending and borrowing rate for riskless assets then four mutual funds must be created. Thus investor will
create his portfolio by tilting his decision toward two funds of risk free assets and two funds of risky assets
that lies on efficient frontier.  Third implication of separation theorem is it helps in explaining the estimation
of the inputs that needs to be included in a portfolio.
Another point of concern is the calculation of correlation matrix. Moreover estimation of efficient portfolios
through quadratic equation programming and difficulty of educating portfolio managers to calculate risk and
return tradeoffs as well as the relation of covariance matrix to returns and standard deviation makes the theory
more complex.
Most important of these areas is the first one that is the computational efficiency. That is to provide such
inputs that can maximize the overall returns of portfolio. If portfolio manager solve this problem they will be
able to overcome the next two problems in the long run Elton [1976]. In order to solve the problem of
efficient inputs calculation of covariance matrix was required. The principal technique develop to solve the
covariance problem was index models. Single and multiple index models were developed with the passage of
time. The first and simplest single index model was first discussed by Markowitz [1952] and was developed
by Sharpe [1967]. This model was based on single index that is why called market index.

Where  Rit is the return of the specific stock or security  “i” which is trade in time period “t”, “ai” is the
unique expected return of security “i”, Beta of stock “i” is the sensitivity of stock “i” to the overall market
movements, which is discussed above.  Rmt the log return on the market as a whole within a specific time
period t, and eit is the error term which is use to reflect the unique risky return of security “i” in period “t”.
This unique return is assumed to have mean of zero and variance r2

ei. Index models decrease the number of
inputs required to estimate a portfolio performance. Beside ease in performance calculation it gives more
realistic results with both single and multiple time period data. They also increase accuracy in calculating
covariance for large set of data Gruber [1973]. Index models provide good results with both positivist and
interpretive approach of fund management Elton [1997].  Index models also give freedom in comparison of a
specific stock to overall market or any sector.
With the passage of time researcher started their struggle to explore the reality with more power full models.
These models are known as multi index models. The trial model that was formulated was

In the given equation βij is the sensitivity of security I to index j. Ij means the jth index and J means total
number of indexes employed. Multi index model got significant importance with the passage of time. But
main problem with multi index model is to choose index. In early days of multi index models many statistical
measures were used to chose index. Some scholars used factor analysis while some used variance-covariance
matrix of returns Roll & Rose [1980], Brown & Weinstein [1993]. Another approach used to calculate multi
index model was pre specification of a specific structure. Three different approaches can be used to select an
index. These are market plus industry indexes that is discussed by Cohen & pogue [1967]. Another approach
use surprises in basic economic indexes Chen [1986]. Surprises in economic indexes can be reflected through
production or inflation in the economy. Third approach used portfolio of traded securities. Traded securities
portfolio is getting more importance in recent days. Through this approach indexes created are composed of
an index of small minus large securities Fama & French [1992].  In today’s modern world portfolio of traded
securities is gaining paramount importance both in academia and in policy circle. Factor analysis is only good
to the point of confirming a specific factor. It is the portfolio of traded securities that is able to explain returns
on any security up to 95%. Some basic reasons for multi index models popularity are that they can be used to
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provide inputs to portfolio. Multi index models are building blocks of arbitrage pricing theory. At the same
time they can be used to understand the sensitivity of any stock to multi index simultaneously. And last but
not least is it can be used to evaluate mutual fund performance. Moreover the flexibility of these models
increases their worth. Portfolio manager can use them to understand fund sensitivity to economic indicators.
The same manger can use these models to reformulate his portfolio by tilting his investment decision to
attractive stocks like small stocks or HML Fama & French [2004].
So far discussion is base on portfolio selection process. If we assume that CAPM holds and we ignore the
observation of Fama [1968] that the residuals are correlated and that we allow short sales, then the solution
presented by Elton [1976] will be reduces to Treynor & black [1973]. They said that, the investment in any
stock must be equal to proportion of alpha and the variance of residual risk.  So in case of multi index
models returns are generated by multi dimensional aspects. With change in factors the residual risk is changed,
so manager has to include another risk measure for new dimension. Similarly, if some securities are mispriced
another index has to be introduced in order to acknowledge the mispriced security. The only case where
manager face problems in reflecting multi index models is any macroeconomic fluctuation. Macro economic
factors are difficult to cope with because they are not symmetrically distributed Elton & Gruber [1992].
Keeping in view these complexities a manager has to construct a portfolio which is the combination of
different portfolios. Portfolio must be able to grasp the overall effect of macroeconomic factors like the
market index. Moreover, it should be combined with other indexes that can grasp the fluctuation in each
security Elton & Gruber [1992]. Latter on Fama & French [1992, 2004] developed their three factor model to
address the same issue.

Performance evaluation of tilted portfolio Study shows that portfolio management is all about value
addition to overall wealth of investors. A passive strategy can minimize the risk associated with any investment
decision but it is baseless to hope for higher returns or having a vision to outperform the overall market. In order
to achieve incremental value addition to overall portfolio returns it is important to have an active strategy.
Active strategy involves tilting decisions at regular basis. It is very important for a manager to evaluate
outcomes of his tilting decisions. Cowles [1993] has compared performance of managed funds with broader
index and found that managed fund underperformed index funds in long term. Major shortcoming of his work is
that he does not include risk factors in his technique. Early studies that got significant importance were
conducted by Sharpe [1966], Treynor [1965], and Jensen [1968, 1969].  These studies evaluated portfolio
performance using risk factors. Some of those studies use total risk “standard deviation” of a security Sharpe
[1966], Friend [1970], while some focus on only systemic risk “Beta” Treynor [1965], Jensen [1968]. Each of
these studies concluded that an effective portfolio is one which is tilted toward combination of two types of
assets that are risky and risk free assets. Keeping our discussion limited to Jenson alpha. the intercept from time
series regression of returns of individual security, market index and risk free rate. The general equation used in
Jensen model was

Jensen alpha can be used as proxy for calculating tilt in portfolio. Importance of selecting an appropriate
index for alpha calculation was discussed by Roll [1978]. Jensen alpha has significance in portfolio evaluation
but we cannot rely only on a single index. In past few decades small stocks have outperformed the market. So,
we cannot restrict our self to portfolio that is the combinations of index funds and riskless assets only.
Moreover, such models are needed that can explain the nature of returns, that a tilted portfolio generates in
long period of time. Performance of tilted portfolio to different assets can be attributed to model with “N”
number of indexes Grinblatt & Titman [1987]. Same arguments were presented by APT and roll in his famous
criticism on CAPM Ross [1978].

Ippolito [1989] discussed different issue. He says that tilting portfolio to high load or low load funds can
increase performance. His sample was composed of large number of small stocks. Keeping in view the
importance of small stocks most of the fund managers tilt their portfolio to small stocks. Thus, single index
models were updated to a new index that can grasp the importance of small stocks. Jensen model was updated
for small stocks as

(iv)
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In above model is return on small stocks in time t rest of the variables are same as discussed above.
Researcher used this model to measure alpha for portfolios. It was interesting to note that when the same
model was implemented on the data used by Ippolito [1989] the results observed were reversed. Almost all of
the funds underperformed the market. Even the portfolio with small stocks underperformed the passively
managed funds. It also shows that load funds underperformed no load funds. Such findings bring more
confusion in multi index model. More studies by Lehmann & Modest [1987], Connor & Korajzcyk [1991]
were conducted to evaluate portfolio performance with statistically derived models.
Another approach that is used to developed multi index model is the type of securities held by managers. The
pioneering work in this approach can be traced to Sharpe [1992], Elton [1996] and Blake [1993]. Elton model
is based on four indexes i.e. S&P 500 index, size based index, bond index and growth value index. The last
factor is used to grasp the effect of non specialized stocks in overall portfolio. In contrast to Elton, Sharpe
uses domestic and foreign bonds and stocks to create a 12 index model. Model developed by Sharpe and Elton
provides better returns then those used before, but the issue of appropriate model is still not solved.
Another important aspect of portfolio performance is evaluated through return ratio. Instead of using Sharpe
ratio “difference between average return of overall portfolio with risk free assets and then dividing it by
overall risk of portfolio that is standard deviation of the portfolio” Sharpe developed another ratio that is
known as generalized Sharpe ratio which uses time series data of historical returns. Generalized Sharpe ratio
for multi index portfolio through time series analysis cab be written as

………………..(v)
If we talk about superior performance manager must adopt both active and passive strategies to generate
positive alpha. As discussed above in start of portfolio theory the asset pricing model of Sharpe [1964],
Lintner [1965] and black [1972] has long shaped the decision pattern of fund mangers based on risk and
return preferences. Combination of both these strategies give rise to tilted portfolios. Keeping in mind the
criticism on beta as the sole measure of cross section of returns, Size effect Banz [1981] got significant
importance.  He explains that size of the security that is its ME [market price times shares outstanding]
contribute significantly to the explainatory power of Beta. Similarly another prominent contridiction is
positive relation between leverage and average retuns Bhandari [1988]. Another important factor that is
highlighted in the literature in last two decade is the ratio of a firm’s book value of common equity BE, to
market value of that share ME Stattman [1980]. Positive effect of B/M is also explained in studies conducted
by Rosenburg, Reid,& Lanstein [1985]. Another important factor which can be used by fund manger to tilt his
portfolio is E/P high lighted by Basu [1983]. It is stated that securities with higher earnings and small prices
are more suitable for style tilts Ball [1987]. It is expected that Balls [1987] proxy can grasp the impact of all
style factors, such that, it can accomudata size factor, B/M and leverage.
Reaserch shows that Beta was powerfull measure of risk in period before 1970’s Reinganum [1981]. So it
would be better for a manger to rely on multivariate relation i.e. beta, size, leverage and book to market ratio
rather then focusing on only univariate relationship with beta. More recent studies have been conducted to
highlight the effect of size and book to market value on stock returns. Some of these studies are summarised
here.
Size and B/M reflects the behavior of earnings, the market factor and size factor reflects the earning pattern but
there is not sufficient support for B/E Fama & French  [2012]. Size has strong relationship with earnings of a
security while HML can be doubted in some cases Brailsford [2012].  Another study that negates the behavior
of Fama & French [1992] three factors is conducted by Knez & Ready [2012] they said that risk premium on
size totally disappears with extreme observations.

3.Rationale behind tilting decision: The capital asset pricing model is used in finance to determine an
approporiate rate of return on any investment decision specifically return on stocks. CAPM has its application
in the field of portfolio theory as it take in to consideration a major risk factor that is maket risk. But recent
criticism on beta makes it difficult for fund mangers to base their decision just on beta. The reason behing this
confusion is the explainatory power of Beta. Fama & French conducted test on mumber of portfolios and found
that Beta is able to grasp the deviation upto 70% only. There are other factors that add to the explenatory power
of CAPM significanly. They stressed on two more important factors i.e. size of the stock in a portfolio and the
value factor that is price to book value of the stock within a portfolio.
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Style Tilt: Tilting toward Small Stocks : Style tilts to portfolio increases the chances to beat the market. Size
factor shows a unique risk associated with any security. Usually small securities are not secured that’s why they
are riskear and show irregulare return in long period of time as compared to large stocks that are comparitively
more stable. In long run small stocks have generated hihger returns then high market capitalization Fama &
French [1992, 2004, 2012]. They studied the behavior of  two style tilts i.e. size and book to market values
related with earning behavior. This model has been tested using data from 1980 and found that three factor
model better explain the returns rather then other factor based models Halliwell, Heaney & Sawicki [1999].

4.Style Tilts: Tilting toward Value Stocks: Another important style tilt is in the shape of high book to
market value. Tilting portfolio to value stocks also helps mangers to increase their portfolio returns. Value
stocks are those companies that usually have lower earnings growth rates, they pay high dividends and they
have higher book value as compared to their prices. Fama & French also studied the nature of gworth stocks and
value stocks and found that these two groups of stocks behave differntly in long run. Combination of size and
market factor B/M results in better performance as shown in different studies conducted by Durack, Durand &
Maller [2004], Gaunt [2004], Gharghori, Chan & Faff [2006, 2007] and Faff [2001, 2004].
However conclusions from some studies showed that B/M stocks in some cases have weak performance,
although  studies by Gharghori, Chan & Faff [2006, 2007] indicate that increasing the weights of HML
stocks would lead to premium that is positive and significant.

5.Empirical Evidence for better performance of style tilts: The basic objective of this study is to shed light
on the rational behind portfolio tilting. In order to test the tilting decision and effectiveness of fund mangers,
this study is using Factor based models FBM. As we discussed that adding a style tilt in the form of size and
value /growth stock increase the excess returns, so this study will test the impact of size tilt and value/growth tilt
on excess returns with the help of Fama & French three factor model.  This study will follow the following
model.

Number of sources have been used to collect data. Data on open end mutual funds have been dowmloaded
from MUFAP while data on maket index has been downloaded from KSE. In order to provide support for
style tilts this study generated two sets of style oriented portfolios. First set of portfolios are based on size
effect and the second are based on B/M. These portfolios are constructed on two basic assumptions.
Each portfolio is constructed on the basis of single style factor with equal weight to each stock in the portfolio.
Portfolios constructed on single style factor are managed passively for five year period. The manger will
remain passive throughout the process/period; He does not change the composition of the portfolio. Data on
individual stocks are obtained from Yahoo finance and ZHV official sites. Size based sorting is carried out to
create different size oriented deciles. Each decile is converted to individual portfolio thus ten size based
portfolios are created. Due to high correlation between size and beta this study converted the size based
portfolios to size-beta based portfolios as discussed by Fama & French [1992]. Same procedure is repeated for
ten B/M based portfolios.
In order to calculate the return of each size-beta and B/M based portfolio the following equation is used.

Where “R” is the respective return and “W” is the weight of each security in the portfolio. Similarly for set of
10 risky assets that makes a single portfolio it risk can be calculated with the extended form of this formula as
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Table No 4.1:
Size based portfolios average monthly return for period 2008 to 2012

S.NO
AR
07/08

AR
08/09

AR
09/10

AR
10/11

AR
11/12

Total Average
Return

Size Portfolio 1st Deciles
0.17 0.246 0.174 1.51 1.98 0.816

Size Portfolio 2nd Deciles 0.19
0.268 0.158 1.92 1.90

0.8872

Size Portfolio 3rd Deciles 0.10 0.141 0.160 0.19 0.68 0.5707

Size Portfolio 4th Deciles 0.09 0.240 -0.150 0.18 0.98 0.2611

Size Portfolio 5th Deciles 0.004 0.222 -0.145 -0.15 0.46 0.1731

Size Portfolio 6th Deciles 0.05 0.191 -01.37 0.01 0.35 -0.0378

Size Portfolio 7th Deciles 0.007 0.178 -0.121 0.00 0.08 -0.0625

Size Portfolio 8th Deciles 0.003
0.160 -0.131 -0.01 -0.25

-0.0084

Size Portfolio 9th Deciles -0.02
-0.131 -0.024 -0.06 -0.05

-0.0513

Size Portfolio 10th Deciles -0.00 -0.001 -0.009 -0.04 -0.07 -0.0405

With increase in size of the portfolio the returns decreases dramatically. Thus, confirming the results of Fama
& French [1992]. Second type of style tilt that got significant importance is tilting toward value stocks. That
is tilting portfolio toward those stocks that has high Book to Market value. Second set of portfolios are created
following Fama and French cited above. Average returns of B/M portfolios are presented in table below

Table No 2:
Portfolios based on Book to Market Value for the period 2008 to 2012

S.NO
AR
07/08

AR
08/09

AR
09/10

AR
10/11

AR
11/12

Total Average
Return

B/M Portfolio 1st Deciles -0.01 -1.18 -0.70 -0.90 -0.450 -0.648
B/M Portfolio 2nd Deciles -0.01 0.019 -0.12 -0.14 -0.554 -0.161
B/M Portfolio 3rd Deciles 0.10 0.252 -2.51 -0.54 -0.591 -0.657
B/M Portfolio 4th Deciles 0.09 -0.67 -1.25 -0.24 0.390 -0.336
B/M Portfolio 5th Deciles 0.41 0.876 0.012 -0.14 0.740 0.3796
B/M Portfolio 6th Deciles 0.52 0.732 0.862 0.257 1.206 0.7154
B/M Portfolio 7th Deciles 0.73 1.178 0.125 1.463 1.156 0.9304
B/M Portfolio 8th Deciles 0.89 1.189 1.456 2.412 2.497 1.6888
B/M Portfolio 9th Deciles -0.02 1.698 1.987 2.568 6.384 2.5234
B/M Portfolio 10th Deciles -0.00 2.254 1.815 3.457 8.445 3.1942

Noticeable change in returns can be observed with increase in B/M value in all the columns. The increase in
return down the column shows that value stocks are giving high returns as compare to growth stocks. Growth
stocks shows average return for five year period -0.648, -0.161 and -0.657. Value stock shows average
return for five years as 1.6888, 2.5234 and 3.1942. It confirms that value stocks perform different from
growth stocks. As value stocks are more risky that’s why they are giving higher return then growth stocks.

6. Can style tilts add to return of the portfolio: Testing for style tilting: Tilted portfolios are not focusing
on index tracking rather it combines some portion of broader index with risk free rate “following the basics of
separation theorem” and then adding style tilt to the mix of securities. Tilted portfolio is one which generates
extra returns after adjusted for different level of risk associated with the fund. This study is using the following
technique to grasp the effect of tilting on a portfolio.
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Let us suppose an investor whose portfolio is composed of riskless assets and few risky assets. Let another
supposition be that his portfolio is tracking the broader index i.e. Karachi Stock Exchange. His portfolio is
composed of N risky assets i=1,2,….. n. Let “ be the portfolio and be the weights of each security
in overall portfolio which adds up to 1. Suppose the investors want to tilt his portfolio from broader index
portfolio “ to some more risky assets say “q”. His tilt in this situation can be define as

(ix)

, is loading parameter of new portfolio. The combination of risky and risk free assets is now transformed

to a new portfolio “ This portfolio is formed by liquidating some portion of and used the balance

to invest in some other asset to tilt the portfolio “ to ”. In order to assess the effect of this tilt we
have to assume that the new investment decision has finite variance and the investors value all his decision
purely on mean variance efficiency that is maximum return “µ” with minimum variation Markowitz
[1952, 1959]. Sharpe theory can be used to explain the nature of investment for those investors who has mean
variance preferences.

……………………..(x)

If the tilt toward “q” has incremental benefits it will increase Sharpe ratio significantly. Similarly tilting
effects has strong connection with Jensons alpha. If we have two set of securities, one is benchmark “p” and
the other one is any style stock say “q”, in this case Jenson alpha is the intercept parameter which is observed
through linear regression equation

Where the excess return on portfolio “p” and β is is the slope of regression equation. In this particular
case Beta is measure by

If market or the benchmark is mean variant efficient then Jensen Alpha α equals to 0, if we liquidate some
portion of our portfolio “p” and use its liquidated value to purchase asset “q”, it will increase the overall value
of portfolio “q”. It means that the tilting loading “є” will give positive incremental shift to the portfolio. If this
assumption holds and the incremental tilt gives positive benefits then for new portfolio “q” Jensen alpha will
be greater than zero. In this specific scenario we can use the generalized Sharpe ration to gauge the tilting
effect. This ration is combining Jensen Alpha with the standard deviation of the portfolio

(xiii)

Generalized Sharpe ratio shows the effect of incremental benefits of tilting but it does not shows the
magnitude of tilting. Moreover, it lacks the ability to show that which style factor is playing key role in
incremental returns. That’s why this study is using Fama & French three factor model in addition to
generalized Sharpe ratio to test the performance of actively managed mutual funds.
Factor based model will also test the hypothesis for significance of style tilts. Through factor based model this
study will show that which specific style tilt can increase the performance of mutual fund manager. The
model used is as follow

Where: represents the tilt toward broader market index. Shows that whether a

particular fund is tilted toward small stocks or not? Shows that whether a fund is tilted toward
growth stocks or value stocks?
For the time assume that the fund manager is not tilting his portfolio. he has designed his portfolio based on a
single style factor and managed his portfolio passively for five years period.  The performance of such a
portfolio is tested with the following factor based model.

If any of these portfolio generates positive alpha it will show that the passive strategy with style tilt can
generate higher return as compare to market. If none of them or maximum of these portfolio generate negative
alphas it will show that despite the higher risk associated with style tilt these funds cannot outperform the
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market. Regression analysis for all these twenty portfolios have been performed and found that despite the
fact that each security in the portfolio adds his unique risk neither of the portfolios is able to outperform the
market with positive alpha. Their poor performance indicates that these portfolios must be tilted toward more
indexes. This study used open end mutual funds as proxy for tilted portfolio and tested performance of 140
funds with factor based models.

Table No 3:
Passively managed funds based on Size and Book to Market

S # Portfolio Alpha (Managers performance) R Square
1 Size 1 0.104 10.85
2 Size 2 0.004 10.25
3 Size 3 -0.004 09.85
4 Size 4 -0.009 6.45
5 Size 5 -1.0125 3.75
6 Size 6 -1.0247 6.45
7 Size 7 -2.0035 8.25
8 Size 8 -0.0478 9.54
9 Size 9 -2.0077 8.87
10 Size 10 -0.0045 8.52

11 B/M 1 -1.452 6.54

12 B/M 2 -4.585 7.34
13 B/M 3 -5.551 7.85
14 B/M 4 -3.258 9.53
15 B/M 5 -2.745 4.75
16 B/M 6 -3.752 8.88
17 B/M 7 -2.582 3.46
18 B/M 8 -1.245 7.97
19 B/M 9 0.0004 9.15
20 B/M 10 0.0058 6.57

After adjusting for three risk factors i.e. Market risk, Size and B/M we can notice that neither of the fund
generate positive alpha. This shows that almost all the funds are underperforming the market in the five year
time period. Except the two high risky “Size” based portfolio and two high “B/M” portfolios. But it’s not
practical to hold such portfolios in practical life. A mutual fund is more restricted to do so because of the
following reasons.
A fund manger cannot invest all his resources in a single company. In order to protect investors Security
Exchange Commission of Pakistan compels fund managers to invest their resources in minimum ten types of
stocks. Due to high pressure from investors a fund managers cannot take high risk. Moreover, manger cannot
wait for 4 or 5 years period of time because he has to accommodate the operational cost of fund management
and he is liable to pay periodic payments to unit holders on regular basis. That is why a manger has to remain
active must tilt his portfolio on regular basis to combination of risky assets such as Small stocks and Value
stocks and risk free assets such as treasury bills, gold and cash etc. such type of style tilt will provide him
better results and the risk is also minimized because of the diversity in mutual fund.
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Figure 1:
Average returns of Small cap portfolios and their performance  with a defined level of diversification

Figure 2:
Average returns of B/M portfolios and their performance with a defined level of diversification

7. Testing for actively managed diversified funds with style tilts Fund managers have to create well
diversified portfolio beyond separation theorem. In order to provide support for style tilting this study tests
actively managed portfolios as proxies for tilted portfolios. Moreover, preliminary interviews with mutual fund
managers confirm that they are managing their funds on daily basis with style tilts. The factor based regression
is repeated for all those funds which have data available for minimum five years. Before using the estimation
technique normality of the data has been checked through Skewness and Kurtosis. This study use White test to
check Heteroscedasticity following the methodology of Asteriou [2006]. Durbin Watson statistics is used to test
autocorrelation in the data. After clearing the data the analysis were performed and results are displayed in
appendix.

43 of the open end mutual funds have higher performance in the form of positive alpha, showing that 61.11%
of the total target population is outperforming the market. It means that after adjusting for three types of risks
i.e. market risk, size risk and growth to value factor these fund still have positive alpha. Most of the times
style tilt is significant for each fund outperforming the overall broader market index. R square value for open
end funds shows that most of the funds are well diversified. Their R square value is above 50. It indicates that
these funds are tilted toward different type of investment options and are well diversified.
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Figure No 3:
Pie Chart showing performance of Open End Mutual Fund

Figure No 4:
Pie Chart showing Percentage of Small stocks Tilts and Large Stock Tilts

Figure No 5:
Pie Chart showing Percentage of Value Tilt and Growth Tilt

8. H1: If a manager adds style tilt in the shape of Size to his portfolio, this tilt has positive and significant
effect on excess returns. 65% of the funds are tilted toward small stocks, 35% of the funds are tilted toward
large capitalization stocks. Higher positive value “greater than 50” indicates that these funds are more tilted
toward small stocks. P value for the size tilt is less than 0.05 for all those funds that have positive alpha. It
provides sufficient evidence that we can accept H1. So we can generalized that adding style tilt in the shape of
small size add to the performance of fund managers. Our results are similar to number of studies in literature.
Stocks that are smaller in size are able to generate superior performance Basu [1983]. Same results were
concluded by Keim [1983]. Similarly our results are similar to Fama & French [1992, 1998] and Brown [2008].
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9. H2: If a manger adds style tilt in the shape of Value stocks to his portfolio, this tilt has positive and
significant effect on excess returns. 65% of the funds have value tilt. Analyzing the table we can see that 47
of 72 funds have positive coefficient value for Value tilt. The higher the value of the coefficient the higher the
fund is tilted toward value stocks. All the funds with value tilt has positive alpha, which confirms their superior
performance as compare to market. 25 of the funds have negative value of coefficient of value tilt. It indicates
that these funds are tilted toward growth stocks. P value for funds that are tilted toward value stocks are less
than 0.05 which provide enough support for the acceptance of hypothesis. So we accept the hypothesis that
adding style tilt in the form of value stocks can add the performance of fund. Our results are similar to those of
Campbell & Vuolteenaho [2004], Fama & French [1992] and Fama & French [2004].

10. H3: portfolios with style tilt generate positive alphas as compared to randomly generated passively
managed funds. Those mangers who have added style tilt to their fund will generate higher performance in for
m of positive alpha. 61% of the fund outperforms the market with positive alpha. 100% of these funds with
superior performance have style tilt. We can observe that superior performing funds have both value tilt and
size tilt and are significant. P value for style tilts of all those funds which has positive alpha is significant
“<0.05”. Thus it provides enough support for the fact that adding style tilt can help the manger to increase his
performance.

11. Tilting pattern of actively managed funds with style tilts Results of Fama & French three factor
model and generalized Sharpe ratio confirms that funds with style tilts have higher probability to outperform
the market. Most of the funds with negative alpha are just mimicking the market. It can be witness in the
graphical analysis below. Three sets of funds are compared in the graphical analysis below. We can see that
ABLIF and ABLSF in fig 6 start up with a negative alpha [-1.03 and -0.40]. Both these funds have positive
value for tilt toward market index almost 75 plus. But when it comes to style tilts the fund managers hesitates
to add it. Their funds are tilted toward large size stocks. In contrast to these two funds AKDAIF and AGIMF
in fig 7 are mimicking the market index but their managers seem to be risk lovers. When it comes to style tilts
these funds shows value far above 0.5. It means that both these funds are tilted toward small stock funds.
Same pattern can be observed for AKDOD and AGIF. Both are able to beat the market because they are
adding more risk to their portfolio in the shape of size and value tilts.

Figure 6:
Tilting pattern of actively managed funds with style tilts
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Figure 7:
Tilting pattern of actively managed funds with style tilts

Figure 8:
Tilting pattern of actively managed funds with style tilts

12. Conclusion A long discussion in literature exist to answer the question how a fund manager can
generate extra returns? In order to answer the question this study is concerened with two aspect of this
problem. First at discuss the portfolio construction process from separation theorem to modern style tilts. And
in second step it provide imperical evidence for superior performance of style tilts. First of all active and
passive style of management are compared. For this purpose two sets of style based portfolios are constructed.
Each portfolio is composed of ten stocks. One set is composed of ten portfolios based on Size tilt and second
set of portfolios are composed of B/M tilt. Strong evidence is found in favor of active style of management.
Once it is confirmed that active portfolio management is better than style tilts are focused. Two types of style
tilts are tested here in this study. Actively managed funds are tested for Size and value tilts. Most of the funds
with style tilts show positive alphas. Future studies must be conducted by relaxing the assumptions of this
study. Portfolios with different weight should be created. They must not be held passively rather active
management strategy should be adopted before testing their performance.
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Appendix:
Table 6: Performance of Actively managed funds with style tilts

Name of Fund Alpha S(0) Market tilt Size tilt Value tilt R Square
ABLIF -1.034 -0.0785 0.756

0.548
-0.254
1.578

-0.542
1.254

75%

ABLSF -0.404 -0.0001 0.824
1.784

-0.004
1.0874

-0.264
0.956

71%

AKDAIF 0.5932 0.0485 0.72
0.004

0.54
0.0045

0.24
0.0078

46%

AKDITF -1.25 -2.245 0.0045
1.254

-1.21
0.547

-1.15
0.541

35%

AKDOF 1.452 1.024 0.87
0.000

0.85
0.0045

0.45
0.001

65%

AMMF 0.842 0.265 0.78
0.005

0.54
0.0024

0.51
0.004

48%

MCF 0.487 0.245 0.67
0.001

0.46
0.0045

0.64
0.0087

39%

MIF -0.054 -0.003 0.754
0.587

0.002
0.874

-0.24
0.544

48%

MIIF -0.125 -0.084 0.38
1.245

-0.45
2.587

-0.45
2.145

25%

AGAF -0.152 -0.024 0.45
0.897

-0.78
0.158

-0.12
0.24

23%

AGIMF 1.784 0.451 0.68
0.004

0.87
0.0045

0.56
0.0001

40%

AGIF 2.154 0.845 0.71
0.458

0.76
0.158

0.63
0.245

67%

AGVF -0.125 -0.005 0.31
2.015

-0.452
1.254

-0.142
1.254

28%

MCBCMPF -0.785 -0.004 0.25
1.245

-0.752
1.785

-0.456
0.547

36%

MCBDAF 2.456 0.845 0.57
0.456

0.68
0.24

0.71
0.985

73%

MCBDCF 2.652 0.985 0.46
0.0004

0.54
0.0094

0.47
0.006

67%

MCBDSF 1.458 0.005 0.67
0.0045

0.75
0.0004

0.69
0.0054

71%

MPSF 0.0458 0.0001 0.43
0.001

0.39
0.008

0.28
0.0045

58%

MPSF 0.0004 0.0001 0.65
0.004

0.43
0.0045

0.51
0.0056

72%

PCMF -0.0045 -0.0006 0.52
1.25

-0.152
2.271

-0.65
1.045

54%

PCMF 3.154 1.258 0.78
0.002

0.84
0.0045

0.76
0.025

82%

PIEF -0.34 -0.0056 0.54
0.548

-0.154
0.245

-0.258
1.254

46%

PIF -0.021 -0.0001 0.46
0.548

-0.045
0.874

-0.21
0.004

52%

PIEIAAF -0.124 -0.0002 0.39
0.004

-0.58
0.0045

-0.18
0.008

40%

PPF -0.004 -0.0005 0.43
0.000

-0.15
0.0005

-0.56
2.021

36%

PSMF 0.454 0.004 0.61 0.47 0.52 57%
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0.000 0.0045 0.024
PSA 0.125 0.0245 0.58

0.000
0.69
0.000

0.73
0.000

68%

AAAF 1.245 0.425 0.60
0.0045

0.75
0.0045

0.68
0.000

75%

AHYS -0.245 -0.045 0.45
0.000

-0.45
1.125

-0.34
0.000

37%

AIF -0.751 -0.004 0.31
0.0000

-0.023
0.000

-0.14
1.547

46%

AIIF 2.045 0.523 0.64
0.0000

0.81
0.0045

0.75
0.000

78%

AISF 1.025 0.254 0.52
0.0000

0.47
0.0004

0.39
0.0000

64%

ASMF 0.854 0.0004 0.46
0.0000

0.51
0.0001

0.64
0.000

0.59%

BCRSF 1.025 0.0008 0.46
0.000

0.58
0.0000

0.46
0.000

53%

DIF -0.045 -0.155 0.66
0.0002

-0.014
0.0001

0.025
0.000

48%

DIF -0.0045 -0.0254 0.23
0.000

-0.001
0.000

-0.0456
0.0000

39%

FAAF -0.001 -0.257 0.54
0.0032

-0.002
0.015

0.0021
0.000

45%

FBGF 0.021 0.0004 0.45
0.0002

0.34
0.000

0.68
0.000

61%

FIGF 0.035 0.0025 0.47
0.000

0.46
0.000

0.54
0.000

63%

FSGF 0.45 0.045 0.64
0.0002

0.48
0.000

0.53
0.0000

38%

FHIF 0.458 0.21 0.42
0.0006

0.56
0.0005

0.61
0.0000

76%

HIF 1.245 0.58 0.64
0.000

0.81
0.0000

0.480
0.0002

69%

HMAF 2.45 0.97 0.74
0.005

0.68
0.0005

0.48
0.0005

47%

HSF 0.001 0.0003 0.46
0.0045

0.39
0.0004

0.49
0.0058

51%

IGIIF 3.145 1.325 0.58
0.0004

0.84
0.0004

0.72
0.0005

75%

IGISF 0.025 0.0035 0.46
0.004

0.38
0.0078

0.56
0.002

52%

JSAAA 0.1025 0.0012 0.37
0.001

0.48
0.002

0.59
0.005

47%

JSAIF 0.001 0.00045 0.29
0.007

0.45
0.0045

0.35
0.0078

53%

JSFOF 0.25 0.045 0.46
0.000045

0.63
0.0035

0.58
0.0045

64%

JSIF 1.023 0.86 0.56
0.0025

0.74
0.0024

0.82
0.0078

61%

JSIF 1.25 0.89 0.64
0.004

0.74
0.000

0.55
0.000

73%

JSKSEIF 2.25 0.91 0.56
0.0047

0.45
0.0007

0.55
0.0005

48%

JSLCF -0.24 0.0005 0.26
0.05

-1.35
0.054

-0.98
0.006

16%
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UTOF -0.10 -0.025 0.45
0.005

-0.75
0.458

-0.23
0.004

34%

CDF 2.125 0.964 0.29
0.0045

0.74
0.0024

0.56
0.0078

70%

KASBAAF -0.015 0.005 0.43
0.554

-0.24
0.547

-0.43
0.004

34%

KASBIOF 0.025 0.003 0.43
0.004

0.65
0.244

0.46
0.004

52%

KASBIIOF 1.26 0.65 0.62
0.0062

0.84
0.0048

0.46
0.0024

65%

KASBSMF 2.245 0.864 0.59
0.95

0.74
0.0078

0.56
0.045

70%

NAMCOIF 2.540 0.256 0.46
0.006

0.67
0.0007

0.58
0.0085

62%

NIUT -0.65 -0.005 0.36
2.045

-0.16
0.005

-0.28
0.007

56%

NAFAIF -0.023 -0.0004 0.64
0.0001

-0.45
0.0000

-0.39
2.548

43%

NAFAIOF 0.024 0.005 0.58
0.0078

0.51
0.0069

0.61
0.000

49%

NAFAIMAF -0.145 -0.005 0.49
4.245

-0.15
0.000

-0.21
2.05

46%

NAFAMAF 1.165 0.5425 0.56
2.054

0.66
0.000

0.58
0.125

66%

NAFASF -0.015 0.005 0.43
0.003

-0.24
0.000

-0.43
2.45

34%

POIAF 0.025 0.003 0.43
0.0078

0.65
0.005

0.46
0.045

52%

UCIF 1.26 0.65 0.62
0.0000

0.84
0.0000

0.46
0.000

65%

UGIF -1.023 0.86 0.56
0.000

-0.74
0.254

-0.82
0.000

61%

USAF -0.25 -0.001 0.56
0.000

-0.45
2.045

-0.025
0.004

48%
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ABSTRACT. P This study attempts to investigate the possible role of edaphic and
topographic variables on the distribution pattern of conifer tree species in the moist
temperate area of western Himalayan and Hindukush region of Pakistan. Arboreal
vegetation of 41 sites was analyzed using point-centered quarter method. Soil
samples from 41 different sites were collected to determine the edaphic
characteristics. Overall the soils of the study area were slightly acidic, salinity was
observed in the range of 0.10-1.3 %, with a mean of 0.16 % ± 0.03. Total dissolved
salts ranged between 16.8 to 377 mg / liter with a mean of 195.1± 30.11. Electrical
conductivity of the forty one soil samples ranged between 0.0347 - 0.732 mmhos/cm
with the mean value of 319 ±28.21 mmhos/cm. The amount of organic matter ranged
from 2.62 to10.52 % while the mean value was 4.98 ± 0.24 %. Water holding capacity
ranged between 32.50 to 65.40 % with a mean of 53.81±1.14. Minimum soil
compaction was 90 PSI (pounds per square inch) while the maximum compaction
was 250 PSI with a mean value of 166.7± 5.58 PSI. Weak or spurious correlations
were observed between structural attributes of four conifer species with the
physiographic factors. Density of Pinus wallichiana A.B. Jackson, Abies pindrow
Royle and Picea smithiana (Wall.) Boiss. while basal area of Pinus wallichiana,
Cedrus deodara (Roxb.) G. Donf. and Picea smithiana did not show any significant
correlation with the soil variables.  Only soil conductivity was weakly correlated with
basal area of Abies pindrow (p < 0.1). Density of Cedrus deodara showed positive
significant but weak correlation (p < 0.1) with water holding capacity and a negative
correlation (p < 0.05) with salinity. The structural features of the tree vegetation were
usually uncorrelated with the edaphic features. However, any substantial edaphic
relationships disclosed for the dominant tree species are discussed. It was concluded
that most soil factors depict weak or no correlation among the tree distribution due
to long history of anthropogenic disturbance.
Keywords: Soil chemical properties; Altitude; Slope; Moist temperate area; Pakistan.
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1. Introduction. This study examines the role of topographic and soil chemical properties on the vegetation
distribution, composition and structure of moist temperate areas of Pakistan and exposed the regulation of
vegetation composition and structure. One of the major objective of this study is to analyze the distribution of
some soil chemical properties (water holding capacity, salinity, total dissolved salts, conductivity, organic
matter, soil compaction and pH) that may affect the uptake and transport of nutrients, and topographic factors
(elevation and slope) that may control the vegetation distribution pattern of the important tree species in the
moist temperate area of western Himalayan and Hindukush region of Pakistan. Structural attributes (density
and basal area) that depend on the availability of soil chemical properties are also considered here. Relationships
were observed between the soil chemical properties and structural attributes to seek the pattern of abundance
and distribution of dominant conifers.

Spatially heterogeneous resources affect numerous plant ecological processes, including the distribution of
plant communities, the structuring of plant populations, establishment and recruitment of individuals (Kadmon
1993; Smith et al., 1997). Forest soils influence the composition of forest stands and ground cover, rate of tree
growth, vigour of natural reproduction and other silviculturally important factors (Bhatnagar, 1965). Physico-
chemical characteristics of forest soils vary in space and time because of variation in topography, climate,
weathering processes, vegetation cover, microbial activities and also several other biotic and abiotic factors
(Paudel and Sah, 2003). Vegetation itself plays an important role in soil formation, by way of breaking the
larger particles into finer particles, building up the soil structure, increasing soil depth, elevating the organic
matter content and so on (Chapman and Reiss, 1992). The yearly contribution of surface vegetation to soil, in
the form of needles, leaves, cones, pollen, branches and twigs, gradually decomposes and becomes a part of the
soil (Singh and Bhatnagar, 1997). Plant tissues (above and below ground litter) are the main source of soil
organic matter, which influences the physico-chemical characteristics of soil such as, texture, water holding
capacity, pH and nutrient availability (Johnston, 1986). The nature of soil profile, pH and nutrient cycling
between the soils and trees are the important dimensions to determine the site quality (Sheikh and Kumar,
2010). The vegetation influences the physico-chemical properties of the soil to a great extent by improving the
soil structure, infiltration rate, water retaining capacity, hydraulic conductivity and aeration (Ilorkar and Totey,
2001; Kumar et al., 2004). Soil chemical properties have controlling effect on vegetation distribution and
composition (Sollins, 1998). Topographic feature such as elevation and slope play an overriding role in the
distribution of vegetation (Sheikh and Kumar, 2010). Vegetation composition and distribution was strongly
affected by soil chemical properties (Tareen et al., 1987; Hussain and Badshah, 1998). Soil and conifer foliar
nutrients concentration in the communities of moist temperate areas of Himalayan and Hindukush region of
Pakistan was investigated by Siddiqui et al., (2011). The need to evaluate the requirement of edaphic variables
that control the distribution pattern of particular plant species is increasing day by day. In Pakistan researchers
are trying to pay attention to evaluate the status of soil chemical properties of selected forests.

Besides these individual studies no extensive investigations were carried out to evaluate the effect of soil
chemical properties on the distribution and composition of dominant conifer species in moist temperate areas
of Pakistan. In Pakistan researchers have mostly focused on the edaphic variables of forest occurring in small
sections of the moist temperate area which often masks the correlations owing to environmental stochastic
variability in the concentrations of edaphic variables in various sites. However, no comprehensive study has yet
been undertaken to cover a broad region such as the entire moist temperate region of Pakistan. Therefore, a
detailed study of the vegetation-environment was conducted in moist temperate conifer forests. Multivariate
techniques including Ward’s cluster analysis (objective classification) is performed to extract the major groups
of edaphic and topographic factors, based on these groups single factor ANOVA is computed. This study
explores the status of topographic and soil chemical properties of moist temperate forests of Pakistan and their
relationships with the structural attributes of dominant conifer species (Pinus wallichiana, Abies pindrow,
Cedrus deodara and Picea smithiana) and the overall vegetation composition.
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Fig.1 Study area map. * showing the district where forests were sampled Siddiqui et al., (2011).

2. Materials and Methods.
2.1. Vegetation sampling. Forty-one stands that were of adequate size, visually homogeneous and relatively
free from recent anthropogenic disturbance were selected for detailed study of vegetation and environmental
factors. The latitude, longitude, slope angle, aspect, altitude and soil compaction of each stand were recorded.
The tree vegetation of 41 stands was sampled using point-centered quarter method (Cottam and Curtis, 1956)
and various phytosociological attributes including relative and absolute density and basal area of tree species
were computed following Meuller-Dombois and Ellenberg (1974); Kent and Kocker (1991) and Ahmed and
Shaukat (2012).

Soil samples were collected at 5-30 cm depth from each stand. Five to six soil samples were randomly collected
and pooled to obtain a composite soil sample for each site. During the collection of the soil, it was assured that
no litter should be added with the soil. Soil samples were stored in labeled polythene bags and brought to the
laboratory for analysis. In laboratory the soils were air dried, passed through a 2 mm (No. 10 mesh) sieve size
and again stored in clean plastic bottles. Subsequently, these soils were used for different analyses.

2.2. Preparation of the soil. 0.4- 0.5g soil sample was digested with the mixture of 6ml HClO4- HF (1:2) on
hot plate at about 195 ºC until dried, cooled and acidified with HNO3 (2ml) and then distilled water was added.
It was warm enough to dissolve all salts and cooled again and the solution was made up to 100 ml with deionized
distilled water.

2.3. Edaphic variables of soil. Salinity, pH and Conductivity were measured in the field with the portable
instrument, Multiparameter [Model Sension TM 105, U.K]. Soil compaction was also measured in the field by
portable Analog Soil Compaction gauge (USA). Maximum water holding capacity was determined, following
the method of Keen (1931).

2.4. Exchangeable Ca++, Mg++ and K+ of soil. Hitachi Z-8000 atomic absorption Spectrophotometer with
Zeeman background correction and a data processor was used for elemental analysis. All the parameters were
set according to the manufactures instructions using flame atomization. The dilution of standard and the test
solutions were made such as to keep the concentration within the linear range of absorbance. Estimation was
made of above mentioned elements against their respective standard solutions.

2.5. Estimation of organic matter of soil. Organic matter of soil was estimated by the loss-on-ignition method
of Dean (1974) as follows: In a thoroughly clean crucible 30 g soil (sieved with a 2 mm sieve) was placed in an
oven at 90ºC for 5 h to remove moisture. The soil was weighed and then kept in muffle furnace at 400ºC for 3
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h. Subsequently, cooled to room temperature in a desiccator, the loss on ignition represented the organic matter
content. This method was also compared with wet digestion method using potassium dichromate and closely
similar results were obtained.

2.6. Statistical Analysis. Data were subjected to univariate or multivariate statistical analysis following Orloci
and Kenkel (1985), Shaukat and Siddiqui (2005) and Zar (2008). Ward’s cluster analysis (hierarchical
agglomerative method) was chosen. Ward’s cluster analysis was performed using the program-package PC-
ORD (Grace and McCune, 2002; McCune and Mefford, 2005). ANOVA for each variable was performed with
respect to clusters Correlation and regression analyses were performed (using SPSS-Package Ver. 12) to seek
the relationship between structural attributes (density ha-1 and basal area m2 ha-1) with soil chemical properties
(pH, salinity, conductivity, organic matter of soil, water holding capacity and slope angle) and topographic
variables (elevation and slope).

3. Objectives of the study. Sampling of vegetation was performed and the concurrent data on topographic and
edaphic factors was gathered. The major objective of this investigation was to explore the present status of
edaphic and topographic variables and correlate them with the vegetation distribution of dominant conifer
species. Also we attempted to determine which environmental factors played overriding role in the distribution,
composition and dominance of conifer species.

4. Results and Discussion. Summary of sample sites locations, elevation, slope and minimum, maximum and
mean values of soil chemical properties of 41 stands of moist temperate conifer forest are shown in Table 1
while the Figure 1 shows the locations where sampling was conducted. Minimum, maximum and mean values
are presented in Table 2. Most of the forests were closed canopied (21 stands), sixteen forests occupied open
canopy while only four forests were open canopied.

Some edaphic variables are not considered as nutrients but play a vital role in absorption and transportation of
nutrients from the soil to aerial parts of plant. Soils of the study area showed considerable variability in each
edaphic factor of different sampling sites because the environmental gradients of same geographical locations
did not differ greatly. Overall the soil of the study area is slightly acidic. Minimum value of pH 5.2 was recorded
from Malam Jabba 2 (stand 4) while the maximum value 6.98 was recorded from Changla Gali 1 (stand 22) and
the mean value is 6.33 ± 0.08 (Table 1). Salinity was observed in the range of -0.10-1.3 in stands (38, 34) and
23 respectively, with a mean value of 0.16 ± 0.03. Total dissolved salts ranged from 16.8 to 377 mg / liter in
stand 38 and 23 respectively with a mean value of 195.1± 30.11. Electrical conductivity of forty one soil samples
ranged from 0.0347 - 0.732 mmhos/cm in stands 38 and 16 respectively with the mean value of 319±28.21. The
amount of organic matter was ranged from 2.62 to10.52 % stands 13 (Patriata 2) and stand 1 (Kumrat valley)
respectively while the mean value is 4.98 ± 0.24 %. Water holding capacity ranged from 32.50 to 65.40 % in
stands 30 (Paye) and 1 (Kumrat valley) respectively while the mean value was 53.81±1.14. Minimum soil
compaction 90 was estimated from Sri (stand 31) and maximum compaction of 250 PSI was observed from
Neelam valley and Paye (stands 6, 30). The mean value was 166.7± 5.58.
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Table 1 Summary of site characteristics, topographic and edaphic variables of studied moist
temperate area of Himalayan and Hindukush region of Pakistan.

S. No. Location and sites Elevation Slope OM pH WHC Salinity Cond. TDS Soil
Comp. Ex. Ca++ Ex.

Mg++
Ex.
K+

(m) ( º ) ( % ) (%) ( % )
(mmhos/c

m)
mg/L

(PSI)
ppm ppm ppm

1- Dir Upper (district), Malakand Division
1 Kumrat 2400 5 10.5 5.8 65.4 0.34 215 115 165 484 269 38

2 Pana Kot 2200 40
9.9

6.6
4 62.5 0.1 230 122 150

468 264 35

2- Swat (district), Malakand Division
3 Malam Jabba 1 2600 34 5.5 5.4 49.7 0.1 237 119.4 175 458 254 33

4 Malam Jabba 2 2350 30 3.9 5.2 51.8 0.1 197.6 99.8 200 438 243 30

5 Miandam 2600 49 3.4 5.7 55.2 0.1 226 113.7 150 464 235 18

3- Neelam (district), Azad Kashmir

6 Keran 1960 30
7.2

6.8
5 48.1 0.1 204

102.9
250

368 188 20

4- Bagh (district), Azad Kashmir

7 Chikar 1930 28
5.0

6.3
9 45.4 0.13 120.1 60.5 150

395 186 22

8 Sudhan Gali 1 2450 22
3.8

6.0
2 50.2 0.23 220 111.1 200

435 232 23

9 Sudhan Gali 2 2500 32
4.3

5.6
5 56.5 0.2 395 201 130

452 233 24

10 Sudhan Gali 3 2420 38
5.1

6.5
1 54.4 0.1 276 140 110

386 245 18

5- Murree (district),  Rawalpindi Division
11 Ghora Gali 2100 29 3.8 6.8 60.2 0.2 359 184.8 150 435 198 31

12 Patreata Top 1 2300 40
5.2

6.5
9 61.5 0.1 322 163.3 210

468 201 25

13 Patreata Top 2 2300 25
7.9

6.6
2 59.8 0.3 570 292 110

439 231 26

14 Nia, Near Patriata 2000 39
7.2

6.3
2 54.7 0.3 475 298 150

367 241 28

15 Kashmir Point 2500 39 5.2 6.9 51.2 0.3 688 354 150 345 230 29

6- Abbot Abad (district), Hazara Division
16 Ghora Dhaka 1 2500 36 4.3 6.7 56.6 0.4 732 377 130 435 267 15

17 Ghora Dhaka 2 2500 32
3.8

6.5
2 47.8 0.1 203 102.3 170

426 259 16

18 Ghora Dhaka 3 2800 40
6.7

6.3
1 57.3 0.2 391 199.3 180

456 264 25

19 Ghora Dhaka 4 2800 40
5.6

5.6
2 50.8 0.1 239 121 220

412 245 34

20 Ghora Dhaka 5 2600 37
8.4

6.7
7 58.7 0.1 242 122.2 170

421 222 29

21 Khaira Gali 2730 42
8.0

5.8
9 61.8 0.1 345 130 120

395 212 28

22 Changla Gali 1 2650 47
6.7

6.9
8 47.2 0.2 452 231 180

387 234 22

23 Changla Gali 2 2670 35
6.7

6.6
5 53.4 1.3 234 1250 150

426 187 24

24 Kuzah Gali 1 2560 5
3.4

6.1
5 48.5 0.34 348 176.3 210

465 195 23

25 Kuzah Gali 2 2560 28
4.4

6.1
8 52.7 0.2 534 271 210

423 215 32

26 Nathiagali, 1 2640 35
8.6

6.3
1 62.4 0.1 246 122.2 160

436 216 33

27 Nathiagali, 2 2630 33 3.8 6.8 63.5 0.3 714 364 190 468 242 34

28 Thandyani 1 2320 31
5.6

6.7
5 40.6 0.14 109 53.9 140

358 261 36

29 Thandyani 2 2300 38 5.1 5.3 46.5 0.1 260 129 140 345 234 16

7- Mansehra (district), Kaghan Valley
30 Paye 3100 38 3.8 5.2 32.5 0.1 317 160.7 250 435 197 16
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31 Sri 2900 39
4.4

5.5
5 42.6 0.3 615 312 90

465 199 14

32 Shogran 1 2400 27
4.0

6.7
4 58.4 0.31 223 112 170

466 206 10

33 Shogran 2 2400 23
7.7

6.8
7 63.4 0.2 488 246 190

475 208 11

34 Shogran 3 2500 33
3.4

6.9
1 61.2 0.1 58.6 29 150

425 245 12

35 Paras, 1600 20
4.4

6.8
2 48.6 0.23 80 247 160

412 234 20

36 Khanian 2000 35
5.1

6.6
1 59.7 0.1 275 138 195

435 238 22

37 Shinu 1, 1900 39
6.7

6.7
5 54.3 0.3 611 313 180

366 221 16

38 Shinu 2, 1650 43 3.8 6.7 56.2 0.11 34.7 16.8 120 337 192 18

39 Naran, River Belt 1 2500 5
3.8

6.4
4 43.6 0.32 132 65.6 190

342 219 21

40 Naran, River Belt 2 2500 5
3.8

5.6
2 48.5 0.35 297 150 170

365 217 14

41 Lalazar (Naran) 3000 45
8.7

5.2
1 62.7 0.12 164.2 82.4 150

389 187 13

Key to abréviations: OM = Organic matter,  WHC = Water holding capacity, Cond. = Conductivity, TDS =
Total dissolved solids, PSI = pounds per square inch, Soil com. = Soil compaction and Ex. = Exchangeable.

4.1. (1) Elevation. Under studied conifer species were distributed from 1600m to 3100m elevation. Pinus
wallichiana is widely distributed species in moist temperate area of Pakistan, out of 41 stands, Pinus
wallichiana was recorded from 35 stands as a single dominant (pure stands), a dominant and a co-dominant or
simply as an associated species. It is distributed from the elevation of 1600 m to 3100 m in the study area. Abies
pindrow, Picea smithiana and Taxus fuana prefer to grow at high elevation. A. pindrow is second widely
distributed species in moist temperate area. Cedrus deodara was recorded from comparatively low elevation
i.e. 1600m to 2730m. It is a diversified species found in different climatic regions. Beg (1975) placed this
species under the dry temperate forests because it likes Mediterranean type of climate and avoids areas which
receive high summer rainfall. But in the current study it was recorded from moist temperate area and showed
relatively wide ecological amplitude.

Table 2 Minimum, maximum and mean values of some soil variables of 41 stands of study area.

S. No. Variables Minimum value Maximum value Mean value

1 Elevation 1600 m 3100 m 2422±51.526

2 Slope 5º 49º 32°±1.719

3 Organic matter (%) 2.6 10.5 5.52±0.31

4 pH 5.2 6.98 6.3±0.087

5 Water holding capacity (%) 32.5 65.4 53.8±1.15

6 Salinity (%) -0.1 1.3 0.218±0.03

7 Conductivity (mmhos/cm) 0.0347 0.732 0.319±28.2

8 Total dissolved salts mg/L 16.8 377 167.7

9 Soil compaction (PSI) 90 250 167±5.578

10 Exchangeable Ca++ ppm 337 484 419±27.6

11 Exchangeable Mg++ ppm 186 269 234±18.5

12 Exchangeable K+ ppm 10 38 16.4±3.5
Key to abbreviations: Refer to Table 1.
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4.2. (2) Slope. Slope angle of the study area lies between the 5º to 47º. Fourteen stands were located on northerly
facing slope, seventeen stands were located southerly, six stands were located on westerly while only two stands
occupied on east slope. Pinus wallichiana was recorded from ridge top to steep slope (39°). It usually prefers
to grow on south and north facing exposures while at some locations it is recorded from west and east exposure
also. Abies pindrow prefers to grow on south facing exposure and avoids east exposure because in only one
stand it is found on east facing slope. Picea smithiana recorded from steep slopes (33° to 39°) but at one location
it flourished at ridge top. No trees of Picea smithiana were recorded from east facing exposure. Ahmed and
Naqvi (2005) reported Picea smithiana from Naltar valley (dry temperate area) and from Astor (sub-alpine
region) while Wahab et al. (2008) recorded this species from Sheshan, Afghanistan which is also a dry
temperate area which shows the adaptability and distribution range of Picea smithiana in different climatic
zones. Taxus fuana is a moist temperate species but widely exploited and disturbed by the local inhabitants, so
it also exhibited rather restricted distribution in the study area and was recorded from six stands on steep slopes
(29° to 47°). Like Picea smithiana it also avoided east exposures.

4.3. (3) Organic matter. Organic matter from different mountainous areas of Pakistan dominated by conifers
has been estimated by some workers.  Malik et al., (1973) recorded the organic matter incorporated in the first
12 inches layer of soil was 0.5 to 1.6 % from the Dir forest dominated by Cedrus deodara which rapidly
decreases from B to C horizons. Qadir and Ahmed (1989) estimated the organic matter of soil that ranged from
1.6 to 2.29 (surface) and 1.99 to 2.18 (sub-surface) from Hazargangi National Park, Quetta. Hussain and
Badshah (1998) recorded the soil organic matter from different altitudinal zonations i.e. 3.51% and 2.72 %  at
2000 m, 2.24 and 2.58% at 2300 m, 4.4 & 2.58% at 2600 m and 5.6% at 3500 m elevation from north and south
exposures respectively of Pirghar hills, south Waziristan, Pakistan (moist temperate area). Moreover, they
demonstrated that the soil on northern slopes had generally higher organic matter content compared to southern
slopes. Tareen and Qadir (2000) evaluated the organic matter of various plant communities of Harnai, Quetta,
ranged between 0.57 to 9.57%. Malik et al., (2007) recorded the organic matter of soil 3.3 to 6.7% in Pir Chinasi
hills (moist temperate area), Azad Kashmir. The amount of organic matter was ranged from 2.62 to10.52 %
stands 13 (Patriata 2) and stand 1 (Kumrat valley) respectively while the mean value is 4.98 ± 0.24 % which is
also within the range of other studies in moist temperate area. The highest organic matter content was recorded
from the Kumrat forest (10.52 %) where the top soil layer was rich in organic matter of which a high proportion
occurred in the form of humus.

4.4. (4) Soil pH. The pH of the nutrient solution affects the availability of nutrients. The ideal pH of nutrient
solution is from 6.0 to 6.5. Soil pH below 5.0 or above 7.0 may adversely affect plant growth by altering selected
nutrient availability. The micro-elements are particularly affected with excessive uptake at low pH and removal
from the solution through precipitation at higher pH (Jones, 1983). Overall the soil of the study area is slightly
acidic. Minimum value of pH 5.2 was recorded from Malam Jabba 2 (stand 4) while the maximum value 6.98
was recorded from Changla Gali 1 (stand 22) and the mean value is 6.33 ± 0.08 (Table 3). Malik et al., (1973)
observed that the pH range of soil from Dir was 5.8 to 6.5, suggesting favorable environment for the growth of
conifer vegetation. Qadir and Ahmed (1989) found that the pH of soil from Hazargangi National Park, Quetta,
ranged from 7.56 to 8 which is slightly alkaline. Tareen and Qadir (1990) evaluated the pH from water courses
of Quetta district which was 7.5 to 8.4. Ahmed et al., (1991) estimated the pH from Pinus gerardiana forests
of Baluchistan that was 7.1 to 7.8 i.e. close to neutral. Hussain and Badshah (1998) recorded the soil pH from
different altitudinal zonations i.e. 6.7 & 7.5  at 2000 m, 7.7 and 7.5 at 2300 m, 7.2 & 7.1 at 2600 m and 6.9 at
3500 m elevation from north and south exposure respectively of Pirghar hills, south Waziristan, Pakistan (moist
temperate area). They did not estimate the total N concentration from tissues of conifers. Tareen and Qadir
(2000) evaluated the pH of various plant communities of Harnai, Quetta, the soil pH ranged from 6.7 to 7.5.
Malik et al., (2007) recorded the pH range i.e. 5.4 to 7.0 in Pir Chinasi hills (moist temperate area), Azad
Kashmir. Sheikh and Kumar (2010) reported that the soil pH of oak forest was acidic and slightly acidic in the
pine forest in Garhwal, Himalaya. The range of pH under study area was 5.2 to 6.98 that is slightly acidic and
suitable for the normal (favorable) growth and survival of conifers as suggested by Jones (1983) and some other
workers from Pakistan and India which are discussed above.

4.5. (5) Water holding capacity (WHC). The  highest WHC (65.4 %) was recorded from Kumrat forest where
organic matter content is also high while lowest WHC (32.5 %) also recorded from those forests where organic
matter content was low i.e. stand 30.   The total stand density of Kumrat forest is 400 while 218 total stand
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density was recorded from stand 30, where both the variables (organic matter and WHC) were at low levels. It
seems that WHC and organic matter content are the controlling factor for vegetation density. Under study area
WHC was closely similar to those studies conducted in different mountainous areas of Pakistan. Kayani et al.,
(1984) observed the medium WHC from Wastelands of Quetta-Pishin district. Qadir and Ahmed (1989)
analyzed 36.3 to 59.3 % WHC from the soil of Hazargangi National Park, Quetta. Tareen and Qadir (1990,
2000) evaluated the WHC ranged from 15.0 to 35.65% and 24.1 to 56.01 % respectively from Quetta district.
Hussain and Badshah (1998) recorded the water holding capacity from different altitudinal zonations i.e. 12.9%
& 14% at 2000m, 9.41 & 9.94% at 2300m, 23.1 & 24.9% at 2600m and 79.8% at 3500m elevation from north
and south exposure respectively of Pirghar hills, South Waziristan, Pakistan. Since above mentioned studies
were mostly conducted in dry temperate area, showed low WHC compared to present study. Sheikh and Kumar
(2010) reported that the higher percentage of moisture and water holding capacity was in oak forest and lower
in pine forest in Garhwal Himalaya forests.

4.6. (6) Salinity. Salinity (mainly soil sodium chloride) also affects the nutrient uptake. Saline water has high
osmotic pressure which reduces the water uptake by the roots resulting in inhibition of plant growth. Yield
reduction of 10-25% can be expected, depending on the species, variety and salinity of the soil water. Salinity
also reduces availability of certain micronutrients, especially iron (Resh, 1983). Salinity was observed in the
range of -0.10-1.3 in stands (38, 34) and 23 respectively, with a mean value of 0.16 ± 0.03 which is low. It
could be due to high slope angle of mountains which presumably results in leaching of salts. It is evident that
salinity is not a limiting factor for the growth of conifer trees in this study.

4.7. (7) Electrical conductivity. Most plants grow well in an electrical conductivity (EC) between 1.8 to 3.5
mmhos/cm. EC falls as the plants absorb nutrients from the solution. However, the EC does not measure which
nutrients are being depleted, and with time selected elements may accumulate as they are not removed quickly
by the plants (Ingratta et al., 1985). Electrical conductivity plays an important role in absorption and
transportation of nutrients. Electrical conductivity of forty one soil samples ranged from 0.0347 - 0.732
mmhos/cm in stands 38 and 16 respectively with the mean value of 319±28.21. Though the range of EC
estimated from the study area is not within the range described by the Ingratta et al., (1985) but it is closely
similar with the EC observed by different workers who estimated this value from mountainous areas of Pakistan,
it could be due to differences in geographical location. Qadir and Ahmed (1989) found the EC of the soil, ranged
between 0 to 0.22 mmhos / cm from Hazargangi National Park, Quetta. Tareen and Qadir (1990, 2000)
evaluated the electrical conductivity that ranged between 0.4 to 1.9 and 0.2 to 0.55 mmhos/cm in Quetta district.
Malik et al., (2007) recorded the range of electrical conductivity i.e. 0.02 to 1.48 Ds m-1 in Pir Chinasi hills,
Azad Kashmir. Our results are within the range of other studies in Pakistan.

4.8. (8) Total dissolved solids. Total dissolved salt concentration, measured by electrical conductivity is used
to monitor the status of the nutrient of soil (Ingratta et al., 1985). The range of this parameter under study area
was 16.8 to 377 mg / liter (0.00168 to 0.0377% respectively) in stand 38 and 23 respectively with a mean value
of 195.1± 30.11which are comparable to the values of Hussain and Badshah (1998) who recorded the total
dissolved salts concentration from different altitudinal zonations at 2000 (0.032%), 2300 m (0.064) & at 2600
m (0.112%), 3500 m (0.16%) elevation from north and south exposures respectively.

4.9. (9) Soil compaction. Soil compaction often increases total water storage, but decreases the amount of
water available to plants (Jamison, 1953). Minimum soil compaction 90 PSI was estimated from Sri (stand 31)
and maximum compaction of 250 was observed from Neelam valley and Paye (stands 6, 30). The mean value
was 166.7± 5.58. The range of soil compaction estimated from the study area is suitable for seed germination,
seedling survival and plant growth. Slightly compacted soil can speed up the rate of seed germination because
it promotes good contact between the seed and soil interface. In addition, moderate compaction may reduce
water loss from the soil due to evaporation. Excessive soil compaction impedes root growth and therefore limits
the amount of soil explored by roots. This, in turn, can decrease the plant's ability to take up nutrients and water.
No other work is available in Pakistan to compare our results. However, Bailey et al., (1988) mentioned that
excessive compaction may cause such undesirable effects as decreased infiltration of water, restriction of root
growth, and increased runoff; these detrimental effects can increase erosion.
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Without timely rains and well-placed fertilizers, yield reductions will occur. Soil compaction in wet years
decreases soil aeration. This results in increased nitrogen and potassium deficiency. Reduced soil aeration
affects root metabolism. Study area showed suitable compaction of soil and for conifers.

4.10. (10, 11, 12) Exchangeable Ca++, Mg++ and K+ of soil. Maximum concentration of above mentioned
three elements were recorded from stand 1; it could be due to high availability of organic matter in soil and high
maximum water holding capacity. The minimum concentration of Ca++ was recorded from stand 38 (Shinu 2,
Kaghan valley), Mg++ from stand 7 (Chikar, Azad Kashmir) and K+ from stand 32 (Shogran 1).

4.11. ANOVA (single factor). Using Ward’s clustering strategy four groups of environmental variables are
formulated. The individual environmental variable corresponding to the four groups were analyzed using
univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) (Table 3). Topographic variables (elevation and slope) did not show
any significant difference among the four groups. Among the six edaphic variables i.e. water holding capacity,
salinity and conductivity exhibited significant difference (P < 0.001) while organic matter of soil showed the
significant difference at P < 0.05. Conductivity and pH did not show significant difference between the groups.

Table: 3 Analysis of variance of individual environmental variables (topographic and edaphic
variables) for the four groups derived by Ward's cluster analysis based on environmental data of 41

stands of moist temperate areas of Pakistan.
ANOVA: Single Factor F crit. 2.8588

Source of Variation F-value P-value Significance-level
Topographic Variables
1- Elevation 52.65 1.99E-13 ns
2- Slope 2.662 0.0622 ns
Edaphic Variables
3-Organic matter of soil 1.20337 0.322 P < 0.05
4- PH 3.2003 0.0344 ns
5- WHC 0.03394 0.992 P < 0.001
6- Salinity 0.684 0.567 P < 0.001
7- Conductivity 14.248 2.504E-06 ns
8- Total dissolved salts 11.421 0.00354 ns
9- Soil Compaction 0.21888 0.883 P < 0.001
10- Exchangeable Ca++ ppm 0.53215 0.9865 P < 0.001
11- Exchangeable Mg++ ppm 0.43652 0.86521 P < 0.05
12- Exchangeable K+ ppm 0.53284 0.7632 P < 0.01

Normal growth and development of plants depend upon the continuous supply of nutrients, moisture and certain
other edaphic variables. Water holding capacity, organic matter of soil, salinity, conductivity, total dissolved
salts, pH and soil compaction have marked relation with the growth. In this study we evaluated the extent of
relationship between plant density and basal area of conifer species with the edaphic variables of soil. Such
correlations were studied using Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient. The need to investigate the
relationship between the edaphic variables with the structural attributes of vegetation is emphasized by many
workers, like Sheriff et al., (1986). Baslar et al., (2002) observed a negative relationship in Cistus creticus
between plant calcium with soil salinity and a positive relation between plant calcium and soil pH. In the current
study, these two soil variables showed no correlation with the structural attributes except salinity with Cedrus
deodara density.

Many soil characteristics are known to influence the uptake and transportation of soil nutrients, hence indirectly
influence the growth and development of plants but in this study most edaphic variables did not show significant
relationship with structural attributes of conifer species which seems to be due to difference in microclimatic
conditions or perhaps the long history of anthropogenic disturbance associated with study sites. Ahmed et al.,
(1990a,b) did not find significant correlations between the structural attributes of Juniperus excelsa with most
of the soil characteristics in forests of Baluchistan, probably due to disturbance factor operating in the area that
obscured statistical correlations.
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However, in the present study, some weak correlations were observed. Only soil conductivity was positively
correlated with basal area for Abies pindrow. Density of Cedrus deodara showed positive significant correlation
with water holding capacity and a negative correlation with salinity, suggesting that these variables have some
controlling influence over the distribution and abundance of the these species of moist temperate areas of
Pakistan. Examples of such types of correlations from different climatic regions of Pakistan are presented here
to seek the importance of relationship between the edaphic variables of soil with structural attributes.

4.12. Correlation of other soil chemical properties with the density ha-1 and basal area of conifer species
m2 ha-1. Density of Pinus wallichiana exhibited significant correlation with organic matter of soil, exchangeable
Ca++ and K+ at p<0.05 while basal area showed significant correlation with water holding capacity (p<0.05),
exchangeable K+ (p<0.05) and exchangeable Ca++ (p<0.01). Density of Abies pindrow showed significant
relationship with slope of the forest (p<0.1), WHC (p<0.01) and exchangeable Ca++ (p<0.05) while basal area
also showed significant correlation with slope and exchangeable Ca++ (p<0.05), basal area of this species
showed weak correlation (p<0.1) with conductivity. Ecologically widely distributed species Cedrus deodara
exhibited maximum significant correlations. Its density correlated with elevation, salinity and exchangeable K+

(p<0.05), WHC and exchangeable Ca++ (p<0.1 & p<0.01 respectively while its basal area significantly
correlated with organic matter and exchangeable Ca++ (p<0.05). Threatened species of the moist temperate area
Picea smithiana showed minimum number of significant correlation, its density and basal area correlated with
slope at p<0.02 and p<0.05 respectively (Table 4).

Table 4 Correlation between soil chemical properties and topographic variables with the density and
basal area of conifer species of study area.

S. No. Nutrients r value Significance level r value
Significance
level

Density ha-1 of a species Basal area of species m2 ha-1

Pinus wallichiana

1 Elevation -0.0101 ns 0.0435 ns

2 Slope -0.0461 ns 0.1142 ns

3 Organic matter 0.3403 P < 0.05 0.0365 ns

4 pH -0.1204 ns 0.0039 ns

5 Water holding capacity 0.1737 ns 0.3251 P < 0.05

6 Salinity -0.1792 ns -0.1589 ns

7 Conductivity -0.0033 ns 0.0958 ns

8 Total dissolved salts -0.1744 ns -0.1525 ns

9 Soil compaction -0.0250 ns 0.2022 ns

10 Exchangeable Ca++ 0.3924 P < 0.05 0.4384 P< 0.01

11 Exchangeable Mg++ 0.1971 ns 0.2846 ns

12 Exchangeable K+ 0.342 P<0.05 0.3318 P<0.05

Abies pindrow

1 Elevation 0.1197 ns 0.1615 ns

2 Slope 0.3253 P < 0.1 0.3812 P < 0.05

3 Organic matter -0.1519 ns -0.1371 ns

4 pH -0.1605 ns -0.2359 ns
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5 Water holding capacity 0.4325 P < 0.01 0.1234 ns

6 Salinity 0.2333 ns 0.0257 ns

7 Conductivity 0.2417 ns 0.3241 P < 0.1

8 Total dissolved salts 0.2077 ns 0.0012 ns

9 Soil compaction -0.1289 ns -0.2621 ns

10 Exchangeable Ca++ 0.3947 P<0.05 0.4185 P<0.05

11 Exchangeable Mg++ 0.3096 ns 0.2429 ns

12 Exchangeable K+ 0.2019 ns 0.1873 ns

Cedrus deodara

1 Elevation -0.4669 P < 0.05 -0.0242 ns

2 Slope 0.0859 ns -0.1438 ns

3 Organic matter -0.1775 ns 0.4284 P < 0.05

4 pH 0.2260 ns 0.1194 ns

5 Water holding capacity 0.4041 P < 0.1 0.1265 ns

6 Salinity -0.4466 P < 0.05 -0.1071 ns

7 Conductivity -0.3061 ns 0.0069 ns

8 Total dissolved salts -0.2973 ns 0.0107 ns

9 Soil compaction -0.0087 ns 0.1715 ns

10 Exchangeable Ca++ 0.4172 P<0.01 ).3362 P<0.05

11 Exchangeable Mg++ 0.3149 ns 0.2201 ns

12 Exchangeable K+ 0.4282 P<0.05 0.3080 ns

Picea smithiana

1 Elevation -0.3489 ns -0.2949 ns

2 Slope -0.8260 P < 0.02 -0.751 P < 0.05

3 Organic matter -0.3375 ns -0.3402 ns

4 pH 0.2641 ns 0.2904 ns

5 Water holding capacity -0.2322 ns -0.2868 ns

6 Salinity -0.3264 ns -0.3169 ns

7 Conductivity -0.3808 ns -0.3716 ns

8 Total dissolved salts -0.3829 ns -0.3736 ns

9 Soil compaction 0.3312 ns 0.3879 ns

10 Exchangeable Ca++ 0.3871 ns 0.3207 ns

11 Exchangeable Mg++ 0.2558 ns 0.1792 ns

12 Exchangeable K+ 0.4188 ns 0.3750 ns

Structural attributes of selected conifers showed some significant correlations with soil chemical properties of
corresponding stands as is also reported by Malik et al., (2007) who stated that chemical contents of soil played
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a significant role in the growth and development of community.  Similar phenomenon was observed by Hussain
and Qadir (1970), they found significant association between soil characteristics and the distribution and
abundance of angiospermic shrubs. In contrast to the above findings, poor relationships were observed between
the structural attributes and soil chemical properties, it could be due to high degree of disturbance that was
observed in many forests of the study area. Similar results were observed by Ahmed (1990b) who did not find
any significant relationship with either juniper density or its basal area with soil variables, during the study of
Rodhmallazi forest, Baluchistan.

Normal growth and development of plants depend upon the continuous supply of nutrients and other soil
characteristics like topographic and edaphic variables. Water holding capacity, organic matter of soil, salinity,
conductivity, total dissolved salts, pH and soil compaction have marked relation with the growth. This part of
study also evaluated the extent of relationship between plant density and basal area of conifer species with the
soil chemical properties, elevation and slope.
Many soil characteristics are known to affect the uptake and transportation of soil nutrients, hence indirectly
influence the growth and development of plants but in this study soil characteristic did not show many
significant relationship with structural attributes of conifer species which seems to be due to difference in
microclimatic conditions or long history of anthropogenic disturbance associated with study sites. Ahmed et
al., (1990a); Ahmed et al., (1990b) did not find significant correlations between the structural attributes of
Juniperus excelsa with most of the soil characteristics in forests of Baluchistan, probably due to disturbance
factor operating in the area that obscured statistical correlations.

However, in the present study, some correlations were observed, indicated that these variables have some
controlling influence over the distribution and abundance of these species of moist temperate areas of Pakistan.
Examples of such types of correlations from different climatic regions of Pakistan are presented here to seek
the importance of relationship between other soil characteristics with structural attributes. Shaukat et al., (1976)
investigated plant communities of Gadap area southern Sind that were found to be correlated with organic
matter, MWHC and exchangeable potassium. Ahmed (1986) noted that sodium, potassium and organic matter
have some controlling influence over the vegetation of foothills of Himalaya while water holding capacity, pH,
carbonate and phosphorus did not have any such influence. Kayani et al., (1988) found significant correlation
(P < 0.05) of Cynodon dactylon and Desmostachya bipinnata importance value with the electrical conductivity
and negative correlation (P < 0.05) with Panicum repens. Ahmed et al., (1990a) found significant correlation
(P < 0.01) between electrical conductivity and Juniper density.

Therefore it is suggested that the poor relationship observed between structural attributes with soil nutrients and
other soil characteristics could be attributed to high order of anthropogenic disturbance that presumably
prevailed in the area over a long period.
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ABSTRACT. The purpose of this investigation was to evaluate the effect of a 12-week
of SenamSeri™ group dance therapy intervention in the treatment of total stress
among sedentary adults in higher education organization. Forty subjects were post
graduate and undergraduate students from Universiti Tenaga Nasional. Subjects
were between the ages of 19 and 30 years, had a diagnosis of total stress score
above the mean, were not enrolled in any exercise program over the period of one
year (sedentary) overweight (Body Mass Index above 25) and had a cardiovascular
endurance score below the mean. Subjects were randomly assigned to a 12-week of
low intensity dance therapy intervention of either SenamSeri™ or a conventional
aerobics dance exercise as the control group. A pretest-posttest control research
design was utilized. Both groups met for 50 minutes, three times a week (36
sessions). The Transactional Approach Multidimensional (Derogatis Stress Profile)
examined the emotional response sub-scale of total stress score. Statistical analysis
include (group x time) repeated measures ANOVA to determine between and within
group mean differences. The hypotheses of the study received significant support.
There were statistically significant differences between*group effect (between
treatment and control groups) on the combined dependent variables: F (4, 35) =
20.79, p < .01, eta square = .790. An inspection of the mean scores indicated that
treatment group reported an improvement for TSS (M = 39.0, SD = 1.15), Hostility
sub-scale (M = 47.70, SD = 3.34), Anxiety sub-scale (M = 35.65, SD = 3.64) and
for depression sub-scale (M = 35.65, SD = 2.58). It was concluded that low
intensity dance therapy exercise intervention of “SenamSeri™” had contributed
greatly to the positive findings concerning both the emotional responses of total
stress score among sedentary adults in higher education.
Keywords: SenamSeri™ dance therapy; Psychological well-being;Total stress score

1. Introduction. The connection between physical and psychological well-being has been pursued for more
than 2,000 years (Layman, 1960). Wellness is a holistic concept and includes mental and physical
components (Smuts, 1926).  Hermon and Hazier (1999) and Omizo (1992) identified well-being as the
attention to both mental and physical health. However, to date, the role of physical exercise has expanded to
one of great importance in the promotion of physiological and psychological well-being (Cohen & Shamus,
2009; Kern & Baker, 2007; Weinberg & Gould, 2007). The physical fitness “boom” which began in the 1970s
resulted in considerable increase in focus on the importance of engaging in physical activity, this trend
appears to continue as we move forward through 2014s. Along with the belief that participation at five times a
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week, performing vigorous exercises of more than 150 minutes at moderate intensity per week will improve
both the physical and psychological well-being (ACSM, 2005).

Further to this, dance has been used as a healing ritual for thousands of years and has its historical roots
among indigenous people (Spingte & Droh, 1992). Thus, dance itself has been ascribed to have a curative
power whereby dance (movement) therapy has been developed in the last decades and follows a specific
approach of treatment. Dance movement therapy’s impact on stress management and stress reduction has not
been addressed specifically by research. Dance movement therapy (DMT) is defined as a form of creative
body oriented psychotherapy that uses movement, dance, and verbal intervention to further the emotional,
cognitive, physical and social integration of the individual (American Dance Therapy Association, 2009). It is
believed to have a positive impact on the well-being of people with social, physical or psychological
impairments. However, evaluations of the potential benefits of dance as therapy for patients with certain
illnesses such as obesity, breast cancer, brain damage, eating disorders, and alcoholism were often performed
with suboptimal study designs (Bradt & Dileo, 2009; Schmitt & Frolich, 2007; Stuckey & Nobel, 2010;
Wilkinson, Srikumar). Up to now, there is no comprehensive systematic review of randomized research
concern.

In Malaysia, The Health Ministry will be training more psychologists to reduce the rising number of suicide
cases, generally caused by mental depression and encouraging the community to play a greater role in
identifying people suffering from stress, mental depression and providing help (Stars, 2011). Health Minister
Datuk Seri Liow Tiong Lai said that ‘there is a lack of psychologists in the country who are able to identify
and treat those suffering from depression and stress as early detection is important to prevent the patients’
condition from getting worse. The ministry’s statistics in 2007 and 2008 stated that Chinese made up 53.5%
of all suicide cases while 27.3% of them were Malays. Indian made up 13.9%. The Star reported that two
people commit suicide daily in Malaysia. Some experts believe the figure could be higher. Studies still needed
to be carried out to look at the correlation of race and suicide cases.  However, social stigma on depression
was still very bad, and the lack of support from the community had prevented such patients from seeking
medical help. This present study will help identify a non-clinical treatment for those facing psychological
problems such as stress and depression and create awareness on mental health at schools, colleges, and
organizations.

Until recently, claims for the psychological benefits of physical exercise have tended to precede supportive
evidence. Nevertheless, the pattern of evidence suggests the theory that exercise training recruits a process,
which confers enduring resilience to stress. A study is to observe any beneficial effect of dance exercise
therapy on total stress level of young adults suffering from high stress level and low self-esteem. The research
design used in this study is a quasi-experimental design, pre-test-post-test one and post-test two control group
designs.  Quasi- experiment design will provide as much control as possible (Creswell, 2002; Shadish,
Thomas, Cook, & Donald, Campbell, 2002). Physiological parameters namely heart rate, blood pressure, and
resting heart rate condition will be measured while psychological parameters the total stress score and
self-esteem will be examine. This study allows the effects of exercise to be clearly understood in terms of
existing psychobiological knowledge, and it can thereby provide the theoretical base that is needed to guide
future research in this area. Therefore, individual can realize his or her own abilities, can cope with the normal
stress, can work productively and fruitfully, and is able to contribute to his or her family.

Therefore, to achieve some insight regarding the influence and effect of low intensity aerobics group dance
exercise on the physiological well-being that is health-related fitness and psychological well-being in terms of
total stress score and self-esteem among working women, the following objectives are formulated firstly, to
identify the difference between the experimental (low impact dance exercise improvised local Malaysian
music ) and control group (conventional aerobic dance) in terms of the difference between pre-test, post-test
one and post-test two scores on psychological well-being in terms of Total Stress scores (Derogatis Stress
Profile) and its sub-scale namely: hostility, anxiety and depression. Secondly to to make recommendation
based on the present study on the effectiveness of group dance therapy activity towards improving the future
of preventative medicine and better the psychological health and lifestyle of young adults suffering from high
level stress and low self-esteem to performed and increase productivity in their daily life.
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2. Methodology. A pre-test was administered to all participants of study to measure the level psychological
well-being variables (total stress level and its sub-ccale namely: hostility, anxiety and deppression) before
treatment condition was introduced. Subjects were measured again at week eight and week 12 after the
treatment is given (Bordens & Abbot, 1996). The intervention condition for this research is dance therapy
exercise program conducted by the researcher. Subjects are required to participate in 36 sessions, 50 minutes
each, 3 times per week for 12 weeks period. Their psychological well-being variables was measured at
post-test one week eight during the 24 session and again after the 36 session at week 12 to determine the
effect of the intervention program on the dependent variables. Figure 2.1 shows treatment assignment and the
pre-test-post-test design used in this research study. Both groups experienced treatment between the pre-test,
post-test one and post-test two. Subjects went through 36 sessions, 50 minutes each, three times per week for
12 weeks period of treatment working at 60% to 70% of maximum training heart rate as their treatment.  It is
gauge by comparing the differences between pre-test and post-test scores of the intervention group with that
of the control group.

Twenty subjects were assigned in the treatment group and 20 were in the control group. Before the statistical
analysis was done, the respondent profile data was examined. As depicted in Table 2.2, 35% subjects were
Malay, 35% were Chinese 30% were Indian (M=2.050, SD=.815).  Age group was categorized according to
three ranges where results indicate that age range 19 – 22 , 30%, age  23 – 26, 42.5% and majority subjects
were in the age range of 29 – 30,  27.5% (M=1.975 , SD=.767 ).  From the total number of subjects
involved in this research, 27.5% subjects were in master program, 20% were in degree program, and 25%
were taking diploma and 27.5% foundation program (M= 2.525, SD= 1.176).

INTERVENTION (SenamSeri™)
 50 min per session.
 3 times a week.

RESEARCH DESIGN

GROUP 1:
TREATMENT

n = 20

1. Dance Therapy Exercise
2. 50–60 % Maximum

Training Heart Rate
3. Local Malaysian  Dance Exercise

Music
4. Tempo - 125 – 134 BPM

GROUP 2:
CONTROL

n = 20

1. Conventional
Aerobic Dance Exercise.

2. 60–70 % Maximum
Training Heart Rate

3. Conventional Western
Aerobic  Dance Exercise Music

4. Tempo - 134 – 145 BPM

TIME FRAME
Week 1 Week 8 Week 12

Pre-test Post-test 1 Post-test 2
1 SESSION 24 SESSIONS 36 SESSIONS

MEASURE1 MEASURE2                MEASURE 3

1. PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH (DSP Stress: Total Sress Score)
2. DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION (Age, family, academic, gender,

place of birth)
3. PAR-Q TEST – HEALTH STAGE
4. CONSENT
5. ATTENDANCE

Figure 2.1:  Treatment Assignment & Pre-test, Post-test Design.

2.1. Findings/ Results Total Stress Score. To examine the research objective one on psychological
well-being, repeated measure MANOVA was performed to investigate groups’ differences in Total Stress
Score (TSS) and its sub-scale namely: Hostility, Anxiety and Depression. The dependent variables were
analyzed namely: Total Stress Score, Hostility sub-scale, Anxiety sub-scale, and Depression sub-scale.
Preliminary assumption testing was conducted to check for normality, linearity, univariate and multivariate
outliers, homogeneity of variance-covariance matrices, and multicollinearity, with no serious violations noted.
The results of this study shows all the four variable of stress, shows statistically significant difference on
“SenamSeri™” the treatment group compare to the convention aerobics dance on the control group. There
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was a statistically significant differences between*group effect (between treatment and control groups) on the
combined dependent variables: F (4, 35) = 20.79, p < .01, eta square = .790. When the results for the
dependent variables were considered separately, all the variables of stress reach statistically significance,
using a Bonferroni adjusted alpha level, Total Stress Score, F (1, 38) = 4.69, p < .05, eta square = .11,
Hostility Sub-scale F (1, 38) = 7.16 , p < .05, eta square = .16, Anxiety sub-scale, F (1, 38) = 84.67 , p < .05,
eta square = .69, and depression sub-scale F (1, 38) = .241 , p < .05, eta square = .70.  An inspection of the
mean scores indicated that treatment group reported an improvement for TSS (M = 39.0, SD = 1.15), Hostility
sub-scale (M = 47.70, SD = 3.34), Anxiety sub-scale (M = 35.65, SD = 3.64) and for depression sub-scale (M
= 35.65, SD = 2.58). As compared to the control group reported TSS (M = 40.75, SD = 1.94), Hostility
sub-scale (M = 56.2, SD = 1.43), Anxiety sub-scale (M = 46.05, SD = 5.99) and for depression sub-scale (M =
45.15, SD = 5.54).  Figure 2.2 provide the graph for estimated mean of TSS. While Figure 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4
for all the stress sub-scale namely: hostility, anxiety and depression.

Figure 2.2: Estimated Marginal Means of Total Stress Score between Treatment and Control Groups

Figure 2.3: Estimated Marginal Means of Hostility Sub-scale between Treatment and Control Groups
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Figure 2.4: Estimated Marginal Means of Anxiety Sub-scale between Treatment and Control Groups

Figure 2.5: Estimated Marginal Means of Depression Sub-scale between Treatment and Control
Groups

The pair-wise comparisons as depicted in Table 2.1 present all the three time trials (with bonferroni
adjustment) of TSS and its sub-scale. The results reported a significant difference (p < .05) across the three
time trials. The first pair-wise comparison of pretest – post-test one indicated a big improvement with the
mean difference of (M = 14.0) and improved constantly at the second paired post-test one – post-test two with
the mean difference of (M= 7.65). With overall improvement from pretest to post-test two the total mean
difference of (M = 21.6).

Further to that pair-wise comparison for hostility, anxiety and depression sub-scale, results reported a
significant difference (p < .05) across the three time trials. The first pair-wise comparison of pretest – post-test
one indicate an improvement with the mean different of Hostility sub-scale (M = 6.05), Anxiety sub-scale (M
= 6.47) and depression sub-scle (M = 12.).  It improved constantly at the second paired post-test one –
post-test two with the mean difference of Hostility sub-scale (M = 6.47), Anxiety sub-scale (M = 10.7) and
depression sub-scale (M = 11.5).  With overall improvement from pretest to post-test two total mean
difference of Hostility sub-scale (M = 12.5), Anxiety sub-scale (M = 11.5) and depression sub-scle (M = 24).
Using guidelines proposed by Cohen (1988) (.01=small effect, .06=moderate effect, .14=large effect) this
result suggest a large effect size. Result shows that 11% TSS, while the sub-scale is 16% Hostility. 69 %
Anxiety and 69% Depression of the variability was associated with the treatment after the variability caused
by individual differences was removed. To conclude, research objective one posited a statistically significant
difference between the treatment of ‘SenamSeri™” and control groups of conventional aerobics dance on
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stress the dependent variables. Table 2.1 provides the results on the repeated multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA).

Table 2.1: Results of mixed repeated multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) for Total Stress
Score between Treatment & Control Groups

Conclusion. The findings of the study revealed that subjects (sedentary, stressed and overweight adults) in the
intenvention group (treatment group) benefited statistically significant improvements on the psychological
well-being in terms of total stress score compared to the control group. In addition to the above findings, this
interaction effect indicates that the difference between the experiment and control group on the linear
combination of all dependent variables was different at pre-test (week one) than it is at post-test one (week
eight) and post-test two (week 12). Examination of the means suggests that this is because groups do not
differ on either dependent variable at the time of the pre-test, but they do differ, particularly on all the
dependent variables at the time of the post-test one (week eight) and post-test two (week 12) significantly.
However, interestingly repeated-measures ANOVA reported that treatment group (intervention group)
improved significantly p < .05 during week 12 compared at week eight, where there were statistically no
significant differences between the two groups. In addition, examination of the means suggested that there
was a change in the post-test one (week eight) and post-test two (week 12) outcomes held for both the
treatment and control groups for all the dependent variables.

This research will serve as a base for future studies to develop and promote more local dance exercise music
in Malaysia. This study has found that generally all the intervention subjects felt motivated and had fun
during the routine and results reported there were statistically significant difference in psychological
well-being between the intervention group and control group which improvised conventional aerobics music
during their routine. Further to that, research on better and more effective aerobics exercise interventions that
improve long-term compliance to a physically active lifestyle is urgently needed. Innovative, nonconventional
methods of increasing physical activity in the population must be developed, implemented, and evaluated.

EFFECT TRIAL F Sig. Eta
Square

Mean Differ

Pretest
to

Postest1

Postest1
to

Postest2

Pretest
to

Postest2
Within-Subject

Time*Subject 20.64 .00* .98

Between-Subject
Effect

23.79 .00* .79

Total Stress
Score
(TSS) 4.69 .03* .110 14 7.65 21.6

Sub-scale
Hostility 7.16 .01* .159 6.05 6.47 12.5
Sub-scale
Anxiety 84.67 .00* .690 6.47 10.7 17.2

Sub-scale
Depression

.241 .00* .695 12.5 11.5 24.0
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In summary, this research will serve as a base for future studies and developments. The research efforts work
towards improving the future of preventative medicine and better the well being and lifestyle of sedentary
adults suffering from high level stress to perform and increase productivity in their lifestyle.  In short,
low-impact exercise routine is indeed simple and cost-effective. It is a fun and safe way to exercise for people
from all walks of life. Ultimately, low-impact exercise routine improves the population’s  psychological
well-being as it promotes one’s quality of life.
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ABSTRACT. This research plan was performed to investigate the transmission
pattern of Avian Adeno Virus 4(AAV-4) causing Hydropericardium syndrome in
progeny by transovarian route. Liver and spleen samples (n=90) were collected
from day old chicks derived from breeders at 14, 21 and 30 days of post infection
with HPS virus. The presence of HPS virus DNA sequence was detected through
PCR. All samples from day old chicks failed to produce any visible band in agarose
gel. The connotations derived from these findings are that vertical transmission via
transovarian route does occur in poultry birds but the exact mechanism and
establishment of latent infections further need to be investigated.
Keywords: Poultry; Vertical Transmission;  Liver;   Hydropericardium syndrome;
Polymerase chain reaction.

1. Introduction. Hydropericardium syndrome (HPS) was first reported in area of Karachi named Angara
Goth, hence named Angara disease (Jaffrey 1988). HPS affects 3-6 week old broiler flock with mortality up to
80% (Kumar et al. 2003). The causative agent is highly infectious virus belonging to Avian Adenovirus
serotype 4 (Balamurugan and Kataria, 2004). These are non-enveloped viruses with diameter ranging from
70-90 nm. The capsid proteins of adenoviruses are arranged in icosahedrons having 20 triangular faces and 12
vertices (Ginsberg et al. 1966).

This disease is characterized by the accumulation of straw coloured jelly like fluid in the pericardial sac,
discoloured and inflamed liver with basophilic intranuclear inclusion of 2-5 days (Roy et al. 2001).Fowl
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Adeno viruses are readily transmitted by both bodies, congested kidneys (Dahiya et al. 2002). Moreover
Nakamura et al. (2002) also observed pin point white foci in the pancreas and ventricular erosions in the
affected birds. Purified virus or liver homogenate inoculation of HPS virus resulted in incubation period
horizontal and vertical mode. Vertical transmission of Adeno virus is inducted in various experiments but the
number of publications dealing with question of vertical transmission of HPSV in field outbreaks is
contradictory. Some results are in favor of vertical transmission and others are not.  This research was
planned with the same strategy to clear the ambiguity about trans-ovarian transmission of the HPS virus
(Philippe et al.2001).

2.Materials And Methods
2.1.Procurement And Processing Of Sample. Livers from bird infected with HPS were harvested.
Collected samples were processed in Department of Microbiology, University of Veterinary and Animal
Sciences, Lahore. Briefly about 15 g liver samples were triturated in a sterilized pestle and mortar with the help
of sand and phosphate buffer saline containing antibiotics (penicillin 1000 microgram per ml and streptomycin
1000 microgram per ml). That homogenized suspension was subjected to centrifugation at 1500 rpm for 15
minutes. Then supernatant was filtered through 0.2 micrometer filter and was used for further inoculation.
Supernatant was mixed with chloroform (1:1) in centrifuge tube and centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 20 minutes.
The middle layer having liver proteins, cell debris and the bottom layer of chloroform were discarded. The
clear supernatant was collected in sterilized screw capped test tube and stored at -20celsius for further use
(Khan 2008).

2.2.Transovarian Transmission. A total of 90 breeder birds of 18 weeks of age were obtained and were
divided into three groups. Group I comprised of 30 birds, 30 birds in group II and 30 birds in Group III. The
members of group I were regularly vaccinated against HPS, members of Group II and Group III were devoid
of any vaccination against HPS. Later on the members of Group I, II and III were challenged by the HPS
virus by inoculating intramuscularly liver homogenate of HPS affected livers. Then at 7-14, 15-21 and 22-30
days of post infection the eggs were collected from them. The collected eggs post challenge was labeled and
were incubated in egg incubator for hatching. After hatching the day old chicks were slaughtered and liver
and spleen were taken as sample for HPS virus confirmation and were frozen till further processing.

2.3. Confirmation of Virus DNA extraction and PCR technique was used to confirm the virus in liver and
spleen of day old chicks by following the methodology described by Rehman et al (2011). For extraction of
DNA of avian adeno virus, liver and spleen from infected birds was taken. This sample was subjected to DNA
Mini Kit (Germany, Qiagen Gmbh, D -40724) for DNA extraction.

2.4. Polymerase Chain Reaction. Amplification of avian adeno virus was achieved by PCR with the help
of following two primers H1, forward (5-TGGACATGGGGCGACCTA-3) and H2, Reverse
(5AAGGGATTGACGTTGTCCA-3). PCR was conducted in a 25 micro liter reaction mixture volume
comprising of  12.5 micro liter master mix, 1 micro liter (10 Pico mole) each of the primer (H1, H2), 1micro
liter template DNA. In the end 9.5 micro liter nuclease free water was added to make the total reaction
volume of 25 micro liters. PCR was performed in an automatic thermo cycler. Optimized cycling conditions
comprised of an initial denaturation at 95celsius for 5 minutes followed by 35 cycles at 95 Celsius for 45 sec,
55celsius for 45 sec and 72celsius for 1.5 min. In the final step ultimate extension was carried out at 72celsius
for 10 min (Rehman et al. 2011). Amplified genome was visualized with the help of Agarose gel
electrophoresis.

3. Results And Discussion All the samples of liver and spleen of day old chicks taken at 7-14, 15-21, and

22-30 days post infection failed to produce a visible band after staining with ethidium bromide on 1% agarose

gel (Table 01).
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Table 01: PCR detection in day old chicks of Group I and III

Samples (number positive/number tested)

Parameter Group I

(n=30)

Group III

(n=30)

Control

Days p.i. Liver Spleen Liver Spleen Infected Liver
Homogenate

7-14days p.i 0/30(0) 0/30(0) 0/30(0) 0/30(0) 1/1 (100 %)

15-21 days

p.i.

0/30 (0) 0/30(0) 0/30 (0) 0/30(0) 1/1 (100%)

22-30 days

p.i.

0/30 (0) 0/30(0) 0/30 (0) 0/30(0) 1/1 (100%)

Total 0/90 (0) 0/90(0) 0/90 (0) 0/90(0) 1/1 (100%)

Group I: Birds challenged by HPS at age of 22 weeks.
Group III: Birds challenged by mixture of HPS and Antibodies against it.
P.i: post infection

While the infected liver homogenate (inoculated for transovarian transmission) produced visible bands when
visualized through 1% Agarose gel electrophoresis. The positive band were compared with 100 base pair plus
ladder to know the size of avian adeno virus type 4 causing hydropericardium syndrome which yielded the
size of genome as 1219 base pair (figure 1).

Figure 1: Gel Electrograph Of Samples Processed For Transovarian Transmission
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Lane I indicates the 100 base pair plus ladder while lane II is positive control and III is showing band of
infected liver homogenate (1219 bp) used for infection  While Lane 4,5,6,7 are showing negative results of
samples processed for HPS detection.

Fowl Adeno viruses (FAV) are well known for their transmission from parent birds to progenies (McCracken
and Adair 1993) through either of two methods. One important route for transmission is through infected eggs
(McFerran and Adair 1977). Study of Ashraf et al (2000) on liver, lungs, spleen and kidneys samples of 18
days old embryos taken from HPS recovered birds at 30, 37 and 44 weeks of age probably explains
transmission pattern of Adeno virus to progeny at the time of egg production. Dot Elisa, AGPT and tissue
culture were the adapted methods for virus detection.  AGPT failed to detect any viral load however Dot
Elisa and tissue culture showed 66% positive results. Second method of disease transmission is in form of
lysogeny. In the infected birds or carrier birds, the viral genome become integrated with host chromosome and
adapts latent phase. Virus shedding by infected birds continues till three to six weeks, after that sufficient
antibody titer against infection develops (Mazaheri et al. 2003). It is evident that reoccurrence of infections is
enhanced during periods of stress, like the onset of egg production or intake of any immunosuppressant agent
(Girshick et al. 1980).

Philippe et al. (2007) also checked vertical transmission in day old chicks taken from HPS infected birds at
28 weeks of age via PCR. He revealed negative results just like mine study for vertical transmission via PCR
in day old chicks. Possibilities behind these negative results are discussed below.Primers used for
amplification of genome obtained from day old chick were adopted from study of Rehman et al (2010). These
primers efficiently amplified the genome obtained from infected liver (Fig 01), so it is not likely that the
negative results were due to PCR performance. PCR has been shown to be sufficiently sensitive to detect
transmission pattern and latency of FAdV associated chickens (Grigc et al. 2006). PCR is sensitive enough to
detect 1 pg of viral DNA, but the possibility that the viral load in the samples was below the detection limit
might be the reason for negative results of PCR.

Apart from PCR efficiency other reason may be the presence of neutralizing antibodies (Ab). A strong
correlation is observed between vertical transmission and titer of neutralizing antibodies against FAdV in
blood (Cowen et al.  1978; Dawson et al. 1981). Similarly pattern of virus excretion relates with
development of neutralizing Ab too (Adair and Fitzgerald, 2008). Contradictory results are reported about
vertical transmission of FAdV in relation to neutralizing antibodies. According to Saifuddin and Wilks (1991)
vertical transmission of FAdV do occur in the presence of virus neutralizing (VN) Ab however Philippe et al.
(2007) states that VN Ab masks the vertical transmission of HPS virus. Other possibility for negative results
of study would be intra variations predominant in serotype or strain in vertical transmission of FAdV (Dawson
et al. 1981). Sample size also has an important role in results. The sample size used in this experiment would
not high enough to detect a few positive samples. To check out the problem of sample size, chicks hatched
from eggs at a later age could have been tested to determine if transmission did occur later.
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ABSTRACT. Delusions are pervasive faulty beliefs which are reported to have
significant consequences for psycho-social functioning of the inflicted and appear to
emerge not only as a psychotic symptom in psychiatric population but may occur in
general population also. Considering its prevalence in different groups of people,
detailed understanding of the causes of delusions would be relevant. The present
study was, therefore, designed to explore the determinants of delusional beliefs.
Specifically, the study addressed the possible contributions of life positions,
cognitive insight, and social injury in the development of delusions. The sample
comprised of two groups: 31 deluded and 29 non-deluded individuals. Results of
Predictive Discriminant Analysis indicated that the proposed model significantly
discriminated between deluded and non-deluded conditions. Further analysis
showed that the life position “I am not Ok, You are not Ok” and perceived social
injury significantly predicted delusional beliefs. However, contrary to expectation,
non-significant contribution was observed for the predictor, cognitive insight and
its sub-dimensions. It is believed that the results of the present study provides
insight into the complex phenomenon of delusions from different perspectives and
may assist in counseling process.
Keywords: Delusions, Life Positions, Social Injury, Cognitive Insight

1. Introduction. Delusions are usually investigated in connection with hallucinations and are typically
considered as a symptom of psychotic conditions such as schizophrenia and mood disorders. In fact, delusions
also appear independently qualifying for a diagnosis of delusional disorders or paranoid personality disorder;
tend to coexist with neurotic disorders (Tibbo, Swainson, Chue, & Le Melledo, 2002; Good, 2002) and may
emerge because of neurological dysfunctions (Kiran & Chaudhary, 2009). According to an estimate, 1-3% of the
general population suffers from severe delusional beliefs eligible for a clinical diagnosis (Freeman, 2006).
Research also suggests that persistent delusions markedly affect the global functioning (Jorgensen & Jensen,
1994), day-to-day functioning (McKay, Langdon & Coltheart, 2005), psychological well-being (Freeman, et al,
2013), and emotional and social experiences of the person (Moritz & Quaquebeke, 2013). In addition, it has also
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been found that delusional beliefs may sometimes result in violent behaviors (Moritz & Quaquebeke, 2013) and
suicidal acts (Jorgensen & Jensen, 1994).
Considering the prevalence of delusions in psychiatric as well as general population and associated behavioral
strains, as noted above, it appears that much more studies need to be conducted on delusions to fully capture the
underpinnings of this intriguing yet complex variable.

2. Conceptualization and Measurement Issues of Delusions. Generally, delusions are viewed as faulty beliefs,
which are held with unquestionable conviction and impossible content. However, this simplified definition has
received much speculation. On one hand, neurobiological approach stresses upon physiological basis of all
psychotic and neurotic conditions. Spitzer (1995) used neurocomputational model to show that increased
dopaminergic neurotransmission resulted in delusion-like features. Another study has observed delusional
beliefs among patients with injury to frontal lobe and right hemisphere (Devinsky, 2009). The study proposed
that when right hemisphere is damaged, the person loses the ability to assess any perception against reality, left
hemisphere over-compensates by creating new  realities.

On the other hand, phenomenological approach emphasizes on the subjective experience of the deluded. Most
influential in this approach, has been the work of Karl Jasper (1963). Jasper endorsed the prevalent notion that
all experience consists of incoming sensation (content) and organizing concept (form). However, he went on to
propose that it is the differing forms of experience, that is how we interpret the content not the content itself
which is responsible for causing psychopathology. Emphasizing upon the phenomenological nature of delusions,
he distinguished between primary and secondary delusions. He classified primary delusions as autochthonous
beliefs, emerging without apparent stimulation, un-understandable and incorrigible, while secondary delusions
or delusion-like beliefs arose because of the person’s present situation or mental state.

Jaspers’ description of delusions is considered monumental because it allowed psychologists to develop a
multidimensional model of delusions based on mental processes (see, for instance, Cutting, 1997; Kendler et al,
1983; Sims, 2003). A variety of scales are available for the measurement of delusions which view delusions as
form rather than content. For example, PANSS (Kay, Fiazbein, & Opler, 1987), BABS (Eisen, 2001) etc.
However, Peter’s et al Delusions Inventory (PDI; Peter, 2004) has received much popularity as PDI-21 is a
three-dimensional scale which can be used for psychiatric as well non-psychiatric population.

3. Explanatory Models of Delusions. Several theoretical models have attempted to explain the propensity for
delusional beliefs. For extensive reviews see the articles of McKay, Langdon, and Coltheart (2005) and Kiran
and Chaudhary (2009). Mckay and his colleagues (2005) have segregated the existing theories in two broad
categories. On one hand is the traditional “motivational approach” and on the other hand is the “cognitive
approach.” According to their analysis, motivational approach views delusion as coping mechanisms in the face
of traumatic experiences and unsatisfied desires, while cognitive approach emphasizes upon pathological
cognitive processes. They have proposed that perhaps a unified model is required to fully understand the
development of faulty delusional beliefs.

4. The Present Study. The present study was designed to explain the development of delusions on the basis of
theoretical framework of life positions, social injury, and cognitive insight. The present study argues that
delusions emerge because the deluded person holds the position “I am not OK and/or You are not Ok.” That is,
the deluded individuals believe that they are worthless, inferior, their behavior is faulty and they don’t deserve
much, resulting in habitual faulty perceptual styles, which are compensated with delusions of reference,
persecution, grandeur etc.  The present study also proposes that this life position among deluded individuals
originate from impaired cognitive insight, pervasive hurt feelings and the belief that the others have treated them
unfairly.

4.1 Delusions and Life Positions. Transactional Analysis (TA) is a comprehensive personality model which
attempts to explain individual differences on the basis of evaluative beliefs about oneself and others acquired
early in life (Berne, 1966; Harris, 1969; Solomon, 2003). The theory proposes several assumptions and coins
new terminologies to explain personality development. One of the basic assumption of the theory states that
individuals make decisions about their own and others worth based on the messages that they receive from their
caregivers. These decisions become Life Scripts, which are ‘unconscious life plans’ (Solomon, 2003) that help us
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to exhibit pervasive evaluative beliefs. These life scripts can be categorized into four distinct life (existential)
positions: I am Ok/You are Ok (I+,U+), I am not Ok/You are Ok (I-,U+), I am Ok/You are not Ok (I+,U-), and I
am not Ok/You are not Ok (I-,U-).

In order to verify these assertions, Boholst et al (2005) studied association between the four life positions and
attachment styles (Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991). As anticipated, positive correlation was noted between I+,
Others+ life position and secure attachment; I+, Others- life position and rejecting attachement; and I-, Others-
life position and avoidant attachment. However, no association was observed between I-, Others+ with
preoccupied attachment as hypothesized.

The TA theory further asserts that these existential positions are formed as firm convictions and have associated
personality characteristics. For instance, Ernst and Franklin (1971) have offered that individuals with I+,U+
position are accepting of oneself and others, are creative, spontaneous, and capable of healthy relationships,
individuals with I-,U+ believe that they are worthless, suffer from feelings of shame, depression and self-hatred,
while individuals with I+,U- are accepting of themselves but view others as not trustworthy. Ernst added that
such individuals are arrogant, contemptuous, depreciating and may have tendency for paranoia. Lastly, Ernst
proposed that individuals who have a negative attitude towards oneself and others occupy a position of
I-,Others-, predisposing them for psychotic characteristics.

This theorization implies that the life positions can be used to differentiate psychiatric population from
non-psychiatric population. In order to test this hypothesis, Budisa and colleagues (2012) investigated the four
life positions among 100 non-clinical population and 100 depressives and paranoids. It was found that people
suffering from psychopathology significantly scored highest on the position, “I am not OK,” whereas
depressives had pronounced “I am not Ok, You are not Ok” position. Earlier, Lester (1991) had also reported
that depressives tended to score high on I-,Others- life position.

In the light of the above discussion, the first research question of the study is presented as below.

Research Question No. 1: Do life positions predict delusions?

4.2 Delusions and Cognitive Insight. Impaired cognitive insight, defined as the inability to reflect on the
abnormal interpretation of the reality and the tendency to incorrigibly believe in the erroneous inferences, is
viewed as an important indicator of psychosis (Beck, Baruch, Balter, Steer, & Warman, 2004; Kraepelin, 1919)
and in treatment methodology (Amador & David, 1998). It has been argued that the problem with psychotic
patients lie not only in their ability to draw aberrant conclusions about variety of experiences but also the
tendency to not to evaluate the inference and correct it. According to Aaron Beck et al (1979; 1985), the
tendency to distort the reality is present in non-psychotic individuals also, but they are amenable to change it.
Beck et al (2004), further, argued that this impaired cognitive insight may also be related with lack of awareness
of presence of symptoms and mental illness. Thus, such patients may agree that their symptoms are signs of
mental illness (intellectual insight) but “they may not experience any appreciable change in their underlying
delusional belief system (emotional insight) (Beck et al, 2004).

Beck and his colleagues (2004) compared the level of cognitive insight across four groups of clinical disorders:
schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, major depression with psychotic features and major depression without
psychotic features. The results of the study yielded significant differences between the groups on cognitive
insight. Further analysis showed that the mean value for major depression without psychotic trends on cognitive
insight was highest among other groups. They also found that the tendency to self-reflect on aberrant
interpretations was lowest among schizophrenics and while the capacity to resist corrective information from
others was observed lowest among individuals of major depression with psychotic features.

This relationship between cognitive insight and psychosis has direct bearings for the formation and maintenance
of delusional beliefs. As noted by Beck et al (2004), “the aberrant beliefs [of deluded] are sufficiently intense to
override the normal processes of reality testing which are already attenuated in psychosis.” Warman and Martin
(2005) investigated the relationship of cognitive insight with delusion proneness among 200 undergraduates
without any history of psychotic conditions. Their results indicated that participants who reported more delusion
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proneness showed more certainty in their beliefs and evaluations; however, contrary to Beck’s proposition,
individuals with high delusion proneness were also open and accepting for external feedback.

In another study, Engh, Friis, and Andreassen (2010) conducted a cross-sectional study to explore association of
delusions and hallucinations with cognitive insight. Their results yielded a significant correlation between
delusions and low self-reflectiveness and delusions and high certainty about ones beliefs. Generally, the findings
suggested that delusions are associated with low cognitive insight while a positive correlation was found
between solitary hallucinations and cognitive insight.

Based on the above-mentioned studies, following research question was explored as another objective of present
study.

Research Question No. 2: Does cognitive insight predict delusions?

4.3 Delusions and Social Injury. The term social injury is interchangeably used with psychological/ emotional
pain and hurt feelings (Meerwijk & Weiss, 2011). Essentially, the concept refers to painful feelings that emerge
when a person experiences social exclusion or rejection. Another related concept is emotional wounds.
According to Schurmann (2009), “An emotional wound is the result of an emotional injury (inflicted by people
or events) that has not yet healed.” Research suggests that all these concepts have important implications for
psychological and emotional health of individuals. For instance, it has been found that people with perceived
social injury or hurt feelings react with amplified aggressive behavior (e.g., Buckley et al., 2004) and reduced
prosocial behavior (Twenge, Baumeister, DeWall, Ciarocco, & Bartels, 2007). In some cases association
between emotional pain and depression and suicidal ideation (Mee, Bunney, Reist, Potkin, Bunney, 2006) has
also been observed.

Several studies have pointed to the fact that social hurts or emotional pains are experienced just like a physical
pain. Eisenberger, Lieberman, and Williams’ (2003) studied stimulation of various brain regions of individuals
who were made to believe that they were socially rejected. They found that during this experience dorsal
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and right ventral pre-frontal cortex (PFC) were activated; regions associated
with the experience of pain (e.g., Rainville, Duncan, Price, Carrier, & Bushnell, 1999). In another study,
DeWall, MacDonald, Webster, Tice, and Baumeister (2007) argued that if emotional hurt and physical pain had
overlapping processing mechanisms, analgesics should also lessen emotional pain. As proposed, the
experimental group reported significantly lower hurt feelings than placebo group.

These studies point towards the debilitating consequences of social and emotional hurts. In order to understand
this interpersonal phenomenon, Geoff McDonald (2009) reviewed the possible determinants of hurt feelings. He
has proposed that feelings of rejection and loss of positive social rewards may lead to hurt feelings. MacDonald
and Leary (2005a) have argued that “pain affect evolved to become associated with social exclusion because
belonging is crucial for survival and reproduction among social animals……and hurt feelings are clearly
associated with feelings of rejection (Leary et al., 1998). In relevance to this argument, Buckley, Winkel, and
Leary (2004) found that participants reported rejecting messages as more hurting than neutral ones.

The above theoretical and empirical findings were used as the foundation for the third research question of the
present study.

Research Question No. 3: Does social injury predict delusions?

5. Method. Detail of the method is provided below.

5.1 Participants. The participants of the study consisted of total 60 participants, among which 31 were suffering
from delusions of some type and 29 were non-deluded. Among the total, 25% of the participants were female
and 75% were male. Crosstabulation results showed that 33.33% participants were graduates  of Grade 10,
15% Grade 12, 40% had Bachelors and almost 12% had Masters degree. The income of approximately 60%
participants was $100 per month, while the income of remaining 40% ranged from more than $ 100 to $1000.
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5.2 Instruments. Following scales were used to obtain data on the study variables.

5.21 Peters et al Delusion Inventory (PDI; 2004). In order to measure delusional beliefs among clinical and
non-clinical population, Peters et al Delusion Inventory (PDI; 2004) was used. The scale contains 21 questions
anchored on yes/no options. If the respondent selects “yes” option, he/she is required to further rate the same
question on three dimensions of delusions including preoccupation, distress, and conviction on a 5-point Likert
Scale. The responses are summed across all questions, which may range from 0-336. Peters et al (2004) has
reported high internal consistency and test-retest reliability and construct validity of the scale.

5.22 Life Positions Scale (2002). Life positions of the participants were measured through 20-item Life
Positions Scale developed by Boholst (2002). The scale, based on theory of Transactional Analysis given by Eric
Berne and Thomas Harris, assesses four combinations of attitudes towards oneself and others: I+ Others+ (I am
Ok, You are Ok), I- Others+, (I am Not Ok, You are Ok), I+ Others- (I am Ok, You are Not Ok), and I- Others- (I
am Not Ok, You are Not Ok). All items are placed on a 5-point scale. Various studies have shown The Life
Positions Scale to be an internally consistent and valid measure (Budisa, Jerkovi, Dickov, Mitrovic & Dragin,
2012).

5.23 Emotional Wounds Assessment Tool (2009). Developed by John Schurmann (2009) to measure the
construct of social injuries and emotional pain, Emotional Wounds Assessment Tool comprises of 30 items. The
respondents are required to encircle the statement with which they agree. Each selected statement receives a
score of “1” while the rest a score of “0.” In this way the scores can range from 0 to 30.

5.24 Beck Cognitive Insight Scale (BCIS; 2004). This scale was constructed by Aaron Beck and colleagues
(2004) to measure the awareness of clinical population about their mental illness. The scale contains 15 items
with 4-point response options. The Beck Cognitive Insight Scale (BCIS) is a two-dimensional tool: 9 items
measure ‘self-reflectiveness’ that is the tendency to introspect and acknowledge probability of misinterpretation,
whereas, 6 items labeled as ‘self-certainty’ scale one’s conviction about one’s beliefs. The scale also calculates a
composite index by subtracting sum of items of ‘self-certainty’ from sum of items of ‘self-reflectiveness.’ The
composite index measures the willgness to self-reflect not affected by incorrigible conviction to be correct. The
BCIS has demonstrated adequate reliability and validity (Beck et al, 2004).

5.25 Demographic Information Sheet. The Demographic Information Sheet was constructed to gather
following information about participants of the study: age, gender, education, and income.

5.3 Procedure. The present study was carried out in three phases. In the first phase, all measurement tools of the
study variables were translated into Urdu-language using forward-translation procedure. In the second phase of
the study, Peters et al Delusion Inventory (PDI; 2004) was administered on clinical and general population to
select 30 participants for each group. Mean cut-off value was used to identify an individual as deluded or not
deluded. Later, the participants were approached individually and the rest of the measuring instruments were
administered on them.

5.31 Data Analysis. Discriminative Analysis is a parametric technique, which is used to discriminate between
groups of dependent variable on the basis of linear combination of independent variables (Ramayah, Ahmad,
Halim,  Zainal, & Lo, 2010). This technique is preferred when the dependent variable is categorical and
predictor variable(s) is(are) continuous. The major purpose of the present study was to develop a predictive
model which can separate deluded individuals from non-deluded individuals, therefore, Predictive Discriminant
Analysis was applied on the data. In the first step, scores on PDI-21(Peter etal, 2004) for deluded individuals
and non-deluded were recoded into dummy variables (Bian, 2014). The METHOD=Direct was used to enter all
independent variables simultaneously. This method is recommended over stepwise discriminant analysis, as,
pointed out by Pyryt (2004), “stepwise approach capitalizes on chance due to multiple statistical tests used to
determine the order of entry.” Moreover, direct approach is also preferred when the order of the predictors is not
specified a priori (Pyryt, 2004).

6. Results. As the first step in the analysis, t-test was applied on the inventory of delusions for deluded and
non-deluded participants to verify the selection of non-deluded and deluded participants in their respective
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groups (Table 1). Table 1 show significant mean differences between non-deluded and deluded individuals on
the PDI-21 (Peter’s et al, 2004). Results indicate that both groups significantly differ from each other.

Table 1: Means, Standard Deviations, and t-Values for Non-Deluded and Deluded on Peter’s et al
Delusions Inventory (PDI) (N = 60)

Non-Deluded Deluded
t-value

N M SD N M SD

Peter’s et al
Delusions
Inventory (PDI)

2
9

52.2
4

24.0
7

31
128.
13

33.03
-10.11***

***p = .000

In order to measure the contribution of independent variables in the dependent variable, Predictive Discriminant
Analysis was applied on the data. The results are presented in the manner proposed by Ramayah and
colleagues (2010).

Analysis presented in Table 2 show the summary of the interpretive measures for Discriminant Analysis.
Canonical Correlation of 0.469 indicate that the proposed linear model explains approximately 22% variance in
the dependent variable. Standardized Discriminant Coefficients in Table 1 present the relative importance of the
independent variables. According to the figures , I-, Others- is the most important discriminatory predictor,
followed by self-certainty and social injury. These results were confirmed by F-values (Table 2).

Table 2: Summary of Interpretive Measures for Discriminant Analysis
Predictors Standardized Discriminant

Function Coefficient
Structure

Coefficient
Univariate F

ratio
I-/Others- 1.38 .818 10.938***

I+/Others- -.492 .329 1.774
I-/Others+ .332 .391 2.501
I+/Others+ -.340 -.078 .100
Social Injury .012 .440 3.160*

Self-reflectiveness -.194 -.151 .375
Self-certainty .373 -078 .101
Cognitve Insight not calculated -.095 .147

Canonical Correlation .469
Group Centroid Low .540

-.505Group Centroid High
Wilks’ Lambda .780

2 13.66 (df = 6), p < .034

***p = .000, *p < .05

Analysis of Structure Coefficient values generated for the independent values revealed that I-,Others-, I+,Others-,
I-, Others+ and social injury correlated significantly with the discriminant function, as the values of these
variables were above .300 Table 2). These results mean that individuals who believe that they are not worthwhile
and/or others are not worthwhile and have experienced emotional hurts are more likely to develop delusional
beliefs.
Table 2 also shows the values of centroids for both groups. The mean discriminant score for the non-deluded
individuals was found to be .540 and for deluded individuals, the mean discriminant score was found to be -.505.
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Figure 1 and Figure 2 show histograms for both groups. The difference between the groups is significant with 2
(df = 6) = 13.66, p < .034.

Figure 1: Histogram of Predictors for Deluded Group

Table 3 reproduces the classification results for non-deluded and deluded. The analysis indicated that 65% of the
deluded and 72% of non-deluded were correctly classified.

Table 3:
Classification Results

Groups No. of
Cases

Predicted Group Membership
Low High

Non-Deluded 29 72.4% (21) 27.6% (8)
Original

Deluded 30 35.5%(11) 64.5% (20)

Non-Deluded 30 51.7% (15) 48.3% (14)

Cross Validation
Deluded 30 38.7 (12) 61.3% (19)

The technique of Predictive Discriminant Analysis also yields correlation coefficients between the independent
variables. Some of the remarkable coefficients are discussed below. As shown in Table 4, as expected,
I-,Other- is moderately related with I+,Other-; I-,Others+, and social injury. However, contrary to expectations,
small but positive correlation was observed between I-,Others- and self-reflectiveness and cognitive insight and
small but negative with self-certainty. This may be taken up to mean that individuals who believe that they and
others are not worthwhile are not sure about the beliefs they hold. Interestingly, I+,Others+ appears to have
small but positive correlation with self-certainty, reflecting that people who believe that they and others are
worthwhile hold beliefs which they do not want to revise (Table 4).

Table 4: Correlation Coefficients between Predictors (N = 60)

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

I-/Others- - .745 .657 .354 .516 .023 -.211 .135

I+/Others- - .543 .683 .417 .025 .063 -.011

I-/Others+ - .802 .314 .050 .078 .004

I+/Others+ - .187 .048 .308 -.123

Figure 2: Histogram of Predictors for
Non-Deluded Group
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Social Injury - -.155 -.124 -.074

Self-reflectiveness - .112 .845

Self-certainty - -.437

Cognitve Insight -

7. Conclusion. The present study was planned to discriminate between deluded and non-deluded individuals on
the basis of three independent variables namely, life positions, social injury, and cognitive insight. In order to
test the proposed model, Predictive Discriminant Analysis was administered on the data. This technique is
considered as a sophisticated procedure to view the data from different dimensions (Pyryt, 2004). Generally, the
results are assessed on the basis of mean values of the groups and Canonical Correlation. In addition, the
contribution of each predictor is determined through Standardized Discriminant Function Coefficients and
Discriminant/Structure Loadings. The obtained results of the present research work are discussed below.

The mean values for deluded (M = -.505) and non-deluded groups (M = .540) showed that the two groups differ
significantly from each other [2 (df = 6) = 13.66, p < .034]. This inference was also displayed in the histogram
distributions plotted for the groups (Figure 1 &2). The Canonical Correlation indicated that the model accounts
for approximately 22% of variance in delusional beliefs.

Standardized Discriminant Function Coefficients indicate that I-,Others- and social injury contribute
significantly in the prediction of delusions. Both these variables also obtained highest loadings on the
discriminant function. These results are in agreement with previous studies (see, for instance, Budisa, et al,
2012; Lester, 1991) and theories (Berne, 1966). According to the theory of Transactional Analysis (Berne, 1966),
when people are not accepting of themselves and others; believe that they are not worthy of any affection and
respect and similarly other people are also not worthy of any regard and love, they occupy a position of
I-,Others- or I-, or Others-, and that this position may put them at risk for psychiatric conditions. The theory
further proposed that these positions emerge from social rejection and social hurts. This hypothesis has been
proved by the present study. The results denote that negative attitudes towards oneself and others and perception
of social exclusion may predispose a person to cognitive errors and faulty beliefs (as shown by correlation
coeffcients depicted in Table 4). This conclusion may further be explained on the basis of the personality theory
of Carl Rogers (1961). One of the basic assumption of Carl Rogers’ theory was that people are born with the
need for self and others respect, if this inherent need is not satisfied, incongruence between true self and
perceived self develops; more the incongruence, more the vulnerability for psychopathology. Following this
theory, it may be argued that if the need for affiliation is the predominant need and it remains insatiated, the
person compensates it through delusions of reference and grandeur etc.

Most surprising results were obtained for the relationship of cognitive insight and its subdimensions and
delusions. Contrary to the theory of Beck et al (2009) and empirical studies, the results of the analysis suggested
that the tendency for reality testing and the ability for correction of beliefs does not discriminate between
deluded and non-deluded individuals. In addition, correlation coefficient between self-certainty and I+,Others+,
though of small amount, suggest that people who like themselves and others tend to strictly hold to their beliefs.
In a study conducted to explore the relationship of cognitive insight with psychosis (Cooke, Peters, & Kumari,
2010), mixed results were obtained. The researchers concluded that “the self-certainty and self-reflection
dimensions of cognitive insight have differential correlates, and probably different mechanisms, in psychosis.”
The results of the present study, however, needs to be interpreted with caution; further investigation is required
to ascertain obtained data.

Predictive Discriminant Analysis also provides evidence for group membership. Classification analysis imply
that 65% of the deluded were correctly classified in the group. This result has important implications. From the
total of 31 deluded individuals, 11 participants may not qualify for the diagnosis of delusions. Similarly, 8 out of
29 non-deluded individuals may be experiencing some psychological problems, warranting clinical examination.
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Delusions are implausible habitual beliefs present not only as a symptom of psychosis in many pathological
conditions but prevalent in normal population also (Jones & van Os, 2001). In fact, they come to clinical
attention only when the deluded individual’s social and occupational maladaptive behavior exceeds way beyond
social endurance and diagnostic criteria. Because of their universal consistency in human behavior, several
psychological models have attempted to explain the development of delusions (McKay, Langdon, & Coltheart,
2005), though without much empirical support. It is expected that the present study adds to the existing literature
on the etiology of delusions and will help in developing efficient treatment procedures.
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ABSTRACT. The present study has been designed to investigate the relationship of
maternal attributes such as emotional empathy and emotional awareness with
adolescents’ aggressive behavior towards others. Specifically, the study addresses
three issues:  1) Does mothers’ emotional empathy and emotional awareness
separately predict aggression in their children? 2) Do the mothers’ attributes of
emotional empathy and emotional awareness together better predict aggression? 3)
Does mothers’emotional empathy interact with gender of children to predict
aggression? and, 4) Does mothers’emotional awareness interact with gender of
children to predict aggression? The study was conducted on a sample of 115
adolescent boys and girls with an average age of 16.4, S.D. = 1.17. In addition, the
study included 115 mothers of the same adolescents. Mean age for mothers was 41.6
years (S.D. = 7.1). Mothers reported on their personality characteristics of
emotional empathy and emotional awareness, utilizing the Emotional Empathy
Scale (EES) and Trait Emotional Awareness Scale (TEAS) respectively, whereas the
adolescents were administered the Aggression Questionnaire (AQ) to assess their
level of aggression. Results indicated predictive value of mothers’ emotional
awareness for inhibiting aggression in their children( = -.26, p< .01). However,
mother’s emotional empathy neither separately nor in interaction with emotional
awareness significantly predicted aggression. Moreover, mothers’ emotional
awareness was found to interact with adolescents’ gender to inhibit aggression in
children ( = .27, p< .02). Results showed that mothers’ emotional awareness
contributed to decreased risk for developing aggression in girl child. However, the
interactive effect of mothers’ emotional empathy and adolescents’ gender did not
predict aggression in children. The obtained pattern of findings will hold important
implications for parent training and growthful relationships.
Keywords: emotional empathy, emotional awareness, aggression, gender, mother

1. Introduction. Empathy is believed to motivate other-oriented behavior (Batson, 1991). The idea that
empathy is a major determinant of prosocial orientation, and plays a critical role in forging human bonds of
trust and reciprocity has been widely empirically accepted among psychologists (e.g., Eisenberg, Guthrie,
Cumberland et al., 2002; Eisenberg, Zhou, & Koller, 2001; Sober & Wilson, 1998; Underwood & Moore,
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1982). On the other hand, deficits in empathic capacity have been found to be linked with aggression and
antisocial actions (Ashraf, 2004; Chandler, 1973; Feshbach, 1978; Gibbs, 1987; Ohbushi, Ohno, & Mukai,
1992, Mehrabian, 1997). Owing to the predictive value of empathy, psychologists have tried to understand the
role of parent’s empathic disposition in the development of their children’s personality characteristics. It is
reasonable to think that more empathic parents are better able to read their childrens’ emotional cues and are
motivated to be responsive and warm. Therefore, these conditions should facilitate positive development in
children, and possibly inhibit aggressive tendencies. It is also argued that mother’s capacity for accurate
appraisal of her own emotions would be related with vicariously experiencing the feelings of another’s
emotional states (Ashraf, 2004). Therefore, the present study proposed that adolescent’s tendency to engage in
aggressive acts would vary as a function of dispositional differences in the level of mother’s emotional
empathy and emotional awareness. Furthermore, the relation of gender differences in adolescent’s aggression
and their relation with mother’s emotional empathy and emotional awareness were also explored.

Empathy is generally defined as sharing another person’s emotional state (Eisenberg & Strayer, 1987). Some
psychologists, however, focus mainly on the cognitive processes, analogous to cognitive role taking or
perspective taking (e.g., Deutch & Madle, 1975; Hogan, 1969); others take it to mean a primarily affective
process (e.g., Eisenberg & Fabes, 1998; Feshbach, 1978; Hoffman, 1984; Mehrabian & Epstein, 1972). In the
present study, empathy has been conceptualized as affective, because the cognitive role taking definition is the
recognition of another’s feelings, emotional responsiveness also includes vicariously experiencing of those
feelings. Besides being characterized by its emotional component, it involves some cognition as well, which
to most theorists, is a prerequisite for experiencing empathy (Batson, 1987; Feshbach, 1978).

2. The Relation of Parental Emotional Empathy with Child’s Aggression. Parental empathy is theorized to
have positive effects on the child. Conversely, lack of empathy, especially in the mother, is considered to be
responsible for the disintegrated self and other forms of psychopathology in the child (Goldberg, 1978; Kohut,
1971). It is argued that a parent who is empathically aroused by their children’s emotional states and needs are
better able to understand their feelings. Thereby, giving a child the reassuring feeling of being emotionally
connected. According to Feshbach (1987) when emotional experiences of the child are shared by the parent, it
contributes to the formation of lasting bonds with the child. Such an emotional relationship between parent
and child is expected to shape the emotional behavior and expectations of the child in his/her interaction with
others.  In a study of twin boys, Stern (1987) found that the child whose emotions were not met with
empathy, accepted, and reciprocated by the mother was more fearful and dependent in his interaction with
others. Moreover, criminals whose life histories reflected emotional neglect and little opportunity for empathy,
as they were moved from one foster home to another or raised in orphanage, were found to have committed
the cruelest and most violent crimes. (Prentky, 1994). Thus, parental empathy might be regarded as crucial to
the psychological development of the child. It is anticipated that parental empathy should foster positive
psychological development in the child, and lack of empathy in a parent should be associated with
development of maladaptive behavior patterns.

Social and Developmental psychologists who used empathy to refer to the tendency to be vicariously aroused
by another person’s affective state, believe that this affective arousal stimulates sympathetic concern for the
other. According to some theorists (e.g., Feshbach, 1978; Hoffman, 1984), when an individual watches
another’s pain or distress, vicarious emotional responding enables him to experience similar distress. An
observation of pain cues may induce negative emotional arousal in perpetrator of aggression. It is suggested
that immediate proximal feedback provided by empathy, should discourage aggressive acts by making the
aggressor aware of, and possibly sympathetic toward, the pain suffered by the victim. (Feshbach & Feshbach,
1982; Tremblay, et al., 1992). Thus, parents’ sensitivity to their childrens’ emotional cues might be
internalized by the children and lead to children’s empathic disposition and appropriate behavior in interaction
with others.

Parental personality characteristics can be considered theoretically influential determinants of parenting
because it affects parental behavior directly or indirectly. Mother’s who are empathic are more likely to be
sensitive to the feelings of their children, respond appropriately, better able to understand them and be less
aggressive. Mothers’ empathic caregiving have been positively related to their use of reasoning and
expression of emotion in child-caused distress situations (Zahn-Waxler, Radke-Yarrow, & King, 1979).
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Inversely related to empathy-related parental behavior is the use of strong physical punishment, particularly as
manifested in child abuse. Abusive parents (who lack empathy) tend to engage in more negative, coercive
interactions with their children (Burgess & Conger, 1978); respond less appropriately to their children
(Fontana & Robinson, 1984); express more negative affect; and use more punitive strategies (Howes &
Feshbach, 1986). Thus, it is reasonable to suggest that abusive parents, in comparison with empathic parents
may be less sympathetically or vicariously aroused by their children’s pain cues and negative emotional
reactions.

Therefore, non empathic and abusive parent provide their children with little experience or opportunity to
learn to identify and feel emotional cues and states of others, because their own feelings and needs are not
responded to aptly. Thus, children who endure abuse may become hyperalert to the emotions of others and to
cues that have signaled threat.  In such cases, the abused child of a non empathic parent may show awareness
of others’ negative affect but express inappropriate social responses to them, for example, defensiveness,
rejection or aggression as opposed to nurturant, positive social responses. Physically abused toddlers and
preschoolers react to others’ distress by threatening or attacking them (Main & George, 1985). This maybe
because abusing parents do not provide models of appropriate behavioral and emotional responding
(empathy) to others in need and are likely to use child rearing practices that do not promote empathic or
prosocial responsiveness (Feshbach, 1987; Zahn-Waxler et al., 1979).

3. The Relation of Parental Emotional Awareness and Emotional Empathy with Child’s Aggression.
Since emotional empathy, by definition involves emotions, researchers have recently begun to examine its
emotional dispositional variables. Among many variables—how one experiences one’s emotions has been
found to be theoretically and empirically linked with emotional empathy (Ashraf, 2004; Eisenberg, Fabes,
Shepard, Murphy, Jones, & Guthrie, 1998; Mayer & Stevens, 1994; Salovey, Mayer, Goldman, Turvey, &
Palfai, 1995). Salovey and Mayer (1990) maintained that from an evolutionary point of view, it was important
that people be able to perceive emotions in themselves, which in turn enabled them to experience the
emotions of those around them. Thus, empathy depends not only on one’s ability to feel toward others, but
general access to one’s own feelings.

In the present study, emotional awareness has been referred to as people’s tendency to attend to their moods
and emotions, discriminate among them, and regulate emotion and emotion-related behaviors (Ashraf, 2004).
It has been suggested that the way individuals experience and deal with their feelings has important
behavioral outcomes. Eisenberg, Fabes, Murphy et al. (1994) believed that people who can maintain their
emotional reactions within a moderate tolerable range are likely to experience sympathy, evoked by empathy
inducing situations. On the other hand, people who become anxious or distressed in reaction to others
negative emotions often avoid dealing with the distressing situations (Eisenberg & Fabes, 1990) or may even
respond aggressively (Radke-Yarrow & Zahn-Waxler, 1984). One might expect that individuals who are well
practiced at attending to and regulating their emotions are more empathic, whereas those without ready access
to their feelings maybe unaware of them and expected to be lacking in their capacity to empathize with others.
As such emotional awareness can be expected to foster an individual’s ability to emotionally empathize with
others and be kind as opposed to be aggressive in his interpersonal relationships. Ashraf (2004) found
individual differences in empathic responding to be linked with emotional awareness, particularly high
attention to one’s own feelings, clarity of feelings, and high regulation. Moreover, the study also found
emotional awareness to be lacking in people who engage in hurtful and aggressive behaviors towards others.
In this context, a parent’s personal psychological disposition characterized by emotional awareness and
emotional empathy is viewed as the most important determinant of promotion of growthful relationships in
his/her offspring.

It is suggested that parents who are characterized by the ability to attend to their feelings and are able to
regulate them would be better able to attend to their children’s emotional needs. If the parent is unable to
experience his/her feelings and consequently is insensitive to the child’s feelings and desires, one can expect
that children will experience considerable degree of frustration and feelings of not being understood.
According to Feshbach (1987), non empathic parents are likely to have non empathic children. In the absence
of empathic models, children themselves are less likely to learn to be sensitive to the feelings of others, less
able to understand another perspective in conflict situations and behave more aggressively.
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Starting from Freud (1925), there have been many efforts to relate parental practices to child’s behavior. The
role of mother, in particular, is thought to be having crucial and possibly irreversible effects on the
psychological development of her offspring.  Keeping in view the significance of the mother’s role, the
present study focused on the mother’s personality characteristics as major determinants of maladaptive
behavior in the child. Deficits in emotional empathy and emotional awareness in a mother are thought to be
linked with development of aggression in their children.

4. Research Aims. On the basis of theoretical considerations above it was proposed that mother’s personality
characteristics such as emotional awareness and emotional empathy combined may act as protective factors
against the development of aggressive behavior in adolescent girls and boys. The study aimed to explore the
following questions: 1) Does mothers’ emotional empathy and emotional awareness separately predict
aggression in their children? 2) Do the mothers’ attributes of emotional empathy and emotional awareness
together better predict aggression? 3) Does mothers’emotional empathy interact with gender of children to
predict aggression? and, 4) Does mothers’emotional awareness interact with gender of children to predict
aggression?

5. Method

5.1Participants. Fifty one boy and sixty four girl (N = 115) students with an average age of 16.4, S.D. = 1.17
(ages ranging from 14 to 18 years) participated in the present study. They belonged to various educational
institutes of Kahuta, such as Punjab College of Commerce and Kahuta Institute of Professional Studies. The
participants from the natural sciences and social scences were 75% and 28%, respectively. In addition, the
study included 115 mothers of the same students. Mean age for mothers was 41.6 years (S.D. = 7.1). All
mothers were educated. Families came from predominantly middle-class backgrounds.

5.2 Instruments.The details of the instruments employed in the present study are as follows.

5.21 Emotional Empathy Scale (EES). The EES, developed by Ashraf (2004) ,was used for the assessment of
the trait of emotional empathy in adolescents. It is a 26-item self-report measure of the tendency to experience
vicariously the (positive and negative emotional experiences of others. It measures individual differences in
the trait of emotional empathy. The theoretical model of emotional empathy proposed by Mehrabian (1996)
was used as a basis for the development of the EES. Respondents use a 7-point scale, on which “1” represents
“strong disagreement” and “7” represents “strong agreement” to indicate the extent to which each item
described them. To reduce response bias, 17 items were worded positively, and 9 items were worded
negatively. The EES is intended for use with adolescents and general adult population. The norms for EES are
as follows: Mean = 143; Standard Deviation = 20.

EES is a multidimensional measure of the trait of emotional empathy. The three subscales are (a) Tendency to
be moved by others’ positive and negative emotional experiences, (b) Emotional responsiveness, and (c)
Susceptibility to emotional contagion. The alpha coefficient for EES is .85.

Evidence for the convergent validity of the EES has been demonstrated through its significant positive
correlation of r = .65, p<.000 with the Balanced Emotional Empathy Scale (BEES) (Mehrabian, 1996).
Discriminant-related validity studies showed that emotional empathy was positively related (r = .48, p<.000)
with affiliatiev tendency, and trait emotional awareness (r = .41, p<.000), and negatively related with
delinquency (r = -.28, p<.001).

5.22 Trait Emotional Awareness Scale (TEAS). The TEAS was developed by Ashraf (2004). It is a
multifactor 25-item self-report scale, which indexes the degree of attention that individuals devote to their
feelings, the clarity of their experience of these feelings, and their capacity to regulate feelings and
emotion-related behavior. The development of the scale was guided by the theoretical model of trait
meta-mood proposed by Salovey et al. (1995). It is a five-point Likert type scale, anchored by 1= strongly
disagree and 5=strongly agree.
The factor structure of the TEAS mapped onto three primary domains of attending to feelings, discriminating
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among feelings, and regulating them. The 25-item scale exhibited adequate alpha reliability of .76 and split
half reliability coefficient of .72.

5.23 The Aggression Questionnaire (AQ). The AQ was developed by Buss and Perry (1992). The scale is the
revised version of the original “Hostility Inventory” (Buss & Durkee, 1975). The scale contains 29 items
divided by factor analyses into four correlated subscales:  (a) Physical aggression, (b) Verbal aggression, (c)
Anger, and (d) Hostility. The two aggression scales represent the behavioral component, and anger and
hostility subscales represent the affective and the cognitive components, respectively. The alpha coefficient
for the AQ has been reported as .89. For the present study, the Urdu translated version of the scale (Ashraf,
2004) was used.

5.3 Procedure. The adolescent boys and girls (N = 115) were administered the Urdu version of the
Aggression Questionnaire (AQ). The students were approached in the form of a group in their classes. They
were given clear instructions to go through each item very carefully and to give their responses by selecting
that response category which most closely described them. The participants were also requested not to skip
any item on the scale. In order to ensure honest and candid responses to the items of the questionnaire, the
respondents were assured that their responses were important only for a psychological research, and would
not be revealed to any of their teachers/authority figures. All participation was anonymous. Afterwards, they
were given the set of questionnaires, consisting of the Emotional Empathy Scale (EES) and the Trait
Emotional Awareness Scale (TEAS), to be filled out by their mothers. They were briefed about how to fill out
the questionnaires. The questionnaires filled out by their mothers were collected from them on the next day.

In order to achieve the goals of the present study a series of analyses were conducted. As a preliminary step,
descriptive statistics, means and standard deviations, and estimates of the internal consistency reliability of
the instruments were obtained for the two samples. Zero order correlational analyses were performed to asses
the relation among variables of the study. Following the correlation analyses, hierarchical multiple regression
analyses were used to identify the relative contribution of the independent variables and their interactive
effects on the effect variable.

6. Results

6.1 Descriptive Analyses and Reliability Estimates of the Scales Table 1 presents the means, standard
deviations and reliability estimates for scores on the Emotional Empathy Scale (EES), Trait Emotional
Awareness Scale (TEAS), and the Aggression Questionnaire (AQ). The alphas were adequate and support the
instruments’ use in the present study.

Table 1
Means, Standard Deviations, and Alpha Coefficients of the EES, TEAS, and AQ (N=115)

Scales No. of Items M SD Alpha Coefficients
Emotional Empathy Scale (EES 26 134.6 14.9 .84
Trait Emotional Awareness Scale
(TEAS)

25 92.2 10.1 .75

Aggression Questionnaire (AQ) 29 80.9 17.3 .80
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6.2 Zero-Order Correlations Between Mother’s Emotional Empathy and Trait Emotional Awareness
with Adolescent’s Aggression As a preliminary step the relationship between mother’s emotional empathy
and trait emotional awareness with adolescent’s aggression were examined with correlational analyses. As can
be seen in Table 2, a fairly clear pattern of results emerged. Mother’s emotional empathy and emotional
awareness were negatively associated in the expected direction with their children’s aggression. However, an
examination of relation of male and female scores on aggression showed that boy’s level of aggression was
negatively but not significantly related with either of their mother’s emotional empathy or emotional
awareness. However, mother’s emotional empathy and emotional awareness were strongly and positively
correlated with aggression in girls. The magnitude of negative correlation between mother’s trait emotional
awareness and girl’s aggression was the strongest, implying that trait emotional awareness plays a significant
role in inhibiting aggressive behavior in girls.

Table 2
Zero-Order Correlations Among Mother’s Emotional Empathy and Emotional Awareness and

Adolescent’s Aggression (N=115)
Mother Attributes Adolescent’s Aggression

Female Male Total
Mother’s Emotional Empathy -.32*** -.03 -.25***
Mother’s Trait Emotional
Awareness

-.51*** -.04 -.32***

***P<.000

6.3 Hierarchical Multiple Regression In the next set of analyses, hierarchical multiple regression analyses
were computed in order to achieve the aims of the study. Results are presented in Table 3. In the first step,
predictability of adolescents’ aggression from their mothers’ traits of emotional awareness and emotional
empathy were assessed. According to the results, mothers’ emotional awareness separately significantly
predicted aggression in adolescents ( = -.26, p< .01). Contarary to expectations, mothers’ emotional empathy
did not achieve significance for adolescents’ aggression. The interactive effect of mothers’ trait emotional
awareness and emotional empathy on adolescents’ aggression was also found to be not significant. Based on
the results of correlational analyses, the prediction of adolescents’ aggression from interaction between
mothers’ emotional awareness and children’s gender was assessed. Results showed that mothers’ emotional
awareness in combination with gender of the child significantly predicted aggression in the child ( = .26,
p< .01). As can also be seen from the results, the predictive power was added to the model by the addition of
interaction between mother’s emotional awareness and gender in step 3. The percent of variability accounted
for went up from 13% to 20%--quite a lot of increase. Thus, suggesting that the effect of mother’s emotional
awareness depends on adolescents’ gender in inhibiting adolescents’ aggression. Lastly, the interactive effect
of mothers’ level of emotional empathy and children gender was assessed, which was found to not
significantly predict aggression in adolescents.

Table 3

Model Aggression
 R2 F-Value

Step 1
Trait Emotional Awareness
Emotional Empathy

-.26**
-.12

.11 7.4
p<.001

Step 2
Trait Emotional Awareness X
Emotional Empathy

-1.6 .13 5.7
p<.001

Step 3
Trait Emotional Awareness X Gender .27* .20 7.16

p<.000
Step 4
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Summary of Hierarchical Regression Analyses Predicting Adolescents’ Aggression from Mothers’
Emotional Awareness and Emotional Empathy (Standardized Beta Coefficients) (N= 115)

*p<.02, **p<.01

The interactive effect of mothers’ emotional awareness and emotional empathy on adolescents aggressive
behavior is also evidenced from the figure 1 given below.

aggress

Figure 1: Interaction between Maternal Trait Emotional Awareness and Gender of Adolescents

7. Discussion. The focus of the present study was to determine the role of mothers’ personality characteristics
such as emotional empathy and emotional awareness as predictors implicated in the inhibition of aggression
in their adolescent children. Parents who are not only aware of their own feelings but are also sensitive to the
emotional experiences and needs of their children are expected to foster positive social development in their
chidren—one that precludes hurtful behavior towards others. Therefore, the present study proposed that
individual differences in childrens’ tendency to engage in aggressive behaviors would vary as a function of
dispositional differences in the typical level of mothers’ emotional empathy and emotional awareness.

Lessons in emotional skills begin with good parent-child interaction. However, children who receive little
empathic care and responsiveness miss out the chapter from their life, of learning to identify, label, respect or
even “feel” their own feelings. Consequently, they tend to respond to others feelings with insensitivity and
indifference. It has also been found that abused children, of parents who display excessive negative emotions in
their interactions with their children, tend to be hyper vigilant to other people’s emotional cues. Due to severe
psychological limitation of their parents, these children learn incorrect lessons about emotions. They might
have the gift to recognize feelings in others, but tend to respond inappropriately, that is, with rejection,
defensiveness, and even aggression, instead of offering empathic responsiveness. In the present study,
consistent with expectations, mothers’ emotional empathy was found to be negatively and significantly related
with their childrens’ aggression (r = -.25, p<.000). Moreover, emotional awareness in mothers was aso found to
be significantly and negatively related with their childrens’ tendency towards aggression (r = -.32, p<.000),
suggesting that mothers who attend to their feelings, experience them clearly and try to regulate them tend to
have children who refrain from engaging in aggressive acts. However, an examination of gender differences in
aggression revealed that mothers’ emotional empathy and emotional awareness were significantly and
negatively related with girls level of aggression. In contrast, correlations for for boys were not significant. Thus,

Emotional Empathy X Gender -.99 .21 6.0
p<.000

Maternal Trait Emotional Awareness
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implying that emotional empathy and emotional awareness in a mother would inhibit aggression in her girl
child.
Next, the main effects of mothers’ emotional empathy and emotional awareness on the aggressive level of their
children was assessed, using the hierarchical regression analyses. Results revealed that only the mothers’
tendency to clearly appraise her own feelings and regulate them was found to significantly predict aggression in
her children ( = -.26, p< .01). It is argued that mother who are emotionally aware, respond to their childrens’
feelings, especially negative expressions of pain, sadness, and distress, in a balanced way by not letting
themselves become overly anxious or sink into self-focused rumination. Whereas, attention and clarity serve
one to feel one’s own feelings, regulation operates to keep that emotional arousal under one’s control.
Therefore, it might be suggested that a predisposition toward emotional awareness enhances the possibility of
people attending to others’ needs with compassion and resist the urge to strike out or be aggressive. Emotional
awareness, therefore, enables a mother to respond with appropriate emotional arousal to her childrens’
emotional experiences. Too little an arousal could create indifference and distance, whereas, out of control
emotions could lead to anxiety, depression, and extreme impulsive behaviors such as aggression. Thus,
emotionally aware mothers’ serve as calmer and compassionate models for their children to learn appropriate
forms of responding from, and therby inhibit aggression in them. Surprizingly, the main effect of mothers’
emotional empathy on their childrens’ aggression was not significant. Perhaps, mothers’ emotional empathy
needs to be translated into parenting practices/behavior, which could then play a role in inhibiting aggression in
their children.

In order to explore if mothers’ traits of emotional empathy and emotional awareness together better predict
aggression in children, their interactive effect was examined. The interactive effect of mothers’ emotional
awareness and emotional empathy could not gain significance for adolescent childrens’ level of aggression.
Thus, implying that the causal effect of mothers’ emotional awareness and emotional empathy are not
interdependent in inhibiting aggression in children. However, it was found that mothers’ emotional
awareness significantly interacted with the gender of the child to inhibit aggression ( = .27, p< .02). It was
also found that mothers’ emotional awareness tend to protect girls as compared to boys in the development of
aggression (Figure 1). Because mothers are usually closer to the girl child, their personality characteristics are
more important in influencing the behavior of the girls. Results also indicated that the interaction between
mothers’ emotional empathy and gender of the child did not significantly predict aggression in children.

We believe that our results contribute to our understanding of possible protective factor in the development of
aggression in adolescent children. It is suggested that an enhanced capacity of emotional awareness in
mothers is likely to inhibit aggression in children.
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ABSTRACT: The objective of the study was to review the quality of 
paper, printing and formatting of study material and its impact on 
students of B.Ed program of Allama Iqbal Open University (AIOU) and 
Sri Lanka Open University (SLOU). A sample was randomly selected 
which consisted of 1060 students at B.Ed level from both these University
separately. The study was descriptive i.e. survey type in nature. 
Questionnaire was used as tool of research. Questionnaire was
constructed on five point rating scale. Purpose of use of this rating scale 
was to obtain systematically and objectively a sample opinion on study 
material. The study was carried out to determine the similarities and 
differences in study material used at B.Ed level between the universities.
Data was collected from the students of B.Ed program fall semester 2009 
running in both the University. The data was statistically analyzed by 
applying frequency, percentage and mean score. The findings of the study 
revealed that the language of the study material of Allama Iqbal Open 
University was simpler than Sri Lanka Open University’s study material.
Majority of respondents appreciated the study material because of its 
effectiveness and simplicity.
Key words: Allama Iqbal Open University, Sri Lanka Open University, Distance 
Education, Study Material,

1.    Introduction: Education is a process of learning and brings a permanent change in behavior. Education 
is a changing agent; it is a social activity to interact with society in two ways (Siddiqui, 1990). It interacts 
within the environment to improve its programs and develop innovations in desired program. Education plays 
a vital role in the character building. Character is the essential constituent of personality. A good character 
leads to the development of good qualities of citizenship. Education helps to increase the individual abilities, 
skills and attitudes.
Education is the basic right of human beings. Seeking knowledge from cradle to grave is one of the sayings of 
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) indicates the lifelong education or all life is education. So this saying shows 
that the idea of education for all is accepted increasingly. The sayings of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) have 
been adopted by International Council of Distance Education (ICDE). Education may be categorized into 
formal, non formal and informal based on the process of learning. Formal and non formal system of education 
are supporting in the needs, demands and challenges of society properly. Human learning is a lifelong 
process. So the role of distance and non formal education is useful in providing education at all levels.
The need of distance learning system in developing countries is accepted because formal education have 
problems and contradictions which find manifestations in the form of following specific tensions (Ghafoor, 
1991). Distance learning system is capable to fulfills the philosophy of national development that requires; 
the participation of men and women, young and old, either directly through their daily work or indirectly 
through their economic and social groups (Soedjatmoko, 1986). However full participation by the population 
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cannot be achieved unless individuals acquired the skills and knowledge needed for such participation. So 
education particularly distance system is given a higher priority in bilateral development program between the 
developed and developing countries of the world.

When we look at various distance education institutions in the world, we find that they are of different types. 
But generally all open universities comprise some of the important aspects such as objectives, admission,
choice of courses, instructional system, enrollment, student evaluation, governance, regional and local 
centers, cost-effectiveness (Reddy, 1992). In the same way, Allama Iqbal Open University and Sri Lanka 
Open University, situated in the South Asian Region, share the common culture, taboos, and basic 
infrastructure. The quality of education of an institution can best be judged with reference to its comparison 
with an indigenous institution, that how one institution perform better than other with having the same 
regional, social, and economical conditions. So this study was designed to seek comparison of study material 
at B. Ed level of Allama Iqbal Open University and Sri-Lanka Open University.

2.  Review of Related Literature: Distance education is provided through different means i.e. study 
material, tutorials, use of multimedia, assignments and workshops. The importance of this is highlighted by 
Venkataiah, (1999, p.254) as:

It is a system of relational actions of imparting the knowledge, skills and attitudes.  Direct 
social relationships between teacher and students give way, to a great extent, to indirect 
relations, which are characterized by technical rules and prescriptions, a context free 
language, conditioned prognoses and conditioned instructions, goal attainment with the help 
of target-means relations and the systematical increase of affectivity.

Media used in distance education is stated as delivery media, storage/resource media. Best practice in 
distance education is use of multimedia approach through presentation with the combination of audio, video, 
computer and conventional print. Distance education is a multimedia system, it comprises of the following 
components:

a) Study Material (Printed Course Books/Prescribed Books
b) Tutorials
c) Media
d) Term papers/assignments
e) Workshops / practical
f) Internship where required.
g) Final examination

The following is their brief elaboration.

a) Study Material (Printed Course Books /Prescribed Books)
The students who enroll in the university at any level are provided relevant course books prepared on self-
instructional principles. However, at post-graduate level, study guide of the relevant courses including printed 
study material is provided. The study guide helps the students to go through the reading materials according 
to learning sequence and course outlines.

For elaboration of these books Inoue and Bell (2006, p.30) pointed out that:
Distance education dictated changes in behavior of both the teacher and the learner; 
successful students develop persistence and skills in self directing work. Critical elements 
for successful distance teaching are (a) instructor enthusiasm, (b) organization, (c) strong 
commitment to student interaction, (d) familiar with the technology used in the class format 
and (e) critical support personnel.

Printed material provides foundation in distance education while other material is supplement of the courses. 
The first distance-delivered courses were offered by correspondence study, with print materials sent and 
returned to students by mail. While technological developments added some other helping tools for distance 
educator, print continues to be a significant component of all distance education programs. 
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Rowntree (1994, p. 1) commented on the importance of learning material by saying that;

Open, distance and flexible learners usually depend a lot on learning materials. This may be 
because there aren’t enough teachers or trainers to give them constant attention. It may be 
because they want to learn their own – at a time, pace and place of their own choice. It may 
be because they are learning to take responsibility for their own learning.

With the advent of technology of web the importance of print material is challenged but it’s worth with regard 
to learning cannot be ignored and still it is used in different media, Smith & Smith (2006, p. 35) stated that;

Relatively little attention is paid to print-based distance education materials, yet it is likely 
that print-based materials will remain widely used for the foreseeable future as demand for 
fully on-line learning remains low and problems of access and technology remain in many 
areas of the world. There is a dearth of current research studies on printed distance 
education materials and the use that DE students make of these materials as most recent 
studies of distance education have tended to focus on the use of e-learning. However, the 
literature on printed distance learning materials is relatively limited.

Printed material is the cheapest, fruitful media easily accessible to students. They can use it several times 
whenever they need it, without any restriction of space and time. Correspondence material for distance 
learners is prepared in self- explanatory manner. It contains illustrations and explanations enough to substitute 
a tutor.

Printed material for distance education is self-explanatory and a substitute for teacher. Rashid (1998, 
p. 58) suggested the following functions for the Printed material:

1. To arouse attention and motivate; the presentation of objectives that are within 
close reach appears to be of particularly great importance in the respect

2. To make students aware of the expected outcomes of the study
3. To link up with previous knowledge and interest
4. To present the material to be learnt
5. To guide and structure; offering guidance for learning
6. To activate students
7. To provide feedback
8. To promote transferability by giving additional examples
9. Provisions are also made for practice and use of the new capability so that it will 

be remembered

The study guides are prepared in easy to difficult ways. The second unit contains some explanations of the 
unit first and so on. Units are fragmented into frames. These frames contain necessary pictures, maps, 
illustrations, examples and activities for practical application for the knowledge, exercises and assignments. 
Further, it provides references or other sources of study. The language of the material is simple, friendly and 
explanatory.
b) Tutorials
According to Sharma and Chandra (2003, p.4):

Tutorial is a sub part of the class in which a teacher tries to solve the problems of the small 
groups of the pupils. Moreover, in order to guide the students during the semester, part-time 
tutors are appointed throughout the country out of the roster of qualified experts in each 
field available for the concerned region. Thus a group of students is assigned to a 
teacher/expert. The tutorials are arranged at a study centre established in institutions of 
formal education, or in the regional offices to enable the student getting guidance through 
correspondence personal visits of face-to-face group coaching during the tutorials. 
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c) Media Support
The topic of printed material, which needs elaboration and explanation, is presented through media, i.e. radio 
and television. Being the cheap and easy to access radio is a successful media to impart education. Excellent 
lectures, discussions, fiction, drama and several kinds of audio aids are provided through radio programs for 
distance students. The schedule for media programs is enclosed with the course material.
Through television range of hearing and vision is utilized while through radio why sense of hearing is 
utilized. Thus television is better source of learning than radio. Clarke (1970, p.304) quoted by Rashid, M. 
(1992, p.66) provided a good description for the use of television as:

Television adds vision and movement to radio sound. We can get the full personality of the 
teacher, if only in one direction... it is a particularly good medium for demonstrations since 
the camera can look in a microscope, peer into corners and give close-ups of things which 
could never be so closely or accurately observed in a normal classroom situation.

Distance education institutions use their own broadcasting stations or hire some hours from national or 
commercial television stations to have access to a large population. Television programs can be watched in 
groups under supervision of native teachers or individually according to the pre-scheduled information.
d) Electronics
The use of electronic devices is fruitful in distance teaching. There are two aspects through electronic 
learning: the technological infrastructures and pedagogical readiness. Electronic libraries include the digital 
publication of e-books and electronic articles in the development of digital system. It is common in scientific 
publishing where it has been argued that peer revised paper scientific journals are in the process of being 
replaced by electronic publishing. Although network distribution is strongly associated with electronic 
publishing, there are many non-network electronic publications such as Encyclopedia on CD and DVD
(Mason & Rennie, 2004).
Due to the flexibility in nature (Willinsk & Wolfson, 2001) electronic publishing is more efficacious for 
research and exploration of relevant but tangential information. Its usage enables the preparation of 
documents in a range of formats e.g. CD-ROM and print copy. This enables increased flexibility in the 
provision of teaching and learning programs. Using electronic publishing is less expensive than traditional 
educational publishing. Files are easily stored, saving space and information contained are reused or 
repurposed (Smith, 2000).
Electronic publishing covers a wide set of applications and processes such as web-based learning, computer 
based learning, virtual classrooms and digital collaboration. It includes the delivery of content via internet, 
intranet/ extranet, audio and videotape, satellite and CD-ROM (Ardil, 2003). Nevertheless e-learning is a tool 
for education and can be used in a range of education context and environment. Its rapid development shows 
that soon distance institutions will shift their attention towards its use for fruitful results (Garg, 2006).
In developed countries, television sets are regularly used for learning purpose while in the developing 
countries, the situation is different. Very few can yet use television effectively for education. Pakistan 
Television initiated educational programs in 1973. Only a few students in cities have their own television sets 
and fewer have access to it in the countryside. Allama Iqbal Open University in Pakistan has successfully 
used television programs for its different educational discipline.

3.   Design of the Study: The study was descriptive i.e. survey type in nature. For this study, questionnaire 
was developed as tool of research. Questionnaire in general, is the measurement of variables of the subject 
under consideration. In this study, five point Likert rating scale was used. The design of rating technique 
considered the existence of the judges who will do the rating, the phenomena to be rated and continuum along 
which they will be rated. The first step in constructing a five point Likert rating scale was to collect a number 
of statements about qualities of good study material. It is a method of turning a series of qualitative facts into 
quantitative series. Each statement expresses a definite idea/position. The questionnaire was consisted of 39 
items. All statements of the questionnaire were close ended except the last one. Each close ended statement 
provides description of five levels namely strongly agrees (SA), agree (A), uncertain (UNC), disagree (DA) 
and strongly disagree (SDA), so that quantitative judgment rather than the vague and meaningless 
penalization might be made.  Respondents checked one of these levels, which they thought to be most 
appropriate. Purpose of using this rating scale was to obtain systematically and objectively a sample opinion 
on study material being provided. The population was well acquainted with the study material which could 
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express accurate and dependable opinion.  For this, carefully worked out instructions for the use of 
questionnaires were provided.
3.1 POPULATION: All male and female students of B.Ed. program running in both the universities 
consisting a total of (21204) and (3129) respectively constituted the population of the study.
3.2  SAMPLE: A sample of 1060 students of each university was selected. The random sampling technique 
was adopted to select the sample. Out of 21204 students of Allama Iqbal Open University 1060 (only 5 
percent) and 1060 out of 3129 students of Sri Lanka Open University 1060 (35percent) i.e. were taken as 
sample. Detail of  population and sample of the study is reflected in the following table.

Table 1: Break up of population and sample of AIOU and SLOU

S. No. Name of Institution /Place Population Sample
      1 Allama Iqbal Open University
       i. Islamabad 3146 158

ii. Lahore 10819 540
iii. Multan 7245 362

Total                          1060

2 Sri Lanka Open University
i. Colombo 1635 656
ii. Kandy 732 248
iii. Kigali 462 156

                                                                                 Total                          1060

Source: AIOU (2010), Statistics of 2009-2010, p.114 and SLOU (2009) Progress Report 2009, pp. 32-33

3.3  Administration of Tools: In case of Allama Iqbal Open University, the questionnaire was delivered 
among students personally during the workshops held at Islamabad, Lahore and Multan. By doing this 100% 
response was received from the target students. At Sri Lanka Open University, the data were collected 
through the courtesy of Dr. Leakamge, Dean, Faculty of Education, Sri Lanka Open University and through 
Dean of Education, Preston University and family friends who provided email addresses of authorities of Sri 
Lanka Open University. The Dean Education of Sri Lanka Open University arranged questionnaires to be 
filled in by the students of Colombo, Kandy and Kigali cities of Sri Lanka.
4  Findings: Data was collected from students of Allama Iqbal Open University and Sri Lanka Open 
University which were analyzed. The analysis is given below:

Table 2 Quality of paper

No. Item University Level Frequency Percentage Mean 
Score

1 Quality of paper of study 
material was good.

AIOU

SA 181 17.1

3.41
A 449 42.4

UNC 117 11.0
DA 260 24.5

SDA 53 5.0

SLOU

SA 450 42.5

4.23
A 506 47.7

UNC 25 2.4
DA 60 5.7

SDA 19 1.8
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It is indicated from table 1 that in Allama Iqbal Open University 59.5 % students agreed that quality of paper 
of study material was good, 11.0 % were uncertain and 29.5 % were disagreed while in Sri Lanka Open 
University 90.2 % opinioned in favor of the statement, 2.4 % were uncertain and 7.5 % disagreed. The mean 
score is 3.41 and 4.23 for Allama Iqbal Open University and Sri Lanka Open University respectively. 

Table 3 Printing of study material

No. Item University Level Frequency Percentage Mean 
Score

2 The printing of study material 
was done properly.

AIOU

SA 227 21.4

3.85
A 617 58.2

UNC 86 8.1

DA 93 8.8
SDA 37 3.5

SLOU

SA 316 29.8

3.83
A 502 47.4

UNC 12 1.1
DA 208 19.6

SDA 22 2.1

It is evident from the table 3  that 79.6 % students of Allama Iqbal Open University agreed that printing of the 
study material was done properly, 8.1% were uncertain and 12.3 % disagreed, while in Sri Lanka Open 
University, 77.2% agreed with the statement, 1.1 % were uncertain, 21.7%  disagreed with the statement. The 
mean score is 3.85 and 3.83 for Allama Iqbal Open University and Sri Lanka Open University respectively.

Table 4  Format of the study material

No. Item University Level Frequency Percentage Mean 
Score

3 The format of study material was 
good.

AIOU

SA 6 30.0

4.15
A 11 55.0

UNC 3 15.0

DA --- ---
SDA --- ---

SLOU

SA 4 19.0

4.04

A 15 71.4

UNC 1 4.8
DA 1 4.8

SDA --- ---

It is evident from the table 3 that 85.0 %  students of Allama Iqbal Open University held their opinion for the 
statement and 15.0 % remained uncertain while in Sri Lanka Open University 90.4 % agreed and 4.8 % were 
uncertain and 4.8 % disagreed. The mean score for Allama Iqbal Open University and Sri Lanka Open 
University is 4.15 and 4.04 respectively.
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Table: 4 Language of study material

No. Item University Level Frequency Percentage Mean 

Score

4 The study material was in simple 

language.

AIOU

SA 248 23.3

3.89

A 593 55.9

UNC 102 9.6

DA 90 8.4

SDA 27 2.5

SLOU

SA 141 13.3

3.31

A 528 49.8

UNC       33 3.1

DA 242 22.8

SDA 116 10.9

Table 4 reveals that 79.2 %  students of the Allama Iqbal Open University  agreed that the language of the 
study material was simple. Only 9.6 % were uncertain and almost same number i.e. 10.9 % disagreed, in 
comparison, in Sri Lanka Open University 63.1 % were agreed with the statement, 3.1 %  remained uncertain 
and 33.7 % students disagreed with the statement. The mean score of Allama Iqbal Open University and Sri 
Lanka Open University, which is 3.89 and 3.31 respectively.

Table 5 Self-assessment questions

No. Item University Level Frequency Percentage Mean 
Score

5 The material included self-
assessment questions.

AIOU

SA 388 36.6

3.94
A 462 43.6

UNC 26 2.5

DA 129 12.2
SDA 55 5.2

SLOU

SA 379 35.8

3.88
A 461 43.5

UNC 12 1.1
DA 134 12.6

SDA 74 7.0

It is evident from table 5 that in Allama Iqbal Open University 80.2 % students agreed with the statement, 
only 2.5 % were uncertain and 17.4 % held the opposite opinion. 79.3 % of the students in Sri Lanka Open 
University agreed, only 1.1 % was uncertain and 19.6 % disagreed. 3.94 and 3.88 is mean score for both 
universities i.e. Allama Iqbal Open University and Sri Lanka Open University respectively.
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Table 6 Involvement of students

No. Item University Level Frequency Percentage Mean 
Score

6 The material involved the 
students into the studies.

AIOU

SA 209 19.7

3.89
A 650 61.3

UNC 87 8.2
DA 106 10.0

SDA 8 0.8

SLOU

SA 134 12.6

3.24

A 454 42.8

UNC 66 6.2
DA 346 32.6

SDA 60 5.7

Table 6 shows that 81.0 % respondents of Allama Iqbal Open University agreed with the statement, 8.2 % 
remained uncertain and 10.8 % disagreed with the statement, while in Sri Lanka Open University 55.4 % 
agreed that the study material involved the students into the studies, 6.2 % remained uncertain and 38.3 % 
disagreed. The mean score for Allama Iqbal Open University and Sri Lanka Open University is 3.89 and 3.24 
respectively. 

Table 7 Simple and effective study material

No. Item University Level Frequency Percentage Mean 

Score

7 The students appreciated study 

material because of its 

effectiveness and simplicity. AIOU

SA 157 14.8

3.58

A 550 51.9

UNC 173 16.3

DA 114 10.8

SDA 66 6.2

SLOU

SA 217 20.5

3.60

A 513 48.4

UNC 23 2.2

DA 307 29.0

SDA --- ---

Table 7 reflects that 66.7 % respondents of Allama Iqbal Open University held their opinion in favor of the 
statement, 16.3 % were uncertain and 17.0 % disagreed, while in Sri Lanka Open University 68.9 % students 
agreed, 2.2 % were uncertain and 29.0 % disagreed. The mean score obtained from Allama Iqbal Open 
University and Sri Lanka Open University is 3.58 and 3.60 respectively. 

5.   Conclusion: The followings are the conclusions based on the findings:
1. Paper quality of study material of Sri Lanka Open University was better than study material of 

Allama Iqbal Open University.
2. The printing of study material of both universities was done properly at the same degree.
3. The language of the study material of AIOU was simpler than SLOU.
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4. Format quality of the study material of both these universities was good.
5. Study material at B. Ed level was almost equally effective in both the universities i.e. AIOU and 

SLOU.
6. The study material of Allama Iqbal Open University involved their students into studies but Sri 

Lanka Open University’s study material lack this characteristics.

6.   Recommendations: In the light of data analysis, documentary comparison and findings, following           
  recommendations are made for Allama Iqbal Open University:

1. Allama Iqbal Open University may manage the resources i.e. finance and manpower in order to 
provide its students study material with good quality paper.

2. More questions may be added in the self assessment exercises in study material at B. Ed level to 
involve the students in activities.

3. Sri Lanka Open University may involve their students by adding self assessment questions at B. Ed 
level.

4. Sri Lanka Open University may take certain steps to make their study material at B. Ed level simpler 
by changing the language of the study material.

5. Printing quality regarding missing word may be improved in study material by Sri Lanka Open 
University.
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ABSTRACT. In the current era of World Wide Web, human skin detection is a critical
parameter in computer vision and image processing applications.  With diverse
range of applications in forensic sciences, medical imaging, pornography filtering,
image retrieval, video surveillance etc., skin detection algorithms are to face many
challenges. The major problems in detection of human skin color are varying
shades of human skin, color spaces, skin color daily life objects, and illumination
conditions. This paper is a systematic study of human skin color detection methods
and their classification. Moreover different domains of application are also
discussed. The work presented in this paper is a survey of algorithmic techniques
proposed so far, their implementation, numerical evaluation results, comparative
analysis and discussion on complications.
Keywords: Skin detection; computer vision; image processing; issues; color spaces;
algorithms; Asian skin.

1. Introduction. Detection of human skin color in images is pretty hot research areas in graphics, computer
and image processing domain. It means detecting those pixels and regions from an image that contain human
skin tone color in an image. Skin color detection has extensive applications in different disciplines of life such
as entertainment world, advertisement, medical system, porn image filtering, defense systems, and robotics
and in various other industries. Use of color information as a feature for skin detection enables fast processing
and brings robustness to such application. Research in this direction has three major concerns. Firstly,
colorspace selection, secondly, modeling of skin color distribution and thirdly what procedures to adopt for
color segmentation[1,3]. This paper covers the first two problems as skin detection methods use color as a
primary element in processing, so major issues in this area are also relevant to color representation. Skin
detection problem can be further categorized as Color Classification  and Skin Color Modeling.
This paper is aimed at collecting information about skin detection techniques in literature and to summarize
key ideas, advantages, disadvantages and issues in skin detection. In subsequent sections section 2 higlights
some of the skin detection application in multiple disciplnies. Section 3 describes skin detection methods.
Section 4 is devoted to description of color spaces classification. Section 5 describes the current skin color
modelling tecnhiques. Section 6 describes issues with human skin detection and in section 7 issues specific to
the detection of sub-continental skin are described. In Section 8  conclusions are drawn.

2. Multidisciplinary Applications of Skin Color Detection. Human Skin detection is quite rigorous part of
state of the art applications in various disciplines. In [9] human skin detection technique is providing aid to
augmented reality application. And in [7] and [8] researchers have made use of skin detection approaches for
biometric identification applications. Moreover researchers have used skin detection to detect facial wrinkles
and fixes to affected areas of face. Such application could be quite useful in cosmetic surgery [10]. In [10]
researcher has introduced an algorithm for wrinkles curves and pattern matching for the purpose of face
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recognition. In [11] skin detection technique is used for body part and gesture identification. Some major
applications of Skin Color Detection are described in the table 1.

Sr No Application Domain
1 Assessment of facial wrinkles soft biometric, use in cosmetic surgery

2 Facial analysis Person Detection etc

3 Gesture analysis Gesture Recognition, Robotic Control, Other Human
Machine Interaction

4 Video surveillance
Biometric Face Demonstrator

security in homes, banks, offices etc

5 un ethical online social networking,
porn image detection
porn video filtering etc

Cybercrime prosecution

6 Image content filter
Content aware video compression

multiple uses in web and mobile platform

7 phothography tools Entertainment, Showbiz, Advertisement industry

Table 1. Skin Color Detection Application Domains

3. Skin Detection Methods. Skin detection methods can be further classified as region based methods and
Pixel based methods. Pixel based skin detection methods are primary focus of this paper. [1]

3.1. Region Based Methods. It is established on the basis of pixel based approach.  It takes the spatial
arrangement of neighboring pixels to improve performance of skin pixel detecttion. Moreover in this
approach other information such as texture etc are also required. [1,2]

3.2. Pixel Based Methods. In this method each pixel is categorized in form of skin pixel and non-skin pixel
apart from neighboring pixels. It is a standard binary classification problem where the input is a color vector
and the output is a Pallet of skin and non-skin pixel groups, hence skin detection falls in the category of
pattern recognition problems. Three major approaches for pattern recognition are statistical, neural and
symbolical.   Amongst three of these Statistical approach has been studied and applied most widely in skin
detection based on color information [1]. Pixel based methods are fast in processing and more appropriate for
different  geometric patterns in skin color. Moreover as they are more sensitive to resolution changes hence
they don’t need the use of artificial colour signs in image.

4. Color Classification. There are a couple of issues associated with color classification such as separation of
skin and Non-skin areas, Illumination variation, variation in skin tones within and across individuals, color
blurring due to object movement, different out put produced due to shadow or camera limitations [1,5,6].
Because there are a number of colour spaces available hence, the first and foremost problem is the selection of
appropriate color space in an image processing domain i.e. what color space to be used? [1]. Popular color
spaces groups are presented in following table 2.
Most of the research in detection and localization of faces is done using color of skin based on RGB, YCbCr
and HSI color spaces. A brief detail of the most known is presented in the following sections.
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SrNo Colour Space Group Colour Space Examples

1 RGB RGB, Normalized RGB, XYZ, CIE

2 Perceptual Colour Spaces HIS, HSV, HSL, TSL, TSV

3 Orthognal Colour Spaces YCbCr, YIQ, YES , YUV

4 Perceptually Uniform Colours CIELAB, CIELUV,CIE XYZ, CIE-xyY
Table 2. Popular Colour Spaces

4.1. RGB. It is most common color space for image represntation. It was developed with CRT. RGB color
space contains three additive primary colors, red, green and blue. These colors combine in different ratios
additively to produce other colors. The RGB model has a 3 dimensional cube representation with red green
and blue colors on corners of each axis as shown in Figure 1. In colored systems, 24 bit graphics contains 8
bits per color channel. In RGB color cube, red (255,0,0) is (1, 0, 0), blue (0,0,255) is (0,0,1) and green
(0,255,0) is (0,1,0). Though RGB model is simplest and easiest method in implementation and also most
widely used in image display devices but high association between its color components red, green and blue,
increase difficulty in image processing algorithms. A lot of image processing techniques, for example
histogram equalization works with the intensity component of an imag. Hence due to mix chrominance and
luminance data, it is not preferred for analysis and recognition of color in algorithms. [3,4,7]

Figure 1. Schematic RGB Color Cube [17]

Chrominance is the color information and Luminance is the measurement of the brightness of light i.e. black
and white image. In [2] Rehg and Jones have used this color space to study the possibilities of separation of
the color space. But it is not preferred approach because of its high correlation between the color channels [3].

4.2. Normalized RGB. By normalizing luminance is separated from chrominance that is essentially required in
color space detection.  Normalized RGB is obtained by normalizing RGB value to their first normalization
using the following equation. [1]

r= R/R+G+B ,    g=G/R+G+B,       b=B/R+G+B [16]

4.3. HSV, HSI, HSL (hue, saturation, value/intensity/luminance). Hue describes the central color in
pixle for example pink, green, purple etc. Saturation means the thickness of color i.e. measures the
colorfulness. Hue & saturation taken together are called chromaticity and I or V is the intensity value
associated with brightness. In figure 2 HIS model is shown. Agle from axis gives hue, length of vector gives
saturation value. And height shows the resultant color.
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Figure 2. Double Hexcone Model of HSV[17]

The conversion of RGB to HSV is given by the following equations.

It is obvious that is has high cost of conversion. Secondly pixel with large and small intensities is rejected
becuse HS becomes unstable and removing illumination component might make it 2D. It is separable in
chrominance and luminance and it is invariant to highlight, surface orientation etc.[1] there is no standard way
to convert rgb to hsv. A no of equations exists to serve this purpose. Using this color space Qiong Liu et al [5]
developed an algorithm for face detection with different sizes, angles and expressions under diverse
illumination settings. And their approach was observed fast and accurate.

4.4. Orthogonal Color Spaces (YCbCr,YIQ,YUV,YES). These color spaces isolates RGB channels into
chrominacity and luminancity information. YCbCr color space was defined in response to increasing demands
for digital algorithms to handle video information, and is commonly used by European TV system.
Luminance (Y) and chrominance (Cb and Cr) are used to represent this color space. It is popular due to
explicit separation in chrominance and luminance and are useful in compression applications. YCbCr is
digital color system, whereas YIQ and YUV fall in analog space category.[1,3,4]

Y= 0.299R+0.587G+0.114B.
Cb= B-Y
Cr= R-Y.

Equations above are refered from [1]

4.5. Perceptually Uniform Color Spaces. CIE-XYZ and CIE-xyY and CIE CUV and CIE LAB are most
popular in this group. Both are device independent and Luminance and chrominance are also well separated,
but are not preferred in skin detection due to its complexity and computational cost. [1]
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5. Skin Color Modeling. The purpose of any skin detection system is to differentiate between skin and
non-skin pixels. So how exactly the colour distribution has to be modelled? . it is done by defining a decision
rule to discriminate skin and non-skin pixels. For this purpose usually a metric is defined, which is based
ingeneral on measurement of distance between pixel color and skin tone. Such a metric is defined by the skin
color modelling methods. [1,4]. Most commonly used methods in this direction are described in this section.

5.1. Explicitly Defined Skin Region: This method explicitly defines the boundaries of skin cluster in some
color spaces. Multiple ranges threshold values for each component of a color space are defined. Simplicity of
this method attracts researchers. Many researcher have used this method due to its simplicity like [M.R.
Tabassum. 2009] , [Peer and others. 2003], [Ahlberg 1999], [Jordao and others. 1999] have used this
technique [13,14,15]. The main challenge to this technique is to to find both good colorspace and adequate
decision rules so that high recognition rates could be achieved. However this problem has been tried to solve
by using machine learning algorithms to find both suitable colorspace and a simple decision rule that achieve
high recognition rates [Gomez and Morales 2002]. M.R. Tabassum [5] has also used this method with a range
table of threshold values to identify Asian sub-continental skin.

5.2. Non Parametric Methods. In this method skin distribution is estimated by training data without
developing explicit model for skin color. As a result they are independent to the distribution shape in just
theory. Normalized lookup tables based on Histogram model, Bayes classifier and Self Organizing Map
(SOM) classifier are the popular examples. Main advantage of this technique is that it takes less time in
training, and are theoretically independent of shape of skin distribution in contrast to parametric skin
modelling. But it has very high storage requiremnts  in data training process and its performance is higly
dependent upon representativeness of the training images set [4]

5.3. Parametric Methods. These require less training with data. Most popular methods are the single
Gaussians model, mixture of Gaussians and Elliptical boundary model.[1,3,4]

In addition to parametric and non parametric some dynamic skin distribution models have been  porposed in
literature for face detection task in video because image analysis in viedo is different from static image
analysis in many aspects.most researchers have preferred paramtric methods as a base for dynamic skin
models because it is fast and it is capable to adopt according to variation in distribution change, and requires
less storage space. [1,4]

6. Identified Issues with Skin Detection. One major issue in skin detection is that most of methods
produced are not intelligent enough to differentiate skin color like background or skin like objects in the
image from human skin. If an approach detects some portions of non-skin images as a skin area then this
phenomena is called False Positives. Similarly if some skin areas could not be detected correctly as skin by a
selected algorithm, then these are called False Negatives.[5]
Choice of an optimal Color space is a serious concern in color space but is very often addressed by
researchers. A good skin classifier is needed for this purpose. A diversity range of classification techniques
have been used by researchers for skin classification task.A skin classifier is used to establish a boundary to
decide a skin color class in a chosen color space. If color of any pixel falls inside the skin color class
boundary is labeled as skin. Hence, the selection of skin classifier is strongly effected by the skin class in the
color space. If skin shape is more simple and regular then color classifier is also very simple and vice
versa.[3,4]
Most convenient method to identify a pixel as skin is to explicitly define a boundary. Brand and Mason [7]
porposed one-dimensional easy skin classifier. According to their method a lower and upper bound is defined
and if the ratio between R and G channels of a pixel is between defined lower and an upper bound then pixel
is categorized as skin pixel[17].

In [1] C. Prema has generated a table for performance evaluation for different skin classifiers is given that
evaluates performance using True Positive Rate named as (TPR), True Negative Rate called (TNR), False
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Positive Rate named as (TPR), and False Negative Rate as (FNR). Moreover C. Prema summarized literature
based on color space transformation, classification method and the true and false positives (TP & FP) [1].
Survey presented in [1] resulted that when preprocessing is not needed then hybrid approach is better. In table
3 comarison of most three popular color spaces is presented.

Color Space Advantages Disadvantages
RGB 1. Simplest method

2. suitable for video display
1. Sensitive to illumination intensity.
2. High correlation between color channels
3. Device Dependent

HSV 1. Good with histogram operations
2. Separates the chromatic part
from achromatic part
3. Easy human perception

1. perceptual relevance for computation
speed
2. User oriented-Device dependent
3. sensitivity to value RGB value deviation
4. un stable hue, because of the angles

YCbCr 1. Separated chrominance and
luminance
2. Good for image compression

1. Device Dependent
2. Depends on the RGB primaries

Table 3. Comaprison of Color Spaces

7. Identified Issues with Sub-Continental Skin Detection. Human skin comprises of substantial level of
red color and Yellow color for melanin[5]. Density plots of African, Asian and Caucasian skin is not same in
a selected color space. That’s why different color ratios are used to detect skin of different human races.
Brand and Mason [7] concluded from their experiments that combinations of color ratios (R/G + R/B = G/B)
provide better result than individual ratios. Similar research in this direction concluded that the combinations
of HSV-rgb-TSL are more useful to detect a mixture of Asian, Caucasian and Black skins and excluding glass
and hair.
M.R. Tabssum [5] describes that most of the research completed in skin detection domain is performed on
data sets of Black, European or East Asian skin, but South Asian skin especially skin from the region of sub
continent is heavily ignored in experiments[5].
In [5] researchers have performed a comparative analysis between HSV, YUV, YIQ methods. Further they
have tested these approaches using image sets of sub-continental skin images. They have tried to enhance the
detection criteria, and have find out little bit effective parameters for skin area detection in indian skin images.
Further researcher concluded through experiments that HSV color model based approach yielded better result
for Indian sub-continental skin detection. They resulted true positives in 91.1% whereas true negatives were
88.1%. In table 5 I have summarized the performance evaluation of different researchers with different color
spaces for skin detection combined with the criteria type of the skin. Besides these a lot of literature was
found with skin detection evaluation but experiments with Asian skin color detection are very few.
Researchers work is summarized and classified based on skin type, True and Fals positive rates and color
space used in following table 4.
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Sr
No

Researcher Color
Space

Skin
Types

TP FP

1 Jones and Rehg
[1999]

RGB Non-Asian 80% 8.5%

2 Brand and Mason
[2000]

RGB Non-Asian 93% 19.8%

3 M.R Tabassum et
al [2010]

YIQ
HSV
YUV

Asian

4 S. Singh et al
[2003]

RGB
HIS
YCbCr

Asian - 25.45%
14.5%
12.82%

5 Jones & Rehg
[2002]

RGB Non-Asian - -

Table 4. Performance Overview of Researchers On Different Skin Detection Methods

Table 5. Matlab Skin Detection Code based on technique presented in [5 ]

In table 5, I have presented matlab code presented in [5] and after testing with different skin image sets
HSV based approach outperformed as compared to YUV based approach for sub-continent skin type.
Improvement in skin detection filters is required to detect Pakistani and indian skin as results are shown in
figure 3.
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Figure 3. Sample output images of HSV based technique

8. Conclusion. In the current era of internet advancement in skin detection methods is needed in multiple

disciplines. In this paper, application areas are highlighted and techniques of color based skin tone detection

are also presented. A good classifier plays vital role to differentiate skin and non skin pixels in variety of skin

images with different skin types such as pink, yellow, white, dark brow and light brown. A lot of work is done

in all skin types but experimental shortcoming is oberseved with subcontinenetal skin type detection.

Moreover in real time applications, issues of computational cost and memory requirements are also extremely

important. Researcher from Tabassum [5] have shown remarkable results regarding detection of

sub-continenetal skindetection. But still a lot of experimental eveidence and improvementis required as

subcontinent is a crowded region fo earth with millions of applications and internet users. To work on the

robustness of the sub-continental skin color detection methods is the need of the time in existing

circumstances and a room of improvement is required in this domain.
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Abstract. In this paper we investigate a characterization of a Banach lattice
algebra with unit to be represented as an AM -f -algebra. We also consider, for a
locally compact Hausdorff topological space L and a Banach lattice space A, the
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1. Introduction. The main result of this paper is the representation of a Banach
lattice algebra with unit as an algebra of continuous functions on a compact Haus-
dorff topological space K, with the usual partial ordering, pointwise multiplication
·, and the supremum norm; that is, (A, ∗) ∼= (C(K), ·), where ∗ : A× A→ A is the
algebraic multiplicative operator in a Banach lattice algebra A. The results in this
direction were given by Martignon in [15]. In this paper we improve her results and
prove that, under certain conditions, (A, ∗) and (C(K), ·) are isometrically and al-
gebraically `-isomorphic as AM -f -algebras. We also attempt to clarify some results
in the same direction due to Ercan and Wickstead [7]. In particular, we prove that,
if A is a Banach lattice space and L a locally compact Hausdorff space, the center
of the `-space C0(L,A) of all continuous A-valued functions on L is isometrically
isomorphic to the space Cb(L,Z(A)) of all norm bounded Z(A)-valued functions on
L, where Z(A) is the center of A endowed with the strong operator topology.

2. Preleminaries.

Definition 2.1. A real lattice ordered linear space (`-space) A is said to be a
lattice ordered algebra (an `-algebra or a Riesz algebra) if it is a linear algebra (not
necessarily associative) such that if a, b ∈ A+, then ab ∈ A+. An `-algebra A is said
to be

(i) an f -algebra (function algebra) if a ∧ b = 0 implies ac ∧ b = ca ∧ b = 0 for
all c ∈ A+, (although the following classes of `-algebras are not explicitly used, we
include their definitions for the sake of completeness)

(ii) an almost f -algebra if a ∧ b = 0 implies ab = 0,

1
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2 RUŞEN YILMAZ AND YILMAZ ALTUN

(iii) a d-algebra if c(a ∨ b) = ca ∨ cb and (a ∨ b)c = ac ∨ bc for all a, b ∈ A and
c ∈ A+.

The notion of an f -algebra, as given in the above definition, first appeared in
a paper by Birkhoff and Pierce [5] in 1956 to be followed a decade later by the
class of almost f -algebras introduced by Birkhoff in [4]. The notion of a d-algebra
was introduced by Kudláček [13] in 1962. In general, these classes of algebras are
distinct, but there are relations between them; for example, it is clear that every
f -algebra is an almost f -algebra and a d-algebra. Every Archimedean (that is, for
all a, b ∈ A+ and n = 1, 2, ..., na ≤ b implies a = 0) f -algebra is commutative and
associative. It turns out that every Archimedean almost f -algebra is commutative
but not necessarily associative. In any semi-prime associative `-algebra the classes
of f -algebras, almost f -algebras and d-algebras are equivalent. In particular, this
holds for an associative `-algebra with (algebraic) unit element e > 0. We refer the
reader to [3] for details of these results as given by Bernau and Huijmans.

For the elementary theory of `-space and terminology not explained here we refer
to [2, 14, 16, 20].

Let E and F be `-spaces. A linear operator T : E → F is said to be order bounded
if the image under T of an order bounded set in E is again an order bounded set in F .
The operator T is called positive T (E+) ⊂ F+. A linear operator T : E → F is called
an `-homomorphism (or a Riesz homomorphism) whenever a ∧ b = 0 in E implies
Ta ∧ Tb = 0. Clearly, every `-homomorphism is positive. An order bounded linear
operator π : E → E is called an orthomorphism if and only if, for all a, b ∈ E, a ⊥ b
implies πa ⊥ b. The collection of all orthomorphisms on E is denoted by Orth(E).
Obviously every positive orthomorphism is an `-homomorphism. It is well-known
that the ordered vector space Lb(E,F ) of all order bounded linear mappings of an
`-space E into a Dedekind complete `-space F is a Dedekind complete `-space (see,
for example, [2, Theorem 1.13]). In the case that E = F , Lb(E,F ) is denoted by
Lb(E). It is also well-known that, if E is an (Archimedean) `-space, then Orth(E)
is an (Archimedean) f -algebra under multiplication by composition, possessing the
identity operator I on E as a multiplicative identity (see [2]), and we recall that
Orth(E) is an f -subalgebra of Lb(E).

The notion of an orthomorphism is related to that of a multiplier. An order
bounded operator T : E → E is said to be a multiplier on an `-algebra E if
T (ab) = (Ta)b = a(Tb) for all a, b ∈ E. The algebra of all multipliers on E is
denoted by M(A). If E is an Archimedean f -algebra, then every orthomorphism
π : E → E is a multiplier; that is Orth(E) ⊆ M(E). Indeed, for each a ∈ E, the
operator πa defined by πa(b) = ab (b ∈ E) is an orthomorphism, and so,

π(ab) = π(πab) = (ππa)b = (πaπ)b = aπb.

If E is an Archimedean semi-prime f -algebra, then Orth(E) = M(E) [18].

Definition 2.2. Let A be an `-space. The solid subspace generated by the identity
operator I in Lb(A) is said to be the center of A and is denoted by Z(A); that is,

Z(A) = {T ∈ Lb(A) : |T | ≤ nI for some n ∈ IN}.
The center Z(A) of an `-space A is an `-subalgebra of Orth(A). To see this, we

first note that Z(A) is itself an `-space since Z(A) is a solid subspace. Moreover,
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it can easily be seen that 0 ≤ ST ∈ Z(A) for all 0 ≤ S, T ∈ Z(A); that is, Z(A) is
itself an `-algebra. So it is sufficient to show that a ⊥ b in A implies that Ta ⊥ b
in A for all T ∈ Z(A). Observe that |Ta| ≤ |T ||a| for all T ∈ Lb(A) and a ∈ A.
Hence, for T ∈ Z(A),

|Ta| ∧ |b| ≤ |T ||a| ≤ nI|a| ∧ |b| (some n ∈ IN)

= n|a| ∧ |b| ≤ n(|a| ∧ |b|) (all n ∈ IN)

= 0;

that is, Ta ⊥ b. It is also obvious that T is order bounded, from which follows that
T ∈ Orth(A). Moreover, we see that, for all T ∈ Orth(A) and a ∈ A+, |Ta| =
|T |a ≤ nIa = na for some n ∈ IN (note that |Ta| = |T ||a| for all T ∈ Orth(A) and
a ∈ A; see, for instance, [2, Thoerem 8.6]). Therefore the above definition may be
refined as follows,

Z(A) = {T ∈ Orth(A) : |Ta| ≤ na for some n ∈ IN and all a ∈ A+}.
Now it is obvious that Z(A) of an Archimedean `-space A is an Archimedean f -
subalgebra of Orth(A), and so is necessarily commutative and associative.

A norm ‖ · ‖ on an `-space A is said to be a lattice norm (`-norm) if |a| ≤ |b| in
A implies ‖a‖ ≤ ‖b‖, and the pair (A, ‖ · ‖) is called a normed lattice space (normed
`-space). If a normed `-space (A, ‖ · ‖) is norm complete, then (A, ‖ · ‖) is referred
to as a Banach lattice space (Banach `-space). A Banach `-space (A, ‖ · ‖) is said to
be an AM-space (abstract M-space) if ‖a ∨ b‖ = ‖a‖ ∨ ‖b‖ holds for all a, b ∈ A+.

We recall that every normed `-space is Archimedean and an orthomorphism π
on a normed `-space A is norm bounded (i.e. ‖πa‖ ≤ ‖π‖ ‖a‖ for all a ∈ A)
if and only if there exists a positive real number λ such that |π| ≤ λI; that is,
π ∈ Orth(A) is norm bounded if and only if π ∈ Z(A) (for details see [19, §144]).
Note that this statement indicates that Z(A) consists precisely of all norm bounded
orthomorphisms on A. Moreover, the operator norm ‖ · ‖ on Z(A) is an `-norm and
coincides with the Minkowski functional of [−I, I]

‖T‖∞ = inf{λ > 0 : |T | ≤ λI}
for all T ∈ Z(A); more explicitly, ‖T‖ = ‖T‖∞ for all T ∈ Z(A).

In the special case when A is a Banach `-space every orthomorphism on A is
norm bounded; that is, Orth(A) = Z(A) ([17, Corollary 4.2]). The Banach `-space
(Orth(A), ‖·‖) is indeed a Banach `-algebra since the operator norm ‖·‖ on Lb(A) is
an algebra norm, and it is an `-norm as ‖T‖ = ‖T‖∞. Wickstead proved in [17] that,
if A is a Banach `-space, then Orth(A) is an AM -space with the identity operator
I; in fact, Orth(A) is a Banach f -algebra since Orth(A) is an f -algebra itself.

Next we define a concept of an AM -f -algebra.

Definition 2.3. A Banach f -algebra (A, ‖ ·‖) with the property ‖a∨b‖ = ‖a‖∨‖b‖
for all a, b ∈ A+ is called an AM-f -algebra; in other words, an AM -space which is
also an f -algebra is called an AM-f -algebra.

The space Cb(X) of continuous bounded functions on a topological space X, and
its closed `-subspaces, with the usual partial ordering, multiplication (pointwise)
and the operator norm, are examples of AM -f -algebras.
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We summarize our results in the following.

Theorem 2.4. If A is a Banach `-space, then

Z(A) = Orth(A) = {π ∈ Lb(A) : |π| ≤ λI for some λ > 0},
and ‖π‖ = inf{λ > 0 : |π| ≤ λI} holds for all π ∈ Z(A). In particular, Z(A)
under this norm is an AM-f -algebra with the identity operator I as its multiplicative
identity.

A positive element u in a normed `-space A is called a norm order unit if and
only if ‖u‖ = 1 and, for any a ∈ A+, with ‖a‖ ≤ 1, a ≤ u. A positive element u in
an `-space A is said to be an order unit if and only if, for every a ∈ A, there exists a
positive integer n depending upon a such that |a| ≤ nu (or, equivalently, if and only
if the solid subspace Su generated by u is equal to A). Clearly, in a normed `-space
every norm order unit is an order unit, and in an `-space every order unit is a weak
order unit (A positive element u in an `-space A is said to be an weak order unit if
a∧ u = 0 implies a = 0). Indeed, let a∧ u = 0. Then 0 ≤ a∧ nu ≤ n(a∧ u) = 0 for
all n ∈ IN ; that is, a∧nu = 0 for all n ∈ IN . If u is an order unit, then 0 ≤ a ≤ nu
for some n ∈ IN , and so a = a ∧ nu = 0, as required.

Every weak order unit need not be an order unit. For example, the `-space
C([0,∞)) has the weak order unit u(x) = 1 (0 ≤ x ≤ ∞). However, C([0,∞)) has
no order unit; for, if 0 ≤ f(x) = (u(x) + nx)2 in C([0,∞)), then there exists no
n ∈ IN and u(x) ≥ 0 such that f(x) ≤ nu(x) for all 0 ≤ x <∞.

In general, if A is a normed `-space with a norm order unit u, then a ∈ A and
‖a‖ ≤ 1 imply that |a| ≤ u; for,

‖a+ + a−‖ = ‖ |a| ‖ = ‖a‖ ≤ 1,

and so a+ + a− ≤ u since a+ + a− ∈ A+; that is, |a| ≤ u.

Remark 2.5. We note that the identity operator I on a normed `-space A is a norm
order unit in Z(A) (and hence in Orth(A)), which is also a multiplicative identity.
In fact, in general if A is a normed `-algebra with multiplicative modulus and a
multiplicative identity e ≥ 0, then e is the norm order unit of A by 2.1. Lemma
of [15].

3. A Representation Theorem for an AM-f-algebra. In this section we dis-
cuss necessary and sufficient conditions for a Banach `-algebra (A, ∗) with unit to be
represented as an algebra (C(K), ·) of continuous real-valued functions on a compact
Hausdorff topological space K, with the usual partial ordering, pointwise multipli-
cation ·, and the supremum norm. Investigations in this direction have been carried
out by Martignon [15]. Here we improve her results and prove that, under certain
conditions, (A, ∗) and (C(K), ·) are isometrically and algebraically `-isomorphic as
AM -f -algebras.

It is well known that if A is an Archimedean `-algebra with a multiplicative unit
e > 0 which is an order unit (even a weak unit), then it is an f -algebra ([3, Corallary
1.10.]). Moreover, if A is equipped with two f -algebra multiplications with the same
multiplicative unit, then these multiplications coincide on A. More precisely, if A is
an Archimedean `-space and e > 0 in A, then there exists at most one product on A
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that makes A an f -algebra having e as its multiplicative unit ([2, Theorem 8.23.]).
Now combining these facts we obtain the following result, due to Martignon [15, 1.4.
Proposition].

Theorem 3.1. Let K be a compact Hausdorff topological space and suppose that
(C(K), ∗) is an `-algebra such that 1(x) = 1 for all x ∈ K. Furthermore, if 1 is the
multiplicative identity of (C(K), ∗), then (C(K), ∗) = (C(K), ·); in other words, ∗
is the pointwise multiplication ·.

Suppose that A is a Banach `-space with an order unit u. Then, by the definition
of an order unit, Su = A holds, and so it follows from Theorem 12.20 of [2] that A,
endowed with the norm

‖a‖∞ = inf{λ > 0 : |a| ≤ λu},
is an AM -space having the order interval [−u, u] as its closed unit ball. Moreover,
‖a‖∞ is equivalent to the original norm on A since all `-norms making an `-space a
Banach `-space are equivalent (see [2, Corollary 12.4]. Summarizing these results,
we have

Theorem 3.2. If a Banach `-space A has an order unit u, then A can be remormed
such that A becomes an AM-space having [−u, u] as its closed unit ball. In particular,
the order unit u is a norm order unit.

As observed before, every norm order unit in a normed `-space is an order unit.
Thus, the preceding theorem yields the following characterization.

Corollary 3.3. If u is a positive element in a Banach `-space, then u is an order
unit if and only if it is a norm order unit.

In the sequel, unless otherwise stated, we shall mean by the phrase “AM -space
with unit” a Banach `-space with an order unit, whose norm is the ‖ · ‖∞-norm.

The following is an extension of Kakutani’s Representation Theorem to AM -
algebras with unit. We first note that Kakutani’s Representation Theorem deals
with AM -spaces with unit. This result is due to Kakutani [9, Theorems 2 and 21],
and was later extended by M. Krein and S. Krein [10, 11]. We also note that an
injective `-homomorphism T from an `-space A into an `-space B is referred to as an
`-isomorphism, and that A and B are said to be `-isomorphic if T is also surjective.

Theorem 3.4. A Banach `-algebra (A, ∗) with unit u is an AM-algebra if and only
if (A, ∗) is isometrically and algebraically `-isomorphic to (C(K), ·) for some (unique
up to homeomorphism) compact Hausdorff topological space K. K can be chosen to
be the set of all algebraic `-functionals f from A into IR such that f(u) = 1, endowed
with the weak? topology σ(A′, A).

In general, a Banach `-algebra (A, ∗) is an AM-algebra if and only if (A, ∗) is
isometrically and algebraically `-isomorphic to a closed `-subalgebra of a (C(K), ·)
algebra.

Proof. A complete proof of the theorem can be found in [2, Theorem 12.28]. We
give here a sketch of the proof. Suppose that A = C(K) for a compact Hausdorff
topological space K. Clearly, A is an AM -algebra with unit the constant function
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1. We now discuss the description of K in connection with the algebraic lattice
structure of A. Set

L = {f ∈ (U ′)+ : f is an extreme point of (U ′)+ with f(u) = ‖f‖ = 1}
and

K = {g ∈ (U ′)+ : g is an algebraic `-functional with g(u) = ‖g‖ = 1},
where U ′ = {h ∈ A′ : ‖h‖ ≤ 1}, the closed unit ball of A′. Now since U ′ is σ(A′, A)-
compact by Alaoglu’s Theorem (see, for example, [6, §3 of Chapter V]), and so L
being σ(A′, A)-closed in U ′ is also σ(A′, A)-compact. Since A is an AM -space, it
follows from Theorem 12.27 of [2] that K ⊆ L. Therefore K is σ(A′, A)-compact
and Hausdorff.

On the other hand, suppose that A is an AM -algebra with unit u and define the
mapping T : A → C(K) by Ta(g) = g(a) for all a ∈ A and g ∈ K. It follows from
the Krein-Milman theorem (see [12] or [2, Theorem 9.14]) that T is a norm preserving
`-isomorphism. The fact that every element g ∈ K is an algebraic homomorphism
implies that T is also an algebraic homomorphism. Indeed,

T (a ∗ b)(g) = g(a ∗ b) = g(a)g(b) = (Ta(g))(Tb(g)) = (Ta · Tb)(g)

holds for all g ∈ K, and so T (a ∗ b) = Ta · Tb for all a, b ∈ A. Moreover, the
algebraic `-isomorphism T maps the unit element u of A onto the multiplicative
identity 1 of C(K) (the constant function 1 on K); for, (Tu)(g) = g(u) = 1 for all
g ∈ K, and so Tu = 1. Furthermore, T (A) separates the points of K. It follows
from Stone-Weierstrass theorem (see [1, Theorem 8.3]) that T (A) is (norm) dense

in C(K), and so T (A) = T (A) = C(K) since T (A) is closed. This shows that T is
surjective, as required.

Theorem 3.5. If A is a Banach `-space, then there exists a compact Hausdorff topo-
logical space K such that (Z(A), ◦) and (C(K), ·) are isometrically and algebraically
`-isomorphic as AM-f -algebras.

Proof. By Theorem 2.4, Z(A) is an AM -f -algebra with unit, the multiplicative
identity I. Hence, by Theorem 3.4, there exists a compact Hausdorff topological
space K such that Z(A) and C(K) are isometrically `-isomorphic. As observed in
the proof of Theorem 3.4, the `-isomorphism maps the multiplicative identity I of
Z(A) onto the multiplicative identity 1 of C(K). It follows from Corollary 5.5 of [8]
that this `-isomorphism is also algebraic. Therefore, we have (Z(A), ◦) ∼= (C(K), ·),
as required.

Definition 3.6. An algebra A is called faithful if, for each a ∈ A, Aa = aA = {0}
implies that a = 0.

Before presenting the main result of this section, we recall that Z(A) ⊆ Orth(A) ⊆
M(A) holds for every Archimedean f -algebra A and, in the case that A is a Banach
`-space, Z(A) = Orth(A) ⊆M(A).

Theorem 3.7. If (A, ∗) is a faithful Banach algebra, then the following are equiva-
lent.

(1) (A, ∗) is an AM-f-algebra.
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(2) The representation of (A, ∗) into M(A) is a contractive algebraic `-isomorphism
of (A, ∗) into (Z(A), ◦).

(3) (A, ∗) can be identified with a closed `-subalgebra of (C(K), ·) for some com-
pact Hausdorff topological space K.

Proof. (1)⇒(2) Suppose that (A, ∗) is an AM -f-algebra and Define the repre-
sentation R : (A, ∗) → (Z(A), ◦) ⊆ M(E) by R(a) = πa, where πab = a ∗ b, b ∈ A.
For each a ∈ A, the equation πab = a ∗ b defines a bounded linear operator on A;
for,

‖πab‖ = ‖a ∗ b‖ ≤ ‖a‖ ‖b‖.
Moreover, since A is an f -algebra, if a ⊥ b in A, then a ∗ c ⊥ b for all c ∈ A; that
is, πac ⊥ b. This shows that πa ∈ Z(A) for all a ∈ A, as A is a Banach `-space. In
other words, we have R(A) ⊆ Z(A).

Suppose that a, b ∈ A. Then

πa∨bc = (a ∨ b) ∗ c = a ∗ c ∨ b ∗ c = πac ∨ πbc
for all c ∈ A+, which shows thatR(a∨b) = Ra∨Rb; that is, R is an `-homomorphism.
Moreover, R is an algebra homomorphism; for, by the associativity of A,

πa∗bc = (a ∗ b) ∗ c = a ∗ (b ∗ c) = a ∗ (πbc) = πa(πbc) = (πa ◦ πb)c
for all c ∈ A. Thus R(a ∗ b) = Ra ◦Rb.

Since A is faithful, if Ra = 0 for all a ∈ A, then πab = a ∗ b = 0 for all b ∈ A,
which implies that a = 0. Hence R is injective. This proves that R is an algebraic
`-isomorphism.

(2)⇒(3) By Proposition 3.5, (Z(A), ◦) ∼= (C(K), ·) for some compact Hausdorff
topological space K. Hence, since A is an arbitrary Banach `-algebra, (A, ∗) is
isometrically and algebraically `-isomorphic to a closed `-subalgebra of a (C(K), ·)
algebra by Theorem 3.4.

(3)⇒(1) Suppose that D is a closed `-subalgebra of (C(K), ·). On the other
hand, (A, ∗) = (D, ·) by the hypothesis, from which the result follows.

4. The identification of Cb(L,Z(A)). We consider the center Z(C0(L,A)) of the
space C0(L,A) of all continuous mappings from L into A vanishing at infinity, where
(L, ξ) is a locally compact Hausdorff topological space and A is a Banach `-space.
The pair (C0(L,A), ·) is a Banach `-space with respect to the natural partial or-
dering and the supremum norm. Moreover, it is a Banach f -algebra whenever A
is so. Suppose that Lb(A) is endowed with the strong operator topology τ , and
that Cb(L,Lb(A)) denotes the space of all norm bounded continuous mappings from
(L, ξ) into (Lb(A), τ). It has been proved in [7, Theorem 6.2] that Cb(L,Lb(A)) can
be identified with a subalgebra of Lb(C0(L,A)). Moreover, this identification is an
isometric algebraic `-isomorphism. The following result shows that Cb(L,Z(A)) can
be identified with the center Z(C0(L,A)) of C0(L,A).

We consider the center Z(C0(L,A)) of the space C0(L,A) of all continuous map-
pings from L into A vanishing at infinity, where (L, ξ) is a locally compact Hausdorff
topological space and A is a Banach `-space. The pair (C0(L,A), ·) is a Banach
`-space with respect to the natural partial ordering and the supremum norm. More-
over, it is a Banach f -algebra whenever A is so. Suppose that Lb(A) is endowed
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with the strong operator topology τ , and that Cb(L,Lb(A)) denotes the space of all
norm bounded continuous mappings from (L, ξ) into (Lb(A), τ). Ercan and Wick-
stead have proved in [7, Theorem 6.2] that Cb(L,Lb(A)) can be identified with a
subalgebra of Lb(C0(L,A)). Moreover, this identification is an isometric algebraic
`-isomorphism. The following result shows that Cb(L,Z(A)) can be identified with
the center Z(C0(L,A)) of C0(L,A).

Theorem 4.1. Let L and A be as above, and suppose that Lb(A) is endowed with
the strong operator topology. Then Cb(L,Z(A)) and Z(C0(L,A)) are isometrically
and algebraically `-isomorphic as AM-f -algebras.

Proof. We consider the mapping T : Cb(L,Z(A)) → Z(C0(L,A)) defined by
T (φ) = πφ for each φ ∈ Cb(L,Z(A)), where πφf(x) = φ(x)(f(x)) for all f ∈ C0(L,A)
and x ∈ L.

If φ ∈ Cb(L,Z(A)), then, for each 0 ≤ f ∈ C0(L,A),

‖πφf‖ = sup
x∈L
‖φ(x)(f(x))‖ ≤ ‖φ‖ ‖f‖,

where ‖φ‖ = supx∈L ‖φ(x)‖, which implies that ‖πφ‖ ≤ ‖φ‖. Hence T is bounded.
Moreover, if f ∧ g = 0 in C0(L,A), then it follows immediately that πφf ∧ g = 0 in
C0(L,A). This shows that πφ ∈ Z(C0(L,A)) for each φ ∈ Cb(L,Z(A)).

It is routine to show that T is an algebraic `-isomorphism. We show only that
T is surjective. Suppose that Φ ∈ Z(C0(L,A)). For x ∈ L and f ∈ C0(L,A), the
value (Φf)(x) is unambiguously defined by the value of f(x) (for, if f1(x) = f(x)
for some f1 ∈ C0(L,A), then, by linearity,

|(Φ(f1 − f))(x)| ≤ ‖Φ‖|(f1 − f))(x)| = 0,

and so Φf1(x) = Φf(x)).
Let f ∈ C0(L,A), x ∈ L and define a mapping ϕ : L → Z(C0(L,A)) by

ϕ(x)f(x) = Φf(x), where Φ = πϕ; i.e., ϕ(x)f(x) = πϕf(x). In the same way
above it is easily seen that ϕ(x) ∈ Z(C0(L,A)) and that ϕ is unambiguously de-
fined. It remains to show that ϕ ∈ Cb(L,Z(A)). As Φ ∈ Z(C0(L,A)), we have
Φ(C0(L,A)) ⊆ C0(L,A); in other words, πϕ(C0(L,A)) ⊆ C0(L,A). It follows from
Theorem 6.1 of [7] that ϕ is norm bounded and continuous with respect to the strong
operator topology. So ϕ ∈ Cb(L,Z(A)), as required.

The isometric property follows from ‖πφ‖ = ‖φ‖, as follows. As already estab-
lished, ‖πφ‖ ≤ ‖φ‖. Since

‖φ(x)‖ = sup
a∈A
‖φ(x)(a)‖,

we have that, for all x ∈ L,

‖φ(x)‖f(L) = sup
f(x)∈A

‖φ(x)(f(x))‖ = sup
f(x)∈A

‖πφf(x)‖ ≤ ‖πφ‖,

and so ‖φ‖f(L) ≤ ‖πφ‖. It follows that ‖πφ‖ = ‖φ‖; that is, ‖T (φ)‖ = ‖φ‖.
Since C0(L,A) is a Banach `-space, Z(C0(L,A)) is an AM -f -algebra with unit

by Theorem 2.4. We therefore have Z(C0(L,A)) ∼= Cb(L,Z(A)) as AM -f -algebras,
as required.
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Remark 4.2. (1) The mapping 1 : L→ Z(A), defined by 1(x) = I for all x ∈ L is
a multiplicative identity of Cb(L,Z(A)), and so is a norm order unit in Cb(L,Z(A))
as observed in Remark 2.5, where I is the identity operator in Z(A).

(2) If we denote the identity operator in Z(C0(L,A)) by II (that is, II(f) = f
for all f ∈ C0(L,A)), then π1 = II since

π1f(x) = 1(x)(f(x)) = I(f(x)) = f(x)

for all x ∈ L, and so π1f = f for all f ∈ C0(L,A). It follows that T (1) = II; in other
words, T maps the multiplicative identity of Cb(L,Z(A)) into that of Z(C0(L,A)).

Corollary 4.3. For every locally compact Hausdorff topological space L, Z(C0(L)) ∼=
Cb(L) as AM-f -algebras.
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ABSTRACT The marriage transaction , commonly known as dowry, it is
widespread phenomenon in Bangladesh, which has inevitably attracted much
attention from academics and development institutions.Dowry has become the
burning issue among Women  in Bangladesh especially in the rural areas. Dowry is
practicing among the people of Bangladesh depends on the classes and abilities.
But in rural areas where the poor people have no money to spend for the food and
education of the children, they are also bound to pay dowry for the girls by
deprieving the other members of the familiy. Mostly unpaid dowry money leads to
the bride burning or killing in Bangladesh.  Dowry payment is very much related to
economic causes, one it is considered as the bride price and another is it is the
liability price of the groom , especially among the poor dowry practices due to
extreme poverty. Marriage is considered as the alternative to education, which
ultimately leads to violence against women due to unpaid dowry. Lack of social
awareness, mistaken education and dogmatism , refrain them from education and
encourage them in child marriage. The article will analyse the issues of dowry from
some case studies which will give the indication of the real causes of dowry and
how education in a real sense is lacking behind this evil. Islam also fobidden dowry
and killing for unpaid dowry. The article will show how the education in real sense
can stop dowry and enhance the economy of Bangladesh be a productive income
generator of the family.
Key Words: Dowry, Brideprice,Mistaken Education, Dowry Death ,National
Economy, Islam , Education

Introduction: The institution of dowry is responsible for many types of violence and repression against women.
Dowry or joutuk, as it is known in Bengali, is a type of marriage payment made in goods or property by the
bride’s side to the groom and  his family. This ranges from non-violent mental torture such as the constant threat
of abandonment and divorce to physical acts of violence, such as beating or even murder. Suicides of young
married women are also largely attributed to dowry demands. The sharpening of focus on women’s issues which
followed the UN declaration of the Women’s Decade (1976-85) and the publicity given by newspapers and
various women’s rights groups to the abuse of young married women due to non-payment of dowry, a very
recent phenomenon among Bangladeshi women. Even the limited newscoverage (in the words of one editor,
“This is just the tip of the ice berg”) suggests that while men figure both as aggressors and victims in family
violence, the overwhelming majority of women figure only as victim of family violence. The number of female
victims’ abnormal death including homicide occurring at families is considerable and the number of women who
suffer from beatings and torture inflicted by husbands and in-laws is likely to be much greater. These shocking
facts has compelled Bangladeshi society to acknowledge that the most treacherous form of danger which
threatens the safety of a Bangladeshi woman is hidden right in her home which is socially regarded as the safest
place for her to be in. Some grim items have become a regular feature in newspaper.
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What is dowry?

As a definition, it could be said that dowry means gifts or payment by a bride’s family to the groom or his family
at the time of marriage.Dowry is a a marriage transaction between bride’s and groom’s family, expecting the
happiness of the daughters.It is natural desire of every parents to get a solvent and gentle husbands for their
daughters. So fulfil their desire they become the victims of  dowry, and finally realize the consequence of their
misconception. The parents becomes so blind that they do not understand that the the only the education towards
economic empowerment is the only vechicle to become happy in conjugal life. Dowry is not a solution, it is a
continuous bargaining process which  ruin the life of the bride their famil;y and economy of the nation. Economy
of the country is hugely hampered by dowry system because these huge amount of money is going to non-
productive work not for the education of the family members which could l create potential manpower and has a
long term effect in economy of the state. When the bride’s family is unable to give dowry, the bride has to face
many problems and sufferings. When women are in trouble some people think it is a usual matter. Society
always tries to ignore this reality. Therefore, the cruel practice of dowry has  a negative impact in women’s life,
family and country’s development.

Objectives:
To identify the grave consequence of dowry in society and economy
To identify the ethical basis of paying dowry.
To be believed that mistaken education is the only cause behind dowry.
To establish how dowry is hampering the economy of the family and state.
To construct an accurate picture of marriage practices in communities in order to comprehend the role of dowry
To identify viable and practical interventions that can support a change in people’s preferences and actions in
relation to dowry.To establish the true voice of Islam against dowry.
To identify some commonalities amongst the dowry victims

Methodology: Qualitative methodology is used in this article.The article is designed to identify viable and
practical interventions that can support a change in people’s preferences and actions in relation to dowry. Some
case studies were taken from daily newspaper to support findings  and to understand the gravity of dowry
problem in Bangladesh.

Dowry is a Social-Economic Evil:

In Bangladesh , women’s lives are practiced by a number of violence and many types of degradation, sometimes
open and sometimes hidden. These types of violence are constant and are becoming a curse on Bangladeshi
women’s lives. Dowry is one of the violence but different in approach. Dowry system is becoming very
traditional though sometimes it becomes a pressure. Most of the parents in Bangladesh have taken for granted
that they should pay dowry, though everyone do not call it in the same name, some call it gift for social prestige
some call it necessity for daughter’s comfort, some call it investment for daughter’s peace and position. Most of
the parents in Bangladesh are not capable to pay dowry, but they try according to their capacity to ensure their
daughter’s marry and their future peace. Ultimately this dowry never brings peace to their daughters, and its
become a constant pressure for giving dowry  either in cash or kind from groom’s family.. If one fail to continue
to fulfil the demand of dowry, their daughters become the victim of killing, burning and suicide. This is one of
the chief causes of social tensions and has done incalculable damage to our social fabric. Dowry system is a
social evil and should be tackled socially. Now a days marriage without some form of dowry is immposible.One
group of greedy person divert marriage system based on dowry  to a business transaction.In many cases ,this is
totallly unethical. Girls education, family background capabilities are ignored and dowry becomes the foremost
priority.

Economic Theories of Dowry:It is built on the seminal work of Becker 1973 and 1974 (seeAnderson, 2007 for
a discussion), who developed the marriagemarket framework. In his model, men and women possess varying
qualities (which can be potential incomes).Marriage is seen as a joint venture that results in greater efficiency in
production (household, market, or both). Each person chooses the mate who maximizes his/her utility.The
marriage market assigns mates and the distribution of returns among them. Optimal sorting ensures that no
person(bride or groom) can be made better off by matching with someone else or by not marrying at all.Usually
an efficient marriage market exhibits positive assortative mating, where high-quality men are matched with high-
quality women, and low-quality men are matched with low-quality women. This outcome follows when
husbands and wives are complementary inputs into production and an efficient market maximizes aggregate
output, so that no person can improve their marriage without making others worse off. The equilibrium division
of the marriage surplus between spouses is determined by these conditions.If the rule of division of output within
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the marriage is inflexible, so that the share of income of each spouse is not the same as under the market
solution, then an upfront compensatory transfer will be made between the spouses (or the respectivehouseholds)
and efficiency will be emergence of dowry—that it has substituted brideprice inseveral cases.

Supply Side motivation
Davis. (2007) Discussions among the Poor: Exploring Poverty Dynamics with Focus Groups in Bangladesh,
CPRC Working Paper No. 84)
“If we give dowry, our daughter will be given value or affection by members of the in-law’s house.” Extreme
poor respondent
“Without dowry, no one will marry a girl”. Female FGD respondent
Demand Side Motivation
“The groom’s side pressure for dowry arises because there is scarcity of employment opportunity. If they take
dowry they can then invest in a productive activity.”

Legislation Against Dowry Violence In 1983, the Cruelty to Women Deterrent Punishment Ordinance was
enacted. Sec. 6 of the Ordinance lays down: “Whoever, being a husband or parent, guardian or relation of the
husband of any woman, causes or attempt to cause death or grievous hurt to that woman for dowry shall be
punishable with transportation for life or with rigorous imprisonment for a term which may extend to fourteen
year, and shall also be liable to fine.” Recently, the Women and Child Repression (Special Provision) Act of
1995 was enacted in view of the escalating number of crimes against women. Section 10(1) of this Act imposes
death penalty on the husband and/or members of the family for causing death for dowry and life imprisonment
for attempting to cause death. Section 11 lays down penalty for causing grievous hurt to a woman in connection
with the payment of dowry. A person may be sentenced to life imprisonment or 14 years’ rigorous imprisonment
(which will not be less than 5 years) and be required to pay additional monetary compensation.

Dowry Prohibition Act of 1980 In Bangladesh, the percentage of marriages in which dowries are demanded and
paid has increased in the rural areas in recent years. The institution has become so crucially important that the
inability to pay dowry may mean that the daughter of the family remains unmarried. Bangladesh is the third
country in this sub-continent (the first being India, the second Pakistan) that had to recognise the increase in this
system and take heed of the problems caused. On March the 13th 1979, a female member of the parliament, Mrs.
Deulat Nessa Khatoon M. P. introduced the Bangladesh Anti-dowry Bill as a Bill to safeguard the rights and
status of women. She was an M. P. from the ruling party. Dowry Prohibition Act of 1980, as amended by Dowry
Prohibition Amendment Ordinance 1986. Sec. 3, states. “If any person, after the commencement of this Act,
gives or takes or abets the giving or taking of dowry, he shall be punishable with imprisonment which may
extend to five years and shall not be less than one year, or with fine or with both” (The Bangladesh Gazette,
Extract, April 2, 1986). The maximum penalty for dowry was thus increased from one year to five years with the
Additional Provision Act (since it came into effect from the end of 1981)

We can mention here that the practice of dowry is responsible to a great extent for the unequal treatment to
daughters. Undeniably the costs involved in getting a daughter married have increased greatly with the rapid
spread of the dowry system. According to Barbara Miller’s hypothesis, negligence to female folk and the costs
involved in marriage are strongly connected.

Dowry as a Groom Price and Unethical Attitude
The social scenario in the subcontinent, especially in Bangladesh, has remained largely static and the authorities
continue to be engaged in legal exercises to prevent dowry-related cruelty to women. Religious and social
inhibitions still act as roadblocks to women's higher education and deny them wider job opportunities for
economic independence. Combined with the high rise in population, very low GDP growth, and poor social
security services, these factors reduce the possibility of dowry being eliminated from the society in the near or
even the distant future.Dowry increased with the expansion of capitalist relations that help capital accumulation
by men in Bangladesh. It has been turned into demand, extortion, material gain, and profit maximization. The
most common motives behind the dowry system are the grooms and their family’s greed, growing consumerism,
excessive materialism, the need for status seeking, and rising expectations of a better and luxurious life. Women
in Bangladesh are considered as an inferior status than the men, society, family and most of the women believe
that marriage is the foremost duties of the women. Therefore groom’s family accepts any kind of demand from
the bride’s family. They consider dowry as the only mechanism to overcome the stigma of their daughters not to
be married. Adult unmarried girls are curse to Bangladeshi society.

Why dowries exist and why they have risen in Bangladesh?
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Dowry is demanded in marriage therefore it is considered to be the traditional right of the boy’s family, as if  it is
sanctioned by the societies.
Due to stereotyping attitude of the socity, women are considered as born to wed
As  wedding is compulsory, dowry demand is acceptable to the parents and increasing day by day.
Dowry payment seems to the parents better than to pay the social cost  for unmarried daughters.
Apparently , it seem to the groom’s family that dowry payment will secure their daughter’s lives.
Women are considered as a liabilities to husband’s family, dowry  considered to them as women’s liability price
Poverty is one of  the major causes of crime against women. Due to frustration, alcholoism, unemployed  men
have been found beating their wives on very trivial domestic issues  Sometimes men demand dowry to become
rich overnight to fulfill their desires

Mistaken Family education: Despite of progress Bangladesh Government met in the enrolment in primary and
secondary education, dropout and retention rate is very high. There are some social causes as well as some
attitudinal; problem, girls are not continuing education or if continue not getting independence and
empowerment. In order to explore the actual position of the women of Bangladesh, it is necessary to analyze the
diverse forces in society which mould the lives of the women who are the focus of the present thesis: “The
dilemmas and directions of the women and society are not fortuitous. They are the result of multiple factors
which determine the drift of the whole cultural complex considered as a part of the social realities of the
period.”. It seems that the root of all these disparities lies in a misconceived and misapplied education. The
neglected education of women is the grand source of the misery. The conducts and manners of women in fact
evidently prove that their minds are not in a healthy state. A Vindication of the Rights of Women’ by Mary
Wollstonecraft was a revolutionary book, which might have changed society’s perception on women. She was
the first woman who raised her voice against the unequal and unjust treatment received by the women.

The most important cause responsible for women’s inferior position and identified by the liberal feminists is that
women are always judged first as women and second as human beings. On the other hand, men are judged
individually on their own merits. In Mary Wollstonecraft’s consideration, as member of the human species the
women should have the same opportunity in all the areas of life. After the French Revolution, it became clear to
Mary Wollstonecraft that women were the subjects to men, but not to the Republic. Women as citizens and as
individual beings were devoid of the right to vote, right to property. It became clear that the status of woman as
an independent person was still unchanged Wollstonecraft identified some main causes responsible for
discrimination against women and also put her suggestions to overcome these. Generally, women like to
consider marriage as the highest good or ultimate end of life. In this connection, she suggested if women got
proper education, they would be able to apply deliberate and rational choice regarding marriage. The main thing
that  Wollstoncraft wanted to say is that through proper education, women could acquire self-respect. Habitual
slavery to first impressions which developed in childhood is another reason due to which women are less rational
than men.Domestic environment was identified as the most significant cause responsible for discrimination
against women both in society and at home. Wollstonecraft suggested that women should be capable of
performing duties within domestic sphere in a self-reliant way. Domestic work will not be slavery if it is done
willingly. And women would get rid of ignorance and discard emotional aspects from their nature to a great
extent. According to Mary Wollstonecraft, unless women could achieve the art of coquetry, she would not be
able to face any crisis. Rousseau also had advocated the same opinion. She was very much confident that
equality of women would be possible if they could destroy their parasitic attitude and if women could forget all
pre-conceptions of pleasing men and withdraw herself from maternal duties. Women should consider themselves
first as a rational being, second, as a citizen and lastly as a mother.. Wollstonecraft also added that It is justice,
not charity that is wanting in the world. The liberal feminists believe that traditional social institutions like
family trained women in a way that they became an integral part of male persons’ identity. From the early life of
childhood, girl learns to be submissive, to be emotional and to take interest in personal and family affairs,
whereas the boy learns to be competitive, unemotional and outward-looking. The above-mentioned roles for
male and female were socially created which ultimately becomes the permanent structure of a society. In this
connection, we can mention Simone de Beauvoir’s famous phrase, “One is not born but rather becomes a
woman.”

Regarding marriage, Mill emphasized on legal treatment. He thought that family is a voluntary association,
where it is not necessary for one to rule over another as in case of a business partnership. Mill believed that
power and privilege within a family and also in society are the result of potential voice, which comes from the
capability of earning subsistence. According to Mill, marriage should be recognized as any other profession. In
that case, any woman would be able to choose freely either to marry or to follow other profession. Both
Wollstonecraft and Mill are of the opinion that acquiring rationality similar to men is the best way to acquire
equal position with men in society. In that case, similar education should be received by both male and female.
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Thus, according to the liberal creed, liberation of women is not only in favour of women but also of society.
Liberal feminism is based on a number of presuppositions. They are derived from a more general theory of
liberalism itself.7 These pre-suppositions may be summarized as follows:
Essentially men and women are same.
Accordingly, both men and women should be treated equally, especially in public affairs.
According to Liberalism, equality means equality before the law and equal opportunities to
Take part in public activities.
And, such equality is based on the rights of a citizen.
The franchise right is the most fundamental right for women

Islamic Attitude towards Girls EducationIf we consider the matter about women’s education from the Islamic
point of view, we would see that Islam attaches great value to education, and prescribes it as the duty of a
woman as well as that of men to acquire knowledge. The Holy Prophet said to his followers, “Knowledge
enables its possessor to distinguish what is forbidden from what is not. It lights the way to heaven.” In actual
practice, the injunctions of the holy Qu’rãn in this respect were completely ignored. The Muslim community, as
it had misinterpreted many other principles of Islam, considered education for girls also as an unnecessary step.
On the other hand, religious education is considered indispensable for rural Muslim women. Social motivation
for participation of girls in education is extremely poor and the dropout rate is alarmingly high.

Modern Islamic Interpretation of Dowry Dowry is a totally un-Islamic practice. In Islam, women are not
'owned' by their families and should not be traded with in this manner. It is an insulting practice. In the jahiliyah
society before Islam, this money was regarded as the property of the girl's guardian. The practice of dowry
among ignorant Muslims is a result of the influence of the evil practices of the society they live in. Islam does
not put any financial burden on the father of the girl. A Muslim father is told to get her daughter married away in
a most simple Nikah ceremony solemnized by a Qazi/priest in a mosque, witnessed by his close relatives and
friends. He is not even required to throw a luncheon to the handful of invitees assembled for this occasion. In
fact, it is desirable on the part of the groom that he offers a reception/Walima to his near and dear ones without
forgetting the poor people of his society.

Prophet Muhammad (SAW) shows the safest and the most reasonable way in this case in his tradition which is
“The most advantageous nikah (marriage) is the one which is the easiest.” (Abu Daud, Nikah: 31) He advised a
marriage that everyone can carry out and to spend a suitable amount of money. Islam teaches that the dowry
should be reduced and made simple, and that this is in the interests of both the husband and the wife. In the first
era of Islam marriage was a simple affair, without pomp or ceremony. Any expenditure incurred in its
performance was quite minimal, and not a burden on either family. Indeed, the Prophet (SAW) stated: 'the most
blessed marriage is one in which the marriage partners place the least burden on each other.' (al-Haythami,
Kitabe Nikah, 4:255)The example of such a simple marriage was set up by none other than the
Prophet Muhammad (SAW) himself. He got his daughters married in the simplest possible manner. Fatimah
(RA.) was his favourite daughter, but he neither gave her a lavish dowry nor did he send things to her home after
the wedding, and even when she made a request to him for something of a material nature, he only gave her the
benefit of his counsel in line with taqwa and good a’mal.

Some Case Studies from Daily Newspaper

Housewife Beaten to Death for Dowry
Published; Tuesday, 08 January 2013, Financial Express
A housewife was beaten to death by her husband and in-laws for dowry at Bausia village hijla upazila of the
district last night. The deceased was identified as Maksuda Begum, 20 daughter of late Abdul Kader of
Baherchar village under the same upazilla. Family sources said Monir Hossain, 25, son of Shafiuddin used to
torture Maksuda Begum over dowry after their marriage. Last night, Monir and his family members started
torturing Maksuda indiscriminately in demand of Taka 50,000 as dowry from Matsudo’s father. Maksuda was
rushed to a local hospital in a critical condition where on duty doctors declared her dead. The victim’s brother
filed a case in this regard. Police arrested Monir and his father Shafiuddin , in this connection

Housewife killed for Dowry in Chuadanga
Published; Sunday, 16 December 2012, Financial Express
A housewife was killed by her husband for dowry in village Dottail under Chuadanga Sadar upazila of the
district Thursday afternoon. The deceased was identified as Sathi Akhter (20), daughter of Abdul Aziz and wife
of Hafizur Rahman of village Dottail of the upazila. Victim’s father Abdul Aziz said Sathi Akhter got married to
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with Hafizur Rahman four months back. During her marriage Hafizur was given TK 50,000 and other household
furniture as dowry. Tk 100000 again and from time to time tortured her for the money.

Housewife Commits Suicide over Dowry in Chuadanga
Published: Wednesday, 30 January, 2013-02-02, Financial Express
A housewife committed suicide by hanging herself from a Bearn in village Faridpur school para under Amdanga
upazila of the district on Monday evening. The deceased was identified as Shaina khatun (35) daughter pf late
Nuru Sheikh, wife of Monjil ali also mother of two children of village Faridpur school para of the upazila. Police
said that shahina Khatun was married to Monjil ali 15 years ago. Recently Monjil had demanded Tk 50,000 from
Shahina’s family as dowry. But Shahina failed to bringthe demanded money. At one stage she went to the cow
shed and committed suicide by hanging herself from a Bearn in the evening at 7 pm.

Teenaged Housewife Brutally Chained up for Payment of Dowry
Published: 07th June 2008, The Daily Prothom Alo
Shilpi (18) years old teenage housewife is punished in feudal way as she did not withdraw the case against
dowry. She was been bitten in this way for almost 2 months by the members of her in laws family. She is now
mentally ill due to chronic physical and mental torture. Shilpi is the daughter of farmer Abu of Baufal ‘char
diyara kochuya’. She was married with Jahangir Farayezi (25) son of Shamsul haque Farayezi of the same
Iceland almost one and a half year ago. Abu gave 20 thousand taka in cash and gold of 35 thousand taka price
and other valuables cost 30 thousand taka for the happiness of her daughter.But only after the one and half
month of the marriage Jahangir demand another 50 thousand taka from Shilpi’s parents. But as Abu failed to pay
the dowry so Shilpi had been cruelly bitten.Shilpi sued against her husband under the child abuse law in
patuakhali. After that her husband started brutal torture on shilpi. They put chili powder in her body sensitive
parts of her body. Sometimes she would kept chained on ground or cot without any blanket. She did not get
regular food and bath.In the mean time Jahangir married for second time and at 22 May Jahangir “I will not
torture any more one my wife” gave this statement and get a relies from the child abuse law. But Jahangir still
continued torturing Shilpi to withdraw the case against Jahangir. And they again chained her up for two days.
The local journalists got news and inform the local police station. The inspector rescued Shilpi but she is still
did not get relies from mental illness.

Wife is Killed by Beaten for Dowry in Dhaka
Published 14th January 2008, The Daily Janakantha
Rehana Begam (22) is killed by cruelly beaten by her husband in Badda of Dhaka city. Husband Roton Miya is
missing after the incident. Jashimuddin brother of the killed woman informed us, Rehana Begam was married
with Roton Miya 5 years ago. After some months of marriage Roton often would beat his wife for 1 lack taka
dowry. For this demand they gave some money for several times to Roton Miya. But the their sister’s luck did
not change and the brutality continued.It was 8am of Friday morning, Roton started his brutality in the ma-92 no
holding of Merul Badda. Roton left their sister senseless. Jashimuddin got the news at 11am and rushed to her
sister’s house and found Rehana senseless there. He took her to DMCH and filed a case under “nari o shisu
domon ayin.” But at Saturday 11pm Rehana Begam took her last breath.

Wife is killed for dowry in Shampur
Published: 05th April 2008, The Daily Prothom Alo
Jannatul ferdous Jhinu (24) mysteriously died in Shampur of Dhaka city. Police took her body at last Thursday
from Rasulpur.She is died for brutality of her husband Mirajul Islam, claimed her family. They claimed, Janntul
is killed for dowry. Her husband is missing after the incident. They had two children Joy(7) and Raka(3). Jhinu’s
cousin, A.K.M. Shohidul Islam said, Jhinu was married with shaon at 2000. They gave 10 ‘vori’ gold and 2 lack
taka cash in the marriage. Recently Jhinu’s husband put presser on her for bringing another 6 lack taka cash. But
as Jhinu’s family failed to pay the expected dowry, Jhinu was killed with active help of Shaon’s father,mother,
and siblings, claimed victim’s family members. After the incident a case is filled in the shampur thana.

Magnitude of Marriage Payments and Poverty
From the above case studies, it is proven that consequence of dowry  and its impact on a women lives is getting
dangerous form of violence.The scenerion of dowry payment in  Bangladesh is getting a tremendous destructive
form which hinders the country’s development. It is hampering the total economy of the nation and making the
constant poverty level amongst the dowry payer. In Bangladesh half of the populations are women, so
development of a country is not possible without the development of the women force . But the pressure and
obligation to pay dowry discourages the education of the daughters of the parents. It is their common
understanding that without wasting money for the education of their daughters, it is worth to pay dowry in her
marriage. Dowry is considered to be among the leading causes of poverty in Bangladesh, having the potential  to
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push a family in despir and destitution.Marriage payment is becoming pervasive and affecting the life pattern
and saving patterns in a significant way. The practice of dowry payment is illegal and banned in Bangladesh, but
still is practicing among the people mostyly in the rural areas. The government in Bangladesh has already taken
positive steps in increasing the enrollment of girls in schools, which should decrease the practice of giving and
demanding dowry despite of that dowry is on the rise, and is cited as one of Bangladesh’s leading cause of
poverty (IFPRI, 2008).

How Dowry hampers Development
The demand of young girl is high in marriage market, so rate of child marriage is high  the dowry payment is low
To compete with younger brides, parents of older brides might have to pay more as dowry
Dowry is the security money for the daughters future happiness
Parents spend much money for the daughters, other members deprieved from education
Due to high dowry payment beyond capacity, members of the family lies under poverty level and suffers from
mal-nutrition
Due to payment of dowry, to overcome poverty, migration is becoming high in the urban areas
Child marriage and early pregnancy is becoming threat to a girls lives.
Young mothers becoming sick and a burden of the family and state

Women’s contribuition to the state is becoming zero
Moral, intellectual, social and economical development is not occurring
Tortured in a differnt form, hampers the happiness and peace of the many people
Turning towards burning, killing, suicide and homicide.

In rural areas of Bangladesh, dowry demands have been found to be several hundred percent larger than average
daily income; a considerable strain on already limited resource set. Recent research in this area suggested that
dowry payments start in excess of BDT 20,000, while the average daily wage, for men, hovers around BDT 100.
As a result, many households are forced to adopt a number of coping strategies to raise this considerable sum.
For many poor households, the sale of assets, such as land, trees, livestock and housing is the only way to raise
the required amount. Other studies also suggested that households are increasingly taking loans from friends,
family, moneylenders or NGOs to cover this expense. These activities, in combination, are often found to force
households into destitution (Davis 2008; Sen and Hulme, 2004). Sen, B. and Hulme, D., (2004), The State of the
Poorest 2004/2005: Chronic Poverty in Bangladesh - Tales of Ascent, Descent, Marginality and Persistence -
Overview. Working paper 43, Dr Peter Davis, of the Centre for Development Studies based in the University’s
Department of Economics & International Development, has been investigating the issues forcing families into
poverty as part of a long-term study in collaboration with the International Food Policy Research Institute
(IFPRI), the Chronic Poverty Research Centre (CPRC), and Data Analysis and Technical Assistance Ltd., Dhaka
(DATA). The research found that those households with lower levels of education, that owned less land, had
fewer assets and had many young children and elderly relatives, faced the most difficulty in escaping poverty.

The custom of paying a dowry to the future husband’s family when a daughter is married is illegal in
Bangladesh, but is still practised by most families living in rural areas. Payment is normally upwards from
20,000 Taka (around £190 or $313 U.S.) and since typical earnings are only 100 Taka (94 pence) per day, this
can be a major contributor to poverty for many families with daughters.
Dr Davis found that medical expenses involved in the care of elderly relatives were also a common issue for
families living in poverty.

“Some families face a ‘double whammy’, having to pay wedding expenses and dowry for their daughters at the
same time in life when elderly relatives are needing more expensive medical care,” said Dr Davis, who spent
several months in the country training and working with researchers from DATA Bangladesh to conduct
interviews with families for the study.

“Measures such as improving education, employment and health services could play a really significant role in
alleviating poverty in these families. The damage caused by dowry in Bangladesh, and more widely in South
Asia, is well  recognised, and a large number of organisations dedicate efforts to reducing it. The most
commonly cited harm is linked to violence against, or oppression of, women – mostly affecting the brides
associated with the dowries (Srinivas, 1984; Bloch and Rao, 2002; Amin and Huq, 2008; Johnson and Naved,
2008). However, in addition to violence against, and
oppression of women, dowry is the most painful, unethical and destructive form which has a long term effect on
human’s lives.

Search for the commonalities among the Dowry violence cases
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There are many causes for dowry demand and violence against women. The causes are more or less common are
identified from the case studies:

Mindset-The predetermined mind set of the people of Bangladesh is that women are born to wed in other sense
born to sell in terms of money, asset in the form of dowry. In most family girls are considered as liabilities, they
are considered as a parasite, no value and recognition of child bearing and household work. As they are not
earning money, someone else in the family has to spend money to secure her life in husband’s or in-laws house.
She is considered as a money making machine. The scenario in upper class middle class and lower class are
different. Both in middle class and lower class class dowry demand is high, because of economic insolvency.
Upper class demand because of competation and status.
Poverty is one of the main causes of dowry violence among middle class and lower class.  Poverty makes people
greedy, needy which enhance their expectation to get dowry from bride’s house. On the other hand in middle
class and lower class family girls are considered as liabilities subject to criticism if not married, religious
prejudice they are committed to give dowry in their daughter’s marry. In future due to economic crisis they
cannot fulfil their promise, so their daughters become subject of dowry violence.
Ignorance-knowledge makes people aware about their rights and laws against violence which leads them to raise
voice against any injustice. As they are not aware about the guilt and punishment of dowry, they take it very
normal issue to give dowry to the bridegroom. Sometimes they confused with dower and dowry and get a
religious misinterpretation. Due to illiteracy, mistaken family education, lack of information, especially in
remote areas electronic and print media do not work , the girls belong to these areas become the victim of dowry.
Mistaken Education- Patriarchy is the main evil which makes the male person to think superior than women.
They think that they are the caregiver of the wives, so they have every authority to take money in the form of
dowry. Household works are not considered as work because it is unpaid work. As they are not earning money,
men take the opportunity to blackmail them by claiming dowry. In case of educated dowry demand is very low
or hidden in other forms.
Finally marriage is considering as a business transaction, which is unethical, unacceptable, and breaking the
norms, unity and attachment of family
.
Recommendations: Dowry is a social evil and should be treated socially by developing awareness among the
stakeholders.
Punishment should be ensured, Gove should take a specific action plan to implement the laws.
Adolescent girls should take vowed to resist early marriage and dowry.
Family  should  value both son and daughter equally
Islamic leaders should take initiatives to make the people understand the hatred of dowry  in Islam
Imam of the mosque should publicize the message that dowry demand will be resist  and reported to the police
Electronic media and printing media should play a preventive role through drama, talk show, dialogue and TV
spots
Educational institutions could arrange workshop, seminar to raise the voice of women and family against dowry
Curriculum of the books from primary to tertiary level should reflect the harm of dowry and the strength to resist
it socially
Civil Society should play a role model against dowry

Conclusion: The lives of Bangladeshi women are so complex that no simple solution is possible to their
problems. It is very much impractical in the present context of the Bangladesh scenario to suggest overnight and
radical changes in the disparate relationship that exists between men and women in Bangladeshi society. One
must, therefore, find ways that are acceptable, if not to all the people, at least to the majority of the population.
Dowry related violence is now an every day event in our country. The law against dowry is stringent enough to
act as a deterrent. But the reality of the wretched lives of young women, particularly among the less educated
sections of society, is that they still have to justify their presence in the husband’s family by bringing in money
and other valuables from their parents’ home.

So it’s the right time to take proper steps against Dowry. If failed to make proper solutions of the problems, then
our next generation has to face more problems than we are having right now. This is a high time to resist both
early marriage and dowry. The only way to resolve the problem is formal education as well family education in
real sense. Misinterpretation of Islam and undue fatwa should be strongly protested. Islam is the most
progressive religion, so any question regarding its mal practice should be resist.

If we consider the matter about women’s education from the Islamic point of view, we would see that Islam
attaches great value to education, and prescribes it as the duty of a woman as well as that of men to acquire
knowledge. The Holy Prophet said to his followers, “Knowledge enables its possessor to distinguish what is
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forbidden from what is not. It lights the way to heaven.” In actual practice, the injunctions of the holy Qu’rãn in
this respect were completely ignored.

We believe that education as well as change of attitude can only play important roles in bringing about such
transformation by enabling them to take the first entry into men’s sphere. Women’s access to education must be
treated as their fundamental right. And it is only through education that they would get the chance to prepare
themselves in order to play their roles in nation’s social, economic and political spheres as equal members of
society. We know that attitudes are difficult to change, but changes are needed in those male attitudes that are
derogatory to or patronizing of women, and equally in those attitudes of women that are self-denigrating. Change
in attitudes can only be brought about by making the facts known through knowledge we can have of the outer
world and of human factors. Through education in a real sense from formal and informal family education,
women and girls of Bangladesh could resist any injustice in the form violence especially dowry. Proper
education makes one empowered from economic, social, and intellectual side which develops a power to
understand which is right and wrong, ultimately strength to resist violence.  Universally it is not desired any
violence against women, it is hatred by Islam, Islam is a religion of peace and the person who are violating Islam
in the name of Islam should be punished immediately. Bride burn is no more desirable, it is a right time to raise
voice from national and international perspective.
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ABSTRACT The purpose of the paper is to study the effect of institutional
ownership on dividend policy. In order to study the affect of institutional
ownerships on dividend policy the institutional owners are segregated as
joint stock companies, foreign companies, insurance companies, banks,
modarabas and mutual funds. Total 104 firms listed at Karachi Stock
Exchange for a period of eight years were taken as sample for analysis.
Fixed effect model of panel data regression is used for finding the
relationship between institutional ownership and dividend policy. The results
show that joint stock companies’ ownership, foreign companies’ ownership
and insurance companies’ ownership have positive and significant effect on
dividend payment due to their high percentage of shares in Pakistani firms
and having strong influence on decision making power of the firms’
managers. Banks, modarabas and mutual funds ownerships show no
significant relation with dividend payment. The results suggest that firms can
attract big institutional owners through growth in their dividend payment
which will be helpful for them to get shareholder confidence along with
improvement in firm’s performance and high market capitalization.
Key words: Institutional ownership, Dividend policy, Pakistan

Introduction Dividend decision is one of the most important financial decisions and have prominent place
in corporate finance. A lot of empirical work has been done in this regard but still it is thought a most
controversial topic in financial literature. In financial management dividend policy is one of the top ten
puzzles. In emerging market, this policy gets more importance as how much of the profit is paid to
investors as dividend and how much should be retained by the business in order to boost investment.
Investors are the key finance provider of a corporation. The environment where direct control by investor is
not possible, they can use the dividend policy as a tool to discipline the managers so that they work for the
owners’ best interest. The agency theory of dividend got significant importance in finance literature during
past three decades. Agency theory suggests that profit, if not paid as dividend, may be used by the insiders/
managers for their personal use or may be invested in non- profitable projects, which may result in agency
cost for the firm. Dividend payment reduces this agency cost. This reveals the importance of ownership in
dividend policy. Institutional owners are more prominent in reducing agency cost than individual owners
because of having more market information and strong decision making power.

The study focuses on the impact of institutional ownership on dividend policy in Pakistan. Pakistani firms
have pyramid structure of ownership where one owner controls the activities of whole firm. The
institutional owners invest huge amount of their resources, so they are eager to gain information about the
company policies so the influence the company decision regarding investment and dividend payment. In
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Pakistan previous researchers, such as Afza & Mirza (2011) and (Shah, Yuan, & Zafar, 2010), studied the
affect of institutional ownership on dividend policy. But different institutions have different nature of
business may have different motives to invest. To settle their claims, cash requirement is greater in pension
fund and insurance companies so these companies prefer high dividend. On the other hand mutual funds
focus on capital appreciation as against dividend and other earnings. Similarly, banks, at the cost of low
dividend earning, may prefer more securities as assets. Foreign institutional owners may like cash dividend
because of more political and economic risks. This reveals that when the institutional ownership is taken as
a whole and looks its relationship with dividend policy it gives us vague picture because of the different
preferences of different kind of institutional owners. Afza & Mirza (2011) categorized the institutional
owners as insurance ownerships, modaraba ownership, national investment trust and miscellaneous
ownership (banks, joint stock companies, foreign companies etc) and analyzed their impacts on dividend
policy in Pakistan. But miscellaneous ownership (banks, joint stock companies, foreign companies etc)
make the large proportion of institutional ownership in Pakistani firm, if taken as one category, may
mislead the results. So the present study aims at fullfilling this knowledge gap by taking seven major
institutional owners that is joint stock companies, modabahs, insurance companies, banks, investment
companies, mutual funds and foreign companies as major determinants of dividend policy.
The objectives of this research study are:

To study the affect of each institutional owner (joint stock companies, modabahs, insurance companies,
banks, investment companies, mutual funds and foreign companies) on dividend policy in Pakistan
To find the effect of institutional ownership as whole on dividend policy in Pakistan
This research study will be helpful to managers in designing their dividend policies and also to researchers
and scholars in their researches. This is an important addition to literature related to corporate finance in
general and literature related to dividend policy in particular.

2. Literature review The past literatures related to institutional ownership and its relationship to dividend
policy were reviewed critically for developing of conceptual framework and interpretation of results. Luo
(2011) studied the relationship between the ratio of institutional ownership and dividend payout ratio in
non- financial listed companies of Chinese A-share market. The results of this study revealed that that
institutional ownership ratio in these listed companies has positively related to dividend payout ratio.
Agency cost incurs as the managers have more knowledge and information regarding business environment
ant share holders cannot directly ensure where the managers are always acting in shareholders best interest.
So in order to reduce agency cost, the dividend payment can be used as a signal that managers are acting in
the best interest of the shareholders. According to Stouraitis & Wu (2004) dividends enables the companies
to reduce the problems of overinvestment and also enables the enterprises to control the agency cost. They
argued in corporate world whenever dividends are not paid to shareholders, managers then try to use these
resources for their personal benefits. Dividend policy enables the enterprises to control the agency cost.
Ramli (2010) thoroughly studied the dividends payout policy of Malaysian companies where ownership
structure is closely held, he stated that as in the centralized ownership structure shareholders get higher
dividends and they can greatly influence the dividend policy, therefore companies try to generate higher
dividend payout. La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer, & Vishny (2000) observed in their study that
decisions of corporations could be greatly influence by controlling shareholders. Policies can be
implemented by them & they can be benefited from these policies at the expense of minority shareholders
benefits.
Ownership structure can affect the dividend payout policy. Jensen & Meckling (1976) also observed the
relationship between these two variables in their literature. Although from the results of various previous
studies it has found that a relationship exists between the dividend policy and management ownership (M.
C. Jensen & Meckling, 1976; Rozeff, 1982) but still institutional ownership has space to be considered.
Fama & Babiak (1968) and Short, Zhang, & Keasey (2002) recommended that there is remarkable
relationship between the dividend policy and institutional ownership.

In the context of developing economy of US, Grinstein & Michaely (2005) analyzed the relationship
between institutional ownership and dividend payout of US public enterprises. By applying the Thomson
financial data base, they studied financial data of 79,010 public companies from the year 1980 to 1986.
They examined the impact of dividend paying enterprises on institutional investors.  According to their
observations investors prefer to invest money in the firms paying fewer dividends instead of those that do
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not pay dividends.  Institutional investors also give preference to those companies which frequently
repurchases the shares. However, higher institutional shareholdings and concentration of shareholdings do
not increase dividend payouts.
Kumar (2006) analyzed the relationship between corporate governance & dividend payouts in the context
of growing economy of India. In his study by using the panel data of Indian companies from 1994 to 2000,
he found that most important factors of dividend payouts policy are the firm’s financial structure,
investment opportunities, dividend history, earning trends, and the ownership structure. He reported a
positive alliance between earnings trends and debt-equity and negative alliance between investment
opportunities and debt-equity ratio. Institutional ownership is negatively associated with dividend payout in
Indian companies.
Hafeez & Attiya (2009) study concerned to examine the determinants of dividend policy in the context of
Pakistani economy. They used the data of 320 companies listed at KES for the period of 5 years ranging
from (2001 to 2006). Initially by employing the Panel Regression they examined the Lintner (1956), Fama
& Babiak (1968) proposed models, which were the extension of partial adjustment models. They found in
their study that Pakistani firms greatly depend on previous dividend payout and current resources to fix
their dividend payments. Then, they analyzed the determining factors of corporate payouts and stated that
companies tend to pay higher dividends if they have stable and high revenue Results showed dividend
payout ratio is positively related to both ownership concentration and market liquidity. It is found that
payout cannot be influence by growth opportunities. Contrary to the existing literature they stated there is a
negative relationship between the size of the company and dividend policy. On the basis of these findings
they concluded that large Pakistani firms often prefer to invest and try to increase their own assets instead
of paying dividend to their shareholders.

Nishat and Walliullah (2010) analyzed the dividend policy of 535 Pakistani’s enterprises for the period of
20 years ranging from 1985 to 2005. By using the probit regression model they empirically found that the
most important factors which greatly influenced dividend behavior of these companies are profitability,
liquidity and firm leverage. All the firms which have high stock often avoid to pay dividend while on the
other hand big corporations likely to pay large dividends to shareholders. Results showed all the firms with
greater growth opportunities give less attention to increase their dividend payouts but on the other hand
government ownership in companies increases the dividend payouts but companies with surplus growth
opportunities do not necessarily increase their dividend payouts. According to them financial reforms have
positive impacts on the dividend decision, and on the basis of these findings they stated that secondary
market development can effectively influence the dividend decisions.
By taking Sample of 120 Listed Companies of Karachi Stock Exchange (KSE), Pakistan, for the period of 5
years ranging from (2002 to 2007) Afza & Mirza (2011) investigated the impact of institutional ownership
and growth opportunities on dividend policy. Based on OLS and Tobit regression models, findings of their
study showed that growth opportunities, profitability and shares held by insurance firms have positive
effects, on the other hand dividends are negatively affected by leverage. However, no significant impact of
ownership by Modaraba, NIT and miscellaneous institutions on dividend payout is observed. Big firms
tend to pay lower dividends however no significant relationship has observed between size of the company
and dividend payout.

A lot of other factors affect dividend policy and they are taken as control variables in many studies while
analyzing the impact of institutional ownership on dividend policy. Profit is the main indicator of dividend
policy (Afza & Mirza, 2011; Al-Malkawi, 2007; Hafeez & Attiya, 2009). Earnings per share, as a proxy of
profit, indicate that dividend is paid from net profit divided by number of shares. Some research studies e.g.
(Amidu & Abor, 2006; Ben Naceur, Goaied, & Belanes, 2007; Hafeez & Attiya, 2009) showed that lagged
dividend i.e. past year dividend has significantly positive impact on dividend payout ratio and so it is an
important indicator of dividend policy. According to John & Lang (2012) and Hafeez & Attiya (2009),
slake is an important determinant of dividend policy. Dividend is paid out of profit after availing the entire
projects with high net present value. The under investment problem can be solved by slake when no
external financing is available.

Free cash flow of the firm can be used in less profitable project by managers and thus dividend help in
dipping this free cash flow. On other hand, if their shortage of cash management will be unable to pay any
dividend (Alli et.al, 1993; Gill, Biger & Tibrewala, 2010). The debt covenant hypothesis suggested after
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issuing debts the firm will pay low or even no dividend. Aivazian, Booth, & Cleary (2003) showed that
firms with high debt burden ad low paid dividend ratio. Large firms have more excess to external financing
and thus the usually pay high dividend. Several studies showed positive relation between firm size and
dividend policy (Aivazian, et al., 2003; Fama & French, 2002).
The review of above literature reveals that a lot of work has been done on the relationship institutional
ownership and dividend policy but a little evidence is available how each individual institution affects the
dividend policy because of their different nature of business. Afza & Mirza (2011) categorized the
institutional owners as insurance ownerships, modaraba ownership, national investment trust and
miscellaneous ownership and analyzed its impact on dividend policy in Pakistan. In this study we further
segregated the institutional owners as joint stock companies, modabahs, insurance companies, banks,
mutual funds and foreign companies and look at their imapcts on dividend policy.

2.1 Conceptual Framework: Based on above literatures the following conceptual model has been
developed.
Figure 1: Schematic model of conceptual framework

Independent Variables Dependent Variables

Control Variables

2.2 Variables of the study
2.2.1 Dependent variables:Two dependent variables were used in this study. Almost all the researchers used
Dividend Payout Ratio as dependent variable (Afza & Mirza, 2011; Hafeez & Attiya, 2009; Reddy & Rath,
2005). For strengthening of outcome another measure of dividend is also taken i.e. Dividend Yield which
shows the relation of between dividend and stock price (Al-Malkawi, 2007; Hafeez & Attiya, 2009).

2.2.2 Independent variables:The present study categorized the institutional ownership and each category
is taken as independent variable.  The categories that are considered in this study are investment
companies’ ownership (Afza & Mirza, 2011), insurance companies’ ownership (Afza & Mirza, 2011),
modaraba’ ownership (Afza & Mirza, 2011), joint stock companies’ ownership, foreign companies’
ownership, banks’ ownership, mutual fund ownership.

Institutional Ownership Dividend Policy

Join stock companies’ ownership
Foreign institutions ownership

Insurance companies’ ownership
Banking institution ownership

Modarabas’ ownership
Mutual fund ownership

Dividend Payout Ratio

Dividend Yield

Lagged Dividend

Earnings Per Share

Financial Leverage

Size of Firm

Cash Flow

Investment Opportunities
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2.2.3 Control variables:This study also considered some control variables.  These are lagged dividend
(Amidu & Abor, 2006; Ben Naceur, et al., 2007; Hafeez & Attiya, 2009), earning per share (Afza & Mirza,
2011; Hafeez & Attiya, 2009), firm size (Aivazian, et al., 2003; Shah, et al., 2010)financial leverage (Afza
& Mirza, 2011; DeAngelo, DeAngelo, & Stulz, 2006; Gill, Biger, & Tibrewala, 2010; Rozeff, 1982), cash
flow (Alli  et.al, 1993; Gill, et al., 2010) and investment opportunities (Hafeez & Attiya, 2009; John &
Lang, 2012).
The definitions of variables and their expected relationship of independent and control variable with
dependent variables are summarized in table 1.

Table 1: Detail of variables
Variables Abbreviation Definition / Calculation Expected Relation
Dependent Variables

Dividend payout ratio DPO
Dividend per share / Earning per share
(Reddy and Rath, 2005; Hafeez &
Attiya, 2009; Afza and Mirza, 2011)

Dividend yield DY
Dividend per share / Price per share
(Al- Malkawi, 2007; Hafeez & Attiya,
2009)

Independent Variable
Joint stock companies
ownership

JSC % of Shares +

Foreign companies
ownership

Frgn % of Shares +

Investment companies
ownership

InvCo
% of Shares
(Afza and Mirza, 2011)

+

Insurance companies
ownership

Insrnc
% of Shares
( Afza and Mirza, 2011)

+

Banking ownership Banks % of Shares +
Modarabas’
ownership

Mod
% of Shares
(Afza and Mirza, 2011)

+

Mutual fund
ownership

MF % of Shares +

Control variables

Lagged dividend D t-1

Past year dividend
(Amidu and Abor ,2006; Ben Naceur,
et al., 2007; Hafeez & Attiya, 2009)

+

Earnings per share EPS
Net Profit / number of share holder
(Al- Malkawi, 2007; Hafeez & Attiya,
2009; Afza and Mirza, 2011)

+

Firm size Size
Log of total Assets
(Scott and Martin, 1975; Aivazian et
al, 2003; Shah, Yuan & Zafar, 2010)

+

Financial leverage FL

Total liabilities/Shareholders’ equity
(Rozeff , 1982; Gill, Biger &

Tibrewala, 2010; Afza and Mirza,
2011)

-

Cash flow CF

Log of cash flow from operating
activities
(Alli  et.al, 1993; Gill, Biger &
Tibrewala, 2010 )

+

Investment
opportunities

Inv

Accumulated retained earnings/ Total
assets
(John & Lang, 2012; Hafeez & Attiya,
2009)

-
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2.3 Study hypothesis
Followings are the hypotheses of this study
H1: Joint stock companies’ ownership has significant impact on dividend policy.
H2: Foreign institutional ownership has significant impact on dividend policy. .
H3: Banks’ ownership has significant impact on dividend policy.
H4: Insurance companies’ ownership has significant impact on dividend policy.
H5: Modaraba companies’ ownership has significant impact on dividend policy.
H6: Mutual Funds’ ownership has significant impact on dividend policy.

3. Methodology: The main aim of the research study is to see the impact of institutional ownership on
dividend policy. This is time- series cross- sectional study which looks at different subjects and how they
vary over time (Park, 2005). Firms, constituting our sample, were taken from the company registered at
Karachi Stock Exchange (KSE) because of the rationale that firms listed at stock market make their shares
attractive by presenting their earnings (Lazaridis & Tryfonidis, 2006). Firms which do not have banking
ownership, modaraba companies’ ownership; joint stock companies’ ownership, insurance companies’
ownership, mutual fund ownership and foreign companies’ ownership were excluded from our sample.
Finally, firms must be nonfinancial firms and have complete data related to our variables for the period
covered by this study constituted our sample. Data related to our variables was taken from the published
annual reports of the respective firms, official website of State Bank Of Pakistan and Karachi stock
exchange. At the end, 864 firms- years observations for 104 companies for 8 years period from 2005 to
2012 were concluded.

For the purpose of analysis, first descriptive statistics was applied in order to describe the data (Durrheim,
2002). The correlation analysis was done in order to determine the degree of relationship among the
variables (Bailey, 2007). Fixed effect model for penal data was applied to see the intercept difference for
each company and each period having separate dummy variables for each firm and period. The fixed effect
model takes into consideration that explanatory variables are associated with the company particular effect.

In this research, dummy variable i (eta) is used to measure the particular effect of the firm and t
(lambda) is time dummy variable which remain same across the firms but change over time (Christensen,
2002; Park, 2005). For the purpose of analysis, SPSS (20.0) was used.

The following regression models have been used in this study.

0 1 2 ( 1) 3 4 5 6 7( / ) i t i i i i i i i t itDPO DY JSC D EPS Size FL CF Inv                    

4. Analysis and results
4.1 Descriptive statistics: Descriptive statistics for different variables of this study with range mean and
standard deviation are given in table 1. The mean value of dividend payout is 34.3% with standard
deviation of 46.3% and having a range of 3.134. The mean value of dividend yield is 3.6% with standard
deviation of 4.6%. The mean value of shares holding by joint stock companies = 23.6%, by foreign
institution = 7.1%, by insurance companies = 5.9%, by banks = 3.45, by modaraba = 1.65 and by mutual
funds = 1.2% in the firms taken as sample. The mean value of lagged dividend is Rs. 75 in our sample that
of earning per share is Rs.35.312. the size of the firm is measured by log of total assets. The means value of
the firm size is 0.216. The financial leverage, measured by total liability/ total assets, has a mean value of
50.2% with standard deviation of 22.9%. Log of cash from operating activities is taken as proxy for cash

0 1 2 ( 1) 3 4 5 6 7( / ) i t i i i i i i i t itDPO DY Frgn D EPS Size FL CF Inv                    

0 1 2 ( 1) 3 4 5 6 7( / ) i t i i i i i i i t itDPO DY Banks D EPS Size FL CF Inv                    

0 1 2 ( 1) 3 4 5 6 7( / ) i t i i i i i i i t itDPO DY Insrnc D EPS Size FL CF Inv                    

0 1 2 ( 1) 3 4 5 6 7( / ) i t i i i i i i i t itDPO DY Mod D EPS Size FL CF Inv                    

0 1 2 ( 1) 3 4 5 6 7( / ) i t i i i i i i i t itDPO DY MF D EPS Size FL CF Inv                    
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flow has a mean value of 0.187 and accumulated retained earnings / to total assets is used as proxy for
investment opportunity has a mean value of 2.7% with standard deviation of 34.3%.

4.2 Correlation Analysis: Correlation analysis is used to find the degree of association amongst different
variables of this research study and is shown in table 2.

The results show that joint stock companies’ ownership is positively correlated with dividend payout as
indicated by positive coefficient of 0.267 (p <= 0.01) and the correlation coefficient between joint stock
companies’ ownership and dividend yield is 0.293 (p <= 0.05). This shows that joint stock companies’
ownership is positively related with dividend policy. Foreign companies ownership has r = 0.160 (p <=
0.05) with dividend payout and r = 0.143 (p <= 0.05) with dividend yield showing that foreign institutional
investors prefer dividend. The correlation between insurance companies and dividend yield is 0.009 (p <=
0.05) revealing that insurance companies in Pakistan prefer cash dividend to settle their customers’ claim.
The correlation of banks ownership, modaraba and mutual fund is insignificant with both dividend payout
ratio and dividend yield. This shows that these companies ownership do not affect dividend policy. Lagged
dividend is positively correlated with dividend policy as indicated by correlation results. Similarly earning
per share and free cash flow of the firm is positively and significantly correlated with dividend policy.
Investment opportunity has correlation coefficient of 0.012 (p <= 0.05) with dividend payout ratio showing
negative relationship. This shows if the firm has a profitable investment opportunity, it does not pay
dividend.

4.3 Regression analysis Table 4 shows the results of fixed effect model of panel data regression.
The first modal shows the relationship between joint stock company ownership and dividend policy. The
result shows that joint stock companies’ ownership is positively and significantly related with dividend
payout ratio and dividend yield at 1% confidence level. This means that joint stock companies have
significant influence on dividend policy because of their high percentage of share as institutional ownership
in Pakistani firms. The possible explanation for positive relationship between joint stock companies
reveals that joint stock companies use dividend payment as a mean of monitoring the managers by
compelling the firms to distribute the extra cash flow among the shareholders and thus reducing agency
cost (Lopez de Silanes, Vishny, & Shleifer, 2000; Kouki and Guizani, 2009). Furthermore, in Pakistan, as
many of the firms are small, attract the big investors by paying high dividend.

In the second model the joint stock companies’ ownership is replaced by foreign ownership and found its
relationship with dividend policy. The beta coefficient of foreign institutional ownership with dividend
payout is 0.147 significant at 5% confidence level and with dividend yield is 0.217 also significant at 5%
confidence level. This shows that foreign institutional ownership has positive and significant impact on
dividend policy. This result is in line with agency theory, that managers of the firm can use the free cash
flow in unprofitable projects, as the foreign institutional investors have no direct control over the firms
decisions so they control the behavior of the firm’s manager by dividend payment (Amidu & Abor, 2006;
Ben Naceur, Goaied, & Belanes, 2007; Hafeez & Attiya, 2009). Also, due to political instability and high
terrorism threats in Pakistan the foreign investors prefer cash dividend on their investments instead of
increasing their percentage of shares.

In the third modal insurance companies ownership is taken as independent variable along with control
variables. The result reveals that insurance companies’ ownership has also positive and significant impact
on dividend policy having beta coefficient of .008 at 5% significant level with dividend payout and 0.037 at
1% significance level with dividend yield. This result positive relation of insurance companies with
dividend policy is consistent with Afza & Mirza, (2011). In Pakistan, as insurance companies use cash for
settlement of their customer claims prefer cash dividend (Afza & Mirza, 2011).
The fourth model shows the relationship between banks and dividend policy. The results show that
relationship of banks’ ownership having beta coefficient of 0.006 with dividend payout and 0.021 with
dividend yield but both results are insignificant. This reveals that banks’ ownership in Pakistan has no
effect on dividend policy so banks, at the cost of low dividend earnings, may prefer more securities as
assets (Al- Malkawi, 2007).
In the fifth model the banks’ ownership is replaced by modaraba ownership. The result shows that beta
coefficient of modaraba with dividend payout is 0.011 and with dividend yield is 0.002 but results are
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insignificant. These results are in line with Afza & Mirza (2011). The insignifigant relationship of
modaraba ownership with dividend policy is due to the low ownership proportion of modaraba ownership
in Pakistani firms because modaraba business is not strongly established in Pakistan (Afza & Mirza, 2011).
In the sixth model mutual fund ownership is takien as independent variable. The beta coefficient for mutual
fund ownership is .004 with dividend payout and 0.015 with dividend yield but both are statistically
insignificant. This reveals that mutual fund ownership have no significant impact on dividend policy in
Pakistan. First reason for this insignificant result might be the low proportion of ownership of mutual fund
in Pakistani firms. Secondly, mutual funds focus on capital appreciation as against dividend and other
earnings (Al- Malkawi, 2007).

The study considered some control variables. The first control variable is lagged dividend. The lagged
dividend show positive and significant relationship with dividend policy in all models. This shows that past
year dividend plays an important role in current year dividend. This positive relation of lagged dividend
and dividend policy is consistent with previous studies such as Amidu & Abor (2006), Ben Naceur, Goaied,
& Belanes (2007) and Hafeez & Attiya (2009). The second control variable earning per share shows
positive and significant relationship with dividend payout and dividend yield. This shows that with increase
in profitabilty the firms pay more dividend (Afza & Mirza, 2011; Al-Malkawi, 2007; Hafeez & Attiya,
2009). The next control variable firm’s size shows insignifigant relationship with dividend policy. Afza &
Mirza, (2011) also found insignificant relationship betwween size of the firm and dividend policy in
Pakistan. This result contradact with Ben Naceur, Goaied, & Belanes, 2007 and Ahmed & Attiya (2009)
who reported negative and Al-Malkawi (2007) found positive relationship between size of the firm and
dividend policy.

The other control variable financial leverage, as expected, has significantly negative relationship with
dividend policy as revealed by the analysis of all models. Aivazian, Booth, & Cleary (2003) showed that
firms with high debt burden have low paid dividend ratio. This shows that Pakistani firms must have cash
in order to retire debts with interest and thus these firms pay low or dividend (Afza & Mirza, 2011). Free
cash flow has positive and statistically significant relationship with dividend policy in all models. If a firm
has free cash flow it will be in better position to pay high dividend. On other hand, if their shortage of cash
management will be unable to pay any dividend (Alli et.al, 1993; Gill, Biger & Tibrewala, 2010). The last
control variable the investment opportunity is significantly negative relationship with dividend policy in all
models. Some previous studies like John & Lang (2012) and Hafeez & Attiya (2009) also reported negative
between investment opportunity and dividend policy. This shows that if a Pakistani firm has an investment
opportunity with positive NPV it will retain dividend in order to avail that profitable investment
opportunity.

5. Conclusion: The aim of this research study was to analyze the effect of different institutional owners
such as joint stock companies, foreign companies, insurance companies, banks, mutual funds and
modarabas on dividend policy in Pakistan. This study covered a period of seven years from 2005 to 2012
with a sample of 104 non- financial firms listed at Karachi Stock Exchange for analysis. The relationship
between institutional ownership and dividend policy was examined by fixed affect model of panel data
regression. Dividend payout ratio and dividend yield, as proxy of dividend policy, were taken as dependent
variables. Joint stock companies, foreign companies, insurance companies, banks, mutual funds and
modarabas ownership were taken as independent variables along with lagged dividend, earning per share,
financial leverage, size of firm, cash flow and investment opportunities as control variables in this study.
The result of this study reveals that Joint stock companies, foreign companies and insurance companies
have positive and significant effect on dividend policy in Pakistan while banks, mutual funds and
modarabas ownership showed no relation with dividend policy. Joint stock companies having high
proportion of shares as institutional owners in Pakistani firms significantly affect the dividend policy and
use dividend payment as a tool to control the behavior of the mangers of the firms in which they invest.
Foreign institutional investors prefer cash dividend instead of increasing their percentage of shares in
Pakistani firms due instable political and economic conditions. Insurance companies prefer cash dividend
as they have to settle their customer claims (Khan, 2006; Afza & Mirza, 2011). Banks, modarabas and
mutual funds due to low proportion of share in Pakistani firms do not have any significant impact on
dividend policy. It is also concluded that lagged dividend, earning per share and free cash flow showed
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positive, financial leverage and investment opportunities showed negative while size of the firm showed no
significant relationship with dividend policy.
Based on the empirical results of this study it is recommended that firms can attract big institutional owners
through growth in their dividend payments which will be helpful for them to get shareholder confidence
along with improvement in firm’s performance and high market capitalization. The scope of this study is
only limited to non- financial firms which can be extended to financial firms in further research studies.
Furthermore, Pakistani firms have other types of institutional owners such as charitable organization and
investment companies which may also be considered in future researches.

Table 2: Descriptive statistics

Range Mean Std. Deviation
DPO 3.134 0.343 0.463
DY 0.106 0.036 0.046
JSC 0.635 0.236 0.173
Frgn 0.113 0.071 0.268
InvCo 0.131 0.050 0.158
Insrnc 0.103 0.059 0.224
Banks 0.078 0.034 0.243
Mod 0.040 0.016 0.039
MF 0.043 0.012 0.029
Dt-1 1250.000 75.002 30.372
EPS 87.221 35.312 9.342
Size 1.75 0.216 0.378
FL
CF
Inv

1.09
0.625
0.798

0.502
0.187
0.027

0.229
0.113
0.343
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Table correlation

DPO DY JSC Frgn Insrnc Banks Mod MF Dt-1 EPS Size FL CF Inv
DPO 1.000
DY 0.744** 1.000
JSC 0.267** 0.293* 1.000
Frgn 0.160* 0.143* 0.128 1.000
Insrnc 0.043 0.009* -0.123** 0.054** 1.000
Banks -0.031 -0.007* 0.095* -0.032 0.253 1.000
Mod -0.009 -0.003* 0.004** -0.014* 0.022* 0.029* 1.000
MF 0.001 -0.012 0.010 0.213* 0.092** 0.018* 0.056** 1.000
Dt-1 0.441* 0.341* 0.143 0.162 -0.163* 0.015* 0.051** 0.253* 1.000
EPS 0.311* 0.211 0.125** -0.085 0.082 0.155 0.018 -0.012 0.004 1.000
Size 0.011 0.130 -0.111 -0.044 0.137 0.146 0.023** 0.191 0.213 -0.085 1.000
FL -0.121* -0.191** -0.002** 0.010** 0.059 0.264** 0.200 -0.088* 0.007 -0.222 0.051 1.000
CF 0.132 0.194* 0.004** 0.081* -0.093 0.014 0.124 0.011* 0.081* 0.065* 0.011** -0.014 1.000
Inv -0.012* -0.016 0.011 -0.210 -0.098 0.081* 0.111 0.001 0.004* 0.094 0.132 -0.122 0.145** 1.000
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Table 4: Estimates of Fixed Effect
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7

Variable
s

DPO DY DPO DY DPO DY DPO DY DPO DY DPO DY DPO DY

Intercept 0.473
(0.556)

0.031
(0.596)

0.402**

(0.006)
0.030
(0.760)

0.061
(0.698)

0.130
(0.321)

1.839*

(0.013)
0.017
(0.713)

1.113**

(0.001)
1.072*

(0.031)
0.115
(0.773)

0.219
(0.341)

0.053*

(0.017)
0.443
(0.417)

JSC 0.277**

(0.007)
0.236**

(0.004)
Frgn 0.147*

(0.012)
0.217*

(0.017)
InvCo 0.163*

(0.022)
0.371**

(0.000)
Insrnc 0.008*

(0.012)
0.037**

(0.009)
Banks 0.006

(0.421)
0.021
(0.344)

Mod 0.011
(0.267)

0.002
(0.731)

MF 0.004
(0.787)

0.015
(0.663)

Dt-1 0.337*

(0.019)
0.446*

(0.017)
0.236**

(0.000)
0.245*

(0.011)
0.389*

(0.013)
0.211*

(0.015)
0.265*

(0.017)
0.245*

(0.023)
0.277**

(0.001)
0.259**

(0.000)
0.222*

(0.011)
0.219**

(0.007)
0.310**

(0.003)
0.217**

(0.007)
EPS 0.372**

(0.000)
0.299**

(0.001)
0.219**

(0.002)
0.206*

(0.022)
0.243*

(0.002)
0.233*

(0.010)
0.396*

(0.019)
0.243*

(0.018)
0.276*

(0.012)
0.331**

(0.008)
0.132**

(0.003)
0.118**

(0.003)
0.172*

(0.012)
0.210*

(0.018)
Size 0.009

(0.711)
0.015
(0.312)

0.003
(0.132)

0.013
(0.310)

0.019
(0.989)

-0.013
(0.732)

0.013
(0.931)

0.021
(0.872)

0.013
(0.331)

0.071
(0.439)

0.010
(0.411)

0.003
(0.532)

0.011
(0.311)

0.009
(0.473)

FL -0.436**

(0.000)
-0.332**

(0.000)
-0.446**

(0.000)
-0.267**

(-
0.007)

-0.317**

(0.000)
-0.291**

(-
0.003)

-0.331*

(-
0.021)

-0.299**

(0.000)
-0.024**

(0.000)
-0.022*

-(0.021)
-0.027**

(-0.003)
-0.023**

(0.000)
-0.019**

(0.000)
-0.022**

(0.000)

CF 0.067*

(0.011)
0.057*

(0.026)
0.097**

(0.001)
0.086*

(0.031)
0.053**

(0.000)
0.063*

(0.017)
0.049**

(0.003)
0.057*

(0.015)
0.031*

(0.021)
0.029*

(0.010)
0.014*

(0.017)
0.021*

(0.019)
0.021**

(0.000)
0.018**

(0.003)
Inv -0.013*

(-
0.023)

-0.011**

(-
0.004)

-0.017**

(0.000)
-0.025**

(0.002)
-0.017*

(-
0.037)

-0.011*

(-
0.019)

-0.024*

(0.017)
-0.016**

(-
0.009)

-0.018*

(-0.013)
-0.011**

(0.009)
-0.022*

(0.017)
-0.013**

-(0.006)
-0.017**

(0.001)
-0.014*

(-0.011)

R2

F-Test
0.121
10.321
(0.000)

0.536
20.012
(0.000)

0.169
9.736
(0.000)

0.533
20.041
(0.000)

0.173
9.172
(0.000)

0.632
19.372
(0.000)

0.123
10.312
(0.000)

0.591
24.001
(0.000)

0.212
14.045
(0.000)

0.719
25.135
(0.000)

0.172
12.450
(0.000)

0.631
22.130
(0.000)

0.241
10.111
(0.000)

0.663
21.372
(0.000)
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ABSTRACT This paper gives an analytical insight about the influencing impact
of marketing mix 5 P’s (Product, Price, Promotion, Packaging, and Placement) on
sales of UPS industry for Karachi market from a buyer’s point of view. Since all
P’s of marketing mix have its own level of impact on sales but vary from product
to product and market to market. Pakistani UPS market is to huge extent
undocumented and untouched having very high level of competition and low profit
margin. We have the 5 P’s as our independent variables whereas sales as
dependent variable. Collection of primary data have been done through a
questionnaire comprising of mixed questions like 5-likert scale, MCQs, open
ended, and rating scale based on the buyers’ opinions. The collected data were
analyzed through multiple regressions to know the significance of relationship of
individual P of marketing mix with sales by using t-test and the strength and
nature of relationship by Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient. The overall
significance of model was tested through ANOVA. The descriptive statistics were
also used to determine average level of point of views as well as the variation in
the buyers’ opinions. The final result of this study reveals that out of 5 only 4 P’s
(product, price, placement, and promotion) have positively significant impact on
sales whereas the packaging has negative and very low level of impact on sales. It
does imply that product, placement, promotion, price have descending level of
impacts on sales in UPS market, respectively.
Keywords: Marketing Mix; UPS; Sales; Karachi

Introduction One of the most important element in business management is the marketing mix. Today’s business
world has become so demanding that the adaptation of suitable marketing strategies to provide needed products or
services at the right time on the right place has become extremely critical. The purpose of this research is to
practically analyse the impact of various marketing mix elements on the sales of UPS (UN interruptible power
supply). In recent past the duration of load shedding per day up to twelve hours in some areas has increased
substantially that provides opportunities to new entrance in the market to come up with suitable products and
services so that consumers can solve their energy related problems and become more productive. The companies
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must develop marketing strategies which help them in creating a distinct image in the consumers’ mind. In this
connection organizations need to identify their target markets and factors influencing making decisions about UPS
purchase. Keeping in view the shortfall of the energy, many small entrepreneurs started their business. With this
progress consumers have choice to choose between locally manufactured UPS or imported products mainly from
China. As many locally manufactured and imported UPS are available in the market, it has become very imperative
for the companies to design marketing mix elements that are sustainable in the long run, and at the same time the
designed marketing strategies should help companies in differentiating their products and the services from the
competitors. Businesses must generate profits through sales to continue providing better products and services to
their consumers and satisfy internal customers.

Research Objectives: The main objective of this research is to know the impact of marketing mix 5 P’s (product,
price, promotion, place & packaging) on sales of UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply) in Karachi market from
buyer’s point of view. This objective is tested through sub-objectives as given below:
To examine the impact of each Ps of marketing mix on sales of UPS.
To know the level of intra-strength of relationship among all variables (5 P’s and sales).
To check how much packaging (5th P) of UPS is impactful on sales.
To infer the significance about the overall impact of all 5 P’s of marketing mix on sales of UPS.

We have limited our research only on the sustainable marketing strategies for UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply)
in Karachi, Pakistan. Although there are other power generating products however this study is confined for the UPS
(Uninterruptible Power Supply).

Literature Review The modern era of marketing focus customers rather competitors. Only this very objective
ensures the survival of an organization in the market. In order to meet this objective organizations are now deemed
to pay significant amount of salary to their sales persons followed by an extensive amount of expenditure on
promotional campaigns. Moreover, organizations are now more interested in addressing the buying behaviors.
Consumer behavior is not an easy task to deal with, there may be a difference in their need and act, they may
respond appropriately but change at the last minute. The answer of these deviation lies between two questions; why
they buy and how they buy? The first part is difficult to address, however how they buy can be answered through
marketing mix strategy.
The concept of marketing mix started sparkling in every eye in 1964 when Neil H. Borden highlighted it in an
article. The term was in teaching since late 1940’s when marketing manager was described by James Culliton as
“mixer of ingredients” later McCarthy categorized them and is known today as 4Ps of marketing (LING, 2007).
The marketing mix model is known for creating and implementing strategies. It helps in achieving both;
organizational and consumer objectives. It is discussed that target market should be considered by marketers for
achieving the right strategy with the proper blend of Ps only then the wants will be satisfied (LING, 2007).In order
to generate positive response and to create perceived value marketing manager must adhere with marketing mix
considering internal and external marketing environment.
There is a strong critic on marketing mix that it does not generate shareholder value because it is not grounded in
financial objectives (Doyle, 2000). Moreover, Doyle argues that ignoring profitability and pursuing ROI approach
can be problematic. However, considering net present value and to maximize shareholder value may lead to rational
framework which will work.
Furthermore, critics against Kotler’s 4Ps are that these do not address industrial products and services of marketing.
Later the growing trends of markets led Kotler to add more Ps to marketing mix(Kotler, 2005).
The marketing mix model has limitation to concept of physical evident product. In modern era marketers are more
into the additional Ps i.e. people, process etc. There are critics, however the most common base of marketing is
marketing mix which is strongly followed by many organizations and is been part of textbooks (LING, 2007).
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Conceptual Framework:
Figure 1: Conceptual Framework

Independent Variables Dependent Variable

Methodology This study was done by analyzing both primary and secondary data. The first part, secondary data
comprising of literature review done by reviewing number of papers and other authentic materials as well as some
data from the industry. The second part, primary data were gathered through questionnaire filled by the mix of
current and expected user of UPS taken from different part of Karachi city.

Target Population:Following were the basic characteristics of target population which were to reflect in our
targeted sample:
Individual customer was to be mature and literate.
He had a monthly household income atleastRs. 25,000.
He had been living in Karachi city for last atleast 1 year.
He had the power and good sense of making such buying decision as a head or supporting unit of family
There was not any strict gender restriction, but preferably male because mostly they make such decisions.

Sampling Design:A sample size of 185 people was taken, including the current, expected and ex-user of UPS
showing the above attributes of the target population. Sampling without replacement was used with a blend of
probability and non-probability sampling technique. In probability sampling, we used the cluster sampling, made the
clusters of some regions of Karachi like PECHS, Gulshan-e-Iqbal, North Nazimabad, Gulistan-e-Jauhar, Malir. In
non-probability sampling we used the convenience sampling because it was convenient to contact a large number of
people through our personal contacts and networking channels like Facebook, LinkedIn, etc.
The data were analyzed at 5% significance level by using descriptive as well as inferential statistics with the help of
Statistical Software, SPSS 19.0.

Description of Questionnaire:The questionnaire was made set such that people could give their feedback on the
basis of their previous experience of purchasing and using UPS as well as their expected change in plan to either
switch onto another UPS or any other power backup system. The questions were a mix of open ended, closed ended
including 5-point Likert Scale, rank order scale giving nominal, ordinal, and interval type data about the
demographics of respondents as well as their opinions about the 5 P’s and sales of UPS.

Product

Price

Promotion

Place

Packaging

Impact on Sales
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Research Hypotheses: To achieve the main research objective and its sub-objectives, this study was done by
constructing two hypotheses as follows:
HA : Each individual P of marketing mix (Product, Price, Place, Promotion and Packaging)
has a positive impact on Sales of UPS.

HB : Overall the 5 P’s marketing mix has a positive impact on Sales of UPS

Analysis Of Results And Findings Given below are the findings from primary data through different statistical
techniques used to complete this study.
Descriptive Statistics
Below Table 1 gives a descriptive statistics of the opinions of 185 respondents about the overall 5 P’s of model and
sales. It is very clear that all respondents showed their interest to provide their opinions. The average values (mean =
2.79, median = 3.0 & mode = 3.0) for packaging reflect that people are either neutral or give low importance to the
packaging of UPS. Their 75th Percentile (75%  of the respondents) confirms the previous statement. Further, the
standarddeviation shows the data are more scattered than among other variables. Near about same situation
remained with promotion, but in a better position than packaging means people want good options for the
promotions and they are more than neutral about the importance of promotion this is further firmed by the 75%
percentile value of 3.7 means 75% of the respondents give importance to the promotion.
Mean values for product (mean = 3.72, median = 3.78, and mode = 3.56) and sales(mean = 3.77, median = 3.75, and
mode = 3.75) which suggest that respondents agreed to give high importance to both the variables. This is further
confirmed by their75th percentile values of 4.22 and 4.25, respectively, and their low value of standard deviation that
people are less variant from the mean value.
The average values for price (mean = 3.47, median = 3.5, and mode = 4) and placement (mean = 3.57, median =
3.67, and mode = 4) are not so high but a bit higher than packaging and promotion, which reflects that people are
more than neutral or more to give high level of importance to the mentioned both variables. The values of standard
deviation tell that they are a bit variant in their opinion as compare to the others. We can get a better picture of their
opinion by its 75th percentiles, a score of 4 shows that 75% of people give high importance to both the variables.

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Overall 5P Model and Sales.

Description
Overall
Packaging

Overall
Product

Overall
Price

Overall
Placement

Overall
Sales

Overall
Promotion

N Valid 185 185 185 185 185 185
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mean 2.7957 3.7153 3.4730 3.5694 3.7703 3.2870
Median 3.0000 3.7778 3.5000 3.6667 3.7500 3.4000
Mode 3.00 3.56 4.00 4.00 3.75 3.40a

Std. Deviation .83274 .68892 .88270 .72074 .68410 .62323
Skewness -.437 -.548 -.366 -.403 -.425 -.366
Kurtosis -.027 .724 .012 -.069 -.196 -.029
Percentiles 25 2.2000 3.3333 3.0000 3.0000 3.3750 2.8500

50 3.0000 3.7778 3.5000 3.6667 3.7500 3.4000
75 3.4000 4.2222 4.0000 4.0000 4.2500 3.7000

a. Multiple modes exist. The smallest value is shown

It can be concluded from the above discussion that the majority of people give high importance to the 4 P’s (product,
price, promotion, placement)  of marketing mix but less importance to 5th P (packaging) to create a good sales of
UPS.

Correlation Statistics Given Table 2 is the correlation matrix among all the variables (dependent as Sales and
independent as 5 P’s of marketing mix). The main purpose of this correlation table is to know about the nature
(either positive or negative) and level of strength of the relationship among the independent variables as well as
between the dependent and independent variables. We can get a very good picture from the table that all the 5 P’s
are positively correlated with the sales. All the 4 P’s (product, price, place , promotion) are more toward moderately
correlated with sales having values of correlation 0.3 or more with a true relationship of product with sales is at the
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top with a score of 0.383, which tells that the variables are not very strong in relationship but considerable to make
any conclusion or prediction. Unfortunately, 5th P (packaging) has shown a very low strength in relationship having
score 0.89 which tells that sales of UPS is not so much effected by the packaging either good or bad.
Further, these relationships are statistically significant as well except for packaging means at 5% significant level all
the P-values of t-statistic for 4 P’s are less than 0.025 (5%/2) but the packaging is having its P-value greater than
0.025, so it becomes statistically insignificant.
Similarly, the significant intra-variable strength can also be seen that Packaging is only significantly correlated with
product and price, Product is significantly correlated with all the other variables, price is also significantly correlated
with all other variables whereas the placement and promotion are also statistically significantly correlated with all
other variables except packaging.

Table 2: Correlations with its statistical significance
Overall
Packaging

Overall
Product

Overall
Price

Overall
Placement

Overall
Sales

Overall
Promotion

Overall
Packaging

Pearson
Correlation

1 .294** .157* .025 .089 .087

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .032 .739 .229 .239
Overall ProductPearson

Correlation
.294** 1 .306** .211** .383** .228**

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .004 .000 .002
Overall Price Pearson

Correlation
.157* .306** 1 .229** .320** .166*

Sig. (2-tailed) .032 .000 .002 .000 .024
Overall
Placement

Pearson
Correlation

.025 .211** .229** 1 .362** .187*

Sig. (2-tailed) .739 .004 .002 .000 .011
Overall Sales Pearson

Correlation
.089 .383** .320** .362** 1 .322**

Sig. (2-tailed) .229 .000 .000 .000 .000
Overall
Promotion

Pearson
Correlation

.087 .228** .166* .187* .322** 1

Sig. (2-tailed) .239 .002 .024 .011 .000
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

It concludes that all the 4 P’s are worthfull to make a positive relationship with sales of UPS means working on all
these P create an increasing impact on sales, butthe packaging is not worth full to increase the sales of UPS which
does not imply that packaging is completely out of worth but it varies from product to product but in case of UPS
not so effective.

Regression Analysis The overall model summary in Table 3 suggests three very important things, first adjusted R2

which is nearly 30% (0.274) means in total only 30% of the error in sales of UPS data is explained by all the 5 P’s
which is a fair enough level of fitness in case of multiple regression run between dependent and independent
variables since this study is all about to deal with human psychology and to know about their preferences which is
obviously difficult to predict so lesser value, no problem. It also tells that the model does not have the overfitting
problem because the difference between R2and adjusted R2 is not too much. Secondly, the value of R (0.542) which
tells two things one all the 5 P’s are positively correlated with the sales, another is the level of strength which tells
that in total 5 P’s are moderately but towards strongly correlated with sales means good for making helpful
predictions.
Last the Durbin Watson value of 1.946 concludes that there does not exist any positive or negative serial correlation
among the error terms of variables because DW values for lower is 1.718 and for upper is 1.820 at the sample size of
185 having 5 independent variables.
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Hypothesis Testing

First Hypothesis (HA):
Our first hypothesis HAis comprisingof 5 individual hypotheses which will be our alternative ones means to be
tested through our study, as follows:
HA0 : Each individual P of marketing mix (Product, Price, Place, Promotion and Packaging)
does not have a positive impact on Sales of UPS.
HA1 : Each individual P of marketing mix (Product, Price, Place, Promotion and Packaging)
has a positive impact on Sales of UPS.

Table 4 gives an overall idea about the statistical significance of above described 5 hypotheses. It is very clear that
each individual P of marketing mix is positively related with the Sales of UPS except the Packaging which is
showing a reverse impact means a decrease in Sales. Our all four hypotheses are statistically significant at 5%
significance level means all 4 P’s (Product, Price, Place, Promotion individually) is having P-values of t-statistic less
than 0.025 (5%/2) so null hypotheses are rejected. It suggests that there exists an individual positive relationship of
each of the 4 P’s with the Sales of UPS means each P has its important contributes in its proportion to increase the
Sales volume of UPS. Unfortunately, Packaging is insignificant due to having P-value > 0.025 so null hypothesis is
not rejected and Packaging does not have any positive impact on Sales of UPS, which means that the relationship
between Packaging and Sales is not enough worthy to consider in the case of product like UPS. People don’t find
any reasonable level of interest in the Packaging of UPS to purchase it.

Table 4: Regression Coefficients

Model

Un-standardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients t Sig.

B Std. Error Beta

(Constant) 0.98 0.343 - 2.854 0.005

Overall Packaging -0.027 0.054 -0.033 -0.494 0.622

Overall Product 0.246 0.07 0.248 3.538 0.001

Overall Price 0.126 0.052 0.163 2.411 0.017

Overall Placement 0.225 0.063 0.237 3.586 0.000

Overall Promotion 0.216 0.072 0.197 3.008 0.003

a. Dependent Variable: Overall Sales
The beta coefficients of especially two variables (Product and Placement) are a bit higher than the others which tells
that these two variables have more impact to increase the Sales of UPS. The other two variables (Price and
Promotion) also have reasonably increasing impact on Sales whereas the beta for Packaging suggests very very low
impact with a marginal decrease in the Sales means not so much harmful but also not a fruitful one.

Table 3: Overall Model Summary.b

R R Square
Adjusted R
Square

Std. Error of
Estimate

Change Statistics
Durbin-
WatsonR Square

Change
F Change df1 df2

Sig. F
Change

.542a .293 .274 .58302 .293 14.867 5 179 .000 1.946

a. Predictors: (Constant), Overall Promotion, Overall Packaging, Overall Placement, Overall Price, Overall
Product
b. Dependent Variable: Overall Sales
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Second Hypothesis (HB):
Our second hypothesis is all about to test the overall significance of the model, as given below:
HB0 : Overall the 5 P’s marketing mix does not have a positive impact on Sales of UPS.
HB1 : Overall the 5 P’s marketing mix has a positive impact on Sales of UPS.

To test this hypothesis, we need to have an ANOVA table as given in Table 5. It comes very clear from the table that
P-value for F-statistic is 0.000 which is less than 0.05. It implies that the overall model is statistically significant. We
reject the null hypothesis and becomes firm that the overall 5 P marketing mix suggested for the UPS has a positive
impact on to increase the Sales of UPS. So the model is good for making predictions.

Table 5: ANOVA Table. b

Model Sources Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Regression 25.267 5 5.053 14.867 .000a

Residual 60.845 179 .340
Total 86.111 184

a. Predictors: (Constant), Overall Promotion, Overall Packaging, Overall Placement, Overall
Price, Overall Product
b. Dependent Variable: Overall Sales

Conclusion The conclusion of the above analysis remained that from the buyer’s point of view people were more
inclined towards the product and the placement. In product they were more concerned about the value added
features of the UPS, whereas for placement people were reluctant to have the UPS at nearby places so that they
could save their extra costs apart from the cost of buying. Next people showed a mix behavior towards pricing and
promotion. Of course price does matter for everyone but wants a reasonable quality of product as well, so for the
higher prices they showed an attitude to switch to generators. So individually, each of the 4 P’s of marketing mix
has a positive (or increasing) impact on the Sales of UPS but Packaging factor did not create an ample spark to
increase the Sales which suggested that Packaging factor is not impactful in the case of product like UPS but it does
not mean that it is irrelevant because Packaging contains several safety measure and information to know about the
product if it is provided correctly but in total the 5P model has positive impact on the Sales of UPS means the
negativity of Packaging factor is diluted.
Further, the 5 P’s of marketing mix has a reasonable level of strength in their relationship with the Sales as well as
among themselves, which also confirms that the model is good for the making any future recommendation about the
buyer’s behavior of purchasing UPS in Karachi market.
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ABSTRACT The aim of this study was to analyze the teachers’ understanding
of rubric and its applications. The researchers gave ten written compositions to
10th class students of Government High Schools. Ten secondary school teachers
were purposively selected from various government schools of District Dir (L)
and they were requested to mark the students test. The selected examiners were
those who frequently check the secondary board papers. The researcher
interviewed the examiners personally. The school teachers are responsible for
the assessment of their students and have long seen the value of assessment
rubrics. But the rubrics have been largely ignored in higher secondary schools.
Moreover, all the secondary school teachers had criteria in their mind to
evaluate something. On the bases of analysis of interview recommendations
were made.
Keywords: Rubrics, assessment, composition

Introduction There is a great competition among the individuals for the top position which definitely depends upon
the individual performance. To check the performance of the individuals there should be some guidelines. A rubric
is a guideline for rating student’s performance. The guidelines specify what a performance is like at various levels
(superior, excellent, good and poor). A rubric simply lists a set of criteria which is an easily applicable form of
authentic assessment. Rubric gives clear guidelines to reviewer on how to evaluate or “grade”. According to Marcus
(1995) Rubrics can improve student performance, as well as monitor it, by making teachers’ expectations clear and
by showing students how to meet these expectations. The result is often marked improvements in the quality of
student work and in learning. Thus, the most common argument for using rubrics is they help define “quality.”
Rubrics are scoring guidelines which spell out scoring criteria. According to Edutopia (2013) Rubrics are
multidimensional sets of scoring guidelines that can be used to provide consistency in evaluating student work. They
spell out scoring criteria so that multiple teachers, using the same rubric for a student's essay, for example, would
arrive at the same score or grade.

Apart from using to grade students work rubrics can serve another role as well. Rubrics can teach as well as
evaluate. Rubrics have the potential to help students develop understanding and skill, as well as make dependable
judgments about the quality of their own work. Therefore, students must be able to know rubrics in many of the
same ways as the teachers use them to set standards for quality performance and to guide ongoing feedback about
progress towards those students. According to Bresciani et al.(2004) When used as teaching tools, rubrics not only
make the instructor's standards and resulting grading explicit, but they can give students a clear sense of what the
expectations are for a high level of performance on a given assignment, and how they can be met. This use of rubrics
can be most important when the students are novices with respect to a particular task or type of expression

Rubrics are becoming increasingly popular with educators moving toward more authentic, performance-based
assessments. Teacher has the responsibility of grading of the students work/performance. Therefore, rubrics have
become popular with teacher as a means of communicating expectation for an assessment, providing focused
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feedback on works in progress and grading final products. Therefore, the researcher tried his best to know how and
what criteria the secondary school teachers have adopted for grading their students.

Objectives Major objective was;
To analyze the applications of rubrics in secondary schools
Other objectives of the study were;
To know about the knowledge of teachers about rubrics
To ascertain the training  required for marking of papers
To know about the use of rubrics in oral presentation

Review of Literature According to Goodrich (2000) a rubric is usually a one- or two-page document that lists the
criteria for a specific assignment and describes varying levels of quality, from excellent to poor. "Instructional
rubrics" are rubrics that have been explicitly designed to support as well as to evaluate student learning.
Goodrich (2001) is of the opinion that Instructional rubrics have several features that support learning: he has laid
down the following criteria for rubrics;
they are written in language that students can understand;
they define and describe quality work;
they refer to common weaknesses in students' work and indicate how such weaknesses can be avoided, and;
they can be used by students to assess their works-in-progress and thereby guide revision and improvement
Although the format of an instructional rubric can vary, most rubrics have two features in common:
A  list of criteria, or what counts in the evaluations of a project or assignment, and
Gradations of quality, or descriptions of strong, middling and problematic work.

Bresciani et al ( 2004) are of the opinion that when used as teaching tools, rubrics not only make the instructor's
standards and resulting grading explicit, but they can give students a clear sense of what the expectations are for a
high level of performance on a given assignment, and how they can be met. This use of rubrics can be most
important when the students are novices with respect to a particular task or type of expression.
A study was conducted by J. Serrano Angulo and M. Cebrián de la Serna1 (2011) on the study of the impact on
student learning using the Rubric tool and peer Assessment. The study aimed to tackle the impact of self and peer
assessment on learning at university, and the internalization of competences when students use Rubrics to assess
class tasks and projects. The researcher concluded that students internalized quality criteria, and gradually gained
more practice with the Rubric methodology. During the three years the Rubric and the teaching methodologies also
improved, as did the instruments required for their analysis. Kenneth Wolf and Ellen Stevens (2007) have conducted
a study on The Role of Rubrics in Advancing and Assessing Student Learning. According to them “A rubric is a
multi-purpose scoring guide for assessing student products and performances. This tool works in a number of
different ways to advance student learning, and has great potential in particular for non-traditional, first generation,
and minority students. The researchers further said that rubrics improve teaching, contribute to sound assessment,
and are an important source of information for program improvement. David L. Wood (2007) conducted a study on
Assessment for Learning; conducting students to their learning. , the author’s school did not produce satisfactory
scores on the state’s high-stakes testing scheme. The project used an action research model to study how elementary
classroom teachers used assessment for learning strategies to help their students more directly connect to curriculum
goals and objectives. Furthermore, the author examined his own practice in facilitating the learning of others. Four
elementary teachers agreed to participate together in the study. Data was collected from the transcribed audio
recordings of the group’s meetings, observation notes, journal reflections and final interviews.

Another study was conducted by Goodrich Andrade, H. (2001) on the effects of instructional rubrics on learning to
write. This study examined the impact of instructional rubrics on eighth grade students' writing and on their
knowledge of the qualities of effective writing. The researcher had worked on two groups I.e. the treatment and
controlled group. The treatment group was given instructional rubrics that articulated the criteria and gradations of
quality for three assigned essays. Students in the control group wrote the same three essays but did not receive the
rubric. Students in the treatment group received, on average, higher scores on one of the three essays.
According to Edutopia (2013), Rubrics also help teachers authentically monitor a student's learning process, develop
and revise a lesson plan. They provide a way for a student and a teacher to measure the quality of body of work.
When a student's assessment of his or her work and a teacher's assessment don't agree, they can schedule a
conference to let the student explain his or her understanding of the content and justify the method of presentation.
Types of Rubrics
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There are two basic types of rubrics i.e. Holistic and Analytic Rubrics.
Holistic Rubric for Assessing Student Essay

Rating Detail Description of performance at each level
Inadequate The essay has at least one serious weakness. It may be confused, underdeveloped, or rambling.

Problem with the use of language seriously interfere with readers ability to understand what is being
communicated.

Developing
competency

The essay may be somewhat unfocused, underdeveloped, or rambling, but it does have some
coherence. . Problems with the use of language occasionally interfere with the reader’s ability to
understand what is being communicated

acceptable The essay is generally focused and contains some development of ideas, but the discussion may be
simplistic or repetitive. The language lacks syntactic complexity and may contain occasional
grammatical errors, but the reader is able to understand what is being communicated.

sophisticated The essay is focused and clearly organized, and it shows depth of development. The language is
precise and shows syntactic variety, and ideas are clearly communicated to the reader

*Source: Allen (2004), p. 139.
Analytic Rubrics
For assessing multiple outcomes simultaneously analytic rubrics are used. This can also be used for
multidimensional outcomes and each dimension needs to be rated separately, resulting in multiple judgments about
an object or performance.

Research Design A qualitative research methodology was used for this research. This study is descriptive study
because it investigates and describes the condition of rubrics used by secondary school teachers. Holistic type of
rubrics has been used by the researcher
PARTICIPANTS
This was purposeful sampling method. In this research homogeneous sampling method was used. Ten secondary
school teachers were purposively selected from various government schools of District Dir (L) for marking the test
and then they were interviewed. All the interviewed teachers were male.

Procedure / collecting data The researcher wrote many topics of English on the black board. These topics are
included in class 10 syllabus. The following topics were selected with the help of English teacher.
Education
My best teacher
Favorite poet
My hobby
The mosquito
The Holy Quran
Terrorism in Pakistan
My village
Private school are better than state school
Allama Iqbal
Ten students were randomly selected from grade ten. They were asked to write composition on one topic in one
period of 40 minutes. The students completed the compositions in prescribed time. The English teacher collected the
written materials and handed over to the researcher. The researcher personally visited many teachers and were
requested to mark the set of compositions, afterward they were interviewed. For the oral presentation the researcher
attended the annual sports week in District Dir (lower) and collected data in the form of interview from various
teachers who were appointed as judges.

Marks of the composition according the rubric’s rules
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Education= 4 My best teacher =3 Favorite poet 3 My hobby= 4
The mosquito8 The Holy Quran= 6 Terrorism in Pakistan =2 My village= 4
Private school are better than state school =01       Allama Iqbal =6
Data analysis
The researcher has found some amazing and interesting answers. Each composition has ten marks. The detail of
marking is given in table No, 1. The teachers are abbreviated as, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J.

Table.1
Compositions Teachers A B C D E F G H I J
Education 8 6 7 7 8 6 6 4 6 7
My best teacher 6 5 5 4 5 7 6 3 4 3
Favorite poet 6 6 8 5 7 5 5 7 5 5
My Hobby 8 6 5 5 5 8 6 2 4 6

The Mosquito 6 6 8 6 7 8 8 4 2 4
The Holy Quran 5 5 7 6 9 7 7 4 4 3
Terrorism in Pakistan 7 7 6 6 7 6 7 5 4 5
My Village 5 4 5 7 4 8 6 3 6 7
Private Schools are better
than State Schools

8 6 7 8 9 7 8 6 6 4

Allama Iqbal 9 5 6 8 10 8 8 7 6 7

Table 1 Statistics

comp1 comp2 comp3 comp4 comp5

N Valid 80 80 80 80 80

Missing 0 0 0 0 0

Mean 6.50 4.80 5.90 5.50 5.90

Median 6.50 5.00 5.50 5.50 6.00

Mode 6 5 5 5a 6a

Multiple modes exist. The smallest value is shown

Composition 1

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent

Valid 4 8 10.0 10.0 10.0

6 32 40.0 40.0 50.0

7 24 30.0 30.0 80.0

8 16 20.0 20.0 100.0

Total 80 100.0 100.0
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composition2

Frequency Percent
Valid
Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid

3 16 20.0 20.0 20.0

4 16 20.0 20.0 40.0

5 24 30.0 30.0 70.0

6 16 20.0 20.0 90.0

Valid

7 8 10.0 10.0 100.0

Total 80 100.0 100.0

Composition 4

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent

Valid 2 8 10.0 10.0 10.0

4 8 10.0 10.0 20.0

5 24 30.0 30.0 50.0

6 24 30.0 30.0 80.0

8 16 20.0 20.0 100.0

Total 80 100.0 100.0

Composition 3

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent

Valid 5 40 50.0 50.0 50.0

6 16 20.0 20.0 70.0

7 16 20.0 20.0 90.0

8 8 10.0 10.0 100.0

Total 80 100.0 100.0
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Table   2 Statistics

comp6 comp7 comp8 comp9 comp10

N Valid 80 80 80 80 80

Missing 0 0 0 0 0

Mean 5.70 6.00 5.50 6.90 7.40

Median 5.50 6.00 5.50 7.00 7.50

Mode 7 7 4a 6a 8

a. Multiple modes exist. The smallest value is shown

Composition 6

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent

Valid 3 8 10.0 10.0 10.0

4 16 20.0 20.0 30.0

5 16 20.0 20.0 50.0

6 8 10.0 10.0 60.0

7 24 30.0 30.0 90.0

9 8 10.0 10.0 100.0

Total 80 100.0 100.0

comp5

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent

Valid 2 8 10.0 10.0 10.0

4 16 20.0 20.0 30.0

6 24 30.0 30.0 60.0

7 8 10.0 10.0 70.0

8 24 30.0 30.0 100.0

Total 80 100.0 100.0

Composition 7

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent

Valid 4 8 10.0 10.0 10.0

5 16 20.0 20.0 30.0

6 24 30.0 30.0 60.0
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comp8

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent

Valid 3 8 10.0 10.0 10.0

4 16 20.0 20.0 30.0

5 16 20.0 20.0 50.0

6 16 20.0 20.0 70.0

7 16 20.0 20.0 90.0

8 8 10.0 10.0 100.0

Total 80 100.0 100.0

Composition 9

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent

Valid 4 8 10.0 10.0 10.0

6 24 30.0 30.0 40.0

7 16 20.0 20.0 60.0

8 24 30.0 30.0 90.0

9 8 10.0 10.0 100.0

Total 80 100.0 100.0

comp10

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent

Valid 5 8 10.0 10.0 10.0

6 16 20.0 20.0 30.0

7 16 20.0 20.0 50.0

8 24 30.0 30.0 80.0

9 8 10.0 10.0 90.0

10 8 10.0 10.0 100.0

Total 80 100.0 100.0

The main questions of the interview were.
In how much time you marked the items
Have you got proper training for marking of papers
What was your criteria for  marking the compositions

Do you know rubrics?
If passing marks are 33/100 and a candidate obtained 25/100, will you give him 33/100, if yes, why?

7 32 40.0 40.0 100.0

Total 80 100.0 100.0
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Do you think that proper training is necessary for marking of papers, if, yes why?
If you are appointed as a head for centralize marking in SSC paper marking, what would you like to advise to your
team members?
Do you know how to grade the students / candidates

In oral presentation what things are in mind to grade the  students / candidates
During interview some side question were also asked.
Do you think that marking is a difficult job, if, yes why?
During centralize marking your own son paper comes in your hand for marking and he gets 23/100 while passing
marks are 33/100 what would you do?
Thanks for cooperation.

Response of teachers
Questions Q. No, 1 and responses of the teachers
Different teachers have different time duration to mark the same set of composition papers. Fifteen minutes and 30
minutes were the minimum and maximum duration respectively taken by the secondary school teachers. However, it
was astonished that one teacher told that he had marked the ten composition in seven minutes. He believed that a
single glance was enough to check the paper.
Questions Q. No, 2
None of the teachers has got proper training for marking of papers.
Questions Q. No, 3
Every teacher had his own criteria for marking the paper. According to some teachers vocabulary was important
while others believed that spelling and correct sentences were important .This was interesting to note that some
teachers were of the opinion that the lengthiness was major factor. Some teachers were impressed by the calligraphy
of the students. None of them had marked the thoroughly.
For the oral presentation the researcher attended the annual sports week in District Dir (lower) and collected data in
the form of interview from various teachers who were appointed as judges. The competitions among the students
were had under the following topics.
National anthem competition
National poem
Debate competition
Recitation from the Holy Quran competition
For gradation of the students no proper criteria was formulated. The judges graded the students according to their
own idea and choice. It was interesting to note that their observation was not bad. However, the judges had made
some mistakes. They did not know how many levels of performance were appropriate for the assessment to grade
them. By grade the researcher means first. Second, third position and so on. The researcher asked many questions
from the concerned teachers about rubrics. No one knew about rubrics.

Findings/ conclusion
The finding of the table; 1 and 2 shows that the mean, median and mode of the marks do not justify the marks
awarded according to the rules of rubrics.
The school teachers are responsible for the assessment of their students and have long seen the value of assessment
rubrics. But the rubrics have been largely ignored in higher secondary schools.
All the secondary school teachers had criteria in their mind to evaluate something. They use them unconsciously.
But don’t know the rubrics. Rubrics are very important for student’s performance. This can help them deepen and
internalize their understanding of the criteria for a quality performance in that particular area.
Recommendations
The Government should arrange proper training for the secondary school teachers as well as primary teachers as
soon as possible to train them in Rubrics in order to remove this deficiency.
All Boards of Intermediate and Secondary Examinations should be directed to follow the

the rubrics.
Those examiners should be appointed for paper marking whose know and follow the rubrics
Rubrics should be included as a subject in teacher’s professional examinations.
Rubrics should be taught to students which help them to interpret their own level of performance, learn what must
be done to improve performance and achieve higher standards of performance.
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ABSTRACT. This study attempts to investigate if there is any relationship between
selected teacher related factors and academic achievement in physics of high school
students in Tripoli, Libya. A sample of 100 science students, 50 males and 50 females
from two randomly chosen high schools in Tripoli, Libya. Two instruments were used
in the study. The physics achievement test (PAT), was designed to assess student
performance in physics. The second was a student questionnaire (SQ), designed to
obtain information of teacher factors. Main findings of the study show that making
students understand of what were taught and Teacher's provision of adequate
exercises were highly related to students achievement. Recommendations regarding
the need for a multivariate study on a national scale and the need to rethink
pre-service and in-service teacher education programs were made.
Keywords: students achievement in physics, teacher understanding

1. Introduction. teacher has always been key player in the system of education as it greatly affect students
‘learning in the classroom.
That the world today is changing rapidly, and produces new challenges in all areas of development , and in
order to deal with these challenges, deservedly, requires preparation and qualification of human cadres
educated and trained , capable and functionally to successfully perform the tasks entrusted to them both in
their respective fields .
The objective of this study sheds light on a substantive reason, that hurt to find a phenomenon in the low level
of academic achievement of learners at different levels of education in general, and especially physics,
namely how the teacher and his performance in the classroom.
Science education has become a major concern in almost all countries and its development has been accorded
a high priority. Libya is no exception. Science is taught in Libyan schools at the preparatory level as General
Science and as separate subjects - Physics, Chemistry and Biology - at the high school level. The impact of
scientific progress, proceeding at a rapid pace, demands that children should receive a sound education in the
sciences.
Thus, physics, the science of the properties of matter and energy, is recognized as an essential component of a
child's education. Education in physics helps the child to understand the physical universe and also develops
skills such as observing accurately and completely, analyzing, thinking and judging. In addition, it fosters and
develops interest, positive values, curiosity and creativity. All these acquired through education in physics are
required to satisfy the needs of socioeconomic development in Libya such as energy, natural resources and
productivity. Another important reason for the inclusion of physics in the child's education is that the ideas
and results of physics are relevant to society and everyday life.
Hence physics is of utilitarian value to the child and the society. For the nation to develop economically, it
necessitates that the children are literate in physics and technology.

Teacher effectiveness is typically measured by traditional teacher qualification standards, such as experience,
education, and scores on licensure examinations. RAND researchers found no evidence that these standards
have a substantial effect on student achievement in the Los Angeles public elementary, middle, and high
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schools. Alternative measures of teacher qualifications and different kinds of reward systems might be more
effective at improving teacher quality
Adodo (2007) argued that one key overriding factor for the success of students’ academic achievement is the
teacher.  In the same vein, Ibrahim (2000) believed that teachers’ qualifications and exposure can go a long
way to bring about pupils’ high academic achievement.  It is probably for this reason; Ibukun (2009) asserted
that no education system can rise above the quality of its teachers.  Considering the assertions of Ibrahim
(2000), Adodo (2007), and Ibukun (2009), it implies that teachers’ role in the preparation of students to
succeed in examinations cannot be undermined.
Usman (2003) argued that the shortage of qualified teachers is responsible for the poor academic achievement
observed among the students while Ademulegun (2001) argued that students taught by more qualified and
experienced teachers in terms of knowledge of the subject matter perform better than those taught by less
qualified but experienced teachers.  The educational analysis recently carried out in Nigeria by the National
Economic Empowerment and Development Strategy (NEEDS, 2005) indicated that more than forty nine
percent (49%) of the teachers, in Nigeria, is unqualified. This revealed the quality of teachers teaching various
school subjects to the secondary school students.  The teachers teaching biology as a subject in the various
secondary schools would probably be among the said over forty nine percent unqualified teachers.

Apart from the quantitative expansion in the education system, the Libyan government has made efforts to
improve the quality of education at all levels. In the area of science education, including physics education, at
the lower secondary and high school level, the teaching of General Science and pure Sciences including
Physics has been upgraded. Teachers have been trained, laboratories and facilities have been provided in each
school and, to support the teaching staff, laboratory assistants have been employed. Since physics is an
experimental science, the importance of laboratory activities has been stressed.

However, in spite of the attention given, it is common knowledge that student performance in physics
examinations is poor.

Research findings, to date: on student academic achievement (performance in examinations) have
suggested a number of different factors as influencing student performance. This is evident from the mention
of the findings of these few studies. For instance, the Coleman et.al report (1966) suggested that academic
achievement was affected by family background factors (eg. Socioeconomic status of parents) and that per
pupil expenditure and school factors had little relationship to achievement.
Anderson (1987, p.83) found "the prior learning and attitudes that students bring to particular classrooms and
courses influence what they learn in these classrooms’.
Bourke (1986) found that a teacher effect was stronger than all other school inputs, with the effects becoming
more pronounced with increasing grade level. Further, according to the review by Glasman and Biniaminov
(1981), some studies have suggested a relationship between performance and the availability and use of the
school library.

The findings of past studies, in certain cases, have suggested the same factor as having a different
effect in different countries or context. For example, Heyeman and Loxley (1983), contrary to the earlier
study mentioned by Coleman et. al. (1966), found that, in lower income countries, the influence of pupils '
social status on achievement was not significant and that school factors had greater influences. It is clear
therefore that attention needs to be paid to research on factors determining student performance in a particular
country or context in order to be useful to educators in improving the educational processes towards better
student performance.

2 statement of problem: The problem is the poor performance and achievement in physics by the students
studying in high schools in Tripoli, Libya.

3. The factors causing the problem: More specifically, the researcher sought to answer the following
questions:
-Is there any relationship between student achievement in physics and the teacher factors in terms of?

i) Students' Perception of Qualification of Teachers?
ii) Students' Understood Physics from Teacher?

iii) Students' Need for Extra Explanation?
iv) Students' Demand for Extra Exercises in Physics?
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v) Teacher turnover?

1.4 Objectives Of The Study: This study concerned itself with the levels of performance in physics and the
factors associated with it.

The specific objectives of the study were to:
1. Determine the level of achievement in physics among high school students in Tripoli, Libya, in terms of
their performance in a physics test, designed by the researcher.
2. Determine whether there is any influence of qualified or unqualified teachers, teacher turnover and teacher
quality on students' achievement in physics.

1.5 Significance Of The Study: The research is of dual significance. Firstly, it adds to our knowledge
in the area of determinants of academic achievement. Specifically, the results of the study will provide us
with information as to whether the factors such as teacher factors influence academic achievement in physics
in the Libyan context.

Secondly, it is hoped that the findings will enable better planning of education in Libya, in terms of the
teacher training.

1.6 Limitation Of The Study The investigation is limited to students in Tripoli and to final year high school
students. The sample of the study comprised only 100 science students. It does not adopt a causal model
which will entail a large sample and a more sophisticated analysis, which is not within the resources of time
and money of a single researcher. Further, the study only deals with a few factors, in other words, it is not a
multi-varieties study.
The instrument used to measure academic achievement in physics only dealt with a limited content area of
Electricity and Magnetism and not the whole domain of physics.

1.7 OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF TERMS
Academic achievement in physics:The percentage mark obtained by students in the physics test designed by
the researcher.

Teacher factors:The teacher factors are specifically:-
i) Students' Perception of Qualification of Teachers?
ii) Students' Understood Physics from Teacher?
iii) Students' Need for Extra Explanation?
iv) Students' Demand for Extra Exercises in Physics?

v) Teacher turnover?

High school:This level follows the three years of preparatory school. Admission to the University is based on
the successful completion of this level of education, which is three years.
The certificate earned at the end of the high school is termed Taugihia.

Review Of Related Literature
2. 1 Introduction The influence of diverse variables such as gender, school facilities and experiences
(including teacher quality) and student variables on academic achievement of students have been and is
continuing to be an area of interest to educators and educational planners both in the developing and
developed countries. In other words, many researchers have focused on the important issue of factors
influencing student achievement. The question of whether genetic factors, and educational investment of
resources into schooling make a difference in educational achievement has been tested by many researchers in
many countries at various levels of education. Educational achievement has been taken to mean general
school achievement or achievement in specific subject areas.

From among all the factors researched into, in the search for the determinants of academic
achievement, it was decided in this study to focus on four groups of factors of interest to the researcher,
namely”
i) Gender of students.
ii) School inputs, specifically availability of a physics laboratory, availability and use of a library and certain
teacher characteristics
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iii) Students' interest in physics and their perception of the role of physics in society
Hence, this review will consider briefly the researches on the relationship or association of the three

above-stated groups of factors to academic achievement, particular achievement in the sciences.

2.2 The Relationship Between School Variables And Academic Achievement:The identification of school
variables, which influence student achievement, has been a concern of researchers even before the 60s. For
example, Goodman (1959) found that per pupil expenditure, teacher experience, number of specialist
teachers, classroom atmosphere was significantly associated with achievement. However, increased activity
in this field of research ensued with the report by Coleman et al (1966) that school characteristics had little or
no impact. The IEA study (Comber and Keeves, 1973) also indicated that school variable effects on science
achievement was only minimal. These findings are contradicted by Heyneman (1976), who, from data
collected in Uganda, showed that school inputs, especially school resources, account for a high proportion of
variance in achievement.

Further, Heyneman and Loxley (1982) conducted a re-analysis of the data collected for the IEA study and
showed that for the developing countries, a much larger proportion of the variance in science achievement is
explained by school effects. The regression analysis produced the proportion of explained academic
achievement variance due to school effects (material resources and teachers) as 90.0 % for India, 88.0 % for
Columbia, 81.0 % for Thailand and Brazil, 22.0 % for Australia, 26.0 % for Scotland and 27.0 % for Sweden.
School effects research focused on a variety of school inputs which include school physical facilities (school
library, science laboratory and equipment), overall expenditure, textbooks, average class size, teacher
characteristics (qualifications, experience, teacher quantity and quality, teaching method, nature of
teacher-pupil interactions), existence of science society or clubs and curriculum.

With regard to research on the effect of teacher characteristics on academic achievement the reviews of
studies in the area by Rossi (1961) and Simmon and Alexander (1978), state that the findings seem to be
equivocal. For example, Simmon and Alexander (1978) found that in 19 out of 32 studies, students taught by
teachers without teaching qualifications performed as well as those taught by professionally trained teachers.
However, other researchers suggested that there is substantial evidence that professionally trained teachers do
make a difference in students' performance and attitude formation, especially in developing countries (Husen
et al, 1978, Rutter et al, 1979 and Brophy and Good, 1986).
For example, Husen et al (1978) found that motivation to learn science is influenced by teachers and extent of
exposure to science experiences.

Rutter et al (1979), from data collected from schools in England, demonstrated that the school plays a
significant role in enhancing academic development of children.
An early study by Mayeske (1972) suggested that teacher characteristics, such as number of teachers with a
higher degree, types of undergraduate preparation, teacher experience and teachers' verbal score, exert a
stronger influence on student achievement than physical facilities and programs in the school.
Gallagher (1987) listed the quality of instructional experience, which is dependent of school resources (both
human and material), as one of the nine factors having a significant effect on variance in achievement and
attitudes in science. Further, Simmon and Alexander (1978) indicated that assignment of homework (a teacher
variable) demonstrated a positive relationship with achievement.
Anderson (1987) concluded that students' perception of their classroom and the instruction they experience
influences their achievement and attitudes. Specifically, he found that the extent, to which students perceived
their classrooms as having an academic orientation, has a weak but consistent influence on student
achievement across the countries studied. In addition, students' perception of the degree to which their
teachers provide the necessary structure for their learning (an aspect of teacher quality) also exerts a weak but
consistent influence on student achievement. In terms of classroom activities and teacher behaviors, he reports
that students achieve lower in classrooms in which more time is spent on activities related to classroom
management.According to Heyneman (1976) and Theisen et al (1983), school material resources and human
resources are considered important factors in school learning. The teacher is important in that he or she is the
person who selects plans and provides the educational experiences in line with the curriculum guidelines. The
material resources aid the teacher in organizing learning experiences, which the student can benefit from. The
effect they posited however depended on the implementation.
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2.6 Summary: In summary, research on the factors contributing to differences in achievement reveals a
complex picture, owing to the many diverse variables that interact in the teaching and learning processes and
how these variables affect achievement. Socio-economic variables have been consistently found to be a
source of variation in academic achievement at least in the developed countries. Gender emerged as another
source of variation in achievement. Certain teacher and student variables also seem to exert an influence on
academic achievement. However, the effect of the laboratory which is accepted and perceived as beneficial to
science learning has not been demonstrated to influence achievement.

Research Methodology
3.1 Design Of The Study: The influence of selected factors on high school students' performance in physics
was investigated empirically on the basis of a survey of students in terms of their academic achievement in
physics (dependent variable) and selected influencing factors.• The data on the influencing factors
(independent variables) were obtained from the students using a questionnaire. The variables examined are
listed in the figure below.

Figure 1
Variables in the Study

Independent Variables Dependent  Variables
-Students' Perception of Qualification of Teachers
- Students' Understood Physics from Teacher
- Students' Need for Extra Explanation
- Students, Demand for Extra Exercises in Physics
- Teacher turnover

Students' achievement in science in
physics test

3.2 Population And Sampling: The population of the study was the high school students in city of Tripoli,
Libya. The sample of students was restricted to final year high school students. There were 20 high schools in
Tripoli and only 2 high schools were selected for the study. The 2 high schools were selected by cluster
random sampling. It was found that in the 2 high schools, the number of year three classes ranged from three
to seven. The researcher then selected two classes of students from each school by simple random sampling
making a total of 100 students from the two schools. This represented about 10% of the total student’s
population (100 students of students).

3.3 Instrumentation: Two instruments were used in the study. The first, the achievement test, was designed
to assess student performance in physics. The second was a questionnaire, designed to obtain information on
teacher characteristics and factors.

3.31 THE PHYSICS ACHIEVEMENT TEST (PAT)

The Physics Achievement Test (PAT) a pencil-and-paper test was developed by the researcher.
The test consisted of 25 multiple choice items, based on the first four chapters of the grade three physics text
book entitled "General Physics Electricity and Magnetism" for the Libyan High Schools. The test items were
drawn up to cover the content and objectives of the area of physics already taught by teachers in Tripoli by
July 20.

3.32 Validity Of Pat: PAT consisted of 25 question items. The question items were contracted such that they
were representative of the whole domain of content of the four chapters and in accordance with the emphasis
given the specific content topics by the teachers. Both the lower (i.e. knowledge and understanding) and
higher (application and analysis) levels of cognitive processes were tested by these items. The table of
specification of the final form of the test is presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2
Specification of the Test

Content Low level High level
Forces & Electric Fields 1,2,3,4,14 5,6,8,9

Electric Strain 7,11,12,22 10,17,25
Electric Capacity & Capacitors 13,16,21,24 18,19,20

Electric Instruments 15

The draft test comprising 25 items was given to two physics lecturers in the department of physics of the
Tripoli University in Tripoli. The lecturers were asked to judge and comment on these 25 items in terms of
coverage, phrasing, ambiguities, difficult vocabularies and distractors. This test of 40 items was also pilot
tested with a group of 30 high school final year students in one Tripoli school, not included in the sample of
the study.

The responses were item analyzed revisions were made based on the comments of the judges and
students and the item analysis results. Some items were discarded and the amended test of 25 items was
judged by the judges as content valid.

3.33 Reliability Of The Test: For reliability, a random sample of 30 students from one school in Tripoli was
chosen for the test-retest procedure, the test being administered two weeks apart. The Spearman correlation r
had a calculated value of 0.84.

3.4 Data Collection Method: At the beginning of the administration of the test and questionnaire, the
purpose of the study was explained to the students. The students were not permitted to consult each other
during the conduct of the test. The students were given only 30 minutes to complete the test. Upon completion
of the PAT, the students were given the questionnaire. The students were given 20 minutes to complete the
questionnaire. The administration of the test and the questionnaire to all the sampled students was completed
within two weeks.

3.5 Analysis Of Data: The data collected were coded and analyzed. The researcher used the Statistical
Package for Social Science (SPSS/PC+) Norusis (1988) for the analysis of the data. Each item of the
questionnaire was separately analyzed and cross-tabulated for factors, that is, gender, school variables and
student variables.
The following analytical procedures were conducted on the coded data:

1. A t-test was carried out to determine whether there was any significant difference in the
performance of male and female students.
2. Since the data utilized for determining the relationship were of nominal nature, the Chi square test
was employed to determine whether students' achievement in physics was related to the independent
variables, qualification of teacher, teacher quality, and teacher turnover.
3. A measure of association, Cramer's V (referred to by Norusis, 1988, p.283), was employed to
determine the strength of the relationship of the factors to students' achievement in physics.

Results And Discussion
4.1 Introduction:This study focused on the influence of a number of independent variables on students'
achievement in physics.
This presents and discusses the results of the analyses of data collected through a student questionnaire (SQ)
and an achievement test in physics (PAT).

4.2 Students Achievement In The Physics Test (Pat): Students' achievement in the PAT was varied. The
highest score obtained in PAT was 88 marks and the lowest was 16 marks. Therefore, the range of marks for
the sample of students was 72. The sample of students was categorized into three groups in terms of their
performance in PAT.
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Table 1
Student Achievement in PAT

Achievement  levels Average   Score Number percent   %
High 65-88 29 29.0

Medium 41-64 40 40.0
Low 16-40 31 31.0
Total 100 100

Students who obtained scores of 65 marks and above were categorized as high achievers. Students who scored
between 41 and 64 marks were categorized as medium achievers. Low achievers were students who scored 40
marks and below. The number and percentage of students in each category was obtained and are as presented
in Table I.

The majority, 44.0% (44) of students appear to fall in the medium level of achievement, though there
was a fair proportion 24.0% (24) of students who obtained high scores, while the remaining 32.0 % (32) of
students obtained lower than 40 marks

.
4.63 Teacher Variables And The Pat: The teacher variables considered in this study include teacher
qualification, students' perception of teacher quality and teacher turnover.

4.631 Teacher Qualification And The Pat: In order to answer Research Question, Is there any relationship
between students' achievement in physics and the teachers qualification, the data on teachers qualifications
were obtained from responses to Item 2 of the student questionnaire (SQ). Table 2 presents the data of
investigate the relationship between students' achievement in the PAT and the students' perception of their
teachers' qualification.

Table 2
Cross-tabulation of Students' Achievement Levels

In Physics by Students' Perception of
Qualification of Teachers

Qualification
of  Teacher

Students' Achievement Level
High

N          %
Medium

N           %
Low

N           %
Total

N           %
Qualified 24      48.0 25     50.0 13       26.0 62    62.0
Unqualified 5      10.0 15      38.0 18       32.0 38    38.0
Total 29      29.0 40     40.0 31        31.0 100    100.0

Chi square = 0.31755, not significant, Cramer's V = 0.0254

From Table 2 above, which presents the data on whether the students perceived their teachers as qualified or
not, it is observed that of the 62.0% (62) of students who indicated that their teachers are qualified, 24.0%
(48) of these students obtained high achievement in the physics test, and 26.0% (13) of these students
obtained low achievement.
However, Chi Square computed was found to be 0.31755 and was not significant at the 0.01 level. There
appears to be no significant relationship between students' achievement in physics and students' perception of
their teachers' qualification.

4.632 The Teacher Quality And The Pat: In order to answer Research Question, Is there any relationship
between students' achievement in physics and the teacher quality, the students' perception of the quality of
their teachers was obtained from their responses to Items. Students were asked to respond to whether they
understand what was taught, whether they needed further explanation in physics and whether they needed
more exercises in physics.
Table 3 presents data on whether or not the students understood what was taught to them in physics. Table 3
shows that a large proportion, 56.0% (56) of students indicated that they understood physics taught by teacher
while 43.0% (43) of students stated that they did not understand physics taught to them.
From Table 3 below, it is observed that a higher proportion, 58.0% (29) of students, who indicated that they
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understood physics taught by the teacher, obtained high achievement in the physics test as compared to 6.0%
(3) of students who obtained a low level of achievement.
On the other hand, at 43.0% (43) of those who stated that they did not understand physics as taught by the
teacher, only 0.0% (0) obtained high achievement, while 56.0% (28) obtained a low level of achievement in
the PAT.

Table 3
Cross-tabulation of Students' Achievement Levels

In Physics by Whether Students' Understood
Physics from Teacher

Understood
Physics from
Teacher

Students' Achievement Level
High

N          %
Medium

N           %
Low

N           %
Total

N           %
Yes 29      58.0 25     50.0 3        6.0 57     56.0
No 0      00.0 15      38.0 28       56.0 43     43.0

Total 29      29.0 40     40.0 31        31.0 100    100.0
Chi square = 35.27 at P 0.001, Cramer's V = 0.2680

The Chi square was found to be 35.27 and was significant at the 0.001 level. It is therefore clear that there is a
significant relationship between perceived teacher quality with respect to teacher’s ability to make students
understand and students' achievement in physics.
Table 4 presents the frequencies and percentages of students' in the high, medium and low achievement
categories by students need for further explanation. From Table 4 below, it is observed that a larger
proportion, 54.0% (27) of the students who indicated that they needed extra explanation in physics obtained
low achievement in the physics test, but only 20.0% (10) of the students obtained high achievement in the
physics test.
On the other hand, while 38.0% (19) of the students who indicated that they did not need extra explanation in
physics obtained high achievement in the physics test, 8.2% (4) of the students obtained low achievement.

Table 4
Cross-tabulation of Students' Achievement Levels

In Physics by Students' Need for
Extra Explanation

Need for
Extra

Explanation

Students' Achievement Level
High

N          %
Medium

N           %
Low

N           %
Total

N           %

Yes 10      20.0 20     40.0 27      54.0 57     57.0
No 19       38.0 20      40.0 4         8.0 43     43.0

Total 29      29.0 40     40.0 31        31.0 100    100.0
Chi square = 12.37554 at P 0.001, Cramer's V = 0.1588

The Chi square computed (12.38) was found to be significant at the 0.01 level therefore, be inferred that of
significance. It may, there is a significant relationship between achievement in physics and teacher quality in
terms of the students' need for extra explanation.
Table 5 presents the frequencies and percentages of students in the high, medium and low achievement
categories by students' demand for extra exercises in physics. Table 5 shows that a high proportion of students
61.0% (61) indicated that they needed extra exercises in physics, in other words that the teachers did not give
them enough exercises in physics.  From the same Table 5 below, it is observed that a smaller proportion
28.0% (14) of students who expressed that they needed extra exercises in physics obtained high achievement
in the physics test, compared with 46.0% (23) of students who obtained low achievement in physics.

Further, a larger proportion, 30.0% (30) of students who expressed that they did not need extra
exercises in physics obtained a high achievement, while only 16.0% (8) who indicated that they did not need
extra exercises obtained low achievement.
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Table 5
Cross-tabulation of Students' Achievement Levels

In Physics by Students, Demand for
Extra Exercises in Physics

Need Extra
Exercises in
Physics

Students' Achievement Level
High

N          %
Medium

N           %
Low

N           %
Total

N           %
Yes 14      28.0 24      48.0 23      46.0 61     61.0
No 15      30.0 16      32.0 8        16.0 39     39.0

Total 29      29.0 40     40.0 31        31.0 100    100.0
Chi square = 102.58 at P 0.0001, Cramer's V = 0.4571

The Chi square computed (102.58) was found to be significant at the 0.0001 level of significance. It
may, therefore, be inferred that there is a significant relationship between student achievement in physics and
extent of exercises given by teacher. To conclude, teacher quality in terms of teacher explanation and teacher
provision of enough exercises appears to be significantly related to students' achievement in physics.

4.633 The Teacher Turnover And The Pat: The effectiveness of physics teaching may be affected by teacher
turnover and hence one of the questions of this study was whether there is any relationship between students'
achievement in physics and teacher turnover. In order to answer this question one of the statements in Item
required students to indicate whether physics teachers are changed during the period of the year.
Table 6 presents the relevant data to investigate the relationship between students' achievement in the PAT and
students' perception of teacher turnover.

Table 6
Cross-tabulation of Students' Achievement Levels

In Physics by Teacher Turnover
Physics Teacher
Turnover

Students' Achievement Level
High

N          %
Medium

N           %
Low

N           %
Total

N           %
Yes 9      18.0 7      14.0 9      18.0 25     25.0
No 20      40.0 33      66.0 22      44.0 75     75.0

Total 29      29.0 40     40.0 31        31.0 100    100.0
Chi square = 4.91612 at P < 0.01, Cramer's V = 0.1001

About a quarter of the students sampled indicated that their physics teachers were changed during the year.
Hence, there is a fair amount of teacher turnover. From Table 6 above, it is observed that only 18.0% (9) of
students whose physics teachers were changed throughout the year obtained high achievement in the test,
while 18.0% (9) of students obtained low achievement in the test.
However, the Chi square analysis on the data given in Table 6 produced a non-significant result. Teacher
turnover therefore, does not appear to influence students' achievement in physics.

4.64 THE SUMMARY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TEACHER FACTORS AND
STUDENT ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

Table 7 summarizes the aspect of the relationship of teacher variables and students' achievement in physics.
As shown by the values of Cramer's V correlation, given in Table 7, it is clear that the teacher variable appears
to be the more important factor influencing physics learning. The perceived quality of the teacher in terms of
making students understand physics and providing students with extra exercises appear to be the important
teacher variables influencing students' achievement in science. This seems reasonable since the teacher is the
person who provides the learning experience for the students.
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Table 7
Relationship between School Variables

And Students' Achievement in PAT
Variables Cramer's V correlation

Teacher qualification
Teaching towards understanding

Need for extra explanation
Need for extra exercises in Physics

Teacher turnover

0.0254
0.2680
0.1588
0.4571
0.1001

Conclusions And Recommendations

5.1 Conclusions This study set out to examine certain variables which might have some bearing on the level
of performance of students in the high schools in Tripoli, Libya in the field of physics. The performance of
students measured was restricted to cognitive development in physics. The population of the study was final
year high school students. There were 37 high schools in Tripoli and only 2 high schools were selected for the
study. The 2 high schools were selected by cluster random sampling. A total of 100 students took part in the
study. The sample used represented about 10% of the total student population (1009 students). Two
instruments were used in the study. The first, the achievement test, (PAT), was designed to assess student
performance in physics. The second was a student questionnaire, (SQ), designed to obtain information on
personal characteristics of the student, school factors and student factors.

The performance of students was found to be varied (the range being 72 marks). The determinants
of this variability in achievement in physics were the interest of this research.

In this section, the major conclusions derived from the study will be summarized. In addition, the
findings will be related to past research studies, and their implications will be discussed.

Among the teacher factors, the factor which emerged as influencing students' achievement in
physics was the teacher factor. Specifically two elements of teacher factor, that is, clarity of presentation, in
other words, making students understand what they are taught and teacher provision of adequate exercises
were found to be significantly related to students' achievement in physics.

5.2 Recommendations :The results of these analyses might perhaps be taken as indicators for the need for a
more detailed study to be carried out on the problem of students' level of achievement in physics in Libya.
The present work, devoted to certain High Schools in Tripoli, could only be considered as an exploratory
study. It is to lay the ground work touching on certain pressing issues while leaving the more deep-seated
questions to be tackled in a more elaborate study.

The study, specifically, only concerned itself with the relationship between selected variables and
student growth in the cognitive domain. Hence, student growth in areas other than the cognitive area needs to
be studied. Since school learning, specifically physics learning, is a complex phenomenon with many
variables involved and the variables interacting with one another, a multi-variate study on a national scale is
recommended. This multi-variate study will be invaluable to shed light on the ways the social, political and
educational factors operate and influence student learning.

The main concern, as it is with every educationist, had been the child's performance. The child's
learning being the central focus, the educational process needs more attention, hence the influence of
teacher-student interactions in the classroom on physics achievement needs to be undertaken through use of
survey and observational strategies. Further, the teacher factor, specifically teacher quality in terms of clarity
of presentation and provision of adequate work exercises for students to practice and consolidate the
application of knowledge and skills, emerged as an important variable influencing students' achievement.
These points to a need to rethink the preserves and in-service teacher education curricula and teacher
preparation methods. Variables demonstrated as important such as teacher clarity of presentation need to be
broken down into specific behaviors which are presumed to comprise them and these specific behaviors need
to be developed in the teachers so as to improve the quality of teachers.

Further, it is recommended that special courses, seminars and workshops for the teachers be
provided, on a regular basis, to encourage them to develop their knowledge and skills and hence improve
student achievement in physics.

The teachers also need to be skilled in the effective use of the physics laboratory, equipments and
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school library to promote students ' learning. Further, the teachers should be able to develop interests in
physics among their students through being able to engage students effectively in class activities and in
science society activities.
Gender was found to influence students' achievement within the sample studied. Nature of gender differences
at all levels of education need to be examined in addition to the origins of gender related differences in the
children and consequences of gender differences.

The study also raises certain socio-economic issues. Since a fair relationship between parental
education and occupational levels and performance of students in physics was indicated by the study, there is
a need for the authorities to restructure some of their policies so as to address the issue of the socio-economic
levels of parents critically. Exposure to science-related experiences at home is a function of the
socio-economic status of the family; hence it is necessary to raise the socio-economic levels of parents.

To conclude, this study on the factors contributing to differences in achievement in physics has
merely scratched the surface but has identified some variables which are associated with achievement in
physics. However, further research (survey and experimental studies) is still needed to guide the practice of
physics education towards improving the level of students' achievement in physics.
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ABSTRACT. Researcher have made vital and significant out comes in the field of Body
Sensor Network (BSN) due to its central role in health monitoring system since last
decade. Due to thin-skinned character of its data it desires to maintain confidentiality
and magnify security challenges. Key association proposals have unusual interests in
BSN because of small tiny nature and daily life usage of these electronic devices. The
key role in safe and sound communication is key management practices.
Confidentiality, authentication and integrity are achieved by applying key agreement
and management methods. Accomplishment of key agreement in BSNs is very
daunting task. We proposed a hybrid novel approach with re-keying for BSNs. The
symmetric and Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) based scheme is presented in this
paper. The recent researches schemes have privation of security forte, scalability,
high communication overhead and computation cost. The security and scalability
problems arise, if only symmetric key based scheme apply. Also memory requirement
for key storage and high computation cost problem occur, if only public key scheme is
applied. Our presented key agreement scheme is depend on symmetric and ECC. We
testify our results using NS 2.35 and the result show that the keys storage memory
requirement of our proposed scheme reduces from 27% to 47%, computation cost
from 50% to 84% percent and communications overhead up to 60% and also provides
re-keying features.
Keywords: Elliptic Curve Cryptography; Key Exchange; Re-keying; Body Sensor
Network; Security

1. INTRODUCTION. Progressive growth in information technology altered the life style of people. Fast development
rationalized the system to look upon each epoch in world. The use and development of technology shifted from battle
field to human necessities. Business, Education, engineering and especially Healthiness are main concentrated
information technology development domain.

The development of sensor places the world into novel field where all the scientific aspect and solution are scrapped
with sensor’s realm. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) made the Communication among these sensor devices. So the
developments in WSN lead toward new exciting applications of numerous fields including health caring is one of the
important field. The sensors main feature including collecting, processing of data from the environment. WSNs have
been used in many favorable applications including habitat monitoring, target tracking and military support operation
and emergency response. In WSN medium of communication is wireless, so data is transmitted over wireless medium
which needs deployment of security measures. Because of different characteristic and distinct behavior of Human body
needs special attention for designing and deployment of sensor network. Therefore, lightweight, miniaturization, cost
efficient and tiny sensors nodes are needed in health care field. Because of sensitivity factor of human likes Heart beat
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measurement, temperature, and rapid respond and negative impact of non-natural devices to the human tissues, these
sensor nodes are design under special consideration. These sensor nodes are attached with human body and
communicating with Base station (BS) for updating their information. Base station has large memory, powerful
processor, large battery power, communicating all the body sensors and with external network. The sensor nodes
transmit data toward medical server where patient data stored which is further connected through external network.
Physicians/Doctor read their patient report data by accessing the medical server through internet.
Because of different characteristic of BSN security measures, techniques and its implemented framework are like WSN.
The nature of data of medical sensor is sensitive, that way it have different security issues. Protecting and securing the
BSN have not been investigated in depth before, so it provides abundant avenue for research study. Because of
resource constrain environment the security solution for BSN should take less energy consumption and memory space
than universal WSN. In generally, due to the BAN tiny architecture ordinary security solutions should be modified
which take less computation and communication cost.
In security technique using cryptography, the key management protocol is the main aspect for ensuring security of
communication. For establishing a secure path among nodes and BS and to design cost effective security scheme a key
management is the main task. Therefore, in reality key management is the firmest measure of cryptography. The
existing key agreement has privation of security forte, scalability issue, high communication overhead and computation
cost. A lone usage of symmetric key techniques leads toward scalability and security issues.  Key storage and high
computation issues occur when public key schemes only apply. In BSN security has been achieved in both schemes, but
both schemes need more optimized solution. So a Combination of both schemes leads to overcome the deficiencies of
these schemes.
Section 2 consists of different schemes, section 3 includes the proposed scheme, security analysis is presented in section
5 and section 6 consists of simulation and cost analysis.

2. RELATED WORKS. The author proposed techniques in [1, 3] in which node is preloaded with secrete key and this
key is shared among nodes. Sensor node can generate a secret key for communication of certain session using pre
shared mechanism of cryptography. These techniques are very convenient where static and non-scalable mechanism is
required for huge monitoring and deployment environment of sensor. However, these techniques cannot provision an
updating of membership, dynamically change environment and specially cancellation.

For the distribution of symmetric key using public key for mobile ad-hoc network scheme is presented by A. Boukerche
and Y, Ren [4]. Because of symmetric key distribution this scheme provides higher security. Public key have been used
for protection of shared key which is distribute among sensors. But, due to the high cost this scheme has not been used
in BSN.

Biometric scheme based on Bio-channels have been proposed by C.Y. Poon, D. Bao and Y. Zhang [5] for key
distribution. Sensor node implanted into the human body and these nodes are linked through Bio-channels. This channel
is also used for exchanging keys among nodes. Any biological channel can be hired from these channels for keys
management. But the problem is that the biometric system can generate random keys because of dynamic nature of
different nodes.

Specific server sharing the encrypted key to all sensors in the network based scheme is presented by W-BAN [6] and
AL-NET [7]. This scheme support CC2420 and also based on AES encryption. This scheme accomplishes CCM
authentication, CBC MAC and encryption. But the problem in this scheme is that decryption is only made by the BS
and also use special platform. The decryption on intermediate node cannot be made using AES decryption.

For generation of cryptography keys, the Inter Pulse Interval has been used in [8]. The peaks of PPG/ECG signal is
used for calculation of Time difference and the calculated values then converts into binary for creation of 128-bits key.
For the correction of calculated hamming distance Error correction codes are used. This scheme also used random keys
and performance of these random keys is faultless. However there are some issues in this scheme. The first one is that
error correction codes must be used for keys balancing because of small difference among the Inter Pulse Interval
values measured at various sensors.  Second on is that higher time requirement for enabling Inter Pulse Interval values
for keys  leads to very slow mechanism in BSN at real time where the data rate of  medical  data is too high.

The Master Slave relationship based technique is proposed by Stajano [9]. In this scheme the master device uploading
polices to nodes which then allow with other nodes for communication. The main drawbacks of this scheme is dis
association among sensor nodes, in which master device disassociate the sensors that comes from prior patient before
to reused it for further patient. So, in hospital this scheme is not feasible.
Authentication has been achieved by Jiangal. [10] ,using SCK and ECC to set up pair-wise keys. This scheme used
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KDC for loading of top-secret information to nodes and nodes agreed with it based on their identification. For ensuring
authentication, node must disclose the secret shared key with at least t nodes. When various ECC curve parameters
measures for BSN patient, then association can be achieved. But the issue in this scheme is linking to association
mechanism, when there are hundred BSN in a hospital. So the association among sensor and patient could be
impractical.

For establishment of pair wise key among BS and sensor nodes ECC has been used by SNAP [11].  In this scheme
biometric device is attached with each node for authentication of patient and secrete shared key has been used for
communication to BS. The main problem of SNAP is that the establishment of group key can’t be requested and the
whole authentication process is performed by BS. This leads to more energy consumption and memory of nodes.
Key agreement with re-keying based on Public key cryptography (PKC) has been proposed by M. Conti, R. Di Pietron
[12]. This scheme used both DHECC and RSA parameters for keys agreement. This protocol is best for dynamic
environment, also providing re-keying feature including key revocation and key addition option. Scalability, resiliency
and storage efficiency has been achieved in this scheme using particular routing algorithms in agreement process.
However, the main drawback of this method is that it takes large memory and high computation cost because of using
both DHECC and RSA.

An optimized computation of RSA for WSN has been proposed in [13]. This Scheme is implemented efficiently and
demonstrates that PKC is efficiently applied in WSN. The authors have design a model using cluster mechanism,
change the format of packets and also modify RSA. Encryption has been achieved with public key (PK) of cluster head
and with PK of BS. BS only performs the decryption of messages. Sensor nodes store the PK of Cluster head and
cluster head stores the PK of base station. The experimental result shows that energy consumption is efficient
considering various threshold values. Results show that the life time of network is increased. But, due to the encryption
of whole domain and PK storage does not apply this scheme to BSN. The communication overhead problem due to the
uses of PK for sensors nodes and cluster head, large memory problem and also have high computation cost. There is no
well define mechanism for re-keying and also using PK leads to cluster head overloaded problem.

3.Proposed Scheme. The topology of Body sensor network is same as shown in figure 1[18]. Because of gateway of
scheme [13] have large memory, high energy and powerful processing capabilities we consider it. Routing path table
can be constructed by the Gateway according to [16], [17] using deployment information of each node. Cluster scenario
formation has been saved using route-selection protocol.

Figure 1: The topology of BSN [18]
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Our presented key agreement model is depending on Symmetric and ECC. Our presented model comprises of three
phases. First one is the preloading phase before installation of keys, second one is the key establishment session phase
and third one is the re-keying phase. The notations used in this paper are given in table 1.

TABLE 1: Notation guide

3.1 Keys preloading phase of [18] before installation

The public key of gateway is pre-loaded into each sensor node S in the keys preloading phase. Gate way (GW) is
pre-loaded with each sensor′s ID and its own public and private keys.

TABLE 2: Keys preloaded

3.2 Session key establishment phase-I [18]

The below given diagram shows the establishment of session keys in networks using the procedure of figure 2S ⟶ GW E (r ∥ ID )GW:
1. D (r ∥ ID )
2. Compare received ID with stored ID
3. Randomly select two r belonging to the same
cluster
4. Compute session key k : = (⊕two r belong to same cluster i
5. Session key is computed ask = (⊕ two r belong to same cluster jGW⟶ S E (k ∥ ID ∥ ID )GW⟶ S E (k ∥ ID ∥ ID )S : D (k ∥ ID ∥ ID )D (k ∥ ID ∥ ID )

Figure 2: Session key establishment diagram of phase-I

Gate way (GW) d P 
Sensor S P
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1. First a random number r is generated by each node S and then concatenate it with its own ID .  After that it is
encrypted with public key of gateway using ECC encryption and sends toward gateway GW.
2. When Gateway received the information from sensor S , decrypt it and r ∥ ID .
3. Integrity is achieved by Comparing the stored ID with the received ID for received information.
4. For the generation of cluster Pi session key, two r is selected by the gateway from those node S whose r ’
belong to the same cluster pi . same
5. Gateway can generates session key k , by taking the XOR of two r whose belong to the same cluster i.
6. For the generation of session key k for a cluster Ci the gateway calculates the XOR of two r belongingto the same cluster j.
7. The sensor node S generates session keys k and k with gateway, k and k is used by gateway
symmetrically encrypted using r as a key.
8. Each node S use key r and symmetric decryption for the decryption of received information.
9. For ensuring the integrity of received information the received ID is compare with stored ID and ID , as
integrity is maintain through avalanche effect.

3.3 Re-keying Phase of [18]. Re-keying is performed when a sensor leaves or joins the network or periodic re-keying
is performed. In re-keying phase a random number r ′ is generated by each node S and the similar procedure will be
iterated for keys re-session k ′ and k ′ as in keys establishing phase.S ⟶ GW E (r ′ ∥ r ∥ ID )GW:

1. D (r ′ ∥ r ∥ ID ).
2. Compare received ID with stored ID .
3. Select two random r ′ belonging to the similar
cluster.
4. Computes session key as,k : = (⊕ two r ′ belong to same cluster i
5. Computes session key as, k = (⊕two r ′ belong to same cluster jGW⟶ S E ′(k ′ ∥ ID ∥ ID )GW⟶ S E ′(k ′ ∥ ID ∥ ID )S : D ′(k ′ ∥ ID ∥ ID )D ′(k ′ ∥ ID ∥ ID )

Figure 2: Re-keying phase diagram

3. SECURITY ANALYSIS. The analysis below shows BSN security requirements and our technique satisfied these
requirements as in [18].

4.1 Confidentiality
During communication, for achievement of data confidentiality information and session key have been exchanged using
symmetric cryptography and ECC techniques with enough key size. So our proposed scheme intensely resists
cryptanalysis attacks against data confidentiality and key capturing.

4.2 Backward and Forward Secrecy: When a capturing node is detected and a node leave or join a network, the re-
keying process is performed in that cluster for ensuring backward and forward secrecy.

4.3 Authentication and Integrity: The gateway compares the sensor stored id with received id after decryption
process and sensors compare the gateway stored id with received id.  Because of avalanche effect of symmetric
cryptosystem and ECC, authentication and integrity is provided through this process.
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4.4 Resilience against Captured Node: The public key of gateway is pre-loaded into each sensor node. We
presumed that gateway has the detection capability of node capturing as like in [12].  In existence of node capturing, re-
keying provide key freshness. So our presented scheme provides good resilience against captured node.

4.5 Scalability. Through re-keying in key distribution process, the proposed scheme has the ability to support the
considerable increase in the network size after deployment.

4.6 Implicit Key Authentication (IKA): When gateway ensures that no more sensors except a particular identified
node can learn the specific secret key value, then this key establishment protocol is called IKA. Also when key
agreement protocol provides IKA to both participant then it is called authenticated key agreement protocol. Our
algorithm provides implicitly authentication of information exchanging between gateway and sensors using gateway
private key and random no of sensors session key establishment.

4.7 Keys Confirmation (KC): A key agreement protocol is called KC, when one sensor ensured that all nodes have
control of a specific secret key through the re-keying procedure and the gateway new established session keys is
compared with their similar node self-generation keys. This property fulfills only the steady state (re-keying) phase and
this is frequent process.  Otherwise for sensors revocation and addition, sensor nodes must trust the gateway and this is
referred to the as gateway partial trust.

4. COST ANALYSIS AND RESULTS. In our scheme we only emphasis on the performance of sensors and we assumed
that the Gateway is resources-rich.
The results based on the simulation (NS2.35) of network model and mathematical analysis. Multiple scenarios and test
cases generated on different values according to standards of BSN have been tested. In simulation it is assumed that c
number of nodes and their energy is fixed. In mathematical model assumed mathematical calculation for results. As
energy is main source of sensor node so our work focused on sensor energy and as we know that GW is rich in
resources. The analysis of scheme has been validated according to NIST key standard and other performance measures
platform. Proposed model consists upon 20, 15, 10 and 20 sensor nodes in different attempts for comparison of results.

TABLE 3:  Simulation Parameter for BSN *IEEE 802.15.6*

Communication cost relative to energy rounds graph for sensor nodes is compared with [13] through simulation as
shown below. Our scheme clearly produces efficient result and consumes low energy as in different 5 rounds statistic.
Our scheme uses less packet size through smart encryption key size and communication done upon considering
different rounds. Our scheme consumes less power of sensor and it’s this magnitude goes higher as rounds increases.

Simulation Parameters
Parameters Standards
Topology_ area (500  x 500)  meters
Node numbers 05~20
Antenna_ Type OmniAntenna
Connection Type TCP
Initial _energy 10J
Data _packet
_size

30 Bytes

Tx_ Power 36nJ / bit
Network
Components

Interface Queue (IFQ),
MAC
layer, Link Layer (LL)

Channel Type Wireless
Physical Type Wireless Physical
Rx_ Power 36nJ / bit
Routing _Protocol AODV
Agent Trace ON
Movemen_Trace ON
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Figure 3: Energy in Rounds

5.1 Key Storage Memory requirement analysis. Because of limited memory of sensor and it is needed that the
implementing security scheme should take less memory.
For easiness we use secure key size NIST recommendation and representation of ECC compressed point for ECC,
symmetric cryptography and RSA. For same level of security, bits are used as a recommended keys length.
The key length of RSA is greater then 2 , Symmetric cryptographic technique key length is greater then 2 and
ECC key length is greater then 2 . The analysis in performed on resources constrained sensor nodes. For easiness our
assumption is based on the recommended secure key size of NIST and ECC compressed point representation and for
asymmetric and symmetric cryptosystems.

Sche
mes

Key
store
d

Approxi
mated
key size
in bits

Memory
storage
percent
reduction

Sche
me
[13]

d ,P e,k ,k
160+160+
1024+128
+128

% =
74%

Propo
sed
Sche
me

k ,k ,P 128+128+
160

TABLE 3: Memory Storage Comparison of Scheme [13] and ECC based Scheme. [18]

Figure 4: Memory requirement of Sensor

5.2 Analysis of Computation Cost: Elliptic curve point scalar multiplication (ECPM) is one of the expensive and
major operations in ECC session key exchange schemes. There are eight total ECPM operation in ECC based Schemes
but our proposed scheme has four total ECPM.
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RSA and ECC have been proposed in [13] for key exchange. These schemes have four ECPM and two modular
exponentiations. As in [15], the private key modular exponentiation of RSA takes approximately while the
multiplication of ECC-160 takes only 1.61 seconds. In the presence of these results, the computation cost can be
calculates saving as:

According to [18], the saving in computation cost to scheme [13] is(2 ∗ 22 + 4 ∗ 1.61) − (4 ∗ 1.61)(2 ∗ 22 + 4 ∗ 1.61) = 87.23 %

Figure 5: Energy consumption VS No of nodes

5.3 Analysis of Communication Overhead. The uses of bandwidth are the major issue in the BSN. So the less
communication cost is efficiency is of greater interest.

Figure 6: No of nodes and Communication overhead

TABLE 4: [18] Communication Overhead Comparison of scheme [13] and proposed Scheme

5. Conclusions. Because of limited resources of BSN, the lightweight key management and cryptographic schemes
are of greater interest. In this paper Hybrid authenticated key agreement with re-keying for BSN has been proposed in
this paper using EEC and symmetric cryptography. The keys storage memory requirement of our proposed scheme

Schemes Communica
tion
overhead

Percent
Reduction in
Communicati
on Overhead

ECC based Model
Using  RSA

(1024+320)
bits %=

61.9%Proposed Scheme (192+320)
bits
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reduces from 27% to 47%, computation cost from 50% to 84% and communications overhead from 20% to 61% and
also provides re-keying features.
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Abstract. The study aims to discuss the usage of the term “Madhhab” by the classical
jurists to specify the opinions of a school of thought as well as the individual opinion in a
specific case.The interpretation of the divine sources of Shariah the Quran and the Sunnah
by the early jurists result towards the emergence of various schools of law. The emergence
of two distinct schools ashab al-ray and ashab al-hadith during the 2nd century Hijri was
the outcome of different approaches adopted by the classical jurists while take to mean the
Quran and the Sunnah. The paper aims to discuss that during the life time of Prophet
Muhammad (PBUH) no school of thought was emerged in Islam. After the sad demise of
the Holy Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) in early period there were a number of personal
schools out of these only four Hanafis, Malikis, Shafi’iis and Hanbalis could survive under
the umbrella of Sunni schools of law. This paper intends to argue the use of reasoning in
the development of fiqh doctrine caused the formation of rationalist schools (ashab al-
ray). The teaching circles of early jurists in different cities of Islamic empire like
Madinah,Kufa, Basrah, Baghdad, and Damascus resulted towards the formation of
personal schools later disseminated by their devoted pupils and the progression of legal
text.
Keywords: Madhhab,Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi’i, Ḥanbali, Qiyas (Analogy), Raa'y(personal
opinion), Abu Yusuf, Muhammad al-Shaybani, Malik bin Anas, Yoosuf ibn Yahyaa al-
Buwayti

Introduction. In the history of Islamic law there is a large number of Madhhabs in addition to the well-
known Sunni and Shia Madhhab. The interpretation of the divine sources of Shariah Quran and Sunnah by
the early jurists result towards the emergence of various schools of law. The emergence of two distinct
schools ashab al-ray and ashab al-hadith during the 2nd century Hijri was the outcome of different
approaches acknowledged by the classical jurists while assign a meaning to the Quran and the Sunnah. The
use of reasoning in the development of fiqh doctrine caused the formation of rationalist schools (ashab al-
ray). For the development of Islamic law, Muslim jurists developed a systematic methodology to sum up
the reasoning and judgments of law in line with Shariah such as Ijma, Qiyas, Istihsan etc. There exists a
difference among the Sunni schools of law on the point that the total number of factors that are to be
practiced or stressed inspite of the fact that all of these contain Quran and the Sunnah as a principal source
of Islamic law.

Madhhabin Islamic Law
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Madhhab is a term usually taken for ‘school of law’, the Encyclopedia of Islam expressing it as a way of
thinking, persuasion states its literal meanings as1 :

“a way, course, mode, or manner, of acting or conduct or the like”
In former the term ‘Madhhab’ was also used ‘to go away to toilet’2 contrary to this, its usage as a term of
religion, philosophy and law was also to express doctrine, tenet or opinion upheld by a person3.
Classical jurists have used this term in order to specify the opinions of a school of thought and individual
opinion in a specific case4.
Encyclopedia of Islam expressed it as5:

“…..in law specifically, a technical term often translated as “school of law”, in particular
one of the four legal systems recognised as orthodox by Sunni Muslims, viz. the
Ḥanafiyya, Malikiyya, S̲h̲afiʿiyya and Ḥanbaliyya [q.vv.], and the S̲h̲iaj̲afariaand
Zaydiyya legal schools…”

At the time of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) no school of thought was emerged in Islam. After the sad
demise of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) many of the companions of the prophet followed to the
commentary of the Sunnah laid by the Imam Ali (R.A), later on was known as the devotees of the teachings
of the Holy Prophet as conveyed by Ali (R.A) and titled as ‘Al-Khassah’ express the senses of elite, the
distinctive or the special. Later on they were expressed as Al- Shia whereas the common community of
Muslims was denoted as ‘Al- Ammah’ in the sense of general public and later on were expressed as Al-
SunnahhwalJama'ah6.
In the history of Islamic law there is a large number of Madhhabs in addition to the well-known Sunni and
Shia Madhhab. The significant enrichment towards the development of Islamic law was flourished by the
vanished Madhhab. Some of these outstanding vanished Madhhabs are as follows.

 Madh'hab of Al-Thawri
 Madh'hab of Ibn U'yainah
 Madh'hab of Aw'zaa'i
 Madh'hab of Dawood Ibn Ali Al-Dhaahiri
 Madh'hab of al-Ibadiyyah
 Madh'hab of al-Zahiriyyah
 Madh'hab of Ibn Jarir al-Tabari

Nevertheless, not all of them have survived to the contemporary world and in a large part of the Muslim
world, the significant Madhhabs remained among the Sunni school of thought are Hanafis, Shafi’is,
Malikis, Hanbalis and al-Zaydiyyah, Jafariyyah of Shia school of thought. Other than these, the Madhhab
of Ibadiyyah rests in practice in Oman. In below section we will present a brief of the four Sunni dominant
legal Schools.

The Hanafi School
The eponym of Hanafi School is Abu Ḥanifaal-NumanbinThabit(d.150AH/767). Abu Hanifa born in
Kufaand was brought  up in a  family which has or igin in Persia . His father was a Nobel trader
of that time and he too activate his carrierastrader. He was engaged in the business of
khazz(silkfabric)beforegoing onboardinsearchofknowledge. Historically, there is an interesting variance
on the family status of Abu Hanifa, However, such reports are strongly denied by his grandson Ismail. The
report contains that the grandfather of Abu Hanifanamed  Zuta was caught as slave in Kabul and later on
was brought in the city of Kufa and after setting free he along with his descendants became mawlas of the
tribe7.

Encyclopedia of Islam states8:
“AbuḤanifa al-NuʿmanB. T̲H ̲ABIT, theologian and religious lawyer, the eponym of the
school of the Ḥanafīs [q.v.]. He died in 150/767 at the age of 70, and was therefore born
about the year 80/699. His grandfather Zūṭā is said to have been brought as a slave from
Kābul to Kūfa, and set free by a member of the Arabian tribe of Taym-Allāh b. T̲h̲aʿlaba;
he and his descendants became thus clients (mawla) of this tribe, and AbuḤanifais
occasionally called al-Taymi. Very little is known of his life, except that he lived in Kufa
as a manufacturer and merchant of a kind of silk material (k̲h̲azz).”

The Hanafi school of law is the creation of juristic rules and regulations as educated by Abu Hanifa.
Likewise, other Sunni schools the Hanafi school of law deals with ‘tawhid’ oneness of Allah, fundamentals
of faith, essentials of worship, ethics and fiqh of dealings.
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Encyclopedia of Islam states the term ‘Hanafiyya’ as9:
“Hanafiyya, the Hanafīmad̲h̲hab or school of religious law, named after AbūḤanīfa [q.v.]
al-Nuʿmān b. T̲h̲ābit. It grew out of the main body of the ancient school of Kufa, and
absorbed the ancient school of Baṣra, too. As early as the generation following
AbūḤanifa (d. 150/767), we find Abu Yusuf [q.v.] (d. 182/795) refer to him as “The
prominent lawyer” (Kitabal-K̲h̲arad̲j̲. n), and al-S̲h̲aybani [q.v.] (d. 189/805) speaks of
the “followers of AbuḤanifa”…”

Hanafi School of Thought is famed for pioneering more stress on Qiyas (Analogy) and Raa'y(personal
opinion) than stress on adoptions and deductions from Hadith.
The Abbasid caliphate encouraged/patronized this school because it was originated in Iraq likewise
promoted into Khurasan, the Indian sub-continent and other areas. The school was centered round the
personality of Abu Ḥanifa and his two disciples, namely Abu Yusuf and Muhammad al-Shaybani10 well-
known for their wide-ranging usage of qiyas, istiḥsanand amalgamation of urf. The traditional school of
thought criticized their approach and the use of personal opinion in the matters of religion was opposed by
them.
Duringearly periods of time,AbuHanifah intentwason thediscussion oftheology generally known
Ilmulkalam. Murjiah philosophy attracted both Abu Hanifa and Al-Hassan al-Basari but afterwards Abu
Hanifa found himself detached from this movement. After that he persuaded towards Islamic
jurisprudence11.
For eighteen years, he was in direct concern of Hammad ibn AbiSulayman, his association with Hammad
ensured significant achievements for Abu Hanifa in the field of Jurisprudence. Hammad ibn AbiSulayman
was the pupil of Ibrahim al-Nakhai(d. 95/713-4) well famed successor, as he got educated from Abd Allah
Ibn Masud companion of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). The achievements of Abu Hanifa were
supported at large. The famous jurist Al-Dhahabi(d.748/1348) titled him as a supreme jurist in Iraq12.
In contrary to it, Abu Hanifa’s fame also faced a loud opposition as he employed several methods of legal
thinking in deducing new legal rulings, thus he was perceived innovator in the eyes of traditionists13.
The spread of Hanafi School was placed round the personality of Abu Ḥanifa and his two disciples, Abu
Yusuf and Muhammad al-Shaybani. After Abu Hanifa his notable pupils played a key figure role in the
propagation of Abu Hanifa’s rulings; eventually it results towards the formation of a distinct school of law.
Muhammad al-Shaybani got fame because of his distinct role towards the compilation of Hanafi’s legal
texts known as ‘Zahir al-riwayah’.  Al-Asl, Al-Jami al-Kabir, Al-Jami al-Saghir, Al-Siyar al- kabir, Al-
Siyar al-sagnir and al-Ziyadat are text credited to him. At the time of Abu Hanifa’s demise, Al-shaybani
was of eighteen years. So bearing in mind his age it is not possible that he narrated all of the legal rulings of
Abu Hanifa so it is perceived that as al-Shaybani also studied from Abu Yusuf, a lot of narrations in his
compilations will be from him14. Nawadhir al-riwayah is the texts of Hanafi’s based on the legal rulings not
exists in Zahir al-riwayah; both set of the texts of legal doctrine were
transferredtothelatergenerationofjurists.
Moreover, Abu Yusuf was appointed as the first chief justice during (170-193/786-809) and this
phenomenon played a vital role towards the propagation of the doctrine of Abu Hanifaunder the ‘Abbasid
caliphate of Haruunar-Rashid and in this way Hanafi school of thought succeeded in gaining its official
status. It is perceived that because of the influence of Abu Yusuf in the government many of other judges
of Hanafischool were appointed in the Islamic state. This perception has been challenged and argued that
Abu Yusuf does not enjoy such influential role regarding judges appointment or dismissal of judges15.
On the basis of local approval Judges (Qadi) from the local community were appointed in Khurasan, Egypt,
Syria and Basra and this qadi then were the local community representative.
As for as, it is concerned to the progression of Hanafis legal texts, the works of Shaybani, ‘Kitab al-
Asl’, ‘Jami al-kabir’ and ‘al-Jami al-saghir’ have served as a primary source for the progression of
legal doctrine. A century later after the demise of Shaybani, an Egyptian Hanafi jurist Al-Tahawi
(d.321/933) worked on the first commentary of al-Jami al-saghir and titiled it ‘Mukhtasar of al-
Tahawi’. In the opinion of Yaakov Meron, the work of Tahawi did not contribute many more from
Shaybani’s texts. Legal reasons to support the rulings are not enlightened in Mukhtasar of al-
Tahawi16.
Later on, in third century many other key works were written such as Mukhtasar of al-Karkhi, al-Kafi
of Al-Hakim al-shahid al-Marwazi (d.334/945) and Khizanat al-Fiqh of Abu Layth al-Samarqandi
(d.373/983). In fourth century a commentary of Mukhtasarof al-karkhi was written by al-Quduri
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(d.428/1037). The organization and arrangement of topics along with the introduction of new
terminologies were made by Quduri17.
Other than Quduri’s work, al-Mabsut of Sarakhsi is a significant and comprehensive text, was written
by Al-Sarakhsi. This book is based on thirty volumes and covers all most all of the topics of Islamic
law. Sarakhsi describes the grounding reasons used by Abu Hanifa, Abu Yusuf and Al-Shaybani to
justify their rulings.
During fifth century,  Badai al-Sanai of al-Kasani (d.587/1191) and Al-Hidayah of Ali al-Marghinani were
produced18. Before of it al-Marghinani wrote a worthwhile study on the basis of the texts of Jami al-saghir
titled Bidayah al-Mubtadi. The book Hidayah is the summary of al-Marghinani’sbidayah al-Mubtadi,
Hidayah have attained a remarkable place by the later jurists. In almost all the religious schools (Madaris)
this book is being taught. Al-Inayahala al-hidayah of Al-Babarti (d.786/1364) and Fathual-qadir of Ibn
Humam (d.861/1457) are the most famous commentaries of Hidayah.
In the Abbasid caliphate, Hanafi School of fiqh turned to be the official school of jurisprudence. The
ottman and Moghul Empire adopted this school of thought as the legal standard and consequently, this
arrived Asia Minor to the Balkans and was nourished far beyond the Oxus River (the Amu Darya) in to the
center of Asia.
In Abbasid caliphate the Hanafi School fofiqh got a status of official school of jurisprudence and was
adopted also by the Ottoman and Moghul empires as the legal standard. Thus Hanafi School approaches
from Asia Minor to the Balkans and was seeded in to the heart of Asia far beyond the Oxus River (the Amu
Darya).
Hanafi school of thought enjoyed the status of primary school for the Muslim Nations including Pakistan,
Turkey, Albania, Central Asia, Afghanistan, China, India, and Iraq19.
The HanafiMadahab was widely accepted and this wide spread acceptance was greeted and gained
dominance among the major portion of Sunni Muslims. Consequently, Abu Hanifa emerged as the tycon of
Islamic law and he affected the existing different schools of thought relating to Islamic law. His services in
this field, won him the status which has no parallel in the history of Islamic world.

The Maliki School of law
Malik bin Anas’s (d.179AH/795AD) a jurist of Madina, established the doctrine of Maliki School of law.
His forefathers belonged to Yemen and they migrated from Yemen to Madina due to some clashes with the
governor of Yemen. The migration of his family was led by his great grandfather Abu Amir. He was one of
the prominent companions of Prophet in Madina.
The birth of Malik was in the Holy city of Madina in 93 AH. As Madina was the base camp of the
companions and successors of the Holy Prophet Muhammad that’s why  the city was the home of Shariah
knowledge, especially the science of Hadith. Nafi (d.117/735), Ibn Shihab al-Zuhri (d.124/742) and Rabiah
ibn Abd al-Rahman (d.136/753-4) was the successors and Malik narrated Hadith from them. The later
Rabiah ibn Abd al-Rahman, commonly known as Rabiah al-ra’y was also the teacher of Malik in the field
of Fiqh. The elements of masalih al-mursalah (public interest) and sadd al-dharai (blocking pretences) were
applied by Malik in developing his fiqh doctrine along with reliance on Hadith and the contemporary
practices of jurists of Madina. On the influence of Rabiah al-ra’y, in developing fiqh doctrine ra’y was
incorporated by Malik. For More than forty years, Imam Malik taught Hadith in Madina and compiled a
book of Hadith named al-Muwatta on the request of Abbaasid caliph Abu Ja’far al-Mansoor20.Malik was in
love with the city of Madina because of the Holy Prophet’s grave, he never like to go outside Madina
except once when he travelled for Haj. Malik died at the age of 83 in the Holy city of Madina.
Like all other schools a great contribution was made by the pupils of Malik towards the propagation of
Maliki School. Maliki School was cultured vastly in Spain and North-western Africa.
Almost 60 years after the death of Malik, a large number of Maliki jurists left Madina due to political
upheavals in the city of Prophet in year 266 Hijri, and as a resultantly Maliki School did not last for long in
Madina21. Internal battles of Ummayyad and Abbassid to get the control of Madina destroyed the peace of
city and as a result the learning and knowledge could not remain as the first preference of rulers.
Uthman bin Kinanah (d.185/801), Ibn Naf’I (d.186/802), Abdul Malik bin al-Majishun (d.214/829) and
Matraf bin Abdullah (d.220/835) was among the prominent personalities of Malik students who sustained
the doctrine of Maliki’s in Madina. Abd al-Malik Ibn Habib (d. 238/853) a jurist of Andalusia learned the
Maliki’s doctrine from al- Majishun and Matraf and thus caused to spread Maliki School in Andalusia.
Abdul Rahman Ibn al-Qasim (d.191/807) and Ibn Abd al-Hakam (d.214/829) were among thr prominent
Malik’s students who spread the doctrine of Malikis in Egypt. In spread of Maliki School, the position of
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Ibn al-Qasim was same as of al-Shaybani of Hanifi’s. Muwatta’s transmission of Ibn al-Qasim and his
replies to the inquiries of Sahnun’s in in al-Mudawwanah are obliged as the soundest and the most
comprehensive collections of Maliki’s doctrine22. It is of Ibn al-Qasim that Maliki School was
acknowledged contiguous to the Malikis of Maddina in following the methodology and principles of
Malik’s. Re-emergence of Maliki School in Egypt was advanced by Abu Bakr al-Turtushi (d.520/1126). He
was the student of Al-Baji. The Great jurists Ibn al-Hajib (d.646/1248), al-Qarafi and Khalil bin Ishaq were
the product of Maliki School.
At present, Maliki school of thought is largely accepted in different Islamic states like Sudan, Egypt, North
Africa i.e. Algeria,Tunisia, Morocco, West Africa (Mali, Nigeria, Chad, etc) and the Arabian Gulf states
(Kuwait, Qatar, and Bahrain)23.

The Shafi’i School of law
On the Mediterranean coast, Shafi’i born in the town Ghazzah. His full name was Muhammad ibn Idrees
al-Shafi’i. He travelled to Madina to study Hadith and Fiqh from Imaam Malik. He was a genius student of
Malik as he learned the whole book Malik titled al-Muwatta by heart. He remained under the supervision of
Malik for about sixteen years from 163 to 179 Hijri. After the demise of Malik, al-Shafi’i left Madina and
went to Iraq. There he attended the circles of well famed jurists and have a chance to debate on the Fiqh
matters. He also attended the circle of famed Hanafi jurist Hassan al-Shaybani in Iraq. After that Shafi’i
returned to Mecca to form his own circle. From Mecca Shafi’i migrated to Fustat, Egypt in 199 Hijri and
till his death he remained settled there. Legal rulings of Shafi’i’s doctrine are divided in to two phases. The
first phase is termed as the old doctrine (al-madhhab al-qadim) and the second phase is termed as new
doctrine (al-madhhab al-jadid). The first phase contains on the rulings given during the period he got settled
in Iraq whereas the second phase (al-madhhab al-jadid) contains on his legal rulings in Egypt. The validity
of old doctrine is considered by the Shafi’i jurists when it is in accordance to the new doctrine; in case there
is a contradiction in both, the new doctrine will override the old one.
Likewise other school of law, the spread of Shafi’i School was by his pupils. In Egypt Yoosuf ibn Yahyaa
al-Buwayti (d.231/846), Ismaa’eel ibn Yahyaa al- Muzanee (d.264/878) and Rabi ibn Sulaiman al-Muradi
(270/884) were the prominent figures in spreading the Shafi’i School of law. In Shafi’i school amongst the
three prominent figuers al-Buwayti is on top ranking. In Baghdad, he was confined to prison and subjected
to severe torture which resulted in his death as he declined to accept the officially sanctioned Mu’tazilite
philosophy on the creation of the Qur’an24.
Al-Muzanee compiled a book titled al-Mukhtasar based on the legal rulings of Shafi’i’s and his own
exertions25.The Mukhatasar is recognized as the utmost famed early legal text of Shafi’i’s doctrine. Kitab
al-umm, the most famous book of al-Shafi’i was primarily transmitted by Rabi ibn Sulaiman al-Muradi. All
the Muslim scholars acknowledged him as the primary compiler of al-Shafi’i’s writings.
In Iraq al-Karabasi (d.248/862) was the earliest student of al-Shafi’i. The old doctrine of al-Shafi’i was
transmitted by him whereas the Anmati (288/902) transmitted this new doctrine. Shafi’i’s jurisprudence
was learned by Al-Anmati from al-Rabi and al-Muzani in Egypt.
In Khurasan Muhammad ibn Nasr al-Marwazi (d. 294/907) and Ibn Khuzaymah (d.311/924) were among
the prominent jurists of Shafi’i’s.
The majority of followers the Shafi’i School of thought is now founded in Egypt, Southern Arabia,
(Yemen, Hadramout), Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Malaysia, and East Africa (Kenya, Tanzania) and Surinam in
South America26.

The Hanbali School of law
Hanbali School of law gets attributed to Ahmad bin Hanbal. He was born in Baghdad in an Arab family.
Ahmad was just of three years old when his father died during his service in army in the city of Marw.
After that his mother took him to Baghdad and was brought up there. He was the utmost memorizers and
narrators of Hadith of his time; he devoted his life to seek the knowledge of Hadith since when he was just
sixteen years of age. Ahmad gets the knowledge of Fiqh and Hadith from Abu Yousaf and al-Shafi’i. Legal
reasoning taught to him by Hanafi master could not develop his interest and was attracted towards the
science of Hadith. He travelled between the city of Kufah, Basrah, Macca, Madina, Yemen and Syria for
the collection and preservation of Hadith text. Abd al-Razzaq in Yemen and Sufyan ibn Uyaynah in Macca
were the prominent personalities contributed to quench his thurst in science of Hadith. He was one of the
prominent personalities of Asshab al-hadith. Collection and narration of Hadith was the utmost concern of
Ahmad. That’s the reason his methodology of teaching was based on the dictation of Hadith from al-
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Musnad as well as on the opinions of the companions of the Prophet concerning the interpretation of a
ruling. Al-Musnad of Ahmad is a vast collection of Hadith comprises of more than thirty thousand Hadith.
Beyond the regions of Iraq and Syiria the Hanbali school of thought did not expand. The followers of
Hanbali school of thought are in small number as compared to other three Sunni Schools of law.
The prominent students of Ahmad were his two sons Saalih (d.266/879) and Abdullah (d.290/903), other
than this Abu Bakr al-Athram (d.260/873-4), Hanbal bin Ishaq (d.273/886), Abu Daud al-Sidjastani
(d.275/887) and Abu Bakr al-Marwazi (d.275/887) were among the prominent pupils of Ahmad. Besides
this, Bukhaaree and Muslim the great scholars of Hadith were also the students of Ahmad27.
Abu Bakr al-Khallal (d.311/923) organized efforts for the collection of Hanbal’s legal doctrine were of
much importance and appreciated by the later Hanbali’s jurists as the fullest possible sources of
Hanbali’sfiqh. In order to collect Hanbal’s legal doctrine, he travelled far and wide, met with the students
of Ahmad and compiled a text titled al-Jami. Mukhtasar of Al-Khiraqi was another effort from Abu al-
Qasim al-Khiraqi (d.334/945) in this regard. Besides of these the most significance commentaries were of
Qadi Abu Yala and al-Mughni of Ibn Qudamah. Ibn Qudamah added discussions of new positive legal
rulings along with the inclusion of the rules of other sunni jurists who contradicted with the Hanbalis, this
contradiction with Hanbalis has also been discussed in al-Mughni which resulted in making its volumes
more comprehensive as compared to the commentary of Abu Yala28.
Besides al-Mughni Ibn Qudamah organized his efforts to compose three other texts of hanbalis titled as al-
Umdah, al-Muqni and al-Kafi.
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ABSTRACT. Nanotechnology have many potentials to be used in various research
directions for humanity. It is being used in many applications and products
nowadays. One of the important application directions for this emerging technology
is biomedical science and human body diagnosis. Nanomachine technology is part
of the field concerning about creating and maintaining Nanoscale machines capable
of performing certain functionalities such as molecule counting [1], molecule
shuttling [2] and molecule sensing [3]. Communication between Nanomachines
adds more capabilities and allows cooperative and distributed functionalities and
form the concept of NanoNetworks [4]. Today’s researchers are trying their best to
deploy Nanomachines and NanoNetworks for real-time objectives such as medical
purposes. Moreover, the same problem is faced in other fields such as battlefield
networks, environmental monitoring, and automation fields. However, due to design
issues of Nanomachines such as low computation capability, low processing power,
limited storage, imperfect sensing, actuation, and limited networking capabilities,
the work done in the field of Nanonetwork communication is inadequate.
In this paper, we present a novel communication protocol stack model for
Nanomachines and show how this model can be used in medical applications for
human body diagnoses. Our model provides guidance regarding designing protocol
stacks for Nanomachines.
Keywords: Nanomachine; NanoSensors; Protocol Stack; Communication; Vesicle;
Membrane layer; Molecular Motor.

1. Introduction. According to Feynman, “There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom ...” [22]. For us, this means
that there are many hidden things which exist in nature for communication that are still unknown and that will
require more research work to understand them. However, these things make communication feasible between
two communicating entities. For example: Air particles uses particles for communication. Until recently,
nobody knew about the Nanomachines technology and its communication paradigms sending messages
between two entities, like particles of air moving in arbitrary direction to send mes sages. Nanomachine
communication coverage ranges from a few hundreds to thousands of nanometers regarding the deploy ment
of objectives. Nanomachines offer services of computing, data storage, sensing and actuation
[4]5][6][7][8][12].
Nano is a new and emerging technology in the biomedical sciences. This emerging field contains much
potentials to be used in various ways for the benefit of humanity. Therefore, Nano’s built Nanomachines
consist of atoms. Various research labs have tried to use these Nanomachines for humanity medical treatment
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purposes. Due to these reasons, aim of this paper is to introduce new protocol stack model for Nanomachines
with distinguished features and compare this model with existing protocol stack models. This paper discusses
a case study in which a proposed protocol stack model for Nanomachines is used in diagnosing patient
problems and delivering medicines to specific parts of the human body. The other objective is to discuss
proposed protocol stack model due to the lack of standardization of the protocol stack models for
Nanomachines without validation of the system. The existing protocol stack models for Nanomachines do not
have as many functionalities as the OSI model presented. The proposed protocol stack model contains new
functionalities, such as packet (medicines) prioritization, packet queuing, & de-queuing, Error and Flow
control mechanisms.
Our proposed protocol stack model for a Nanomachine is based on molecular communication and explains
layering concepts for Nanomachine communication. This molecular communication further explains that
Nanomachines require some propagation techniques and layering concepts and explains how these messages
are encoded, routed, de-coded, and put on the physical membrane. This is another challenging issue. The
reminder of this paper is constructed as follows. Fundamentals of the Nanomachines is included in section 2.
Work related to existing problems is included in Section 3, while a proposed protocol stack model for
Nanomachines is presented in Section 4. A comparison of existing and proposed stack models is presented in
Section 5. The application of the proposed protocol stack model is included in Section 6, and conclusions &
future work are in Section 7.

2. FUNDAMENTALS Of The Nanomachine :The Nanomachine is a device comprised of small atoms which
are used for interaction purposes in order to improve human life. The construction of these kinds of atoms
requires rearranging them into molecules for communications, which is technologically very difficult.
Therefore, various research activities are being applied in order to make Nanomachines feasible. The
architecture of a Nanomachine with added functionalities includes the nanosensor, nanoactuator,
nano-memory, nanoantenna, nano-EM transceiver,nano processor, and the vital nano power unit [5]. Most of
the properties of Nanomachines have inherited from the sensor machine, including the capability of
investigating the environment, sensing specific information in the environment, and responding to a particular
part of the environment. Due to these capabilities, the Nanomachine is the most extended version of a sensor.
However, communication patterns of Nanomachines are different and based on molecular communication and
electromagnetic communication patterns.
Nanomachine has three functional units for message sending and receiving which are Emission Process,
Diffusion (Propagation) Process and Reception Process [8][12]. Through the Emission Process, a sender node
generates messages (signal). However, before sending these messages to the Reception process at Receiver
Node, the messages are converted into a specific pattern and forwarded to the propagation process, which
works as a medium that receives these messages as input and forwards them to the reception process. On the
receiving side, the reception node reverses the process with respect to the Emission Process that reads the
message. This propagation process needs more elaboration for optimized sending and receiving of the
messages.
Traditional communication shows various communication types with different input and output directions.
However, wireless communication is being one of them. The Nanomachine therefore has also three different
types of communication units, including a physical Nanosensor, a chemical Nanosensor and a biological
Nanosensor [5]. The physical Nanosensor measures magnitude, such as pressure, temperature, and force,
while the chemical nanosensor measures gas, specific types of molecules, and the composition of molecules.
However, biological nanosensors are totally different. They monitor biomolecular processes such as DNA
interactions and cellular communications. Applications for these three types of nanosensor machines are
unlimited. We are considering potential applications such as human body medical diagnostics and
environmental monitoring based on event detections.
NanoSensors are being used in various heterogeneous environments of critical operations such as patient
diagnoses that needs more work to change the design of the NanoSensor machine. Therefore, it has design
restrictions which affects architecture, such as low storage capacity is an issue when the memory unit consists
of 5x5x5 atoms = 125 Atoms. A single bit of information is stored in a single atom [5][12]. Mechanical
energy, vibrational energy and hydrualic energy generation mechanisms are alternate approaches used to
recharge a battery of the Nanosensor [5].
The Nano-Electromagnetic Communication type defines that messages are exchanged between
communicating Nanoma chines, with the help of electromagnetic radiation. This type of communication is
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specially designed for long range distance communication such as Carbon Tubes [7]. Meanwhile, Molecular
Communication type defines how the messages are exchanged between communicating Nanomachines with
the help of Molecules. Walkway, Flow and Diffusion [5] are defined and based on the main type of Molecular
Communication. Walkway based Molecular communication defines pre-defined schedules with pre-defined
paths for carrying molecules, while Flow based Molecular communication gives guidelines and predications
to carry molecules. A relevant example to Flow based molecular communication is that we can easily
differentiate various human voices. The Diffusion based Molecular communication is different and shown in
Fig 1.

Fig1: Diffusion based Molecular Comunication

In Fig 1, FN (Forwarder Node) is comprised of m number of nodes and received molecules (messages in
small black dots) from source node (Src Node) and the FN (from 1 to m number of nodes) nodes forwards
them to the destination. FN1 will ematical equations show how the Source Node will forward molecules to the
Destination Node through intermediate nodes as follows.
Src Node = FN1 + ... + FNm
FN1 + ... + FNm = DN1 + ... + DNk
DN1 + ... + DNk = Dst Node
So all these mathematical steps can be written in one step with working approaches as follows.
Src Node=FN1 + ... + FNm + DN1 + ... + DNk + Dst Node

1. First, The Src node (Source Node) will forward molecules to the FN1 Node and the FN1 Node will then
forward them to the FNm Node. The FNm will send an “ADV” (Advertised) message to all next directed hops
such as DN 1 to k nodes.
2. If any DN (Designated Node) is required to receive and forward molecules to the destination node then any
DN will reply back with an ACK message method to show willingness and then DN will receive molecules
from FNm because every DN node has complete information of the routes of the network(s).
3. The FNm will forward molecules to interested DN nodes and DN nodes will forward molecules (small
black dots) to the destination. In this way the molecules will reach the Dst Node (Destination Node) with the
help of hop by hop counting. Most of the literature reviews show topologies concepts for information
gathering on surrounding, forwarding & receiving and are depicted in bus, star, spiral [9] and grid, hexagon,
and T shape [10] topologies.

3. Related Work Securing Nanosensor machines communication is the primary and the very complex task of
the protocol suites. We know it from the very beginning how the TCP/IP protocol suite works layer by layer
regarding communication level and security aspects. In Nano Molecular communication, the communication
environment is different from existing communication environment of the TCP/IP protocol suites.
Suggestions provided in prior research are inadequate, so, more efficient work is required to determine a
method for analyzing, designing and simulating a Nanomachine protocol stack. Currently, Nanotechnology is
in the learning stages and requires more time in order to develop an innovative model for practical
applications.
Currently, it is not feasible to implement the TCP/IP protocol suite on the Nanomachine due to inadequate
memory storage, low processing power and low sensing capabilities. However, the authors of [11] present
protocol suite for Transmitter and Receiver, which has the same number of layers (Application, Transport,
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Network and Physical layers) presented on both sides of the nodes. Each layer contains different types of
services that are applied on Nanomachine. Application layer contains interfaces and message formation;
Transport layer provides integrity and encoding services, and the Network layer performs the process of
packets injection and the end to end delivery of packets. The physical layer is the final layer in which the
packets are injected. This layered protocol stack is used in medicines and specialized for life-saving, efficient
drug delivery.
However, the authors [11] do not follow the basic communication mechanisms of Nanotechnology processes,
such as DNAs, Enzymes and deployments because Nanotechnology contains several communication
mechanisms, including short-range, medium-range, and long-range communication. Therefore, human
treatment requires additional dedicated work in processing of various medicines. The design of TCP/IP is
suitable for existing machines in the capacity of high processing, high storage and quick decision making, but
implementation of all layers of the TCP/IP protocol suite on the Nanomachine is not feasible due to lack of
simulation and validation for practical applications. It also requires high processing speed and high storage
capacity.
Information sensing, gathering and processing from multiple nodes is handled by inverter and NAND gates
[14][15][16], which requires some molecular logic gates in order to store one bit of information in a single
atom (where 5x5x5 atoms stores 125 atoms of information) [5][22].
Knowledge configuration and handling in molecular based multiple Nanosensors communication is
inadequate. However [13] presents theoretical concepts for handling multiple nanosensors communications on
existing TCP/IP layers with distinguished features such as biocompatibility, scalability and information
representation. Some of the other specific types of biological communication include intracellular transport,
intercellular communication, homeostasis and bacterial conjunction for molecular motor that move and
convert chemical energy into mechanical works.
The Microtubule is a molecular motor that consists of two types: Vesicle (type of message) Kinesin motor and
Vesicle Dynein motor, which are used for sending and receiving messages respectively. The communication
mechanism inside molecular is based on Sink (Base Station), in which the sender sends messages first to the
encoder / decoder node under the supervision of sink and then to the destination according to communication
polices adopted. This scenario explains a single-hop communication; however, the establishment of multi-hop
communication among nodes presents major complexities for managing addresses and feedback
acknowledgements for a sender as well as a sink.
TCP/IP layer for molecular communication is based on the Vesicle (number of messages divides into fixed
form) for comparison between molecular motor and brownian motion [17]. Brownian motion is a random
movement of particles in a gas or fluid, in which the particles are subjected to continuous collision with
surrounding molecules from all directions. Further more, this paper also explains that molecular
communication consists of Loading zone and Unloading zone. The loading zone carries molecules towards
receiver and unloading zone drops molecules on the receiver side. The microtubules plays an active role for a
communication medium and transport binary numbers from the loaded zone to the unloaded zone with the
following configurations such as“00” for 0 vesicles, “01” for 1 vesicle, “10” for 2 vesicles, and “11” for 3
vesicles [17] respectively. Adhoc Network concepts is used for message authentication between
Nanomachines through multi hops with the help of molecules [18]. For this purpose, a protocol stack model is
presented with the main features of message encoding & error recovery on the sender side while on the
receiver side, message decoding & error recovery with molecular scheme are presented. The Protocol stack
model is implemented on Nanomachine with features such as application layer is being used for encoding and
decoding. The Transport layer is used for Transmission and Error Recovery. The Application layer has
compartments, and each compartment has sub compartment that provide logical functions in order to draw
logic circuits for communication. However, they also refer Stetter et al [19] solutions to the error recovery of
addresses with finite state machine.
A biological based protocol stack model suggest some modules for Nanomachines as shown in Fig 2 [20]
such as application interface, link switching and physical (membrane) layer considers a protocol stack model
for Nanomachine. In this protocol stack, they prioritized the data into two types: Sensory data which has a
low priority, and command data with high priority instructions. However, inadequacies in designing,
modelling and simulation prevent validation of the system. The Fig 3[21] has same functionalities as shown in
Fig
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Fig.2. Components of Molecular Communication Protocol Stack[20]

Fig. 3. Protocol Stack for Molecular Communication [21]

2[20], excepts, DNA, & Enzyme Modules, Transport, and Network layers are presented. This protocol stack
model breaks down into two main types: DNA and Enzyme. DNA provides superior, rapid communication
with less engineering work while Enzyme is used for the creation of logic gates with simple computations.
The Transport layer provides encoding of the messages and Network layer provides routing alongwith link
access control.

4. Proposed Protocol Stack Model for NanoMachine The TCP/IP is good layering concepts which is used
for heavy machines such as desktop computers, laptops, an smartphones. The authors of [11] presented
TCP/IP layered communication protocol for Nano communication. However, the implementation is not
feasible for tiny Nanomachines due to low processing, low memory storage and low sensing functionalities.
This paper presents the functionalities of proposed protocol stack model and compared with existing models
as follows.
i. Encoding and Decoding of a message: Securing messages during transmission is the important task to
keep them protect from unauthorized access. Due to this security reason, the proposed protocol stack model is
shown in Fig 4 that provides functionalities of the Encoding and Decoding to keep messages secure. However,
in Fig 2[20] and Fig 3[21] contain only encoding function. On the receiver side, there is no decoding scheme
is presented in the existing models but in the proposed work contains the functionality of the decoding of the
message on the receiver side.
ii.Queue and Dequeuing of a message: The messages storage for short interval time is presented in the
Queue and Dequeue processes. The purpose of this layer is that Nanomachine is busy in the other parts of the
human body to detect malfunctioning parts in it and in order to hold messages for a moments not to interrupt
the flows of Nanomachines.
iii.Packet Prioritization and Routing: In communication, there are two paths exist for efficient
communication such as low priority packet data delivery and high priority packet data delivery with high
bandwidth routing paths are presented in Fig 4. The authors of 2[20] is defined routing function but do not
include packet prioritization technique and same in Fig 3[21] also do not define both functionalities.
iv. Error and Flow Control: There must be some mechanism to control the speed of packets of the sender
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not to crush the bandwidth of the network and also not to crush the buffer of the receiver during
communication of Nanomachines is the aim of the proposed protocol stack model. So two unique features are
used for detecting of error and controlling of flow such as error control and flow control respectively. The aim
of these two mechanisms are to avoid any kind of message loss and bandwidth of the network. This unique
feature is not included in the existing models of the Nanomachine protocol stack.
v. Nano Membrane, Molecular communication, Vesicle etc: The message propagation requires
communication mediums such as in wired based communication, it needs a fiber optic etc and in wireless
communication, it needs signals for a message propagation. However, in biomedical characteristics,
Nanomachine needs Nano Membrane, molecular motors, calcium, vesicle etc are the types of the message
propagation included in all available existing models and also presented in proposed protocol stack model.

Fig. 4. Proposed Protocol Stack model for molecular communication of Nanomachine

These are the functionalities of the proposed protocol stack model as shown in Fig 4 for Nanomachines and
also compared with existing protocol stack models as shown in Fig 2[20] and Fig 3[21].
The functionality of the proposed protocol stack model explained and now these functionality assign to each
layer of the proposed protocol stack model as follows.

 Functionalities of encoding and decoding of messages explained and these functionalities assign to
the first layer of the proposed protocol stack model that is interface layer. Interface layer provides
interfaces to read (e.g. capture) and write (e.g. broadcast) information between communicating
Nanomachines. Before reading and writing operations on the data, it must encode and decode as per
the communication policy stated for deployment. For example: if Nanomachines deploy in battle
field environment then how they will read the information from battle field securely is a significant
tasks, or, if they deploy in the human body then how they will deliver a specific medicine to a
specific part of the human body, or how they will deploy, read and configure information for smooth
functionality is important. In order to achieve these targeted results, we divide the human body into
four specific parts to clearly identify the problem(s) or directly diagnose the problems of a specific
part of the body (e.g. X1) as shown in the Fig 5. The interface is not like an application layer.
However, it provides a communication infrastructure for the Nanomachines.

 In communication, data or messages require to divide into small chunks before sending. On the
receiver side, these chunks should combine to read a complete message. These kind of functionalities
are always provided by transport layer. This layer offers services of transportation and information
storage of high and low priority data for sending and receiving purposes. This layer has also the
robust feature of queuing and dequeuing processes. For example, if a Nanomachine is busy in
executing a process in Z part (in Fig 5) of the body then the transport layer will not interrupt and stop
this ongoing process to achieve targeted results, and at the same time if new process is born so it will
be stored in a queue/Dequeue location of a transport layer for efficient and smooth interaction inside
the body.
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 Some applications need a dedicated path to send and receive messages. This kind of functionality
can be provided by a Generic layer. This generic layer has unique feature of being able to carry
packets machine to machine (1:1) and machine to multiple machine (M: N Broadcast). In an
emergency cases, a generic layer selects the best path in the capacity of shortest and longest paths by
using hop counts. For this path selection process, the gap junction and diffusion methods are used
with the help of direct access and indirect access [23]. For example, sometimes a Nanomachine is
busy in detecting malfunctioned units in the body and at the same time a doctor or user instructs
Nanomachines to perform a specific task inside the body. So in this critical situation, priority is
assigned to the specific task to accomplish the results. Other features of the generic layer are
interoperability and multiple environments (human body, military operation, vehicle detection, etc.).

 To maintain the integrity of the data during transmission is need a mechanism which provides
protection of data from error and also provides to limit the speed of messages. For medication
objectives, this layer is Er Fc layer where Er and Fc stands for error correction and flow control of
the sender respectively and also informs the receiver about error & flow control issues. For example,
a doctor diagnoses X1 part (subpart of X) of the body with some medication solutions. During this
process, and at the same time, other parts of the body also request new input (medication) for the
same problem (e.g. say X1) and a doctor is still forcing X1 part (shown in Fig 5) to accept more
instructions or medicines. In this critical situation, we have an Er Fc control mechanism that
periodically participates to control the flow of the sender by returning acknowledgement “ACK” to
the sender. It also informs the receiver (X1) that the sender has created an overflow issue, while Er
maintains proper execution of the medicine in the specific part of the body, the purpose is whether
the medicine has properly reached to the destination. This is one of the vital roles of nano practices.
Sometimes a human body is affected by more than one disorders and different specialist doctors
prescribe different medicines for different parts of the body in order to help and recover from these
disorders.

 Cell-based molecular communication needs physical layer which comprise of physical membrane.
For this purpose, most of the literature reviews present a technique called gap conjunction (e.g. Ca2+,
IP3) [24]. The Gap junction is a combination of communication gates or channels in the cells and is
used to establish a direct connection for a guided media.
A gap junction can be used when a sender and a receiver are far apart and are not able to reach each
other. In this case, using an indirect method like gap conjunction directly connects the cytoplasm of
two cells and enables them to send and receive molecules. For wireless communications (unguided
media), cells diffuse signal molecules (e.g., ATP, cyclic AMP). These techniques are used in the
extracellular environment, and nearby cells respond to the molecules (paracrine signaling) [24]. In
this way a communication channel is established between two communicating nanomachines. The
proposed protocol stack model uses both communication techniques to forward and receive
messages that depend upon the environment of communication which is known as Physical
membrane layer.

The provided functionality explained in detail and each functionality has assigned to each layer of the
proposed protocol stack model of Nanomachines as shown in Fig 4. Now, our final task to group these layers
according to the biomedical characteristics and assign biomedical terms. The interface layer and transport
layer are grouped to the DNA module because DNA molecules are long in shape and can work as long packet
to carry data. The DNA is also used for message encoding and decoding.

The generic and Error & Control layers are grouped into the Enzyme module. Enzymes are kinds of proteins
that can use as logical gate as a communication medium for Nanomachines. Enzymes can use to control the
flow of the packets (Routing) and provides error and flow control of the medium.

The Physical membrane is a combination of various tissues related to message propagation functions such as
vesicles etc. These grouping of the layers, defining layers and assigning functionalities to each layer is to
clearly understand the objectives of the proposed protocol stack model. The molecular communication
architecture presents in [25], and our proposed protocol stack model has designed in a way that executes the
sending and receiving of messages with the features of encoding, decoding and message filtering.
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5. Comparison of Protocol Stack Models Two protocol stack models presented in Fig 2[20] and Fig 3[21]
respectively. Our proposed protocol stack model (shown in Fig 4) compared with Fig 3 [21] due to inadequate
functionalities provided in this existing model.
In this paper, our contribution is to define the functionalities of each layer and divide them into three main
modules (DNA, enzyme and physical membrane). In Fig 3[21], there are four layers with provided
functionalities, and the proposed stack model has five layers with distinguishing features. An extra header
added to the existing protocol stack model as shown in Fig 3[21] for controlling the management and
execution of the functionality of each layer. However, the proposed protocol stack has no extra header
because maximum functionalities have covered in each layer and extra overhead of management and
execution of the functionalities has removed.

Fig. 5. Protocol Stack uses on Human Body. Division is performed due to complexity level of the human
body. The doctor instructs the molecules that should reach to the mentioned part of the body and
executes on it. The Arrow signs show Microtubules and these are used as medium for executing
medicines in each portion (e.g. X1 or X2 etc) of the body.

The existing protocol stack models are shown in Fig 2[20] and 3[21] and the proposed protocol stack model is
shown in Fig 4 and their functionalities compared in Table I. We noticed table I, most of the functions
covered in the proposed model and many functions not covered in the existing models. In Table I, the
boldface text shows functionalities of the proposed protocol stack model while italic text shows
functionalities of the existing protocol stack model, and functionalities in underlined text is contained in both
models.
The functionalities of both existing and newly proposed protocol models shown in the services column of
Table I. However, strengthened functionalities of the proposed protocol stack model are: reading/writing,
Encoding/Decoding, queuing/dequeuing, packet prioritization and assigning the best path, error and flow
control, and the physical membrane. These features compared to the existing model. Based on this
comparison, we can clearly demonstrate that our proposed protocol stack model is adequate and efficient for
patient diagnoses and drug delivery system.

6. Application of the Proposed Protocol Stack Model Our proposed protocol stack model as shown in Fig
4 is suitable for medical diagnoses and tried to implement them, as seen in Fig 5, in which a human body
grouped into various parts based on levels of complexity and molecules can swap from one part of the body to
another. The functionalities of each layer is described as follows.

Application of the Interface Layer The purpose of this human body division is to focus on specific parts of
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the body and identify the problem such as (e.g. X1). Interface layer gives functions of messages encoding and
decoding with read and write operation on data such as, how the Nanomachines will deliver a specific
medicine to a specific part of the human body as shown in Fig 5, or how they will deploy in the human body.

Application of the Transport Layer if a Nanomachine is busy in executing a process in Z part (in Fig 5) of
the body then the transport layer will not interrupt and stop this ongoing process to achieve objectives, and at
the same time a newly-born activity will be stored in a queue/dequeue location of a transport layer.

Application of the Generic Layer In an emergency situation, a generic layer selects the best path in the
capacity of shortest. For this path selection process, the gap junction and diffusion methods are used with the
help of direct access and indirect access [23].

Applicaton of Error and Flow control layer Handling communication between a doctor and patient need a
controlling mechanism to fix the things between them. For example, a doctor diagnoses X1 part (subpart of X)
of the body with some medication solutions. During this process, and at the same time, other parts of the body
also request new input for the same problem (e.g. say X1) and a doctor is still forcing X1 part (shown in Fig
5) to accept more instructions or medicines. In this situation, we have an Er Fc control mechanism that
periodically participates to control the flow of the sender by returning acknowledgement “ACK” to the sender.
It also informs the receiver (X1) that the sender has created an overflow issue, while Er maintains proper
execution of the medicine in the proper location. The Fig 4, Fig 5 and Table I are clear justification for the
proposed protocol stack model as compared to existing models.

Functions Layer Module 2[20] 3[21] [Fig 4]
Encoding &
De-coding

Interface DNA Not Applicable Not Applicable YES

Encoding Application
Interface

DNA Not Applicable YES Not
Applicable

Queue &
De-Queue

Transport DNA Not Applicable Not Applicable YES

Packet
Prioritization,
Routing

Generic Enzymes Not Applicable Not Applicable YES

Routing Link
Access

Network Enzymes YES YES Not
Applicable

Vesicle,
Calcium etc

Physical
Membrane

YES YES YES YES

Table1: Comparison of Functions of Protocol Stack Models

7. Conclusion with Future Work Nanotechnology is in the initial stages and needs more time to become
mature in the coming decades. Communities related to nanotechnology are trying their level best to design
molecular-based communication infrastructures. Our proposed protocol stack model has demonstrated
descriptive solutions with medical diagnostic features.
After successfully testing this model, it could be very useful in medical fields. However, there is no proper
instrument or tool available for testing to validate and achieve real-time objectives and practical applications
for humanity.
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ABSTRACT. Cardiovascular diseases are the most common cause of death in the
world and their prevalence rate is rapidly increasing in developing countries. Blood
group is a classification of blood based on the presence or absence of inherited
substances on the surface of red blood cells. The most well-known and medically
important blood groups are ABO blood types which are associated with various
diseases including Diabetes, Migraine, Stomach Ulcer, Hypercholesterolemia and
particularly cardiovascular diseases. In the present study we aimed to investigate the
correlation between the ABO blood groups and blood pressure and ultimately with
myocardial infarction in young generation of university. A descriptive study was
performed in the Biochemistry laboratory of Abdul Wali Khan University Shankar
Campus Mardan Khyber Pakhtunkhwa to find out the blood groups and its
association with blood pressure among the university students. Blood sample from
eight hundred and thirty five (835) young and healthy students comprising 335 male
and 500 female were collected. ABO blood group was determined using
commercially available anti-sera and blood pressure was calculated by using digital
blood pressure apparatus (Sphygmomanometer). Among the studied population, the
students having blood group A (36%) have high blood pressure (SBP ≥140 or DBP
≥90 mmHg) followed by blood group AB (24%), B (22%) and O (18%).
Furthermore, male’s students have high blood pressure than female. People belong
to A blood group have high risk of heart diseases as compared to people having
blood groups B, AB and O. Therefore, doctors must have to advise people with type A
blood to avoid eating fatty foods, take regular exercise and refrain from smoking.
Keywords: Blood Group; Blood Pressure; Students; University.

1. Introdction. All humans and many other animals have four principal blood types: A, B, AB, and O (Maton
et al., 1993).  Karl Landsteiner discovered A, B and O blood type in 1901 (Race et al., 1978; Burn et al.,
1980). The human red blood cell contains various kinds of polysaccharide antigens, called agglutinogen
(Mosby, 1994). ABO blood groups are composed of complex carbohydrate molecules with different antigenic
structures (Sarı et al., 2008). Two antigens and two antibodies are generally involved for the ABO types and a
particular combination of these four types determines an individual's blood group. However, along with their
expression on red blood cells, ABO antigens are also highly expressed on the surface of a variety of human
cells and tissues, including the epithelium, sensory neurons, platelets, and the vascular endothelium (Eastlund,
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1998). Thus, the clinical significance of the ABO blood group system extends beyond transfusion medicine
and numerous reports have suggested an important associations among ABO blood groups and in the
development of various diseases such as oncological, Diabetes, Migraine, Stomach Ulcer,
Hypercholesterolemia and particular cardiovascular (Franchini  et al., 2007; Franchini et al., 2012).
Among cardiovascular diseases the preliminary and most common is blood pressure. Blood pressure that is
pathologically high is called hypertension which have many causes and can range from mild to severe. Blood
pressure (BP), sometimes referred to as arterial pressure, is the pressure exerted by circulating blood upon the
walls of blood vessels. During each heartbeat, blood pressure varies between a maximum (systolic) and a
minimum (diastolic) pressure. The blood pressure in the circulation is principally due to the pumping action
of the heart (Caro, 1978). For each heartbeat, blood pressure varies between systolic and diastolic pressures.
Systolic pressure is peak pressure in the arteries, which occurs near the end of the cardiac cycle when the
ventricles are contracting. Diastolic pressure is minimum pressure in the arteries, which occurs near the
beginning of the cardiac cycle when the ventricles are filled with blood. An example of normal measured
values for a resting, healthy adult human is 120 mmHg systolic and 80 mmHg diastolic (written as 120/80
mmHg). Blood pressure is one of the four main vital signs routinely monitored by medical professionals and
healthcare providers (Vital, 2010). Previous studies have revealed that heart disease is more commonly
encountered in people of blood type other than O (Biancari  et al., 2002). Until now, in Pakistan especially in
young people of district Mardan KPK blood groups are not associated with blood pressure or any other heart
diseases. So to the best of our knowledge this was the first ever study to check the correlation between ABO
blood types and blood pressure in young educated population of this area. The current study summarizes the
basic concepts of the biochemistry of ABO blood groups and their co-relation with Cardio vascular diseases.

2. Material and Methods.
2.1. Study Design: This is a cross-sectional study. Blood samples were collected from AWKUM shankar
campus Mardan.

2.2. Subjects and Blood Collection: A total of 835 registered students belonging different departments of
AWKUM, KPK Pakistan comprising males and females were screened for their blood groups. The blood was
collected via finger prick method (Din et al., 2004). Then the blood pressure of each student was measured
through digital Spygmomanometer (Wrist monitor).

2.3. ABO Blood Group Test: Finger of each student was pricked via Lancet/pricker, a drop of blood was
placed on a transparent glass slide in three places. A drop of each of the anti-sera, anti A, anti B and anti D
was added and mixed with each blood sample with the help of match sticks. Blood groups were determined
on the basis of agglutination.

2.4. Blood Pressure Measurement: The cuff was fitted securely on left arm so that the display and the palm
of student’s hand were facing the student. The arm of the student was positioned in such a way that the cuff is
around the same height as his heart. The apparatus was started by pressing the ON/OFF button. The cuff was
inflated by the cuff, when the correct inflation pressure was reached the pressure began to fall. The wrist
monitor detects the pulse and the “Heart” symbol began to flash. The numbers in the display were continued
to change until the blood pressure reading was completed.

2.5. Layered Approach for Levels of Blood Pressure: Subjects were divided into subgroups according to
their BP at entry time using the WHO classification criteria (Chalmers et al., 1999). We distributed individual
having optimal pressure as SBP < 120 and DBP < 80 mmHg in group I; normal BP as SBP ≥120 and
<130 mmHg, and/or DBP ≥80 and <85 mmHg in group II; high-normal BP as SBP ≥130 and <140 mmHg,
and/or DBP ≥85 and <90 mmHg in group III; and high BP as either SBP ≥140 or DBP ≥90 mmHg in group IV.

3. Results.
3.1. Percentage Distribution of Students in different BP Groups: At baseline, of the 835 subject, 40% were
male with the median age of 23+ 2 years, while 60% were females with the median age of 23 years old (23.0
± 3, mean ± SD). Subjects were selected from different departments of Shankar Campus, AWKUM including
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Botany, Biochemistry, Biotechnology, Chemistry, Computer Science, Environmental Sciences, Physics and
Zoology. Blood group A (36%) have high blood pressure ( SBP >140)  followed by AB(24%), B (22%)
and O (18%). The greater number of subjects (36%) which were recorded in group IV having blood group A,
followed by blood group AB (24%) and B (22%). While lowest number of students (18%), which were
observed in high BP (group IV) have blood group O as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Percentage Distribution of Students in different BP Groups.
S. No Groups

of BP

Blood  Groups

A           B               AB           O

P
er

ce
nt

ag
e 

of
 s

tu
de

nt
s

in
 e

ac
h

gr
ou

p

I 16% 35% 34% 15%

II 26% 43% 20% 11%

III 37% 20% 28% 15%

IV 36% 22% 24% 18%

3.2. Gender-wise Distribution of blood Groups and BP :  Males have high blood pressure (SBP >140) as
compare to females (as shown in Fig. 1 & 2). No Female have been recorced in high BP (group IV)

Figure 1: Male Blood Groups and their Blood Pressure in each group. Group 1 represented optimal blood
pressure, group II represented  normal BP, group II represented high-normal BP and high BP as either SBP
≥140 or DBP ≥90 mmHg were included in group IV.
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Figure 2: Female Blood Groups and their Blood Pressure in each group. Group 1 represented optimal blood
pressure, group II represented  normal BP, group II represented  high-normal BP and high BP as either SBP
≥140 or DBP ≥90 mmHg were included in group IV.

4. Discussion. The present study, comprising 835 subjects, 335(40%) male and 500 (60%) females in
AWKUM focused to determine the association of blood group  to BP level. Our study revealed that the
individual having blood group A (36%) have higher BP at baseline followed by AB (24%), B(22%), and  O
(18%).  Blood group A have risk of heart diseases as compared to other Blood groups. It is also found in the
literature that blood group A have high risk of heart diseases (Wazir et al., 2005). According to the study,
individuals with blood type A had a significantly greater risk of coronary artery disease and myocardial
infarction, as compare to individuals who do not have type A blood group (Lee et al., 2012). A blood group
patients have the need for closer follow-up and/or preventive treatment against the risk of further cardiovascular
accident. Previous studies have shown non-O group to be under higher risk for myocardial infarction, which
lead to elevated mortality rates (Galeazzi et al., 1978), and we also observed that these elevated risks may be
associated to higher blood pressure.
People with high-normal and high blood pressure may be more alert to their health as health education and
promotion programs are popular in varies media in Pakistan, possible actions could be intentionally or
unintentionally taken, and their SBP/ DBP is, therefore, controlled or even lowered. The strengths of this
research were that it was a longitudinal study of 1 years in a university students population with data of
relatively good quality. The relation between ABO and Blood pressure might be more complex than it seems
and various distinct pathways related to cardiovascular risk factors may be involved. So blood types needs to be
considered together with other risk factors (environmental factors, diet, less exercise, adiposities, age, stress,
high salt intake, Overweight , obesity and family history) to understand the individual patient's risk. The
identification of genetic and environmental factors should offer some insights into the observed
epidemiological data and advance opportunities to better understand the control and development of CHD.

5. Conclusions. We concluded that people belong to A blood group have high blood pressure which may lead
to risk of other heart diseases i.e. stroke, myocardial infarction, CHD etc. than people having blood groups
AB, B and O. on the result of the current study doctors have advised people with type A blood to avoid eating
fatty foods, take regular exercise and refrain from smoking. Further studies are needed to confirm these
findings and to investigate the potential mechanisms underlying the links between ABO blood type and CHD
risk.
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ABSTRACT. In this study, Proportional-Integral (PI), Fuzzy Logic (FL), and Sliding 

Mode (SM) controlled DC-DC Buck-Boost converter is presented. The results 

optained from these controllers are compared. The converter battery - load system 

powered by Photo Voltaic (PV) modules is simulated using the Matlab/Simulink 

software. The sliding mode in which the inductance current and the output voltage 

are used as controller variables has been performed and the results are compared 

the results taken from the fuzzy logic and proportional integral controllers. The 

performance of the converter has been analysed in detail for different operating 

conditions. The corverter has been simulated using different parameters used for 

controllers and the PV module and the effects of those have been observed with 

comparison the results.   

Keywords: Proportional Integral Controller; Sliding Mode Controller; Fuzzy Logic 

Controller; PV Array Design; Buck-Boost Converter; Matlab/Simulink Software 

 

1. Introduction. The main problem of the photovoltaic systems used for different applications is the 

unregulated voltage which is generated. To regulate the voltage generated by the system the DC-DC converter 

must be used as a regulator. The photovoltaic sources and the battery loads behave as a nonlinear system. The 

control of the states of this nonlinear system is very difficult with conventional controllers. 

Most used method for DC/DC converters is conventional Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) 

controller in the literature. However this controller is suitable for practices and commercial applications, some 

problems come together for nonlinear sources and loads in theory. For example, it’s suitable to use 

Proportional Integral (PI) controller, if we need the converter as a band filter. But also it cannot be enough for 

the control of systems [1-2].           

      The Sliding Mode Controller (SMC) is derived for the nonlinear switching power supply controller, 

which has some advantages with well dynamic response and easy application. Sliding mode control is a good 

solution for variable structure systems.  For the SMC, system trajectory states in a region on state space 

which is called a sliding surface. Hold on the system on a switching surface to control the switching power 

supplies is basically called sliding mode control [3-5]. 

The Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) is one of the most widely used controller instead of digital control 

systems. The membership functions are used for the fuzzy process to define the fuzzy sets. The FLC has faster 

transient responses and more strong than several control methods for nonlinear systems. The FLC not needs  

requirement of the mathematical models and parameter estimation [6-8]. In this paper, a general FLC 

algorithm used on MATLAB/Simulink is presented. 
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A PV model is designed by using connected in series and parallel suitable PV cells. This is called PV 

module and used to get the required power for the converter [9, 14]. The PV powered buck-boost converter is 

also studied in this paper [15-16].  

In section 6, using Matlab/Simulink the proposed converter system is simulated. PI, SMC and FLC 

controllers used separately as a controller [17-18].  

The simulation results for PI, FLC, and SMC are compared for different PV module parameters at the 

last section.   

 

2.Buck-Boost Converter Design. The proposed buck-boost converter with the controller is designed for a 

solar energy- battery system for DC loads as shown in Figure 1. The output voltage (V0) is compared to the 

reference voltage (Vref) to produce an error signal. This error signal is used to designate the switching signals 

duty ratio. The generated PWM signal is applied on the MOSFET’s.  

The buck-boost converter is designed for a battery load system that converse variable input voltage to 

fixed output voltage for different load currents. The converter designed for 100 Watt power, 40 kHz switching 

frequency, and 2% output voltage regulation.  

 

 
Figure 1. Buck-Boost Converter with Control Scheme for PV-Battery Load System 

 
The buck-boost converter system was analyzed for two state and the circuit equations for the converter 

were written as follows. 

1. The input power (Pin) of converter is; 

       
. 100in in inP V I Watt 

                                                    (1) 

2. The efficiency (n) excepted to be %90; 
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                                                      (2) 

3. The output current of converter is;  
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4. The output load resistance of the converter is; 
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5. The converters minimum inductor value is (for D=0,5);   
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6. The converters minimum capacitor value is;    
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                               (6) 

3.PI Control Algorithm. Most used method for DC/DC converters is PID controller.  It’s most preferred in 

industrial applications because it can be designed easily and suitable for linear systems. It’s suitable to use PI 

controller, because we need the converter as a band filter.  The control signal, generated by the PID 

controller for continues mode operation of the converter, depends on the error function given in Equation 7. 

                 

0

( )
( ) . ( ) ( )

t

P I D

de t
u t K e t K e t dt K

dt
                                  (7)           

The general block diagram of the converter with PI controller is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2. Block Diagram of the DC/DC Converter with PI Controller 

 

4. Sliding Mode Control Algorithm. The sliding mode controller is derived from the variable structure 

controllers, which is used to control the nonlinear switching power supplies. This control method has some 

advantages, for high load changes and strong error control, effective dynamic response and easy application. 

These advantages will be researched in this paper. 

The SMC is a good solution for variable structure systems. In practice, converter-switching devices are 

driven by a function of instantaneous values of state variables. As a result of this situation, the system 

trajectory stays in a region on the state space. This is called sliding surface.  

The state equation for a nonlinear system is given in Equation 8. This equation defines the control rule 

of a nonlinear structure system at the same time.  

           
.

( ) ( ). ,   0,1x f x g x u u                                            (8) 

Here u is the scalar control input on the sliding surface, s(x,t)=0  is transient, f(x) and g(x) are 

continuing function vectors.  For the SMC, state trajectories with a dynamic behaviour slide in to a balance 

line asymptotically. An important point here is to define the rule to determine sliding surface, s(x), for the 

controller.  One other important point for the switching power supplies is that they hold the system on a 

switching surface. The Lyapunov approach is especially selected for this study.   

For ideal SMC, x(t) state trajectory is expected to stay in the required trajectory. It can be possible with 

an infinite switching frequency. But in real systems switching frequency is restricted to a specific value. This 

situation makes some oscillations on a switching surface. This is called ripple or variation. This surface is 

illustrated in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. Sliding Surface for Sliding Mode Control  

 

An important feature of SMC is to get the system response independent of system parameters. For this 

SMC is suitable for DC/DC converter applications. In practice, the velocity of the current changes is faster 

than the velocity of output voltage changes in DC/DC converter applications. This control method can be 

implemented by using inner current loop control and outer voltage loop control respectively. These two loops 

form the sliding mode controller. Here, standard linear controller is used for the voltage control and a PWM 

or a hysteresis controller is used for the current controller. The SMC is used for the inductance current control 

in the system. General structure of SMC for DC/DC converters is shown in Figure 4.   

 

 

Figure 4. General Structure of Sliding Mode Controller for DC/DC Converter 

 

5. Fuzzy Logic Control Algorithm. To control the buck-boost converter output voltage changed the 

switching signal duty ratio. The difference between the reference voltage value and measured output voltage 

value is defined as a system error [8]. For the system; the reference voltage is r(k) and the measured output 

voltage is y(k) values. The error and change of errors voltage is calculated using Equation 9-10. 

 

                  
( ) ( ) ( )e k r k y k                                                    (9)  

 

           ( ) ( ) ( 1)de k e k e k                                                (10) 

 

For the error and change error variables the membership functions are as shown in Figure 5(a, b) 

respectively.  
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(a)                                        (b) 

Figure 5. Triangle Membership Function for Error (a), Change in Error (b) 

 

If the output space(du) is seperated into more than three regions then the positive and negative regions 

should be divided into sub-regions such as NB, NS, ZZ, PS and PB. Some of the fuzzy rules from 25 rules 

which used design of FLC can be presented as follows: 

 

1- If e is PB and de is NB then du is ZZ.  

2- If e is PS and de is NB then du is NS.   

 

All these rules are presented in a rule table for three fuzzy regions. This rule table is used in the FLC 

rule-based controller with Matlab/Simulink software design. 

A FLC inference system consist of three sections.  This are called fuzzifier, rule base and defuzzifier 

as shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6. Block Diagram of Feedback Modelling System with Fuzzy Logic Controller   

 

The FLC convers to generated fuzzy numbers firstly in fuzzifier. Then to determine the fuzzy number 

of the compensated output signal they are used in a rule table. Finally, the results are converted into the crisp 

values.       

This process represents the products in the nominator of defuzzification method called centre of area 

(coa), which is given by Equation 11. The crisp values of the fuzzy subsets used in this multiplication process. 

Then the sum of this product is divided by the sum of membership values obtained. Details of FLC design in 

Matlab/Simulink can be found in references [2, 7, 8]. 
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6. Simulation of PV Powered Buck-Boost Converter with Matlab/Simulink. Developing the PI control 

for converter is given in this section firstly. The main block of designed converter with Matlab/Simulink is 

shown in Figure 7. The output voltage of converter is compared with the reference voltage to generate and 

error signal. The signal on the output of PI controller is compared with a high frequency saw toot signal to 

generate a PWM signal. The generated PWM switching signal drives the MOSFET.   
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Figure 7. PV Powered and PI Controlled Buck-Boost Converter Simulation 

 

The main block converter and developed FLC realized with Matlab/Simulink is shown in Figure 8. 

The output voltage of the converter is compared with the necessery reference voltage and generated and error 

signal too. The output signal of FLC is compared with a high frequency saw toot signal to generate a PWM 

switching signal, which drives the MOSFET.   

 

 
Figure 8. PV Powered and FLC Added Buck-Boost Converter Simulation 

 

The proposel for developing the Sliding Mode Control is given in this section. SMC added block 

diagram of converter with Matlab/Simulink is shown in Figure 9. There are two feedbacks loop for control. 

Firstly the converter output voltage is compared with the necessary reference voltage and generated the first 

error signal. This error signal is applied on a controller and mines with inductance current signal and applied 

to hysteresis controller. To drive the switching MOSFET, the output signal of SMC generates a PWM signal.  

 

 
Figure 9. PV Powered and SMC Added Buck-Boost Converter Simulation 
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The current equation for a photovoltaic cell depend on some parametres is defined in Equation 12. 

 

                                                                               (12) 

                                                                                               

The photovoltaic cells are connected in series and parallel to increase voltage and current of 

photovoltaic model. This general model is defined as a PV module and described for all photovoltaic 

parameters in Equation 13.  

 

                                                                               (13) 

                                                                                                       

 

This PV module was simulated using Matlab/Simulink by researchers previously [13]. The equivalent 

Simulink model which is called PV module is shown in Figure 10. The simulations are realized using this PV 

module. The parameters used in the buck-boost converter simulations are shown in Table 1.  

 

 
Figure 10. The Equivalent Matlab/Simulink Model of PV Module  

 

Table 1. Simulation Parameters 

PV Module Input Voltage 0 Volt-25Volt 

 Reference Output Voltage  7V(Buck ) 14V(Boost) 

Switching Frequency 40kHz 

Filter Inductance 10µH 

Filter Capacitance 5mF 

Output Resistance 1,6 Ohm 

PI Control Parameters Kp=1, Kı=0.5 

Some PV Model Parameters Ns=50,Np=150,Rs=0.027,Sx=1 

 

7. Simulation Results.The I-V and P-V curves of simulated photovoltaic module for simulation parameters is 

shown in Figure 11. The simulation result of I-V characteristic shows that Photovoltaic module generates 

between 0V to 25V voltages depend on load current. For the maximum power point voltage, current and 

power values is shown with red lines in Figure 11 (a-b).   
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  (a)                                           (b) 

Figure 11. (a) I-V, (b) P-V Curves of Simulated Photovoltaic Module 

The simulation results are given for the converter buck mode 7V reference voltage and boost mode 

14V reference voltage in Figure 12. In this simulation PI controller is used. There is not any overshoot and 

ripple for the output voltages. Simulation results seem better for regulation, but not well for catching the 

reference voltages. 

 
Figure 12. Simulation Result of Load Voltage with PI Controller 

 

The converter simulation result for FLC is given for the same references voltage before in Figure 13. 

There is not big overshoot and high ripple on the output voltages. Simulation results are better for regulations 

but not well for catching reference voltage. 

 

 
Figure 13. Simulation Result of Load Voltage with FLC 
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The simulation result of SMC added Photovoltaic powered buck-boost converter is shown in Figure 14. 

This simulation result show that the output voltage moves from a nonlinear trajectory on the sliding surface, 

which can be restricted depending on controller. Simulation results for the same parameters with FLC added 

converter are presented below.   

 

 
Figure 14. Simulation Result of Load Voltage with SMC 

 

The main aim of using this controller systems is to improve the input voltage due to a reference voltage 

on the output.  The input PV voltage with the output voltage simulation results, which compare using PI 

control, FLC and SMC are shown in Figure 15-17 respectively. The converter simulation results are verified in 

buck mode for first one second and in bust mode after one second. The PV voltage (approximetly 11 Volt) 

generated from sunlight power is increased or decrised to necessary reference voltages. PV voltage ripple can 

be reduced with a suitable capacitance, but it is neglected though showing the effect of controller on the ripple.  

To catch the reference voltage and less ripple voltage from PV is better than the others for SMC.  

 

 
Figure 15. Simulation Result of Load Voltage with PI Controller and PV Voltage 
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Figure 16. Simulation Result of Load Voltage with FLC and PV Voltage 

 

 

Figure 17. Simulation Result of Load Voltage with SMC and PV Voltage 

4. Conclusions. In this paper, from the Photovoltaic module powered buck-boost DC/DC converter with PI 

Control, Fuzzy Logic Control, and Sliding Mode Control are presented. The buck-boost converter simulation 

circuit has been performed with a Matlab/Simulink software and simulation results have been plotted. The 

simulation results are compared to the PI Control, the FLC, and the SMC. The output voltage catches the 

reference voltage value and has an overshoot and response time for the SMC is shown from the simulation 

results. But the output voltage does not catch the reference every time with the FLC and PI Control. The FLC 

and PI Control do not have overshoot and large ripple on the output voltage. It can be say that fuzzy logic 

controller and sliding mode controller can be use for renewable sources-power electronics applications. Also 

each control methods can be used for different conditions. 

For a further study, both FLC and SMC will be used to control the converter for better results. This 

control method is called as a Fuzzy-Sliding Mode Controller (FSMC). Also, this new control algorithm will 

be implemented experimentally with the PV powered-converter module.  
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ABSTRACT. The paper revolves around the idea of recurrent military interventions
in Pakistan, discussing most of the possible causes and dominant narratives. It
contends that in an undeveloped country, such as Pakistan, Military intervenes
recurrently mainly for securing its economic and commercial interests. It discusses
that initially all the military interventions are “reactive” to the circumstances of the
country. However, with the pace of time, these military interventions become
“designed”.  This happens when Military assumes a multi-dimensional role in a
country, which means that military not only looks after the security of the country
but also develops some economic stakes in the economy. Moreover, it has discussed
the Military’s internal economy (which has been termed as “Milbus”) of Pakistan in
detail. In the conclusion, the paper establishes that Military will continue to
intervene and expand in the political economy of Pakistan, as long as the “national
security threat” narrative dominates.
Keywords: Military’s internal economy (Milbus) and Intervention.

1. Introduction. The aim of this paper is to show that the weakness of political leadership and political
institutions is not the only reason for military interventions in Pakistan. There is no doubt that the political
institutions have been weak for the most of the time and the first military intervention in Pakistan may have
been reactive of the political instability. But overtime Pakistan military has developed a huge commercial
empire or internal economy or military businesses (Milbus). The reason for the subsequent interventions in
politics is internal economy. The main point which this paper will try to raise is that “the military internal
economy is the cause and the effect of military interventions in Pakistan.”

In order to show this, firstly this paper will discuss the role of military in politics and governance of
Pakistan. It will also shed some light on whether the military intervention is “designed”, that means it is pre
planned or it is “reactive” of the circumstances created by political instability. Secondly, it will discuss the
concept of the Military business (Milbus) as explained by the Ayesha Siddiqa in her book “Military
Incorporation [1]”. Then it will further discuss the nature of Milbus in Pakistan, its structure, its expansion,
the impact of the Milbus on the political economy of Pakistan and the future prospects of the Milbus in
Pakistan. In short, the central focus of the paper would be on the two questions: why military repeatedly
intervene in the politics of Pakistan? And what is the role of military business in the subsequent interventions
and enhancement of the hegemony of military over other institutions of the state?
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2. Argument. Military is an institution of the state which upholds its sovereignty by defending its frontiers.
The central role of a military is to guard the state from external threats. It is regarded as the only institution of
the state which has monopoly over violence and with this monopoly comes the power. Although military is
the most powerful institution, it is a generally agreed norm to put the military in the hands of civilian control
in modern times. But often militaries launch a coup to overthrow the civilian governments and concentrate
power in their own hands. This practice is common in the countries which are less developed. In his
introduction of the book, Hassan Askari Rizvi [2] gave an interesting correlation between the military coups
and per capita incomes of the countries that, “the 1963 statistics indicated that out of 73 States with per capita
income below 330 dollars, 45 faced coups. 25 States had per capita income from 330 to 899 dollars. Only 5 of
these had military interventions. Out of 19 States with per capita income above 900 dollars, there were only 2
causalities.” If we analyze these statistics we come to two conclusions, either, state governed by their
militaries are most likely to be underdeveloped, or, the underdevelopment is the cause of military takeovers.
But one thing that is more important and unambiguous is that more the developed a country is, less are the
chances of coups.

Pakistan is the country with the ninth largest standing military in the world [1]. The total strength is around
650,000 comprising Army, Navy and Air Force. Approximately 75% of the army personnel belong to three
districts of Punjab, the area called as ‘Salt Range’ [1]. According to the constitutional mandate laid down in
Article 245 of 1973 Constitution, the role of military is limited to securing the frontiers against external threat,
and assisting the state in natural calamities on the request of civilian authorities [1]. Thus the primary role of
the Pakistani military as defined by the constitution is to defend the boundaries of the countries from the
external threats like India. And the secondary role is to help the state in natural disasters if they are required
by the state. But Pakistan military has expanded its role through the course of time. As Stephen P Cohen in his
book [3] rightly said about the Pakistan Army that “there are armies that guard their nation’s borders, there are
those that are concerned with protecting their own position in society, and there are those that defend a cause
or an idea. The Pakistan Army does all the three [3].” In the history of 62 years, Pakistan has experienced
martial laws for four times, repeatedly after every 10 years. The first military ruler was General Ayub Khan
who imposed martial law in 1958; his rule was authoritarian and lasted for 11 years, followed by General
Yahya Khan, which lasted for nearly two years. The third martial law was imposed by General Zia ul Haq in
1977, deposing Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto and he continued to rule till his death in 1988. The last military ruler so
far was General Musharraf; his rule lasted for 9 years.

There are different types of political systems which have different types of civil military relations. Shafqat
Saeed [4] has characterized the civil-military relations or political system of Pakistan as “Military Hegemonic
Political System”. It is product of internal and external factors. Internal factors are like regional disparity and
that it turns leads to political instability. External factors include building strategic alliances with the so called
superpowers like USA and UK. This defines nation-building as its goal and it works through patronizing those
political leaders who favor them, building strategic alliances which brings money in terms of aid and
deactivating those who threatens their legitimacy. Military seeks alliance with the civilian bureaucracy and
forms military-bureaucratic elite which has monopoly over power, authority and economic resources. Ayesha
Siddiqa on the other hand has characterized the civil military relations in Pakistan into two types. The first
type is called as “Arbitrator Military type” [1, page 47], which refers to the military rule before 1971, which is
the era of General Ayub Khan. In this type, military acts as an arbitrator, it tends to acquire political control
but refrains from prolonging its rule and it returns to barracks as soon as the problem is solved. Military acts a
back seat driver and draw the moral legitimacy to intervene through acquiring a role of providing stability and
bringing progress to the nation. The second type refers to the post 1971 period, is known as the “Parent
Guardian Military” type [1, page 51]. In this type, armed forces institutionalize the political power through
constitutional and legal provisions in order to secure their economic and corporate interests. General Zia ul
Haq period is an excellent example of this type, as he reversed all policies of Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, which
undermined the interests of military, by amending the constitutions and re-established its supremacy. This
type is important in economic terms, as it is concerned with the process of distribution of national resources.
Military is dominant economic player in this type and distribute the resources among themselves. In this type
military may go back to barracks, but they never transfer power to political leaders. As we can see that there is
some sort of similarity between Shafqat’s Military Hegemonic political system and Siddiqa’s Parent Guardian
military type. In both of these systems, military governs all aspects of society that is it has political as well as
economic power in its hands. One cannot deny the hegemony exercised by the military even to this day.

The reason behind the military intervention is a complicated question. Different authors have different
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opinions in this regard. We can divide different range of opinions into two categories. The first category
believes that the interventions of military in politics of Pakistan are designed and deliberate. Shafqat Saeed [4]
believes that the military has deliberately acquired the multiple roles other than safeguarding the frontiers and
weakened the political system for the pursuit of their own interests. Ayesha Jalal within [1] associates the
military intervention with the international actors like USA and UK, as these countries have strategic interests
in this area; they align themselves with the military, pursue their interests and as a result military receive
patronage. Saeed Shafqat is in coherence with Ayesha Jalal but further adds that the tacit support from the US
has transformed in to the political strength of the military.

The second category believes that military interventions are reactive of the circumstances like political
instability. According to a political analyst Edward Feit, the weakness of political forces is the result of
fragmentation and factionalism within the society these societies suffer from syndrome of ‘amoral familism
[1]. This concept refers to a society where different political groups are in pursuit of their own interests and
try to maximize these by forming temporary coalitions. This kind of approach is antithetical to the institution
building and these societies view military as a political referee or arbitrator. Hamza Alavi gave the concept of
“overdeveloped state” [5], which is quite similar to the ‘amoral familism. The term overdeveloped refers to
the institutional strength of the state bureaucracy, which is composed of strong military and civilian
bureaucracy and weak political forces. This state operates under the principle of peripheral capitalism which
recognizes the plurality of competing interests of various groups like landlords, indigenous bourgeoisie and
metropolitan bourgeoisie and acts a mediator or arbitrator between them. Shirin Tahirkheli is the proponent of
the view of ‘reactive militarism’ [6]. She characterizes the coup of Ayub Khan in 1958 as result of the
prevailing circumstances in the country. In the case of Zia’s martial law, she said that it was partially reactive .

Besides these two categories there are also other views. Charles H Kennedy [7] makes civilian bureaucracy
responsible for weak political institutions and as a result military exercises its influence. The view that is the
focus of this paper is that, the military intervene in politics to secure their corporate interests. It is believed
that the military intervention in the earlier time that is the first military rule of Pakistan may be reactive of the
circumstances. But with the passage of time the situation has changed. There is no doubt in the fact that the
political forces have always been weak and as a result military has to act as an arbitrator and has to provide its
stability. Through the course of time military of Pakistan has a developed a huge commercial empire and
military businesses (Milbus) has been widely expanded. One of the reasons behind the subsequent
interventions (Here the reference is made to military rule of General Zia and onwards.) was to protect and
expand that commercial empire. So it is contended that the nature of military interventions has changed from
‘reactive’ to ‘designed’. The political institutions have been deliberately made weak in order to preserve the
military hegemony and the Milbus. Now it will be discussed what Milbus is, its structure, expansion and
future prospects.

Milbus refers to the military capital which is used for the personal benefit of the senior officers, and it is
not recorded in the defence budget or any other document. Because it is hidden, it is also known as ‘military
internal economy’. It is important to discuss because it enables the officer cadre of the military or senior
generals to have more influence in decision making and politics of a state. It has different processes of
operation and mechanisms in different countries. In some countries it operates with the partnership of the
civilian corporate sector like USA and UK. In some cases it has partnership with the ruling party of the state,
who has majority in the parliament like Cuba and China. While in other countries like Pakistan, Thailand and
Turkey, military is the sole owner of the military internal economy. According to author of [1], “Milbus is
military capital used for the personal benefit of military fraternity especially the officer cadre, which is not
recorded part of the defence budget or does not follow normal accountability procedures of the state”. She has
made clear the purpose, the subject and the exemption from accountability. Furthermore she has also
described the ways in which economic activities are conducted in the military economy. These are: transfer of
land to senior generals; money spent on providing privileges for retired military personnel, subsidized utility
bills, travel allowances and etc. and directing business opportunities towards armed forces by violating the
principles of free market economy. The primary beneficiaries of these activities are the senior commanders,
who are at the top of the hierarchy. Though these activities are conducted in the name of the welfare of the
whole organization, but in reality these only benefit the top echelons of the military. There is negative impact
of these kinds of activities on the political economy of Pakistan. Firstly, the private sector is discouraged to
participate in the economy because of favoritism showed towards organizations related to the armed forces.
As most of the times contracts for various projects are given to the armed forces’ organization which in turns
disappoint the private competitors and enforce them to quit  their businesses. In socioeconomic terms the
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military internal economy creates inequality. It benefits only those related to their organization or their clients
who have earned their patronage, disregarding other competitive market forces. Moreover the Milbus has
become the reason for the subsequent military interventions in the politics. Whenever their corporate interests
are at stake, military is bound to intervene directly. This has become the common practice of military in
Pakistan with the course of time [1].

Donald L. Horowitz [8] argues in his article on “Coup theories” that the more recent conception explaining
the motive behind the coup is that the armed forces have become ‘trade unions’ looking out for their own
interests. The military goes for a coup only when these interests are affected or their corporate interests are in
danger.  The same seems to be the case with the Pakistan military. Pakistan military has become an industry
rather than a trade union that is competing with the rival industries to establish its hegemony. Eric A
Nordlinger [10] in his article on “Coup D’état” has very wittily defined coup as an act “purposefully
undertaken in order to achieve consciously formulated goals, with an awareness of the possible costs and risks
involved” [10]. And in explaining the motive behind a coup, he says that the most common motive would be
the corporate interests. He also mentioned some instances which lead to military interventions. First are the
budgetary issues, whenever a civilian government cuts back the military expenditures that government is
subject to intervention. As the case in Peru in 1912 and 1964 [10]. Secondly, whenever the military autonomy
is threatened, military intervenes to get it back. It is threatened by interfering in internal matters of military,
which in turns undermine the capability of military to defend their corporate interests. The Egyptian
monarchy was overthrown in 1952 because of interference in military affairs [10]. In Pakistan the
Government of Benazir Bhutto in 1990 were dissolved in coup-like manner for very same reasons. Later the
government of Nawaz Sharif was overthrown by coup led by General Musharaf largely for interfering in
military matters. This shows us that corporate interests are vital to militaries throughout the world.

3. Structure of Milbus. The remaining part of the paper will discuss the structure, expansion and future of
internal economy, which is largely based on the book “Military Incorporation” written by Ayesha Siddiqa [1],
because she is the only one who has carried out such a detailed study on the military internal economy of
Pakistan. The Pakistan military internal economy operates in three different segments. These segments are
agriculture sector, manufacturing sector and service sector. These segments are controlled at three different
levels. At the apex is the Ministry of Defence (MoD), which runs all the operations and this ministry, is
composed of senior military generals. The military internal economy extends beyond the four main
foundations like Fauji Foundation (FF), Shaheen Foundation (SF), Bahria Foundation (BF) and Army Welfare
Trust (AWT) and large part of this economy remains hidden to this day because of lack of lack of
transparency. As mentioned earlier the MoD is the main authority in defence establishment, which controls
four main parts of the internal economy, these are three service headquarters of Army, Navy and Air Force,
the department of Military Land and Cantonment, the FF and the paramilitary force known as Rangers.
Although MoD is at the top, it is the administrative head; all the services operate their foundations
independently of the MoD. The military internal economy operates at three distinct levels as mentioned earlier,
these are: organization level, subsidiaries level and members level. At Organization level military directly
control the profit making processes. In this level, Army directly controls three public sector organizations
namely the National Logistic Cell (NLC), the Frontier Works Organization (FWO) and the Special
Communication Organization. Besides these there are cooperative, which are small and medium sized
enterprises run by the generals in the MoD.  At the Subsidiaries level, MoD controls the four foundations
mentioned above. Although military generals refuse that these foundations are used for commercial ventures,
but the hierarchy and command control of these subsidiaries is sufficient enough to refute these claims.
Finally at the Members level, the retired generals establish patron-client relationship with the regime to get
personal benefit and profit is distributed among them. In 1990, a lawyer named Wahab ul Khairi filed a
petition in the Supreme Court against the subsidiaries who were private ventures using the name of the armed
forces and he also accused these of corruption. He urged the court to ban all these foundations but the case
was dismissed on technical grounds. But the case did raise the issues of corruption and the name of armed
forces being used by these organizations for profit making [1, pp. 112-128].

The military internal economy started with the formation of Fauji Foundation in 1954. The funding was
received from the British post-War Reconstruction Fund. It was allotted for the war veterans of the Second
World War. But the Pakistan military instead invested it to form Fauji Foundation. The motive as told by the
military behind this foundation was the welfare of the ex-military personnel. This foundation invested the
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money in various industrial units that had high consumer demand, like sugar, textile and tobacco. This
foundation was facilitated by the Ayub’s regime and provided funds by the government. It was exempted from
taxes until 1970. It expanded and set up a network of industries and today it is one of the major taxpayer of
the country. About 80 to 90% of the employees of this foundation are serving military personnel and rest are
retired. This expansion came under a shock in the Bhutto’s regime. Bhutto’s nationalization policies and his
harsh attitude towards army and bureaucracy have suspended the expansion of military’s commercial empire.
After Bhutto was hanged, Zia came to power and it was in his regime the military internal economy has
expanded at its best. Several new provisions, projects and foundations were started. He obtained legitimacy
by aligning with the religious groups [1, pp.129-150].

After the death of Zia, democracy was restored and civilians were back in power. But it could not reduce
the economic stakes of the military. Military dominance continued to exist with its economic empire. In fact
the politicians started to provide the military with the economic opportunities in order to keep them at bay.
This resulted in the further expansion and prosperity of the military internal economy. It was the phase of
“civil military politico-economic integration”. And the interference of the politicians in any matters pertaining
to military was threatened with a military intervention. Sartaj Aziz, who was Finance Minister in the Nawaz
Sharif government commented that the main problem for us to minimize the political power of the military,
had we tried to curb the economic power as well, it would have led to the military intervention.  Elahi Bux
Soomro, a former Speaker of the National Assembly shared the same view.  According to him the military
internal economy was a no go area for politicians, it was like a ‘bee hive’, touching it would have grave
consequences. Although military was in the barracks from 1988 to 1999, the real authority was in the hand of
military. In fact whenever interests of the military were threatened by the government, it was subject to
dissolution. There were four governments in that period and the average time they spent in office was two
years.

In the year 1999, military came back exercise direct power. Nawaz Sharif’s government was overthrown by
military intervention led by General Pervaiz Musharraf. He referred to this intervention not as a coup rather a
countercoup in his book [9]. It was the inability of the previous government to understand the link between
the political and economic power of the military. Musharraf regime is regarded as best for the military
because of his organized policies. He devised the National Security Council, which was comprised all the
senior military generals. It gave an equal opportunity to all the stakeholders to perform in the decision making
at the top. Moreover, it gave a free hand to the military to pursue their economic interests. For example,
several army units opened their own gas stations and others opened shops to lease out and bakeries. This
resulted in the further expansion of the invisible military’s commercial empire.

4. Conclusion. The future of the military’s internal economy is tied with the national security agenda. The
defining feature of that agenda is India, which is perceived as a threat to national security of Pakistan.
Because of the 1948 Kashmir issue, Pakistan has devoted a large chunk of its national budget to Defence
Establishment. With the passage of time military has developed its own commercial empire and indulged in
profit making. This has further increased the power of military, now military has political autonomy as well as
financial autonomy. And this autonomy is not going to change until there is a change in our national security
agenda with regards to threat perception from the neighbor state.

As it is already mentioned that the focus of this paper would be to raise the point that military interventions
in Pakistan are not only because of the weak political institutions, but also because of the corporate interests
of the military. It was observed that countries with bad human development indicators are more prone to
military rule. In this paper we discussed that the Pakistan’s civil military relations can be characterized as the
Parent-Guardian Military type, in which country’s economy is central to the military. This paper also
discussed the military’s internal economy or the Milbus, which is the capital used for the personal benefit of
the top echelons of the military. And this military’s internal economy has empowered the state to exercise its
hegemony with even great vigor. Because of the financial autonomy military can have the authority even
when they are in barracks. In the end we discussed that the future of Milbus, that as long as the threat of India
persists, it will continue to grow.
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ABSTRACT: This investigation discusses the Hall effect on the peristaltic flow of
Johnson-Segalman fluid in a channel with compliant walls. Heat transfer analysis is
also taken into account. The relevant equations have been solved for the velocity,
temperature and heat transfer coefficient by employing long wavelength and low
Reynolds number assumptions. The description of various embedded parameters on the
flow quantities is analyzed.
Keywords: Hall effects, peristaltic flow, Johnson-Segalman fluid, wall properties, heat
transfer.

Introduction The peristaltic transport of fluids plats a definite role in several engineering, industrial and physiological
processes. Operation of some mechanical devices for instance finger and roller pumps is according to this process. In
particular such process is quite significant for movement of ovum in the fallopian tube, chyme motion in the
gastrointestinal tract, swallowing of food through the esophagus, vasomotion of small blood vessels, transport of
corrosive fluids and toxic liquid transport in the nuclear industry. Earlier studies of peristalsis induced by a train of
sinusoidal waves in channel/tube are investigated by Shapiro et al. [1] and Fung and Yih [2]. Since then reasonable
amount of information on this topic has been reported under different conditions [3-14].
On the other hand, the theoretical study of MHD channel flows are of great interest in view of many practical
applications in designing cooling systems with liquid metals in many devices such as accelerators, MHD pumps,
MHD power generators, electrostatic precipitation, petroleum industry, electrostatic precipitation, purification of
crude oil, aerodynamics heating and fluid droplets sprays. The study of magnetohydrodynamic flows subject to Hall
effect has important engineering applications in problems of magnetohydrodynamic generators and of Hall
accelerators as well as in flight magnetohydrodynamics. Haroun [15] studied the Hall effects on peristaltic transport of
hydromagnetic flow through a porous medium. Hayat et al. [16] discussed the Hall effects on peristaltic flow of a
Maxwell fluid in a porous medium.
Further, the peristaltic flows in the presence of heat transfer are quite important in hemodylasis and oxygenation
processes. The process of heat transfer is also useful for the analysis of tissues. For instance, the blood flow through
dilution technique can be monitored. In view of such considerations some authors including Srinivas and
Kothandapani [17], Nadeem and Akbar [18], Nadeem et al. [19], Srinivas et al. [20], Vajravelu et al. [21,22], Hayat et
al. [23,24] and Hayat and Noreen [25] made interesting contributions recently.

1  Corresponding author Tel.: + 92-51-2077300; Fax.: +92-51-2077395
e-mail address: maina786@hotmail.com
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The above mentioned studies do not discuss the peristalsis with the wall properties effects. The influence of compliant
wall properties on the peristaltic flow in a channel has been reported by Abd Elnaby and Haroun [26]. Nasir et al.
discussed the peristaltic flow of Maxwell fluid in a compliant channel [27]. The peristaltic flow of Jeffrey fluid in a
channel with compliant wall and porous medium has been examined by Hayat et al. [28]. The heat transfer effects on
the peristaltic motion of viscous fluid in a channel with elastic walls have been investigated by Radhakrishnamacharya
and Srinivasulu [29] and Kothandapani and Srinivas [30].
However, literature survey witnesses that the information on the peristalsis of MHD fluid in a channel with compliant
walls and Hall effect is scant. Therefore the main goal here is to put forward the peristaltic flow analysis of
non-Newtonian fluid in channel with compliant walls. Constitutive equations of a Johnson-Segalman fluid are used.
This fluid model is developed to allow non-affine deformations [31] and has been used by many investigators to
explain the "spurt" phenomenon. Usually experimentalists associate "spurt" with slip at the wall. Here the fluid is
electrically conducting in the presence of a constant applied magnetic field. This paper is organized as follows. Section
two contains the problem description and mathematical modeling. Then, in section three method of solution is
presented and expressions for velocity, temperature and heat transfer coefficient are derived. Section four reports the
graphical results for the pertinent flow parameters. The main conclusions are stated in section five.
Mathematical model

We consider a channel  d2 thicknessof filled with an incompressible and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)

Johnson-Segalman fluid. A uniform magnetic field  0,,0 0BB is applied in the y -direction and the effects

of Hall current are retained. The induced magnetic field is negligible for small magnetic Reynolds number. An
incompressible fluid occupies a porous space. The temperatures of the lower and upper walls of the channel are

maintained at 0T and 1T , respectively. Assume an infinite wave train travelling with velocity c along the

walls. The channel walls are

  ,
2

sin 













  ctxady






where  is the wavelength, a is the wave amplitude and x and y are the Cartesian coordinates with

x measured in the direction of the wave propagation and y measured in the direction normal to the mean

position of the channel walls.
The constitutive equations in a Johnson-Segalman fluid are:
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in which  and  are the viscosities, n the relaxation time, l the slip parameter and the tensors D
and W are defined as

    ,grad,
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,
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VLLLWLLD  TT 

where  is the density of the fluid, dtd / the material time derivative, p the pressure,  the electrical

conductivity of the fluid, I the identity tensor and S the extra stress tensor. Further it is noted that, for 1l
and 0 , the model  3 reduces to the Maxwell model, and that when 0n it becomes Newtonian. The

velocity field V is

    ,0,,,,,, tyxvtyxuV
in which u and v are the components of velocity in the x and y directions respectively. Using the

equations of continuity, motion and energy we have
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(5)
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with the subjected boundary conditions mentioned below

u 0 at y  da sin 2
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where t , pC ,  and T are the time, the specific heat, the thermal conductivity and the temperature

(6)
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(15)
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respectively. Furthermore, ttx
CmL 
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2 ~ ,  the longitudinal tension per unit width, m~ the

mass per unit area, m the Hall parameter and C the coefficient of viscous damping.
Putting
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equation  6 is automatically satisfied and Eqs.  7 -  16 after using the long wavelength approximation

reduce to
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where asterisks have been suppressed,  is a stream function,    /ˆ2MN , M the Hartman

number, R the Reynolds number, We the Weissenberg number,  21/1ˆ m , Pr the Prandtl

number, E the Eckert number and
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Solution of the problem
In order to carry out the analysis of perturbation solution we expand
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Employing Eqs.  26 -  31 into  17 -  25 and then computing the solutions upto first order in 2We
we have
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where EBr Pr is the Brinkman number and the longitudinal velocity is
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The heat transfer coefficient at the upper wall is
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Graphical results and discussion This section addresses the behaviors of longitudinal velocity, temperature and heat
transfer coefficient. In order to achieve this objective, the Figs. 1 - 6 are displayed. Fig. 1 is plotted for the
effect of various parameters on the longitudinal velocity u . It is observed from Fig. 1 a that the longitudinal

velocity u increases when the Hall parameter m increases while it decreases when the viscosity ratio 


is

increased  b1Fig. . Fig. 1 c shows the effect of Weissenberg number We . This Fig. depicts that there is an

increase in the velocity when We is increased. Fig. 1 d shows the effect of the elastic parameters 1E , 2E

and 3E . It is noticed that by increasing the elastic parameters  321 and, EEE , the velocity increases. It is

also interesting to note that the velocity profile is parabolic for fixed values of the parameters and its magnitude is

maximum near the centre of the channel. Moreover, the elastic tension 1E has a significant effect on the axial

velocity when compared with the mass characterizing parameter 2E and the damping nature of the wall 3E .

Fig. 2 is displayed for the variation of different fluids parameter on the velocity field. From this figure it is
observed that the velocity is greater in the case of viscous fluid when compared to the Johnson-Segalman fluid. In Fig.
3 the temperature profile is also parabolic. Here the temperature increases by increasing the Hall parameter m
 a3Fig. . Fig. 3 b shows the effect of the viscosity ratio 


on the temperature distribution. This figure

reveals a decreasing behavior of the viscosity ratio on the temperature. Note that the temperature decreases in the
downstream. However Fig. 3 c illustrates that the temperature decreases by increasing the Weissenberg number

We . The variations of the Brinkman number Br on the temperature is sketched in Fig. 3 d. It is found that

temperature is an increasing function of Br . Fig. 3 e shows the effect of the elastic parameters 1E , 2E

and 3E on the temperature. This Fig. reveals that the amplitude of temperature increases with an increase in 1E ,

2E and 3E . It is further observed that the effect of 1E on temperature are quite significant. In Fig. 4 , the

temperature profile is plotted for two different fluids. This figure shows that the temperature is maximum for the case

of viscous fluid. The results presented in Fig. 5 indicate the variations of m , 


, We , Br , 1E ,

2E and 3E on the heat transfer coefficient Z . This figure shows the typical oscillatory behavior of heat

transfer which may be due to the peristaltic motion. Figs. 5 a, 5 d, 5 e, depict that the absolute value of the

heat transfer coefficient increases by increasing m , Br , 1E , 2E and 3E respectively while the

behavior is quite opposite in the case of 
  b5Fig. . Fig. 5 c displays the effect of the Weissenberg number

We on the heat transfer coefficient Z . It is observed that it decreases when We is increased. Fig. 6
clearly shows that the heat transfer coefficient is smaller for Johnson-Segalman fluid when compared to the viscous
fluid.
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Fig. 1 : Variations of the longitudinal velocity u for different values of Hall parameter ,m viscosity ratio

,


Weissenberg number We and wall parameters. The other parameters chosen are 11 E , 5.02 E ,

3.03 E , 5.1M , 12.0 , 05.0We , 8.0l , 1
 , 3.0x and 1.0t

  apanel ; 11 E , 5.02 E , 3.03 E , 5.1M , 12.0 , 05.0We , 8.0l ,

5.0m , 3.0x and 1.0t   bpanel ; 11 E , 5.02 E , 3.03 E , 2M ,

15.0 , 5.0m , 8.0l , 1
 , 3.0x and 1.0t   cpanel ; 5.0m ,

5.1M , 12.0 , 05.0We , 8.0l , 1
 , 3.0x and 1.0t   dpanel .
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Fig. 3 : Variations of temperature distribution  for different values of Hall parameter ,m viscosity ratio

,


Weissenberg number We , Brinkman number Br and wall parameters. The other parameters chosen are

5.01 E , 3.02 E , 2.03 E , 3M , 15.0 , 05.0We , 8.0l , 1Br , 1


, 3.0x and 12.0t   apanel ; 5.01 E , 2.02 E , 2.03 E , 2M , 15.0 ,

05.0We , 8.0l , 5.1Br , 5.0m , 3.0x and 1.0t   bpanel ; 5.01 E ,

3.02 E , 2.03 E , 2M , 15.0 , 5.0m , 8.0l , 2.0Br , 1


, 2.0x

and 15.0t   cpanel ; 5.01 E , 3.02 E , 2.03 E , 3M , 15.0 , 5.0m ,

8.0l , 05.0We , 1
 , 3.0x and 12.0t   dpanel and 5.0m , 3M ,

15.0 , 05.0We , 1Br , 8.0l , 1
 , 3.0x and 12.0t   epanel .
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Fig. 4 : Variations of temperature distribution  for different fluids The other parameters chosen are

5.01 E , 3.02 E , 2.03 E , 5.0m , 15.0 , 3M , 1Br , 3.0x and
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Fig. 5 : Variations of heat transfer coefficient Z for different values of Hall parameter ,m viscosity ratio

,


Weissenberg number We , Brinkman number Br and wall parameters. The other parameters chosen are

5.01 E , 3.02 E , 2.03 E , 2M , 1.0 , 05.0We , 8.0l , 1Br , 1


and 25.0t   apanel ; 5.01 E , 3.02 E , 2.03 E , 2M , 1.0 , 05.0We ,

8.0l , 1Br , 5.0m and 25.0t   bpanel ; 2.11 E , 7.02 E , 3.03 E ,

3M , 15.0 , 5.0m , 8.0l , 1Br , 1
 and 25.0t   cpanel ;

5.01 E , 3.02 E , 2.03 E , 2M , 1.0 , 5.0m , 8.0l , 05.0We , 1


and 25.0t   dpanel and 5.0m , 2M , 1.0 , 05.0We , 1Br , 8.0l ,

1
 and 25.0t   epanel .
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Fig. 6 : Variations of heat transfer coefficient Z for different fluids. The other parameters chosen are

5.01 E , 3.02 E , 2.03 E , 5.0m , 12.0 , 2M , 1Br and 25.0t .

Conclusions We have presented a mathematical model for the magnetohydrodynamic peristaltic flow of a
Johnson-Segalman fluid in a channel with compliant walls. The effects of heat transfer and Hall current are seen.
Solution expressions are derived for the velocity, temperature and heat transfer coefficient. The main points can be
listed as follows.
 The longitudinal velocity increases in the neighborhood of the walls and increases near the center of the channel

when the Weissenberg number and Hall parameter are increased.
 An increase in the Weissenberg number We yields a decrease in the temperature and increases when the Hall

parameter m is increased.
 There is an increase in the temperature when the wall parameters are increased.
 The effects of Brinkman number and the viscosity ratio on the temperature are quite opposite.
 The influence of Hall parameter on the heat transfer coefficient at the upper wall is quite similar to that of a

Brinkman number.
 The absolute value of heat transfer coefficient increases in the upper part of the channel when elastic parameters

are increased.
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ABSTRACT. Big Data has gained much attention from the academia and the IT
industry. In the digital and computing world, information is generated and collected
at a rate that rapidly exceeds the boundary range. Currently, over 2 billion people
worldwide are connected to the Internet, and over 5 billion individuals own mobile
phones. By 2020, 50 billion devices are expected to be connected to the Internet. At
this point, predicted data production will be 44 times greater than that in 2009. As
information is transferred and shared at light speed on optic fiber and wireless
networks, the volume of data and the speed of market growth increase. However,
the fast growth rate of such large data generates numerous challenges, such as the
rapid growth of data, transfer speed, diverse data, and security. Nonetheless, Big
Data is still in its infancy stage, and the domain has not been reviewed in general.
Hence, this study comprehensively surveys and classifies the various attributes of
Big Data, including its nature, definitions, rapid growth rate, volume, management,
analysis, and security. This study also proposes a data life cycle that uses the
technologies and terminologies of Big Data. Future research directions in this field
are determined based on opportunities and several open issues in Big Data
domination. These research directions facilitate the exploration of the domain and
the development of optimal techniques to address Big Data.
Keywords: Big Data; rapid growth; social media; data life cycle

1. Introduction. The current international population exceeds 7.2 billion (Worldometers, 2014), and over 2
billion of these people are connected to the Internet. Furthermore, 5 billion individuals are using various
mobile devices, according to McKinsey (2013). As a result of this technological revolution, these millions of
people are generating tremendous amounts of data through the increased use of such devices. In particular,
remote sensors continuously produce much heterogeneous data that are either structured or unstructured. This
data is known as Big Data (Che, et al. 2013a). Big Data is characterized by three aspects: (a) The data are
numerous, (b) the data cannot be categorized into regular relational databases, and (c) data are generated,
captured, and processed very quickly. Big Data is promising for business application and is rapidly increasing
as a segment of the IT industry. It has generated significant interest in various fields, including the
manufacture of healthcare machines, banking transactions, social media, and satellite imaging (Chen, et al.
2014). Traditionally, data is stored in a highly structured format to maximize its informational contents.
However, current data volumes are driven by both unstructured and semi-structured data. Therefore,
end-to-end processing can be impeded by the translation between structured data in relational systems of
database management and unstructured data for analytics.

The staggering growth rate of the amount of collected data at present (Kaisler, et al. 2013) generates
numerous critical issues and challenges, such as rapid data growth, transfer speed, diverse data, and security
issues. Nonetheless, the advancements in data storage and mining technologies enable the preservation of
these increased amounts of data. In this preservation process, the nature of the data generated by organizations
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is modified (Cumbley & Church, 2013). However, Big Data is still in its infancy stage and has not been
reviewed in general. Hence, this study comprehensively surveys and classifies the various attributes of Big
Data, including its volume, management, analysis, security, nature, definitions, and rapid growth rate. The
study also proposes a data life cycle that uses using the technologies and terminologies of Big Data. Future
research directions in this field are determined by opportunities and several open issues in Big Data
domination.
This study contributes the following: (a) A comprehensive survey of Big Data characteristics; (b) a discussion
of the tools of analysis and management related to Big Data; (c) the development of a new data life cycle with
Big Data aspects; and (d) an enumeration of the issues and challenges associated with Big Data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains fundamental concepts and describes the rapid
growth of data volume; Section 3 discusses the management of Big Data and the related tools; Section 4
proposes a new data life cycle that utilizes the technologies and terminologies of Big Data; Section 5
describes the opportunities, open issues, and challenges in this domain; and Section 6 concludes the paper.
Table 1 lists the acronyms used in this paper.

2. Background. Information increases rapidly at a rate of 10× every five years (Hendrickson, 2010). From
1986 to 2007, the international capacities for technological data storage, computation, processing, and
communication was tracked through 60 analogues and digital technologies (Hilbert & Lopez, 2011; James,
2011); in 2007, the capacity for storage in general-purpose computers was 2.9 × 1020 bytes (optimally
compressed), and that for communication was 2.0 × 1021 bytes. These computers could also accommodate 6.4
× 1018 instructions per second (Hilbert & Lopez, 2011). However, -the computing size of general-purpose
computers increases annually at a rate of 58% (Hilbert & Lopez, 2011). In computational sciences, Big Data
is a critical issue that requires serious attention (Wing, 2008; NTER & MILL, 2012). Thus far, the essential
landscapes of Big Data have not been unified. Furthermore, Big Data cannot be processed using existing
technologies and methods (Hilbert & Lopez, 2011). Therefore, the generation of incalculable data by the
fields of science, business, and society is a global problem. With respect to data analytics, for instance,
procedures and standard tools have not been designed to search and analyze large datasets (James, 2011). As a
result, organizations encounter early challenges in creating, managing, and manipulating large datasets.
Systems of data replication has also display some security weaknesses with respect to the generation of
multiple copies, data governance, and policy. These policies define the data that are stored, analyzed, and
accessed. They also determine the relevance of these data. To process unstructured data sources in Big Data
projects, concerns regarding the scalability, low latency, and performance of data infrastructures and their
data-centers must be addressed (Douglas, 2012).
In the IT industry as a whole, the rapid rise of Big Data has generated new issues and challenges with respect
to data management and analysis. Five common issues are volume, variety, velocity, value, and complexity
according to (Sagiroglu, et al. 2013) and (Kaisler, et al. 2013). In this study, additional issues related to data,
such as the fast growth of volume, variety, value, management, and security. Each issue represents a serious
problem of technical research that requires discussion. Hence, this research proposes a data life cycle that uses
the technologies and terminologies of Big Data. Future research directions in this field are determined based
on opportunities and several open issues in Big Data domination. Figure 1 (Intel, 2013) groups the critical
issues in Big Data into three categories based on the commonality of the challenge.
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Data Growth

Data Infrastructure

Data Governance/Policy

Data Integration

Data Velocity

Data Variety

Data Compliance/Regulation

Data Visualization

Most Challenges 2nd Most Challenges 3rd Most Challenges

20% 14% 14%

16% 12% 13%

13% 14% 14%

15% 14% 8%

10% 14% 12%

10% 10% 14%

8% 12% 12%

8% 12% 12%

Figure 1: Challenges in Big Data (Intel, 2013)

2.1 Volume of Big Data. The volume of Big Data is typically large. However, it does not require a certain
amount of petabytes. The increase in the volume of various data records is typically managed by purchasing
additional online storage; however, the relative value of each data point decreases in proportion to aspects
such as age, type, quantity, and richness. Thus, such expenditure is unreasonable (D oug, 212). The following
two subs-sections detail the volume of Big Data in relation to the rapid growth of data and the development
rate of hard disk drives (HDDs). It also examines Big Data in the current environment of enterprises and
technologies.

2.1.1 Rapid Growth of Data. The data type that increases most rapidly is unstructured data. This data type is
characterized by “human information” such as high-definition videos, movies, photos, scientific simulations,
financial transactions, phone records, genomic datasets, seismic images, geo-spatial maps, e-mail, tweets,
Facebook data, call-center conversations, mobile phone calls, website clicks, documents, sensor data,
telemetry, medical records and images, climatology and weather records, log files, and text (Douglas, 2012).
According to Computer World, unstructured information may account for more than 70% to 80% of all data
in organizations (Holzinger, et al. 2013). These data, which mostly originates from social media, constitute
80% of the data worldwide and accounts for 90% of Big Data. Currently, 84% of IT managers process
unstructured data, and this percentage is expected to drop by 44% in the near future (Douglas, 2012). Most
unstructured data are not modeled, are random, and are difficult to analyze. For many organizations,
appropriate strategies must be developed to manage such data. Table 1 describes the rapid production of data
in various organizations further.

Table 1: Rapid Growth of Unstructured Data

Source Production

YouTube
(YouTube, 2014)

 Users upload 100 hours of new videos per minute
 Each month, more than 1 billion unique users access YouTube
 Over 6 billion hours of video are watched each month, which

corresponds to almost an hour for every person on Earth. This
figure is 50% higher than that generated in the previous year
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Facebook
(Facebook, 2014)

 Every minute, 34,722 Likes are registered
 100 terabytes (TB) of data are uploaded daily
 Currently, the site has 1.4 billion users
 The site has been translated into 70 languages

Twitter
(Twitter, 2014)

 The site has over 645 million users
 The site generates 175 million tweets per day

Foursquare
(Foursquare, 2014)

 This site is used by 45 million people worldwide
 This site gets over 5 billion check-ins per day

Google+ (Jeff Bullas, 2014) 1 billion accounts have been created

Google (Marcia, 2012)
The site gets over 2 million search queries per minute
Every day, 25 petabytes (PB) are processed

Apple (Marcia, 2012) Approximately 47,000 applications are downloaded per minute
Brands (Marcia, 2012) More than 34,000 Likes are registered per minute
Tumblr (Marcia, 2012) Blog owners publish 27,000 new posts per minute
Instagram (Marcia, 2012) Users share 40 million photos per day
Flickr (Marcia, 2012) Users upload 3,125 new photos per minute
LinkedIn (Marcia, 2012) 2.1 million Groups have been created
WordPress (Marcia, 2012) Bloggers publish near 350 new blogs per minute

According to Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) and EMC Corporation, the amount of data generated
in 2020 will be 44 times greater [40 zettabytes (ZB)] than in 2009. This rate of increase is expected to persist
at 50% to 60% annually (IDC, 2014). To store the increased amount of data, HDDs must have large storage
capacities. Therefore, the following section investigates the development rate of HDDs.

2.1.2 Development rate of Hard Disk Drives (HDDs). The demand for digital storage is highly elastic. It
cannot be completely met and is controlled only by budgets and management capability and capacity. Goda et
al. (2002) and (Goda and Kitsuregawa, 2012) discuss the history of storage devices, starting with magnetic
tapes and disks and optical, solid-state, and electro-mechanical devices. Prior to the digital revolution,
information was predominantly stored in analogue videotapes according to the available bits. As of 2007,
however, most data are stored in HDDs (52%), followed by optical storage (28%), and digital tapes (roughly
11%). Paper-based storage has dwindled 0.33% in 1986 to 0.007% in 2007, although its capacity has steadily
increased (from 8.7 optimally compressed PB to 19.4 optimally compressed PB) (Goda & Kitsuregawa, 2012).
Figure 2 depicts the rapid development of HDDs worldwide.

Figure 2: Worldwide shipment of HDDs from 1976 to 2013
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The HDD is the main component in electro-mechanical devices. In 2013, the expected revenue from global
HDDs shipments was $33 billion, which was down 12% from the predicted $37.8 billion in 2012 (Coughlin
Associates, 2013). Furthermore, data regarding the quantity of units shipped between 1976 and 1998 was
obtained from Datasheetcatalog.com, 1995; Byte.com, 1995; Motorola, 2001a; Motorola, 2001b; Mandelli, &
Bossi, 2002; MoHPC, 2003; Helsingin Sanomat, 2004; Belk, eTForecasts, 2006; J. K. 2007; Zackon, 2009;
NielsenWire, 2009; and J. Woerner, 2010; those shipped between 1999 and 2004 were provided by Freescale,
2005; Quirk, 2006; PortalPlayer, 2000; NVIDIA., 2003; PortalPlayer, 2007; and Bier, and Jeff, 2012; those
shipped in 2005 and 2006 were obtained from Securities Commission, 1998; those shipped in 2007 were
provided by Morgan Stanley, 2006; Ethier, 2007; and Ethier, 2008; and those shipped from 2009 to 2013 were
obtained from Coughlin Associates, 2013. Based on the information gathered above, the quantity of HDDs
shipped will exceed 1 billion annually by 2016 given a progression rate of 14% from 2014 to 2016 (Coughlin
Associates, 2013). As presented in Figure 2, the quantities of HDDs shipped per year were 175.7E+3, 493.5E+3,
27879.1E+3, 195451E+3, and 779579 E+3 in 1976, 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2012, respectively. According to
Coughlin Associates, HDDs expenditures are expected to increase by 169% from 2011 to 2016, thus affecting
the current enterprise environment significantly. Given this finding, the following section discusses the role of
Big Data in the current enterprise environment.

2.2 Big Data in the Current Environments of Enterprise and Technology In 2012, 2.5 quintillion bytes of
data were generated daily, and 90% of current data worldwide originated in the past two years (Marcia,
2012 and Big Data, 2013). During 2012, 2.2 million TB of new data are generated each day. In 2010, the
market for Big Data was $3.2 billion, and this value is expected to increase to $16.9 billion in 2015
(Marcia, 2012). As of July 9, 2012, the amount of digital data in the world was 2.7 ZB (Douglas, 2012);
Facebook alone stores, accesses, and analyzes 30+ PB of user-generated data (Facebook, 2013). In 2008,
Google was processing 20,000 TB of data daily (Buxton, et al. 2008). To enhance advertising, Akamai
processes and analyzes 75 million events per day (Wikibon, 2012). Walmart processes over 1 million
customer transactions, thus generating data in excess of 2.5 PB on estimate.

More than 5 billion people worldwide call, text, tweet, and browse on mobile devices (Russom, 2011). The
amount of e-mail accounts created worldwide is expected to increase from 3.3 billion in 2012 to over 4.3 billion
by late 2016 at an average annual rate of 6% over the next four years. In 2012, a total of 89 billion e-mails were
sent and received daily, and this value is expected to increase at an average annual rate of 13% over the next four
years to exceed 143 billion by the end of 2016 (Radicati & Hoang, 2012). In 2012, 730 million users (34% of all
e-mail users) were e-mailing through mobile devices. Boston.com (Radicati & Hoang, 2012) reported that in
2013, approximately 507 billion e-mails were sent daily. Currently, an e-mail is sent every 3.5×10-7 seconds.
Thus, the volume of data increases per second as a result of rapid data generation.

Growth rates can be observed based on the daily increase in data. Until the early 1990s, annual growth rate was
constant at roughly 40%. After this period, however, the increase was sharp and peaked at 88% in 1998 (Hilbert
& Lopez, 2011). Technological progress has since slowed down. In late 2011, 1.8 ZB of data were created as of
that year, according to IDC (IDC, 2014). In 2012, this value increased to 2.8 ZB. Globally, approximately 1.2
ZB (1021) of electronic data are generated per year by various sources (Hilbert & Lopez, 2011). By 2020,
enterprise data is expected to total 40 ZB, as per IDC (Sagiroglu & Sinanc, 2013). Based on this estimation,
business-to-consumer (B2C) and internet-business-to-business (B2B) transactions will amount to 450 billion
per day. Thus, efficient management tools and techniques are required.
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3 Big Data Management The architecture of Big Data must be synchronized with the support
infrastructure of the organization. To date, all of the data used by organizations are stagnant. Data is
increasingly sourced from various fields that are disorganized and messy, such as information from
machines or sensors and large sources of public and private data. Previously, most companies were unable
to either capture or store these data, and available tools could not manage the data in a reasonable amount
of time. However, the new Big Data technology improves performance, facilitates innovation in the
products and services of business models, and provides decision-making support (Manyika, et al. 2011).
Big Data technology aims to minimize hardware and processing costs and to verify the value of Big Data
before committing significant company resources. Properly managed Big Data are accessible, reliable,
secure, and manageable. Hence, Big Data applications can be applied in various complex scientific
disciplines (either single or interdisciplinary), including atmospheric science, astronomy, medicine,
biologic, genomics, and biogeochemistry. In the following section, we briefly discuss data management
tools and propose a new data life cycle that uses the technologies and terminologies of Big Data

3.1 Management Tools With the evolution of computing technology, immense volumes can be managed
without requiring supercomputers and high cost. Many tools and techniques are available for data
management, including Google BigTable, Simple DB, Not Only SQL (NoSQL), Data Stream
Management System (DSMS), Memcache DB, and Voldemort (Chen, et al. 2014). However,
companies must develop special tools and technologies that can store, access, and analyze large
amounts of data in near-real time because Big Data differs from the traditional data and cannot be
stored in a single machine. Furthermore, Big Data lacks the structure of traditional data. For Big Data,
some of the most commonly used tools and techniques are Hadoop, MapReduce, and Big Table. These
innovations have redefined data management because they effectively process large amounts of data
efficiently, cost-effectively, and in a timely manner. The following section describes Hadoop and
MapReduce in further detail, as well as the various projects/frameworks that are related to and suitable
for the management and analysis of Big Data.

3.2 Hadoop Hadoop (Hadoop, 2009) is written in Java and is a top-level Apache project that started in
2006. It emphasizes discovery from the perspective of scalability and analysis to realize near-impossible feats.
Doug Cutting developed Hadoop as a collection of open-source projects on which the Google MapReduce
programming environment could be applied in a distributed system. Presently, it is used on large amounts of
data. With Hadoop, enterprises can harness data that was previously difficult to manage and analyze. Hadoop
is used by approximately 63% of organizations to manage huge number of unstructured logs and events
(Sys.con Media, 2011).

In particular, Hadoop can process extremely large volumes of data with varying structures (or no structure at
all). The following section details various Hadoop projects and their links according to (D. Wang 2011),
(Bakshi, 2012), (Aho 2012), (Bhatnagar and Srinivasa, 2012), (Sagiroglu and Sinanc, 2013), (Pastorelli, et al.
2013), and (Katal, et al. 2013).
Hadoop is composed of HBase, HCatalog, Pig, Hive, Oozie, Zookeeper, and Kafka; however, the most
common components and well-known paradigms are Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and
MapReduce for Big Data. Figure 3 illustrates the Hadoop ecosystem, as well as the relation of various
components to one another.
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Figure 3: Hadoop Ecosystem

HDFS: This paradigm is applied when the amount of data is too much for a single machine. HDFS is more
complex than other file systems given the complexities and uncertainties of networks. Cluster contains two
types of nodes. The first node is a name-node that acts as a master node. The second node type is a data
node that acts as slave node. This type of node comes in multiples. Aside from these two types of nodes,
HDFS can also have secondary name-node. HDFS stores files in blocks, the default block size of which is
64 MB. All HDFS files are replicated in multiple to facilitate the parallel processing of large amounts of data.

HBase: HBase is a management system that is open-source, versioned and distributed based on the BigTable
of Google. This system is column- rather than row-based, which accelerates the performance of operations
over similar values across large data sets. For example, read and write operations that involve all rows but
only a small sub-set of all columns. HBase is accessible through application programming interfaces (APIs)
such as Thrift, Java, and REpresentational State Transfer (REST). These APIs do not have their own query or
scripting languages. By default, HBase depends completely on a Zookeeper instance.

ZooKeeper: ZooKeeper maintains, configures, and names large amounts of data. It also provides distributed
synchronization and group services. This instance enables distributed processes to manage and contribute to
one another through a name space of data registers (z-nodes) that is shared and hierarchical, such as a file
system. Alone, ZooKeeper is a distributed service that contains master and slave nodes and stores
configuration information.

HCatalog: HCatalog manages HDFS. It stores meta-data and generates tables for large amounts of data.
HCatalog depends on Hive meta-store and integrates it with other services, including MapReduce and Pig,
using a common data model. With this data model, HCatalog can also expand to HBase. HCatalog simplifies
user communication using HDFS data and is a source of data sharing between tools and execution platforms.

Hive: Hive structures warehouses in HDFS and other input sources, such as Amazon S3. Hive is a
sub-platform in the Hadoop eco-system and produces its own query language (HiveQL). This language is
compiled by MapReduce and enables user-defined functions (UDFs). The Hive platform is primarily based on
three related data structures: Tables, partitions, and buckets. Tables correspond to HDFS directories and can
be distributed in various partitions, and eventually, buckets.

Pig: The Pig framework generates a high-level scripting language (Pig Latin) and operates a run-time
platform that enables users to execute MapReduce on Hadoop. Pig is more elastic than Hive with respect to
potential data format given its data model. Pig has its own data type, map, which is represents semi-structured
data, including JSON and XML.
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Mahout: Mahout is a library for machine-learning and data mining. It is divided into four main groups:
collective filtering, categorization, clustering, and mining of parallel frequent patterns. The Mahout library
belongs to the subset that can be executed in a distributed mode and can be executed by MapReduce.

Oozie: In the Hadoop system, Oozie coordinates, executes, and manages job flow. It is incorporated into other
Apache Hadoop frameworks, such as Hive, Pig, Java MapReduce, Streaming MapReduce, and Distcp Sqoop.
Oozie combines actions and arranges Hadoop tasks using a directed acyclic graph (DAG). This model is
commonly used for various tasks.

Avro: Avro serializes data, conducts remote procedure calls, and passes data from one program or language to
another. In this framework, data are self-describing and are always stored based on their own schema because
these qualities are particularly suited to scripting languages such as Pig.

Chukwa: Currently, Chukwa is a framework for data collection and analysis that is related to MapReduce
and HDFS. This framework is currently progressing from its development stage. Chukwa collects and
processes data from distributed systems and stores them in Hadoop. As an independent module, Chukwa is
included in the distribution of Apache Hadoop.

Flume: Flume is specially used to aggregate and transfer large amounts of data (i.e., log data) in and out of
Hadoop. It utilizes two channels, namely, sources and sinks. Sources include Avro, files, and system logs;
whereas sinks refer to HDFS and HBase. Through its personal engine for query processing, Flume transforms
each new batch of Big Data before it is shuttled into the sink.

Table 2 summarizes the functionality of the various Hadoop components discussed above.

Table 2: Hadoop components and their functionalities

Hadoop Component Functions

1 HDFS Storage and replication
2 MapReduce Distributed processing and fault tolerance
3 HBASE Fast read/write access
4 HCatalog Metadata
5 Pig Scripting
6 Hive SQL
7 Oozie Workflow and scheduling
8 Zookeeper Coordination
9 Kafka Messaging and data integration

10 Mahout Machine learning

Hadoop is widely used in industrial applications with Big Data, including spam filtering, network searching,
clickstream analysis, and social recommendation. To distribute its products and services, such as spam
filtering and searching, Yahoo has run Hadoop in 42,000 servers at four data centers as of June 2012.
Currently, the largest Hadoop cluster contains 4,000 nodes, which is expected to increase to 10,000 with the
release of Hadoop 2.0 (Chen, et al. 2014). Simultaneously, Facebook announced that their Hadoop cluster
processed 100 PB of data, which increased at a rate of 0.5 PB per day as of November 2012. According to
(Wiki, 2013), some well-known organizations and agencies also use Hadoop to support distributed
computations (Wiki, 2013). In addition, various companies execute Hadoop commercially and/or provide
support, including Cloudera, EMC, MapR, IBM, and Oracle.

With Hadoop, 94% of users can analyze large amounts of data. Eighty-eight percent of users analyze data in
detail, and 82% can retain more data (Sys.con Media, 2011). Although Hadoop has various projects (Table 3),
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each company applies a specific Hadoop product according to their needs. Thus, Facebook stores 100 PB of
both structured and unstructured data using Hadoop. IBM, however, primarily aims to generate a Hadoop
platform that is highly accessible, scalable, effective, and user-friendly. It also seeks to flatten the
time-to-value curve associated with Big Data analytics by establishing development and runtime
environments for advanced analytical application and to provide Big Data analytic tools for business users.
Table 3 presents the specific usage of Hadoop by companies and their purposes.

Table 3: Hadoop Usage

Specified Use Used by

1 Searching Yahoo, Amazon, Zvents
2 Log processing Facebook, Yahoo, ContexWeb.Joost, Last.fm
3 Analysis of videos and images New York Times, Eyelike
4 Data warehouse Facebook, AOL
5 Recommendation systems Facebook

To scale the processing of Big Data, map and reduce functions can be performed on small subsets of large
datasets (Azzini & Ceravolo, 2013); (O’Driscoll, et al. 2013). In a Hadoop cluster, data are deconstructed into
smaller blocks. These blocks are distributed throughout the cluster. HDFS enables this function, and its design
is heavily inspired by the distributed file system Google File System (GFS). Figure 4 depicts the architectures
of MapReduce and HDFS.

MapRedeuceHDFS

Admin Node
Job Tracker

Task Tracker

Name Node

Task Tracker

Task Tracker

Data Node

Data Node

Data Node

Figure 4: System architectures of MapReduce and HDFS

MapReduce is the hub of Hadoop and is a programming paradigm that enables mass scalability across
numerous servers in a Hadoop cluster. In this cluster, each server contains a set of internal disk drives that are
inexpensive. To enhance performance, MapReduce assigns workloads to the servers in which the processed
data are stored. Data processing is scheduled based on the cluster nodes. A node may be assigned a task that
requires data foreign to that node. The functionality of MapReduce has been discussed in detail by (Azzini
and Ceravolo, 2013) and (O’Driscoll et al. 2013).

MapReduce actually corresponds to two distinct jobs performed by Hadoop programs. The first is the map job,
which involves obtaining a dataset and transforming it into another dataset. In these datasets, individual
components are deconstructed into tuples (key/value pairs). The reduction task receives inputs from map
outputs and further divides the data tuples into small sets of tuples. Therefore, the reduction task is always
performed after the map job. Table 4 introduces MapReduce tasks in job processing step by step.
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Table 4: MapReduce Tasks

Steps Tasks

1 Input
 Data are loaded into HDFS in blocks and distributed to data nodes

 Blocks are replicated in case of failures

 The name node tracks the blocks and data nodes

2 Job  Submits the job and its details to the Job Tracker

3 Job Initialization
 The Job Tracker interacts with the Task Tracker on each data node

 All tasks are scheduled

4 Mapping
 The Mapper processes the data blocks

 Key value pairs are listed

5 Sorting  The Mapper sorts the list of key value pairs

6 Shuffling
 The mapped output is transferred to the Reducers

 Values are rearranged in a sorted format

7 Reduction  Reducers merge the list of key value pairs to generate the final result

8 Result
 Values are stored in HDFS

 Results are replicated according to the configuration

 Clients read the results from the HDFS

Redundant data are stored in multiple areas across the cluster. The programming model resolves failures
automatically by running portions of the program on various servers in the cluster. Data can be distributed
across a very large cluster of commodity components along with associated programming given the
redundancy of data. This redundancy also tolerates faults and enables the Hadoop cluster to repair itself if the
component of commodity hardware fails, especially given large amount of data. With this process, Hadoop
can delegate workloads related to Big Data problems across large clusters of reasonable machines. Figure 5
shows the MapReduce architecture.

Figure 5: MapReduce architecture
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3.3 Limitations of Hadoop With Hadoop, extremely large volumes of data with either varying
structures or none at all can be processed, managed, and analyzed. However, Hadoop also has some
limitations.

The generation of multiple copies of Big Data: HDFS was built for efficiency; thus, data is replicated in
multiple. Generally, data are generated in triplicate at minimum. However, six copies must be generated to
sustain performance through data locality. As a result, the Big Data is enlarged further.

Challenging framework: The MapReduce framework is complicated, particularly when complex
transformational logic must be leveraged. Attempts have been generated by open-source modules to simplify
this framework, but these modules also use registered languages.

Very limited SQL support: Hadoop combines open-source projects and programming frameworks across a
distributed system. Consequently, offers it gains limited SQL support and lacks basic SQL functions, such as
sub-queries and grouping by analytics.

Lack of essential skills: Intriguing data mining libraries are implemented inconsistently as part of the Hadoop
project. Thus, algorithm knowledge and development skill with respect to distributed MapReduce is
necessary.

Inefficient execution: HDFS does not consider query optimizers. Therefore, it cannot execute an efficient
cost-based plan. Hence, the sizes of Hadoop clusters are often significantly larger than needed for a similar
database.

4 Life-Cycle and Management of Data using Technologies and Terminologies of Big Data
During each stage of the data life cycle, the management of Big Data is the most demanding issue. This
problem was first raised in the initiatives of UK e-Science a decade ago. In this case, data were
geographically distributed, managed, and owned by multiple entities (Kaisler, et al. 2013). The new approach
to data management and handling required in e-Science is reflected in the scientific data life cycle
management (SDLM) model. In this model, existing practices are analyzed in different scientific
communities. The generic life cycle of scientific data is composed of sequential stages, including experiment
planning (research project), data collection and processing, discussion, feedback, and archiving (Demchenko,
et al. 2013) and (Loukides, 2010).
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Figure 6: Proposed Data Life Cycle using the Technologies and Terminologies of Big Data

The following section presents a general data life cycle that uses the technology and terminology of Big Data.
The proposed data life cycle consists of the following stages: collection, filtering, analysis, storage, publishing,
retrieval, and discovery. The following sections briefly describe each stage as exhibited in Figure 6.

4.1 Raw Data Researchers, agencies, and organizations integrate the collected raw data and increase
their value through input from individual program offices and scientific research projects. The data are
transformed from their initial state and are stored in a value-added state, including web services. Neither a
benchmark nor a globally accepted standard have been set with respect to storing raw data and minimizing
data. The code generates the data along with selected parameters.

4.2 Collection/Filtering/Classification Data collection or generation is generally the first stage of any
data life cycle. Large amounts of data are created in the forms of log file data and data from sensors, mobile
equipment, satellites, laboratories, supercomputers, searching entries, chat records, posts on Internet forums,
and microblog messages. In data collection, special techniques are utilized to acquire raw data from a specific
environment. A significant factor in the management of scientific data is the capture of data with respect to
the transition of raw to published data processes. Data generation is closely associated with the daily lives of
people. These data are also similarly low density and high value. Normally, Internet data may not have value;
however, users can exploit accumulated Big Data through useful information, including user habits and
hobbies. Thus, behavior and emotions can be forecasted. The problem of scientific data is one that must be
considered by Scientific Data Infrastructure (SDI) providers (Demchenko, et al. 2013). In the following
paragraphs, we explain five common methods of data collection, along with their technologies and
techniques.

i. Log files: This method is commonly used to collect data by automatically recording files through a data
source system. Log files are utilized in nearly all digital equipment, that is, web servers note the number
of visits, clicks, click rates, and other property records of web users in log files (Wahab et al., 2008). In
web sites and servers, user activity is captured in three log file formats (all are in ASCII): i) Public log
file format (NCSA); ii) Expanded log format (W3C); and iii) IIS log format (Microsoft). To increase
query efficiency in massive log stores, log information is occasionally stored in databases rather than
text files (Nanopoulos, et al. 2002; Joshi, et al. 2003). Other log files that collect data are stock
indicators in financial applications and files that determine operating status in network monitoring and
traffic management.

ii. Sensing: Sensors are often used to measure physical quantities, which are then converted into
understandable digital signals for processing and storage. Sensory data may be categorized as sound
wave, vibration, voice, chemical, automobile, current, pressure, weather, and temperature. Sensed data
or information is transferred to a collection point through wired or wireless networks. The wired sensor
network obtains related information conveniently for easy deployment and is suitable for management
applications, such as video surveillance system (Chandramohan & Christensen, 2002).

When position is inaccurate, when a specific phenomenon is unknown, and when power and
communication have not been set up in the environment, wireless communication can enable data
transmission within limited capabilities. Currently, the wireless sensor network (WSN) has gained
significant attention and has been applied in many fields, including environmental research (Selavo, et al.
2007; and Barrenetxea et al., 2008), the monitoring of water quality (Kim, Schmid, Charbiwala,
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Friedman & Srivastava, 2008), civil engineering (Kim, et al. 2007; and Ceriotti, et al. 2009), and the
tracking of wildlife habit (Tolle, et al. 2005). The data through any application is assembled in various
sensor nodes and sent back to the base location for further handling. Sensed data have been discussed by
(Wang and Liu, 2011) in detail.

iii. Methods of network data capture: Network data is captured by combining systems of web crawler, task,
word segmentation, and index. In search engines, web crawler is a component that downloads and stores
web pages (Cho & Garcia-Molina, 2002). It obtains access to other linked pages through the Uniform
Resource Locator (URL) of a web page and it stores and organizes all of the retrieved URLs. Web
crawler typically acquires data through various applications based on web pages, including web caching
and search engines. Traditional tools for web page extraction generate numerous high-quality and
efficient solutions, which have been examined extensively. Choudhary, et al. (2012) have also proposed
numerous extraction strategies to address rich Internet applications.

iv. Technology to capture Zero-Copy (ZC) packets: In ZC, nodes do not produce copies are not produced
between internal memories during packet receiving and sending. During sending, direct data packets
originate from the user buffer of applications, pass through network interfaces, and then reach an
external network. During receiving, the network interfaces send data packets to the user buffer directly.
ZC reduces the number of times data is copied, the number of system calls, and CPU load as datagrams
are transmitted from network devices to user program space. To directly communicate network
datagrams to an address space pre-allocated by the system kernel, ZC initially utilizes the technology of
direct memory access. As a result, the CPU is not utilized. The number of system calls is reduced by
accessing the internal memory through a detection program.

v. Mobile Equipment: The functions of mobile devices have strengthened gradually as their usage rapidly
increases. As the features of such devices are complicated and as means of data acquisition are
enhanced, various data types are produced. Mobile devices and various technologies may obtain
information on geographical location information through positioning systems; collect audio information
with microphones; capture videos, pictures, streetscapes, and other multimedia information using
cameras; and assemble user gestures and body language information via touch screens and gravity
sensors. In terms of service quality and level, mobile Internet has been improved by wireless
technologies, which capture, analyze, and store such information. For instance, the iPhone is a “Mobile
Spy” that collects wireless data and geographical positioning information without the knowledge of the
user. It sends such information back to Apple Inc. for processing Similarly, Google’s Android (an
operating system for smart phones) and phones running Microsoft Windows also gather such data.

Aside from the aforementioned methods, which utilize technologies and techniques for Big Data, other
methods, technologies, techniques, and/or systems of data collection have been developed. In scientific
experiments, for instance, many special tools and techniques can acquire experimental data, including
magnetic spectrometers and radio telescopes.
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4.3 Data Analysis Data analysis enables an organization to handle abundant information that can affect
the business. However, data analysis is challenging for various applications because of the complexity of the
data that must be analyzed and the scalability of the underlying algorithms that support such processes
(Labrinidis & Jagadish, 2012). Data analysis has two main objectives: to understand the relationships among
features and to develop effective methods of data mining that can accurately predict future observations (Fan
& Liu, 2013). Various devices currently generate increasing amounts of data. Accordingly, the speed of the
access and mining of both structured and unstructured data has increased over time (O’Leary, 2013). Thus,
techniques that can analyze such large amounts of data are necessary. Available analytical techniques include
data mining, visualization, statistical analysis, and machine learning. For instance, data mining can
automatically discover useful patterns in a large dataset.

Data mining is widely used in fields such as science, engineering, medicine, and business. With this technique,
previously hidden insights have been unearthed from large amounts of data to benefit the business community
(Che et al., 2013a). Since the establishment of organizations in the modern era, data mining has been applied
in data recording. However, Big Data is not only composed of large amounts of data, but also data in different
formats. Therefore, high processing speed is necessary (Michael & Miller, 2013). For flexible data analysis,
Begoli and Horey (2012) proposed three principles: First, architecture should support many analysis methods,
such as statistical analysis, machine learning, data mining, and visual analysis. Second, different storage
mechanisms should be used because all of the data cannot fit in a single type of storage area. Additionally, the
data should be processed differently at various stages. Third, data should be accessed efficiently. To analyze
Big Data, data mining algorithms that are computer intensive are utilized. Such algorithms demand
high-performance processors. Furthermore, the storage and computing requirements of Big Data analysis are
effectively met by cloud computing (Talia, 2013).

To leverage Big Data from microblogging, Lee and Chien (2013) introduced an advanced data-driven
application. They developed the text-stream clustering of news classification online for real-time monitoring
according to density-based clustering models, such as Twitter. This method broadly arranges news in real
time to locate global information. Steed, et al. (2013) presented a system of visual analytics called EDEN to
analyze current datasets (earth simulation). EDEN is a solid multivariate framework for visual analysis that
encourages interactive visual queries. Its special capabilities include the visual filtering and exploratory
analysis of data. To investigate Big Data storage and the challenges in constructing data analysis platforms,
Lin and Ryaboy (2013) established schemes involving PB data scales. These schemes clarify that these
challenges stem from the heterogeneity of the components integrated into production workflow.

Fan and Liu (2013) examined prominent statistical methods to generate large covariance matrices that
determine correlation structure; to conduct large-scale simultaneous tests that select genes and proteins with
significantly different expressions, genetic markers for complex diseases, inverse covariance matrices for
network modeling; and to choose high-dimensional variables that identify important molecules. These
variables clarify molecule mechanisms in pharmacogenomics.

Big Data analysis can be applied to special types of data. Nonetheless, many traditional techniques for data
analysis may still be used to process Big Data. Some representative methods of traditional data analysis, most
of which are related to statistics and computer science, are examined in the following sections.

i. Data Mining Algorithms: In data mining, hidden but potentially valuable information is extracted
from large, incomplete, fuzzy, and noisy data. Ten of the most dominant data mining techniques were
identified during the IEEE International Conference on Data Mining (Wu, et al. 2008), including
SVM, C4.5, Apriori, k-means, Cart, EM, and Naive Bayes. These algorithms are useful for mining
research problems in Big Data and cover classification, regression, clustering, association analysis,
statistical learning, and link mining.
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ii. Cluster Analysis: Cluster analysis groups objects statistically according to certain rules and features. It
differentiates objects with particular features and distributes them into sets accordingly. For example,
objects in the same group are highly heterogeneous, whereas those in another group are highly
homogeneous. Cluster analysis is an unsupervised research method that does not use training data
(Chen, et al. 2014).

iii. Correlation Analysis: Correlation analysis determines the law of relations among practical
phenomena, including mutual restriction, correlation, and correlative dependence. It then predicts and
controls data accordingly. These types of relations can be classified into two categories: i). Function
reflects the strict relation of dependency among phenomena. This relation is called a definitive
dependence relationship. ii). Correlation corresponds to dependent relations that are uncertain or
inexact. The numerical value of a variable may be similar to that of another variable. Thus, such
numerical values regularly fluctuate given the surrounding mean values.

iv. Statistical Analysis: Statistical analysis is based on statistical theory, which is a branch of applied
mathematics. In statistical theory, uncertainty and randomness are modeled according to probability
theory. Through statistical analysis, Big Data analytics can be inferred and described. Inferential
statistical analysis can formulate conclusions regarding the data subject and random variations,
whereas descriptive statistical analysis can describe and summarize datasets. Generally, statistical
analysis is used in the fields of medical care and economics (Johnson & Wichern, 2002).

v. Regression Analysis: Regression analysis is a mathematical technique that can reveal correlations
between one variable and others. It identifies dependent relationships among randomly hidden
variables on the basis of experiments or observation. With regression analysis, the complex and
undetermined correlations among variables are simplified and regularized.

In real-time instances of data flow, data that are generated at high speed strongly constrains processing
algorithms spatially and temporally; therefore, certain requests must be fulfilled to process such data (Bifet, et
al. 2010). With the gradual increase in data amount, new infrastructure must be developed for common
functionality in handling and analyzing different types of Big Data generated by services. To facilitate quick
and efficient decision-making, large amounts of various data types must be analyzed. The following section
describes the common challenges in Big Data analysis.

4.3.1 Heterogeneity Data mining algorithms locate unknown patterns and homogeneous formats for
analysis in structured formats. However, the analysis of unstructured and/or semi-structured formats remains
complicated. Therefore, data must be carefully structured prior to analysis. In hospitals, for example, each
patient may undergo several procedures, which may necessitate many records from different department.
Furthermore, each patient may have varying test results. Some of this information may not be structured for
the relational database. Data variety is considered a characteristic of Big Data that follows the increasing
number of different data sources, and these unlimited sources have produced much Big Data, both varied and
heterogeneous (Che, et al. 2013b). Table 5 shows the difference between structured and unstructured data.

Table 5: Structured vs. Unstructured Data

Structured data Unstructured data
Format Row and Columns Binary Large objects

Storage
Database Management
Systems (DBMS)

Unmanaged Documents and Unstructured
Files

Metadata Syntax Semantics

Integration tools
Traditional Data Mining
(ETL)

Batch Processing
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4.3.2 Scalability Challenging issues in data analysis include the management and analysis of large
amounts of data and the rapid increase in the size of datasets. Such challenges are mitigated by enhancing
processor speed. However, data volume increases at a faster rate than computing resources and CPU speeds.
For instance, a single node shares many hardware resources, such as processor memory and caches. As a
result, Big Data analysis necessitates tremendously time-consuming navigation through a gigantic search
space to provide guidelines and obtain feedback from users. Thus, Sebepou and Magoutis (2010) proposed a
scalable system of data streaming with a persistent storage path. This path influences the performance
properties of a scalable streaming system slightly.

4.3.3 Accuracy Data analysis is typically buoyed by relatively accurate data obtained from structured
databases with limited sources. Therefore, such analysis results are accurate. However, analysis is adversely
affected by the increase in the amount of and the variety in data sources with data volume (Che, et al. 2013a).
In data stream scenarios, high-speed data strongly constrain processing algorithms spatially and temporally.
Hence, stream-specific requirements must be fulfilled to process these data (Bifet, et al. 2010).

4.3.4 Complexity According to Zikopoulos et al. (2012), Big Data can be categorized into three types,
namely, structured, unstructured, and semi-structured. Structured data possess similar formats and predefined
lengths and are generated by either users or automatic data generators, including computers or sensors,
without user interaction. Structured data can be processed using query languages such as SQL. However,
various sources generate much unstructured data, including satellite images and social media. These complex
data can be difficult to process (Zikopoulos, et al. 2012).

In the era of Big Data, unstructured data are represented by either images or videos. Unstructured data are
hard to process because they do not follow a certain format. To process such data, Hadoop can be applied
because it can process large unstructured data in a short time through clustering (Zikopoulos, et al. 2012;
Mohanty, et al. 2013). Meanwhile, semi-structured data (e.g., XML) do not necessarily follow a predefined
length or type.

Hadoop deconstructs, clusters, and then analyzes unstructured and semi-structured data using MapReduce. As
a result, large amounts of data can be processed efficiently. Businesses can therefore monitor risk, analyze
decisions, or provide live feedback, such as post-advertising, based on the web pages viewed by customers
(Madden, 2012). Hadoop thus overcomes the limitation of the normal DBMS, which typically processes only
structured data (Madden, 2012). Data complexity and volume are a Big Data challenge and is induced by the
generation of new data (images, video, and text) from novel sources, such as smart phones, tablets, and social
media networks (Elmqvist & Irani, 2013). Thus, the extraction of valuable data is a critical issue.

Validating all of the items in Big Data is almost impractical. Hence, new approaches to data qualification and
validation must be introduced. Data sources are varied both temporally and spatially according to format and
collection method. Individuals may contribute to digital data in different ways, including documents, images,
drawings, models, audio/video recordings, user interface designs, and software behavior. These data may or
may not contain adequate metadata description (i.e., what, when, where, who, why, and how it was captured,
as well as its provenance). Such data is ready for heavy inspection and critical analysis.
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4.4 Storing/Sharing/Publishing Data and its resources are collected and analyzed for storing, sharing,
and publishing to benefit audiences, the public, tribal governments, academicians, researchers,
scientific partners, federal agencies, and other stakeholders (e.g., industries, communities, and the
media). Large and extensive Big Data datasets must be stored and managed with reliability,
availability, and easy accessibility; storage infrastructures must provide reliable space and a strong
access interface that can not only analyze large amounts of data, but also store, manage, and determine
data with relational DBMS structures. Storage capacity must be competitive given the sharp increase
in data volume; hence, research on data storage is necessary.

i. Storage system for large data

Numerous emerging storage systems meet the demands and requirements of large data and can be
categorized as direct attached storage (DAS) and network storage (NS). NS can be further classified into
(i). Network attached storage (NAS) and (ii) storage area network (SAN). In DAS, various HDDs are
directly connected to servers. Each HDD receives a certain amount of input/output (I/O) resource, which
is managed by individual applications. Hence, DAS is suitable only for servers that are interconnected
on a small scale. Given this low scalability, storage capacity is increased, but expandability and
upgradeability are greatly limited.

NAS is a storage device that supports a network. It is connected directly to a network through a switch
or hub via TCP/IP protocols. In NAS, data are transferred as files. The I/O burden on a NAS server is
significantly lighter than that on a DAS server because the NAS server can indirectly access a storage
device through networks. NAS can orient networks, especially scalable and bandwidth-intensive
networks. Such networks include high-speed networks of optical-fiber connections. The SAN system of
data storage is independent with respect to storage on the Local Area Network (LAN). To maximize data
management and sharing, multipath data switching is conducted among internal nodes. The organization
systems of data storage (DAS, NAS, and SAN) can be divided into three parts: (i) Disc array, wherein
the foundation of a storage system provides the fundamental guarantee; (ii) connection and network
sub-systems, which connect one or more disc arrays and servers; (iii) storage management software,
which oversees data sharing, storage management, and disaster recovery tasks for multiple servers.

ii. Distributed storage system

The initial challenge of Big Data is the development of a large-scale distributed system for storage,
efficient processing, and analysis. The following factors must be considered in the use of distributed
system to store large data:

a. Consistency: To store data cooperatively, multiple servers require a distributed storage system.
Hence, the chances of server failure increase. To ensure the availability of data during server failure,
data are typically distributed into various pieces that are stored on multiple servers. As a result of
server failures and parallel storage, the generated copies of the data are inconsistent across various
areas. According to the principle of consistency, multiple copies of data must be identical in the Big
Data environment.

b. Availability: The distributed storage system operates in multiple sets of servers in various locations.
As the numbers of server increases, so does failure probability. However, the entire system must
meet user requirements in terms of reading and writing operations. In the distributed system of Big
Data, quality of service (QoS) is denoted by availability.

c. Partition Tolerance: In a distributed system, multiple servers are linked through a network. The
distributed storage system should be capable of tolerating problems induced by network failures, and
distributed storage should be effective even if the network is partitioned. Thus, network link/node
failures or temporary congestion should be anticipated.
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4.5 Security This stage of the data life cycle describes the security of data, governance bodies,
organizations, and agendas. It also clarifies the roles in data stewardship. Therefore, appropriateness in terms
of data type and use must be considered in developing data, systems, tools, policies, and procedures to protect
legitimate privacy, confidentiality, and intellectual property. The following section discusses Big Data
security further.

4.5.1 Privacy Organizations in the European Union (EU) are allowed to process individual data even
without the permission of the owner based on the legitimate interests of the organizations as weighed against
individual rights to privacy. In such situations, individuals have the right to refuse treatment according to
compelling grounds of legitimacy (Daniel, 2013). Similarly, the doctrine analyzed by the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) is unjust because it considers organizational benefits.

A major risk in Big Data is data leakage, which threatens privacy. Recent controversies regarding
leaked documents reveal the scope of large data collected and analyzed over a wide range
by the National Security Agency (NSA), as well as other national security agencies. This
situation publicly exposed the problematic balance between privacy and the risk of opportunistic data

exploitation (Greenwald, 2013; Greenwald & MacAskill, 2013). In consideration of privacy, the
evolution of ecosystem data may be affected. Moreover, the balance of power held by the
government, businesses, and individuals has been disturbed, thus resulting in racial
profiling and other forms of inequity, criminalization, and limited freedom (Polonetsky &
Tene, 2013). Therefore, properly balancing compensation risks and the maintenance of
privacy in data is presently the greatest challenge of public policy (Rubinstein, 2012). In
decision-making regarding major policies, avoiding this process induces progressive legal crises.

Each cohort addresses concerns regarding privacy differently. For example, civil liberties represent the pursuit
of absolute power by the government. These liberties blame privacy for pornography and plane accidents.
According to Hawks privacy, no advantage is compelling enough to offset the cost of great privacy. However,
lovers of data no longer consider the risk of privacy as they search comprehensively for information. Existing
studies on privacy (Greenwald, 2013; Greenwald & MacAskill, 2013) explore the risks posed by large-scale
data and group them into private, corporate, and governmental concerns; nonetheless, they fail to identify the

benefits. Rubinstein (2012) proposed many frameworks to clarify the risks of privacy to decision
makers and induce action. As a result, commercial enterprises and the government are increasingly influenced
by feedback regarding privacy (Clarke, 2009).

The privacy perspective on Big Data has been significantly advantageous as per cost-benefit analysis with
adequate tools, These benefits have been quantified by privacy experts (Mayer-Schönberger & Cukier, 2013).
However, the social values of the described benefits may be uncertain given the nature of the data.
Nonetheless, the mainstream benefits in privacy analysis remain in line with the existing privacy doctrine
authorized by the FTC to prohibit unfair trade practices in the United States and to protect the legitimate
interests of the responsible party as per the clause in the EU directive on data protection (Directive, C.
1996).To concentrate on shoddy trade practice, the FTC has cautiously delineated its Section 5 powers.
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4.5.2 Integrity Data integrity is critical for collaborative analysis, wherein organizations share
information with analysts and decision makers. In this activity, data mining approaches are applied to enhance
the efficiency of critical decision-making and of the execution of cooperative tasks. Data integrity is a
particular challenge for large-scale collaborations, in which data changes frequently. This definition matches
with the approach proposed by Clark and Wilson to prevent fraud and error (Xu & Liu, 2009). Integrity is also
interpreted according to the quality and reliability of data. Previous literature also examines integrity from the
viewpoint of inspection mechanisms in DBMS.

Despite the significance of this problem, the currently available solutions remain very restricted. Integrity
generally prevents illegal or unauthorized changes in usage, as per the definition presented by Clark and
Wilson regarding the prevention of fraud and error (Xu & Liu, 2009). Integrity is also related to the quality
and reliability of data, as well as inspection mechanisms in DBMS. At present, DBMS allows users to express
a wide range of conditions that must be met. These conditions are often called integrity constraints. These
constraints must result in consistent and accurate data. The many-sided concept of integrity is very difficult to
address adequately because different approach consider various definitions. For example, “Clark and Wilson”
addressed the amendment of erroneous data through well-formed transactions and the separation of powers.
Furthermore, the Biba integrity model prevents data corruption and limits the flow of information between
data objects (Zhang, 2009).

With respect to large data in cloud platforms, a major concern in data security is the assessment of data
integrity in untrusted servers (Priyadharshini & Parvathi, 2012). Given the large size of outsourced data and
the capacity of user-bound resources, verifying the accuracy of data in a cloud environment can be daunting
and expensive for users. In addition, data detection techniques are often insufficient with regard to data access
because lost or damaged data may not be recovered in time. To address the problem of data integrity
evaluation, many programs have been established in different models and security systems, including
tag-based, data replication-based, data-dependent, and block-dependent programs. Priyadharshini and
Parvathi (2012) discussed and compared tag-based and data replication-based verification, data-dependent tag
and data-independent tag, and entire data and data block dependent tag.

4.5.3 Availability In cloud platforms with large data, availability is crucial because of data outsourcing.
If the service is not available to the user when required, the QoS is unable to meet service level agreement
(SLA). The following threats can induce data unavailability (Xiao & Xiao, 2013).

i. Threats to data availability: Denial of service (DoS) is the result of flooding attacks. A huge amount of
requests is sent to a particular service to prevent it from working properly. Flooding attacks are
categorized into two types, namely, direct DoS and mitigation of DoS attacks (Rubinstein, 2012). In
direct DoS, data are completely lost as a result of the numerous requests. However, tracing first robotics
competition (FRC) attacks is easy. In indirect DoS, no specific target is defined but all of the services
hosted on a single machine are affected. In cloud, subscribers may still need to pay for service even if
data are not available, as defined in the SLA (Jensen, et al. 2009).

ii. Mitigation of DoS attacks: Some strategies may be used to defend against different types of DoS attacks.
Table 6 details these approaches.

Table 6: DoS Attack Approaches

Defense strategy Objectives Pros Cons
Defense against the
new DoS attack
(Xiao & Xiao, 2013)

Detects the
new type of
DoS

 Prevents the bandwidth
degradation

 Ensures availability of service

 Unavailability of the
service during application
migration

FRC attack detection
(Xiao & Xiao, 2013)

Detects the
FRC attack  No bandwidth wastage

 Cannot always identify the
attacker

 Does not advise the victim
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on appropriate action

4.5.4 Confidentiality Confidentiality refers to distorted data from theft. Insurance can be usually be
claimed by encryption technology (L.-x. Xu, Sun, & Liu, 2010). If the databases contain Big Data, the
encryption can then be classified into table, disk, and data encryption.

Data encryption is conducted to minimize the granularity of encryption, as well as for high security, flexibility,
and applicability/relevance. Therefore, it is applicable for existing data. However, this technology is limited
by the high number of keys and the complexity of key management. Thus far, satisfactory results have been
obtained in this field in terms of two general categories: discussion of the security model and of the
encryption and calculation methods and the mechanism of distributed keys.

4.6 Retrieve/Re-Use/Discover :Data retrieval ensures data quality, value addition, and data
preservation by re-using existing data to discover new and valuable information. This area is specifically
involved in various sub-fields, including retrieval, management, authentication, archiving, preservation, and
representation. The classical approach to structured data management is divided into two parts: one is a
schema to store the dataset, and the other is a relational database for data retrieval. After data are published,
other researchers must be allowed to authenticate and regenerate the data according to their interests and
needs to potentially support current results. The reusability of published data must also be guaranteed within
scientific communities. In reusability, determining the semantics of the published data is imperative;
traditionally this procedure performed manually. The European Commission supports Open Access to
scientific data from publicly funded projects and suggest introductory mechanisms to link publications and
data (White, 2010; Hurwitz, et al. 2013).

5 Opportunities, Open Issues, and Challenges According to McKinsey (Manyika, et al. 2011), the
effective use of Big Data benefits 180 transform economies and ushers in a new wave of productive
growth. Capitalizing on valuable knowledge beyond Big Data is the basic competitive strategy of current
enterprises. New competitors must be able to attract employees who possess critical skills in handling Big
Data. By harnessing Big Data, businesses gain many advantages, including increased operational
efficiency, informed strategic direction, improved customer service, new products, and new customers and
markets.

With Big Data, users face numerous attractive opportunities but also encounter challenges (Ahrens, et al.
2011). Such difficulties lie in data capture, storage, searching, sharing, analysis, and visualization. These
challenges must be overcome to maximize Big Data; however, because the amount of information surpasses
our harnessing capabilities. For several decades, computer architecture has been CPU-heavy but I/O-poor
(Hey, et al. 2009). This system imbalance limits the exploration of Big Data. CPU performance doubles every
18 months according to Moore’s Law (Kim, et al. 2003), and the performance of disk drives doubles at the
same rate. However, the rotational speed of the disks has improved only slightly over the last decade. As a
result of this imbalance, random I/O speeds have improved moderately whereas sequential I/O speeds have
increased gradually with density.

Information is simultaneously increasing at an exponential rate, but information processing methods are
improving relatively slowly. Currently, a limited number of tools are available to completely address the
issues in Big Data analysis. The state-of-the-art techniques and technologies in many important Big Data
applications (i.e., Hadoop, Hbase and Cassandra) cannot solve the real problems of storage, searching, sharing,
visualization, and real-time analysis ideally. Moreover, Hadoop and MapReduce lack query processing
strategies and possess low-level infrastructures with respect to data processing and its management. For
large-scale data analysis, SAS, R, and Matlab are unsuitable. Graph lab provides a framework that calculates
graph-based algorithms related to machine learning; however, it does not manage data effectively. Therefore,
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proper tools to adequately exploit Big Data are still lacking.

Challenges in Big Data analysis include data inconsistency and incompleteness, scalability, timeliness, and
security (Labrinidis & Jagadish, 2012; Kouzes, et al. 2009). Prior to data analysis, data must be well
constructed. However, considering the variety of datasets in Big Data, the efficient representation, access, and
analysis of unstructured or semi-structured data are still challenging. Understanding the method by which data
can be pre-processed is important to improve data quality and the analysis results. Datasets are often very
large at several GB or more, and they originate from heterogeneous sources. Hence, current real-world
databases are highly susceptible to inconsistent, incomplete, and noisy data. Therefore, numerous data
pre-processing techniques, including data cleaning, integration, transformation, and reduction, should be
applied to remove noise and correct inconsistencies (Han, et al. 2006). Each sub-process faces a different
challenge with respect to data-driven applications. Thus, future research must address the remaining issues
related to confidentiality. These issues include encrypting large amounts of data, reducing the computation
power of encryption algorithms, and applying different encryption algorithms to heterogeneous data.

Privacy is major concern in outsourced data. Recently, some controversies have revealed how some security
agencies are using data generated by individuals for their own benefits without permission. Therefore,
policies that cover all user privacy concerns should be developed. Furthermore, rule violators should be
identified and user data should not be misused or leaked.

Cloud platforms contain large amounts of data. However, the customers cannot physically assess the data
because of data outsourcing. Thus, data integrity is jeopardized. The major challenges in integrity are that
previously developed hashing schemes are no longer applicable to such large amounts of data. Integrity
checking is also difficult because of the lack of support given remote data access and the lack of information
regarding internal storage. The following questions must also be answered: How integrity assessment can be
conducted realistically? How can large amounts of data be processed under integrity rules and algorithms?
How can online integrity be verified without exposing the structure of internal storage?

Big Data has developed such that it cannot be harnessed individually. Big Data is characterized by large
systems, profits, and challenges. Thus, additional research is needed to address these issues and improve the
efficient display, analysis, and storage of Big Data. To enhance such research, capital investments, human
resources, and innovative ideas are the basic requirements.

Conclusion: This paper presents the fundamental concepts of Big Data. These concepts include the increase
in data, the progressive demand for HDDs, and the role of Big Data in the current environment of enterprise
and technology. To enhance the efficiency of data management, we have devised a data-life cycle that uses
the technologies and terminologies of Big Data. The stages in this life cycle include collection, filtering,
analysis, storage, publication, retrieval, and discovery. All these stages (collectively) convert raw data to
published data as a significant aspect in the management of scientific data. Organizations often face teething
troubles with respect to creating, managing, and manipulating the rapid influx of information in large datasets.
Given the increase in data volume, data sources have increased in terms of size and variety. Data are also
generated in different formats (unstructured and/or semi-structured), which adversely affect data analysis,
management, and storage. This variation in data is accompanied by complexity and the development of
additional means of data acquisition.
The extraction of valuable data from large influx of information is a critical issue in Big Data. Qualifying and
validating all of the items in Big Data is impractical; hence, new approaches must be developed. From a
security perspective, the major concerns of Big Data are privacy, integrity, availability, and confidentiality
with respect to outsourced data. Large amounts of data are stored in cloud platforms. However, customers
cannot physically check the outsourced data. Thus, data integrity is jeopardized. Given the lack of data
support caused by remote access and the lack of information regarding internal storage, integrity assessment
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is difficult. Big Data involves large systems, profits, and challenges. Therefore, additional research is
necessary to improve the efficiency of integrity evaluation online, as well as the display, analysis, and storage
of Big Data.
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ABSTRACT. Pakistan is a developing country. It is located in the north-western part of
South Asia having a total area of 796,095 square kilometers. Its topography is diverse
with mountains and hills on the western and north western side, a fertile Indus basin
plain in the centre and east, a desert in the south and a long coastal fringe in the south
and west. Radio broadcasts have full coverage except hilly areas.

One of the major problems which the educationists in Pakistan face is that of
reaching the mass of the people. Pakistan is by no means, in comparison with other parts
of the world, a densely populated country. The areas are generally large and thickly
populated with exceptions where population is quite scarce and are thinly inhabited. In
urban areas it is possible to collect homogeneous groups together to make face-to-face
teaching methods worthwhile and economical, although even in this situation the demand
for education often outweighs the supply of adequately qualified teachers. But what of the
rural areas over which the bulk of population is scattered? Radio can help to provide a
solution. They can be used for teaching purposes in towns and cities being the only way
in which teaching can be achieved in rural areas.
Keywords: Radio, Education, Listening groups.

1. Introduction. The full effect of teaching, using radio in Pakistan is only gradually being realized. But these
are the media which are becoming more and more popular in providing general educational opportunities, as
familiarity with their use improves, new ways of using them are devised. It is possible that these media in the near
future will take the brunt of the educational burden.

It is because those working in education will find themselves using these media more and more that this is justified.
They will be responsible for devising programmes, for introducing programmes, for conducting programmes and, at
the receiving end, controlling listening groups.

Along with the problem of provision for a scattered population, the problem that is faced by all developing countries
is that of the shortage of trained and skilled teachers. (Dodds, T (1972, p.16). Again radio provides the means which
can help to overcome this. One good teacher can, through radio teach at any one time many people scatted over the
country. As there seems to be no likelihood of the teacher shortage solving itself, these media must be fully utilized.

It is true, and no doubt will remain true for some time, that radio coverage is limited. It is also true that costs of
receiving equipment are high. Yet a growing number of Asian countries are providing radio sets. All have radio
services and most people have access to a radio set. Coverage is increasing all the time and as good educational
programmes are available, so the demand for them will grow. (Bates, A.W, 1984, pp.41-42).
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Now radio will be examined in turn; its advantages and disadvantages; major difficulties in the preparation and
transmission of programmes looked at; and finally some suggestions of the most effective ways in which this media
can be used in education.

2. Advantages of Radio. The advantages of using radio as an educational medium as highlighted by Rashid,
M (2010, p.239) include:

1. It can reach a wide audience, over as wide a distance as reception will allow.
2. It is economical for material can be prepared and recorded and used as many times as required. Thus

repeats become cheep and possible.
3. Receiving sets are readily available and reasonably cheap.
4. The best teachers can be used with a very wide coverage.
5. The programmes can be heard inside the home if necessary, thus making them more convenient.
6. With the introduction of transistorized radios, sets are easily transportable.
7. Programmes can be used as complete teaching courses, or can be integrated into face-to-face teaching

courses, or used in conjunction with distance education courses.

2.1 Disadvantages of Radio. Kaye, A & Garille, R (1983, p.121) highlighted the disadvantages of Radio
which should be considered by those responsible for planning and administration of programmes. These include:

1. Radio can be impersonal and students listening for long to a voice from a box can lose interest quickly.
2. There and normally be no student feedback which is spontaneous although the use of listening groups and

distance education courses can help to overcome this disadvantage.
3. Radio programmes can provide no visual help and therefore, there is a limitation on the variety of subjects

which can be taught.
4. Radio programme reception can be interrupted thus causing loss of continuity.
5. Lengthy regular radio programmes unsupported in other ways cause difficulties of self discipline amongst

students.
6. Because radio programmes are beamed to a large audience and “anybody” may be listening in, there is

often an initial reluctance on the part of tutors who have had little experience of the medium to commit
themselves to the radio.

3. Types of Programmes. It is useful to distinguish two different types of educational broadcasts. The first
type includes the general interest programme which is beamed out at the general public. These would include news
items and commentaries and programmes which have an entertainment content which is more important than the
actual educational content, e.g. discussions, quizzes, forums. The second type is the educational broadcast of a high
educational content which is beamed at a specific audience. These include schools broadcasts for children and
broadcasts for farmers, school teachers, engineers or any other specific groups. These programmes, while being
mainly for educational purpose may also entertain and should do so for the best effect.

The general interest programmes involve problems of planning, content and evaluation. (Rashid, M, 2010, p.107)
Experience and listeners surveys are two ways in which guide can be found to the most popular types of general
interest programmes. Experimentation with new ideas involves a certain amount of risk which must be carried out if
new forms are to be popularized. Evaluation is difficult since there is generally no feedback and the only guides are
periodic listener surveys which assess popularity of programmes.

Strictly educational broadcasts can be used in all forms of education. As has been suggested, their use in developing
countries is one of the few ways in which any real impact can be made on their large scale problem of educational
provision. Educational broadcasts cannot stand on their own. But they can be usefully integrated into distance
education courses and regular class meetings. (Holmberg, 1985, p.113).
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Distance education courses alone are very impersonal and for successful completion require a high degree of self-
discipline. Regular radio broadcasts can inject a more human element and provide a stimulus to regular student
study when built into a distance education instructional system.

In rural areas especially, regular and frequent face-to-face classes are difficult to organize though lack of teachers
and the often thin scatter of students for higher level classes. Regular monthly weekend sessions may be all that can
be programmes realistically. However, educational radio broadcasts can again be used providing continuity through
the long periods when teacher and student cannot meet, with the added advantage of the best radio teachers being
used.Usha Rao (1991, p.863) stated that the use of radio in a novel way of enlivening an educational broadcast has
proved attractive as a teaching method.In developing countries where a low level of education has to be remedied
speedily on a large scale, the use of radio cannot be avoided. With imagination and skilled forethought this medium
of mass communication can be a cornerstone on which all types of large educational programmes can be mounted
and carried successfully through.

4. Listening groups and feedback. Formal educational broadcasts will be beamed at a specific section of the
community. In order to make the teaching more effective and provide a guide to student organization is required.
The formation of listening groups is a way in which students can be brought together. The group can have a properly
qualified teacher to amplify the radio teaching. If such a teacher is not available then a group leader who can
conduct discussion and channel correspondence between the broadcasting agency and the students could be
obtained.

Listening groups provide a number of elements which are often essential to making the best use of broadcast
programme:

 they make possible the use of communal radio sets where such sets are not available to all
students;

 they enhance and provide an extra self-disciplinary aid to students studying privately and
individually. The group meeting can itself encourage student application from its social nature;

 they encourage the exchange of ideas on the teaching content between students and provide
opportunities for face-to-face teaching if there is a teacher available. Difficulties can be cleared up
easily and the subject or topic of the broadcast developed further within the group.

More important, they provide a way of evaluating the broadcasted courses from the feedback from individual
students and teachers or group leaders. General comments sent in, questionnaires and problem-answer papers
submitted will allow the radio teacher to know how successful he is, and indicate ways in which he can improve his
performance. A national structure of viewing groups will provide guidance to national response and provide
organizational framework through which teaching materials can be distributed, new programmes advertised and
written work marked and assessed.

5. Radio in Pakistan. The Allama Iqbal Open University was established in 1974 with the objective of
imparting education and training to masses at large alongwith its other media. Radio and television is also used in
teaching learning process.

There are 31 broadcasting houses established by the Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation with a variety of types of
transmitters. i.e. medium wave, short wave and FM. The numbers of transmitters installed are 33, 8 and 21
respectively.  Radio programmes are broadcast in national and 21 regional languages. The services for foreign
students are also provided in 16 foreign languages. The radio programmes for different classes are being broadcast
for Pakistani students living abroad. Pakistan Radio Broadcast net-work is very enormous and covers nearly 98 % of
population. It spread over 80 percent areas of Pakistan. FM radio service was started in 2002. Now only 8 FM
stations are providing 101 services.

The university gave priority to supplement the textual material with radio and television programmes. For this
purpose radio and TV equipment were up-graded with the help of JICA assistance in 1996. It was the grant aid
project costing Rs. 280.842 million. Further in June 2005-06 AIOU collaborated with the Embassy of USA Public
Affairs Section, as a result of an agreement produced 120 programmes of English for middle and secondary school’
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students through Worlds Space satellite digital project. The total value of the project was US $41,026 equivalent to
Pak Rs. 2.439 million.

In 2006 JICA assisted AIOU to enhance the educational facilities; an assistance of 480.00 million was given as an
aid for installation of digital TV studio, digital radio studios and non-linear existing suits (AIOU, 2012, p.195).

This installation certainly helped in broadcasting radio programmes for supplement to courses of printed material to
of middle, secondary, higher secondary and even at graduate level. Radio further helps in admission, examination,
and academic update and re-address students queries and problems.

The FM radio channel was used by the University for its Courses Transmission from the transmitters of Pakistan
Broadcasting Corporation. The broadcast time for each course is of 15 minutes duration. The enormously increased
in students’ enrollment compelled the university to increase the course related broadcast which was not possible
through PBC during its limited time. The university took a decision to establish own FM channel. Now-a-days it is
working successfully and FM transmission can be listened, live on internet also.

For other regions of the country, web based radio broadcasting option for networking the FM transmission as
www.aiou.edu.pk is available. Media support Radio and TV programmes are reflected in the following figure.

Source: Vice-Chancellor’s Annual Report (2012, p.159)
6. Conclusion. Radio is economically attractive for instructional purposes for several reasons. First radio
transmission the cost of education provided in a classroom setting. Second, radio instruction is non rival. Once
listener’s use of radio does not limit the instruction of another. This is in contrast to a classroom situation where the
number of people, able to participate in instruction, some-time, they may be limited by the total classroom space
available. Thirdly, in a country with a large area characterized by geographic features which isolate a portion of the
populace, or in countries with a widely dispersed population, it is sometimes not feasible to provide formal
schooling in rural areas. The benefits of providing a formal educational system simply do not outweigh the
enormous costs.

Finally, in some subsistence economics, rural families are either unwilling or unable to send their children to school,
especially where this involves time apart from normal work activities. Radio provides a compromise solution which
doe not require the rural family to fore-go time in the field. There are the potential benefits of radio as viewed from
the perspective of those concerned with the costs of providing education to rural persons. They fail to take into
account, the effectiveness of radio when the individual is solely responsible for his or her own education.

On the whole Radio broadcast programmes cover 98% population of Pakistan. It is beneficial for scattered
population and for remote areas. Radio is an easy access for most of the people and is economical because material
can be prepared, recorded and used as many times as required.
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ABSTRACT. Software Quality Measurement is a term to quantify that how much a
system or software can fulfill the requirements and desired characteristics. We can
check it to apply quantitative and qualitative research or can also apply both at the
same time. The paper shows two types of measurement theories; these are discussed
just to show that how to measure the quality of software. This measurement is based
on the representation. These theories lead to develop a powerful tool which is used
to measure values and operations. Here three types of assumptions also discussed in
the paper.
Keywords:SOFTWARE QUALITY, MEASUREMENT,QUANTITATIVE, QUALITATIVE,
MEASUREMENT THEORIES, ASSUMPTIONS, STATISTICAL APPROACHES, PREDICTION.

1. Introduction. When there is need to define software engineering in Business context,[7] software quality
must be measured into two notions. Functional quality and structural quality.

Software Quality can define into two different but almost related ways in the context of Software
Engineering,[6] which defined in the point of business. These two ways are functional point of view and
structural point of view.  Software functional quality is based on functional requirements and specifications
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of software. If these are measured and gathered through a proper process and criteria then the functional point
of view is covered. Any software quality is basically depends heavily on the functional requirements[2]. In the
case of structural quality means how well the nonfunctional requirements are achieved and delivered. This
phase to gather and specify the nonfunctional requirements in a qualitative format is most critical part of any
software development. It means nonfunctional requirements are more critical than the functional
requirements[3]. To achieve the maximum quality of any type of software, it needs to develop a matured
system. There are two reasons are involved in measuring the quality of a software. These are risk management
and cost management. in risk management if functional and nonfunctional requirements are not gathered in a
quality format then it leads towards increment in system failure. These failures are occurred before and after
the delivery of the system which also annoyed the user.  This risk also leads towards cost increment and in
this situation handling the cost management becomes more critical.

The assumption one is refers that in software quality measurement the related persons should be involved
nearly the same experimental relational system.

The second is the standard of measurement should be widely accepted for software quality.
Although not any system can be exactly same with that standard or measurement scale.

The third one is any complex system can be subdivided into less complex system or sub modules and then the
whole complex one would be solved or measured by the help of less complex modules.

Maturity of science depends on the measuring tools uses to measure the quality of any system or software
scientifically. This measuring maturity is mandatory to measure the quality due to two reasons that shows in
FIG 1.

1.1. Risk Management: software errors are due to human faults[9]. This may be poor interface and
programming error. An example of a programming error is wrong logic etc. Requirements gathering phase is
also one of the most important phase.

1.2. Cost Management: nonfunctional requirements are as important as functional because application with
good structural software quality always costs less. It also provides batter approach to maintain and is ease of
understanding.
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2. Brief Introduction to Measurement Theory:In statistical analysis, a measure on a set is a organized way
to assign a number to each suitable division of that set, naturally interpreted as its volume. In this logic, a
measure is a simplification of the concepts of extent, area, and degree.
In mathematical analysis applied mathematics has a branch called measurement theory uses to analysis of data
but as discussed earlier that measurement results are not exactly same according to expectations and
measurement scale [8]. So if any conclusion needed to be drawn of attribute being measured, compromise
needed between attribute and measurement. This theory helps us to keep away from meaningless statements.

3. Measurement Scales:Special scales of measurement are use having standard properties[10]. These
properties can distinguish these scales to one another. Some commonly discussed properties are.

3.1. Identity: On the scale every value has a unique meaning identity and have no inherently relationship to
the attribute or variable to which that value assigned.

3.2. Magnitude: On the measurement scale every value has a relationship to other values. That relation can b
in any order, like some values are larger than others and some are smaller.

3.4. Equal Intervals: On the scale, units are equal to one another. This means that the difference between 1
and 2 is equal to the difference between 19 and 20.

3.5. A minimum value of zero:_ It must be ensure that on scale minimum value or starting value must be
zero. With the context of quality checking all the modules should be test at same level with minium and
maximum variations.

4.Preconditions for the Measurement of Software Quality Testing of software can be done at any stage. It
is actually a process of validating and verifying the quality of any product in terms of computer science and
other fields of life. etc., any manufacturing product [1].  It is also applicable at raw level of any product.
Here we discuss three types of measurements on the bases of how we define software quality. Continuous
measurement, anticipated measurement, Requirement wise measurement[4]. It is a sensitive issue to
implement software testing with all constraints of quality even at initial stage. it is the main reason of defects
and errors that turns into major causes at time of delivery and are difficult to catch during testing. Moreover
non-functional magnitude of product’s quality is highly measurable and cannot be overlooked at any stage.
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5. Theory of Measurement and Quality Definitions Some software quality definitions discussed here:
Quality is the main attribute of any product whom which no compromise could be made. In quality
measurement three factors play lead role. These factors actually complete the definition of quality. Time,
Cost, Performance. These are the major causes or factors due to which the quality can be accessed and fail
too. Performance is the sensitive issue it is actually the reason of any product to be in market and business.
While achieving the quality time and cost can be replace with each other for best performance. User
satisfaction can be achieve when time, cost and performance are applied with best combination on any
product specifically in software industry where end user does not know his or her exact demands, functional
and non-functional requirements, business practices technically. It is a big challenge to satisfy user according
to his or her requirements in the above scenerio. As we discuss above about risk. Organization must plane risk
management policy with mission and vision statement. To start work on any product risk analysis should be
done according to the risk management policy for achieving goals regarding quality. It also overcome errors
and unexpected behavior.

6. Conclusion and Recommendations. However it is not possible to inaugurate experimental dealings
among all the quality features and quality. The need is to design a better prediction system for measurement
of quality and its related features like end user requirements, that  must not be flouted and all quality lines
should be in control and consistent. Previous study endorses us that it is not needed to develop a broadly used
software quality environment. The focus must be on founding experimental interpersonal schemes and
procedures having more scales of quality measurements connected with the characteristics of software. The
measurement philosophy should practically applicable and in written document in edict to distinguish that
what has to be measure and how to deduce the outcomes.
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Abstract. In a single iteration of Insertion sort, only one element is inserted
to its proper position. In this technique the proper position of the item can be
found using linear search algorithm starting from first element and proceed in
incremental fashion. The linear search can be applied either in incremental fashion
or in reversed order to find the proper position of the element in the sorted part of
the array. So it takes a huge amount of time to search an item when the size of
the array is very large. In the proposed technique, binary search instead of linear
search is used to find the proper place of an item in the array. Binary search is
applicable because the part of the array in which the new element is to be inserted
is in sorted form. Similarly the average case running time is further reduced such
that the new element to be inserted is first compared with last element of sorted
part of the array. If it is greater than the last value of sorted part of the array, no
need to perform binary search because the element is in its proper place. Similarly
if the element of interest is less than last element of sorted part of the array then it
is also compared with the very first element of the array. If it is less than the first
element, then binary search cannot be performed and the element is inserted to
the first position of the array. The proposed algorithm is compared with insertion
sort, binary insertion sort and shell sort. Simulation results show that it is better
than existing techniques.
Keywords: : sorting, searching applications, modified binary search.

1. Introduction. Sorting is very important in many Commercial institution such as Government
organizations, financial institutions, and enterprises. They organize much of this information by
sorting it. In these organizations either the information is accounts to be sorted by number or
name, mail to be sorted by address or zip code, transactions to be sorted by date or time, files to
be sorted by date or name, or whatever else. Sorting has a wide range of applications. First, sorting
provides basis for many algorithms like searching, digital filters, pattern matching etc, in addition
to numerous applications in pattern matching, data communication, data processing and statistics
and database systems have been found [1]. The second important role it plays is in the teaching
programming, data structure and algorithm design and its analysis. Lastly and particularly, it is
one of the demanding dilemma that has been systematically deliberated [1, 6], the performance
is significantly enhanced [7, 10] and measured the lower-bound of complexity has been reached
[1, 2, 11, 12].
Insertion sort [13] is a stable algorithms in which the elements are to be inserted to its proper
position one by one. In this technique, linear search is used to find the proper position of an
element in sorted part of the array. This algorithm takes O(n) time in worst case. In worst case
the shifting of items is done n times and searching also takes O(n) time in worst case. So it takes

1
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a total of O(n2) time in worst case.
The average case and worst case running time can be reduced by eliminating linear search and
introducing binary search for search purposes. In this technique the average case running time
is reduced but the worst case running time is O(nlogn). In this technique if the elements are in
reverse order then searching will take O(logn) time but shifting elements will take O(n) time which
results in overall O(nlogn) time. It is beneficial if the array elements are randomly located.
In the proposed technique, binary search is used to find the proper position of the element in the
sorted part of the array. Before performing binary search, the item of interest is first compared
with the first element of the array; if it is less than first element then it is inserted into first location
of the array with out performing binary search. If it is greater than first element then comparison
with last element of sorted part of the array is performed. If it is greater than last element of
sorted part; then no other computations are required because the element is in its proper place.
The proposed algorithm always sorts the array in less then O(n2) steps, even if the array is in
reverse order. So this algorithm performs fast in both average and worst cases. Simulation results
show that it performs better in all cases compared to existing techniques. The paper is organized as
follows; section 2 describe proposed algorithm, section 3 summarize mathematical and simulation
analysis. And the paper is concluded in section 4.

2. Sort via modified binary search. In this technique, first the number of computational steps
can be reduced by using binary search when the item lies between first and last element of the
sorted part of the array. The search and shift operation can also be avoided when the element of
interest in greater then the last element of the sorted part of the array or less than first element
of the array. The pseudo code of the proposed technique is given in algorithm below.

Algorithm 2.1. Pseudo code of Algorithm

1. ModifiedBinaryInsSort (Array, n)
2. begin procedure
3. for i = 1 to n
4. begin for
5. if (a[i] ≤ a[i-1])
6. begin if
7. if(a[i]≤ a[0])
8. Mid=0;
9. else

10. Mid=BinarySearch(Array, I)
11. Swap A[i] and A[Mid]
12. end if
13. end for
14. end procedure ModifiedBinaryInsSort

In the pseudo code the algorithm iterates for N times where N is the number of elements of the
array.

2.1. Graphical Illustration of the proposed technique. In this section the proposed algo-
rithm and its steps are discussed with the help of an example.
Suppose we have an array as shown in figure 1.

2.1.1. Step 1. No need to apply search and shift because the element at index 2 is greater than
index 1 element. The resultant array after step 1 is shown in figure 2.

2.1.2. step 2. compare index three elements to index 2 so its proper place would be index1 to index
2. Compare it with first index element; since its less than 5 so it will be inserted at position 1.
no need for binary search because the element proper place is known. Just shift the elements and
insert 3 into index 1.So the resultent array is shown in figure 3.
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Figure 1. Graphical dipiction of the given array

Figure 2. Graphical dipiction of array after first iteration

Figure 3. Graphical dipiction of array after second iteration

Figure 4. Graphical dipiction of array after third iteration

2.1.3. Step 3. Compare element at index 4 to element with index 3. Index 3 element is greater.
Now compare it to index 1. Index 1 element is also greater so no need to search. Just shift elements
and insert element at index 4 to index 1. The resultant array is shown in figure 4.

2.1.4. Step 4. Compare index 5 elements to index 4; it is less than index 4 element so compare
it with index 1 element; it is greater then index 1 element. The element lies between index1 and
index 5 so apply binary search. After shifting and insertion the resultant array is shown in figure
5.

2.1.5. Step 5. Compare index 6 elements to index 5; it is less than index 5 element so compare
it with index 1 element; it is greater then index 1 element. The element lies between index1 and
index 6 so apply binary search. After shifting and insertion the resultant array is shown in figure
6.

2.1.6. Step 6. No need to apply search and shift because the element at index 7 is greater than
index 6 element. The resultant array after step 5 is shown in figure 7.
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Figure 5. Graphical dipiction of array after fourth iteration

Figure 6. Graphical dipiction of array after fifth iteration

Figure 7. Graphical dipiction of array after sixth iteration

Figure 8. Graphical dipiction of array after last iteration

2.1.7. Step 7. Compare index 8 elements to index 7; it is less than index 7 element so compare
it with index 1 element; it is greater then index 1 element. The element lies between index1 and
index 8 so apply binary search. After shifting and insertion the resultant array is shown in figure
8

3. Mathematical analysis and simulation results. In insertion sort the worst case occurs
when the array is in reverse order. The best case is when the array is already sorted. The proposed
technique takes O(n) time either when the array is in reverse order or it is already sorted. In the
worst case it will take O(nlogn) time. There is no need to perform the search as well as shift
operation if the array is in reverse order as shown in the above section.
The simulation results as shown in Figure 9 demonstrate that the difference between the numbers
of computations is increasing as the size of the input increases. The proposed technique is very
helpful when the number of elements is very large. The number of computational steps will be
dramatically very less when apply to large amount of data as compared to existing techniques such
as insertion sort, binary insertion sort, heap sort and other sorting algorithms.
As shown in Figure 10, the differece of computational steps of proposed tecnique and heap sort

algorithm increases as the number of elements are increased. This show a significant advantage
with large amount of data.
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Figure 9. Comparison of different sorting techniques and proposed Algorithm

Figure 10. Number of computational steps reduced with each input
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4. Conclusion. Sorting is very important for a variety of applications such as databases. In
this paper an efficient algorithm is proposed and the simulation results are compared with other
techniques. The array is sorted using binary search and is further optimized by comparing the
element of interest with first and last element of the sorted part of the array. This result in reducing
the complexity to O(n) when either the array is sorted are in reverse order and will take O(nlogn)
time in worst case.
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ABSTRACT. Traditionally software development has been performed by following a
phased model. This model is called the waterfall (or traditional) model, in which the
software development life cycle is divided into distinct phases i.e. requirements
elicitation, software development, testing, and maintenance, which are followed in a
defined order. The waterfall model creates heavy documentation, and most often
results in huge rework and cost overruns because customer does not get the
visibility of the project until it is very late. As an alternative to the documentation
driven, heavyweight software development processes, many lightweight
methodologies were created by software practitioners, e.g. crystal methodologies,
feature driven development (FDD), scrum, extreme programming (XP) etc. The
lightweight methodologies are called agile methodologies, and the development that
is done following this model is called agile development. The agile methodologies
follow the practices that add value to customers, and accept changes at any time
during the development. From its inception, the agile development has been
observed to be highly successful and it is used in most of the software companies
now. However if a company wants to start using the agile development, then it is
very difficult for that to choose which agile practices or features it should follow,
because there are many practices for agile development, from which the company
must choose which ones it would use. In this work the most important success
factors will be extracted from the agile development practices that are successful in
the software industry (with reference to the software practitioners in Pakistan).
Through literature survey, the candidate factors will be selected, and then a survey
will be conducted (using online survey forms) from the software practitioners of
Pakistan, to find out which agile practices are most commonly used and which ones
are the most successful for what kind of projects? The survey results will be
analyzed using state of the art data mining techniques (e.g. dimension reduction
techniques, clustering and classification techniques, and regression modelling) on
multiple dimensions (extent of usage, extent of benefits) to find out which practices
are most common and most successful among the software practitioners? The most
common and useful success factors/features of agile development will be extracted
on the basis of the obtained results.
Keywords: Agile Development, Data Mining techniques, fuzzy - c mean clustering,
Extreme Programming, Scrum, Feature Driven Development
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1. Introduction. Usually software development has been performed by following a phased model. This
model is called the waterfall (or traditional) model, in which the software development life cycle is divided
into distinct phases i.e. requirements elicitation, software development, testing, and maintenance, which are
followed in a defined order. The waterfall model creates heavy documentation, and most often results in huge
rework and cost overruns because customer does not get the visibility of the project until it is very late. As an
alternative to the documentation driven, heavyweight software development processes, many lightweight
methodologies were created by software practitioners, e.g. crystal methodologies, feature driven development
(FDD), scrum, extreme programming (XP) etc. The lightweight methodologies are called agile methodologies,
and the development that is done following this model is called agile development.

Agile development has been observed to be very successful from its beginning. However there are many
different agile development methodologies and practices which are being used by software development
companies. If a company wants to start using agile development then it must choose which agile practices it
should follow from the many available practices. We know that there are some key factors in any work that
are vital for its success. These factors are known as critical success factors. Hence, we should attempt to find
out which practices are the key success factors or features of agile development, so that a company that wants
to start using agile development, can focus on these features which are vital for the success of agile
development, rather than wasting its time and resources on trying out the less useful practices. Since there are
a large number of agile practices, so we would need to use the data mining techniques to dig out the useful
information from the vast available data. Feature Selection refers to the problem of identifying a subset of
features from a feature set that can be used to create a classification model for a certain task. In this work, the
feature selection for agile development will be done using the data mining techniques. To our knowledge, no
prior work of this kind has been done on agile development practices being used in Pakistan.

1.1. Introduction to Agile Development. The term Agile development was formally defined in 2001 in the
Agile Manifesto, when about seventeen renowned software process practitioners met in ski resort North
America and agreed on a set of principles which are at the core of agile software engineering [1]. Even before
the agile manifesto, the software practitioners were practicing the practices that were mentioned in the agile
manifesto, but these were not well defined. Those practitioners were working separately to create different
lightweight software development techniques but finally they unified their thoughts to come up with a
common set of principles to define agile development, which is known as the Agile Manifesto [1]. At that
time the usual software development was very much focused on control mechanisms and planning. Software
development was not very efficient at that time. It was very time consuming, and most often it produced large
documentations and other artifacts which were never used afterwards. Agile software development aims at
reducing the wasted effort and resources, and focuses on improved communication and business value for
customers and quick response to any changes requested by customers. Many software development
techniques are classified as agile development approaches. The agile development creates software processes
that quickly respond to requirements changes and depend on communication and collaboration (more than the
documentation) for requirements gathering and other processes.  The supporters of agile development
techniques claim that the agile development is the response of software practitioners to the flaws of traditional
software development techniques, but this claim has not been researched thoroughly. More research is needed
to determine various aspects of agile development and its ease of use or negative impacts on software
development processes. The impact of various agile development practices also needs to be researched for
various software domains and its applicability according to organization size.

1.2. Drawbacks of Traditional Development Methodologies. The basic difference in agile and traditional
methodologies is that the agile methodologies accept that the changes in software are inevitable and even vital
for the project’s success. It is critical to react to changes in a timely manner to make a project successful. In
traditional methodologies, the requirements are fixed before the development is started, and changes are
discouraged or denied. The main point in agile methodologies is that the changes can be made at any stage of
development. The founders of the agile manifesto, Jim Highsmith and Martin Fowler stated that it is more
effective to facilitate change than trying to stop it [2]. Jones and Boehm also mentioned that in their careers,
they observed that the requirements change at the rate of 25% or even greater [2][3].
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Standish group [4] conducted a research with 365 respondents, and collected data about 8,380 software
projects from the industry. They observed that only 16% of the projects can be said to be successful, with
on-budget and on time delivery and all the specified features included. About 53% projects were over-time
and over-estimated budget and had less features than originally anticipated while 31 projects were completely
cancelled before being completed. It was also noted during the study that the major causes for a project’s
success are clearly stating the requirements, support from executive management and user involvement with
the development team [4].
The Standish group also made another important observation that almost 45% features of a software are not
used by the users. This encourages the developers to make the code and design as simple and small as
possible, so that only those features are added which are needed by the customers, because most of the coding
and complexity is not in fact required by the users.

2. Introduction to Data Mining Techniques. The technique to find meaningful and useful information (also
called nuggets) in databases is called data mining. There are various algorithms and methods for data mining.
Data mining is usually divided in two categories, descriptive and predictive. The descriptive model is used to
identify patterns in some data, and the predictive model is used to make predictions about the new results
through the analysis of obtained results from previously collected data [5]. The data mining techniques
described below were applied on the features that were obtained through our survey.

2.1. Principal Components Analysis. Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is a technique that can be used
for dimensionality reduction, i.e. if the data has many dimensions and we need to reduce these then this
technique can be used. It is also known as Karhunen-Loeve method (or K-L method). This is one of the most
valuable and popular statistical techniques. Let us assume that the data set that we have, has many data
vectors consisting of n dimensions or attributes, then the PCA creates m-dimensional orthogonal vectors that
show the data in a way that retains the maximum information but reduces the dimensions, because m  n.
Hence the data is then reduced to less dimensions than the original data, but still retains the most significant
information.

The original data is converted in new dimensions through PCA. The new variables are represented as a linear
combination of the old variables, which is shown as follows [5]:

The data can be written as a matrix also, in matrix from, it can be written as Z=BY, where the b parameters
are the loading parameters. The newly obtained axes are made orthogonal to each other by adjusting these, to
maximize the information gain.

The first principal component has the highest variance. For feature transformation, firstly the covariance
matrix U is determined, because directly computing the matrix B is not possible. U can be shown as

After that the Eigen values are calculated for the covariance matrix U. Lastly, we define a linear
transformation from m dimensions to n dimensions (where n<m) [5].
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2.2. Regression Model. Through regression, future outcomes can be predicted based on old data. The power
of relationship among 2 variables may be calculated by using the bivariate model. The linear regression model
has the following general form.

Where y1, y2,… , ym are known as regressors, which are the input variables. is a random number. a0,
a1, …, am are constants that are selected on the basis of statistical methods according to the input sample
values. This model is also called the multiple linear regression model, because there are many variables
involved. This title represents that this model lies in hyper dimensional space. There are certain observed
values that are not in accordance with the expected values, which are known as outliers. Most of the times, the
data is preprocessed to analyze the outlying values and interferences [5, 7].

2.3. Logistic Regression Model. Logistic regression model is used to model the probability of an instance as
a function of linear predictor variables. This model may be defined as follows:

Here means the expected outcome of the response variable, e is natural log base, while T can be
represented as:

Where ρj are coefficients and Xj are predictors for h predictors, while j=1, 2,…, h [7, 8].

2.4. Cluster Analysis. Clustering is the procedure of combining a group of abstract or physical objects in
classes of analogous objects. The classes obtained are known as clusters. The objects in the same cluster can
be considered as one set. Even though classification is also an efficient method to separate classes or groups
of objects, it needs many large training patters which are used by the classifiers to create separate groups from
the data. The large training patterns make the classification process more expensive than clustering. Hence it
is usually considered more effective to create clusters from objects (clustering) rather than partitioning one
large group.

Data clustering is being developed vigorously. There are various areas of research in clustering, including
marketing, biology, machine learning, spatial database technology, statistics, and data mining. Clustering is a
kind of unsupervised learning or learning by observation i.e. clustering does not depend on pre-created classes
and class labeled training examples [6, 9].

2.5. Fuzzy C Mean Clustering. The Fuzzy C Mean clustering algorithm (FCM) is a very famous clustering
technique. FCM is believed to be the most common fuzzy clustering technique. There are several
improvements proposed for the FCM, e.g. FCM based on Cluster Density (FCM-CD) by [10]. The classic
FCM considers the Euclidean distance to determine the similarity of data points that implies similar partition
tendencies for data sets. Another limitation is that the performance of clustering algorithm is greatly
influenced by the cluster density and shape. Lou et al. [10] proposed a distance regulatory factor to fix the
similarity issue, which shows the distribution of cluster data points. This factor is used for distance correction
after applying the traditional FCM [10].

In FCM the objective is to get a fuzzy c-partition for a data set by minimizing an objective function JFCM, as

demonstrated below. (1)
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The constraints on the fuzzy membership degree are as follows

The optimal value of JFCM is obtained by Alternative Optimization method. The Alternative Optimization
method depends upon the cluster prototypes and fuzzy membership degrees.

The fuzzy membership degrees are given by the following equation

The cluster prototypes are given by and the

The distance between data points is calculated as

In the above equation A is a positive definite matrix which is symmetric. In classic FCM, Euclidean
distance is considered as the distance measure. In that case A=I in the above equation [10].

3. Results. The results obtained through the research are described below.
3.1. Candidate Success Factors for Agile Development. There are numerous practices in agile development
that are being used in software development companies. Since our aim is to find out the most important agile
development features (or success factors), we must first identify the candidate success factors through
literature review. Afterwards, we can obtain the success factors from the candidate factors, through a survey.
Hence a thorough literature review was performed, during which many articles were explored to discover the
agile development practices being used in industry. The agile development practices, which are considered as
the potential success factors, were identified and a survey was conducted from the software practitioners in
Pakistan, to identify the features for agile development that are vital for a project’s success.

Figure 1. Clustering Example

Figure 2. Factors that contribute to the success of
agile project
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3.2. Survey Conducted from Software Practitioners. The mentioned agile practices were extracted, and an
online survey questionnaire was made, in which the candidate success factors and practices of agile
development were mentioned. The respondents were asked to rate the mentioned agile development practices
according to how rigorously they applied each of the mentioned practices in their successful agile projects,
and how beneficial did they find those practices? The survey was conducted among the software practitioners
(project managers, software engineers, and quality assurance engineers) from various software houses,
ranging from freelancers to the companies having more than 500 employees. The response received was
overwhelming and numerous completed responses were received.

3.3. Principal Components Analysis. In our survey, the data was collected for about 61 agile development
features/practices. To reduce the dimensionality of data, Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was applied.
Using PCA, the features were mapped on 50 principal components. From the principal components, the
features were found which had the most impact. In this way, the features that had the most control over the
data were obtained. Using PCA, 61 features were reduced to 30 features. The reduced feature set is given
below.

3.4. Multiple Linear Regression. After the application of PCA, the feature set was reduced to 30 features.
Then the multiple linear regression was applied to observe the features which had strong impact on the overall
success of an agile development project. For the regression model, the development features were considered
as independent variables in the model, whereas the overall success of the project was taken as the dependent
variable. The results obtained through the multiple linear regression are shown in the table 2 and table 3.

In the multiple regression model, our criteria for important features is such that the sig. value should be less
than or equal to 5%, and the t value should be greater than or Equal to 2. Among the features that fulfill the
above criteria, the impact of a feature on the overall success (the dependent variable) is determined by the
Beta value for that feature.

 Planning game  Customer involvement  Incremental design
 Efficient and effective

communication
 Preferring working software over

documentation
 Starting each release with

planning and ending with a
review

 Pair programming  Continuous integration  Decide as late as possible
 Customer collaboration  Metaphors  Coding standards
 Simplicity of design  Empowering the project team  Sit together
 Use of tools  Incremental development  User stories
 Project schedule  Negotiated scope  Societal culture
 Control  Team continuity (same members

continue to be on the team for a
project)

 Reflective improvement
(processes are improved
continuously)

 Retrospectives  Customer satisfaction  Agile team culture
 Personal characteristics  Single code base  Daily meeting

Table 1. AGILE development features/practices selection using PCA.

The regression model showed that total 9 features have positive impact on the overall success of the project.
Hence those features are the most important features (or success factors) for agile development projects. The
most important features obtained by the regression model are listed below, in the order of importance. the
importance of each variable below is computed via its beta value and t-test. The overall model testing is
performed using forward selection regression modelling.
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S.S. D.F. M.S.E F-Ratio P-value R Square Adjusted R Square
Regression 147.531 29 5.087 10.053 0.000 0.921 0.829

Residual 12.651 25 0.506

Total 160.182 54

Table 2. ANOVA For Regression Model

Feature Beta t Sig.

Daily meeting 1.3 8.442 0

Personal characteristics 0.85 4.418 0

Empowering the project team 0.506 4 0
Retrospectives 0.487 4.37 0
Efficient and effective communication 0.485 3.63 0.001
Pair programming 0.431 3.367 0.002

Customer collaboration 0.307 2.207 0.037
Agile team culture 0.303 2.812 0.009

Customer involvement 0.247 2.35 0.027
Table 3. Features having the Most Impact on Project Success

3.5. FCM Clustering Analysis. The features that were obtained after applying PCA were used as input for
FCM Clustering. Through FCM, the data was clustered in 10 clusters. For each cluster, the difference
(distance squared) was calculated for each attribute with cluster centers. In this way, the features were
obtained that had the least distance with the cluster centers. The features that have least distance with the
cluster centers are considered as important features.  The features that were obtained as significant through
the FCM are shown below in table 4. The features that are found to be significant according to PCA and FCM
are shown in table 5.

Rank (FCM) Feature
1 Personal characteristics
2 Societal culture
3 User Stories
4 Incremental design
5 Continuous integration
6 Planning game
7 Project schedule
8 Negotiated scope
9 Empowering the project team
10 Simplicity of design

Table 4. Significant Features According to FCM

Serial # Feature
FCM
Rank PCA Rank

1 Personal characteristics 1 1
2 Continuous integration 2 7
3 Planning game 3 6
4 Empowering the project team 9 2
5 Simplicity of design 10 8
Table 5. Significant Features According to FCM and PCA

4. Conclusion. We aimed to identify the agile development techniques that play the most vital role for the
success of an agile development project, so that those agile development practices can be used by the
organizations or practitioners who want to adapt to agile development. That work was needed because there is
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a lack of empirical evidence on the most successful agile development practices in the industry. To begin with,
various agile development practices were identified by literature review of already published articles on agile
development. Afterwards, a survey was conducted that targeted agile development practitioners, to obtain the
agile development practices that have most widely been used in the software industry. We observed various
agile development features or practices that have been practiced in the software development industry
(especially in Pakistan). Then we explored various data mining techniques. We used several data mining
techniques, including Principal Components Analysis (PCA), Multiple Regression Analysis, Cluster Analysis
and FCM Clustering. We applied those data mining techniques on the survey results, to obtain the most
important agile development features/practices. The selected agile development features are mentioned below.

1. Daily meeting 4. Retrospectives 7. Customer collaboration

2. Personal characteristics 5. Efficient and effective communication 8. Agile team culture

3. Empowering the project team 6. Pair programming 9. Customer involvement

In addition to the above practices, the following practices were also found to be important for the success
of an agile development project.

1. Continuous integration 2. Planning game 3. Simplicity of design
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ABSTRACT. Objectives: a) To examine how the community monitoring system works
in a NGO. b) To examine how community responds to the mechanism of community
system in reproductive health projects.
Study Design: Mixed-methods (quantitative and qualitative) study.
Place and Duration of Study: HANDS, a non-governmental organization (NGO) in
Pakistan is using such method to make communities an integral part of its projects.
Reproductive health projects of HANDS were selected for the study. This study was
conducted from 1st November to 31st December, 2013 in District Malir, Karachi,
Sindh, Pakistan where the NGO is running its projects.
Methodology: Data was collected from 300 (n=300) out of 500 participants. The list
of beneficiaries was given by HANDS. Selection of 300 participants was made
through simple random sampling. In this way 60% of the population was covered in
the study. Data was collected by using a survey questionnaire. In-depth interviews
(IDIs) were also conducted. SPSS software was used for tabulation, graphical
presentation and multi-linear regression.
Results: The evidence is found that community monitoring is an effective approach
that increases citizens’ participation. NGO is making efforts for the purpose but still
there is need to enhance the role of community in conducting the monitoring
activities. Community capacity building need was strongly felt.
Conclusion: The research study adds value for extending clarity on the subject to
adapt community monitoring as an effective way to involve community in NGOs’
projects.
Keywords: Community Monitoring, NGO, HANDS, Reproductive health and
Pakistan.

1. Introduction. Classical sociologists mention community as ‘people who live together geographically (i.e.
city, village or town), who are interconnected, interdependent and follow the same values and traditions’
(Roni, 2009). NGOs are playing a vital role to build self-reliant communities through capacity building and
human development initiatives. NGOs have emerged as a third sector after the public and corporate sectors
addressing the community development needs (Ruhul, 2009). NGOs are known as the key players of social
change or community development (Candland, 2000).

The notion of community participation is gaining considerable attention as an operative approach in
community development which boosts community involvement (Craig & Mayo, 2004). Atkinson and Willis
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(2005) state community involvement as “combined influence of a community’s commitment, resources and
skills that can be deployed to build community strengths and address community problems and potential
opportunities”. It is essential to understand the appropriate concept of community participation and
empowerment in NGOs sector to comprehend the idea of pursuing the process of their involvement (Vercseg,
2010).

Community monitoring is one of the components of community participation process by which community
members supervise and monitor project activities in their areas on their own and make effective decisions for
better project implementation (Barreto et al., 2006).  Although it is quite difficult task to involve community
members in the monitoring process as it is a kind of technical job but NGOs use this way of working for the
sake of empowering communities (Dave, 2010).

This paper discusses the role of community in the monitoring process of reproductive health projects of an
NGO i.e. the entire process of community monitoring, community’s part in monitoring, NGOs’ role to involve
community members in its monitoring procedures and the effects of this monitoring process. In this research
study community is considered as key respondents.

Enlightenment of term Community In literature the definition of community is not limited to people
living together in the same place (Claire et al., 2008; Paul & Ilona, 2010).  ‘The concept of community
concerns a particularly constituted set of social relationships based on some attributes which the participants
have in common’ (Marshall, 2009). The term of community became identified with that smaller, more
intimate locality and the types of relationships among people (Exmoron, 2006; Flo & Anne, 1999; Lee, 2007).

Notion of Community Monitoring The community monitoring is considered as an emerging and an
effective approach in development projects to involve communities and delegate responsibilities in project
activities (Craig & Mayo, 2004). The concept of community monitoring sufficiently fulfils the need for
required information that is comprehensive and authentic in nature (Burger, 2012). Nour (2011), says that
community monitoring reduces cost and mobilizes resources with better target achievement and identifies
communities’ needs through the involvement of communities. Community involvement is not only important
in service delivery projects but has also a significant role in the environment and health related projects
(Dafna & Richard, 2009). In fact the community monitoring approach compliments the community
empowerment process.

Concept of Reproductive Health Reproductive health rights are defined as the right to legal birth control,
safe abortion and access to quality reproductive health care including right to education in order to make
informed and free reproductive choices (WHO, 2007). Reproductive health gives emphasis on maternal and
child health issues, hence reproductive health rights are now taken as basic human rights (WHO, 2007).

State of Reproductive health in Pakistan Pakistan is located in south Asia and falls in the category of
developing countries and has a  population of more than 180 million (Pakistan, 2012). Pakistan is currently
undergoing demographic dividend with over 64% of its population consisting of young people (WFP, 2013).
The present health services denies the young people from acquiring practical knowledge and skills they need
to protect themselves and their partners form STIs, pregnancy, unsafe abortion or child birth, or sexual abuse
or violence (WFP, 2013). Some 29 out of 1000 Pakistani women of reproductive age seek to terminate their
pregnancies and that an estimated 890,000 abortions were occurring in Pakistan annually (Population Council,
2004).

Role of NGOs in Pakistan Role of NGOs in Pakistan remained positive in raising awareness about the
human and legal right, women empowerment, provision of services; health, education, poverty alleviation,
emergency, rehabilitation and human development role (Salim, Sadruddin, & Zakus, 2011). NGOs have edge
and ability to implement successful projects in most rural areas where the government has difficulties but
these organizations are working there (ADB, 1999).
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Brief Introduction of HANDS Health And Nutrition Development Society (HANDS) is a registered, tax
exempted, PCP1 Certified and European Union accredited Not-for-Profit registered organization working since
1979 with key programs in human and institutional development2, health, education, poverty alleviation, water
supply, sanitation, sexual and reprodutive health and infrastructure development (Ahmed T., 2012).
HANDS is working all over the county through its development project interventions (Ahmed S. T., 2013).
HANDS is one of the largest NGOs of Pakistian working to improve sexual and reproductive health in the
country. Mother and child health is the core program of the organization.

2. METHODOLOGY
Objectives of the study
Following were the objectives of the study:

 To examine how the community monitoring system works in NGO.
 To examine how community responds to the mechanism of community system in reproductive health

projects.

Methods HANDS is implementing several projects in different sectors i.e. reproductive health, education,
poverty alleviation and community capacity building. However the reproductive health projects were selected
for the purpose of this study. HANDS is running four projects on reproductive health. Data was collected
from 300 (n=300) out of 500 participants. The list of beneficiaries was provided by HANDS. Selection of 300
participants was made through simple random sampling. In this way 60% of the population was covered in
the study. Majority of the respondents were adults (ages 20 – 55). In-depth interviews (IDIs) were conducted
to obtain the qualitative data. A survey questionnaire was used. This study was conducted in District Malir
Karachi where the NGO is running its projects.

The questionnaire had four components: 1) Personal information of the respondents, 2) Role of NGO to
involve community for project monitoring, 3) Role of Community Monitoring Committee (CMC) and, 4)
Impact of Community Monitoring System. The total number of questions was 39.

3.RESULTS Table. 1 below shows the gender analysis, 132 (44%) females and 168 (56%) males participated
in this study.

Table 1.  Genders Analysis of community members/ respondents

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid Female 132 44.0 44.0 44.0

Male 168 56.0 56.0 100.0

Total 300 100.0 100.0

Age Distribution of participants
Table 2 below demonstrates the age brackets and the percentage of respondents in those age groups. It shows
that the highest number (29%) of respondents fall in age bracket of 26-30 years.

1 PCP, (Pakistan Center for Philanthropy) was established by government of Pakistan to certify and monitor the civil society
organizations in the country.
2 Human and Institutional development is a training and development department of HANDS. Institute of Community Development is
one of the projects of HID (Profile 2012).
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Table 2.  Age distribution of respondents

Role of NGO to involve community for project monitoring

Figure 1.  NGO’s role to involve community for project monitoring

Figure 1 above  illustrates that 87% of participants said NGO shared project goal with them, 76% of
respondents mentioned they have knowledge on project indicators, 90% of community members responded
project agreement was made with community, 76% of respondents reported clear role and responsibilities are
distributed, 95% of participants confirmed community monitoring system exists and works in NGO projects.
Furthermore, 65% of community members understood trainings are conducted on community monitoring, 95%
said project committee is formed, 85% participants mentioned that they are called for meeting with donors at
the time of their visit, 94% respondents said they discuss project activities, give suggestions and ideas and 80%
community members assured NGO shares project progress.

Age Frequency Percentage

20 – 25 49 16%

26 – 30 87 29%

31 – 35 63 21%

36 – 40 56 19%

41 – 45 41 14%

46 – above 04 01%

Total 300 100%
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Role of Community Monitoring Committee (CMC)

Figure 2.  Role of Community Monitoring Committee (CMC)

Figure 2 above shows 54% of respondents said that Community Monitoring Committee (CMC) members
visits health facility on weekly basis, 65% of participants assured CMC meets with staff on regular basis, 59%
of community members confirmed CMC reviews clients complaints and 54% of respondents thought CMC
takes actions against complaints they receive. Moreover, 67% of participants of the study ensured CMC meets
with facility clients and ask about the facilities, 78% of respondents stated CMC records clients concerns, 48%
of community members indicated CMC gives directions to staff where they felt need, 55% of participants CMC
review services are need based, 87% of respondents assured CMC makes joint plans with NGO and 91% of
community members said CMC makes meeting minutes but 63% of participants mentioned that these meeting
minutes are shared with them.

Impact of Community Monitoring System

Figure 3.  Impact of Community Monitoring System

Figure 3 above depicts 82% of community members thought NGO considers Community as partner, 91% of
respondents assured community consider NGO as partner, 86% of participants ensured community supports
NGO in its work and 76% of community member assumed community owns NGO’s projects. In addition, 53%
of respondents assumed community shares resources, 69% of participants said community supports other
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communities in the locality, 58% of respondents believed community trust on NGO, 71% of community
members confirmed cooperation increased after the placement of community monitoring system and 68% of
participants supposed CM system works while activating community to resolve their problems.

Multi-linear Regression Table 3 below provides the R and R square value 0.798 and 0.637 respectively. The
result shows that the R value is almost 80%. The effect size, as estimated by adjusted R2 is 0.637 (64%). This,
following Cohen’s classification, is an over large.

Table 3.  Model Summary

R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate

.637 .627 .761

ANOVA Table 4 below is showing value of F, which is 67.978 with significance p value is 0.000, which is less
than 0.05. It represents high goodness of fit for the model with degree of freedom of 5.

Table 4.  ANOVAb

Model Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression 196.795 5 39.359 67.978 .000a

Residual 112.325 194 .579

Total 309.120 199

Coefficient Table 5 below illustrates all beta value for independent and dependent variables.

Table 5.  Coefficientsa

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients

Standardized

Coefficients

t Sig.B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant) -1.446 .439 -3.294 .001

Community has trust on NGO .229 .112 .141 2.047 .002

Community monitoring system

is placed in NGO
.220 .114 .119 1.927 .055
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NGO considers community as

partner
.130 .118 .066 1.094 .275

Community is aware about

project goal
.527 .055 .521 9.637 .000

NGO trains community

members on project monitoring
.189 .097 .116 1.950 .003

a. Dependent Variable: Community  owns the NGO's project activities

The result shows that few variables significantly contribute to the model: like ‘community has trust on NGO’:
0.002, ‘community is aware about project goal’: 0.000 and ‘NGO trains community members on project
monitoring’: 0.003. The p. value is less than 0.05 that reflects significance of independent variables with the
dependent variable. The variables ‘community monitoring system is placed in NGO’: 0.55 and ‘NGO consider
community as a partner’: 0.275 seem insignificant with the dependent variable.

4. Discussion. The study attempted to explore how community monitoring system works in an NGO’s project.
Study explored that NGO is playing positive role to involve community for project monitoring in its
reproductive health projects. Majority of the community members were aware of the goal of the project and
the project indicators are shared with them for proper monitoring. The NGO signs a partnership agreement (i.e.
MoU) with community representative group before initiating any activity. This reflects NGO is considering
community as its partner in development. NGO conducts training programs for community to conduct
monitoring activities smoothly and has set monthly forums where community and NGO personal meet. The
meeting minutes are made but there is need to share those properly with the attendees.

NGO formed a Community Monitoring Committee (CMC) that plays key role to conduct monitoring
activities in the projects. The committee meets with staff, health clients and donors. NGO allows the
committee to share ideas, give suggestions, discuss feedback and share the concerns. Regularity in monitoring
activities and compliance to the community complains seemed lacking. The study found that the CMC does
not give proper directions to the staff.

Positive impact of the placement of the community monitoring system was seen clearly. Community members
felt that NGO considers them as its partner and same thought was sensed from community side. Such kind
of reciprocal approach synergizes NGO’s work. The resource sharing is seriously lacking. When the
community owns the projects then it should share their resource in cash and kind.

5. Conclusion. Community monitoring system encourages community members to become the integral part
of project with NGO. The leadership of the HANDS is convinced that the community should be on steward
position and should take lead. To make community as an essential partner, the NGO discourages partial
participation of the community in its projects. There is also a need to convince community to share resources
as well which is the sprit behind participatory development. A sense of cooperation was found among the
community members.

The study found that after the placement of community monitoring system the cooperation and community
participation has increased. Community member are taking extra interest and are very happy to attend the
NGO’s meetings and social events. Need for capacity building was felt so trainings should be organized to
empower the community.
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Communication skills should also be addressed to enable community members how to present things
effectively when interacting with clients, NGO staff or donors. Training on project management and
fundraising is suggested strongly because when the NGO winds up its activities the community thereafter can
carry on such activities. The paper advocates that community monitoring could be one of the community
empowerment approaches.
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ABSTRACT. Learning objects are reusable units of learning that are used for
educational purpose. E-learning has now become quite prevalent in learning
community, more specifically in the higher education. Teachers and learners play
crucial role in the establishment of e-learning community but the system is still not
freed of the traditional barriers of the conventional mode of education for the
provision of learning contents. The educators and instructional designers are still
working on confined repositories for the purpose of authoring learning objects. The
learner’s context and behavioral patterns are still not properly integrated in the e-
learning system .The study aims to propose architecture for e-learners to get
personalized contents in an adaptive fashion. The initial purpose of this study is to
perform a quantitative analysis of learning content. The study also contributes to
the proper placement of Learning Objects Repository (L.O.R) in the proposed
framework and the integration of various tools at the front layer. However the most
important contribution of the research is to propose an algorithm that can rank
LOs for a learner with reference to his pedagogical needs and learning goals.
Keywords: LO; LOR; LOM; RS; TEL; E-learning; E-user; VSM; DB; ICT; TEL

1. Introduction. E-learning provides information and communication technologies (ICT) in education using
various tools. However the system still has some reservations in the digitalization process especially when it
comes to content development and delivery. The e-learning systems just like their conventional counterpart use
confined content repositories. The bulk of content available on open web is still not properly accessible and
reusable .A lot of institutional, governmental and industrial boards stepped in to propose recommendations and
guidelines to ensure interoperability of digital content. Some known terminologies related to learning content
which are of keen interest to researchers are discussed in the subsequent paragraph.
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The learning object (LO) can be defined as any learning entity for the purpose of education [1] ,should be openly
available, reusable and interoperable. LOs are tagged or annotated using various metadata standards in order to
specify their syntax and semantics [2] which enables the cataloguing and searching of LOs. Learning objects
metadata (LOM) such as IEEE-LOM , IMS,Dublin Core (mentioned in table 1) describes the LOs and exchange
schema between them.  The practice of storing XML encoded LOs in LOM-based repositories known as Learning
Objects Repository (LOR) has been widely adopted by the e-learning community. LOR is like a digital library that
enables e-content to be shared, managed and reusable. LORs provide means of sharing, indexing and retrieving
instructional resources with no limit on the storage capacity, therefore adds to the continuous progress of e-content.
Thus each LO should represent individuality of a pedagogically significant learning concept. In order to make it
meaningful in terms of reusability, interoperability and granularity, a serious effort is still needed to add qualitative
measures to the bulk of e-content.

One of the drawbacks of LORs is the inability to return most relevant LOs that best suits the contextual need of the
learner. Just like search engines, most of them have high recall. A system that is so vital for learning should have
high precision and relevancy as important factors. Selectivity of best LOs to a learner is a tedious task even after the
development of LORs. Therefore there is a serious need to work on a mechanism that suggests the e-user best LOs ,
thus saving the laborious task of searching and selection of LOs. Recommendation system (RS) are software tools
that provides personalization of items to be suggested to a user according to his interest[10]. However RS in e-
learning is different from a typical one in that the items that are of interest to the learner may not be pedagogically
relevant for him. Therefore RS in e-learning must incorporate the evaluation mechanism, relevance metrics [4] and
individual learners’ characteristics. The contribution of this proposal is to improve personalization of e-content
according to the learner’s model and teacher’s context in an adaptive manner that best suits to pedagogical needs of
the learner and helps in achieving learning objectives as set by the teacher. The proposed architecture of the system
consists of three major components that are executed sequentially. The first component will perform the selection of
LOs from LOR. At the initial level, a third party LOR can be used, which will later on be developed as standalone
repository as the part of the system. Such a LOR can be populated with LOs using automatic tag recommendation
methods as it can be seen in software information sites [5]. The second major component will definitely be the RS
which shall be retrieving LOs based on the weights added to them [6]. The front part is of course the interface which
is responsible for providing the learner’s model to the system, on the basis of what all the decisions pertaining to
recommendation are taken.

2. Methodology. The focus of the research is evaluating the LOs for the purpose of recommending most useful and
relevant LOs to the learner. One can find various learning object quality indicators in the literature [7] but the aim of
this research is to measure quality of LOs dynamically. A context-dependent ranking algorithm shall be the solution
to proactively recommend highly relevant LOs to the learner. The procedure shall be based on vector-space model
(VSM) for the information retrieval [8].

2.1. Learning Objects Selection from LOR. At this level, the core functionalities of any existing LOR from the
market [11] can be used to extend the architecture. This module can however be replaced by building a LOM based
repository that uses automatic tagging of LOs from the open web. These tags can be used as the substitute for
explicit keywords database used for searching LOs. However, the scope of the research for now is to just integrate
an existing repository including its metadata and resources.

The aim of this module is to find the initial set of LOs from LOR based on keywords. A keywords database is
constructed and maintained in the system as a part of manual process. Based on the keywords, LOs are retrieved
from LOR which is just like a simple search based on keyword query. The retrieval of LOs at this level shall be used
at the next module for the filtration process.

2.2. Learning Objects Filtration. The pre-selected LOs are passed to the recommendation engine that is
responsible for providing advanced search for tuning the initial result set. This module uses ranking algorithm to
personalize relevant LOs to the learner. Here it is important to make some distinction between ranking and
relevance. Ranking is basically ordering the LOs but it will be more meaningful if based on relevance metrics [12]
that underlies the contextual impact of LOs on learners.
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2.2.1. Dynamic Weight Calculation. At this level, an algorithm shall be used to score the LOs at its individuality
and as weighted union figure. The core functionality of this module is to weigh the LOs dynamically in an adaptive
fashion. The proposed technique makes use of various relevance metrics [12] and metadata information to assign
dynamic weights to both local and global LOs with respect to the LOR.

2.2.2. Calculating Similarity between Los. The resulting weights become input for LOs similarity calculation
process. This module will calculate vectors to find the angle between the weighted documents and selects those
which have closest proximity with the keywords vector. A number of mathematical ranking algorithms are to be
compared at this level so as to provide one best that enhances the ranking functionality of the system. The similar
LOs are stored in a temporal similar objects database (DB).

Figure 1: Calculating Similarity between Los

No RS can be functional without incorporating the rating and feedback mechanism. Therefore learners’ ratings are
also inputted to the temporal DB. Both the weighted documents and the learners rating inside the DB will eventually
recommend the top-N LOs that are exceeding a threshold, to the learner.

2.2.3. Learners’ Model. This module will consist of all parameters associated with the learner. It includes learners’
profile attributes, browsing patterns, learning behavior, spatial and ICT (information and communication
technology) information and most importantly the assessment factors. All this information is inputed to the second
component for weighing and ordering LOs. The overall framework can be depicted as shown in the figure 2 below

Figure 2: Overall Framework

3. Findings :A comprehensive survey of current LOM standards [13] and LORs [14] is conducted so as to get in-
depth knowledge of how LOs are indexed, stored and then retrieved. A list of famous LOM standards and
specifications is given below in table 1. Similarly the famous LORs as the result of these findings are listed in table
2.During these findings, it has been found that very few RS in e-learning are existing so this area still requires lot
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of research However the primary knowledge of existing RS in social media and how they work is essential to
propose one for technical enhanced learning (TEL). A number of information retrieval algorithms are studied for
the quantitative analysis of LOs that matches the learner’s context. After the quantification, the qualitative analysis
of LOs is mandatory so as to recommend best suited LOs according to learner’s model. For the time being,VSM is
incorporated for the purpose of proposing a ranking algorithm to add qualitative measures to the result set.

Table 1. E-Learning Standards Initiatives

Acronyms Titles
AICC Aviation Industry CBT (computer-based

training) Committee
IMS GLC IMS Global Learning Consortium

ADL/SCORM Advanced Distributed Learning ADL
DCMI Dublin Core Metadata Initiative

Cancore Canadian Core Learning Resource
EDNA Education Network Australia

GEM Gateway to Educational Materials
IEEE LTSC IEEE Learning Technology Standards

Committee ()
IEEE-LOM IEEE 1484.12.1-2002 Learning Object Metadata

standard
MVU Michigan Virtual University (MVU) standards

MASIE Making Sense of Learning Specifications and
Standards

ESS Eduworks Standards Site

CETIS Centre for Educational Technology,
Interoperability and Standards

EML Ecological Metadata Language (EML)

(CELSTEC) Centre for Learning Sciences and Technologies

Table 2. List of Famous LOR’s

Acronyms Titles
ARIADNE Alliance of Remote Instructional Authoring and

Distribution Networks for Europe

SMETE Science Mathematics Engineering Technology
Education

MERLOT Multimedia Educational Resources for Learning
and Online Teaching

HEAL Health Education Assets Library

EdnA Education Network Australia

iLumina

Learn-Alberta

CAREO Campus Alberta repository of educational
objects

LGR Lydia Global Repository
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3. Conclusions The study proposes a ranking algorithm to select most suitable LOs that meets the information needs
of a learner.The proposed architecture draws attention towards the usefulness and quality LOs and how to make
them interoperable under the e-learning. This research idea will further leads to learning objects economy and lot of
effort is needed to study various retrieval models to be implemented inside the recommender module of the system.
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ABSTRACT Diseases are still the main cause of reduction of yield in
tomato crops in Pakistan. Early blight and fruit rot of tomatoes are the most
important diseases caused by Alternaria solani. These diseases are
responsible to cause tremendous yield loss in tomato crops in District
Mansehra, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan. This research was initiated to
isolate the causal agents of early blight and fruit rot of tomatoes and to
determine the efficacy of commonly available fungicides against them. Five
fungicides Helonil (Chlorothalonil), Copper Oxychloride, Antracol, Ridomil
gold and Desomil platinum were evaluated in vitro against radial growth of
Alternaria solani at six different concentrations. The results showed that
Chlorothalonil has better effectiveness as compared to others followed by
clipper and Antracol. The most effective dose of Helonil (Chlorothalonil)
was recorded as 400 ppm with inhibition of (82.85%) followed by clipper
(64.70%) at 500 ppm and Antracol (46.66%) at 1000 ppm. Least inhibition
was observed in Ridomil (7.74%) and Desomil (8.57%) with concentration
of 300 ppm.

Introduction More than 800 million people in developing countries have insufficient food supply and at least 10-
15% of agriculture products are lost due to plant diseases (Strange and Scott, 2005). Plant diseases are caused by
biotic and abiotic factors, genetic disorders and living infectious agents including various pathogens such as fungi,
bacteria, viruses, viroids, phytoplasmas, nematodes, parasitic plants, and protozoan’s (Agrios, 2005). As compared
to other plant pathogens, phytopathogenic fungi are the most prominent parasitic organisms and can be the source of
serious diseases and important yield losses in crops (Gonzalez-Fernandez and Jorrin-Novo, 2011). They are the most
damaging and destructive parasites causing huge loss to plant yield. There are 20,000 species of fungal plant
pathogens and about 85% of plant diseases are caused by them (Ong, 2011; Cooper, 2007).

Tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum Mill.) is one of the most important vegetable crops in the world. It is considered
as an important cash and industrial crop in many parts of the world (Babalola et al., 2010). Pakistan produced 560,
700 tons tomatoes in 2008-9.  During 2008-09 total area under cultivation were 53, 400 hectares. Per hectare yield
of tomatoes has been counted 10.84 tons which is very low due to several production constraints including diseases
(Agric Stat, 2008-09). Early blight of Tomato caused by Alternaria solani became the most destructive all over the
world and caused yield losses up to 80 % (Singh, 1985, Mathur and shekhawat, 1986, Chandravanshi et al., 1994).

The disease of early blight was first recorded in 1882 in New Jersey, USA (Bose and Som, 1986). The fungus
introduces many unwanted symptoms in tomato plants. The appearance of these symptoms depends on plant part,
various stages of plant and fruit development.  Usually symptoms of early blight appear on fruit, stem and foliage of
tomatoes.  These symptoms include early blight of leaves, stem blight and leaf spot on leaves, foot rot and collar rot
on young plant stem, black rot and hard rot on fruit, and fruit drop of fruit and petioles and blossom blight on the
calyx. In fruit rot foliar decay is very destructive phase which damages the fruits completely (Hawamdeh and
Shabir, 2001). Leaf spot symptoms are characteristic for early blight Kemmitt (2002) reported that early symptoms
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on leaves become visible as small, 1-2 mm black or brown lesions. The lesions may pull out and are often
surrounded by a chlorotic zone.  Lesions of 10 mm have dark concentric ring so-called “bull eye”. In the absence of
fungicides treatment, disease incidence was about 30% in susceptible varieties (Sherf and Mecnab, 1986).

Hawamdeh and Shabir (2001) evaluated seven fungicides against Alternaria solani through poison food techniques
and reported that Dithane M-45 is the most effective fungicide at 1000 ppm. Haggag and Farghaly (2007) evaluated
two fungicides, metalaxyl (Ridomil plus 50% WP) at concentrations of 12.5, 25, 50 and 75 ppm and chloropyrifos-
methyl (Reldan 50% EC) at concentrations of 25, 50, 100 and 125 ppm alone or in mixture against A. solani in vitro
and reported that the mycelial growth was reduced by Chlorpyrifos-methyl followed by the two pesticides mixture
and than metalaxyl, respectively. Issiakhem and Bouznad (2010) reported that difenoconazole had a better
effectiveness in vitro than Chlorothalonil in inhibition of mycellial growth and conidial germination of Alternaria
solani and A. alternata. Meta et al., (2005) tested three fungicides copper Oxychloride at 0.25%, Bavisin
[carbendzim] at 0.1% and Dithane M-45 [mancozeb] at 0.25% on tomato early blight (A. solani) and maximum
radial mycelial growth inhibition was observed under Dithane M-45 treatment (89.98%), followed by carbendazim
(85.61%) and copper oxychloride (83.62%). Parvez et al., (2003) listed five fungicides Banko (chlorothalonil) 500
Sc, Score (difenoconazole) 250 EC, Acrobat M2 90/600 WP, metalaxyl+Mancozeb 72 WP and Ridomil Gold
(Mancozeb+metalaxyl) 68 WP against early blight and late blight. All the fungicides much reduced disease severity
comparing to control.

District Mansehra, KP, Pakistan is famous for the cultivation of various kinds of vegetables. However, fungal
diseases are one of the main thorns which reduce crop yield in quality as well as in quantity. The use of fungicides in
agricultural crops is a cheapest practice and their use has made it feasible to enhance crop yields and food
production. During the preliminary survey conducted for present study, it has been observed that most farmers used
locally available fungicides; even then the diseases could not be controlled properly. The efficacy of fungicide is not
a constant phenomenon; because it is influenced by many biological and environmental factors that directly
influence the metabolic activities of fungal cells. Sometimes critical concentrations are not usually effective for a
long time, as the fungus can be adapted on molecules of the fungicide therefore, In vitro tests are very important to
measure and rank the fungitoxicity of fungicides against a particular pathogen. In vitro evaluations of fungicides
offer useful preface information regarding its efficacy against a pathogen in a shortest period of time and therefore,
provide guideline for further field testing in future. The suitable concentrations recommended after in vitro
evaluation should be utilized.

Material And Methods Diseased specimens of early blight and tomato rot were collected from tomato growing
areas of Mansehra District, Pakistan. The infected tissues of leaves and fruits showing typical symptoms of early
blight and fruit rot were cut in to small pieces of 1-2 mm size. These pieces were surface sterilized with 70 % ethyl
alcohol solution for 60 seconds, rinsed thrice with sterile distilled water, blotted dry and incubated at 28 °C on
potato dextrose agar medium for 7 days. When the colony growth appeared, it was transferred to another plate
containing sterilized media through cork borer. The culture thus obtained was further purified by hyphal tip method
and Single-spore Sub-culture Techniques (Haggag et al., 2007: Leslie and Summerell, 2006). The conidial
morphology of the pathogens were studied and identified as Alternaria solani after consulting the authentic methods
(Singh, 1987; David, 1991; Ellis, 1971).

Poison food technique (PFT) was used to test different concentrations (100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 1000 ppm) of the
fungicides Helonil (Chlorothalonil), Copper Oxychloride, Antracol, Ridomil gold and Desomil platinum against
Alternaria solani and A. alternata respectively.

Fungicidal suspensions of different concentrations were prepared in six flasks by dissolving requisite quantities of
each fungicide in warm media at 50 °C before pouring and shacked well. For this purpose 1 gram of fungicide was
dissolved in 10 ml of distilled water for stock solution then 10 micro liter of fungicidal suspension was added to
100ml of media to form 100ppm concentration. In the same way 20, 30, 40, 50, and100 micro liters were added to
100 ml media to form 200ppm, 300ppm, 400ppm, 500ppm, and 1000ppm concentrations respectively. Each flask
containing media without fungicides was used for control purpose in further processing.

About 20 ml of sterilized medium was poured in each 9 cm sterilized petridish. After solidification, the plates were
inoculated by placing 5 mm discs of 10 days old cultures of fungal isolates. The mycelium disk was taken by cork
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borer. Three replicated plates were used for each concentration of all fungicides. Three replicated PDA plates
received no fungicides and served as control. Colony growth was measured (mm) in two directions from the back
side perpendicular to each other, taking the value of growth as the mean of two measures. Percent inhibition of
radial growth was computed based on colony diameter on control plate using the following formula of Nene and
Thapliyal (1993):

% Inhibition = C-T x 100
C

Where,

C= Colony Growth (mm) of control plate

Y= Colony Growth (mm) of fungicide treated plate

Data were analyzed by using MSTAT- C program as described by Khan et al, (2007).

Results And Discussion Alternaria solani was isolated from infected leaves and fruit rot of tomato plants (Fig 1) by
standard tissue isolation techniques. The leaves of infected plants showing typical early blight symptoms while the
fruits were contaminated with circular concentric rings.

The taxonomic and morphological studies were made to confirm the pathogen and following micro and macro
observations were made. The morphology of spores under microscope revealed that the spores were singly straight
or slightly flexuous oblong or muriform or ellipsoidal tapering to beak, pale or olivaceous brown, with 8-10
transverse and 0-4 longitudinal septa. The beaks were found flexuous, pale and sometime segmented (Fig 1). The
morphological feature of the isolated fungal strain coincides with the characteristic of Alternaria solani (Ellis and
Martin, Jones and Grout, 1971).Thus the pathogen causing early blight of tomato and fruit rot has been identified as
A. solani as described by Common Wealth Mycological institute, Kew, Surrey, England (Ellis, 1971). A set of pure
culture of A. solani (Fig 1) was also sent to PMAS Arid Agriculture University Rawalpindi for further confirmation
and it was confirmed that the species is A. solani.

The results of in vitro evaluation of fungicides against A. solani showed that there was a significant difference
among fungicides in inhibiting the growth of A. solani (Table 1). Helonil (Chlorothalonil) was observed as superior
fungicide at all concentrations over other treatments.  The most effective dose of Helonil (Chlorothalonil) was
recorded at 400 ppm with inhibition of (82.85%) followed by clipper (64.70%) at 500 ppm and  Antracol (46.66%)
at 1000 ppm. Least inhibition was observed in Ridomil (7.74%) and Desomil (8.57%) with concentration of 300
ppm.

All the fungicides showed variable response in inhibiting the colony growth of the phytopathogen according to their
nature and specificity at different concentrations. In District Mansehra mostly farmers use the commonly available
fungicides Ridomil gold, Desomil platinum and Antracol as the traders recommend these for broad spectrum.
However, our finding shows that these fungicides are least effective against selected pathogens in District Mansehra.
The variation in the action of fungicides with reference to concentration and fungal strain indicated that none of the
fungicide is uniformly effective with a single concentration. According to our finding the traders must recommend
chlorothalonil because of its effectiveness against early blight and fruit rot.

The above results are congruent with the finding of Hawamdeh and Shabir (2011). Braithwaite et al., (1996)
recommended that chlorothalonil was the best fungicides against Alternaria species in vivo. Rehman et al. (2011)
evaluated Chlorothalonil against B. theobromae in vitro and reported that it is the second most effective fungicide
after Carbendazim showing colony diameter of 1.59 cm at 100 ppm. Ashoka (2005) also listed chlorothalonil among
the most effective fungicides. The current effective concentration should be checked in field for further
confirmation. The present investigation will be very useful for the local growers in controlling different fungal
diseases.
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Fig. 1. A. Symptoms of early blight on tomato leaves, B. fruit rot of tomato, C. Spores of A. solani in LM, D.
pure culture of A. solani

Table. 1. Radial colony Growth along with %inhibition of Alternaria solani with fungicides

Concentration

(ppm)

Fungicides

Helonil

(Chlorothalonil)

Clipper

(Copper
Oxychloride)

Antracol

( Proponib)

Ridomile Desomil

Radial
growth

(mm)*

Inhibitio
n

(%)

Radia
l
growt
h

(mm)

Inhibitio
n

(%)

Radial
growth

(mm)

Inhibit
ion

(%)

Radial
growth

(mm)

Inhibit
ion

(%)

Radial
growth

(mm)

Inhibitio
n

(%)

100 17.67 b 74.75 55.00
b

19.11 39.67 b 20.66 39.67 b 7.74 55.50 d 20.71

A

B

C

D
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200 14.33 c 80.00 48.33
c

29.41 37.67 c 24.66 38.00 c 11.62 56.67 d 19.04

300 13.00 d 81.42 40.00
d

41.17 34.67 d 30.66 39.67 b 7.74 64.00 b 8.57

400 12.00 d 82.85 42.00
d

38.23 34.67 d 30.66 35.67 d 17.04 59.67 c 14.75

500 12.50 d 82.14 24.00
e

64.70 29.67 e 40.66 34.77 e 19.13 60.33 c 13.81

1000 18.33 b 74.28 25.00
e

63.23 26.67 f 46.66 34.33 e 20.16 57.33 d 18.1

Control

(Untreated)

70.00 0.00 68.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 43.00 0.00 70 0.00

LSD (P=0.05) 1.233 3.351 1.372 0.9175 1.933

*Mean values followed by different letters in the same column are significantly different from one another at 0.05
level of significance

Fig. 2. Inhibitory effects of different fungicides on radial growth of A. solani in vitro.

A

C

B

D

E
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A. Helonil (chlorothalonil) against A. solani, B. Clipper (copper oxychloride) against A. solani , C. Antracol against
A. solani , D. Ridomil against A. solani, E. Desomil against A. solani
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ABSTRACT. For decades, the companies are making their business decisions based
on the structured data stored in relational databases but now the trend is to mine the
unstructured data such as web-logs, social media, email, images and graphics for
useful information. There is a need to formulate a unified data mining theory (UDMT)
to address the fundamental question of discovery of knowledge from the big data.  It is
a fact that data mining is not a single step process and knowledge discovery is the
result of successive processes; therefore, we have to unify different data mining tasks.
In the proposed UDMT the knowledge is extracted from the given data through the
unification of the data mining processes; clustering, classification and visualization. In
this paper we try to prove the relevancy of the UDMT for the big data.

Keywords: - Unified Data Mining Theory (UDMT), Big Data, MAS, UDMP

1. Introduction. Big data is an exponential growth, availability and use of data both in structured and unstructured
way which can serve as the basis for innovation. According to IDC, it is important that the organizations and IT
professionals must focus on the ever-increasing volume, variety, variability, complexity and speed of information that
forms the big data. According to Gartner, “The velocity and speed means how fast the data is being produced and how
fast the data must be processed to meet the demands”. As per Gartner’s assessment, the term big data is relative and it
applies whenever an organization’s ability to handle, store and analyze data exceeds its current capacity. According to
Scott Zucker of Family Dollar, “Small data is gone. Data is just going to get bigger and bigger and bigger, and
people just have to think differently about how they manage it”. We are now in the era of big data, It is not an issue
that we have large amount of data, the issue is that how to use it to make the best decisions. Now days many tools and
technologies are available to collect and store big data [1-7].

The following are the usages of the big data:

i. Analyze to determine optimal prices for the profit.
ii. Mine customer data for insights that drive new strategies for customer acquisition, retention, campaign

optimization and next best offers.
iii. Quickly identification of customers who matter the most.
iv. Analysis of data from social media to detect new market trends and changes in demand.
v. Determine root causes of failures, issues and defects by investigating user sessions, network logs and machine

sensors [1-7].

There are many challenges to handle the big data. We enumerate some of them.

i. What if the data volume gets so large and varied?
ii. How to deal with the big data?

iii. Do we store all our data?
iv. Do we analyze it all?
v. How we can find out which datapoints are really important?

vi. How we can use it to get the best advantage [1-7]?

The focus of this study is on the question how we can use the big data to obtain its best advantages and to find the vital
datapoints which play significant role in the discovery of knowledge. According to Dan Briody, “Most businesses
have made slow progress in extracting value from big data. And some companies attempt to use traditional data
management practices on big data, only to learn that the old rules no longer apply”. The following technologies can
be used to process and make available the big data:

THE RELEVANCY OF A UNIFIED DATA MINING
THEORY (UDMT) FOR THE BIG DATA

DOST MUHAMMAD KHAN1, NAWAZ MOHAMUDALLY2
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i. Faster processors.
ii. Parallel processing, clustering, virtualization and many more.
iii. Cloud computing [1-7].

After the extensive study it is concluded that these tools and technologies can easily handle the big and large datasets
but are inefficient to discover the knowledge. The discovery of the knowledge from a dataset big, medium or small is a
multi-step process where the output of one process must be the input of other processes; therefore, a unified theoretical
framework for data mining which unifies data mining processes such as clustering, classification and visualization is
required. Hence a unified data mining theory is required [9-15].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we present a Unified Data Mining Theory (UDMT), section
3 is about a Unified Data Mining Server (UDM Server), section 4 is about Methodology and results are discussed in
section 5 and finally the conclusion is drawn in section 6.

2. A Unified Data Mining Theory (UDMT). The proposed UDMT is given below:

Step 1: Create (appropriate) partitions of the dataset.
Step 2: Create the clusters of each partition. This step is also called the clustering. The clustering is a technique of
dividing a dataset into different groups. The goal of clustering is to find groups that are very different from each other
and whose members are very similar to each other.
Step 3: Construct the ‘decision rules’ (in the form of if-then statements) of each clusters. This step is also referred as
the classification. The classification is a technique of placing an object into group based on common properties among
the objects.
Step 4: Plot the 2D or 3D graphs of each rule or classifier. This step is also known as visualization. The visualization is
a process of presenting data in a special and easy to understandable form. It is also a relationship within the data which
is not evident from the raw data.

Finally, after the interpretation and evaluation of 2D graphs, the ‘knowledge’ is extracted. The foundation of the
proposed UDMT is that without clustering there is no classification, without classification there is no visualization and
hence without visualization there is no ‘knowledge’. The ‘knowledge’ can only be produced through the unified
process of clustering, classification and visualization [9-15].

Proposition: Our proposition is: ‘Knowledge’ is an intersection of clustering, classification and visualization. More
precisely we can say that ‘Knowledge’ can only be extracted from the given dataset after clustering, classification and
visualization processes of data mining as it is given in eq. (1).

Clustering Classification Visualization = Knowledge (1)

Another way to write is given in eq. (2)

A B C = K (2)

Where A is clustering, B is classification, C is visualization and K is knowledge.

Proof: The “Implies ()” which is actually BABA  . The truth table is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Truth Table

Case
#

A B C K

1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 1 1
3 0 1 0 0
4 0 1 1 1
5 1 0 0 1
6 1 0 1 1
7 1 1 0 0
8 1 1 1 1

Explanation of Table 1: The output is high only if visualization is high in case 2, which is against the proposition. The
output is high in cases 4, 5 and 6 either classification and visualization are high, only clustering is high or clustering
and visualization are high, again it is against the proposition. The proposition is correct in cases 1, 3, 7 and 8. It is
clear from these results that “Implies ()” does not hold in the case of the proposed unified data mining processes.
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This is true in only one case when all A, B and C are 1. If the “Implies ()” fails then it is not possible to prove the
proposed UDMT using the set theory.

Therefore, we apply the mathematical functions approach for the proposed unified data mining processes. In [16] the
proposed theory is discussed and is illustrated with different data mining algorithms and datasets. Furthermore, in [17-
18] different unified data mining theories and their techniques are discussed.

In summary we can say that the proposed unified data mining theory is: small, simple and structured i.e. first step is
clustering followed by classification and visualization respectively where the output of one step is an input of the next
step. In other words, it is a single comprehensive framework which contains all the data mining tasks. It is simple, easy
and the extraction of knowledge is straightforward and provides knowledge directly in the form of 2D graphs. It is
flexible to add new data mining tasks.

2.1 The Limitations of the UDMT. In this section we will highlight some of the limitations of the proposed UDMT.

1. Scalability. The scalability is measured in terms of number of attributes, number classes and sample size in a
dataset. The scalability of UDMT is discussed: the first step is to create the all possible partitions of the given dataset.
If a dataset has large number of attributes then its number partitions will increase, it is difficult to handle these
partitions. They will take a lot of space and it will also affect the processing of the system. The next step is to create
the clusters of each partition. There are different approaches to optimize the number of clusters of a dataset and
number of clusters will vary with each approach. Again it will increase the number of clusters of the dataset which will
take a lot of space and also effect the processing of the system. Finally, as the number of clusters increases, the number
of 2D graphs will also increase and they will take a lot space. This is called the scalability.

This limitation can be reduced by applying some selection and evaluation criteria on each cluster. Select the useful
clusters and their respect 2D graphs and discard the remaining. In this way we can minimize the issue of scalability of
the proposed UDMT. It is obvious that all created clusters are not useful for knowledge extraction.

2. Sequence of Data Mining Tasks. The sequence of the data mining tasks is: first apply the clustering then the
classification and finally the visualization. The same sequence must be followed; if the order is not conformed then the
theory will not work. This is a sequential way of knowledge extraction.

Remark: It is an important point that there is no limit on the sample size of the given dataset i.e. the UDMT supports
the big datasets.

2.2 Technique used to Minimize the Limitations. We address the above mentioned limitations of the UDMT by
using the Model Selection Criterion, which helps to test that the dataset is rightly fitted for data mining algorithm(s). If
the right dataset (model) is not selected there is risk in deteriorated knowledge or no knowledge at all. The Model
Selection Criterion will set a limit on number of attributes and number of clusters in a dataset, hence we avoids the
above mentioned limitations.

Furthermore, the value of Model Selection Criterion can be applied to select the suitable and appropriate data mining
algorithm for the given dataset by mapping its value with the logarithm value of complexities O of data mining
algorithms.

We develop a unified data mining tool (UDMTool), a Multiagent System (MAS), the tool can also be assimilated to a
unified data mining server (UDM Server). The UDM Server is based on a Unified Data Mining Theory (UDMT) and
all the limitations are properly addressed. The next section is about the UDM Server.

3. A Unified Data Mining Server (UDM Server). A Unified Data Mining Server (UDM Server) is a new and better
next generation solution. It is a unified way of architecting and building software solutions by integrating different
data mining tasks. It can be deployed to find new insights and capitalize on hidden relationships and helps to analyze
the big data. The architecture of the UDM Server is demonstrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The Architecture of the UDM Server

Explanation of the architecture of Figure 1: The dataset of any data type is the required input. The model selection
criterion AIC is applied to determine the fitness of the dataset and the value of AIC is used to choose the appropriate
data mining algorithm at each data mining process. A unified data mining processes (UDMP) unifies clustering,
classification and visualization and produces the domain of knowledge. Finally, after the interpretation and evaluation
the ‘knowledge’ is selected which is verified by the user. Dataset, Model Selection Criterion, UDMP and Knowledge
are main components of UDM Server [9-15]. We illustrate them more precisely:

Let Dataset D = {Numeric, Multimedia, Text, Categorical}
The Model Selection Criterion S = AIC
The output of S = {Over-fitted, Under-fitted, Best-fitted}
The Unified Data Mining Processes U = {Clustering, Classification, Visualization} [The ‘clustering’ is the first step
followed by the rest of the steps]. Followed by the ‘interpretation’ and extract the ‘knowledge’.
Knowledge K={Accepted, Rejected} [‘Accepted’ means that the required results are according to the business goals
and ‘Rejected’ means that the output is not within the domain of the business goals. The ‘knowledge’ will be verified
by the user, the Server (Model) cannot play any role in this regard]

The UDM Server is tested only on numeric dataset i.e. a data file. The value of AIC the model selection criterion is
computed. If the dataset is under or over-fitted then the dataset requires the cleansing. Only the best-fitted dataset is
accepted as an input [19-20]. The next step is to create the partitions (vertical) of the dataset. Suppose there are ‘n’
attributes in a dataset and we want to create ‘m’ partitions. The formula is given below in eq. (3).

2

1


n
m (3)

Where mn 0 , round the value of ‘m’ and the each partition contains two attributes along with the class or the
target attribute, therefore one is subtracted from ‘n’. The selection of attributes depends on the user. Since the
clustering is a distance based process; therefore, the attributes of a partition must be selected in such a way that they
have an equal impact on the distance computation. In this way we can avoid to obtain the clusters that are dominated
by the attribute of high value. These partitions become the input to UDMP which produces the domain of knowledge.
Finally, the knowledge is extracted which is either accepted or rejected [9-15]. Figure 2 demonstrates the knowledge
extraction process in the UDM Server.
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Figure 2. The Function of the UDM Server

The UDM Server is a Multiagent System (MAS), the agent takes the dataset and computes the value of AIC, other
agent creates the appropriate partitions of the dataset according to eq. (1) and the logarithm value of the complexities
O of data mining algorithms is computed through an agent. Another agent is used to input the partitions of the dataset
to UDMP, which itself is a MAS, where each data mining task is accomplished through the agent [21]. The
appropriate algorithm is selected at each data mining task through the value of AIC of the given dataset, the process is
completed by an agent which maps the value of AIC with the logarithmic value of the complexities O of data mining
algorithms. The ‘knowledge’ is extracted after interpretation and evaluation as a final output. Due to the Model
Selection Criterion AIC, the UDM Server supports up to 23 numbers of parameters and 211 numbers of attributes in a
dataset and there is no limit on the sample size of the dataset, which shows that the UDM Server has a capacity to
handle large and big datasets [9-15]. Table 2 summaries the agents and their functions in UDM Server.

Table 2. Agents and their Functions in UDM Server

Sr. # The Function of Agent
1 Computes the value of AIC
2 Creates the partitions
3 Computes the complexities ‘O’ of Data Mining Algorithms
4 Creates the clusters
5 Creates the rules/classifiers
6 Plots the 2D graphs
7 Maps the value of AIC with Log (O)
8 Provides the partitions as input to UDMP

The future works also known as the enhancement in the UDM Server:
i. Other data types for example categorical, multimedia, text and many more can further be added in the tool.

The type conversion (if required) can be implemented through an intelligent agent.
ii. The horizontal partitions can be implemented using an intelligent agent.

iii. More data mining algorithms can be added in the algorithm’s bank of the tool.
iv. The business goals and the user requirements can separately be written and the extracted ‘knowledge’ can be

compared with these scenarios.
v. An intelligent agent can be used to interpret and evaluate the 2D graph.

Furthermore, the proposed model is compared with the most commonly used data mining suites namely Oracle Data
Mining (ODM) and MS SQL Server and the results reveal that the proposed model performs better [23].
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4. Methodology. A MAS approach is used to implement the architecture of the UDM Server where intelligent agents
are deployed in an autonomous manner to select the right model fitted for any domain or problem and subsequently
conduct each task of the data mining processes within a Multiagent System (MAS) architecture. We identify a metric
that will determine the choice of the best algorithm at each step of the data mining process. The MAS approach has
proven to be useful in designing of a system where the domains require deploying the MAS, even in those systems
which are not distributed. The parallelism, scalability, robustness and simple programming are the most common
characteristics of a Multiagent System which are helpful to speed up the performance and operation of the system.

We also formulate the interpretation and evaluation criteria which help to select ‘knowledge’ from the domain of
knowledge. The Evaluation criteria are:

i. Compute the population of the each cluster.
ii. Calculate the percentage of each parameter in a cluster.
iii. Determine the Minimal Description Length (MDL) value of each cluster. The following steps explain to calculate the

value of MDL.
Step 1: The formula to calculate the maximum likelihood is shown in eq. (4).





n

i
inn xpxxxpxxxlikelihood

1
2121 )|()|,...,,(),...,,|(  (4)

Take the logarithm of this value will give the value of model accuracy which is shown in eq. (5).

)log(likelihoodacyModelAccur  (5)

Step 2: The formula to calculate the model size is )(log nkModelSize  where k, n are the parameter and datapoints

respectively.
Step 3: The MDL is computed by using eq. (6).

acyModelAccurModelSizeMDLScore  (6)

Minimal Description Length (MDL) is also referred as BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion). For the interpretation
and explanation; the decision rules are utilized which are also helpful for the future prediction. The 2D graph(s) of
minimum MDL value is ‘knowledge’ [9-15].

5. Results and Discussion. The dataset DNA was chosen; a medical dataset contains information about DNA. There
are 3 different classes (parameters) of DNA with 181 attributes and 14000 sample size [8]. Number of partitions of
dataset DNA is 90 according to eq. (1) and if we create 3 clusters per partition then there will be 270 graphs. It is
difficult to manage and store 270 graphs; we apply the selection criteria discussed in section 4 and select only the
attributes of minimum MDL. There are different approaches to optimize number of clusters; we are optimizing number
of clusters through the number of parameters in a dataset. Table 3 shows the results obtained from UDM Server for
dataset DNA after applying the proposed selection criteria discussed in section 4.

Table 3. The Results of Dataset DNA

Partitio
n#

Partitio
n’s

Attribu
tes

Clust
er#

Cluster’
s

Populat
ion

Paramete
rs’ %

Cluste
r’s

MDL
Value

1 A1, A2,
Class

1 Class
1=6000
Class

2=5000
Class

3=3000

Class
1=42.8
Class

2=35.7
Class

3=21.4

17.7

2 Class
1=2000
Class

2=7000
Class

3=5000

Class
1=14.3
Class

2=50.0
Class

3=35.7

19.0

3 Class Class 21.3
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1=8000
Class

2=3000
Class

3=3000

1=57.1
Class

2=21.4
Class

3=21.4
2 A25,

A26,
Class

1 Class
1=9000
Class

2=2000
Class

3=3000

Class
1=64.3
Class

2=14.3
Class

3=21.4

19.9

2 Class
1=10000

Class
2=500
Class

3=3500

Class
1=71.4
Class
2=3.6
Class

3=25.0

17.6

3 Class
1=9500
Class

2=1500
Class

3=3000

Class
1=67.8
Class

2=10.7
Class

3=21.4

23.5

3 A89,
A90,
Class

1 Class
1=8500
Class

2=3500
Class

3=2000

Class
1=60.7
Class

2=25.0
Class

3=14.3

13.9

2 Class
1=7500
Class

2=4500
Class

3=2000

Class
1=53.6
Class

2=32.1
Class

3=14.3

15.7

3 Class
1=6500
Class

2=5500
Class

3=2000

Class
1=46.4
Class

2=39.3
Class

3=14.3

18.2

4 A131,
A132,
Class

1 Class
1=5500
Class

2=4500
Class

3=4000

Class
1=39.3
Class

2=32.1
Class

3=28.6

15.3

2 Class
1=9000
Class

2=2000
Class

3=3000

Class
1=64.3
Class

2=14.3
Class

3=21.4

14.9

3 Class
1=2500
Class

2=7500

Class
1=17.8
Class

2=53.6

9.2
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Class
3=4000

Class
3=28.6

5 A171,
A172,
Class

1 Class
1=4000
Class

2=7000
Class

3=3000

Class
1=28.6
Class

2=50.0
Class

3=21.4

14.1

2 Class
1=8500
Class

2=1500
Class

3=4000

Class
1=60.7
Class

2=10.7
Class

3=28.6

16.3

3 Class
1=4500
Class

2=3500
Class

3=6000

Class
1=32.1
Class

2=25.0
Class

3=42.8

14.5

Explanation of Table 3: The population of each partition of the dataset is same i.e. the first cluster of each partition is
less populated then the second cluster. The percentage value of parameter ‘Class 1’ is high in the highly populated
cluster of each partition. The percentage value of parameter ‘Class 2’ is high in the less populated cluster of each
partition and finally, the percentage value of parameter ‘Class 3’ is less in the last cluster of each partition. The value
of MDL of each cluster of the dataset varies. The cluster 1 of partition 1, cluster 2 of partition 2, cluster 1 of partition
3, cluster 4 of partition 4 and cluster 1 of partition 5 is less than the other clusters of these partitions. Therefore, the
attributes A1, A2, A25, A26, A89, A90, A131, A132, A171 and A172 play important and vital role in the extraction of
knowledge from the dataset DNA.

6. Conclusion. In this paper, a unified data mining theory is presented (UDMT) where the data mining processes;
clustering, classification and visualization are unified and the relevancy of UDMT for the big data is discussed. The
limitations of the theory are highlighted. The model selection criterion, AIC is applied to overcome these limitations
which also helps to determine the fitness of the dataset and to select the appropriate data mining algorithm. The
usages, challenges and techniques for the big data are also presented. Based on the UDMT, an automated, a Multiagent
System (MAS) called a UDM Server is developed and tested on a variety of real life big datasets. Although the data
mining tools and suites available in the market can handle the large and big datasets but the knowledge extraction
process is not straightforward even for the experienced users. Of course, one cannot deny the significance of the
statistical information of a dataset but the combination of the above said data mining steps is noteworthy and both are
the determinant factor for knowledge. The proposed UDM Server possesses both characteristics; therefore it is an
ultimate selection for the big data. We conclude that the UDM Server helps to extract knowledge from the big datasets
and the process of knowledge extraction is straightforward and the proposed theory (UDMT) is relevant for big data.

Future Work

i. The architecture of the UDM Server can help to create the Decision Support Systems.
ii. The proposed Framework can further be enhanced to develop a UML like framework for data mining.
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ABSTRACT. The sense of social belonging has often been difficult to resist. It is
almost always the case that we get to be defined by where we prefer to belong on a
social level. There appears to be, however, very little public concern for those who
prefer not to belong anywhere. Individual resistance to social imperatives to fit in a
particular group by the standards of sex, for example, often meets with public
resistance to grant social acceptance. The resulting effect of this is usually equated
with a resolute choice not to belong anywhere—that is to say, to remain unnamed,
uncategorized and undefined. It is for this reason that queerness does not easily
lend itself to definitions. The aim of this study is thus to demonstrate with an
example from literature, namely George as the central character in Christopher
Isherwood’s novel A Single Man, that queerness might as well be read from a
phenomenological perspective in understanding the state of a queer being in
between. Phenomenology has been chosen as the method of investigation into the
way in which George as a homosexual male character can (not) relate to his
environment, since it supplies ways to live an experience of someone ‘out there’
from within, rather than to make an attempt to observe the situation from afar.
Central to the investigation has been a search for an answer to the question of what
it is to be like George, rather than what George is like.

Keywords: Queerness, belonging, phenomenology, gender, sex

1. Introduction. “Where do I belong?” This is the question that calls for an elucidation before an attempt is
made to get at the heart of the matter about social roles that we tend to assume one way or another. It is highly
debatable nowadays whether we choose to take on a select number of social roles appropriate to particular
occasions, or we simply are misled by propagators of dominant discourses into thinking that we have been
what we choose to become. Either way, it is highly evident from studies of recent social phenomena which
have emerged over the last 30 years or so that we are not free from social constructs at all.

This question may actually bring us to the threshold of a new intellectual journey along attempts to
redefine the notion of social belonging. Then the question above is fundamentally transformed into “Do I
actually belong somewhere?” This new question will guide us through the corridors of recent philosophical
enquiries into the nature of social categorizations. Among these enquiries can be included the following: Are
there unquestionable universal criteria that construct manhood, womanhood, girlhood, boyhood, and etc.?
How scientifically reliable is it to make a statement that we are all biologically programmed to play our roles
as males or females? Are social roles rendered static from the very beginning, or are they liable to change
over time? To what extent can we select the kind of identity that we aspire to be our own?
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Thus, it now appears perfectly normal that the sense of belonging somewhere socially can be tested
for its universal validity. It is at this point that the notion of queerness takes on its significance to mean to be
somewhere in between. This in-betweenness as it is usually ascribed to those who tend to qualify themselves
as queers leads to the birth of a state in which queerness is stripped of its descriptive one dimensionality and
gains an expressive performativity instead. Added to this search for personal recognition as a queer—as
someone whose construction of social identity defies cultural definitions of any kind—can be cited a personal
endeavour to redraw the existential map of formative attempts to gain a fundamental sense of self.

Burdened with the sense of belonging to a socially defined category, and hence seeking a sense of
existential liberation from it, George in Christopher Isherwood’s A Single Man (1964) turns out to be the
modern character par excellence. However, it may not be as easy as it is believed to be to discern existential
uneasiness of the kind that is often ascribed to Sartre or Heidegger in authors like Isherwood. George’s
existentialism is not explicitly pictured by his author in his novelistic one-day account of events. It is rather
layered beneath his oscillation between his marginality as a homosexual and his social position as a college
professor—that is to say, his search for the proper way to express his choice of where to belong and where not
to belong. It is actually a question of where he should situate himself as a homosexual.

With all this in mind, this essay can now be considered to be an attempt to look at George from the
phenomenological viewpoint of queer existentialism. Before we move onto the core of our argument, we will
take a look at Isherwood’s own reflections on his own novel, followed by similarities and differences that
exist between the author and his fictional character. Our focus will afterwards be placed upon Judith Butler’s
phenomenological theory of performative acts as constituents of gendered identities. In order to elaborate
upon Butler’s choice of phenomenology as a method of philosophical investigation into the notion of gender,
it will subsequently be followed by an attempt to introduce John Wild’s notes on modern phenomenology as it
has been developed in relation to existentialism. Based on this theoretical background, the particular case of
George as a queer will be treated with special emphasis on his singleness, his poor performance of gender acts
and his sense of belonging to a minority. Following final remarks about his unsuccessful attempt to give
himself a second chance to make a new Jim out of Kenny, his student, this essay is brought to the conclusion
that George has always been somewhere in between, even in his choice of the present, when he discarded the
past and the future altogether.

2. In-depth analysis. It might be of a great help to consult Isherwood in the first place before referring to
others’ opinions about his own novel that he expressed in his 1972 interview with David J. Geherin. We learn
from his interview that Isherwood does not consider himself as a homosexual writer who has written about
homosexuality. He rather considers himself as a writer who has “introduced some homosexual characters”
like George in A Single Man, which is the author’s most favourite novel. In this respect, it would be wrong of
us to label A Single Man as a novel of the post war era about homosexuality alone. It is rather about, as
Isherwood himself explicitly states in his interview, “minority feelings” (152). It is noteworthy at this point to
consider Isherwood’s political leftist stance as well. As David Robb argued, Isherwood sought ways in his
literary endeavours to take the viewpoint of “those living on the fringes of normal existence” (55), and
George can doubtlessly be cited as one of them.

A Single Man appears to be an autobiographical work; however, it isn’t. As Thom Gunn wrote, it is
true that George is similar to his author, Isherwood, in that both were born in England but live in Southern
California, and George works as a professor at a college where Isherwood had recently worked. Additionally,
he is about fifty-eight years old, about the age of his author when A Single Man was written. However, as
Jonathan H. Fryer argues, there is also dissimilarity between how Isherwood’s personal life is structured
around his real-life relations and how he tends to treat “the phenomenon of proper homosexual relations” in
his novels:

Considering Isherwood’s personal life, which has included several longish relationships, including the latest
with the artist Don Bachardy, that has lasted more than twenty years, it is more curious that he does not treat
the phenomenon of proper homosexual relationships in his books. Nearly all homosexual encounters and
couplings in his fiction are brief, animal affairs doomed to failure. The one happy homosexual ‘marriage’ in
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his oeuvre is referred to in A Single Man, but even there George and Jim’s bliss is shattered by Fate with the
latter’s untimely death. (350)

In addition to Fryer’s remarks, Isherwood himself admits to being happy to express in his interview with
Geherin that unlike him, George does not have “spiritual sources” and George’s “predicament” is not the
same as Isherwood’s, because he doesn’t live alone or suffer from the disadvantages that George is exposed to
(153).

Isherwood’s personal experience at California College provided him with a point of departure for
his novel which was originally titled An Englishwoman, in which his focus was initially placed upon a female
friend of his. However, as Isherwood pointed out in his interview with Geherin, his interest afterwards
“progressively” shifted from her to George (151). We might now seek an answer to such a question as to why
Isherwood might have thought of it as being of great significance to situate the professor of his novel at the
centre. Thus, the contextual positioning of George at the centre in A Single Man requires first of all some
theoretical familiarity with such terms as gender, sex and phenomenology. To begin with, it might be a good
idea to seek the definition of gender in Butler’s phenomenological inquiry into the constitution of gender:

Gender is in no way a stable identity or locus of agency from which various acts proceed; rather, it is an
identity tenuously constituted in time—an identity instituted through a stylized repetition of acts. Further,
gender is instituted through the stylization of the body and, hence, must be understood as the mundane way in
which bodily gestures, movements, and enactments of various kinds constitute an illusion of the abiding
gendered self. (519)

Butler’s choice of phenomenological theory of performative acts to read between the lines, as it
were, relies heavily on her search for an explanation of the ordinary way in which social reality comes to be
constructed by social agents through devices like “language, gesture, and all manner of symbolic social sign”
(519). Her performative theory of gender construction is intended to make a point about reiterated
performances of daily acts by someone whose identity is covertly built around one of the existing living styles.
It is “a stylistics of existence,” as Butler cites Foucault’s terminology, that the notion of gender construction
grows into (Foucault qtd. in Butler, 521).

Butler’s emphasis also appears to be placed upon the notion that things in general as we tend to
take them for granted are actually historical phenomena constructed in a particular way over time. In other
words, identities are constructed both horizontally and vertically. The horizontal construction of an identity is
dependent on its spatial dimension, while the vertical one is built upon its temporal dimension. Therefore,
identities can be considered as spatiotemporally intertwined products of a given culture. Gender is similarly
processed along the same line of production. Historical definitions of womanhood versus manhood as they
appear in their social contexts are imbued with cultural signs that help to create what Butler prefers to term
“the cultural survival,” which gender as a project is meant to achieve (522).

Butler’s theory derives its power from Simone de Beauvoir. She is widely known for her argument
that “one is not born, but, rather, becomes a woman” (qtd. in Wittig 1638). Both Beauvoir and Butler a like
seem to point out that the gendered existence materializes in the way in which a sexed body is radically
transformed into a gendered identity through the cultural significance affixed to it. It all starts, in other words,
with the cultural structuring of a sexed body that leads to the birth of a gendered identity. The reproductive
attempts to keep a particular gendered identity alive are construed as gendered acts as they are performed
mundanely over and over again.

In order to get a clearer understanding of Butler’s gender theory of performative acts which relies
heavily on phenomenology, John Wild’s 1960 essay on “Existentialism as a Philosophy” comes readily to our
assistance, since in it he espouses existential phenomenology for a subjective reading of the lived human
experience as it is lived from the inside. Wild describes existential phenomenology as a new mode of
philosophizing that has its origins in a mixture of Husserl’s phenomenology and Kierkegaard’s existentialism.
According to Wild, the aim of a phenomenologist is to grasp worldly phenomena as they are being
experienced by an individual subjectively in his/her own lebenswelt, or life-world, a technical term that Wild
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borrows from German Philosopher Edmund Husserl. Wild further describes a human being as “a network of
intentions or references” which form his/her past, present and future in his/her lebenswelt (48). Wild also
structures the lived existence around its two dimensions: space and the lived body. He makes a differentiation
between “the lived space of our everybody existence” and the objectively measured, geometric space (53). He
defines geometric space as something that has no natural centre and is utterly arbitrary, whereas he tends to
place the body at the centre in lived space:

Geometric space has no natural centre. Any point is like any other, and it is entirely arbitrary which one in
particular is chosen as the centre of a coordinate system. In lived space, my body is the natural centre with
reference to which I establish all external places and directions.  Objective distance, which is measured in
terms of yards and meters and eliminated by mere motion, is not the same as the lived distance which is
measured by care, and eliminated by approach. Thus a friend many miles away may be actually “closer” to
me than a distant acquaintance in the next room. (54)

Wild continues with his notes on modern phenomenology and stresses a fundamental difference
that has been discovered between “the objective body as it is observed from the outside by a detached
spectator, and my body as it is lived from the inside by me as I pursue my projects in the world of which it is
the centre” (54).

With all this theoretical information supplied, a reading of A Single Man from the
phenomenological perspective of queer existentialism can now be initiated. To start with, the opening pages
of Isherwood’s A Single Man is evocative of such a reading: Before Isherwood proceeds to the point of
presenting the reader with George readily as a whole, he introduces the reader to a body whose sex is not yet
revealed to be a he or a she. It is only a body at this preliminary stage that recognizes itself as existing in a
world of its own and at a particular moment which it tends to call now. It does not have a temporal connection
with the past or the future yet. It only recognizes itself as an I who can claim to be here at home. It obeys such
orders as to wash, shave and brush that come from the central control mechanism: the cortex. At this point it
comes to possess an understanding of itself as being named George. George’s existence gains its sexual
dimension as a he only after he gets dressed. He can’t remain naked, because he will need others’ recognition
of his behavioural self as acceptable in the world outside. As hinted at above, George’s identity starts to be
constructed both horizontally (the temporal dimension) and vertically (the spatial dimension) well before he
even knows that he is George. Isherwood appears to be collecting one piece after another to reach a whole,
which is ‘I am now here at home.’ In other words, Isherwood’s construction of identity as a whole that
belongs to George in particular can be taken as verifiable proof that identity is a construct spatiotemporally
situated and there are stages to its construction. It begins with a body which is sexless and subsequently
moves on to the stage where it becomes a sexed body. Most importantly, Isherwood appears to be deploying a
kind of phenomenological reading when he portrays the birth of George into his sexed body.

Isherwood’s novel ends in a similar way. He suggests supposing that George’s body dies the way
that Isherwood pictures it in the final pages of his novel. It is noteworthy that it is not George but his body
whose death is depicted in stages. And it is also remarkable that Isherwood does his own kind of
phenomenological reading of death when he describes the scene of George’s bodily death, just as he had done
at the onset of his novel. He supposes that what causes George to have a heart attack and to die of it is the
atheromatous plague which started to form “slowly, invisibly, with the utmost discretion and without the
slightest hint to those ole fussers in the brain” when George met Jim at The Starboard Side years ago (151).
That is to say, Isherwood supposes a link to exist between the cause of his death and the moment when he met
Jim for the first time. Let us now take a closer look at Isherwood’s longish description of George’s bodily
death and try to see his phenomenology at work:

Here we have this body known as George’s body, asleep on this bed and snoring quite loud.
…
Within this body on the bed, the great pump works on and on, needing no rest.
…
Very well – let us suppose that this is the night, and the hour, and the appointed minute.
Now—
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The body on the bed stirs slightly, perhaps; but it does not cry out, does not wake. It shows no outward sign
of the instant, annihilating shock. Cortex and brain-stem are murdered in the blackout with the speed of an
India strangler. Throttled out of its oxygen, the heart clenches and stops. The lungs go dead, their power-line
cut. All over the body, the arterials contract. Had this blockage not been absolute, had the occlusion occurred
in one of the smaller branches of the artery, the skeleton crew could have dealt with it; they are capable of
engineering miracles. Given time, they could have rigged up bypasses, channelled out new collateral
communications, sealed off the damaged area with a scar. But there is no time at all.
For a few minutes, maybe, life lingers in the tissues of some outlying regions of the body. Then, one by one,
the lights go out and there is total blackness. And if some part of the non-entity we called George has indeed
been absent at this moment of terminal shock, away out there on the deep waters, then it will return to find
itself homeless. For it can associate no longer with what lies here, unsnoring, on the bed. This is now cousin
to the garbage on the back porch. Both will have to be carted away and disposed of, before too long.
(149-152)

Isherwood is like the kind of phenomenologist that Wild tends to describe in his article. The body is stripped
of its sexual dimension, and George is reduced to a non-entity whose bodily existence has terminated. It is for
this reason that the ending of A Single Man can just be taken as an excellent example of a phenomenology of
death—death as experienced and lived out from within—just as Wild tried to explain it in his article.

Now that we have seen the novelist’s phenomenological construction and deconstruction of George,
we may now move on the next step of introducing his three basic personality traits: His singleness, his poor
performance of socially expected gender acts and his view of himself as belonging to a minority.

First, George is single. As the title of the novel suggests, singleness stands out as the foregrounding
feature of Isherwood’s professor character. The moment George faces up to his singleness is when Isherwood
introduces the reader to George’s neighbours early in the novel: The Strunks and the Garfeins. Isherwood
describes George’s neighbours as “co-owners of the American utopia, the kingdom of the good life upon earth
[…] who are none the less ready to purge and starve themselves for generations, in the hopeless hope of
inheriting it” (15). However, George thinks that they appear to be afraid of something—something which
Isherwood attempts to define as follows:

They are afraid of what they know is somewhere in the darkness around them, of what may at any moment
emerge into the undeniable light of their flashlamps, nevermore to be ignored, explained away. The fiend that
won’t fit into their statistics, the gorgon that refuses their plastic surgery, the vampire drinking blood with
tactless uncultured slurps, the bad-smelling beast that doesn’t use their deodorants, the unspeakable that
insists, despite all their shushing, on speaking its name. Among many other kinds of monster, George says,
they are afraid of little me. (15)

There is now no doubt that George is different from them. What causes him to be different from them renders
him alone in his existence as well. It is, surprisingly enough, a reduction of George by his neighbours to a
status of a queer:

Mr Strunk, George supposes, tries to nail him down with a word. Queer, he doubtless growls. But, since this
is after all the year nineteen sixty-two, even he may be expected to add, I don’t give a damn what he does just
as long as he stays away from me. (15)

George’s neighbours appear to be resistant to the idea that a queer like George who has, for
instance, no family in the traditional sense of the word can share their sphere as well. He has no wife, no
children, and no grandchildren. Unlike his neighbours, he does not perform his gender well as he is supposed
to. He only used to have Jim, a male partner, until recently. After he lost Jim in a car accident, George has
begun to experience his loneliness twofold. His lonely position has been further intensified with the addition
of another dimension to his existence, which is namely, singleness after the death of Jim, who supplied
George with a locus that held things together for the maintenance of his existence as a whole.

Second, he performs his gender poorly. Regarding the way in which gender-related acts are
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performed by the characters of A Single Man, Isherwood presents the reader early in his novel with a brief
scene in which members of traditional families like George’s neighbours perform their genders well. Mrs
Strunk performs as both a housewife and a mother, while Mr Strunk performs as businessmen, husbands and
fathers. The boys and girls perform as sons and daughters when at home, as students at school. Each member
of a family acts out his or her gender as appropriate to a particular social occasion. As Butler argues,
performing a gender the wrong way meets with punitive measurements. Identities are constantly changed
from one case to another, compulsorily, as would Adrienne Rich argue in her famous essay on compulsory
heterosexuality. However, changes are kept within the limits of a strictly defined social domain. A woman
would be outcast, for instance, should she perform as father or husband. On the other hand, it is completely a
different case with George, since he refuses to perform as a father or a husband, as he has already done ever
since. He remains unidentifiable by the standards that claim to have a right govern the way sexes are socially
regulated.

Third, he considers himself as belonging to a minority. Socially reduced to the status of a queer,
George feels that there is not a fundamental difference between the Jews and queers like him when both
groups are approached from the perspective of minorities. It is clear from George’s remarks on the distinction
a minority versus a majority that a minority is regarded as a minority when it is socially believed to pose a
threat to the majority. He afterwards advises his students to be frank about their feelings towards those that
they consider belong to the minority (53-54). In other words, he is searching for social recognition as “a dirty
old man” without being discriminated against at the same time (141). He even admits to himself that his
strength lies in his being “crazy,” something which he keeps a secret to himself (147).

George is now fully aware that he is a single member of a queer minority who performs his gender
badly. His performance is poor and below the socially accepted expectations. However, he does not think of
improving his gender performance to meet the expectations. He rather gives himself a further chance and
seeks to find himself once again as “an outsider homosexual” (Wilson 325). When he spends a night with
Kenny, one of his students, he actually does it with a view towards verifying whether or not Kenny could take
the place of Jim and join him in his existence as a queer. The chances are that if it were not for Kenny’s
girlfriend, Lois, it would probably have worked for George and Kenny, because Kenny feels that he has to go
back and form a family union. When, however, Kenny challenges George to dive into the ocean at night, he
feels happy and accepts the challenge, because George thinks for a moment that Kenny might be the new Jim
for him.

For a new relationship of the kind that used to exist between George and Jim once to emerge
between him and Kenny this time, both Kenny and George need to go through a process of purification from
values falsely affixed to them. Their dive into the ocean at midnight thus becomes symbolic of purification:

Intent upon his own rites of purification, George staggers out once more, wide-open-armed, to receive the
stunning baptism of the surf. Giving himself to it utterly, he washes away thought, speech, mood, desire,
whole selves, entire lifetimes; again and again he returns, becoming always cleaner, freer, less. He is
perfectly happy by himself; it’s enough to know that Kenny and he are the sole sharers of the element. The
waves and the night and the noise exist only for their play. (132)

Purification as it is symbolically depicted in this passage invokes Butler’s thoughts about the need
for removal of cultural definitions from everyday life to deconstruct identities to their basic constituents. A
deconstruction of this kind might possibly give him a chance to build his identity anew. George therefore
seeks to find a new Jim in his usual lebenswelt to start his sexual identity afresh. Similarly, he does not seek a
way to retain what has been left of the past; quite the contrary, he is oriented towards finding solace in the
present moment alone. He associates Jim with death because he is in the past; and he further associates the
future with Kenny and the kids he is likely to have when he gets married. George also discards the idea of
forming a new relationship with Kenny because Kenny is not the right person to understand his motives. With
all this in his mind, George makes a decision to cling to the present alone.

As Jill E. Anderson argues, the reason that George chooses not to care about the past and the future
lies in his opposition to “the heteronormative fixation on the future” (55). George perceives the pursuit of
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future dreams as exclusively belonging to a heterosexual system of thought—a point which prompts
Isherwood to comment that George sets himself off from his neighbours and students, for instance, by
discarding the commonly-held future-oriented sense of time. Eventually, he acts in pursuit of attaining his
goal of finding a new Jim only now; however, his lifetime draws nearer to an end, leaving him with fewer
chances to meet with his new Jim.

3. Conclusion. In conclusion, it is now perfectly safe to argue that George’s positioning of himself has been
outside the socially accepted daily life. Instead he has always had his own life-world. And this paper has been
written in an attempt to approach his life-world from a phenomenological perspective. Just as Butler and
Monique Wittig relied heavily on thoughts articulated by Simone de Beauvoir when they conducted their
philosophical investigations to prove that gender is not something that gets affixed naturally to a baby the
moment he or she is born but rather it is developed and acquired over time, Isherwood also introduced George
not as someone who is born but who becomes, step by step, the George who is single and queer. Apart from
his in-betweenness as a queer in his choice of gender acts to perform, George has also been a queer in his
choice to belong only to the present, discarding both the past and the future altogether. However, when his
attempted hold on to the present failed, Isherwood brought his existence to an end, at least, imaginatively.
Whether he died a real death or not, George has been true to himself as a queer by consistently rejecting every
possible imposition upon him of culturally defined values appertaining to the constitution of gender identities.
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ABSTRACT. Poverty has been a key concern since the early days of Pakistan. The
measures taken by the government in addressing the issue can be understood both in
social and economic perspectives. But it is essential to realize poverty in Pakistan,
does not only mean a high unemployment rate and a barrier towards growth.
Perhaps; illiteracy, health concerns, sanitation, crime, terrorism and a weak
infrastructure are the consequences from this quandary. The motivation behind this
study is to understand, how community engagement can be developed in a
framework which addresses rural poverty, by allowing local members to participate
in areas that produce joint and long term benefits.
Keywords: Community Engagement; Health; Literacy; Poverty; Technology.

1. Introduction. Today in the information age, it has become significant for nations to engage in the process

of globalization, which constitutes towards their progress, development and sustainability. The case of
Pakistan in relation to a way forward has been facing setbacks in various capacities. What is important to
learn is, how a society and its individuals play a vital role for a promising future, but Pakistani citizens have
been unfortunate in facing poverty and its facets, particularly in rural areas. Over the period of time, different
surveys and quantitative techniques have been utilized in attaining the exact portion of the population living
below poverty line by local and international institutions. A survey report by Sustainable Policy Development
Institute (SDPI) states 46% of rural population is living below poverty line in Pakistan [1]. What is thought
provoking is every province, region and district has its own concerns of poverty, but the real problems are in
areas of education, water supply, health, sanitation, and livelihood.

According to a report by UNESCO [2], literacy in Pakistan is defined “as a person of 10 plus age is literate if
he/she can read a newspaper and write a simple letter, in any language.” This statement needs to be elaborated
in a social and moral context; the connection between poverty and education is not a new one. A concrete
understanding is simply, due to limited resources in Pakistan for social development, the contemporary
definition of literacy is still far back. Literacy does not only mean to read, write and find employment, but
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rather managing challenges of poverty, that are against societal norms, i.e. crime, depression, drugs, violence
and etc. Being literate also means to have worldly knowledge, in this study’s context possibility for rural
communities to take health precautions and to interpret knowledge for livelihood.

Health concerns relating to management of diseases, modern facilities, availability of doctors and limited
knowledge to rural communities has been a known fact. According to a report by World Health Organization
(WHO) [3], the doctor to population ratio is approximately 1:1000. Poverty is a dimension which leads
citizens in multiple complications, as the public health care system being very poor and the private being
unaffordable. It is simple to interpret many of problems in rural communities that arise in relation to health
are from poor water management, sanitation and limited knowledge on infant care, maternity and etc.

This is a general study and its objective is not to provide in-depth knowledge on prevailing societal problems
in Pakistan. But rather to understand the concept of community engagement, how could it be used for
empowering rural communities in Pakistan for becoming self-sufficient, active and vigilant in solving
domestic challenges.

2. Community Engagement. According to Gottlieb [4], community engagement is a genuine process which

allows members of a community to work cohesively on building relations for addressing real societal
problems. It is initiated by defining goals, getting involved, devising concrete strategies, prioritizing agendas,
implementing them and monitoring progress. What is essential to recognize is that all work is done with the
given resources; the concept enhances partnerships and mobilizes relations at the fullest.

3. How to promote Community Engagement in rural settings of Pakistan? Community Engagement

would not only limit itself within the boundaries of formal structures, example public health offices, schools,
hospitals and etc in Pakistan. It would allow informal networks to develop within a community with the sense
of realization to tackle prevailing problems. It is a vital question, why would individuals’ in particular rural
setting of Pakistan be motivated to work collectively in a group. According to Minkler (1990) [5], if
communities are organized in a meaningful manner and imparted with knowledge, it allows their mindsets to
evolve in a direction of hope; they feel the necessity of change in attitude and finding solutions.

Sense of motivation has been a key in historic times for changing the direction of human behavior. Poverty is
a plague, there are can two ways to manage it, one through government controlled strategies, which have their
own goals and aims. Two, by allowing communities to become self sufficient in understanding problems, they
feel are most important. Far flung rural areas of Pakistan have little assistance in terms of modern education,
health and an infrastructure which offers solutions to clean water and sanitation.

If the concept of shared benefits and outcomes is communicated to members of local communities through
guidance of Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOS), Think Tanks, and Research Centers of Universities
and the members of civil society from urban areas, it would allow progress and initiate dialogue towards
progress. This indeed would have obstacles of its own kind, but educating people can do wonders.

Figure:1 below approaches to peace building by John Paul Ledrach, can be adapted for assisting in
community engagement. The model emphasizes on initiating progress from grass root levels, perhaps in
context of this study the foremost concern of poverty in rural areas is empowering local communities. The
model has been designed in a way that it has concrete influence upon societies which are divided and conflict
driven [6]. The locals are in the best position in understanding their problems of varying levels; they can be
psychological, social, economic or developmental. Once grass root level engagement is attainted, it leads to
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opening doors towards higher various dimensions, both national and international.

Figure 1: Approaches to peacebuilding
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4. Recommendations.

 Following the ideology of collaboration and trust, once shared benefits are known, this would derive
motivation towards working collectively.

 Members of the local community can engage themselves in programmes, which define clear goals of
clean and a healthy environment. And how expenses for health could be ignored, if proper sanitation,
wastage and drainage systems are created.

 The link between poverty and education is quite extensive, meaning how educating children both
males and females would assist in improved lifestyles and better income opportunities. Through
common community benefits, the locals would be able to interpret the long term implications of
education in fighting crime and economic development in their area.

 Promotion of domestic work; meaning to help home based workers contribute towards national
economy. Every province or district has some extravagance to offer in terms of their culture, may it
be clothes, handicrafts, food and etc. There is a gap, where locals are unaware through the use of
technology and how their work may be recognized. If locals are empowered by selecting anyone one
member of their community to act as focal person, they can work constructively in promoting their
heritage.

 Agriculture development, by allowing volunteers from different walks of life to come and impart
knowledge to rural communities about effective and efficient management. Here experts may come
in and provide feasible possibilities for alternate methods for water and managing plagues. The local
community might reach to a consensus by changing their work methods.

 Child development, this shall be understood in defining the future of Pakistan. Parents in rural areas
shall be explained importance of ethics and societal behavior. Volunteers from urban areas or NGOs
must define how positive behavior links to a brighter future. The local community in this way may
become vigilant and starts to manage for the better.

 Women development, this can be understood in two areas, one economic and second health. The
local women in rural areas who work to create traditional handicrafts must be assisted in developing
a direct link with the industry. Second, they should be educated for hygiene, matters related to health
as maternity.

 Technology must be introduced in rural communities as a source of affordability and reliability in
areas of health, education and economic development. These are the key aspects which will address
poverty. As through the use of technology self sufficiency can be introduced by allowing locals to
connect to the world. Such a platform would find volunteers not only in Pakistan, but globally, who
would provide their assistance/services in various areas. The local community would be eager to
engage in finding possibilities at their convenience and understanding the need to collaborate for
mutual benefits.

 Peace Journalism should take on its active role for highlighting initiatives of community
engagement, such a direction would increase national awareness [7].

5. Analysis. Every ideology has its pros and cons. There is no difference with how community engamement

will face challenges in Pakistan’s bureaucratic and political arenas. But the rationalization on the subject,
strictly falls on key actors behavior. It is them, at the grass root levels, who will lead towards social cohesion
with concerte objectives of social capital. Simply, social and economic development in rural areas will be
equally shared.
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6. Conclusion. There is no one perfect explanation of how community engagement may become successful

in Pakistan’s rural context. But there is a gap to recognize, where local communities need to be empowered
for becoming self-sufficient and collaborate amongst all societal members for joint benefits. Weak structures
in areas of health, education and economic development promote poverty in rural areas. Perhaps, this has
existed since the inception of Pakistan, but as a challenge, community engagement can be turned into a
process, where through little financial spending and by imparting knowledge locals can become vigilant and
knowledgeable towards their aspirations. As mentioned in the literature and recommendations, volunteers
who are experts in their fields must join in, as they to face waves of challenges from rural areas. As crime,
terrorism, diseases and illiteracy are rooted in Pakistan, they all can be tackled. Volunteers would be from
NGOs or urban centers, imparting knowledge and methods. But the process of transformation lies in the
hands of locals, who by their engagement and efforts would promote prosperity. The initiation must begin by
educating locals about e-technologies, child development, women issues, agriculture, literacy and sanitation.
Such a process would take its due course, but community engagement has great power for uniting people
towards concrete and achievable goals.
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ABSTRACT In this study; experimental measurement data were performed for
probability analysis. Geogrids are crucial reinforced material for civil
engineering applications such as highway base/subbase reinforcement, railway
ballast reinforcement and retaining walls. In this study, the cumulative
distribution function was formed to estimate the probability of collapse risk of the
highways. Probability density functions were calculated with the help of
lognormal mean and lognormal standard deviation values of highway
displacement points. The cumulative distribution functions were generalized and
the probability of the damage was shown. With the results of this work; damage
possibility can be estimated for any highway reinforced with geogrid which has
same features such as 30x30mm, 40x40mm and 50x50mm etc.
Keywords; highway reinforcement, damage estimation

1. Introduction In Turkey, slope and road embankment stability is very crucial problem. Especially
Embankment settlement and deformations are difficulties frequently encountered on the highways. In recent
years due to the increased amount of traffic, reinforcement of road layers has gain importance. Geogrids are
crucial reinforced material for civil engineering applications such as highway base/subbase reinforcement,
railway ballast reinforcement and retaining walls (Sert and Akpinar, 2010).

Figure 1. Highway settlements and shear deformations observed in Turkey (first one is from D-100 Highway
İstanbul-Ankara Direction , near Abant Intersection)

Thus, there has been an increasing importance on the study of highway deformations and risk assessments have
become one of the necessary issue for loss estimate.

The loss estimation is based on the damage states of the structures and there are several models which can be
used to quantify the damages, characterization of damage state and estimation of losses after the earthquakes
(FEMA 1997, Hamid and Mohamad 2013). Fragility analysis is one of the key component in seismic risk
assessment and more specifically in regional seismic risk assessment (Abo-El-Ezz, Nollet et al. 2013).

In probability theory and statistics, the cumulative distribution function (CDF), describes the probability that a
real-valued random variable “X” with a given probability distribution will be found to have a value less than or
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equal to x (Zwillinger and Kokoska 2010). In the case of a continuous distribution, it gives the area under the
probability density function from minus infinity to “x”. Cumulative distribution functions are also used to
specify the distribution of multivariate random variables (Gentle 2009).

2. Geogrid Reinforcement Geogrids are usually evaluated in civil engineering applications such as roads,
dams, landfills and others. Geogrids are geosynthetic products with apertures that are characterized by a coexist
of transverse and longitudinal ribs. These transverse and longitudinal ribs enable interface shear contributions,
passive, force and geogrid pullout resistance.

Figure 2. Geogrid types used in this study.

Four types of geogrids which are 50 mm x 50 mm, 40 mm x 40 mm, 30 mm x 30 mm square aperture size
geogrids and crosswise aperture size geogrids as can be indicated in Figure 2 were investigated. Table 1 shows
the dimension properties of these geosynthetic materials.

Table 1. Dimensions of geogrids

3. The Test Procedure And Device The pullout test mechanisms were used for determining geogrids’
shear and tensile performance that are in compacted soil. The pullout interaction mechanisms between geogrid
and soil are exclusively complex. Two cases come out of geogrid’s pullout test procedure. The first one,
interface shear resistance that takes place along the longitudinal ribs and the transverse ribs. The second one, the
passive resistance that develops against the front of transverse ribs.

The pullout test apparatus is the first in Turkey with its dimensions. Figure 3 shows picture of pullout test
apparatus that is built at Karadeniz Technical University. The dimensions of the box are 1 m length x 1 m width

Geogrid Aperture Type Aperture width (b)
mm

Aperture length (h)
mm

Rib width (w)
mm

50 mm x 50 mm, Square 50 50 17
40 mm x 40 mm, Square 40 40 15
30 mm x 30 mm, Square 30 30 13

Crosswise 70 82 23
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x 0.80 m height. The pullout test device is constituted of a rigid pullout box that have steel profiles, a vertical
and horizontal pistons, a clamping system, and measurement sensors (pressure gages, strain gages, vertical and
horizantal LVDTs ) and data acquisation system.

Figure 3.1 The Pullout Test Device

In the pullout test, aggregate is spread to the geogrid level in the pullout box. The geogrid is placed in half of the
pullout box. Up to the half of the box subgrade material is put; above the geogrid level, subbase material is
spread. Placed aggregate material are considerably compacted. After compression is made at every level, the
pullout force is applied to geogrid under vertical pressure. 35 kPa vertical pressure is applied in each test. The
pullout force is applied to geogrid under constant test speed which is equal to 5 mm/min.

4. Description Of The Proposed Methodology: It is possible to use linear or nonlinear methods in
seismic analyses of structures. Linear analysis uses the methods of the elastic solution. Inelastic behavior
includes to solution by specific coefficients. Results obtained from elastic analyses are lower realistic than
inelastic analyses (Tekin, Gürbüz et al. 2013). It is need to include inelastic behavior of structural elements for
more realistic results. Nonlinear time history (TH) analysis is the represents the most actual behavior of the
structure. However, developing computer technologies provide easy to carry out it. TH analyses need to long
time period bacause of multi-parameter solution way. Seismic loads are applied to the building directly in TH
method. Earthquake data should be selected carefully. Past studies shows that nonlinear pushover (NSP) analysis
is suitable alternative to TH by correct selection of parameters and assumptions (Saidi and Sozen 1981).

Fragility curve is a useful tool for predicting damage risk of structures with similar characteristics such as
material, height and design code level(Abo-El-Ezz, Nollet et al. 2013). The curves can be formed empirical,
heuristic or analytical based methods(Singhal and Kiremidjian 1996, Porter, Kiremidjian et al. 2001, Rossetto
and Elnashai 2003, Wu, Tesfamariam et al. 2012, Zhang and Hu 2005 ). The principle of the analytical method
which is preferred in this study is to analyze the damage state of highways.

In addition, fragility curves are cumulative distribution functions that probability of reaching or exceeding a
damage state as demand parameters such as story drift ratio(SDR), peak ground acceleration (PGA), spectral
acceleration (Sa) or spectral displacement (Sd) (Serdar Kirçil and Polat 2006, Lignos and Karamanci 2013, Su
and Lee 2013), (Hsieh, Lee et al. 2013, Suppasri, Charvet et al. 2013). It has been widely accepted that spectral
displacement can be closely correlated with seismic damage of structures(Serdar Kirçil and Polat 2006) (Su and
Lee 2013).
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Probability density function of a random variable with lognormal distribution is as follows equation-1:( ) = √ exp− − ( ) , (0 < < +∞) (Eq.1)

In this distribution; is lognormal mean of variable Y and is lognormal standard deviation of variable Y.
ve are associated with ve by equation-2 and equation-3.

= / + 1 (Eq.2)

= + 1 (Eq.3)

Probability of having a specific range of a continuous random variable can be written as equation-4:( < ≤ ) = √ ∫ f(x)dx = ∫ √ exp− − ( )
(Eq.4)

Probability distribution of earthquake damage is assumed to be lognormal distribution. Thus, the analytical
expression of fragility curve for a damage level is written as the follows equation-5

≥ = ( )
(Eq.5)

Pd is probability of damage. Sd is modal displacement. is modal displacement for damage level “i”. is

mean modal displacement for damage level “i”. is lognormal standard deviation of modal displacement

values for damage level “i”. is cumulative distribution function.

Fragility curves can be formed empirical, analytical or heuristic based methods (Singhal and Kiremidjian 1996,
Porter, Kiremidjian et al. 2001, Rossetto and Elnashai 2003, Wu, Tesfamariam et al. 2012, Zhang and Hu 2005 ).
In this study, analytical fragility curves were obtained by experimental shear strain analysis.

Besides analytical fragility curves were obtained by shear strenght values of highways with variable square
aperture size geogrid.

5. Analytical Results: The principle of the analytical method is based on the pullout test analyze. In the
pullout test, aggregate is spread to the geogrid level in the pullout box. The geogrid is placed in half of the
pullout box. Up to the half of the box subgrade material is put; above the geogrid level, subbase material is
spread. Placed aggregate material are considerably compacted. After compression is made at every level, the
pullout force is applied to geogrid under vertical pressure. 35 kPa vertical pressure is applied in each test.

Each procedure was applied for all geogrid types. Totally, 4 shear strength versus displacement graphics were
obtained.  Figure 5.1 shows that shear strength versus displacement graphics of 4 geogrid types.
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Figure 5.1. Shear strength versus displacement graphics of variable square aperture size geogrid

After the obtaining capacity curves of materials; critical shear strenght values were calculated for related
geogrids. Table 5.1 shows the obtained test data inventory for fragility analyze.

Table 5.1. Obtained test data inventory

Model Code Aperture
size

(mm)

Shear
Strength
(kN/m2)

B_01 30x30 4,06

B_02 30x30 4,32

B_03 30x30 4,3

B_04 30x30 4,1

B_05 30x30 3,55

B_06 40x40 3,42

B_07 40x40 3,17

B_08 40x40 3,1

B_09 40x40 2,9

B_10 40x40 2,6

B_11 50x50 9,7

B_12 50x50 8,67

B_13 50x50 7,32

B_14 50x50 7,08

B_15 50x50 6,4

B_16 Crosswise 8,61
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B_17 Crosswise 8,72

B_18 Crosswise 8,8

B_19 Crosswise 8,7

B_20 Crosswise 8,61

Mean shear strenght value and lognormal standard deviation of values for each material type was utilized for
fragility analyze. Fragility curves are assumed cumulative distribution functions that probability of reaching or
exceeding a damage state as demand parameters of shear strenght.

Thus, probability density functions were calculated for four material types. Figure 5.2 shows probability density
function graphics for four materials.

Figure 5.2. Probability density function graphics

The area under the line shows that probability of damage in probability density functions. Figure 5.3 shows the
transformation of probability density function to cumulative distribution function.
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Figure 5.3; Transformation of probability density function to cumulative distribution function.

Fragility curves of slight, moderate, external and complete damage level for all buildings are shown in Figure
4.5.

Figure 5.4. Fragility curves

Conclusions :In this study, cumulative distribution functions were formed for 4 different type geogrid materials.
Probability density functions were calculated with the help of lognormal mean and lognormal standard deviation
values of limit states. Then, fragility curves that show probability of the damages according to shear strength
limits.
According to experimental results; 40x40mm square aperture size geogrid has lower shear strenght capacity
compared to other types. However capacity curves give information about the current status of the materials,
there are lots of different measuring point and material types located in highways. Therefore, probability studies
and rapid risk assessment methods are required. Therewith, a general assessment can be made by the results of
the fragility curves.

By the result of this study, cumulative distribution functions were applied as an shear strenght estimation
graphics. The rupture on the geogrid samples were observed just outside the pullout test box. Some reasons that
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is occurred this situation may be vertical pressure effect, max. soil compaction, pullout rate, soil gradation type
and geogrid’s horizontal- longitudinal rib effect.

Among geogrids with square aperture dimensions, as aperture dimensions get larger, aggregate penetrate
capacity become higher and this type of geogrid (50x50mm square aperture size geogrid) has higher strength
value. So, this geogrid type can be used as a prime reinforcement for subbase structures.
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ABSTRACT. In situations where one data set has information on all the explanatory
variables and the other data set misses information on some of those variables, there is
often a temptation in regression analysis to combine the two data sets to evolve an efficient
regression model.  To tackle this problem of missing variable they propose combined
estimators of regression coefficients and compare them with other traditional estimators.
Their analysis is restricted to a few criteria, and is partially investigated, implying that
their recommendations may not operate efficiently in general. This paper enhances the
scope of their (Han and Li, 2011) comparisons by accommodating the collinearity and
other aspects, and attempts to improve their recommendations for the use of their method.
In addition, an alternative estimator is suggested and its performance is compared with
Han and Li’s estimator using Monte Carlo approach.
Keywords: Missing rate; MSE; β3; Combine Estimator; Alternative combine estimator.

1. Introduction: Regression analysis is widely used in business, the social and behavioral sciences, the biological
sciences, and many other disciplines. The estimators of the regression coefficients are obtained by commonly used
method called method of least square. When there are missing values in a regression the usual estimators of the regression
coefficients are not obtainable. Missing value occur in real data analysis frequently.

The illustration of the above situation is described in [1]. The same problem occurs, when the universities of UK receive
admission applications from local and foreign students. They require IELTS (International English Language Testing
System) from foreign students but not from local students. Therefore IELTS is missing for UK students.

We consider a regression model with a block of missing values. The model can be written as follows:

Yi =β0+β1Xi1+β2Xi2+………+βpXip+ εi, i=1,2…n1 … (1)
Yi =β0+β1Xi1+β2Xi2+………+βkXik+ εi, i=1,2…n1+ n2 … (2)

where Y is the response variable, x’s are explanatory variables, ε is the random error, n1+n2=n, and 1≤k<p. First n1

observations in model (1) have no missing value. The last n2 observations in model (2) are on p-k missing variables.

To resolve the uncertainty, a combined estimator and preliminary test estimator {Chien-Pai Han & Yan Li, 2011} was
proposed. They consider the following five estimators for the estimation of regression parameters and compared them
through simulation (Appendix-A).

ICCSS-14
http://www.iccss.vfast.org@ 2014
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan University, Rize, Turkey pp. 00–00
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with equal variances.

E4:       PTE0.05 is the preliminary test estimator with significance level 0.05 for testing H0: β3=0.

E5: PTE0.25 is the preliminary test estimator with significance level 0.25 for testing H0: β3=0.

There are numerous research papers on missing values for example {W. J. Kennedy and T. A. Bancroft, 1971, J. P.
Johnson, T. A. Bancroft and Chien-Pai Han, 1977, Paul D.Allison, 2000, Xiao-Li Meng, 2000, Tao Chen, Yue Sun, 2010}
and many other papers see [2], [3], [4] and [8]. For the review of the related literature see [1].

This paper is organized as following: Section 2 discusses the comparative performance of five estimators (Han’s and Li’s)
under different collinearity levels, values of β3 and missing rates. The proposed method is given in Section 3. Comparison
of the proposed method with Han’s and Li’s method is given in Section 4. Some further assessment of the two methods
(proposed and Han’s and Li’s) is given in Section 5. Section 6 gives the conclusion.

2. Performance of estimators proposed by Han and Li: The regression coefficient β3 and missing observations exercise
their effects on the accuracy and precision of the involved regression. We consider below this aspect.

2.1 Effect of increasing β3 and missing rate on the performance of estimators. This section graphically compares the
MSE of five estimator’s w.r.t increasing β3 for fixed blocks and increasing missing rate within fixed blocks of β3. There
are three blocks of assumed missing rates 20%, 50% and 80%, and five different values of β3, i.e. 0, 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5. Data
is from appendix-A {Han and Li, 2011}.

E1 & E3 E2 E4 E5

Figure1. General comparison of all five estimators on MSE w.r.t increasing β3

The above figures reveal MSE performance of five estimators within as well as among the blocks. Among blocks in
particular, we notice high variation in all estimators except E2. The estimators E1, E3 and E5 display low MSE at 20%
missing rate and a very high MSE at 80% missing rate.
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E1 & E3 E2 E4 E5

Figure2. General comparison of all five estimators on MSE w.r.t increasing missing rate for fixed blocks of β3

The above figures reveal that MSE of five estimators increases w.r.t missing rate except E2. The missing rate turns to be
an important factor because of increased β3.

For further assessment of estimators we restrict the qualifying criterion to be an acceptable estimator if MSE≤0.035. In
this regard the below shows none of the estimators qualifies this criterion. On the contrary if the MSE limit is relaxed to
0.1, we present here a table indicting acceptable estimators.

So if the relaxed criterion is considered, the picture is clear. The performance of estimators depends on both missing rate
and β3 but the larger value of β3 matters more than the larger missing rate. For higher missing rate and large values of β3

none of the five estimators merits its consideration. It follows that if the prior knowledge about β3 is available it must be
used in the selection of an estimator.

2.2 Comparison of estimators at different collinearity levels: The author induces slight collinearity in building
his comparison of five estimators focusing only on bias and MSE. In this Section, we therefore consider the comparative
performance of five estimators at different collinearity levels. We compare the estimators conjecturing the three situations
i) No collinearity (0.0), ii) some collinearity (0.25), iii) moderately high collinearity (0.75). The correlation of one

TABLE 1

FOR β0,  β1,  β2,  β3

MISSING RATE

20% 50% 80%

β3=0.0 E2, E3, E4, E5 E2, E3, E4 E2, E3

β3=0.1 E2, E3, E4, E5 E2, E3, E4 E2, E3

β3=0.3 NONE NONE NONE

β3=0.5 NONE NONE NONE
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independent variable with the other two varies in these three situations indicating a change in multi-collinearity. We
consider the same procedure of sampling for it as followed by the author.

Let us consider the following linear regression model with three covariates, x1, x2 and x3 and sample size n=50.

yi=β0+β1x1i+β2x2i+ β3x3i+ εi, for i=1, 2… n

where ε iid N(0,σe
2), the variable x3 will have a block of missing values.

β0=0.5, β1=1, β2=1 and σe
2=1, n=50.

Monte Carlo technique is used to evaluate the performance of five estimators in terms of the mean squared error (MSE),

defined as: MSE = 2

1

1 ˆ( )
1

R

r
rR

 



 

Number of simulations (R) =10,000.

The MSE obtained through simulation are given under tables in Appendix-B, Appendix-C and Appendix-D.

CASE 1: Collinearity level = 0.0 (No collinearity)
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CASE 2: Collinearity level = 0.25 (Some collinearity)
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CASE 3: Collinearity level = 0.75 (Moderately high collinearity)

1
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x

x

x

 
 
 
  

~ tri-normal

0 1 0.75 0.75

0 , 0.75 1 0.75

0 0.75 0.75 1


    
          
        

Case 1: No Collinearity (Appendix-B):

The following table shows the acceptable estimators in view of the criterion MSE≤0.035.

TABLE 2 FOR

β0,β1,  β2, β3

Missing Rate

20% 50% 80%

β3=0.0 All E2, E4, E5 E2

β3=0.1 All E2, E4 E2

β3=0.3 E1, E3 None None
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β3=0.5 E1, E3 None None

β3=0.7 E1, E3 None None

β3=0.9 E1, E3 None None

Case 2: Some Collinearity (Appendix-C):

TABLE 3 FOR
β0,β1, β2,β3

Missing Rate

20% 50% 80%

β3=0.0 E2, E3, E4, E5 E2, E4, E5 E2

β3=0.1 E2, E3, E4, E5 E2, E4 E2

β3=0.3 E3 None None

β3=0.5 E3 None None

β3=0.7 None None None

β3=0.9 None None None

In the case of moderately high collinearity level (Appendix-D) none of the estimators is acceptable. From above we
conclude that different levels of collinearity cause a change the order of performance of these estimators.

3. An Alternative Combined Regression Estimator (Proposed Method): We propose an alternative procedure for
combining two data sets as considered by Han’s and Li. By Han’s and Li’s method of determining weights, the combined

estimator of β1 is obtained by taking the weighted average of two estimators 1 and b1.

1c = w 1 + (1-w) b1 (1)

So

Var ( 1c )= w2Var( 1 ) + (1-w) 2Var (b1)
From which on differentiating with respect to w and equating to 0, we get

w = 1

1 1

( )

( ) ( )

Var b

Var b Var  

=
2

2 2
2 2

1 1 2 2

v

v v


 

(2)

where ' 1
1 11 2det det ( )k kv c and v z z  

In Han’s and Li’s method variances are assumed to be equal, but it may not be true because 2
2̂ = MSE, which is based

on sample of size ( . , 1, 2,3)i in n m rate i   but not on “n”. Using the weight as such we use the estimator E3
*. Its

MSE is obtained through Monte Carlo Simulation and are given in Appendix-E.
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4. A Comparison of the proposed method with Han’s and Li’s method. The old and new weights obtained by both
methods can be graphically compared to assess the effect of increasing beta 3.

Table 5: missing rate= 80%

3 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

Old weights 0.99866 0.99866 0.99864 0.99866 0.99867 0.99864
New weights 0.99955 0.99956 0.99958 0.99961 0.99964 0.99967

Figure 3

Table 6: Missing rate = 50%

3 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

Old weights 0.96937 0.96936 0.96938 0.96959 0.96966 0.96981
New weights 0.98727 0.98752 0.98820 0.98906 0.98996 0.99085

Figure 4
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Table 7: Missing rate = 20%:

3 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

Old weights 0.87720 0.87692 0.87639 0.87663 0.87641 0.87690
New weights 0.94397 0.94499 0.94799 0.95119 0.95490 0.95868

Figure 5

The weights change with missing rate and β3, which in fact is a desirable feature in the case of E3
*.

In the following three tables we compare the simulation results MSE pertaining to all regression coefficients obtained by
both methods at the collinearity level 0.25 with n=50.

Table 8
Missing Rate 20%

Alternative Estimator (E3
*) Combined Estimator (E3)

β0 β1 β2 β3 β0 β1 β2 β3

Values
Of
β3

0.0 0.021 0.019 0.026 0.034 0.021 0.019 0.026 0.034

0.1 0.021 0.019 0.026 0.034 0.021 0.019 0.027 0.034

0.3 0.021 0.019 0.027 0.034 0.022 0.020 0.028 0.034

0.5 0.023 0.020 0.032 0.034 0.023 0.021 0.033 0.034

Table 9
Missing Rate 50%

Alternative Estimator (E3
*) Combined Estimator (E3)

β0 β1 β2 β3 β0 β1 β2 β3

Values
Of
β3

0.0 0.021 0.019 0.026 0.048 0.021 0.019 0.026 0.048

0.1 0.021 0.019 0.026 0.049 0.021 0.020 0.026 0.049

0.3 0.021 0.019 0.028 0.050 0.022 0.020 0.028 0.050

0.5 0.022 0.021 0.032 0.047 0.022 0.021 0.032 0.047
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Table 10
Missing Rate 80%

Alternative Estimator (E3
*) Combined Estimator (E3)

β0 β1 β2 β3 β0 β1 β2 β3

Values
Of
β3

0.0 0.020 0.018 0.026 0.313 0.020 0.018 0.026 0.313

0.1 0.021 0.018 0.026 0.305 0.021 0.018 0.026 0.305

0.3 0.021 0.019 0.028 0.302 0.021 0.019 0.028 0.302

0.5 0.023 0.020 0.033 0.310 0.023 0.020 0.033 0.310

For moderate collinearity level and small missing rate, both the estimators show MSE < 0.035 for all the coefficients, but
both methods provide deteriorating performance when the collinearity level increases. Also for moderately high value of
β3, the alternative estimator performs better. For β3=0 both show similar results.

In general, the alternative estimator E3
*shows better performance than the combined estimator E3:

i) When the collinearity level is not beyond moderate.
ii) When the missing rate is not beyond moderate.

For all other cases both the estimators show similar results. There is no case where the combined estimator shows better
performance than alternative estimator.

4. Effect of sample size n on performance of two methods. The MSE of all the estimators is influenced by varying
collinearity levels, missing rate and the size of β3. Beside all of this, the sample size does matter in promoting the
precision of an estimator. Here we use sample size n=100 instead of n=50 for simulation study and further restrict the
MSE qualifying criteria to 0.015 instead of 0.035. The results obtained for larger sample size are given here.

Table 11: Accepted estimators under MSE≤0.015

Again, the proposed method is slightly more flexible especially when the β3 is somewhat large.

5. Conclusion. Often we come across problems where in addition to a complete data set another similar data set is
available without observations on a variable. The combination of complete data set and the other with missing
observations can possibly enhance the quality of estimated regression through various approaches.  It is discovered in this

β3 Collinearity Level

Zero (0.0) Some (0.25) High (0.75)

Missing rate Missing rate Missing rate

20% 50% 80% 20% 50% 80% 20% 50% 80%

0.0 Both None None Both none None None None None

0.1 Both None None Both None None None None None

0.3 E3
* None None E3

* None None None None None

0.5 None None None None None None None None None
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paper that Han and Li’s method is useful as long as missing rate, collinearity level among the predictors and the effect of
the missing variable remain within moderate limits. The proposed alternative combined estimator here can also be
acceptable under the same conditions with the added advantage that its performance is reasonably better especially when
the sample size n is larger.
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Appendix-A
MSE Table
Collinearity Level=0.25

Missing rate = 80%
β0 β1 β2 β3

Missing rate = 50%
β0 β1 β2 β3

Missing rate = 20%
β0 β1 β2 β3

β3 = 0

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.473  0.354  0.304  0.268
0.084  0.043  0.043  0.000
0.084 0.043  0.043  0.268
0.118  0.072  0.062  0.059
0.213  0.147  0.117  0.178

0.194  0.099  0.084  0.117
0.086  0.043  0.044  0.000
0.087  0.043  0.044  0.117
0.096  0.048  0.047  0.028
0.125  0.063  0.055  0.082

0.114  0.050  0.051  0.061
0.086  0.044  0.044 0.000
0.087  0.044  0.044  0.061
0.090  0.045  0.045  0.017
0.098  0.047  0.047  0.043

β3 = 0.1

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.475  0.361  0.301  0.263
0.088  0.045  0.044  0.010
0.088  0.045  0.044  0.263
0.125  0.070  0.061  0.063
0.223  0.157  0.119  0.179

0.195 0.100  0.082  0.121
0.089  0.044  0.044  0.010
0.090  0.044  0.044  0.121
0.103  0.051  0.047  0.043
0.131  0.066  0.056  0.093

0.113  0.050  0.052  0.062
0.089  0.044  0.045  0.010
0.089  0.044  0.045  0.062
0.094  0.045  0.046  0.029
0.102  0.047  0.049 0.051

β3 = 0.3

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.477  0.359  0.297  0.269
0.118  0.048  0.047  0.090
0.118  0.048  0.047  0.269
0.160  0.085  0.071  0.154
0.256  0.168  0.135  0.231

0.192  0.100  0.082  0.120
0.117  0.047  0.046  0.090
0.117  0.047  0.046  0.120
0.137 0.058  0.055  0.133
0.155  0.073  0.067  0.130

0.114  0.050  0.052  0.061
0.117  0.047  0.048  0.090
0.118  0.047  0.048  0.061
0.127  0.048  0.053  0.121
0.118  0.049  0.056  0.082
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β3 = 0.5

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.467  0.355  0.293  0.275
0.174  0.054 0.054  0.250
0.174  0.054  0.054  0.275
0.226  0.103  0.088  0.302
0.315  0.197  0.162  0.307

0.193  0.098  0.083  0.119
0.171  0.053  0.053  0.250
0.171  0.053  0.053  0.119
0.203  0.070  0.070  0.295
0.189  0.080  0.082  0.172

0.114  0.050  0.050  0.062
0.172  0.054  0.053  0.250
0.173  0.054  0.053  0.062
0.177  0.053  0.062  0.253
0.128  0.051  0.061  0.098

Appendix-B

MSE Table
Collinearity Level=0.0

Missing rate = 80%
β0 β1 β2 β3

Missing rate = 50%
β0 β1 β2 β3

Missing rate = 20%
β0 β1 β2 β3

β3 = 0

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.123  0.259  0.246  0.086
0.021  0.023  0.022  0.000
0.021  0.023  0.022  0.086
0.026  0.037  0.033  0.020
0.047  0.088  0.080 0.059

0.041  0.057  0.047  0.041
0.021  0.023  0.022  0.000
0.021  0.024  0.022  0.041
0.022  0.025  0.024  0.011
0.026  0.031  0.030  0.029

0.026  0.026  0.024  0.024
0.020  0.023  0.021  0.000
0.021  0.024  0.022  0.024
0.021  0.023  0.021  0.006
0.022 0.024  0.022  0.017

β3 = 0.1

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.119  0.256  0.246  0.085
0.021  0.023  0.022  0.010
0.021  0.023  0.022  0.085
0.027  0.038  0.036  0.028
0.049  0.097  0.087  0.069

0.041  0.056  0.046  0.040
0.021  0.024  0.022  0.010
0.022  0.025  0.022 0.040
0.022  0.026  0.024  0.021
0.028  0.033  0.030  0.039

0.026  0.026  0.024  0.025
0.021  0.023  0.022  0.010
0.022  0.024  0.023  0.025
0.022  0.024  0.022  0.019
0.023  0.024  0.023  0.028

β3 = 0.3

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.122  0.266  0.261  0.084
0.021 0.024  0.022  0.090
0.021  0.024  0.022  0.084
0.036  0.063  0.057  0.105
0.067  0.134  0.130  0.137

0.042  0.056  0.046  0.040
0.021  0.024  0.022  0.090
0.022  0.024  0.022  0.040
0.028  0.036  0.030  0.102
0.034  0.048  0.037  0.096

0.027  0.027  0.024 0.024
0.021  0.025  0.022  0.090
0.022  0.026  0.023  0.024
0.024  0.029  0.024  0.092
0.025  0.030  0.024  0.075

β3 = 0.5

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.121  0.260  0.251  0.087
0.022  0.027  0.023  0.250
0.022  0.027  0.023  0.087
0.051  0.100  0.095  0.212
0.089 0.184  0.178  0.194

0.042  0.057  0.046  0.040
0.022  0.026  0.023  0.250
0.022  0.026  0.024  0.040
0.035  0.052  0.039  0.167
0.040  0.060  0.044  0.123

0.027  0.026  0.024  0.025
0.022  0.027  0.023  0.250
0.022  0.027  0.023  0.025
0.026  0.032  0.025 0.116
0.027  0.032  0.026  0.097

β3 = 0.7

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.120  0.256  0.250  0.087
0.022  0.030  0.024  0.490
0.022  0.030  0.024  0.087
0.072  0.147  0.138  0.278
0.107  0.226  0.219  0.177

0.041  0.057  0.046  0.042
0.023  0.030  0.024  0.490
0.023 0.030  0.024  0.042
0.040  0.061  0.045  0.129
0.041  0.063  0.047  0.100

0.026  0.025  0.024  0.024
0.022  0.029  0.024  0.490
0.023  0.030  0.025  0.024
0.027  0.032  0.025  0.083
0.027  0.032  0.025  0.080

β3 = 0.9
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E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.119  0.254  0.253 0.084
0.023  0.035  0.026  0.810
0.023  0.035  0.026  0.084
0.094  0.192  0.190  0.268
0.115  0.248  0.245  0.129

0.040  0.057  0.047  0.041
0.022  0.034  0.025  0.810
0.022  0.035  0.025  0.041
0.040  0.061  0.048  0.075
0.040  0.062  0.048  0.069

0.027 0.027  0.024  0.024
0.023  0.036  0.026  0.810
0.024  0.036  0.026  0.024
0.027  0.032  0.026  0.052
0.027  0.032  0.026  0.052

Appendix-C

MSE Table
Collinearity Level=0.25

Missing rate = 80%
β0 β1 β2 β3

Missing rate = 50%
β0 β1 β2 β3

Missing rate = 20%
β0 β1 β2 β3

β3 = 0

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.111  0.425  0.140  0.313
0.020  0.018  0.026  0.000
0.020  0.018  0.026  0.313
0.025  0.070  0.035  0.066
0.044  0.208 0.065  0.211

0.043  0.048  0.045  0.048
0.021  0.019  0.026  0.000
0.021  0.020  0.027  0.048
0.022  0.021  0.027  0.013
0.027  0.028  0.031  0.034

0.026  0.027  0.036  0.034
0.021  0.019  0.026  0.000
0.022  0.020  0.027  0.034
0.021  0.020  0.027  0.010
0.022  0.022  0.029  0.025

β3 = 0.1

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.110  0.424  0.137  0.305
0.021  0.018  0.026  0.010
0.021  0.018  0.026  0.305
0.026  0.074  0.035  0.076
0.044  0.208  0.063  0.216

0.043  0.048  0.045  0.049
0.021  0.019  0.026  0.010
0.021  0.020 0.027  0.049
0.023  0.022  0.028  0.024
0.027  0.029  0.032  0.046

0.026  0.027  0.036  0.034
0.021  0.019  0.026  0.010
0.022  0.020  0.027  0.034
0.021  0.020  0.027  0.021
0.022  0.022  0.030  0.035

β3 = 0.3

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.108  0.415  0.136  0.302
0.021  0.019  0.028  0.090
0.021  0.019  0.028  0.302
0.027  0.076  0.038  0.150
0.049  0.204  0.068  0.302

0.044  0.049  0.045  0.050
0.021  0.019  0.028  0.090
0.022  0.020  0.029  0.050
0.028  0.028  0.032  0.120
0.035  0.036  0.039  0.118

0.025  0.028 0.036  0.034
0.021  0.019  0.027  0.090
0.022  0.020  0.028  0.034
0.023  0.023  0.032  0.114
0.025  0.025  0.034  0.101

β3 = 0.5

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.110  0.436  0.140  0.310
0.023  0.020  0.033  0.250
0.023  0.020  0.033  0.310
0.034  0.107  0.049  0.311
0.060  0.217  0.082  0.446

0.042  0.048  0.045  0.047
0.022  0.021  0.032  0.250
0.022  0.021  0.032  0.047
0.035  0.038  0.041  0.241
0.041  0.045  0.045  0.192

0.026  0.027  0.036  0.034
0.023  0.020  0.032  0.250
0.023  0.021  0.033  0.034
0.026  0.027 0.037  0.204
0.027  0.028  0.038  0.169

β3 = 0.7

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.108  0.437  0.139  0.313
0.024  0.022  0.037  0.490
0.024  0.022  0.037  0.313
0.040  0.132  0.060  0.508
0.070  0.230  0.093  0.586

0.043  0.048  0.045  0.049
0.025  0.022  0.037  0.490
0.025  0.022  0.037  0.049
0.042  0.046  0.047  0.300
0.044  0.049  0.048  0.255

0.026  0.028  0.036  0.034
0.025  0.022  0.037  0.490
0.026  0.023  0.037  0.034
0.028  0.030  0.038  0.249
0.028  0.030  0.039  0.236

β3 = 0.9

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.111  0.427 0.135  0.306
0.028  0.024  0.045  0.810
0.028  0.024  0.045  0.306
0.051  0.161  0.070  0.713
0.085  0.253  0.104  0.686

0.044  0.048  0.044  0.048
0.028  0.024  0.046  0.810
0.028  0.024  0.046  0.048
0.046  0.052  0.048  0.318
0.047  0.053  0.048  0.303

0.026  0.027  0.036  0.034
0.028  0.024  0.045  0.810
0.028  0.024  0.046  0.034
0.028  0.032  0.040  0.289
0.028  0.032  0.040  0.288
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Appendix-D

MSE Table
Collinearity Level=0.75

Missing rate = 80%
β0 β1 β2 β3

Missing rate = 50%
β0 β1 β2 β3

Missing rate = 20%
β0 β1 β2 β3

β3 = 0

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.167  0.190  0.403  0.324
0.021  0.025  0.036  0.000
0.021  0.025  0.036  0.324
0.028  0.047  0.060  0.071
0.057  0.102  0.134  0.216

0.052  0.073  0.105  0.098
0.022  0.026  0.038  0.000
0.022  0.026  0.038  0.098
0.023  0.033  0.043  0.024
0.030  0.047  0.060  0.069

0.028  0.051  0.071  0.068
0.021  0.026  0.037  0.000
0.022  0.027  0.038  0.068
0.021  0.030 0.040  0.017
0.023  0.039  0.049  0.049

β3 = 0.1

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.168  0.189  0.416  0.325
0.021  0.028  0.038  0.010
0.021  0.028  0.038  0.325
0.030  0.050  0.065  0.085
0.060  0.104  0.148  0.230

0.050  0.071  0.099  0.098
0.021  0.028  0.037  0.010
0.022  0.029  0.037  0.098
0.023  0.035  0.045  0.039
0.029  0.049  0.061  0.082

0.028  0.051  0.069  0.069
0.021  0.028  0.038  0.010
0.022  0.029  0.039  0.069
0.022  0.034  0.042  0.031
0.024  0.043  0.050  0.061

β3 = 0.3

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.164  0.184 0.405  0.318
0.021  0.046  0.048  0.090
0.021  0.046  0.048  0.318
0.030  0.069  0.073  0.162
0.065  0.121  0.170  0.311

0.051  0.072  0.105  0.097
0.022  0.046  0.048  0.090
0.023  0.047  0.049  0.097
0.027  0.059  0.063  0.133
0.036  0.072  0.082  0.159

0.029  0.051  0.071  0.068
0.022  0.046  0.048  0.090
0.023  0.047  0.049  0.068
0.024  0.055  0.057  0.126
0.026  0.060  0.067  0.135

β3 = 0.5

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.167 0.190 0.414 0.327
0.022 0.082 0.066 0.250
0.022 0.082 0.066 0.327
0.040 0.110 0.107 0.319
0.082 0.167 0.220 0.457

0.051 0.072 0.104 0.096
0.022 0.083 0.066 0.250
0.023 0.084 0.067 0.096
0.032 0.098 0.090 0.288
0.042 0.100 0.105 0.259

0.029  0.052  0.071  0.069
0.022  0.083  0.065  0.250
0.023  0.084  0.066  0.069
0.026  0.091  0.080  0.268
0.027  0.083  0.084  0.222

β3 = 0.7

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.167  0.193  0.412  0.326
0.023  0.139  0.090  0.490
0.023  0.138  0.090  0.326
0.051  0.164  0.152  0.518
0.098  0.210  0.278  0.606

0.052  0.073  0.104  0.098
0.023  0.138  0.090  0.490
0.024  0.139 0.091  0.098
0.041  0.137  0.118  0.432
0.049  0.123  0.124  0.334

0.028  0.052  0.070  0.070
0.022  0.138  0.089  0.490
0.023  0.139  0.089  0.070
0.028  0.113  0.099  0.358
0.029  0.099  0.096  0.287

β3 = 0.9

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

0.163  0.184  0.421  0.321
0.024  0.213  0.123  0.810
0.024  0.213  0.123  0.321
0.060  0.216  0.204  0.731
0.112  0.242  0.334  0.712

0.050  0.074  0.105  0.098
0.024  0.213  0.123  0.810
0.025  0.214  0.124  0.098
0.045  0.155  0.136  0.481
0.050  0.136  0.135  0.378

0.028  0.051 0.071  0.068
0.024  0.212  0.123  0.810
0.025  0.213  0.124  0.068
0.029  0.120  0.105  0.377
0.029  0.111  0.102  0.332
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Appendix-E

MSE Table
Collinearity Level=0.25

Missing rate = 80%
β0 β1 β2 β3

Missing rate = 50%
β0 β1 β2 β3

Missing rate = 20%
β0 β1 β2 β3

β3 = 0

E1

E2

E3
*

E4

E5

0.111  0.425  0.140  0.313
0.020  0.018  0.026  0.000
0.020  0.018  0.026  0.313
0.025  0.070  0.035  0.066
0.044  0.208  0.065 0.211

0.043  0.048  0.045  0.048
0.021  0.019  0.026  0.000
0.021  0.019  0.026  0.048
0.022  0.021  0.027  0.013
0.027  0.028  0.031  0.034

0.026  0.027  0.036  0.034
0.021  0.019  0.026  0.000
0.021  0.019  0.026  0.034
0.021  0.020  0.027  0.010
0.022 0.022  0.029  0.025

β3 = 0.1

E1

E2

E3
*

E4

E5

0.110  0.424  0.137  0.305
0.021  0.018  0.026  0.010
0.021  0.018  0.026  0.305
0.026  0.074  0.035  0.076
0.044  0.208  0.063  0.216

0.043  0.048  0.045  0.049
0.021  0.019  0.026  0.010
0.021  0.019  0.026 0.049
0.023  0.022  0.028  0.024
0.027  0.029  0.032  0.046

0.026  0.027  0.036  0.034
0.021  0.019  0.026  0.010
0.021  0.019  0.026  0.034
0.021  0.020  0.027  0.021
0.022  0.022  0.030  0.035

β3 = 0.3

E1

E2

E3
*

E4

E5

0.108  0.415  0.136  0.302
0.021 0.019  0.028  0.090
0.021  0.019  0.028  0.302
0.027  0.076  0.038  0.150
0.049  0.204  0.068  0.302

0.044  0.049  0.045  0.050
0.021  0.019  0.028  0.090
0.021  0.019  0.028  0.050
0.028  0.028  0.032  0.120
0.035  0.036  0.039  0.118

0.025  0.028  0.036 0.034
0.021  0.019  0.027  0.090
0.021  0.019  0.027  0.034
0.023  0.023  0.032  0.114
0.025  0.025  0.034  0.101

β3 = 0.5

E1

E2

E3
*

E4

E5

0.110  0.436  0.140  0.310
0.023  0.020  0.033  0.250
0.023  0.020  0.033  0.310
0.034  0.107  0.049  0.311
0.060 0.217  0.082  0.446

0.042  0.048  0.045  0.047
0.022  0.021  0.032  0.250
0.022  0.021  0.032  0.047
0.035  0.038  0.041  0.241
0.041  0.045  0.045  0.192

0.026  0.027  0.036  0.034
0.023  0.020  0.032  0.250
0.023  0.020  0.032  0.034
0.026  0.027  0.037  0.204
0.027  0.028  0.038  0.169

β3 = 0.7

E1

E2

E3
*

E4

E5

0.108  0.437  0.139  0.313
0.024  0.022  0.037  0.490
0.024  0.022  0.037  0.313
0.040  0.132  0.060  0.508
0.070  0.230  0.093  0.586

0.043  0.048  0.045  0.049
0.025  0.022  0.037  0.490
0.025  0.022  0.037  0.049
0.042  0.046  0.047  0.300
0.044  0.049  0.048  0.255

0.026  0.028  0.036  0.034
0.025  0.022  0.037  0.490
0.025  0.022  0.037  0.034
0.028  0.030  0.038  0.249
0.028  0.030  0.039  0.236

β3 = 0.9

E1

E2

E3
*

E4

E5

0.111  0.427 0.135  0.306
0.028  0.024  0.045  0.810
0.028  0.024  0.045  0.306
0.051  0.161  0.070  0.713
0.085  0.253  0.104  0.686

0.044  0.048  0.044  0.048
0.028  0.024  0.046  0.810
0.028  0.024  0.046  0.048
0.046  0.052  0.048  0.318
0.047  0.053  0.048  0.303

0.026  0.027  0.036  0.034
0.028  0.024  0.045  0.810
0.028  0.024  0.045  0.034
0.028  0.032  0.040  0.289
0.028  0.032  0.040  0.288
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ABSTRACT The paper presents the critical issue of gender equity and
governance in Pakistan using Leventhal’s, (1976) concept of equity and
organizational justice. Since both distributive and procedural justice are
interrelated concepts they should be considered important in making analysis of
the issue. The paper reviews trends and significance of gender in governance
process in general and with reference to Local Governance and Federal Civil
Service of Pakistan in particular. It highlights that despite a lot of progress being
made in terms of increasing representation of women in quantitative or
distributive terms, their participation remains low and limited in qualitative and
procedural terms. An application of the Gender, Organization and System (GOS)
model specifically developed for analysis of gender in governance of Pakistan
suggests that gender is a complex concept which needs to be studied at
multidimensional and contextual level. The study reveals that in Pakistani
society several systemic, organizational and personal factors contribute to the
less representation and low participation of females in the process of governance.
It underscores the need for adopting strategies that enhance participation of both
males and females on equal lines and ensure conducive organizational
environment. More specific interventions at various levels may include: repeal of
discriminatory laws and procedures through legislation, equitable access to
education, health and employment opportunities, gender sensitive organizational
policies and practices, participation in decision making, mentoring, networking
and partnering for research and creation of indigenous knowledge along with
political will and sincere support for the cause.
Key words: Gender, Governance, Equity, Contextual, Multidimensional,
Representation, Participation.

Introduction Since 1980 tremendous governance and administrative reform have been initiated around
the world to bring more efficiency in economic, political and social roles of the states and societies.
Citizen participation, democratization, decentralization, transparency, and accountability are the key
features of governance reform. The governments as per new arrangements are supposed to take the
responsibility of steering, supporting and facilitating the system for efficient governance along with the
private sector and community based organizations that are now considered as partners in the process of
governance. Since all development initiatives are people centric, their representation, involvement and
engagement are considered to be an integral part of development. There is great realization that
participation of people irrespective of any exclusion is vital for increasing their trust in governance
institutions.
Democratic ways including opinion and expression of people on various public and social issues, their
involvement in policy making and their inclusion in decision making and decision implementation
platforms are frequently accepted measures to enhance involvement of people for their development
(Cornwall and Gaventa, 2006; Rondinelli, 2006; Haque, 2003). In this direction, issues relating to
equitable representation and participation of gender, minority, ethnicity and religion have also received
attention at global level. The concept of governance besides its basic and universally accepted
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principles like equity, transparency, accountability, control of corruption and participation incorporates
diversity representation as its key strategy towards sustainable development. International
Development Organizations are regularly ranking countries on the basis of the above governance
indicators. For instance, India cannot be one of the world’s largest democracies if gender, minority and
religious groups are not represented at various levels through a process of deliberation, dialogue and
engagement. Likewise, Pakistan cannot improve its ranking of worldwide governance if all citizens
irrespective of gender do not have an equitable access to human development and empowerment
opportunities.

The paper while using UNDP 1995 concept of Gender Development (GD) and Gender Empowerment
(GEM) examines status of Pakistani women on basic indicators relating to human development and
governance i.e. education, health, employment, political participation, decision making positions and
relates it to the concept of organizational justice as proposed by Leventhal, 1976. Drawing on the key
concept of fairness in terms distribution of resources, rewards and inputs among social groups, nations
and generations and its perception among the recipients discussed in Equity Theory (Adams, 1963),
Leventhal (1976) expanded the research direction towards procedural fairness in such distribution.
While challenging the unidimensional concept of fairness in equity theory he developed his concept of
organizational justice based on multidimensional conception of fairness including distributive as well
as procedural fairness/justice. Since the process used to determine the distribution of rewards plays a
vital role in perceived fairness of rewards among the recipients, therefore, it needs to be an integral part
of the conception of equity or fairness in social relationships.
Hence, the concept of gender is also contextual and multidimensional the paper while applying the
concept investigates issues of equity both distributive and procedural as part of the organizational
justice to determine the gender and governance situation in Pakistan and outlines its implications for
development. An application of the multidimensional and contextual model ‘Gender, Organization,
System (GOS) model’, developed by the researcher and tested in the context of Pakistan offers useful
insights for analysis of the issue and provides policy recommendations in this direction. To present the
whole discussion the paper is organized as follows:

1) Significance and trends of gender participation in governance; 2). Gender and governance in
Pakistan; 3). Gender, Organization, System (GOS) model and its application to the federal and
local governance of Pakistan; 4). Conclusions and recommendations.

Significance and Trends of Gender Participation in Governance The United Nations Development
Program (UNDP) (1995, 1997) define the term ‘gender’ in view of the economic opportunities and
social and cultural attributes assigned to women and men in a given society (UNDP, 2010; 1997,
1995). In view of the above, gender equity denotes to the fair distribution of resources with key focus
on equal outcomes for both women and men while appreciating their specific needs, interests and
preferences. Therefore, gender equity requires more than just provision of equal access to opportunities
of development for women and men in a society. It is rather aimed at bringing the durable change in
lives of individuals through providing them differential treatment for reaching equal outcomes (World
Bank, 2011; Sen, 1999; Kabeer, 1996). An equity approach calls for revisiting all development
initiatives for their meaningful impact on governance.
The term Governance traditionally understood as synonymous to government has now acquired the
new broader meaning. Today, governance refers to the innovative methods, processes and participative
ways of governing a country (Jolly, 2002; Rhodes, 1996). Governance under the new mode is
participatory, transparent, accountable and equitable (World Bank, 2006, 1992; UNDP, 2007; 1997;
Hyden and Court, 2002). Government according to this concept is viewed as a partner in governance in
collaboration with the private and third sector organizations. For instance, the World Bank, definition
of governance refers it to the ‘manner in which power is exercised in the management of a country’s
economic and social resources for development’, (World Bank, 1992, p.10). Similarly, UNDP (1997)
defines the term as the ‘exercise of economic, political and administrative authority to manage a
country’s affairs at all levels. It encompasses the mechanisms, processes and institutions through which
citizens and groups articulate their interests ………’ (UNDP, 1997, Policy Paper, 3, quoted in UN.
Economic and Social Council, 2006, p.3). The UNDP view of governance is comprehensive which
includes all governing institutions i.e. legal, political, economic, social etc. in the process and
underscores the need for bringing efficiency and effectiveness in their management practices in order
to improve the quality of human development in a society.
Since quality of human capital is one of the major determinants of institutional/societal effectiveness, it
can be argued that gender-sensitive governance is needed not only to meet organizational justice
requirement but also to increase efficiency and effectiveness in the above governing institutions.
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Therefore, gender equity should not be viewed as an important measure of social development only it
should be rather recognized as an important economic need for building potential of human capital
towards improved governance in a country.
With this recognition, myriad of administrative, structural, financial and human resource reform have
been initiated across the world in the name of governance or new public management reform. The
above reform measures aim at improving performance, efficiency, service delivery, effectiveness,
responsiveness and management of governing institutions through decentralization and devolution of
powers, more participatory ways of citizen engagement, transparency in procedures, commercialization
or contracting out, and collaboration among governance institutions i.e. public, corporate and civil
society organizations (Kaufman and Kraay, 2007; Haque and Zafarullah, 2006, Christensen, 2001).  All
of the above reform measures invite more active involvement of people irrespective of gender in the
process of governance.

In view of the above, issues pertaining to gender inequity and inequality in terms of their representation
and participation in governance have also emerged as a key concern area that need to be addressed
carefully at various levels. According to the World Statistics report 2011 women comprise nearly 50%
of the world’s population as compared to the male population with 3,439,427037 persons and
3,487,869561 persons respectively (www.worldstat.info/world 2011). It is widely recognized that
countries cannot reach their development potential if all individuals including women and men are not
included in the process. Kofi Annan, UN Secretary as quitted in DFID, 2007 noted that ‘it is impossible
to realize our goals while discriminating against half of the human race’ (Kofi Annan quoted in DFID,
2007, p. 1). Therefore, gender equity and their equal access to development opportunities including
health, education, employment and participation in decision making are considered as extremely
important measures towards sustainable development and effective governance all around the world
(Jabeen and Jadoon, 2009).
Several developments over time such as more awareness, access to information and education, active
role of press and social media, emergence of women movements, efforts of World Development
Community, international linkages and alliances, and greater collaboration among public, private and
civil society organizations have significant role in bringing gender issues on global discussion agenda.
Various governments at their own level have also reiterated commitment to the cause through signing
in the international conventions and agreements to promote gender equity and equality for improving
quality of human development. In this direction, The UNs Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
1948; Convention on the Elimination of All forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW),
1979; Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing, 1995; the Vienna Declaration, 1993; the
Millennium Development Goals (3rd MDG), 2000; UN, Development Fund for Women, 1985; and the
ILO, Resolution Concerning the Promotion of Gender Equality, Pay Equity and Maternity Protection,
2004 Mainstreaming Policy and Strategy, 2006 are some historic international agreements to protect
economic, legal, social and political rights of women and ensure their equal access and participation in
the in development and governance.
The International Development Organizations including the World Bank, The United Nations,
International Labour Organization (ILO), Canadian International Development Agency, Department
for International Development etc. assess countries against the governance indicators. International aid
to developing countries is also linked with implementation of the governance indicators of which
equity and equality of opportunities, elimination of gender discrimination and participation irrespective
of gender are important dimensions.

Gender and Governance in Pakistan Joining hands with the global community, Pakistan has also
reiterated its commitment to international agreements, conventions and declarations to promote gender
equality and equality in all areas concerning gender development and gender empowerment. The
establishment of the Ministry of Women Development; the National Commission on Status of women;
Gender Reform Action Plans (GRAPs), Five Year Development Plans, the National Policy for
Development and Empowerment of Women, the First Women Bank are some of the significant
initiatives in this direction. The Government of Pakistan submitted a comprehensive report in the
Fourth World Conference on Women held in Beijing, 1995 outlining its objectives to combat gender
discrimination in employment, training and promotion through affirmative action and special women
quota in public sector employment.
Pakistan is a signatory to the convention on the Political Rights to women (1952). Constitution of
Islamic Republic of Pakistan accords women the right to vote, contest election and hold public office at
par with men (Khosa, 1992). To encourage the recruitment of qualified women in Public employment
and to enhance their participation at various decision forums the Government of Pakistan has set 10%
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quota for women in the Civil Services of Pakistan at Federal and Provincial level through special
legislation. Similarly, at local governance level 33% seats have been reserved for women at all tiers of
local governance including District, Tehsil and Union Council to promote their representation. Special
legislative measures have been introduced to protect women from discrimination, domestic violence
and workplace harassment. Besides the government, public institutions, corporate sector and
community organizations are also playing an active role to address issues of gender inequity and
inequality at various levels.
Although a significant progress has been made on issues relating to gender equity and equality due to
the above international, national and institutional commitments women still lag behind men in terms of
their representation at managerial positions and decision making bodies in both federal and local
governance. A review of the literature and previous research on the subject point to glaring inequalities
in terms of access and opportunities on the basis of gender where women are not found having an
equitable share in decision making and they are marginalized in all aspects of life through subtle
discriminatory practices (The World Bank, 2012; Berniell and Sanchez, 2011; UNDP, 2010).
Women represent only 18% of the world’s parliament positions while only 13 women are reported as
heads of the governments out of 189 countries as per International Women Democracy Centre (IWDC)
report, 2008 (www.iwdc.org , 2008). Women occupy only 9% of the senior administrative positions
and 21% of the management jobs as per Online Women Statistics report. The report also found 14%
women ministers concentrated in social ministries, viewed as extension of their roles, 9.4% in legal and
4.1% in economic areas. While 3.9% were reported in executive, only 3.9% were found in political
areas (www.womenstatisticsonline.com , 2008).
Statistics on gender gaps and inequalities point to shocking disparities between women and men on all
indicators of gender development and gender empowerment among the South Asian countries. Data
presented in Global Gender Gap Reports 2013, 2011, 2010, 2009 and Human Development Reports,
2013, 2010, 2009 reflected that South Asia stands very low on both gender development and gender
empowerment measures including, health, education, employment and representation in decision
making positions. Gender disparities have grown over time in Pakistan and its position has gone further
down on gender equity as per global gender gap reports as from 126th position in 2007 to 132nd in
2009 and from 133rd position in 2011 to 135th in 2013 out of a list of 136 countries (The World
Economic Forum, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2013). Pakistan’s performance on gender gap index was ranked as
one of the poorest among the South Asian countries including, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Bhutan,
Maldives and India. While Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Bhutan were ranked as the best countries among
the region with a ranking of 55, 75, 93 respectively, both India and Pakistan were reported to be at the
bottom of the list with a ranking of 101 and 135 respectively (The World Economic Forum, 2013).
Pakistani women were reported as lagging behind men on all indicators of human development having
little access to basic health and education, limited economic opportunities and meagre participation in
decision making process and power positions. They were found to be working for longer time with
huge pay differentials as compared to men and high fertility rate coupled with poor health facilities and
little say in decision making. Data presented below reflect the poor status of women in Pakistan on
both Gender Development Index (GDI) and Gender Empowerment Measure (GEM):

Gender Gap on GDI and GEM indicators
Economic Participation and Opportunity Female Male
Labour force participation 23% 86%
Income (PPP US $) 1,005 4,676
Legislators, Senior Officials, Managers 3% 97%
Professional and technical workers 22% 78%

Educational Attainment
Literacy rate 40% 69%
Enrolment in primary education 65% 79%
Enrolment in secondary education 29% 40%
Enrolment in tertiary education 8% 9%

Health and Survival
Sex ratio at birth 49% 51%
Healthy life expectancy 55 56
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Political Empowerment
Women in parliament 20% 81%
Women in ministerial positions 10% 90%

Source:  Global Gender Gap Report 2013, pg.306.
Similar trends in terms of gender inequity are reflected in national as well as local governance with
only 8.7% representation of women in Officers Category (Basic Pay Scale 16-22) in the Federal civil
services and 33% at the local governance level. Women benefited from the affirmative action taken to
ensure 33% representation of women in local bodies through devolution of power system introduced in
2001. Nevertheless, despite having a visible representation in local bodies their participation was
reported as low in terms of contribution to various discussions and decision making forums as per
devolution audit reports (CIET, 2004) Moreover, women were largely confined to the areas such as
social work, education, health, office work and domestic campaigns viewed as extension of female
roles as compared to the field work, legal, political, administrative and other prestigious assignments.
Therefore, despite having distributive representation in quantitative terms they were deprived of
participative and qualitative representation through procedural inequities in the larger system.
The above profile of women in Pakistan indicates that numerical or distributive form of gender
representation in the form of affirmative action, reserve seats or quota has been more dominant to
enhance their share in economic, social and political arenas. Quotas though serve the purpose to
address the issue of gender imbalance and inequity on a short term basis but, they bypass merit which
is an important aspect of effective human resource management. Affirmative action or quotas may be
used as a temporary measure but ultimately the issue need to be dealt with using more sustainable ways
of adopting a procedural approach to promote gender equity. Otherwise, after the quotas system is
abolished women’s representation in governance will become low. Women need to be empowered
through sound opportunities of participation in education, skill development, employment, and decision
making.

Female students outperform in all professional examinations. Position holders at tertiary level of
education are mostly women. This might be one of the reasons for having very insignificant gender gap
in enrolment of women and men at tertiary level education as pointed earlier. Women have been
competing with men in all professional areas including the civil services where the number of female
civil servants increased from 11 in 1987 to 81 in 2011 (Khurshid, 2011). Female civil servants are also
opting for the Pakistan Administrative Service Group (old name of District Management Group
(DMG)), Foreign Services, Police Services and Military and Cantonment Group and other so called
prestigious and traditionally male dominated services/groups. Similar trends are reflected at provincial
civil services where number of female officers has increased over the years. Besides the affirmative
action of 10% reservation of seats for women in public employment Pakistani women are competing on
merit and outperforming in all walks of life. Therefore, it is not surprising that many qualified women
are not comfortable with the idea of quota or any preferential treatment for women and view it as a
compromise on their capabilities. Quotas may balance the numerical representation of women but not
enhance their qualitative participation in real terms due to procedural flaws or subtle gender biases in
governance practices.

In view of the above, it is reiterated that a comprehensive framework requiring a major policy shift is
required to address structural as well as procedural gender inequities at various levels. It is suggested
such framework should incorporate multidimensionality of the issue and integrate institutional and
contextual realities of Pakistani society. Thus, Gender-Organization-System (GOS) framework initially
suggested by Fagenson in 1990 and later developed by the researcher for analysis of gender (Jabeen,
2001) is proposed for identifying factors influencing gender equity in the culture specific context of
Pakistan. This, in turn, would help in developing an elaborated plan towards addressing the issue for
attaining distributive as well as procedural gender equity in governance.

The GOS Model of Gender Governance The GOS approach suggests that women representatives’
own gender, organizational policies and practices, legal system, culturally prescribed social attitudes
and societal norms influence participation of women in the process of governance. It also underscores
the interaction of gender, organization and system while investigating the issue.
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The GOS Model of Gender Equity and Governance

An initial application of the GOS approach to the Federal and Local level governance in Pakistan
reveals that at systemic level discriminatory laws, political, and cultural factors, and social attitudes are
major constraints towards gender equity. While at organizational level, gender inequality in terms of
opportunities to development including, education, training and development, segregation, inadequate
budgetary provisions, token presence at decision making forums, less opportunities for  mentoring and
networking and lack of gender friendly policies and practices influence their participation at personal
level certain demographic factors including women’s education, their self confidence and familial
factors including parental education, domestic responsibilities, lack of family support i.e. child care,
elderly care etc. account for women’s less participation in governance (Jabeen, 2009).

Conclusion and Recommendations To conclude, the above review and application of the GOS
approach to the federal and local governance in Pakistan reveals that gender is a complex,
multidimensional and contextual issue. We cannot have gender equity in governance solely on the basis
of imported recipes without indigenizing the concept according to the local institutional context. It also
suggests that progress in this direction is possible by adopting a realistic strategy of developing people
both women and men equitably at personal and organizational level and creating enabling
environment at institutional and systemic levels through gender sensitive policies and practices. More
precisely, some specific interventions in this regard may include:

1). Reconstituting the governance agenda by making it more specific to gender needs through
legislation on gender discriminatory laws and practices such as, sexual harassment, domestic violence,
acid burns victims, gender sensitive budgeting, gender discrimination etc. While some progress in this
regard has been made in form of Workplace Harassment Act and open sale of acids, the
implementation of these laws are not strictly adhered to which provide a lot of margin for violation on
the part of convicts. An awareness of such laws and its strict implantation need to be ensured at all
levels. Hefty fines and penalties may be imposed in case of violation of the above laws. The above
laws and regulations need to be revisited from time to time in view of the dynamic requirements of
work organizations.

2). Adequate budgetary allocations should be made to promote gender reform actions and
mainstreaming of gender in all spheres of governance i.e. local, provincial, and federal. A continuous
and objective evaluation of the above programs and initiatives should be made to gauge the impact of
reform measure and avoid fraudulent use of funds.

3). Providing both women and men an equitable access to gender development (GED) as well as
gender empowerment (GEM) initiatives including education, health, training and development,
decision making and political participation opportunities.
4). While organizational landscape is changing today with more and more women joining the
workplace there is need to develop acceptance for this emerging human resource and replacing the
traditional 24/7 work phenomenon with more need based and gender friendly policies and practices

Systemic Factors
Legislation, Laws, Policies
Gender Development Measures

Education
Health

Gender Empowerment Measures:
Economic Participation
Political Participation

Culture and TraditionsOrganizational Factors
Gender Composition
Opportunities for Training and
Development
Participation in Decision Making
Mentoring and Networking
Gender Friendly Policies and Practices

Personal Factors
Education
Skill Development
Self Confidence
Socialization
Domestic Responsibilities
Family Support

Gender Equity and Governance
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including, flexible modes of engagement, flex timings, child care, elderly care, leave rules, and policies
and congenial work environment in organizations.

5). The patriarchal societal practices still believe in strict role division in Pakistani work organizations
where females through a process of gender streaming are routed to certain civil services groups like
Accounts, Office Management, Postal Group, Information Group etc. as considered suitable for them
involving less mobility and public interaction. Male civil servants on the other hand are frequently
found in Foreign Service, Pakistan Administrative Service (old name of District Management Group),
Police Service and other prestigious groups requiring a lot of public interaction, variety and versatility
of experience ultimately favouring them in their career advancement. As a result of such subtle gender
biased practices women find fewer opportunities of their representation and participation in governance
process. An organizational justice perspective requires challenging the existing gendered practices and
promoting egalitarian role divisions in society through effective socialization process, gender
mainstreaming and gender sensitivity in education, curriculum and upbringing.

6). As pointed earlier women are making steady strides in governance process in the country including
the civil services, however, they find low and limited opportunities of mentoring and networking due to
their token status in administrative and decision making bodies. A conscious effort is needed for
facilitating working women in terms of networking, mentoring and partnering through building
alliances among institutions working in this direction at local, national, regional and international
levels.

7. Since gender is a complex, multidimensional and contextual phenomenon which needs to be
understood in view of the cultural specific norms and realities, creation of indigenous knowledge
through promotion of collaborated research, seminars and conference on the issues and at university
level are needed to have a meaningful impact in this direction. Such collaborated conferences as
organized by the Tayyip, Erdogan University, Rize, Turkey and Abdul Wali Kkan University, Mardan,
Pakistan may serve as a mile stone in this direction through sharing of learning experiences and
understanding of the successful organizational practices at international level.
Last but not the least, a sincere and genuine effort and political will to promote gender equity in
distributive and procedural terms in all spheres of human development and governance is crucial to
achieve organizational justice irrespective of gender.
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ABSTRACT. This study analyzes the impact of inward foreign direct investment
(FDI) on income distribution in five SAARC countries, namely, Bangladesh, India,
Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka using panel data from 1980 to 2011. Dependent
variable is income inequality measured by Gini coefficient whereas independent
variables are inward FDI stock as a percentage of GDP, trade openness (exports +
imports / GDP), per capita GDP used as a proxy for economic growth and annual
inflation rate measured by consumer price index (CPI). Fixed effects model has been
used on the basis of Hausman. The results show that inward FDI stock has a negative
and statistically significant impact on income inequality. Trade openness has a
positive and statistically significant impact on income inequality. The impact of per
capita GDP on income inequality is positive and statistically significant. However,
annual inflation has a negative and statistically significant impact on income
inequality. The study recommends encouraging more inward FDI, having better
distribution policies, increasing exports, reducing imports and keeping inflation
within a certain limit for better income distribution.
Keywords: FDI, Fixed Effects, Income Distribution, Random Effects

1. Introduction. Since the last few decades, there has been a very hot debate on the consequences of globalization
for economy. One of the indicators of globalization is foreign direct investment (FDI). While discussing the effects
of FDI on host countries, researchers have mostly been optimistic because they often discuss these effects of FDI in
terms of economic growth which ultimately leads to sustainable economic development. But one important impact
of FDI which is mostly neglected by researchers is income distribution in host countries. Whether FDI is good for
income distribution? There are two different views regarding this question. One group of researchers believes that
FDI improves income distribution of host countries whereas the other group is of the view that FDI worsens it.
Those who think that FDI reduces income inequality argue that FDI leads to economic growth of the host country
and then this economic growth becomes a source of income distribution among people of country. According to
them, FDI provides host countries with capital. Most of the less developed countries (LDCs) are significantly
lacking in capital. Their level of savings is lower than their required level of investment which causes savings-
investment gap. FDI fills this gap [30]. Second argument which is presented in favor of FDI is that it transfers
modern technology to the host countries. This technology can also be transferred through international trade but FDI
is more important than trade. According to [8], FDI is accompanied by modern technology and local firms also
adopt this technology by imitating the foreign firms. Third, FDI leads to better skills for management of factors of
production in host countries. Fourth, FDI enhances productivity and income of workers. It is not necessary that these
benefits of FDI can be achieved at the expense of income disparity [12]. This increase in productivity of labor and
more output is a path towards economic growth. According to [18], FDI is a main source of economic growth. FDI
is useful for economic growth because it is good for development of human resources through training and
education channels. Due to this, it not only increases the productivity of labor but also of other factors of production.
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FDI can perform better for economic growth if it is directed towards export oriented sectors rather than import
substitution sectors. So, FDI leads to higher economic growth [1].
Now the question is whether this economic growth is equally good for the whole population of a country?. The
appropriate answer to this question is that FDI can have unequal effects in the short run but in the long run, it
improves income distribution. According to [8], FDI plays a positive role in the distribution of income. It brings
better technology which is imitated by domestic firms. During this process, the host country passes through two
stages of income distribution. In the first stage, they try new technology and apply research for this. For the purpose
of research, they need few skilled workers. Firms pay almost same wages to skilled and unskilled workers due to
less demand for skilled labor. However, when there is transition towards more use of modern technology introduced
by foreign firms, the demand for skilled workers is relatively higher as compared to demand for unskilled workers.
Due to this higher demand for skilled workers, firms have to pay them higher wages and income inequality rises.
But when all of the firms start using modern technology, they hire skilled labor and income inequality falls. This
shows that there is an inverted U-shaped relationship between FDI and income inequality. According to [12], FDI
may cause the problem of income inequality in the short run but in the long run, it is solved.  Therefore, FDI plays
positive role in the distribution of income through the channel of economic growth.
Contrary to this, another group of researchers argues that FDI leads to income inequality in host countries. Two
points which are over exaggerated in literature in favor of FDI are that it is a source of more employment creation
and it leads to improved quality and quantity of goods which make the consumers better off. This is true up to some
extent but all of this is not as it seems. Firstly, although FDI leads to increased employment level in host countries,
yet the increase in employment is not that much as it should be. The reason is that MNCs use better technology and
capital intensive techniques of production which are against employment generation in labor abundant developing
host countries. FDI can have either positive or negative role in determining the income distribution of an economy.
If MNCs absorb abundant labor of host country, it improves income distribution. Conversely, if it is capital intensive
and uses less labor force, it leads to deterioration in income distribution. According to [23], developing countries can
have benefits of FDI if it is directed towards agricultural sector and agro-based industries because in this way,
MNCs can absorb unskilled labor force of host countries. Secondly, the labor force which MNCs hire is skilled labor
and has some minimum level of skills and human capital. Therefore, unskilled labor is hurt. Third, it is also true that
FDI is a source of improvement in production as quality of goods improves due to better methods of production.
Besides this, variety of goods also increases which is better for consumers. But this is also a fact that MNCs invest
in those goods which are mostly useful for a particular group of people only. All of these factors lead to widen the
gap between the rich and the poor in the host country. Rich people are benefitted as they have higher human capital
and skills. So they can get more jobs in MNCs. They also have access to better goods produced by MNCs. On the
other hand, the poor are unable to get jobs in MNCs as most of them are unskilled and lack human capital and they
do not have access to products produced by MNCs. Due to this, FDI becomes a source of income inequality in host
countries. Finally, although it is true that MNCs are a source of tax collection for host countries, yet it is also a fact
that MNCs get tax rebates from the government of host countries. As a result, government is unable to collect much
revenue in the form of taxes and those sectors in which private investors do not have much incentive for investment
remain backward. The reason is that private sector investors are not willing to invest in these sectors and public
sector does not have that much revenue to invest in those sectors. As a result, poor people of the country are hurt.
So, instead of decreasing income inequality in host countries, FDI tends to increase it. The gap between the rich and
the poor widens due to more FDI. The poor become the poorer and the rich become the richer. According to [13],
foreign firms pay higher wages to workers as compared to domestic firms. This is one aspect of causing income
inequality. But foreign firms do not equally pay higher wages to all of their workers. They pay higher wages to their
top-level employees as compared to their ordinary workers. This is the second aspect of causing income inequality.
According to [16], FDI can become a source of income inequality as it raises the wages of skilled workers as
compared to that of unskilled workers. FDI causes income inequality not only through the channel of technology
transfer as this technology is favorable for skilled labor and adverse for unskilled labor, but also through capital
accumulation. Due to capital accumulation, capital owners gain more than labor force and this causes income
inequality in host countries. FDI has been proved to be a source of worsening income distribution in urban areas.
But it does not cause income gap between rural and urban areas. [33] argues that FDI can cause income inequality
through two channels. Firstly, FDI leads to growth of economy and this growth is the cause of inequality among the
masses as all of the people cannot get equal benefits from growth. Secondly, FDI can cause income inequality
between the skilled and the unskilled workers as MNCs demand skilled labor more than unskilled labor. Apart from
other factors, the positive impact of FDI on wages should not be neglected. Inward FDI is considered good for its
positive impact on income of workers [8]. It is argued by [6] that foreign firms pay higher wages to their workers.
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As a result, domestic firms are also required to pay higher wages to their workers if they do not want to lose their
workers. As a result, wage level increases.
There is a dire need to analyze the impact of inward FDI on income inequality. For this purpose, we have selected
five SAARC countries, namely, Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.
The rest of the study is organized as follows: Section 2 presents literature review. Section 3 discusses methodology
and econometric specification. Section 4 presents empirical estimation and interpretation of results. Section 5
concludes the study and discusses policy recommendations.

2. Literature Review. The views of different researchers regarding the relationship between inward foreign direct
investment and income distribution are different. Some are of the view that inward FDI is a source of improvement
in income distribution whereas others think that inward FDI is a source of worsening income distribution in the host
countries. A review of some of existing studies is as follows:
The effect of economic openness and democracy on income inequality was explored by [22] for 69 countries from
1960 to 1996. Dependent variable was Gini index whereas independent variables were FDI inflows, trade openness,
portfolio investment, per capita GDP, square of per capita GDP, level of democracy indicated by democracy index
and past income inequality. Firstly, OLS approach was employed to estimate the model in three ways by pooling the
developing and developed countries separately. The results implied that in all of these cases, democracy improved
income distribution significantly. Trade liberalization also had negative and significant impact on income inequality.
However, inflows of FDI increased income inequality significantly. Sensitivity analysis was applied for checking
the robustness of results. For robustness, income share of top 20% population as a measure of income inequality was
used to replace Gini index whereas random effect, country fixed effect and decade fixed effect estimators were used
to replace OLS approach. The results of robustness test showed that level of democracy had a negative and
significant impact on income inequality. Impact of FDI on income inequality was positive and significant. However,
openness to trade improved income distribution.
The effect of FDI on wage differentials in manufacturing sector in case of Indonesia is analyzed in [19]. The main
concern of the study was that whether multinational corporations paid more than the local private firms to the
workers having same quality. For this, different statistics were shown and relationship between regressand and
regressors was found by using regression technique. Workers were divided into two main groups, namely, white-
collar and blue-collar workers. The dependent variable of the econometric model was average wages of
manufacturing plant separately for white-collar and blue-collar workers while the independent variables were
foreign ownership, government ownership, education level of workers, sector, location and size of manufacturing
plant, share of female workers in total labor force and use of inputs in the process of manufacturing. Sector and
location with respect to industries and provinces were shown as dummy variables. Three regressions for each type of
workers were run separately. In the first regression, effect of education level of workers on their wages was not
included. Also, dummy variables of industries and provinces were not included in the model. In the second
regression, education level of workers was included. In the third regression, both the education level of workers as
well as dummy variables of industries and provinces was included. The results of the situation when workers were
free to move across industries and provinces showed that foreign owned firms paid more wages to workers of host
countries as compared to local firms. Foreign firms paid higher wages to workers having same level of education.
They also inclined to hire those workers having higher level of education. Results were also same when assumption
of free movement of workers across industries and provinces was relaxed. The study also found that foreign owned
firms hired more female workers and paid lower wage to them. Therefore, more the female workers hired, the less
the average wages paid.
[33] analyzed the effect of FDI on wage inequality and wages in five East Asian countries, namely, Hong Kong,
Korea, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand from 1985 to 1998. Dependent variable of the model was wage
inequality and was measured as the ratio of wages of skilled labor to wages of low skilled labor. Explanatory
variables were FDI, unionization, relative skill scarcity and trade ratio. The empirical results obtained from pooled
regression were not good; therefore, country-specific effects of FDI, relative skill scarcity and trade were employed.
The results implied that more FDI increased wage inequality in Thailand. However, FDI had insignificant impact on
wage inequality in other four countries. The results for effect of FDI on wages implied that impact of FDI on wages
of both less skilled and skilled labor was positive.
[4] used pooled data for the time period from 1993 to 2002 for 119 countries to find out the relationship between
FDI and income inequality. Gini index was used as the dependent variable. The independent variables were inward
FDI stock as a percentage of GDP, outward FDI stock as a percentage of GDP, total FDI stock as a percentage of
GDP, per capita GDP, GDP and real GDP growth rates. Dummy variables of Asia and Latin American and
Caribbean countries were used to check whether the selected countries were located in these regions or not. Pooled
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ordinary least squares regression was used for the estimation of models. Six models were estimated separately to
analyze the impact of inward FDI, outward FDI and total FDI on income inequality, with and without dummy
variables of regions. The results showed that there was a highly significant and positive relationship between total
FDI and income inequality in these selected countries. The impact of inward FDI as well as outward FDI on income
inequality was also positive. Here, coefficient of outward FDI was greater than that of inward FDI which showed
that the former was more important in causing income inequality than the latter. These were the results without
using dummy variables of regions. With the introduction of dummy variables of regions, the impact of inward FDI,
outward FDI and total FDI on income inequality was still positive. The coefficient of dummy of Asia was negative
but insignificant, whereas, the coefficient of dummy of Latin American and Caribbean countries was positive and
significant. This showed that distribution of income was unequal in Latin American and Caribbean countries.
The impact of FDI on wage inequality in case of more than 100 developed and developing countries by taking the
data from 1980 to 2002 is analyzed by [8]. The objective of the study was to check whether effect of FDI on wage
inequality was linear or non-linear and whether it depended on level of development of a country or not. Wage
inequality in manufacturing sector was measured by Gini index and Theil index. These indices were used as
dependent variables of the model. Independent variables were FDI stock as a percentage of GDP, square of FDI,
trade openness, total enrolled students in secondary education as a percentage of total population of the country and
per capita GDP. The study grouped the selected countries as developed and developing countries by using the
classification of OECD countries and non-OECD countries. The estimation of econometric model through fixed
effect regression for pooled data of countries showed that the impact of FDI on wage inequality was insignificant.
Therefore, different models were estimated separately for developed and developing countries through fixed effect
regression for both Gini coefficient as well as Theil index as indicators of wage inequality. Finally, GMM regression
technique was also employed for the estimation of equations. The results indicated that the impact of FDI on wage
inequality was negative in case of developed countries which meant that more FDI stock tended to reduce wage
inequality in developed countries and this relationship was not found to be non-linear. However, in case of
developing countries, there was a negative and non-linear effect of FDI stock on wage inequality. This implied that
at the start, more FDI tended to increase wage inequality among skilled and unskilled workers but with increasing
FDI stock, wage inequality decreased.
[15] investigated the effect of FDI on income inequality for Mexico from 1990 to 2000 by taking panel data for 32
states. The study used two models for empirical analysis. In the first model, dependent variable was income
inequality level in 2000 measured by Gini coefficient, whereas independent variables were Gini coefficient in 1990,
an instrument for average FDI inflows from 1993 to 2001 and per capita gross state product in 1990. In the second
model, instrument of FDI was found by regressing FDI inflows over 1993 to 2000 on income inequality in 1990,
average years of schooling, per capita gross state product in 1990 and distance. Empirical analysis was carried out
by employing instrumental variable two stage least squares (IV-2SLS) and OLS techniques. The findings suggested
that impact of FDI on income inequality was negative and significant.
[23] explored the impact of FDI on income inequality for Pakistan. The study used time series data from 1971 to
2005. Income inequality was measured by Gini coefficient and it was explained variable of the model. The
explanatory variables were FDI as a share of GDP, real per capita GDP, annual inflation, government size, trade
openness and agriculture value added as a share of GDP. ARDL technique for long-run and ECM technique for
short-run analysis were employed, respectively. The findings implied that impact of FDI on income inequality was
positive and highly significant.
[27] studied the effect of economic globalization on income distribution for China from 1979 to 2006. Dependent
variable of the model was Gini coefficient. Economic globalization was proxied by FDI to GDP ratio and trade to
GDP ratio. Economic growth was proxied by per capita GDP. Another variable of model was spending of
government on social insurance for social welfare of people. Long-run relationship between variables was tested by
Johansen and Juselius Cointegration test. Gregory-Hansen test was used to check structural change in cointegration
vector which suggested absence of structural change in cointegration vector. Cointegration test results implied that
impact of trade and FDI on income inequality was negative. This means that economic globalization was good for
income distribution in China. The role of spending by government on social insurance in improving the income
distribution was also positive.
[14] analyzed the impact of globalization on income distribution in case of Pakistan over the time period from1972
to 2005. Globalization was indicated by FDI, workers remittances and trade openness. Dependent variable was Gini
coefficient used as a measure of income inequality. Independent variables were FDI, workers remittances and trade
openness. Trade openness was proxied by the sum of imports and exports of the country. The econometric model
was estimated by OLS technique. Finally, Moving Average Process technique was used to solve the problem of
autocorrelation. The results of OLS regression showed that impact of FDI on income inequality was significant and
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negative. This suggested that increase in FDI reduced the income disparity. Impact of workers remittances and trade
openness on income inequality was also negative and significant.
[26] used industry level data for 101 industries in case of UK manufacturing over the time period of 1983 to 1992 to
find the effect of FDI on wage dispersion by using panel data. The dependent variable of the econometric model was
wage dispersion of skilled and unskilled workers. Independent variables were FDI, total sales of industry by value,
research and development expenditure of industry, value of industry imports, capital stock, the industry five firm
concentrations by sales and region. Wage dispersion was calculated by dividing the wages of skilled labor by the
sum of wages of skilled and unskilled labor. Two measures of FDI were used which were employment share of FDI
and capital expenditure of multinational companies. Hausman test was employed to check whether fixed effect or
random effect was appropriate for panel regression. On the basis of test, panel regression based on random effects
was employed for estimation of the model. The results showed that FDI, one period lagged value of FDI and two
periods lagged value of FDI when FDI was measured in terms of employment share had a positive impact on wage
dispersion. When FDI was measured in terms of capital expenditure, effect of FDI and its first two lags on wage
dispersion was also positive. Squared FDI in case of employment share of FDI had a positive impact on wage
dispersion whereas squared FDI in case of capital expenditure of FDI had a negative impact on wage dispersion.
Robustness of results was checked by using Generalized Method of Moments which also supported the initially
estimated results. The study concluded that FDI had a positive effect on wage dispersion of skilled and unskilled
workers in case of selected panel.
[3] used state level data for 48 states of United States of America to explore the short-run and long-run impact of
inward FDI on income inequality. Dependent variable of the model was top decile income which was used as a
measure of income inequality. It showed the income share of top 10% earners. Independent variable of the model
was FDI to gross state product ratio. Long-run relationship between FDI and income inequality was checked by
using common correlated effects (CCE) estimator which showed that FDI had a negative and significant impact on
income inequality in the long run. Panel error correction model was employed to explore the short-run effect of FDI
on income inequality. It showed that short-run impact of FDI on income inequality was either insignificant or
weakly significant. Robustness of long-run impact of FDI on income inequality was checked by using different
indicators of income inequality which were Antikson index, Theil entropy index and Gini index. Again, the study
employed common correlated effects (CCE) estimator which showed the robustness of long-run results because
long-run impact of FDI on income inequality was found again to be negative and significant. The study used
dynamic ordinary least squares (DOLS) technique to check the endogeneity of variables of the model. Heterogeneity
of results was checked also by using CCE estimator for each state to verify whether individual effect of FDI on
income inequality was also negative for every state individually or not. The results indicated that in the long run,
FDI had a negative impact on income inequality for 27 states whereas in 21 states, FDI had a positive long-run
impact on income inequality.
[5] examined the impact of technology advancement and globalization on income inequality for 48 U.S. States by
using panel data. Globalization was measured by trade and FDI while advancement in technology was measured by
research and development (R&D) expenditures. Data was used over the time period from 1988 to 2003. The study
used six different indicators of income inequality i.e. top 1% income share, top 10% income share, relative mean
deviation (RMD), Gini coefficient, Theil’s entropy index and Atkinson index. The model was estimated by
employing fixed effects model. First difference estimator was used to check the robustness of results. The results
implied that impact of FDI on five out of six measures of income inequality was positive and significant. Impact of
trade on income inequality was also positive and significant. However, impact of technology on income inequality
was insignificant.
[12] analyzed the impact of FDI on income inequality for ten European countries spanning over the time period
from 1980 to 2000. Explanatory variable was FDI to GDP ratio. Stationarity of variables was tested by employing
panel unit root based on Augmented Dickey-Fuller test. Panel co-integration was employed for the estimation of
model while robustness of results was also checked. Tests for omitted variables, slope heterogeneity and
endogeneous regressions were carried out as well. Effect of FDI on income inequality was analyzed for long run as
well as for short run. The results showed that in the short run, FDI had a positive impact on income inequality. But
in the long run, there was a negative impact of FDI on income inequality. But this was overall result of analysis for
all selected countries of the sample. To check whether there was also negative impact of FDI on income inequality
individually for every country of the sample, individual tests were carried out. These tests showed that out of ten
countries, there was positive impact of FDI on income inequality in case of two countries. These countries were
Spain and Ireland. Error correction term showed that FDI and income inequality were endogeneous which implied
that there was bi-directional causality between FDI and income inequality.
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[30] analyzed the impact of wages in foreign firms on wages in local firms in Indonesia. The study used panel data
of 29 industries spanning over 1989 to 1996. Dependent variable of the model was wages paid by local
establishments whereas independent variables were capital per worker, value added per employee, weighted average
of foreign establishments in industry, wholesale price index, ratio of non-production workers, unemployment rate,
material, dummy of time and size of plant etc. The estimations were carried out in two ways. Firstly, the impact was
analyzed when workers were assumed to move freely throughout the country. Secondly, the workers could move
only between two islands, i.e. Java and Sumarta islands. The analysis in both of the cases showed that wages in
multinational firms had a positive impact on wages in local firms. In the next step, the study employed the analysis
by dividing the whole sample into industries with large wage gaps and industries with small wage gaps with their
wages compared to wages of foreign establishments. The results indicated that 1 percentage point increase in wages
in foreign establishments led to increase wages in local establishments with large wage gap by approximately 5
percentage points. However, the relationship with small wage gap industries’ wages was found to be insignificant.
These were the results when labor was free to move across the country. The results were same when labor was
restricted to move between Java and Sumarta Islands only. On the whole, the study concluded that wages in foreign
establishments had positive impact on wages in local establishments in Indonesia.
[28] studied the effect of FDI on labor income inequality and labor income for 14 OECD countries by using panel
data over the time period from 1990 to 2010. Income of labor was shown by four measures i.e. annual minimum
wage, annual average wage, labor income share and relative wage. The association between FDI and income was
analyzed by using first three measures. The relationship between FDI and income inequality among unskilled and
skilled workers was found by using fourth measure i.e. relative wage. Explained variable of the model was
respective measure of income whereas explanatory variables were FDI stock as a percentage of GDP, labor
productivity, trade liberalization and employment rate. Firstly, three models were estimated by using panel
regression to analyze the effect of FDI on annual average wage, labor income share and annual minimum wage. The
findings showed that impact of FDI on all of three measures of income was positive and significant. Then two lags
of FDI were included in the model and the models were estimated for same explained variables again. The effect of
FDI and its two lags was still significant and positive. The study also considered the impact of FDI on income
inequality among unskilled and skilled labor force by using the variable of relative wage. The estimation of model
with and without the inclusion of lag of FDI indicated that FDI significantly increased the wage gap between
minimum wage earners and average wage earners. Therefore, the study concluded that FDI was helpful to increase
the wages of skilled workers as well as unskilled workers in absolute terms but it also increased the wage gap
between them.
The above review of literature reveals that impact of inward FDI on income inequality is ambiguous and needs to be
analyzed empirically for selected SAARC countries.

3. Methodology and Econometric Specification.
3.1. Model Specification
Following model has been specified for econometric analysis:
Giniit = β 0 + β1 FDIit + β2 TO it + β3GDPCit + β4 INFit + εit

Where:
Giniit = Gini coefficient (measure of income equality)
FDIit = FDI stock as a percentage of GDP
TOit = Trade openness (exports plus imports as a percentage of GDP)
GDPCit= Per Capita GDP in U.S. $ (proxy for economic growth)
INFit= Annual inflation rate (consumer price index)
εit = Error term
i = Countries (i = 1, 2,3,……….,5)
t = Years (1980, 1981,1982,……….2011)
3.2. Variable Description and Expected Impacts

3.2.1. Gini coefficient. Gini coefficient has been used as the dependent variable of the model. Gini coefficient (also
known as Gini index) measures the inequality of income among recipients of income. It is a widely used indicator of
income inequality. The numeric value of Gini coefficient lies between 0 and 1. In percentage form, it lies between 0
% and 100 %. If the value of Gini coefficient is 0, it shows that income is equally divided among all people which
means that all people have equal income. It shows perfect equality of income distribution. On the other hand, if
value of Gini coefficient is 1, this shows that one person has all income. It is perfect inequality of income
distribution. The value of Gini coefficient near to 0 shows better distribution of income whereas value near to 1
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shows worsening of income distribution. Value of Gini coefficient is calculated on the basis of Lorenz curve which
is graphical representation of income distribution. In the graph of Lorenz curve, cumulative percentage of income
recipients is shown on horizontal axis whereas cumulative percentage of national income is shown on vertical axis.
The 45-degree line shows perfect equality of income distribution. Lorenz curve lies below 45-degree line because
perfectly equal distribution does not hold. The value of Gini coefficient is calculated by dividing the area between
45-degree line and Lorenz curve by the total area under 45-degree line. i.e. G= A/ (A+B). Gini coefficient is mostly
used by researchers for the analysis of income distribution. Some of the studies that used Gini coefficient as an
indicator of income inequality are [22], [4], [8], [23], [27], [14], [5], [7], [9], [10] and [24].

3.2.2. Inward Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). The main independent variable of the model is inward FDI.
Impact of inward FDI on income inequality may be either positive or negative. Inward FDI may worsen income
distribution if it creates less employment due to increased use of capital intensive methods of production. Secondly,
if it brings modern technology in the host countries and increases demand for skilled labor more than demand for
unskilled labor, it can increase income inequality. On the other hand, inward FDI may improve distribution of
income as it fills different gaps in the host economy. It may become a source of more capital formation, can create
more jobs and may become a source of betterment of people of host country. Another channel is that it can increase
the economic growth of the host country and then benefits of this economic growth may be shared by the masses
leading to better distribution of income. Therefore, expected sign of coefficient of inward FDI may be either positive
or negative depending upon the relative impacts of FDI on income inequality. We have used inward FDI stock as a
percentage of GDP. Proxy for FDI may be used either as FDI flows or FDI stocks. According to [8], FDI is a source
of stock of technology in a country. According to [3], FDI stocks are better to capture the long-run impacts of FDI as
compared to FDI flows. According to [12], FDI flows show more fluctuations. Therefore, it is better to use FDI
stocks as a proxy for FDI. According to [2], inward FDI stock shows influence of multinational companies in
political and economic terms. Some of the studies that used inward FDI stock as a proxy for inward FDI are [4], [8],
[21], [20] and [3].

3.2.3. Trade Openness. The second independent variable used in the model is trade openness. It has been calculated
as the ratio of trade to GDP, i.e. exports + imports / GDP. Exports, imports and GDP have been taken in million
U.S. $. The variable has been taken in percentage form. The expected sign of coefficient of trade openness may also
be either positive or negative because trade openness may be a source of either increasing or decreasing income
inequality in a country. Trade openness may be good for distribution of income as it increases the demand for labor
and also their return. But this happens if exports of a country exceed its imports. On the other hand, if imports of a
country are greater than its exports, then it may decrease the demand for labor and ultimately returns to labor and
may become a source of increasing income inequality. Trade openness may also bring better technology that can
improve the productivity of labor but it may decrease the demand for labor due to increased use of capital intensive
methods of production and also causing disparity for the demand for skilled and unskilled labor. This may become a
source of increasing income inequality. Some of the studies that used trade openness measured by ratio of sum of
exports and imports to GDP are [22], [23], [27], [17] and [7].

3.2.4. Per Capita GDP. The third independent variable of the model is per capita GDP taken in current U.S. $. It
has been used as a proxy for economic growth. The expected sign of coefficient of per capita GDP is either positive
or negative. Economic growth leads to increased income inequality of a country if its fruits are not enjoyed by all
people equally. On the other hand, economic growth may lead to decreased income inequality if there is labor
absorbing economic growth and better policies of income distribution. This variable has been used by [2], [4], [27],
[17], [24], and [23].

3.2.5. Annual Inflation Rate. The fourth independent variable of the model is annual inflation rate taken as
consumer price index (CPI). Impact of inflation on income inequality may be either positive or negative. Positive
impact of inflation may be due to two reasons. Firstly, increase in inflation rate affects the poor more than the rich as
purchasing power of the poor decreases more than that of the rich. Secondly, number of poor may also increase as a
result of inflation in the country. Due to this, income inequality may increase. On the other hand, inflation may
improve income distribution because higher inflation leads to increase in investment from production side. It may
lead to high economic growth and increase in employment creation. Due to this, demand for and returns to labor
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may increase resulting in better distribution of income. Therefore, it is expected that the sign of coefficient of
inflation may be either positive or negative. This variable has been used by [24], [23], [17] and [7].

3.3. Data Sources. Panel data on annual basis over the time period from 1980 to 2011 has been collected for
selected five SAARC countries, namely, Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. The panel used is
unbalanced panel with at least 25 observations on each variable for each country.  Data has been collected from the
Standardized World Income Inequality Database (SWIID, 2011), Version 3.1, developed by [25], World
Development Indicators (WDI) and the website of United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD).

4. Estimation and Interpretations

4.1. Empirical Findings. First of all, F-test for fixed effects testing will be used to check whether pooled OLS
regression or fixed effects model is appropriate for estimation of the model. Secondly, to choose between fixed
effects model and random effects model, Hausman’s test will be employed. On the basis of results of both tests,
appropriate estimation technique will be employed.

Table1: F-Test for Fixed Effects Testing
Null Hypothesis: OLS is appropriate
Effects Test Statistic d.f. Prob.
Cross-section F 13.171390 (4,118) 0.0000*

* shows 1% level of significance.
Source:    Authors’ own calculations

F-test has been used to choose between pooled OLS regression and fixed effects model. The null hypothesis is that
there is common constant for all cross-sections and pooled OLS is better for estimation of the model. The alternate
hypothesis is that there are different constants for each cross-section and fixed effects model is better for the
estimation of the model. If we fail to reject the null hypothesis, then pooled OLS regression is used. On the other
hand, if null hypothesis is rejected, then fixed effects model is used. According to results of F-test, as F-statistic is
highly significant at 1% level of significance with p-value = 0.0000, therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected and the
test suggests that it is appropriate to use fixed effects model for the estimation of our model.

Table 2: Hausman Test Results
Null Hypothesis: Random effects model is appropriate

Chi-square statistic D.F Probability
52.685561 4 0.0000*

* shows 1 % level of significance.
Source:     Authors’ own calculations

Hausman test has been employed to check whether fixed effect model or random effects model is appropriate for
estimation of the model. The null hypothesis of the test is that random effects model is appropriate. As the value of
Chi square statistic is higher and p-value shows that null hypothesis of Hausman test is rejected at 1% level of
significance, therefore, Hausman test suggests that it would be appropriate to use fixed effects model for estimation
of the model. The findings of fixed effects model estimation as suggested by Hausman test and F-test has been
shown in Table 3.

The findings are interpreted as follows:
Inward FDI has a negative and statistically significant impact on income inequality. This implies that increase in
inward FDI stock tends to improve the income distribution in the selected five countries. The coefficient is
statistically significant at 1% level of significance. The findings support the results of [15], [27], [14], [3], [9] and
[12].
Trade openness has a positive and statistically significant impact on income inequality. Increase in trade openness
worsens the income distribution in the selected five countries. Trade openness is statistically significant at 1% level
of significance. The findings support the results found by [23], [5] and [24].
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Table 3: Fixed Effects Model Estimation

Dependent Variable: GINI

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-statistic Prob.

FDI -0.355998 0.125137 -2.844870 0.0052*

TO 0.251017 0.033625 7.465141 0.0000*

CPI -0.130857 0.064230 -2.037326 0.0439**

GDPC 0.005169 0.001233 4.193172 0.0001*

C 25.28324 1.533485 16.48744 0.0000*

R2
0.619861

*and ** show the 1% and 5% level of significance, respectively.
Source:    Authors’ own calculations

Annual inflation measured by CPI has negative and statistically significant impact on income inequality. This
implies that increase in inflation tends to improve income distribution. The coefficient is statistically significant at
5% level of significance. The findings support the results found by [23] and [24].
Per capita GDP has a positive and statistically significant impact on income inequality. This means that increase in
economic growth is a source of worsening income distribution in the selected five countries. The coefficient is
statistically significant at 1% level of significance. The findings support the results of [23], [27] and [17].
As far as the individual impact of inward FDI along with other explanatory variables on income inequality is
concerned, we found following results:
In the selected five countries, i.e. Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka, increase in inward FDI by 10
percentage points leads to reduce income inequality by approximately 3.6 percentage points while other things being
fixed. In other words, 10 percentage points increase in inward FDI improves income distribution by approximately
3.6 percentage points. The coefficient of trade openness is 0.25 which implies that other things being fixed, when
trade openness increases by 10 percentage points, it increases income inequality by approximately 2.5 percentage
points. Inflation measured by CPI has a negative and statistically significant coefficient of -0.13 which implies that
other things being fixed, 10 percentage points increase in annual inflation improves income distribution by
approximately 1.3 percentage points or it reduces income inequality by approximately 1.3 percentage points. The
coefficient of economic growth proxied by per capita GDP is 0.005 which shows that other things being fixed,
increase in per capita GDP by 100 units worsens income inequality by 0.5 percentage points. The value of
coefficient of determination i.e. R2 is approximately 0.62 which implies that approximately 62% variation in the
explained variable is being explained by explanatory variables included in the model whereas approximately 38%
variation in the explained variable is being explained by other variables which are not included in the model as
explanatory variables and are assumed to be constant.

5. Conclusion and Policy Recommendations. Impact of inward FDI on income distribution is an ambiguous issue
because some researchers found that more FDI leads to improve the distribution of income in the host country while
others discovered that it worsens income distribution. Therefore, it needs empirical investigation. For this purpose,
we selected five SAARC countries, namely, Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. Panel data was used
over the time period from 1980 to 2011 with at least 25 observations for each variable for each country. Dependent
variable of the econometric model was income inequality measured by Gini coefficient whereas the independent
variables were inward FDI stock as a percentage of GDP, trade openness (exports + imports / GDP), per capita GDP
used as a proxy for economic growth and annual inflation rate measured by consumer price index (CPI). F-test for
fixed effects testing was applied to choose between pooled OLS regression and fixed effects model. The results of F-
test suggested using fixed effects model. Hausman test was used to choose between fixed effects model and random
effects model which suggested that fixed effects model is appropriate for estimation of the model. The model was
estimated by using fixed effects model. The results showed that inward FDI stock has a negative and statistically
significant impact on income inequality. Trade openness has a positive and statistically significant impact on income
inequality. The impact of per capita GDP on income inequality is positive and statistically significant. However,
annual inflation has a negative and statistically significant impact on income inequality. Summing up, we can say
that impact of inward FDI on income inequality is negative and statistically significant in the selected five SAARC
countries. Inward FDI is a source of improving income distribution in these countries. FDI should not be blamed for
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worsening income distribution in these countries. There are other factors which lead to increase income inequality in
these countries.

As inward FDI leads to improvement of income distribution in these selected countries, therefore, these countries
should encourage more inward FDI because it can lead to more investment and increased employment opportunities.
Due to this, those people who are unemployed may get employment. Their earnings may increase and ultimately,
this may lead to improve income distribution among the poor and the rich. To make trade openness favorable for
income distribution, government should try to increase exports and decrease imports of the country but a certain
limit should be considered because problem of retaliation can occur by the trade partners of a country if it continues
to limit its imports beyond a certain limit and this may result in further decrease of exports of the country. Economic
growth can be made good for masses of a country if there are better distribution policies. If there is high economic
growth but its distribution is not good, then it is not favorable for the poor. Therefore, economic growth can be made
favorable for income distribution through progressive taxation system. Government should keep inflation within a
certain limit and it should also compensate the poor against inflation.
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ABSTRACT. Throughout history people of different languages and cultures have
benefited from interpretation to communicate with and understand each other. The
interpreters interpret not only elements of meaning but also the intention and
feelings of the original speaker for those hundreds of years. Thanks to interpreters
people share their culture, benefit from each other’s experience so be aware of how
much they have all in common. Besides their contributions to humankind
development, interpreters deal with various difficulties related to speaker, the
listener, the language and the devices during the interpretation. Conference
interpretation is the way to perform this profession orally. Compared to the past,
the working conditions of the conference interpreters are getting better,
nevertheless they have psychological, physical and physiological problems. To see
some of the adverse effects of this profession on the interpreters, the International
Association of Conference Interpreters (AIIC) conducted a study involving 48
interpreters at 8 different conferences. The purpose of this study is to find out the
problems in the light of the data from the report of AIIC and make some proposals
to ease this task for future conference interpreters.
Keywords: Conference Interpreter, AIIC, language, communication.

1.Introduction. In its most vivid form, interpretation is the practice of verbal communication, simultaneously
and consecutively, from one language into another. The interpreter should place importance on every
semantic factor, feeling and the sub context of the conveyed message that the source-language speaker is
directing to the intended population. Conference interpreting is converting a complete message in the source
language synchronously into its equivalent in the target language with the help of a set of skills and the
required special equipment: earphones, a special booth and translation devices. During the translation the
interpreter sits in a booth with a pair of headphones on, listens the message and instantaneously responds into
a microphone in the object language. And according to (Campos,  Visintin,  & Baruch,  2009 ) a fair
amount of people confuse translation with interpretation. The main difference seperating translation from
interpreting is that the former is written, whereas the latter is verbal. Furthermore interpretation held to a
different standard of accuracy than translation. Although interpreters try to reach 100 percent accuracy at all
times, omissions from the original segment into the target language without a pause are less of a problem for
conference interpreting than translation. Interpreting takes place in the existence of the speakers of both
languages. In order to complete this task succesfully, the interpreter must get through an intense cognitive
process. The step of this process are: ''attending to the message, concentrating on the task at hand,
remembering the message, comprehending the meaning of the message, analyzing the message for meaning,
visualizing the message nonverbally, and finally reformulating the message in the target language.''
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(Campos,  Visintin,  & Baruch,  2009,  p.  482 )

''Seleskovitch (1978) compresses these tasks into three steps, noting that the second step includes
the, Immediate and deliberate discarding of the wording and retention of the mental
representation of the message.  interpreters often refer to this as “dropping form.” By discarding
words, structure etc. of the source text the interpreter is free to concentrate on extracting and
analyzing the meaning of the text, and conceiving strategies for reformulating the message  into
the target language.'' ( as cited in Campos,  Visintin,  & Baruch, 2009,  p. 482) .

2. A Brief History of Conference Interpreting Until the first World War, all international meetings of any
significance had been held in French because it was the language of the 19th century diplomacy. during the
war conference interpreting began to develop. on November 11th, 1918, just after the Armistice had been
signed interpreters started to work for the Armistice Commissions and later on at the Conference on the
Preliminaries of Peace. (Shkurskaya, 2008). This was the time when conference interpreting techniques
started to gain importance. at first it was considered as a non-professional skill but in time
sentence-by-sentence interpreting techniques gave its place to consecutive proper and special techniques of
taking notes as well as many others. This interpreting process required special qualities on top of an excellent
command of two languages, among others tact and diplomacy; above average physical endurance and good
“nerves”.Nevertheless conference interpreting as we know it today did not come into life till early thirties.in
1933 first came isolared booths, still no earphones they had to do their best with what they could hear over the
loudspeakers and they had a box called Hushaphone which served as a microphone. Therefore it would be
safe to say that the actual milestone of a multilateral diplomacy era was with the establishment of the United
Nations Organisation. UNO breathe new life into conference interpreting with multilateral economic relations
and international treaties. Simultaneous interpreting gained ground, particularly as Russian, Spanish and
Chinese languages were introduced as UN working languages. In this day and age, there are six official
languages of the UN: Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish.

3.The Problems Faced by Conference Interpreters. Professional simultaneous translation is the type of
verbal translation at international conferences in regard to individual differences in personality , specialized
fields of study, cultural and regional aspects. Interpreting  involves converting  not only the literal meaning
of words and concepts but  also the common understanding and shared values from the source language and
culture to the target language and culture. Problems result from the lack of inter-linguistic and intercultural
correspondences, clearness and inadequacy of the source language, and gaps in their own knowledge of the
relevant field. For this reason, the interpreter has to have a full command of the target language and
comprehensive knowledge of  the culture, customs and traditions of the society. under the pressure of the
moment these demands become harder to meet for an individual.

Kurz (2003) stated that there is general agreement that job stress results from the interaction of
the individual and the conditions of work. It can be defined as harmful physical and emotional
responses that occur when the requirements of the job do not match the capabilities,  resources or
needs of the worker. ( p. 51)

However these difficulties caused by the lack of culturally and linguistically matching words and syntactic
structures in the source and target language is not that big of a problem for interpreting according to Gile
(2006).  He points out that mistakes and omissions in the output of the interpreter arises from very high
cognitive load. Simultaneous interpreters often complain that one of the biggest challenge they are facing is
not being able to understand a  speech unit in the source language because they are still busy with
target-speech production, or the other way around; in other words while trying to process the source language
speech, being unable to produce an appropriate target-language speech segment. This lead to a situation where
interpreters state that they have understood the incoming speech but unfortunately have forgotten it till the
moment they need to reformulate it in the target language. However in his study Gile (1999) asked 10
interpreters to interpret simultaneously the same speech twice in a row and examined errors and omissions.
The result was that each of the subjects interpret mistakenly different segments, and this showed that  it was
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not the result of their intrinsic difficulty which caused the errors and omissions, the second time they
interpreted the same speech segment, some of the interpreters made mistakes in the parts  which they had
interpreted correctly the first time. Gile debated that the reason for these  omissions and mistakes could not
be the subjects’ inadequacy to understand and reformulate the said segment. It is still not crystal clear where
the effects of individual differences end and the effects of the enviroment ,hard working conditions begin.

Relevant to the problems faced by interpreters, the International Association of Conference Interpreters
(AIIC) conducted a study showing the physiological effects of conference interpreting on the interpreters.
The physiological data measured were ambulatory blood pressure (AmBP), heart rate (HR) and cortisol levels
(cortisol is a stress hormone and is widely recognised as a stress marker). Forty eight interpreters (35 women
and 13 men), at 8 different conferences in Germany, Israel, the Netherlands and UK, agreed to be subjects and
the physiological data was measured over a 20-24 hour period. This involved wearing monitors which
recorded data every 20-40 minutes during the day and every 60 minutes overnight. It was an uncomfortable
experience and the profession as a whole owes them a debt of gratitude for being willing to subject
themselves to it. Cortisol was measured four times over the period (15 mins after awakening, mid-morning,
mid-afternoon, evening). The physical parameters of the booths in which they were working were also
meaand six 2-minute segments of their interpretation (and corresponding original) were recorded in the course
of the day. Mackintosh, J. (2002). Workload study: what it tells us about our job. The AIIC Webzine,
16. Retrieved from http://aiic.net/page/660/workload-study-what-it-tells-us-about-our-job/lang/1

4.Conclusion: In conference interpretation the interpreter is expected to keep pace with the fastest speakers,
to understand all kinds of foreign accents and defective pronunciation, to guess what the speaker meant to say
but failed to express due to his inadequate proficiency in the language he speaks.
Sometimes the interpreter is set a time limit to give his rendering, which means that he will have to reduce his
translation considerably, selecting and reproducing the most important parts of the original and dispensing
with the rest. This implies the ability to make a judgement on the relative value of various messages and to
generalize or compress the received information. The interpreter must obviously be a good and quickwitted
thinker. ''Interpretation has been referred to by some professionals as crisis management,  and in the light of
interpreters' daily experience, these are apt words to describe an aspect of interpreting which is virtually
unknown to the public at large.'' (Coping Tactics in Interpretation, n.d.).

When a problem appears, interpreters may take a fraction of a second to a few seconds before they respond in
order to have some extra time to think and solve the problem.In the situations where interpreters have not
fully heard or understood any type of speech segment they can try to remember the extralinguistic features of
the language and fill in the gaps yet the more efficent way to avoid unexpected problems is paying attention to
the preparation and categorization of the documents. The interpreters should be trained to sort out the
unknown technical terms or names or consepts and make them shine out for easy access without any waste of
time during interpreting. Taking notes may be the most common but most underrated tactic for interpretation
but if done properly it can be of great help. Trying to understand and respond two languages syntactically and
structurally different from each other is a massive cognitive load for anyone so when dealing with this
situation they may divide the speech segment for an easy understanding.

'For instance, in a source-language sentence expressing a causal relationship such as:Be.ause of
the complex character of equation (2) as shown above, compounded by the difficulty of finding a
unique solution to equations (3) and (4) which correspond to a steady state system.the interpreter
can say in the target language something like: Equation(2) as shown above is complex. Equations
(3) and (4) describe a steady system. It is difficult to find a unique solution to them.' (Coping
Tactics in Interpretation, n.d.).

The future of conference interpreting is uncertain. In the world of science and technology, an increasing
number of delegates now use English and do without interpreting services. Even in international organizations,
there is an increasing tendency to hold meetings in English. In future years, the conference interpreting
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market may stagnate, or even shrink, and migration from CIR toward research into other forms of interpreting
may occur. This may result in some loss with respect to research on the specific features of conference
interpreting and conference interpreters, but may also be associated with some gain, in particular as regards
psycho-sociological aspects of interpreting (see for example Schäffner 2004).
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ABSTRACT. The present study seeks to unfold the consumption patterns of farm,
nonfarm rural households of Pakistani Punjab. The secondary data   published by
Punjab Economic Research Institute (PERI) will be used very firstly in this case.
PERI follows crop agro ecological division of Punjab and selects farm, nonfarm
households by stratified random sampling technique from three zones named as
Rain fed, Partially Rain fed, and irrigated zones. Linearized version of almost ideal
demand system is employed in static frame work for the year 2010. Seemingly
Unrelated Regression Modeling is employed to calculate expenditure, compensated
and uncompensated price elasticities for farm and nonfarm households separately
for 10 basic food items including wheat, rice, poultry and different meats. The
Impact of age and education status of head household, along with family size of the
particular household is also incorporated to calculate direct and cross price effects.
The revealed differences of elasticities will highlight the divergence of behavior
among the two groups of study as well it may guide the policy makers for targeted
price and food policies for rural households in  Punjab.
Keywords: Consumer behavior, LA-AIDS, SUR, Compensated and Uncompensated
Elasticities

1. Introduction. In applied micro econometrics, consumer behavior is traced by observing the actual buying
decisions of individuals. The buying decisions are taken as the description of their preferences within budget,
prices and other real life constraints. As economics is a social science and its theories always rely on certain
assumptions. Assumptions about consumer behavior are introduced into the theory of demand through the
specification of a utility function. The utility function measures the level of satisfaction an individual
experiences as a result of consuming a particular bundle of commodities (goods and services) per unit of time
(Johnson et al., 1984).

There had been described two broad approaches to measure consumer behavior of individuals. In first
approach we define a utility function which satisfies certain axioms of choice. Consumer optimizes his utility
at the point of tangency of indifference curve and budget constraint, and the optimization of utility function
subject to budget constraint gives birth to the demand function. Alternatively, we start estimation with a
predefined demand system and impose the restrictions of demand theory including completeness, transitivity
and non satiation of preferences (Blanciforti et al., 1986).

When working with  predefined demand systems we have got two methods to estimate demand systems,
nonparametric functional forms, where we do not impose any restrictions on the nature of parameters, and
parametric flexible functional forms which are good enough to capture linear and nonlinear trends of
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household and aggregate data (Barnett and Serletis, 2008).Amongst flexible functional forms Almost Ideal
Demand System is considered the best because of its distinguished features of satisfying first and second
order requirements of optimizing consumer behavior. As well as it satisfies axioms of choice theory including
aggregation, symmetry, and negative semi definite substitution matrix. (Alston et al., 1994; Muellbauer and
Van de Ven, 2004).The linearized version of AIDS named LA-AIDS provides a first order approximation to
the expenditure function; satisfies the axioms of consumer choice and allows for investigating
interdependence amongst products (Johnston and DiNardo, 2000).

The function of any demand system estimation is to measure the responsiveness of consumers towards
different factors including income, prices, tastes, location, family size, gender, age and so on. This response is
being measured by reading conventional price and income elasticities as well as other elasticities specific to
the objective of the study. When a commodity faces a fall or rise in its price, the consumer becomes worse off
or better off, the fall/rise in the price casts two impacts, real income changes and purchasing power changes.
The Uncompensated or Marshellian price elasticities measure both the income and price effects of these
changes   whereas compensated or Hicksian elasticities, are used to measure only price effects(Johnson et
al.).

There had been an immense treatment of consumer behavior measurement internationally, over the past three
decades this area has been explored owing to the invention of complete demand systems (Barnett and
Serletis). When we uncover the studies with reference to Pakistan we find most of the studies relying on
forsaken techniques of consumer behavior measurement (Aziz and Malik).With a few exceptions working
with demand system on micro data such as (Farooq et al., 1999), (Haq et al., 2011), (Mudassar et al.,
2012),most  of the studies are based mostly on  data provided by household economic survey of Pakistan
(Aziz and Malik, 2010). This is the first study exploring PERI data for Punjab Rural households, Prior to it
were (Farooq et al., 1999) investigated farm households consumption patterns for different food items
covering only three districts of rice wheat zone of Punjab and most recently (Haq et al., 2011) ,(Mudassar et
al., 2012) applied the same model using HIES data for urban and rural Punjab. None of the previous studies
has provided the elasticities based on farm and nonfarm groups of agro ecological zones of the rural Punjab.

The overall aim of this study is to estimate and interpret the demand relations of basic food items in Punjab’s
agro ecological zones by means of a system- wide approach. The objectives of the study include:

To develop a model through which the demand relations of selected food items can be estimated and easily
updated for future use.
To compare farm and nonfarm consumption patterns for the same food items.

The arrangement of next chapters includes section two covering literature review with reference to Pakistan
and international studies on consumer behavior measurement. Section three is devoted to discussion on
methodological aspects and section four covers results and discussion. Lastly I end up with some conclusive
remarks and policy implications.

Literature Review: The present section describes the comprehensive literature review relevant to Pakistan
and international research on consumer demand estimation by complete demand system such as AIDS.

Deaton and Muellbauer (1980) presented the demand system named as Almost ideal demand
system for measuring consumer behavior in static and dynamic framework, the system was claimed to be
Almost ideal because of its capacity to serve as an ideal tool for demand analysis. The writers had derived the
share equations for measuring budget shares based on PIGLOG preferences. Restrictions of additivity,
symmetry and negative semi definiteness were imposed and verified coherent with the model. The generic
version of model was being tested on British household’s data for eight nondurables from 1954 to 1974.

Bhalotra and Attfield (1998)had done a comprehensive study on the intra household resource
allocation across rural Punjab. The writers have calculated the impact of household size and composition on
the consumption patterns of the households. The main outcome is the nonexistence of discrimination amongst
different family ties. There is no confirmation of systematic differences in the consumption patterns of
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children, adult, female workers, female dependants, and elderly dependants as well. This study highlighted the
social norms of Pakistani rural society, where the elderly and dependants are served as good as breadwinners.

Farooq et al. (1999) has measured the demand behavior of paddy and wheat growing farm
households of the rural Punjab. Almost ideal demand system is applied to calculate income and price
elasticities incorporating household size covering age groups in three broad categories, children, adolescent,
and adults. The data is collected from 177 households of Daska, Gujranwala, and Ferozewala tehsils in the
rice wheat zone of irrigated Punjab during 1995.The general restrictions of the demand theory are
rejected ,whilst the own price elasticities are found to be negative and significant.

Haq et al. (2011) have exploited HIES data of 5972 households of Pakistani Punjab. They had
explored the demand pattern for the major eight categories of food. The main segregation is of the rural and
urban Punjab households. The additional explanatory variables to compare the demand patterns are the
literacy level and profession of the household heads. The demand system employed here is LA-AIDS, most of
the compensated and uncompensated elasticities are found to be significant and having expected signs, while
the surprising outcome is having fruits, meat ,and cooking oil as normal goods for all households, so we don’t
find the evidence for general phenomenon of the same thing to be luxury at low income levels and necessity
or normal at high income levels.

Sher et al. (2012) has measured the impact of income size on food demand by using PSLM
household data of 2007-2008.Double logarithmic form for measuring the income elasticity is used for five
income group ranges provided by data .The Engel Law is verified by having a relative decline in food demand
at high income levels for most of the food items.

Lazaridis (2004) has investigated about the olive oil consumption, as well as other three food oils
in Greece. He has estimated the elasticities by LA-AIDS in time series data, and solved the matter through
seemingly unrelated regression, the Heckman Procedure is used to solve the system, and the simultaneous
analysis is done for the sample of self producing households to the ones who buy olive oil. The resulted
elasticities are being compared for both kinds of households. Log linear analogue of Laspayers price index
instead of conventional stone price index is used as price index. The most striking factor behind household
demand patterns is taste in real life which is being used as an additional explanatory variable as a function of
education, family size and location is explicitly defined as well. The results indicate the significance of own
production to consumption of olive oil.

Raknerud et al. (2007) had estimated LA-AIDS in quarterly time series scenario by applying
seemingly unrelated regressions. The analysis is done for nine non-durable commodities and relevant year
income and price elasticities are being estimated .The effect of random variables such as season and time
trend are also being augmented on the traditional AIDS model. Income and own price elasticities are
calculated under homogeneity restrictions. Although the homogeneous model is formally rejected by
statistical tests, it performs well with respect to interpretability, parameter stability and forecasting.

ŞAHİNLİ (2013) have studied  the demand patterns of Turkish households over  the time range
of 2002-2011.The study used panel data mode because of the combination of 12 districts and 10 years. AIDS
demand system is exploited to measure the expenditure elasticities as well compensated own price elasticities
for twelve major categories of household expenditures including durables as well as non durables. All
expenditure elasticities are significantly positive showing all goods as normal goods on aggregation basis. The
price elasticities are significant and negative for all groups as well clothing, furniture, house appliances, home
care services, entertainment health, food away home and other goods and services found to be highly price
elastic. Ordinary least square technique was applied. Negative and positive serial correlation was also
detected amongst few items.

Mhurchu et al. (2013) have worked on national household surveys of 2008,2009 of New Zealand
for measuring own price and cross price elasticities for 24 food categories. The comparison of statistics is
provided for the two ethnic groups under consideration of household income size on quintile base. From the
top quintile to the lowest income quintile five groups are being divided, for income ranging from 16,373$ to
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180,259$. The overall comparison is done by applying AIDS model to the data for each year. Out of 24 food
groups ,12 appear as  non responsive to income changes .The real life phenomenon of high income  and
low expenditure share on food is also justified in this analysis, as households belonging to uppermost income
group spend only 8 % of their expenditures on food ,whilst the lowest ones income groups spend around 23%
on food items. Additionally price elasticities are 40% more high in lowest income groups revealing their weak
purchasing power. Income wise price elasticities are significant as well the patterns of Maori households’
expenditures are more sensitive to income changes.

Bett et al. (2012)have presented the demand analysis of indigenous chicken, exogenous chicken,
beef, mutton, goat as well other meat options for 930 urban and rural households in Kenya. The study
collected primary data from the six counties under the governance of Kenya. They have considered
demographic such as household size and proportion of different ages, household location and family size,
education and age of the head of the households for measuring the impact on consumption decisions. The
resulted uncompensated and compensated elasticities are found to be significant. The socioeconomic variables
also found to be significant as well.

Data Sources and Methodology: Punjab Economic Research Institute (PERI) was established before
partition in 1919, its data reports on household’s budget surveys of Punjab for farm and nonfarm households
got published since 1928 .Punjab is divided by PERI into two regions Barani region and irrigated region on
the basis of source of irrigation. The Barani or rain fed region is further divided into Barani and partial Barani,
while the irrigated region has got three classifications as cotton wheat zone, rice wheat zone, mixed wheat
zone (Ata, 2009).

The linearized AIDS or LA/AIDS had been very popular in empirical analysis for its particular characteristics.
Glewwe (2001) and Eales and Unnevehr (1994) has discussed various features in favor of the model
including its convenience to estimation and relative easy interpretation. The system got edge over other
estimation techniques such as linear expenditure system or Rotterdam model for having its local flexibility
which allows for complete aggregation of consumers for demand measurement. Nevertheless its functional
form satisfies the axioms of choice exactly, works well with micro data. The system has got well defined
preferences based on price independent generalized log or PIGLOG class of preferences, which are well
defined in demand theory and incorporate with restrictions of homogeneity, symmetry of demand theory
Glewwe (2001).

By Pollak and Wales (1978),household characteristics can be included in AIDS model through the identity

where is the cross parameter for household demographics including family size, age and education level
of the head household.

By substituting

i =1…. 10 are food items   j=1… 3 are    demographics

We get

(Alston et al.) have provided detailed discussion on various possible forms of elasticities for
LA-AIDS model including the following equations chosen for current analysis:

(i)Uncompensated price elasticities:
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(i)

(ii) Compensated price elasticities:

(ii)

(iii) Expenditure elasticities:

(iii)

All elasticities are calculated by seemingly unrelated regression model in SAS. The detailed expansion of the
elasticities for 10 food items is provided in Appendix 1.
Results and Interpretation:

The following section presents tables on compensated, uncompensated and expenditure elasticities
followed by the relevant discussion.

Table 1
Farm Households: PERI 2010

Uncompensated elasticities

Wheat Rice Cereal Milk Desi
Ghee

Vanaspati
Ghee

Mutton Beef Poultry Eggs

Wheat 0.398 -0.278 0.115 -0.432 -0.267 -0.313 0.105 0.009 -0.044 -0.015

Rice -1.635 -0.178 0.248 0.212 0.413 -0.326 0.260 -0.049 0.251 -0.108

Cereal 22.719 8.462 -27.213 -5.125 5.262 -6.148 2.506 -3.172 4.886 -0.011

Milk -0.459 0.012 -0.025 -0.747 0.092 -0.013 -0.046 -0.019 -0.035 0.015

Desi Ghee -2.015 0.327 0.147 0.213 -0.329 -0.219 -0.250 0.139 -0.499 -0.072

Vanaspati
Ghee

-0.571 -0.095 -0.068 0.219 0.022 -0.026 -0.068 0.185 -0.080 -0.056

Mutton 2.695 1.290 0.384 -2.252 -1.319 -1.253 -0.302 0.255 -1.882 0.070

Beef 0.053 -0.038 -0.099 0.059 0.240 0.501 0.065 -1.508 0.101 -0.056

Poultry -0.442 0.341 0.198 -0.312 -0.630 -0.391 -0.489 0.122 0.399 0.138

Eggs -0.212 -0.339 -0.005 0.701 -0.133 -0.522 0.063 -0.175 0.356 -0.147
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Table 2
Compensated elasticities

Wheat Rice Cereal Milk Desi
Ghee

Vanaspati
Ghee

Mutton Beef Poultry Eggs

Wheat 0.599 -0.243 0.116 -0.162 -0.231 -0.212 0.112 0.044 -0.019 -0.005

Rice -1.381 -0.134 0.250 0.554 0.458 -0.198 0.268 -0.004 0.283 -0.095

Cereal 22.117 8.357 -27.216 -5.936 5.155 -6.451 2.486 -3.278 4.810 -0.043

Milk -0.119 0.072 -0.023 -0.288 0.153 0.158 -0.035 0.040 0.008 0.033

Desi Ghee -1.304 0.452 0.151 1.171 -0.203 0.138 -0.226 0.264 -0.409 -0.035

Vanaspati
Ghee

-0.422 -0.069 -0.067 0.420 0.049 0.049 -0.063 0.211 -0.061 -0.048

Mutton 3.339 1.403 0.388 -1.386 -1.205 -0.930 -0.280 0.368 -1.800 0.104

Beef 0.243 -0.004 -0.098 0.315 0.274 0.597 0.071 -1.475 0.125 -0.047

Poultry -0.145 0.394 0.200 0.087 -0.578 -0.242 -0.479 0.174 0.436 0.154

Eggs -0.098 -0.319 -0.004 0.855 -0.112 -0.464 0.067 -0.155 0.370 -0.141

Table 3
Expenditure Elasticities

Wheat Rice Cereal Milk Desi
Ghee

Vanaspati
Ghee

Mutton Beef Poultry Eggs

0.721 0.912 -2.167 1.224 2.558 0.536 2.313 0.683 1.066 0.412

Table 4
Non-Farm Households: PERI 2010

Uncompensated elasticities

Wheat Rice Cereal Milk Desi
Ghee

Vanaspati
Ghee

Mutton Beef Poultry Eggs

Wheat 0.490 -0.274 0.011 -0.580 0.072 -0.489 0.002 -0.025 -0.004 0.119

Rice -1.690 -0.418 0.011 0.305 0.522 -0.201 0.229 -0.772 0.865 0.009

Cereal 2.087 0.340 -8.138 -0.603 1.243 -0.186 4.072 0.329 -0.450 0.104

Milk -0.509 0.047 -0.002 -0.582 0.004 0.188 -0.003 -0.021 -0.078 -0.029

Desi Ghee 0.083 0.474 0.038 -0.289 -1.495 -0.072 0.103 -0.130 -0.283 -0.353

Vanaspati
Ghee

-0.864 -0.027 -0.002 0.742 0.046 0.237 -0.417 0.113 -0.040 -0.072

Mutton -1.026 1.040 0.639 -1.281 0.511 -6.891 2.794 2.473 -1.109 -1.471

Beef -0.504 -0.812 0.011 -0.493 -0.115 0.078 0.490 -0.055 -0.506 -0.046

Poultry -0.703 1.123 -0.017 -1.468 -0.380 -0.598 -0.269 -0.719 -0.013 0.223
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Eggs 2.144 0.038 0.011 -0.754 -1.139 -0.822 -0.903 -0.095 0.620 -0.117

Table 5
Compensated elasticities

Wheat Rice Cereal Milk Desi
Ghee

Vanaspati
Ghee

Mutton Beef Poultry Eggs

Wheat 0.678 -0.240 0.012 -0.326 0.105 -0.394 0.008 0.008 0.020 0.128

Rice -1.373 -0.362 0.012 0.732 0.578 -0.042 0.240 -0.716 0.905 0.025

Cereal 2.421 0.399 -8.136 -0.153 1.303 -0.018 4.084 0.388 -0.408 0.122

Milk -0.234 0.095 -0.001 -0.213 0.053 0.326 0.006 0.027 -0.044 -0.014

Desi Ghee 0.619 0.568 0.040 0.431 -1.400 0.197 0.121 -0.036 -0.216 -0.325

Vanaspati
Ghee

-0.785 -0.013 -0.002 0.849 0.060 0.277 -0.415 0.127 -0.030 -0.068

Mutton 0.176 1.251 0.645 0.337 0.725 -6.287 2.834 2.685 -0.957 -1.408

Beef 0.039 -0.716 0.014 0.237 -0.018 0.351 0.508 0.040 -0.437 -0.018

Poultry 0.081 1.261 -0.013 -0.411 -0.241 -0.204 -0.243 -0.581 0.086 0.264

Eggs 2.427 0.088 0.012 -0.374 -1.088 -0.680 -0.894 -0.045 0.656 -0.102

Table 6
Expenditure Elasticities

Wheat Rice Cereal Milk Desi
Ghee

Vanaspati
Ghee

Mutton Beef Poultry Eggs

0.679 1.139 1.201 0.986 1.924 0.285 4.321 1.951 2.821 1.016

Expenditure Elasticities Comparisons Expenditure elasticities for farm households, nonfarm households
are discussed and compared in the following:

Wheat is a normal good for households in each case and inelastic to change in expenditures. The lest elasticity
is found for nonfarm households ,showing only .6 rise on spending on wheat on average by 1 % rise in total
expenditure on food items.

Rice is considered as a luxury item for nonfarm households with expenditure elasticity (1.13) followed by all
farm households (0.91).These two elasticities are near to cut off point between luxury and necessity products.

Cereals are inferior food item for farm households (-2.16) and luxury food item for nonfarm households
(1.20).This shows a divergence of preferences between farm and nonfarm households. Since rural farm
households of Punjab are not provided with packed store variety of   cereals like in developed part of
Pakistan. Rural households consider it a   byproduct of and do not spend much on it with rise in their
incomes.

Milk is a luxury item for farm households (1.22) and near to luxury for nonfarm households (0.98) on
average.

Desi ghee is highly elastic to expenditure changes, and a luxury item for households in each case with
elasticities respectively (2.55),(1.92) for farm  households, nonfarm households.

Vanaspati ghee is a necessity food item for all households.

Mutton is highly sensitive to expenditure changes, a 1 % rise in total expenditure on food items leads, 2.31 %,
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4.32% rise in spending on average for farm households, nonfarm households respectively.

Beef is a necessity for farm households (0.68), a luxury item for nonfarm households (1.95).

On average more is spent on poultry by all households when they face rise in expenditures, while eggs are
more sensitive to expenditure changes for nonfarm households only.

Price Elasticities Comparisons Wheat is having positive own price elasticity in each case, which shows its
special reference to farm households as the farmers grow wheat  themselves ,rise in price of wheat on
average leaves them better off ,also wheat is an unmatchable item for households having no close substitute
with  elasticity greater than 1. All cross price relationships are in elastic for wheat in all households’ case.

Again rice acts as a necessity item for households in three cases .It is the major part of necessities for rural
households for they prefer it on all other items. The only food item influencing rice demand is wheat, fall of
1 % in wheat price brings on maximum 1.82 % rise in rice price for all farm households on average and vice
versa for other case the impact of wheat price on rice demand is elastic. All other cross price relationships are
not effective in any case.

Cereals again are most responsive to price changes, with 8.13 elasticity for nonfarm households, and 27.2
level of own price elasticity for farm households. This is the only item having eight cross price relationships
highly elastic for farm households . Nevertheless nonfarm households report relatively less cross price
relationships. Wheat, desighee and mutton through price change impact the demand for cereals for nonfarm
households.

Milk is a necessity item for all households, and not receptive to price changes. All cross price elasticities are
very small in magnitude. The own price elasticity of desighee is 1.4 for nonfarm households followed by all
rural households with 1.1 units, while farm households have inelastic demand for desighee on average. Only
farm households have cross price elasticities between desighee, wheat and desighee, milk greater than 1.
For nonfarm and all households’ case we find no elastic cross price relationship.

The Rural farm households are not provided with much options for cooking oils variety, as the data
questionnaires reveal only two options for cooking as desi ghee and vanaspati ghee. Desi ghee’s price is as
good as double to vanaspati ghee, so substitution is not found effective in demand for desighee case by price
changes for farm households. Vanaspati ghee being the only economic option for most of the households
remains very much inelastic to price changes. The only cross price relationship found bit near to 1 are of milk
and wheat for nonfarm households with elasticity (0.7) and (0.8) on average. The remaining cross elasticities
in other cases as well are least effective to change vanaspati ghee demand.

There is no common pattern diagnosed for mutton for each case. For farm households mutton demand is not
responsive on average to price changes. Wheat, rice, milk and vanaspati ghee have got elastic cross price
relationships with mutton so these food items can  change the demand for mutton  by the change in their
prices.  Excluding cereals and desighee all left cross price relationships are elastic.

None of the food items influence the demand for beef through price changes. All cross price elasticities in
three cases are far from 1. But farm and nonfarm households have difference of preference for beef. Beef is an
elastic commodity for farm households with own price elasticity equal to 1.50 contrary to farm households
with least elasticity 0.04.

Poultry is having inelastic demand in each case along with cross price relationships ineffective. But there are
two exceptions of elastic cross price elasticity of milk and rice with poultry for nonfarm households. Over all
poultry is the basic source of protein for all households on average.

Eggs are again having very low cross elasticity indicating it as a necessity item for all households on average
in each case. We find only two cross price relationships elastic for eggs and wheat and eggs and desighee in
case of nonfarm households. This indicates fall in prices of wheat and desighee impacts households to spend
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more on buying eggs on average.

Conclusion and policy implications Consumer behavior analysis seeks for the measurement of consumer
decisions for consumption choices. There might be various justifications for a specific consumer behavior
including psychological, ethical, social, demographical, economic, and environmental. Here we had touched
the economic i.e. income and prices and demographics such as age, education and family size as justifications
behind the consumption choices for certain food items. The sample selected for the analysis consists of rural
farm and nonfarm households of Barani(rainfed), partial Barani, and irrigated zones of Punjab. We have
estimated expenditure, compensated and uncompensated price elasticities by complete demand system
LA-AIDS. The three set of elasticities are calculated and compared for  farm households, and nonfarm
households.

The elasticities suggested most of the food items including wheat, rice, vanaspati ghee, poultry, chicken and
milk as basic or necessities for farm and nonfarm households. Desi ghee, mutton remained luxury items in all
cases while beef and eggs vary from luxury to necessity across farm and nonfarm households. The main
finding is the relative better economic position of farm households in making consumption decisions for most
of the food items.

According to Haq et al. (2011) the international rise in essential food items has led to a hike in food
insecurity and poverty in many developing countries as well Pakistan. Henceforth empirical research on this
subject can serve as a tool for predicting future direction of demand in response to prices. More price elastic
food items can raise government revenues if fall of prices is maintained by the government. Moreover
disaggregated analysis can help in better understanding of rural consumer’s consumption patterns creating
right food policies for these households. The analysis of demand patterns also serves as a basis for welfare
comparisons of farm and nonfarm households of rural Punjab.
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ABSTRACT. A Boltzman equation is usually to present wave function, particle
moment involving dust component equations, gas dynamics equations and poisson
equations. The interaction between Boltzman equation and Poisson problems are
obtained to present the movement of short and long wave. This paper presents the
gas-dust movement system using some numerical methods. Two numerical methods
are focused to discretize the Boltzman equation. The discretization of gas-dust
movement modeling is based on Variational Iteration Method (VIM) and Finite
Difference Method (FDM). Comparison between VIM and FDM are investigated
the performance of the mathematical modeling of gas-dust movement in terms of
numerical analysis. Borland C++ Builder, MATLAB 2008a and MAPLE 13
software are used to support the computation of the numerical simulation.
Computation algorithms are analyzed by pattern and gradient of the graphs, time
execution and computational complexity. The results show that the VIM and FDM
are successfully in visualizing the movement of the gas-dust in reality.
Keywords: Self-Gravitating; Gas-Dust Sytem; Boltzman Equation; Poisson
Equation; VIM; FDM.

1. Introduction. Many difference numerical methods have been introduced in solving several of linear and
nonlinear partial differential equation (PDE). The methods commonly used are Adomian Decomposition
Method (ADM), Homotopy Pertubation Method (HPM), Homotopy Analysis Method (HAM) and Variational
Iteration Method (VIM). On the other hand, Finite Difference Method (FDM) is also one of the most popular
methods in solving linear and nonlinear PDE [1]. It is because the method is easy to apply directly to the
problems.

Since the research of dust movement continues to be a big interest, the building of mathematical, analytical
and numerical approaches are developing as well. In this research, we applied VIM and FDM method in
solving numerical model which included of dust component, gas components and gravitational interaction [2].
Normally, the model was solved by other famous methods. Dust components usually solved by
particle-in-cell (PIC) method and gas components solved by fluid-in-cell (FLIC) method [3]. Poisson equation
for gravitational interaction is solved on grid in cylindrical coordinate system, “particle-particle” method [3]
and by Fourier transforms method [2].
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2. Boltzmann Equations and Poisson Equations. The mathematical model used in this research included
collisionless Boltzmann equation for dust component (1), gas dynamics equations (2)-(5) and Poisson
equation for self-gravitation (6). All the equations will be discretizing by using finite difference method.
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3. Variational Iteration Method and Finite Difference Method. After discretizing all the equations (1)-(6)
by using central finite different method, we will use Jacobi Method in order to get the result. From equation
(2) we discretize the equation becomes
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From equation (3) we discretize the equations becomes
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From equation (4) we expand the equation becomes
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From equation (5) we discretize the equations becomes
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From equation (6) we discretize the equation becomes
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4. Borland C++ Builder, MATLAB 2008a and MAPLE 13. In our research, two combination of software
had been used to achieve a better result. To solve the complicated mathematical modeling that involve several
parameter, Borland C++ Builder had been chosen. By using C++ Builder, the adjustment of the parameters
will not interface with the programming’s coding. On the other side, Microsoft excel work as converting the
data into graph. In applying variational iteration method another software had been used which is MATLAB
2008a and MAPLE13. MAPLE package used to generate the iteration. Figure 1 shows the sequential
algorithm for Self-Gravitating Gas-Dust

Figure 1. The Flowchart of Mathematical Modeling Self-Gravitating Gas-Dust System
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5. Numerical Results and Performance.

5.1. Result using Finite Difference Method. In FDM, each equation solved separately. There is no
dependent variable for the equations. We visualize the result in graph as followed:

Figure 2. Result for dust component, u against t Figure 3. Result of gas density, g against t

Figure 4. Result for energy, E against t Figure 5. Result of gas pressure, p against t

Figure 6. Result of gravitational potential,  against t
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5.2 Result using Variational Iteration Method. By using VIM, all the dynamics equations are solved
simultaneously. It is because the values of parameters depend on each other. The result shown as followed:

Figure 7. Result for dust component, u against t Figure 8. Result of gas density, g against t

Figure 9. Result for energy, E against t Figure 10. Result of gas pressure, p against t

Figure 11. Result of gravitational potential,  against t

5.3 Comparison between FDM and VIM. The result obtained by FDM and VIM are compared in term of
pattern of the graph (1D), the gradient of the graph and time execution. The comparisons are shown in Table
1,2 and 3 as followed:
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Table 1. Comparison VIM and FDM based on the pattern of the graph

VIM FDM
Dust equation, u Dust equation, u

Gas density equation, g Gas density equation, g

Energy equation, E Energy equation, E

Pressure equation, p Pressure equation, p

Gravitational potential equation,  Gravitational potential equation, 

In Table 2, we clearly see that the visualization for the both result are likely same. For the dust equations, both
methods showed the upward movement even though the time step is quit difference. This is because the initial
values taken for FDM are difference with VIM. Gas density equation and Energy equation also showed the
same downward movements.  FDM gives a linear movement compared to VIM. Both methods presented
same pattern for pressure equation which moving upward. Next, graphs for gravitational potential equation
smoothly going downward. In general, we can say that the graph of VIM is more smooth compared to FDM‘s
graph which only have straight line (linear).
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Table 2. Comparison VIM and FDM based on gradient of the graph

Method/equation VIM FDM
Dust equation Positive (+) Positive (+)
Gas density equation Negative (-) Negative (-)
Energy equation Negative (-) Negative (-)
Pressure equation Positive (+) Positive (+)
Gravitational potential equation Negative (-) Negative (-)

The second comparison is based on gradient of the graph. Table 2 showed that the gradient for both method
are same. This implies that the movement of the graph is same. Positive gradient indicated the upward
movement and negative gradient present downward movements. Another comparison is based on time
execution. Table 3 showed the time taken for each equation to compute the result. From the table, we can see
the time for VIM is faster than FDM.

Table 3. Comparison VIM and FDM based on time execution

Method/time execution(second, s) VIM (second, s) FDM (second, s)
Dust equation 0.01 0.01
Gas density equation 0.05 0.12
Energy equation 0.76 1.00
Pressure equation 1.40 1.60
Gravitational potential equation 0.09 0.10

5. Conclusion. In this research, the equations are solved by using VIM and FDM with selected initial
conditions. Then the results are computed by using Borland C++ Builder, MATLAB version 2008a, MAPLE
13 and Microsoft excel. We have discussed the result based on visualization of the graph. The graphs are
analyzed based on their pattern. At the same time, the gradient of the graph and time execution also compared.
Based on the result, we clearly can say that both methods are suitable in solving the Boltzmann equation of
gas-dust model. Both methods were successfully in visualizing the pattern of the movement of the dust in
reality.

On the other hand, VIM seems to be more powerful method in solving the equations compared to FDM. VIM
is better since it does not involve discretization of the variables and hence is free from rounding off errors and
does not require large computer memory and time. VIM was used in the direct way without using
linearization, perturbation or restrictive assumptions. Differ to FDM, it was used discretization and restricted
to the simple grids and does not conserve momentum, energy and mass on coarse grids. As we know,
numerical methods which used discretization gives rise to rounding off errors causing loss of accuracy.
Besides, VIM provides solutions in the form of rapidly convergent series whereas FDM gives solutions on the
grid points. VIM will converge rapidly to its exact solution and we may obtain high accuracy if the number of
iterations increased.
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ABSTRACT: The research aims to understand whether country of origin affects
students’ preference over Scratch And Save (SAS) and Percentage Discount (PD)
offerings. Moreover, the research is intended to check the authenticity of Hofstede’s
Uncertainty Avoidance Index (UAI) Model in the current era. The research is based
on responses collected by issuing questionnaires to hundred students coming from
ten different countries. The choice of the countries was based upon the
classification of Hofstede who divided them in two groups (low\high) according to
their UAI. The findings of the research indicate that country of origin does not have
any effect on student discount preference and Hofstede’s UAI model does not stand
authentic in present age. However, it was shown that the individual UA of
respondents do affect students’ preference between SAS and PD. This study is
limited to a few 100 participants and only 10 countries. Future researches can be
conducted with a wider scope to deeper evaluate preferences of customers
belonging to different countries with larger number of participants, different
demographical groups and implement different testing instruments to better
interpret the responses. Consumer Preferences towards different Price Discounts
can also be evaluated in the future.
Key Words: Price-Discounts, Hofstede’s Uncertainty-Avoidance Index, Student
Preferences

Literature Review:The paper is based upon two types of literature. Firstly, it considers prior researches
regarding consumer behaviour in relation with different types of discounts. Secondly, since Scratch and Save
promotions are connected with riskiness and uncertainty, it focuses on literature enquiring risk perception,
attitude towards ambiguity and differences among countries.

With respect to the first type of literature, the research conducted by Choi, Stanyer and Kim (2010)
demonstrates that the depth of advertised SAS promotions affect in a positive way consumer saving expectation.
Furthermore, it has been shown that the level of saving expectation is also enhanced by the presence of the
minimum claimed savings information. Interestingly, the research affirms that, the depth and the minimum
claimed saving, by enhancing the level of saving expectation, indirectly stimulate consumer’s buying intentions.
This information has been used as criteria to fix the level of the claimed savings in our project and it suggested
us to include the minimum discount in order to improve consumer confidence (“15% to 50%” instead of “up to
50%”) (Choi, Stanyer and Kim, 2010).

Likewise, further literature also demonstrates that as the level of SAS increases, positive and encouraging
consumer responses are seen even in comparison with another type of discount e.g. the Tensile Price Claim
(TPC). Initially, when comparing SAS with TPC the experiment conducted indicated that SAS was perceived as
more ambiguous compared to TPC given the gambling features of the scratch card. Indeed, the findings
suggested consumer preference towards TPC and scepticism towards SAS. Yet, interestingly, as the level of
SAS discounted increased (“up to 50%”), participants started rating SAS more positively than TPC. This finding
was particularly important so that it has been used as a further basis to fix a higher level of SAS discount in our
project (Choi, Ge and Messinger, 2010).
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Consumer perception of SAS gambling and ambiguity characteristics can represent a challenging and wide topic
to analyse. Kamleitner, Mandel and Dhami investigated people’s preference for receiving SAS discount either
on a per-purchase, and so scratching one card and apply the same discount for all the items, or per-item, and so
scratching one card for each item. The researches hypothesized that consumer’s choice will be possibly
motivated by economic route (the aim to avoid the worst overall outcome; the aim to achieve a very high overall
outcome; time savings and ease), affective route (level of excitement and fun), both economic and affective
route (preference between a big gain or a multiple small gains). The study showed that consumers prefer per-
item over per-purchase discount due to a partly incorrect perception of the properties of the saving distribution,
a preference to obtain the maximum level of discount on at least one item and the higher level of fun offered
(Kamleitner, Mandel and Dhami, 2011).

Since we based our study on the idea that country of origin according to Hofstede’s theory could affect
consumer’s preference over different types of discount, a study conducted by Choi and Kim (2008) has been
crucial. The study investigated attitudes towards SAS in two different countries such as Canada and Korea.
According to Hofstede’s cultural dimensions, Canada is individualistic, short term oriented and with a low level
of UA therefore risk-tolerant. On the other hand, Korea is collectivistic, long term oriented and with a high level
of UA hence mainly risk averse. The results confirmed the researchers’ hypothesis that, given the high risk-
profile of the SAS discount, Canadian consumers will present a higher level of shopping intention than Korean
consumers (Choi and Kim, 2008).

As we have seen, prior researches demonstrated that SAS promotions are perceived as risky and ambiguous. For
this reason, we analysed a further type of articles related not necessarily to discounts, but to peoples’ attitude
towards risk and ambiguity.

Bontempo, Bottom and Weber demonstrated that countries with low uncertainty avoidance (US and
Netherlands) and with high uncertainty avoidance (Hong Kong and Taiwan), differ with regard to the risk
judgement revealed under particular circumstances. In particular, countries with low UAI were more tolerant to
risk than those with high UAI (Bontempo, Bottom and Weber, 1997). This finding was particularly relevant to
this research as also on the basis of this article, it can be inferred that country with low UAI will prefer SAS as
risk seeker whereas countries with High UAI will prefer PD as risk averse.

Hsee and Soklowska investigated with an unconventional method the relationship between cultural traditions
and the level of risk tolerance. Specifically, by comparing national proverbs the U.S.A. was found to be less risk
seeker than China Indeed, whilst mandarin’s proverbs seemed to suggest greater risk-tendency (e.g. “If someone
has never left his home, he cannot be a great person”), American proverbs advocate more caution (e.g. “Aim at
the stars but keep your feet on the ground”)(Hsee and Soklowska, 1998). Interestingly, the lesser risk tolerance
demonstrated by the USA compared to China also matches a lower value of the Hofstede’s UAI.

Returning to literature concerning consumer behaviour, Lee, Garbarino and Lerman demonstrated that a
different level of uncertainty avoidance could affect product perception. Consumers from a country with a high
score of uncertainty avoidance will perceive a product with high level of uncertainty (PU) to be of lower quality
than consumers from a low uncertainty avoidance. Furthermore, consumers from a country with a high level of
uncertainty avoidance will also have lower purchase intentions toward a product with a high score of PU (Lee,
Garbarino and Lerman, 2007). This finding can back our project by highlighting the fact that country of origin
can affect consumer behaviour.

Alkailani and Kumar conducted a cross-cultural study on uncertainty avoidance and perceived risk in relation
with the Internet buying.  The findings suggest that people coming from a country with a high level of
uncertainty avoidance will perceive a higher risk towards the Internet purchases and this will negatively affect
the buying intentions (Kailani and Kumar, 2011). This is another demonstration that country of origin, in terms
of risk tolerance, can influence consumer decisions.

In our project we have ranked country of origin according to the Hofstede’s (2010) cultural dimensions of
uncertainty avoidance.  As Hofstede (Venaika and Brewer, 2010) pointed out, “Uncertainty-avoiding cultures
shun ambiguous situations. People in such cultures look for structure in their organizations, institutions and
relationships, which makes events clearly interpretable and predictable.” The Hofstede manual on the use of his
Values Survey Module (VSM 94) describes UA as “the extent to which the members of a society feel threatened
by uncertain, unknown, ambiguous or unstructured situations” (Hofstede, 2008). Hofstede's measures of UA
divided countries into low (risk seeker) and high (risk averse) uncertainty avoidance countries groups., Venaika
and Brewer, 2010).
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Problem Definition: Given the numerous available options with regard to discount techniques, decision makers
are often uncertain about what kind of discount to use and especially where to use it. This comes from the fact
that countries culturally differ greatly from each other and therefore some price discounts can be more or less
suitable according to the targeted country. Particularly, the main task of this paper is to understand how a
specific category of people coming from different cultural backgrounds responds to two different types of
discounts i.e. Percentage Discounts and Scratch and Save Discounts.

Statement of Research Objective: As it was investigated in the study conducted by Choi & Kim (2008);
countries with low uncertainty avoidance would prefer Scratch and Save discount more than countries with high
uncertainty avoidance. The purpose of the entire research was to check whether country of origin concept affects
students’ preference towards different types of discounts. We wanted to extend this research by using a number
of countries to check if international students in the UK would prefer a risky discount (SAS) or a non-risky
discount (PD) depending on their country of origin.

The countries were categorized based on Hofstede’s Uncertainty Avoidance Index.
This led to our other objective which was to check whether Hofstede’s theory of Uncertainty Avoidance holds
true in today’s world especially in the case of international students’ preferences towards different discounts.

Approach to Problem & Research Design:Our research revolved around two main questions;

- Does Country of Origin influence Student Preference when choosing between Scratch & Save and
Percentage Discounts?

- Does Hofstede’s Model of UAI holds true in today’s world keeping in view the international student
preferences towards different discounts?

The hypothesis used to test the first question was:

H1 - Students coming from a country with low uncertainty avoidance will prefer Scratch and Save over
Percentage Discounts more than students coming from a country with high uncertainty avoidance.

The second research question was answered with the help of two hypotheses. The first one checked if
Hofstede’s model holds true for international students while the second hypothesis checked the International
student’s preference for discount.

H2-a) Students coming from High Uncertainty Avoidance Countries tend to have Higher Uncertainty
Avoidance.

H2-b) Students having low individual UA tend to prefer PD more than SAS.

We wanted to see what other things influence students’ discount preferences. For this we checked the influence
of a number of variables on the discount preference. These included; gender, age, income level, and difficulty
level. The hypothesis we used were;

H3- Males prefer Scratch and Save over Percentage Discount more than females.

H4- The older the students are the more they prefer Percentage Discount over Scratch and Save.

H5-The higher the monthly expenditure students have the more they prefer Scratch and Save over Percentage
Discount.

H6- The easier the discount option, the more it will be preferred

Next, we wanted to check the rationale behind their preferences using the variables; Riskiness, Discount
Preferability, Excitement, fun, and time consumption. The hypotheses tested include;

H7a- The higher the perceived risk of a discount, the more it will be preferred

H7b- The higher the preferability/likeability of a discount, the more it will be preferred.

H7c- The higher the time consumption for a discount, the less it will be preferred.
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H7d- The higher the Excitement factor of a discount, the more it will be preferred.

H7e- The higher the fun factor of a discount, the more it will be preferred.

Data Collection from Secondary resources: With respect to secondary data, journal articles were drawn from
the literature in order to; diagnose the research problem, develop an approach, analyse previous studies and fill
in possible gaps. Furthermore, secondary data was particularly useful to design questionnaires and select the
specific sample group in our case. Sample group was categorized on a country-wise basis using Hofstedes
Theory of UAI (2010).

Particularly, countries were considered and arranged as follows:

Countries with high UAI:

 Greece 112 points
 Portugal 104 points
 Japan 92 points
 France 86 points

Countries with medium UAI:

 Pakistan 70 points
 UAE 68 points

Countries with low UAI

 China 40 points
 India 40 points
 UK 35 points
 Honk Kong 29 points

Data Collection from Primary Resources: The survey was conducted with the help of a questionnaire, which
was distributed to 100 respondents from 10 different countries. 10 respondents were chosen from each country.
The respondents comprised of international students that included both males and females. In order to foster
respondents’ involvement, no tangible reward was promised since the nature of the subject was interesting.

The content of each individual question was determined accurately so that different purposes could be satisfied
and several statistical analyses performed. Meanwhile, every question was built in order to be meaningful and
understandable so that non-biased and honest answers could be attained. The questionnaire was mainly formed
by simple and essential dichotomous questions. However, the main task of the questionnaire was to assess
students’ preference towards the two types of discounts, namely: Percentage discount and the S.A.S discount.

In order to ensure complete respondents’ understanding, a detailed scenario describing the two types of
discounts was presented. Specifically, the reader was asked to choose between shop A and shop B when buying
a winter jacket for 300 pound. Information in the questionnaire is described as follows.

Shop A is running a special offer of 20% discount on all the items. On the other hand, shop B is running a
S.A.S. discount which gives the consumer the chance of getting a discount within a particular range where the
lowest value is 15% and the highest is 50 %.  Consumer is given with a scratch card that will reveal the exact
discount only when he decides to buy the item. Once the card has been scratched and the discount shown the
consumer will have to but the product.

The probability of scratching a card and receiving a:

 15% discount is 65/100
 25% discount is 25/100
 50% discount is 10/100

It is vital to note that having determined the percentage discounts of 15, 25 and 50 for shop B, the fixed 20%
discount  level in shop A was specified in order to have a middle value so as to keep the responses unbiased. In
addition, the probability of getting the S.A.S. discount was elaborated in order to obtain the same expected
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discount across the two shops. Particularly, every discount level was multiplied for its probability and summed
up with each other.  Shop A= 21 % Shop B = (15* 0.65) + (25*0.25) + (50*0.1) = 21%.

As described above, another important section of the questionnaire was represented by different Likert scales
and its principal aim was to enquire the reasons respondents chose either shop A or shop B. The variables
checked in this question were suggested from the previous literature and included; riskiness, discount
preference, time, excitement and fun. e.g. ‘I made my choice based on Riskiness’ (1= not at all to 7 = entirely)

A last part of the questionnaire included a question consisting of three likert scale statements which measured
the respondents’ individual UAI and checked whether the latter matched the ones advised by Hofstede. These
statements were based on instructions for operations, rules and helpfulness of standardized procedures. E.g.
‘Standardised work procedures are helpful’ (1= Extremely difficult to 7= Extremely easy)

Data Analysis:Since the design of our study is a quantitative one, specifically inclusive of a survey
questionnaire, we have analysed our data using SPSS software, which enabled the analysis of the relationships
between variables.

New variables- While testing hypothesis 2a or 2b, we made a new variable where ‘1’ represents High
Uncertainty Avoidance Countries and ‘2’ represents low Uncertainty Avoidance Countries. Similarly Store
A is 1 while Store B is 2. The Dependent Variable is measured using a likert scale and thus is using Interval
Scale. For ease of analysis we calculated the Crouch back Alpha of 0.778 and combined the above three
statements. This is because the Alpha value shows that they measure the same thing.

We made use of the decision tree in order to determine the tests and graphs to be used to test our hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1

Hypothesis: Students coming from a country with low uncertainty avoidance will prefer Scratch
and Save (SAS) over Percentage Discount (PD) more than students coming from a
country with high uncertainty avoidance.

Independent Variable: Country UAI (Nominal Scale)

Dependent Variable: Discount Preference (Nominal Scale)

Question 1: Which Country are you from?

Question 2: Which Store would you prefer?

- Store A (PD)
- Store B (SAS)

Independent Variable
Statistics

Country High Low (Table1)
N Valid 80

Missing 0
Mode 2.00

Country High Low (Table2)

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent

Valid High UAI 39 48.8 48.8 48.8
Low UAI 41 51.3 51.3 100.0
Total 80 100.0 100.0

The Mode of 2 represents that there are more students from countries low on UAI, which is also depicted by
51.3% in the frequency table.
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Dependent Variable
Statistics
Store Preference (Table3)
N Valid 80

Missing 0
Mode 2

Store Preference (Table 4)

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent

Valid Store A-Percentage Discount 36 45.0 45.0 45.0

Store B-Scratch and Save 44 55.0 55.0 100.0
Total 80 100.0 100.0

The mode of 2 shows that more respondents selected store B; SAS, as compared to PD. Similar results are
depicted by the frequency table where 55% is the percentage shown for SAS.
Test Conducted Chi-Square test.

Graph: Stackered bar graph

Chi-Square Tests (Table 5)

Value df
Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided)

Exact Sig. (2-
sided)

Exact Sig. (1-
sided)

Pearson Chi-Square 1.213a 1 .271
Continuity Correctionb .769 1 .381
Likelihood Ratio 1.216 1 .270
Fisher's Exact Test .369 .190
Linear-by-Linear Association 1.198 1 .274

N of Valid Cases 80

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 17.55.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table.

The Significance Value is 0.271 which is greater than 0.05 and thus the result is not Significant. The chi-square
value is 1.213. Thus there is no significant difference between which country the students are from (i.e. High or
Low UAI) and their preference
for Price Discounts. Chi-
Square=1.21, n.s.

Similar results are depicted by
the graph below, which shows
that for High UAI countries,
students prefer SAS and PD on
equal basis.

(Graph 1)
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Hypothesis 2A

Hypothesis Students coming from High Uncertainty Avoidance Countries tend to have Higher
Uncertainty Avoidance.

Independent Variable: Country UAI (Nominal Scale)

Dependent Variable: Individual UAI (Interval Scale)

Question 1: Which Country are you from?

Question 2: To what extent do you agree with following:

Instructions for operations are important

Extremely difficult 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Extremely Easy

Rules are important because they inform me what is expected of me

Extremely difficult 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Extremely Easy

Standardized work procedures are helpful

Extremely difficult 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Extremely Easy

Independent Variable explained in Hypothesis 1.

Dependent Variable
Statistics
Final Statement (Table 6)
N Valid 80

Missing 0
Mean 3.3167
Std. Deviation 1.32264
Skewness .457
Std. Error of Skewness .269
Range 6.00

The Mean of 3.32 shows that the average responses lay in the middle, more oriented towards the lower end of
the likert scale spectrum. The table
above shows a skewness of 0.457 and
the data is measured using an interval
scale, which means that Parametric
assumptions are satisfied and data is
normally distributed. The bell shaped
graph below shows similar results.

(Graph 2)
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The significance value is 0.821, which is greater than 0.05 showing that the result is not significant. Students
coming from countries (1-High UAI and 2-Low UAI) with high uncertainty avoidance index do not have
significantly high UA (M=3.28, SD=1.31) than students coming from countries having low Uncertainty
Avoidance Index do not have significantly low UA(M=3.34, SD=1.34). t= -0.23, p>0.05

T= -0.23, p>0.05. In other words we can say that there is no significant relation between Countries UAI and
Individual’s UAI.

Graph

TEST Conducted: Independent Samples Test (Table 7)
Levene's
Test for
Equality of
Variances t-test for Equality of Means

F Sig. t df

Sig.
(2-
tailed)

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower Upper

q8finalstatemt Equal
variances
assumed

.000 .985 -
.227

78 .821 -.06754 .29764 -.66009 .52500

Equal
variances
not
assumed

-
.227

77.911 .821 -.06754 .29751 -.65985 .52476

(Graph 3)
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Hypothesis 2B

Hypothesis: Students having low individual UA tend to prefer PD more than SAS.

Independent Variable: Individual UAI (Interval Scale)

Dependent Variable: Discount Preference (Nominal Scale)

Question 1: To what extent do you agree with following:

Instructions for operations are important

Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly disagree

Rules are important because they inform me what is expected of me

Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly disagree

Standardized work procedures are helpful

Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly disagree

Question 2: Which Store would you prefer?

- Store A (PD)
- Store B (SAS)

The statistics for both the variables have been explained in the above hypothesis.

Test Conducted: One-tailed Point Bi-serial Correlation.

Graph Scatterplots

Correlations (Table 8)

Final statement Store Preference
Final statement Pearson Correlation 1 -.362**

Sig. (1-tailed) .000
N 80 80

Store Preference Pearson Correlation -.362** 1
Sig. (1-tailed) .000
N 80 80

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).

The significance value of 0 shows a significant relationship between Individual UA and discount preference.
The correlation value is -0.362, which shows a negative correlation between the two variables. Hence, students
with low UA do not prefer PD more than SAS.
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Hypothesis 3

Hypothesis Males prefer Scratch and Save over Percentage Discount more than
females.

Independent Variable- Gender (Nominal scale)

Dependent Variable- Discount preference (Nominal scale)

Question 1 Gender:☐Male ☐ Female

Question 2 Which store would you prefer?

☐ Store A- Percentage Discount

☐Store B- Scratch and Save

The dependent variable explained in hypothesis 1.
The independent variable is gender and as shown in the table the number of males and females is equal.

Statistics

Gender (Table 9)
N Valid 80

Missing 0
Mode 1a

a. Multiple modes exist. The smallest value is shown

Gender (Table 10)

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent

Valid male 40 50.0 50.0 50.0
female 40 50.0 50.0 100.0

(Graph 4)
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Gender (Table 10)

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent

Valid male 40 50.0 50.0 50.0
female 40 50.0 50.0 100.0
Total 80 100.0 100.0

Test conducted Pearson Chi-Square

Graph used Stackered Bar Graph.

Store Preference Gender Cross tabulation (Table 11)

Gender
Totalmale female

Store Preference Store A-Percentage
Discount

Count 15 21 36
% within
q1_Gender

37.5% 52.5% 45.0%

Store B-Scratch and
Save

Count 25 19 44
% within
q1_Gender

62.5% 47.5% 55.0%

Total Count 40 40 80
% within
q1_Gender

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests (Table 12)

Value df
Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided)

Exact Sig. (2-
sided)

Exact Sig. (1-
sided)

Pearson Chi-Square 1.818a 1 .178
Continuity Correctionb 1.263 1 .261
Likelihood Ratio 1.825 1 .177
Fisher's Exact Test .261 .131
Linear-by-Linear
Association

1.795 1 .180

N of Valid Cases 80
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 18.00.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table

The cross tabulation and the bar chart below both show that 62.5% of male students prefer S.A.S., likewise
47.5% of female students also prefer S.A.S. over PD. This shows that there is no significance difference in the
type of discount preferred by man and woman accordingly, Chi-square =  1.82, n.s.  Indeed, both sexes seems to
prefer SAS over PD (55%)
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(Graph 5)

Hypothesis 4

Hypothesis The older the students are the more they prefer Percentage
Discount over Scratch and Save.

Independent Variable- Age (Ratio scale)

Dependent Variable- Discount preference (Nominal
Scale)

Question 1 Age: ______________.

Question 2 Which store would you prefer?

☐ Store A- Percentage Discount

☐ Store B- Scratch and Save

The dependent variable explained in hypothesis 1.
Independent Variable:

Statistics
Age (Table 13)

N Valid 80
Missing 0

Mean 23.18
Std. Deviation 1.928
Range 12
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Age (Table 14)

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent

Valid 19 4 5.0 5.0 5.0
20 2 2.5 2.5 7.5
21 4 5.0 5.0 12.5
22 16 20.0 20.0 32.5
23 24 30.0 30.0 62.5
24 15 18.8 18.8 81.3
25 6 7.5 7.5 88.8
26 7 8.8 8.8 97.5
27 1 1.3 1.3 98.8
31 1 1.3 1.3 100.0
Total 80 100.0 100.0

The mean of the independent variable- age is 23.18, which implies that the average age of the sample is 23
years.

Test conducted One-tailed Pearson Correlation

Graph Scatterplots.

Correlations (Table 15)

q2_age
q5_StorePrefere
nce

q2_age Pearson Correlation 1 .083
Sig. (1-tailed) .233
N 80 80

q5_StorePreference Pearson Correlation .083 1
Sig. (1-tailed) .233
N 80 80

The significance value is 0.23, which is greater than 5%. Hence, there is no significant relation between the age
of the sample and their discount preference. r= .083, n.s. There is no significant relation between older students
and them choosing PD more over SAS, which is quite evident in the graph as well.

(Graph 6)
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Hypothesis 5

Hypothesis The higher the monthly expenditure of students have the
more they prefer Scratch and Save over Percentage
Discount.

Independent Variable- Monthly Expenditure (Ratio
Scale)

Dependent Variable- Discount preference (Nominal
Scale)

Question 1 Money available to spend per month

(rent excluded)

(in Pounds £)______.

Question 2 Which store would you prefer?

☐ Store A- Percentage Discount

☐ Store B- Scratch and Save

Dependent variable explained in hypothesis 1.
Independent variable

The mean of the independent variable- monthly expenditure of the sample is 511 pounds per month.

Statistics
Money Available (Table 16)
N Valid 80

Missing 0
Mean 510.99
Std. Deviation 290.678
Range 1400

Test conducted One-tailed Pearson Correlation.

Graph- Scatterplots

Correlations (Table 17)
q4_Moneyavail
able

q5_StorePrefere
nce

Moneyavailable Pearson Correlation 1 .078
Sig. (1-tailed) .246
N 80 80

q5_StorePreference Pearson Correlation .078 1
Sig. (1-tailed) .246
N 80 80

The significance value is .25 which is greater than .05. Hence, there is no significant relation between the
monthly expenditure of the sample and their preferance of discount types. r=.08, n.s.  Therefore, students’
higher monthly expenditure and them selecting PD over SAS is not significantly related. This can also be seen
the in graph presented below.
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(Graph 7)

Hypothesis 6

Hypothesis The easier the discount option, the more it will be preferred.

Independent Variable: Difficulty level (Interval Scale)
Dependent Variable: Discount preference (Nominal Scale)

Question 1: Which store do you prefer?

- Store A – Percentage Discount
- Store B – Scratch and Save

Question 2: How difficult it was for you to make the decision

Extremely Difficult  1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Extremely Easy

Dependent Variable: explained in Hypothesis 1.
Independent Variable

Statistics
Decision Difficulty (Table 18)
N Valid 80

Missing 0
Mean 4.99
Std. Deviation 1.538
Range 6
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Decision Difficulty (Table 19)

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent

Valid Extremely difficult 1 1.3 1.3 1.3
2 5 6.3 6.3 7.5
3 12 15.0 15.0 22.5
4 7 8.8 8.8 31.3
5 17 21.3 21.3 52.5
6 27 33.8 33.8 86.3
Extremely easy 11 13.8 13.8 100.0
Total 80 100.0 100.0

The Mean of 4.99 shows that more people found it easy to take the decision. As shown in the frequency table,
the highest percentages are found for the higher end responses
Test Conducted One-tailed Point Bi-Serial Correlation.
Graph Scatterplots

Correlations (Table 20)
q6_DecisionDif
ficulty

q5_StorePrefere
nce

q6_DecisionDifficulty Pearson Correlation 1 -.007
Sig. (1-tailed) .474
N 80 80

q5_StorePreference Pearson Correlation -.007 1
Sig. (1-tailed) .474
N 80 80

The results show the significance value of 0.474 was much greater than 0.05, which means that the result is not
significant. Thus, there is no significant relationship between preference for a particular discount and the
difficulty level of the decision. r = -0.007,n.s.
The graph below shows the same results.

(Graph 8)
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Hypothesis 7: On the basis of the decision tree the test applied to test all the 5 hypotheses is Point Bi-serial
Correlation and the graph used is Scatterplots. It is one-tailed as we assume the direction of the relation between
the two variables in all the hypotheses.

Hypothesis 7A

Hypothesis The higher the perceived risk of a discount, the more it will be preferred.
IV: Perceived Riskiness (Interval Scale)
DV: Discount preference (Nominal Scale)

Question 1: Which store do you prefer?

- Store A – Percentage Discount
- Store B – Scratch and Save

Question 2: I made my choice based on Riskiness

Not at all 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Entirely

Dependent Variable explained in Hypothesis 1.

Independent Variable
Statistics
Statement1 (Table 21)
N Valid 80

Missing 0
Mean 3.96
Std. Deviation 2.059
Range 6

Statement1 (Table 22)

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent

Valid not at all 13 16.3 16.3 16.3
2 11 13.8 13.8 30.0
3 11 13.8 13.8 43.8
4 12 15.0 15.0 58.8
5 8 10.0 10.0 68.8
6 14 17.5 17.5 86.3
entirely 11 13.8 13.8 100.0
Total 80 100.0 100.0

The mean of 3.96 shows that on average the responses laid in the middle of the Likert Scale Spectrum.
However, the Frequency Distribution table shows that equal number of respondents found the choice to be risky
as those who found it to be non-risky.

Test Conducted Point Bi-Serial Correlation.
Graph Scatterplot
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Correlations (Table 23)

q5_StorePreference q7_Statement1
Store Preference Pearson Correlation 1 -.274**

Sig. (1-tailed) .007
N 80 80

q7_Statement1 Pearson Correlation -.274** 1

Sig. (1-tailed) .007
N 80 80

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).

The significance level of 0.007 is much lesser than 0.05 shows that the result is significant. There is a significant
relationship between the perceived riskiness and discount preference. r  = -.274, s.
The negative correlation value shows that as the Perceived riskiness of a discount increases, the preference for
that discount would go in the opposite direction meaning that the student will refrain from it.
The graph below also shows that PD (1) is linked to lesser riskiness while SAS (2) is linked to more riskiness.

(Graph 9)
Hypothesis 7B

Hypothesis The higher the preferability/likeability of a discount, the more it
will be preferred.

Independent Variable: Preferability/likeability (Interval Scale)
Dependent Variable: Discount preference (Nominal scale)

Question 1: Which store do you prefer?

- Store A – Percentage Discount
- Store B – Scratch and Save

Question 2: I made my choice based on Discount Prefer ability

Not at all 1     2     3     4   5     6     7Entirely
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Dependent variable explained in hypothesis 1.
Independent variable
The independent variable is discount preferability, which means a general liking towards any of the discount
types.. The mean is 4.63, which shows that on an average the responses laid in the middle of the Likert scale
spectrum.

Statistics
Statement2 (Table 24)
N Valid 80

Missing 0
Mean 4.63
Std. Deviation 1.578
Range 6

Statement2 (Table 25)

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent

Valid not at all 3 3.8 3.8 3.8
2 7 8.8 8.8 12.5
3 6 7.5 7.5 20.0
4 20 25.0 25.0 45.0
5 18 22.5 22.5 67.5
6 17 21.3 21.3 88.8
Entirely 9 11.3 11.3 100.0
Total 80 100.0 100.0

Test Conducted: Point Bi-Serial Correlation.
Graph Scatterplot

Correlations (Table 26)
Store
Preference Statement 2

Store Preference Pearson Correlation 1 .232*

Sig. (1-tailed) .019
N 80 80

Statement2 Pearson Correlation .232* 1
Sig. (1-tailed) .019
N 80 80

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed).

The significance value is .019 and it is less than .05. Hence, there is a significant relation between discount
preferability/likeability and the choice of discount types. r= .23, p< .05 The correlation is positive in nature
which means that the more the students generally liked a particular discount type the more they preferred it. This
relationship is also evident in the graph below.
.
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(Graph 10)

Hypothesis 7C

Hypothesis The higher the time consumption for a discount, the
less it will be preferred.

Independent Variable: Time Consumption (Interval
Scale)
Dependent Variable: Discount preference (Nominal
Scale)

Question 1: Which store do you prefer?

- Store A – Percentage Discount
- Store B – Scratch and Save

Question 2: The option I chose is less Time consuming than the
other option

Not at all 1     2     3     4   5     6     7Entirely

Dependent variable explained in hypothesis 1.
Independent variable
The mean of the independent variable is 3.21 which implies that on an average students did not, more or less,
decide their discount type on the basis of the time consumption factor..

Statistics
Statement3 (Table 27)
N Valid 80

Missing 0
Mean 3.21
Std. Deviation 1.960
Range 6
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Test Conducted: Point Bi-Serial Correlation.
Graph : Scatterplot

Correlations (Table 28)
Store Preference Statement3

Store Preference Pearson Correlation 1 -.353**

Sig. (1-tailed) .001
N 80 80

Statement3 Pearson Correlation -.353** 1
Sig. (1-tailed) .001
N 80 80

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).

The significance value is .001 and it is less than .05. Hence, there is a significant relation between time
consumption and the choice of discount types. r= -.35, p< .05 The correlation is negative in nature which means
that the more time consuming the particular discount type was, the less it was preferred. This relationship is also
evident in the graph which shows a downward sloping curve.

(Graph 11)

Hypothesis 7D

Hypothesis The higher the Excitement factor of a discount, the
more it will be preferred.

Independent Variable: Excitement factor (Interval
Scale)
Dependent Variable: Discount preference (Nominal
Scale)

Question 1: Which store do you prefer?

- Store A – Percentage Discount
- Store B – Scratch and Save
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Question 2: The option I chose is more exciting than the other
option

Not at all 1     2     3     4   5     6     7   Entirely

Dependent variable explained in hypothesis 1.
Independent variable

The mean of the independent variable in this case is 3.87 which suggests that on an average the students did not,
more or less, decide their discount type on the basis of the excitement factor.

Statistics
Statement4 (Table 29)

N Valid 79
Missing 1

Mean 3.87
Std. Deviation 2.002

Range 6

Test Conducted: Point Bi-Serial Correlation.
Graph Scatterplot

Correlations (Table 30)
Store Preference Statement4

Store Preference Pearson Correlation 1 .376**

Sig. (1-tailed) .000
N 80 79

Statement4 Pearson Correlation .376** 1
Sig. (1-tailed) .000
N 79 79

The significance value is .00 and it is less than .05. Hence, there is a significant relation between time
consumption and the choice of discount types. r= .38, p< .05 The correlation is positive in nature which means
that the more exciting the particular discount type was, the more the students preferred it. This relationship is
also evident in the graph which shows an upward slope.

(Graph 12)
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Hypothesis 7E

Hypothesis The higher the fun factor of a discount, the more it will
be preferred.

Independent Variable: Fun factor (Interval Scale)
Dependent Variable: Discount preference (Nominal
Scale)

Question 1: Which store do you prefer?

- Store A – Percentage Discount
- Store B – Scratch and Save

Question 2: The option I chose is more fun than the other option

Not all 1     2     3     4   5     6     7Entirely

Dependent variable explained in hypothesis 1.
Independent variable

The mean of the independent variable is 3.84, which implies that on an average the students did not, more or
less, decide their discount type on the basis of the fun factor.

Statistics
Statement5 (Table 31)
N Valid 80

Missing 0
Mean 3.84
Std. Deviation 2.015
Range 6

Test Conducted: Point Bi-Serial Correlation.
Graph Scatterplot

Correlations (Table 32)
Store Preference Statement5

Store Preference Pearson Correlation 1 .341**

Sig. (1-tailed) .001
N 80 80

Statement5 Pearson Correlation .341** 1
Sig. (1-tailed) .001
N 80 80

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).

The significance value is .001 and it is less than .05. Hence, there is a significant relation between time
consumption and the choice of discount types. r= .34, p< .05 The correlation is positive in nature which means
that the more fun the particular discount preference was to the students the more they preferred it. This
relationship is also evident in the graph below as the slope is upward in its direction, which shows a positive
correlation between the two variables.
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(Graph 13)

Conclusion: As stated earlier, the main objective of the report was to find the whether country of origin affects
student’s discount preferences. Despite the research conducted by Choi and Kim (2008) suggested a relationship
between country of origin and discount preference, our analysis did not confirm any such link. Furthermore, we
found out that Hoftede’s model does not hold true in today’s world as students coming from high and low
uncertainty countries did not seem to have the same level of individual Uncertainty Avoidance as suggested by
the Dutch professor. On the other hand , we wanted to check if the Individual’s Uncertainty Avoidance,
irrespective of the students’ country of origin, had any influence on discount preference. Along these lines, the
analysis demonstrated that students particularly inclined to instructions, rules and standardised procedures
tended to choose PD over SAS conversely to those who were not. Thus, we can state that although country of
origin did not have any influence on student s’ discount preference, the Individual Uncertainty Avoidance did
have an influence on his/her discount preference.

After testing the main hypothesis and checking the main objective of our research, we went further to analyse
what exactly influenced the student discount preferences. For this we tested the relationship of the student’s
discount preference with age, gender, monthly expenditure, and difficulty level of the decision. We found that
none of these variables had a significant impact on students’ discount preference.

In conclusion, we also wanted to see why the students responded in any particular manner. Drawing from
previous research (Kamleitner, Mandel and Dhami, 2010, we made five hypothesis consisting of factors such as:
riskiness, discount preferability, time consumption, excitement and fun to check the relationship between these
factors and student’s discount preference. We found that all the above five factors had a significant relation with
students’ discount preference.

Recommendations & Limitations: The results presented in this work should be interpreted with caution, since
the research has a number of limitations that should be taken into account when evaluating and generalizing its
conclusions. At the same time, however, the discussed limitations can provide the starting point for future
research aimed at improving the knowledge for the discount preferences of people belonging to different
nations.

Firstly, the research conducted by us had a sample size of 10 participants per country and this representation for
a big population of a country is not sufficient enough to drive the results. The limitation of participants can be
overcome in the future researches by increasing the sample size of every country.
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Secondly, the number of countries representing high and low uncertainty avoidance from Hofstede’s was only
four from each extreme category. The limitation of countries can be avoided in future researches by increasing
the number of countries from both the categories included in the test. This effort will further authenticate the
research about the preferences of different background participants towards SAS and PD.

Furthermore, the third limitation was the long time stay of international students in the UK. Because as the time
passes the international students might get influenced by the foreign country culture and may not exhibit the
actual characteristics of the country they come from. It would be a very intriguing idea to conduct the research
with people living within the boundaries of their country to make sure they represent the features of the country
the come from.

In addition, we cannot generalise our findings with other product categories having different prices. In future
researches more product categories can be used in the tests to further strengthen the findings of the research.

Another relevant limitation may be referred to the demographic aspect of our research  as we just focused  on a
specific category (students) from all the countries, therefore the findings cannot be generalised throughout the
entire country population. Future research can hence include different age groups or different people’s status.

Lastly, the research tool that we used to obtain the results of the research was questionnaire, as a result of a
quantitative research design. Prospective studies might include a qualitative analyses to check whether results
remain steady when using qualitative tools such as in-depth interviews, focus groups or an ethnographic
approach.

Managerial Implications:The findings of our research can be taken into consideration by managers and to
implement an effective strategy when deciding upon the type of discount to be offered on products in
international markets.
Despite proving that Hofstede’s theory does not hold true in today’s world, we found that the Individuals UA
does affect students’ discount preference.
For practical purposes, it would be effective to check the percentage of individuals having the same level of UAI
( high/low) and try to group them into catogories e.g. employment.
The latter can then be offered a different type of discount depending upon their UAI
Through our research it was also seen that; fun, excitement, discount preferability, time consumption and
riskiness affect discount choice. Thus, if people in charge need to promote SAS discount, they must emphasize
on its fun and excitement factor. They also need to emphasize the fact that the high risk and time spent on SAS
is worth it since there is a probability of getting a higher discount.
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APPENDIX:

Questionnaire

This questionnaire aims to measure preferences of students over the described scenarios.
Essential approval to conduct the survey has been gained and your responses will be treated anonymously.
Thanks in advance for your time.

Gender:☐Male ☐ Female

Age: ______________.

Which country are you from?______________________.

Money available to spend per month (rent excluded) (in Pounds £)______.

Please consider the following situation:

You go out for shopping for a winter jacket. The winter jacket is available at two different stores; Store A
& Store B, for £300.
Each shop offers a different type of discount:

STORE A:  When you go to pay for the winter jacket, the cashier tells you that the store is running a
special offer of 20% discount on all items.

STORE B: When you go to pay for the winter jacket, the cashier tells you that the store is running a
scratch & saves discount that offers a 15% to 50% off the item you purchase. You can pick up a scratch
card, scratch it and get the discount shown. Upon scratching the card, you “have to” purchase the
product. The probability of scratching a card and receiving a:

15% discount is 65/100

25% discount is 25/100

50% discount is 10/100

Question 1: Which store would you prefer?

☐ Store A ☐ Store B

Question 2: How difficult it was for you to make the decision

Extremely Difficult 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Extremely Easy

Question 3: Answer the following: (Please tick one of the choices in every part)
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Not at
All

Entirely

I made my choice based on
Riskiness

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I made my choice based on
Discount prefer ability

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

The option I chose is less Time
consuming than the other
option

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

The option I chose is more
exciting than the other option.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

The option I chose is more fun
than the other option.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Question 4: To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements:

Instructions for operations are important

Extremely Difficult 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Extremely Easy

Rules and regulations are important because they inform me of what is expected of me

Extremely Difficult 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Extremely Easy

Standardized work procedures are helpful

Extremely Difficult 1     2     3     4     5     6     7 Extremely Easy
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ABSTRACT. The thermomechanical ice sheet modeling is used to simulate the
behavior of ice sheet in the Antarctic region. This research investigates some
parameters such as ice thickness, ice temperature and ice velocity. The numerical
discretization to obtain a large sparse system of unconditionally stable is based on
explicit and Crank Nicolson implicit methods. The numerical solver for solving the
large sparse systems is Jacobi and Gauss Seidel methods. Matlab version 2011a
has been chosen as the platform to support the numerical computations. The
numerical results prove that the thermomechanical ice sheet modelling is well
suited to simulate the ice sheet behavior in terms of thickness, temperature and
velocity. The contribution of this paper is to successfully discretize the ice thickness
model based on Finite Difference Method. The ice sheet model can be considered as
a good prediction model based on its visualization using Comsol Multiphysics
software.
Keywords: Explicit Method; Crank-Nicolson Implicit Method; Thermomechanical
Ice Sheet Model.

1. Introduction. An ice sheet at Antarctica region is a mass of ice that forms by snow fall in all season. It
happens over thousands of years where the new snow and ice layers compress the older layers until the layer
of snow becomes thick masses of ice. Greenland and Antarctica region cover most of the ice sheets on earth.
The Antarctica ice sheet is the largest single mass of ice on earth and around 90 percent of fresh water on the
earth’s surface is held in the ice sheet [1]. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), the Antarctica ice sheets have been losing mass recently, it losses exceed accumulation of snowfall.
IPCC also determined the sea level rise about mm per year from the loss of Antarctic ice sheet mass. If all of
the Antarctica ice melted, the seas would rise by over 60 meters [2]. In addition, sea levels also rise because of
the global temperature has been increasing in Antarctica region. For instance, the increasing temperature
would cause huge blocks of ice to slide into the ocean, causing the surrounding seas to accommodate new ice
shelves. Once these shelves break up, it collapses to the warmer sea water. As the result, the ice shelves would
melt and rise the water levels.
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Several mathematical models have been developed to simulate different aspect of ice sheet behavior.
Mathematical modeling and numerical simulation are some methodology used to study the various physical
processes and future changes of ice sheet. A vertical one-dimensional numerical model was developed to
evaluate the heat transfer within the near-surface snow layer of the Antarctic Ice Sheet [3]. The combinations
of some parameter in physical processes are simplified to monitor the radiation and ice behavior [3].
MacAyeal [4] governed one dimensional flowline models focus on diffusion of mass-balance evolution
equation. Grounded, frozen-bed ice sheet and temperature profile of ice sheet have a strong influence on the
speed of ice flow. Huybrechts and Oerlemans [5] proposed the most efficient of 3-dimensional ice sheet
model. This model is thermodynamic coupling temperature field. The Huybrechts model represents the
time-dependent and 3-dimensional coupled thermomechanical equations of the ice sheet behavior [6].

In this paper we will govern a Glimmer model to simulate the ice sheet and ice thickness behavior and
compare the simulation result from the model to the actual data given by ANDRILL project. Glimmer model
is generally used for Antarctic ice sheet model [7]. The model introduced by Payne and Baldwin [8] is used to
govern the thermodynamic evolution of the physical processes of ice sheet, in terms of restriction and
observation in respect to time and space [7]. The problem is all the changes parameters cannot be obtained
directly based on the historical evolution and observation. Numerical simulation models are the precise
technique to forecast the past, current and future behavior of these ice masses [9]. The knowledge of the ice
thickness cover on Antartica could predict the future global sea level rise [10], thus, it could create awareness
among human about this phenomena.

2. Mathematical Model. This section explains the discretization of thermomechanical ice sheet model in
terms of thickness. From the discretization, the system of linear equations is obtained in the form of
tri-diagonal matrix.

2.1. Discretization for Thermomechanical Ice Sheet Model. Let us consider   xjLx j  1 where

1,...,1  xNj and   tltl  10 where 1,...,1  tMl . Meanwhile let ljh , be  lj txh , and ljD , be

an approximation of  lj txD , .
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Explicit finite method is used to descretize the ice thickness in Equation (1) [11].
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The above equation gives the system linear of equations in the form of hfAx  .
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This system will be solved by using Jacobi (JB) and Gauss Seidel (GS) iterative method. Figure 1 shows the
stencil of the method. Open circle indicates the new unknown values.

Figure 1: The stencil of the ice thickness using explicit method.

Crank-Nicolson method [12, 13] is implemented to discretize the ice thickness in Equations (2.1) [14].
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The above equation gives the system linear of equations in the form of hfAx  .
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This method has high accuracy and it is unconditionally stable. The nonlinear equation must be solved using

Newton’s method since D is calculated at the new time level, 1lt . Then, the linear system of equations is

solved by JB and GS iterative method. Figure 2 below shows the stencils of ice thickness.

Figure 2: The stencil of the ice thickness using Crank-Nicolson method
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3. Result. The simulation for ice sheet behaviour was carried out by implementing the thermomechanical ice
sheet model. JB and GS methods are applied to solve the linear system equations derived from the ice
thickness and diffusivity equations. The parameters and numerical results for the sequential algorithm are
presented in Table 1 and 2 below. Table 1 presents the numerical results for the ice thickness while Table 2
presents for the diffusivity of ice.

The result from each table shows GS method converges faster than JB method. The iteration numbers of GS
method is less than the JB method. GS method needs 199 iterations while JB method needs 490 iterations
which is shown in Table 1. The time execution for GS method is only 218.0 seconds. Meanwhile JB method
executes 698.5 seconds. In other words, GS method produced faster simulation of ice sheet behavior
compared to JB method. The value of root-mean-square error (RMSE) for GS method is lower than the JB
method. The value of RMSE also proved that the GS method converged faster than JB method. The table also
shows the percentage of time execution, number of iterations and RMSE. From the ice thickness equation, the
percentages of time execution, number of iterations and RMSE are 68.79 percent, 59.39 percent and 4.76
percent respectively. These percentages proved that GS method has better performance than JB method.

Table 1. Analysis of GS and JB method for ice thickness

Parameters GS JB
JB

JBGS 

Time step 5 5 0
Convergence

rate
1e-5 1e-5 0

Iteration 199 490 59.39%
Time

execution
218.0
sec

698.5
sec

68.79%

RMSE
1.4985e

-5
1.5734

e-5
4.76%

Table 2. Analysis of GS and Jacobi method for diffusivity of ice

Parameters GS JB
%100


JB

JBGS

Time step 5 5 0
Convergence

rate
1e-5 1e-5 0

Iteration 199 490 59.39%
Time

execution
218.0 sec

698.5
sec

68.79%

RMSE 4.5904e-5 5.090e-5 9.81%
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Figure 3 and 4 shows the actual data and approximation data using JB and GS methods.

Figure 3. The ice thickness for exact solution and the numerical solution using JB and GS methods.

Figure 4. The diffusivity of ice for exact solution and the numerical solution using JB and and GS
methods.

4. Discussion. The melting process of ice involves several thermo-dynamical characteristics such as high
density, specific heat and latent heat of fusion. The ice melting process is assumed in a rectangular enclosure.
ComsolMultiphysics is used in order to solve thermomechanical ice flow model numerically using finite
element method. Firstly, develop the ice thickness equation by using general partial differential equation.
Then, put the boundary flux with the value, smJ 2/042.0 . Furthermore, to simulate the ice temperature, add
physics of the heat transfer within the solid. Add value of thermal conductivity of the ice with mKW /31.2

and in the thermodynamic part, assigned the value of the density of ice is 3/918 mkg whereas the heat

capacity at constant pressure is kgKJ /2052 .

The phase change from solid to liquid ocurrs when the energy is added to the solid. The energy alters the
molecular structure when the temperature rise. The material used in this model is water or liquid. The material
properties for water are available in the Material Library. The density and dynamic viscosity are functions of
the temperature. Besides, put the mesh on that geometry in ‘fine’ level. It is important to approximate how
fine should be the mesh needed to resolve temperature gradients.

The following is the steps to visualize the ice melting process using ComsolMultiphysics 4.3a:

Step 1: Choose three dimensional for this model.

Step 2: Choose ‘General Partial Differential Equation’ as the mathematical modeling of the ice melting.

Step 3: Add physics characteristics to the model such as ‘Heat Transfer in Fluids’.
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Step 4: Develop the 3D of ice melting by using the ‘box’ and ‘work plane’ toolbar and put the material to
the model as ‘water, liquid’.

Step 5: For mesh settings, choose Extra fine.

Step 6: Final result of ice melting process with different time.

Step 1 Step 2

Step 3 Step 4
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Step 5
.

Step 6

Figure 5. The visualization of ice melting process using Comsol Multiphysics software

ComsolMultiphysics produced a good visualization of the ice melting process by showing the temperature
distribution inside ice. There are only several independent parameters that can manipulate inside the software
so that it gives limited result. This is the pioneer way to develop the numerical simulation for observing the
ice melting process behavior.

5. Conclusion. In this paper, thermomechanical ice sheet model have been implemented to simulate ice sheet
profile in terms of thickness, diffusion, temperature and velocity. The thermomechanical model is a simple
and suitable model for ice sheet simulation and the results is approximately similar with the actual data. The
finite difference method based on explicit and Crank-Nicholson method is used in order to perform the
numerical implementations and simulation. This research has proved that the Crank-Nicholson method is
more efficient and precise than the explicit method.

In the case of solving the system of linear equations for ice thickness and diffusion, the implementation of JB
and GS method for solving the system linear of equations shows different results. The numerical results
proved that the performance of GS method is better compared to JB method in terms of time execution,
number of iterations, convergence rate, and RMSE. The GS method to solve the tri-diagonal system linear of
equation is the contribution of this research.

This research also successfully visualized the temperature behavior and the melting process of ice sheet by
using ComsolMultiphysics. In the process of visualization, several steps have been facilitates such as defining
the geometry of the thermomechanical model, determine the type of meshing, specifying the physics
processes involved in the ice sheet profile, solving the model by using finite element, and finally visualizing
the results.

Acknowledgments: This work was supported by Tier 2 E UniversitiTeknologi Malaysia Research Grant
Scheme, (10J00).
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ABSTRACT. Microbial diversity was investigated in an optimized sequencing batch
reactor (SBR), treating malachite green containing wastewater, with the decolorization
efficiency of 89 % and chemical oxygen demand (COD) removing ability of 93%. Both
culture-independent 16S rRNA gene method and culture-dependent plate-dilution
method were utilized. Phylogenetic trees were sketched by neighbor-joining method
using bioinformatics tools. Culture-independent method showed the SBR community
affiliation with the Alpha, Beta, Gamma and Delta proteobacteria, in addition to the
moderate resemblances with Verrucomicrobia, and some uncultured bacteria. The
culture-dependent isolates, however, identified only with the Beta and Gamma
proteobacteria. Some sequences had less than 95% homology to the data in GenBank
indicates the possibility of novel bacterial species.
Keywords: Bioinformatics Tools; Malachite Green Dye; Microbial Diversity;
Phylogenetic Tree; Sequencing Batch Reactor

1. Introduction. The use of dyes has been tremendously increased due to industrialization and modernization. The
textile industry alone utilizes thousands of different dyes and pigments and million tones of synthetic dyes are
produced annually across the globe. However, in the process of dying, direct loss of the dye(s) in the waste water
was reported as much high as 10-15%. Dyes can adversely affect photosynthetic activity in the plants and aesthetic
value of the receiving water bodies, because they have high tinctorial value while, dye even less than 1 ppm gives
noticeable color [1].

Elimination of dye out of the wastewater is relatively an intricate issue due to complicity of treating procedures
for contaminated wastewaters by conventional means [2]. However, majority of the dyes are synthetic and exhibit
complex structure that enable them to resist biodegradation [3]. Additionally, physicochemical methods are very
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expensive and yet not safe to our existing environment. Alternatively, biological processes gather immense
potential to be popularized in the public [4]. Phugare, et al. (2011) reported a bacterial consortium for degradation,
detoxification and decolorization of textile effluents, successfully [5].

Malachite green (MG) is a triphenylmethane (TPM) that is popularly used in textile industry. It is also
considered a valuable biological stain. In aquaculture, it is used as antifungal, bactericide and parasite regulator.
The malachite green dye is phytotoxic, a respiratory poison, and a potent teratogen. This dye has been included in
US National Toxicology Program as candidate chemical for cancer testing [6]. Due to low cost and efficacy MG is
likely to be used in many areas of the globe, especially the third world.

The sequencing batch reactors (SBR) have been in use for degrading industrial intractable chemicals with
remarkable success owing to diversity of physical and biological conditions applicable them [7]. In bio-treatment
activated sludge are used for adsorption rather than effective degradation [8]. Numerous biomaterials have been
investigated for characterization of their adsorptive capacity for the target dyes and pollutants [9]. Tan, et al. (2009)
found that activated sludge caused decolorization at textile sewage treatment plant ranging from 70 to 90%. [10].

The biomass in wastewater bioreactor is an important source of highly complex mixture of microbial
community. As a general rule, the contaminants in wastewater support flourishing growth of highly resistant
organisms that continue to exist and adjust owing to their genetic make-up. Zhang, et al. (2013) cited evidence that
to tackle the shock load of pollutants, the indigenous bacterial community adjusted by adapting gradually itself in
the harsh atmosphere [11].

The operational conditions and the presence of pollutants may lead to the dominance of certain groups of
bacteria. Likewise, physical conditions can be manipulated for maximum COD (chemical oxygen demand),
NH4

+–N and Mn2+ removal from the waste material using appropriate strategies [12].

Stable microbial communities are very important and effective in bioremediation; therefore, phylogeny and
properties of the concerned bacterial groups are very important parameters for the adjustment of the operating
conditions and enhanced efficiency of the bioreactors.

A great deal of knowledge about the microbial community in a dye contaminated wastewater treating reactor
would be useful in association with operational conditions necessary to eliminate the pollutant efficiently from the
containments. Keeping in view its importance in general and specifically this aspect inspired the researchers to
evaluate the microbial community under the selective pressure of malachite green in the SBR.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. The Bioreactor. An activated sludge based SBR from a previous experiment for nutrients removal was used in
the current study. The reactor was optimized at HRT for at least one day at dye concentration of 35 mg/L, with
gradual increase in the dye concentration during one month. The system achieved the decolorization efficiency as
much as 89 % and chemical oxygen demand (COD) removing ability was recorded to be 93%. Nitrogen removal
rate of this system was however; relatively lower i.e., about 70 %. Under such conditions, the SBR water samples
were collected, and the biomass obtained was used for microbial community analysis. Some of the parameters of
the reactor are given (Table 1).

Table 1. Some parameters of the SBR in the current study.

1 Biomass, as mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) 5.5 gm/L
2 SVI Sludge Volume Index 50 ml/gm
3 pH 7.6 to  8
4 Dissolved Oxygen 0.5 - 1.5 mg/L
5 Temperature 25-30 ○C
6 HRT One Day
7 Malachite Green Initial Concentration 35 mg/L
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2.2. Analysis of the Microbial Community. In the present study, both culture-dependent and culture independent
16S rRNA gene library-based molecular strategy were used for phylogenetic analysis. This strategy was employed
explore the bacterial community association with MG treatment using SBR.

2.3. Genomic DNA Extraction from Reactor Sludge. The bacteria were collected in appendorf tube after
centrifugation at 12,000 rpm for 5-7 min. The pellet was dissolved in 100 uL 20% SDS and 1 mL TES buffer (100
mM Tris, 100 mM ETDA and 100 mM NaCl). Thereafter, 0.6 gm of glass beads (Sigma) were added and mixed
thoroughly using vortex for 5 minutes followed by centrifugation for 1 minute at 12,000 rpm. The supernatant from
the previous step was treated with the same volume of phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1). After
Phenol:Chloroform extraction, DNA was precipitated with absolute ethanol (double volume) and 5M sodium
acetate (1/10 volume). RNA was degraded by adding 5 ul RNase (10 mg/ml). The DNA was run on 1% agarose gel
in 1 x Tis-Acetate-EDTA (TAE), 40 mM acetic acid, 40 mM Tris, 1mM EDTA, pH=8). The gel was stained with
ethidium bromide  (5 ug/ml) after electrophoresis. Before 16S rRNA gene PCR amplification, the genomic DNA
was stored at –20°C.

2.4. PCR-Amplification, Clone Library Construction and Sequencing. For the amplification, universal primers
of bacteria 27F (3′-AGAGTTTGATCATGGCTCAG-5′) and 1492R (3′-TACGGYTACCTTGTTACGACTT-5′)
were used. The PCR products were purified with PCR Kleen spin columns (Bio-Rad Inc.). Nucleotide sequences
were determined from the purified ~800-bp partial fragment of the 16S rDNA gene. From DNA of the bacterial
community, 16S rRNA gene fragments were amplified. The parameters for PCR cycles were as follows: initial
denaturation at 95°C for 5 minutes, thereafter, 30 cycles of denaturation at 94°C (1 min), annealing at 55 °C
(1min), extension at 72°C (90 sec), and final extension at 72°C (10 min). The amplified products were purified
using Wizard® SV Gel and PCR Clean-up system (Promega®) as described by manufacturers. The PCR products
of size 1400 bp were analyzed on 1% (w/v) agarose gel electrophoresis. The products were recovered by using gel
purification kit (EZN China). The PCR products were ligated in pBS-T Vector (Tiangen Biotech, Beijing China)
and subsequently transformed into E. coli Top10. The positive clones were identified and were allowed to grow at
37°C in a rotary shaker at 120 rpm in 0.5 ml of LB broth with 50 mg/ml of Ampicillin. The clones were sequenced
and blast analysis was carried out.

2.5. Culture-Dependent Method. 1 ml of the mixed liquor from the aeration stage was vortexed and diluted till
10-7. The mixture (0.1 mL) was used to inoculate LB plates, which were incubated at 30 °C until observable growth
occurred. Macroscopically unique colonies with different morphologies grew on the culture plates. These colonies
were sub-cultured to ensure their purity. Isolates were selected from the heterotrophic plating and sequenced
accordingly.

2.6. Bioinformatics Analysis. The obtained sequences were aligned with CLUSTAL_W program [13]. Same
segments of the 16S rRNA gene sequences were selected for phylogenetic analyses using default parameters in the
MEGA 5 (Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis) [14]. Phylogenetic distances were calculated by using
neighbor-joining (NJ) method [15]. The bootstrapping supports for the trees were calculated from a sample of 1000
replicates [16].
Sequences with similarity of more than 97%, were considered as identical and used for further phylogenetic
analysis as an operational taxonomic unit (OTU). A sequence randomly selected from each OTU was BLAST-
searched to ascertain the taxonomic position with its related sequences deposited in the gene bank (NCBI).

The coverage was calculated according to the following equation:
C = [1-(nl/ N)] X 100%

Where; nl = number of OTUs consisting of only one clone, N= number of all clones in the 16S rRNA gene
library [17].

3. Results and Discussion. In the current study, the sequences identifying with ά-, β-, γ- §-proteobacteria and
Verrucomicrobia groups were obtained (Table 2). The β-and γ-proteobacteria were in high abundance, valuing
24% and 45% of the total clones. Alpha and Delta-proteobacteria and Verru microbia, were 4%, 9%, and 2%
respectively. A moderate amount of clones, about 9%, ranked with the uncultured bacterial strains with sequenced
data in the NCBI.  The 16S rRNA gene sequences BLAST searched for matching neighbors of the OTUs was
obtained (Figure 1).
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The similarity of six culture independent clones to the known sequences in the GenBank was lower than
95%. It is assumed that similarity values to the known sequences below 95% may be regarded as evidence of the
discovery of novel species [18]. Thus, the current study suggests that there is an ample evidence of possibility of
novel bacteria in the SBR. The dominant genera recorded were Hydrocarboniphaga, Acinetobacter and Ralstonia
(Table 2)

In the current study, phylogenetic analysis and molecular strategy based on 16S rRNA gene were used to
explore the bacterial community. Distribution of the obtained sequences in the bacterial groups and the
phylogenetic location are shown in (Figures 3-5, and Tables 2 & 3). The similarity values of the clone sequences
with the data base sequences between 91 and 100 %.

Table 2. Proportion of various bacterial genera present in the dye wastewater of the sequencing batch
reactor.

3.1. Culture-Independent Method. Total 66 clones were obtained with 27-F and 1492-R primers, out of which 29
operational taxonomic units (OTUs) were recognized. The coverage was calculated to be 79 %.  Phylogenetic
studies using the clone sequences suggested that there was microbial diversity among the following main divisions;
Alpha- Beta- Gamma- and Delta- proteo bacteria and Verruco microbia. Phylum Proteobacteria is divided into
five major subphyla, which are represented by aerobic, anaerobic, photoautotrophic, photo-heterotrophic and
chemo lithotrophic bacteria. In this study, representatives of all the subphyla were found except Epsilon proteo-
bacteria.

3.2. Culture-Dependent Method. Twenty seven (27) isolates were selected from the SBR and their 16S rRNA
genes were sequenced accordingly. The comparison of the similar sequences of the reference organisms on BLAST
search was made. However, microbial diversity obtained by culture dependent method was poor (Table 3). There
are some bacteria which are easily cultured in the laboratory. However, there exists persistently large number of
bacteria which are unidentified and unculturable as well [19]. It is estimated that only 1-10% of all soil bacteria are
considered to be cultured [20].

Genus %

Caulobacter 6

Azospirillum 3

Burkholderia 3

Thiobacillus 3

Hydrogenophaga 3

Ralstonia 13

Pseudomonas 6

Acinetobacter 22

Stenotrophomonas 3

Hydrocarboniphaga 25

Bacteriovorax 6

Desulfovibrio 3
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 Hydrogenophaga sp. R025N (KC252853)

 Uncultured beta proteobacterium (JN003007)

 Ralstonia pickettii btapro(JX036030)

 Uncultured Burkholderiales (JF703496)

 Thiobacter sp. (HM145961)

 Uncultured Thiobacillus sp. (JQ723656)

 Uncultured beta proteobacterium  (AY510250.1)

 Uncultured Rhodocyclales (JQ723653)

 Enterobacter sp. B-14(FJ190535)

 Pseudomonas fluorescens(GU198120 )

 Hydrocarboniphaga effusa (AY363244)

 Acinetobacter schindl(AJ275040)
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Figure 1. Culture-Independent Phylogenetic Tree of Bacteria in the Dye Treating SBR, Derived by
Neighbor-Joining Method of Analysis of 16s rRNA Gene Sequences. The Numbers in Brackets
Indicate the Accession Number of the Sequences in GenBank. The Number at the Branch Points is the
Percentage that is Supported With Bootstrap (1000 Replicates). The Tree was Drawn to the Scale, with
Branch Lengths Showing the Evolutionary Distances.
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The culture dependent sequences identified only with the Alpha & Gamma Proteobacteria, and the Actinobacteria,
which is strikingly different from the results with the culture-independent method where the Beta, Delta and
Gamma Proteobacteria were in abundance (Figure 3, Table 3). 21% of isolates matched the Rhodobacteriales, and
the same percentage identified with Sphingomonadales sequences present in the GenBank, while Rhizobiales
accounted for 16% of the isolates.

Alpha
Proteobacteria

4%

Beta
Proteobacteria

24%

Gamma
Proteobacteria

45%

Delta -
Proteobacteria

9%

Verrucomicrobia
2%

Unclassifiable
16%

Alpha Proteobacteria was represented by 58 % of the isolates. Gamma Proteobacteria was represented
by Xanthomonadales acouting for the 5% of the isolates. Similarly, Actinobacteria, matched as
actinomycetales, was represented by 5% of the isolates. These groups are well represented in the polluted
environments and members like Rhodopseudomonas palustris (Alpha proteobacteria) has been shown to be
efficient COD remover in a columnar bioreactor immobilized on fiber [21]. Similarly, Citrobacter freundii,
Acinetobacter sp., and Klebsiella oxytoca were isolated from the culture of activated sludge cultures on 4-
nitroaniline by Khalid [12].

Some of the isolates identified with the well-known biodegraders, the notable being Dokdonella
koreensis, Rhodobactor, Sphingomonas and Paracoccus species. In addition, an estrogen degrading strain
DQ044639 was also detected by culture dependent method in the present bioreactor.

Figure 2. Phylogenetic Distribution of Microbial Community (Culture Independent, 27Fand 1492R) in the
SBR Involved in the Biotreatment of Textile Dye MG.
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Table 3. BLAST Analysis of the gene sequences of 16S rRNA detected in the SBR by culture
dependent method

Taxonomic Group
Closest Relatives of the Sequences
BLAST-searched

Source in
NCBI Homology %

Alpha Proteobacteria

Sinorhizobium sp AM084032 99

Rhizobiales
X.tagetidis

X99469 99

Rhodobacterales Rhodopseudomonas palustris
AB017261 99

Catellibacterium nectariphilum
AB101543 99

Phyllobacteriaceae bacterium
AM403241 99

Rhodobacter sphaeroides D16424.1
100

Haematobacter missouriensis DQ342315 97

Sphingomonadales
Sphingomonas sp. DS4

EF494189 99

Sphingomonas taejonensis AF131297
99

Gammaproteobacteria

Xanthomonadales
Dokdonella koreensis strain

NML 01-0233
EF589679

100

Actinobacteria Microbacterium hydrocarbonoxydans AJ698726 98

Unclassified

Uncultured bacterium clone LR A2-35
DQ988316 100

Uncultured bacterium clone SLB728
DQ787731 97

Uncultured bacterium clone aab65g10 DQ814239
99

Uncultured bacterium clone
WBB38

EU184871 100

Estrogen Degrading Bacterium
DQ066439

99

The microbial community phylogenetic affiliations show the abundance of Beta and Gamma-Proteobacteria in
the malachite green treating bioreactor. This finding is similar to that of Zilouei [22], who found these groups to be
dominating the microbial community used for phenol removal process. Similarly, microbial strains capable of
reducing the “azo dyes” including Pseudomonas luteola, Sphingomonas spp., Klebsiella pneumoniae, Penicillium
spp., Streptococcus faecalis, Aspergillus spp. have been described [23].
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4. Conclusion. The microbial community analysis showed a relative dominance of pollutants- degrading
functional groups of bacteria. Majority of the isolates matched with the β- and γ-proteobacteria. The detected
diversity by culture-independent method was fairly better than that of culture dependent method. The dominant
genera detected in the present study were Sphingomonas, Microbacterium, Hydrocarboniphaga, Acinetobacter and
Ralstonia. The present study is a great deal of contribution to the knowledge about the microbes in the polluted
environments.
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ABSTRACT. An estimation of a regression is said to be superior if it is robust and
resistant towards the presence of anomalies such as multicollinearity, outliers or
non-normality. With regard to these problems, estimation using the OLS is
inefficient since it could not produce the least variance. Disregarding this problem
would potentially lead to severe statistical problems. Therefore, the main objective
of the study is to employ a combination of a bootstrapping technique and robust
methods  in ridge regression model for data with simultaneous problems of
multicollinearity and multiple outliers. The proposed method was expected to
reduce the effect of the problems to the estimation results by producing lower
standard error values as compared to the existing methods. This study employed the
fixed - x resampling technique for robust ridge regression. The results of the study
showed that the incorporation of this bootstrap technique was able to produce
better parameter estimates with lower standard error values.
Keywords: Bootstrap; Fixed - x resampling; Multiple Outliers; Multicollinearity.

1. Introduction. A linear regression is used mainly to model a relationship between two or more than two
variables. In general, the most popular method used for regression is Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) for its
ease and simplicity. The OLS method is claimed to be unbiased, efficient and consistent estimator as
compared to other linear unbiased estimators. However, this superiority features can be held only if the
assumptions of classical linear regression model are satisfied. If the assumption is violated, the OLS method
will no longer produce the least variance, leading to the inefficiency in estimating a model. One of the
assumptions is that there is no exact linear relationship between the explanatory variables. Multicollinearity is
said to present if this assumption is violated.  In the presence of multicollinearity, the OLS estimator will
produce infinite variance, which could lead to misleading interpretation of test statistics. If the purpose of a
study is merely to predict the values of the dependent variable, multicollinearity is not a problem. However,
the real issue arises if the study aims for parameter estimation. This is due to that, multicollinearity inflates
the standard error values. A severe issue is concerned when the situation is affected by the presence of outliers.
In general, outliers can be regarded as an observation that behaves differently as compared to the rest of
observations. The presence of outliers will distort the parameter estimation of a model, hence inflate the
statistical test and lead to misleading conclusions. Most of regression analysis assumes normality assumption
of the error distribution. However in practice, there is a situation where the error distribution is not normal. In
this case, disregarding the non normality of the error distribution will affect the estimation of a model. This
study aims to propose an alternative method that is resistant to the presence of simultaneous problems of
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multicollinearity and multiple outliers, using a combination of bootstrapping technique and robust methods in
ridge regression.

Ridge regression was firstly initiated by Hoerl et al (1962) and Hoerl and Kennard (1970) by introducing a
biasing parameter with more stable and precise than the OLS estimator in handling the multicollinearity
problem. Robust estimator used in this study is a MM - estimator that was introduced by Yohai (1987). The
MM-estimator is an extended version of M-estimator that was previously proposed by Huber (1964). This
method is a combination of the properties of high asymptotic relative efficiency of M-estimator with the high
breakdown of a class of S-estimator. The robust estimator is used mainly to handle the outliers problem by
downweighting the effect of outliers. Habshah and Marina (2007) proposed a combination of ridge regression
and robust techniques for multicollinearity and outliers problems. To enhance the method, the study was
further extended to weighted ridge regression with robust M-estimator (Siti Meriam et al, 2012a) and robust
MM-estimator (Siti Meriam et al, 2012b).

In this paper, we propose a slight modification from what have been found in the literatures, which is to
combine the bootstrapping method and robust ridge regression. We would like to examine the superiority of
the proposed method as an enhancement to the existing methods when handling simulataneous problems of
multiple outliers and multicollinearity. Bootstrap is a re-sampling method that is commonly used to estimate
bias, standard error and to construct the confidence interval of an estimator. Efron and Tibshirani (1986)
stated that bootstrap is about treating the sample data as a population from which the repeated samples are
drawn. The standard errors and sampling distribution of the robust regression estimates can be estimated from
the drawn samples. In regression, bootstrap method is preferred because it relaxes the assumption that the
error distribution must follow the normality assumption (Norazan et al, 2009). According to Ohtani (2007),
bootstrap method is reasonable to evaluate the precision of parameter estimate obtained using ridge regression
estimation by Monte Carlo experiments, which observed through its standard error. The classical bootstrap
usually is based on the OLS estimate, which is not robust to the presence of outliers. Norazan et al (2009)
proposed Weighted Bootstrap with Probability (WBP) in comparison with fixed-x resampling, random-x
resampling and Diagnostic-Before Bootstrap estimates. The bootstrap method is able to produce better
estimation, as the problem of outliers arise. This is due to that bootstrap sample is done by resampling with
probabilities to ensure that the outlying observations have smaller probabilities of selection. They found that
WBP is the best estimator as it is consistently provides good estimates and shortest confidence interval.

This paper is organized as follows – methodology of this research is discussed in Section 2; in Section 3 the
newly proposed technique and its performances are presented; and the final conclusion is made in Section 4.

2. Methodology. A simulation study was designed to assess the performance of OLS and robust ridge
regression estimator incorporated with the bootstrapping method. A simulated data were generated using the
multiple linear regression model based on combinations of several regression conditions as follows:

i. Sample size (n) is 25, 50, 100 and 200
ii. Two types of rho,  . a) is fixed to 0.9 and b) is to follow Uniform distribution, U(0.10, 0.98)

iii. Percentage of outliers,  = 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%
Based on the condition stated above, we study the performance of the estimators according to the different
strength of multicollinearity by using different degrees of correlation,  between the variables. In addition,

the effect of sample size, n was also observed. Two explanatory variables were used. At the same time, the
performances of estimators were observed by increasing the percentage of outliers,  . Thus, for the given
values of n,  and  , the set of explanatory variables is generated and simulated for 1000 times for all

five estimators. For this simulation study, the values of true parameters were set to 1. The clean and in-lying
observations of predictor variables were generated using multivariate normal distribution. The outliers
observations (bad.n =  % of n) were generated based on percentage. The effect of outliers were exposed
to both x and y-direction.

In linear regression model, there were two commonly bootstrapping techniques used. They are fixed-x
resampling and random-x resampling. This study employed the fixed-resampling technique and the procedure
is discussed as follows:
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Algorithm for Bootstrapped Robust Ridge Estimators with Fixed x - Resampling

Step 1: Fit a model to the original sample of observations of size n to get ̂ using OLS

estimator and the fitted values )ˆ,(ˆ ii xfy 

Step 2: Compute the residuals iii yy ˆ

Step 3: Draw
*
i from i and attach to iŷ to get a fixed-x bootstrap value

*
iy where

** )ˆ,( iii xfy  

Step 4: Regress the bootstrapped values
*
iy on the fixed X to obtain

*

Step 5: Repeat Step 3 and 4 for B times to get
B*1* ˆ,...,ˆ 

This algorithm was then applied using other existing estimators namely, RIDGE, RMM, WRM and WRMM
as a replacement to the OLS estimator. For each bootstrap method, 1000 bootstrapped random samples were
generated. The B was referring to the numbers of bootstrap replications. For each bootstrapped mth

bootstrapped sample (m=1, 2,..., 1000), bootstrapped is computed and denoted the mth bootstrapped estimate

as
m*̂ . Thus, based on these re-computed

m*̂ , standard error (SE) were calculated. The standard error

(SE) is given by:





B

m

mk

B
SE

1

*** )ˆ(
1

)ˆ(  (1)

where
* , is the mean estimated value and is given by:

B

B

m

m
 1

*

*

̂
 (2)

3. Findings and Conclusion. Table 1 presents a simulation result of the bias and standard error of the

parameter estimates, 1̂ with and without employing the bootstrap technique for OLS and robust ridge

estimators, in the presence of multicollinearity and outliers, both in x and y-direction. The degree of
multicollinearity is fixed to 0.9 to represent a high degree of collinearity among the explanatory variables. As
we can see from the table, the performance of the OLS estimator is poor since the standard error is very high
as compared to other estimators. The effect becomes severe as the percentage of outliers increases. The OLS
estimator without bootstrapping technique shows the worst performance since the standard error is larger than
the other existing estimators. On the other hand, the incorporation of the bootstrap technique reduces the
standard error values of the OLS estimator. However, this estimator performes poorly as compared to robust
ridge regression, particularly when the sample size and the percentage of outliers increase.

By incorporating the bootstrapping technique, results show that the WRM seems to be the most resistant
estimator towards the presence of 5% outliers, by producing the lowest values of bias, 1.078 and standard
error, 0.134 as compared to the other methods. Further, when the effect of outliers is increased to 20%, it is
reported that the WRMM estimator becomes the most superior, by producing the lowest standard error value
of 0.0080. Surprisingly, the OLS estimator outperformed the others when the bias value is the lowest than that
of other estimators. This scenario occurs when 10% and 20% of outliers were used in the sample. The results
indicate that even the classical estimator such as OLS is able to outperform others when only the
bootstrapping technique is considered.
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Table 1: Bias and standard errors (in bracket) based on with and without bootstrapped on

1000 runs for 1̂ using 9.0 with 2 predictor variables

Percentage
Method

Without Bootstrapping With Bootstrapping

Outliers n=25 n=50 n=100 n=200 n=25 n=50 n=100 n=200

5%

OLS 0.368 0.459 0.486 0.478 3.919 4.093 0.646 2.107
[4.743] [3.329] [2.324] [1.654] [4.281] [2.311] [2.396] [1.584]

RIDGE 0.460 0.485 0.474 0.468 0.555 1.141 0.511 0.617
[2.280] [1.581] [1.138] [0.804] [0.777] [1.030] [0.134] [0.500]

RMM 0.443 0.483 0.467 0.467 0.491 1.253 0.515 0.790
[2.095] [1.545] [1.115] [0.803] [0.619] [1.026] [0.138] [0.658]

WRM 0.482 0.472 0.470 0.468 0.473 1.078 0.520 0.752
[2.349] [1.656] [1.172] [0.818] [0.427] [0.976] [0.134] [0.602]

WRMM 0.449 0.479 0.463 0.468 0.485 1.092 0.515 0.827
[2.146] [1.600] [1.142] [0.815] [0.579] [1.075] [0.135] [0.669]

10%

OLS 0.386 0.470 0.485 0.478 10.618 2.012 1.853 0.852

[4.776] [3.331] [2.327] [1.653] [4.473] [2.404] [2.350] [1.595]

RIDGE 0.449 0.495 0.472 0.466 4.292 0.140 0.639 0.469
[2.305] [1.570] [1.140] [0.803] [2.809] [0.777] [0.638] [0.321]

RMM 0.472 0.475 0.471 0.465 4.176 0.109 0.741 0.468
[2.257] [1.563] [1.137] [0.803] [2.761] [1.228] [0.833] [0.259]

WRM 0.478 0.475 0.469 0.467 3.882 0.119 0.788 0.464
[2.372] [1.657] [1.171] [0.816] [2.515] [1.055] [0.728] [0.230]

WRMM 0.488 0.469 0.468 0.466 4.074 0.237 0.800 0.461

[2.322] [1.631] [1.167] [0.814] [2.803] [1.151] [0.796] [0.265]

15%

OLS 0.379 0.478 0.482 0.475 1.978 5.288 1.476 0.312
[4.765] [3.339] [2.318] [1.651] [4.937] [3.287] [2.179] [1.623]

RIDGE 0.447 0.499 0.471 0.466 0.511 1.457 0.474 0.498
[2.310] [1.573] [1.129] [0.803] [0.181] [1.400] [0.212] [0.184]

RMM 0.474 0.486 0.471 0.466 0.528 1.449 0.459 0.504

[2.310] [1.595] [1.132] [0.803] [0.189] [1.427] [0.188] [0.122]

WRM 0.480 0.478 0.469 0.467 0.503 1.450 0.459 0.515
[2.391] [1.667] [1.168] [0.815] [0.145] [1.415] [0.194] [0.109]

WRMM 0.492 0.478 0.470 0.467 0.509 1.489 0.455 0.509
[2.380] [1.667] [1.167] [0.814] [0.188] [1.346] [0.186] [0.116]

20%

OLS 0.383 0.469 0.479 0.478 2.070 4.540 1.006 0.503

[4.839] [3.344] [2.315] [1.653] [4.317] [2.910] [1.853] [1.749]

RIDGE 0.450 0.492 0.465 0.468 0.502 0.699 0.454 0.469
[2.361] [1.585] [1.127] [0.806] [0.207] [1.442] [0.368] [0.268]

RMM 0.474 0.479 0.465 0.467 0.496 0.507 0.395 0.477
[2.359] [1.606] [1.127] [0.807] [0.079] [1.304] [0.493] [0.136]

WRM 0.479 0.472 0.463 0.468 0.475 0.351 0.421 0.482
[2.423] [1.679] [1.159] [0.819] [0.087] [1.321] [0.508] [0.160]

WRMM 0.490 0.472 0.463 0.468 0.468 0.407 0.357 0.488
[2.419] [1.678] [1.158] [0.817] [0.080] [1.289] [0.488] [0.132]
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Table 2: Bias and standard errors (in bracket) based on with and without bootstrapped on

1000 runs for 1̂ using rho,  generated from Uniform Distribution, U[0.10,0.98] with 2
predictor variables

Percentage
Method

Without Bootstrap With Bootstrap

Of Outliers n=25 n=50 n=100 n=200 n=25 n=50 n=100 n=200

5%

OLS 0.471 0.506 0.479 0.494 2.324 0.177 0.481 0.638
[2.759] [1.838] [1.276] [1.892] [1.731] [1.881] [1.009] [0.729]

RIDGE 0.486 0.470 0.453 0.461 0.145 3.468 0.396 0.583

[1.447] [1.462] [1.454] [1.459] [0.825] [1.147] [0.238] [0.663]

RMM 0.478 0.481 0.460 0.466 0.323 3.228 0.380 0.614

[1.283] [1.443] [1.264] [1.173] [0.999] [1.116] [0.334] [0.663]

WRM 0.497 0.478 0.462 0.473 0.092 3.166 0.439 0.572

[1.519] [1.518] [1.514] [1.512] [0.800] [1.100] [0.138] [0.633]

WRMM 0.490 0.488 0.465 0.474 0.269 3.092 0.431 0.585

[1.314] [1.489] [1.507] [1.515] [0.860] [1.018] [0.312] [0.646]

10%

OLS 0.444 0.509 0.482 0.493 8.323 0.509 0.397 2.633

[2.744] [1.839] [1.278] [0.892] [3.418] [1.385] [1.169] [0.914]

RIDGE 0.487 0.489 0.497 0.496 0.400 0.416 2.122 0.687

[0.928] [0.925] [0.926] [0.927] [0.336] [0.245] [0.951] [0.565]

RMM 0.482 0.481 0.494 0.492 0.402 0.444 2.438 0.673

[0.906] [0.924] [0.932] [0.934] [0.416] [0.142] [1.026] [0.554]

WRM 0.482 0.484 0.492 0.489 0.448 0.446 2.582 0.632

[0.959] [0.959] [0.962] [0.969] [0.425] [0.147] [1.048] [0.529]

WRMM 0.479 0.479 0.492 0.489 0.456 0.442 2.572 0.677

[0.931] [0.951] [0.961] [0.967] [0.398] [0.142] [1.002] [0.519]

15%

OLS 0.419 0.514 0.480 0.493 0.742 4.115 0.163 1.429

[2.751] [1.847] [1.275] [0.891] [4.040] [1.421] [1.003] [0.858]

RIDGE 0.481 0.482 0.481 0.478 0.353 0.422 0.476 0.862

[0.686] [0.685] [0.683] [0.681] [0.402] [0.278] [0.202] [0.831]

RMM 0.481 0.481 0.481 0.478 0.427 0.355 0.469 0.811

[0.680] [0.688] [0.687] [0.684] [0.336] [0.362] [0.211] [0.831]

WRM 0.479 0.479 0.478 0.475 0.464 0.354 0.473 0.910

[0.716] [0.713] [0.712] [0.709] [0.299] [0.353] [0.198] [0.877]

WRMM 0.479 0.479 0.479 0.475 0.465 0.349 0.473 0.823

[0.702] [0.712] [0.711] [0.707] [0.326] [0.369] [0.204] [0.841]

20%

OLS 0.428 0.508 0.477 0.495 2.422 1.305 2.765 1.248

[2.762] [1.842] [1.275] [0.891] [2.211] [1.514] [2.087] [0.625]

RIDGE 0.490 0.489 0.491 0.491 0.508 1.435 0.641 0.849

[0.491] [0.490] [0.491] [0.492] [0.153] [0.610] [0.321] [0.451]

RMM 0.491 0.490 0.492 0.492 0.502 1.365 0.622 0.875

[0.488] [0.490] [0.492] [0.493] [0.146] [0.592] [0.264] [0.489]

WRM 0.491 0.490 0.491 0.491 0.518 1.277 0.562 0.812

[0.498] [0.496] [0.498] [0.499] [0.144] [0.586] [0.271] [0.482]

WRMM 0.490 0.490 0.491 0.491 0.513 1.267 0.585 0.826

[0.494] [0.496] [0.497] [0.498] [0.140] [0.573] [0.262] [0.475]
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The same simulation study is also done for the case of multicollinearity with rho,  generated from Uniform

distribution, U(0.10, 0.98), and is presented in Table 2. It gives quite similar results as Table 1, in which
almost all estimators worked very well with bootstrap technique. The WRM estimator has the lowest standard
errors, 0.138 and 0.198 when the presence of outliers is 5% and 15%, respectively. As the percentage
increases to 20%, the WRMM estimator has the lowest standard error, 0.140. In addition, the lowest bias is
produced by the WRM estimator with the value of 0.910, when the percentage of outliers is 15%. Out of all
estimators, the WRM estimator has been the most robust and resistant towards the presence of simultaneous
outliers and multicollinearity.

In summary, by incorporating bootstrapping technique, it gives better parameter estimates, especially for large
data sets. They produce merely the same results in term of bias, but with lower standard error values.
Therefore, the use of robust ridge regression with bootstrapping technique is recommended as an alternative
method for parameter estimation, especially when the data sets contain multicollinearity and multiple outliers.
Apart from the application of this proposed method in multiple linear regression, it is recommended to be
applied or extended to the other models such as logistic and Poisson regression model.
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ABSTRACT Supporting environment provided to employees ensures high
performance. This idea led researchers to examine workplace fun as a determinant
of teacher’s performance in public and private sector universities functioning in
Pakistan. Data collection trough questionnaires and appropriate statistical
techniques helped in drawing viable conclusions. Workplace fun including
congratulating one another and personal freedom helped in developing strong ties
and performing well at universities. Moreover female teachers are more influenced
with workplace fun as compared to male teachers. The results are beneficial for the
university administrators and academicians equally.
Key words: Workplace fun, faculty members, education, universities, Pakistan.

1. Introduction In the current era there seems to be a blast of competition as a result organizations cannot afford to
waste the potential of their work force. It is more important for the organizations to focus on enhancement of the
performance of workers in order to survive in competitive market. High performing workers are the pillars of the
organizations. Companies use different techniques and strategies in order to boost the abilities of their employees.

In service industry, customer satisfaction usually depends upon the performance of employees. Researchers
highlight different approaches to enhance employees performance, such as employees empowerment (Lashely,
2001), employees involvement, employees self-efficacy (Baker, Cronin & Hopkins, 2009), and employees
knowledge sharing (Reychav & Weisberg, 2009). There are other most important concepts, which contribute to
raise the performance of employees such as workplace fun. Fun activities are not necessarily work related tasks, but
it involves such activities that enhance performance e.g. socializing with coworkers, celebrating at work and
personal freedom (Fluegge, 2008)

Cooper (2008) indicates workplace fun as encouraging event, it also helps to create positive working environment
and increase employee’s performance. According to business writers fun in the work place is important for
enhancing employees’ motivation and productivity, trimming down stress (Patel & Desai, 2013).

Current study is concerned about people working in universities of Pakistan Universities strive to satisfy their
workforce (teachers) because they directly impact the overall performance of university.

The responsibilities of university teachers are increased i.e. academics, pressure to publish research papers,
increasing workloads; restructuring and short term contracts that are believed to raising many problems (Dickson-
Swift, 2009; Houston, 2006; Jacobs & Winslow, 2004; Tytherleigh, 2005). These problems not only lead to
damaged employee’s quality of work but also effects organization performance (Collin & Smith, 2006). The study
explores the impact of workplace fun on employee’s performance.
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1.1. Knowledge gap This study will provide theoretical support on concept of workplace fun in order to
understand the importance of workplace fun and realize that its desirable solution is to let go of the problems. This
will be essential in countries like Pakistan to those explore reasons that result in low quality in education sector.
Chan (2010) introduces a typology of workplace fun activities. In his typology fun involves staff- oriented
activities which involve personal milestones or celebration such as birthdays, marriage and celebrations of some
other events, these activates are important for the process of socializing at work and also helpful to increase the
employees’ morale, job satisfaction and performance. Supervisor oriented activities involves such gatherings after
work, with supervisor these gatherings enhance collaboration among employee as well as these activities are also
supportive in context of supervisor by providing open feedback. Next comes social oriented activities such as
picnics, holiday parties etc. These type of activities enhance teams work and support group cohesiveness. The
strategy oriented activities are, `celebration that involves outstanding performance, family friendly policies etc
these activities are important for employees to work harder for achievements and are highly motivated to
participate in organizational life, balance in work and family life. No study up to researcher’s knowledge has been
found on workplace fun in Pakistani scenario. Therefore this study has been done in context of Pakistani culture.

1.2. Problem statement
Current study examines “the impact of workplace fun on employees Performance among university teachers
in Pakistan”.

1.3. Objectives of the study
This study focused on achieving the objectives listed below;

 To examine the relationship of workplace fun and teachers performance working in universities of
Pakistan. .

 To compare the performance of male and female university teachers.

 To compare the performance of university teachers working in public and private sector universities of
Pakistan.

1.4. Significance of the study Current study is being done in the context of Pakistani universities; the findings of
this study will be beneficial for the education institutions of Pakistan, especially universities of Pakistan. By
identifying the contribution of variable, such as workplace fun towards employee’s performance, present study will
help the organizations in education sector and also will provide them with a reason to properly manage workplace
fun in order to boost the performance of their employees in this competitive era. In this way, service organizations
encourage fun activities to promote the quality of their services. In context of Pakistan, issues related to human
resource management are mostly ignored (Sajid & Masud, 2002). In general, it is being observed that in most of the
organizations HR department does not even exist. To fill this gap it is important for research scholars to realize the
importance of human resource management. Current study is focuses on important issues of human resource, which
is related to physical environment of workplace.

According to Ramllal (2003) people want to stay in organizations that provides better working environment
because people working in those organizations feel that they are valued here and are difference than other
employees. This study provides plan to get better working environment, so that their level of performance related to
work increases.

2. Literature review

2.1. Workplace Fun and Employees Performance Fun at work means engaging in activities not specifically
related to the job that are enjoyable, amusing, or playful, and that enhance organizational performance (Fluegge,
2008),workplace fun is consider key element for enhancing organization performance and effectiveness. The
concept of workplace fun can be found in the publications of Cook (2009), Patel & Desai (2013), Fluegge (2008)
and some others, who work to develop organization culture that promoted play, humor and fun. In today’s work
environment workplace fun has been promoted as a key element for productive environment (Karl & Peluchette,
2006). Research shows that having fun in the workplace can improve productivity and performance (Owler &
Morrison, 2012). Fun at workplace is pleasing and is even considered as a significant factor for letting go of the
problems and worries of everyday working life. Fun comes with cheerfulness and happiness and it is said that
happy workers are productive workers, employees must be productive at their workplaces and workplace fun
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makes them productive workers (Patel & Desai, 2013).

Plato believed that life should be lived as play. Weinstein, the idea of laugher, play fun are an essential part of life.
It is also suggested that benefits of workplace fun is more than its cost. Ching (2010) identified two main
categories of workplace fun such as the tangible and intangible nature of workplace fun. In tangible fun, fun
activities having physical existence like games etc. Many writers had suggested different fun activities in
workplace. Motivate and energize staff with activities like games, contests. Some typical activities also exists in
work places like bringing food, give awards to outstanding staff, form a committee for some funny activities. In
tangible fun, those activities are involved that have no physical existence, like friendly environment of workplaces,
feeling of affection, good coworker’s relationship. Rigby (2012) had done interview from some employees of
working in service industry found that it would be more difficult to release stress without laugh.
Numerous research studies indicate positive effect of fun at work (Karl & Peluchette, 2006; Peluchette & Karl,
2005) these studies found that workplace fun leads to greater job satisfaction and show strong relationship for
individuals, placing high value to workplace fun.

When people experience fun at their workplaces, they are more motivated and energized. They get along with
better performance, provide better customer services, facing less stress and having less absenteeism (Meyer, 1999)

Fun activities have strong impact on productivity and attitude of individual and groups (Tews, et al., 2012). Fun at
workplace is conducive to productivity (McDowell, 2005). Some people feel that workplace fun damage the
reputation of organizations, while as on the other hand employees feel that fun in workplace enhance employee’s
morale and productivity (Patel & Desai, 2013).

Workplace fun increases job satisfaction but it depends upon individual preferences or attitude towards fun,
employees who have positive attitude towards workplace fun having strong relationship between workplace fun
and job satisfaction (Ying, 2010). Staff considers workplace fun as break in their working days; stress relief,
which also provides them opportunity to groom their selves, they think that workplace fun gave them another
reason to be at work (Owler & Morrison, 2012).
According to Karl and Harland (2005) majority of workers prefer social fun activities such as company wide
outing and other social activities, they also argues that individuals with positive attitude towards workplace fun
are more productive than individuals having negative attitude towards workplace fun.
Fun is a multi-dimensional concept, different fun activities has been discussed across the studies. Ford,
McLaughlin, and Newstorm (2003), Peluchette and Karl (2005) discussed formal fun activities such as contests,
games, gift exchange, awards, food sharing, refreshments and companywide outings. In conclusion Fluegge (2008)
and McDowell (2005) discussed dimensions of workplace fun such as, celebrating at work, personal freedom,
socializing with co-workers and global fun activities. Socializing is a sign of fun interaction with co-workers,
celebrating reflects formal fun activities, personal freedom means having freedom to fun at work such as informal
dress code, global fun includes whether workplace fun in general is a fun place to work. Allameh, et al., (2012)
recognized seven dimensions of job performance which includes ability, clarity, help, incentive, evaluation,
validity and environment.

2.2. Theoretical Framework and Hypothesis In some cases employees are supported to engage in behavior of
personal freedom, it seems that they would fully engage, if they have less constraints or formalities in workplaces
(Fleming & Sturdy, 2009) workplace fun includes activities that have sense of excitement consider as break from
usual routine e.g., BBQ cooked by management on casual Friday, other informal gathering, going to picnics with
colleagues, personal freedom, socializing with coworkers, celebrating personal events such as birthdays, marriages
and celebrations on achievements. (Owler & Morrison, 2012). Therefore in this study following dimensions are
used to explain WPF such as socializing with coworkers, celebrating at work and personal freedom (Fluegge,
2008).
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Independent variables
Dependent variable

H1

2.3. Hypotheses

Following hypothesis are developed on the basis of relationship among variables.

H1: Workplace fun leads to high employee’s performance
HIa: Socializing with coworkers’ leads to high employee performance
H1b: Celebrating at work’ leads to high employee’s performance
H1c: Personal freedom’ leads to high employees performance
H2: Impact of workplace fun is different among male and female teachers working in universities of
Pakistan.
H3: Impact of workplace fun is different among teachers of public and private sector universities in
Pakistan.

3. Methodology As the present study wants to identify the relationship of workplace fun on employee’s
performance among university teachers of Pakistan, the target population is university teachers in management
science department. According to the latest figure of Pakistan’s higher education commission (HEC).Total
management science faculty members are 2,500. (Official website of higher education commission, 2013). for
every population of 2500, there is sample size of 333 and is believed to be enough. Therefore for the purpose of
analyzing and interpreting research problem and to test the hypothesis, total number of 333 respondents are chosen
as sample size.
Stratified sampling method has been carried out for this study. Researchers suggest stratified sampling, when
population is very diverse among different region, for instance among provinces.
For the present study, stratification is made on the basis of provinces of Pakistan. In this study there are four
provinces and one federal area, therefore five strata’s are made, university teachers in Punjab are found to be 760 in
management science department,695 in Sindh,450 in KPK, whereas 113 in Baluchistan and 482 teachers are found
in management science department of universities in federal area. Disproportionate stratified sampling technique
should be used or recommended when we require comparisons among strata of different sizes. Equal allocation is
important for disproportionate sampling. In this study disproportionate stratified sampling method is used to make
further analysis among different subsets and these subsets are public and private universities male and female
teachers, by using this technique we can compare the performance of public and private sector universities and
could also measure the performance of male and female university teachers with respect to workplace fun.

Workplace fun

 Socializing with
coworkers

 Celebrating at work
 Personal  freedom

Employee’s performance

 Job clarity
 Ability
 Organization support
 Motivation
 Job feedback
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Table 3.1
Disproportionate stratified sample using equal allocation

Provinces population %age sample size of public/private male/female

disproportionate disproportionate

equal allocation equal allocation

Punjab 760 30.4% 100 50 public/ 25 male

50 private 25 female

Sindh 695 27.8 92 46 public/ 23 male

46 private 23 female

KPK 450 18 60 30 public/ 15 male

30 private 15 female

Balochistan 113 4.5 16 8 public/ 4 male

8 private 4 female

Federal 482 19.28 64 32 public 16 male

32 private 16 female

Total 2500 100 333

Source: Adopted from official website of HEC

For the present study, data collection tool is questionnaire and is used to measure the variables of interest such
as workplace fun and employees performance. All items of the questionnaire are reliable and valid with
respect to the target variables. As reliability is checked by cronbach’s alpha lies in the acceptable range.
Questions are taken by questionnaire adopted by (McDowell, 2005) including the dimensions socializing with
coworkers, celebrating at work and personal freedom. Workplace fun is composed of 17 items related to
socializing with coworkers, celebrating at work and personal freedom measures. Respondents are ask to mark
responses 5 points scale from (strongly disagree=1 to strongly agree-5).

3.1. Employee performance Statements to measure this construct were selected from the study of Roathman
(2003), which contains the dimensions of employees performance such as job clarity, ability, organizational
support, motivation and job feedback and consist of 23 items. Respondents are request to mark responses 5 point
Likert scale from (strongly disagree=1 to strongly agree=5)
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Table 3.2
Variables and sources

Source: previous studies

4. Results Regression analysis technique was employed by using ordinary least square method. It seems
appropriate to analyze the effect of workplace fun with performance of university teachers.

Table 4.1
Result of regression analysis

Variable No of items Source

Workplace fun 17 McDowell, 2005

Employees performance 23 Roathman, 2003

Model Unstandardized
Coefficient

Standardized
coefficient

t sig

B           Std.error beta

Constant

WPF

1.116

.324

.190

.068 .299

.

5.861

4.752

.000

.000

R 0.631

R-square .398

F 92.768  (.000)*
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a: dependent variable employees performance

b: (*)  shows significance

While interpreting results, (F=92.768, P<0.05) indicates that overall model is statistically significant. The regression
coefficient received on WPF is (Beta=.324) which is statistically significant leads to increase in employees performance. It
leads to acceptance of hypothesis 1. So it is better to say that workplace fun is accountable to bring 32% change in
performance of iniversity teachers working in Pakistan.

4.1. Multiple regressions: Multiple regressions is basically the extended form of simple liners regression. In this model we
want to check the relationship of dependent variable employee’s performance with the dimensions of WPF such as socializing
with co-workers, celebrating at work, personal freedom

Table 4.2
Result of multiple regressions

Model Unstandardized
Coefficient

Standardized
coefficient

t sig

B Std. error beta

Constant

Socializing with
Coworkers

Celebrating at work

Personal freedom

1.077

.032

.134

.119

.175

.093

.040

.033

.039

.613

.177

6.166

.344

3.353

3.605

.000

.731

.001

.000

R 0.731

R-square .535

F 39.158 (.000)*

Interpreting the results as (F=39.158) and p value is also significant which is less than
0.05. This show that overall model is statistically significant. Value of F statistics describes the overall fit of the model. The
regression coefficient of socializing with coworkers beta is .032 and which is also non-significant, so hypothesis 1a and is
therefore rejected. Hypothesis 1b is accepted, which states that celebrating at work would lead to greater employee’s
performance; the regression coefficient of Celebrating at work is .134 that shows that celebrating at work is responsible for
bringing 13% variations in employee’s performance. Hypothesis 1c is also acceptable having significant value is less than 0.05
regression coefficient of PF is .119 which indicates that one degree increase in Personal freedom leads to 12% increase in
performance of university teachers among Pakistan
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4.2. Independent sample t-test

Table 4.3
Group statistics

Frequency distribution of N Mean Std. deviation std. error

respondent Regarding

male and female university teachers

WPF Male 143 3.5932 .39715 .03321

Female 141 3.6575 .35289 .02972

EP Male 143 3.5974 .45327 .03790

Female 141 3.7077 .3487 .02937

Source: Survey data

Table 4.4
Independent sample t-test for gender

Levence’s test for
Equality of
variance

t- test for equality of mean

T                              df
(two
Tailed)F                      sig.

Equal variance assumed

WPD    Equal variance not assumed

3.840              0.05 .150                        282
.150                    279.00

EP     equal variance assumed

Equal variance not assumed

9.714               .002 .022                      282

.022                  266.32

Information presented in table shows significant difference between male and female teachers working in management science
department of universities in term of WPF and employees performance. It depicts that female’s are more influenced by their
surroundings than male
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Table 4.5
Group statistics of public and private sector

Table 4.6
Independent sample t- test for sector

This table shows the difference among the university teachers of public and private sector. According to the results, it is
interpreted that impact of WPF is same in public as well as private sector universities of Pakistan, employee’s performance o f
public and private university teachers is approximately same.

5. Discussion and Conclusion As we are well aware of the employee’s performance is the most important subject for
organization or organization’s reputation. There are many factors that are responsible to increase or decrease in performance of
employees. Results of the current study are similar with study of Patel & Desai, 2013; Fluegge, 2008; Cook, 2008 showing that
employees’ performance is positively related with workplace fun.

Frequency distribution of N Mean Std. deviation std. error

respondent Regarding

male and female university teachers

WPF Public 139 3.6335 .38860 .03296

Private 145 3.6170 .36579 .03038

EP Public 139 3.6612 .41593 .03528

Private 145 3.6435 .40113 .03331

Levence’s test for
Equality of
Variance

t- test for equality of mean

T                              df
(two
Tailed)F                      sig.

Equal variance assumed

WPF Equal variance not assumed

EP equal variance assumed

Equal variance not assumed

.121             .729                          .       .713                   282
.713                279.050

.050               .824                                .714                      282

.714                 280.629
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With respect to the workplace fun, results draw some conclusions. The first conclusion states that workplace fun has a positive
impact on performance of university teachers, secondly, with three dimensions of workplace fun in this study, two dimensions
of WPF such as celebrating at work and personal freedom leads to greater performance of university teachers, thirdly, activities
of workplace fun is almost same in all provinces of Pakistan but performance differs among province of Punjab, Sindh and
KPK. Fourthly, it is also concluded that WPF is same among public and private sector universities of Pakistan. Lastly results
shows that female university teachers have more workplace fun than male university teachers.

Firstly, Workplace fun demonstrates similar results with previous research. Workplace fun was positively related to
employees’ performance. Workplace fun is positive concept and spreads positive feelings, different studies had found the
positive fallings of workplace fun such as increase in job satisfaction, employees engagement, positive employees
behavior, increase in employees performance, loyalty and also leads to a positive organization culture (Fluegge, 2008; In
& Ching, 2010; Patel & Desai, 2013). According to these results and in the light of previous researches, we can say that
in this age of competition, if universities management focus  on workplace fun activities and keep work environment
happy, then they can enjoy the fruits of better employee’s performance. It is a fact that work environment is rapidly
changing, due to which universities are now being more active and explosive (Stace & Dunphy, 2001)

In the study results of Fluegge (2008), it is interpreted that socializing with coworkers, celebrating at work and personal
freedom are the important elements of WPF. But this study shows that celebrating at work and personal freedom are the
important elements of workplace fun. Happiness theory supports the results, according to this theory some factors are
responsible for individual happiness at work one of these factor is autonomy, and employees have autonomy to choose or set
their time scale and also have autonomy to choose the technique of doing work. So we can say that it is important to organize
such activities that promote enthusiasm of celebrations at work and also allow employees freedom at work place, allow to take
breaks from work to relax their mind for better employees performance Miller (2005), defines workplace fun as enjoyment of
job, friendship with employees, autonomy from rigid culture.
Study also concluded that WPF almost remains same in public as well as private sector universities having same performance.
All public and private universities are regulated by HEC, and mostly same practices are followed in universities of Pakistan
Lastly according to the results, female university teachers are more influenced by WPF than male and their performance also
increase than male teachers. Study found that females are more interested in profession of teaching than male because of
flexibility of time and place, which results in greater performance as compared to male teachers (Nisar, 2005), this result
shows the similarity with study of Miller (2005), workplace fun becomes the source of increase in productivity, greater job
satisfaction and lowers the level of stress among female workers, so it is said that female employees are more influenced from
workplace fun than male employees.

5.1. Conclusion Current study is based on the relationship of independent and dependent variables and the purpose of study is
to check the relationship of workplace fun with employee’s performance among university teachers of Pakistan. Different
dimensions are found in literature and selected to explain the concept of workplace fun. Workplace fun contains the
dimensions, which are socializing with coworkers, celebrating at work and personal freedom. In this study it is concluded that
work place fun leads to high employees performance of university teachers in Pakistan therefore H1 is accepted. Then results
shows that celebrating at work and personal freedom would leads to high employees’ performance, so H1b and H1c is
accepted.
Study found that female university teachers are more influenced by workplace fun than male, we can say that the performance
of female university teachers are high than male university teachers of Pakistan, so H2 is accepted. At the end, study reveals
that WPF is same among private sector universities than public sector universities of Pakistan so H3 is rejected.

5.2. Suggestion According to the results of this study, workplace fun has positive impact on performance of teachers
consequently, therefore it is suggested to management of universities to uphold such activities that are not exclusively
associated to work but have strong impact on performance, place some informal activities at workplace, such as celebrating
diverse occasions, parties at work and also provide them personal freedom to reduce their workloads, whereas the result will be
healthier. It is also suggested to employees to get involve themselves or support fun activities at workplaces for superior
performance.

5.3. Limitations and future research direction Sample size for the current study was limited; responses are taken only from
the university teachers of management science department, another limitation of the study is about the data collection tool
adopted, questionnaire was used due to limited time period. . On the other hand, study is specifically based on education sector
of Pakistan; only one industry is catered because of limited time and budget.
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Despite this in depth analysis of employees performance and workplace fun there are still some areas that need to be studied in
more details. Teachers from other departments may have difference in their response regarding these concepts. Therefore the
study can be extended to all other departments. Findings can be further enhanced by cross comparison among different
industries on related concepts.
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ABSTRACT: The significance of Iris detection and recognition in area of bioinformatics
and pattern recognition has been increased from last few decades. Looking at the
importance of Iris detection and recognition, we propose a robust, stable and reliable
computational model. Features are extracted from iris images using three different
approaches such as Discrete Sine Transform (DST), Hilbert transform and Fast wavelet
Hadamard Transform (FWHT).Random forest is used as a classification algorithm. 5-
folds cross validation test is applied to evaluate the performance of Random Forest.
Among three feature spaces, DST feature space has achieved promising results. The
success rate of Random forest on DST feature space is 93.4%. After examining the
results, we have observed that our model might be useful and helpful for iris detection
in future work.
Key words: DST; FWHT; Hilbert transform; Random forest; 5 folds

Introduction: Iris of the human eye is the spherical region having diameter of 12mm located between black pupil and white
sclera. Iris recognition provides the most secure techniques for individual identification and detection because of its stable and
unique features. None of the two irises are same, even in case of twins. Iris texture varies from person to person and it also
provides more stability than other biometrics like fingerprint, face etc. Physical characteristics of iris remain the same for lifetime
[1, 2].Iris based automated systems are currently available in various environment such as airport security, ATMs, physical access
security and many more.
Pioneer work on Iris Recognition has been carried out by the John Daugman [3-7]. Sundaram et al., located the inner and the
outer circular iris region using Daugman algorithm and Hough transform [8]. Whereas, Birgaleet al., decomposed the segmented
Iris image through discrete wavelet transform up to levels 3. Matching of iris images are performed using Euclidian distance
[9].Tuama et al., proposed an algorithm for detecting and segmenting the iris and pupil boundary [10]. Similarly, Surveetet al.,
extracted the feature from normalized iris image using one dimensional Discrete Sine Transform and neural network employed
for classification. The proposed technique is assessed on both the CASIA and Bath database [11]. Likewise, Patilet et al.,
introduced lifting wavelet transform approach to extract features from CASIA iris images. Recognition rate is evaluated by
measuring the Euclidian distance between two iris templates [12]. Cuiet et al., presented a synthesis approach with PCA on the
iris images. Super-resolution is used to enhance the quality of the synthesis images [13].Huangetet al., used independent
component Analysis (ICA) to extract features from iris images and competitive learning mechanism to identify pattern [14].In a
sequel, Monroetet al., used discrete cosine transform on both CASIA and Bath iris datasets and obtained the recognition rate of
100% [15].Whereas, Kekreetet al., generated wavelet transform from orthogonal component transforms of various sizes. It was
investigated that DCT achieved the better results compared to other methods [16].
In this paper, we presented a computational model for iris recognition. Features are extracted using three different approaches
such as Discrete Sine transform (DST), Fast Walsh hadamard transform (FWHT) and Hilbert transform. Random forest is utilized
as a hypothesis learner. MMU iris database is used to evaluate the recognition rate of the classifier.
The remaining paper is organized as follows: Feature extraction methods and classification algorithm are described in Section2.
Section 3 presents Results and discussion .Finally conclusions are drawn in the last Section.
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Materials and methods:
2.1) Dataset description:
In order to train and test an intelligent system we used MMU iris dataset, which contains 450 images that are equally labeled into
two different classes of left and right iris images. All the images are stored in BMP format and having image resolution of 320*240
pixels.

Figure 1. Sample Iris images from MMU

2.2) Discrete Sine Transform (DST):
DST is a kind of Sinusoidal and separable Transform. It is quite equivalent to Discrete Fourier Transform but it uses only real
part of the matrix.DST produces orthogonal matrix [17, 18].DST is defined as follows:= ∑ . ( ∗ ) (1)

Where XK is the real value DST coefficient, K is factors that adjust the sine Vector and N represents the number of input elements.
2.3) Hilbert Transform (HT)
Hilbert transform is a key tool of signal processing and is used as a frequency domain transform. Applying Hilbert Transform
frequency of the signals do not changed [19]. In this paper, Hilbert transform is used to extract important features from iris images.
The Hilbert transform for a function X (t) is defined as:[ ( )] = ∫ ( )

(2)

2.4) Fast Walsh Hadamard Transform (FWHT)
In computational mathematics, FWHT is an efficient algorithm to calculate the Walsh hadamard transform (WHT). FWHT is
computational better than WHT [20, 21]. In image processing FWHT is used for image compression and filtering. Hadamard
transform is a real, symmetric and orthogonal. The Walsh hadamard transform is defined as:
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2.5) Random forest (RF)
Random forest is the classification algorithm that is commonly used in machine learning; data mining and pattern recognition
.Random forests predict the data by constructing decision trees at training phase. Each tree depends on the value of a random
vector sampled independently with same distribution of trees in the forest [22, 23, 24]. Random forest efficiently execute lager
datasets, comparing other classification algorithm random forest is less sensitivity to the used parameter.
2.6) Proposed Method
In this work we extracted the features from iris images by applying three different methods such as DST, FWHT and Hilbert
Transform. For investigating the recognition rate, Random forest is utilized as learner.5-folds cross-validation test is employed
to assess the performance of the classifier. Block diagram of the proposed computational model is depicted in figure 2. Other
performance measures are applied to determine the discrimination power of the learning algorithm, are mention below.= ∑ ( ) (4)= + ∗ 100 (5)= + ∗ 100 (6)

Results and Discussion: In classification, different cross validation tests are used. In our case we used 5-folds cross validation
test to evaluate the performance of the proposed model [25]. One fold is used for testing purpose and the remaining folds are used
for training. The whole process is repeated 5 times and finally the results are combined.
The prediction rates of the proposed model using all the three feature space are depicted in Table 1.Random forest achieved an
accuracy of 93.4% with sensitivity, specificity of 92.2% and 94.5% using DST feature space. On other hand, FWHT feature space
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obtained an accuracy of 87.9%, sensitivity of 89% and specificity of 87%.The accuracy using Hilbert transform is 86.4% with
sensitivity, specificity of 88.2% and 85.9%.
The empirical result reveals that DST concentrated more energy based on only few coefficients as compared to other transforms
techniques.

Table1. Performance rates of Random forest using 5-folds (Acc= Accuracy, Sen: Sensitivity, Sp: Specificity)
Propose Methods Acc % Sen% Sp%

DST
FWHT
Hilbert

93.4
87.9
86.4

92.2
89
88.2

94.5
87
85.9

Figure.2. Framework of the Propose Model

Conclusion: In this paper, we proposed an efficient, stable and reliable security system for iris recognition. Three numerical
descriptor extraction schemes namely: DST, FWHT and Hilbert transform are used to extract features from Iris database. Random
forest is utilized as classification learner. The performance rate of the learner algorithm is assessed using 5 folds cross validation
test. The experimental results illustrate that DST based feature space has achieved the highest success rate of 93.4% compared to
other feature extraction schemes.
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ABSTRACT. In modern mobile technology focus is being diverted into two direction
one is data rates and volume which is continuously increasing and on other hand
optimization in energy consumption. In today communication system energy
efficiency is very important issue.  Femtocell is going to be a good competitor with
other technology due to its small cell radius which leads to energy efficiency in 4G
technology. The focus of this paper is to optimize the power efficiency of Femtocell
network by using computational intelligence based technique.
Keywords: Power, Femtocells, computational intelligence, optimization, energy
efficiency

1. Introduction. With the start of this century new horizon are open by 3G mobile services. The aim of this
technology is unentrupted high speed access to internet through mobile devices  by merging the mobile
technology and internet.  Now a days 90% data services and 60% of phone call take place in indoor
environment [1]. The demand of data services through mobile divices are increasing day by day aat rapid pace.

The increase in uses of tradition mobile devices has changed the digital technologies. The requirement of end
user is higher data rate they have to use multimedia services. There are different techniques which are used to
increase the capacity. By designing the better modulation techniques we can increase the efficiency five time,
deviding the sepectrum into smaller size can give us 5 time improvement, like Wider spectrum give 25 time
improvement, but by reducing the cell size and transmit distance can give us the 1600 time gain [2]. The best
option for indoor coverage and higher data rare is smaller cell size. The latest solution for this problem is
Femtocell networks. The advantages of Femtocell are high rata rates, quality voice reliable and secure video
application..

The increasing demand of higher data rate can be achieved by using femtocells based technology. These low
power base stations have significantly change the cellular landscape for indoor environment. Femtocells
connect users with service providers via customer’s broadband Internet links [3, 4]. The latency assurance with
in 15ms is offer by existing macrocell networks. As the user will increase in a cell the connection delay will also
increase which required infrastructure up- gradation which is an expensive task which does not guarantee QoS
in indoor environment [5].

The main motivation of this research is power optimization of Femtocell networks. There are different types of
optimization techniques that are used in computational intelligence like genetic algorithim, partical swarm
optimization, artificial immune system, honey bee optimization, ant colony optimization, genetic programing
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and differential evolution. Due to some superior properties Genetic algorithm (GA) is used as optimization
tool in this research For multi objevtives problems GA is a best technique [6]. GA is superior optimizing
technique then other due to his parallesim property.Ganetic algorithm is less likely to get stuck in a local
extreme as other decision making techniques get stuck in a local extreme [7].

Genetic algorithim was proposed by John Holland [8] as an optimization technique modeled on natural
evolution. GA is a method that work on survival of the best. The below mention steps are implemented to find
out the best optimize value by using GA.

Fitness function: It is defined on the constrains and perameters that are used in problem.

Encoding: Different encoding schemes are used for a chromosome representation in a algorithim that may exist
(permutation , octal, binary, etc.)

Initialization: For produceing the first population all the bits are randomly generated in a chromosome and its
depends on the encoding schemes.

Evaluation: Objective function is used for find out the fitness of chromosome.

Selection: This step is done randomly with a probability depending on the relative fitness of the chromosome;
the higher the fitness, the higher the chance of being chosen for reproduction.

Reproduction: Mutation and choromosome are used as Genetic operators for producing new offspring.

Replacement: This is the last step where chromosomes from the old population are replaced by the generated
children.

These Steps are repeated until a predefined number of iterations is reached, or no further improvement can be
observed within a defined period. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the GA process.

Genetic algorithm search space comprises of chromosomes population. Chromosome is comprises of
multi-genes. In search space the best choromosome is find out by using a fitness function. New offspring are
produce by using two methods that are crossover and mutation. The best fit parents can be choose by using
fitnessing function in each iteration of GA. Figure 1 shows the genetic algorithm flow chart.

The performance of Femtocells can be optimized for different parameters by using GA techniques.In this
research some congnative radio variables are required for power optimization problem for the sturture of the
chromosome the secondary user SU will initiate the paramenetrs. we have considered the parameters classified
in [9] for simulation purpose, like transmitted power, data rate, signal bandwidth, modulation type and coding
scheme. Power,  data rate and frequency have been choosen for simulation  purpose and performance of
Femtocell. These perameter are optimized by using Genetic algorithm.
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Figure 1. Genetic Algorithm flow chart
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2.Power Optimization by GA

The proposed model for power optimization is presented in figure 2. For Performance evaluation of this modal
we have used three types of Femtocells scenario that are CDMA based femto cell to femto cell (F2F), LTE
based F2F and GSM based F2F communication system. Different color schemes are used to represent the
different power level in figure 2. Where SU’, SU’’ and SU’’’ are secondary users 1, 2 and 3 equiped with
software defined radio SDR. In figure 2 green cell shows the strong power reception for SU’, moderate for
SU’’ and Week for SU’’’. Similarrly black color cell indicate that signal strength for SU’’ and SU’’’ is strong
but it week for SU’. The blue color cell show that the signal level for Secondray user 1 and 2 are very week
and its moderate for secondary user 3. Similarry red color cell show that the power reception for user one SU’
is moderate and week and very week for the user 2 and 3 respectively .

Figure 2. Simulation Model for Power Optimization
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In this research we have taken three genes for chromosome structure with sequence Power,
frequency and bit error rate (BER) those are dependent on each other. The chromosome
structure is shown in Table 1 with associated genes limits and sequence.

Table 1 Chromosome Structure

Sequence Chromosome Gene Limit (Decimal
Numbers

Bits for Binary
representation

1 Power 0 - 999 10

2 Frequancy 0 - 60 6

3 Data rate 0 - 7 3

The Roulette Wheel selection is used as a fitness function of chromosome. For obtain the best
recombination of choromosome solution we use the Roulette Wheel selection. For this purpose
each coromose associated probability is used by using the eqution 1.

…………… (1)

Where P(i) is choromosome fitness, p(i) is probability of chromosome in the population, N is
represent the total number of chromosomes and i is index number. The difference between
requested power and choromosome power is 1st gene fitness in choromosome. This difference is
denoted by DP and given in equation 2.

……………… (2)

Where DP is difference in power, PC is power of chromosome PR is requested power.
Now we consider a variable Q between the power range (0 – 60). On the basis of variable Q for
calculating the fitness of power we used two different equations. If the difference between above
mention powers in eq. 2 is less than P then we have following equation.

…………..(3)

Where w is the Q is power gene weight and Fp is fitness value. And if the difference calculated
in equation 2 is greater then Q then we will used the equation 4

………………… (4)
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The frequency fitness calculation is same as power. Frequancy fitness is calculated by using
eqution 5.

…………… (5)

Where f(i) is choromosome fitness, p(i) is probability of chromosome in the population, N is
represent the total number of chromosomes and i is index number. The difference between
frequency band and frequency gene 1st gene fitness in choromosome. This difference is denoted
by D and given in equation 6.

……………… (6)

Where Cfb is chromosome frequency band and Rfb is requested frequency band.
Now we specify a variable P between the frequency range (0 – 999). On the basis of variable P
for calculating the fitness of frequency band we used two different equations. If the difference
between above mention frequancies in eq. 6 is less than P then we have following equation.

…………..(7)

Where w is the frequency band weight and F is fitness value. And if the difference calculated
in equation 6 is greater then P then we will used the equation 8.

………………… (8)

The third parameter which id effected more due to power is bit error rate (BER). We also use
Roulette Wheel selection here to calculate the fitness function for BER. The difference between
Choromosome BER gene  and Requested BER is 1st gene fitness in choromosome. This
difference is denoted by DB and given in equation 9.

…………. (9)

Where DB is differences between BERs. BERR is requested bit BER and BERC is Choromosome
BER. Now here we sepecify a variable R between the range limit (0 – 7). On the basis of variable
R for calculating the fitness of BER we used two different equations. If the difference between
above mention BERs in eq. 9 is less than R then we have following equation.

………….. (10)

Where w is the BER gene weight and FB is fitness value. And if the difference calculated in
equation 10 is greater then R then we will used the equation 11

………………..(11)
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3.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this research Matlab is used as simulation tool for optimization purpose. The proposed Genetic algorithm
model is implemented im Matlab for optimizinvg the power for Femtocells network design scenario as shown
in figure 2. For power optimizing the power three perameter of Femtocells are optimized power, frequency
and bit error rate. In this research we take average vale of five tests. The vale of perameter used for simulation
purpose are mention in table 1. In this paper 0.4 Mutation rate is set for simulation and cross over rate for
genetic algorithom is set is 0.9. The simulation result shown in figure 3 show that we have achieve best
optimized results by using computational intelligence technique as compared to without GA power
optimization for same model as shown in figure 2.

Figure 3: Power optimization for Femtocells

4.CONCLUSION

In this research we have concluded that computational intelligence techniques are best choose for optimizing
the performance in Femtocell network. The proposed genetic algorithm based model for power optimization
shows excellent results. The results we achieve in this resurch endorse the effectiveness of approach shown in
figure 3 achieve the best power optimize value. The future work in this area will include the implementation
of other computational intelligence optimization techniques for achieveing  the best results for performance
of Femtocells network.
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ABSTRACT: In relativity theory Lie derivative of different quantities (physical or
geometrical) define symmetries. The study of symmetries in general relativity not
only gives us new solutions of Einstein’s field equations but also classify those
solutions. In this paper Killing and homothetic symmetries of FRW spacetime are
discussed in an equivalent theory of gravitation known as teleparallel theory of
gravitation. Our findings show that FRW spacetimes admit only four teleparallel
Killing vector fields and do not possess proper teleparallel homothetic vector field.

1. Introduction:General theory of relativity is one such theory of gravitation which gave momentum to our
understanding of universe and enables us to study different aspects of universe through the powerful
knowledge provided by this theory. The study of conservation laws through symmetries of the metric for a
spacetime is one aspect that helps us to understand and expose the hidden realities of the universe. It is well
established fact that symmetries of a spacetime metric give rise to conservation laws [1]. For this reason the
study of different symmetries remained an important topic to discuss. The symmetries of spacetime metric
like Killing and homothetic vector fields were studied in the presence of curvature in the spacetime [2-5].
The laws of nature described by general relativity seem true and most of them have been proved through
experiments. The validity of these laws is recorded at classical level but at quantum level relativity theory
do not provide a meaningful description. For this reason, Einstein himself introduced teleparallel theory of
gravitation. This theory is based upon Weitzenböck connection [6]. In terms of Weitzenböck connection
the spacetime curvature is zero and it has torsion. This torsion is now responsible for matter interaction and
it plays the role of a force [7]. Though this theory remained unsuccessful in describing interaction at
quantum level but researchers are studying it as an alternative theory of gravitation. The study of
symmetries in this new description has been started with the definition of teleparallel Lie derivative and
application of that to the Einstein’s universe for teleparallel Killing vector fields [8]. After that, number of
papers have been published by many authors on teleparallel Killing, homothetic and conformal vector
fields [9-16].
Homothetic vector fields which preserve the metric of a spacetime to a constant factor is important in both
relativity theory and teleparallel theory as it give one more symmetry generator than Killing vector field.
We are therefore, interested in this paper to explore teleparallel Killing and homothetic vector fields for the
Lorentzian manifold of FRW 1K model. Before going to discuss our main results we shall give an
introduction of the basic terms involve in this research.

2. Teleparallel Theory (Some Basic Terms):
In teleparallel theory a covariant derivative on tensor of rank 2 works as [7]

., 





 YYYY  (1)
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here comma stands for partial derivative and 
 represents Weitzenböck connections. They are

obtainable from tetrad through relation [7]
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a BB  (2)

where 
aB and 

aB are non-trivial tetrad field and inverse tetrad field respectively. Tetrad fields

themselves satisfy the relation
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The Riemannian metric can be generated from these tetrad fields as

.  ba
ba BBg  (4)

where )1,1,1,1diag(ab is the Minkowski metric. Weitzenböck connections give rise to torsion

tensor as








 T (5)

This torsion is anti symmetric in its last two indices. Teleparallel Killing equations for the vector filed X
can be obtained from the equation [8]
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where T

X
L represents Lie derivative in teleparallel theory. For finding teleparallel proper homothetic vector

fields this equation will extend to
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3. Main Results: The line element for FRW 1K spherical model in its usual coordinates system is
given by

)]()[( 22222222  dSindSindtdtds  (8)

where  is no-where zero functions of t only. A simple use of relation (4) gives us the following tetrad
and inverse tetrad components as
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Using relation (5) to get the torsion components as
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where dot denotes the derivative with respect to .t A vector field X is called a teleparallel homothetic
vector field if it satisfies equation (7). Expanding equation (7) with the help of equations (8) and (11), the
following ten non linear, coupled partial differential equations are obtained
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Now integrating equation (12) we get
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Now using equation (21) in equations (18) and (20), we get
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In the above equations (21), (22) and (23) the functions ),,,(1 A ),,,(2 tA ),,(3 tA and

),,(4 tA are functions of integration which are to be determined. First we will find teleparallel Killing

vector fields.

Teleparallel Killing Vector Fields: For obtaining teleparallel Killing vector fields we will solve equations
(12)-(20) with the help of equations (21), (22) and (23) and substituting .0 Equations (21), (22) and
(23) now takes the form:
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Now using (24) in equation (13) and solve after differentiating the resulting equation with respect to ,
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we shall follow the same lines and use the system of equations (24) in the remaining Killing equations and
reach to a solution for equations (12)-(20), which is listed below
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where .,,, 3210 Rcccc  Thus the generators for the teleparallel Killing symmetry on the manifold of

FRW spacetime given in (8) are listed below as:
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In general relativity the same spacetime

(8) admits six Killing vector fields as [9] ,
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ec It is important to note that, not only the

generators of the Killing algebra in teleparallel theory are less than the generators of the Killing algebra in
general relativity but also different from one another. Neither the generators in teleparallel theory are
obtainable from the generators in general relativity nor can the generators in general relativity be derived
from that of teleparallel theory.

Teleparallel Proper Homothetic Vector Fields: Now our aim is to solve equations (12)-(20) completely
for .0 Using equations (21)-(23) in equation (13) and solve after differentiation with respect to ,t we

get the unknown functions as ),(),(
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  where as the metric function )(t becomes
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2 ctct  ).0(, 121  cRcc When ,01 c the spacetime becomes flat. Substitution of all

the above information in equations (21)-(23) will lead us to a system of equations
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where ),(),,(),,( 321  KKK are all unknown functions obtained after integration. Using

equation (26) into equation (14) and solving, we get an equation of the form

.0)cossin
2

(sincossin
2

1 2
32  


 cc Which simply means that

0,0 32  cc and .0 This means that no proper homothety exist and the teleparallel homothetic

vector fields are just the teleparallel Killing vector fields given in (25).

4. Summary And Discussion: In this paper a diagonal tetrad is taken for FRW 1K model.
Teleparallel Lie derivative has been applied to the metric of the above model to obtain teleparallel
homothetic equations. It has shown that dimension of the teleparallel Killing vector field is four. The
generators of Killing vectors are compared in general relativity and teleparallel theory. The generators of
Killing vectors in both the theories are found different. This study also reveals that neither of the generators
is obtainable from the other.

One of the main purposes of our study was also to see if the above spacetime admit any extra symmetry
other than teleparallel Killing symmetry for the choice of diagonal tetrad. Interestingly, a diagonal tetrad
does not allow this spacetime to exhibit teleparallel proper homothetic vector filed.
Our paper also explored that the presence of torsion reduced the number of Killing symmetries and are
totally different from Killing vector fields in general relativity.
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ABSTRACT. This research paper investigates on the performance of Asian hedge
funds that consist of five countries, which are Malaysia, Singapore, China, Japan
and Hong Kong. These countries are categorized as top leaders in the Asian
financial industry. A sample size of 347 hedge funds and fund of hedge fund
(FOHF) between January 2006 and April 2012 were taken. Performance was
measured using five alternative benchmark models that are Sharpe Ratio, Treynor
Index, Classical CAPM, 3-Factor model and 4-Factor model. In order to identify
the factors that contribute to hedge funds’ performance, fund characteristic and
performance technique is used. Based on Sharpe Ratio, the result shows that hedge
funds in these countries are underperformed as compared to the equity funds, while
for Treynor Index, three countries out of five (China, Japan and Hong Kong) are
underperformed. Using CAPM techniques, hedge funds in China and Hong Kong
are found to outperform the equity funds within the study period. In addition, an
expense ratio factor has a significant negative impact on the hedge fund
performance. Overall, it is found that hedge funds in China and Hong Kong are
better investment as compared to equity investment.
Keywords: Hedge Fund; Funds of hedge fund; Performance Indices.

1. Introduction. Hedge funds have evolved globally since 1949 although in the early years they were not
legally defined, but they did share some common characteristics such as the use a broad range of instruments
like short selling, derivatives, leverage or arbitrage on different markets. Capocci D. and Hubner G. (2004)
indicates that hedge fund actually requires high minimum investments. Thus, their access is limited to
individual investors or to institutions with large financial resources where the minimum investment amount is
USD1.0 million.

The definition of hedge fund is an aggressively managed portfolio of investments that uses advanced
investment strategies such as leveraged, long, short and derivative positions. In the earlier stage of hedge
funds existence, the main purpose is to hedge against the downside risk of a bear market by shorting the
market. However, the objective has recently shifted to maximize return on investment.

Hedge funds employ dynamic investment strategies which are designed to find unique opportunities in the
market and then actively traded the portfolio investments in order to maintain high and diversified absolute
return by taking a short and long position strategy.

There are four broad groups of hedge fund strategies - arbitrage, event driven, equity related and macro. The
first two groups, arbitrage and even driven attempt to achieve returns that are uncorrelated with general
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market movements. Managers of these strategies try to find price discrepancies between related securities by
using derivative and active trading based on computer-driven models and extensive research. The second two
groups, equity based and macro are affected by movements in the market, and they require intelligent
anticipation of price movements in stocks, bonds, foreign exchange, and physical commodities based on
extensive research and model building.

Table 1. Hedge Fund Investment Strategies

Most of researchers supported that hedge funds offered higher returns to investors. Eling. M, et.al (2010)
agreed that on average, hedge funds have performed well for the past 15 years as compared to mutual funds or
stock markets. In addition, Cave. A et.al (2010) stated that hedge funds are still producing significant excess
return or alphas in a poor year of traditional investment. However, there are also different viewpoints on the
hedge fund performance. A finding of Italian hedge funds indicates that hedge funds had lower performance
compared to other countries. Another finding stated that emerging market hedge funds do not consistently
outperformed the regular hedge funds globally.
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In this study, we evaluate the performance of hedge funds in Asian countries that include Hong Kong, China,
Japan, Singapore and Malaysia as they are considered as the top leaders in the Asian financial industry.

1.1 Development of Hedge Funds in Asia In the 20th century, Asia has out paced the growth in the world of
new funds which is driven by local investors, who tend to invest in smaller amounts compared to the United
States and European country. Investment managers saw that there were a lot of internally funded growth in
Asia, including Japanese and Indian institutions. This showed that Asia investors are now more comfortable
with hedge funds.

Currently, Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is undertaking an education campaign to advise
investment managers to register the investment under SEC. Previously, hedge funds are not required to
register with SEC until May 2012. Hedge funds typically issue securities in “private offerings” that are not
registered with the SEC under the Securities Act of 1993. They are not required to provide periodic reports
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. But, hedge funds are subject to the same prohibitions against
fraud as in other market participants, and their managers have the same fiduciary duties as other investment
advisers.

As of May 2012, there are about 30,888 private funds that have registered with the SEC and they estimate that
2,500 advisers will report their information, 93% of which are based in the United States (US). Of those
domiciled outside the US, the SEC estimates 51% will be UK-based, 20% are in a domicile labeled as ‘other',
with the remainder split between Hong Kong, Canada, Switzerland, Singapore and the Cayman Islands”. For
this research, most of the offshore Asian hedge funds were registered in Cayman Island under section 4 (3) of
the Mutual Funds Law.

2. Literature Review. Steri.R et.al (2009) used 139 monthly data on Fund of Fund House (FoFH) provided
by MondoHedge for a period of November 2003 – December 2007, where they examined the impact of both
market variables and funds’ own characteristic for Italian hedge funds. They applied the same performance
measurement methods as above article. Their findings showed that Italian FoFH returns were in a weak
manner. The Italian hedge funds seemed to be exposed to European, Emerging markets, and Japanese stock
markets. While, U.S Bond Market negatively affects the hedge funds. Instead of that, they found that
performance fees and notice days have a negative impact on fund performance.

Kaiser.D and Haberfelner.F (2012) explored the development of hedge funds data bases during the 2007 –
2009 financial crises. The sample size of 8,935 hedge funds obtained from Lipper TASS Hedge Fund
Database. These researchers concluded that fund of hedge fund data was less biased compared to single hedge
fund data. However, the impact of survivorship and backfilling biases increased during the financial crisis.
Another finding was the high attrition rate has negative impact on the quality and representativeness of hedge
funds data due to the liquidation bias. Thus, it can be a signed that investor interest had shifted significantly
toward liquid hedge fund styles.

Kessler.S and Scherer.B (2011) identified a common latent liquidity factor, which was the driver of observable
and commonly used liquidity proxies across asset classes. The time frame covered from October 2003 until
February 2009 which obtained from Datastream. The analysis carried out using two methodologies that were
state space modeling (SSM) and principal component analysis (PCA). The finding indicated that, there was a
significant negative impact on hedge funds return towards increases of illiquidity. On the other hand, there
was a strong relationship between global risk factors and hedge fund returns which described that industry’s
claim to deliver pure manager alpha.

Stulz R.M. (2007) evaluated the performance of  the historical hedge funds from other researchers in 15
years ago. In this article, researchers described in the history of the hedge funds, its characteristics, funds
organization and the risk exposed towards hedge funds. Researchers stated that the collapsed of hedge fund
generated large losses for the investors. In view of that, SEC urged fund manager to register with them in
order to protect an investment interest. Based on the article, researcher expected that the hedge fund industry
as a whole will perform less well over the next ten years as compared to the last ten years and this industry
will become more institutionalized and regulated. However, regulation should leave alone financial innovators
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who dream of new strategies and find savvy and well-funded investors to bet on them. Without such financial
innovators, capital markets will be less efficient.

It seems that the performance studies of hedge funds can be measured by using all the methodologies used in
the above literatures. In addition, all the findings definitely give more understanding of hedge fund’s
characteristics.In summary, the above studies help to give an overview of the hedge funds as a globally, and
this study will focus specifically in Asia as well as its attractiveness to the international investors.

3. Data and Methodology. The objective of this research is to evaluate the performance of hedge fund in
Asia. The secondary data on hedge funds were obtained from the Bloomberg database; there are
two segments of data; market variables and fund’s own characteristics. Market variables are
presented by the yield of 3-month Treasury bills. For the funds’ own characteristic are
categorized as turnover, fund age, net asset value (price) and expense ratio. In this study, we
used age of the fund as a proxy for tenure due to unavailability of data.

This data was extracted on daily basis started from the first date they were traded on the respective stock
market. The sample data consists both of hedge fund and FOHF. The number of funds that are considered for
each country  are as follows, Hong Kong (259 funds), Japan (44 funds), Singapore (36 funds), China (6
funds) and Malaysia (2 funds).The data for 3-month Treasury bills was obtained from each country’s Central
Bank. Daily returns were computed for a period of January 2006 until April 2012.

The methods used in this study are Sharpe Ratio, Treynor Index, Classical CAPM (Single Index Model),
extension of 3-Factor Model Fama and French and 4-Factor Model of Carhart. This is to be in line with the
methodology used by other researchers in evaluating the hedge fund performance. The result was compared
within these models to examine their performance consistency. Then, the regression analysis was carried out
to identify the factors contributing to the funds’ performance in each country.

The Sharpe Ratio, which is the measurement of return per unit of total risk, is the best understood
performance measure. Higher Sharpe ratio indicates better performance. Treynor Index gives a measure of
return per unit of market risk (systematic risk) that an investment earns. The higher the index, the greater
excess returns generated by a portfolio.

Each individual hedge fund is evaluated by regressing single factor CAPM models to estimate the value of
Jensen’s alpha, which measures the degree to which managers are earning significant returns after accounting
for market risk or beta (Jensen, 1968). In addition, the performance of hedge funds was further examined by
using 3- factor CAPM (Fama and French, 1992) and 4 – factor CAPM (Carhart, 1997). This is because many
earlier studies found that the single index model is not adequate in explaining the mutual fund performance
(Fama and French, 1992). Thus, the Multifactor Models are able to further explain the risk and return
behavior of hedge funds.

3.1. Risk Measurement. A key component of the risk management process is risk assessment, which
involves the determination of the risks surrounding a business or investment. In this study, the risk analysis
covers the standard deviation (σ) and beta (β). The standard deviation will be used in Sharpe Ratio and the
beta value will be used in Treynor Index.

Standard Deviation (σ)

Standard deviation measures the difference of the average return of a specific investment. A high standard
deviation indicates a high degree of risk.

= ∑( − )
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Where;
= Return of the fund
= Average daily return of the fund

n = Number of observation

Beta (β)

Beta is a measure of the volatility or systematic risk of a security or a portfolio in comparison to the market as
a whole. It is used in the CAPM. It is calculated by using regression analysis by regressing the returns of each
fund on the returns of the market portfolio as below:

Where;= Daily return of the fund
= Daily return on market

= Variance of the market

A beta of 1 indicates that the security’ price will move with the market. A beta less than 1 means that the security
will be less volatile than the market. A beta of greater than 1 indicates that the security’s price will be more
volatile than the market.

3.2. Performance Measurement for Hedge Fund. In order to measure the funds’ performance, this study
takes into consideration of changes in the funds’ unit price during the period. The daily percentage returns on
the index and individual funds are calculated based on the following formula.

Model 1: Return on Index = ln 100
Where;

= Return of the indext = Closing index at time t= Closing index at time t – 1

Model 2: Return on fund = ln[ / ] 100
Where;

= Return of fund
= Closing price at time t

= Closing price at time t – 1
Below are the methods used in evaluating the performance of hedge fund.

3.3. Sharpe Ratio and Treynor Index. For this study, two classical performance measurement methods
namely Sharpe Ratio (1966) and Treynor Index (1965) are employed to evaluate the performance of hedge
fund and FOHF. The detail on each of the model is explained as below:

Model 1: Sharpe Ratio

= ,
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It is a traditional performance measurement developed by William F. Sharpe to measure the risk adjusted
performance for each level of risk taken. It is calculated by subtracting the risk-free rate from annualized
returns and dividing the result by the standard deviation of returns. The greater a portfolio’s Sharpe ratio, the
better its risk adjusted performance has been.

= –
Where;

= Average of daily return of the fund
= Average risk - free rate
= Standard deviation of return for portfolio

Model 2: Treynor Index

Treynor Index measures the fund’s excess return from each unit of systematic risk. It measures the fund’s
excess return where fund’s rate of return subtract the risk - free rate of return per unit of of risk by using beta
as the measure of risk as opposed to the standard deviation of the fund’s return. This is the different between
Sharpe Ratio and Treynor Index. However, their function is the same to measure the risk adjusted
performance of portfolio. The higher the index, the greater excess returns generated by portfolio.

= –
Where;

= Average of daily return of the fund
= Average risk - free rate
= Beta of fund

These two models are widely and commonly used in any research in evaluating the portfolio performance.
There are simple and yet provided meaningful information on the portfolio characteristic against the market
benchmark, which is the market index in this study.

3.4. Capital Assets Pricing Model (CAPM).

Model 1: Jensen’s Alpha (1968)

The general idea behind this model is that investors need to be compensated in two ways; time value of
money and risk. The time value of money is represented by the risk-free rate and compensates the investors
for placing money in any investment over a period of time. While risk is explained as the amount of
compensation the investors need for taking an additional risk.

The CAPM stated that the expected return of a security or a portfolio equals the rate on a risk – free security
plus a risk premium. If the expected return does not meet the required return, then the investment should not
be undertaken. For very well - diversified portfolio, nonsystematic risk tends to go zero and the only relevant
risk is systematic risk measured by Beta. A high Beta expected to give a higher return than low Beta because
they are more risky and provide the lower return. However, over long periods of time, they should on the
average produce higher return. − = + − +

Where;
= Return of fund
= Return on risk-free rate
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, = intercept and the slope of the regression respectively
= Return on market− = Excess return
= error term

The intercept of this equation, commonly called Jensen’s alpha (1968) where it is usually interpreted as a
measure of under-performance relative to the market proxy.

Model 2: Fama-French three - factor model (1993).

According to Fama and French (1993), beta does not seem to be enough in explaining the cross sectional
variations of average returns, thus size and market-to-book ratio are added to CAPM method to capture the
effect of size, leverage, book-to-market equity and earnings price ratio. These factors are significant to explain
the cross-section of average return. Fama and French added two factors to CAPM to reflect a portfolio’s
exposure to average return variables:− = + − + ( ) + ( ) +

Where;
SMB = (Small Minus Big) the difference between average return on portfolio of small stocks and average

return on portfolio of large stocks.

HML = (High Minus Low) is the difference between average return on portfolio of high book-to-market
stocks and average return on portfolio of low book-to-market stocks. These factors are constructed
using value-weighted portfolios formed on size book-to-market ratio.

The construction of Small Minus Big and High Minus Low as below:

i) Small Minus Big (SMB)
The stocks are divided into two portfolios, i.e. small (S) market value and big (B) market value.
This formed the SMB factor. SMB refers to the difference in return between a small
capitalization portfolio and a large capitalization portfolio.

ii) High Minus Low (HML)
For book-to-market value (BM) factor, the earlier two (2) small and big market value portfolio is
further divided into three portfolios which are high (H),medium (M), and low (L) based on the
breakpoints for the top 30% (High), middle 40% (Medium) and bottom 30% (Low) of the value
of book-to-market for respective stock markets. This produced six (6) size/BM portfolios (S/H,
S/M, S/L, B/H, B/M,B/L). The daily value-weighted returns are estimated on the six (6)
portfolios. Book-to-market value is defined as below:

Book-to-market value = book value of a firm
Market value

Model 3:  Carhart four-factor model (Carhart, 1997)

The Carhart four – factor model adds momentum effect into Fama and French 3 - factor model as an
additional risk factor. The one year momentum irregularity was introduced by Jegadeesh and Titman (1993).
This is due to the inability of 3-factor model by Fama and French (1993) to explain the cross sectional
variations in momentum sorted portfolio returns (Fama and French, 1996). The momentum irregularity is
market inefficiency due to slow reaction to information (Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993).− = + − + ( ) + ( ) + ( ) +
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Where;
MOMENTUM = average return on the two prior return portfolios minus the average return on the two low

prior return portfolio (see Carhart, 1997)

The construction of momentum effect as below:
The momentum effect is constructed by taking the difference of equal-weighted average returns of stocks
with the highest 30% trading days lagged one day minus the equal-weighted average returns of stocks with
the lowest 30% trading days lagged one day.

3.5. Fund Characteristic and Performance. Nils S. Tuchschmid, et al (2012), a popular method which
used to evaluate hedge fundsperformance is the use of regression analysis, which adjusted the return
performance for exposures to a set of common risk factors.  More precisely, this study would like to
investigate the possible variables that contribute to the performance of a hedge fund.

Regression model suggested by Fung and Hsieh (2004) is adopted to estimate the relationship between risk -
adjusted performance and fund’s characteristic. Jensen’s Alpha, or the risk – adjusted performance
computed as below;= + + ( ) + + ( ) +
Where;

= Alpha for fund i
= Constant, , , , = Coefficient
= Error term for fund i

= the expense ratio of fund i.e. Expense ratio is defined as total operating expenses per total
net asset value.( ) = Log of Net Assets Value of fund i
Tenurei and Turnoveri = Years of manager’s tenure and fund turnover of fund i.

The regression analysis capture the idea that high correlation may indicate correlated exposures to underlying
sources of risk, which in turn might raise likelihood of a crisis when a shock hits the financial markets.

4.Analysis and Findings.

Country Mean  Return  (%) Std. Dev of Return
Market Index Mean
Daily Return (%)

Malaysia -7.825 17.27 0.040

China 8.501 13.87 0.06

Singapore 1.059 5.71 0.01

Japan -3.083 11.01 0.06

Hong Kong 2.306 12.35 0.02

Malaysia (FBMKLCI), China (Shanghai Index), Singapore (Strait Times Singapore),
Japan (Nikkei 225), Hong Kong (Hap Seng Index).

Table 2 Descriptive Statistics
4.1. Descriptive Statistics. Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics for Asian hedge funds and stock market
index. In Malaysia and Japan, theof the return of hedge funds shows a negative value and below the market
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return, for a period of 2006 till April 2012. However, China, Singapore and Hong Kong reports higher mean
return compared to mean daily return of stock market index.

This finding indicates that on average hedge funds in Malaysia and Japan are less attractive compared to the
market while China, Singapore and Hong Kong are more attractive.

4.2. Sharpe ratio and Treynor Index. Table 3 shows the Sharpe and Treynor index. Sharpe ratio diaplays
that all the indices are negative and below the market index. Therefore, it can be agreed that hedge funds in
the five countries are less attractive than the market. However Treynor index indicates that hedge funds in
China, Japan and Hong Kong have better performance than the market while hedge fund in Singapore and
Malaysia are worse off than the market.

Country
Fund Average Return Average Stock

Market IndexSharpe Ratio Treynor Index

Malaysia -0.389 -10.062 0.037

China -1.219 21.736 0.055

Singapore -1.243 -280.904 0.010

Japan -0.937 117.814 -0.030

Hong Kong -0.614 16.566 0.020
Malaysia (FBMKLCI), China (Shanghai Index), Singapore (Strait Times
Singapore), Japan (Nikkei 225), Hong Kong (Hap Seng Index).

Table 3 Summary of Sharpe Ratio/ Treynor Index Results

4.3. Capital Assets Pricing Model (CAPM). Table 4 reports the estimated Jensen’s alpha for each individual
hedge fund and FOHF using 3 evaluation models which are the traditional CAPM, 3-Factor Fama and French
and 4-Factor of Carhart. Jensen’s alpha, which is the intercept is interpreted as a measure of outperformance
or underperformance relative to the chosen benchmark. Alpha also measures the degree to which investors are
earning a significant return after accounting for market risk.

Fund Average Return
Country Classical CAPM 3-Factor Model 4-Factor Model
Malaysia -2.282 -2.282 -2.282

China -2.673 0.342 1.93
Singapore -1.943 -258.436 -258.84

Japan -2.978 -2271.867 -2272.048
Hong Kong -3.871 -4.026 18.608

Table 4 Summary of Jensen’s alpha for Hedge Funds and FOHF with different models.

The findings show that the Jensen’s alpha for classical CAPM for all countries are negative, indicating hedge
funds in these countries are underperformed compared to the market. Using 3-Factor model, the results
indicate that China has a positive Jensen’s alpha while the rest of the countries have negative value. In the
4-factor model the results indicate that China and Hong Kong have positive Jensen’s alpha while Japan,
Singapore and Malaysia have negative values. We may conclude that the hedge funds in China and Hong
Kong perform better than the market while Malaysia, Singapore and Japan perform worse off than the market.
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Alpha Distribution
Country Classical CAPM 3-Factor Model 4-Factor Model
Malaysia 0/0/2 0/0/2 0/0/2

China 0/0/6 1/0/5 2/0/4
Singapore 0/0/34 13/0/21 13/0/21

Japan 0/0/41 2/0/39 2/0/39
Hong Kong 44/4/177 45/4/176 46/5/174

For alpha distribution, ‘+’, ‘0’, and ‘-‘signs refer to positive alpha, zero
alpha and negative alpha.

Table 5 Summary of Jensen’s Alpha distribution

Table 5 summarizes the distribution of Jensen’s alpha for each country. Using the 4-Factor model, the results
show that Hong Kong has 46 positive alphas, 5 zero alphas and 174 negative alphas. Other countries that have
positive alphas are Singapore, China and Japan. Positive alphas indicate that hedge funds in these countries
outperformed the market.

4.4 Persistance and Performance The hedge funds persistence during period of 2006 till April 2012 are
focused on the outperformed countries in this study that are China and Hong Kong. The persistency
measurement will look into the consistency of hedge funds’ performance. The hypothesis for persistence and
performance is:

H0: all α is zero

H1: α is non-zero

Table 6 reports the persistence performance of hedge funds in China where all the alpha values are not zero.
This values are confirmed by the F-statistics that sums the alphas for the first 2 lags and lag number 3 and 4
(refer to the last two colums in Table 6). As the F-statistic for zero alpha are all significant, thus we can reject
the null hypothesis. Therefore, we can conlude that on the average, the hedge funds in China are persistence
for the next four consecutive days.

F-Test of Zero
Coefficients

Dependent
Variable ά1 ά2 ά3 ά4 Σαt

Lags 1 to 2 Lags 3 to 4

Classical
CAPM 0.039* 10.600* 2.049* 0.096* 12.784 0.994 0.526

3-Factor
Model 1.746* 6.295* 2.324* 1.382* 11.747 0.012 0.032

4-Factor
Model 9.891* 7.039* 1.530* 0.386* 18.846 0.012 0.033

*Significant at 0.01 level

Table 6 Persistence of Hedge Fund –China

Table 7 shows the persistence performance of hedge funds in Hong Kong where all alpha is not zero. The
F-test confirms that we shall reject the null hypothesis of zero alpha for the sum of lags 1 to lag 3. Lag 1
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demonstrates that alphas are significant at the one percent level, while, lag 2 and 3 show that they are
significant at the five percent level. This findings show a strong evidence that past performance of Hong
Kong’s hedge funds affects the future performance. The performance of Hong Kong’ hedge funds from
January 2006 till April 2012 can be used to explain the performance for the next 3-day period.

F-Test of Zero
Coefficients

Dependent
Variable ά1 ά2 ά3 ά4 Σαt

Lags 1 to 3

Classical
CAPM 0.198*** 0.334** 0.633** 0.388 1.553 0.012

3-Factor
Model 0.221*** 0.450** 0.514** 0.395 1.580 0.019

4-Factor
Model 0.282*** 1.339** 1.333** 0.985 3.939 0.786

** Significant at the 0.05 level *** Significant at the level 0.1 level

Table 7 Persistence of Hedge Funds Performance – Hong Kong

5. Conclusion. This study has evaluated the hedge funds performance in five countries which are among the
top leaders in Asian financial industry. They are Malaysia, Singapore, Japan, China and Hong Kong. Based on
the analysis, we can conclude that hedge fund performance in Asian countries have potential of growth
especially in China and Hong Kong.
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ABSTRACT. The present study was aimed to authenticate the selected species of
genus Echinochloa based on taxonomic (Morphology, epidermal leaf anatomy and
palynology) markers and elemental dispersive spectrophotometer analysis. The
present research account presents the grass systematics in a consistent manner and
gives a botanical approach for the identification of different species of genus
Echinochloa present in Pakistan and also describes the distinguishing features of
genus Echinochloa which delimit one species to another. As the grass taxonomy is
very problematic and no taxonomic work on the Echinochloa with special reference
to Pakistan is present on already literature so the present study was carried out to
identify and authenticate the selected species through classical taxonomic
parameters including morphology, anatomy and palynology. Light microscopy and
scanning electron microscopy was done in order to delimit the different species.
Special structures like lemma, palea, rachis, stomata, grass phytoliths, trichomes,
hook cells, subsidiary cells, pollen shape, cleaves on pollen and pollen
ornamentation showed a lot of variation among each species. Elemental dispersive
Spectrophotometer analysis is a new taxonomic tool for grass identification which
gives structural details of silica bodies that is designed for many reasons ranging
from the systematic elucidation to classification and also to the quantification of
grass phytoliths. So EDS is a new taxonomic tool used as an aid for grass
identification which is implemented first time in Pakistan for grass systematics.
Keywords: Grass systematics,leaf anatomy, Grasss phytoliths,Elemental dispersive
spectrophotometer nalysis,scanning electron microscopy,Palynology.

1. Introduction. The genus Echinochloa belong to the tribe Paniceae, sub-family Panicoideae of the family
Gramineae. (Clayton and Renvoize, 2006). Because of the differential sensitivity of Echinochloa, it is necessary
to assess the botanical and taxonomic characterization of the different species of this genus. Morphological
study plays a vital role in order to know genetic diversity and patterns of geographic variation in Poaceae.
Ambrose et. al. (2000) and Kyozuka et. al. (2000) discussed that the ancestry and origin of the lodicules, palea,
lemma and glumes have been the subject of a vast and largely inconclusive literature. Although the members of
the Echinochloa are generally distinguished by the morphological characters, it has been known that additional
characters may contribute to a more natural arrangement of the taxa. Prat (1948) has been found that the use of
microscopic epidermal leaf characters is helpful in characterizing the different taxa within a genus. The Poaceae
epidermis in surface view is divided in zones or conspicuous bands and these bands constitute silica bodies.
Hubbard (2008) showed that the shapes of silica bodies and their accompanying epidermal pattern may help in
establishing a more natural grouping of the genera and tribes of the Poaceae.
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Although phytoliths are significant and taxonomically important components of grasses, they rarely
have been used independently either to positively identify specific taxa or to elucidate grass phylogeny. But
the present investigations suggest that the phytoliths can contribute as a diagnostic character at the tribal,
subtribal, and genus levels. The types of phytoliths found in grasses can play an important role in their easy
identification, description and classification. Phytoliths are a major component of the intercostal areas of the
leaf epidermis and considered as to be of precise taxonomic value. Silica bodies are a type of phytolith that
form in specialized epidermal cells of grass leaves. They have long been recognized as distinctive to the
Poaceae (Grob, 1996; Prat, 1936). Silica bodies in paleogrostology and in grass systematics have been
recognized in conjunction with other micromorphological characters of the leaf, and they provide information
on the taxonomic relationships. (Thomasson, 2004, 2006; Thomasson et al., 2007). Various workers have
considered silica bodies to be diagnostic to family, and often they reflect the plants’ subfamily affiliations.
(Twiss et al., 1996; Brown, 1984; Mulholland, 1989). It has long been recognized that some leaf epidermal
cells of the Poaceae tend to accumulate silica. This has been investigated by various continental botanists,
Grob (1996) and Prat (1936) as part of their intensive studies on epidermal tissues.

The significance of pollen morphology in plant systematics has been stressed by a number of
workers especially by Fischer (1890), Selling (1946-1947), Cranwell (1952) and Erdtman (1957). Palynology
has now come to be recognized as a dependable and reliable supplementary tool widely employed in
biosystematic and phylogenetic studies.Among the varios disciplines in plant sciences, that are potentially
important from the systematic palynology may be reckoned as particularly significant as no other single
discipline can obtain as great an amount of information from so little material within a short period. (Walker
and Doyle, 2007).

The present study is a step towards preparing a systematic inventory of genus Echinochloa from Pakistan
through multiple parameters including, morphology, epidermal leaf anatomy (LM & SEM), palynology (LM
& SEM) and EDS. In the present examination the mass percentage of Silicon was calculated in order to make
a comparison between the different taxa. This examination indicates variations in leaf blade epidermal
characters and EDS analysis of the phytoliths determines a new structure used as an aid in phytosystematic
characterization. The EDS detector was used for the quantitative and qualitative determinations of the
elements present in the phytoliths of the selected species. The quantitative analysis provides Silicon as a new
taxonomic character to distinguish different species of the genus Echinochloa.

2. Materials and methods
Analysis Methodology

1 Morphological Analysis For assessment of morphological characters, 1-5 specimen per
species were used, 3-5 values were used for each character of a
representative plant. Both vegetative and reproductive characters
were studied. Characteristics were reconfirmed by using various
floras, Nasir and Ali (1982), Townsend and Guest (1968), Hooker
(1875), Tutin & Heywood (1972) and Saldanha & Nicolson
(1976).

2 Anatomical analysis Leaf samples were prepared according to the modified method of
(Shaheen et al., 2010). Slides of both abaxial and adaxial surface
of leaf were prepared. The SEM examination was carried out on a
JEOL-JSM 5910, scanning electron microscope.

3 Elemental Dispersive
Spectrophotometer Analysis

The leaf samples were then put into SEM for the EDS analysis.
This is accomplished by using the “built-in” spectrophotometer
called an elemental dispersive x-ray spectrophotometer. The EDS
detector was used for the quantitative and qualitative
determinations of the elements present in the phytoliths of the
selected species. SEM in conjugation with EDS (SEM/EDS)
makes possible the quick resolution of tough analytical problems
effectively, timely and economically. The terminology used was in
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accordance with Terrel and Wergin (2009) and Hilu and Wright
(2004).

4 Palynomorph Analysis Palynomorph study was done according to the modified method of
Wodehouse technique (Ronald, 2000). The pollen fertility
estimation was carried out by employing the techniques used by
Meo and Khan (2003).

5 Microphpotographs Microphpotographs of leaves and pollen samples were taken by
Nikon (FX-35) Camera equipped light microscope and Scanning
Electron Microscope

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Morphology: Lopez-Martinez et. al. (1999) reported that the taxonomy of this genus leads to the
confusion in many cases due to its great morphological diversity. Because of the differential sensitivity of
Echinochloa, it is necessary to assess the botanical and taxonomic characterization of this genus. E. colona
has more or less spreading dense racemes whereas in E. crus-galli racemes are linear to ovate and E.
frumentacea and E. walteri comprise densely crowded racemes, which are lanceolate. The spikelets in E.
colona are ovate-elliptic to subglobose whereas E. frumentacea has elliptic to rotund spikelets. These results
corroborate with the findings of Yabuno (1983), according to which Echinochloa is remarkably variable in
panicle shape and length.

In majority of the species, the lower glume is ovate except E. crus-galli, which has oblate lower
glume. In E. frumentacea, the lower glume apex is acute whereas all the other species comprise cuspidate
apex (Table 1). The lower glume surface in majority of the species is scabrous except E. frumentacea, which
comprises of pubescent or hispid surface whereas the upper glume surface is pubescent in E. colona, hispid in
E. crus-galli and spinose in E. walteri. E. colona comprises of 5-nerved glumes whereas in E. crus-galli
3-nerved, in E. frumentacea 3-7 nerved and E. walteri 3-5 nerved glumes are present. Lemma in majority of
the species is ovate except E. walteri, which has oblong lemma. E. colona and E. walteri have 5-nerved
lemma whereas in E. crus-galli and E. frumentacea lemma is 5-7 nerved (Table 1). In all the species of genus
Echinochloa, ligule is absent.

Table 1: Morphological Distinctions Among the Species of Genus Echinochloa

Characteristics E. colona E. crus-galli E. frumentacea E. walteri
Habit Tufted annual Coarse annual A stout annual Annual, caespitose
Clums Geniculately

ascending or erect
Geniculately
ascending or
decumbent

Erect Erect or
geniculately
ascending

Leaf Sheaths Glabrous Glabrous Glabrous Hirsute,hispid with
tubercle- hairs

Inflorescence More or less
dense racemes

Racemes linear to
ovate

Dense racemes,
lanceolate

Densely crowded
racemes

Spikelets Ovate-elliptic to
subglobose

Elliptic Elliptic to rotund Ovate

Lower Glume Ovate Oblate Ovate Ovate
Lower Glume Apex Cuspidate Cuspidate Acute Cuspidate
Lower Glume
Surface

Scabrous Scabrous Pubescent or
hispid

Scabrous
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Upper Glume
Surface

Pubescent Hispid Pubescent or
hispid

Spinose

Glumes Nerves 5-nerved 3-nerved 3-7 nerved 3-5 nerved
Lemma Ovate Ovate Ovate Oblong
Lemma Nerves 5-nerved 5-7-nerved 5-7 nerved 5-nerved

3.2. Epidermal Leaf Anatomy & Elemental Despersive Spectrophotometer Analysis: The Poaceae
epidermis in surface view is divided in zones or conspicuous bands. In general, it is possible to distinguish
two main zones, intercostal and costal zones. Initially epidermis of Eriochloa was observed by Metcalfe
(1960). Short-cells in the costal regions are predominantly arranged in rows of three or more cells in E.
frumentacea and E. walteri whereas in E. colona short cells are in two or more rows. There is no much
variation in the shapes of silica bodies of genus Echinochloa. Dumb-bell shaped to nodular shaped silica
bodies are observed in E. colona (Plate 1b), E. crus-galli (Plate 2b) and E. frumentaceae (Plate 3b) whereas E.
walteri possesses cross-shaped silica bodies. Hubbard (2008) showed that the shapes of silica bodies and their
accompanying epidermal pattern may help in establishing a more natural grouping of the genera and tribes of
the Poaceae.

A particular advantage of EDS is the detection of low atomic number elements such as carbon and
oxygen, which are ubiquitous in our environment. Plant phytoliths are small silicious bodies and have
distinctive morphologies that correspond to the shapes of the cells in which they are formed. Phytolith
formation and deposition in various grasses has been well documented (Parry, and Smithson, 2009). In this
genus, E. crus-galli shows the lowest mass percentage of silicon as 10.72% (Fig 2) whereas E. walteri shows
the highest value as 33.29% (Fig 4). It indicates that quantitative character of mass percentage of silicon
shows a great variation and is emerged as a very useful character in the genus Echinochloa, for distinguishing
at the species level.

In this genus, macro-hairs are single celled and rarely present in abaxial surface of E. colona whereas
in E. crus-galli macro-hairs are found only on adaxial surface. No macro-hairs are observed in E. walteri
(Plate 4a). Micro-hairs are observed in all the species in genus Echinochloa. Micro-hairs are borne in the
intercostal regions only and are found on both abaxial and adaxial surfaces in E. colona, E. crus-galli and E.
frumentacea. Sharma and Kaplia (2005) concluded that in D. violaseens and D. setigera the micro-hairs are
restricted to the costal zones on the adaxial surfaces, but present in both regions on the abaxial surfaces.
Prickles are found in the intercostal regions of majority of the species except E. frumentacea, in which
prickles are observed on the costal regions. No prickles are found in E. crus-galli. There is also some
variation seen in the shapes of prickles in this genus. Prickles with narrow beak and short and blunt distil
portion and with broad beak and elongated distil portion are found in E. colona and E. walteri whereas in E.
frumentacea knife-shaped prickles are present. No hook-cells are found in all the species of genus
Echinochloa.

Stomata are arranged in 3-4 rows in all the species. Majority of the species comprise low-dome
shaped subsidiary cells except E. walteri, which possess rectangular shaped subsidiary cells. (Plate 4a).
Sharma et. al. (2007) discussed that stomata possess low-dome shaped to triangular-parallel sided subsidiary
cells in Dactyloctenium. The long cells are distributed in the intercostal zones on both surfaces in this genus.
E. colona and E. frumentacea possess rectangular shaped long cells with thick sinuous walls whereas E.
crus-galli and E. walteri possess long cells with slightly sinuous walls. Papillae are abundantly present on
both the abaxial and adaxial surfaces in all the Echinochloa species (Plates 1a, 2a, 3a, 4a). Terrel and Wergin
(2009) stated that, in Poaceae, stomata may be protected by papillae. The presence of papillae seems to be a
generic character in Paniceae.
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Plate 1: Echinochloa colona

a) Papillae b) SEM Silica body c) SEM Endoporus pollen

d)EDS analysis (Silicon quantification)

Plate 2: Echinochloa crus-galli

a) Papillae b) SEM of silica body c)SEM of Rectangular pollen

d) EDS analysis (Silicon quantification)

Plate 3: Echinochloa frumentaceae

a) a) Papillae b) SEM of silica body c) SEM of cup shaped pollen
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d) EDS analysis (Silicon quantification)

Plate 4: Echinochloa walteri

a) Papillae b) SEM of silica body c) SEM of circular pollen

d) EDS analysis (Silicon quantification)

Table 2:  Distinguishing Summary of Leaf Epidermal Anatomy Among the Species of Genus
Echinochloa

Characteristics E. colona E. crus-galli E. frumentacea E. walteri
Short Cells In rows of 2 or more

cells
In rows of 5 or more
cells

In rows of 3 or more
cells

In rows of 3 or more
cells

Silica Bodies Dumb-bell shaped to
nodular shaped

Dumb-bell shaped to
nodular shaped

Dumb-bell shaped to
nodular shaped,
cross-shaped

Dumb-bell shaped to
nodular shaped

Macro-hairs Between the veins,
40-60 m

Between the veins,
45-60 m

Between the veins,
20-60 m

None seen

Micro-hairs Between the veins,
5-7 m

Between the veins,
7-10 m

Between the veins,
7-8 m

Between the veins,
5-10 m
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Prickles Between the veins,
two types, with
narrow beak and
shunt and blunt distil
portion and with
broad beak and
elongated distil
portion, 5-10 m

None seen Over the veins,
rarely present, knife
shaped, 6-8 m

Between the veins,
with broad beak and
short and blunt distil
portion, 3-5 m

Stomata 3-4 rows,
dome-shaped
subsidiary cells, 4-5
m

3-4 rows, low
dome-shaped
subsidiary cells, 5-7
m

3-4 rows, low
dome-shaped
subsidiary cells, 6-7
m

3-4 rows, low
dome-shaped
subsidiary cells, 5-7
m

Long Cells Thick sinuous walls,
10-20 m

Slightly sinuous
walls, 10-15 m

Thick sinuous walls,
10-12 m

Slightly sinuous
walls, 25-30 m

3.3. Palynology: Pollen morphology has assumed great significance in plant taxonomy and the advancements
in the microscopy have led to the effective use of new pollen morphological parameters for taxonomic
purposes. Erdtman (1957) concluded that pollen analysis has also been tried as a mean of tracing the history
of the cultivated cereals.

The pollen size is quite variable among the species of genus Echinochloa. In polar view, the size of
pollen grains ranged from 27.5 (20-35) µm to 40 (30-50) µm. E. crus-galli appears to be the smallest in size
whereas E. colona is the largest. In equatorial view, the size ranged from 30 (25-35) µm to 37.5 (35-40) µm. E.
colona appears to be the smallest whereas E. walteri is the largest in size (Fig 5). P/E ratio ranged from 0.84
to 1.15 µm among the species. E. crus-galli shows the lowest value whereas E. frumentacea shows the
highest value. Exine thickness ranged from 0.75 (0.3-1.2) µm to 1.25 (1-1.5) µm. E. frumentacea shows the
lowest value whereas E. colona shows the highest value (Fig. 1).

The shape of pollen grains varied in different species. In polar view, pollen grains in majority of the
species are circular or semi-circular. In equatorial view, the pollen grains in E. crus-galli are cup-shaped and
rectangular shaped (Plate 2c) whereas in E. walteri prolate, perprolate, cup-shaped and circular pollen grains
are present (Plate 4c). Faegri and Inverson (1950) reported that the pollen grains of grasses are mostly very
similar in appearance under the light microscopy. The highest value of pollen fertility is found in E. colona as
93.33% and lowest is in E. crus-galli as 87.50% (Fig 2). In the genus Echinochloa the feature of pollen size
and exine thickness seems to be much vital for delimitation of taxonomic limits in association with
morphological features.

0
10
20
30
40

E. colona

E. crus-galli

E. frumentacea

E. walteri

Fig. 5: Summary of Pollen Measurements of
Echinochloa
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Fig. 6: Pollen Fertility of Echinochloa
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Table 3:  Palynological Variations Among the Genus Echinochloa

Characteristics E. colona E. crus-galli E. frumentacea E. walteri

Polar Diameter 40 (30-50) 27.5 (20-35) 37.5 (30-45) 37.5 (35-40)
Equatorial Diameter 30 (25-35) 32.5 (25-40) 32.5 (30-35) 37.5 (35-40)
P/E Ratio 1.14 0.84 1.15 1.07
Exine Thickness 1.25 (1-1.5) 0.75 (0.5-1) 0.75 (0.3-1.2) 0.95 (0.4-1.5)

Pollen Fertility 93.33% 87.50% 92% 91.30%
Shape in Equatorial View Prolate,

apple-shaped
Cup-shaped, rectangular Cup-shaped Prolate,

perprolate,
cup-shaped

Shape in Polar View Circular Circular
semi-circular

Circular Circular

3. Conclusion. This current study had provided diagnostic characters for the identification of problematic
genus Echinocloa on the basis of classical taxonomic parameters (morphology, anatomy and palynology).
Morovere silica quanitification through Elemental Dispersive spectrophotometric analysis had emerged as a
new tool for grass systematics which possess diagnostic value and can resolve the presistning taxonmic
problems in poaceae members.
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ABSTRACT. Ontology is an efficient and an adequate way of conceptualization of
knowledge representation for real world applications. Ontologies are successfully
used in varieties of knowledge domains.
In this paper, we focus on the field of medical ontology knowledge construction and
representation. We identified three different medical ontologies classes: Generic,
Specific and Mass Casualties Incidents (MCI) medical ontologies. This survey
should support the construction of medical Ontologies in future for a better patient
treatment. In particular, we survey and focus on the existing medical related
ontologies and investigate their suitability for use in Mass Casualties Incidents
(MCI).
Keywords: Mass Casualties Incidents (MCIs); Medical Ontology; Generic ontology;
Specific ontology.

1. Introduction. The World Health Organization (WHO) has published updated report on death in June 2011
due to various disorders and disasters. This death ratio is reported in millions [1]. Due to this, WHO has
categorized countries on income based with the following death rates information [1] as follows.
1. Low-income Countries death rate in millions ranges from 0.21 to 1.05.
2. Middle-income Countries death rate in millions ranges from 0.83 to 5.27.
3. High-income Countries death rate in millions ranges from 0.17 to 1.42.
4. World based death rate in millions ranges from 1.21 to 7.25.
These death rates are in millions include all types of death rate from normal disease death range to high level
serious disease death range.

Emergency response system is the important system to save the lives of the victim people on time from
disasters such as Earthquakes, Plane crash, Flood, Explosion, Wild re, underground construction, Car
incidents, Cave or building collapses, etc [45]. After 9/11 incidents in the United States, all the existing
security protocols are strengthen and new security protocols are developed to handle the worst case situations
[46]. A lot of researches have been done and still are on going to introduce new mechanisms to save the
humanity from disasters. Due to this, a manual emergency response support system is introduced, that is Mass
Casualties Incidents (MCI). MCI is one of them newly proposed security protocol to measure and handle all
kinds of situation during at MCI locations. For this purpose, the newly manual system is introduced in three
phases to help injured people which are Triage, Treatment and Transportation system [45][46][47][50].
However, this manual system also takes a lot of time to recognise the injured people level and provide proper
treatment to them. Due to this long process, the death cases are increased of unavailability of automatic and
intelligent system to calculate the seriousness level of the injured people and provide treatment resources on
time with some predefined medical instructions.
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In the current situations, we need a specific and intelligent systems which monitor health continuously or for
some specific period of time (hajj and umrah) [2] with some automation. For this purpose, various existing
research tries to design and develop a concept is known as ontology. Ontologies significantly support
automatic calculation on the basis of predefined knowledge with some intelligent classes and properties
denote and perform specific actions on disorders.

There are three medical ontologies presented in this work such as: Generic medical ontology, Specific
medical ontology and Mass Casualties Incidents (MCI) based medical ontology. This MCI focuses on
Health-oriented ontologies, and Operation support ontologies to provide treatment facilities to victim people
on time of any kind of disaster by using communication infra structure to give detail information of the
shortest routes to the hospital, number of available beds in hospitals and list of treatment facilities in the
hospital etc are the core benefit of the Mass Casualties Incidents (MCIs) ontologies.

In a generic medical ontology, we have combined the maximum number of existing general purpose medical
ontologies which show the requirements how to design the general purpose medical ontology to treat the
patient via internet.

In a specific medical ontology, we have also covered maximum number of medical ontologies related to the
specific patient disorders issue such as breast cancer, mood disorder and strokes etc are discussed with their
designing rules.
The Mass Casualties Incidents (MCI) is a new term used in medical ontology to calculate resources
automatically (medical staff , air ambulance, hospitals, shortest routes etc) and provide treatment to the victim
people of the accident location on time is considered for future health treatment purposes. Although this Mass
Casualties Incident (MCI) system is operated manually, like as START system [45]. There are many types of
MCI design can be available for health and safety such as MCI general, MCI Health, MCI operation based
and MCI hybrid etc. So, we consider mainly two MCI's, MCI Operation support ontologies and MCI
Health-Oriented ontologies because these two MCI's cover all types of MCI ontologies.

The purpose of these types of MCI medical ontologies can use for the clinical guidelines for the physicians,
specialists, patients and academics to create views of medical ontologies [3] to save life of humanity. The
advantage of this paper is to combine all the existing medical ontologies data and analyse how to relate these
data for MCI victim people which can help better in the designing of emergency response support system.
The reminder of the paper is constructed as follows: Fundamentals of the ontologies contain in Section 2.
Classification of the ontologies are presented in Section 3. Section 4 contains Survey of the Existing Health
Ontologies. Section 5 contains Critical Review and Future Research Directions. Final Section 6 is a
conclusion.

2. Fundamental of the Ontologies. The ontology concept come from philosophy and used by Artificial
Intelligence (AI) community as an explicit specification of conceptualization [8]. Ontology provides various
forms to represent knowledge such as taxonomy, vocabulary lists and thesaurus [12] concept based on the
collection of domain specific knowledge. Ontology design and construction varies from field to field that
represents the knowledge in the form of formal language description. However, ontology expresses the
knowledge very efficiently for medical science fields. Therefore, generally most of the modes define two
types of ontologies which are known as domain ontology and theory ontology [4]. The domain ontology
always deals with detail description of classes and subclasses, relationships between classes (subclasses),
properties and instances (object) while theory ontology explains the concrete directions of the area or domain.

Representation of domain knowledge is mostly represented in a single ontology, multiple ontology, and
hybrid ontology [5] while construction is the iterative process which refines and improves the knowledge
structure by domain experts with five step processes [6] as follows.
Design: This defines the scope of the domain and relationships between classes.
Develop: various steps involve to construct an ontology from existing ontologies or defines a new
specification and also requires Top Down and Bottom Up approach.
Integrate: to fulfill the requirement of the ontology, can combine existing ontologies.
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Validate and Feedback: After successful completion of the ontology can verify by domain experts with
professional tools.
Iterate: Modify or update the developed ontology with the suggestion of the domain experts.
The manual, semi automatic and full automatic steps [6] can involve in the analysis and development of
ontology.
A conceptualization is an abstract that contains domain specific knowledge with vocabularies in the form of
subjects and objects. The authors of [9] have defined that the ontology is the science and “structure of objects,
properties, events, processes and relations in every area of reality ..." [9]. The authors of [8] have defined
some basic rules apply on ontology for knowledge management such as knowledge creation and, knowledge
store. This store knowledge must be evaluated or matched when requires. Ontology creates a tree like
structure and shares knowledge with the communities or designer of ontologies in a specific order to execute
knowledge in the proper way. The structure of adopted ontology consists of categories, relationships, attribute,
constraints and instances with the following steps to construct medical ontology as follows [10].

1. Follow the contents of medical sciences and create a medical ontology framework (domain).
2. Draw the important concepts to present a real time system.
3. Make relationships between concepts (e.g. Properties, attributes etc).
4. After completion of the required information for the construction of medical ontology, use an
appropriate tool (e.g. protégé 2000) to develop the required ontology (in this case is only medical
ontology).
5. Test and validate the system is with the help of field experts.

Ontology construction of knowledge domain varies due to knowledge repository of maximum sources
(dictionaries, social websites etc) and also varies from community-to-community knowledge sharing. These
knowledge repositories confuse learner of any domain due to same word having multiple meanings such as
“corpus, database, repository, storage, dictionary, and ontology ...[11]”. Therefore the authors of paper [11]
have presented a academic domain ontology which facilitate both human and machine agents to store,
systematize and manage the complex knowledge with three main objectives regarding knowledge repository
as shown below.
1. The knowledge repository should not be limited to support essential features of academic knowledge.
2. The gathered knowledge could help in the construction of knowledge repository. However, the best
practices in this construction is a human to support in good directions.
3. After combining knowledge repositories must be shared among communities.

Knowledge sharing of heterogeneous ontologies is another issue faced during design of the medical ontology.
Therefore, three major types of heterogeneous ontologies are discussed. Those are mapping, merging and
integration [10]. The mapping ontology helps to combine various types of heterogeneous ontologies
knowledge with common relationships. These heterogeneous ontologies such as O1,O2 etc are combined with
a common shared ontology. While one-to-one mapping is the second type of heterogeneous ontology mapping.
This type of mapping is created with support of direct and indirect paths of ontologies to share knowledge
with each other and integration helps to combine various domain knowledge sources.

An intelligent and efficient ontology development requires some basic steps. However, these steps vary from
application to application such as medical ontology and physiological ontology. Medical ontology is needed
four basic steps to create a medical domain knowledge for disorders which are:
1)types of various diseases or injuries
2) description of each disease
3)causes to occur a specific disease
4) precautions and treatment procedures.

Other definitions of ontology are concepts, thesaurus and taxonomy [12] terms also used to represent
knowledge organization. Thesaurus comprised of terms and these terms are the basic vocabulary to define and
control language indexes and relationships between them while taxonomy is indexing language which keeps
knowledge an arranged form of different domains and assigns alphanumeric letters to each knowledge.
[7] Follows different steps towards successful analysis, design and implementation of the medical ontology as
follows.
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Analysis of the domain: Identification of the problem is the first step towards successful designing of the
medical ontology as we learnt from software development processes. Although in medical sciences, domain
experts are needed to achieve the targeted answers and designing that helps in production of medical
ontology.

Conceptualization of the domain knowledge: All the physical processes can find from medical centre
environment such as a patient registration, OPD, wards,medical tests, and reports etc.

Implementation, refinement and evaluation: This process is also called iterative process which periodically
checks the underlying software to match the requirements of the medical ontology and patient treatment
requirements.

3. Classification of the Medical Ontologies: Medical ontology is providing various methods for
construction of medical treatment domains for the patients and these construction varies from source to source
and problem to problem. We combined three basic methods for medical ontologies which will help in future
in the construction, and making priority classes of each disorders. To achieve these objective, this survey
paper presents three kinds of medical ontologies which are: GenericMedical Ontologies, Specific Medical
Ontologies and MCI based Medical Ontologies are shown in Fig 1 and each ontology has further sub classes
to show what kind of disorders discussed or steps provided to help in construction of a generic or a specific
medical treatment ontology. The construction of such medical ontologies need a dedicated professional team
to clarify all the things related to the domain problem and also is a challenging task in the medical ontology
field. Due to urgency based issues, these three Medical Ontologies are explained one by one respectively.

Fig 1. Classification of Medical Ontologies
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In general medical ontologies, Generic Human Disease ontology [13] has developed with four basic
properties to nd the disease of the patient as follows.

� Disease type
� Disease symptoms
� Relevant causes to the disease
� Number of available treatment for a disorder

Agents are used to resolve conicts of the same word having more than one definitions such as gene is used
[14]. Agents work on certain rules with the association of Decision support system and Artificial Intelligent
knowledge base. [15] provided instructions to remove conflicts having more than one meaning of the one
word with the following conditions to achieve patient diagnoses successfully.

 First of all, search, understand, and construct the relevant queries are required regarding the
availability of information resources.

 To retrieve the appropriate data from various information resources and merge those information
with different information resources when same word has more than one definitions.

Healthcare Context Information model [16] is developed to provide health services to the patient everywhere
with advanced communication infrastructure. This model is needed a patient information to treat her on time
with the following data.

 Individual data: Name, Age, history of medicine used etc.
 Medicine data: Disease data, symptom data, Examination data, and health data.
 Service data: bio data analysis and so on more ...

Except these information, other data are also used to evaluate the patient disorder for better health care.

Heart Failure patient medical ontology has designed with the help of Decision Support System (DSS) [17].
This DSS system has connected with ontologies, DSS controller, DataBase, and reasoner etc to conclude the
factual information of the heart patient. The biometric device is used to obtain the patient history data.

This article [18] presents three phases in the construction of the medical domain ontology. In these phases, 1)
Collect relevant information from various sources via internet, 2) Domain Modelization and 3)Meta
conceptualization presents relationship between local and global knowledge sources.

Chronic Disease Management [20] ontology is designed with the help of Electronic Medical Record (EMR)
and other related clinical vocabularies which were supported by HL7 RIM and Computer based Patient
Record (CPR)[20]. Ontologies and Agents based BioSTORM [21] has developed with following steps.

i. Create domain ontologies
ii. Create domain methods
iii. Create conguration knowledge bases
iv. Generate JADE interfaces from the model
v. Deploy and execute

The Clinical Practice Guideline of Diabetic Retinopathy (GLDR) [22] has developed with instructions of
medical professional team. During designing of medical ontology system, a dedicated team helped them in the
identification of the problems and to convert them in semi-automatic way for better patient health care.

The section gives an overview of the specific medical ontologies for disorder patients.

Mood Disorder Medical Ontology
Haghighi-Koeda (HK) [23] medical ontology has developed for a mood disorder patient with the support of
medical and psychological ontologies patterns to treat patient on time through web access.

Malaria medical ontology
The seven partial parameters have used for malaria patient to construct a medical ontology prototype, is
known Human Malaria Control Ontology (HMCO) [24]. The seven partial parameters are: (1) Malaria vectors
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(2) Malaria types, (3) Malaria parasites, (4) Malaria Symp- toms, (5) Malaria treatment (prevention, therapy),
(6) Epidemiology data on malaria, and (7) Malaria Control [25].

Mental health ontology
Mental Health ontology [26] has proposed with three main parent classes such as disorder types, factor and
treatment are further connected with sub classes.

Stroke ontology
Hemiparesis is the common disease to damage some part of the body such as leg, and arm etc after stroke.
The NeuMORE [27] is the well known a specific medical ontology, has defined 4 phases for construction of
Hemiparesis patient disorder ontology.

Limbs ontology
This OSMMI [28] ontology has attempted to achieve goals of four problems related to the lower limbs.

CHRONIOUS ontology
CHRONIOUS [29] system has introduced to monitor the Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD)
and Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD)with support of wearable T-shirt sensing infrastructure to monitor patient
periodically and inform doctors for treatment.

Memory Loss ontology
This memory loss framework is known as Aloa-aidants.fr [30] and has developed with support of social
semiotic ontology and Aloa OIR (Open Information Retrieval) system based. The proposed framework
contains three views to analyse the queries of the social communities and makes the Aloa OIR system with
expert teams to suggest treatment for memory loss patient.

Nervous System medical ontology
Neurological Disease (ND) ontology and NeuroPsychological Testing Ontology (NPT) [31] are considered as
medical ontologies for Nervous system of the human body. The primary concern of ND ontology is on
Alzheimer disease which has memory loss related diseases often occurs in 40 and 50 year ages. Both ND and
NPT ontologies have developed with support of OBO Foundary [32] and with some other external ontologies.
ND ontology contains 400 classes, 250 textual definitions and more than 150 classes have logical definitions
while in NPT ontology contains 250 specific classes.

Cancer medical ontology
Breast Cancer medical ontology
The Breast Cancer (BC) ontology model has designed with support of Clinical based Decision Support
System [33]. Eight classes have defined for BC disorder such as Patient Type, Physician Type, Illness,
Menstrual Status, Recommendation, Symptom, Diagnostic Tests, Treatment, Age, Risk Factor, Weight Status
and Patient Wish with other supportive disjoined classes (Recommendation and Diagnostic Tests, and
Recommendation and Treatment.) for treatment aspects [33].

Colon Cancer medical ontology
The authors of OWL ontology will create the ontology of MATCH CC (Colon Cancer) [34] from existing
ontologies to know the current state of the patient. The MATCH architecture occurs in two parts. In the first
part, CC ontology has created with support of the patient profile, is known as discovery phase while in second
part, all the discovered information have mapped in relation database schemas depicted.

Cancer medical ontology
The clinical and molecular data are combined with the help of Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) [36] steps to
design cancer ontology from existing available ontologies such as the National Cancer Institute Thesaurus
(NCIT), Gene Ontology (GO) and Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA). The ACGT MO (Advanced
Clinico-Genomic Trials Medical Ontology) [35] ontology has developed to treat the patient by using
Ontology-based Trial Management System (ObTiMA) [35].
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Breast Cancer: Benign and Malignant cancer medical ontology: The Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset
(WBC) [37] ontology has used as a case study to create a new breast cancer ontology engine that contains two
phases. In phase 1, this algorithm matches the searched knowledge and prepares the rules whether searched
knowledge is available in the datasets or not. Phase 2 contains ontology development algorithm engine rules
and these rules further define concepts. This concept describes a specific domain with assumption and domain
properties. In this algorithm, it contains 25 programming rules as IF THEN ELSE, FOR, DEFINE,
MAPPING, END, VARIOUS MATCHING RULES, EQUAL, NOT EQUAL etc. This algorithm is used for
Benign and Malignant cancer concepts with attribute values from 1 to 10 which define ranges from normal to
abnormal situations of a cancer patient.

Cancer Benign or Malignant: Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) [38] ontology classifier has used with two open
source frameworks jCOLIBRI and myCBR to find whether the patient involves in the Benign cancer or in
Malignant. The jCOLIBRI is available in two versions. The version 1 myCBR is selected for designing and
version 2 is related to the developer. The jCOLIBRI is based on some reasoning structure cases while myCBR
is based on classes and properties and easily implemented on protégé tool. The myCBR is a best tool for
developing of a new CBR based application for breast cancer classifier [38].

Colon Cancer Therapy: The proposed colon cancer therapy ontology has developed and known as
Disease-treatment ontology [39]. The proposed ontology attempted to include five classes such as: Disease,
Treatment, Condition, Effect and Evidence. Further, these classes have defined subclasses with different
relationships.

Cardiovascular ontology

Heart Failure (HF) ontology: This paper has proposed Heart Failure (HF) ontology [40] and divided heart
ontology into five main super classes which are: HF Concept, Patient characterises, Testing, Treatment and
Patient [40]. Each parent class has further connected with sub classes except patient class has no sub class
defined. In HF concept ontology included heart failure abnormal issues, medical synonyms and other types
etc. The patient characteristic includes possible signs, diagnoses and symptoms etc. Tests included physical
tests of the body while Treatment included medications, devices or other recommendation related to the HF.

Heart patient ontology: The Synthetic measurement system has proposed and comprised main sources to
remotely monitor the heart patient with decision support system such as clinical DSS (HIMS) data, ontology,
Sensors, Patient EHR analysis, existing literature, guideline etc [41]. These sources of information are
connected with patient mobile and clinician mobile to get data from patient wearable sensors.

Chest pain ontology: The proposed chest pain ontology framework is based on the dynamic questionnaires.
This framework contains four components with two GUIs (one GUI is for patient and other for doctors to
recommend further steps against chest pain) which are adaptive questionnaire, patient and family medical
history, risk assessment and clinical decision support system [42]. These components have connected with
various chest pain classifications guidelines units such as NICE, ACC (American College of Cardiology) and
SIGN (Scottish Intercollegiate Guideline Network) to evaluate chest pain disorder patients.

Respiratory Disease ontology: The respiratory system ontology [43] has developed with the following
classes and subclasses. The parent root node class is Respiratory diseases with connected sub classes:
pneumoconiosis and other lung diseases due to external agents, Acute Respiratory infection, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease and allied conditions etc are the sub classes of the parent node class and further
these sub classes have connected with other sub classes to return query results.
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Gynecological ontology: The proposed ontology architecture has ontology-Based Psychiatric Disorder
Detection System and focused on the stress because stress is one of the leading disorder approach towards life
threatening issues such as heart attack and cancer [44]. So proposed ontology has divided into two types:
ontology task and ontology domain, in which ontology task will be mapped on ontology domain to satisfy the
required results. Further, this architecture contains GUI, inference mechanism, ontology domain, ontology
task, decision tree algorithm and Maridian with DSM (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders)
[44].

Mass Casualties Incidents based Medical ontology: Mass Casualties Incidents (MCI) can occur anywhere.
There are many systems exist to help the victim people, however all these systems are operated manually with
human support. Lots of human resources and Technology are needed to help the victim people at the incident
locations. So the current situation demands to replace the existing systems with automatic systems. For this
purpose, operation support ontologies and Health-oriented ontologies are defined in the MCI as shown in Fig
1. The operation support ontologies focus to provide communi- cation infra structure as explained in section 4
C1. A relevant underlying example is SpeedUp [48] project which focuses on SpeedUp practice and SpeedUp
Technology. In the Health oriented ontologies, START System [45] has introduced to provide treatment
facilities to the victim people of mass casualties incident locations but this START system is operated
manually with support of medical staff and other helping staff  members. However, existing infra structure
needs more work to build up a perfect system for victim people at the mass causalities incident locations.

In existing survey of medical ontologies, This paper suggests some partial steps to make an MCI ontology as
follows.
� Rule 1. The papers [13,15,16,17] have defined some rules for generic medical ontologies. These rules can
help to design a specific medical ontology for a specific disease.
� Rule 2. The specific medical ontologies have discussed with given specific disease ontologies in this paper.
� Rule 3. If rule 1 apply on the rule 2 with deep study and refinement aspects, can achieve a problem narrow
solution.
� Rule 4. Write an algorithm for rule 3 and implement in sensor devices. These sensor devices must deploy
on the human body to monitor continuously for any specific disorder issue. Moreover, these sensors connect
with smartphones to inform medical sta

for urgency
case and provide a particular treatment to the victim.
These rules can make an efficient and alert system for 24/7/365 times to monitor and protect humanity for any
loss and damage.

4. Survey of the Existing Health Ontologies: From treatment aspects, ontology based medical domain
construction and implementation for victim people of various injuries as well as for patients in different
disorders is one of the automatic leader technology to recognize the injuries levels and the patient disorders
during Mass Casualties Incidents (MCI).
This paper covers the maximum available existing related work to the generic medical ontologies, specific
medical ontologies and MCI ontologies in subsections.

A. Generic Medical Ontologies
CHD (Coronary Heart Disease) Medical ontology has created from existing the Chinese Traditional Medical
and Western Medical structure [10] databases. Due to complex and scattered heterogeneous resources of
medical ontologies, Generic Human Disease ontology [13] has developed with the following four basic
properties and also shown in Fig 2 [13].

� Disease type
� Disease symptoms
� Relevant causes to the disease
� Number of available treatment for disorder
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Fig. 2. Generic Human Disease ontology and its four main subontologies: Types, phenotype, causes and
treatment [13]

This paper [14] focuses on agents and ontologies how to differentiate between generic and specific human
disease ontologies because biomedical information resources are distributed all over the global village. Due to
these rapid increases in the information resources on internet, it has created complicated problems when
browsing and searching specific items. Some important instructions presented in [15] when searching specific
items as follows:
� First of all, search, understand, and construct the relevant queries are required regarding the availability of
information resources.
� To retrieve the appropriate data from various information resources and merge those information with
different information resources when same word has more than one definitions.

The availability of more than one information resources on the same topic can create complexity when data
about a particular search is available but cannot compatible with each other due to the way information is
structured and organized in databases. Due to this complexity, cannot automatically compare and analyse
them such as Gene [14] shown below with more than one definitions.

Gene= A part of DNA sequence
Gene= is a composed of A, C, G and T nucleotides
Gene=Codes for a protein
Gene= is situated on a chromosome

These kind of issues can be resolved with the help of ontology agents. In a first case, when same keyword is
available (e.g. Gene) with different definitions in databases, agents can resolve this conflict of various
definitions in databases with certain rules. While in second case, different databases (ontologies) have
different agents with divverent definitions of the same word. So these types ontologies can then be merged
into a large ontology for agents to remove conflicts.
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The Healthcare Context Information model has developed and is based on medical ontology in order to
provide services in ubiquitous environments [16]. This development is performed due to less scalability and
device dependability issues in existing conventional U-healthcare services system. The authors have also
focused on the communication and sensing technologies which is a kind of lack and less communication with
injured persons.

The table I [16] shows objectives how to combine various services (e.g. patient data, medical data, location
data etc) to make the healthcare context information system efficient. These services are related to the human
body to measure the health status of individual patient by using laptops, PCs and smartphones connect to
health services system.

Types of Data and Services Attributes and Symptoms
Individual data Name, age, ex, injection history,

disease, disease history, family
disease history, grade, job, income, lifestyle, smoke,
drink

Medicine Data Disease Data Hypertension, diabetes, obesity,
hyperlipidemia, caner
Symptom data Physical symptoms, emotional
symptoms, behavioral symptoms
Examination data Hemoglobin gure, albumin
gure, AST,ALT, uric acid gure, calcium gure etc
Health data Blood pressure, heart pulse,
electrocardiogram, breathing rate, body temperature,
blood sugar, weight, height, physical activity, body
mass index

Service data Bio data analysis, bio data management, exercise
coach services, nutrient management services

Location data Indoor Outdoor
Device data PC, IPTV, smart phone, bio signal detector
Activity data Stay, walk, run
Environment data Indoor temperature, outdoor temperature, indoor

humidity intensity of illumination, fine dust, yellow
dust, UV index, wind speed, amount of precipitation,
weather, season, time, date

Table1: Context Information Classification Data [16]

The heart failure ontology [17] has developed to monitor the patients from their homes. Further, efficient
knowledge representation of ontology requires some actionable parameters to calculate and trigger the
specific ontology on a specific failure of patient disorders. The past history of patient disorders can be
obtained with the help of biometric devices.

Knowledge representation of any domain needs some reasoning concepts with support of Decision Support
System (DSS). This DSS approaches towards Artificial Intelligence (AI) system to use in real system
applications to achieve objectives. The proposed system modules are shown in table II.

Modules Description
DSS Interface Event Occurred facilitated through DSS Interface
DSS Control Unit Start the intiations activities
Factual Knowledge Selection of relevant information from DB
DataBase Storage Container
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Ontology Selected information converts into ontology language
Rules Applies ontology rules
Reasoner Conditions applied and back to ontology
Ontology interpreter Ontology get responses from reasoner and give to

interpreter module
Response At the end, response give to the user through DSS

interface
Table II. Ontology Modules [17]

The proposed architecture in [18] has used for general disease advised and provided services of knowledge
centric decision support. The proposed model comprises of three main phases, (1) connected with different
sources via internet to collect relevant information from heterogeneous environments, (2) Domain
modelization from the sources and (3) Meta conceptualization System and operationalization exploitation.
Domain modelization phase combines different knowledge domains from different sources (Domain
Knowledge base). Knowledge acquisition processes may vary from the availability of standardized sources to
build an efficient medical ontology. Meta conceptualization phase provides high level abstraction and designs
the relationship between local and global knowledge sources. The current and future decades demands for
specific medical disorders domain ontologies to treat patient on time.

A cause of death all over the world is due to chronic diseases for long term with inadequate medical treatment
on time [19]. A model is proposed to efficiently control the chronic diseases with less medical costs, called
ontology based Electronic Medical Record (EMR) [20]. Ontology based EMR system has captured some of
the clinical vocabulary messages from HL7 RIM and also provided a less chance of errors in entry of data,
availability of patient details by simultaneously multiple accesses and supports decision reasoning systems are
the intentions of this proposed work.

The available chronic disease management models have used for Chronic Disease Management (CDM) and
Computer based Patient Record (CPR) ontology [20]. Both models are compared with a newly proposed
model and inherited some of the best features. The development cause of EMR model has due to the CDM
and CPR ontologies. At the resultant, EMR ontology has mapped with HL7 RIM to insure that all the clinical
information have captured.
The implementation of the BioSTROM [21] system has performed with the help of agents. Agents are the
sources which collect and communicate with heterogeneous knowledge sources. Agents are based on three
layer architecture of the JADE agents. Some basic steps involves in the construction of the BioSTROM
system are the following.
i. Create domain ontologies
ii. Create domain methods
iii. Create configuration knowledge bases
iv. Generate JADE interfaces from the model
v. Deploy and execute

Mutual learning processes and construction of ontologies for biomedical fields are the convenient way of
presentation of knowledge domains with the distributed geographically expert teams. The Clinical Practice
Guideline of Diabetic Retinopathy (GLDR) [22] system has developed with guidelines of the collaborative
work flows of medical experts and accessed them from distributed geographical locations.
During designing of these types of medical ontology, it requires a dedicated community to help in the
identification of problems and to convert them in semi-automatic ways.

B. Specific Medical Ontologies :This section tries to cover maximum number of specific disorders medical
ontologies. These medical ontologies gives description of disorders how to analyse, what are the symptoms of
disorders, treatment and post treatment precautions. We attempted to explain one by one in the following
ways.
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 Haghighi-Koeda (HK) mood disorder [23] medical ontology has developed for mood disorder
patients. This ontology is the combination of medical and psychological ontologies patterns which
exchanges information between psychiatrists and psychologists to promote appropriate treatment.
This system has enabled on web for easy access to treat patient on time and has compared with
DecisionbaseTM to evaluate the results of the patients.

 Human Malaria Control Ontology (HMCO) [24] prototype has developed with the help of protégé
tool and enabled on the web based access. This HMCO ontology contains 7 main parameters to get
symptoms of the malaria patients to know the status of the health whether the person is under malaria
attack or not. Due to these, 7 partial parameters have defined to design the malaria ontology which
are: (1) Malaria vectors (2) Malaria types, (3) Malaria parasites, (4) Malaria Symptoms, (5) Malaria
treatment (prevention, therapy), (6) Epidemiology data on malaria, and (7) Malaria Control [25].
Vector, Treatment, Vector Regions, Types, Parasites, Epidemiology Info, symptoms partition, Year
Data, and Control [25] are the main indirect parent classes of the Human Malaria which further
connect with 7 partial parameters of the human malaria.

 Mental health illness causes are still unknown and depression will be the leading disorder by year of
2020 due to unavailability of su cient medical treatment ontologies. The Mental Health Ontology
[26] has proposed and comprised of three main parent classes which are disorder types, factor and
treatment. Each parent class has separately explained with sub classes functionalities. This kind of
mental health ontology can help to physicians, patients, researchers to efficiently to treat disorder
patients on time with strengthen knowledge sources.

 Hemiparesis is the common disability issue occurred after stroke. In this disorder, mostly occurs on
one side of body and sometimes leg, arm etc are damaged. Lots of researches have done to recover
patient from this kind of disorder situation and most of the surveys show generic issues to stroke. So
one of the well known and a specific medical ontology is formally defined known as NeuMORE [27]
and it contains four phases for construction of medical ontology as follows.
Phase 1: Domain-Specific Ontology
Phase 2: Annotation of Existing Data Sources
Phase 3: RDF Database in Semantic Translation
Phase 4: Complex Query/Search in a Unified Style

 OSMMI (Ontologie du Systeme Musculo-squelettique des Membres Inferieurs) [28] has
developed for the problem of lower limbs of the human body. This ontology has tried to achieve
goals of four problems related to the lower limbs such as:
1. Collect and formalize all the related materials to the problems.
2. Construct Expert System to properly diagnose the related problems.
3. On the basis of existing help, create a model for limbs problems and on the basis of this new

model, learn more from problems
4. From these steps, construct web based enabled system.

 CHRONIOUS [29] system has introduced to monitor the Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
(COPD) and Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) with support of Wearable Sensing Infrastructure
(WSI). This WSI is a T-Shirt included all kinds of available sensors motes to analyse chronic
diseases. These available sensors contain intelligence of medical ontologies which periodically
informs doctors about the progress report of the patients.

 This paper [30] presents a framework for a family caregivers and memory loss with the support of
social communities and a dedicated professional team who may accept or reject the views of the
social personnel. So this framework is known as Aloa-aidants.fr [30] with support of social semiotic
ontology and Aloa OIR (Open Information Retrieval) System based semiotic ontology. This semiotic
ontology based system contains three views to analyse the queries of the social communities and
makes the Aloa OIR system. First view is to manage and model the data in some systemic way
controlled by Admin. Second, share those information managed by the Admin and giving some
index to place in proper location and third point is to support bookmark functionality to the
community.

 Neurological Disease (ND) ontology and NeuroPsychological Testing Ontology (NPT) [31] are
considered as medical ontologies for Nervous system of the human body. The primary concern of
ND ontology is on Alzheimer disease which has memory loss related disease often occurs in 40 and
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50 year ages. Other related diseases in ND ontology such as dementia, multiple sclerosis, stroke and
cerebrovascular disease. NPT is used for integration of various testing results for the good clinical
practices. This NPT has classes and each class has subclasses. Each class or subclass of NPT
ontology is further connected with ND ontology classes. Both ND and NPT ontologies are developed
with support of OBO Foundary [32] and with some other external ontologies. ND ontology contains
400 classes, 250 textual definitions and more than 150 classes have logical definitions while in NPT
ontology contains 250 specific classes.

 This paper presents Clinical based Decision Support System (CDSS) for Breast Cancer (BS) follow
up with clinical practice guideline (CPG) [33]. The Breast Cancer (BC) ontology model has designed
with eight classes (Patient Type, Physician Type, Illness, Menstrual Status, Recommendation,
Symptom, Diagnostic Tests, Treatment, Age, Risk Factor, Weight Status and Patient Wish) with
other supportive disjoined classes (Recommendation and Diagnostic Tests, and Recommendation
and Treatment.) for treatment aspects and also presented in protégé tool. This breast cancer ontology
model is based on rules to detect the BC disease.

 The MATCH CC (Colon Cancer) [34] ontology architecture system has developed and also enabled
on web. In this project, the authors of OWL ontology will create the ontology of CC from existing
ontologies to know the current state of the patient. The MATCH architecture occurs in two parts. In
the first part, CC ontology has created with support of the patient profile is known as discovery
phase through an ontology editor and also alongwith professionals while in second part, all the
discovered information are mapped in relation database schemas.

 The ACGT MO (Advanced Clinico-Genomic Trials Medical Ontology) [35] is a medical ontology to
support cancer patient treatment on time. For this purpose, they have combined clinical and
molecular data with the help of Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) [36] steps to design cancer ontology
from existing available ontologies such as the National Cancer Institute Thesaurus (NCIT), Gene
Ontology (GO) and Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA). These four steps of BFO are: Realism,
Perspectivalism, Fallibilism and Adequatism. The Ontology-based Trial Management System
(ObTiMA) has used to make sure that patient cancer treatment results are correct or not.

 Existing datasets ontologies has used to develop a new algorithm for breast cancer patients without
human interactions. For this purpose, the Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset (WBC) [37] has used as a
case study to create a new ontology engine which contains two phases. In phase 1, this algorithm will
match the searched knowledge and will prepare the rules whether searched knowledge is available in
the datasets or not. If this knowledge is not available in datasets, then it will be added to use in
future. Phase 2 contains ontology development algorithm engine rules and these rules define
concepts. This concept describes a specific domain with assumption and domain properties. In this
algorithm, it contains 25 programming rules such as IF THEN ELSE, FOR, DEFINE, MAPPING,
END, VARIOUS MATCHING RULES, EQUAL, NOT EQUAL etc. This algorithm has used for
Benign and Malignant cancer concepts with attribute values from 1 to 10 which de ne ranges from
normal to abnormal situations of cancer patient.

 Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) [38] ontology classifier has used with two open source frameworks
jCOLIBRI and myCBR to find whether the patient involves in the Benign cancer or in Malignant.
The jCOLIBRI is available in two versions. The version 1 is related to the designer and version 2 is
related to the developer. However, version 1 is selected to create CBR due to its easy use of GUI.
The jCOLIBRI is based on some reasoning structure cases while myCBR is based on classes and
properties and easily implemented on protégé tool. The myCBR is a best tool for developing of a
new CBR based application for breast cancer classifier.

 This is the initial work and Top level (classes & subclasses) ontology has designed in this proposed
ontology is known as disease-treatment ontology [39] after studying 50 articles related to the colon
cancer therapy. The proposed ontology has used five classes to design CC therapy ontology such as:
Disease, Treatment, Condition, Effect and Evidence. Further, these classes are explained subclasses
with different relationship shown with supportive tool of template format.

 Computer based human diagnoses and treatment techniques require a dedicated team work such as
medical administrators, medical domain experts, informatics domain experts and medical research
teams. Due to these, the authors of Heart Failure (HF) ontology [40] has divided heart ontology into
five main super classes which are HF Concept, Patient characterises, Testing, Treatment and Patient
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[40]. Each parent class is further connected with sub classes except patient class has no sub class
defined. In HF concept ontology includes heart failure abnormal issues, medical synonyms and other
types etc. The patient characteristic includes possible signs, diagnoses and symptoms etc. Tests
include physical tests of the body while Treatment includes medications, devices or other
recommendation related to the HF.

 This paper combines existing format structures of the patient data which can help in analysis,
diagnoses and treatment steps as known is synthetic measurement [41]. This system contains patient
or clinical DSS (HIMS), ontology, Sensors, Patient EHR analysis, existing literature, guideline etc
are the main sources to remotely monitor the heart patient [41]. These sources of information are
connected with patient mobile device and clinician mobile device to get data from patient wearable
sensors.

 The authors have proposed ontology framework for chest pain assessment with the help of dynamic
questionnaires. This framework contains four components with two GUIs (one GUI is for patient and
other for doctors to recommend further steps against chest pain) which are adaptive questionnaire,
patient and family medical history, risk assessment and clinical decision support system [42]. These
components have connected with various chest pain classifications guidelines units to evaluate chest
pain patients. So these units are: NICE, ACC (American College of Cardiology) and SIGN (Scottish
Intercollegiate Guideline Network) [42].

 This work presents respiratory disease related issues how these kinds of information can gather from
scattered environment. For this purpose, authors have discussed architecture of semantic health
information query [43] with various reasoning rules along with ontology concepts. So respiratory
system ontology has been developed with the following classes and subclasses. The parent root node
class is Respiratory diseases with connected sub classes: pneumoconiosis and other lung diseases due
to external agents, Acute Respiratory infection, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and allied
conditions etc are the sub classes of the parent node class and further these sub classe are connected
with other sub classes to return query results.

 Stress is one of the leading disorder problem approach towards life threatening issues such as heart
attack and cancer [44]. Due to these reasons, this paper presents ontology-Based Psychiatric Disorder
Detection System which is based on a decision tree algorithm with support of meridian method [44].
In this proposed architecture, ontology has divided into two types: ontology task and ontology
domain, in which ontology task has mapped on ontology domain to satisfy the required results.
Further, this architecture contains GUI, inference mechanism, ontology domain, ontology task,
decision tree algorithm and Maridian with DSM (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders) [44].

C. Mass Casualties Incidents (MCI) Ontologies: Life is the precious diamond to keep save from disasters
such as Earthquakes, Plane crash, Flood, Explosion, Wildfire, underground construction, Car incidents, Cave
or building collapses, etc [45]. A lot of researches have been done and still are on going to introduce new
mechanisms to save the humanity from disasters. Mass Casualty Incidents (MCI) is of them to save injured
people lives from incidents. Today's, MCI based ontologies are trying to develop and calculate automatically
number of injured people and also recognize their injury classes. Therefore, MCI needs various ontologies for
right decisions on time. Due this, various kinds of MCI design can be available for health and safety as shown
below.

 MCI General
 MCI Health
 MCI Operation based
 MCI Hybrid

MCI Rescue, MCI Telecommunication are branches of MCI operation based. So, we consider mainly two
MCI's, MCI Operation support ontologies and MCI Health-oriented ontologies because these two MCI's cover
all types of MCI ontologies as explained in subsections respectively.
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C.1 MCI Operation support ontologies: After 9/11 incidents in the United States, all the existing security
protocols have strengthen and new security protocols have developed to handle the worst case situations [46].
Therefore, MCI is one of them newly proposed security protocol to measure and handle all kinds of situation
during MCI. For this purpose, the newly manual system is introduced with three steps to help injured people
which are Triage, Treatment and Transportation system [45][46][47][50] assigns responsibilities to each
helping group during MCI.

Triage is used first arrival of emergency and medical sta in incident location and each victim person is given
one minute to check health status and assign particular color tag according to injury level. In North America,
START system (Simple Triage and Rapid Treatment) [45] has introduced and considered the easiest way to
find victim people with three necessary parameters such as breathing, circulation and consciousness [45].
Regarding these three parameters, There are four color tags used to represent treatment level of victim persons
as explained below.
Green color tag person is not a seriously injured and can get out from incident place to go hospital.
Yellow color tag person is a injured and cannot get out from incident place by its own walking.
Red color tag person is a very serious injured, cannot walk and life is in threatening situation person who
needs special care of all the colors.
Black color tag person is a deceased person.

The purpose of these color tags have used due to limited number of medical and emergency staff and also
limited time to save lives of victim people at incident locations.

Treatment is the second step after sorting out color tags to each injured person. The treatment locations will
be made on walking distance from incident location and must assign colors to each room / units to represent
patients care units. Green color and Yellow color tags patients can treat in nearby treatment units while red
color tag patients must be transported on need to the hospitals and same is followed by yellow color tagged
patients and Green tagged patients if they really need hospital. There must be separate location for deceased
persons near to incident location not to interrupt flow of work for patients.

Transport is the final step after successful completion of a Triage and Treatment steps. In this transportation
step, Priority for transportation will be given to the serious injured persons with color tags red, yellow and
green respectively. Personal cars, Fire fighter trucks, police cars and helicopters etc can be used for priority
based to move injured and ill people to the hospitals.
Allocation of medical staff, availability of routes for ambulances during mass casualties, allocation of
hospitals for specific injured people etc, all these have done manually with cooperation of emergency staff.
Due to this manual cooperation, it requires more time which cannot be tailored in real time critical situations.

All exercises have been done in manual system which comprises of Triage, Treatment and Transportation
steps and also suggested automation in this existing system as shown in Fig 3 [45]. All types of resources
allocation to victim people are performed by emergency and medical staff. Due to limited time and limited
number of staff available during mass casualties to check the status of victim people requires a efficient
solution to calculate number of available resources, allocation of hospitals to injured people are the
challenging issues. For this purpose, A Spatial Decision-Support System (SDSS) has developed as shown in
Fig 4 [45]. This Spatial Decision-Support System (SDSS) is a web based application and also enables the
system to use anywhere with support of internet connection to update the incident locations. The SDSS
system provides information of hospitals, available treatment units in hospitals, number of available beds and
estimated driving distance from incident locations to surrounding hospitals with the support of centralized
database.
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Fig. 3. An illustration shows where the suggested SDSS will fit within the pre-hospitalstage of mass
casualty [45]

This Fig 4 [45] shows two MCI's, MCI 1 and MCI 2 have occurred at the same time. Both MCI 1 and MCI 2
locations are updated through SDSS web based system on centralized database. This centralized database
system calculates the paths of hospital 1 and hospital 2 from incident locations and propagates the updated
information to each MCI.

Fig. 4. An illustration shows the data flow among MCI locations and hospitals [45]

Assigning color tags, recognition of the injured people class, provide treatment at incident location, provide
transportation with exact availability of treatment in hospitals etc issues faced during mass casualties
incidents locations have discussed in a SDSS system. The Same issues are also raised by currently on going
project SpeedUp [48]. This Speedup project focuses on two important issues that are SpeedUp Practice and
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SpeedUp Technology. The focal point of SpeedUp Practice is to design interactive communication model for
emergency staff to give a complete structure of the mass casualty incident locations while SpeedUp
Technology provides IT based solutions for emergency staff to sense the availability of the human beings in
incident locations to save their lives through sensors. This kind of sensors need medical ontologies to sense
the victim people and assign treatment priority to them is the motive of this SpeedUp project.

C.2 MCI Health-oriented ontologies: Mass Casualties Incidents (MCI) can occur anywhere. A lot of
potentials are required to prepare tools for automatic assigning of resources (Hospitals, ambulances,
emergency staff, pre calculated routes to the hospital from incident locations etc.) to victim people of the
incident locations. Some of the MCIs service providers are providing both Technology and Health resources
at incident locations [46][47][49][50], however, the leading underprocess and underconcerned provider of
services is a SpeedUp project [48]. A Health oriented MCI is provided by MCI Building Community [49] and
its aims to promote health and safety with cooperation of the following bodies as shown below [49].

 Pharmaceutical Companies
 Medical Device Companies
 Life Sciences Companies
 Medical Professional Societies
 International Federations
 Regulatory Bodies

More than 300 definitions of medical ontologies are covered for emergency and medical staff, victim people
and vehicles etc [48] based on observations. All these information contains more than 300 concepts, 50
relations and 70 individuals implemented in protégé tool.

5. Critical Review and Future Research Directions. In the section 4 “Survey of the Existing Health
Ontologies”, we have studied all the existing ontologies methods related to the medical disorder analysis,
diagnoses, treatment and post treatment steps. In this critical review section, we will critically analyse all the
existing methods of medical ontologies and will divide into generic medical ontologies, specific medical
ontologies and MCI based medical ontologies. Generic medical ontologies show how to plan and design the
rules to make an efficient medical ontologies for disorder patients. All the existing work are supportive terms
used for designing of medical knowledge ontologies.
All the available rules and methods in generic medical ontologies have provided repetitive structure. All these
rules must study with support of domain experts and build a unique and standardized generic medical
ontology which except everywhere.

Specific medical ontologies designing steps have inherited from the generic medical ontologies because all
the generic medical ontologies have shown steps and techniques how to design and get data from patient body
to know the disorder level. Specific medical ontologies designing have tested with various softwares and
multiple specific medical ontologies rules are available for the same disorder of victim people such as Breast
Cancer has presented in [33] and [37].
There should be standardized organization to check the developed specific medical ontology for which it has
been designed. After successful outcome, that ontology should be implemented on all medical institutions.

MCI provides two MCIs; operation support ontologies and MCI Health-Oriented ontologies. The operation
support ontologies are based on the communication infrastructure. While MCI Health-Oriented ontologies are
based to design a real time system. This ontology must provide the following services as shown below. .
Recognise the victim people

 Make classes for each injury and assign those injured people to a particular class
 Find the nearest hospital to provide the required treatment for injured people etc are the challenging

tasks.
In current situation, there is no implemented system available to provide services to victim people of mass
casualties incidents locations. The current and future decades demand to develop an automation approach in
the technology to monitor the victim people of the MCI locations and provide treatment services where the
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victim people need it. However, this automation approach can build with support of health oriented ontologies
and operation support ontologies.

6. Conclusion: In this paper, we have analyzed the existing literature reviews in the capacity of three main
medical ontologies to help the patients on time everywhere with enabled web access. So these medical
ontologies are: generic medical ontologies, specific medical ontologies and MCI based ontologies.
The generic medical ontologies show generic knowledge to help us in analysis, design and implementation of
the general medical ontologies. The specific medical ontologies is the extended version of the generic medical
ontologies to help in designing of a specific disorder medical ontology because all the analysis results are
taken from generic medical ontology. Mass Casualties Incidents (MCIs) can be happened everywhere, to
collect the data of victim people at the incident location, make the classes for each type of injured people and
assign the injured people to the particular class and provides medical staff, ambulances, shortest routines to
the hospitals, number of available beds, operation theatres etc are the leading issues faced during MCIs.
Generic and Specific medical ontologies give directions how to design and implement patient disorder
ontologies but the issue is how to calculate and arrange these resources during MCI victim people is the
challenging task.
The current decade demands to provide health facilities with support of IT infra structure.
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ABSTRACT. This paper explores Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan’s (aka Bacha
Khan) educational philosophy and charts his contributions underpinning
educational services for educating the disadvantaged Pakhtuns of the North-
West Frontier Province (NWFP) now Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. In tracing his
socio-educational and historical journey, the paper documents that Bacha
Khan wanted modern education for the Pakhtuns, so they could compete with
other nations of the world. The paper argues that Bacha Khan’s educational
philosophy was in consonance with the Islamic philosophy of life, inculcating
peace and tolerance amongst the masses for eradicating detrimental customs
and traditions practiced through generations. Through education, Bacha
Khan wanted to channel bigotry, hatred and revengefulness for bringing
peace and harmony in the Pakhtun community and he worked tirelessly to
support women, their right to education and inheritance. The paper explicates
Bacha Khan’s continued emphasis on technical and vocational education so
that the Pakhtuns get and settle in appropriate jobs and thereby serve the
society. The paper discusses reformation of Pakhtun society as a great
challenge that persists even after sixty-six years of independence. The paper
concludes that Bacha Khan’s Movement was for the welfare and reformation
of society that yielded success, which unfortunately could not continue after
independence.
Keywords: Bacha Khan; educational philosophy; educational services;
Pakhtun; Azad schools; peace; tolerance

1. Introduction. The likes of Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan (aka Bacha Khan) (1880-1988) are born once in
centuries. He was a great political leader, thinker, educationist, philosopher, social reformer and a pragmatic
Muslim evolutionary leader, the 20th century ever produced. The 20th century produced two other prominent
political leaders: Mahatma Gandhi and Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah. Bacha Khan was different from
the other two contemporaries; a well prepared platform and stage of education, politics, nationalism, and
recognition was not available to him like the other two high profile politicians.
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According to Huma [1] (citing Majhoor), Bacha Khan was a leader of the Pakhtun nation, born in centuries. He
argues that other Pakhtun leaders worked for the freedom and collective recognition of the Pakhtun nation.
However, Bacha Khan not only worked for the freedom and recognition of the nation but he wanted reforms and
development in education, social, ethical, economic and political spheres of the Pakhtun nation. He was not a
politician but a leader, which reaffirms Nelson Mandela’s famous quotation: A politician thinks for election but
a leader strives for the nation.Marwat is of the opinion that Bacha Khan was a pragmatic leader [2]. He faced the
challenge of uniting a disgruntled Pakhtun society that had a history of disunity, disharmony and animosity
between them. The same outlook of Pakhtun nature and the role of Bacha Khan have been well portrayed by
Taizi in these words [3]:

“Those leaders are seldom born who raise their society from the ignominious depths of ignorance and obscurity
to the heights of enlightenment and glory. Abdul Ghaffar Khan was one of those rare breed of leaders.” Bacha
Khan was making efforts for bringing reforms and getting his people educated, having a checkered record of
intolerance, enmity, revenge, discord and disharmony. In explicating Bacha Khan’s personality and his political
stature, Bright elucidates the following [4]:

“Ghaffar Khan is in complete accord with the principle of non-violence. But he has not borrowed his outlook
from Mahatma Gandhi. He has reached it. And reached it independently. Independently like a struggler after
truth. No doubt, his deep study of Koran has influenced his doctrine of love.”Similarly, Easwaran [5], Ghandi
[6] and Shah [7] place Bacha Khan in a more sublime category of global recognition. In a similar vein, Zeb [8]
while portraying the context and ethos of Pakhtun community, draws parallels with Bacha Khan and other
prominent political contemporaries:

“In many aspects, Khan stands tall in the line of the finest leaders of the world, such as Mahatma Gandhi,
Mustafa Kamal Atatürk, Martin Luther King and Nelson Mandela. Bacha Khan’s exclusivity was eminent due
to the fact that he was born and raised in the mountainous region of Pashtun land, which is primarily agrarian,
and encountered both family and tribal feuds. Bacha Khan was saddened to see such difficulties and
hardships.”Given the above introductory discussion about Bacha Khan, it is pertinent to trace his family
background, upbringing and education.

2. Family Background and Education of Bacha Khan. In tracing his family and historical roots, Taizi [3]
writes about Abdul Ghaffar Khan that he:

“…was born into an aristocratic family of Utmanzai, Hashtnagar, in 1890, according to school records. He grew
tall and handsome, inspiring the hopes and ambitions of his family to become a feudal lord and uphold the
family’s leading position in the area. He was the second and last son of Bahram Khan who was known as
Mashar Khan (the Great Khan or the Khan of Khans) Bahram's first son was Dr. Khan Sahib.”

Bacha Khan’s genealogical table is given below:

Figure 1. Genealogy of Bacha Khan [9]

BARAK SHAH
(Grandfather of Mohammadzai)

UTMAN
(Grandfather of Utmanzai’s)

RAJJAR
(Grandfather of Rajjar)

Sharif Khan Taimus Khan Fareed Khan

Hawas Khan

Shamu Khan
(Founder of Shamuzai)

Suleman Khan

Ubaidullah Khan

Zain Khan

Saifullah Khan Jan Khan

Samand Khan Shah Pasand Khan Bahram Khan

Shama Bibi

Abdul Ghaffar Khan

Abdul Jabbar Khan

Quresha Bibi
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Bacha Khan was the fourth child of Behram Khan. After high secondary education on the motivation of Barani
Kaka (his family servant), he joined the British army. However, when he saw the rudeness and cruel treatment
of the British officials he resigned and started farming on his land. In the agriculture sector, again he was much
depressed because of the relationship between landowner and tenants. The landowner exploitation moved him to
start reforms and education. Bacha Khan was not a politician originally but a social reformer, educationist, and a
non-violent Muslim leader.

3. Change in the life of Bacha Khan. After receiving religious education in the nearby Mosque to his home
(called Swar Jumat in local language), he was sent to Mission school in Peshawar for formal education.
According to Shah [7], Ghaffar Khan was sent to the local Mosque to get religious education. The Pakhtun are
staunchly religious and revere their religion, which is why most of the Pakhtuns send their children to mosques.
Having finished Quranic lessons at the village mosque, Abdul Ghaffar Khan was enrolled in the Municipal
Board High School at Peshawar. After his early education at this school, he was admitted to Edwards Memorial
Mission High School Peshawar. Thereafter, Bacha Khan went to Qadian, attracted by the fame of one Hakim
Noor-ud-Din of Qadian [10].

In tracing Bacha Khan’s educational trajectory further, Shah [7] explains that Bacha Khan went to Aligarh after
his brief stay at Qadian, where he was not satisfied. Having spent some time at Aligarh, Bacha Khan received
his father’s letter wanting him to come home. His father wished that Bacha Khan went to England for higher
studies, as his elder brother Khan Sahib was already there for higher medical education since February 1909.
Although arrangements had been in place, Bacha Khan’s mother was unwilling to let her son go to England.
Since her elder son was already abroad, she thought that she would lose another son, as those who go abroad
never come back. Bacha Khan then decided to serve his people of the Frontier Province. The Pakhtun were not
only backward educationally, remained engaged in factional fights and other evils prevailing in the society.
Bacha Khan was of the view that the Pakhtun society must be reformed through education and developed by
mobilizing organizationally.

Bacha Khan in his autobiography, explained the turn of his life, that how a missionary teacher in mission high
school changed his whole life.

“I had taken my education in a mission school and many of my companions had studied in the Islamic school at
Peshawar. My education had created in me the spirit of dedication to serve my community and country, but my
companions had no such indication. The credit for this goes to my teacher who influenced me and had created in
me the spirit of service to the creatures of God. He wasnot a Muslim but a British [Christian], the Rev. Mr. E.F.E.
Wigram.  I said to myself “We Pukhtoon have no sympathy for our poor brother who needs our help and they
who came from foreign land and belong to an alien nation and faith, how much sympathy they have for
humanity.”

This was the turning point in his life that Bacha Khan’s life trajectory in serving the creatures of God Almighty
and particularly the Pukhtoon who were heading towards disaster and chaos [11]. Ahmed explains that once I
asked Bacha Khan that, when did it come to his mind that service to his nation is supreme to all. Bacha Khan
replied that it was during mission high school, in Peshawar during study [12]. The two brothers, one the
Headmaster Mr. E.F.E. Wigram, serving the nation without taking the salary, greatly influenced and inclined
him to serve the nation.

4. Bacha Khan: As an Educationist. Bacha Khan had a multi-dimensional personality and vision. His
contributions can be divided amongst these categories.

1. Educational services

2. Literary services

3. Political struggle for freedom of the subcontinent

4. Struggle for bringing social reforms in the Pashtun society

5. Intellectual approach (Philosophy of life)

In his life, Bacha Khan focused on various faculties – including intellectual, social, physical, moral – for
developing the Pashtun society, so that Pakhtuns are able to compete with other communities of the
Subcontinent. The British Government deprived the Pashtun society of getting educated, by not establishing
educational institutions in their region. On the other hand, educational institutions were regularly established in
Hindu dominated provinces. It was the responsibility of the State to provide education to their citizens; however
it was not like that in the case of Pashtuns.
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4.1 Bacha Khan’s First Educational Movement, 1910. Bacha Khan laid the foundation of two Darul Ulumi
Islamia, one in Utmanzai (Charsadda) and the other in Gaddar (Mardan) with the help and contribution of Haji
Fazli Wahid (Haji Sahib Turangzai), Maulvi Fazli Rahi, Maulana Abdul Aziz, Maulvi Taj Mohammad, Fazli
Mehmood Makhfi and renowned spiritual and religious figure of Dewband Maulana Mehmoodul Hasan in 1910
[7]. Similarly, Khan writes that Bacha Khan and Haji Sahib Turangzai established small Madrassas in other
villages by visiting and convincing masses towards the importance of education for their children [11]. The
Utmanzai based Madrassa was established in front of a small hill located in the entrance of the village from
adjacent village Turangzai, which is about two km far away from Utmanzai, the native town of Haji Fazli
Wahid. There is a Girls High Secondary school, established in that property now.

Shah explains further that as these pioneers were very respectable figures in the masses, children were admitted
in the Madrassas in an adequate proportion [7]. This was the beginning of a new era of inclination towards
education. While these Madrassas were getting enough recognition, the British Government felt a threat to their
authority. They deprived the Pakhtun nation intentionally to get educated, and if they were, it will multiply their
force. Therefore, the British Government ordered to arrest Haji Sahib Turangzai. The intention of the
government was conveyed to Haji Sahib by one of his followers, and Haji Sahib migrated to Lakaro Mohmand
Agency. Afterwards the British Government abolished the educational system and arrested all the teachers of
Madrassas. In 1910, Ghaffar Khan, only twenty years old, and Maulvi Abdul Aziz established a madrasa
(school) in Utmanzai, and began visiting other areas with a view to establishing more madrassas.

4.2 Bacha Khan’s Second Educational Movement, 1919. Khan documents that, Bacha Khan got married in
1913 [13]. Abdul Ghani khan, his elder son was born in 1914 and Abdul Wali Khan in 1917. After the departure
of Haji Sahib Turangzai to Mohamed Agency, the British regime made a surveillance of all his followers. Bacha
Khan, too, was no exception in this regard and he was followed everywhere. The government already targeted
the Mosque, considering it a threat. And now if the Pashtun Hujra, too, comes in front, then Pashtuns will
become out of control for them. Bacha Khan was arrested in 1919 under Rowlet Act. When he was released, he
tried another systematic attempt to eradicate illiteracy, unislamic norms and customs and traditional feudalism
with disharmony. This time Fazli Mehmood Makhfi accompanied him. A Madrassa was formed in Khalomu
(Dir). It received enormous recognition amongst the masses. But unfortunately the Nawab of Dir, with the help
of the Political Agent of the Government, banned both Bacha Khan and Fazli Mehmood Makhfi in Dir. The
Madrassa was abolished. The students and teachers were given serious life threats. This attempt was also
unsuccessful as far as the continuity of the education system is concerned.

4.3 Bacha Khan’s Final and Successful Educational Movement. Akbar writes about the final and successful
education movement and argues that the third attempt was made after conclusive analysis of the previous two
movements [14]. In fact, the findings were that, all three attempts were individual efforts without involving the
masses and other stakeholders. For this purpose, Bacha Khan visited as many as 500 villages and made the
masses convinced to educate their children. After getting enough support, he realized that it was the best time to
launch a systematic, well organized, traditionally strong and a modern approach of formal, technical and
vocational educational movement. Bacha Khan was accompanied this time by great colleagues like Abdul
Akbar Khan Akbar of Umarzai, Khadim Mohammad Akbar of Prang charsadda, Barrister Ahmed Shah of Prang
Charsadda, Mian Abdullah Shah of Qazi Khel Charsadda, Maulana Mohammad Israel of Utmanzai, Mohammad
Abbas khan Utmanzai, Akbar Khan Utmanzai, Mian Abdul Rauf Shah  of Rajjar, Haji Abdul Ghaffar of
Utmanzai, Mian Fazli Akram of Utmanzai, Mian Jaffer Shah KakaKkhel ,Haji Shah Nawaz of Utmanzai,
Ghulam Mohiuuddin of Tangi, Taj Mohammad Khan of Charsadda, and Khan Abad Khan of Utmanzai.

A grand jarga of influential persons was held in the presence of the above named celebrities. After consecutive
nine days of the contemporary discussions, a society was formed called ‘Anjumane Eslahe Afaghena’ – the
society for the reformation of Afghans – in March, 1921. The meeting was held in the Hujra of Mohammad
Abbas Khan of Utmanzai. A three member committee comprising of Abdul Akbar Khan, Khadim Mohammad
Akbar, and Barrister Mian Ahmed Shah, was made to prepare Constitution for the purpose. The Constitution
was prepared in twelve days. The stated objectives were agreed upon, which included, the promotion of unity
amongst Pashtuns, the eradication of social evils, prevention of lavish spending on social customs,
encouragement of Pashto language and literature, and the creation of ‘real love’ for Islam among Pashtuns. The
only agent through which these targets were to be achieved, was recognized as, the education. As stated, one of
the top most priorities of the society was to educate Pashtuns.
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4.4 The Emergence of the First Azad School, 1921. On the 10th of April 1921, nine days after the formation
of the Anjumane Eslahe Afaghina, the first branch of Azad Islamic Madrassa was established at Utmanzai,
followed by many more branches in different areas of Peshawar Valley. According to Akbar, fifty-seven such
schools were opened in three years from 1921 to 1923 [14]. Later on the number of schools increased to 134.

The British and mullah connivance against Azad schools ensued negative propaganda against Azad schools.
One such propaganda example was the spreading rumours about the presence of demons in the big Shesham tree
in the premises of school. As a result of the rumor, students started to believe that there were some supernatural
things happenings in the tree; this made the students fearful. Maulana Mohammad Israel, a religious teacher in
the school with the consultation of other members of the Anjuman, decided to cut the tree. As a result, students
felt secure and started taking interest in their studies. (Interview with Abdul Majid, 1917-2012)

The establishment of Azad School Utmanzai, proved to be a great asset, both as an educational movement and
as an awakening movement [15, 16]. Its annual meetings attracted thousands of people from all walks of life. It
is reported that some 80000 people attended the annual meeting of Azad School in 1927, as compared to the one
in 1921, in which 1200 people took active part [15].

Pashtu, being the medium of instruction in the school, played a pivotal role in the promotion and growth of
literature. Intellectuals, writers, and poets attended all the annual meetings. It was considered a great honor to be
part of the annual meeting. Some high profile personalities like Ghandi Jee and Nehru visited the school, apart
from the local celebrities like Maulana Zafar Ali Khan, Sahibzada Abdul Qayum Khan, Haji Mohammad Amin,
Sir Abdul Rahim, Sardar Villa Bhi Patel, Mohadev Desi, Miss Maneben, and Babu Rajinder Pershad. It was the
beginning of the cultivation of a new educational era amongst Pakhtuns. The poetry competition held after
annual meetings, attracted hundreds of writers and poets to present their poetry, in which poets’ contributions
were recognized through prizes. This period produced significant patriotic poetry. (Interview with Prof. Dr.
Jehanzeb Niaz, former student of Azad School)

Apart from poetry, Pakhtu dramas were staged, in which social justice, patriotism, and promotion of education
were emphasized. Abdul Akbar Khan Akbar’s “Tarboor” “Taleem Jaded Tahzeeb Jadeed” and “Dree
Yateeman”, like plays received enormous appreciation from the masses. The students of Azad schools staged all
these dramas. The dramas became so popular that Sahibzada Abdul Qayum Khan requested the Anjuman to
restage those for him. His request was honoured and he passed the remarks that, alas Islamia College should
have the same talent? [15](Interview with Dost Mohammad Khan, former student of Azad School)

The students of Azad schools also staged a drama ‘Dard’ written by Amir Nawaz Khan Jalya in Prang
Charsadda, on 25th March 1931. It was watched by 10000 people. Some 168 students took part in it and seven
directors, and all students, jointly directed it. It was staged from 9:00 pm to 2:30 am. On the next day, the then
British Assistant Commissioner Charsadda ordered immediate arrest of all students and the writer. Some
students were arrested; however, the writer along with some students escaped. The writer of the drama was
forced to leave the village and he left for Sukker, Sindh Province. [16] (Interview with Mirwais Khan s/o Amir
Nawaz Khan Jalya)

The Anjuman-i-Islahul Afaghina established three committees, the responsibility of one was to generate funds,
the other was assigned the duty of propagation and the third one accepted the function of schools matters. The
big problem that damaged the cause of schools was the lack of funds. Some of the members stopped funding
due to some feudal clashes with the founder members of the Anjuman-i- Islahul Afaghina. The other faction
parted ways, due to alliance of Khudai Khidmatgars with Indian National Congress. The archive records show
that one kilogram wheat was collected from villagers to operate the schools. It was the time when all the
founding members remained behind the bars due to agitational politics in the Subcontinent. (from personal
diaries of Master Karim and interview with his son Aurangzeb)

The Azad School Utmanzai received enormous popularity and students from all over the province were admitted
in the school. A boarding house was established, to which food was regularly arranged and donated by the
widow wife of Saman Khan – the uncle of Bacha Khan. She was also a regular member of the Anjuman and
donated regularly Rs. 500 to the Anjuman. The anti-school masses made many conspiracies against the boarding
house; however, strong management committees tackled all issues successfully. [16] (Interview with Dost
Mohammad Khan)

Most teachers of the Azad schools were former students of Islamia College, or they were the scholars of
Deoband. Amir Mumtaz Khan and Maqsood Jan Khan of Bannu, Master Karim of Utmanzai, Maulana Fazli
Mehmood Makhfi of Bajaur, Ghulam Qadir of Akbar Pura, Shad Mohammad, Hakimullah, Husnuddin, Abdul
Kafi, and Litaf Gul were amongst prominent teachers. Maqsood Jan Khan also remained Headmaster of the
Government school Utmanzai, when Dr Khan Sahib (Chief Minister NWFP) merged Azad School in 1946. [17]
(Interview with Abdul Majid)
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The propaganda made against Azad schools compelled the Anjuman to rename the schools as ‘Azad Islamia
Schools’ in 1931. It was a tactical attempt and after 1931, further 34 Azad Islamia schools were established.
Inculcating peace and tolerance amongst the students were at the crux of the education imparted at the Azad
Islamia Schools. Violence in the Pakhtun society had destroyed the social norms, values and culture. Violence in
the Pashtun society is still the main problem, despite the fact that the literacy ratio is high, as compared to the
beginning of 20th century. The better infrastructure, standard of education, and good economic conditions
expects lower violence in the society. However, increasing violence in the society signifies the importance of
non-violence movement of the Bacha Khan. Bacha Khan made popular and spread the non-violence education,
having few resources of communication and propagation. Bacha Khan used the non-formal mode of education
in a systematic and organized way to spread non-violence in the society. It is the need of the hour to relate
Bacha Khan’s lessons of non-violence in our present educational system. (Interviews with Prof. Jehanzeb Niaz
and Col Sher Shah s/o Abdul Akbar Khan)

It is also pertinent to mention that one of the strong paradigms of Azad Madrassa school system was the
promotion of technical and vocational education. The students of Azad schools were given lessons in using
technical skills, so that they were able to start their own business. Pakhtuns would feel hesitant and shy in
starting their own business and trade. The Anjuman started preaching to take active role in the economic
development of the Province. For instance, Bacha Khan himself opened a trade Centre in Utmanzai. (Interviews
with Salim Raz and Begum Nasim Wali)

There was a lack of awareness and illiteracy was rampant in the province, leading to miserable condition for the
people. Neither the colonial government made proper arrangements to educate the people, nor the Pakhtuns
themselves made any efforts for changing their fates. In the event that there was a primary school anywhere in
the province, the mullahs would create hurdles. (Interview with Begum Nasim Wali)

Bacha Khan had commented on this situation that it was most regrettable … that the British government had not
established schools, and if there were any, the mullahs were set behind them to create rumors that it was a sin to
learn at school [11]. They wanted the Pashtuns to remain illiterate and ignorant. That is why the Pakhtun
remained the most backward community throughout India.

In addition to other points raised by them when propagating against school education, they said;

Sabaq da madrase waye da para da pese waye

(They go to madrasa) (but do so, to earn money)

Jannat ke ba ye zai na ve pa dozakh ki ba ghupe waye

(They would have no place in Paradise) (And would be drowning in the Hell)

Tendulkar translates these poetry as: Those who learn at school (get modern education) do so just for earning.
They have no place in the Heaven and will be tortured in the Hell. [18]

The reason behind mullahs’ unacceptability of Azad Islamia School education was that they were not
considering modern education as education. Bacha Khan (1984) has narrated that once, when they were in
Muftiabad – a place near his home village – in connection with establishing a new Madrassa, a mulla, known as
Chitrale Mullah, came with a gun and books and said that he did not acknowledge the education started by
Ghaffar Khan. Also that the books taught in these madrassas contain things such as a dog is barking and ‘a big
pig’. He asked, is this education (knowledge)? Bacha Khan was well aware of the fact that due to mullah
opposition the functioning of schools was not pragmatic. Beside the mullahs, the British were also involved in
anti-Madrassa campaigning. The agitation against first educational movement of 1910 was neutralised by the
significant religious personality of Haji Fazli Wahid alias Haji Sahib Turangzai. Despite imparting religious
education in these madrassas as well, the mulla opposed them. More significantly, the name of the Utmanzai
based Madrassa established in 1910, was Islamic Madrassa School and so is the case with the one that was
established in Gaddar Mardan. (Interview with Dost Mohammad Khan)

Sultan-i-Room elaborates the role of Haji Sahib Turangzai and declared that the name of Haji Sahib Turangzai
was useful as well as proved to be a great set back [19]. He further explains:

Haji Sahib of Turangzai patronage contributed towards countering the opposition of Mullah, and to progress of
the educational scheme for the time being, but it latter proved to be a great set back. Being anti-British , and
associated with those who were struggling for the freedom of India, Haji Sahib made a Hijrat (migration) to
Buner – part of the then –independent Pakhtun tribal tract known as yaghistan (land of unruly).
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However, Akbar [14] and Shah [7] are of the view that Haji Sahib made Hijrat to Lakaro (Mohmand Agency)
after the British Raj decided to arrest him on account of establishing the madrassas. Bacha Khan struggled for
the teaching of Pakhto when Pukhtoon were literally forgetting Pashto.

Bacha Khan envisioned a multipronged approach for improving and developing the Pakhtun society. In addition
to benefiting from the preaching and tenets of Islam and modern education, Bacha Khan employed other
strategies for connecting with the masses; he established the first Pashto newspaper, the Pashtun, in the
Subcontinent in 1928. The newspaper aimed for enhancing awareness in Pakhtuns pertaining to important socio-
cultural and development issues, aiming to transform them socially and educating them. Bacha Khan used to say
that the Pakhtuns are so lagging behind that they are not able to read. Expressing his views about the importance
of the newspaper, Bacha Khan said that, ‘Pakhtuns literally look down upon their own mother tongue.’

Rasa explained that he was a student in Islamia College in 1928, and the then British Principal asked all the
students to write some essays in Pashtu language for college magazine [16]. None of the students replied in
affirmative, due to lack of writing skills of Pashtu language. The British Principal then brought some copies of
Pakhtun magazine started by Bacha Khan in 1928. The students were asked to read them carefully and confine
themselves in writing Pashtu essays. He further says that after that particular practice, they were able to write
essays in Pashtu language that were published in the college magazine.

Bacha Khan struggled for the rights of both men and women and a classless society. He admitted her daughter
in the school. Bacha Khan also realized during his untiring visits to almost 500 villages that education is the
only means and way to address all social problems. He also visualized that Pakhtuns are only reading the Holy
Quran and not focusing on understanding the verses in true spirit. He therefore interacted with great Ulemas
(learned Islamic persons) and started establishing schools, which were having Islamic learning’s, as well as
modern subjects.

In a similar vein, Bakhtani writes that very rarely, politicians are attentive to social issues of their people.
Leaders with vision and mission for their people, try social reforms in their people’s life.

5. Conclusion. Bacha Khan’s educational perception was to educate Pashtuns using a three-pronged approach.
Firstly he wanted that Pakhtuns should be given modern education, so that they can compete with other nations
of the world. Secondly, Bacha Khan envisioned that education must be given underpinning the Islamic
Philosophy of life. He strived for inculcating peace and tolerance amongst the masses, so that they may combat
detrimental customs and traditions inherited from their forefathers [21]. Education may create a sense in them to
give up revenge like customs. Women were debarred from inheritance and had little access to education; Bacha
Khan strongly favored women education. Thirdly, he was of the opinion that technical and vocational education
is the need of the hour, so that the Pakhtuns may be able to find jobs and serve the society. He used to say
‘Select right man for the right job’ as an administrative term, which was recognized as famous proverb in Pashtu
language: Kar la khalak ogoray khalku la kar ma goray.

Bacha Khan was a strong ambassador of humanity, and espoused that education should create in students the
willingness to serve the society. The establishment of 134 Azad Madrassa Schools contributed in raising the
literacy ratio in the then NWFP from 4 % to 5.1 % between the census of 1921-1931 [22]. In addition, through
monthly journal ‘Pakhtun” an awareness of culture, religion, and strong code of life was propagated and
preached. He was against corporal punishment often given to the students, however only for moral development
– for creating a sense of responsibility and ownership.

Poor students were given scholarships in Azad schools through Anjuman-i-Islahul Afaghina [23]. The efforts of
educational movement were highly appreciated by renowned personalities, who not only visited the schools but
morally supported the movement through their speeches in the school annual meeting. These include Maulana
Zafar Ali Khan, Haji Mohammad Amin, Sahibzada Abdul Qayum Khan, Miss Maniben, Babu Rajindar Parsad,
Sardar Villa Bhi Patel, Mohadev Desai, Jawahir Lal Nehru and Ghandi Jee.

There were 134 Azad schools, 9567 students and 536 teachers in the system. Most of the teachers were also
members of the management committees too. There were strong management committees for each school
showing a sense of shared responsibilities and division of work that created awareness in masses about
education fund raising and dealing of school matters. Co-pioneers like Abdul Akbar Khan Akbar, Khadim
Mohammad Akbar, Maulana Mohammad Israel, Barrister Mian Ahmed Shah and Mohammad Abbas Khan
successfully extended the system of Azad schools.

The reformation of Pakhtun society was a great challenge and far most obstacle still after sixty-six years of
independence [21]. The assumption of getting independence from the British Raj first and then reforming the
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society gradually led to closure of the Azad schools. It was Movement for the welfare and reformation of society
that yielded success, unfortunately which could not continue after independence.

SOURCES (INTERVIEWS)

1. Abdul Majeed family mason of Bacha khan (worked in establishing Azad schools)

2. Amanullah s/o Amir Mumtaz Khan (Amir Mumtaz khan of Bannu was the first Headmaster of Azad
School Utmanzai from 1928-42, having personal dairies)

3. Aurangzeb s/o Master Abdul Karim (Master Abdul Kareem was writer, poet, thinker and teacher in
Azad School Utmanzai)

4. Begum Nasim Wali Khan (Having personal diaries of Bacha Khan)

5. Col Rtd. Sher Shah s/o Abdul Akbar Khan Akbar - co pioneer of Azad Schools

6. Dost Mohammad Khan (student of Azad School Utmanzai in 1938-42)

7. Dr Altafullah Khan, Chairman, Journalism Department University of Peshawar.

8. Dr Jehanzeb Niaz (Prominent writer, Remained student in Azad school Utmanzai in 1940-42)

9. Hamzad Khan s/o Fazli Mahmood Makhfi (Fazli Mehmood Makhfi was prominent Pashtu writer, poet
and intellectual – a teacher in the Azad School Utmanzai in 1926- 37)

10. Maulana Roohul Hasan s/o Maulana Mohammad Israel – co pioneer of Azad schools

11. Mashal Khan s/o Faredoon Khan (having personal diaries of Abdul Ghani khan)
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ABSTRACT. At the inception of joint stock companies, the shareholders were simply
treated as investors and were believed to be entitled for dividend only. Management never
felt any need to think in terms of shareholders wealth maximization. But with the passage of
time, there has been a paradigm shift in setting the corporate objectives. Pressures build by
the stockholders started to influence corporate boardrooms to “rethink their roles and
those of their companies, especially as regards to value creation”. This shift happened
owing to changes in the advent of professional management and corporate mindset. Now, it
has been a well-recognized fact that the aim of every business entity should be to wealth
maximization of its shareholders and all the activities of a firm should be aligned with this
objective. In business schools, we are able to fathom tools like earning per share, return on
asset and return on equity but many of us are not aware of a set of value-based measures
like cash value added, shareholders value added, cash flow return on investment, economic
value added. Over a period of years, out of these measures economic value added has
emerged as a winner. It has also been empirically proved by various studies that Return on
Assets, Return on Equity, Return on Capital Invested, Earnings per Share etc. do not
correlate well in regards with the shareholder value creation. On the contrary, Economic
Value Added (EVA) offers a consistent approach towards setting goals and measuring
performance. This measure captures the True economic profit of an organization. EVA at
its simplest is net operating profit after allowing appropriate charge of the overall cost of
capital – debt & equity invested in an enterprise. Despite the extended amount of literature
on EVA, there is lack of EVA literature on banking industry. This paper employed EVA
theory on Pakistani listed commercial banks to validate the claim of Stewart as EVA to be a
strong performance indicator. In this regard, an attempt has been made for examining
relationship between market value added, economic value added, return on equity, return
on capital employed, price-to-earnings ratio, and market to book value, with the
consideration that EVA is the significant indicator of shareholder value creation in relation
to other traditional accounting measures. For this purpose, fixed effects regression with
Driscoll and Kraay standard errors (S.E) has been conducted and result showed positive
correlation of EVA with MVA.

Keywords: EVA; MVA; ROE; Value based measures; Traditional performance measures
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1.1 Introduction. There are different factors of shareholders’ wealth revolution including Globalization,
Information technology advancement, Institutional investment expansion and generational changes in attitude
towards savings and investment. Corporate boardrooms are now going to ‘rethink on their roles and their company
roles, especially in regards to value creation due to pressures by stockholders (Young & O’Byrne, 2001).

In early years of Joint Stock Company, payment of dividends to shareholders was the only concern for management
irrespective of the variation in shareholders’ earnings. With the passage of time, corporate objectives have been
shifted towards performance measurement due to the advancement of corporate mindset and professional
management. Now, the importance of shareholders’ wealth has been recognized and businesses need to think in
terms of maximizing shareholders’ wealth. In order to achieve this particular objective, the activities of a firm
should be inclined towards the maximization of shareholders’ wealth (Phani, B. V, & Bhattacharyya, 2000). Now, it
is important to take good care of all company’s stakeholders including shareholders and board of directors
(Parasuraman, 2000).

Achieving targets by motivating managers is an important element of performance evaluation. In the past,
managerial performance was judged using traditional method of accounting. Some additional non-financial
performance measures were also not able to measure managerial performance accurately. For Example, McDonalds
evaluates the performance of its store management on the basis of product quality, sales volume, service cleanliness,
personal training and cost control (Kaplan & Atkinson, 1989).

In business schools, we are able to fathom abbreviations like Earnings per share (EPS), Return on assets (ROA),
Return on equity (ROE), etc. but many of us are not aware about a set of NEW value based measures like
Shareholder value added (SVA), Cash flow return on investment (CFROI), Cash value added (CVA), and Economic
valued added (EVA1) etc. Out of these value based measures, EVA is the most popular and well known terminology
and a majority perceives all residual income concepts as EVA; in spite of the fact that these do not include main
elements defined by Stern Stewart & Co. Up to 1970’s the concept of residual income was not considered to be the
prime performance measure for companies (Makelainen, 1998). Economic Value Added in the most renowned
performance measure used by majority of organizations and their consultants. It is a registered trademark of Stern
Sterwart & Co. According to him EVA is the residual income that subtracts the cost of capital from the operational
income.

Owing to its complex nature, it is difficult to implement EVA in banking industry although this sector is not an
outsider in the context of shareholder revolution. Similar issues have also been faced by other emerging markets.
Despite of extended amount of literature available on implementation of EVA in Non-financial firms, there is a lack
of EVA literature about financial sector or more specifically banking sector.

1.2 Significance of the Study. The empirical studies on the subject were unavailable in Pakistani context. This
study fills the research gap by doing analysis of relationship between MVA and key financial performance
measures.

1.3 Objectives of the Study.

 To reveal the relationship between Market Value Added (MVA) and Traditional measures of Performance.
 To suggest banking institutions to enhance their market value through economic value added context.

2.1 Literature Review. Stewart (1991) was the first researcher who provided empirical evidence on correlation
between EVA and MVA. He observed EVA as a performance measure, which captured the true economic profit of a
firm. It was found closely linked to the shareholders’ wealth creation over a period of time. He was of the view that
decision role is very simple; positive EVA indicates that shareholder wealth is created and negative EVA indicates
that shareholder wealth is destroyed. Stewart (1994) expanded EVA as a powerful new management tool that has
gained worldwide recognition as the standard tool of corporate performance. EVA presents an integrated framework
of financial management and incentive compensation.

1 EVA is a measure that captures true economic profit of an organization earned over time for its owners.
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Tully (1993) and Walbert (1994) observed the superiority of EVA empirically while evaluating the firms including
AT&T, Briggs & Stratton, Chrysler, Compaq, GE, Quaker Oats, and Scott Paper etc. Later, Milunovich and Tseui
(1996) found evidence that MVA was more linked with EVA as compare to EPS, EPS growth, ROE, FCF or FCF
growth. Lehn and Makhija (1996) studied 241 US companies for two time slots (1987-1988 and 1992-1993) in order
to find correlation between EVA & MVA with stock returns. They found a better correlation with EVA as compared
with traditional performance measures i.e. ROA, ROE etc. They found a higher MVA for the firms having focus on
their business activities and vice versa.

However, there are adverse findings found in EVA literature. Dodd and Chen (1996) found ROA much better in
explaining stock returns than EVA. Hamel (1997) critical challenged the supremacy of EVA saying that it reveals
little about a company's share of new wealth creation. McCormack and Vytheeswaran (1998) found EVA having
better correlation with MVA than other conventional parameters i.e. ROCE, RONW, EPS, etc. Shubita (2010)
worked on information contents of EVA, RI, and accounting earnings for 39 industrial companies in Jordan. He
observed that net income outperformed economic value added and residual income.

Up to late 80’s in United States, EVA was much popular in non-financial sectors ignoring especially the banking
sector for a much longer period of time. During the last decade of 19th centuary, Uyemura, Kantor and Petit (1996)
produced the first ever comprehensive literature on bank EVA. He analyzed the largest 100 U.S. bank holding
companies over a period 1986‐95. He found EVA highest correlation of EVA with MVA than other accounting
variables.

Erdogan et al. (2000) used the economic profit approach in measuring the firm performance listed at Turkish Stock
Market. He empirically tested the Economic profit model and compared it with EVA. Verma (2000) observed
banks’ performance and found Indian banks capable enough to create shareholders wealth from 1996-97 to 2000-01
with the help of EVA and MVA. Banks’ profiles showed a direct correlation between the investment in stakeholder
relationships and corporate performance. Thampy and Beheli (2001) observed 12 Indian commercial banks working
in the public and private sectors during 1990’s with reference to economic profits as benchmark in determining
performance measure. Their study revealed that the banks did not produce any EVA owing to the banks’ inability to
be overcapitalized and poor returns in the industry.

Verma (2002) suggested the importance of shareholders’ wealth and stated that the stocks of an organization can
never be attractive for the investors without it. Brigham and Ehrhardt (2002) worked on association between EVA
and MVA over a period of time. They came to know that a company with history of negative EVA might produce
positive MVA as the investor might hope for good future profits and vice versa. They also concluded EVA as a
better tool to be used as an incentive compensation program to enhance managerial performance.

Heffernan (2008) evaluated the performance of Chinese banks on the basis of four different measures of
performance and found EVA and NIM to be the best indicators of performance. Taufik, Isnurhadi and Widiyanti
(2008) found that EVA, ROA and ROE influence stock return of the banking sector whose stocks are listed at in
Jakarta Stock Exchange for a period of four years i.e. 2002 – 2005 and observed EVA as superior to ROA and ROE
in affecting the stock return. Shelagh, Heffernan & Fu (2010) found that EVA and Net interest margin performed
better than conventional measures of profitability i.e. Return on average equity and Return on average assets. Teker,
Teker and Sonmez (2011) employed an application of EVA concept as a performance indicator for Turkish banks.

In a study, Sivakumaran & Saravanakumar (2011) examined the association between EVA and other accounting
measures - EVA, EPS, ROA and ROF using Pearson’s Coefficient of Correlation over the sample of 39 Indian
banks for the period of 2004-05 to 2010-11. They concluded that EVA can be used to measure the banks
performance but it can’t be used to predict the share prices of these banks as there was no relationship found
between EVA and share prices. Costa (2012) suggested a framework for Implementing EVA in Brazilian Banks.
Empirical results of the study indicated that EVA was significantly explained by most of the controlled variables i.e.
interest margin, asset quality liquidity, and capital adequacy (Basel ratio). The natural logarithm of assets was also
used as a measure for Market share and size.

For Pakistan, there is no empirical study found, which associates these accounting-based measures with value-based
measures. Keeping in view, this research has been conducted and it has taken all significant measures used in
previous studies. The study aimed to check the validity of these accounting-based variables in explaining the
shareholders’ value in terms of market value added. After exploring the literature on EVA, it can be said that EVA
has been proved a useful measure of corporate performance in the modern banking industry. However, enough
empirical evidences have not been found from emerging banking industry through which it can be concluded that
economic value added is a superior measure for the performance of this industry.
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3.0 Hypothesis of the Study

H1: EVA is more significant explanatory variables in explaining the variation in the Market Value
Added than traditional measures.

4.0 Research Methodology. In order to examine the supremacy of EVA following variables have been selected for
testing.

4.1 Choice of Variables

a) Dependent Variable

Market Value Added (MVA). In the modern world of Finance, MVA is used as a measure to determine
the managerial performance with regards to value addition towards the shareholders’ wealth. This wealth
maximization is being done with the enhancement of spread between shares market value and the
company’s book value of invested capital. This spread – positively known as market value added (MVA).

b) Independent Variables. In this study, four independent variables Economic Value Added, Return on
Equity, Return on Capital employed, Price to earnings Ratio and Market to book Ratio are used in order to
know that which measure; either EVA or traditional accounting based measures are more significantly
correlated with the Dependent variable.

4.2 Computational Procedure of EVA. According to its inventor – Stern Stewart, EVA is computed by deducting
appropriate cost of capital from net operating profit. Thus, the model in its simple form is:

EVA = NOPAT – (Invested Capital × Cost of Capital) where;

Capital Invested = Book Value of Equity + Capitalized R& D Expenses + Long Term Loans

This approach is known as the entity approach but for bank EVA, the computation goes differ. Author used the
equity approach for calculating bank EVA as used by Parasuraman (1996) and Baheti (2001). Reason being the big
part of banking business is liability management. Banks raise deposits at a cost lesser than their opportunity cost of
capital. In fact, these deposits allow the bank to create value for their owners. Thus, liabilities side of a bank is more
operational in nature than financing. Thus, it is more appropriate to use equity approach.

Step 1: Calculating NOPAT

At first, certain adjustment are necessary to covert the GAAPs based net earnings of a bank into net operating profit
in order to remove the distortion. Stewart & Co. has identified more than 120 potential adjustments while working
with his clients that a company may make to its net income. But in general, there are only ten adjustments necessary
to yield appropriate values of EVA. Out of these, two are the most common adjustments for a bank to incorporate
are its loan losses provision and tax provision.

Under GAAP, a bank accounts for “write off” of a  portion of individual loans by increasing loan loss reserve and
reports this in its balance sheet; similar amount is expensed as provision for loan losses in its income statement.
Similarly, a bank’s provision for taxes calculated under GAAP may significantly be different from those of
computed under applicable tax laws. But doing so just distorts the performance measurement of the bank for a given
period. Thus, NOPAT2 is computed using actual net charge for the related period rather than its estimated provision.
This reflects only current period losses rather than anticipated future losses.

NOPAT = EBIT*(1-t) + R&D Expenses + Training Expense + (Loan Loss Provisions –
Net Charge off) + (Book Tax Provisions – Cash Operating Taxes) + (General Risk
Provision – Net Charge off)

2 Net Operating Profit after Tax
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Step 2: Calculating Cost of Equity

Invested Capital. Invested capital is sum of shareholders equity including reserves and surplus. This
capital is used to determine charge against the economic profit.

Cost of Equity. The famous Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM3) is used for calculating cost of equity.
The model is stated below:

ke = Rf + β(Rm – Rf)

Where:

a) Cost of Equity (ke) is the minimum rate of return to be provided for projects financed with equity so
that owners’ wealth could remain intact, at least.

b) Risk free rate (Rf) is the rate at which government can raise debt. This study used average of SBP
discount rates issued in a years.

c) Beta (β) – commonly known as index of systematic risk, is the measure of volatility in a stock price in
relation to the market price. Beta for each stock was calculated based on daily stock price prevailing at
Karachi Stock Exchange. It is computed as:
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d) Stock Return (Ri) is the average of the daily returns of any particular stock. Daily prices for the
sample stocks were collected from KSE. Further, opening and closing prices of sample stock were
transformed into average daily price for a particular day taking into account the dividends announced
during a particular year. Daily returns were calculated using the below formula and then these were
annualized.
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e) Market Returns (Rm) is the average index return. Karachi stock Exchange was selected being the
market leader in Pakistan to determine market returns. Further, KSE 100 Index was selected as the
country’s representative index. Daily differences were computed as the difference between average
daily index values of the two consecutive days and returns were determined as follows:
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f) Market risk premium (Rm – Rf) is the excess return provided by market over risk free rate. Average risk
depicts an average stock’s beta equal to 1, i.e. βA = 1.0
Economic Value Added = NOPAT - Capital Charge (Invested Capital x COC)
Economic profit is calculated by deducting capital charge from NOPAT. This capital charge is
considered as a rental fee charged to company for using capital.

4.3 Econometrics Model. To investigate the relationship among the explained and explanatory variables, the
famous model for panel data analysis is used as under:

3 Originally developed by William Sharp in his article “Capital Asset Prices: A Theory of Market Equilibrium under Conditions
of Risk. The article was published in 1964 issue of the Journal of Finance. On this work, Sharp was awarded Nobel Prize in
1990. Later, the assumption implied in the model were spelled out by Michael C. Jensen in “Capital Market: Theory and
Evidence” in the Bell Journal of Economics and Management Science (1972).
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Yit = α + β1X1it+ β2X2it + β3X3it+ β4X4it+…… + βkXkit + εit

Or for this study

MVAit = α + β1(ROCEit)+ β2(ROEit) + β3(EVAit) + β4(PEit) + β5(MBit) + µit

5.0 Results and Discussion

5.1 Tests to apply. For estimation of the panel dataset, following sequence of tests is followed in subsections below:

5.1.1 Hausman Test. Hausman Test determines whether to select fixed or random effects model. The criteria of
selection is by comparing probability value i.e. if p-value is up to 10%, then fixed effects model is better
specification for panel data estimation and vice versa. Here the probability value of χ2 is less than 0.0183 which
implies significance of the test rejecting Ho.  Thus fixed effects model is more suitable option.

Hausman Test: Choice between Fixed or Random Effects
Hypothesis: Ho: Difference in coefficients not systematic.

HA: Difference in coefficients systematic.
Value Decision
pval> χ2 = 0.0183 Since p-val>χ2>

0.05 as well as
0.01 fixed effects is
preferred

STATA 12.0 xtreg and Hausman commands

Table 1. Hausman Test

5.1.2 Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test. This post-estimation test determines whether to select
random effects regression or a simple OLS regression. The null hypothesis in the LM test is that variances across
banks are zero or no panel effect exists. Here the significance of ̅ 2 indicates the presence of panel (fixed or
random) effects.

Breusch-Pagan LM Test
Variable Var. SD = SQRT (VAR)
MVA 0.01176 0.10844
E 0.00149 0.04364
U 0.00149 0.03865
Test: Var (u) = 0
chibar2(01) 21.29
Prob> chibar2 0.000
Estimated using STATA 12.0 xttset0 command

Table 2. Breusch-Pagan Lagrange Multiplier (LM) Test

5.1.3 Test for Serial Correlation. Serial correlation is usually not expected in case of micro panels (with years less
than 20). Technically, serial correlation renders standard errors of coefficients smaller than their actual values and
inflates R2. This paper deals with micro panel data (t = 5 > 20). But the author has applied the test and it can be
inferred from the table that there is serial correlation among residuals. Consequently, OLS coefficients are likely to
be biased, inconsistent and inefficient.
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Wooldridge Test
Ho: no first order autocorrelation
F(1, 14) 50.978
Prob> F 0.0000
Estimated using STATA 12.0 xtserial command

Table 3. Wooldridge Test for Serial Correlation in FE Regression Model

5.1.4 Diagnostic Tests for detecting heterogeneity. Modified Wald test is applied to find the existence of
heteroscedasticity. Technically speaking, “Error term ε is termed as heteroskedastic if variance of the conditional
distribution of εi given Xi [var(εi|Xi)] is non-constant for i = 1, 2,…, n, and specifically doesn’t depend on X; else, ε
is homoscedastic.” Heteroskedasticity may lead to wrong estimates of standard errors for coefficients and hence of
their t-values. While the estimates of OLS might not be biased in this case, standard errors do become wrong.

Heteroskedasticity in Fixed Effects Regression

Modified Wald Test

Ho: = 2 for all i

χ2 22125.65

Prob > χ2 0.0000

Estimated using STATA 12.0 xttest3 command

Table 4. Heteroskedasticity in Fixed Effects Regression

5.1.5 Fixed Effects Estimation with OLS and Driscoll and Kraay standard errors. Results of Wooldridge test
for serial correlation and Modified Wald test for group-wise Heteroskedasticity call for the fixed effects regression
with Driscoll and Kraay standard errors (S.E) as in column II table 5. A cross-sectional analysis was carried out
through FE model on sample banks to determine the impact of the independent variables on the dependent variable.
Table 5 shows results of this cross sectional analysis The following Table – 5 shows FE estimation results for the
econometric model developed in Eq. (2).

Regression Model Estimations

Dependent Variable is Market Value Added (MVA)
Regressors I II

Fixed Effects Estimation
(Ordinary Least Square, OLS)

Fixed Effects Estimation with
Driscoll and Kraay standard
errors

Coefficient p-value Coefficient p-value
EVA 0.14053

(0.71)
0.4810 0.70749

(9.66)
0.001

ROE 0.091
(3.75)

0.000 0.121
(9.17)

0.001

ROCE 0.122
(0.37)

0.715 0.659
(2.16)

0.097

PE 0.008
(1.11)

0.273 0.007
(4.35)

0.012

MB 0.070
(4.10)

0.000 0.094
(8.67)

0.001

C -0.092
(-2.38)

0.021 -0.132
(-9.34)

0.001

R2 0.612 R2 0.678
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Adjusted R2 Adjusted R2 N/S
F(14, 55) 6.58 F (5, 4) 49581.47
p-val> F 0.000 p-val>χ2 0.0000

Table 5. Regression Model Estimations R2 These results reveal that EVA (t-statistics = 9.66), ROE (t-statistics =
9.17), PE (t-statistics = 4.35), and MB (t-statistics = 8.67) are statistically significant at 1% level of significance,
whereas, ROCE (t-statistics = 2.16) is significant at 10% level.

With reference to explanatory power of the independent variables in explaining variations in  MVA, these results
further show that a 1 unit change in EVA, ROE, ROCE, PE, & MB will bring on average 0.7074 unit, 0.1209 unit,
0.6587 unit, 0.008 unit, and 0.0937 unit change in MVA respectively. R2 is reasonable and overall model is also
significant as per significance of chi-statistic in Wald test.

The error structure was supposed to be heteroskedastic, autocorrelated up to some lag and possibly correlated. This
technique of fixed Driscoll and Kraay standard errors has been applied by Mehmood, Shahid & Ahsen (2013) and
Mehmood & Mustafa (2014). Estimations in this paper reveal no upsetting change as compared to results of fixed
effects estimates. Only t-ratios have marginally changed due to new Driscoll and Kraay standard errors causing
negligible change in p-values but none in statistical significance.

6.0 Conclusion. The motivation behind the study was the lack of empirical literature available for Pakistani banking
environment. We examined the set of traditional performance measures, from 2009 to 2013 using fixed effects
regression with Driscoll and Kraay standard errors (S.E) comparing MVA with EVA and traditional measures of
performance. Stern claimed that EVA has a higher explanatory power taking into consideration the Market Value
Added. In our study, the results support this statement, since EVA displayed a highly significant correlation with
MVA. From this study, a conclusion can be drawn that EVA is applicable in Pakistani banking industry with some
suitable adjustments. Pakistani banks need to enhance EVA for their shareholders, which is only possible by
controlling their cost of capital. The literature also showed that EVA and MVA are closely related. Our analysis
confirms the association between these two indicators and shows a statistically significant relationship between
EVA and MVA in the time period studied. This is in line with many previous studies like Stern (1991) for US
companies, Uyemura, Kantor and Petit (1996) for 100 U.S Bank holding companies, and Verma (2000) for Indian
Banks.

Positive earnings do not entail value addition positively. It was also observed during the analysis that a bank
reporting positive earnings cannot always ensure value addition. In this regards, the shareholders also need to be
aware of the value created by the firms’ management. Firms having higher EVA ensure long-run profits to the
shareholders on their provided capital. Though bearing certain limitations therein, EVA still stands as an
improvement over conventional performance measures such as ROE, MB, ROCE, and PE Ratio etc. If EVA
phenomenon is applied while considering its limitations into account, it may yield better results to determine and
analyze managerial performance.

7.0 Limitations of the study. This study covers the period from 2009 to 2013. A few limitations encountered during
this study are:

i. This study takes into account minimal accounting adjustments while computing EVA, whereas a total of over
160 accounting adjustments exist for the calculation of EVA. Most of those are specific to the clients of
Stewart. Thus, to determine the reflection of EVA on MVA, a large-scale research can take into account those
untouched accounting adjustments.

ii. This study covers only 5 years period, which represents a complete business cycle. But, a longer period can
better express the empirical results. So, for future studies, intended period may be long enough (Pasaribu,
2008).

iii. Relatively small sample size of only 15 banks can be unrepresentative and not handy to overall corporate
sector in Pakistan.

iv. The accounting data used in this study as secondary data has been taken from the audited published annual
reports of the sample banks. The quality and reliability of accounting data has its own inherent limitations due
to changing accounting standards, which we need to accept without further query therein.

v. The serious limitation in this study is lack of samples due to the problem of data availability and negative
profitability identified in the listed banks.

vi. There are abnormal changes in the market returns especially for KSE, due to which the results cannot be
generalized.
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7.1 Recommendations for future EVA studies. This study may be taken as a first puck on the ice at the beginning
of a very long game. In this regard, following are some recommendation for future EVA studies:

i. In future studies, the scholars may use value based measures such as Created Shareholders Value, Cash Value
Added, Cash Flow Return on Investment, and Refined EVA as independent variables. For dependent
variables, Market Adjusted returns may be used.

ii. Future scholars can use EVA as a valuation model in their research.
iii. A longer period can better express the empirical results. So, for future studies, intended period may be long

enough (Pasaribu, 2008).
iv. As the study is on cross-sectional analysis, thus, a time series study is suggested to understand the

relationship between EVA and MVA.
v. A new EVA research may be conducted for determining variables from management accounting like

balanced scorecard in order to determine its value relevance from firm’s point of view.
vi. The EVA model discussed in this study and previous literature can be applied in performance measurement,

project analysis, and value management.
vii. This study does not differentiate banks on the basis of their ownership structure. In future, study may take

into account this variable on the basis of public, private or government entities.
viii. Future researchers are suggested to cover a longer timeframe of observation in order to test EVA’s

sustainability over time in order to minimize variations in certain variables like beta, capital invested and the
share prices.

ix. To calculate cost of equity, other methods like Arbitrage Pricing Theory may be used.
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ABSTRACT. Ubiquity & mobility in computing systems challenges the requirement 

engineering process for stating the non functional requirements of the system. One 

of the solutions is to go for formal system analysis and design. Formal methods help 

tailor the systems design and augment a solution in to the system at the very 

beginning that is precise and authentic. Formal analysis tools work towards 

formally analyzing the systems and thus proving them capable with formal 

verifications. Selection of formal analysis tool on certain criteria especially when 

the candidates are in abundance and learning curve of each of them is steep makes 

the decision hard. In this paper, empirical based multi criteria decision making 

technique is used for enabling good decisions for the selection of formal tool. 

Keywords: Formal Analysis, Automated Tools, Multi Criteria decision Making, 

Analytic Hierarchy Process. 

 

 

1. Introduction. At present, existing systems are ubiquitous, mobile and performing uniformly 24/7. 

Providing quality e.g. „security‟ to these systems at runtime like firewall, has the static nature of locality and 

in many cases cannot be mobilized. Formal methods comes with a baggage of such software practices which 

focuses thoroughly on the early stages of SDLC and can tailor systems for attributes expected of them. So, 

adding quality features to any or all levels of SDLC is handled with a rigor in formal methods. Formal 

methods comprises of: 1). Mathematical concepts and informal analysis 2). Formalized specification language 

3). Automated theorem prover/model checker (formal analysis tools) [1]. According to [2], one can get 

reference to more than 60 proof tools. For software engineer, who wants to perform formal verification of a 

secure computing system, instead of handwritten mathematical proof there is an increasing interest to select 

automated proofing mechanism to verify the stated requirement. Humanly it is not possible to verify the 

correctness of cryptographic protocol where state space explorations are vast for unbounded number of 

behaviors. For example Needham-Schroeder Protocol [3] considered secure for seventeen long years until G. 

Lowe detected flaw using automated tool Casper/FDR [4]. This example shows automated analysis is 

rudimentary for proving correctness of the system.  

Methods and tools constituting formal methods are mooted difficult, pose a high degree of learning 

complexity and are challenging to start with. The literature regarding these tools normally addresses their 

strength but not discuss their weaknesses or the applications. Users of such tools find the information 

insufficient in the selection of tool. As a beginner, one needs proper assistance in selecting a formal tool 

where the description is not based on abstract of their manual but should be based on practical experiences 

and framework of criteria for selection [5]. Most of the work found in literature regarding comparison of 

formal tools is based on experimental data. Tools are compared for their behavior and abilities on the set of 

protocols. Cheminod et al. [6] compares four state exploration automatic tools (OFMC, SAT, S
3
A and 

Casper) for their features and error detection abilities of known flaws over a set of cryptographic protocols. In 

PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS OF FORMAL SYSTEMS 

THROUGH MULTI CRITERIA ANALYTICAL

 HIERARCHY PROCESS 
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[7], a comparison of four automated formal verification tools namely the Frege Program Prover (FPP), the 

KeY system (KeY), Perfect Developer (PD) and Prototype Verification System (PVS) is performed to check 

their suitability for teaching an advance course in formal software verification. Evaluation of these formal 

tools is based on specification and verification of small programs taught as assignment problems in the 

course. In [8, 9], a comparison is made between the automatic tools on the model of state space explorations. 

Some tools explore all the behaviors possible while some only the subset of it called scenarios. In [10], C. 

Meadows compares NRL and FDR on the example of Needham-Schroeder and concluded that two tools are 

complementary to each other. FDR being quick in exploring state space but requires user intervention for 

proving correctness. NRL is slower as compared to FDR but it explores finite number of state spaces 

automatically without user intervention. K. Healy et al. [11] compares four state space tools for verifying 

security protocols namely NRL, FDR, Brutus and Athena. Evaluation is based on state space techniques, a 

useful mean for finding attacks, reproducing known flaws and discovers new flaws. Limited work is found in 

literature where formal tools are compared on their features and internal structure. In [5], a qualitative 

comparison based on features of PVS and Isabelle/HOL is presented. A qualitative comparison of two 

automated formal proof tools Hermes and AVISPA is presented in [12]. All of these comparisons were limited 

and none explicitly state the best selection where multiple options are considered. A study which is based on 

quantitative data and comparison that involves multi-criteria decision making technique. 

This paper aims to provide a dossier regarding the selection of formal tool on multi criteria decision making 

technique. Section 2 briefly explains the five most common formal analysis tools. Section 3 focuses on 

importance of decision making and Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). Section 4 provides the 

implementation result of applying AHP, contribution of each criteria in decision, sensitivity analysis and 

trade-off chart. Finally, paper is concluded with section 5. 

2. Tools for Formal Analysis. A large number of formal analysis tools are available for the formal 

verification of formal specification. Study of some of the most common formal tools is presented one by one. 

2.1. CASPA. Stands for “Causality Based Abstraction for Security Protocol Analysis”. Caspa [13] is a push 

button tool which Supports multiple, simultaneous and yet automated execution of security protocols and 

effectively can check them for authenticity and secrecy. This doesn‟t cause any attenuation or performance 

compromise to caspa. Caspa follows the cause and effect based calculus built on the notations referred to as 

Causal graphs. In causal graphs, each node represents an activity where as their effects are represented by the 

edges. Graphs in Caspa are finite and dependent. Hence these are best suited to demonstrate the protocols 

executions on an abstract level e.g. the cause effect relation can be written as (authenticity | do(password)). 

This will be read as authenticity can be checked by forcing passwords. This case provides us with a cause and 

effect relation, Caspa can audit and show us any irregularity in such relation. This methodology can help the 

security engineers to test and design a correct protocol structure and amend errors on an early stage. Caspa 

assures the guaranteed termination of protocols due its primitive nature of finite state causal graphs [14]. The 

tool can be accessed costless at: [15]. 

2.2. AVISPA. Stands for “Automated Verification of Security Protocols and Applications”. Avispa [16] is an 

automatic verification and a push button model checker for security sensitive protocols used over large 

networks, like the Internet. Avispa has contributed to the most exhaustive security protocols set, those have 

been verified for security concerns. According to [12] “All security protocols functioning on the first 5 OSI 

layers are verifiable using Avispa and it comprehends more than 85% of Internet Engineering Task Force 

(IETF) Security Specifications”.  

Avispa is composed of components which are related to front end and the back end. It has a layered 

architecture, at the top of which is a protocol designer which acts as a front end and is used to specify the 

protocols formally. HLPSL (High Level Protocol Specification language) is used to serve the specification 

purpose, which in its core is Avispa specific, highly spontaneous, communicative, coherent and role-based 

language. The manner in which a system behaves is referred to as ‟state‟ in HLPSL. Entities taking part in 

protocol execution, be it the receiver, an initiator or an environment all are referred to as ‟role‟. All 

the ‟states‟ have associated variables which keep track of any change in the state. The scripted HLPSL 

specification of the protocol is provided to the second in hierarchy component, that is IF (intermediate 
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Format). IF acts as an intermediary, between the HLPSL layer and the backend tools, where higher level 

specifications are re-written to be used by one or all of the backend tools to obtain the desired results. The 

transformation of specification of the security protocol written in HLPSL to intermediate Format is performed 

using an intrinsic function knows as HLPSL2IF. Any protocol bearing attributes pertaining to privacy and 

integrity are all verifiable through Avispa. When a protocol is terminated, it‟s easy to interpret its results, 

since if an attack is found, its traces are also generated, the problem apprehended follows the logic which may 

be affirmative of disconfirming, whether the given resource pool was fully the depleted or the system could 

not find any justifiable output [16]. The background components of Avispa are comprised of independent 

functioning units which are seamlessly integrated as following: 

 OFMC (On the Fly Model Checker): A Model checker for protocol analysis, falsification and state 

space exploration. 

 CL- AtSe (Constraint logic based attack searcher): Analyzes inference based restraints by employing 

pre and post conditions. Has strong system of logic and supports elimination of dually used facts. 

 SatMC (SAT-based Model-Checker): It takes notations from IF, if susceptible to attack converts it to 

axiomatic formula and provides this as an input to SAT, which finds anomalies in the proof and 

counter measures the security breaches. 

 TA4SP (Tree Automata based on Automatic Approximations for the Analysis of Security Protocols): 

works by careful approximate calculation of the degree of mal-ware in protocol. Since it makes use 

of HLPSL which is formally modular and composite, it can evaluate the protocol as computationally 

strong or weak in anticipation to intruder‟s strength. 

2.3. Scyther. Scyther [17, 18] is an automatic model checker and a theorem prover which analyzes, verifies 

and falsifies the security protocols. Scyther is well known for its performance and flexibility. It supports for 

multiple concurrent protocol executions as well as the multiple sessions of the same protocol. Scyther has two 

basic components a GUI and a command line tool. The GUI is an optional facility which has dual 

functionality. First component works as a visual editor and second displays the results. The command-line 

tool is written in C and vouches for the performance and verification of large protocol sets. The command-

line tool can work independent of the GUI. Scyther mentors individually each step of protocol analysis the 

specification, communication model, the implementation, or the construction of the threat model. The Scyther 

proclaims its efficiency on the basis that it assures the (i) guaranteed termination of the cryptographic 

protocols, (ii) bounded sessions- that is newly generated literals are allowed to be evaluated, which results in 

secrecy assurance. and finally (iii) the generation of the schematics of proof in the form of a tree. Scyther 

assists to analyze the protocol domain with help of a language known as SPDL. SPDL is based on operational 

semantics [19]. SPDL represents the protocol behaviour as a role. Each role has associated security attributes 

that it normally stands to. These attributes are denoted as claims. In proof process the correctness of the claim 

is checked if it‟s true or not. e.g.; a role can claim to have been uncompromised and authentic. If a role does 

not have any security claim, Scyhter can update the role with generic claims or can generate a few for 

evaluation purposes. Such claims are known as automatic claims. Since a protocol may exhibit different 

behaviours at different instants, Scyther performs the complete characterization of the protocol in question. In 

Scyther, each behaviour instance is represented as role. The complete trace-which is finite-for each role is 

generated such that even if an attack exists, it can be pointed out manually even by looking at it. The protocol 

proof execution, in scyther, returns true or false for the claims or none in case no discrepancy is found. For 

attacks apprehended, explicit traces are yielded in the form of trace Graphs or are described in XML. 

2.4. Proverif. Proverif is a fully automatic cryptographic protocol verifier that analyzes the security protocols 

for stated security properties and is developed by Bruno Blanchet. Proverif takes input in two formats either 

directly in horn clauses (logical programming rules) or indirectly in extended pi calculus (process) which 

again translated into horn clause for resolution. Security properties are provided as “queries”.  Horn clause 

input is used to check the secrecy of the cryptographic protocol, if fact can be generated from the clause, 

proof is given. If result is true, no attack is found. If the result is false, attack is found against desired 
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properties and attack trace is generated. If the result is unknown means don‟t know, cannot be proved, attack 

trace cannot be reconstructed. Proverif uses Dolev-Yao as threat model to capture potential threats and 

attackers. Error messages are translated using emacs. Output of the analyzer is either as Solve (go ahead and 

analyze) or Spass (to stop before resolution) [20, 21]. Proverif is used for verification of reachability and 

secrecy properties (secrecy of the term is tested using secrecy queries and hence proving reachability 

properties), correspondence assertions (to draw relationships between events in the form “if event then 

event”), observational equivalence (indistinguishability to proof some complex security properties that cannot 

be defined as reachability or correspondence assertions), proving authentication and privacy, for 

reconstruction of attacks and termination result on tagged protocols (protocols with no existence of loops 

inside) [21]. The distinguishing factors of Proverif could be that it is fully automatic, models attack that might 

consists of any number of concurrent protocol execution and verifying protocols for unbounded number of 

session and unbounded message space. Proverif has limitations while proving and modeling algebraic 

properties likes XOR and Diffie-Hellman key exchange. It limits the size of state space for proving certain 

properties; the technique is called unification [22]. Proverif is supported with web service tool TulaFale. One 

of the variant of Proverif tool is CryptoVerif tool, same goal but computationally stronger than Proverif and 

less widely used as compared to Proverif due to its complexity. Proverif proves protocol in formal model and 

can reconstruct attacks while CryptoVerif proves protocol in computational model but cannot reconstruct 

attacks [21]. Proverif is used for many day to day applications like in Bluetooth security, electronic voting, 

secure file sharing, analyzing integrity of email protocols, JFK (Just Fast Keying) protocol, TLS (Transport 

Layer Security) protocol, authentication protocol in TPM (Trusted Platform Module) and in verifying security 

of Plutus file system [21,22]. Proverif is developed using OCaml and requires OCaml (3.0 or higher version) 

as pre-requisite for installation. It‟s freely downloadable software and is compatible with Linux, Mac and 

Windows platform. Proverif software is distributed under GNU general public license for Linux and BSD 

license for windows platforms. It‟s a command line tool and installed using source or binaries [21]. 

2.5. SPIN. SPIN is a very efficient formal model checker used for the design and verification of distributed / 

concurrent systems. Spin as a formal analysis and verification tool has following objectives [23]. 

1. Design specifications are expressed in a programming like language PROMELA (Process Meta 

Language). 

2. Correctness requirements for proving correctness of claims are expressed using notations of LTL 

(Linear Temporal Logic). 

3. A methodology for establishing logical relevance in design specifications and correctness 

requirements. 

As spin cannot handle unbounded number of verifications therefore syntax/model specified in promela must 

be bounded and countable behaviors are verified. Spin starts with the specification of a distributed/concurrent 

software system in a high level language promela using a GUI XSPIN, the front end application. After the 

design specifications are free from syntax errors the next step is to perform interactive simulation until the 

program behaves as intended. In the third step, verification of the specification is done using on the fly 

verifier. If any disprove in the correctness claims are found it is resubmitted to the interactive simulation to 

remove the causes [23]. 
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Figure 1: Spin structure for specification and verification [23] 

The correctness claims are represented as LTL formula. Spin converts LTL to Buchi automata. Computation 

on a set of global state space and synchronous product of the claim gives another buchi automaton to prove 

whether the claim is satisfied or not. [23]. Spin represents each process as a finite automata, the resulting 

global system behavior is represented as finite automata. The interleaving Cartesian product of the global 

behavior of the system is referred to as global state space. This state space represented in a form of graph is 

called as global reachability graph [23]. Spin uses a single procedure to compute a single concurrent 

component and a buchi automaton of a correctness claim using depth first search. In the best case, if the claim 

proves correct by on the fly verifier, the state space size is zero. In worst case, it is Cartesian product of claim 

and system and in normal case, the depth first search algorithm terminates when an acceptance state is found. 

It is important to know that LTL makes spin an effective verifier, compared to its predecessors, as any LTL 

formula can be translated to buchi automata [23]. 

3. Selection of Formal Analysis Tool and Decision Making. The selection of formal analysis tool is a 

decision making process. The tool selection is a very important decision and has incredible impact on the 

related processes of system development and evolution. 

3.1. Software Engineering Decision Support (SEDS). The process of evolution of software development 

life cycle leads to the development of new tools, methods and techniques. However, we are still dealing with 

the problem of expected software quality behaviour, time to market, budgetary and resource issues. So the 

challenge is to provide empirical based guidelines for enabling good decisions for the selection of tools, 

methods and techniques in all aspects of software development. This is the main purpose of Software 

Engineering Decision Support (SEDS). Decision support is needed for the following reasons [24]: 

 Decision problems are not taken seriously, subsequently they are poorly described and understood   

 No mechanism is used to make a decision, therefore decision are unplanned and taken at 11th hour. 

 Decision taken is not based on any empirical evaluation, model and experience. 

 Many stakeholders have conflicting interest and decision taken not considers the interest of all 

related stakeholders. 

 Decision may cause the violation of the critical constraint and is often detected too late. 

 Impacts and consequences of the decision are ignored. 

 Decision does not involve transparency and are not open to criticism. 

 Decision making is not executed and aided using any intelligent tool. 
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So decision support is needed to cover the entire realm of software development life cycle from „Software 

Requirement Engineering‟ to „System Deployment‟. Decision support is needed to describe, evaluate, sort, 

rank, select or reject candidate products, COTS, processes, technique or tools [24]. 

3.2. Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM). Tool selection is a multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) 

[25] problem. MCDM or MCDA is an acronym used for Multiple Criteria Decision Making / Analysis, a 

well-known selection problem structuring and solution technique which involves decision and analysis when 

multiple, complex and conflicting criteria are considered and give solution in the form of best alternative from 

the set of multiple alternatives. It supports decision maker when an optimal solution to some decision problem 

does not exists.The basic activities of MCDM include [26]: 

1. Establishing a set of criteria for selection 

2. Assigning weights to each criterion representing its importance in the selection under consideration.  

3. Evaluating the priority of each alternative against each criterion. 

4. Ranking of the alternatives based on a set of criteria. 

One of the most promising techniques of MCDM is Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). 

3.3. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). AHP was developed by Thomas L. Saaty in late 1970s. It‟s a 

technique for solving complex decision problems involves mathematics and human judgment. AHP is a 

formal method used to derive ranking from pair-wise comparisons technique which is based on ratio scale 

[27]. AHP assist numerous social, economic, business, government decision makers in policy making, 

marketing strategy, system selection, program selection, resource planning etc. The process of AHP involves 

following step [28], [29]. 

Identify Objectives

Make Pair-wise Comparison Between Criteria, Sub-Criteria Based 

On Their Intensity Level

Draw Hierarchal Tree

Develop Relative Priority And Ranking

Aggregate The Result

Make Your Assessment Consistent

Make Pair-wise Comparison Between Alternatives Based On Ratio 

Scale

Identify Alternatives

Identify Criteria, Sub-Criteria And Intensity Level

STEP 1

STEP 5

STEP 4

STEP 8

STEP 9

STEP 7

STEP 6

STEP 3

STEP 2

 

Figure 2: Process of AHP 

4. Implementation Results. Selection of formal analysis tool (Objective) is based on ISO/IEC 9126 standard 

for software product quality evaluation. The criteria include Efficiency, Reliability, Usability, Functionality 
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and Portability. Maintainability is not an issue in selection of best fit formal analysis tool that are available as 

Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) or free-wares as an academic versions. Moreover, maintainability is not a 

measurable attribute for factors [30]. The criterion of Maintainability therefore is not considered for the 

efficient selection/decision making process. 

Selecting A Formal Analysis Tool

Efficiency Usability PortabilityFunctionalityReliability

CASPA

SPIN

ProVerif

Scyther

AVISPA

CASPA

SPIN

ProVerif

Scyther

AVISPA

CASPA
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ProVerif

Scyther

AVISPA

CASPA

SPIN

ProVerif

Scyther

AVISPA

CASPA

SPIN

ProVerif

Scyther

AVISPA

 

Figure 3: Hierarchal Tree / AHP Decision Model  

Once the AHP decision model is generated next step is to rate the criteria and alternatives to determine the 

relative importance of criteria and alternative over one another. Three methods are available to weight the 

criterion, direct comparison method, pair-wise comparison method and abbreviated pair-wise comparison 

method. Selecting the weighting method depends on the problem, available information and decision maker 

experiences. [31]. We use pair-wise comparison method to weight our criteria and alternatives. The result of 

weighting method in the form of decision scores is shown. 

Lowest Level CASPA  AVISPA Scyther ProVerif SPIN Model 

Efficiency 0.075 0.168 0.080 0.215 0.462 0.104 

Reliability 0.440 0.154 0.069 0.154 0.183 0.559 

Usability 0.247 0.080 0.086 0.080 0.508 0.085 

Functionality 0.222 0.070 0.171 0.056 0.481 0.188 

Portability 0.220 0.082 0.173 0.082 0.442 0.065 

Results 0.331 0.129 0.097 0.131 0.312 -- 

Table 1: Result data of pair-wise comparison method 

Result of the comparison is shown as decision scores that reflect best to worst ranking of alternatives. 
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Figure 4: Decision scores for selecting the best alternative 

4.1. Criteria Contributions and Data Analysis. The chart of criteria contribution shows the contribution of 

each criterion in each alternative to achieve the goal. The stacked bar histogram of criteria distribution is 

shown with contribution data table. 

 Reliability Functionality Usability Portability Efficiency 

CASPA 0.246013 0.0417141 0.0209036 0.0142576 0.00778827 

SPIN 0.102029 0.0903141 0.0430585 0.028628 0.0479842 

ProVerif 0.0862109 0.010431 0.00676335 0.00531372 0.0223053 

AVISPA 0.0862109 0.0131582 0.00676335 0.00531372 0.0175093 

Scyther 0.0385599 0.0319897 0.00725423 0.0111932 0.0083335 

Table 2: Data sheet for contribution of criteria in decision scores 

 
Figure 5: Histogram of contribution of criteria in decision scores 

4.2. Sensitivity Analysis. Sensitivity analysis shows the sensitivity of the decision to change when the 

relative importance of the criteria changes. Sensitivity analysis displays alternatives‟ decision scores to 

weights of the criterion with the criticality of the criterion to the decision when the value of criterion is 

changed. Sensitivity analysis performed for the selection of formal analysis tools shows that reliability is the 

most critical criterion compared to other criteria with criticality of 3.4% which means that a change of 3.4% 

of weight in the value of reliability can change the result or structure of the model. Criticality of efficiency is 

evaluated as 4.1%, functionality is 5.5%, usability is 6.1% and least critical is portability with criticality 

equals 7.3%. 
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Figure 6: Sensitivity analysis of alternatives to reliability 

4.3. Trade-offs. Trade off means a cost of losing a quality attribute to gain certain amount of quality attribute. 

Result shows that reliability is the most significant or critical criteria whereas portability is least significant. 

Trade off result for one unit change in reliability shows 1.67 unit change in efficiency, 2.00 unit change in 

usability, 1.33 unit change in functionality and correspondingly, 2.50 unit change in portability. The relative 

weights show the relative importance of each criterion with respect to reliability. 

 

Table 3: Trade off result for one unit change in reliability 

5. Conclusion. Many formal analysis tools are available for formal verification of secure computing systems. 

Yet there is no study available on the precise and concrete selection of a tool based on multi criteria of 
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quantitative or qualitative nature. Learning all of these tools or a wild guess in selection is a problem. Other 

way out is to use some decision support mechanism that is based on expert judgment. A study which is 

consistent in judgment and is taken from more than one human expert based on judgment. Our solution is 

based on hierarchal, statistical and mathematical approach i.e. AHP to solve the multi criteria selection 

problem of purely formal analysis tools. On the contrary, AHP involves human judgement in pair-wise 

comparison of the order pairs which makes the comparison biased. We tried to remove biasing and make the 

judgement consistent but still due to leaning nature of human in favour of some alternative the judgements are 

not completely pure. Our result shows quantitatively that CASPA is the best alternative out of SPIN, Proverif, 

AVISPA and Scyther when multiple criteria for selection based on reliability, efficiency, usability, 

functionality and portability are considered. 

Current implementation in AHP could be expanded to other tools and other qualitative/quantitative criteria. 

Techniques other than AHP e.g. Fuzzy AHP could be used and results are compared. Potential work includes 

the selection of formal analysis tool on quality metrics as defined by ISO/IEC 9126-4 or other quality models.  
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ABSTRACT. Communication with real time applications and inter-network
technologies is voice of the day. Mobility management with low latency and packet
loss is a big challenge in inter technologies communication. To address these
issues, a novel approach for vertical handover scheme is proposed in this paper.
Vertical handover plays an important role in reducing latency and packet loss, as it
synchronize for the new care off address when home address gets invalid due to
mobility. This process consists of two main operations 1) address resolution time
and 2) network layer registration time. While synchronizing care off address, the
proposed model reduces address resolution time by pre handover configuration and
network layer registration time by reducing traffic signaling. The model ensures
unique care off address for a mobile node, hence eliminates the duplicate address
detection time which is one of the major contributors for latency in the previous
vertical handover schemes. The approach is been validated through analytical
comparison of the proposed model with the existing schemes like mobile IPv6,
hierarchical mobile IPv6 and fast handover mechanism for optimization.
Keywords: Vertical Handover, Handover Latency, Mobile IPv6, Mobility
Management, Seamless Mobility.

Introduction: Mobility management is more complex in 4G networks. More research focus is required to
develop a seamless mobility management protocol that ensures continuous connection to real-time high speed
data and multimedia applications with low latency and packet loss [2]. Numbers of schemes have been
proposed in literature to enhance the mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) and ensure seamless mobility during vertical
handover [3].  Most of these enhancements are based on the following parameters;
Reduced network-layer registration time (by localizing the registration) Reduced address resolution time (by
pre handoff registration). MIPv6 has extended features of IPv6 [4] and also solves the problem of mobility by
introducing home agent (HA). This process is effective but takes time in discovering new subnet, care off
address (CoA) generation and binding updates, which causes latency [7].  Hierarchical MIPv6 (HMIPv6)
enhances MIPv6 by introducing hierarchal network structure [4]  through mobile anchor point (MAP). MAP
deals with handover process at local level, hence divides mobility into global and local mobility that reduces
the network layer registration time with HA. Fast handover mechanism reduces address resolution time by
performing pre-configuration [8]. Layer 2 triggers detect the mobility and generate the CoA in advance [9]. In
the proposed model the visited network will inform the HA or MAP that the mobile node is approaching. The
remaining synchronization will be done at each side individually with the help of an algorithm which will
generate the same new care off address for the Mobile node based on previous IP address.

The Proposed Fast Handover Mechanism (FMIPv6) with Hash: FMIPv6 with hash is a novel scheme
which combines Hierarchal mobile IPv6 and Fast handoff scheme with the hash algorithm.Registration in this
model is not like a traditional 3 ways handshake process. The visited network informs the HA or MAP that
the mobile node is approaching. At HA and MN side the hash algorithm generates the same care off address
for mobile node (MN) based on previous MN IP address with the prefix of the new visited network, while
synchronization for the network portion is made before the actual vertical handover takes place. After IP
invalidation caused by mobility to foreign network, there is no need of synchronization between MN and
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Home agent for updating IP. In this way the network layer traffic signalling and registration time is
reduced.This model is inspired by the huge number of addresses in IPv6 and Hash Function [1].
Hash Function produces same results every time for same inputs. In this model the Hash Function has to
generate IP in a defined range, Hash Function is bound to produce an output from a define range of values.
This eliminates the chance of IP conflict. Other schemes check the CoA for availability, which is known as
duplicate address detection (DAD). The DAD time increases the overall latency of the handoff process. The
proposed model ensures no IP conflict with no DAD time, hence overall latency is reduced. All this process is
pre handoff at layer 2.  The model performs the FMIPv6 operation in an improved mode up to this point.At
network layer, when the signal strength of MN reaches its threshold value, it just sends an acknowledgement
for the Handoff. All the concerned entities have the CoA address in advance. So they just start communication
with the new care off address (nCoA) of the MN [1].

Performance Comparison of Mobility Schemes

1.1 Assumptions and Consideration

Before going into the comparison let us define some assumption and discuss the handoff differences

among these schemes.

In MIPv6 the handoff latency is given by the round trip for binding update with HA, correspondent node (CN)
or old access router (oAR) [6]. It starts when MN can no more listen for oAR and ends when packets are
received from HA, CN or new access router (nAR). In HMIPv6 the handoff latency is the round trip time for
binding update with MAP instead of HA or CN. In FMIPv6 the address resolution time is excluded from the
latency as it is done in pre-configuration, so the latency is the delay between receiving the feed back
acknowledgement (F-Back) and first packet from nAR.

The designed mobility scheme has the objective of reducing latency and packet loss during handoff process.
The latency starts with the MN old AR detachment till the resumption of the communication through new AR
[6]. Figure 1 shown below describes the latency component of handoff process,

Figure 1. handoff latency components [6]
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Figure 1 T1 shows the L2 handoff process and has 12% of the total latency, T2 represents the latency in
acquiring new CoA and DAD which is 87% of the collective latency. T3 is 1% of the total latency and
consists of binding updating process.

- 2 - 3 -T handover TL handover TL handover  1

This research is focused on reducing L3 handoff latency but the proposed scheme reduces the latency in L2 as
well. The L3 latency consists of two components,

- 3 - 6 - 6T L handover T IPv T MIPv  2

Where

- 6 - -T IPv T MD T CoA  3

T-MD is mobile detection time and T-CoA is care off address generation time.

- 6 - - Re - - ReT MIPv T HA gistration T CN gistration  4

In the combination of HMIPv6 and FMIPv6 consideration, the latency is the time between the F-Back and BU
with MAP and receiving the first packet from nAR. Every time the handoff, discussed, is initiated by the MN.
In case of HMIPv6 the micro handoff is considered for the comparison only.

Studied Scenario

This section presents a slight handoff scenario described in [5] with modifications. The parameters are
changed by adding the parameters of the proposed schemes.

Figure 2. Scenario for analysis

The scenario shows a hierarchical topology. The HA is located at 1 while MAP is at 2 for HMIPv6. The wired
link delay is represented by ld, Wd represents the wireless delay where #BU is used for the number of binding
updates sent. The #BU may be 2 or 3 depending on the capability of the old access router (oAR) for the
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forwarding of BU. Handoff in MIPv6 and HMIPv6 is MN initiated and CoA configuration is stateless with
DAD. Where the proposed scheme handoff is network initiated with no DAD because the scheme ensures the
uniqueness of the new care off address (nCoA). The MN is moving from AR1AR2.
Table 1 shows the latencies of the different IPv6 mobility schemes with detail of the contributors of total

latency.

Table 1 Latencies of different IPv6 motilities Schemes

Mobility

Scheme

Number of

binding

updates

#BU

Wireless

delay

(Wd)

Link delay

for MN (ld

MN)

Link delay

for CN

(ld CN)

T-CoA (Time

for care-off

address

generation)

Duplicate

address

detection

time

Total

latency

MIPv6
3 1 3 1 1 4 13

HMIPv6
2 1 1 1 1 4 10

FMIPv6 3 1 1 3 0.5 1 10.5

FMIPv6

With Hash
0.5 1 3 1 0.5 0 6

The overall handoff latency of the MIPv6 is,

6- 6 # MIPvL MIPv BU Wd ldHA ldCN TCoA DAD      5

As forwarding is not allowed in MIPv6 the #BUMIPv6 = 3, the latency of each BU is 100% and for

simplification consider it as 1. Similarly consider the Wd = 1 and ldHA=3 as there are three link distance for

the nAR/MN and HA, ldCN=1 for all the schemes. T-CoA = 100% taken as 1 and the DAD=4 for each of the

case because according to [6] 87% of the total latency is due to CoA and DAD. Hence the total latency for

MIPv6 is;

( 6) 3 1 3 1 1 4 13Latency MIPv       

Hierarchical MIPv6 introduces MAP’s to reduce the traffic signalling. The total latency in hierarchical MIPv6

is;

6- 6 # HMIPvL HMIPv BU Wd ldHA ldCN TCoA DAD      6

The #BUHMIPv6 = 2 as the BU for CN is optional in HMIPv6, Wd=1, ldHA=1 as the MAP is just one link

away from nAR/MN, ldCN=1, TCoA=100% taken as 1 and DAD=4.
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( 6) 2 1 1 1 1 4 10Latency HMIPv       

The Fast MIPv6 enhances the performance by pre-configuration of the CoA. The latency at FMIPv6 is;

6- 6 # FMIPvL FMIPv BU Wd ldHA ldCN TCoA DAD      7

The #BUFMIPv6 = 3 like MIPv6, Wd=1. ldHA=3 like MIPv6, ldCN =1, T-CoA =50% taken as 0.5 just

assume as it is performed pre handoff, DAD=2 assuming it 50% pre handoff. So the total latency is;

( 6) 3 1 1 3 0.5 2 10.5Latency FMIPv       

The HMIPv6 reduces the latency by 3

( - 6) ( - 6) 3L MIPv L HMIPv 

Where L-MIPv6=13 and L-HMIPv6 =10

And the FMIPv6 reduces the latency by 2.5

( - 6) ( - 6) - 6(13.5) 5.5 7.5L FMIPv L HMIPv L MIPv   

Where L-MIPv6=13 and L-HMIPv6 =10.5

The hybrid of HMIPv6 and FMIPv6 will reduce the handoff latency. The combine reduction of these two

schemes is 2.5+3=5.5 so the total latency of this scheme is;

( - 6) ( - 6) - 6(13.5) 5.5 7.5L FMIPv L HMIPv L MIPv   

The total latency of FMIPv6 with Hash scheme is;

6- 6 # FMIPv HL FMIPv H BU Wd ldHA ldCN TCoA DAD       8

The #BUFMIPv6+H =0.5 as the scheme minimizes the BU to Acknowledgements only which is 50% less

costly then traditional BU. Wd=1, ldHA=3, ldCN=1, TCoA=0.5, DAD=0 as it ensures the unique CoA. So,

( 6 ) 0.5 1 3 1 0.5 0 6Latency FMIPv H       

If we apply the scheme over the hybrid of FMIPv6 and HMIPv6 then the ldHA=1 and the total latency of the

scheme becomes;
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( 6 ) 0 1 1 1 0.5 0 3.5Latency F HMIPv H        
But the scheme enhancement is obtained by adding it with FMIPv6, because the HMIPv6 has additional

overhead of the MAP.

This scheme reduces the latency almost 50% of the MIPv6. The chart below shows the result of the analytical

comparison.

Figure 3. Chart of Mobility Schemes Latency
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Discussion of Results: Numbers of mechanisms are added to schemes to enhance the performance, but still
the research is in progress to find the best scheme to support real time applications. The model proposed in
this article, gives a clear direction for a new handoff scheme.

The proposed model is based on the FMIPv6 with hash function. The model also suggests a pool of IP’s in
every subnet for the nodes that enter to the network due to mobility. Each time the Hash function generates a
unique IP from the reserved pool of IP’s, so there will be no need for DAD. The hash function will generate
the same IP at the HA side, so the traffic signalling will be limited to acknowledgment and routers
advertisement only.
The achievement of the proposed model at layer 2 is to reduce address resolution time. This model also
reduces the network layer registration time and modifies the MIPv6 basic operation [4] as shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4. Modified MIPv6 Operation

The binding update traffic signalling will be reduced to Acknowledgement only, as the CoA will already be

present. Figure 5 shows handoff using FMIPv6 scheme.

Figure 5. Basic operation of FMIPv6 [4]
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The proposed model will enhance this operation and will modify the operation given in figure 8 by reducing

the BU traffic signalling. In the proposed model the diagram given in figure 5 operation will become

operational as shown in figure 6.

Figure 6. Modified FMIPv6 Operation

Conclusion:The proposed model has the capability to reduce latency and is more efficient than the previous
models. The model has features both of the HMIPv6 and FMIPv6 with added capability of eliminating DAD
by ensuring unique IP and reducing traffic signalling by minimizing the binding update traffic. The
performance study of different mobility schemes shows that in different scenarios the performance of each
scheme varies. The combination of two or more schemes can allow us to get an optimized scheme for the
Vertical Handover. FMIPv6 with Hash has an optimized mechanism for address resolution and network layer
registration to reduce overall latency. Further more it ensures unique IP and eliminates a major contributor of
vertical handover latency, which makes the scheme obvious being an optimized one.
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ABSTRACT. Interval methods offer quite new research aspects regarding Digital
Signal Processing. In scenarios like finite numeric representation, limited precision
sensors or the quantization process, signal processing has been practicing interval
mathematics as quite a reliable gizmo for expressing the uncertainties. Some types of
control systems like estimating or soft computing systems, the uncertainties are
caused due to the presence of variable instability, variance of signal, or the rate of
safety of some actuators. Since most DSPs are designed to work in real time
environments, effective implementation of interval arithmetic for these processors
asks for fast processing capabilities. Hence the aim is to develop an environment that
facilitates interval arithmetic operations to be executed at the very same
computational speed as is offered in many contemporary signal processors. So we are
proposing the design and implementation of Interval Arithmetic multiplier that
functions with IEEE 754 numbers. This design carries out the execution of an
algorithm which performs better than conventional algorithm of Interval multiplier.
The performance of proposed architecture is better than that of a conventional
Canonic sign digit (CSD) floating-point multiplier, as it can perform interval
multiplication and floating-point multiplication as well as Interval Comparisons.
Keywords: DSP, Interval Arithmetic, Interval Multiplication

1. Introduction. Applications associated to control, communications, multimedia, etc., have been employing
digital signal processing because of high functionality and performance it attains for applications involving
limited instruction set for implementing repetitive linear operations such as addition, multiplication, delay,
etc., on a stream of sampled data. To fulfill the cost and performance needs of a particular application, digital
signal processors have been combined with one or more FPGA devices or employed as attached coprocessor.
One of the attractive aspects of digital signal processors is performing multiply-accumulate operations in a
single instruction cycle. This operation is the basic step for performing vector product which is the key to
computing digital filters, Fourier transforms and correlation. Underlying many of these is the need for
accurate and reliable results, but errors can lead to inaccuracies [1] [2] [3]. There are basically three different
sources of error associated with numerical computations:

1) Data Problem: occurs due to the fact that some given parameter values may not be known exactly
(i.e. true for physically determined parameter values), or else they may not be exactly represented
in a computer (i.e. the number π). Consider the expression f (x) = 1−x+ x2/2 with x = 0.531, i.e.
with 10-3 precision. Computing this expression with classical arithmetic gives the result f (x) =
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0.610. Now, if we perform the computations using IA, we get f (x) = 0.469 + 0.5312/2 ∈ 0.469 +
[0.281, 0.282]/2 and so f (x) ∈ 0.469 + [0.140, 0.141] = [0.609, 0.610]. Through this method it is
made sure that the interval [0.609, 0.610] contains the exact answer.

2) Truncation Error: occurs due to the necessity to terminate some infinite converging process after a
finite number of steps. Or by the requirement that some well-defined expression is evaluated at
some point whose location is known only approximately (i.e. the reminder term of Taylor series).

3) Round-off Error: is caused by the necessity to restrict computational processes to operate on
numbers which do not exceed some predetermined number of digits in length. It is the difference
between the calculated approximation of a number and its exact mathematical value. It has
traditionally been the most troublesome, primarily because of its non-analyticity.

Interval Arithmetic is a methodology which is used to examine and control numerical errors in computers.
Ramon E. Moore published the first book on the subject entitled "Interval Analysis" [4] in 1966. In the 1990's,
the interval arithmetic community observed substantial emergence and nowadays problems like global
optimization, numerical analysis and many engineering and CAD issues, are being solved by utilizing interval
algorithms [5] [6]. Interval based algorithms continually keep on being answer to many signal processing and
controls problems. For example, finding the optimal solution to a problem is often quite necessary in signal
processing, i.e., cost function minimization. The fact that makes the techniques of interval global optimization
approaches quite fetching in DSP and control applications, is that they ensure convergence to global
minimum point(s). Reliable results are interpreted as the solutions in which the outcome of the operation
being executed is ensured to be exactly the accurate result. The interval established by interval analysis is
guaranteed to contain the accurate answer expected from an operation executed on two input interval numbers.
The principal advantage of traditional interval arithmetic is its ability to furnish the range of all the possible
results of a given operation.
As many of the applications in DSP include tasks that are recursive and manipulate a sequence of data, hence
there is always a chance of errors and uncertainties growing unboundedly over time [7]. Utilization of interval
arithmetic in such applications keeps the errors within limits. Better performing algorithms are established
from the utilization of interval arithmetic due to its practice of:

 Eliminating instabilities occurring due to mathematical operations of numbers of very different
order of magnitude, by monitoring certain parameters of the optimization algorithm

 Limiting the results to lie within certain bounds.
 Ensuring the convergence of the algorithm towards a stable filter by limiting the parameter space to
certain bounds.

Slower computational speed is the main disadvantage in employing this algorithm in software. This happens
because of the reason that interval arithmetic deals with two numbers instead of just one i.e. to operate on
intervals.  Implementation of interval arithmetic in software experiences the disadvantage of additional
overhead resulting from error and range checking, rounding modes, function calls and memory management.
As a consequence, interval algorithms faces the weakness of  experiencing relatively high execution time on
contemporary computers, as compared to real arithmetic their counterparts [8] [9] [10]. To subdue the
overhead experienced because of rounding, a hardware solution is mandatory that can perform the rounding
calculations for each interval simultaneously. Interval Arithmetic Logic Units (I-ALU) are designed
particularly to serve the purpose of operating on interval numbers. Any digital signal processor finds this type
of an Interval ALU (I-ALU) attractive to be used as its core. The throughput of this ALU is desired to be
comparable to that of non-interval units. DSPs are aimed to support the execution of algorithms that are
characterized by repetitive multiply-and add operations, in contrast to the common general purpose
microprocessors that are supposed to manage general computing operations. They utilize a modified Harvard
architecture supporting separate data and program memory [11].
The paper demonstrates Interval Multiplier unit that will furnish the basis for building digital signal
processing systems for producing reliable answers expeditiously. Section 2 will discuss Interval arithmetic,
some background information and previous work done. Section 3, discusses the basic architecture of the
proposed Interval Multiplier Unit. Comparison of the time and efficiency of this algorithm with previously
utilized methods and algorithms through Implementation and analysis is manifested in the section 4 and
finally, section 5 provides the conclusion and future directions related to the proposed approach.

2. Interval Arithmetic. Generally, capital letters are used for representing intervals and small letters are used
for representing real numbers. The upper and lower interval end points of an interval X are represented as xu
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and xl, respectively. Any closed interval X= [ xl , xu] contains all the real numbers that lie in-between and
including the two endpoints xl and xu (i.e., X={x: xl < x < xu}) as well. When arithmetic operation is
performed on computer, it may not be possible to represent one or both end points of interval. In this case,
outward rounding is used for computing the interval endpoints. Outward rounding is performed by rounding
the lower endpoint towards negative infinity (Ñ), and rounding the upper endpoint of the interval towards
positive infinity (D), i.e. increasing the bound of the interval. While rounding towards negative infinity is
called round down technique and rounding towards positive infinity is called round up technique. Outward
rounding ensures that the resulting interval encloses the correct result. Addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division (basic arithmetic operations) are described for interval numbers as follows:

 Z=X+Y= [xl+yl,xu +yu]
 Z=X-Y= [xl-yu, xu – yl]
 Z= X*Y= [min (xl*yu, xl*xu , xu*yu, xu*yl), max (xl*xu, xu*yl, xu*yu, xl*yu)]
 Z= X/Y= [min (xl/yu, xl/xu, xu/yl, xu/yu), max (xl/xuxu/yl, xu/yu, xl/yu,)]

Previously implementation of interval arithmetic was performed in software. Slow speed was the main
drawback of software implementation. They experienced large number of overhead due to the facts like
function calls, changing of rounding modes, memory management, exception handling. For instance,
multiplication operation requires large number of conditional branches to make the decision between the
endpoints for multiplication to produce the proper required result. It is shown in the Table 1.

Case Condition Z
1 xl>0, yl>0 Zl=xlyl,Zu=xuyu

2 xl>0,yu<0 Zl=xuyl, Zu=xlyu

3 xu<0,yl>0 Zl=xlyu, Zu=xuyu

4 xu<0, yu<0 Zl=xyyu, Zu=xlyl

5 Xl<0<xu, yl>0 Zl=xlyl, Zu=xuyu

6 Xl<0<xu, yu<0 Zl=xuyl, Zl=xlyl

7 Xl>0, yl<0<yu Zl=xlyl, Zu=xuyu

8 Xl<0, yl<0<yu Zl=xlyu, Zu=xlyl

9 Xl<0<xu,yl <0<yu Zl=m n, Zu=m x
Table1. Cases for interval multiplication

As we can see, for selecting the end points, depending on the values of the input intervals with respect to zero,
nine distinct cases are to be considered for multiplication. In order to select between the multiplications cases,
large number of conditional statements was needed. As individual operations were performed sequentially,
extra work is done and it involves several time-consuming steps. In case of the misprediction of conditional
branches, the performance penalty to be paid for was quite heavy in fully pipelined processors. Quite a large
number of computational cycles are needed to change the rounding modes in software. A numerous cycles
delay and sever limitations in parallel execution are experienced due to the fact that changing of rounding
mode on many processors requires the complete floating-point pipeline to be flushed. General implementation
of interval multiplication in software is carried out through subroutines, and so due to several subroutine calls
and returns, an extra overhead is faced during execution. Hence, contemporary computer architectures face
the drawback of causing slower execution of interval algorithms as compared to that for their counterparts in
real arithmetic [9]. It was observed that software implementations turn out to perform almost four times
slower than the executions performed by functionally equivalent hardware.
In order to overcome these performance drops caused by software limitations, hardware support was
employed.  An ALU design based on interval was proposed to provide almost the same computational
execution time for interval operations as that is provided in many DSPs [12]. In this design there were two
independent modules working in parallel to compute the lower and upper bound of the output interval.  A
particular functional unit of the ALU was designed to support the execution of the basic fixed-point interval
arithmetic operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication along with the interval set operations of union
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and intersection. Another plus point is that through the multiply-accumulate instruction; the ALU was
improved to perform dot products. Conventionally, division can only be implemented through shift operations
on DSPs.  In this design, division was done by shifting. The goal to achieve was to design ALU in order to
have maximum throughput while diminishing area. The objective of this design was to solve DSP field
problems with improved accuracy and faster rate.

3. Interval Arithmetic Multiplier. The most general definition of interval(X= [xl,xu] and Y=[yl ,yu] )
multiplication is :

Z=X.Y= [min (xuyl,xlyl, xlyu, xuyu), max(xlyu ,xuyl, xuyu ,xlyl )]

If the floating point multiplier can provide at least two times of the accuracy in the inputs operands, in the
resulted product, the interval multiplication can be calculated as:

Z=X.Y= [ min (xlyl, xlyu ,xuyl, xuyu), Δmax(xlyl, xlyu ,xuyl, xuyu)]

where and Δ represents rounding down and up towards negative and positive infinity respectively.
According to this definition, calculating the endpoints of interval of Z involves four multiplications, four
comparison operations, and two steps of fixed rounding [13]. Normally interval arithmetic is still being
practiced to perform on double precision input operands in order to produce a double precision output. In such
case, X.Y can be calculated as:

Z=X.Y= [min ( xl.yl, xu.yl, xl.yu, xu.yu), max(Δ xl.yl, Δ xl.yu , Δ xu.yl, Δ xu.yu )]

According to this definition, the interval endpoints of Z are calculated by doing eight multiplications, and six
comparison operations. By employing the different technique, the number of multiplications can be reduced.
This approach requires inspection of the signs of endpoints of the given intervals in order to make a decision
of which endpoints should be multiplied to obtain the proper result. The endpoints signs of the intervals X and
Y state the comparison of the numbers with zero i.e. whether X and Y are less, greater or do they contain zero
within their intervals. This gives nine possible cases, as shown in the Figure 1.
The first eight cases require only two multiplications of floating-points to be performed. However, in the
ninth case (when both intervals contain zero) only the sign bits inspection is not enough to determine the
endpoints that are to be multiplied. One approach for dealing with this case is letting the interval multiplier
handle it automatically on its own conditions. However, this method involves a substantial amount of extra
hardware for storing the temporary values and calculating the minimum and maximum among them to decide
the output. Control logic also gets complicated by this. Large numbers of conditional statements are employed
to select among the nine cases, this causes the execution time of interval multiplication to increase. As this
case arises seldom, the approach described in this paper includes four multiplications of floating points and
four comparisons of the products obtained. The main drawback of such an algorithm is the difficulty in
implementing it with pipelined structure due to the fact that the numbers of multiplication steps varies from
case to case.
We propose new algorithm to evaluate the result for interval arithmetic multiplication shown in Table 2.

P=xlyl Min1=min(p,q)
q=xlyu Max1=max(p,q)
R=xuyl Min2=min(min1,r)
T=xuyu Max2=max(max1,r)
Zl=min(min2,t) Zu=max(max2,t)

Table 2.Efficient Algorithm used for interval multiplication
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Figure 1a.Nine cases for interval multiplication

Figure 1b.Nine cases for interval multiplication

*mn= min ( xlyu , xuyl)
*mx= max ( xlyl, xuyu)

It has much less calculations than the conventional interval multiplication shown in Figure 1.  Two stages
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are involved in Interval Multiplication. In stage1 evaluation, product of two 64 bit double precision IEEE 754
floating point numbers is obtained. The following result for stage 1 is obtained, i.e. p=xl.yl, q=xl.yu, r=xu.yl,
t=xu.yu, shown in figure 2.  In stage 2 calculations, we find the minimum and maximum values of compared
results of p, q, r & t, and then store the final result of multiplication in Zl and Zu registers.
Minimum1 and maximum1 values are obtained by comparing p and q during stage 2. Also by comparing
minimum1 and r, minimum2 and maximum2 values are obtained. Finally we get Zl and Zu by comparing
minimum2 and t. The final result is stored in Zl and Zu registers, shown in Figure 3. With this approach, we
need only three floating-point comparisons and four floating-point multiplications to obtain result of interval
multiplication. But conventional interval multiplication involves nine cases to verify which consume more
time and hardware.

Figure 2.Stage 1 Evaluation of Interval Multiplier

Figure 3.Stage 2 evaluation
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Figure 3 shows the stage 2 evaluation of interval multiplier. The calculated values of p,q and r,t are used as
input to mux1 and mux2 respectively. P and q are selected and passed to 64 bit comparator when select line is
(s0, s1) “0”. When select line is “1”, r and t are selected and passed to 64 bit comparator. The comparator
produces the min1 and max1 values, min1 along with r is given to mux3 and mux4 respectively, max1 along
with r is given to mux5 and mux6 respectively.
The output of mux3 and mux4 (r, min1) are fed into 64 bit comparator and the output of mux5 and mux6 (r,
max1) are fed into the 64 bit comparator. Select lines along with p, q are passed to mux5 and mux6 to
evaluate minimum1 (min1) and maximum1 (max1) respectively.  Next time select lines (s02, s12) becomes
01, minimum1 (min1) and r are selected from mux33 and mux4, passed to 64 bit comparator, resultant select
lines(se13) along with minimum1 and r are fed to mux7 to get minimum2 (min2) value. Now select line (s02,
s12) become 10 and minimum2 (min2) and t are passed to 64 bit comparator, depending on select line
(sel323) and minimum2 (min2), t the result minimum3 (min3) is obtained through mux9 which is stored in Zl.
now select line is (s02, s12) made 01, maximum1 (max1) and r are selected through multiplexers 3 and 4, and
passed to 64 bit comparator. 3 bit select line (sel321) along with max1 and r are given to multiplexer (mux8)
to obtain the result maximum2 (max2). Next the select line(s02, s12) becomes 10, maximum2 (max2) and t
are selected through mux3 and mux4, passed to 64 bit comparator, compared, the resultant select
line(sel322m) along with max2 and t are given to mux10 to get maximum3 (max3), the result maximum3 is
stored at Zu. The result Z of interval multiplication is denoted as (Zl, Zu). By applying this algorithm, number
of comparisons has been reduced to almost half of the required.

4. Performance Analysis. Efficiency is the basic purpose of any design or algorithm. One way to measure
the efficiency is through the analysis of execution speed of the algorithm.

Figure 4a.Time analysis of IA multiplier
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Figure 4b.Time analysis of IA multiplier

The algorithm we have described in the last section has been executed and analyzed on MATLAB for the
multiplication of random numbers. We have compared the previous algorithm with our proposed algorithm on
the basis of time taken for the execution of multiplication of some random numbers chosen by MATLAB. We
observed that the time taken by the previous approach is comparatively higher than that of the newer
approach, as demonstrated by the Figures 4a and 4b.We made a function in MATLAB that executes both the
old and new algorithms of interval multiplication for the same set of numbers, generated randomly. Then
calculates the time taken by both algorithms and plots them against each product on same graphs, old
algorithm time shown in green color and new in red color in figures 4a and 4b. These are two graphs for two
different set of numbers but both show that the new approach takes comparatively less time to calculate the
output interval.

5. Conclusion & Future Directions. An effective way to design and implement interval arithmetic units is
demonstrated in this paper, by proposing a new algorithm for interval multiplier that is aimed to be employed
in the fields of DSP and control. The algorithm discussed here finds its application in multiplication of both
intervals as well as floating-points. Because of the execution of interval comparisons along with interval
multiplication, interval multiplications are executed with better accuracy and performance as compared to
formal floating point multiplication. To compute given any two Interval numbers, the proposed IA multiplier
uses four multiplications and three comparisons, whereas for convention interval multiplication algorithm,
with respect to cases the number of steps for the multiplication is not fixed, because of which pipeline
implementation becomes difficult. However, the hardware implementation of the proposed multiplier
algorithm is a future prospect of our work, pipelining can be an efficient way to increase performance.
Moreover the comparator can also be used for other important interval operations, such as interval hull and
intersection. Efficient utilization of active area along with improved functionality and performance can be
achieved this way.
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ABSTRACT. Transliteration and word processing in Urdu is becoming under
limelight in the last decade. Though there has been an immense addition of word
processing features in contemporary word processors for English but as far as Urdu
word processing is concerned, the researchers are seen mostly at the side of finding
single aspect resolutions or optimization of Urdu language processing problems but
tactlessly they give their integration (as one single text editing solution) a very less
significance. Integrated solutions for the fulfillment of modern Urdu content editing
needs are found to be very fewer and feeble at present. Because of having no
compact word processing solution to retort present-day Urdu word processing needs,
there is a great need for an Urdu word processor that could be able to justify the
contemporary text editing needs of people who can read and write Urdu language.
This paper presents features and requirements for a state of the art Unicode based
Urdu word processor described as per the present day necessities. It also considers
the comparative analysis of the present day word processing solutions, their
blemishes, and their strengths over each other and what more can be done in this
area to promote Urdu word processing would be described in this paper as well.
Keywords: Urdu word processing, Natural Language Processing, Guidelines for
Urdu word editor, Urdu Editor.

1. Introduction. According to historical analysis, Word Processing first gained popularity in 1971 and
people compelled to think about the paperless office in order to make their repetitive office work easier and
faster [17]. People who started this concept had a primary focus on English language processing features and
as the time passed more and more solutions got added into existing ones to improve them leaving other
languages blurred.

At present, Urdu is spoken by 63.4 million people all over the world [23]. In Pakistan, Urdu is an official
language and only 20% of the total literate population of Pakistan understands English [15] therefore, the
word processor must be in Urdu language so as to get fully comprehended by the native people and they could
be able to take maximum gain of the current technology.
Urdu being a subset of Arabic language has been of great interest for researchers and scholars since its
development. Many problems were answered and still being answered by many researchers encasing various
facets of it Today in this technological era, where office automation [5][6] has caused a stir and unabridged
office work has come in just a single contraption, for the people who have a command over Urdu language
only prefers text editors to be in their native language as this can enhance their productivity for their routine
work in their respective disciplines. Many efforts were made in this regard and companies came with their
proprietary solutions. These solutions are still being used by people but certain limitations offered by them
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deter accomplishing their required goals at different levels of usage. There emerges a great demand for
modern word processor that could accommodate modern word processing requirements of the people whose
primary language is Urdu.
Intrinsically, this research is being prompted to standardize the features of a present-day word processor for
Urdu language. With some of the common features found in every existing word processor, we are also
mentioning some of the contemporary features which are considered to be assimilated in every modern word
processor.
Next section gives an idea of the domain under the title background and related work and give and idea of the
state of the art in literature and industry. Section 3 proposes some features and standards of UWP. Discussion
section and comparison of the features goes as section 4. Section 5 mention the future direction and last
section is the conclusion.

2. Background and Ralated Work. Urdu being a subset of Arabic language has been a focus of research
since researchers got into the need of merging and digitizing Urdu language support with computing. With the
influx of Unicode (2-byte character encoding standard), character mapping for Urdu language got evolved and
this revolution brought the courtesy of researchers to reform or optimize the existing solutions and finding
solutions to the existing problems. Few classic problems and their existing solutions depicting various aspects
of text editing paradigm are as follows: OCR (Optical Character Recognition) for Urdu Language has got a
tremendous effort in the last few decades and still is getting on peak. One research proposed a solution
irrespective of the Fonts or special scripts for both offline and online platforms by utilizing their own
algorithmic approach instead of the classic approach to this which is Artificial Neural Network [30]. Another
research developed a solution for the conversion of Urdu Nastaliq Font into Roman Urdu using OCR. In that
proposed technique they are segmenting each character and matching each to their corresponding character
already saved in database [14]. On the other hand, many researches have been proposed regarding English to
Urdu translation amongst which one is an Expert System Based approach. This solution provides an
algorithmic approach which promotes less usage of dictionary lookups [29].
Still these out of many solutions are being optimized and researchers are trying to improve the digitization of
Urdu language in order to make it easy for the future work. Here the problem is that the researchers are taking
each of the solutions in isolation. In other words, no effort has still been initiated to integrate the basic
solutions in order to make a compact and contemporary text editing solution. We are trying to promote this
effort so as to formulate basic text editing needs and integrate them into one single solution.
Quite a few text editors are available for Urdu-like Unicode compatible languages in the literature. One editor
has been mentioned in [22] for Urdu and Burushaski, and the other one in [29] with the name “AGHAZ” with
algorithms for translation of English into Urdu. The Former editor has dwelled its roots in literature with the
intent to support and preserve the Burushaski language spoken in Northern areas of Pakistan. This editor
provides only few of the basic features of text editing making it really necessary to improve it. The latter
research provides a single aspect of text editor which is “Translation from English to Urdu”. This research
instead of providing a compact solution to content editing needs, lays foundations for single aspect
investigation.
There are a few industry products available. The existing solutions would be scrutinized on the basis of the
pros and cons they offer individually.

2.1. InPage® Professional. Inpage V3.0 (stable release) released in 2008, by Concept Software Pvt. Ltd. Its
ever first version was released in 1994. The total number of registered users is more than 1,000,000 in
Pakistan [10]. Among the other features it provides Spell Checking, conversion into PDF, Unicode support
and Object operations. Since this is proprietary software it has a price of US$ 394 (Concept Software, 2013)
which makes it costly for most home users.  Similarly it still lacks major features which are required for
today’s user.

2.2. UrduEditor. UrduEditor V8.5, released by SummitSoft. The total downloads of this editor are 116,714
(till 11/03/2014) [27]. It has Unicode support, Virtual Urdu On-Screen Keyboard, User Interface in Urdu.
However it costs you US$ 22.

2.3. Nigar Unicode. Nigar Unicode V2.0.1.5, released by AJSoft. The total downloads of this editor are
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30,850 (till 11/03/2014) [3]. It is a Freeware and provides Unicode sustenance, Spell Check functionality and
Export as image option as well. The odd side of it is that it has no option to export file as PDF (Portable
Document Format), no Object operations supported by it, and no blogging at social media sites.
All these editors, available both in industry and literature, provide some basic and advance level functionality,
however, still they are lacking too many features that are requirement of any text editor of the day to cover the
needs of today’s user. After a basic comparison of these tools or editors, we can comprehend that no single
solution afford all compulsory features in it and hence, this may also limit one’s ability by lacking basic
features. So we need single integrated text editing solution that could live up to both industry as well as
literature echelons.

3. Proposed Standards and Features for Urdu Word Processor. After having a closer look and thorough
investigation of different Urdu editors and tools we compiled and present a list of requirements and features
for Urdu Word Processor. Authors are currently developing an Urdu Word Processors that will provide all the
features that have been identified in this study. This section describes their requirements for the features of the
proposed solution Urdu Word Processor (UWP).
Following Table will look around the basic features that are considered to be present in almost all of the text
editing softwares and our proposed solution would integrate them all as well along with other contemporary
features being discussed one by one ahead.

Common Feature in Urdu Word Editors

File- New, Open, Save, Save As, WYSIWYG (Print, Print Preview, Print Settings), Exit
Edit- Undo/Redo, Copy, Paste, Cut, Select All, Find, Find Next, Replace, Replace All
View- Zoom-in/Zoom-out, Status Bar
Insert- Page break, Time and Date, Symbol, Table
Format- Align[Left, Right, Center, Justify], Text Decoration [Underline, Bold, Italic],
Bullets, Increase/Decrease Indentation
Text- Word Statistics, Spell Checker
Customization- GUI Customization
Font- Size and Face

Table 1. Common Features in most Word Processors

With these common features, following are requirements/features that are presented as standard for any UWP.
Most of these features have been incorporated successfully into the UWP, which is under development. This
project, with all the features and standards mentioned in this paper, will be completed within a couple of
months.

3.1. Unicode compatibility. An Urdu Word Processor (UWP) should be able to handle and process Urdu
Unicode characters [32]. They are mapped from Arabic range (0600-06FF) Hex, extended Presentation 'A'
ranges (FB50-FDFF) Hex and Presentation 'B' ranges (FE70-FEFF) Hex along with Persian, Sindhi, Pashto,
and Kurdish etc. languages of Iran, Pakistan, and India. The [18] “Urdu Computing Standards: Development
of Urdu Zabta Takhti” would be used for Urdu character sets and keyboard design layout.
For a contemporary word processor, it has to be compatible with Unicode, which covers more than 100 scripts
[2]. Modern web and computer languages support Unicode and more than 382 Urdu fonts online [28] that
support Unicode; so the proposed word processor must support Unicode.

3.2. Compatibility with Rich Text Format (RTF). We intend to use Rich Text Format (RTF) (which
supports Unicode, needs to be escaped [7] primarily which can be converted to various text formats and
markup languages like HTML, WordML, and XML etc.

3.3. Email. We reckon that there is an immense need that the modern word processors must be able to send
the document via email. Therefore, we will integrate an email module to fulfill this need.
We intend to integrate the email functionality inside the GUI of the Urdu Word Processor as the patent [11] by
Microsoft suggests.
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3.4. Bi-lingual User Interface (UI). Since, English is not first language in Pakistan we have decided that we
would introduce a bi-lingual User Interface to facilitate our users. For Urdu we would be following
Microsoft’s Urdu Style Guide [12].

3.5. Nastaliq Font as Urdu UI. Urdu language has many writing scripts but commonly used script in Urdu
language is Nastaliq [16] therefore, we would employ Nastaliq font style for the Urdu User Interface so that
user finds a familiar font and a familiar User Interface which will in return increase the productivity of the
user.

3.6. PDF file Generation. PDF (Portable Document Format) was first introduced by Adobe in 1993 [1], PDF
has become an open standard for electronic document exchange maintained by the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO). We intend to use “iTextSharp” library to generate the document to PDF.

3.7. Equation Creator. Mathematical Equations are important in different reports and research papers. Even
most of the mathematics books at elementary level are in Urdu. Therefore support to write Mathematical
Equation in UWP is a requirement. We intend to integrate “Math Editor Mini 1.0” [19] which would generate
the equation as an image to be inserted into the editor.

3.8. Publish to Social Media. With over 10-milion users [24]   users from Pakistan, there is a need for
automated Urdu micro-blogger for Social Media Websites. UWP shall be able to facilitate its user to publish
content to social media website e.g. Facebook.

3.9. Publish to WordPress. Besides micro-blogging there is a considerable amount (75,187,962) of
WordPress powered sites around the World Wide Web [31], to fulfill the needs of Urdu bloggers we would be
integrating the XML-RPC API for posting articles directly from within the Urdu Word Processor.

3.10. Mail-merge. MicroPro started shipping WordStar in June 1979. After completing most of the code,
Barnaby was joined by Jim Fox, who helped complete the code and wrote the installation program. Barnaby
and Fox continued to improve WordStar through several interim versions. A major innovation was the
development of the Mail Merge program, which allowed the insertion of names and addresses into a WordStar
document from a separate file [5][6].
Mailing same content to a number of receivers can be a cumbersome job which needs to be automated. We
will propose a GUI inside the anticipated editor through which user can either write letters for different
receivers with or without envelope labels or user can send an email using this option.

3.11. Text Art. Using typography and text art we better express our feelings and motives, therefore, for better
and beautiful headings we will offer this feature by inserting the heading as an image for the time being
because of the lack of technology within our resources.

3.12. Word Statistics. Statistics is very important for any word processor, the total number of words, number
of lines, and number of pages etc. is to be shown to the user. This feature is not something ordinary that text
editors takes into account rather this is integrated in order to provide aid to the user as he could check the
number of words, lines, or characters he is supposed to write to fulfill the restriction imposed on him/her by
some authority to limit the words to some boundary line. Proposed “Urdu Word Processor” is expected to
accomplish this task by showing total number of characters and number of lines in the “Task-bar” area and a
complete information in a dialog-box.

3.13. Appearance of a certain word in document. It is sometimes crucial to limit certain words in speech or
in article; we sometimes cannot directly count the number of times a certain word is being used in such
article/essays. To solve this problem we will offer a method to count a word appearing inside the document by
showing the figure/number with highlighting all the occurrences of the word.
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3.14. Automatic Aerabification (Diacritization) of Urdu Text. Automatic Diacritization 1is the unique
feature would be provided by Urdu Word Processor as shown in figure 1. We first intend to gather more than
200,000 words from different Urdu blogs and news websites and then we will be using “Urdu to ASCII
Transliteration system” [8] (which offers Diacritization of Urdu words) to store the diacritized words in the
SQLite3 database.
We will use database because the “Urdu to ASCII transliteration system” was taking too long to process
words which apparently would make the process difficult for the end users.

Figure 1. Automatic Aerabification

3.15. Urdu to Roman-Urdu Conversion. Urdu without diacritics is hard to convert to Roman-Urdu,
therefore, we will use the same database to map Urdu words to Diacritized Urdu words and then to Roman.
The Urdu words would be converted to Roman-Urdu with the help of table mentioned in "Conversion of urdu
nastaliq to roman urdu using OCR,"[21].

3.16. Print and Print Preview of the document. The ability to Print and Preview a document is an essence
of a Word Processor which we reckon that it should be implemented.

3.17. Phonetic Urdu Keyboard input. Phonetic Keyboard Layout [9] [26] is very popular and easy to use [4]
we decided to program the input facility into the Extended Rich Text Box so that regardless of keyboard
layout and language being installed, the user should be able to type and process Urdu. For this we will extend
a regular RichTextBox, so that when user types “s” and the input language set to Urdu, “س” will be typed, and
when user types “S”, “ص” will be inserted.
Here, it is worth mentioning that the RichTextBox or any Text Box, the text direction should be set to
“Right-to-Left” or else the text line will be dis-positioned when English word is being typed inside Urdu, as
figure 2 depicts:

1 Diacritization is the addition of normally unwritten letters which if written with words describe their pronunciations like Zabar  َ◌, Zair  ِ◌,
Paish  ُ◌, Madd ~ etc.
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Figure 2. Urdu Text Dispositioned

3.18. On-screen Virtual keyboard. A QWERTY virtual keyboard was designed for English while for the
convenience of Urdu Users we would use the famous Phonetic Keyboard Layout [9], our virtual keyboard
would also contain a shortcut button for inserting Symbols and a button for Urdu Keyboard Layout
customization.

3.19. Urdu keyboard customization. There come certain occasions when user wants to change a specific key
up to his/her ease and desire. We want to provide this ease of change to increase the user productivity.

3.20. Export document as a Microsoft Word Document. To facilitate our users so they can further use the
document in Microsoft Word we used an API to export the Urdu document in Word document .doc format.

3.21. Export document as HTML document. Urdu Word Processor is not just for publishing and creating
text, it can also be used as an HTML editor. We will provide facility to save the document as formatted HTML
file and also to read HTML files.

3.22. Export document as a PNG image. Already in InPage, many of the times, the Urdu text is needed as
an image to be published and to be used in specialized image processing software for flyers etc. We intend to
provide this feature so that user could be able to export the formatted text as a PNG (portable network
graphic) image.

3.23. Bi-directional compatibility with the older versions of InPage. InPage is a famous Urdu Text Editor
with 1-milion users in Pakistan (InPage). Previous versions of InPage are also being used very common in
Pakistan. Sadly the previous version has only one flaw, it has its own legacy encoding scheme.
We intend to offer three features to interact with InPage:

1. InPage text can be imported using Paste Special in Urdu Word Processor.
2. InPage legacy file (.inp) can directly be opened in Urdu Word Processor.
3. Unicode code text from Urdu Word Processor can be converted to the legacy code of InPage and

pasted into InPage.

4. Discussion and Analysis. The features mentioned in table 1 are common in almost all word processors and
urdu word editors/processors are not an exception. Majority of the features proposed in section 3 are not
included in any of the editors mentioned above. The frequency of releasing urdu editors/processors are also
very low as stated in section 2. All the editors take couple of years to release a new version. For example
InPage ®, with more than 1,000,000 registered users in Pakistan [10], is a major stackholder in the domain.
Its lattest version is 2013, which is released after 3-4 years, still lacking majority of the features mentioned
above. The features mentioned in table 1 (the basic one) and the one mentioned in section 3 (the
state-of-the-art) would jointly make an editor to be called state of the art and would fulfill current day needs
of office and home users of Urdu language.

5. Future work. After congregating and assembling the cluster of requirements mentioned above, we intend
them to be more refined and extended with the passage of time. Our motive is to put those aforementioned
features into an Urdu Word Processor to live up to the users’ present-day needs regarding word processing.
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Ahead in near future, we would be developing word processing application that would cater all these features
hence, would evolve a new breed of word processing application in computing.

6. Conclusion. One cannot deny the need of word processors for the native language as a means to promote
culture and literature. The features we have described for the upcoming word processors are highly
demanding and required by contemporary users. The mentioned features are supposed to be the core elements
of any modern word processor and is a must have requirement for the Urdu Word Processor as well.
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ABSTRACT. In Iris Identification systems, high resolution images are taken for perfect 

Iris texture match. High resolution images requires large integration time 

comparative to low resolution images. When a motion between user and camera is 

observed, then images taken can be blurred due to motion. The large integration time 

also blurs the sharp image. Blurred image is result of convolution of latent image and 

the blur kernel (or point spread function). Our main problem is to estimate correct 

blur kernel. After that deblurring of an image is just left with a deconvolution 

operation. We will describe two hardware schemes in which two cameras are used to 

find motion between consecutive frames. Results of this study ensures that blur Iris 

images can be enhanced effectively. 

Keywords: Motion Blur, Non-blind deconvolution, Blind deconvolution, Point 

Spread Function, Blur kernel. 

 

 

1. Introduction. For last decade, Individual Identification through Iris Matching has become an emerging 

technology and gaining more attention due to its less false acception rate and accuracy.  

For a perfect iris texture match, images are captured under controlled appropriate environment. However, if the 

environment is not suitable, that is low contrast, low light, low resolution, pupil reflections, off axis gaze, 

camera angle, and motion blur, then the captured images can have distorted noisy information and conversely, 

increases false rejection rate (FRR). Motion blur has been a challenging dilemma in Digital Image Processing 

for recent years. It occurs when a motion between camera and user is observed. Obtaining a sharp latent image 

from single motion blurred image is a conflicted task. 

In case of shift invariant motion blur that is motion consist of just single plane and no rotating motion then the 

obtained blurry image can be described by convolution of sharp image and PSF. Here PSF elaborates the tracing 

path of camera or detector. 

  

 
Figure 1: Point Spread Function 

 

𝐵 = 𝐼 ∗ 𝐾 + 𝑋 
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Where convolution is shown by “∗”operator. B is acquired blurry image when original sharp image I gets 

convolved with kernel K. Some noise is added also that is shown by X. If blur kernel is known, Then removing 

motion blur from that image becomes just a deconvolution operation [5]. This process is known as non blind 

deconvolution. 

For instance if both blur kernel and latent image then deconvolution becomes more confronting. Here in this 

paper we will dig up blind deconvolution of a single image, where from a single image both parameters (blur 

kernel, sharp image) are determined. As the motion between user and camera can be fleeting, so motion 

deblurring is generally considered as blind deconvolution. 

 

2. Blind Deconvolution. For Blind Deconvolution, we must have idea of blur kernel or Point Spread Function 

(PSF). In this case PSF is not known as well as the original latent image. A vast research has been made for 

Blur Kernel computation. This is done with help of blind deconvolution. 

Blur kernel, that causes sharp picture to become blurred, can be dissolved into simple specific model (e.g. linear 

movement or circular blur) [2]. These models are characterized by one or two parameters, estimating these 

parameters may be a tough job. Major drawback is that this approach is not feasible for real world images with 

more complex kernels with spatially variant kernels. 

Estimation of non-blurred image is available with several algorithms. Kernel can be estimated with image 

statistics. Such algorithms are rarely used because there is nothing known about real ideal image. Richardson - 

Lucy [10, 11] Iterative method to find unknown kernel or PSF was proposed to extend by Ayers [6] and dainty. 

Several iterative schemes are available for this algorithm. This method has a major advantage that no 

information regarding image and PSF is required. 

For most real world images, blind deconvolution do not work accurately. In case of complex PSF, it cannot be 

efficiently applied to deblur. 

 

3. Hybrid Imaging. This is another technique for PSF estimation. Assume that motion is Shift Invariant that 

is object is moving just in single plane. 

Here two hardware scheme is put forward to approach motion blur problem. First approach, the camera must 

have optically stabilized lenses. These lenses have adaptive optical characteristics that provide compensation 

for camera motion [7]. Second approach offers special kind of sensors used to avoid motion blur in which the 

integration of image is stopped in particular areas where motion is detected 

Ben Ezra and Nayar [3] proposed another algorithm that finds PSF by measuring motion while integration of 

image is being processed. And this PSF is later used for image deblurring. 

 

4. Hybrid Imaging System. System employed for hybrid imaging has two cameras with different 

characteristics. There are two main characteristics of a digital camera: 1) number of pixels (spatial resolutions) 

and 2) number of images (or frames) per unit time. A digital cam has an image detector with number of pixels 

detectors. During image integration time, these pixels receive light energy. To acquire a sharp image, light 

received by each detector must be greater than a threshold value. So exposure time is inversely proportional to 

the number of pixels. Greater the spatial resolution, larger is the exposure time and vice versa. In terms, spatial 

and temporal are inversely proportional to each other. 

 
Figure 2: Temporal Resolution v/s Spatial Resolution 
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To find the PSF in an image, we can use two cameras, one with large spatial resolution and other with large 

temporal resolution. The camera with large spatial resolution will have large exposure time and will suffer from 

blur while the other camera with low spatial but large temporal resolution will not undergo motion blur because 

images taken with this camera after very short time intervals. This lower spatial resolution image sequence is 

used to calculate kernel using deconvolution. 

 

 
Figure 3: Hybrid Imaging System 

 
Video camera is made black and white, that increases its temporal resolution. 

 

5. Motion Calculation. A Frame sequence provided by low resolution (high temporal) camera taken at 

particular time intervals in exposure time can be employed to trace motion path of user or object. 

First of all, motion trace between consecutive adjacent frames is computed. This difficulty is regarded as image 

registration. But we cleared it earlier that the motion is just in single plane and no rotational motion, so we are 

left just with translational motion registration dilemma. 

An iterative approach was established by B. D. Lucas and T. Kanade [1] to find motion between two successive 

frames by Newton - Raphson iterative method. In this method, derivatives of images are calculated. This can 

be applied to real world photographs because it’s easier to calculate derivatives. For applications to sharp 

images, sophisticated techniques should be applied for computing derivatives. Here this method becomes less 

efficient. 

 

6. Estimating PSF. After computing motion between successive images, disparity vectors can be added 

successively to obtain motion path function’s discrete samples [8]. Next we have to manipulate these samples 

to compute motion path. 

 

 
Figure 4: Discrete motion samples 

Ben Ezra – Nayar [3] recommended spline interpolations because these curves are twice differentiable and 

smooth which satisfy both the acceleration and speed constraints. 
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Figure 5: Interpolated path p (t) segmented by Voronoi tessellation 

 

Now to compute energy function, magnitude of each image is found along the trajectory we estimated before. 

So we split the path into portions with one dimension Voronoi Tesselation [9]. These portions describes motion 

while integration of images captured by secondary camera. As all images are captured with same exposure time, 

the view refulgence remains unchanged, that is each portion has same level of energy integrated. We can say 

that energy of a portion and portion length are inversely proportional to each other and vice versa. 

 

 
Figure 6: Energy estimation for each frame 

 

After converting PSF into parametrs, we convert it into matrix form with help of PSF computation algorithm 

described in Johannes Brauers et al [4]. Then we can apply deconvolution algorithm. Ben Ezra – Nayar [3] 

applied Richardson – Lucy [10, 11] methods though it is robust against minor errors. 

 

 
Figure 7: The smoothed energy function e (t) 

 

7. Results. Deblurring algorithms applied to a blurred image taken with high resolution camera is shown in 

figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Motion Blurred Input Image 

 

 
Figure 9: Computed PSF 

  

 
Figure 10: Restored Image 

 

The obtained latent image has significant improvement in quality 

 

8. Conclusions And Future Work. Significant improvement in image quality is observed. Deconvolution 

artifacts and noise are side effects of deconvolution. This image can be used to match with database and false 

rejection rate is decreased and system accuracy is increased. 

Here we had a convention of shift invariant motion blur and the blurring function is spatial invariant over the 

whole image in this case.  

However, a more complex situation is when an object is moving while the background is stationary. Here the 

PSF is not spatial invariant. Just the moving part of image is blurred. 

Hybrid imaging is a low cost technique that can easily approached by consumer level cameras by simply placing 

low cost chip inside camera. 

Also, Primary and secondary camera can also be made on same chip having high resolution in center while 

outer boundary with low resolution. This chip can be made using binning techniques. 
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ABSTRACT. This paper presents the results of an investigation on the effect of
regional languages on speaking English in Pakistan. The study probed into the
problems faced by university students speaking different regional languages in
speaking English. For this purpose, a questionnaire was developed to gather data
from the students. 100 respondents (students) from two universities participated in
the study by filling the questionnaire. To include teachers’ views, structured
interviews were conducted. It was concluded that the students are facing many
problems in speaking English. Most of the teachers claimed that regional languages
affect the English accent of their students.
Keywords: Pakistani English language learners; English language teaching; regional
languages

1. Introduction Pakistan is a multilingual society with six major languages and 59 minor languages. The
most well-known languages include Urdu, English, Punjabi, Sindhi, Pashto, Balochi, Brahvi, Seraiki, Hindko,
Sheena, and Balti, Khawar and Kashmiri. Among all the languages in Pakistan, Urdu and English hold
prestigious positions, because Urdu is the national language and English is the official language of Pakistan. In
the current scenario English has got the supreme position among all the languages around the world. The
present study focuses on the effect of regional languages on English speaking.

2. Literature Review: Language learning is a skill which demands proficiency in all the four skills: writing,
reading, speaking and listening. Unfortunately, in Pakistan writing is the main focus in English classroom which
is strengthened by our examination system where the assessment is based on the writing skills of the learners.
Not only in Pakistan, in most of the ESL/EFL settings the three skills other than writing are ignored. Howlader
(2010) considered pronunciation as a neglected area in ESL/EFL settings. The research conducted in Bangladesh
shed light on the importance of teaching pronunciation and gives some useful suggestions for teaching
pronunciation. The researcher used interviews and questionnaires to collect data and concluded that mutual
transparency, comprehensibility and neutral accent can advance better oral communication. Moniruzzman (2007)
highlighted that the lack of any specific course in teaching pronunciation in Bangladesh’s curriculum is the main
reason for lack of communicative competence in the students. Same is the problem in Pakistan, writing skills are
the main focus in the curriculum. Warsi (2004) pointed out that Pakistani students lack in the four skills and
therefore communicative competence cannot be achieved by them.
Oluwoles (2008) examined whether mother tongue is the sole reason for students poor performance in
learning a second language learning. He concluded that although mother tongue affects the performance of the
students but other factors such as poor teaching methods, background of the students, non availability of
textbooks and lack of teacher training are also responsible for ineffective language learning process.
Kolawole (2002) examined that poor performance of primary children is due to the use of tribal languages at
primary level.
The present study attempts to investigate university students’ perspective of the effect of regional languages in
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speaking English in Pakistan. In addition, teachers’ views in this respect are also studied.

3. Methodology Both qualitative and quantitative data collecting tools were used to collect data from
students and teachers. 100 university students were randomly selected to fill the questionnaire from English
department of two universities in the capital city of Islamabad. Structured interviews from twelve teachers
were also conducted.

4. Results and Discussions The following table shows students response to different items of the
questionnaire.

Table 1: Students’ Responses
Item Agree Neutral Disagree
I like when my teacher communicates in English. 72 20 8
I like to take part in group discussions in English. 68 8 24
I like to give an oral presentation in English. 40 40 20
I like to contribute to a formal discussion in the class in English. 64 12 24
I like to converse in English outside the class. 56 24 24
I give a lot of importance to accent while speaking English. 48 8 44
In my view, regional language affect my spoken English. 60 28 12
I feel embarrassed due to my regional accent while speaking English in
the class

98 0 2

I first make a sentence in my regional language in my mind then translate
it in English.

75 15 10

English is very important for me. 82 8 0
Correct pronunciation is very important in speaking English. 84 6 10
While speaking English, I use words from my regional/national
language.

90 5 5

I feel comfortable with my who speak English fluently. 60 20 20

The findings of the study show that Pakistani university students are aware of the importance of English and
this is the main reason for their attempt to use English language wherever possible. They appreciated those
teachers who communicate in English with them. Approximately 70% of the students want to take part in
group discussion but only 40% are willing to give an oral presentation. The reason is evident in the later item
where 75% of them said that they make a sentence in their mother tongue and then translate it in English. This
might be the cause of their low performance in oral presentation. Students showed mix response to item
related to accent but they are aware of the fact that regional language affect their spoken English and they feel
embarasseed due to their regional accent. Students agreed that they use words from their national or regional
languages while conversing in English but they have an inner urge to speak English well. This is evident from
the fact when they agreed that they are more comfortable in the company of friends who are good in English.
The teachers in the interviews highlighted that the students from urban educational institutes are relatively
good in English. They have good accent and they talk confidently. Teachers pointed out that one of the
reasons for the poor performance of students is that their regional languages affect their spoken English. Most
of the teachers highlighted that the students first make sentence in their regional languages then translate it
into English. While responding to the question that whether students are eager to speak English in the class or
they are forced to speak it, teachers had mixed opinions. The teachers held that their main focus is to make
them understand the basic concepts. If the students have problem, they can ask questions in any language but
they are encouraged to speak English. 75% of the teachers agreed that regional languages affect the English
accent of their students. In addition, 85% of the teachers approved that regional languages affect the fluency
and accuracy of their students.

5. Recommendation and Conclusion Having discovered from the structure interviews and questionnaires
that regional languages affect the spoken English of the students, the study recommends that teachers should
be made aware of individual differences of the students. Students coming from different background can be
targeted separately. Urban and rural area students can benefit from one another. Teachers should focus more
on mutual intelligibility and comprehensibility of the students. Teachers must upgrade their knowledge within
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discipline so that they are aware of new methods and materials that can make English language teaching more
effective. This can be achieved by participating in in-service courses, conferences, workshops which will not
only extend their previous knowledge but also expose them to new areas which they had no earlier contact.
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ABSTRACT. Preparation of a new diamine, 4, 4ʹ-(((sulfonylbis(4, 1 phenylene))
bis(oxy))bis(methylene)) dianiline (SPMD), containing sulfone, methylene and ether
groups was carried out by reducing dinitro compound,
4,4ʹ-sulfonylbis(((4-nitrobenzyl)oxy)benzene(SNB). The structures of monomers
were characterized by FT-IR, 1HNMR, 13CNMR spectroscopy along with elemental
analysis. The reaction of the diamine was conducted with various aromatic
dianhydrides (BPDA, PMDA, ODPA and 6FDA) in acetic anhydride to synthesize
polyimides with inherent viscosities 1.69-1.83dL/g depending on the dianhydride
used. The resulting polyimides demonstrated munificent solubility in organic
solvents (DMAc, DMSO, NMP and DMF). The morphology of these polymers was
also investigated by X-ray Diffraction (XRD), and the result showed only broad
reflections originated from their low crystalinities. Moreover, the weight-average
molecular weight of the polyimides around 86917-96729 were determined by GPC.
Thermogravimetric analyses showed that these polyimides were fairly stable up to
400⁰C and 10% weight loss temperature in the range of 506 to 525⁰C (N2
atmosphere). The glass transition temperature of these polyimides determined by
Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA) varied from 227 to 273°C. Thus,
these polyimides own exceptional thermal properties and exhibited outstanding
mechanical properties with the tensile strength of 108-131MPa and elongation at
break of 12-17%. Biocompatibility of these polyimides was determined by
MTT-assay and they were found inert and biocompatible.
Keywords: Polyimide, glass transition, dynamic mechanical thermal analysis and
biocompatibility

1. Introduction. Fairly high thermooxidative and outstanding thermal stability, exceptional mechanical and
electrical properties and upright chemical resistance are some distinctions of aromatic polyimides that make
them documented as high performance polymeric materials [1-2]. These features impart certain characteristics
which give them tenability to be used as dielectric interlayers for semiconductor devices, flexible printed
circuits, adhesives, gas separation membranes and composite matrices [3]. On the other hand, some properties
regarding processability hamper the wide spread technological and industrial applications of these polymers
[4-5]. The general conversion of polyimides includes initial process from their poly (amic acid) precursors
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and then rigorous thermal treatment. There are certain limitations of this procedure which include poor
shelf-life of the poly (amide acid) and volatiles are produced as byproduct (e.g., water) during imidization.
Researchers have paid significant attention to develop new polyimides with better processability, improved
thermal and electrical properties, after the commercialization of Ultem 1000, which is synthesized from
Bisphenol-A, di(phthalic anhydride) and metaphenylene diamine. Ultem 1000 serves as a good high
performance engineering thermoplastic due to the presence of ether linkages in the main chain which imparts
excellent flow characteristics and melt stability to it.
Modifying the chemical structure such as the introduction of bulky substituents, fluoro-containing,
non-coplanar and nonsymmetrical monomers to the polyimides can make them more tractable which is the
reason for such efforts by the researchers [6-17]. This, however, has certain shortcomings which include
deterioration of thermal properties and mechanical moduli [18-20].
In addition, controlled chain flexibility and segmental mobility can increase the solubility of these polymers
without deteriorating the inherent high temperature characteristics. This can be done through the
incorporation of highly substituted (hindered) diamines[21 ].
Different disciplines such as sciences, medicine, material sciences and engineering functioned together to
form the field of biomaterials [39]. The use of polymers as biomaterial is also known to the world.
Biomedical polymers need to be biocompatible to avoid adverse biological effects to the nearby tissues and
degradation of the ionic biological environment if exposed for a longer period [40]. Synthetic polymers play a
vital role in medical application. The presence of ether linkages in the polymer backbone have been shown to
be more biocompatible due to hydrophilicity and chain mobility [44-45].

In the quest of new polymer structures with good solubility, improved thermal, mechanical, electrical
properties and biocompatibility, poly (ether imide)s based on a diamine monomer(SPMD) was synthesized
containing flexible components (-SO2-, -O- and –CH2-). The incorporation of these “kink” linkages between
aromatic rings cause a breakdown of the planarity and an increase of torsional mobility to enhance the
solubility of resulting polyimides.  Maximum coplanar structure suppression was achieved by introducing
voluminous group e.g. –SO2- in the main chain of the polymer backbone. Thus, these polymers may be
considered as new processable high performance polymers with pronounced favorable properties that enhance
their application in electronic as well as composite matrix materials for the aerospace industry. The presence
of sulfone and ether linkages in the polymer backbone lowers the surface energy of the polymers and
improves their biocompatibility.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Materials The chemicals used were purchased from Merck, Fluka or Aldrich. 4-nitrobenzyl chloride,

2.2 Measurements BRUKER spectrometer operating at 300.13MHz for 1H and at 75.47MHz for 13CNMR
was used to record NMR spectra at room temperature. Tetramethylsilane(TMS) was used as an external
standard and deutrated dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO-d6) as solvent.  Bio- Rad Excalibur FTIR, model FTS
3000 MX was used for IR spectra (500 – 4000 cm–1) of monomers and polymers. To determine the melting
point, Electrothermal 1A9000 series digital melting point apparatus was used. Gilmount falling ball
viscometer (Vemon Hills, Illinois) was used for the measurement of inherent viscosities. PerkinElmer TGA-7
(Waltman, Massachusetts) and Netzsch DSC-404C (Selb, Germany) were applied for thermal analysis. Perkin
Elmer CHNS/O 2400 was used for elemental analysis of monomers and polymers. Wide-angle
X-ray-diffraction measurements were performed at room temperature on a Siemens Kristalloflex D5000
X-ray diffractometer, using nickel filtered CuKα radiation (λ = 1.5418 A°, operating at 40KV and 200mA).

bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)sulfone,  toluene,  potassium  carbonate(anhydrous), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone(NMP) N,
N-dimethylacetamide(DMAc),  dimethyle  sulfoxide(DMSO),  tetrahydrofuram  (THF), N,
N-dimethylformamide (DMF), 10% palladium charcoal, hydrazine monohydrate, ethanol were obtained from
Aldrich  and  were  used  as  received.  4,  4΄-(hexafluoroisopropylidene)diphthalic  anhydride(6FDA),
4,4´-oxydiphthalic anhydride (ODPA), 3,3´,4,4´-biphenyltetracarboxylic dianhydride(BPDA) andpyromellitic
 dianhydride(PMDA;  analytical-reagent  grade)  were  purchased  from Fluka.  Keeping  in  view the analytical 
grade of all the other reagents and solvents, no further purification was carried out before theirusage.
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DMA analysis was performed with Perkin Elmer Diamond DMTA at a frequency of 1 Hz and heating rate of
2 °C/min in a temperature range from 25 to 350°C under inert atmosphere. ASTM D570-98 standard was
followed to determine the moisture absorption of rectangular shaped samples having dimensions 10 x 10 x
2mm. Dielectric constant of the polyimide films was measured by Agilent 4291B at room temperature. A
Stanton Redcroft FTA flammability unit was used to determine the Limiting Oxygen Index (LOI) of the
polyimides. LOI was measured according to ASTM D-2683 as standard. Theoretical calculation of activation
energy, entropy and enthalpy was carried out with the Horowitz and Metzger method. Tensile testing was
performed on an Instron model 4301 according to ASTM D638 standard. In biocompatible studies optical
density was read by Dynex Technologies MRXII microplate reader attached to a PC running revelation 2.0
software at 540nm and referenced at 630nm. Olympus CK40 light microscope was used to study the growth
and morphology of human fibroblasts seeded on the polyimide surface.

2.3 Monomer synthesis

2.3.1: 4, 4ʹ-Sulfonylbis(((4-nitrobenzyl)oxy)benzene)(SNB)

2.5g(0.01 mole) of bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)sulfone, 3.43g(0.02 mole) of nitrobenzyl chloride, 25ml NMP and
15ml of toluene were taken in a100-ml, three-necked, round-bottomed flask fitted with a Dean-Stark trap, a
condenser, a nitrogen inlet tube, a thermometer and a magnetic stirrer. The heating was carried out by an oil
bath. The reaction mixture was heated to 140°C for 6h with continuous stirring after addition of 2.76g
(0.02mol) of K2CO3. Azeotropic distillation was followed to remove water. Excessive toluene was removed
by raising the temperature to 165°C and keeping the same temperature for 16-18h. Thin-layer
chromatography (TLC) was used to measure the progress of the reaction. After cooling the mixture, it was
poured into water. 100ml of 5% NaOH solution was added in the mixture, filtered and washed with water.
Finally the mixture was washed with 5%NaOH solution and methanol. The product was recrystallized from
ethanol and dried overnight under vacuum at 70°C. The reaction yield  was 4.58g (88%), m. pt:265-266°C.

Elemental analysis for C26H20N2O8S (M.W = 520.52) in wt% calc. C = 60, H = 3.87, N = 5.38, S = 6.16,
found C = 60.02, H = 3.72, N = 5.43, S = 5.98. FTIR: υ (cm-1): 2928 –(CH2)-, 1233 (C-O-C, aralkyl; asym.),
1512 and 1338 (NO2), 1307 (SO2, asym.), 1144 (SO2, symmetric). 1H- NMR (DMSO-d6, δ, ppm): 4.54 (4H, s,
Hc), 7.93-7.9(4H, d, J = 8.3Hz, Hd), 7.15-7.12(4H, d, J = 8.5Hz,  Hb), 7.75-7.73(4H, d, J = 8.4Hz, He),
8.13-8.1(4H, d, J = 8.6Hz,  Ha). 13CNMR (DMSO-d6, δ, ppm): 71.45(C5), 115.71(C7), 117.24(C4),
121.81(C2), 118.5 (C3), 129.35(C8), 133.76(C9), 149.35 (C1), 143.97(C6).

2.3.2: 4, 4ʹ-(((sulfonylbis(4, 1 phenylene))bis(oxy))bis(methylene))dianiline (SPMD)

1g (1.923mmol) of SNB, 10ml of hydrazine monohydrate, 80ml of ethanol and 0.033g of 10% palladium on
carbon (Pd-C) was taken in a 250ml round-bottomed flask. The Pd-C was removed from reaction mixture by
filteration after refluxing for 16 hours. The product was dried by rotary evaporator and the resulting mixture
was recrystallized from ethanol/tetrahydrofuran (THF). The reaction yield was 0.79g (89%), m. pt:
281-282°C.
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Elemental analysis for C26H24N2O4S (M.W = 460.55) in wt% calc. C = 67.81, H = 5.25, N = 6.08, S = 6.96
found C = 67.32, H = 5.19, N = 6.11, S = 6.68. FTIR: υ (cm-1): 3445 and 3364, NH2. 1H- NMR (DMSO-d6, δ,
ppm): 4.56 (4H, s, Hd), 5.2 (4H, s, Ha), 6.68-6.65 (4H, d, J = 8.5Hz, Hb), 6.92-6.89(4H, d, J = 8.3Hz, Hc),
7.26-7.23(4H, J = 8.6Hz, Hf), 7.09-7.06(4H, J = 8.4Hz, He). 13CNMR (DMSO-d6, δ, ppm): 72.31(C5),
116.12(C7), 117.53(C2), 128.72 (C3), 130.15(C8), 132.67(C4), 134.72 (C9), 148.31(C1), 143.63(C6).

Poly(amic acid) was converted to  polyimide by chemical cyclization [22]. For this purpose, a 100ml
two-necked round bottomed flask fitted with a magnetic stirrer and a nitrogen gas inlet tube was charged with
1.0g of poly (amic acid) and 5ml of dry DMAc. After stirring the mixture and adding 5ml of acetic anhydride
and 2.5 ml of pyridine, it was again stirred for 30 minutes. Meanwhile the mixture was heated slowly to 80°C
and held for 6h. Later on, it was cooled and poured into water. The precipitate thus obtained was filtered and
dried overnight under vacuum at 120°C after washing with hot water and methanol.

2.5 Film Preparation Polyimide solution at a concentration of 8-10wt% filtered through a sand-bed filter.
The filtered solution was converted into polyimide film by coating on glass plate and then drying in a
temperature-controlled oven at 100 °C for 18-24h. The polyimide film was peeled from the glass plate and
dried under vacuum at 100-120 °C for further 24h.

2.5.1 Cell culture Primary human dermal fibroblasts were isolated from the skin removed during

abdominoplasty or breast reduction surgery. Fibroblast was grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% of fetal

bovine serum (Gibco, Carlsbad, California, USA), glutamine (0.25 mg/mL, Gibco), penicillin-streptomycin,

fungizone (Sigma-Aldrich, Vienna, Austria) at 37 ̊C. The cells were seeded on the surface of polyimide

samples (7mmx7mm) by adding medium which contained 2.0 x104 cells/ml in each sample cultured in

12-well cell culture plate (Corning, UK). The cell cultures were incubated at 37 °C gassed with 5% CO2for 1,

3 and 6 days.

2.6: MTT  cell  viability  assay Cell  viability  was  determined  by  MTT  assay.  Cells  were  incubated  with
medium containing 0.5% (v/v) MTT solution for 45mins at 37 ⁰C, 5% CO2 in a humidified atmosphere. The
MTT solution was subsequently removed and 100µl of acidified isopropanol was used to elute the formazan
product from the cells. 100µl of the sample was placed in a 96 well plate and the optical density was read in a
Dynex Technologies MRXII microplate reader attached to a PC running Revelation 2.0 software at 540 nm
and referenced at 630 nm.

2.4: Preparation  of  Polymers The  polyimides  were  synthesized  by  charging  0.01  mole of  the  diamine
(SPMD) and 50ml dry NMP in a 100ml two-necked round-bottomed flask with a magnetic stirrer, nitrogen
gas inlet tube and a calcium chloride drying tube. After stirring the mixture for 30 minutes at 0-5°C, 0.01mole
of dianhydride was added and the stirring was continued further for 4-6h. The stirring was continued at room
temperature for 24h. Poly (amic acid) was precipitated by transferring the contents of the flask into 200ml of a
water-methanol  (3:1)  mixture.  The  precipitate  was  then  filtered  and  dried  overnight  under  vacuum at  70°C
after washing with hot water.
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1: Composition and Structure of Monomer Diamine monomer i.e. 4, 4ʹ-(((Sulfonylbis(4, 1
phenylene))bis(oxy))bis(methylene)) dianiline (SPMD) was synthesized via two step procedure  as
illustrated in scheme 1. Synthesis of 4, 4ʹ-sulfonylbis(((4-nitrobenzyl)oxy)benzene (SNB) was carried out by
the aromatic nucleophilic substitution reaction of bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)sulfone with 4-nitrobenzyl chloride in
the presence of K2CO3. SNB was converted to SPMD by reduction of nitro groups into NH2 groups with
hydrazine monohydrate/Pd-C.

Scheme1. 4, 4ʹ-(((Sulfonylbis(4, 1 phenylene))bis(oxy))bis(methylene))dianiline (SPMD)

Spectroscopic and elemental analysis were used to confirm the structures of monomers (SNB and SPMD).
The resulting dinitro compound gives two characteristic bands corresponding to asymmetric and symmetric
stretching vibrations of NO2 group at 1512 and 1338cm-1 respectivally. The diamine monomer(SPMD)
obtained by reduction of SNB exhibited characteristic absorption for amino group as a of pair N-H stretching
bands in the region of 3367-3451cm-1, whereas the corresponding absorption bands of the nitro group
disappeared(Fig.1).

2.7: Indirect contact assay 20,000 cells of fibroblasts were seeded and left to attach overnight before the
addition of a thin cert with polyimides in the well plate. Experiments were performed for 48 hours and 120
hours. Cell viabilities were quantified with MTT assays.

2.8: Direct Contact Assay Human primary fibroblasts were cultured on 12 well plates and left to attach for
overnight  before  adding the  polyimides into  the  well  plate.  Fibroblasts  were  grown in cell  culture  media
DMEM as previously mentioned. Cell viability was determined every 1, 3 and 6 days using MTT assay.
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Fig.1. FTIR spectra of monomers

Chemical structures of SNB (Fig.2-3) and diamine SPMD were clearly identified by 1H and 13C NMR
spectroscopy. In the 1HNMR spectrum of SNB, a singlet observed at 4.54 ppm was assigned to methylene
prptons (Hc). Moreover, a doublet corresponding to aromatic protons directly attached to the carbon atom
adjacent to the ipso carbon to which the nitro group was attached was observed at 8.13 ppm. This doublet was
shifted at 6.68 ppm after reduction due to shielding effect of amino group as reported in figure 4. A
characteristic singlet for amino protons was observed at 5.2 ppm also supported the reduction of nitro group
to amine.

In the 13CNMR spectrum of the SNB, a characteristic signal of methylene carbon was observed at 71.4 ppm.
In addition, a signal observed at 121.18 ppm was assigned to the aromatic carbon atom adjacent to the ipso
carbon to which the nitro group was attached (Fig. 3).  The signal was shifted up field at 117.5 ppm after
reduction due to the change of functionality as shown in figure 5. The design and synthesis of diamine
monomer SPMD is successful and feasible as indicated by the results.
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Fig.2. 1HNMR spectrum of SNB
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Fig.5. 13CNMR spectrum of SPMD

3.2: Syntheses of Polyimides The diamine monomer was converted to polyimides via polycondensations of
SPMD with commercially available four different dianhydrides via two-step synthetic method, as shown in
scheme 2. Chemical cyclization was adopted to convert polyamic acids to polyimides using acetic anhydride
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Scheme 2. Synthesis of polyimides through two-step polymerization.

and pyridine  reagent.  Acetic  anhydride  was  used  to  promote  the  formation  of  trans-isoimide  and  its
conversion  to  polyimide  needed  a  basic  catalyst  [23-24].  The  nature  and  mole  ratio  of  the  catalyst  and
dianhydrides,  and  addition  order  of  the  catalysts  have  a significant  effect  on  the  inherent  viscosity  of  the
polyimide  [25].  Polyimides  structures  were  confirmed  by  FT-IR,  NMR  and  elemental  analysis.  All  the
expected bands were observed around 1778 and 1721cm-1 (asymmetrical and symmetrical C=O stretching),
1347cm-1 (C-N  stretching)  1107  and  723cm-1 (imide  ring  deformation).  Additionally,  ether  linkages  in  the
polymer structure were confirmed by a peak at 1233cm-1(Fig.6). In the 1HNMR spectrum of polyimides, the
disappearance of characteristic singlet of the amino protons supported the conversion of the amino to imide
functionality. A doublet assigned to the aromatic proton directly attached to the carbon atom adjacent to the
imide  substituted  ipso  carbon  atom  shifted  down  field,  around  7.48  ppm  due  to  the  electron  withdrawing
effect of imide group. In 13CNMR spectrum a characteristic signal of the carbonyl carbon of the imide group
was observed around 166 ppm. In addition the signals corresponding to the carbon atoms directly attached to
the ipso carbon atom to  which the imide group was attached,  appeared down field  around 117 ppm due to
change  of  functional  group  further  supported  the  synthesis  of  polyimides.  Elemental  analysis  data  of  the
polyimides are illustrated in Table 1. The polyimides were obtained in high yield (92-95%). The formation of
high molar masses of the polyimides was indicated by their inherent viscosities in the range of 1.69-1.83 dL/g
[26].
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Fig.6. FTIR Spectra of Polyimides

Table 1

Polymer Characterization

Composition of repeating unit
Frequency

(cm–1)

1HNMR(DMSO-d6,
ppm) and

Mu

Elemental analysis

multiplicity C H N S

1771, 1716
1363, 1089,

736

4.51(4H, s, 5),
7.46-7.43(4H, d, J =
8.3Hz, 2, 2ʹ),
7.21-7.18(4H, d, J =
8.6Hz, 3, 3ʹ),
7.75-7.72(6H, m, 7, 7ʹ
and 15), 7.88-7.86(6H, d,
8, 8ʹ and 12),
7.99-7.96(2H, d, J =
8.3Hz, 14).

Calc.
70.19

3.65 3.89 4.46

Found
69.87

3.77 3.61 4.32

1773,  1715
1361,1100,

721

4.57(4H, s, 5),
7.48-7.45(4H, d, J =
8.2Hz, 2, 2ʹ),
7.18-7.15(4H, d, J =
8.5Hz, 3, 3ʹ),
7.72-7.69(2H, d, J =
8.3Hz, 7, 7ʹ),
7.87-7.84(4H, d, J =
8.1Hz, 8, 8ʹ), 8.33(2H, s,
12, 12ʹ).

Calc.
67.28

3.45 4.36 4.99

Found
67.21

3.77 4.28 4.91
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1777, 1715
1360, 1104,

737

4.48(4H, s, 5),
7.47-7.44(4H, d, J =
8.2Hz, 2, 2ʹ),
7.21-7.18(4H, d, J =
8.5Hz, 3, 3ʹ),
7.75-7.72(6H, m, 7, 7ʹ
and 14), 7.91-7.88(6H, d,
8, 8ʹ and 12),
7.99-7.96(2H, d, J =
8.5Hz, 15).

Calc.
68.66

3.55 3.81 4. 36

Found
68.31

3.52 3.49 4.48

1781, 1719
1363, 1101,

718

4.47(4H, s, 5),
7.48-7.46(4H, d, J =
8.2Hz, 2, 2ʹ),
7.23-7.2(4H, d, J =

8.5Hz, 3, 3ʹ),
7.76-7.72(6H, m, 7, 7ʹ
and 15), 7.89-7.86(6H, d,
8, 8ʹ and 12), 8-7.98(2H,
d, J = 8.3Hz, 14).

Calc.
62.21

3.02
3.
22

3. 69

Found
61.98

3.24 3.39 3.47

3.3: Polyimides’ Solubility The solubility of polyimides was studied in different organic solvents. 30mg of
the polymer was dissolved in 1mL of solvent (3%w/v) at different temperatures to measure the solubility.
Table 2 presents solubility of few polymers at room temperature and on heating, as oppose to some which
were not soluble and others which were soluble to a lesser degree. Enhanced solubility owes to the presence
of flexible –SO2-, -CH2- and –O- groups in the polyimide main chain. It increases the disorder in the chain,
consequently hindering dense chain packing and resulting in the easy diffusion of solvent molecules into the
polymer chains. Additionally, introduction of kinked sulfone, methylene and ether moieties into the main
chain contributes to the polymer-solvent intermolecular interactions to improve solubility. Chemical structure
of dianhydride contributes to the variation in solubility. SPMD-6FDA and SPMD-ODPA possess better
solubility due to the introduction of the trifluoromethyl and flexible ether groups. SPMD-BPDA has poor
solubility owing possibly to the rigid structure of the polymer chain. The solubility of SPMD-6FDA and
SPMD-ODPA is also credited to hydrogen bonding [27-28].

Table 2

Solubility of the Polymers

Polymer DMSO DMF NMP DMAc m-Cresol THF H2SO4

SPMD-BPDA +++ +++ +++ +++ +− − ++

SPMD-PMDA +++ +++ +++ +++ +− – +++

SPMD-ODPA +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ ++ +++

SPMD-6FDA +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Qualitative solubility was determined at 3.0% (w/v); +++ ; soluble at room temperature; ++
, soluble on heating; +− , partially soluble on heating; and −−, insoluble even on heating.

3.4: Viscometery and molecular weight analysis A concentration of 0.3g/dL in NMP at 30⁰C was used to
determine the inherent viscosity of the polymers which was found in the range of 1.69-1.83dL/g.  It revealed
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TABLE.3

Inherent Viscosity, Molecular weight and polydispersity

Polymer ηinh(dL/g)a Mw(g/mole) Mn(g/mole) Mw/Mn Yield(%)

SPMD-BPDA 1.83 96729 52005 1.86 93

SPMD-PMDA 1.81 94913 51583 1.84 94

SPMD-ODPA 1.74 88127 49510 1.78 95

SPMD-6FDA 1.69 86917 49106 1.77 92

aMeasured in NMP at a concentration of 0.3g/dL at 30⁰C.

3.5: XRD analysis of polyimides Wide-angle X-ray diffraction analysis was used to examine the crystallinity
of the polyimides with graphite monochromatized CuKα using polyimide powder at room temperature. The
scanning rate was 2⁰/min over a range of 2θ = 5-50⁰. Fig.7 shows the results. All the polyimides showed
broad peaks around 20⁰, indicating the absence of crystallinity and exhibited nearly completely amorphous
pattern as expected. The presence of flexible groups -CH2-, -O- and -SO2- in the polymer backbone reduced
the inter- and intra- chain interactions and resulting loose polymer chain packing [31-32]. In addition,
improved solubility of these polyimides owes to their amorphous nature.

Fig.7. Wide-angle X-ray diffractograms of the polymers.

reasonably  high  molecular  weights  of  the  resulting  polymers  because  inherent  viscosities  are  an  upright
criterion to determine the molecular weight. Polyimides having rigid BPDA and PMDA units showed highest
ηinh due  to  high  chain  symmetry  and  efficient  packing.  On  the  other  hand,  incorporating  bulky
hexafluoroisopropylidene group, lowers chain symmetry and competent packing decreases η inh. Thus, bulky
–C(CF3)- group enriched the molecular spacing and hindered the close packing of polymer chains [29-30].
Molecular  weights  of  resulting  polyimides  were  analyzed  by  GPC  measurements.  The  weight-average
molecular weight (Mw) and polydispersity index determined by GPC are compiled in Table 3. Accordingly
Mw were  found  in  the  range  of  86917-96729g/mole  indicating  high  molecular  weight  polymers.  BPDA
derived  polyimides  showed  the  highest  value  of  Mw (96729g/mole)  among  these  polyimides  and  6FDA-
derived  PIs  had  the  lower  one (86917g/mole).  These  results  indicated  that  the  diamine  monomer (SPMD)
having inbuilt –CH2-, -O- and –SO2- moities had an excellent polymerization activity to form PIs of fairly
high ηinh and Mw.
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Water absorption affects the dielectric constant of polyimide films [33]. It ionizes the ionic impurities and
corrodes the integrated circuits. The dielectric constant values of the polyimide films prepared with the same
curing cycle were determined and the results summarized in table 4. The dielectric constant values are
chemical structure dependent and may also be affected by efficient molecular packing. Low molecular
packing of polyimide films results in a less number of polar groups in a unit volume. Polyimide film based on
SPMD-6FDA has lowest dielectric constant because of bulky –C(CF3)2- groups, that causes hydrophobicity,
free volume and total polarizability[34]. SPMD-ODPA has a lower dielectric constant than SPMD-BPDA and
SPMD-PMDA. It is because flexible ether linkages lead to decrease in dipole number density. Furthermore,
dielectric constant depends on frequency and polarization mechanism.The water uptake of the polyimides was
calculated as percent weight gain by following relationship:

Water uptake (%) = (Wf/Wi-1) x 100

Where Wf is the weight of the sample after dipping in 100 °C boiling water for 6h and Wi is the weight of the
sample after placing in a vacuum oven for 24h. Table 4 shows the water uptake properties of the polyimide
films. The values varied between 0.29-0.38%, and in such order SPMD-6FDA<SPMD-BPDA
<SPMD-PMDA<SPMD-ODPA. As the hexafluoroisopropylidene group has a hydrophobic nature due to the
presence of F in the polyimide structure, SPMD-6FDA has the minimum value. Furthermore, the more water
uptake is shown by a structurally flexible polymer than a rigid polymer [35]. Thus, SPMD-ODPA
demonstrates higher water uptake values than SPMD-BPDA due to free intermolecular space.

Table 4

Mechanical properties and water uptake of polyimides

Polymer
Tensile

Strength(MPa)
Tensile

Modulus(GPa)
Elongation at

break(%)

Dielectric
constant at
100 MHz

Water
uptake(%)

SPMD-6FDA 108 2.33 17 2.96 0.29

SPMD-ODPA 122 2.41 15 3.08 0.38

SPMD-PMDA 125 2.62 13 3.12 0.37

SPMD-BPDA 131 2.63 12 3.23 0.33

3.6: Mechanical,  electrical  properties  and  water uptake Clear,  flexible  and  tough  films of  all  the
polyimides were processed and subjected to tensile tests. Mechanical properties, tensile strength and modulus
with elongation at break are illustrated in Table 4. Tensile strengths of the polyimide films were found in the
range of 108-131MPa, elongation at break 12-17% and tensile moduli of 2.33-2.63GPa, which indicated that
these  polyimides  are  strong  and  tough. These  values  are  comparable  to  those  of  commercially  available
polyimides including Ultem 1000 (tensile strength, 105 MPa; tensile modulus, 3.0 GPa; elongation at break,
60%) and Ultem 6000 (tensile  strength 103 MPa;  tensile  modulus,  3.03  GPa,  elongation at  break,  30%)
[47].

be defined as the temperature at which ‘Eˮ’ is maximum or the middle point of ‘Eʹ’ vs temperature [30]. For
all the polyimide films, the Tgs were obtained from the corresponding peak in the tanδ curve and shown in
table  5.  The  Tgs  of  polyimides  SPMD-PMDA  and  SPMD-BPDA  were  273  and  271⁰C  respectively  and
relatively higher than SPMD-6FDA(248⁰C) and SPMD-ODPA (227⁰C) because of the rigid backbone and
higher  molecular  weights  of  the  former  pair  of  polyimide  films.  Load  bearing  capability  of  polymeric
materials is assessed by dynamic storage modulus (E′) and is close to the flexural modulus. The ratio of the
loss modulus (E′′) to the storage modulus is called as a mechanical loss factor, damping factor, or dissipation

3.7: Dynamic Mechanical  Thermal Analysis  (DMTA) Dynamic elastic  modulus and molecular  mobility
transitions were determined by dynamic mechanical analysis [36]. The dynamic glass transition (Tg) can also
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factor and it describes how efficiently a polymeric material loses energy to molecular rearrangements and
internal friction when it is heated linearly.

The tan delta values of polyimides films resulted from SPMD-ODPA and SPMD-6FDA (0.96 and 0.93) are
higher than SPMD-PMDA and SPMD-BPDA (0.87 and 0.91) as reported in Figure 4a. It means that the
former pair of polyimides is more elastomeric than the later one and may be attributed to the toughening
effect of –C(CF3)2- and ether linkages. The storage moduli of SPMD-PMDA and SPMD-BPDA (4300 and
4100MPa, Fig. 4b) are higher than SPMD-ODPA and SPMD-6FDA (3900 and 3770 MPa), which results
from the rigid backbone of these polyimides. Moreover, the vertical part of the storage modulus curves of
SPMD-PMDA and SPMD-BPDA were shifted more to the right than SPMD-6FDA and SPMD-ODPA, which
means that former pair of polyimides lose their structural integrity at a temperature higher than later one as
expected. The loss modulus values of SPMD-PMDA and SPMD-BPDA were found to be 2479 and 2269MPa
respectively, while that of SPMD-6FDA and SPMD-ODPA were found to be 2050 and 2313 MPa
respectively as shown in Figure 4c.

(a)
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Dynamic mechanical variations with temperature(a) tan delta (b) Dynamic storage modulus (c)
Dynamic loss modulus.

3.8: Thermal properties of the resulting polyimides The thermal properties of the polyimides were assessed
by differential scanning calorimeter (DSC), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and dynamic mechanical
thermal analysis (DMTA) (Table 5and Fig. 9).

The Tg’s of the polyimides were found to vary between 227-273°C. The structure of dianhydride component
had a strong impact on Tg of the polyimides [28]. SPMD-ODPA showed a lower Tg due to the presence of
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flexible ether linkages between the phthalimide units. SPMD-PMDA showed the highest Tg due to its rigid
backbone. The thermal stability of the polyimides was estimated in terms of temperature at 10% weight loss
(T10), maximum degradation temperature (Tmax) and residual weight at 800⁰C. The comparison of maximum
degradation temperature and residual weight at 800°C showed that the polyimide derived from PMDA had a
highest degradation temperature and residual weight at 800°C. This highest value is attributed to the rigid
dianhydride monomer and impenetrable polymer chain packing. The 10% weight loss of polymers showed
that introducing diacid PMDA was effective for thermal stability of the resulting polyimides. The different
packing density of the polymer aggregation and the interaction of the polymer chain might be the reason for
high thermal stability of PMDA and BPDA containing polyimides [37]. However, lower thermal stability of
the bulky CF3 group containing polyimides is due to the reduced chain interactions which lead to poor
packing of the polymer. The maximum degradation of polyimides was found in the range of 526 and 570°C
and specific heat capacity varied between 1.1271 to 1.8323 J g –1K–1 at 200°C. Horowitz and Metzger method
was used to study the thermal degradation kinetics [38]. The calculated activation energy is 61.06-66.90
KJ/mol and enthalpy is 58.59-65.07 KJ/mol.

Table 5

Thermal Behavior of the Polymers under Nitrogen Flow
a Measurement by DSC under  nitrogen at a heating rate of 10°C/min.

b Measurement by TGA under  nitrogen at a heating rate of 10°C/min.

c Temperature of 10% weight loss.

d Maximum degradation temperature obtained from differential curves.

e Char yield percent at 800°C, obtained from TGA.

f Measured by DMTA.

g Limiting Oxygen Index

Polymer Cp at
200°C (J
g-1 k-1)a

Thermal stabilityb

Tg(°C)f

Activation
Energy
(kJ/mol)

Entropy
(kJ/mol k)

Enthalpy
(kJ/mol)

T10

(°C)c
Tmax

(°C)d
Ye

c LOIg

SPMD-PMDA 1.8323 525 570 29.31 273 29.22 60.22 0.32 58.59

SPMD-BPDA 1.6981 517 553 25.1 271 27.54 61.06 0.328 59.23

SPMD-6FDA 1.5875 513 526 19.97 248 25.48 64.19 0.357 62.36

SPMD-ODPA 1.1271 506 532 18.33 227 24.83 66.90 0.381 65.07
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Fig.9. TGA curves of polyimides obtained at a heating rate of 10⁰C/min in nitrogen.

Fig.10 The metabolic activity of fibroblasts in the presence of various PI using MTT based metabolic
activity assay on tissue culture plastic (TCP) in indirect contact with PIs. The result showed no significant
difference among all PIs in comparison to control well. Quantitation is based on triplicate experiment. (n=3)
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Fig.11. Quantitative analysis of metabolic activity of fibroblasts with 10% FCS in the presence of polyimides
using MTT based metabolic activity assay on tissue culture plastic (TCP) in direct contact with polyimides.
Results show no significant difference among polyimides in comparison to the control well. Quantitation is
based on triplicate experiment (n=3).

The indirect contact of polyimides with fibroblasts in Figure 10 shows that none of these samples leached out
any thing that is harmful to the cells. In addition there is no significant difference in cellular viability when
these PIs were placed in direct contact with fibroblasts at day 1, 3 and 6. The growth of fibroblasts on the
surface of polyimides is presented in figure 12. This shows that all samples in this batch were inert and
biocompatible.  Factors that govern the biocompatibility of polyimides are not completely understood,
however the surfaces of these synthetic polymers are able to control the interaction between a living system
and implantable material [41-42]. From the results (Fig.11) the order of biocompatibility is
SPMD-6FDA>SPMD-ODPA>SPMD-BPDA>SPMD-PMDA. The reason of this order is not clearly
understood. However, incorporation of hexafluoroisopropylidine unit in the polymer backbone induces an
increase in the hydrophobicity and thus the cured polyimide suppresses human fibroblasts adsorption, which
further improves the biocompatibility [43]. Moreover, the presence of flexible ether linkages and sulfones in
the polymer backbone are the main factors improving the biocompatibility of polymers by lowering the
surface energy
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Fig.12 .  Micrographs of the growth and
morphology of human dermal fibroblasts in
media containing 10% FCS at day 3. Cells were
cultured in direct contact with PIs. Image (a) is
control, (b) SPMD-BPDA, (c) SPMD-PMDA, (d)
SPMD-ODPA (e) SPMD-6FDA.
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To summarize, the presence of sulfone, methylene and ether groups were effective to reduce the molecular
structural planarity and increase the torsional mobility of the polymer chain which resultantly improved the
solubility. Sulfone group possess different bond angles (around 106°) which suppress the polymer chain
packing, increases intermolecular freedom and polymer polar solvent interaction. The presence of sulfone and
ether linkages in the polymer backbone improves the biocompatibility of the resulting polymers. However,
the presence of phenylation and symmetry in the structure caused thermal stability.

4: Conclusion A novel diamine monomer with methylene, ether and sulfone units was designed and
synthesized with high yield and purity, which was used to yield polyimides. The synthesized polyimides were
soluble in common organic solvents such as tetrahydrofuran (THF), having inherent viscosities of
1.69-1.83dL/g. Polyimides displayed reasonable thermal properties with a glass transition temperature (Tg) of
227-273⁰C and maximum degradation temperature ranging from 526-570⁰C indicating their exceptionally
high thermal stability. These polyimides own outstanding mechanical properties with tensile moduli
2.33-2.63GPa, dynamic storage moduli 3770-4300MPa and dynamic loss moduli 2050-2479MPa.
Biocompatibility of resulting polyimides with human fibroblasts was also determined by MTT-assay and
found them inert and biocompatible. Thus, these novel processable high performance polymeric materials can
be considered as strong candidate for advanced technological applications.
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ABSTRACT. Most research in the area of rule mining tends to focus mining of either 

‘classification rules’ or ‘association rules’, while ignoring ‘production rules’. 

Production rules are building blocks of rule based expert systems. This paper 

presents an algorithm for production rule mining. Algorithm matches two states of 

an object; current state and previous state - collectively termed as ‘record-couple’.  

The algorithm tries to find differences within a record-couple, and generates 

production rules from these differences. The proposed algorithm has been tested on 

synthetic data and then applied on actual data. The Algorithm is being used for 

supplying production rules to a rule based expert system which is applied in 

medical billing domain. The system is being used for finding knowledge oriented 

data inconsistencies in medical claims. Implementation of the algorithm is a 

demonstration of how data mining technology can be used for providing continuous 

supply of knowledge to rule-based expert systems.  

 

Keywords: Data Mining, Production rule mining; rule based expert systems; 

knowledge engineering; medical billing. 

 

1. Introduction. Rule mining is one of the important areas of research in the field of data mining [1]. From 

computer science perspective term 'rule' is used for „if  then‟ structure (i.e. „If <condition> then <result>‟). 

Logically, we can further split rules in three categories; association rules, classification rules and production 

rules. We can write the three types of rules in the form of implications;  
Association Rule:   item(s)  item(s)  

Classification Rule:  conditions  class  

Production Rule:   conditions  action  

In association rules, condition is a check on presence of objects in itemsets, and the result part indicates 

presence of objects in the corresponding itemsets. In classification rule, the result part is name of a class, and 
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condition part contains some checks. In a production rule, condtion part is a collection of checks while result 

part is some „action‟or command. 

Concept of empty rule is valid for association rules i.e. it is logically possible to have an association rule with 

no (empty) result part. To some extent it is also logical in classification rules to have empty/null class in result 

part. In such cases, „null‟ can be a default class containing all those objects which do not belong to any class. 

However, it seems to be illogical for a production rule to be defined with empty/null result part (i.e. there is 

nothing to do), if no piece of code is to be executed then why bother check conditions of the rule. 

Classification rules and association rules are used for decision support such as suggesting similar books when 

a user is purchasing books from a web store. Production rules are used by rule based expert systems for 

automating tasks.  For example, AthenaHealth [2] developed a rule based expert system for scrubbing 

medical claims (i.e.  identifying errors and performing small, legitimate, corrective actions on the claims by 

the system itself) 
Although we can link-up action with association rules or classification rules; within association rules, single 

action is defined for all associations (like „displaying‟ related books together). Similarly, in classification 

rules, action can be defined at class level. However, in production rules, action is defined at rule level. 

In fact, Artificial Intelligence (AI) community is familiar with concept of „production rules‟ and rule based 

systems, however data mining community only focuses on association rules and its sub types such as 

„negative association rules‟ etc. 

This research tries to fill this gap by proposing a production rule mining algorithm. Extracted rules are then 

supplied to a rule based system; thus speeding up the knowledge acquisition process of the system and 

maximizing the potential of data mining technology -by making extracted rules available for automated use. 

The algorithm has been tested in medical claim processing domain. A rule based system was already in 

operation. Implementation of the algorithm has enhanced the performance of the system by providing 

extracted rules to it.  

Section 2 gives an overview of research carried out in rule mining domain. Section 3 gives definition of some 

the main term i.e. „record couple‟ used in the algorithm and presents the proposed algorithm Section 4 

describes results of applying the proposed algorithm on a test data set. Section 5 discusses utilization of the 

proposed algorithm in real life operational environment. In the last section, the conclusion has been presented. 

 

2. Related work. Agrawal et al. [1] proposed „association rule mining‟ in 1993 and till now hundreds of 

association rule mining algorithms have been proposed [3],[4]. Association rule mining is an important 

research topic in the field of data mining [5]. There are hundreds algorithms for mining of association rules, 

for example RULES series [6], frequent pattern (FP) growth [7], etc.  

Classification rule mining is relatively older area of research with many famous algorithms, such as ID3 [8], 

ILA [9], CMAR [10]. Taniar et al., [11] implemented mining of classification rules with the help of structured 

query language of Oracle. Production rule mining algorithm proposed in this paper has also been practically 

implemented using structured query language. Many researchers have differentiated classification rules from 

association rules [10], [12], however, no one before this paper differentiated them from production rules.  

Moreover, data mining researchers focus only on mining of classification rules and association rules (ignoring 

the production rules), and present the extracted rules to human decision makers. It is upon human decision 

makers either to use those rules or ignore them; which limit the potential of data mining technology. 

Proposed algorithm is unique from previous work as it try to mine production rules which are then directly 

useable by a rule based system. The algorithm speeds up the knowledge acquisition process for rule based 

expert system; knowledge engineers just need to validate the extracted rules [13]. As of Tjioe & Taniar., [5], 

our proposed algorithm also works on a data warehouse instead of multi-dimensional transactional database. 

Similarly, as of Taniar et al., [11] algorithm has been practically implemented using structure query language. 

 

3. Production rule mining algorithm. Proposed algorithm is for application domains in which same 

object has accepted state, which was previously in rejected state. Such as, a student passing a previously 

failed course, a medical claim accepted by insurance which got rejected initially due to some missing 

information. Algorithm tries to find difference between accepted and rejected states of same object, and check 

all other objects of same rejection type. Daily millions of records are processed by thousands of systems 

working worldwide. Processing systems can reject inconsistent records and accept corrected ones.  

Proposed algorithm try to find what corrective action is done by the user on a rejected record so that it got 
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corrected on the basis of counts. 

Definition: A 'record-couple' (RC) is collection of two states of an object i.e. current accepted one and 

previous rejected one stored in the dataset in the form of two tuples/records of a Table  

 

Record Couple = Ĉ = {R, C} 

 

R = <Veid, R1, R2, R3, ….., Rm> 

C = <Veid, C1, C2, C3, ….., Cm> 

 

Veid = Veid  and   i : Ri ≠ Ci 

Where „R‟ is represents rejected record, and „C‟ is the corrected record. „Ri‟ is value of ith attribute in 

rejected record and „Ci‟ is value of ith attribute in accepted record. „Veid‟ is value of primary key, having 

same value (i.e. „Veid‟) in „R‟ and „C‟ implies that both records belongs to the same object.  

Difference between corrected and faulty records (within a record-couple) is actually action done by the user 

(in order to remove the fault). 100 % confidence for an action means same action is performed in all record- 

couples. Same attribute values (with same action) in all records of a dataset helps to determine 'when' that 

action should be performed (condition part of the rule). 

 

Input a data set ‘D’ of n record-couples (each record-couple has a rejected and a corrected record ), along 

with a threshold confidence ĉ, algorithm produces list L of production rules. 

 

D = { Ĉ1, Ĉ2, Ĉ3, … , Ĉn } 

 
Algorithm Steps:-  

1. From all record-couples of the dataset D to identify ‘focussed-attributes’ (i.e. columns which has 
different values in rejected tuple and in corrected tuples). 

2. Generate ‘R-Table’ and ‘C-Table’ from dataset D containing only rejected-values and accepted values 
respectively. 

3. From ‘R-Table’ and ‘C-Table’ obtain additional information about ‘Focussed Attributes’ like their 
minimum and maximum lengths, list of wrong values (from R-table) and list of correct values (from 
C-Table), any fixed symbols compulsory (present in all correct values) etc. 

4. For i = 1 to n, (where Ĉi is ith  record-couple of dataset D). 

Match all attributes of R (rejected tuple of Ĉi ) and C (corrected tuple of Ĉi) to update 

‘What-count’ table with what has been done within a record couple (i.e. which column 
inserted/update/deleted). 

5. From all records of dataset D (includind rejected and corrected versions) identify which columns have 
same values and prepare a ‘when-count’ table. 

6. Create a merged ‘What-When-count’ table by combining ‘what-count’ and ‘when-count’ tables on the 
basis of primary key attributes. 

7. Apply following subalgorithm to generate rule list L. 

Rule List: L = {}   

Action: nil 

Condition: nil 

Rule: nil 

1.   For each ith row of ‘what-when-table’ do; 

1.1  Suppose  WWij is count value of ith row (whati) and jth column (Whenj) 

1.2   WWij > ĉ : Condition = Whenj ^ Condition  

1.3   Action = action (Whati) 

1.4  Rule = Condition  Action 

1.5  L = Rule  L 

2.    Return rule list L 
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„Action (Whati)‟ returns call of the functionaction which is stored as rule-actionin „user-action rule-action 

mapping‟ table. Confidence of a production rule can be calculated by equation (1) as follow; 

Confidence (Rule) = 
|| D

B
   -------- (1) 

Where „B‟ is count of records in which both „What‟ (Action) and „When‟ (condition) exist, and | D | 

represents total number of records in a dataset. Threshold confidence is the minimum confidence value of a 

rule which allows generation of the rule. Its value is adjusted by the user at runtime. 

 

4. Applying the proposed rule mining algorithm on medical billing dataset. Proposed algorithm is 

tested on a medical claim dataset. Table 1 – to be used by the Alogorithm – given below, shows mapping of 

rule-action and user-action in medical billing domin. 

Table 1: Sample records of „User-Action-Rule-Action‟ mapping table 

SR Reason/ What Action of production rule 

1 
Datetime is less than other datetime 

column  
Store second column valude as 

datetime of the first column 

2 
Datetime is greater than other datetime 

column 
Store second column value as 
datetime of the first column 

3 Predefined suffix missing Append the suffix 

4 Predefined prefix missing Attach the prefix 

5 
Required character missing inside string 

value 
Insert the required character at 

specified position 

6 
Negative value stored while postive 

value required 
Change the sign to + ive 

7 Value from invalid list inserted Block the claim 

8 Value not from predefine list of values Block the claim 

9 Default action Block the claim 

 

Dataset: A test dataset of 500 claims is given as input to the proposed algorithm with fault of „patient marital 

status invalid or missing‟.  

Three record couples of dataset have been shown in Table 2 given below; shaded records (with serial number 

1, 3, 5) are rejected one, while records with serial number 2, 4, 6 are corrected ones.  

Table 2: A portion of dataset showing three record couples (having SR 1-2, 3-4, 5-6) 

SR Claim No Payer Code Patient Account 
Marital 

status 
………… 

1 C101 I011 P10003  ………… 

2 C101 I011 P10003 Married …………. 

3 C102 I012 P10006 Unknown ………….. 

4 C102 I012 P10006 Single ………… 

5 C103 I011 P10024 Undefined …………. 

6 C103 I011 P10024 Un-married …………. 

 

In this example, correct values of focused column „marital status‟ taken from corrected records of all 

record-couples of the rejection, are „Married‟ and „Single‟ listed in „C-Table‟. Rejected records have values „‟, 
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„Unknown‟, Undefined‟ which are listed in „R-Table‟ ( i.e. Table 3 and Table 4 respectively). These tables are 

used to generate list of valid and invalid values of the attribute „Marital status‟. 

Table 3: Few records of R-Table (containing rejected records) 

SR Claim_no Marital status 

1 C101  

3 C102 Unknown 

5 C103 Undefined 

Table 4: Few records of C-Table of rejection data set 3 

SR Claim_no Marital status 

2 C101 Married 

4 C102 Single 

6 C103 Un-married 

Table 5 shows a portion of „what-table‟ generated by step 4. „When-Table‟ generated at step 5 shown as Table 

6 given below; 

Table 5: Two sample records What-count table  

SR Action Couple Count 

1 Marital status inserted 265 

2 Marital status modified  142 

 

Table 6: Few records of When-table 

SR Column Value Couple Count 

1 Marital status  265 

2 Marital status Unknown 93 

3 Marital status Undefined 42 

 

„what-when table‟ generated during the step 6 of production rule mining algorithm, is shown as Table 7, given 

below. Counts greater than threshold value (50 in this example) have been encircled.  

Table 7: Two tuples of What-when (action –condition) Count Table 

What-When 
Condition 1  

Marital status = „‟ 

(blank) 

Condition 2  
Marital status = 

„unknown‟ 

Condition 3 
Marital status = 

„Undefined‟ 

1 Marital status 

inserted 
265 20 5 

2 Marital status 

modified 
10 93 42 

 
From the test dataset our porposed algorithm has generated following production rules; 

 

(<Patient Marital status > = ‘’)  block the claim 

(<Patient Marital status > = ‘unknown’)  block the claim 

(<Patient Marital status > = ‘undefined’)  block the claim 
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Action, „block the claim‟ has been inserted from „User action-Rule action‟ mapping table, by the rule 

generation step 4.  

5. Utilization of the algorithm. Proposed production rule mining algorithm is being used to supply 

knowledge (in the form of production rules) to a rule based expert system implemented using structured query 

language, applied in the domain of medical billing [14].  

As shown in Figure 1, during first four months period (of last year) a total of 208 rules have been created, 

while during second four month period a total of 366 rules created. Thus during first eight month period a 

total of 574 rules created with monthly average of 71.75 rules per month. Number of rules created during last 

four months (of the last year) are 895, with monthly average of 223 rules. 

Speed of rules creation increased by 3.11 times as compared to previous months of the year, after the 

implementation of proposed algorithm. 

The proposed production rule mining algorithm works at the background, on a data warehouse. Hybrid design 

of the data warehouse is presented by Aftab [15]. Therefore it does not have any negative effect on the 

performance of operational environment. Domain experts validated the extracted rules with the help of a GUI 

based knowledge editor [3]. It is important to note that „identification‟ of the error is actual achievement of 

this algorithm. Its correction is still implemented by the human experts, may be in the form of a stored 

procedure or in the form of a check on front end (user interface). 

 

6. Conclusion. This paper proposed to use data mining technology for knowledge acquisition of rule based 

expert systems. Presented algorithm is unique and different from other rule mining algorithms as it focuses 

mining of the rules immediatley useable by a rule based system. Main entity used in the proposed algorithm is 

record-couple. A „recordcouple‟ is collection of two states of same object, last sate (i.e. faulty one) rejected by 

some processing system and current state (i.e. corrected one), which is accepted by some processing system. 

Algorithm counts the differences within record-couples of same rejection type to identify what domain users 

have done to correct the rejected states. User actions have been mapped with actions to be performed by the 

system, combined with conditions to generate production rules. Automated identification of errors is the main 

achievement of the proposed algorithm, how those errors are automatically rectified (at runtime) can be future 

future extension of the algorithm. The proposed algorithm can be used in any application domain which 

involves concept of „record-couples‟ i.e. rejected and corrected states of entities. 
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Figure 1 Graph showing number of rules developed during three 

terms (four month each) of one year.  
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Abstract. Time varying and non-linear degradation of the radio waves, such as
in a bad communication channel, can obliterate the source VHF FM radio signals
and destroy their key correlation properties which are required for the passive radar
operation. One such structure is the equatorial electrojet (EEJ). Depending on the
statistics of the radar observations, it is possible to model the EEJ as a channel.
This study focuses on the simulation of the EEJ as a channel to investigate the
effects on VHF FM radio signals employed in the passive radar exercises around
the magnetic equator.

1. Introduction. Egedal discovered a narrow ribbon of electric current above the magnetic dip-
equator in 1947 [2, 3]. However, Chapman named this region as ”Equatorial Electrojet” in 1951
[4]. The Equatorial electrojet, which is shown in Figure 1, is an enhanced electric current flowing
within ± 3 degrees of the magnetic dip-equator in the ionospheric E region The main reason of
this electron intense region is the magnetic field lines of the Earth which are parallel to the ground
at these latitudes.

The neutral winds in the ionosphere build up a polarization electric field in the dayside region
which generally points into the eastward direction. Around the magnetic equator, the polarized
electric field and the vertical ExB drift of the electrons generates negative and positive charges at
the top and at the bottom of the E-region. The generated electric field prevents further vertical
drift of electrons and westward movement arises which constitutes as eastward current between
95 and 110 km of altitude as shown in Figure 2. In his comprehensive book ”The Equatorial
Electrojet”, Onwumechili described the generating mechanisms and properties and variabilities of
the EEJ and the quiet time counter electrojet (CEJ) in detail with measurements [5]. Additionally,
he dedicated a chapter for the numerical modelling of the EEJ.

The idea of using horizontal current flow content of the EEJ as a communications channel is
not new. The very first effort, which showed the promising communication potentials, was by
Cohen and Bowles in 1957 [6]. They carried out the VHF oblique forward scattering experiment
to study the mechanism of propagation for one calendar year. Following the initial effort, many
communication experiments were conducted [7, 8]. However, instrumental and budgetary limita-
tions were the bottleneck for more advanced applications and experiments. Introduction of readily
available software defined radio systems stimulated the studies of communications over the EEJ.
One such example is voice and data communications via the EEJ by Yoza [9]. They tested different

1http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag/WMM/soft.shtml
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Figure 1. The equatorial electrojet is a narrow ribbon of electric cur-
rent along the magnetic dip-equator. Generated by using the World
Magnetic Model (WMM) coefficients of National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration (NOAA).1

Figure 2. Spectrum plot (on left) and the power profile (on right) of
the EEJ on 24/12/2013 at 15:35. Generated from the data collected
by the JULIA mode of Jicamarca Radio Observatory.2

modulation techniques in the experiments and developed a simulator to test without the need to
physically implement the complete system.

Apart from the on purpose applications, other radio signals in the environment are expected
to go through the EEJ channel. Particularly, signals from the transmitters of opportunity in the
region will get affected negatively in passive radar applications. Specifically, in this paper, the

2http://jro.igp.gob.pe/
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effects of the EEJ on passive radar operation is presented. First, an overview of the passive radar
system using VHF FM radio signals is given. Then, the simulation of the EEJ as a channel is
carried out based on the work of Valladares and Woodman. Finally, the effects of the EEJ channel
are presented and the results are discussed which will provide insight for prospective passive radar
systems around the magnetic equator.

2. Passive Radar. Conventional radar systems interpret the reflected electromagnetic waves of
their respective transmitter. On the other hand, passive radar concept, which is a specific case of
bi-static radar, employs cooperative or non-cooperative radio signals and their reflections in the
environment for its operation, which provides unique opportunities for radio astronomy to expand
the observation coverage area on a limited budget [10].

Signal quality, compatibility and the power level of the sources of illumination are decisive for
the operation of non-cooperative passive radars. There are many sources that can be used in a
possible passive radar system such as conventional FM radio, television, digital radio, GSM and
GPS. FM radio transmissions, which lie in the 88-108 MHz VHF frequency band in most parts of
the world, are very common and readily available “transmitters of opportunity” for passive radar
systems. Their broadcast transmitters will be sited near urban and suburban areas to maximize
their coverage of populated land. Additionally, transmitters are generally co-located in groups to
reduce maintenance and deployment cost. Usually, a passive radar receiver will be within range of
at least five or six transmitters of substantial power density.

2.1. Performance Evaluation. Target detection capability is one of the key design goals for
radar systems. Spatial and speed information of a target highly depend on the quality of the radar
signal, hence a resolution analysis is essential for the signal to be used in passive radar systems.
Ambiguity function, which is a two dimensional array in time delay and Doppler frequency that
represents the output of the matched filter, is used to evaluate the detection performance of a
signal:

|A(τ, υ)|2 =

∣∣∣∣∫ ∞
−∞

s(t)s∗(t+ τ)ej2πυtdt

∣∣∣∣2 (1)

where

A(τ, υ) is the self-ambiguity response
s(t) is the signal
τ is the time delay
υ is the Doppler frequency

If there were no constraints, the ideal ambiguity function would be an impulse peak at the origin
and zero elsewhere. Extension of this peak in time delay and Doppler frequency axis can be used to
determine the time (or range) and the Doppler frequency resolutions of the signal, s(t). In theory,
the ideal ambiguity function would permit the identification of two very close targets and reject
all clutter other than the clutter at the origin [11]. Likewise, multiple peaks in the self-ambiguity
function of s(t) will lead to the multiple detection of a single target.

In passive radar systems, where the radar signal is not in the control of the radar operator,
captured signal from the transmitter of opportunity is used to compute the ambiguity function.
In Figure 3, the self-ambiguity function of FM broadcast gated at 200 kHz for 1 complete second,
which shows ∼ 3 km range and ∼ 5 Hz Doppler frequency resolution, is given. The Doppler
frequency resolution and the range resolution depend on the integration time and the bandwidth
of the FM broadcast used, respectively.
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Figure 3. Ambiguity function plot of the FM transmission for 1
seconds of data gated at 200 kHz.

3. Model and Simulation. Degradation of the radio waves by human made structures, natural
obstacles, atmospheric events, distance or multiple of these contributing causes are an inherent
consequence of wireless radio propagation and expected. Passive radar systems can utilize some of
the described drawbacks to their own benefit with strategic operation geometry [10]. However time
varying degradation of the radio waves, such as in a bad communication channel, can obliterate
the source signal correlative properties.

Due to the response to a given signal which differs by time, the EEJ can be characterized as a
time varying channel. From the numerous observations of transmission through EEJ, Valladares
and Woodman concluded that it is possible to model the EEJ as a Gaussian random process
Gaussian spectrum [1]. Generation of the mathematical model represents the power spectral
density which is Gaussian in both frequency and time domain. The desired model is achieved by
filtering a complex white Gaussian random process, x[n]. In frequency domain, x[n] is multiplied
by the frequency response of a Gaussian filter which represents the spectrum of the EEJ as shown
in Figure 4. This particular model represents a horizontal cut in the EEJ spectrum shown in
Figure 2.

The EEJ channel model is constructed by the two major parameters influencing the quality
of the signal passing through; spectral width and amplitude. Spectral width in the model is
the spectral broadening which is caused by the turbulent motion of the irregularities. Signal
components experience different Doppler shifts in the dispersed medium in the range of 20 Hz to
100 Hz [1]. The other parameter, amplitude, defines the strength of the EEJ in the design which
changes according to the altitude. The thickness of the EEJ is about 15 km. A digital system
sampling at 200 kHz takes 10 samples from this region, each separated by approximately 1.5 km, if
the radar k vector is perpendicular to the ground. Thus, an EEJ model function can be generated
by the parameters at the specific altitudes for the each layer taken samples from with specific
delays. Finally, the modulated FM signal from the transmitter of opportunity is multiplied by the
generated EEJ channel function:

s(t)fEEJ(t) = [Is(t)IEEJ(t)−Qs(t)QEEJ(t)] + j[Is(t)QEEJ(t) +Qs(t)IEEJ(t)] (2)
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Figure 4. Gaussian filter output of the band limited white noise.

where

fEEJ(t) = IEEJ(t) + jQEEJ(t)

s(t) = Is(t) + jQs(t)
(3)
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Figure 5. Ambiguity function plot of the FM broadcast after passing
through the EEJ channel.

The ambiguity function plot of the resulting FM signal after passing through the EEJ channel is
shown in Figure 5. As can be seen, correlative properties thus the frequency and range resolution of
the target signal of opportunity is vanished. The EEJ channel introduces undesirable ambiguities
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to the FM signal. Coherence bandwidth, which determines the bandwidth over which the channel
transfer function remains constant, is one of the reasons of the introduced ambiguity. According to
the model, delay spread and the coherence bandwidth of the channel can be computed. Dispersion
delay is calculated from the difference of maximum and minimum delay in the channel. The inverse
of the delay spread gives the coherence bandwidth of the channel to determine the bandwidth of
the communications channel. In the case of EEJ, a round trip in the channel which is 30 km
corresponds to 100 µsec delay spread and 10 kHz coherence bandwidth. A typical FM broadcast
with 100 kHz bandwidth exceeds the coherence bandwidth of the EEJ channel.

4. Conclusion. A mathematical EEJ structure is constituted as a Gaussian random process.
This model is used as a channel to observe the changes in the correlation properties of the FM
radio signals. In communications through EEJ experiments, higher EEJ intensity leaded to better
results in communication [9]. However, in passive radar exercises, it is expected the signal to pass
through the EEJ and penetrate higher in altitude. Thus, the intensity of the EEJ has adverse
effect compared to communication experiments. This destructive behavior is expected from the
EEJ on FM signals when it is most powerful around the noon. Described simulation and model
can be used to highlight the performance problems of current and prospective passive radar studies
around the magnetic equator.
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ABSTRACT. This paper explores the role and effectiveness of parent-teacher councils
(PTCs) in public secondary schools in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) Province of
Pakistan. The data for this qualitative research were gathered through interviewing
(thirty four) and holding focus group discussions (thirteen) with parents and teachers
respectively, from four boys and girls urban and rural schools of Peshawar. The major
findings indicate that PTCs became mandatory components in schools relatively
recently, which is why there are structural, functional, sociological and cultural
problems, due to which stakeholders in schools perceive and experience PTCs
differently. The findings show that the current thinking and practices about PTCs have
historical resonance within policy documents that have been critical of the role and
effectiveness of public schools in children’s lives. In discussing the structure of and
funds for PTCs in school, the findings show that various problems beset their
functionality in schools. The theoretical notions of field, capital, habitus are used to
demonstrate the relative permanence of perpetuated practices that may resist change
and alternate routines within schools regarding PTCs. Given the current cultural and
structural practices, teacher-training institutes and policy documents need to impart
training and education to teachers and schools for increasing performance and efficacy
of PTCs, so that schools provide appropriate support to parents and create maximum
learning opportunities for students.
Keywords: PTC, PTA, parents, teachers, students, schools, field, capital, habitus

1. Introduction. In the West, parent-teacher, home-school, home-school-community relations, parental
involvement and other related variants have had established presence and influence, since at least the research
works of Plowden [1] and Coleman [2]. These areas have not only been established as important fields of
research, expertise and knowledge, but they have also been of immense influence on policy and practice. The
resultant scholarship has greatly enhanced awareness and understanding into children’s worlds and learning, and
has thoroughly enriched the lives of both parents and teachers. This has resulted in greater understanding,
coherence and collaboration between sharing the responsibilities of children’s education as a mutual undertaking.
The role of parent-teacher association (PTA) in this regard is therefore an important one, which has implications
for the academic progress and personal development of pupils. In the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) Province
(previously north-west frontier province, NWFP – the old acronym will be used when referring to historical
context), parent-teacher organisations as mandatory components were introduced in the recent past, first as
school management committees SMCs; later on, these were renamed as PTAs. Now, their name has again been
change and they are called as parent-teacher councils (PTCs). In this paper, predominantly the term PTC is used,
but the old acronym – PTA – is retained in quotations and when referring to historical context.
The literature on home-school relations provides a rich, diverse and eclectic range of conceptual and analytical
frames for parental involvement in children’s academic and personal lives as well as charts the trajectories of
parent-teacher relations. These include the conceptual and empirical works of a number of scholars [3–5].
Research has consistently proved the importance and efficacy of home-school and parent-teacher relations on
various aspects of student outcomes, performance and related determinants. These include student achievement
and outcomes [6, 7]. The interplay of parental involvement and student achievement have also been looked into
with the lenses of class, gender, race and related perspectives [8, 9].
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The significance of parental involvement on the measures of student literacy and learning [10, 11], student
motivation (12, 13] and patterns of student adjustment in the school [14, 15] have also been of help to
practitioners and interest to researchers. Student attendance [16, 17], student behaviour and discipline [14, 18]
and student homework [19, 20] are the areas that have benefited from parental involvement and close working
relations of teachers with parents.
In addition to the above, research into the interplay of social class and home-school relations has produced
significant literature that has greatly contributed to the discourse of equality and equal opportunities for all
concerned. The interplay of class with the central themes of race, culture and gender, and social and cultural
capital has greatly contributed to our understanding [21, 22].
It is important to note that much research focus of most researchers has been into primary school research that
has explored parent-teacher relations and related social class discourses and dynamics [23, 24]. However, at the
secondary school level, few researchers have ventured into these uncharted waters to explore its tides and
currents from a number of perspectives, including social class discourse and PTA dynamics [25, 26]. This paper
therefore aims to fill gaps in knowledge concerning parent-teacher relations generally, and PTCs particularly.
Whilst there is abundant literature regarding parent-teacher relations in the international literature that has a
broad scope, covering a number of overlapping themes, in the Pakistani context there is paucity of literature and
research. However, this does not mean that researchers have not looked into other areas of the system of
education in Pakistan. Researchers have shown interest in a number of issues concerning the system of
education in Pakistan, which include, for instance, student achievement studies with a particular focus on
primary education [27, 28] and comparative institutional research [29, 30]. Increasingly in educational research
in Pakistan, researchers have found stark disparities for girls and women, in the school environments and more
generally concerning the various aspects of their lives, in home and social contexts [31, 29, 32–35]. Other
research in the primary school context has explored various learning and achievement related aspects of both
boys and girls in both urban and rural contexts [36, 37], and have interrogated school quality, student
achievement and progression [38]. Still others have documented inequality, stratification, child labour and
corporal punishment research and have shown their implications for children’s schooling and wellbeing [39–42].
However, in educational research there seems to be a significant gap in knowledge concerning exploring and
documenting the various dimensions of parent-teacher relations, with a specific focus on secondary education.
Exception to this has been the work of Gill Crozier whose empirical research on Pakistani parents in the UK has
some relevance to that of the context in Pakistan. This is not only because of the focus but also because of its
relevance and impact on secondary education [43, 26]. There has also been some international literature that has
some relevance to the context of Pakistan education system, which includes language and literacy research [44]
culture, identity and diversity [45], social class disparities research [46], and educational attainment
comparisons [47].
Some research that has relevance to the focus of this research has considered school based governance issues
and that which has explored the role of PTAs and SMCs concerning their structure, functioning, and related
comparative dynamics of private and public school performances [48–53]. However, of particular significance
to our research has surprisingly been one dated conference report in Peshawar that had considered in
considerable detail Parent-Teacher-Community programme [49]. The recommendations of this Conference and
the problems it has identified concerning secondary education may appear to resonate strongly with the current
school practices in Pakistan.
The aims of this study were to explore and document parent-teacher relations in two contrasting but mutually
reciprocating urban and rural contexts with a specific focus on secondary schools. The study was conducted in
four schools, in two boys’ and two girls’, with one each from urban and rural areas of Peshawar. The research
context mainly underpins Pashtun culture, which proved of immense help to the researchers as ‘insiders’ as well
as because of having ‘a feel for the game’ [54]. This meant that the research needed to be conducted by the rules,
not only given the cultural intricacies, but also and more importantly by maintaining the researcher integrity as
ethical, objective and reflexive as possible. This brings us to discussing methodology and methods.

2. Methodology and methods. The research required an in-depth understanding of the relations between
parents and teachers. A qualitative case study methodology was used for exploring parent-teacher relations and
teachers’ and parents’ views on PTC. For gathering data for the research, a number of tools were used which
involved the use of semi-structured interviews, focus group discussion, documentary analysis and use of field
notes and photographs documentation. Data were analysed and interpreted through an analytical framework
adapted from Creswell and Plano-Clarke [55]. The research followed appropriate ethical guidelines.
2.1 Research questions. The overarching aims of the research study, from which this paper is drawn, were to
explore how parents and teachers interacted and communicated in public secondary schools in Peshawar,
Pakistan and how their relations became structured and influenced in the home and school contexts. One
subsidiary research question, on which the present paper is based, sought to explore the role and effectiveness of
PTC in secondary schools.
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2.2 Theoretical framework. The theoretical framework consisted of Bourdieu’s conceptual tools of capital,
habitus and field, to help us understand the underlying dynamics of the practices and interactions of parents and
teachers in the contexts of home and school. Because social and cultural practices determine much of what
teachers enact in various practices concerning PTC in school, these tools were specifically important and helpful
to decode the attitudes and behaviours of the stakeholders concerned.

2.3 Participants and setting. The fieldwork was conducted in four public secondary schools, two each (one
boys and one girls) from urban and rural areas of Peshawar, based on a purposive sampling approach [56, 57].
The decision to select schools from different contexts and gender was to recruit a diverse set of participants for
the study sample, to have maximum (heterogeneous) variation sampling [57]. To achieve this, as an ‘insider’ the
first author used his knowledge and experience of working with people and context, and of the culture in making
decisions to recruit participants from a diverse set of potential participants. Our primary aim was capturing the
“core experiences and central, shared dimensions” [57] of the people and their settings.
Due to the social, cultural and religious reasons, most public education is segregated in Pakistan, with female
teachers teaching girls and male teachers teaching boys. Therefore, to avoid gender bias and to maintain a
comparative approach, we aimed to explore both male and female perspectives, of both parents and teachers.
Thus, in boys’ schools, the research participants included male teachers and fathers, whereas in girls’ schools,
the research participants were to include female teachers and mothers. Since the study employed a qualitative
methodology and used qualitative methods, we therefore aimed to purposively select participants from varying
backgrounds to produce a “thick description” [58, 59] of the context under investigation. However, we knew
that since our interest was also in exploring the perspectives of female teachers and mothers, access to the
research sites and selection of participants was believed to be difficult, contentious and politically grounded in
the social and cultural mindset and practices of the concerned people in the study area. However, access to any
of boys’ school was not considered a problem by anyone in the field whether it was the principals, teachers or
Education Department officials.
A total of thirty four participants were interviewed for the study; eighteen were teachers (nine male and nine
females), twelve were parents (nine fathers and three mothers) and the four principals of the schools. Focus
group discussion (FGD) could only be done with eight fathers – three in urban and five in rural schools.
However, nine female teachers of the urban girls’ school participated in FGD. Seven and six male teachers from
urban and rural schools participated in FGD, respectively.
In the fieldwork, problems of doing research with females were contemplated, especially with mothers in the
rural context. Focus group discussions could not be arranged with mothers in either of the urban and rural
contexts. There were many issues involved. Although a female volunteer researcher was recruited to conduct
focus group sessions with mothers, all the female students who were asked to seek consent of their mothers for
their participation declined for participation in the research activity. The reasons could have been that they were
not allowed by their husbands, or that they did not feel that were confident enough to talk about such issues or
that they were preoccupied in their household chores or because of their perceived lack of education levels.
Similarly, in the rural girls’ school, despite best efforts and the principal’s positive attitude, focus group sessions
with teachers could not arranged and when asked about it the principal politely declined. Similarly, due to
cultural sensitivities the principal was of the view that mothers would not participate in focus group sessions.

3. Findings and discussion. Our data suggest various overlapping influences, structures and practices that
seemed to have implications for the PTC in the schools. In addition to gleaning policy provisions from the
available Pakistani literature about PTC, both current and dated, we found that research participants held and
shared varying perspectives about the structure and funds of the PTC, its functionality in schools and the
problems in the way of its effective functioning.

3.1 The role of PTC in school: policy provisions. Our analysis of the data reveals that parental involvement or
visit to schools did not feature as a dominant or important aspect of the relations between teachers and parents.
For most teachers the responsibility of non-involvement of the parents in school lay with the parents themselves,
as most teachers perceived parents as uninterested and less involved in the school affairs of their children’s
education both at home and at school. Many teachers described parents as less aware about their children’s
education and related issues because of their social class and working-class background and lack of education.
These experiences of the teachers could be traced back to, and were also spelt out very clearly, decades ago in a
Conference in Peshawar [60]. The experiences of the teachers, also mirrored in the findings of the Conference,
highlighted and identified the reasons for the gulf that existed between the teachers and parents:
Teachers are poorly paid. Hence their spare time is spent in supplementing their income through extra work.
[This was widely agreed by the teachers, both male and female]
Heads of schools tend to discourage teachers from freely contacting parents.
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Teachers are not generally treated well by the parents.
The Department of Education was said to be suspicious about such [parental involvement] activities.
There is no organisation of the teaching profession, which was a pre-requisite to parent-teacher cooperation.
The present heavy curriculum leaves no time for the teacher to devote himself to activities other than teaching.
[49]
Given this backdrop, it may not come as a surprise that for most teachers there were issues around the role and
effectiveness of the PTA in schools and of parental involvement in it. In Pakistan, parental involvement in
schools through PTA as a mandatory component is a relatively new idea, introduced in the early 1990s. Yet, for
a long time, various government policies, plans and other relevant educational documents have acknowledged
and emphasised the importance of the role parents play in the education of children, albeit differently [61–70].
At the time, during and around the 1960s, when Western Europe was working “towards formal parental
involvement in the management and control of schools” [71], a Conference on the objectives of secondary
education in Pakistan had also worked out in considerable detail issues around parent-teacher relations and the
importance and establishment of PTA in schools [60]. In addition to considering the various constraints and
issues that were hindering parental involvement in school, the Conference suggested some practical activities for
schools for ensuring parental participation. The proposed suggestions were not only argued to benefit all the
stakeholders and as a means of developing close home and school ties but the Conference also argued that the
effective functioning of the PTAs would also help accomplish the “educational objectives” [49]. Yet, the
findings of this document are relatively unknown and do not appear to have been taken up by the subsequent
educational policies and documents. Consequently, the language and tone of the text used for parents in some of
the later policy documents appears to be harsh, and the thrust seems to be mainly on considering parents solely
responsible for the education of children:
… The people must accept the fact that since it is they and their children who benefit most from educational
[sic], the sacrifices required must be borne primarily by them. Acceptance of this principle would create an
identification of the community with the schools that does not now exist. Such an identification finds expression
in a deepening concern for the nature and scope of the educational programme; a spirit of co-operation between
parent and teacher; and a genuine recognition of the contribution of the school to the life of the community. [62]
It is widely agreed, that it is the responsibility of the schools and teachers to contact parents, to involve them in
the education of their children, and to develop strategies to connect home with school [72]. Yet, in the quotation
above, the manner in which parents are cautioned, for the role they have to play in the education of their
children and the ‘sacrifices’ they needed to make in this regard, depict a structure of thought deeply entrenched
in autocratic and bureaucratic structures/fields that seems to disregard the importance and value of parents.
Moreover, at another place in the Report, such aspects and issues overshadow the role of PTA and parents that
otherwise should stem or develop from the effective working of the PTA itself:
No hierarchy of officials can itself give the schools the spirit and quality needed. The attainment of such aims
requires the combined efforts of administrations, headquarters, teachers and the community. All efforts should
be made to awaken the pride of the local communities in their schools by participation in school activities,
attendance at school ceremonies, and the development of parent-teacher associations on a wide scale. [62]
However, as we pointed out earlier in this section, it was only in the early 1990s that the Government of
Pakistan made it mandatory for every public school to have a PTA. In 1993, the Government of KP was the first
to introduce PTAs in public primary schools by forming around 17,000 PTAs until 2003 [73]. In KP, figures for
the number of PTAs in the public primary schools for the year 2006-2007 were 22281, with 1150 regarded as
non-functional; the number of PTAs in the public middle and secondary schools for the same period was 4217,
with 354 as non-functional [74].
The above figures regarding the functional PTAs might give an impression that all of these were active in
involving parents in school and in arranging and executing various programmes and activities. However, the
research data reveals that most teachers were critical of the existence and functionality of the PTA in school.
Nevertheless, in some schools, there would have been a number of successful PTAs amongst the number
mentioned above. Yet, in the context of our study, when asked about the functionality of the PTA in school,
most teachers described it as ‘non-existent,’ regarded it only as a ‘label’ or at the most saw it as a spending body,
disbursing a modest amount of funds on school maintenance. The experiences of the teachers seem to reflect the
‘reality’ on the ground and signify the role of the habitus and field as structuring forces of the behaviours and
practices of the stakeholders. Similarly, in doing so, it also seems that most teachers were “disposed to turning
their gaze on other people [i.e. parents]” [75] and on the conditions and situations that lay outside the schools.
However, it seemed that most teachers were “much more reluctant to turn this gaze upon themselves” [75] and
upon the school practices and on their own practices. We discuss these issues and aspects in the sections that
follow.
3.2 Structure and funds for PTC. As indicated above, a majority of the teachers described the school practices
and their professional obligations as constraining factors, which they argued did not leave them any time to have
contact with parents. There was some weight in the teachers’ argument that in many ways the oversubscribed
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schools and overcrowded classrooms not only affected the ‘school culture’ but also had implications for
maintaining a ‘good relationship’ and contact with parents [27]. Yet, some teachers demonstrated that despite
many of these constraints, they claimed to manage successfully and hold various activities for the students in
school that also ensured parental participation. Given this context, it is therefore necessary to reemphasise that
the interplay between the teachers’ dispositions and school ethos determined much of what most teachers
discussed around the role of PTC and its structure and related aspects.
Given this backdrop, it may not come as a surprise that many respondents held and shared conflicting
perspectives about the structure and composition of the PTC in school:
We have a PTA here, but no one gives time to us. PTA means that parents must be a part of this association and
willing members to do various things. The structure of the association is such that out of eight members, six
must be parents whose children are studying in the school and the principal acts as a secretary of the association
whereas the Nazim [administrator] of the local area acts as its chairperson. A few teachers at the discretion of
the principal could also be included in the association. (Teacher rural boys’ school – RBS)
… [The composition of PTA is such that] there is a chairperson and a secretary who is the principal of the
school; one member is a retired government employee and four parents are its members, selected by the
chairperson. (Principal, RBS)
The difference in the accounts and perspectives of the respondents shows that PTC as a body, having clearly
defined contours and remits, was “yet to get foot-hold in the rigid socio-cultural environment” [51], indicating
the permanence and constancy of teachers’ dispositions and practices within the public schools and broadly
within social spheres. Moreover, there is some evidence here that by “turning their gaze” [75] upon parents, it
seemed that the majority of teachers wanted to protect their (field) positions and the associated stakes, and
therefore to remain “in a state of equilibrium” [76]. They wanted to justify the structured and structuring role of
the school practices “as a natural fact or a given state of affairs … [legitimated] by common tacit agreement”
[77]. In the words of one principal, this was because “they [did not] want to expose themselves.” It was
probably because of this that the majority of “teachers [tacitly] viewed parental involvement via the PTA as a
threat and an interference in their affairs” [50]. However, apart from this, one other issue regarding the
composition of PTC was that some participants were amazed to express that officially teachers did not become
members of the PTC:
Surprisingly, there are no teachers as its members. As the name indicates, teachers should also have been part of
the association. (Principal, RBS)
The evidence gleaned from the GoNWFP’s website reaffirmed the above assertion that teachers did not figure as
members of the PTC. The official composition of PTC is such that out of the total eight members, five are
parents (of whom one acts as its Chairperson) and the remaining three are the head of school (as Secretary), a
retired government official and an elder of the community [53]. However, whilst teachers officially were not
represented on PTAs on paper, a number of empirical studies in the context of Pakistan and KP found that in
many cases it was the teachers and their relations that dominated PTCs in schools:
… these organisations have never worked effectively on a large scale. Rural … PTAs, in particular, are
dominated by teachers rather than parents. [78]
In many cases, the committees were stacked with the head-teachers’ relatives, friends, and retired teachers, and
they had no parents on them. [50]
It also noteworthy to mention that whilst on the one hand many PTCs in boys’ schools were dominated by
teachers, researchers also argue that the participation of women and mothers on PTCs in girls’ schools was also
an issue, since it was the men who operated these associations:
In NWFP the PTAs … for girls’ schools, included the husbands of female teachers and other male notables. [50]
The underlying reason for this could be that the conservative culture and the dominant patriarchal traditions,
especially in the rural areas, rarely had any space for the women to engage in activities and programmes that
would involve interaction and communication outside the home in the school context and in the broader social
spheres. Many teachers, especially female teachers, were of the view that this conservative culture (in many
ways in the urban context and specifically in the rural areas) restricted women to actively participate and
integrate in the various social spheres and to have a ‘voice’ of their own. Our research also establishes this up to
an extent as the chairperson of the PTC in the urban girls’ school (RGS) was a male notable of the area. The
principal argued that the chairperson of the PTC was better placed to address the issues and problems of the
students and teachers that required interaction and communication with people and offices outside the school,
which in most cases were dominated by men.
Related to the structure and composition of the PTC was the theme of funds and their spending. Many
respondents did not know much about the related aspects of PTC funds and the very few who did have some
knowledge, held varying perspectives:
PTAs are only constituted for disbursing funds. (Teacher, urban boys’ school – UBS)
This has recently been constituted a year ago. The thing is that, [regarding the PTA and its allied funds] no
difference has been made between a school having two classrooms and another one having 30 or 40 classrooms.
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Naturally, in terms of the expenditure on daily consumables, the requirements of these schools vary
tremendously. The total funds allocated to a PTA is Rs. 15000, out of which Rs. 3000 goes in paying [illegal]
commissions and the rest of the amount (Rs. 12000) is not sufficient enough to do the needful. (Teacher RBS)
Whilst the secretary and chairperson jointly maintained the bank account of PTC [53], one head of school said
that the performance of PTCs was far from ideal:
The secretary and the chairperson are joint signatories of the PTC bank account, and the remit of the PTC is to
monitor and supervise school-based development projects as well as to have a check on teachers’ performance.
However, the functioning of the PTC in schools is far from ideal. (Principal RBS)
A relatively recent research undertaken jointly by the ADB and DfID on ‘improving devolved social service
delivery in NWFP and Punjab’ also provides empirical evidence to many of the aspects that constrain the
functioning of PTCs and the issues of funds:
Very small funds are allocated to purchase resource materials for teachers … this is exacerbated by low
maintenance budgets, making it very difficult for schools … to operate. Funds intended for … parent teacher
associations (PTAs) under the … NWFP Education Sector Reform Programmes often fail to reach their targets.
For example, although PTAs in NWFP were supposedly provided with PRs. 1,750 per classroom per year, few
of the teachers interviewed were aware of this provision. [78]
In addition to the lack of proper coordination in sending funds to schools and their spending by PTCs, research
has also established that misuse and pilfering of funds was an issue as well:
The provincial department in NWFP reports that for the last 2 years, the bulk of these funds remained unused. In
Abbottabad, there were complaints that the funds arrived so late in the fiscal year, and without any prior notice,
that they had to be returned unspent. The district education office in Dera Ismail Khan indicated that each
classroom was provided with PRs. 1,750 per annum for repair and maintenance, but that the teachers themselves
appeared unaware of this funding. [78]
… Moreover, allocated non-salary budget funds, including PTA funds on instructional material, often do not
reach the intended local school owing to leakages… [79]
In some remote districts, the chowkidars [caretakers/guards] and their relatives are misusing the PTA funds. [51]
It is clear from the above quotations that the lack of liaison between the various segments of the government
machinery not only hampered the delivery and monitoring mechanisms of the PTC funds but also pilfering of
funds at the various levels, especially at the end-user level, meant that a majority of the PTCs had no functional
significance. However, whilst the role of funding was important for effective functioning of the PTC, some
participants were of the view that more important was willingness of the parents, teachers and community
members to cooperate and work together for a common good, that signified a shared habitus as a generative
basis for “orientating social practice” [77]:
The PTA is allocated around Rs. 12,000 per year, but if that amount is spent appropriately it can be a good thing.
It is also one of the responsibilities of the PTA to generate more funds from various other means, but no one
spares time for such things. However, there are some exceptions to this, especially outside the Peshawar region,
which have generated funds of around Rs. 200,000 to Rs. 300,000 that were used in constructing classrooms etc.
Here, I have also said to my teachers, that we need to look for some such people [parents/community members]
who could help us in the school matters, and that people can donate some material things for effective school
functioning. (Principal, RBS)
There has been enough empirical research evidence to support the above statement of the respondent. A number
of studies, specially focusing on the primary level of education, have shown and documented the potential and
success of PTCs and schools through community engagement and involvement even in the most under-
developed, backward and culturally conservative areas in various parts of Pakistan [80, 81, 50, 78, 82, 83].
However, on a large scale, at local and national level, research is critical of the role of PTCs and questions their
effectiveness and functionality in school [50, 41, 84, 78, 79].

3.3 Functionality of PTC: ‘Limited to its name,’ ‘is just a label’. In the preceding two sections, we discussed
the background and structural aspects of the PTC in schools, which established that generally PTC’s role in
school was far from ideal. Therefore, apart from some successful cases where active school and community
involvement resulted in enhanced learning opportunities for children and better quality of education, a majority
of the teachers were of the view that PTCs were not functional in schools. Since the PTCs were generally not
regarded as active and functional bodies in schools, the data reveals that many teachers did not have enough
knowledge about them and some teachers were not even aware of their existence and their role within the school.
It therefore may not come as a surprise when some teachers made comments like:
I remember sometime back a PTA’s meeting was held in the school where I was working before. However,
since then there has not been any interest towards this. No PTA meeting has ever happened here [in this school].
(Teacher, urban girls’ school – UGS)
PTA … in my understanding, it is just limited to its name and it has not played any of its roles in the affairs of
the school, until now. A PTA’s role is restricted to the maintenance and physical aspects of school, and there is
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no concern towards the other functional aspects of school such as teaching quality, curriculum issues or parental
involvement. (Teacher RBS)
A Parent-Teacher Association has been constituted but it is just a label and is not functional in any real sense.
Until now, I have not seen any activity [meetings etc.] regarding this [PTA]. (Teacher RBS)
These statements, depicting the role and place of PTCs in schools, signify the interplay between teachers’
attitudes towards school practices and parental involvement in it. There is also enough empirical research
evidence that resonates with, supports and shares the perceptions and experiences of the respondents cited above.
Moreover, these studies have thrown more light on some of the dimensions and aspects of PTCs and the related
teacher and school processes that the majority of teachers as ‘stakeholders’ did not dwell upon in the interviews
and discussions:
Also it was found that most Parent Teacher Associations were non-functional or were inactive. [41]
In most of the schools the SMCs [PTAs] have no functional role except for some involvement in school finance.
Majority of the SMCs [PTAs] are not clear about their roles and responsibilities. Participation of SMCs [PTAs]
in school management has been declined because of discouragement, lack of flexibility in utilization of funds,
and lack of training. [84]
Teacher recalcitrance was a major reason for the non-functioning of PTAs. However, other important factors
included parental illiteracy … poverty … suspicion (that teachers were misappropriating … funds), and lack of
time (parents felt they had limited time and that education was the school’s responsibility). [50]
It is apparently common to find head teachers appointing parents to the committees themselves. This, combined
with the lack of awareness among parents, the lack of direct funding for schools … means that … PTAs have
little influence. [78]
The excerpts above have identified a number of important factors and processes which seemed to have worked
both individually and reciprocally to render PTCs as ineffective, ‘non-functional’ and of ‘little influence’ in
most schools. It is therefore important to understand the contextual and theoretical dimensions of these practices.
A theme that ran through the teachers’ data, and the literature regarding the functionality of PTCs, underpinned
the significant roles of parents’ and teachers’ dispositions and school influence. Therefore, for the teachers and
parents who had different ‘stakes’ and ‘capital’ to ‘play the game’ [85], teachers and parents were stuck to their
routine practices, which had “the effect of making the social world seem natural, and its practices ‘taken for
granted,’ familiar, and common-sense” [86]. It was also due to the tacit understanding of protecting their
‘stakes’ and ‘positions’ that led most teachers to point the finger at the parents and on the conditions that lay
outside the schools for the non-functioning or ineffectiveness of the PTCs. There was some truth in this; the
social structures outside the school had considerable influence on teachers and school ethos. Yet, the empirical
evidence referred to above argues that predominantly it was the teachers and the conditions that lay inside the
schools which resulted in PTCs having ‘little influence’ and being rendered inactive and non-functional.

3.4 PTC functionality: Where does the problem lie? The evidence we gathered seem to suggest that solution to
the problem of effective functioning of PTCs lay with the teachers and schools. However, it was somewhat
natural and expected that, given the way ‘reality’ operated for the teachers, and viewed and practiced
individually and collectively in the powerful and structuring environment of schools, for the majority of teachers
it was a matter of naming and blaming individuals (parents) and factors/processes for the failure of PTCs in
schools. However, there is some evidence that suggests that some parents may not have enough awareness about
the importance of participation in their children’s school and complain of “lack of time” [50]. Moreover,
research also suggests that “stakeholder groups at the local level may not understand or be able to articulate
what they want from their schools” [87]. Yet, for the majority of teachers, it was a collective understanding that
they visualised and presented parents as a homogenised entity, suggesting that it was due to the parents that the
PTCs were not functioning:
Well, the thing is that parents always complain that they do not have time for such meetings, while teachers,
principal and nazim [administrator] may able to spare time for this. Very few parents, whose children are
studying with us, would be able to say that they have some spare time for such things. (Teacher RBS)
… Once every year for the PTA’s meeting we send letters to some selected people, but they don’t come except
those people who are the members of the PTA. Other people are not bothered. As I said earlier, our surrounding
environment is such that people are not bothered about any school issues and they do not even give it a serious
thought. (Teacher, FGD, RBS)
The above excerpts give an impression of the parents as uninterested in the affairs of school and the PTC.
However, the following comments from the principal of the RBS provide a contrasting dimension to what most
teachers described as ‘reality’ in practice:
The reason for this is that teachers complain that generally no one comes [to take part in the PTA]. But the
reason for this is that teachers do not want themselves answerable to anyone. They don’t want to expose
themselves. They want themselves cloaked, so these teachers pretend that as if parents are not interested in the
PTA. (Principal, RBS)
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As also discussed earlier, it seems apparent from the excerpt above that it was the teachers’ stakes and their
positions that they wanted to protect, which were instrumental in forming their opinion about parents and
parental lack of interest in children’s education. It also suggests that the teachers were adapted and conditioned
to the game in school, due to which they had developed an “absolutely extraordinary feel for the game” [88],
evidently communicated in the following quotation:
Staff employed in the health and education systems is [sic] also reputed to be difficult and uncooperative. [78]
On the one hand, teachers seen as difficult and uncooperative had underlying implications for the quality of
education and effective functioning of PTCs. On the other hand, many non-school elements that had a political
bearing on the structure and functioning of schools had a disabling influence on the quality of school practices
generally and specifically on the PTCs, which are captured effectively in the following extracts:
…I intend to reconstitute the PTA. I had met the chairperson of the [existing] PTA so that we worked for school
improvement. Instead, he started meddling in school admission, for which I informed him in a telephonic
conversation that admission of students will only be done through [academic] tests … (Principal, RBS)
Political interference in the functioning of PTAs was quite common. [50]
Given the above discussion, it seems evident that a number of both external and internal school factors
contributed to the PTCs being regarded as non-functional and inactive in most schools in KP. This implied that
superficially various actors, factors, processes and practices were seen and considered to be contributing to the
failure of an association that was envisioned not only to enhance the teaching quality and learning opportunities
for pupils, but also to bring parents, communities and schools closer together. However, in fact teachers
attitudes and school environment worked together to create and perpetuate a system of practices and conditions
that were seen and criticised as being lacking and deficient in which PTCs had only symbolic significance. One
may therefore argue here that the implementation of PTCs required “not only the formation of a structure but
also the development of a culture of community participation” [48].

4. Conclusion. PTCs in Pakistan can potentially play a crucial part in school effectiveness and support schools
and teachers to enhance pupils learning experiences. Yet for this to happen, concerted efforts on the part of a
number of stakeholders is required to create an environment based on community spirit, and sense of
cooperation and trust, which may lead to creating a ‘caring’ environment for the children, for which both parents
and teachers are responsible.
However, in our study, for most teachers there were issues around the role and effectiveness of the PTC in the
schools and of parental involvement in it. Whilst in 1991, the Government of Pakistan made it mandatory for
every school to have a PTC, it was in 1956 that a conference on the objectives of secondary education in
Pakistan had worked out in considerable detail issues around parent-teacher relations and the importance of the
PTCs in schools. In the context of our study, however, for most teachers PTCs in schools were either non-
existent, were seen as a ‘label’ or at the most regarded as a spending body that spent a modest amount of funds
on school maintenance.
The paper has documented that many teachers held conflicting perspectives about the structure and composition
of the PTC. Our evidence suggests that some participants were amazed to express that officially teachers did not
form members of the PTC. However, surprisingly, whilst on the official documents teachers were not
represented on the PTC, a number of empirical studies found that in many cases it was the teachers and their
relations that dominated PTCs in school in Pakistan. In addition, researchers have also noted that the
participation of women and mothers on PTCs in girls’ schools was also an issue, since men and the husbands of
female teachers operated these associations.
Concerning the issue of funds, many respondents did not have much knowledge about the PTC funds, and the
very few that had some knowledge, held varying perspectives. In this regard, research studies suggest that the
lack of liaison between the various segments of the government machinery not only hampered the delivery and
monitoring mechanisms of the PTC funds but also the pilferage of funds at the various levels, especially at the
end-user level, meant that a majority of the PTCs had no functional significance. In the context of our study, a
majority of the teachers were also of the view that PTCs were not functional in schools. The findings also
suggest that many teachers did not have knowledge about the role and significance of the PTC in schools and
some teachers were not even aware of their existence in their schools.
The empirical evidence we reviewed and discussed clarifies that predominantly it was the teachers and the
conditions that lay inside the schools due to which the PTCs had little influence and were rendered ineffective
and non-functional. The findings suggest that since the majority of teachers had a collective understanding of
the parents as a homogenised entity, most of them therefore were of the view that it was because of the parents
that the PTCs were not functioning. It is concluded that teachers’ attitudes and school environment created and
perpetuated a system of practices and conditions in which PTCs had only symbolic significance.
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ABSTRACT. This study aimed to explore and identify job demands and resources with a comprehensive
approach to consolidate existing literature and exploratory facts about Pakistani human services professional.
The study assembles arguments from Job Demand-Resource (JD-R) model & theory to explain the process in light
of Conservation of Resource (COR) theory. Human service professionals (doctors, lawyers, lecturers and bank
managers) are more prone to burnout but are very crucial for societies, in spite of the difference of their work;
these professionals are linked with human being and are being influenced by human being in both ways. Keeping
in view the specificity of Job demands and job resources about sample and culture, an indigenous exploratory
study has been conducted to find out the facts of Pakistani society about demands and resource of human services
professional; including doctors, lawyers, lecturers and bank managers.  Extensive literature has been reviewed to
consolidate job demands and resources across different culture for variety of professions. Indigenous qualitative
work has been considered with reference to job demands and resources of exploratory nature. Alongside, twelve
focus group discussion sessions have been conducted with above mentioned professional respectively, eighteen
semi-structured in depth interviews have been administrated with senior human service professionals and
psychologists dealing with such cases.  Twenty four themes have been emerged including ten about job demand
and fourteen for job resources.
Keywords: Job demands,  job resources, indigenous factors

1. Introduction. Job burnout is the outcome of excessive job demands and lesser job resources, those prove insufficient to meet the needs of work
requirements, although each profession has different demands and resources yet these can be segregated into two broader divisions which are pertinent for many
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of professions with some common objectives such as human service professionals. There are pragmatic support that multiple factors contribute in the perception
of organizational burnout [26] among these factors, the Organizational factors; workload[15] time pressure [26] role conflict, role ambiguity [28] an absence of
resources [31] etc are most common, Among individual factors personality characteristics like self-efficacy [31] self-esteem [12] locus of control, emotional
stability, extraversion, conscientiousness, positive affectivity, negative affectivity, optimism, proactive personality[11] and hardworking [24] are prevalent. In
demographic variables; Different age group [18] Marital status [25] Working experience [1] salary structure and working hours [14] have been studied with
reference to burnout. Then situational or contextual factors have been explored as role conflict [19] Experiencing incompatible [32] and political skills [19]
which are some of the examples of these factors those have been studied in relation with burnout.

1.1. Conservation of Resources (COR) Theory. One of the leading theories in explaining job stress and burnout is the Conservation of Resources (COR)
theory [17] According to COR theory, people strive to maintain, protect and retain their resources against demands. This integrated resource theory
distinguishes four broad classes of resources: material, condition, personal, and energy resources. An important premise of COR theory is that in order to
prevent stressful loss cycles of resources and to enhance motivating resource gain spirals, people need to invest resources. The more resourceful people against
are, the better they are able to do so. Job Demand-Resource Model elaborates the COR theory.

1.2. Demand–Resource (Jd-R) Model. According to the theoretical framework of Job demand–Resource (JD-R) model, certain factors asserts stress upon
employees and certain factors help them to deal with these stressors [5].There are numerous studies which focused on burnout within JD-R framework and this
model has been tested in various countries including Germany [13] the Netherlands [22] Finland[18], Spain [16] and Pakistan[27] as well as in various
occupational groups such as nurses [6] home care professionals [7] white-collar workers [22] blue-collar workers [20] teachers[8] and call-center employees [2].

2. Literature Review. These studies have well established the effective role of Job demand and Resource model in exploring, confirming and explaining
role of various variables in employee performance and their overall well being, for example The job demands-resources (JD-R) model was used to examine the
relationship between job characteristics, burnout and  performance [9]. Since after the development of Job demand and resource model[5], it has been examined
with almost all kind of research designs; quantitatively, qualitatively, cross sectional and longitudinal studies in different regions of the world to enhance its
practicality. Some quantitative researches confirmed the role of organizational and personal variables within it [3]. On the other hand qualitative efforts have
been done to explore the regional realities to address the cultural sensitivity issues [21]. Whereas cross sectional and longitudinal studies cater developmental
milestones within Job demand   and Resource framework [5].Although researches mostly focused on organizational demands, in Job demand and resource model
but it is likely that burnout may also be a symptom of broader social concerns that reach beyond the particular organizational environment [29].

3. Feasibility of Present Study. The present study has been conducted to develop themes about indigenous job demands and resources, since the
development of Job demand and resource model [9] and afterwards development of job demand and resource theory, researches have been using incorporating
different variables as demands and resources keeping in view specific research sample. But elaboration is missing in any research design that why some of the
demands and resources have been specify for this particular research purpose. If at one side it provided flexibility to researchers for selection of different job
demands and resources as per their need, on the other hand it provide weak theoretical foundation of research. In 2005, Ruthmann developed a scale comprised
of different job demands and resources. It’s a generic nature instrument applicable to many a job setting to gauge general job demands and resources. Theory of
job demands and resources highlight the flexibility of job demands and resources. According to this theory, there are four main demands and resources for
example physical, psychological, social and organizational. Although there are no hard and fast operational definitions of all above mentioned demands and
resources. It assumed that physical work demands and resources are included in the category of physical, whereas attitudinal aspects are included in
psychological, hence support of family, colleagues, supervisors and other agents of society are included in social then physical environment and instrumental
support is included in organizational domain. Flexibility of job demands and resources open new horizons for further exploration to introduce more categories for
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job demands and resources that may indicate more contributing factors for occupational health and risk factors. Extensive literature review of job demand and
resources reveals that not only cross sectional but also there is a small number of quality longitudinal studies available to identify the job demands and resources
which are ultimately contributing towards occupational health outcomes. Such studies conclude that other than personal, social and organizational factors there is
major influence of environmental factors where individuals survive, it has great influence on the health related outcomes, A recent meta analysis of region wise
job demands and job resources revealed that region has great influence on nature of job demands and resources. Keeping in view above factors, a feasibility of
indigenous themes about job demand and resource emerges that may cater regional characteristics of third world country like Pakistan and in accordance to it can
identify job demands and resources of human services professional indigenously.

4. Method. Following methodology has been opted.
4.1. Objectives. Main objectives of present study are as below;

4.1.1. How are job demands and job resources conceptualized in the literature?
4.1.2. What are indigenous job demands and resources in Pakistani society?
4.1.3. Is third world country like Pakistan possessing same domains of job demands and resources like advanced countries?
4.1.4. To establish a sound theoretical foundation for Job demand and resource indigenous scale.

4.2. Main study. To fulfill the objective, following was the plan of study.
4.2.1. First Phase. It includes the following steps:

4.2.1.1. Literature review .It was consisted upon further two steps;
4.2.1.1.1. Review of last ten years studies of job demand and resources. At this step, studies trends have been recognized that what kind of

demands has been identified with respect to different samples of professionals and what new demands and resources have been
identified with reference to these researches.

Professionals Job Demands

Workload,
emotional
demands

physical
demands

work–home
interference

sexual
harassment

Client
contact

Shift
work

Organizational
support Extra-role

Doctors 89% 85% 55% 81% 29% 95% 87% 75% 36%

Lawyers 85% 69% 51% 68% 78% 94% 81% 78%

Teachers 91% 56% 52% 64% 34% 89% 51% 87% 93%

Services Manager 96% 70% 72% 86% 25% 95% 82% 68% 96%

Professionals Job Resources
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empowerment
(competence and
meaning) Autonomy

recognition by
Client

supervisor
support

Colleague
support Role clarity social climate

Doctors 82% 71% 41% 82% 43% 62% 69%

Lawyers 79% 75% 53% 84% 56% 61% 85%

Teachers 81% 63% 68% 67% 49% 78% 81%

Services Manager 56% 91% 84% 69% 76% 85% 89%

4.2.1.1.2. Review of indigenous (Pakistani) studies of job demands and resources. At this step, both exploratory and confirmatory studies were
reviewed to find out the indigenous factors that are influencing job demands and resources and what are local job demands and resources with special focus on
sample of study. Is profession has any influence on demands and resources. Following are the findings which are different from literature of review of other
countries; It explores the historical neglect poverty and socio-political marginalization, complemented by natural disasters and anti terrorist military operations.
These are causes for less development in the sector. Other studies reported;[27].

Sr.# Excessive demands Sr.# Resource constraints
1. Emotionally demanding patient interactions 1. Lack of time
2. Unfavorable physical environment 2. Lack of facilities
3. Conflicting role demands of work and family 3. Out dates machinery and equipments
4. High expectation of society 4. Inefficient supporting staff

5. Lack of positive feedback
Lack of social support

4.2.2. Second Phase. It is comprised of two parts;
4.2.2.1. Part I. On the basis of COR (Conservation of Resource theory) JD-R theory focused group guidelines have been devised to conduct this

qualitative part of research. This qualitative part is to find out the indigenous demands and resources of human service professionals; twelve
focused group discussions sessions have been conducted with human services professionals (Doctors, lecturers, lawyers and managers from
7 to 9 in each session). Fifteen semi structured interviews have been conducted with senior professional of above mentioned area; three
interviews have been conducted with psychologists having researches in organizations about occupational health concerns.
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4.2.2.1.1. Results. Following are the result after focus group discussions and semi-structured interviews with doctors;

Demands Description Themes Categories

1

Most of the doctors reported that they have to work in long shifts and on alternative day shifts of 48
hours.

Long shifts hours

Physical
demand

2

They have to attend a large number of patients which is not time specific; they have to perform their
duty on Eidians, public holidays and other days.

Workload

Psychological
& Cognitive
demand

3

Most of the doctors shared that due to long hours at hospital and limited leaves, their family life is
influenced greatly. They reported that not only their immediate family but other relatives are also
complaining about their unavailability on family functions. Work-family

interference

Social demand

4

They have to physically present, operations and surgeries require their mental and physical
coordination.

physical demands

physical
demands

5

Doctors reported that they have to deals their patients and having their direct interaction with their
clients, so it is also demanded that Doctors have to deal politely, courteously and with
sympathetically.

Client contact

Psychological
&Emotional
demand

6

Doctors shared that they have to deal patients with pains, struggling for life, wounds, depression;
they require high emotional stability to deal with patients.

Emotional
demands

Emotional
demands

7

Most of the doctors shared that their work demands independence to decide about their method of
treatment and taking decisions as per need and requirements.

Autonomy

Psychological
Demand

8

Most of doctors acknowledged that Pakistani doctors are appreciated in internal world for their
professional competency. They also appreciated the level of medical studies at Pakistan.

competency

Cognitive,
psychological
& Physical
demand
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1

Resources Doctors find their salary and income incompatible with their workload and duty hours. They shared
that they have to spend high amount of money on MBBS studies and tough study requirements but
when hardly they got job their salary is not sufficient to meet their needs adequately.

Low income

Physical &
Psychological
resource

2

The hygienic conditions of the hospitals also affect doctors’ health badly. In the government
hospitals, there are neither clean toilets nor reasonable places to have meals. Doctors on night duty,
face problems if they want to take a nap or rest for a while. Working

environment

Physical &
Psychological
resource

3

Lack of resources and research facilities in most of the teaching hospitals is another setback to the
doctors. Availably of internet and access to the paid medical journals, is limited to a handful of
tertiary care hospitals only. Hence, most of the doctors can’t access the up to date information nor
can benefit from telemedicine. Most of the machinery and apparatus is out dated, there is a rigorous
process to get issued or repair the out of order instruments.

Instrumentation
facility

Physical
Resource

4

It is one of the highlighted problem of doctors they shared that they don’t have permanent jobs, they
shared as per statistics Pakistan has only 8/10000, while the global average is 14/10000. It increased
the workload at one end and give rise to doctors unemployment on other hand. Most of the doctors
are on contract, they no job security and this uncertainty develop hopelessness among them. Job security

Psychological
Resource

5

Doctors shared that they have no facilitation from hospitals for their family health security,
residence matters and other allowances which may give them sense of security or facility, they have
to live on their limited salary and have to accommodate all of their needs within it. Organizational

support

Physical,
social &
Psychological
resource

6

Doctors shared that paramedical staff, other technicians are not very supportive and cooperative,
they have to give repeated reminders for tiny tasks, and this complaint is high in public hospitals.

Co-worker
support

Social resource

7

Most of the policies are not well documented, many of them are in practice but no document
evidence is available. Doctors are unaware about their service path, in other words service path is
not existed. supportive

Documentation

Physical
resource

8

A very few amount annually is being allocated in budget at Government level, that amount is also
not disseminated properly to health department. No job opportunity at Government level opened for
Doctors, Role of state &

Law

Ecological
Resource

9

Doctors from public hospitals shared that they have to face pressure because of reference culture,
patients come with reference slip of some MNA or MPA, and then patients require special treatment
and want to get best medicines, irrespective of availability at hospital. Reference

Culture

Ecological
Resource
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10

Doctors indicated that poor law and order conditions of country are also source of stress at
workplace, bomb blast victims are being bought to hospital, which unexpectedly increase the work
load and create feelings of insecurity and workplace emotional trauma. Country Law &

order conditions

Ecological
Resource

11

Most of the doctors want to move abroad. They are highly disappointed about their future in
Pakistan.

job Satisfaction

Psychological
Resource

12

Almost all of the doctors admitted that they received regard and acknowledgement being a doctor in
Pakistani society, although they shared the negative role played by media to blur doctors’ image but
they still enjoy highly respected profession. Profession source

of Regard

Psychological
Resource

13

Another very interesting fact revealed that doctors have more chances of professional exposure at
Pakistan, in abroad countries although they get good pay but because of many legalizations they
have very little chance to get exposure of multiple surgeries etc. Professional

exposure

Cognitive &
Psychological
Resource

For lawyers following themes have been generated after analyzing their statements;

Sr.# Description Themes Categories

1

Demands Most of the lawyers stated that they have not a balanced work load some of the lawyers are
enjoying good fame and have a lot of work to do, on the other side some of the lawyers have very
little work to do.

Workload

Psychological &
Cognitive
demand

2

Lawyers shared a very interesting kind of work-family interference, according to them their family
have to support them financially even after 5 years of their professional life, because in starting
years they have work to do but no money at all being a junior lawyer, so instead of supporting
family they have to depend on family for their professional sustainability. Some time their struggle
period prolonged which influenced their family relationship.

Work-family
interference

Social demand

3

Lawyers shared that their work demands cognitive sources for planning execution and finally
satisfying client. Waving case as per laws and knitting proceedings all needs cognitive work.

Cognitive work

Cognitive
Demand
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4

Lawyers shared that they have first hand interaction with their clients, clients are mostly
uneducated, unaware of laws and rules, they perceived lawyer as all in all for their solutions. These
high expectations of clients increase pressure and stress on lawyer.

Client contact

Psychological
&Emotional
demand

5

Lawyers are of the point of view that they have no autonomy related to their work, they have to
depend on judges, they have to depend on strikes, they have to depend on case proceedings of next
lawyer (opponent to them in a case), in case such dependencies lawyers can just act accordingly
without any independence to plan and execute work. Autonomy

Psychological
Demand

6

Most of the lawyers acknowledged that there is an urgent need to take drastic measures in the
outdated system law education. A purposeful and well planed law-education system not only checks
the rapid growth of incompetent lawyers but also rescue young competent lawyers.

competency

Cognitive,
physical &
psychological
demand

1

Resources Lawyers are of the opinion that they get very low income in return of their efforts.

Low income

Physical &
Psychological
resource

2

Lawyers shared that they have to face very poor working environment, low spacing, noisy
surroundings, strikes, now-a-day insecurity for bombers attacks, rush area where they have to spend
long hours which increase their mental stress. Working

environment

Physical &
Psychological
resource

3

Lawyers told that a few lawyers received government job and rest of a large number have to depend
on their private practice, there is no professional security to lawyers at Government level.

Job security

Psychological
Resource

4

Most of the lawyers are of the opinion that they are not playing a well defined role, there are
multiple reasons for so for example expectations of the client where they have to dual role, for work
place disturbances, most important absence of work hierarchy at court and law chambers.

Role clarity

Cognitive &
psychological
Demand

5

With reference to law professions lawyers are of the point of view that there is no support to
lawyers on state level.

Organizational
support

Physical, social
& Psychological
resource

6

Lawyers are complaining that their profession has no recognition and security at state level, they
have no rights, there is no planning at government level for promotion and protection of lawyers, if
a lawyer has been since years in this profession and can’t earn government will not give any
opportunity and security to him.

Role of state &
Law

Ecological
Resource
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7

Profession of lawyers are under influence of political and feudal powers, lawyers shared that people
from political powers or feudal want their supremacy on law and forced lawyers to mould laws as
per their will. Reference

Culture

Ecological
Resource

8

Profession of law has faced a long period of crisis at Pakistan during last years, attacks on lawyers,
strikes, rift between government and lawyers have created an environment of disappointment on
lawyers end. Country Law &

order conditions

Ecological
Resource

9

Lawyers shared a very interesting fact about position of lawyers in an Islamic country, they said is
difficult for people to accept Brittan law, some tribes of FATA follow only “jerga” system and they
are not accepting law and lawyers. in some joint cases lawyers have to “peshe” their and have to
accept decision according their laws, in many day to day important matters people do not consider
lawyers but at the time when situation went worse. For example “Nikha” partnership deals.

Contradiction of
Law & Religion

Ecological
Resource

10

Most of the lawyers are not satisfied with their profession, law professions is seems not of choice
but of no choice.

job Satisfaction

Psychological
Resource

11

Lawyers shared that they are not honored being associated with law professions, people have
different myth believes about dishonesty, lack of dutifulness and lusty behavior of lawyers.

Profession source
of Regard

Psychological
Resource

12

Female lawyers shared that their problems are times higher than male lawyers and additional issue
is their gender, workplace bulling and sexual harassment are common problem which they have to
face for survival in this profession. Sexual

harassment

Psychological
Resource

After analyzing lecturers verbatim following themes have been emerged;

Sr.# Description Themes Categories

1

Demands Teachers shared that other than teaching classes they have pressures of enhancing their education,
increasing their publication, other responsibilities at workplace other than core job.

Workload

Psychological
& Cognitive
demand
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2

Most of private college teachers shared that they have to work after college hours to enhance their
monthly income, these shifts prolong late evening, they have to bring their college work to home as
well, so most of the time they remain busy in their professional work hence spare less time for their
family affairs.

Work-family
interference

Social demand

3

Most of the lecturer of the opinion that teaching profession requires cognitive abilities, preparing and
delivering lecture, developing linkages with practical life and delivering conceptual clarity all
require sound cognitive abilities.

Cognitive work

Cognitive
Demand

4

Teachers stated that their clients are their students and they have direct interaction with their clients,
students have changed perception about teachers in old times students were obedient towards their
teachers, they never thought to dishonor teachers but now-a-days situation is worst, students are
away from respectful attitude, they need degrees but don’t want to put efforts, In such condition
satisfying students and getting good results is a hard target to achieve. Client contact

Psychological
&Emotional
demand

5

Teachers shared that there was a time when it assumed that teacher is king inside the class because
students thought him source of all knowledge but now situation has been changed not only teacher is
bound to teach as per scheme of study but also he has to be careful for any sentence he utter in the
class as students may put complaint against him as per their interpretation of saying. In private
colleges such problems are matter of routine. Autonomy

Psychological
Demand

6

College teachers shared that they have lot of workload other than teaching, its about course planning
& designing, assignment evaluation, during term exams and other than there is work pressure of
administrative work at college, membership of different committees, supervision of co curricular &
extra activities. Extra-Role

physical
Demand

1

Resources At government colleges, working environment is not facilitating, electricity load shedding, old
furniture, out dated instruments for practical work, red tapism, work place politics, favoritism are
some of the common problems which college teachers have to face. Working

environment

Physical &
Psychological
resource

2

Many lectures having permanent jobs and enjoying job security but there is a big number of lecturers
those are on contract, they are putting hard but little opportunities to be confirmed.

Job security

Psychological
Resource

3

Most of the lecturer shared that they are getting not high support from their colleges; for official
responsibilities policies, procedure, updated knowledge and other supports other than official role
facilities like medical, residency, transportation are also missing. Organizational

support

Physical, social
&
Psychological
resource

4

Lecturers shared that they faced problems from admin department, examination department and
other departments supposed to facilitate their work. In their opinion these departments could not
understand the urgency and importance of the task and their little neglects caused big delays in their
work.

Co-worker
support

Social resource
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5

Most of lectures of government and private colleges shared that although pays have been raised but
still these are not compatible with inflation and needs of life. Every year annual budget has little
amount for education which is times low than other under developing countries. Role of state &

Law

Ecological
Resource

6

Many of the senior members shared that after spend all of their life in this profession we are not able
to have our own house, and we are unable to give better status of life to our children.

Low income

Physical &
Psychological
resource

7

Most of the lecturers are of the opinion that energy crisis in the country, life insecurity, terrorism are
permanent source of restlessness for teachers and students and ultimately influencing their teaching
role. Country Law &

order conditions

Ecological
Resource

8

Many lecturer shared that they have to do some side by business other than teaching job, Although it
is a source of satisfaction for them but not sufficient for survival.

Sense of
Accomplishment

Psychological
Resource

9

Teachers are regarded in society but are not honored being lecturers.

Profession source
of Regard

Psychological
Resource

10

Teachers acknowledged that students’ response proved great motivation for them.

Client Feed back

Psychological
Resource

When services managers were asked about their demands and resources following themes came out from their discussions;

Sr.# Description Themes Categories

1

Demands Most of the services providing managers are of the opinion that they have no time limits for their
job; they are supposed to be available at any time of need.

Non defined time
limits

Physical
demand
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2

They remain over loaded with work because domain of their work is very vast.

Workload

Psychological
& Cognitive
demand

3

Most of the service mangers shared that work boundaries are blur which caused their work life
interfere with home life and home life also interfere with work life.

Work-family
interference

Social demand

4

Most of manger heir physical shared their work require physical presence for smooth transition of
services delivery.

physical demands

physical
demands

5

Services managers are in direct contact with their clients, they are getting first hand information
about the level of satisfaction of their client.

Client contact

Psychological
&Emotional
demand

6

Service managers have to perform many of the tasks which are not well defined but needed to
complete their assigned task.

Extra-Role

physical
Demand

7

Services mangers have control on minor kind of tasks that how to perform a task, how much man
power is required what may be the quality of equipment but level of services, quality assurance and
extend of services are out of the range.

work-control

Psychological
Resource

1

Resources Although most of the manger considered client satisfaction source of motivation but almost all of
them considered services as thankless job, the major reason for un satisfaction is the subjective
nature of client judgments. Client

satisfaction

Psychological
Resource

2

Supervisor support very important for their work motivation, non supportive supervisor himself a
source of stress and strain.

Supervisor
Support

Social resource

3

All of the service manager either of public departments or of private organizations, considered their
role highly ambiguous, no clear job description has been handed over to any services manager and
this ambiguity remain constant in all of their service tenure.

Role ambiguity

Cognitive &
psychological
demand
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4

Mostly manager from private organizations are complaining about job insecurity, they shared that
they remain always under the fear of joblessness.

Job security

Psychological
Resource

5

Services providing is liaisons depending profession, Services managers shared that co-workers
support either colleagues or subordinates is very important in absence of cooperation services
delivery is impossible. Co-worker

support

Social resource

6

Most of the manager irrespective of government or private sector dissatisfied with their monthly
income, they find it hand to mouth and helpless as can not start any part time occupation for long
hours requirement of their job.

Low income

Physical &
Psychological
resource

7

Services managers are highly influenced with country law and order conditions, interestingly some
of them shared that we use disturbances as excuses for late service delivery but other indicate it
source of stress for themselves being late in completion of due tasks. Country Law &

order conditions

Ecological
Resource

8

Most of them are not willing to continue it as their preferred profession, even those who are in this
profession since years are in search of some other opportunity and stick with it. They have no
service track for promotion and progress, most of them have accepted that they will retired from
same designation. job Satisfaction

Psychological
Resource

9

Mangers thought it a thankless job, people give them very little acknowledgement for big share of
their services.

Profession source
of Regard

Psychological
Resource

10

Mangers indicated that their work is a totally dependent on many factors, people and coordination,
any missing part may cause failure of satisfactory delivery of services.

Work
dependency

Physical &
Psychological
resource

11

Client feedback is the core or outcome of their performance which is seldom highly encouraging.

Client Feed back

Psychological
Resource

12

Mangers also reported that their evaluation parameters are also non clear to them exactly like their
job description, range of their job seems very vast and their evaluation is also not in objective term.

Evaluation
parameters

Physical
demand
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4.2.2.2. Part II. This part of study was consisted upon rating of the judges about selected themes so that highly rated themes can be included as
overall themes for job demands and resources scale about human services professional in our country rating scale is (1 to 6) level of
extremely agree 6 and extremely disagree 1.

Profession Categories Themes Judges Rating % of rating

Doctors Physical demand Long shifts hours 6 100%

Doctors

Psychological &
Cognitive demand

Workload 5 78%

Doctors

Social demand

Work-family interference 6 94%

Doctors physical demand physical demands 4 67%

Doctors

Psychological
&Emotional demand

Client contact 4 61%

Doctors Emotional demands Emotional demands 6 94%

Doctors

Psychological Demand

Autonomy 4 61%

Doctors

Cognitive, psychological
& Physical demand

competency 5 83%

Doctors

Physical & Psychological
resource

Low income 4 61%

Doctors

Physical & Psychological
resource

Working environment 5 78%

Doctors

Physical Resource

Instrumentation facility 6 94%

Doctors

Psychological Resource

Job security 5 78%

Doctors

Physical, social &
Psychological resource

Organizational support 4 61%
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Doctors Social resource Co-worker support 5 78%

Doctors

Physical resource

supportive Documentation 4 61%

Doctors Ecological Resource Role of state & Law 4 61%

Doctors Ecological Resource Reference Culture 4 61%

Doctors

Ecological Resource
Country Law & order
conditions 5 78%

Doctors

Psychological Resource

job Satisfaction 4 61%

Doctors

Psychological Resource

Profession source of Regard 3 44%

Doctors

Cognitive &
Psychological Resource

Professional exposure 4 61%

Profession Categories Themes Judges Rating % of rating

Lawyers

Psychological &
Cognitive demand

Workload 4 61%

Lawyers

Social demand

Work-family interference 5 78%

Lawyers Cognitive Demand Cognitive work 6 94%

Lawyers

Psychological
&Emotional demand

Client contact 6 94%

Lawyers

Psychological Demand

Autonomy 5 78%

Lawyers

Cognitive, physical &
psychological resource

competency 6 94%
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Lawyers

Physical & Psychological
resource

Low income 5 78%

Lawyers

Physical & Psychological
resource

Working environment 4 61%

Lawyers

Psychological Resource

Job security 4 61%

Lawyers

Cognitive &
psychological Demand

Role clarity 5 78%

Lawyers

Physical, social &
Psychological resource

Organizational support 4 61%

Lawyers Ecological Resource Role of state & Law 5 78%

Lawyers Ecological Resource Reference Culture 3 44%

Lawyers

Ecological Resource
Country Law & order
conditions 4 61%

Lawyers

Ecological Resource
Contradiction of Law &
Religion 5 78%

Lawyers

Psychological Resource

job Satisfaction 5 78%

Lawyers

Psychological Resource

Profession source of Regard 4 61%

Lawyers

Psychological Resource

Sexual harassment 4 61%

Profession Categories Themes Judges Rating % of rating

Lecturers

Psychological &
Cognitive demand

Workload 5 78%
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Lecturers

Social demand

Work-family interference 4 61%

Lecturers Cognitive Demand Cognitive work 6 94%

Lecturers

Psychological
&Emotional demand

Client contact 6 94%

Lecturers

Psychological Demand

Autonomy 5 78%

Lecturers physical Demand Extra-Role 5 78%

Lecturers

Physical & Psychological
resource

Working environment 4 61%

Lecturers

Psychological Resource

Job security 5 78%

Lecturers

Physical, social &
Psychological resource

Organizational support 4 61%

Lecturers Social resource Co-worker support 4 61%

Lecturers Ecological Resource Role of state & Law 4 61%

Lecturers

Physical & Psychological
resource

Low income 5 78%

Lecturers

Ecological Resource
Country Law & order
conditions 5 78%

Lecturers

Psychological Resource

Sense of Accomplishment 6 94%

Lecturers

Psychological Resource

Profession source of Regard 4 61%

Lecturers

Psychological Resource

Client Feed back 6 94%

Profession Categories Themes Judges Rating % of rating
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Services Manager

Physical demand

Non defined time limits 5 78%

Services Manager

Psychological &
Cognitive demand

Workload 6 94%

Services Manager

Social demand

Work-family interference 4 61%

Services Manager physical demand physical demands 5 78%

Services Manager

Psychological
&Emotional demand

Client contact 6 94%

Services Manager physical Demand Extra-Role 6 94%

Services Manager

Psychological Resource

work-control 6 94%

Services Manager

Psychological Resource

Client satisfaction 6 94%

Services Manager Social resource Supervisor Support 5 78%

Services Manager

Cognitive &
psychological demand

Role ambiguity 5 78%

Services Manager

Psychological Resource

Job security 4 61%

Services Manager Social resource Co-worker support 5 78%

Services Manager

Physical & Psychological
resource

Low income 5 78%

Services Manager

Ecological Resource
Country Law & order
conditions 4 61%

Services Manager

Psychological Resource

job Satisfaction 5 78%

Services Manager

Psychological Resource

Profession source of Regard 3 44%
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Services Manager

Physical & Psychological
resource

Work dependency 5 78%

Services Manager

Psychological Resource

Client Feed back 6 94%

Services Manager Physical demand Evaluation parameters 4 61%

5. Final Themes. On the basis of rating of the judges and commonalities among maximum professional, following themes have been selected which may
represent overall job demands and resources of human services professionals;

Demands

1. Cognitive Demand Cognitive work

2.

Cognitive, psychological & Physical demand

competency

3. Physical demand Long shifts hours

4. physical Demand Extra-Role

5.

Physical demand

Non defined time limits

6. Psychological & Cognitive demand Workload

7. Psychological &Emotional demand Client contact

8. Psychological Demand Autonomy

9

Social demand

Work-family interference

Following are the common resources or resource constrains.

Resources

1. Ecological Resource Role of state & Law

2. Ecological Resource Reference Culture

3. Ecological Resource Country Law & order conditions
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4.

Physical & Psychological resource

Low income

5.

Physical & Psychological resource

Working environment

6.

Physical & Psychological resource

Work dependency

7.

Physical, social & Psychological resource

Organizational support

8. Psychological Resource Job security

9. Psychological Resource Sense of Accomplishment

10. Psychological Resource Profession source of Regard

11. Psychological Resource job Satisfaction

12. Psychological Resource Client Feed back

13. Social resource Co-worker support

6. Conclusion. After this exploratory study themes have been generated to specify the factors with reference to job demands and resources, interestingly a new
domain has been emerged that can be titled as Ecological factor, it may consider as broader social perspective but differentiating it from existing domains,
this term is serving the purpose. Such demands and resources can be included in it which is other than organizational and immediate social surrounding but
these are more about government policies, political conditions of country, basic needs of human beings which are directly influenced by state policies and
planning along with these culture values can be part of it. As elaborated below;
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ABSTRACT. D-Alanine-D-Alanine Ligase [DDL], a 38.9 kDa  bacterial enzyme and
essential for bacterial cell wall biosynthesis and is produced by Streptococcus
pneumoniae. While knowing the fact that protein function is dependent on its
structure, the homology model of target protein was predicted using the crystal
structure coordinates of Staphylococcus aureus of D-Alanine D-Alanine ligase as a
template. The model was constructed by using programme MODELLER [9V7] &
evaluated using the software PROCHECK and ProSA. The S.pneumoniae has an
elongated structure and consists of three distinct domains that acquire α/β/α
topology. The Multiple sequence alignment is performed for phylogenetic analysis to
determine the evolutionary relationships between organisms.  A phylogenetic tree
results shows that target and template protein have derived from common ancestor.
The ProSA Z-score value is [-8.28] representing stable structure &  predicted model
is well superposed because of low RMSD value. The overall quality of the model is
69.23% which means it is a satisfactory predicted model. Active sties of the enzyme
were analyzed and conserved residues were figured out. The predicted model was
further studied for functionality and docking with phosphinate inhibitor to know the
inhibition mechanism of the enzyme.
Keywords: Homology model; MODELLER [9V7]; D-Alanine-D-Alanine Ligase ;
Streptococcus   pneumoniae.

1. Introduction. Streptococcus pneumoniae is gram positive, spherical shaped and is one of the most  important
human bacterial pathogen [1]. Pneumonia is caused by the entry of the pathogen inside body through upper
respiratory tract where it first colonizes then passes through the lower respiratory tract and inhabits in lungs [2].
Diseases like septicemia [3], septic meningitis, otitis media [4], sinusitis and bacteremia [5]  is also caused  by this
pathogen besides pneumonia.  Antibiotics like beta-lactams & penicillin [6, 7, 8, 9]  has developed resistance against
pathogen. Therefore, new targets [D-alanine-D-alanine Ligase [DDL]  should be discovered against new drugs or
inhibitor. It is cell wall synthesizing enzyme. In this study the homology model of Streptococcus pneumoniae of  D-
alanine-D-alanine ligase [DDL]  is predicted and selected work has enabled to gain more knowledge about the
various aspects of structural features, active sites, cofactor binding sites, and mechanism of pathogenecity of
Streptococcus pneumoniae in order to study its  function and phylogenetic relationship with other family of D-
Alanine-D-Alanine Ligase of Staphylococcus aureus in order to identify important regions and residues that
contribute interaction of active sites with ligand molecule  and  enzyme inhibitor model will be constructed
separately and in future it will be helpful in understanding the diseases caused by Streptococcus pneumoniae and to
treat this disease by using different drugs and antibiotics., on the basis of which its structural and functional features
are evaluated.
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Reaction Mechanism of DDL
Dimerization of D-Alanine-D-Alanine Ligase occurs in 2 steps:
Step1 Phosphorylation of D-alanine into D-alanylphosphate [tetrahedral intermediate]
Step2 Nucleophilic attack on D-alanylphosphate by deprotonated amine of 2nd D- alanine [10].

2.  Methods

2.3 Construction of Phylogenetic Tree MEGA 5 / Clustal W [24] softwares are used for multiple sequence
alignment. The homologous protein sequences from 14 different  bacterial species were used to construct
phylogenetic tree by using CLC Main Workbench 6 Software 6.

2.4. Docking Patch Dock [25], server will predict the structure of protein-small molecule complex  and the best
conformers will be selected from the Fire Dock server.

Figure.1. Reaction Mechanism of DDL.
The  dimerization  of  D-alanine  begins  with  an  attack  on  the  first  D-alanine  by  the γ-phosphate  of  adenosine
triphosphate [ATP] to give an acylphosphate [Figure 1]. This is condensed with the second D-alanine amino group,
eliminating the phosphate and yielding D-alanyl-D-alanine.[11, 12].

2.1 Target  Selection and Retrieval of Template Structure From ExPASy proteomic server [13, 14, 15] the
SwissProt ID =B5E721  of S.pneumoniae D-Alanine D-Alanine ligase [ target ] sequence [ 16, 17, 18]  was
retrieved  to predict its 3-Dimensional structure . The crystal structure coordinates of S. aureus of D-Alanine D-
Alanine ligase [ PDB ID=2I80] has been used as a template.

2.2  Model  Quality  Evaluation Three  Dimensional  homology  model  of  target  protein  were  built  by  using
MODELLER version 9v7 [19]. Thirty energy minimized models were constructed and the best model was selected
for further analysis by running software Procheck [20].  Energy estimation of target 3-Dimensional structure was
compared with the template structure by using ProSA program [21]. 3-Dimensional structure of template and target
was visualized by Discovery Studio Visualizer [DS Viewer] software [22]. DS Viewer program was used for the
superposition  of  target  on  template  model  in  order  to  visualized  evident  differences  between  both  proteins
structure. Ligplot was constructed for studying the interaction between protein ,ligands and nucleic acid [23].
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Sequence Similarity

The primary sequence of D-Alanine-D-Alanine ligase from Streptococcus pneumoniae was retrieved from database.
The length of amino acid sequence is 347 residues. The BLAST [26]  results shows D-Alanine-D-Alanine Ligase
[DDL] of Staphtlococcus aureus have better sequence similarity with the target protein sequence. The BLAST bit
score is 330 between the two sequences. Both sequences share 160 [46%] identical residues and 238 [68%] similar
residues. E-value is 2e-110 and five gaps are present in the alignment.

3.2  Building and Interpretation of Three Dimensional Model
The overall structure of DDL-S.pneumoniae consist of  three  domains [Domain 1, 2 and 3] acquire α/β/α  topology.
Domain 1 have residue L119 at N-terminus , includes 4α-helices (α1-4) and 5β-sheets (β1-5), Domain 2  [S 120- E
214]  includes 5α-helices and bit portion of helix4 (α4-8) and 5β-sheets including small portion of 5th beta sheet (β5-
9) while  Domain 3 [I 215 to I 347 ] have residue isoleucine at C-terminus includes 5α-helices (α8-12) and 7β-sheets
(β9-15). A  hydrophobic  pocket of ligand [GIL348] lies between domain 1 and domain  2. Omega-loop is present in
Domain-3 and have 25 residue in target protein  [Y 240- A 265].This ω-loop has  play major  role  role in substrate
identification and binding [27]. Residue [240-KDVAF-244] are conserved in both template and target protein of
Domain-3 region.As given in (figure.2).

Figure.2. Topology of target protein shown the N and C terminal , 9 parallel and 6 antiparallel β-sheets are

sandwitched between 8 upper and 4 lower α-helices respectively.
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Ramachandran plot is one of the plot among different plots which were generated by Procheck.  In case of
S.pneumoniae [Ddl], the model consists of 347 residues  i.e. 279 [90.6%]  were present in favoured regions, 23
[7.5%]  in allowed regions,  4[1.3%] in generously allowed regions and 2[0.6%] were present in disallowed regions
respectively. The highest number of residues in favoured region and lowest number of residues in disallowed region
of the Ramachandran plot shows that the model is accurately built and is setreochemically satisfied. All the models
were further evaluated by using ProSA programme which  confirms that the predicted model lie in the range of
native proteins and the energy plot shows that the protein has no deformities in its structure. Form energy graph
selected model have the lowest energy  Z-score [-8.28%]  values as compared to other models suggesting that model
has stable architecture. This plot as a result analyzed energy stability and energy difference  of target model quality
as shown in (figure.5,6)

Figure.3.Three Dimensional homology model of S.pneumoniae D-Alanine D-Alanine ligase (Target) in solid ribbon
representation.  Domains 1[magenta color],  2 [yellow], 3 [light blue] , Ligand [GIL 348]  is shown in [gray color] ,
and omega-loop region [brown color]. This image was created  by using DS Viewer [Discovery Studio Visualizer]
program

Pairwise alignment of both template and target shows some residues which are most conserved and  conserved in
domain 1, 2 and 3 of the two proteins. The  residues that are  most conserved in domain1 are “92 LHGP 95”, “97
GEDG 100”, “112 PYVG115”. while conserved residues include “13 SAE 15”, “17 EVS 19”, “88 VFP 90”, “107
EVL 109” In domain 2 “176 GSSVGISK 183” are most conserved  residues while “166 YPVF 169” are the
conserved residues.  and In domain 3,“207 EQGVNAREIEV 217”, “230 PGEVVKDVAF 239”, “323 SYPELI 328”
are the most conserved residues while . “304 MPGFT 308” & “311 SMYP 314”  are the conserved residues as
shown in (figure 4).
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Figure.4.Align2d.pap file generated by Modeller 9v7, showing the pairwise alignment of Template [2I80] with
Target. Asteric sign mention conserved residues. Conserved residues have been enclosed in blue boxes and the
residues that were identified as the most conserved residues have been colored red. Omega loop region have been
colored black and Domain 1, 2 and 3 have been mentioned. Fourteen Positions have been identified as the conserved
and most conserved regions as shown with numbers indicating the starting and the ending residue number.

[a]. Overall model quality                                                                     b] Local model quality
Z.Score: -8.28

Figure.5  ProSA plots of S.pneumoniae D-Alanine D-Alanine ligase (target) .
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Figure.6.Ramachandran plot of S S.pneumoniae D-Alanine D-Alanine ligase constructed

By ProCheck
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3.3. Multiple sequence alignment Multiple sequence alignment of S.pneumoniae with template and other members
was carried out to assess the sequence conservation of protein domain, understand  secondary & tertiary structure,
can point towards a similar structural and functional role by using CLUSTAL W. Result shows that there is
considerable sequence similarity between different species of D-Alanine-D-Alanine ligase family.

3.4  Phylogenetic Analysis From the phylogram [Fig.7] we can conclude that Streptococcus pneumoniae which
has closely evolutionary relationship with Staphylococcus aureus during the passage of time [evolution], and it
will not be wrong to suggest that Streptococcus pneumoniae will be much related to 17 other representative
species  of the DDL family. Results shows that Streptococcus pneumoniae lies on the 10th  line on the top of the
tree and have been enclosed with black box which has closely evolutionary relationship with Staphylococcus
aureus which have been enclosed with red box. The relative distances of different proteins are also shown in
phylogram.

Figure.7. Evolutionary relationship of 15 sequences of DDL superfamily. This  image has been created by using
CLC Main Workbench 6 [www.clcbio.com]. Phylogram of 15 Streptococcus pneumoniae of D-Alanine-D-Alanine
ligase are :Xanthomonas,  Salmonella, Coxiella, Mycobacterium, Thermus, , Yersinia, Escherichia,  Pasteurella,
Burkholderia, Bacillus, Helicobacter, Enterococcus, Streptococcus pneumonia, Staphylococcus aureus and
Leuconostoc

3.5  Superposition Target model was superimposed wirh the template  and it was found that target model was
superimposed well on  the template. There were few evident differences between the two structures. Highly
superposed regions show that the residues are identical and  non-superposed residues means that residues are
different and do not overlap each other. These residues D241-I251 are missing in template and present in target
region . In Omega-loop having residues Y 240- A 265 are present in target protein and the residues V257-L271 in
template region.

.
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Figure. 8.[a] Superposition of the target, S.pneumoniae shown in purple]  over the template. S.aureus [2I80, shown
in green] in solid-ribbon representation. Non-Superposed target residues [D241-I251] is shown in red color  [b]
Peptide region of target residues [Y240-A265]  [c] While Peptide region of template residues [V257-L271]  have
been  shown with red color. This image has been created by DS Viewer program

3.6   Ligand Binding Site A hydrophobic pocket of ligand GIL348 lies between domain 1 and 2. Trifluoromethyl
group of ligand lis ocated at the bottom while chloropropanamide lie at the entrance. The residue.H93 of target
protein assembles on the chlorine Cl17 of ligand GIL349. These residues F89, V114, L283 and L331 are at the
bottom while these residues E15, V18 and H93 are at the entrance of the ligand 349. While F307, P305, M304,  and
L92  surround the ligand 349 molecules from all the sides at different angles.
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Figure.9. Binding pocket of  for ligand GIL348. Residues surrounding the inhibitor are colored according to amino
acid type in stick display style. Inhibitor is colored green.

3.7. Hydrogen Bond Interactions Oxygen atom of water molecule HOH 362  interact with ligand molecule at the
bond length of 2.942 A◦. And gamma carbon of serine [S19] form hydrogen bond with oxygen atom of valine [V91]
at 2.737 A◦, nitrogen atom of proline [P90] with nitrogen group of leucine [L92] at 3.095 A◦, oxygen atom of water
[HOH350] with nitrogen atom of glycine [G306] at 3.207 A◦, nitrogen atom of glycine [G306] with oxygen atom of
water [HOH354] at 2.888 A◦, oxygen atom of proline [P350]  with nitrogen atom of phenyl [F307] at 3.084 A◦,
nitrogen atom of phenyl [F307 ] with oxygen atom of water [HOH368] at 2.841 A◦ and oxygen atom of valine
[V114] with oxygen atom of water [HOH351] at 2.7 A◦.

3.7.1  Hydrophobic Interactions: L92, V91, F89, V114, M304, L283 and F307 make hydrophobic interactions
with the ligand. H93 adds hydrophilicity at the entrance.

3.7.2  Aromatic Interactions: F307 and the H93 of the ligand  exhibit face to face aromatic interaction while edge-
on interactions are observed with F89.

3.7.3  Electrostatic Interactions: No electrostatic interactions were present between target residues and the ligand
GIL348.
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Figure.10. (a) Surface Interactions of the target structure (DDL- S.pneumonia) based with the ligand GIL348
(displayed in green color inside the pocket (b) Hydrophobic surface  interactions between the target residues and the
ligand  (c) Electrostatic  interactions of target residues with ligand molecule.
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3.8 Active Site Identification The active site residues play major  role in substrate binding and recognition and
participate in catalytic mechanism of enzyme. The active site residues of the  target  protein were  also analyzed by
using Discovery Studio viewer. These residues are V20, A23,  L92, H93, G94, H95,  N118, I119, F289, W310, S31 ,
M312 and the water molecule H0H362 constitute the active site.

.

Figure.11. Active site residues of  target model DDL- S.pneumonia were visualized by using Discovery Studio
viewer. Ligand molecule GIL348. The residue F22 shows Hydrogen bond interaction with water HOH362 at
bond length of 2.942A◦

3.9 Docking Results from the docking shows that phosphonate inhibitor interacts with target model residues i.e.
Oxygen atom attached to the alpha carbon of inhibitor form bond length of 2.531 A◦ and 2.970 A◦ with Serine [S22]
and Water [HOH368], phosphate group of inhibitor form bond length of 3.168 A◦ with  Water [HOH368], oxygen
atom of inhibitor form bond length of 2.491 A◦ with Water [HOH368], Water molecule [HOH368] form H-bond
(bond length=2.841 A◦) with Phenyl [F307], Phenyl [F307] form H-bond (bond length=3.084 A◦) with
Proline[P305], Methionine [M304] form H-bond (bond length 2.626 A◦) with Water molecule [HOH352],
Glycine[G176] form H-bond (bond length 2.704A◦)with Serine[S178].
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Fig.12. Interaction of Phosphonate inhibitor with the residues of the target model DDL- S.pneumonia. This
image has been created by using DS-Viewer [Discovery Studio Visualizer].

Conclusions The model of DDL- S.pneumonia based on DDL- S.aureus varies from its template in a few regions
because of 46% sequence identity. Ramachandran plot illustrate that the protein has optimal architecture with
permissible constrains and satisfies the stereo-chemical criteria set by Procheck. The protein consist of  α helices, β
sheets, β turns, γ turns and ω-loop. Multiple sequence alignment revealed that the residues which interact with first
D-alanine are conserved in all bacterial species of the DDL family. Phylogenetic studies show that the templates and
the target have arisen from the same ancestors and they have close evolutionary relationship. Superposed well
because of low RMSD value. The overall quality of the model is verified through Errat is 69.23%. The overall
topology of target protein mainly composed of α-helices and β-barrel sheets and secondary structure of target protein
contain 347 total residues, 21.3 % strands, 32.6 % alpha helix, 2.3 %  3-10 helix and 152 residues constitute about
43.8 % coils and loops . The active site residues; V20, A23,  L92, H93, G94, H95, N118, I119, F289, W310, S311,
M312 and H0H362 have  role in substrate binding and recognition and participate in catalytic mechanism of
enzyme.  Ligand [GIL 348]  orphosphonate inhibitor  is designed to bind with target residues of enzyme molecule in
order to treat infectious disease of Streptococcus pneumoniae.
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ABSTRACT. Sustainable development carries several meanings, and is adopted by
scholars, many governments, leaders of socioeconomic reform movements and
environmentalists, organs of the United Nations including World Bank (usually
under the influence of Industrialized Countries) and, of course, multinational
corporations.
This paper emphasizes that conceptual multiplicity and ambiguities prevail because
of multiplicity of stakeholders whose interests continue to be accommodated in
multilateral reports, individual stakeholder’s reports and scholarly articles
representing various perspectives/ disciplines.
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1. Introduction. During the 1960s a sense of global crisis began to develop, principally originating with
degradation of environment, radioactive fallout from nuclear tests, examples of cross boundary acidification,
toxic chemical wastes- all threatening widespread endemic pollution and ecological damage.
At the same time, Economic Development (ED) among the poor nations that had gained, or were in the
process of gaining, independence from colonialist control was not occurring as fast as it was hoped. There
was growing inequality among poor and rich nations, and poor and rich within several states. Effects of
population growth, especially in the Southern countries, were combined with those of phenomenal growth (in
the West) and inequality.
The significance of the problem lay in its being global. Environmental pollution tended to know no bounds
and poverty and inequity in several nations affected the economic activity and interests of other nations. All
such situation was topped by cold war between Western countries led by the USA and the Communist bloc led
by USSR.
The last sentence gives some indication of the variety of perspectives with which the global problem was
viewed. Western developed countries tended to see the global crisis in the so-called Third World, for example,
the loss of rainforests, desertification, decimation of wildlife, loss of habitats and population pressures rather
than in terms of activities of the developed First World.
The Third World, on the other hand, tended to emphasize the high levels of resource consumption and
unfairness of the international economic order, and the claim  that the First World’s interest in the Third
World stemmed as much  from self-interest as from altruistic concerns.
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2. Developing the concept and principles of ‘sustainable development’ from 1966 to 2002: A Discussion
In 1966, Kenneth Boulding wrote a paper entitled: “The Economics of the Coming Spaceship Earth”. The
reigning economic system exploited abundant resources, used vast amount of energy and accelerated
production with little thought of tomorrow with respect to stock of capital. Boulding opined that spaceship
economy should behave differently: It should minimize production, and waste. Boulding emphasized two
ideas:

1. Resources were part of a system with finite limits;
2. Conserving capital stock was important.

With the depletion of resources and production of wastes continuing to increase, the early 1970s saw a wave
of critiques of Economic Growth (EG).
The Limits to Growth (1972)[1] explored how exponential growth interacted with finite resources. The book’s
exponential index was interpreted by environmentalist groups as a prediction, when the world would (soon)
‘run out’ of various resources. Whatever criticisms of the Limits to Growth, the basic assumption had to be
right, namely, that growth that depended on the consumption of more and more resources could not continue
indefinitely in a finite world. For many in the North, the simultaneous rapid growth of population gave the
issue of limits a special urgency. The Ecologist came out with a detailed programme for survival, wherein
sustainability appeared as an important theme [2]. The publication repeated the concerns that had adumbrated
by Meadows in their celebrated work, Limits of Growth. There, their argument was against the industrial
manner of life. Such way of life involved expansion. As such, it lacked sustainably. In the view of the
Ecologists, indefinite growth could hardly be sustained by resources that were, by nature, finite.

There seems to have occurred a transformation: what started as important regarding ‘unsustainability’ of
economics undergoing growth, unsustainability came to transformed, into a discourse: a discourse
synonymous with a different idea, namely, that of a steady-stat economy. For steady-state involved a
transition, high growth was to be brought to low growth, some would prefer non-growth or even no-growth
nations. steady-state theorists saw an incompatibility between two goals, the goal of maximum EG, on the one
hand, and, on the other hand environmental sustainability. The reason was that sustainability was not simply
economic, nor ecological. The steady-state view emphasized policies that would result in the reduction of
energy consumption, but it also had broader socio-political objectives and moral values. Meadows thought a
no-growth economy required to be supplemented by goals such equity, cultural progress, and personal liberty.
The goal of satisfaction of physical need was psychological needs.
In 1962, a United Nations Resolution, It perceived a basic one as was that of threat: that decline in natural
resources could minimize the prospects for development in the Developing Countries. The United Nations
resolution considered natural resources to be of considerable importance to the ED of the countries of the
Third World. The resolution emphasized the need for preserving, restoring, enriching and making rational use
of natural resources and flora and fauna.
When in 1962 the UN published The Development Decade: Proposals for Action for the First Development
Decade (1960-70), optimism about the development efforts of the 1950s was still high. The argument was that
rapid industrialization was the key to progress in the poorer countries, for it would lead to improvements in
standards of living. However, in 1969 some expert in social and economic policies noted that it would create
large areas of poverty stagnation. As such, several people would be excluded from social progress and
economic benefits. Such desirable condition was obvious enough and too urgent to be overlooked.
In this, concerns of both Developed and Developing Nations coincided in 1972 when a ‘Conference on the
Human Environment’[3] was organised by United Nations in the Sweden capital ‘Stockholm.’ This
cooperation on environmental event facilitated problems at the international level. An understanding came
about some trade-offs would have to be evolved with regard to economic efficiency, on the one hand, and
ecological integrity, on the other. However, some leaders from developing countries were suspicious: They
suspected environmental motives in the North. Developed countries gave priority to abatement of pollution.
Such would result in potential restriction on the Third World’s development aspirations. Developing
countries rejected low-growth and no-growth scenarios. They sought equitable engagement with the global
economy. Inclusion of poverty as an important reason for environmental degradation did the trick. There grew
up some acceptance of the view that the environmental problem threatened the development process.
Compromises made at the Stockholm conference generated changes with regard to the content as well as
rationale of development programs. The conference provided a new perceptive of sustainability: different
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from the one that had come into view in the ‘no-growth’ school. However, the Third World Countries were
short-changed.
Various forms of human activity causing most environmental concerns were reviewed. Some principles were
laid down to address Third World reservations. It was said that “integrated development” and “rational
planning” could provide the means to improve environment. Both the phrases were words without substance.
The Action Plan for Human Environment (APHE) hammered out at the conference listed 109 items out of
which only eight (8) recommendations dealt with relationship between environment and development. To
some commentators, Stockholm Conference had a “remedial focus intended to limit environmental damage or
have it made good, but not to check development: the principal strategy was to legalize the environment as an
economic externality.”[4]. On the conceptual level, environment and development remained opposed.
By the mid-1970s the debate on the incorporation of social and ED had moved on. In a United Nations
Symposium, Third World leaders expressed their dissatisfaction with the dominance of the conventional
model of EG and its seeming inability to reduce destitution. The title of the symposium was “Pattern of
Resource Use, Environment and Development”. The participants issued what came to be known as the
Cocoyoc Declaration. This stated that development should the point be seen to consist in development of
things, it should mean development of man. It further said that any processes of growth were deemed to the
fulfillment of human. The declaration was also critical of development’s destructive impact on the diversity of
local and traditional economies and cultures. It emphasized the need for the poorer countries to pursue the
goal of self-reliance.
A United Nation Environment Program (UNEP) was formed subsequent to Stockholm conference, under the
executive directorship of Maurice Strong. He was a Canadian entrepreneur, environmentalist and leading
advocate of the United Nations’ role in global affairs. Strong was an important link in the attempt to
reconceptualise the environment development relationship. UNEP sought a conceptual middle ground.
UNEP’s 1978 was mainly concerned with development of economies; and noted that for sustainability,
development had to mean constructed as ED. Such development would aim as sustaining the yield of
renewable resources. This would also reconcile the needs of those living new and those of future generations.
Nevertheless, in emphasizing EG of a sustainable category, theorists argued in fact, in aid of development
economics. The argument was that in both industrialized and developing countries, ED was to mean better EG.
It should involve more growth. Ultimately, UNEP built the language of ‘development’ and ‘sustainability’.
Such language was to undermine that of ED. The notion of ecological limits that could constrain EG.
The idea of sustainability became important in popular discussion in the decade of 1980s, but such
prominence owed to the idea of SD at the policy level. The World Conservation Strategy (WCS), a UN
document of 1980, gave significance to the term ‘SD’. Prepared with financial backing from UNEP and WWF
and the benefit of comment from FAO and UNESCO, the definition given by the WCS was modification and
utilization of biosphere to fulfill human needs, thus adding to the improvement of quality of life. However,
modification of the biosphere would be a threat unless resources were effectively conserved. WCS put strong
emphasis on conservation.
WCS emphasized that underlying problems of development and conservation were similar, simply because
both operated in the same worldwide perspective. It identified the major issues that were for the success of
both. Identified includes over population, poverty, social and economic inequity that worked against the
interests of poorer countries. It listed the priority requirements, national actions and international actions, and
called for an international strategy for development that would aim at redressing inequities. It would also
assist in achieving a dynamic and stable world economy. Such development would accelerate EG and counter
the undesirable impact of poverty.
According to WCS, conservation was quite compatible with the new trend asking for participatory
development. Such development would bring about wider distribution of benefits. Also, it would make fuller
employment and greater income security.  It would result in better nutrition, education, health and social
wellbeing. It was envisaged to reduce environmental degradation.
An important feature of the WCS was that it reflected both the utilitarian and moral strands of
environmentalist thinking. It took a utilitarian interest in the economic prospective of ecosystems and the
application of scientific knowledge to their management. As a result it was able to make many detailed
suggestions for sustainable utilization so that resources could continue it to be available. It also acknowledged
a conservation ethic founded on respect for the intrinsic value of the biosphere.
Such dualism was extremely useful. On the one hand, the utilitarian argument allowed conservation to be
packaged in a way which was expected to be attractive to the materialism which was seen to underlie thinking
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about development. On the other, moral arguments could be employed where they were more effective, for
example among environmentalist in industrialized countries.
WCS was overly optimistic in suggesting solutions to be applied on a global scale. Such relations tended to be
presented as the obviously right thing to do. However, far from being appropriate, they reflected Northern
bias. Their perspective was that of Northern interests-whether conservationist or exploitative-in largely
Southern resources; their diagnoses were based on Northern science and their implementation would require
Northern technology and expertise.
Principles such as “population increase must be halted” and “carrying capacity must be respected” were
suggested without considering the political realities affecting the chances of their being implemented. In many
ways, rights of local people were being neglected and ignored. As such proposals could appear to southern
eyes as part of an undemocratic attempt to impose solutions that assumed Northern directed global
management, served Northern interests and entailed Southern compliance at a very high cost.
Following the lead from multilateral agencies, private organizations were quick to ignore Third World
concerns. One example was the World Resources Institute (WRI) which articulated sustainability. The
institute founded in 1982 was to undertake research and analysis on global environmental policy issues. It was
also to study their relationship to population and development. The institute was a non-profit organization. As
such, it could receive gifts and contributions. The institute articulated the idea of sustainability not as one that
would threaten the status quo, especially in the case of industrialized countries: in 1987, one of its researchers
authored Not Far Afield: U.S. Interests and Global Environment.[5]. It reinforced the organization’s notion that
poverty in the developing countries was the main reason in global environmental issues afflicting the globe.
The author absolved affluence in the industrialized countries for charge of harming the environment.
By the late 1970s the crippling effect of the burden of interest payments on development loans and the
worsening financial plight of the poorer countries and the increasing suffering of their populations, led the UN
to appoint three independent commissions to give report on various dimensions of the crisis:
i. The Independent Commission on International Development Issues (ICIDI) (Brandt Commission)

ii. The Independent Commission on Disarmament and Security Issues (the Palme Commission) and
iii. The World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) (Brandtland Commission)
These commissions were set up 1977, 1980 and 1983 respectively. The independent commission to report,
within a few months of publication of WCS, was the Brandt Commission. It was made up of elder statesmen
and men and women of stature from both North and South. in 1980, It published its first report entitled
‘North-South: A Programme for Survival’, and in 1983, a second was known as ‘Common Crisis’ when the
scale of the debt crisis became evident. North- South accepted that ED based on EG had failed. In its view, no
notion of ED could be approved which continued to condemn hundreds of millions of people starvation. The
situation was not simply one of crisis, but possibly of survival. However, North-South contained no
suggestion of how the goals of human dignity, security, justice and equity might be achieved. On the other
hand, authors insisted that EG and industrialization was essential if the living standards of the poor were to
improve. Notwithstanding, it were these very processes which had led to an increase in human degradation,
insecurity, injustice and social inequity and which had led to so much criticism of the development model.
The important institution that popularised and propelled serious engagement with the notion of SD was the
WCED. Brundtland’s definition and the notions recognized that humans were reliant on the environment for
fulfilling basic requirements and well-being. The major point of the WCED report was that people living in
whatever location, depended on environment for security and existence. Our economy and our well-being
needed environment now and in the future. There existed planet-wide interconnections: environmental
problems were as much local as global.  Actions and impacts had to be seen globally. That would avoid
displacing issues from one subject to another. This meant that people were to avoid releasing pollution that
crossed boundaries.
The WCED notion of SD explored the need for EG. It then attended the question of making
growth sustainable. It recognised that the notion of SD implied limits however did not recognise as absolute
limits. WCED argued that such aspects could be managed and man could usher in a new era of EG. The hope
was that, with the passage of time, scientific developments could enhance the carrying capacity of human’s
planet. The WCED report emphasised the need for equity but preferred distributional ‘trickle-down’ to
eradicate poverty. Such conceptualization better facilitated international cooperation on environment issues.
In 1988, the World Bank report stated that SD would be its major policy objectives.
Five years after the Bruntland report, the 1992 Rio Summit formalized the Bruntland definition of SD, whilst

ensuring a new vitality for the notion. By then, debate over the concept was over. Further efforts were made to
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operationalize it. The Agenda 21[6] was the outcome which provided a big list of methods and mechanisms to
implement SD. It was expected to direct prospect action at national and international level. There did continue
debates on Rio Summit, it was admitted that the summit cemented the reputation of SD in policy and
humanitarian circles. Overtime, the notion of SD came to penetrate civil society, those involved in scientific
research and global politics.
This led to creation of a global partnership for SD. However, UNCED’s understanding of SD made changed
in the idea. It made a healthy environment crucial to securing sustained EG in a different way. Earlier SD
meant ecological sustainability. Now it came to be mean economic sustainability. Whereas WCED published
its report in 1987 commonly known as Our Common Future [7] had not provided clarity of concept while ,
Agenda 21 (UNCED 1992) came to demand EG and reject other discourses such as limits and scarcity. A
main source of environmental issues which were taken more seriously were the production and consumption
habits of industrialized countries; however UNCED documents came to recommend more EG could solve
such issues. In the WCED view, SD had been propagated as something that could reconcile the interests of the
developed and developing countries. Such reconciliation was to involve objectives that would include healthy
environment, social and economic equity population stabilization, and global peace. However, in Agenda 21,
UNCED posited EG as the source for attaining them. The notion of SD thus came to be used by world
organizations for promoting EG. At UNCED, the theorists held that free market – based national economies
and the structural transformation of developing countries was required to eliminate poverty. That was believed
to encourage technological innovation. Adoption of market mechanisms became a foregone conclusion.
Agenda 21, also focused on free-market economies. Businesses in the capitalist world visualized as a major
factor of sustainability. In a way, ‘partnerships’ between governments in the capitalist world and businesswere flagged see to be important for the process of realising the goals of Agenda 21, Much of such thought
came about as a result of the spade work done by the business class. At UNCED, Business Council forSustainable Development (BCSD) was working. Its formation, in 1990, took place under the auspices of
Secretary-General of UNCED, Maurice Strong. Stephan Schmidheiny in his capacity as, a key figure with
Strong wrote a book, Changing Course. In this book, his argument was in favour of the free market
mechanism. He also advocated the principle ‘polluter pays’. This was a big accommodation in favour of
market mechanism in case of limited resources. It sought facilitate new environmental options in favour of
industry and business. The notion was supported to obviate the need for governmental regulatory authority.
The new thinking tried to ‘eliminate’ clash between unlimited EG and the limits of resources. Agenda 21 tried
in its own way to overcome distributional conflicts. It offered international equity by its view that ‘man-made’
and ‘natural’ capital could be substituted. EG was once a problem. The new thinking recast it as the solution.
This new principle of SD came to be recognized at global level in 2002. When the World Summit on
Sustainable Development (WSSD) was organized in Johannesburg by the United Nations .The RIO and the
2002 Summit all reflected the consensus that EG was vital to healthy environment.
On the other hand, there occurred negotiation of voluntary partnerships. Hundred of millions of ‘partnerships’
were set up between governments and non-governmental organizations. At WSSD the business lobby
maintained their argument that EG was the only hope for developing countries, with the added conviction
that the same could be produced by free-trade.

Conclusion Necessities of capital accumulation have largely shaped priorities regarding environmental
questions. The current rhetoric is about SD. In the 1970’s, the aim of the critique was the growth patterns that
had destroyed the environment and had created inequalities at local and global levels. Overtime, a
different ‘sustainability’ emerged; in the new one, environment-development discourse was based on
economic rather than ecological perspectives. There have been political compromises and SD has been
congruent with neoliberal policies. The potential for ‘SD’ for any ‘ecological restructuring’ has been
weakened. On the other hand, the rhetoric of sustainability has served another purpose. It has served
to consolidate a neoliberal ‘economic restructuring’. According to the WCED environmental protection was
vital SD, however, the UNCED reversed this argument by saying that EG was vital environmental protection,
which reconstituted the concept of economy-environment relations. Overemphasis on economy has enhanced
the profit generating opportunities. This has put aside the promised environmental and social benefits. The
global environment deteriorated continuously which result in creating much deeper inequalities between
North and South. The rise in the number of stakeholders with greater global prominence for environmental
problems can be attributed to reinterpretation of SD by neoliberal. However the market trends of the
government could not yield the initially anticipated sustainability and development.
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ABSTRACT. In this study, we perform an energy analysis of electricity production
from solar power. A solar power plant using PV panels is the focus of our
investigation.. A performance investigation of the power plant was carried out
using actual data obtained over one year from the solar farm. The results of this
study indicate that solar energy based electricity production for one day fluctuates
depending on weather conditions. The overall average energy efficiency of the
system was determined as 10.67% for the investigated year. Maximum capacity
utilization factor achieved was 86.5% with an average value of 31.36% for the
investigated system. The difference between estimated and actual annual electricity
production was 4.3%. It is expected that this study will be useful for the designers
and scientists working on solar energy systems.

Keywords: Solar energy; Electricity production, Renewable energy

1. Introduction. Solar energy has gained much attention from many industries and application areas in recent
years [1,2]. Researchers mainly focus on five key research areas, which can be expressed as follows; a)
improving efficiencies of solar thermal collector or PV/T systems [3], b) solar-based electricity generation by
utilizing single or hybrid energy systems [4-8], c) solar-powered hydrogen generation [8,9], d) solar energy
utilization in zero energy or sustainable energy buildings [10,11], e) feasibility of solar energy utilization for
many industrial applications such as solar drying processes [12-14].

Knowledge of global solar radiation distribution is needed for design and analysis of solar energy systems.
Many parameters affect the energy and exergy efficiencies or working conditions of PV arrays. One of the
most important parameters is the intensity of solar irradiance. It directly affects PV collector efficiency
which increases with the intensity of solar irradiance. Average solar radiation and system efficiency are used
in general calculations. However, it is clear that accurate results cannot be predicted by this method of
calculation. Monthly distribution of global solar radiation should be predicted for accurate solar energy
calculations to be determined.

2. Pv energy efficiency. The energy efficiency of a PV system is dependent upon four parameters, namely:

the global solar radiation (
tS ), the PV area ( A ), the maximum voltage ( mV ), and the maximum current ( mI ).
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The energy of a PV system can be defined by the following equation :

AS

IV

t

mm
pv 




(1)

The change in the energy efficiency of the investigated PV system with the solar radiation and the ambient
temperature. The PV energy efficiency decreases with an increase in the ambient temperature. Also, ambient
temperature has a great effect on cell temperature. Maximum electricity production ( Pm ) for tested PV
module was determined by experiment and given the equation below :

Ta
tat STSPm  003.073.234.0017.11),( (2)

where, tS is global solar radiation (W/m2). aT represents the ambient temperature in Kelvin. Eq. (2) is

valid for tS > 75 W/m2 and aT > 273 K. The PV system begins working efficiently at solar radiation levels

above 100 W/m2.

3. System description. In this analysis, the exact location and the total capacity of the solar farm will not be
provided because of the commercial confidentiality requested by the power production firm. The total
capacity was reduced down to 0.5 MWof PV system capacity, and all results are provided accordingly. The
PV power station system and the meteorological measurement system were installed in one city in Central
Anatolia Region in June of the year 2013. The amount of global solar irradiation, ambient temperature, cell
temperature, voltage and current production were collected hourly and were employed in further modeling
analysis. The photovoltaic system under study consists of the following major components: the photovoltaic
array, the maximum power point tracker (MPPT) and the DC-DC converter. Annually average global solar
radiation (kW/m2) for the investigated area is 0.400 kW/m2. Average global radiation on a horizontal surface
(

DI ) in kW/m2 for each month can be found using the following equation;

41037254 1073.41039.31099.5109.2124.0 ddddI D   (3)

where d is the number of the day starting from January 1. For January 1st, d = 1, and for December 31st, d
equals 365.

4. Analysis. The system generated electricity for 4557 hours within an investigated year (8760 hours).
Hourly average 118.8 kWh electricity was generated for 500 kW PV capasity. Daily Electricity Production
Distribution is given inFigure 1. Daily average electricity production capacity is determined by utilizing
actual data given in Fig. 1. As can be seen from Fig. 1., maximum daily electricity production reaches 3.5
MWh/day. Third order parobala is fitted for the distribution and given in Eq. 4.

0.3170.030961069.91057.3 2538   dddPE (MWh/day) (4)

As a sample demonstration, the panel voltage and the current are recorded and the peak power of the PV is
determined for June. The change in peak power time is demonstrated for the selected month in Figure 2. The
maximum peak power occurred between 12:00 and 13:00.

The hourly electricity production and the capacity factors data collected from the solar farm during the year
are provided in Fig. 3-4. Maximum electricity generation is achieved between 12:00 and 13:00 with 91.26
MWh/year. A maximum capacity utilization factor of 86.5% was achieved with an average value of 31.36%
for the investigated system.
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Figure 1. Daily Electricity Production Distribution for Investigated Solar Power Station

Figure 2. Change of Peak Power During the Month of June.
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Figure 3. Hourly Based Electricity Production Distribution

Figure 4. Capasity Utilization Factor Distribution
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Actual electricity production is compared to predicted values. There is a 4.3% difference between actual and
prediscted data. As can be seen from Figure 5, actual data for February, March, May, August, September,
October and November is higher than predicted electricity production. Also, as a sample demonstration,
electricity production distribution between 11:00 and 12:00 for a year is given in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Predicted and Actual Monthly Electricity Production

Figure 6. Electricity Production Between 11:00 and 12:00 During the Year
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Solar radiation, ambient temperature and wind speed has an effect on PV surface temperature. PV surface
temperature can be below or over the the ambient temperature depending on the wind speed and solar
radiation. Variation of  PV Surface Temperature with Ambient Temperature is given in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Variation of PV Surface Temperature with Ambient Temperature

3. Conclusion. In this study, an energy analysis of a solar power plant was carried out. The concluding
findings of this study are given below:
 Electricity power distribution does not follow similar distribution patterns every day.
 The maximum value achieved for overall system electricity production efficiency was 13.125%.
 The maximum capacity utilization factor achieved was 86.5% with an average value of 31.36% for

the investigated system.
 The average energy efficiency of the system was calculated as 10.67% for the investigated year.
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ABSTRACT: Muhammad (Peace Be Upon Him ) was introduced to knowledge
through revelation and with this He was ordered to convey it to the other people as
well.The Holy Prophet did His best to convey knowledge to the people using every
possible method. In this paper, those methods of Holy Prophet are reviewed
scholarly.
Keywords: Islam ,Muhammad,Eduaction, System, Era,

ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص:دورنبوی 
کی ساری زندگی ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص دور نبوی سے ظاہری طور پر اگرچہ آپ

کو نبوت ملنے سے لے ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص معلوم ہوتی ہے،مگر یہاں پر اس سے مراد آپ
میں ، جن)سال بنتے ہیں٢٣کر وفات تک  کی زندگی  ہے،جو  کل تئیس(

سالہ زندگی کو مدنی  ١٠سال کو  مکی  ،  جب کہ  باقی   ١٣ابتدائی 
نے لوگوں کو علم کی روشنی ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص ہا جاتا ہے۔ان تئیس سالوں میں آپدور ک

نے ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص کیسے پہنچائی،کن کن طریقے اختیار کئے ،اور اس کے لئے آپ
کیسا طریقہ کار اختیار کیا تھا؟ذیل میں ان اقدامات پر روشنی ڈالی جاتی 

ہے،مگر اس سے پہلےتعلیم کا تعارف واہمیت بیان کیاجاتا ہے۔
تعلیم:

اب تفعیل سے مصدر کا صیغہ ہے،جس کا ماده  ع ، ل اور م  تعلیم ب
، ہے،جو ثالثی مجرد کے باب سمع  یسمع  سے اس کا  مصدر  علًما آتاہے 

آگاہی ، حقیقت شے کاادراک؛ جس کے لغوی معنی م علما ،یعنی علم یعل
کا معنی بھی یہی ہے ، مگر ۔ تعلیم بروزن تفعیل کے ہیںیقین ومعرفتاور 
امام جرجانی    نے مختلف ۔)1(میں تسلسل  کی معنی پائی جاتی ہےاس

لوگوں کے حوالے سےعلم   کی کئی تعریفیں لکھی   ہیں ۔ کہتے ہیں:
العلم: هو االعتقاد اجلازم املطابق للواقع، وقال احلكماء: هو حصول صورة الشيء يف العقل، 

على ما هو به، وقيل: زوال اخلفاء من واألول أخص من الثاين، وقيل: العلم هو إدراك الشيء
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ا  املعلوم، واجلهل نقيضه، وقيل: هو مستغٍن عن التعريف، وقيل: العلم: صفة راسخة تدرك 
الكليات واجلزئيات، وقيل: العلم، وصول النفس إىل معىن الشيء، وقيل: عبارة عن إضافة 

)2(خمصوصة بني العاقل واملعقول، وقيل: عبارة عن صفٍة ذات صفة.

تـَيَـقَّنَ إَذايـَْعَلمُ َعِلمَ يـَُقالُ اْلَيِقنيُ اْلِعْلمُ صاحب مصباح المنیر کہتے ہیں: 
ُكلِّ َكْونِ ِيف ِالْشِرتَاِكِهَمااْآلَخرِ َمْعَىن َواِحدٍ ُكلُّ ُضمِّنَ ِمبَْعَناهُ َجاَءتْ َكَماأَْيًضااْلَمْعرَِفةِ ِمبَْعَىن َوَجاءَ 
ْجلَْهلِ َمْسُبوقٌ اْلَكْسبُ َفَذِلكَ َكْسبٍ َعنْ َحَصلَ َوِإنْ اْلِعْلمَ ِألَنَّ ْجلَْهلِ ِ َمْسُبوقًاَواِحدٍ  َوِيف .ِ

َُّ تـَْعَلُمونـَُهمُ ال{تـََعاَىل َوقَالَ َعِلُمواَأيْ )3(}احلَْقِّ ِمنَ َعَرُفواِممَّا{التـَّْنزِيلِ  َال َأيْ )4(}يـَْعَلُمُهمْ ا
َُّ تـَْعرُِفونـَُهمْ  ۔)5(يـَْعرِفـُُهمْ ا

،جب کسی چیز سے متعلق یقین پیدا ہو جائے توعلم یقین کوکہتے ہیں‘‘
اورمعرفت کے معنی نیز علم کےمعنی معرفت ’ہےکو الیا جاتاعلم یعلم

علم اورمعرفت دونوں مسبوق بالجہل ، کیونکہعلم کے  بھی آیاکرتے ہیں
یک دوسرے کے معنی ہونے میں باہم شریک ہیں۔اس لیے ان میں سے ہرا

مگریہ کسب ،علم کاحصول اگرچہ کسب کی بناء پر ہوتاہے۔پرمتضمن ہے
َعَرُفوامیں احلَْقِّ ِمنَ َعَرُفواِممَّاجہالت کے بعد ہی ہوتاہے۔چنانچہ قرآن مجید میں 

َُّ تـَْعَلُمونـَُهمُ الاور ہے۔علموابمعنی  ’’میں علم بمعنی معرفت ہے۔يـَْعَلُمُهمْ ا
ہے ’’Educationایجوکیشن،‘‘انگریزی میں تعلیم کا متبادل لفظ 

ہے۔سے ماخوذ EducareاورEducereالطینی زبان کے دو الفاظ کہ۔جو
Educereکے معنی’To bring outبروئے ، باہر نکالنا ،ظہار کرنا،  اا

نشو ، پروان چڑھانا To bring upکے معنیEducareجبکہ ، کار النا 
کی اصطالح اِنہیں دو الفاظ ’’ایجوکیشن ‘‘۔ہےاجاگر کرنا،نما کرنا و

یم کے مفہوم کے بارے میں مختلف تعلیم ،تعل۔ ماہرین)6(سے مل کر بنی ہے
راء  ہیں۔ کسی نے اسے انسانی ذہن کی نشو و نما قرار دیا ہے۔ کسی نے الٓ ا

کسی نے کا نام دیا ہے۔( Social Adjustment)اسے معاشرتی مطابقت
اسے سچائی کی تالش ،توکسی نے جسمانی و اخالقی نشو و نما کا عمل 

اور کسی نے صحت مند معاشرے کی تنظیم کا عمل قرار دیا ہے۔ بعض  
ہے۔ حقیقت یہ دیاسے تجربے کی مسلسل تعمیر نو اور تنظیم نو کا نام نے اِ 

نما اور ہے کہ تعلیم انسانی زندگی کے ان تمام پہلوؤں کی مسلسل نشو و 
بالیدگی کا عمل ہے جو انسان کی شخصیت کے نکھار اور اعلی کمال کے 

حصول کا باعث بنتا ہے۔ 
انسان کو هللا تعالی نے بے شمار صالحیتیوں سے نوازا ہے۔ ان 

ہے۔ ہوتاصالحیتیوں کے لحاظ سے ہر انسان دوسرے انسان سے مختلف 
ر النے اور پروان تعلیم کا عمل انسان کی ان صالحیتیوں کو بروئے کا

انسان کی چڑھانے کی ذمہ داری سر انجام دیتی ہے۔ اس کے ساتھ ساتھ 
معاشرے میں تاکہ ،کرتی ہے بھی سیرت و کردار کی تعمیر و تشکیل 

شہری کی حیثیت سے زندگی بسر کرنے کے قابل ےایک کامیاب اور اچھ
دنیا کے ہر ہوجائے۔ تعلیم کی یہ تعریف انتہائی جامع اور مکمل ہے جو
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معاشرے اور تمام افراد پر صادق آتی ہے۔ تعلیمی عمل کے نیتجے میں 
اپنا کردار کامیابی سے ادا کوئی فرد، معاشرے کے کسی بھی شعبہ میں 

گویا معاشرے کے مطلوب افراد تعلیم کے اسی ۔کرنے کے قابل ہوتا ہے 
م ، انسان عمل سے تیار ہو کر معاشرے کی تعمیر و تشکیل کرتے ہیں۔ تعلی

صالحیتیوں کی بتدریج  اور ہمہ گیر نشو و نما کا فریضہ سر انجام کی 
دیتی ہے۔ نشو و نما کا یہ عمل مربوط بھی ہوتا ہے اور بتدریج بھی تاکہ 
انسانی زندگی کے ہر پہلو کی نشو و نما ہو سکے اور حتی االمکان اس کی 

ر پر پروان شخصیت کی تکمیل کے ذریعے معاشرتی زندگی متوازن طو
بہ چڑھ سکے۔ دیگر مخلوقات کی نسبت انسان اپنی عملی زندگی میں قدم 

آدم علیہ سیدنانے پہلے انسان قدم تعلیم و تربیت کا محتاج ہے۔ هللا تعالیٰ 
السالم کو خود تعلیم سے بہره ور فرمایا اور بنی نوع انسان کی تعلیم و 

معلمین مبعوث فرمائے۔ کی صورت میںالسالم تربیت کے لیے انبیاء علیہم 
إن هللا مل يبعثين معنتا، وال متعنتا، :نے فرمایاملسو هيلع هللا ىلص پرہوا۔ آپ ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص محمد کا اختتام ن ج

)۔7(ولكن بعثين معلما ميسرا

قرآن مجیداورتعلیم:
 ً قرآن مجید میں لفظ علم مختلف اشتقاقات کی صورت میں تقریبا

ل علم کے لیے ۔قرآن مجید نے بھی حصو)8(مرتبہ آیاہے٣١٢
اوراس کے حصول پرکسی قسم کی قدغن نہیں لگائی ۔بلکہ دی ترغیبات 

َوُقْل رَّبِّ زِْدنِْی : ارشاد ہےکوبھی علم میں اضافے کی تلقین فرمائی ۔ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص آپ 
ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص کہ رسول هللاس  آیت سے تعلیم کامقام خوب کھل کرسامنے آتاہے۔)9(ِعْلًما

باوجود اس کےکہ تمام جہان یں  ،ہمحتاجے ککی ذات گرامی بھی اس
سے بڑھ کرعلم واال کوئی پیدانہیں ہوا اور نہ ہوگا۔قرآن مجیدمیں ملسو هيلع هللا ىلصمیں آپ

َهلْ ُقْل هللا تعالٰی  فرماتے ہیں: علم کی اہمیت کی طرف  اشاره کرتے ہوئے
لم رکھتے ہیں کہوبھال جولوگ ع‘‘)10(يـَْعَلُمونَ َال َوالَِّذينَ يـَْعَلُمونَ الَِّذينَ َيْسَتِوي

قرآن مجید سے یہ بھی ’’اورجونہیں رکھتے دونوں برابرہوسکتے ہیں۔
معلوم ہوتاہے کہ جومٔومن علم رکھتے ہیں هللا تعالٰی اُن کے درجات بلند

َُّ يـَْرَفعِ :ہےارشاد’کرتا ہے جولوگ ’’) 11(َدَرَجاتٍ اْلعِْلمَ أُوتُواَوالَِّذينَ ِمْنُكمْ آَمُنواالَِّذينَ ا
هللا ان کے درجے ،تم میں سے ایمان الئے ہیں اورجن کوعلم عطاکیاگیاہے

علم ہی کے ذریعے انسان میں تقوٰی اورپرہیزگاری کی صفت ‘‘بلندکرے گا۔
َا:تے ہیںارشاد فرماهللا تعالٰی پیداہوتی ہے علماء کے بارے میں  ََّ َخيَْشىِإمنَّ ا

سے تواس کے بندوں میں سے وہی ڈرتے ہیں هللا‘‘۔)12(اْلُعَلَماءُ ِعَباِدهِ ِمنْ 
استعارةالقراءةهذهيفواخلشية:لکھتے ہیں) 13(مفسرنسفی’’جوصاحب علم ہیں۔

خشیت یہاں بطوراستعاره الیاگیاہے۔ ‘‘۔)14(العلماءهمن عباده م الليعظإمناواملعىن
مطلب یہ ہےکہ هللا تعالٰی کی تعظیم اس کے بندوں میں صرف علماء کرتے

قرآن مجید کی پہلی وحی سیکھنے اور علم حاصل کرنے کی ترغیب ’’ہیں۔ 
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ْسمِ اقْـرَأْ دیتی ہے۔ارشاد ہے: اے محمؐد)اپنے پروردگار ‘()15(َخَلقَ الَِّذيَربِّكَ ِ
کیونکہ پڑھنا حصول علم کا ’’کانام لے کرپڑھو جس نے(عالم)کوپیداکیا۔

ایک ذریعہ ہے۔
احادیث اورتعلیم :

بوی ؐ جو قرآن مجیدکی شرح اوروضاحت کی حیثیت احادیث ن
مشروط نص قطعی ہدایت کاسرچشمہ اوردونوں جہانوں کی ۔ےرکھتی ہ

جب ، اور حدیث قابل قبول نہ ہوگیتوکہ جب تک صحیح سندنہ ہو ،ہے
صحیح سندکے ساتھ بغیرکسی علت اور شذوذ کے کوئی روایت پہنچے 

صحیحہ جن واجب ہوگا۔ احادیثتووه حدیث صحیح کہالئے گی۔اُس پرعمل 
طلب«میں تعلیم حاصل کرنے کی ترغیب اور اہمیت دالئی گئی ہے۔مثالً:

’’علم حاصل کرناہرمسلمان پرفرض ہے۔‘)16(»مسلمكلعلىفريضةالعلم
غیرتعلیم یافتہ انسان کامیاب اور خوش حال زندگی نہیں گزارسکتا۔کیوں کہ 

گی ضرورہوتی ہے۔وه اپنے دماغ اور اس کے عقل میں کہیں نہ کہیں تشن
تجربے سے اگرچہ بھرپوراستفاده کرتاہے۔لیکن پھربھی ٹھوکریں 
کھاجاتاہے۔وحی کی روشنی اور نقلی دالئل کی اُسے بے حدضرورت ہوتی 
ہے۔کیوں کہ عقل بغیرعلم کے گمراہی کی طرف بھی لےجاتاہے۔تعلیم کی 

رفرض ضرورت کومدنظررکھتے ہوئے اس کاحصول ہرمسلمان پ
ایک اورقراردیا۔کہ کچھ بھی ہو۔اسے تعلیم ضرورحاصل کرنی ہوگی۔

اکثرهللا تعالٰی سے علم نافع  کی دُعاملسو هيلع هللا ىلصہے کہ رسول هللا آیاحدیث میں 
وظیفہ اُن کے ُزبان اَطہرپرجاری رہتا تھا:اورمانگاکرتے تھے۔یہ ِورد

ہم ‘‘علم مانگتاہوں۔اے هللا!میں تجھ سے مفید’’)17(فعاعلماأسألكإيناللهم«
علماهللاسلوا«لوگوں كوبھی یہ حکم دیاکہ هللا تعالٰی سے یہی دُعامانگاکریں:

هللا سے علم نافع مانگاکرو اورعلم ‘‘)18(»ينفعالعلممنوتعوذوافعا،
’’غیرنافع سے هللا تعالٰی کی پناه مانگو۔

ان ارشادات سے معلوم ہوتاہے کہ علم و تعلیم 
اورغیرمفیددوقِسموں میں ُمنقَِسم ہے۔علم دینی اوردُنیوی کی فرق مفید

توَچنداں لہو وباطل ہے۔کیوں کہ دونوں کی اہمیت اہل عقل پرواضح ہے۔اہم 
صرف وه نہیں ہے جودُنیاوآخرت میں کوئی فائده نہ دے اور شریعت کے 

یاشریعت کے بارے لوگوں کے ذہنونمیں شکوک وشبہات ،خالف ہو
اسبب وعلت ہو۔ایسی صفات کی حامل تعلیم وتدریس غیرممدوح پیداہونے ک

اسے رکےاورحرام کے ُزمرے میں ہے۔وه لوگ جنہوں نے تعلیم حاصل ک
منأفضلكمإن«:ہے ارشادکا ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص آپدوسروں کوسکھایا،اُن کے بارے میں

تم میں سب سے بہتروه ہے جس نے خود قرآن ‘‘)19(  »وعلمهالقرآنتعلم
’’ ۔یاسے دوسروں کوسکھاسیکھا اور اُ 

:بحیثیت معلمملسو هيلع هللا ىلصنبی کریم
ئے کے بحیثیت معلم مبعوث کملسو هيلع هللا ىلصاحادیث میں آپ وقرآن مجید
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ِمْنُكمْ َرُسوًال ِفيُكمْ أَْرَسْلَناَكَماارشاد  ہے:هللا تعالٰی کا جانے کاتذکره پایاجاتاہے۔
ُلو تَِناَعَلْيُكمْ يـَتـْ َ )20(تـَْعَلُمونَ َتُكونُواملَْ َماَويـَُعلُِّمُكمْ َواحلِْْكَمةَ ْلِكَتابَ اَويـَُعلُِّمُكمُ َويـُزَكِّيُكمْ آ

جس طرح (منجملہ اور نعمتوں کے) ہم نے تم میں تمہیں میں سے ایک ‘‘۔
تمہیں پاک ،جو تمہیں ہماری آیتیں پڑھ پڑھ کر سناتا ہے ،رسول بھیجا ہے

ہے اور ایسی باتیں بتاتا اور کتاب (یعنی قرآن) اور دانائی سکھاتاکرتا ہے ،
ایک اور جگہ هللا تعالٰی فرماتے ہیں:’’ہے جو تم پہلے نہیں جانتے تھے ۔

َُّ َمنَّ َلَقدْ  ُلوأَنـُْفِسِهمْ ِمنْ َرُسوًال ِفيِهمْ بـََعثَ ِإذْ اْلُمْؤِمِننيَ َعَلىا تِهِ َعَلْيِهمْ يـَتـْ َ َويـَُعلُِّمُهمُ َويـُزَكِّيِهمْ آ
هللا نے مومنوں پر بڑا ‘‘ )21(ُمِبنيٍ َضَاللٍ َلِفيقـَْبلُ ِمنْ َكانُواَوِإنْ ْكَمةَ َواحلِْ اْلِكَتابَ 

احسان کیا ہے کہ اُن میں انہیں میں سے ایک پیغمبر بھیجا جو اُن کو هللا کی 
آیتیں پڑھ پڑھ کر سناتا ہےاور ان کو پاک کرتا ہےاور (هللا کی) کتاب اور 

’’تو یہ لوگ صریح گمراہی میں تھے۔دانائی سکھاتا ہے، اور پہلے 
ایک معلم کی حیثیت سے بھیجے گئے تھے۔تعلیم و ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص نبی کریم

میں موجود ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص تعلم کے جو صفات درکار ہوتی ہیں،وه  تمام کے تمام آپ
تھیں۔آپ موقع اور محل کی مناسبت سے بات کرتے  اور جہاں ضرورت 

ھے معلم بناکر بھیجا دفعہ دہراتے۔خود فرماتے ہیں کہ مج٣ہوتی تو بات 
جب کسی کو کوءی بات کرتے تو اس کی طرف دیکھ کر ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص ۔آپ)22(گیا ہے

سے کوئی بات پوچھتے تو آپ پوری توجہ ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص بات کرتے،اسی طرح جب آپ
سے اسے جوب دیتے۔

میں نظام تعلیم:دورنبوی 
فاقی تعلیم:آ 

مسلم معاشره کی ترقی کے لئے جہاں اور اصالحی اقدامات اٹھائے 
۔یہودیوں میں مذہبی کا انتظام بھی کیا گیامذہبی اُمور ے ،تو وہاں پرگئ

کے ، جنتھاہوا کرتا مخصوص خاندانایک فرائض انجام دینے کے لیے
تھا۔عالوه کسی دوسرے کوان خدمات کی بجاآوری کاحق حاصل نہیں

لیکن ان میں ایک خاص ،عیسائیوں میں گوخاندان کی تخصیص نہ تھی 
تھا۔ہندؤوں دیا جس نے ان خدمات کواپناحق قرار دے ، اہوگیاتھا طبقہ  پید

دُنیاکی تھا ،  اور یہی حال میں غیربرہمن کسی مذہبی خدمت کا مستحق نہیں
،نے دُنیامیں قائم کیملسو هيلع هللا ىلص دوسری قوموں کا بھی  تھا۔لیکن جو شریعت  محمد

اور مخصوص طبقہ کی حاجت نہ ’ خاندان’ اس میں مخصوص اشخاص
اس رتبہ کامستحق ہوسکتاتھا۔ ،لکہ ہرشخص جواسالم کا کلمہ گوتھاب’تھی

َوآتـَُواالصََّالةَ أَقَاُموااْألَْرضِ ِيف َمكَّنَّاُهمْ ِإنْ الَِّذينَ :فرماتے ہیں قرآن مجید میں هللا تعالٰی 
ْلَمْعُروفِ َوأََمُرواالزََّكاةَ  َِِّ اْلُمْنَكرِ َعنِ َونـََهْواِ یہ وه لوگ ہیں کہ اگرہم ) ‘23(اْألُُمورِ َعاِقَبةُ َو

ان کوملک میں دسترس دیں تونماز پڑھیں اور زٰکوة دیں اور بُرے کاموں 
’’سے منع کریں۔

داعی بھی ’اس بناء پرہرمسلمان واعظ بھی ہوتا تھا اور محتسب بھی
تنی یہی وجہ ہے کہ یا تواسالم سے پہلے عرب میں ا۔اور ماہرشریعت بھی

، جاتی تھی کہ شرفاء میں لکھناپڑھنا عیب خیال کیاجاتاتھا جہالت پائی 
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بن مرکز حدیث اور تفسیرکا’ایک ایک گھر فقہمگر اسالم کے آنے سے
اس ’گیا۔تاہم چونکہ ہرشخص کوتفقہ وتدریس کاکافی وقت نہیں مل سکتاتھا

لیے یہ ضروری قرارپایا کہ ہرجماعت اور ہرقبیلہ میں کچھ ایسے لوگ 
اسی بنا پرقرآن مجید ’جوتعلیم وارشاد کا فرض انجام دے سکیںموجود رہیں 
ُهمْ ِفْرَقةٍ ُكلِّ ِمنْ نـََفرَ فـََلْوَال َكافَّةً لِيَـْنِفُروااْلُمْؤِمُنونَ َكانَ َوَمامیں حکم آیا:  ِيف لِيَـتَـَفقَُّهواطَائَِفةٌ ِمنـْ

اور یہ توہونہیں سکتاکہ مٔومن ‘)24(َحيَْذُرونَ َلَعلَُّهمْ إِلَْيِهمْ َرَجُعواِإَذاقـَْوَمُهمْ َولِيُـْنِذُرواالدِّينِ 
سب کے سب نکل آئے۔تویوں کیوں نہ کیاکہ ہرایک جماعت میں سے 
چنداشخاص نکل جاتے اور باقی آپ سے دین کی تعلیم حاصل کریں جب ان 
کی قوم واپس آ ئے تو انہیں هللا تعالٰی  کے عذاب سے ڈرائے تاکہ وه حذر 

’’بناتے۔
جائے جونہ ہوچونکہ مقصد یہ تھا کہ ایک ایسی جماعت تیار

بلکہ شب وروز رسول ، صرف شریعت کے اوامرونواہی سے واقف ہو 
کی خدمت میں رہنے سے تمام تر اسالمی رنگ میں ڈوب جائے۔جس ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص هللا

چیز تعلیم ہرقول وعمل’برخاستو نشست ’بات چیت’کردار’کی گفتار
تاکہ  آنے والے لوگوں کے لیے نمونہ ’ائےنبوی کے پرتو سے منورہوج
ہرقبیلہ کا سے روایت ہے کہ رضی هللا عنہ عمل بن سکے۔سیدناابن عباس 

کے پاس جاتاتھا اور آپ سے مذہبی امورمیں دریافت ملسو هيلع هللا ىلصایک گروه نبی 
)25(’’کرتاتھا اوردین میں تفقہ حاصل کرتاتھا۔

تعلیمی مراکز:
داِراَرقؓم:

تدا جوعموماًپہلی وحی سےشروع ہوتی ہے۔اِس مکی زندگی کی اب
کی مخالفت اتنی زور وشورسے ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص نبی کریمدََورمیں مشرکین مکہ 

کہ کھلم کھالتعلیم وتدریس  کامناسب بندوبست نہیں ہوسکتاتھاکررہےتھے
کو ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص ، اس لئے اس دور میں تعلیم کا کوئی باقاعده انتظام نہیں تھا۔نبی کریم

ا ،تو آپ لوگوں کو  تعلیم دیتے تھے۔اگرچہ  ارقم جو بھی مناسب موقع ملت
انہیں ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص کے گھر میں لوگ چپکے سے  جمع ہوتے اور آپرضی هللا عنہ

صفاکے نزدیک واقع کوه وحی کی تعلیم سے روشناس کراتے تھے۔یہ گھر
تھا۔وہاں چپکے سےتعلیم وتدریس ہواکرتی تھی۔بہت سے صحابہ کرام ؓ اِسی 

۔) 26(خل ہوئےمقام پراسالم میں دا
:نبویمسجد

سے ملسو هيلع هللا ىلصہرکوئی بیٹھ کرآپپر کی عام درسگاه جہاںملسو هيلع هللا ىلصرسول هللا 
مدینہ منوره ہجرت کرکےیہاں پر تھی۔نبوی وه مسجد، استفاده کرسکتاتھا

مسجد نبوی ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص نے تعلیم و تدریس کا باقاعده انتظام فرمایا ، خود آپملسو هيلع هللا ىلص آپ
اور باہر کے لوگوں اور میں  لوگوں کو اسالمی تعلیمات سے اگاه کرتے

ایک حدیث میں قبائل کی تعلیم و تربیت کے لئے اپنے نمائندے بھیج دیتے ۔
هللارسولفقالل؟أنمرأينمنهللا،رسول: فقالاملسجد،يفقامرجال،أنہے :
هلوياجلحفة،منالشأمأهلويهلاحلليفة،ذيمناملدينةأهليهل«: وسلمعليههللاصلى
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ایک آدمی نے مسجد میں کھڑے ہوکرعرض ‘‘)27(»قرنمنجندأهل
آپ ہمیں کس جگہ سے احرام باندھنے کاحکم دیتے ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص کیا۔یارسول هللا

سے احرام )28(ذوالحلیفہ نے فرمایا:اہل مدینہملسو هيلع هللا ىلصہیں۔؟رسول هللا 
’’سے۔)30(اورنجدکے لوگ قر نسے) 29(والے جحفہشام ’باندھیں

گھرمیں تعلیم:ایک خاتون کے 
نے ان کے لیے ایک گھرمیں تعلیم ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص صحابیات کے اصرارپرآپ

ابوسعید خدری رضی هللا عنہ کہتے ہیں کہ عورتیں دینے کاحکم جاری کیا ۔
فيه،لقيهنيومافوعدهننفسك،منيومالنافاجعلالرجال،عليكغلبنا:کہنے لگیں 

نے ان کے لئے ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص ہ آپابن  حجر عسقالنی کہتے ہیں ک،)31(وأمرهنفوعظهن
ثـَُهنَّ َمْوِعدُُكنَّ بـَْيُت ُفَالنَةَ ایک گھرمخصوص کرکے فرمایا: ُهنَّ َفَحدَّ َ )32(فََأ

ں تمہارے ساتھ مقام اجتماع فالنہ عورت کاگھرہے تووه وہاں پہنچتی‘‘
صحابہ کرام ایک عالوه کےاس ’’انہیں تعلیم دیاکرتے تھے۔ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص اورآپ 

روں میں بھی تعلیمی مذاکرے کیاکرتے دوسرے کے ساتھ اپنے گھ
کوقتل ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص جب رسول هللایک روایت میں  ہے کہ سیدناعمرفاروق  ؓ’تھے

کرنے جارہے تھے ، راستے میں کسی نے  بتایاکہ پہلے اپنے بہنوئی کی  
قرآن مجیدکی تعلیم ہورہی پرذراخبرلیجیے،چنانچہ جب وه پہنچے تووہاں

۔)33(ئےوه صحیفے چھپالتھی،اؓٓپ کودیکھ کراُنہوں نے 
نبوی تعلیم کے مختلف طریقے:

دس بیس دن آتے اور باہر قبائل کے  لوگ کہتھا یہ طریقہایک[الف]
اور یا مہینہ دومہینہ ره کر عقائداور فقہ کے ضروری مسائل سیکھ لیتے 

جاتے تھے اور ان کو تعلیم دیتے تھے۔مثالً چلےاپنے قبائل میں واپس 
جب سفارت لے کر آئے توبیس دن تک قیام کیا اور حویرثمالک بن ال

نے فرمایا:ملسو هيلع هللا ىلصجب چلنے لگے توآپ ،ضروری مسائل کی تعلیم حاصل کی
حضرتفإذاأصلي،رأيتموينكماوصلواومروهم،وعلموهمفيهم،فأقيمواأهليكم،إىلارجعوا«

یں واپس جأو۔ان اپنے خاندان م‘‘) 34(»أكربكموليؤمكمأحدكم،لكمفليؤذنالصالة
اور جس طرح مجھ کونماز میں ره کران کواوامرشریعت کی تعلیم دو

’’پڑھتے دیکھاہے اسی طرح نمازپڑھو۔
منوره طریقہ  کا یہ تھاکہ لوگ مستقل طریقہ سے مدینہدوسرا[ب]

ان کے ،شریعت اور اخالق کی تعلیم پاتے تھے ، میں رہتے تھے اور عقائد
لوگ قیام کرتے وه  اوران میں زیاده تر’تھیلیے صفہ خاص درس گاه

زہدوعبادت اور زیاده تھے جوتمام دُنیاوی تعلقات سے آزاد ہوکرشب وروز
مسجد میں ملسو هيلع هللا ىلصعلم میں مصروف رہتے تھے۔ایک دفعہ رسول هللا طلب تر

حلقہ ذکراور حلقہ ،اس وقت مسجد میں دو حلقے تھےآئے ،تشریف لے 
اصطالح میں ان کےحلقہ درس میں جاکربیٹھ گئے۔اس وقت ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص، آپدرس

اَءکہ نسميهمكنا(۔جیساکہ صحیح بخاری میں ہےا جاتا تھاطالب علموں کوقُرَّ
۔)35()القراء
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اوقات تعلیم:
عشاء کے بعد تعلیم:

عشاء کے بعدبھی ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص احادیث سے یہ بھی ثابت ہے کہ رسول هللا
سے منقول ہے کہ:رضی هللا عنہ ابن عمرچنانچہ ’تعلیم دیاکرتے تھے

ليلتكمأرأيتكم«: فقالقام،سلمفلماحياته،آخريفالعشاءوسلمعليههللاصلىالنيببناصلى
نبی کریم ‘‘)36(»أحداألرضظهرعلىهوممنيبقىالمنها،سنةمائةرأسفإنهذه،

پ نے سالم نے اپنی زندگی کی آخری ایام میں ہمیں نمازعشاء پڑھائی۔جب آ 
پھیراتوکھڑے ہوئے اورفرمایا:کیاتم اپنی یہ رات دیکھ رہے ہو؟اس رات 
پرسوسال پورے ہونے پرروئے زمین پرموجوده لوگوں میں سے کوئی باقی 

’’نہیں رہے گا۔
نصف رات کے قریب تعلیم:

کہ ایک رات ہم نبی کریم انس بن مالک رضی هللا عنہ کہتے ہیں
تشریف ملسو هيلع هللا ىلصتوآپ،ک کہ قریباآدھی رات ہوگئیکاانتظارکرتے رہے یہاں ت

کرتے ہوئے متوجہنے ہمیںملسو هيلع هللا ىلصالئے اورہمیں نمازپڑھائی۔پھرآپ
موا،الناسصلىقد«: ارشادفرمایا لوگوں نے »انتظرمتوهاماصالةيفإنكمأماو

نمازاداکی اورپھرسوگئے اورتم جب تک نمازکاانتظارکرتے رہے نمازہی 
) ۔37(میں رہے

ندسے بیدارہونے پرتعلیم:رات کونی
، گھرہی میں رہتی تھیںساتھ کے ملسو هيلع هللا ىلصاُمہات المٔومنین چونکہ آپ 

تھا۔اُم سلمؓہ صل احکرنے کاخوب موقعسے استفاده ملسو هيلع هللا ىلصآپ کواس لیے ان
ماذاهللا،سبحان«ایک رات نبی کریم نے بیدارہوتے ہی فرمایا:فرماتی ہیں کہ

الدنيايفكاسيةفرباحلجر،صواحباتأيقظوااخلزائن،منفتحوماذاالفنت،منالليلةأنزل
سبحان هللا،اس شب میں کس قدرفتنے نازل کیے گئے »)38(»اآلخرةيفعارية

ان حجره والیوں کوجگادو۔کیوں ۔ہیں اورکتنے ہی خزانے کھولے گئے ہیں
کہ دنیامیں لباس پہننے والی کتنی عورتیں آخرت میں برہنہ ہوں گی۔

شب گزرنے کے بعدتعلیم:دوتہائی
کہ ، کواس قدرفکرتھا ملسو هيلع هللا ىلصاُمت کی تعلیم وتربیت کے بارے میں آپ

آپ کوئی بھی لمحہ ہاتھ سے نہیں جانے دیتے جس میں انہیں کوئی فائده کی 
بات نہیں پہنچادی ہو۔چنانچہ منقول ہے:جب دوتہائی رات گزرجاتی 

بھونچال ٰی کویادکرو!تورسول هللا اُٹھتے اورفرماتے اے لوگو!هللا تعال
آچکا،اس کے پیچھے ایک اوربھونچال آرہاہے۔موت اپنی سختیوں کے 

۔)39(ہمراه آچکی،موت اپنی سختیوں کے ہمراه آچکی
دورانیہ کالس:

اصحاب صفہ اگرچہ اس قدر مفلس اورنادارتھے کہ کسی کے پاس 
تک جس کوگردن سے باندھ کرگھٹنوں،ایک کپڑے سے زیاده نہیں ہوتاتھا

تاہم یہ لوگ پأوں ’ جو چادر اور تہہ بند دونوں کاکام دیتاتھا،چھوڑدیتے 
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بلکہ جنگل میں جاکرلکڑیاں چن التے  اور ان ،جوڑ کرنہیں بیٹھتے تھے
کو بیچ کر آدھا خیرات کردیتے اور آدھاآپس میں بانٹ لیتے۔اس بنا پرتعلیم 

ہے کہ صفہ کے اور درس کا وقت رات کومقررکیاگیا۔ایک روایت میں 
۔)40(عالوه بھی ایک جگہ تھی جہاں اصحاب صفہ رات کوتعلیم پاتے تھے 

کتابت کی تعلیم:
عرب میں لکھنے پڑھنے کا رواج بہت کم تھا ۔اسالم آیاتوتحریر 
وکتابت کافن بھی گویاساتھ لے کر آیا۔سب سے بڑی ضرورت قرآن مجید 

نے شروع ہی سے ملسو هيلع هللا ىلصاس بناپررسول هللا’کے ضبط اور تدوین کی تھی
کتابت کی ترویج کی طرف توجہ فرمائی۔جنگ بدر کے اسیران میں سے 

منوره جولوگ فدیہ نہیں ادا کرسکے ۔ان کو اس شرط پر رہاکیاگیا کہ مدینہ
میں ره کرلوگوں کولکھناسکھادیں۔سنن ابودأود کی ایک حدیث سے ثابت 

لکھنابھی داخل ہوتاہے کہ اصحاب صفہ کوجوتعلیم دی جاتی تھی اس میں 
قرآن مجید کے ساتھ لکھنے رضی هللا عنہ چنانچہ سیدناعبادة بن صامت’تھا

والقرآنالكتاب،الصفةأهلمنساعلمتکہتے ہیں کہ:،کی بھی تعلیم دیتے تھے
میں نے اصحاب صفہ میں سے چندلوگوں ‘‘) 41(قوسامنهمرجلإيلفأهدى

کے صلہ میں مجھ کوایک شخص کوقرآن مجیداور لکھنے کی تعلیم دی اس
’’نے ایک کمان تحفہ میں دی۔

ازواج مطہرات کی تعلیم: 
۔ یہی نے ازواج کی تعلیم وکتابت کا انتظام بھی کیا تھاملسو هيلع هللا ىلصرسول هللا 

وجہ ہے کہ  اسالمی شریعت کےتقریبا آدھے احکامات امہات المو منین 
ِ سے منقول ہیں۔  ّٰ صلىهللارسولعليدخل:کہتی ہے کہ)42(الِشّفَاء بِْنِت َعْبِدا

)43(»الكتابةعلمتيهاكماالنملةرقيةهذهتعلمنيأال«: يلفقالحفصةعندوأوسلمعليههللا

تشریف الئے جب کہ ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص کریمسیده شفاء بنت عبدؓهللا بیان کرتی ہیں کہ نبی‘‘
نے مجھ سے ملسو هيلع هللا ىلصتوآپ ، میں اُم المٔومنین سیده حفصؓہ کے پاس تھی

رمایا:تم اسے نملہ(بچوں کی پسلیوں پرنکلنے والی پھنسیوں)کادم کیوں ف
’’کہ اسے لکھناسکھایاہے۔اجیسنہیں سکھادیتی 

عورتوں کی تعلیم:عام 
کے پاس آئی اوربولی:اے هللا کے ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص ایک عورت رسول هللا

رسول!مردحضرات  آپ کی گفتگوسے مستفیدہوتے ہیں۔لٰہذا آپ اپنی طرف 
س دن ہم آپ کے پاس ،اے کوئی دن متعین کردیجئے سے ہمارے لی

حاضرہوجایاکریں ۔تاکہ هللا نے آپ کو جوعلم دیاہے آپ ہمیں اس کی تعلیم 
نے فرمایاتم عورتیں فالں دن فالں مقام پرجمع ہوجایاکرو۔وه سب ملسو هيلع هللا ىلصدیں۔آپ 

تشریف الئے اور عورتوں کوتعلیم ملسو هيلع هللا ىلصاس جگہ جمع ہوگئیں۔پھررسول هللا
نکلے ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص نچہ دوسری حدیث میں ہے کہ:ایک مرتبہ رسول هللا۔ چنا)44(دی

بھی تھے۔آپ کوخیال ہواکہ اورآپ کے ساتھ سیدنا بالل رضی هللا عنہ
عورتوں کوخطبہ اچھی طرح سنائی نہیں دیا۔توآپ نے اُنہیں علیحده نصیحت 
فرمائی اورصدقے کاحکم دیا۔توکوئی عورت بالی اورکوئی انگوٹھی ڈالنے 
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ل رضی هللا عنہ اپنے کپڑے کے دامن میں یہ چیزیں لینے لگی اوربال
۔)45(لگے

بچوں کو تعلیم:
سیدناابن عباؓس فرماتے ہیں کہ میں ایک دن سواری پرنبی کریم 

نے فرمایا:اے چھوٹے لڑکے!میں تمہیں ملسو هيلع هللا ىلصکے پیچھے سوارتھا توآپملسو هيلع هللا ىلص
ی ہیہ کی پاسداری کرو وه تمہارچندباتوں کی تعلیم دے رہاہوں:احکام الٰ 

تم هللا کوہرمصیبت میں اپنے ’حفاظت کرے گا۔اوامراٰلہیہ کی حفاظت کرو
پاس پأو گے۔جب تم سوال کروتوهللا تعالٰی سے سوال کرو اورجب مددطلب 
کروتوهللا تعالٰی سے مددطلب کرو۔یہ بات اچھی طرح سمجھ لوکہ اگرساری 

توتمہیں صرف اس قدرنفع،اُمت تمہیں نفع پہنچانے کے لیے جمع ہو
اوراگرساری اُمت اس بات پرمتفق ،حاصل ہوگاجوهللا تعالٰی نے لکھ دیاہے

قدرنقصان پہنچاسکیں اس توتمہیں صرف،ہوکہ تمہیں نقصان پہنچائے 
گے جس قدرهللا تعالٰی نے تمہارے لیے تحریرکیاہے۔قلموں 

۔)46(کواُٹھالیاگیااورصحیفے خشک ہوگئے
جوانوں کوتعلیم:

کرنے میں عمر کی کوئی حد نہیں تھی کے علم حاصلملسو هيلع هللا ىلص نبی کریم
جندب بن ،سے اسالمی علوم حاصل کرتےملسو هيلع هللا ىلص ،بلکہ  ہر عمر کے لوگ آپ

فتيانوحننوسلمعليههللاصلىالنيبمعكنا:ہےمنقول سے رضی هللا عنہ عبدهللا
ہم نبی )47(»إميابهفازددالقرآنتعلمنامثالقرآن،نتعلمأنقبلاإلميانفتعلمنا«حزاورة،
قرآن یں ہمنے ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص آپکے پاس رہے اورہم طاقتورجوان تھے۔سوملسو هيلع هللا ىلصکریم 

تواس کے ساتھ کھایا ،پھر قرآن مجیدسکھایامجیدسیکھنے سے پہلے ایمان س
۔ہمارے ایمان میں اضافہ ہوا

تعلیم حاصل کرنے کے لیے صحابہ کراؓم کاآپس میں باری 
مقررکرنا:

تے ،بلکہ دنیوی معامالت کے صحابہ کرام دنیا کو ترک نہیں کر
سیدناعمرفاروق رضی ساتھ ساتھ دینی معلومات بھی حاصل کرتے۔چنانچہ 

هللا عنہ فرماتے ہیں کہ میں اورمیراانصاری پڑوسی اطراف مدینہ میں 
کی خدمت میں حاضرہوتے ملسو هيلع هللا ىلصرہتے تھے۔ہم دونوں باری باری رسول هللا 

آتا،اس دن کووحی تھے۔ایک دن وه آتا،ایک دن میں آتا۔جس دن میں 
۔آپ اوردیگرباتوں کی خبر اُسے دیتااورجب وه آتاتووه بھی اسی طرح کرتا

منوهيزيدبنأميةبينيفاألنصارمنيلوجارأكنترضی هللا عنہ فرماتے ہیں:
افإذيوما،وأنزليوماينزلوسلم،عليههللاصلىهللارسولعلىالنزولنتناوبوكنااملدينةعوايل
األنصاريصاحيبفنزلذلك،مثلفعلنزلوإذاوغريه،الوحيمناليومذلكخبربجئتهنزلت

أمرحدثقد: فقالإليه،فخرجتففزعتهو؟أمث: فقالشديدا،ضريبفضربنوبته،يوم
عليههللاصلىهللارسولطلقكن: فقلتتبكي،هيفإذاحفصةعلىفدخلت: قال. عظيم

أطلقت:قائموأفقلتوسلمعليههللاصلىالنيبعلىدخلتمثأدري،ال: قالتوسلم؟
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)48(أكربهللا: فقلت»ال«: قالنساءك؟

جنات کو تعلیم:
کی بعثت صرف انسانوں کے لئے نہیں تھی ، بلکہ ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص نبی کریم

نے انسانوں کی ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص کی امت میں شامل ہیں۔ جس طرح آپملسو هيلع هللا ىلص جنات بھی آپ
نے جنات کو بھی وحی کے ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص کیا ، اسی طرح آپتعلیم وتربیت کا انتظام

ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص علوم سے روشناس کرایا۔ایک طریقہ یہ تھا کہ جنات خود آتے اور آپ
کی مجلس میں احکامات سنتے اور پھر واپس چلے جاتے۔جس طرح جنات 
کا ایک گروپ آیا  اور قرآن مجید کی آیتیں سن کر اپنی قوم کے پاس واپس 

آیتوں سے متعلق باتیں کی۔قرآن مجید میں هللا تعالٰی کا گیا، اور انہیں قرآنی
فـََلمَّاأَْنِصُتواقَاُلواَحَضُروهُ فـََلمَّااْلُقْرآنَ َيْسَتِمُعونَ اجلِْنِّ ِمنَ نـََفرًاإِلَْيكَ َصَرفْـَناَوِإذْ ارشاد ہے:

ْعَناَّ إِ قـَْوَمَناَ قَاُلوا۔ُمْنِذرِينَ قـَْوِمِهمْ ِإَىل َولَّْواُقِضيَ  ً مسَِ بـَْنيَ ِلَماُمَصدِّقًاُموَسىبـَْعدِ ِمنْ أُْنزِلَ ِكَتا
َِّ َداِعيَ َأِجيُبواقـَْوَمَناَ ) 47(ُمْسَتِقيمٍ طَرِيقٍ َوِإَىل احلَْقِّ ِإَىل يـَْهِدييََدْيهِ  ِمنْ َلُكمْ يـَْغِفرْ بِهِ َوآِمُنواا

رُْكمْ ُذنُوِبُكمْ  َِّ َداِعيَ جيُِبْ َال َوَمنْ ) 48(لِيمٍ أَ َعَذابٍ ِمنْ َوجيُِ لَهُ َولَْيسَ اْألَْرضِ ِيف ِمبُْعِجزٍ فـََلْيسَ ا
اور وه وقت قابل ذکر ہے جب ہم نے ۔)49(ُمِبنيٍ َضَاللٍ ِيف أُولَِئكَ أَْولَِياءُ ُدونِهِ ِمنْ 

جنوں میں سے کئی شخص تمہاری طرف متوجہ کئے کہ قرآن سنیں۔تو 
ننے حاضر ہوئے تو آپس میں کہنے لگے کہ خاموش جب وه اس کو س

رہو۔جب پڑھنا ختم ہوا تو وه اپنی برادری کے لوگوں میں واپس گئے کہ ان 
کو خبردار کریں۔کہنے لگے کہ اے قوم ہم نے ایک کتاب سنی ہے، جو 
موسٰی کے بعد نازل ہوئی ہے۔جو کتابیں اس سے پہلے نازل ہوئی  ہیں ان 

سچا دین اور سیدھا راستہ بتاتی ہے۔اے ہماری کی تصدیق کرتی ہے،اور
قوم هللا کی طرف  بالنے والے کی بات کو قبول کرو،اور اس پر ایمان 
الو،هللا تمہارے گناه بخش دے گا اور تمہیں دکھ  دینے والے عذاب سے پناه 
میں رکھے گا۔اور  جو شخص هللا کی طرف بالنے والے کی بات قبول نہ 

یں هللا کو عاجز نہیں کرسکے گا اور نہ اس کے سوا کرے گا تو وه زمین م
اس کے حمایتی ہوں گے،یہ لوگ کھلی گمراہی میں ہیں ۔

پر  ایک پوری سورة (سورة الجن) جنات سے متعلق احکامات اور تعلیم 
َّ فـََقاُلوااجلِْنِّ ِمنَ نـََفرٌ اْسَتَمعَ أَنَّهُ ِإَيلَّ أُوِحيَ ُقلْ :۔ارشاد ہے)50(نازل ہوئی ْعَناِإ ً مسَِ قـُْرآ

)51(۔۔۔۔۔۔۔َعَجًبا

خود ان کے ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص جنات کو تعلیم دینے کا دوسرا طریقہ یہ تھا کہ آپ
پاس تشریف لے جاتے ، اور وہاں انہیں الہامی تعلیمات سے آگاه 
کرتے۔اسالمی تاریخ میں اس طرح کے واقعات کئی دفعہ پیش آئے ہیں 

اتا ہے۔مثال ابن مسعود رضی هللا عنہ ،جنہیں لیلۃ الجن کے نام سے یاد کیا ج
هليلةذاتهللارسولمعكناکہتے ہیں:  استطري: فقلنا. والشعاباألوديةيففالتمسناهففقد

فقلنا: قال. حراءقبلمنجاءهوإذاأصبحنافلماقوماتليلةبشرفبتنا: قال. اغتيلأو
كهللارسول ين«: فقال. قوماتليلةشربفبتناجندكفلمفطلبناكفقد اجلنداعيأ
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رهمفأرابنافانطلق: قال»القرآنعليهمفقرأتمعهفذهبت رآ موآ : فقالالزادوسألوهنريا
. لدوابكمعلفبعرةوكلحلمايكونماأوفرأيديكميفيقععليههللاسمذكرعظمكللكم" 

ماماتستنجوافال«:وسلمعليههللاصلىهللارسولفقال ۔ابن )52(»إخوانكمطعامفإ
کے ساتھ ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص مسعود رضی هللا عنہ کہتے ہیں کہ ہم ایک رات نبی کریم

ہم سے غائب ہوئے۔ہم نےوادیوں اور گھاٹیوں میں آپ کو ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص تھے،تو آپ
کو اچھک کر لے ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص تالش کیا ، مگر آپ نہیں ملے۔ہم نے کہا کہ شاید آپ

حرا کی ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص ف ده رات گزاری۔جب صبح ہوئی تو آپگیا ۔ہم نے بڑی تکلی
نے فرمایا کہ ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص طرف سے آئے۔ہم نے آپ کو سارا قصہ بیان کیا،تو آپ

جنات کی طرف سے مجھے بالوه آیا تھا۔میں وہاں گیا اور انہیں قرآن مجید 
کی تعلیم دیدی۔

نتائج:
کی زندگی کے آخری  تئیس سالوں کو شرعی لحاظ ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص نبی کریم۔١

١٠سال مکی  ،جب کہ ١٣ے دور نبوی کہا جاتا ہے۔جس میں  س
سال مدنی زندگی شامل ہے۔ 

ان تعلیم ، انسان کو هللا تعالٰی نے جو صالحیتیں دی ہیں،۔٢
انجام صالحیتیوں کی بتدریج  اور ہمہ گیر نشو و نما کا فریضہ

دیتی ہے۔  
مرد و عورت قرآن و حدیث کی رو سے علم کا حصول ہر مسلمان ۔٣

پر فرض ہے۔
ایک مکمل  استاد اور معلم تھے۔موقع اور محل کی ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص نبی کریم ۔۴

مناسبت سے تعلیم دیتے تھے۔
نے مکی  اور مدنی  دونوں  ادوار میں لوگوں کو علم ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص نبی کریم۔۵

کی روشنی سے روشناس کرانے کی ہر ممکن کوشش کی، جن میں 
اور جنات   بھی  شامل مردوں کے ساتھ ساتھ   عورتیں  ، بچے

تھے۔
دار ارقم   اور مسجد  نبوی  دور نبوی  میں تعلیم وتعلم  کے دو اہم ۔۶

مراکز تھے۔

ء١٩٩’داراالشاعت کراچی’اُردو ایڈیشن’بہ ذیل ماده’المنجد’لویس معلوف)1(
، دار الكتب ١۵۵: ١التعریفات ، ) ، كتاب ـه816الجرجاني علي بن محمد (المتوفى: )2(

١، یروت لبنان ، الطبعة األولى العلمیة ب ء١٩٨٣۔٠٣
٨٣:۵سورة المائدة)3(
٦٠: ٨ل سورة االنفا)4(
المصباح المنیر في غریب الشرح ،)ـه770أحمد بن محمد بن علي الفیومي ،  (المتوفى: )5(

ء١٩٨،بیروت–المكتبة العلمیة ،  ١٢٦:الكبیر
)6(edition University pressthOxford Learners Dictionary,page no:467,8

) ، المسند الصحیح المختصر ـه261القشیري مسلم بن الحجاج النیسابوري (المتوفى: )  7(
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دار ،١۴٧٨بنقل العدل عن العدل إلى رسول هللا صلى هللا علیھ وسلم ،کتاب الطالق ، رقم 
ت،(س۔ن)بیرو–ي إحیاء التراث العرب

بذیل ’الدلیل المفہرس اللفاظ القرآن الکریم بحاشیۃ الشریف’حسین محمد’الشافعی’فہمی) 8(
ء٢٠٠٢’قاہره’دارالسالم’ادهم
١١سورة ٰطہٰ ) 9( :٢٠
٩:٣٩سورة الزمر)10(
١١:۵٨سورة المجادلہ)11(
٢٨:٣۵سورة فاطر)12(
تھے۔ان کی نسبت مفسرحنفی فقیہ اورت ،ابوالبرکاعبدهللا بن احمد’فینس)13(

نََسف[نخشب]کی طرف ہے۔جودریائے جیجون اورسمرقندکے درمیان واقع ہے۔تفسیرکے 
الوافی اور الکافی جیسی مفیدکتابیں ’کشف االسرار’المنار’عالوه انہوں نے کنزالدقائق

، ١ص:’التراجمتاج’ قاسم بن قطلوبغا ۔وت ہوئےء کووف١٣١٠۔ھ ١٠۔ںبھی لکھی
دارالعلم ،  ٦: االعالم’خیرالدین’ِزِرکلی۔۔۔ ء١٩٩٢’مشقددارالقلم

ء١٩’بیروت’یینللمال
مدارک التنزیل وحقائق (تفسیرالنسفی ’عبدهللا بن احمدمحمود’النسفی)14(

٩ص:’)التاویل ء٢٠٠٨’لبنانبیروت’دارالمعرفۃ’٨
١: ٩٦سورة العلق)15(
داراحیاء ’٣٩١٠ح:’١٩۵:١٠’یرالمعجم الکب’سلیمان بن احمد’الطبرانی)16(

ء١٩٨٦’العربی’التراث
) ، سنن ابن ماجھ ،کتاب اقامۃ ـه273القزویني محمد بن یزیدابن ماجة (المتوفى: )17(

،دار إحیاء الكتب ٩٢۵الصلوة والسنۃ بعد التسلیم ،باب ما یقال بعد التسلیم،رقم 
(س۔ن)العربیة،بیروت،

٣٨اب ماتعوذ منہ رسول هللا ، رقم ب’کتاب الدعاء’اجہسنن ابن م)18( ٣
الجامع المسند الصحیح المختصر من أمور رسول هللا ’محمد بن اسماعیل ’بخاریال)19(

باب خیرکم من ’کتاب فضائل القرآن’صلى هللا علیھ وسلم وسننھ وأیامھ = صحیح البخاري
ه1422األولى، الطبعة:دار طوق النجاة ،بیروت،’۵٠٢٨رقم   ’تعلم القرآن وعلمہ

١۵١: ٢سورة البقرة)20(
١٦:  ٣سورة آل عمران)21(
١۴٧٨،کتاب الطالق ، رقم صحیح مسلم)  22(
١: ٢٢سورة الحج)23(
١٢٢:٩سورة التوبۃ)24(
دارالکتب ’:٢١٢’١٢٢:٩بذیل سورة التوبہ ’تفسیرخازن’علی بن محمد’الدینعالء )25(

١’بیروت’العلمیہ ھ١۵
دار ،٢:٣الطبقات الكبرى، ،)ـه230أبو عبد هللا محمد بن سعد(المتوفى: دابن سع)26(

ء1968األولى، الطبعة:بیروت ،–صادر 
١٣٣رقم   ’باب ذکرالعلم والفتیافی المسجد’کتاب العلم’صحیح بخاری)27(
پرواقع مسافت چھ یاسات میل کی مکہ معظمہ جاتے ہوئے یہ مدینہ منوره سے)28(

]٢:٢٨٦ے۔[معجم البلدانٔوں کانام ہایک گا
یہ مکہ ہے ۔مدینہ منوره کے راستے میں واقع کانام ہے  جوبڑے گأوںہ اُس  ی)29(

:٢ان[معجم البلدمعظمہ سے چاردن کے فاصلے پرہے۔اس کاپرانا نام مھیعہ تھا۔
١١١[

کے ات اسے قرن ثعالب بھی کہتے ہیں۔جو کہ مکہ معظمہ سے ایک دن اورر)30(
]٣٣٢:فاصلے پرہے۔[معجم البلدان

١٠١،کتاب العلم ، باب ھل یجعل للنساء یوما  علٰیحدة  فی العلم ، رقم صحیح بخاری)31(
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: ١ی ،  فتح الباری شرح صحیح البخار’احمدبن علی بن حجرعسقالنیال)32(
١٣’بیروت’دارالمعرفہ’٩٦ ھ٩

١،ص:٣،حصہ :٢جلد’طبقات ابن سعد)33(
باب ماجاءفی اجازة خبرالواحدالصدوق فی االذان ’کتاب اخبارآالحاد’صحیح بخاری)34(

٢رقم ’والصالة والصوم والفرائض واالحکام ۔٦
٣٠٦حدیث نمبر:’باب العون بالمدد’کتاب الجہاد’صحیح بخاری)35(
١١٦کتاب العلم ، باب السمر فی العلم ، رقم ’صحیح بخاری)36(
حدیث ’اء الی نصف اللیلباب وقت العش’کتاب مواقیت الصالة’خاریصحیح ب)37(

۵نمبر: ۔٢
115رقم   ’لم والعظۃ باللیلباب:الع’کتاب العلم’صحیح بخاری)38(
باب ’ملسو هيلع هللا ىلصباب صفۃ القیامۃ عن رسول هللا’سنن ترمذی’محمدبن عیسیٰ ’ترمذی)39(

٢حدیث نمبر:’منہ ء٢٠٠’دارابن الہیثم’۵
١٨٨:  ٣’مسنداحمد’نبلاحمدبن ح’حنبل)40(
رقم ’باب فی کسب المعلم’کتاب االجارة’سنن ابی دأود’سلیمان بن اشعث’ابودأود)41(

٣ ء٢٠٠۵’دار الکتب العلمیہ ،بیروت ’١٦
لقب شفاء تھا۔صحابیات میں ’اصل نام لیلیٰ ’اُم سلیمان’شفاء بنت عبدهللا بن عبدشمس)42(

پ نے لکھناسکھایاتھاھی۔سیده حفصہ کوبھی آ سے ہیں۔زمانہ جاہلیت میں لکھاکرتی ت
ء کووفات ۶۴٠ھ بمطابق ٢٠۔سیدناعمؓر آپ کی رائے کابہت احترام کرتے تھے۔

أبو عمر یوسف بن عبد هللا القرطبي (المتوفى: ۔ (احادیث آپ سے منقول ہیں’12۔ںپائی
یروت،ب،دار الجیل،٣٣٩٨اب الشین ، رقم ه)، االستیعاب في معرفة األصحاب،ب463

ء)1992-ه 1412الطبعة: األولى، 
٣٨٨رقم ’باب فی الرقی’لطبکتاب ا’سنن ابی دأود)43(
٣١٠رقم ’باب تعلیم النبی ’کتاب االعتصام بالکتاب والسنہ’صحیح بخاری)44(
٩٨رقم ’باب عظۃ االمام النساءوتعلیمہن’کتاب العلم’صحیح بخاری)45(
٢۵١٦رقم ’اب منہب’القیامہابواب صفۃ’سنن ترمذی)46(
٨٦رقم ’االیمانباب فی ’مقدمہال’سنن ابن ماجہ)47(
٨٩رقم  ’ب التناوب فی العلمبا’کتاب العلم’صحیح بخاری)48(
٣٢تا ٢٩:  ۴۶سورة االحقاف )49(
) ،تفسیر القرآن العظیم (ابن ـه774(المتوفى: بن كثیر أبو الفداء إسماعیل بن عمر )50(

ه1419-األولى الطبعة:،بیروتالعلمیة،سورة البقره  ، دار الكتب، ٢۵١: ٨كثیر)، 
٧تا  ١:  ٧٢سورة الجن  )51(
۴۵٠صحیح مسلم ،کتاب الصلٰوة ، باب الجہر بالقراءة فی الصبح ، رقم )52(
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Abstract. Stability is one of the most important concepts in Discrete Dynam-
ical Systems. Behaviour of orbits in the neighbourhood of fixed points can tell
much about the behaviour of the system. Although in literature there are some
computer codes to find stability types of the fixed points, they are generally lack
of non-hyperbolic fixed points for one dimensional models and center manifolds
for two dimensional models. We give Mathematica codes for the stability of one
dimensional and two dimensional models with non-hyperbolic cases and center
manifolds. These codes will be useful for whom dealing with real world problems
including population growth, compound interest and annuities, radioactive decay
and pollution control,etc.

Keywords: Discrete Dynamical systems, Stability Analysis, Fixed Points,Center
Manifold,Mathematica

1. Introduction. Dynamical modelling is the study of change and changes take place everywhere
in life. As a result dynamical systems have a wide range of application areas in applied science
and engineering. With these systems, real life situations can be turned into the language of
mathematics. Discrete dynamical systems are described by difference equations (or recurrence
relations) so it has mathematical simplicity and amenability to computerization. This encourages
researchers to use discrete dynamical models in many disciplines. If one can create a good model
for a real life situation, we will be able to predict the future states of the system by simply iterations
according to this model. But even the simplest models can exhibit complex behavior in the long
run and can go to chaos. Instead of doing large number of iterations, it is something logical if we
look at the behavior of orbits near fixed points. Stability Theory is important as itself as well as
it serves to the Chaos Theory.

Genetics, population biology, engineering, chemistry, economics are some of the areas that
discrete dynamical systems are widely used for modelling. For example for population biology, let
xn denote the number of species at time n, then xn+1 denotes the number of species one step later
that is at time n+1. One can find a pattern between xn and xn+1 taking into account birth, death,
immigration, and emigration. This will be a one dimension linear discrete dynamical model for
population. On the other hand, if she/he adds to the model intra-specific interactions then the
new model will be a nonlinear one dimensional model. Furthermore, if interspecific interactions
with another species are included, the new system will be two or more dimensional model.
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Mathematica is a very popular computational software program used in many scientific, engi-
neering, mathematical and computing fields. It is a symbolic, numerical and graphical manipula-
tion package [3]. This paper includes Mathematica codes for stability and Center manifolds. These
codes will be useful for whom want to do stability analysis of a system without getting lost in long
proofs and theory. These codes may be useful for whom already know the theory and want to
revise these codes according to his work.

Ü. Ufuktepe and S. Kapçak give Mathematica modules for one- dimensional stability [2]. In
that study they provide Mathematica applications including the stability of the one dimensional
system, the Cobweb diagram for one dimensional system, the time series diagram, bifurcation
diagrams and the phase plane diagrams for two-dimensional systems.

With this work we focus on only the ”Stability Theory”. We give the different codes for one
dimensional models and two dimensional stability with Center Manifold Theory.

2. Stability Analysis for One Dimensional Models. Let f :R→R be a map where R is the
set of real numbers. Take an initial point x0∈ R and iterate this point with respect to the map f.
The set of values found with iterations give us the orbit O(x0) of the point x0. That is
O(x0) ={x0,f(x0),f2(x0),f3(x0),...} where fn=fofofo...f (n times)

If we let xn=fn(x0), then we obtain the first-order difference equation xn+1=f(xn)

Definition (Fixed Point) : Consider the difference equation xn+1=f(xn)
A point x* is said to be a fixed point of the map f if f(x*)=x*

Definition (Stability): Let f: I→I be a map and x* be a fixed point of f, where I is an interval
in the set of real numbers R. Then x* is said to be stable if for any ε > 0, there exists δ >0 such
that for all x0 ε I with |x0-x*| < δ we have |fn(x0)-x*| < ε for all n ε Z+.

Theorem (Criteria for Stability -for Hyperbolic Fixed Points): Let f be a map which
is continuously differentiable at x*. And let x* be a hyperbolic fixed point of the map f that is
|f ′(x∗)| 6=1.Then
1.If |f ′(x∗)| < 1, then x* is asymptotically stable.
2.If |f ′(x∗)| > 1, then x* is unstable.

The following code works when the user give a function g that depends on x and the output
will be the fixed points with their types (stable-unstable).

OneDimensionalStability[g , x ]:=OneDimensionalStability[g , x ]:=OneDimensionalStability[g , x ]:=Module[{G, u, l, czl, czl1,Sch},Module[{G, u, l, czl, czl1,Sch},Module[{G, u, l, czl, czl1,Sch},
G[u ]:=g/.x→ u; czl = Solve[G[u] == u, u];G[u ]:=g/.x→ u; czl = Solve[G[u] == u, u];G[u ]:=g/.x→ u; czl = Solve[G[u] == u, u];czl1 = u/.czl; l = Length[czl1];czl1 = u/.czl; l = Length[czl1];czl1 = u/.czl; l = Length[czl1];
Sch[u ]:=G′′′[u]/G′[u]− 3/2(G′′[u]/G′[u])∧2;Sch[u ]:=G′′′[u]/G′[u]− 3/2(G′′[u]/G′[u])∧2;Sch[u ]:=G′′′[u]/G′[u]− 3/2(G′′[u]/G′[u])∧2;
Do[Which[Do[Which[Do[Which[
−1 < G′[czl1[[i]]] < 1,Print[“f has hyperbolic stable fixed point at ”, “x=”, czl1[[i]]],−1 < G′[czl1[[i]]] < 1,Print[“f has hyperbolic stable fixed point at ”, “x=”, czl1[[i]]],−1 < G′[czl1[[i]]] < 1,Print[“f has hyperbolic stable fixed point at ”, “x=”, czl1[[i]]],
G′[czl1[[i]]] > 1,Print["f has hyperbolic unstable fixed point at ", “x=”, czl1[[i]]],G′[czl1[[i]]] > 1,Print["f has hyperbolic unstable fixed point at ", “x=”, czl1[[i]]],G′[czl1[[i]]] > 1,Print["f has hyperbolic unstable fixed point at ", “x=”, czl1[[i]]],
G′[czl1[[i]]] < −1,Print["f has hyperbolic unstable fixed point at ", “x=”, czl1[[i]]],G′[czl1[[i]]] < −1,Print["f has hyperbolic unstable fixed point at ", “x=”, czl1[[i]]],G′[czl1[[i]]] < −1,Print["f has hyperbolic unstable fixed point at ", “x=”, czl1[[i]]],
G′[czl1[[i]]]==1, If[G′′[czl1[[i]]]!=0,G′[czl1[[i]]]==1, If[G′′[czl1[[i]]]!=0,G′[czl1[[i]]]==1, If[G′′[czl1[[i]]]!=0,
Print["f has nonhyperbolic unstable (semistable) fixed point at", “x=”, czl1[[i]]],Print["f has nonhyperbolic unstable (semistable) fixed point at", “x=”, czl1[[i]]],Print["f has nonhyperbolic unstable (semistable) fixed point at", “x=”, czl1[[i]]],
Which[G′′′[czl1[[i]]] < 0,Print[“f has nonhyperbolic stable fixed point at ”, “x=”, czl1[[i]]],Which[G′′′[czl1[[i]]] < 0,Print[“f has nonhyperbolic stable fixed point at ”, “x=”, czl1[[i]]],Which[G′′′[czl1[[i]]] < 0,Print[“f has nonhyperbolic stable fixed point at ”, “x=”, czl1[[i]]],
G′′′[czl1[[i]]] > 0,Print[“f has nonhyperbolic unstable fixed point at ”, “x=”, czl1[[i]]]]],G′′′[czl1[[i]]] > 0,Print[“f has nonhyperbolic unstable fixed point at ”, “x=”, czl1[[i]]]]],G′′′[czl1[[i]]] > 0,Print[“f has nonhyperbolic unstable fixed point at ”, “x=”, czl1[[i]]]]],
G′[czl1[[i]]] == −1,Which[Sch[czl1[[i]]] < 0,G′[czl1[[i]]] == −1,Which[Sch[czl1[[i]]] < 0,G′[czl1[[i]]] == −1,Which[Sch[czl1[[i]]] < 0,
Print[“f has nonhyperbolic stable fixed point at ”, “x=”, czl1[[i]]],Sch[czl1[[i]]] > 0,Print[“f has nonhyperbolic stable fixed point at ”, “x=”, czl1[[i]]],Sch[czl1[[i]]] > 0,Print[“f has nonhyperbolic stable fixed point at ”, “x=”, czl1[[i]]],Sch[czl1[[i]]] > 0,
Print[“f has nonhyperbolic unstable fixed point at ”, “x=”, czl1[[i]]]]], {i, 1, l}]]Print[“f has nonhyperbolic unstable fixed point at ”, “x=”, czl1[[i]]]]], {i, 1, l}]]Print[“f has nonhyperbolic unstable fixed point at ”, “x=”, czl1[[i]]]]], {i, 1, l}]]

¸
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Example 2.1. Let us find the fixed points of this one dimensional system xn+1 = x2n + 3xn

In[1]:In[1]:In[1]:OneDimensionalStability[x∧2 + 3x, x]OneDimensionalStability[x∧2 + 3x, x]OneDimensionalStability[x∧2 + 3x, x]
Out[1]:f has nonhyperbolic stable fixed point at x=− 2
f has hyperbolic unstable fixed point at x=0

3. Stability Analysis for Two Dimensional Models. Let’s consider the following linear sys-
tems:

xn+1=a xn + b yn
xn+1=c xn + d yn

where a,b,c,d are real constants.
The only fixed point of this system is (0,0). To investigate the stability of two dimensional linear
maps, we need to find the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix. According to eigenvalues of the
linear system, one can determine the stability type of the fixed point (0,0):
If 0<λ1<1<λ2 then saddle,
If 0<λ2 <λ1<1 then sink,
If λ2>λ1>1 then source,
If λ = a+ ib , |λ| < 1, b 6= 0 then spiral sink
If λ = a+ ib , |λ| > 1, b 6= 0 then spiral source
If λ = a+ ib , |λ| = 1, b 6= 0 then center
If -1<λ1<0, λ2<-1 then oscillatory saddle
If λ1>1, λ2<-1 then oscillatory source

Linear models are generally unrealistic for real world applications. Interactions do not allow to
be linear. Ignoring these relations makes the model simpler but less reliable. So for a dynamical
system being linear with no interactions is a strong condition and generally does not hold. At this
point to say something about the stability of fixed points, linearization methods should be used.
Linearization refers to finding the linear approximation to a function at a given point. In the study
of dynamical systems, linearization is a method for assessing the local stability of a fixed point of
a system of nonlinear discrete dynamical systems. For the stability analysis of nonlinear models,
one can use the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix evaluated at the fixed point to determine the
nature of that fixed point. Here Jacobian matrix can be thought as coefficient matrix in linear
case. This linearization can be done for the neighborhood of a point.

Consider the following system where f and g are nonlinear.

xn+1=f(x,y)
yn+1=g(x,y)

The following module is used to find the fixed points and their stability of two dimensional
system (for both linear and nonlinear cases). The user enters functions f and g, the output gives
the fixed points and their stability.

TwoDimensionalStability[f , g ]:=Module[{cz, czm, F,G, J,A, l},TwoDimensionalStability[f , g ]:=Module[{cz, czm, F,G, J,A, l},TwoDimensionalStability[f , g ]:=Module[{cz, czm, F,G, J,A, l},
cz = Solve[{f == x, g == y}, {x, y}]; czm = {x, y}/.cz;F [u , v ]:=f/.x→ ucz = Solve[{f == x, g == y}, {x, y}]; czm = {x, y}/.cz;F [u , v ]:=f/.x→ ucz = Solve[{f == x, g == y}, {x, y}]; czm = {x, y}/.cz;F [u , v ]:=f/.x→ u
/.y → v;G[u , v ]:=g/.x→ u /.y → v;/.y → v;G[u , v ]:=g/.x→ u /.y → v;/.y → v;G[u , v ]:=g/.x→ u /.y → v;
J [{u , v }] = D[{F [u, v], G[u, v]}, {{u, v}}]; l = Length[czm];J [{u , v }] = D[{F [u, v], G[u, v]}, {{u, v}}]; l = Length[czm];J [{u , v }] = D[{F [u, v], G[u, v]}, {{u, v}}]; l = Length[czm];
If[l==0,Print[“No fixed point”],Do[If[Im[First[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]]==0,If[l==0,Print[“No fixed point”],Do[If[Im[First[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]]==0,If[l==0,Print[“No fixed point”],Do[If[Im[First[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]]==0,
If[−1 < Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < 1&&− 1 < Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < 1,If[−1 < Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < 1&&− 1 < Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < 1,If[−1 < Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < 1&&− 1 < Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < 1,
Print[“The fixed point” , czm[[i]], “is Stable sink”],Print[“The fixed point” , czm[[i]], “is Stable sink”],Print[“The fixed point” , czm[[i]], “is Stable sink”],
Which[Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] > 1&&0 < Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < 1,Which[Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] > 1&&0 < Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < 1,Which[Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] > 1&&0 < Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < 1,
Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]], “ is saddle”],Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]], “ is saddle”],Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]], “ is saddle”],
−1 < Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < 0&&Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < −1,−1 < Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < 0&&Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < −1,−1 < Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < 0&&Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < −1,
Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]] , “is oscillatory saddle”],Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]] , “is oscillatory saddle”],Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]] , “is oscillatory saddle”],
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Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] > 1,Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]] , “is source”],Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] > 1,Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]] , “is source”],Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] > 1,Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]] , “is source”],
Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]==− 1&&Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < 1,Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]==− 1&&Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < 1,Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]==− 1&&Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < 1,
Print[“Try to use Center manifold module for ”, czm[[i]]],Print[“Try to use Center manifold module for ”, czm[[i]]],Print[“Try to use Center manifold module for ”, czm[[i]]],
Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]==1,Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]], “is unstable”],Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]==1,Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]], “is unstable”],Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]==1,Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]], “is unstable”],
Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] == −1,Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]], “is unstable”],Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] == −1,Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]], “is unstable”],Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] == −1,Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]], “is unstable”],
Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]==1&&Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < −1,Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]==1&&Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < −1,Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]==1&&Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < −1,
Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]], “is unstable”],Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]], “is unstable”],Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]], “is unstable”],
Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] == −1&&Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] > 1,Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] == −1&&Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] > 1,Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] == −1&&Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] > 1,
Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]], “is unstable”],Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]], “is unstable”],Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]], “is unstable”],
Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]==1&&Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] > −1,Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]==1&&Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] > −1,Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]==1&&Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] > −1,
Print[“Try to use Center manifold module for ”, czm[[i]]],Print[“Try to use Center manifold module for ”, czm[[i]]],Print[“Try to use Center manifold module for ”, czm[[i]]],
Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] > 1&&Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < −1,Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] > 1&&Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < −1,Max[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] > 1&&Min[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]] < −1,
Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]] , “ is oscillatory source”]]],Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]] , “ is oscillatory source”]]],Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]] , “ is oscillatory source”]]],
Which[Abs[First[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]] < 1,Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]],Which[Abs[First[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]] < 1,Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]],Which[Abs[First[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]] < 1,Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]],
“ is spiral sink”],Abs[First[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]]==1,Print[“ is spiral sink”],Abs[First[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]]==1,Print[“ is spiral sink”],Abs[First[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]]==1,Print[
“The fixed point” , czm[[i]] , “is Center”],Abs[First[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]] > 1,“The fixed point” , czm[[i]] , “is Center”],Abs[First[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]] > 1,“The fixed point” , czm[[i]] , “is Center”],Abs[First[Eigenvalues[J [czm[[i]]]]]] > 1,
Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]], “ is spiral source”]]], {i, 1, l}]]]Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]], “ is spiral source”]]], {i, 1, l}]]]Print[“The fixed point”, czm[[i]], “ is spiral source”]]], {i, 1, l}]]]

Example 3.1. Let’s consider the following nonlinear systems

xn+1 = x2n + 3ynxn
yn+1 = y2n − 2ynxn

If we write f and g in our module we get the fixed points and their stability.

In[2]:TwoDimensionalStability[x∧2 + 3yx, y∧2− 2yx]In[2]:TwoDimensionalStability[x∧2 + 3yx, y∧2− 2yx]In[2]:TwoDimensionalStability[x∧2 + 3yx, y∧2− 2yx]
Out[2]:The fixed point

{
− 2

7 ,
3
7

}
is saddle

The fixed point{0, 1}is source
The fixed point{1, 0} is oscillatory source
The fixed point{0, 0}is Stable sink

4. Center Manifolds. In two dimensional maps stability types are determined according to
eigenvalues after linearization. If the fixed point is hyperbolic that is, |λi| 6= 1 i=1,2 , then it is
simple. If at least one of them is greater than 1 or less than -1, we can conclude that it is unstable.
But the case |λ1| = 1 and |λ2| < 1 is more complicated case, it can be stable or unstable. If a
nonhyperbolic map is defined on R2, then the dynamics may be analyzed by studying the dynamics
on an associated one- dimensional center manifold Mc. In mathematics, the center manifold of a
fixed point of a dynamical system consists of orbits whose behavior around the fixed point is not
controlled by either the attraction of the stable manifold or the repulsion of the unstable manifold.

First let us write our system in the following way:

xn+1=A xn + f(xn,yn)
yn+1=B yn + g(xn,yn)

Since we interested in the fixed point write it as

x−→A x + f(x,y)
y−→B y + g(x,y)

where f and g satisfies the following
f(0,0)=0 , g(0,0)=0
Df(0,0)=0, Dg(0,0)=0
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Theorem: There is a Cr center manifold for the system

x−→A x + f(x,y)
y−→B y + g(x,y)

that can be represented locally as
Mc={(x,y) εRtxRs : y=h(x), |x| < δ, h(0)=0, Dh(0)=0, for sufficiently small δ}

Furthermore , the dynamics restricted to Mc are given locally by the map [1]

x−→A x + f(x,h(x)), xεRt

Theorem: If the fixed point 0 of the equation x−→A x + f(x,h(x)) is stable, asymptotically stable,
or unstable then the fixed point (0,0) of the system

x−→A x + f(x,y)
y−→B y + g(x,y)

is also stable, asymptotically stable, or unstable [1].

The important question is how to compute the center manifold or equivalently the curve y=h(x).
Consider again the system

xn+1 = Axn + f(xn, yn)
yn+1 = Byn + g(xn, yn)

(1)

By plugging yn = h(xn) into (1) we get the following equation:

yn+1= h(xn+1)=h(A xn+ f(xn,h(xn))=B h(xn) +g(xn,h(xn))

By solving the system we get the following functional equation:

h[Ax+ f(x, h(x))]−Bh(x)− g(x, h(x)) = 0

It is still a problem to find h(x). Since we have h(0)=0, Dh(0)=0, by Taylor Expansion
h(x) = c1x

2 + c2x
3 + O(x4). Note that the Center Manifold Theorem can be used only for

the fixed point (0,0). Otherwise, the fixed point must be transformed to (0,0).

If the system is in the form x−→A x + f(x,y) and y−→B y +g(x,y), then the user can use the
following module to find the center manifold curve h, and type of the system.The user should enter
the values A and B, the functions f and g.

CenterManifold1[A ,B , f , g ]:=CenterManifold1[A ,B , f , g ]:=CenterManifold1[A ,B , f , g ]:=
Module[{h, S, F,G,K, T, coef, c1, c2, f1, f2,Sch}, F [u , v ]:=f/.x→ uModule[{h, S, F,G,K, T, coef, c1, c2, f1, f2,Sch}, F [u , v ]:=f/.x→ uModule[{h, S, F,G,K, T, coef, c1, c2, f1, f2,Sch}, F [u , v ]:=f/.x→ u
/.y → v;G[u , v ]:=g/.x→ u /.y → v;h[u , c ,d ]:=cu∧2 + du∧3 +O[u]∧4;/.y → v;G[u , v ]:=g/.x→ u /.y → v;h[u , c ,d ]:=cu∧2 + du∧3 +O[u]∧4;/.y → v;G[u , v ]:=g/.x→ u /.y → v;h[u , c ,d ]:=cu∧2 + du∧3 +O[u]∧4;
S = ForAll[u, h[Au+ F [u, h[u, c, d]], c, d] == Bh[u, c, d] +G[u, h[u, c, d]]];S = ForAll[u, h[Au+ F [u, h[u, c, d]], c, d] == Bh[u, c, d] +G[u, h[u, c, d]]];S = ForAll[u, h[Au+ F [u, h[u, c, d]], c, d] == Bh[u, c, d] +G[u, h[u, c, d]]];
K = Resolve[S,Reals];T = Solve[K, {c, d}]; coef = Flatten[{c, d}/.T ];K = Resolve[S,Reals];T = Solve[K, {c, d}]; coef = Flatten[{c, d}/.T ];K = Resolve[S,Reals];T = Solve[K, {c, d}]; coef = Flatten[{c, d}/.T ];
c1 = First[coef]; c2 = Last[coef]; f1 = Au+ F [u, h[u, c1, c2]]; f2[a ]:=f1/.u→ a;c1 = First[coef]; c2 = Last[coef]; f1 = Au+ F [u, h[u, c1, c2]]; f2[a ]:=f1/.u→ a;c1 = First[coef]; c2 = Last[coef]; f1 = Au+ F [u, h[u, c1, c2]]; f2[a ]:=f1/.u→ a;
Print[“h(x)=”, h[x, c1, c2]];Print[“h(x)=”, h[x, c1, c2]];Print[“h(x)=”, h[x, c1, c2]];
Print[“The map f on the center manifold is given by x->”, f2[x]];Print[“The map f on the center manifold is given by x->”, f2[x]];Print[“The map f on the center manifold is given by x->”, f2[x]];
Sch[a ] = f2′′′[a]/f2′[a]− 3/2(f2′′[a]/f2′[a])∧2;Sch[a ] = f2′′′[a]/f2′[a]− 3/2(f2′′[a]/f2′[a])∧2;Sch[a ] = f2′′′[a]/f2′[a]− 3/2(f2′′[a]/f2′[a])∧2;
Which[−1 < f2′[0] < 1,Print[“The fixed point(0,0) is stable”],Which[−1 < f2′[0] < 1,Print[“The fixed point(0,0) is stable”],Which[−1 < f2′[0] < 1,Print[“The fixed point(0,0) is stable”],
f2′[0] > 1,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable ”],f2′[0] > 1,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable ”],f2′[0] > 1,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable ”],
f2′[0] < −1,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable ”],f2′[0] < −1,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable ”],f2′[0] < −1,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable ”],
f2′[0]==1,f2′[0]==1,f2′[0]==1,
If[f2′′[0]!=0,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable”], If[f2′′′[0] < 0,If[f2′′[0]!=0,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable”], If[f2′′′[0] < 0,If[f2′′[0]!=0,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable”], If[f2′′′[0] < 0,
Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is stable”],Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable”]]],Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is stable”],Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable”]]],Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is stable”],Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable”]]],
f2′[0] == −1, If[Sch[0] < 0,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is stable”],f2′[0] == −1, If[Sch[0] < 0,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is stable”],f2′[0] == −1, If[Sch[0] < 0,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is stable”],
Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable”]]]]Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable”]]]]Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable”]]]]
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Example 4.1. Let’s consider the following non-linear discrete dynamical systems

xn+1 = −xn + 5xnyn
yn+1 = − 1

4yn + 3x2n

If we write f and g in our TwoDimensionalStability module we get the fixed points and their
stability.

In[3]:TwoDimensionalStability[−x+ 5xy,−1/4y + 3x∧2]In[3]:TwoDimensionalStability[−x+ 5xy,−1/4y + 3x∧2]In[3]:TwoDimensionalStability[−x+ 5xy,−1/4y + 3x∧2]
Out[3]:Try to use Center manifold module for {0, 0}
The fixed point

{
− 1√

6
, 25

}
is oscillatory source

The fixed point
{

1√
6
, 25

}
is oscillatory source

To find the stability of (0,0) the CenterManifold1 module is used. If we write the values A and
B, the functions f and g, the module gives the stability of (0,0)

In[4]:CenterManifold1[−1,−1/4, 5xy, 3x∧2]In[4]:CenterManifold1[−1,−1/4, 5xy, 3x∧2]In[4]:CenterManifold1[−1,−1/4, 5xy, 3x∧2]

Out[4]:h(x)= 12x2

5 +O[x]4

The map f on the center manifold is x->− x+ 12x3 +O[x]5

The fixed point (0,0) is stable

Example 4.2. Let’s consider the following non-linear discrete dynamical systems

xn+1 = −xn + xnyn
yn+1 = 1

2yn + 1
2x

2
n + 2x2y + y3

If we write f and g in our TwoDimensionalStability module we get the fixed points and their
stability.

In[5]:TwoDimensionalStability[x+ xy, (1/2y) + (1/2)x∧2 + 2(x∧2)y + y∧3]In[5]:TwoDimensionalStability[x+ xy, (1/2y) + (1/2)x∧2 + 2(x∧2)y + y∧3]In[5]:TwoDimensionalStability[x+ xy, (1/2y) + (1/2)x∧2 + 2(x∧2)y + y∧3]
Out[5]:Try to use Center manifold module for {0, 0}
The fixed point

{
0,− 1√

2

}
is saddle

The fixed point
{

0, 1√
2

}
is source

If we write the values A and B, the functions f and g, the CenterManifold1 module gives the
stability of (0,0)

In[6]:CenterManifold1[1, 1/2, xy, (1/2)x∧2 + 2(x∧2)y + y∧3]In[6]:CenterManifold1[1, 1/2, xy, (1/2)x∧2 + 2(x∧2)y + y∧3]In[6]:CenterManifold1[1, 1/2, xy, (1/2)x∧2 + 2(x∧2)y + y∧3]
Out[6]:h(x)=x2 +O[x]4

The map f on the center manifold is given by x->x+ x3 +O[x]5

The fixed point (0,0) is unstable

The module CenterManifold1 is for the models
x−→Ax + f(x,y)
y−→By + g(x,y) that is(
x
y

)
−→J.

(
x
y

)
+

(
f
g

)
where J=

(
A 0
0 B

)

If J is not a diagonal matrix, then we use diagonalization by using matrix T whose columns
are the eigenvectors V1 and V2

Letting

(
x
y

)
= T.

(
u
v

)
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T

(
u
v

)
−→J.T

(
u
v

)
+

(
f
g

)
(
u
v

)
−→T−1J.T

(
u
v

)
+T−1

(
f
g

)
where f and g should be written in terms of u and v.

The following module can be used for

(
x
y

)
−→J.

(
x
y

)
+

(
f
g

)
type systems where J is

not diagonal.

The user will give the jacobian matrix and

(
f
g

)
. Note that both of them should be in the

matrix form. The output is center manifold curve h, the corresponding one dimensional map and
stability of (0,0).

CenterManifold2[J ,H ]:=Module[{e,D, T,Tinv, o, A,B, F,G, h, S, coef, c1, c2,Sch, f1, f2},CenterManifold2[J ,H ]:=Module[{e,D, T,Tinv, o, A,B, F,G, h, S, coef, c1, c2,Sch, f1, f2},CenterManifold2[J ,H ]:=Module[{e,D, T,Tinv, o, A,B, F,G, h, S, coef, c1, c2,Sch, f1, f2},
e = Eigenvalues[J ];D = {{e[[1]], 0}, {0, e[[2]]}};T = Transpose[Eigenvectors[J ]];e = Eigenvalues[J ];D = {{e[[1]], 0}, {0, e[[2]]}};T = Transpose[Eigenvectors[J ]];e = Eigenvalues[J ];D = {{e[[1]], 0}, {0, e[[2]]}};T = Transpose[Eigenvectors[J ]];
{{x}, {y}} = T.{{u}, {v}}; Tinv = Inverse[T ]; o = Tinv.H;A = e[[1]];B = e[[2]];{{x}, {y}} = T.{{u}, {v}}; Tinv = Inverse[T ]; o = Tinv.H;A = e[[1]];B = e[[2]];{{x}, {y}} = T.{{u}, {v}}; Tinv = Inverse[T ]; o = Tinv.H;A = e[[1]];B = e[[2]];
F [z ,p ] = o[[1, 1]]/.u→ zF [z ,p ] = o[[1, 1]]/.u→ zF [z ,p ] = o[[1, 1]]/.u→ z
/.v → p;G[z ,p ] = o[[2, 1]]/.u→ z/.v → p;G[z ,p ] = o[[2, 1]]/.u→ z/.v → p;G[z ,p ] = o[[2, 1]]/.u→ z
/.v → p;h[z , c ,d ]:=cz∧2 + dz∧3 +O[z]∧4;/.v → p;h[z , c ,d ]:=cz∧2 + dz∧3 +O[z]∧4;/.v → p;h[z , c ,d ]:=cz∧2 + dz∧3 +O[z]∧4;
S = Solve[h[Az + F [z, h[z, c, d]], c, d] == Bh[z, c, d] +G[z, h[z, c, d]], {c, d}];S = Solve[h[Az + F [z, h[z, c, d]], c, d] == Bh[z, c, d] +G[z, h[z, c, d]], {c, d}];S = Solve[h[Az + F [z, h[z, c, d]], c, d] == Bh[z, c, d] +G[z, h[z, c, d]], {c, d}];
coef = Flatten[{c, d}/.S]; c1 = First[coef]; c2 = Last[coef];coef = Flatten[{c, d}/.S]; c1 = First[coef]; c2 = Last[coef];coef = Flatten[{c, d}/.S]; c1 = First[coef]; c2 = Last[coef];
f1 = Az + F [z, h[z, c1, c2]]; f2[a ]:=f1/.z → a; Print[“h(u)=”, h[u, c1, c2]];f1 = Az + F [z, h[z, c1, c2]]; f2[a ]:=f1/.z → a; Print[“h(u)=”, h[u, c1, c2]];f1 = Az + F [z, h[z, c1, c2]]; f2[a ]:=f1/.z → a; Print[“h(u)=”, h[u, c1, c2]];
Print[“The map f on the center manifold is given by u->”, f2[u]];Print[“The map f on the center manifold is given by u->”, f2[u]];Print[“The map f on the center manifold is given by u->”, f2[u]];
Sch[a ] = f2′′′[a]/f2′[a]− 3/2(f2′′[a]/f2′[a])∧2;Sch[a ] = f2′′′[a]/f2′[a]− 3/2(f2′′[a]/f2′[a])∧2;Sch[a ] = f2′′′[a]/f2′[a]− 3/2(f2′′[a]/f2′[a])∧2;
Which[−1 < f2′[0] < 1,Print[“The fixed point(0,0) is stable”],Which[−1 < f2′[0] < 1,Print[“The fixed point(0,0) is stable”],Which[−1 < f2′[0] < 1,Print[“The fixed point(0,0) is stable”],
f2′[0] > 1,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable ”],f2′[0] > 1,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable ”],f2′[0] > 1,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable ”],
f2′[0] < −1,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable ”],f2′[0] < −1,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable ”],f2′[0] < −1,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable ”],
f2′[0]==1,f2′[0]==1,f2′[0]==1,
If[f2′′[0]!=0,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable”], If[f2′′′[0] < 0,If[f2′′[0]!=0,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable”], If[f2′′′[0] < 0,If[f2′′[0]!=0,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable”], If[f2′′′[0] < 0,
Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is stable”],Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable”]]],Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is stable”],Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable”]]],Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is stable”],Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable”]]],
f2′[0] == −1, If[Sch[0] < 0,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is stable”],f2′[0] == −1, If[Sch[0] < 0,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is stable”],f2′[0] == −1, If[Sch[0] < 0,Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is stable”],
Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable”]]]]Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable”]]]]Print[“The fixed point (0,0) is unstable”]]]]

Example 4.3. Let’s consider the following non-linear discrete dynamical systems

xn+1 = yn
yn+1 = − 1

4xn + 5
4yn − 2y3

If we write f and g in our TwoDimensionalStability module we get the fixed points and their
stability.

In[7]:TwoDimensionalStability[[y, (−1/4)x+ (5/4)y − 2y∧3]In[7]:TwoDimensionalStability[[y, (−1/4)x+ (5/4)y − 2y∧3]In[7]:TwoDimensionalStability[[y, (−1/4)x+ (5/4)y − 2y∧3]
Out[7]:Try to use Center manifold module for {0, 0}

If we write the Jacobian matrix and

(
f
g

)
CenterManifold2 module gives the stability of (0,0)

In[8]:CenterManifold2[{{0, 1}, {−1/4, 5/4}}, {{0}, {−2y∧3}}]In[8]:CenterManifold2[{{0, 1}, {−1/4, 5/4}}, {{0}, {−2y∧3}}]In[8]:CenterManifold2[{{0, 1}, {−1/4, 5/4}}, {{0}, {−2y∧3}}]
Out[8]:h(u)= 8u3

9 +O[u]4

The map f on the center manifold is given by u->u− 8u3

3 −
64u5

9 +O[u]6

The fixed point (0,0) is stable

CenterManifold2 is more general than CenterManifold1, so it can be used for diagonal case, too.
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Example 4.4. Let’s consider Example 4.1 again.

In[9]:CenterManifold2[{{−1, 0}, {0,−1/4}}, {{5xy}, {3x∧2}}]In[9]:CenterManifold2[{{−1, 0}, {0,−1/4}}, {{5xy}, {3x∧2}}]In[9]:CenterManifold2[{{−1, 0}, {0,−1/4}}, {{5xy}, {3x∧2}}]
Out[9]:h(u)= 12u2

5 +O[u]4

The map f on the center manifold is given by u->− u+ 12u3 +O[u]5

The fixed point (0,0) is stable

5. Conclusion. In this work, we give the stability analysis of one and two dimensional dynamical
models with Mathematica. We try to do the analysis for both hyperbolic and non-hyperbolic fixed
points. We do not use complex language in the codes. So they are understandable and easily
appliable. As a result, these codes may be useful not only for the researchers who want to apply
them without studying the whole theory, but also for the researchers who want to develop these
modules using the theory. Future works will be about Bifurcation theory for two dimensional
discrete dynamical systems.
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ABSTRACT: This study in fact is conducted to study the effect of distributive
injustice on employee work place deviant behavior i-e organizational deviance
and the mediating role of psychological contract breach. The relationship in this
research is studied by taking a sample of 128 employees of different public and
private sector and multinational organizations which are experiencing a critical
change due to economic factors. We used regression analysis in our study.
Results indicate a distributive injustice as a strong antecedent to psychological
contract breach and also psychological contract breach mediates the relationship
between distributive injustice and organizational deviance. Also previous
researches on psychological contract breach have been done in individualist
societies but this research has focused on a collectivist society. Present research
would help authenticate the other few researches in the similar societies.
Key words: Distributive injustice, Psychological contract breach, Deviant
behavior

Itroduction:The relationship between distributive injustice among injustices, psychological contract breach and
organizational deviance among interpersonal and organizational deviances can be understood through the social
exchange theory. Social exchange theory is a mix of economics, sociology and psychology. The theory was actually
developed to understand the human behavior in exchange relationship, initially aimed at monetary exchanges
(Hormans, 1958) but later on non-monetary exchanges were also studied. Each party acts accordingly for satisfying
the mutual expectations and thus creating mutual obligations with the passage of time. If either of the parties does
not reciprocate the actions the other would likely to behave in a way so as to moderate the imbalance. Through
Social exchange theory which considers the exchanges between two parties, if employee perceives an imbalance in
rewards, in return he/she is likely to experience the psychological contract breach (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005).
To create a balance between his expectations and experiences an employee acts accordingly i-e, negatively and his
behavior would ultimately be in such a way so as to harm the organization. The greater the gap between an
employee’s experiences in rewards the more the deviant reactions are shown by an employee and in strengthened
form. Relational contract tend to produce stronger detrimental behaviors than transactional contracts. Terms of
relational contract gives rise to stronger violation–outcome relationships, transactional contract terms produce
weaker relationships (Raja et al., 2011).

Little empirical research has been done yet on the antecedents of psychological contract (Zottoli, 2003) but
much is available on its effects. Studies have also shown that when an individual perceives distributive injustice he
is likely to show strong behaviors (Brockner &Wiesenfeld, 1996). Distributive justice focuses on a wide variety of
its results job security (Oldham, Kulik, Ambrose, Stepina, & Brand, 1986), layoffs (Brockner, Greenberg, &
Brockner, 1986) and pay (Mowday, 1983). Moreover organizational study on distributive justice (and Injustice)
takes into account the employees attitudes and behaviors.
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As far as breach is concerned there has been extensive study and its effects on outcomes like job outcomes
(Conway et al., 2011), job attitudes (Matthijs Bal et al., 2008) and deviance (Chiu and Peng, 2008).To summarize,
the effects of psychological contract breach targeted employee behaviors and job outcomes (Turnley and Feldman,
1999). Hill et al. (2009) studied the development of psychological contract from a different perspective that is buyer
and supplier. A number of antecedents have been identified and studied of psychological contract breach. Conway
and Briner (2005) proposed a number of antecedents that are categorized as first order and second order
antecedents. First order variables are based on specific workplace issues which have often been termed the content
of the psychological contract. Eight factors met the review’s criteria to be considered as verified antecedents to
breach. Six of these were more specific ‘first order’ measures which were formal socialization, pre-entry supervision
expectations, pre-entry job content expectations, general fair treatment, the adequacy of social accounts, and pre-
entry pay expectations. There were also two broader ‘second order’ measures which were line manager support and
organizational support. Induction and training (Robinson and Morrison, 2000), fairness and justice (Pate, 2006),
communication (Lester et al, 2007), corporate social responsibility (Thompson and Bunderson, 2003),
pay/benefits (pre-entry pay expectations by Sutton and Griffin, 2004; salary inequalities by Davila and Elvira,
2007; perceived distribution of benefits by Davila and Elvira, 2007), line manager support (General line manager
support by Tekleab et al, 2005), organizational support (Tekleab et al., 2005) and HRM support (Guest and
Conway, 2004). Formal socialization, pre-entry supervision expectations and pre-entry job content expectations
were fully supported as antecedents to breach. But here in this research we would consider only one determinant of
the distributive injustice that is pay/benefits, to what extent it causes psychological contract breach.

Organizational justice There are three main proposed types of organizational justice that are, procedural justice,
interactional justice and distributive justice.

Procedural Justice Procedural justice refers to the objectivity and fairness of the processes and procedures that lead
to outcomes. When individuals believe and feel that processes and procedures are ethical, consistent, and candid and
every thing is done by fair means then the perceptions of procedural justice is enhanced and is more likely and
widely accepted by the employees (Leventhal, 1980).

Interactional Justice Interactional justice means how an individual is treated after the decisions are made, what
explanations are given for the decisions made and how he is communicated and with what sensitivity he is treated
(Bies & Moag, 1986). Colquitt (2001) in construct validation suggests that interactional justice should be divided
into two dimensions: interpersonal justice and informational justice. Interpersonal justice means the perceptions of
respect and ethics in one’s treatment while informational justice refers to the sufficiency and transparency of the
explanations given taking into account the specificity and timeliness, also Interpersonal justice is more relational in
its nature that is the degree to which people are dealt respectfully, morally and ethically by the superiors and
authorities and others that are involved in the execution of policies and procedures. The main focus of informational
justice is on explanations given to people, the information the exposes the reasons of the processes and procedures
that are used in a particular way and the reasons of the distribution of particular outcomes in a certain way.

Distributive justice: Distributive justice considers the fairness in the allocation salaries/benefits, bonuses, and
promotions. The allocation of rewards fulfilling the perceived inputs incurred by an employee in terms of
performance is called as fairness (Homans, 1961) and the perceptions of the distributive justice is also affected by
social comparisons termed as referents by Adams, (1965) and Kulik & Ambrose, (1992). Different researchers and
authors have divided them into two types as Leung et al. (1996) termed performance-based distributive justice
(performance –reward relationship) and comparative distributive justice (social comparisons with rewards).

In equity rule as explained by Adams (1965) rewards distribution is betrothed to the performance of
employees and is considered to be the fair treatment with employees as they are getting in return to what they incur
in terms of effort, responsibility, hard work etc. (Adams, 1965; Homans, 1961). If an employee perceives personal
contributions to be low he might feel guilty, but if they are perceived to be high negative emotions are generated
which may in severe case compel an employee to act defiantly in order to restore or to create a balance between his
perception and outcomes he receive (Van Yperen et al. 2000). Morrison & Robinson, 1997; Rousseau, 1995 has
treated psychological contract breach a form of distributive injustice in which promises and outcomes are fulfilled.

From organizational perspective, distributive justice (or injustice) focused on perceptions of equity
(Adams, 1965).
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Psychological contract breach: Psychological contract is unwritten mutually understood obligations between
employee and an employer. A psychological contract can be defined as expectations regarding the reciprocal (give
and take) obligations in an exchange relationship typically employment relationship. In an employment relationship
perspective it is the reciprocity of the actions which may take two directions from employee to employer and from
employer to employee but normally we would talk from the employee’s perspective (Rousseau, 1989). The
idiosyncratic and perceptual nature of psychological contracts should make them highly personal in nature.
Rousseau (1989) argued that psychological contracts are beliefs held by an individual that may or may not be shared
with others. The literature distinguishes between two types of psychological contract along the dimensions of time
and nature of perceived expectations. While transactional contract is composed of specific, short-term, monetisable
obligations that entail limited involvement of the parties, a relational contract entails broad, open-ended, long-term
obligations and has socio-emotional elements in it such as loyalty and support (Rousseau & McLean Parks, 1993).
Previous empirical evidence states the contract breach is related to attitudinal outcomes and behavioral outcomes
like employee workplace deviant behavior (Zhao et al., 2007)

Employee Work Place Deviance A lot of the previous research has focused on the effects of psychological contract
on the variables like employee turnover, withdrawal behaviors, employee absenteeism and job neglect. Employee
deviant behavior can be defined as an employee’s cognitive behaviors that break the standard rules, regulations and
norms in order to spoil and harm the interests of organization and other employee. Employee voluntary negative job
behaviors have broader impact than that of withdrawal behavior (Robinson & Bennett, 1995). Employee deviant
behavior can contribute a lot in the increased costs of productivity and efficiency. Hence psychological contract
breach has importance in understanding the deviant behaviors that are disastrous and cause serious damage to
organization. According to the target of behavior, deviant behavior is divided in to two types, interpersonal deviance
and organizational deviance (Bennett & Robinson, 2000). The factors affecting interpersonal deviance are factors
related to individual and factors that affect the organizational deviance are organizational or contextual in nature
(Berry, Ones, and Sackett, 2007). Contextual factors are deeply held by the employees than the factors related to an
individual, therefore the chances of organizational deviant behavior by an employee are greater.

Understanding relationship through social exchange theory The perceived nature of psychological contract must
not be forgotten as it is illusory and varies from individual to individual depending on their perceptions and
background (Rousseau, 1989; Suazo, 2009). Social exchange theory explains the phenomenon of psychological
contract breach through the monetary imbalance that an employee perceives to be nonobjective. Employee expects
the certain level of pay/benefits but he is believes he is not objectively rewarded. From the definition of
psychological contract given by Rousseau (1989) it can be inferred that if promises are not kept and rewarded by the
employers in an employment relationship, resultantly there are opposite reactions shown that is the negative
reciprocity would play its role in employment relationship by employees. Psychological contract fulfillment
represents the existence of positive reciprocity and psychological contract breach represents the negative reciprocity
depending on the expectations employer or the of employee, thus a balance prevails in the social system (Levinson,
1965).On the contrary positive reciprocity results in the strengthening of contract because perceived promises are
rewarded with rewards and negative reciprocity would break the psychological contract because perceived
obligations by employer are not fulfilled and the underlying myth can be understood by social exchange theory that
employer is rewarded with the similar rewards as employees now behave deviantly (Uhl-Bien & Maslyn, 2003).
Resultantly, the perceived broken promises lead the employee to feel biasness and an unbalance in treatment which
may lead to dissatisfaction in relationship and causes cognitive dissonance (Rousseau, 2004). This imbalance has in
itself a propensity to remove imbalance either by removing of positive behaviors or by showing negative behaviors
as a way to take revenge (Uhl-Bien & Maslyn, 2003).

Hypothesis No.1: Distributive injustice is positively related to organizational deviant behavior

Hypothesis No.2: Psychological contract breach mediated the relationship between distributive injustice and
organizational deviance.

Distributive
injustice

Psychological
Contract Breach

Organizational
Deviance
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Samples and procedures Ongoing period in Pakistan represents a severe downfall in the economy and the
employees experiencing decreasing purchasing power, low relative salaries and fighting high inflation rates is our
target sample of study of distributive injustice and psychological contract breach. It is surely and highly drives the
dissatisfied employees to become deviant. We have taken the samples from local and international environment
context. In international context we have taken multi-nationals whose environment is highly representative of the
head office of the host country. But in local context we have taken both government and private organizations. The
technique of Convenience sampling has been used also highly aggressive employees are excluded from the sample
because of the greater impact of other personality traits and factors. Questionnaires are distributed through self
administered way. 200 questionnaires were distributed and 140 were received, from which 12 questionnaires were
excluded, some of them were incomplete and some of them were misunderstood. Sample included both supervisors
and employees. One supervisor is selected for every fifteen employees.

Measures:

Distributive justice Colquitt (2001) measured the distributive justice with four items e-g., (1) - “The outcome of
my work is appropriate for the work that I have completed” (2) - “The outcome of my work reflects what I have
contributed to the organization”. The alpha reliability was calculated to be 0.81.

Psychological contract breach Psychological contract breach can measure by different types of scales e-g.,
dimensional breach and global breach and others. Global breach measure of psychological contract breach is used in
this study (Robinson and Morrison, 2000). The change made to this measure is the inclusion of the words “to me” in
the first item. The item, with the additional wording in parentheses, is as follows: “Almost all the promises made (to
me) by my employer during recruitment have been kept so far”. The inclusion of these words is important as the
psychological contract breach and its betrothed promises should be taken at micro or individual level. Without the
addition of these two small words “to me”, the employee might perceive that they are being asked generally i-e.,
about organization wide promises, not about the promises that are particularly made to him. In the rest of the four
items formulated by Robinson and Morrison, the words “to me” exists as referents, thus other items are left without
any change. The idea of the addition of these two words in the first item has been taken from the dissertation of
Michael Zottoli (2003). The alpha reliability calculated by Robinson and Morrison, (2000) was 0.91.

Organizational deviance: Organizational deviance is measured by 12-items and interpersonal deviance by 7-items
total 19-item were used. The alpha reliability calculated for the organizational deviant behavior is 0.81 and was
measured by 7- point likert scale (Bennett and Robinson, 2000). In organizational deviance three items are
removed “1- Dragged out work in order to get over-time, 2-Falsified a receipt to get reimbursed for more money
than they spent on business expenses, 3-Used an illegal drug or consumed alcohol on the job” are removed. The
reason behind the rejection of 1st and 2nd items is that people do not accept them as ethical and legal to answer them.
The 3rd item has also been deleted because of its irrelevance to the Pakistani culture..

Methodology:
Results

Table 1 presents the means, standard deviations, correlations and reliabilities of the all the variables
involved. Table 2 contains the regression analysis regarding the impact of psychological contract breach on
organizational deviant behavior and the effect of distributive injustice on organizational deviance through
psychological contract breach. All the variables are significantly correlated with each other. The correlation of
distributive injustice with psychological contract breach is .251(**), with organizational deviant behavior is .195(*)
and psychological contract breach with organizational deviant behavior is .454(**). The alpha reliabilities are
calculated to be 0.859 as compared to 0.81 calculated by Colquitt (2001), 0.816 as compared with the 0.91
calculated by Robinson and Morrison’s (2000) and 0.874 as compared to 0.81 calculated by Bennett and
Robinson’s (2000) of distributive injustice, psychological contract breach and organizational deviance behavior.
There is also a little difference between the means of the three variables but the correlation is significant.
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Table1

DI PCB ODB Mean STD
DI (.859) 2.4141 .68479

PCB .251(**) (0.827) 2.6797 .68428

ODB .290(**) .530(**) (0.864) 2.3220 .71600

** p<0.01  (2-tailed).
* p<0.05 (2-tailed).
a  Listwise N=128

Our first hypothesis states that DI is positively related to ODB, which has been proven from the results below (B=
0.303, p < .01) explaining the variation by 7%. Second hypothesis states that psychological contract breach mediates
the relationship between distributive injustice and organizational deviant behavior. Results are in accordance with
the proposed hypothesis as R square and adjusted R square increased to .307 and .296. The significance level of
distributive injustice and t-statistic has decreased. The values of betas have fallen from .303 to .176 and .554 to .510
for both DI and PCB (before mediation and after mediation) and the values of t-statistics as well. The decreasing
strength of psychological contract breach on ODB (1-B = .554 to 2-B = .510) shows that PCB mediates the
relationship partially. The collective variation explained in ODB is 29.6% (B1=.51, B2=.17, p < .05, P <.05)

Table 2

Model
Standardized
Coefficients t

R square Adj R
square

Sig.

Beta
1 DI .303 3.404 .084 .077 .001
1 PCB .554 7.010 .281 .275 .000
2 PCB .510 6.339 .307 .296 .000
2 DI .176 2.183 .031

a  Dependent Variable: ODB

** p<0.01  (2-tailed).
*  p< 0.05 (2-tailed).
a  Listwise N=128

Discussion: The present study investigates the mediating role of PCB between DI and ODB. The demographic
variables have not been taken as constant because they did not show any significant impact on perceptions of breach
and organizational deviance behavior (p<.01). Previous studies took the demographic variables as constant like Chiu
and Peng (2008), Berry et al (2007) took age, Douglas & Martinko (2001) took education, and Hershcovis et al
(2007) took gender as control variables. On the contrary in our study there was no significant effect identified of any
demographic variable on mediator and dependent variable. The insignificant impact of age, gender and education
can be explained by the reasons that this research has been conducted in Pakistan a collectivist society (Hofstede.G,
1983), where the economy is experiencing a dramatic downfall, un employment is increasing, people’s purchasing
power is also decreasing which are causing the common problems to the people. The commonality of problems like
basic needs, purchasing power decrease, injustice (distributive) are the main causes of aggression and negative
feelings that generates the negative reciprocity (Jang News) among the employees of the organizations which
compels them to take revenge from their organization in which they are working and hence ignoring the impact of
age gender and education. The limitation of this study is that sample size is limited because of very little response
from the respondents.
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ABSTRACT.D-alanine:D-alanine ligase (DDL) is a vital enzyme in the
bacterial cell wall biosynthesis. It is involved in the synthesis of D-alanine
dipeptide which crosslinks the peptidoglycan for integrity. In this study, the
3-Dimensional structure of theDDL of Enterococcus faecalis (E.faecalis)
was determined through Homology Modeling, on the basis of crystal
structure coordinates of DDL of Staphylococcus aureus (PDB ID=2I80).
Using a variety of programs the structure was then refined and analyzed for
its active sites, ligand binding pockets, topology, conserved residues, and
evolutionaryrelationship. The predicted model was then subjected to
docking with norleucinephosphonate.It is concluded that structure of DDL-
E.faecalis was quite similar to the DDL-S.aureusexcept the ω-loop,involved
in substrate recognition/ binding, is present in the target molecule but
missing in the template.
Keywords: D-alanine: D-alanine ligase; Homology modeling; topology;

Three-Dimensional structure; Enterococcus faecalis

1. Introduction. Bacterial cell wall is important for its survival and therefore many antibiotics are designed to
target the cell wall of pathogenic bacteria. The cell wall of bacteria is majorly composed of peptidoglycan [1].
One of the enzymes in the biosynthetic pathway of peptidoglycan is D-alanine D-alanine ligase (DDL). DDL (EC
6.3.2.4) is of prime importance and it is a highly valued target now a day for the development of new drugs. DDL
catalyzes the formation of D-alanine D-alanine dipeptide which further takes part in the crosslinking of the glycan
chains in the peptidoglycan [2].ATP is utilized in this reaction. DDL’s N-terminal binds the substrate while C-
terminal is responsible for catalytic activity [3].
Enterococcus faecalis (E.faecalis) a gram positive, facultative anaerobe, non-motile, catalase negative [4],
spherical in shape (occurring singly, as pairs or beaded chains) [5] commensal bacterium found in the GIT of
humans and mammals [6,7]. It can resistant harsh conditions like temperature upto 60° C, pH highly alkaline upto
9.6, desiccants, draughts, chemicals (including alcohol, azide, salts, detergents, bile salts, heavy metals etc.). It
can utilize a variety of materials including carbohydrates, many α-ketoacids, malate, citrateapart from glucose
which is the main energy source for its metabolism [8].E.faecalis is known for causing nosocomial infections
worldwide [9]. Other infections caused by E.faecalis are Bacteremia, Enterococcal endocarditis, Urinary tract
infections (UTIs), meningitis, kidney infections, root canal infections, wound infections, respiratory tract
infections (in rare cases) and other post- surgical infections [10, 11].
The factors responsible for the high pathogenicity of E.faecalis are ability to survive in harsh environmental
conditions [8], ability to utilize variety of energy sources[8], ability to form biofilms (e.g., on surgical instruments
[12], medical devices, uteral stents [13], silicone gastrotomic devices [14], ocular lens materials, intravascular
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catheters  and other instruments)[15, 16], cytolysin toxin, an aggregation factor encoded by its plasmid [17, 8],
its ability to acquire resistance [18]. Multi-drug resistance [19] (semisynthetic penicillins, trimethoprim-
sulfamethoxazole, cephalosporins, aminoglycosides, aztreonam, nafcillin, clindamycin and oxacillin and even
vancomycin) [20, 21, 22].

2.Methodology.

2.1. Primary Sequence Retrieval:The primary sequence of the target (DDL of E.faecalis) (DDL_ENTFA), Uniprot
ID= Q47758) was retrieved from the Expert Protein Analysis System(ExPASy) [23]via the URL www.expasy.org.

2.2. Alignment of Template and Target:The target sequence was run on BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search
Tool) program [24]. On the basis of BLAST results DDL of S.aureus (Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID= 2I80) was chosen
as the template (homologous structure with known 3-D structure) whose sequence was retrieved from the SwissProt
[25] and using the software BioEdit the template and target sequences were aligned.

2.3. Model Construction:Thirty energy minimized models were made using the software MODELLLER 9v7 [26] on
the basis of the similarity between the template and target.

2.4. Model Evaluation:These thirty models were then evaluated through ProCheck program [27] and on the basis of
results from ProCheck, one best target model was chosen out of those thirty models and it was our required target
model.Energy check was then done for that model through online ProSA software [28].

2.5. Visualization:Then the model was visualized through Discovery Viewer (DS) v3.5 software [29] for its active
sites, ligand binding sites, overall structure, important domains and its different types of interactions with the ligand
molecule. Superposition of the target and template structures was done through DS viewer v3.5 software. Ligplot
construction was done using the Profunc server [30] which was accessed via the link ebi.ac.uk/thornton-
srv/databases/profun/.

2.6. Multiple Sequence Alignment:Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA)was done for the target model DDL-
E.faecaliswith 10 representative species of the DDLfamily throughBioEdit software and CLC Bio main Workbench
6.9. Phylogenetic tree was constructed for them using the CLC Bio main Workbench v6.9 software.

2.7. Docking:Finally docking for the target model DDL of E.faecalis was done with the Phosphonate inhibitor in this
particular study through Patch dock online server[31]and the resultant best solution was visualized, studied and
analyzed with DS viewer v3.5.

3. Results And Discussion.BLAST results showed that both the sequences have 167 identical residues out of 346
(48%), 239 positives or similar residues out of 346 (69%). Both the sequences have 874 BLAST bit score between
them. E-value is 1e-114 and 5 gaps out of 346 (1%). BLAST results showed that the DDL of S.aureus (PDB ID= 2I80)
is homologous to the target sequence.

3.1. Overall 3-D Structure:The overall structure of the DDL- E.faecalisis quite similar to the DDL- S.aureus with
α/β/α topology and can be divided into three major domains (fig.1.b.), domain 1 consists of residues from N-terminus
M1-L124 which includes 4 α-helices(α1-4 and a portion of 5th alpha helix) and 5 β-sheets (β-1-5). Domain 2 consists
of residues from A125-E222 which includes 5 α-helices (α5-9)and 4 β-sheets(β6-9) and a part of the beta sheet 10).
Domain 3 consists of residues I223 – K348 of the C-terminus which includes 3 α-helices(α10-12) and6 β-sheets; β10-
15) and a ω-loop consisting residues Y248-H273 as shown in fig.1.b and fig 8.
The DDL of S.aureus3-D structure also consists of three domains with alpha/beta topology (fig.1.a.). The ω-loop
region however which plays an important role in substrate recognition and binding is missing and disordered in the
template inhibitor bind structure [3] but this loop is in ordered position in the phosphinate  and ADP.Mg²+ complexed
structure of DDL. Also the ω-loop is not missing or disordered in the target model. From this information it could be
proposed that if this loop plays important role in substrate recognition and binding it may also play an important role
in the target model or may be play the same role.
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Fig.1.(a) Overall 3-D structure of the DDL- S.aureus(b). Overall 3-D structure of the DDL- E.faecalis.Domain 1,
2, 3 and ω-loop region colored in magenta, yellow, blue and red respectively. Ligand GIL349 in stick model (green
color) present at the interface of first and third domain, shown and labeled. The N and C terminals are also shown.
Display stype= solid ribbon. Image generated by DS visualizer v3.5 software.+

3.2. Conserved residues of Target and Template:The conserved residues in both target and template which are:
In the domain 1 of the target most conserved residuesconsists of “24 VLNAI 28”, “97
LHGPNGEDGTIQG109”,“117 PYVG 120”. While the conserved residues include “62 LHL 64”,"93 VFP 95” and
“122 GVL 124”.In domain 2, most conserved residuesconsists of “174 YPVFVKPAN182” and “184 GSSVGISK
191”.While the conserved residues includes “130 MDK 132”, “153 LRS 155” , “204 EAF 206” and“215 EQG
217”. In domain 3, most conserved residues consists of “220 AREIEVA 226”, “238 PGEVVKDVAF 247”, ‘262
QIPA 265”, “312 MPGFT 316”, “318 FSMYP 322” and “324 LWENMGL 330.While the conserved residues
includes,“228 LGN 230”,’289 SGL 291”and   “295 DFF 297”.

3.3. Procheck and ProSA Results:

Model Core Allowed
Generously

Allowed
Disallowed

Z-score

(Threshold
0.0)

Template 2I80 91.8% 7.2% 0.3% 0.7% -8.56

Target Efe26 90.1% 7.9% 1.3% 0.7% -8.7
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Table 1.Ramachandran plot statistics obtained as results of Procheck and Z-scores energy for the template
and target models from ProSA analysis.

The results from procheck revealed that DDL of E.faecalis has total 348 residues constituted the model, among
which 274 residues (90.1%) were in the most favoured  region, 24 residues (7.9%) in the allowed region, 4 residues
(1.3%) in the generously allowed region and 2 residues (0.7%) in the disallowed region as shown in table 1 and
fig.2. Table 1 also shows the Z-score obtained from ProSA analysis which are way below zero and indicate the
low energy of the model and hence more stability.

Fig.2. Ramachandran plot of the DDL- E.faecalis obtained from Procheck.

3.4. Superposition Result: Most of the regions of target structure (DDL- E.faecalis) superpose with the template
(DDL- S.aureus),  only few regions  of  target  and  template  were  clearly and  fully  non-superposed.  D244-E260
residues in the target were fully non-superposed and most of the residues of template in this region were missing
because most of this region comprises the ω-loop region which plays role in substrate recognition and binding
and this ω- loop is missing in template. Other fully non-superposed area of target is S41-D43. The template has
region D242-F245 which is  non-superposed  with  the  target.  Residues  Q346-S358 at  the  C-terminal  region are
present in template but are absent in the target (fig.3).
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Fig.3. Superposition image of the DDL – E.faecalis with DDL- S.aureus.(a). Non-superposed regions of the target
protein are labeled (b). Side view of the superposed target-template with non-superposed and excess residues of
the template labeled. Display style solid ribbon style. Target= cyan ribbon, template=red ribbon. Ligand molecules
shown in stick display where target ligand= pink, template ligand= green.

3.5. Evolutionary Relationship: The phylogenetic tree (fig.4) results showed that the E.faecalis has close
evolutionary relationship with the S.pneumonia and S.aureus (template) which means that they might have
somewhat similarity in their structure and thus functions. It shows that S.aureus and E.faecalis had a common
ancestor in the distant past.

Fig.4. Phylogenetic tree showing the template S.aureus and the target E.faecalis and their evolutionary relationship
with members of DDL family.

3.6. Ligand Binding Site: The ligand binding pocket was revealed by target protein visualization in the DS viewer
software. In the ligand G1L349 (chloro dimethyl tri-fluoropropanamide) molecule, the chloro dimethyl constitutes
the head while the tri-flouropropanamide constitutes the bottom of the ligand GIL349. The residues at the top of the
head of ligand are S17, S20, V16. The residues H98, L97 and V96 are side wise towards the head side. While L330,
L291, V119, G120, F94 and P95 constitute the bottom of the ligand binding pocket. HOH 363 forms H-bond (bond
distance=2.93 A°) with the F22 of the ligand GIL349. F315 and P313 face the ligand side wise. The ligand GIL349
binding site is hydrophobic mainly and present at the interface of the first and the third domain (fig.5.a.)

3.7. Identification of Active Site:
Active site residues of the template 2I80 were analyzed by DS viewer includes S20, T23, F92, P93, L94, L95, H96,
V117, G118, L289, M310, P311, G312 and HOH414.The active site residues of the target analyzed by DS viewer
are S20, S23, I92, V93, F94, P95, V96, P117, Y118, S289, N310, T311, M312 and a water molecule HOH 363
(fig.5.b.).
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Fig.5. (a).shows Line display of ligand binding pocket of target with ligand GIL349(green colored in stick display).
(b). Showsprotein’s active site residues, showing interaction of ligand GIL349 (green color) with water at bond
distance of 2.937 A° which in turn has an H-bond (red color) with other residues. DS viewer v3.5 used for generation
ofthis image.

3.8. Ligplot results: In the Ligplot result of the target, oxygen atom attached with the alpha carbon of Pro 313 of the
target form H-bond with the N11 of the ligand G1L 349 (bond distance 2.96 A°) and  these residues V119, L97, S20,
H98, M312, P95, V96, V16, F315 and G314 have hydrophobic contacts with the ligand GIL349. While the Ligplot of
the template showed that oxygen atom of P311 of the template form hydrogen bond with the N11 of the ligand G1L
400 (bond distance 2.95 A°) and these residues F313, L289, V117, P93, L94, L95, M310, H96 and G312 of target
have hydrophobic contacts with ligand 349(fig.6).

Fig.6. Pro313 (A) of E.faecalis having hydrophobic contacts with Gly 314, Phe315, Val 16, Ser 20, His 98, Met
312, Val 119, Val 96, Pro95, Leu97 (constructed via Ligplot) and the oxygen atom of the Pro 313 of the target
molecule form bond with the N-11 of the ligand GIL349 with a bond distance of 2.96 A°. Atoms shown in colors,
Carbon (black), Nitrogen (blue), Oxygen (red), Chlorine and Fluorine (green).

3.9. Surface Interactions Among Model Protein and Ligand: Regarding Hydrogen bond (H-bond) surface
interactions, F22 (fluorine 22) of ligand GIL349H-bonded with Oxygen of HOH 363 (2.937Aͦ°). N (nitrogen) of F315
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formed H-bond with O (oxygen) of HOH369 (2.836), N of L97 H-bonded with O of P95 (3.087), OG (gamma) of
S20 H-bonded with O of S17 (2.601), OG of S20 H-bonded with O of V16 (3.160) and OG of S17 H-bonded with
O of V96. Regarding Aromatic surface interactions, F 94, P95, V96, L97, S17 and L339 interact edge wise P313,
F315 and H98 interact side wise with the ligand GIL349. L291, L339, V119, F94,P95, P373, V96 had hydrophobic
surface interactions with the ligand at the bottom side of ligand GIL349 while only H98 was giving a slight
hydrophilic effect at the entrance or head side of ligand pocket. No noticeable electrostatic surface interactions were
present (fig.7.)

Fig.7. Surface interactions between ligand GIL349 molecule (shown inside the pocket in light green color) and the
residues of the DDL- E.faecalis(a).Shows H-bond surface interactions, (b). Shows face and edge wise interaction,
(c). shows Hydrophobic interactions and (d). shows electrostatic interactions.

3.10. Topology of the Modeled Structure: The target protein D-alanine D-alanine ligase of E.faecalis has overall
α/β/α topology. According to the PDB sum server analysis target protein has 12 helices, 10 helix-helix interactions,
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24 beta turns, 1 gamma turn, 3 beta sheets, 1 beta-alpha-beta unit, 6 beta hairpins, 3 beta bulges and 15 beta strands
(fig.8).

Fig.8. Topology of the DDL- E.fecalis H1-H12 represents α-helices and arrows represents 15 β-sheets.

3.11. Docking Results: Results from docking shows that phosphonate inhibitor Norleucine phosphate selected for
this study interacts such that the N (nitrogen) of the inhibitor form H-bond (2.605A°) with Oxygen (OE1) of E 308
of target. Also Oxygen atom of the inhibitor form H-bond (3.137A°) with the Nitrogen of K132 which in turn
forms H-bonds with Oxygen (OD1) of D131 (2.995A°) and Oxygen (O) of A121 (3.045) (fig.9).

Fig.9.Interaction of Phosphonate inhibitor Norleucine phosphate with the residues (labeled with single letter amino
acid code and number) in the DDL of E.faecalis.The phosphonate inhibitor shown in bright green color. Image
generated by DS viewer v3.5program.

4. Conclusion. The DDL model based on template matched in many aspects. The overall quality of the model is
good. The model varies from its template in a few regions because the sequence identity is 48%. The result from
ramachandran plot is good. It shows more than 90% residues in the most favoured region. Energy wise the model
showed stability. Had a good Z-score of -8.75 which is even better than template -8.5. The active site residues of
the model are all conserved according to the multiple sequence alignment and evolutionary relation wise the model
and S.pneumonia DDL has branched from same ancestor in the near past while it shared the same ancestor with
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the S.aureus DDL in the distant past. Docking was done to study the interaction and orientation of the ligand
(inhibitor) drugs with the target protein model to know the potential and possible action of the drug on the target
protein to treat infections caused by multidrug resistant life threatening Enterococcus faecalis.
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ABSTRACT: Many organizations around the globe are facing a number of
threats in terms of intense competition and hence employees’ intentions to switch
the organizations. The current study is carried out to explore an emerging area of
psychological ownership in relation to organizational Justice. The feelings of
psychological ownership may provide the organizations a sustainable competitive
advantage by enhancing the retention rate of valuable employees and making
them to go for an extra mile for their organization. In this study we will be
exploring the role of organizational justice as an antecedent of psychological
ownership. The results of the study reveals that among the three dimensions of
organizational justice (Distributive, Procedural & Interactional), procedural
justice is found to be a strong predictor of psychological ownership. To prove the
hypothesis of the study convenience sampling technique is used for data
collection and about 37 useable responses from employees are considered for
data analysis. Implications of these results as well as avenues for future research
are also discussed.
Key words: Psychological Ownership, Organizational Justice, Relationship
building, Competitive Advantage

Introduction: Organizations come into existence with hope and courage based on the philosophy of going concern
and of course, their ultimate objective may be to meet the expectations of all stakeholders (Kim, Kim and Han,
2005; Smith, 2007) and stay solvent. But in the real world, when they start growing, from birth to maturity, they
have to face a number of impediments in the form of copycats and competition (Lippitt and Schmidt, 1987). To
overcome these obstacles, organizations need certain resources of strategic orientation to take a sustainable
competitive advantage. According to resource based view, human resource is considered to be the most important
source for an organization to gain a sustainable competitive advantage (Wernerfelt, 1984). It is the human resource
of organizations that actually sense the rapid political, economical, social and technological changes from the
environment and respond proactively to keep it on right track. The resource based view has indulged the whole
world in to a war which can be named as “Hunt for Talent”. As a result top performing organizations around the
globe are now trying to grasp the best human resource pool from wherever they find it. At the same time the
literature is continuously highlighting the increasing rate of employees’ switching intentions (Bergiel, 2009). The
results of prior research reveal that employee's intentions to leave either voluntarily or involuntarily, affect the
organizations in multiple ways (Cho, Johanson & Guchait, 2009). Higher level of turnover rates are directly linked
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with the increase in recruitment and training cost, lower levels of employees’ morale, job satisfaction and customers
perceptions of service quality (Gray et al., 2000) which ultimately affect the organizational performance.

The researchers are continuously trying to find out the ways in order to retain the valuable employees by
exploring the certain relationships among the different variables. Organizational justice is also one of the highlighted
factors which play a significant role in retaining the employees. Many prior studies have explored the direct and
significant impact of organizational justice on job out comes such as job satisfaction, job attitude, organizational
commitment, intentions to leave, productivity and citizenship behavior. It can be inferred that organizational justice
has a direct or indirect relationship with job outcomes. Expectancy theory by Vroom (1964) suggests that employees
of an organization will be motivated if they perceive that putting extra efforts will leads towards the better
organizational performance which will result in a valuable reward for them in return. Likewise the theory of social
exchange suggests that an individual decision to enter or exit from the relationship with an organization depends up
on several evaluation factors. These factors may constitute certain outcomes of their efforts (such as perks and
benefits), satisfaction with outcome and alternative job attractiveness. Both theories suggest that for a sustainable
competitive advantage is indeed very important for an organization to listen and continuously review the satisfaction
level of employees. Based on these assumptions we propose that the direct relationship of organizational justice with
job outcomes may become more meaningful in presence of employees psychological ownership.  It is a stage where
the relationships of employees may become affective and they start thinking that “Rising tide will lift all the boats”.
Many researches such as Dyne & Pierce (2004) have highlighted the role psychological ownership (i.e., the
possessive feeling that some object is ‘MINE’ or ‘OURS’) in changing the employees’ attitude and increasing the
organizational commitment. In this article we have made two attempts. First, we will explore the role of
Organizational Justice in creating a sense of psychological ownership among the employees of an organization.
Second, we will explore the role of psychological ownership, which can be a barrier for employees while leaving the
organization, although they are having a better opportunity somewhere else. The end results of this study may help
the HR mangers in identifying the significance of different dimensions of organizational justice which leads toward
the psychological ownership.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. The very next chapter will shed light on the prior
literature regarding the variables of study to support the conceptual model and for the development of hypothesis for
the study. The next section will provide the details about the methodology which is adopted to answer the research
question of the study. In the same sections the results of the study will be analyzed by using the appropriate
statistical techniques. The next section will constitute the discussions based on the results of the study. The research
will be ended up by drawing the conclusion of the study, highlighting the limitations and future research
opportunities for researchers.

Literature Review: We have divided the literature review in four parts introduction to, 1- (a) Organizational justice,
1-(b) Psychological ownership, 2- Outcomes of organizational Justice, 3- Antecedents and outcomes of
psychological ownership and 4- Relationship between organizational justice types and psychological ownership
dimensions, both at their determinants level so that the relationship of the two concepts must be better understood at
their roots level.

1-(a) Organizational Justice: The significance of organizational justice can not be ignored. A pool of theoretical
and empirical studies is published by different scholars on it. Perceiving justice in organization is a superior
perception as it leads to a number of favorable outcomes stemming from positive attitudes and positive behaviors,
leading to both individual and organizational outcomes (Aryee, Budhwar and Chen, 2002). The three forms of
organizational justices, 1) Distributive justice, 2) Procedural justice and 3) Interactional justice may have different
strength in determining different outcomes.  Distributive justice is characterized by fair distribution of resources and
decision outcomes. Issues of fairness arise when employee compares his outputs (benefits and salaries) with those of
his inputs (e.g., experience, education) and compare them to certain standards of fairness, which is termed as a
reference point (a co-worker, organizational peer), and try to determine justice or injustice. This assessment is based
on employee perception. This phenomenon is studied with reference to equity theory (Adams, 1965; Folger &
Cropanzano, 1998). When employee perceives fairness in these distributions he is said to possess feelings of
distributive justice. Procedural justice refers to the processes and procedures that lead to the distribution of
outcomes. When employees feel that they can express their feelings their perception regarding fairness in procedures
are enhanced. There are other factors that can enhance the procedural justice perception such as accuracy,
consistency, ethicality, morality etc (Leventhal, 1980). Interactional justice refers to “the treatment that an individual
receives as decisions are made and can be promoted by providing explanations for decisions and delivering the news
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with sensitivity and respect” (Bies & Moag, 1986). A construct validation study suggests that interactional justice
should be divided into two parts: interpersonal and informational justice (Colquitt, 2001). Interpersonal justice refers
to perceptions of respect and propriety in one’s treatment “reflects the degree to which people are treated with
politeness, dignity, and respect by authorities and third parties involved in executing procedures or determining
outcomes” while informational justice related to the adequacy of the explanations given in terms of their timeliness,
specificity, and truthfulness that is “focuses on explanations provided to people that convey information about why
procedures were used in a certain way or why outcomes were distributed in a certain fashion”. Without going into
more details of a well established concept we would rather focus more on a new concept that is psychological
ownership. We would be focusing more on the literature of Pierce, Kostova and Dirks (2001; 2003).

1-(b) Psychological Ownership:
Roots, Routes, Types, Extensions, Process, Target and Individual Characteristics and Context:

There is a natural tendency of  human beings to own things and want to separate their souls from the other souls and
create situations and do something that helps them to live with the closely associated ones not with the ones who are
loosely associated. The domain where they feel that they are safe from the mismatch of cognitive and affective
priorities disasters and mismatch of personality effects. This is the domain where they create safety for themselves
and their associated ones by owning things and by retaining them, this is a concept referred by Pierce, Kostova and
Dirks (2001) as need for place, one of the three motivators of psychological ownership. All of the things whether
they are tangible or intangible, human beings or objects become the part of a person and the concept referred as
extended self. According to Dittmar (1992) people have innate tendency to experience a close connection to the
things they possess. Now what is the concept of self and extended self?  Simply the concept of self is the parts that
are attached to a person’s body is called self, even the intelligences, the thoughts, emotions and attitudes are the se lf
of a person that are categorized as tangible and intangible. On the contrary the words you utter, the sentences you
say, the behavior and its way and how you use your intelligence to guide your talk and behaviors to solve the
problems, the objects you make (e.g artist drawing beautiful sceneries) all become the parts of your extended self.
One of the researchers say that a person’s family, his house, his job, his office, the computer and the desk on which
he works, the files and coming to a broader level the department, the organizational polices and the premises if that
organizational become part of the extended self. Long and short of it is self and extended self constitute the self
identity of person as summarized by Sartre (1969) "the totality of my possessions reflects the totality of my being …
I am what I have … What is mine is myself" (p. 591-592). There is a third dimension named self
efficacy/effectance, the roots of which initiate from the need to exercise control and power which states that the
extent to which a person or an employee desires to bring change in the target object. The greater the control an
employee wants to exercise the more the confident he is and he is more likely to bring change with his reference in
the target organization. Avey, Avolio, Crossley and Luthans (2009) tried to add a fourth dimension of accountability
defined as ‘‘the implicit or explicit expectation that one may be called on to justify one’s beliefs, feelings and
actions to others’’ (Lerner & Tetlock, 1999, p. 255).. And the reason he gave for its addition is (1) the expected right
to hold others accountable and (2) the expectation for one’s self to be held accountable. More over they said the two
forms of psychological ownerships in the organizations preventive focused and promotion focused. People who are
more risk takers, inspired by accomplishments and aspiration and take initiatives tend to display promotion focused
psychological ownership because they want their organization to be more productive and efficient and effective in
their organizational strategic objectives for which they accept any change and tend to be more dynamic (Kark and
Van Dijk, 2007). There are certain individuals who tend to be more conservative and do not want to disturb their
present state tend to show preventive psychological ownership. These people are risk averse, focus on their duties
and stick with rules and regulations and are not dynamic. One thing to remember here is that psychological
ownership is always positive from the employees’ perspective, and become promotion focused or preventive
focused on the basis on personal and/or situational factors for the organization

Pierce, Kostova and Dirks (2003) Identified the three roots (as discussed above) three routes; 1) Controlling
of the target, 2) Coming to intimately know the target and 3) investing the self into the target. Now roots and routes
are there from which psychological ownership is initiated and the paths it takes to capture the target and makes it an
object of being psychologically owned.
Now the pre requisite of psychological ownership are there and the target of ownership is there but further
strengthening of this drive depends on the target factors (Physical or non physical) and the individual factors
(employees differ in their motives, strength of motives and personality) or an employee involved in the process.
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Further the psychological ownership can be enhanced through the Process and providing the conducive environment
(Context).

2- Outcomes of Organizational Justice: These outcomes are job satisfaction, turnover intentions, and
organizational commitment, task performance partially mediated by trust in organization and the individually- and
organizationally-oriented dimensions of citizenship behavior fully mediated by trust in supervisor (Aryee et al.,
2002; McFarlin and Sweeney, 1992). One study concludes that distributive justice than procedural justice as a
predictor of personal outcomes as personal satisfaction and pay outcomes on the other hand procedural justice as a
true predictor of organizational outcomes organizational commitment and subordinate’s evaluation of supervisor
organizational outcomes (Mcfarlin & Sweeney, 1992). The results of a meta analysis 183 justice studies illustrate
the overall and unique relationships among distributive, procedural, interpersonal, and informational justice and
several organizational outcomes (e.g., job satisfaction, organizational commitment, evaluation of authority,
organizational citizenship behavior, withdrawal, performance) (Colquitt et al., 2001).  Long and short of it is
organizational justice has been studied with different moderators and outcomes but the gap in literature is it has not
been studied in relationship with psychological ownership. Psychological ownership is a new and emerging field
whose theory is formulated in 2001 by Pierce, Kostova and Dirks and it was further discussed in detail in 2003 by
the same researchers. Later on, recently its theoretical extensions are also given Avey, Avolio, Crossley & Luthans,
2009).

3- Antecedents and Outcomes of psychological Ownership: Many theoretically and empirically the outcomes of
psychological ownership have been identified and studied until now, 1) Employee attitudes, 2) Employee behaviors
and 3) Organizational outcomes. In a study conducted by Dyne and Pierce (2004) results show a positive impact  of
psychological ownership regarding organization and organizational commitment, job satisfaction, organization-
based self-esteem (job attitudes), and performance and organizational citizenship behavior (work behavior), while
the unique finding was a very little impact on employee performance. On the contrary the study conducted by
Wagner, Parker and Christianson (2004) found financial performance as a strong outcome. In a study of four bus
companies of United Kingdom (Pendleton et al., 1998) ownership feelings were positively related to satisfaction,
involvement, integration, commitment, and self-perceived changes in attitudes and work-related behaviors. In an
exploratory study done by Avey et al., (2009) who argued about the two types of psychological ownerships that are
promotion focused and preventive focused (measured and betrothed to territoriality) psychological ownerships.
Results showed strong and positive relationships between promotions focused employee psychological ownership
and commitment, job satisfaction and intentions to stay with his organization. Also the two types of citizenship
behaviors are positively related to psychological ownership and negatively related to work place deviance behaviors.
There is another concept that enhances and provides the conducive environment to strengthen psychological
ownership and that is transformational leadership. Pierce, Liro and Anne (2009) studied the promotion of
psychological ownership from the psychological aspects of job design.

4- Organizational Justice Types and Psychological Ownership Dimensions: Before developing an in-depth
relationship here it must be remembered that the objective of this study is not to build arguments for the relative
explanatory power of types of organizational justice on psychological ownership and its dimensions. Rather we
would focus only on developing connection between justice and psychological ownership and empirically testing
their relationships
An employee is a source of word of mouth of an organization. A study referenced in the research paper of Mangold,
Miller and Brockway (1999) “one dissatisfied customer can be expected to tell nine other people about the
experiences that resulted in the dissatisfaction” and those satisfied customers on the average will tell five other
people about the story (Knauer, 1992). Applying the analogy of word of mouth by customers it can be proposed that
if an employee perceives justice in the organization he is likely to be indulged in positive word of mouth for his
organization and he may often be seen as defending his organization (Theory). Here according to the Social identity
theory an employee is more likely to have positive self concept (and it is strengthened if it is learned) is likely to talk
positively about and defend the organization for which he perceives the justice is pervasive. Social identity theorists
argue that the effect can take two directions first is the impact of social group on an individual and second the
influence an individual exerts on the group and these both of the effects are generated by intrinsic motivations. Here
we would be focusing on the direction that group shapes the people’s definitions of self and their feelings of self
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worth (Tajfel & Turner 1986; Hogg & Abrahams, 1988). Theorists also argue that even in the absence of procedural
and distributive justice an individual does derive identity from the particular group but this effect is enhanced when
he perceives distributive and procedural justice is prevailing. Like wise if he perceives the interactional justice he
would be more prone to derive identity from that organization.

Employees working in organizations tend to incur their utmost efforts and personal resources, at the same
time they tend to achieve the broader benefits from that organization by associating themselves with and deriving
identity from that organization. This derivation makes them to act and behave in certain limitations. According to
social identity theory if an employee invests the self in organization his self identity is enhanced. There also exists
the risk of identity. So an employee will not act negatively rather he would be acting in the alignment with
organizational norms and practices.  Here it can be inferred that if an organization is pursuing the justices
procedural, distributive and interactional an employee would be more likely to derive identity from that organization
and will represent and advocate the organization. (Book advances in organizational justice by Gerald Greenberg and
Russell Cropanzano, 2001). Tajfel (1972) defined identity as “the individual’s knowledge that he/she belongs to
certain social groups together with some emotional and value significance to him/her of this group membership”
(Page: 292). For example, the profession of a doctor in our culture is considered to be the prestigious. Doctors
proudly introduce themselves as doctors as it helps them to have a high status in society. Thereby it enhances their
self identity and self esteem. Self identity and organizational identities are manifestations of social identity theory.

The group engagement model provides an insight into the procedural justice that shapes the cooperation in groups,
organizations and societies though group value model and relational model of authority. This model hypothesizes
that procedures shape people’s social identity within groups. This model also hypothesizes that resource judgments
influence indirectly the attitudes, values and behaviors by shaping social identity. The elements of procedural justice
are very important because they carry the social identity relevant information related to the quality of the
interpersonal treatment (Tyler and Blader, 2000). The understandings of the group engagement model had been
extended by Blader and Tyler (2009). The finding of two field study indicated that “social identity mediated the
effect of procedural justice judgments and economic outcomes on supervisor ratings of extra role behavior”.

According to the arguments of Pierce, Kostova and Dirks (2001, 2003) an employee would not retain his
self identity within a particular group rather he would be expressive of his identity even outside the organization
(Social Identity theory).

The self-efficacy root of an employee tends to say, ‘‘I need to do this task, I can do it, and I therefore own
the responsibility for achieving success.’’ Self-efficacy in other words is task-specific self confidence is a key
component of social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1967), and “its influence on individuals' goals, efforts, and task
persistence is well documented”. The concept of self efficacy has been studied in different settings. Employees who
feel and believe that they can perform better on their job practically perform better while people who feel that they
would fail, they actually fail. The determinants of self efficacy had been studied in detail in different studies (Gistt &
Mitchell, 1992). The determinants of self efficacy are enactive mastery, vicarious learning, verbal persuasion,
psychological state, psychological and emotional arousal, concept of ability and controllability of the task (Bandura,
1977, 1992, 1994, 1995). The perception to bring the desirable change in the outcome or to influence the
environment by performing certain actions refers to the self efficacy; in this way perception of justice would
enhance the psychology of an employee which would make it more confident to initiate actions in certain
limitations. This perception of justice has now made him mentally stronger enough that what ever the efforts are
incurred he would be rewarded, and what ever the mistakes are committed by him he would be held accountable for
and similar is the perception that he holds for other employees, superiors, peers and subordinates. Now is the time
where an employee is confident and more self efficacious.

There are a number of researches available that explains the relationship between organizational justice and
generalized self efficacy (Gilliland, 1994). Individuals who failed to be hired found out to be low in self efficacy
because of negative perception of justice (Gilliland, 1994). Distributive and procedural justices were both examined
in an employee selection process. Along with the procedural justice dimensions, job relatedness of selection
procedures and explanation put forth for the selection procedures were manipulated. The other justice dimension
was tested through manipulation of a selection decision and collection of a priori hiring expectations. One of the
three dependent variables was self efficacy. Distributive justice and self efficacy interact and lead to job
performance (Stephen W, 1994). Self-efficacy was found out to be lowest for those who perceived unfair procedures
and were selected as well (Ployhart & Ryan 1997)
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On the basis of above discussion what self efficacy is and what its determinants are it can be inferred that if
an employee perceives injustice in all three dimensions that is if he thinks procedures are unfair in distributions and
every thing is communicated unfairly or partial unfairness exists his task specific self efficacy in that organization
would be lesser (may regain in any other organization) and hence his confidence in the procedures, distributions and
interactions are likely to be disturbed and therefore ends in the reduction of ownership feelings. Summarizing the
whole discussion distributive justice and procedural justice is positively related to psychological ownership (Chi &
Han, 2008).

It is a natural tendency of human beings to own and retain possessions as a security blanket. In the ongoing
era where everything is dynamic, the era of injustice especially in Pakistan, employees find it more appraising to
associate them with organization for which they perceive justice to be prevailing. The three concepts must be
distinguished from sense of belongingness/need for place that is retention of employees, continuance commitment
and organizational identification. Continuance commitment refers to the need component of an employee which
makes him think whether he should stay or leave the organization or gain versus loss concept simply what are the
benefits involved while staying with the particular organization (Becker, 1960). Employee retention is defined as
“the ability of an organization to hold its employees”. Sense of belongingness is psychological (without any material
objective and positive psychological state) in nature as it can be understood through the items of sense of
belongingness that are e-g., I feel I belong in this organization , 2- I am totally comfortable being in this organization
etc, while continuance commitment is defined through materialistic approach. On the contrary retention is the
outcome of continuance commitment and/or sense of belongingness or the other way round. There is another
concept organizational identification which is "an active process by which individuals link themselves to elements in
a social scene" (Cheney, 1983). Other authors have defined OI as an alignment of individual and organizational
values (Pratt, 1998), as well as the perception of oneness with and belongingness to the organization (Ashforth &
Mael, 1989). Organizational identification is differentiated by very thin lines from sense of belongingness or need
for place as it is “individual's motive to possess a certain territory or space”, "When we inhabit something, it is no
longer an object for us, but becomes part of us" (Dreyfus, 1991: 45). In it values may provide positive moderating
impact, but values in organizational identification are causal in nature.

The model presented by Rupp, Ganapathi. Aguilera and Williams (2006) suggested that an employee’s
fairness concerns are rooted in relational, instrumental and morality based motivations that stem from three basic
needs that are need for control, belongingness and meaningful existence. Hence “relational needs for justice are
inextricably linked to the psychological need of belongingness” (Page: 541). It can be inferred that sense of
belongingness leads to the perception of justice in organization, but the flow can take the other way as well that is
take a cyclical form that if an employee perceives justice in organization his sense of belongingness may increase
for that organization. The multiple needs model suggests that justice is an important concern for individuals because
fair treatment helps to fulfill four fundamental human needs: the need for control, the need for positive self-regard,
the need for belonging, and the need for meaning (Cropanzano et al., 2001).
As suggested by Chen et al., (2001), employees who possess high self-efficacy do not remain immune to negative
environmental influences on work efficacy. It can be inferred that the content of the communication and the manner
in which subordinates are communicated with strongly influences the self efficacy. Thus the perception of
interactional injustice on behalf of employees regarding the superior will decrease the self efficacy.

According to social identity theory (Tajfel & Turner 1970s & 1980s) social interactions provide identities
for us and a person is likely to derive his identity from the group he belongs.  As discussed previously the influence
takes two directions that is, from individual to group and from group to individual. If any individual belongs to a
certain group he would be more likely to derive his identity from that group, by acting and behaving in conformity
with. But if he perceives justice he would be more likely to derive identity from that group.

Keeping in view the traditional framework provided by the organizational justice literature regarding
procedural, distributive and interactional justice in which employees are concerned with the actions of the
organizations (i-e is how aspect), the outcomes achieved from such actions (distribution) and how employees are
treated with and informed personally by the organization. If an employee perceives fairness in all these aspects his
psychological ownership for that organization would be strengthened (Chi & Han, 2008) through increased
derivation of self identity, sense of belongingness and self efficacy.
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Figure 1 Conceptual model of the relationships between Organizational Justice & Psychological Ownerships.

Research Hypotheses:
H # 1: If an employee perceives distributive justice in the organization his psychological ownership for that
organization is enhanced.
H # 2: If an employee perceives procedural justice in the organization his psychological ownership for that
organization is enhanced.
H # 3: If an employee perceives interactional justice in the organization his psychological ownership for that
organization is enhanced.

Methodology: The current research was an attempt to investigate the relationship between organizational justice
and psychological ownership. All these efforts are made to present the employees point of view for HR managers
regarding the significance of organizational justice in shaping the mindset and retain them for a sustainable
competitive advantage.

The current research constitutes the characteristics of descriptive research. In first stage the relationship
related to organizational justice was extracted from previous research. Furthermore the hypotheses and research
questions are drawn based up on the literature review presented in chapter two. Keeping in view the objectives of
the study, research questions and hypotheses different quantitative methods are incorporated to address the results of
the study. In previous researches the quantitative techniques are used when data is available in numeric form. On the
other hand qualitative techniques are used when data is presented in non-numeric form like in the form of pictures or
words (Neuman, 2003). In quantitative research most of the researchers are tend to check the causal relationship
among the variables. The direction of these relationships is clearly described mostly in the hypotheses of the study
which are derived from the literature review. The quantitative data can be collected by using different techniques
which constitutes experiments, content analysis, surveys and so on. Each technique has its own potential strengths
and weaknesses. Keeping in view the previous researches which are conducted from organizational justice
perspective; we have utilized the survey method for data collection. This technique can be used for both qualitative
and quantitative data. On the other hand it benefits the researchers to save cost, easily access the target populations,
collection of standardized data on large scale, ease of data tabulation and analysis of data.

Survey Method: In order to collect the required information to address the overall research questions and
hypotheses, self administered questionnaire was preferred as a survey instrument. The reason is that in most of the
previous studies which were carried out in organizational justice context, the researchers have used this technique
for data collection. The other benefits of this technique are less cost and minimal interference of researcher
(Malhotra, 2004). The researchers’ minimal interference reduces the response bias by the respondent. This technique
allows the respondents to take their time to complete the questionnaire which reduces the interference of researcher.

Survey and instrument design: In order to collect the required data to address the research question survey
instrument was developed under the guidelines provided by different authors and researchers. The first step which
was considered while designing the survey instrument was the characteristics and education level of the target
group. The survey instrument was design in a proper, simple and understandable language (Malhotra, 2004) i.e. in
English. Keeping in view the guidance provided by different authors in their studies. Most of the researchers prefer
to use those questionnaires which has already used and validated by another researcher. Similarly number of
questions, sequence and length of questions, proper formatting and line spacing among the questions were also taken
in to consideration while designing the survey instrument (Sekaran, 2003).

Organizational Justice

a. Distributive Justice

b. Procedural Justice

c. Interactional Justice

Psychological
Ownership
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Target population and Data Collection: Keeping in view the nature of hypotheses through which we are going to
investigate the impact of organizational justice on employee’s psychological ownership, the data was collected from
the employees which are working in different organizations of Rawalpindi, Islamabad, Taxila and Wah Cantt. The
convenience sampling technique was used because of time and cost constraints. Due to shortage of time, 60
questionnaires were distributed initially. Out of 60 questionnaires, only 37 useable were returned. The mean age of
the respondents was found 25 years. The mean of employees experience in the organization was found 2 to 3 years.
Most of the respondents of the study were bachelor or master degree holders.

Measures: To address the research question stated in the study, all measures for the constructs were taken from
previous studies, which were carried out from strategic human resource management perspective due to their proved
reliability and validity.

In order to measure the perception of employees regarding the justice in organizations, three-dimensional
measure constituting distributive justice, procedural justice and interactional justice was used. In order to measure
the perception distributive justice in an organization, 04 items were adapted from the study of Colquitt’s (2001). The
scale conceptualizes the distributive justice in terms of fairness of outcomes, like pay and respect. Similarly to
measure the perception of procedural justice in an organization, 07 items were adapted from the study of Moorman’s
(1991). The scale conceptualizes the procedural justice in terms of perception of people within the organizations
regarding the managerial procedures like promotion consistency, suppressing bias, being correctable and
representative, and being ethical processes. Likewise in order to measure the employee’s perception regarding the
interactional justice in an organization, 06 items were adapted from the study of Moorman’s (1991). The scale
conceptualizes the interactional justice in terms of perceived quality of the supervisor’s interpersonal behavior, the
degree of attention the supervisor pays to employees’ rights, and the extent to which the supervisor deals with the
employee in a trustful and truthful manner. Further to measure the psychological ownership construct, 07 items were
adapted from the study of Dyne and Pierce (2004). The scale conceptualizes the employees’ psychological
ownership in terms of “feelings of possession towards the organization”. Five point likert scale ranging from
1(strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree) was used to measure the intensity of respondents extent to which they are
agree or disagree with each statement given in the questionnaire. The reliability of each scale can be found in table
1.

Table 1: Reliability Analysis (Cronbach’s Alpha)
Construct Reliability

1 Distributive Justice 0.91

2 Procedural Justice 0.86

3 Interactional Justice 0.84

4 Psychological Ownership 0.89

Results: The main objective of current study was to answer the two basic research questions which are as follow:
To what extent perception of Organizational Justice plays a role in creating a sense of psychological ownership
which ultimately leads towards the higher rates of employees’ retention?
To address the above mentioned research question certain hypotheses were developed. Keeping in view the nature of
relationships among the variables of study correlation and regression was used for the analysis of collected data. The
results of the correlation analysis can be found in table II.

Table II. Means, Standard deviation and Correlation among the variables

Construct Mean Std. Dev 1 2 3 4

1 Distributive Justice 3.17 0.99 1 .46* .29* .46*

2 Procedural Justice 3.02 0.81 - 1 .26* .65*
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3 Interactional Justice 3.29 0.71 - - 1 .35*

4 Psychological Ownership 3.38 0.88 - - - 1

Notes:
n = 37 * Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Table II indicates that:

There exist a positive and significant relationship between the Distributive Justice and Psychological Ownership
(r=.46, p<.05).

There exist a positive and significant relationship between Procedural Justice and Psychological Ownership (r=.65,
P<.05).

There exist a positive and significant relationship between Interactional Justice and Psychological Ownership (r=.35,
p<.05).

Regression Analysis: In order to measure the variation in dependent variable with respect to independent variable,
regression analysis was used. The results of regression analysis are illustrated with respect to each hypothesis. Based
up on the literature review three hypothesis were developed. The results of regression analysis for hypothesis
number 1 through 3 can be found in the following table III.

Table III. Results of Regression Analysis
Hypothesis Description (β) t- value p- value

H:1 D . J Psy. Ownership 0.18 1.37 0.18

H:2 P . J Psy. Ownership 0.62 3.27 0.00

H:3 I . J Psy. Ownership 0.02 0.11 0.91

Notes:
n = 37,   Arrow indicates the direction of impact

The results in table III indicates that 18% variation in Psychological Ownership is explained by independent variable
i.e. Distributive Justice (t=1.37, p>.05). Hence H-1 is not supported.
Similarly results in table III indicates that that 62% variation in dependant variable i.e. Psychological Ownership is
explained by independent variable i.e. Procedural Justice (t=3.27, p<.05). Hence H-2 is accepted.
Regarding H-3, the results in table III indicates that only 2% variation in dependant variable i.e. Psychological
Ownership is explained by the independent variable i.e. Interactional Justice (t=0.11, p>.05). Hence H-3 is not
accepted.

Discussions: Today many organizations are facing a great trouble in the form of increasing levels of employees’
turnover. Loosing the skilled employee may cost the organizations in multiple ways like increased recruitment,
selections and training cost. In today’s modern arena where political, economical, social and technological changes
are taking place at a very rapid pace, a weak system of retaining the skilled labor can create certain opportunities for
competitors in a way that they can get the benefit of his or her acquired skills, knowledge, abilities and the most
important the relationships which he or she builds during the stay with the previous organization. There might be
several reasons behind an employee’s intention to leave an organization like work environment, work load, pay,
distributive, procedural or interactional justice issues, lack of job security, less chances of promotion. Whatever the
reasons there might be, but higher rate of employees switching intentions ultimately affects the performance of an
organization.
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In current study we have explored the role of organizational justice in strengthening the relationship of an
employee with an organization. The perception of justice in organizations assures the employees that their
organizations value their contribution and care about their employability. In turn this perception of organizational
justice benefit the organization in a way that employee start owning the organizational resources psychologically
and become advocators. The results of our study reveal that among the three dimensions of organizational justice,
procedural justice is found to be the most significant predictor of psychological ownership. These findings are in
line with the prior researches of several authors such as (Chi & Han, 2008; Ployhart & Ryan, 1997). On the other
hand distributive and interactional justices were found to be the weak predictors of psychological ownership as
opposed to the previous findings such as (Rupp et al., 2006). These finding may be due to small sample size.

Conclusion: According to the resource based view, Human resource is considered to be the most important source
of an organization for a sustainable competitive advantage. Today organizations are spending million of dollars to
attain and retain the skilled human resource. Still the retention of skilled labor is considered to be one of the most
critical issues which are highlighted in the field of organizational behavior research. Retention of the skilled human
resource is one of the prominent areas of current research.

The current study was also an attempt to extend the existing body of knowledge by investigating the role of
organizational justice in psychological ownership of employees which ultimately leads towards the job satisfaction
and affective commitment. The results of current study reveal that among the three dimensions of organizational
justice (Distributive, Procedural & Interactional justice) procedural justice is found to be the most significant
predictor of psychological ownership. Furthermore employees with higher levels of psychological ownership may
stay for longer periods with the organizations and are found to be more satisfied and committed. The results of
current study also highlight a greater need for organizations to asses the employee’s point of view about the
organizational policies. In case of any discrepancies, the solutions can be found in a democratic way rather enforcing
the rules and regulations. By improving the distributive, procedural and interactional justice in the organizations
may provide them an opportunity to retain their skilled employees which ultimately can be helpful in improving the
performance in long run.

Limitations and Future Research Directions: Like other studies, there were several limitations which were taken
in to consideration while addressing the conceptual model of the study empirically. These limitations constitute the
following:

The data was collected from the employees who are serving in several organizations of Rawalpindi,
Islamabad, Wah Cantt and Taxila by using the convenience sampling technique due to time and budget constraints.
Furthermore the sample size was very small. To enhance the generalizibilty of results, the current research can be
replicated by increasing the sample size and collecting data from other provinces/cities.

Second, further research can take in to the consideration the employees of public and private organizations
separately so that in depth analysis can be provided for the practioners.

Third, another limitation of current study was that the researchers have used the generalized scale of
psychological ownership. In future studies it will be worthwhile if a multi-dimensional scale is used to better predict
the variation due to the organizational justice and further impact on job outcomes. Further studies may also explore
the mediating role of psychological ownership as well.

Fourth, it will be worthwhile if the questionnaire should be translated in to Urdu (Pakistani native
language). By translating the questionnaire in to native language, the response rate can be enhanced. It may also be
helpful in increasing the respondent’s comfortable level and reduce the response time while filling the
questionnaires. Translating the questionnaire in to native language can also reduce the response error by increasing
the respondents understanding with each statement.
Fifth, the generalizibilty of results can also be enhanced by considering the employees of separate industries like
Airline, Insurance, and Telecom sector and their perception regarding the organizational justice.
Sixth, future research is needed to identify the other antecedents of psychological ownership which can be play a
central role in strengthen the relationship of employees with the organization.
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ABSTRACT: Heart in the human body is a muscular organ that pumps blood to
the different organs. However, there are some studies that advocate for some
additional functionalities of the human heart. Our long term goal is to visualize this
extra ordinary role of the human heart through computer technology. In this article
we present our initial study about the different views from ancient philosophers to
modern scientists that believed heart’s role beyond the pumping machine. We
believe that this initial study will also be interesting for research community of the
social science field.
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1. Introduction. In different cultures in the history, heart has been considered as the basis of sensation,
emotions, excitement and intelligence. In modern era heart has been considering as the king of body which
supply blood to different organs.  Similarly people used to sense the feeling of love and other affecting states
in the heart region. However such roles are emphasized by the scientists in the past with the brain in the head.
Recent studies (DeBoer, Karemaker, & Strackee, 1987; McCraty, 2002) shows that the heart be in touch with
the brain in information processing, emotion, perception and physical condition. In this article we review
those viewpoints that advocate heart’s role beyond the pumping machine.

2. Views about heart: From ancient to modern philosophers. The study of heart has been remained
the field of interest for the philosophers and scientists of ancient period as well as scientists and philosophers
of medieval and modern age.

2.1 The views of ancient philosophers about heart. Heart has been discussed by different ancient
philosophers.  Here we give a summary of different school of thoughts about the nature of heart.

2.1.1 Aristotle. Aristotle was born in 384 BCE. He was known as a philosopher but he was a natural
scientist of ancient times and one of the well known biologists of all the times. The most extremely scientific
work of Aristotle is related to the field which is now called neuroscience. He thoroughly disagreed with the
central role of the brain in consciousness and movement and characterized this role to the heart (Gross, 1995).
Before Aristotle, Greek philosophers-scientists views were different about brain. According to Aristotle brain
is not a place of sensation, pain, pleasure but it is the region of the heart. Following are some of the argument
of Aristotle in favor of heart and against brain for some features. Those features are:

 Heart is considered for sensation because all animals have organs like heart where only vertebrate
and cephalopods have brain and yet other animals have sensation.

 Blood originated from the heart which is mandatory for sensation where brain is bloodless lead to
without sensation.
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 Heart is warm in nature having the characteristic of life and brain is cold nature that tempers the
emotion and furiousness of the heart.

 Heart is created first in the body where brain is formed next. Heart stops working last when the body
expires.

 Heart connected with all the sensing parts and muscles of the body, through the blood vessels where
brain is not connected to sense organs.

 Heart is located at a central place which is a fitting place for their unique functionalities whereas the
brain is not so.

Aristotle is contrasting the claims of brain supremacy over heart, that those of Alcmaeon, Hippocrates, Plato
and argues that the insufficiency of fleshy tissues around the brain is in order for consciousness but Aristotle
provide the reason that the fleshlessness is for cooling purpose of brain and the backside of the head is also
fleshless, but it is empty from sensery organs. Heart and brain together form a unit for controlling the body,
that is, heart is warm, and brain tempers the heat and incense of heart (Longrigg, 1995).

2.1.2 Alcmaeon. He was the first one who considered that brain is the site of sensation, consciousness and
cognition (Gross, 2009). His most theories discuss in details about the sense that is particularly on vision. He
describes optic nerves that they are located together at the back of the forehead for the reason that both eyes
synchronize with each others. He says that the psyche which is soul and mind made from the lightest,
rounded and fastest moving atoms. These atoms are spread with other atoms all over the body and there are
several that contain in the brain. Similarly, little cruder atoms are founded in the heart that makes it the core
of emotions where some cruder atoms are positioned in the liver which is the place of desire, lust and
appetite. However, his observation of the brain for the strong and controlling seat was not the same according
to the pre-Socratic philosopher and scientists. Blood is the way of thought where the level of intelligence
related to the formation of the blood. That is the heart was the vital organ of intelligence and a place of
mental disorder (Longrigg, 1995). The idea about the heart related to intelligence and emotion was the same
that is in earlier cultures of Egyptian, Babylonian, Mesopotamian and Indian.

2.1.3 Rabbi Gershon ben Schlomoh. According to him “The brain and heart share functions so when one
is missing, the other alone continues its activities by virtue of their partnership” (Shlomon & Bodenheimer).
Both heart and brain are connected with each other for their functionality. They inform each other from their
assigned tasks and whenever one of them failed the other continues their working (Longrigg, 1995).

2.2 Islamic Philosophy (9th to 12th century AD). Heart has been mentioned many times in the Holy
Quran and Hadeeth for many reasons and purpose in different perspective. The heart is described alive,
hardened, dead or diseased("Holy Quran  Al-Baqara,"). The heart is concerned with the sensation, attitudes,
acquaintance, ailment, desires, faithfulness, deed and intention. Heart is the center of human maintaining
relationship with the God and governs all actions of the body. In Islamic point of view, heart has given such
functionality which some of the modern science considered to the brain (Loukas, Saad, Tubbs, & Shoja,
2007). The heart is referred as either in the categories of healthy or disease one, the diseased one is included
with worst character such as distrust, hardened, hypocrisy and ignorance.  The heart disease grow with the
factors such as profanity, denial of reality, divergence, offense, dishonesty, assertiveness, laxity, dread,
irritation, envy, and many others. In the Quran verses “There has come to you a direction from your Lord and
a healing for the disease in your hearts” ( Holy Qur’an:Tauba.125), means that only sound heart will meet
with the God.  In other verse it is stated that “Beware! There is a piece of flesh in the body, if it remains
healthy the whole body becomes healthy, and if it is diseased, the whole body becomes diseased. Beware, it is
the heart” (Bukhari, 1996). The heart gets comfort with the remembrance of Allah referred in the Quran”
Those who believed, and whose hearts find rest in the remembrance of Allah, verily, in the remembrance of
Allah does hearts find rest. And surly, He is worthy of it” [Holy Quran: Ara’d.28].  So practicing of
remembering of Allah, which is a cure for all diseases of the body, heart, mind and soul.  Here heart is
mentioned in the verse instead of brain. The heart which is rusted is purified and is cleaned with the recitation
of the Holy Quran. Same point has been mentioned from the Hadeeth reported by Abdullah bin Umar from
the Prophet Hazrat Muhammad (S.A.W). “The hearts get rusted as the water rusts the iron. It was asked about
the treatment. The Prophet(S.A.W) advised them to have frequent remembrance of death and recitation of the
Holy Quran”(Ghauri, 2010). The heart in the human body is so important, but morally it affects the entire
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way of living, ”Be on your guard. Surely there is a piece of meat in human body, if this is accurate, the whole
body is accurate, and if this gets flawed, the whole body follows it. Be on your guard. This is
heart."(Nawawi). Zikir, which is etiologically derived from Arabic word, means that the remembrance of
Allah. A study has been made that heart rate variability (HRV) is affected with emotion, mind and behavior
related to the remembrance of Allah (Zikir) (Senik & Wahab, 2013). The heart is referred in the Holly Quran
for understanding of knowledge such as “Do they not then earnestly seek to understand the Quran, or are their
hearts locked up by them?” ("Holy Quran: Muhammad,"). Similarly in other verse, the heart is also
mentioned for the functionality as “Nay, it is clear signs in the hearts of those whom the knowledge has
reached” ("Holy Quran: Al Ankabut,"). In the Holy Quran, Qalb is mentioned for some functionality related
to human beings. The word Qalb means heart which is either spiritual or corporal. From the precious verses
of the Holy Quran, the heart is related with cleaning and rusting for good deeds and hypocrisy like qualities
respectively. The heart is mentioned in the above verse for understanding if the heart is unlocked for it.
Next we present views about heart from renowned muslim philosopher.

2.2.1 Abu ‘Ali al-Husayn ibn Sina (980 to 1037). He was the most significant and influential
philosopher in the pre-modern era. He contributed to the field of philosophy, mathematics, astronomy,
psychology and logic. He wrote the book Al-Qanun which played major role to the area of medicine. He
places sensation, movement, and cognition in the brain, in which the controlling role is given to the heart
(Tayab, 1986). According to him,” It is a part of a force which occupying the whole body”(Sena, 1929a).
Similarly, the heart is placed for the source of starting point of the vital power. In regards to the heart, there is
a disagreement among physician and philosopher. According to philosophers, heart is a root of all faculties
and gives the nutrition, life, nervousness, and movement to others faculties, where the physicians distribute
these faculties among the others members, that is nutrition to the liver, vital power in the heart and mental
faculties to the brain(Sena, 1929b). There are mind cells in the liver, stomach and heart which regulate their
activities. There is a hierarchy of liver, stomach, heart, physical and intellectual minds which make a
kingdom among us. There are different views that the heart is a source of sensation and the soul come
through the way of the heart or it is the brain. But the brain, heart, liver and other member have a relation.
The basis or starts of all faculty members are traceable to the heart. Ibn Sina assumed the heart is the source
of psychic and emotional activities concerning the supply of blood or breath to every part of the body
including the brain. This efficiency for its importance to every cell of the members effect the psychic states
(Tyab, 1986).

2.2.2 Abu Hamid al-Ghazali about Heart. He was born in Khorasan of Iran in 1058 A.D. He was a great
muslim intellectual, ruler, general and artist and crossed every  hurdle in his effort to bring back serious
Islamic scholarship. He is considered to be a renewer of faith and awarded with the honorific title proof of
Islam (hujjat tul Islam). He was a famous scholastic philosopher and thinker of the middle ages, and is known
for his impact on intellectual history. According to him (Ghazali), human beings are honored and distinct due
to his knowledge that is put in their heart by the God. In this life, knowledge is man's attractiveness,
perfection and glory and afterlife it will be used as equipment for what he has done in this world. This
knowledge is related to man’s heart, not to other members. It is the heart which is the source of connection
with the God and other members of human serving as subordinates, followers and instruments. He also
described that heart is the expression of two things, one is that, that it is the flesh, pine like in shape located in
the left side of the breast (Ghazali, 2010). It is special soft tissues having a cavity consist of dark-colored
blood which is considered as the source and origin of the soul. The second thing designated with heart is
something subtle, Godly and spiritual, which is related to corporeal heart. The connection is same with the
connection of user with their tools and qualities with qualified. This subtlety is linked with the exact nature
of a man. In man the heart point out for the activities like belief, consciousness, spoken to, punishment,
blaming and responsibility. It is related with the physical heart, and minds of men mystified from this
connection. Ghazali has mentioned that soul associated to the heart as a subtle quality. The basis of the soul is
the hole of the physical heart (Alghzali). The soul is reached to every parts of the body through the arteries.
The soul spreading in the body, giving out of the lights of life and body parts capabilities resembles with the
light from a lamp which is moved around in the core of the house. In which Life is similar to the light that
occurring on the walls and the soul is like to the lamp. The dispersion and movement of the soul in the
internal body is similar to the displacement of the lamp in the parts of the house. Soul is a subtle vapor makes
from the heat of the heart. Sahl Al Tustari compared the heart to a kingdom and the breast to a place
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(Tustari). According to him, “The heart is the throne and the breast is the seat”. He destined that heart is the
kingdom of man for governing all conducts of human.

Special Qualities of Human Heart. Special features related to man’s heart is knowledge and will. The
Knowledge is about this world, afterlife and of rational truths. Man's heart is specially qualified with the
knowledge where will is not characterized for other animals and even not found in the beginning of the child
during his natural creation. But child get into these features after reaching a specific stage of life where
aspiration, annoyance and interior and exterior sense exist.

Inspiration and Intelligence. The cognitions come to the heart in certain states in different ways. Inspiration
as the thing that comes neither in the course of attainment nor with the artifice of evidence where Intelligence
eventuates through inferences and reasoning. Inspiration is that, the heart is inclined for the revelation in it of
the highest reality where the interposition in the heart for inspiration is lacking due to, defect in the heart,
tarnish of sins and rust of the passion, divert from the search of the reality, prejudices and unawareness.
These are veiling between the heart and the preserved tablet (Alghzali). According to Ghazali, the word heart
is either referred to the corporal heart or spiritual heart. The spiritual heart has connection to the physical
heart. The heart is related with the Soul that is who we are, spirit that is the tool in which we love Allah,
wisdom which is that what we know and heart is a place which we know Allah. Knowledge and intelligence
place in the area of the heart. The knowledge either comes to the heart by means of inspiration or inference,
simply that it is connected with knowledge, cognition, understanding, memorizing and wisdom. Heart is also
affected with satanic temptation or avoiding it to order their servants on the correct way. The temptation can
be cut off by exercising of the remembrance of the God. With the defect in it make interposing between heart
and God. Heart has two way of communication; that when man’s body is not in sleeping which issued
command to their external soldiers, where some time the veils are removed, which covered the eyes of the
heart and explore some of what exist in the preserved tablet which some time occurs during sleep and
discover what will be happen in the future.

2.2.3 Harun Yahya. He was born in Ankara in 1956. He expresses his view about heart, and blood’s
marvels in his book (Yahya, Jun 2007) that the blood is a medium of communication and as a regulator inside
the body.   He says that the blood pumping is  performed by electricity of the cardiac cells with result of
potassium and sodium ions which can easily be found in fluid surrounding of these cells. The atoms
consisting of these two elements regularly lose electrons having negative charge. As a result of losing
electron, this makes the atoms with extra proton or a positive charge. A continuous positive charge builds
surrounding the cell. When it reaches a specific level, the streaming abruptly reverses and sodium ions restart
entering into the cells. These abrupt changes make an electrical current and result the contraction of the heart
cell. The beating procedure appears from these chemical changes. He says that a small knot of cells called
sinus or SA located in the right atrium, produce electrical current of their own, which then transmitted to the
impulse to all other heart’s lower region, and it regulate these electrical signals. When two cells put together
with different beating rate, they immediately harmonize their rhythm through an extraordinary mechanism.
There exist a specialized area of tissues between atria and ventricle of the heart known as Atrioventricular
node(AV), that carry out the electrical signal from the atria toward the ventricles. It delays the signal before
ventricle contract, that the arteries become empty completely. Considering these features, heart is an organ
that generates its own signal of electricity and uses it to work in a most coordinated and harmonious way.
Heart accurately determines the amount of the current it produces. If immeasurable current passes, it will
cause the result in death. Heart contain a unique cells that continuously generate energy, synchronize the
blood streaming, extend its size and contracting, maintain their own order of working, act with the plane in
intelligence manner, analyze, and perform precautionary measures as required. During sleeping, heart pumps
blood that require to alive and when walking the heart rate increases (Yahya, Jun 2007). The human beings
performing the action of communication, move about and others using their five senses through the way of
electricity produces within their bodies. These actions included cell division and heart beat which perform by
using electricity. All organs in the body run on electricity and this energy that allows the heart to beat does
not enter from exterior, but it is generated due to the contraction of the heart. It consists of a special creation
which works on contraction and expansion by reaching the electrical current. Heart is composed of particular
cells that create its own energy. The heart starts beating as an embryo in the womb after a specific duration. It
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starts functioning even before any nerves of the heart are connected to the brain. The signal that cause the
heart to function is started by the cell collection known as the SA node, and get ahead with the help of the
artery muscle to the AV node and then to the right and left chamber. This processes are maintain by this
special electrical. This function is performed by commanding our Lord, which fulfill a vital task in our
bodies. (Yahya, Oct 2007).

2.2.4 Zakir Naik. He was born on 18th October, 1965 in India.  According to him, The word Qalb in
Arabic culture and language means heart as well intelligence. , He quotes  the verse of Holy Quran with
translation that, “As to those who reject Faith it is the same to them whether though warn them or do not warn
them; they will not believe. Allah hath set a seal on their hearts and on their hearing and on their eyes is a veil
great is the penalty they incur." [Al-Qur’an 2:6-7]. The Arabic word Qalb (heart) used in these Quranic verses
means the heart and intelligence. Thus the seal on the heart which referred in the above verses concerned for
sealing on the intelligence of the unbelievers and they will not know and unable to distinguish the evil and
divine. In the Arabic language heart is also mentioned related to understanding, thoughts, love and emotion.
In the Arab, no one were confused about sealing the heart mentioned in the Holy Quran that Allah has sealed
the hearts of the unbelievers. They know about the context of the heart which referred for the centre of
thought, understanding and emotions (Naik, 2006).

In the Islamic view the Heart is given a central role play to maintain physical and spiritual activities of the body. In the holy
Quran, different characteristics like wisdom, intelligence, disease, thinking and many others are related to the heart. This
represent that heart has their unique role in the human body except for considering only to a pumping machine.

2.3 Modern Scientific Views about Heart The views of the modern philosophers about the heart’s role
are divided. Some assigns the central role to the heart while other assigns this role to the brain.  In some
studies it is argued that many of the functionalities like sensation, emotion, intuition, thinking, information
processing and coherence are related to the brain (McCraty, 2002) while other studies argue that the
important characteristic like thinking power, processing and many others capabilities are not restricted to
brain(Armour, 1994  ; Armour & Kember, 2004). There are views that heart contains neurons which provide
the ability for thinking, sensing and maintaining its operations.  So heart has not only intracardiac system but
also communicates with brain for different activities.  The heart generated field of energy is much greater
than the brain through which it coherence with internal and external environment (Aszlo, 2008; Morris,
2010). Here we present some of the important thoughts about heart and its extra ordinary role in the human
body.

2.3.1 Heart and Sensation or Emotions. In the study of the physiological and psychological effect on
compassion and anger (Rein, McCraty, & Atkinson, 1995), a connection between heart and emotions has
been discussed. It is argued that the changes in emotion are concerned with the changes in heart beating,
blood pressure, digestion and respiration. The sympathetic division of the autonomic nervous system and
parasympathetic component energizes and cools us down respectively. In this perspective, it was assumed
that the autonomic nervous system and the physiological responses moved together in coherence with the
brain’s reaction to a given motivation. With every heart beat the heart send to the brain and all over the body
a complex patterns of neurological, pressure, hormonal and electromagnetic information, which developed a
major part of the physiological setting that eventually determines our emotional experience (Rein, et al.,
1995).

2.3.2 Magnetic Field of the Heart. In the study of Rollin McCraty (McCraty, Atkinson, Tiller, Rein, &
Wtkins, 1995), it is discussed that emotional states are connected with the heart. Heart generates
electromagnetic field which is most powerful and extensive than the magnetic field produced by the brain
(McCraty, Bradley, & Tomasino, 2004). It also expands in all direction into the space surrounding the body
which can be detected nearby to the individual. Using these magnetic fields, heart communicates with the
body organs. The heart’s magnetic field is 5000 times stronger than that of the brain magnetic field(McCraty
& Tomasino, 2004). The heart field which can be detected like ECG is about 60 times greater in amplitude
than the field produced by the brain, spread in each cell of the body. The heart field acts as a carrier wave for
information that synchronizes the entire body(McCraty & Tomasino, 2004). Heart generate strongest
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magnetic field which influence with body inner emotional states (McCraty, Atkinson, Tomasino, & Tiller,
1998).

2.3.3 Interactions of Heart. In the study of Atkinson, Tomasino (McCraty, Atkinson, Tomasino, &
Bradley, 2009), individual interaction using heart and brain field is discussed and it is argued that the heart of
one person synchronizes with the brain of other using heart-brain magnetic fields. In this study it is argued
that electromagnetic waves generated by one person during its conversation with the other, influences his/her
brain rhythm. Magnetic field causes an attraction or repulsion between individuals with the contribution of
energetic interaction and also affects social relationships. This energetic communication through heart field
facilitates realization of relation related to our social world(McCraty & Tomasino, 2004).

2.3.4 Intuition. Heart’s field is directly involved in intuitive awareness, through its combination to an
energetic information field (Bradley, 2006). The facts show that the heart and brain take in and react to
information about events. The heart gets information concerning the future exciting incentive. The interesting
phenomenon is that, the heart appears to obtain intuitive information earlier than the brain.

2.3.5 Heart and Brain. From scientific research (Salem, 2007), it is shown that the consciousness in fact
comes from the brain, but from evidence that the heart acts a particular role in this procedure. Heart and brain
communicate in a manner that considerably affects how we pick out and respond to the world. Heart is a
sensory organ and refined center place for getting and processing information (McCraty, 2002). The heart has
its own unusual logic that repeatedly diverged from the way of the autonomic nervous system. Heart sending
messages to the brain for understanding and obeying. Neurophysiologists has discovered a neural pathway
and method that heart input signal for the brain assist in its electrical activity (McCraty, 2009).

2.3.6 Brain in the Heart. The idea of “heart brain” has been introduced by Armour (Armour, 1994  ).
According to this study,  heart structure consist of a complex intrinsic nervous system which are suitably
sophisticated to meet the criteria as a “littler brain” in its own way(Armour & Kember, 2004). It was first
described by Dr. J. Andrew Armour in 1991 (Armour, 1994  ). Heart containes about 40,000 neurons that
create its compound circuitry that enables it for the functionality of sensing, regulating and remembering
(Armour). Heart brain can process information and make decisions.  The heart brain judge hormonal,
heartbeat and blood pressure signal, perform translation into neurological signals, and process this
information. The information is send to the central brain using different pathways in the parasympathetic
nerves and spinal column. The neurological signal generated from the heart is of concerned and extensive
affect on continuing the functioning of organs like respiratory, urinary bladder, digestive track, spleen, lymph
system and skeletal muscles. These cardiovascular signals regulate efferent automatic nervous system,
modulate pain perception and hormone production, and spinal cord excitability changes directly with the
cardiac signal, as does physiological vibration of normal skeletal structure (Foster & Stone, 1976).  The heart
intrinsic nervous system, functions in its new host in the mean time during its transplantation (Murphy, et al.,
2000).

2.3.7 Heart’s Communication: Heart also communicates with the brain and body by secret hormones
and neurotransmitters which have great influence on the body (Cantin & Genest, 1985).  Heart was
considered as a part of hormonal system in 1983, with secreted hormones by atria of the heart playing an
important role. The heart makes its effects on the kidneys, blood vessels, adrenal gland and several of the
regulatory regions in the brain. Research shows that atrial peptide posses the release of stress hormones
(Strohle, Kellner, Holsboer, & Wiedemann, 1998), reduces sympathetic outflow (Butler, Senn, & Floras,
1994), perform as a part in hormonal pathways which excite the speed of reproductive organs, interact with
immune system, motivation and behavior. The heart contains an intrinsic cardiac adrenergic cell which
synthesize and release catecholamine, neurotransmitters once considered being produced only by neurons in
the brain.  Recent research (Gutkowska, Jankowski, Daher, & McCann, 2000) discovers that the heart
secretes oxytocin which is known as love and social hormones.  These hormones also concerned in cognition,
trust, tolerance, complex sexual and maternal behaviors, social indication and enduring pair bonds.  The
oxytocin produced in the heart are in the same range of amount as those produced in the brain. Most
hormones releases by the heart which tracks the heart rhythm.
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2.3.8 Psycho Physiological Coherence (McCraty, 2010). From the studies of Rollin McCraty(Tiller,
McCraty, & Atikson, 1996), it indicates that when heart regular beats are coherent, the neural information
communicates with the brain helping in mental and cognitive function. This concerned for decision making,
mental clarity, creativity and inspiration. Heart coherent beating tends to facilitate the positive feeling. The
production of the coherent manner possibly direct the changes in the brain’s information processing
proficiency that improving performance in task such as focus, concentration and intolerance. The heart
rhythm coherence significantly influences physiological, mind, health and spiritual perception (Edwards,
2013). Heart is the spiritual entry, source of intelligence, love, compassion and a sensory processing organ
which making independent decision (Childre & McCraty, 2001). The heart is sending information to the brain
which not only affect autonomic regulatory center but perception and emotional processing involving in the
brain center (Frysinger & Harper, 1990). The increase of psychological and physiological coherence will
increase the harmony, synchronization, creativity and intuition which play an important role in the heart brain
interaction (Tomasino, 2007).

2.3.9 Intracardiac nervous system. The heart has a complex nervous system making a network for
interaction among their different modules. These intracardiac neurons that are sympathetic and
parasympathetic regulate heart activities (Kukanova & Mravec, 2006). These neurons located in the heart
ganglia. The intracardiac ganglia jointly with each individual ganglia form a complex network referred to the
heart brain which modulate its activities (Armour, 1999). Neuron in the heart ganglia process information
from heart and central nerve system and use for regulation of heart actions. Artia and ventricle are different in
autonomous innervations cause modulation of heart activities. Different type of neuron including
postganglionic neuron, local sensory neuron and interneuron use for synthesizing for neurotransmitters where
some of them contain enzymes for biosynthesis of monoamines. Heart modulated environment monitor by
intracardiac nervous system without influencing the extracardiac neuron (Armour & Kember, 2004;
Slavikova, Kuncova, Rreishing, & Dvorkova, 2003). Intrinsic cardiac system maintains heart pumping when
central nerve system stops working. The central rhythm-genesis interacts with the pacemaker structure to
control heart pumping under neural command. The heart rhythmic generator work of their own when the
central nervous system signals bring to a halt during heart transplantation.

2.3.10 Heart Coherence and Synchronization: Heart rate variability coherence (HRVC) is about the
neurocardiac activities of heart-brain interaction and autonomous nervous system. The hearts of people in a
group are synchronizing with each other through communication of energetic pathway in heart rate variability
coherence (McCraty, Atkinson, & Bradley, 2004). This HRVC synchronizes in the resonance frequency of
the hearts of individuals in a group for a collective coherence without spoken word. The heart rhythm
coherence has found among the participant of a group with generating an energy field (Morris, 2010). The
HRVC of different peoples in felt towards, comfort ability, friendliness and sense of coherence (SOC) are
about the same for those who feel comfortable with them. The peoples in social groups are synchronizes with
the heart rate, coherency and rhythm. Participant in a group for sending and receiving to each others with
same level of heart rate variability coherence. Different emotional, mental, entrainment and internal
coherence states influence by the heart rate variability (HRV)(Tiller, et al., 1996). The heart rate variability
(HRV) performs the shifting emotional state and positive emotion which is helpful in the handling of
hypertension (McCraty, et al., 1995). The whole human body show coherency in social interaction, global
affairs, efficient energy utilization, consistency, correlation, oscillation and synchronization. Our whole body
is not only coherent globally with the external world but ourselves is coherent by whole (Ratey, 2001). The
heart rhythm is coherent with the brain in their activities and show high heart-brain synchronization
(McCraty, et al., 2009). Coherence increase with positive emotion, compassion, love and care which related
to human energetic system which cannot directly be touched. Coherence is related to the self management of
energy resources in the domain of physical, emotional, mental and spiritual (McCraty, 2010).   Heart play an
important role in the body synchronization with brain and other organs through different neurologically
(Autonomic Nerve System), biochemically (hormones), biophysically (physical way like pressure and sound)
and energetically (electromagnetic field). Heart sends signals to the brain through different pathways for
coordination which is greater than the other (DeBoer, Karemaker, & Strackee, 1987). The heart neural system
detects hormones, encoding and processing of information and generating neurotransmitters (Armour &
Kember, 2004). The heart rate variability use heart rhythm coherence to strengthen the physiological
coherence form which affect the heart brain interaction and autonomic nervous system (McCraty &
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Tomasino, 2004). Similarly the heart rate coherence also has influence on the personality, traits, mental and
social aspects(Zohar, Cloninger, & McCraty, 2013). Heart rate variability also affects the interaction of heart-
brain and autonomous nerve system in emotion (McCraty, Atkinson, & Tiller, 1993).

2.3.11 Heart and Exchange of Energy: As previously shown (McCraty & Tomasino, 2004), that heart
generate magnetic field which can be detected some feet away in the surrounding. The electromagnetic
energy generated by the heart of one person can be influenced into the magnetic field of the other person
(McCraty, et al., 1998). This field becomes coherent when the shifting is performed in a state of love and care
and this lead to the exchange of energy between individuals. This energy can be exchanged with the touch
and registering the cardiac signals of the participants (Russek & Schwartz, 1994). The cardiac energy created
with the touch is a means of communication and facilitate in interaction (Barnett, 1972).

Modern thoughts explores the importance of heart other then supply of blood to the body. From this view it
represents that many functionalities like sensation, desire, conscious, emotional, decision making and
information processing are related to the heart completely or partially. Heart performs the arousing and
cooling down of body by activating sympathetic and parasympathetic component.  Heart generates
electromagnetic field all around for social activities, that is, this field synchronizing with the brain generated
field.  Heart consisting of neurons that are considered for thinking, sensation and remembering. There is a
biochemical communication is perform between heart and brain for synchronizing about body activities. With
the coherent rhythm pattern, heart helping brain for operation like decision making, stimulation and
psychological clarity. The neurological signal generated by the heart affect the functionality of the brain part
known amygdala. Heart controls the bodily, emotional and physiological action. During heart transplantation,
the rhythmic generator continues their activities with disconnecting from the central neural system. The
intracardiac system made from the heart neural system forming a complex network of heart-brain to modulate
its activities. In a society the hearts of the peoples in a group are synchronize and coherence in response to
heart rate variability. The energy generation of the heart of one person is also effect the other heart energy
and influences the communication.

3. Conclusion In the ancient philosophy, medieval research work and modern scientific study, heart
has been considered for its special role in the body. According to the philosophers, scientists, poets, religious
thoughts and recent research study shows that the heart has a central role rather than the brain completely. In
the Islamic philosophy and religious point of view the heart is the place for feeling, desire, sensation, deeds
and intentions. According to modern scientific view the heart performs very special tasks like communication
with the body organs. It generate electromagnetic field which is much stronger and can be detected few feet
away from body. Heart synchronizes with the brain and other body part using neurons, hormones, physical
ways and electromagnetic field.  The heart generated field is greater than brain field which is also so effective
in social activities. The heart field of one person can synchronize with electric field of the other person field
which enabled them to communicate without in touch. Heart has an intracardiac system for information
processing and communicating referred to functional brain. The heart neurological signals affect amygdala
which is the central part of the brain. The hearts-coherency enables heart to regulate their functionalities and
help the brain in cognition, creativity and inspirations. The electromagnetic field generated by the heart and
brain of peoples cause an exchange of energy. Similarly the people with the same sense of thoughts and
coherence have also the same heart rate variability coherence. The heart is not only a muscular pump but also
perform such working which affects the physical and mental health of human body. The heart performs these
tasks of their own and if necessary then communicates with the brain via sending messages. This information
should be obeyed by the brain for the concerned job. Heart also involved an intuition, which predict about the
future occurring without in the bound of space and time.
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ABSTRACT: No matter it has a communication goal, each meaningful …. is a system
that contains various units. Among the examples are natural languages (i.e.
Turkish) that people use for understanding each other, behaviors, images, traffic
signs, the spatial organization of a city, a musical work, a painting, a theatre
performance, a movie, a show card, fashion, manual alphabet, literary works,
different scientific languages, means of transportation in a country etc.
In order for an individual to perceive and interpret these communications, some
facts are needed. To do so, our sense organs perceive external stimulus and conveys
them, via nerves, to the relevant center of the brain. So the sensation occurs. But for
us, the visual perception and interpretation is not complete yet, it continues its
progress in the brain. Every experience that we lived in the past guides the present.
In the education of plastic arts, visual perception has a great importance, too. The
objects and places that we see every day in the nature evolves into different shapes
when reevaluated and reinterpreted. Our reaction to an artist’s painting of a tree
that we pass by every day is surprising, though. This is because; a tree figure is
reinterpreted trough another person’s eye. This difference is a consequence of visual
perception. The difference of perception is the diversity of perception of vision
senses of an artist and of that individual.
Sign, the main element of semiotics, is in a network of connections and contrast with
other signs that define and identify it and has a meaning in that network. The
meaning of signs comes from their relation with other signs as well as their own
structure. The goal of visual communication is also to be perceived and understood.
Therefore, it makes benefit of principles and rules of semiotics.
In this research, the relation between semiotics and visual perception is analyzed.
The studies have found that semiotics is a system of perception in terms of its
formation and scope.
Keywords: Semiotic, Visual Perception, Visual Communication.

1. Introduction. Semiotics is a branch of science observing how people communicate by using all kinds of
communication known to men. The phenomenon of communication in semiotics is regarded as information
transferred from one man to another. However, transferred information is deemed as a mixture or whole of the
meaning derived as a result of either partial communication such as tasting, smelling, touching, seeing,
hearing and making noise or all of the communication types. A person may talk, make gestures or use a
certain mimic or touch another person with a simple action. Semiotics, concentrating on all of the
aforementioned aspects or dealing with them individually, tries to make sense of whole action by this means.
Therefore, semiotic objects analyzes various systematic and stereotype bodily patterns used by a community
to communicate and reveals their similarities and differences (Erol, 2007).
The sign, which is the touchstone of the information created within communities, is the key word of semiotics.
It is the point where meaning is created between sender and the receiver during the processes of substitution,
message encoding and decoding (Moriarty, 1994).
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Semiotics is an effort to reveal meaning making in the corpus dealt with. Revelation of the meaning is only
possible when a set of indicators presented as a whole, a certain implicitness is decoded all together, the
relationship between them is revealed and a reading process starting from surface to in-depths is performed.
Briefly, semiotics attempts to decode meaningful structures based on the visual elements through a detailed
reading in order to demonstrate how meaning is created in the statement dealt with (Günay, 2002).
A communicator claims that “how you say something is important rather than what you say”. The importance
of semiotics is hidden at this point for the discipline of communication. It is hard to teach  linguistic features
like implications, emphasis, and intonation. However, mimics and gestures or visual signs are acquired and
agreed patterns. A down and heavy tone in the voice, an unfriendly word accompanied with a sulky face
carries an assistance for meaning in communication (Erol, 2007).
Perception is the subject of psychology as the basis of human experience however, it has become the subject
of physics in relation to environmental perception, of biology in relation to visual system (eyes, nerves-brain)
functions, of physiology, neurology, philosophy and aesthetics which is a part of philosophy of arts (Eder). It
also constitutes the basis of communication types which enable the advancements and pervasion of current
technology.
Ernest Schactel developed a perceptual creative theory in his manuel named Metamorphosis (1956). To him,
creativity lies in motivation and the need to communicate with the outer world. This phenomenon is the result of
perceptual hunger which enables an approach to an object from various and different perspectives. This
perceptual action is accompanied by intense interest and cannot be limited by principles dominating the
traditional thoughts (Argun, 2004).
Perception refers to process during which we make sense of objects and events around us by organizing and
interpreting sense data (Cüceloğlu, 2002). For a healthy perception, there is a need for functional sense.
Therefore, the concept which is called visual perception depends on the skill of interpretation.
Sensation is a neurologic experience which is both internal and personal. Perception process takes place in the
upper sections of neural system, at the brain level. It improves and changes depending on the repetitive
stimulations. Perceptive system carries out complicated functions such as realizing the shapes, distinguishing,
and making sense of the whole by collecting together. Perception is the process during which one understands
and makes sense of the objects, events, and relationships around him/her through sense organs. Overall,
sensation is comprised of simple experiences acquired through senses: tasting, hearing doorbell and etc.
Perception is a complex experience process based on associations of simple elements. It is a way that leads to
learning and knowing.

Perceptual Selectivity Many sources defined perception and perceptual selectivity. In general, perceptual
selectivity refers to a psychological concept in which human perception is influenced by human beings. It
involves directing the interest to one or a couple of stimulus, events or objects. It claims that previous
experiences of a person, biases, dreams and all kinds of similar affections are influential for perception level
of that time.
Perception has a couple of basic principles. One of them is to distinguish the stimulus in the surrounding area.
For example; mobile objects draw the attention first in a landscape. The objects bearing a color which
contrasts the colors around them draws the attention first. By implementing the same principle on learning
material, it is possible to say that learning material must be distinguishable from the other stimulus in the
environment. Just like attention-grabbing nature of the color black among white objects, the subjects with
specific emphasis are learnt better (Bacanlı, 2014).
Aydın (2003) defines perceptual selectivity with the following words: perceptual selectivity must be
understood as a selection and classification which is in compliance with the subjective life needs of the
individual. The factors managing this selection process are comprised of some physical characteristics of the
stimulus (severity, size, radiance, contrast, mobility and etc.) and psychological factors (motivation,
expectation, interest, attention). Besides, the purpose of the action requires perceptual selectivity as well. For
example; a person who wishes to examine the images in a book will concentrate merely on pages with images.
On the other hand, psychological state which covers the organism may result in concentration on certain
stimulations. Accordingly, when we are in an aggressive mood, we have the tendency to perceive different
stimulus compared to the ones we perceive when we are in an affectionate mood. Undoubtedly, the
organism’s inclination towards the stimulus will change depending on the dominant conditions when one is
faced either with hunger or thirst just like it changes when one is emotionally tense or anxious. In other words,
a hungry person’s principal requirement is to feed himself/herself therefore to find food. Thus, to release
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oneself from the pressure caused by hunger will be an independent variable which direct the acquisitions of
the organism. This refers to physiological reflex in perceptual selectivity.

Semiotics and the Relationship Based on Meaning Semiotics aims at decoding the universe of meaning:
systematization of abstract states such as meaning making, meaning creation, making sense, comprehension
come first to one’s mind in relation to meaning (Günay, 2002).

“Making sense of life through signs makes it easier. Symbolic contents are in a mutual communication. The
tasks for both of them are different. Another important distinction is the distinction between
signifier/signified. Words are signs since they indicate something. A sign has two aspects: One of them is
sound image which is called signifier. When we say “dog”, the sound image coming out of the mouth is
signifier while the concept of dog, which it indicates, is signified (Moran, 2005).
The sign has connections and contrasting networks with other signs which defines and determines it, and it is
those signs which attribute meaning to the sign. The meanings of signs may be constructed within their
structures as well as the relationship between other signs. The purpose of Visual communication is to be
perceived and understood. Thus, it benefits from the principles and rules of semiotics.
If a sign, which is used in visual communication (signifier), creates a difference in our mind to such an extent
that we envisage an existence, an event or a concept (signified), this means that the sign fulfills its function of
transfer of meaning. Anything that provides communication through associations even if it is not the same
thing is a sign. It is possible to say that a sign which does not enable us to envisage an oject, phenomenon or
concept (signified) in our mind does not fulfill its function of transfer of meaning. Each sign differs from one
another in terms of its purpose of use and the meanings attributed to that sign:

Natural Signs; they are based on the correlations in external reality or nature or cause-effect relationship
between phenomena. They can be perceived indirectly.
For example;

Smoke is the sign of fire.
Clouds signs that it might rain.
Knitting eyebrows is the sign of anger.

Artificial Signs; they are social signs to convey a certain meaning and achieve a communication. These are
divided into two as well:

 Reflective Signs

They are the signs which reflect the reality in such a way that it creates similarity. They are
man-made. For example; photography, picture, drawing, video, audio recording …

 Conventional Signs

They are based on a covert social agreements. The value of the sign acquires reality in a certain cultural
environment. For example; linguistic signs, traffic signs and lights, warning signals...
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Figure 1. Signifier and signified

In the above example, the sign of women was described as signifier on the left side. The object of woman
that is envisaged in our mind based on our perception was indicated as signified on the right side.

Figure 2. Signifier ve and signified

The other example is another one similar to the woman example. This time linguistic signs were used. Though
we see the color red on the right side, the signs that envisage it in our minds as a concept were listed. To
Saussure, the mutual relationship between the signifier and signified is called signification.. Turkish
equivalent of this concept, which bears a considerable importance, is anlamlama (signification).
To Guiraud, signification is a mental chain of treatments which connects an object, an existence, or a
movement to a sign with the potential to envisage them in the mind. A cloud is the sign of rain, the word
“horse” is the sign of an animal. Psychologists call the sign “stimulus”. The effect of stimulus on the organism
is the creation of an image in the mind in relation to another stimulus. The word “cloud” creates the image of
rain while the word “horse” creates the image of an existence.
When we hear the word “fish”, the concept of fish comes to our mind. This concept fits to none of the real
fish or objects. This concept does not recognize fish as an individual, rather it expresses the class of fish.
However, if there is a fish in front of us visually, the reference will not be a healthy one. The reference to
represent conceptually changes a great deal.
As aforementioned, our experiences contribute much to the formation of concepts in our minds. For example;
when we say “lemon”, not a single lemon comes to our mind. We think about a kind of visuality representing a
species. In addition, our sense of taste is also activated and we feel the sour and sharp taste of lemon in our
mouths. In such a case, both dimensions of the perception are activated.

Signs are at the heart of imaginative life. They are the core of imaginative life. They give away the secrets of
subconsciousness, they reveal the most hidden powers of the actions and opens our horizons to unknown and
eternity. We use signs, consciously or not, whether day or night, in the dreams we see. Signs encourage us to
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take steps, and shapes our desires and behaviors. Their formations, organizations and interpretations concerns
many branches closely; history of civilizations, history of religions, linguistics, cultural anthropology, art
criticism, psychology, medicine… Sales, propaganda and political methods can be also added to this list. Recent
studies shed a light on imaginary structures and imaginative function of dreams. It is impossible to ignore these
realities which affect us a great deal. Liberal arts and the relevant methods are all face to face with signs. All
these disciplines should act collaboratively to activate the intense energy hidden in the signs and to decipher the
riddles. We are living in a world of signs; there is a world of signs in us (Jean, Sayın:1982).
2. Conclusion. Considering the definitions made in the studies, it was decided that main purpose of semiotics
was to look for the meaning which signs have, to detect the nature of the relationships between signs, and to
explore the underlying meaning which constitutes the basis of mutual relationships with all the details
accompanying the meaning no matter which field it was implemented (Akdiş, 2013).
A perceptive mechanism which constitutes the core of semiotics is of importance in this sense. The individual
makes a sensorial perception of his/her environment in the first place. A healthy storing mechanism of visual
memory or storing many things visually leads to the information process. It was seen in this study that
semiotics and visual perception are interaction with each other, and trigger one another.
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ABSTRACT. Computational science and computers are great significance for a lot of
studies conducted today. Storing the data is necessary for continuation of
computational science studies more quickly and safely.
Regression Analysis being used from the 1800s to the present day has been a
statistical method to examine the relationship between one dependent variable and
one or more independent variables. Regression analysis enables future events in the
unknown future to be estimated based on the known findings, which makes the
method the most preferred one especially in the health studies. This method is very
important to identify the situation of disease, treatment process, and other possible
complications and to prevent these problems in the light of the existing information.
Keywords: Health, Regression Analysis, Computational Sciences, Computer
Sciences

1. Introduction. Every day, we are more or less interested in many issues, and we search for the answers of
many questions. For example; what will be the score of the match that will be played at weekend? What will
be the most popular occupations in the future? What will be the extent of reduction in unemployment rate in
the upcoming 15-20 years in our country? What is the amount of external debt ratio which is expected to be
paid? Which political party receive how many votes in the upcoming elections?
We ask such questions with numerical answers and try to find answers to them. We may benefit from previous
data and tables to find answers for such questions. However, in some instances, it might be necessary to make
prospective calculations and estimations in consideration of unavailable data. For example; expected growth
rate of a company can be estimated based on previous balance data, expected sales, expenses, and other
costs.Finding accurate and reliable answers for the questions on which we have no or limited information
depends on classification of scientific data, statistical analysis and interpretation regarding those questions.
There is no common view on the roots of the word “statistics”. Some linguists believe that the word was
derived from Latin word “status” which refers to “the state” or “position”. Others believe that it was derived
from the word “stato” or Italian word “istatista” which means “governmental state”. Another group of
linguists stated that the word might be derived from the word “statizein” which refers to “observation” ( Arıcı,
H. 2001).
Statistics can be defined in three ways. These are as follows;

1.A group of figures and graphics suggested by numerical values calculated for certain issues. The
figures and graphics showing afforestation areas and the amount spent for these areas in Turkey can
be given as an example to this definition.

2.A branch of science based on the basis of positive sciences which are experiments, planning,
observations, collecting data, organization of collected data, analysis, interpretation, making
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objective and accurate decisions and scientific techniques and methods relevant to these basis (Akar
ve Şahinler, 1997).

3.The name attributed to various values such as average and variance obtained via chance or calculated
based on the examples. Similarly, correlation and regression coefficients are statistics if they are
calculated based on examples.

Nowadays, many statistical analysis methods with many principles and variables are easily implemented by
researchers thanks to advanced computer and packet software. This enabled researchers to implement
statistical methods and techniques and to interpret the obtained results thanks to these packet software
(Kalaycı, Ş.).
The most debated issue for educators is whether this model will increase success or not from the aspect of
using computers in education. Most of the educators are of the opinion that using computers for educational
purposes will increase the success, and this increase will be easier compared to traditional methods and
techniques. Results of some studies indicated that using computer in education enriches the instruction and it
may create positive changes in terms of the quality of education. (Foreman, 2005; Nuño, 2005; Açıkalın and
Duru 2005; Aydın, 2005; Bosco, 2004; 2003; Yiğit and Akdeniz 2003; Alkan, 1995; Mitzlaff and Wiederhold,
1992; Aşkar and Erden, 1986).
Statistics is one of the courses for which computer supported instruction is commonly studied. To Gardner
(2007), the studies on statistics are conducted by psychologists, statistics instructors and mathematics
instructors. While psychologists focus on statistical thinking and reasoning, mathematics instructors focus on
mathematical or numerical skills which facilitates learning of statistics. However, the scope of study for
statistics instructors is more extended. The effects of computer supported education on statistical success and
the attitude towards statistics are some of the areas on which statistics instructors focus (p.26-27).
Considering the current developments, it is possible to say that the software to be used in statistics instruction
is increasing in number, computer technology and internet connections are more prevalent in quantitative
terms and the possibility of learners to access these opportunities is higher (Bartz, 2001; Moore, 1997; Couch
and Stoloff, 1989).
First of all,developing a hypothesis fitting to the purpose of the study and making a decision about the most
appropriate statistical method are the most important steps in achieving the most accurate results. In the field
of health, detecting a disease, other possible indications and deductions based on the available data are
important to take steps for prevention.

One of the statistical methods which employs health data is regression analysis.

2.2. Regression Analysis
Regression analysis is carried out in order to reveal the relationship between two or more variables with
cause-effect relationship, and to make estimations and predictions based on this relationship. It is possible to
come across cause-effect relationship between many incidents in the nature.
In this type of analysis, a mathematical model is used to explain the relationship between two (simple
regression) or more variables (multiple regression), and this model is called regression model.
Regression Analysis refers to the analysis which is used to transform the relationship between one criterion
variable and one or more predictor variables into numerical values. Basically, regression analysis is intended
to detect the quality of the relationship between the variables. If there is a single predictor variable, it is called
simple regression while it is called multiple regression analysis if there is two or more predictor variables.
The purpose is to detect the contribution of each predictor variable to the total change in criterion variable.
Thus, based on linear combination value of predictor variable, criterion value can be estimated (19).

2.2.1. Simple Linear Regression Analysis : Y beingdependent (explained) and X beingindependent
(explanatory), the method which reveals cause-effect relationship between two variables as mathematical
model is called “regression analysis”. In order to implement this analysis, the variables must be divided into
two as dependent and independent variables, and regression model must be established. For example; when
the relationship between pH value (y) in saliva and daily number of cigarette consumed (x) is requested, pH
value of saliva is a “dependent variable” since it is obtained after measured. The purpose of simple linear
regression analysis here is to estimate y values of y=a+bx regression model within observation intervals, or
whether it can be used to estimate values belonging to one or a couple of periods before and after the
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observation interval. In other words, its aim is to estimate how many cigarettes leads to how many units of
increase in pH of saliva.

2.2.2. Logistic Regression Analysis : Logistic regression is a method to reveal cause-effect relationship via
explanatory variables where answer variables are observed categorically and in double, triple and multiple
categories. The effects of explanatory variables on dependent variable are obtained as probability rates and
risk factors are turned into probability rates as well. It has no prerequisites like normal distribution assumption
and continuity assumption12. For example; logistic regression analysis is carried out when parameters such as
smoking (x1) gender, (x2) and family history (x3) are studies to reveal whether they are risk factors for
contusion (y) (Gamgam H,1998; BaskanŞ,2004; Bernstein S.,1999; Baskan Ş. 2004; Boyacıoğlu
H,2004).

Logistic regression analysis, which is currently being used frequently, is one of the three methods to appoint
observations to groups (the other methods are clustering analysis and discriminant analysis).  While the
number of clusters to which observations will be appointed is unknown in clustering analysis, the number of
groups is known in discriminant and logistic regression analyses. An awareness model is obtained based on
available data, and thanks to this model, newly-added observations in data cluster can be appointed to groups.
The purpose of using Logistic Regression Analysis is the same with other model construction methods used in
statistics. It is to construct a model, which is biologically acceptable andcapable of defining the relationships
between dependent and independent variables, by using the least variable in return for the best concordance.
Logistic regression models are currently and commonly used in the fields of biology, medicine, economy,
agriculture, veterinary and transportation.
The most distinct feature distinguishing logistic regression from linear regression is the fact that result
variable is either double or multiple. The difference between logistic regression and linear regression is
reflected on both parametric model selection and assumptions.
As it is the same with linear regression analysis, logistic regression tries to make estimations based on certain
variable values. However, there are three important differences between these two methods ( Elhan, A.H.
1997: 4)
The statistical method to be employed is determined according to obtained data.

3. Tools and Methods : The study was carried out based on the search made via Discovery Service and
Google Academic search engines. The search covered studies conducted between the years 1999-2013 on
patients who consulted to institutions of ministry of health. The studies which employed regression analysis
were selected. The result covered 18 articles and a doctoral thesis which was written in Turkish language.

Literature review was made using “health data” and “regression analysis” as key words. Besides, seven
studies which were presented in national congress proceedings belonging to years 1999-2007 were reviewed.
These studies were assessed in terms of setting, the number of the sample and their characteristics, methods,
information source, the reasons as to why they were employed, perceived activity and the important results
obtained at the end of the studies.

4. Findings: Reviewed studies are given in Table 1 in the order to author name and the date of the study.

 It was stated that majority of the studies were carried out with patients who were either in or out
patients consulted to institutions which were affiliated with ministry of health.

 In all of the studies, the samples were comprised of either 250 or more patients.
 In all of the studies, the data was collected through survey method and/or face-to-face interview.
 The studies employed SPSS packet software and conducted statistical analyses. The method was

Logistic regression methods in all of them.
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Table 1.The Studies Dealing With Regression Analysis on Health Data

Year Author Name
Method
Employed Language Research

2009 ÖZKAN and et al. loj reg

Turkish
Factors which may have effects
on infant deaths

2000 Mehmet ESKiN loj reg

Turkish

The prevalence of mental
symptoms among high school
adolescents and the possible
relationship between these
symptoms and suicidal behavior
were analyzed.

1999 KARAKAş and et al. doğrusal reg Turkish

Neuropsychological tests for the
assessment of cognitive
processes in schizophrenia:
measurement of memory and
attention

1999 Yıldır Atakurt loj reg Turkish

Logistic regression analysis and
an implementation in relation to
its use in medicine

2010 Çetin and et al. loj reg Turkish
Health expenses and its effect on
financial growth

2008 Çiftçi and et al. loj reg Turkish
The frequency of urinary
incontinence

2012 Yargıç and et al. loj reg Turkish

The relationship between
suicidal attempt, emotional
abuse, self-destructive behavior
and physical abuse

2004 Hüdaverdi Bircan loj reg Turkish

Revealing the extent to which
birth weight is affected by risk
factors that affect birth weight or
lead to low birth weight

2006 Ayvaz and et al. loj reg Turkish

Studying the frequency of
postpartum depression and risk
factors during pregnancy
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2013 Hıdıroğlu and et al. loj reg Turkish

Patient Knowledge, Attitude and
Behaviors in Relation to
Genetically Modified Organisms

2007 Kaya and et al. loj reg Turkish

The Prevalence of Depressive
Symptoms, The Methods to
Overcome the Stress and
Influential Factors

2010 Vedat Bal loj reg Turkish

Detecting the amount of increase
to occur in the revenue and the
number of treatments provided
by the hospital as a result of
one-unit increase to take place in
data processing procurement
expenses

2001 Maral and et al. loj reg Turkish
The Prevalence of Depression
and Risk Factors

2009 Ersan and et al. loj reg Turkish

Clinicopathologic progrnastic
factors in patients with gastric
cancer

2006 Çok and et al. loj reg Turkish

Comparing cisplatin-etoposide
and
mitomycn-iphosfamide-cisplatin
combinations in advanced stage
non-small cell lung carcinoma

2007 Pelitli Gürlü and et al. loj reg Turkish

The factors having effect on
final visual acuity in open
eyeball injuries

2007 Canbaz and et al. loj reg Turkish
Anxiety level of senior medical
students and affecting factors

2008 Düzenli and et al. loj reg Turkish

The effect of long-term oxygen
treatment on life-span in patients
with chronic respiratory
insufficiency

5. Conclusion: Regression analysis is commonly used for survey type data analysis. It also has the
opportunity to be implemented in various fields though it is not commonly used in our country. The purpose
of this study is to draw attention to the most commonly used method by conducting literature
review.Regression analysis is employed when the relationship between two variables is examined in the
studies dealing with health. The fact that survey type data has discontinuous answers, and explanatory factors
are also frequently encountered. This prevents establishing regression model, when the aim is regression
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analysis, and discriminant function, when the aim is awareness. In such cases, Logistic Regression Analysis is
used as an alternative.

Only 1 out of 19 studies employed linear regression in the study. The rest 18 studies employed logistic
regression analysis. Linear regression analysis investigates the relationship between two variables while more
than one criteria were compared via logistic regression analysis in the other studies.
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Abstract: This study analyses the relationship between income and non-
monetary indicators of poverty in Pakistan. It contrasts the results obtained by
using a multidimensional measurement of poverty with those of the official
poverty line. Hence the study argues for the multidimensional measurement of
poverty in Pakistan. In this regard it calculates multidimensional poverty
indices on the basis of variables that are supposed to reflect persistent
deprivations, especially, in the context of Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs); eight out of twelve indicators are directly related to MDGs. The
Alkire and Foster Measure (2007) has been applied on 15512 households in
Pakistan by using Pakistan Social & Living Standards Measurement (PSLM)
Survey (2007-08). This study supports the argument that poverty in Pakistan is
predominantly a rural phenomenon as 70.68% households, residing in rural
areas of Pakistan, are victims of multidimensional poverty as compared to
38.07% in urban areas. Furthermore various regions of the country like
provinces as rural and urban have been ranked, by an appropriate measure of
deprivation, from higher to lower level of deprivations as follows: 1-Rural
Baluchistan, 2-Rural Sindh, 3-Rural Punjab, 4-Rural KPK, 5-Urban
Baluchistan, 6- Urban Punjab, 7-Urban KPK, 8-Urban Sindh. On the basis of
findings the prime policy implication of the study is to take into account
exclusion of a high proportion of abject poor in Social Protection Programs.
Additionally targeting poverty on geographical basis, instead of the whole
population, is appealing for the reason that it is relatively easy to deal with.

Introduction: In consequence of budget constraints on public spending, it has become the key objective
that scarce monetary resources must be exhausted efficiently, and with the maximum incidence as well as
impact on the deprived. The goal is important itself and also in turn strengthens social, political, and
economic outcomes. Although this objective has remained invariable, the mechanisms for addressing it
have evolved. It can be stated that much of the current, and wide-ranging, dissatisfaction with poverty
alleviation strategies is because of a failure to make a clear choice of definition of poverty.

Grounds behind defining the poverty, obviously, are measurement and sound analysis of poverty to get rid
of poverty and hence to improve the lives of those battered by deprivations and sufferings, that always have
been a core issue of development economics. Traditionally results derived from a low level of income or
consumption has been widely used in poverty research for the welfare and well-being of individuals.
Numerous researches have been carried out on this issue. In Pakistan the conventional measures and
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analysis of poverty has relied upon only single information variable, usually the income or consumption.
However recent contributions to existing literature on poverty measurement have pointed out some serious
theoretical and methodological limitations of approaches to estimate and examine the extent of poverty
exclusively in terms of financial deprivation.

It is not worthless to say that poverty is multidimensional and it is beyond the deprivations in income
merely. According to Wall (2006), poverty is an ethical concept, not a statistical one. Inherent in the term
poverty, when applied to human beings, is the notion of a life situation that should not exist. Amartya Sen
aptly sums up many dimensions of poverty as lack of capability —capability to overcome violence, hunger,
ignorance, illness, physical hardship, injustice and voicelessness. The World Bank has argued that poverty
often lies in the absence of opportunity, empowerment and security, and not just the absence of food on the
table.  A single indicator can never capture the complications of development hence a multidimensional
exercise is essential to understand the complex phenomenon of poverty for the wellbeing of individuals.

For these reasons, usually, indices are estimated by aggregating achievements regarding various indicators.
Though measurement and aggregation of multiple deprivations at household level is a difficult task,
however equally in developed and under developed countries a multidimensional measurement of poverty
has been adopted. Based upon Sen's capability approach that sees poverty as the lack of multiple freedoms
that individuals value and have reason to value [Alkire 2007], and the limitations of monetary approaches to
measure poverty, this study argues for the use of a multidimensional measurement of poverty in Pakistan.

In Pakistan, along with population size for the first time, more than 10% weights in current NFC award are
given to the poverty. Also different social protection programs, like Benazir Income Support Program
(BISP) and Wasila-E-Rozgar Scheme etc, are designed to facilitate deprived and get rid of poverty. The
current policy of Asian Development Bank (ADB) also put emphasis on poverty alleviation as the major
concern of Pakistan’s development. Moreover commitment on achievements of the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) and the implementation of Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSP)
approach by the Government of Pakistan, like other developing countries, shows the significance and need
of poverty alleviation in development efforts. All the poverty reduction strategies and safety-net programs
that seek to improve the quality of basic needs and thus the wellbeing of people, obviously, demands a
sound analysis and measurement of poverty as these programs have clearly acknowledged reaching the
poor as their prime objective.

This study provides policy makers the province-wise deprivation indices based on the Pakistan Social &
Living Standards Measurement (PSLM) Survey 2007-08. Probable intention of this investigation is to
identify the deprived areas, take decisions on the regional priorities, target available resources, and to
understand the association between availability of resources, and poverty reduction. The work will also
help to minimize the limitations in determining the provincial and regional awards that have a hunger of a
provincial and regional database of deprivation indices that are though available in Pakistan now, but
cannot be relied due to some methodological flaws.The plan of the study is as follows: Section 2 briefly
reviews the empirical evolution of poverty concept from a traditional unidimensional measure to
multidimensional one. Section 3 explains the data and methodology used in this study. Selected dimensions
and their cutoffs have been explained in section 4, while the empirical results and findings of the study are
discussed briefly in Section 5. Finally, conclusion and some policy recommendations on the basis of
empirical findings are given in Section 6. All the related tables and graphs in the study are relegated to
Appendix I and II.
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Review of Literatures: The most vital development in the field of economics is the measurement and
analysis of poverty as the persistent questions concerning poverty and poverty reduction concepts are
continuously discussed by the scholars and governments as well. Emerging, in the nineteenth century, from
very simple household surveys to the multipart models of research designs of today, to incorporate new
dimensions and indicators of poverty, the literature has covered a long way to the development of scientific
and systematic approaches to understand and tackle the fret of poverty. Though, the persuasive work of
Amartya Sen, different poverty reduction strategies in several countries, and the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) all captured the attention towards the multiple deprivations suffered by many of the
deprived people, but the main idea behind all this, definitely evolved from the work of Charles Booth
(1887).

Charles Booth (1840-1916) was first ever writer in the history of poverty whose work was published
(Charles Booth, 1887). This inquiry, even at the present time, is considered amongst the most complete and
precise social surveys of London. General Francis Asasa Walker, a well known body of the American
Economics in the nineteenth century, would be the first to write paper about poverty for educational
reasons, and not for just social or political inspiration (Francis Walker, 1897). In 1901, Benjamin Rowntree
and Dadabhayi Naoroji, two authors contributed in the ongoing work concerning poverty (Naoroji, 1901).
Benjamin Rowntree, was indulged in discussing the poverty on scientific basis (Rowntree, 1901). For more
than 50 years, after the Rowntree, poverty would not be a core issue.

Poverty would come up again to the scientific discussion with Peter Townsend. Townsend would create the
first paper that is specifically devoted to measuring poverty (Peter Townsend, 1954). Nonetheless, the
“rediscovery” of poverty would really begin with a series of American empirical studies in the 1960s.
Harrington’s “The Other America” (Edward Harrington, 1962) would be a first significant book on the
issue. Two years after “The Other America”, W. Anderson wrote another major work about the poverty in
America (Anderson, 1964). Another American empirical work would come up in 1964, but this with a
focus on social mobility (Stephan Thernstrom, 1964).

Even though poverty is one of the most recognizable and lasting conditions known to humankind, it is a
very complex concept to comprehend. Some researchers perceive this complexity as an adaptation to the
condition of poverty, while others interpret it as a reaction to the strain of being poor. In 1965, Mollie
Orshansky, from the U. S. Division of Research and Statistics, wrote a fundamental article in which,
besides giving continuation to the American empirical studies of the “rediscovery of poverty era”, she
tackled directly the poverty concept and poverty line issues (Mollie Orshansky, 1965). In another article -
published two years before (Orshansky, 1963) – she described the evolution towards the desirable
definition of equivalent incomes at a poverty level for different family types. Orshansky (and Rowntree)
made use of what would later be called the absolute poverty line approach (Orshansky, 1969). With Peter
Townsend, in the 1970s, the relative approach - in opposition to the absolutist one - would take a
substantial impact (Townsend, 1973). But his major contribution would come 6 years later, with his Survey
(Townsend, 1979).

Poverty was basically absent on the World Bank’s documents until the late 1960’s. Its President in
September 1973, McNamara, at the annual general meetings in Nairobi, articulated the concept of absolute
poverty. In March 1975 he implicitly defined it as “a condition of life so degrading as to insult human
dignity”. In June of the same year, the World Bank published the book “The Assault on World Poverty”
(World Bank, 1975). The more scientific approach of poverty would not be very significant in the World
Bank until the 1990s. In 1990, distinguishing the concepts of inequality and poverty, the World Bank
(1990) remembers that “Minimum inequality may coexist with maximum poverty”.

Amartya Sen has several important articles and books on the Economics of Poverty. His first fundamental
articles are about the measurement of poverty. In one of them, “Issues in the Measurement of Poverty”
(Sen, 1979), it is argued that the measurement of poverty should be seen primarily as a descriptive exercise,
instead of an ethical one as it is often. It aggregates the poverty characteristics into one overall measure;
shows intuitively how the “axiomatization” of the aggregation exercise leads to a poverty measure that is a
function of the head-count ratio, the income-gap ratio and the Gini coefficient, and how the axioms used for
deriving this poverty measure can be varied. Another Sen’s fundamental article on this subject is “Poor,
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Relatively Speaking” (Sen, 1983). Alternatively to the relative and, above all, absolute approaches, the
subjective poverty line approach came up in the 1970s. It puts the perception of income adequacy of the
population in focus. Thus the approach does not ask the respondents whether or not they consider
themselves to be poor.

Different survey questions have been used to find the respondent’s opinion on income adequacy. For
example, Robert Kilpatrick (1973), and Dubnoff (1985). In the 1990s a new approach of the poverty
measurement starts to be considered as an alternative: the fuzzy approach. The fundamental novelty of this
theory consists on the admittance that there are sets in which there are not only elements that verify the
dichotomy “it belongs or it does not belong” to the set. The first structured proposal of the fuzzy approach
arose in Italy (Cerioli and Zani, 1990). A few years afterwards, a totally fuzzy and relative (TFR) approach
was proposed by Chelli and Lemmi (1995). This approach has the advantage of being a very helpful
instrument in the analysis of poverty in a multidimensional perspective, avoiding arbitrary values for the
thresholds. However, TFR indices raise aggregation, comparison and interpretation problems, once that its
values have not an inherent meaning. Another disadvantage is the arbitrariness of the weighting used in the
aggregation of the information supplied by the diverse indicators.

The Martin Ravallion’s (1996) work about measuring and modeling poverty may be considered the last
essential one on the Economics of Poverty of the twentieth-century. Ravallion discusses what can be
learned from a regression of poverty, the links between income poverty and human development, poverty
dynamics and the economic geography of poverty.

Drawing on the capability approach advanced by Amartya Sen and others, a number of authors and
institutions have begun to develop methods of comparing multidimensional poverty and deprivation. The
concept of multidimensional poverty has risen to prominence among researchers and policymakers. The
compelling writings of Amartya Sen, participatory poverty exercises in many countries, and the
Millennium Goals (MDGs) all draw attention to the multiple deprivations suffered by many of the poor and
the interconnections among these deprivations. A key task for research has been to develop a coherent
framework for measuring multidimensional poverty that builds on the techniques developed to measure
unidimensional (monetary) poverty and that can be applied to data on other dimensions of poverty.

In July 2010, the Oxford Poverty and Human Development Initiative (OPHI) of Oxford University and the
Human Development Report Office of the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) launched a new
poverty measure, Alkire and Foster Measure (AFM), which gives a “multidimensional” picture of people
living in poverty which its creators say, could help target development resources more effectively.

3. Methodology and Data
1.3 Methodolog: The study has employed Multidimensional Poverty Index for the measurement and
analysis of poverty proposed by Alkire and Foster (2007). Understanding the following notations will be
helpful to provide an outline of the measure.

Consider a society with households1 and dimensions. Let denote the set of all × matrices
and ∈ represents an achievement matrix of a society2, where is the achievement of the
household in the dimensions for all = 1,… , and = 1,… , . The row and the column of
are denoted by • = ( 1,… , ) and • = ( ,… , ). The row vector •summarizes the
achievements of household n in dimensions; whereas, the column vector • represents the distribution
of achievements in the dimension across households. We denote the -dimensional deprivation cut-
off vector by where the deprivation cut-off for the dimension is indicated by .

1In this paper, the focus is on households rather than individuals as the unit of analysis in order to parallel the BPL
methodology; it is of course possible to focus instead upon individuals.
2They could be nations, states, or any geographic region.
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Corresponding to any ∈ , a × dimensional deprivation matrix is constructed, where the
element is denoted by . Any element of can take only two values as follows:

= 1 <0 ≥
In other words, the entry of the matrix is equal to one when the household is deprived in the
dimension and is equal to zero when the household is not deprived. From matrix , we construct an -
dimensional column vector of deprivation counts such that the nth element = | | represents the
number of deprivations suffered by the household. If the dimensionsare cardinal in , then we construct
a normalized gap matrix , where the element is:

= ( − ) <⁄0 ℎ
By construction, ∈ [0, 1] for all and all , and each element gives the extent of deprivation
experienced by the household in the dimension. The generalized gap matrix is denoted by ,
with > 0. The element of is denoted by , which is the normalised poverty gap raised to the
power .

Now, we are in a position to provide an outline of the class of multidimensional poverty measure proposed
by Alkire and Foster (2007). The first stage of multidimensional poverty measurement is to identify the
poor. Most existing poverty measures identify the poor either by the union approach or by the intersection
approach. According to the union approach, a household is identified as poor if the household is deprived in
at least one dimension. On the other hand, a household is identified as poor according to the intersection
approach if the household is deprived in all dimensions. If dimensions are equally weighted3, the
multidimensional approach proposed by Alkire and Foster identifies a household as poor if the household is
deprived in at least dimensions where = 1,… , .

Let us define the identification method such that ( •, ) = 1 if ≥ , and ( •, ) = 0 if < .
This implies that a household is identified as multidimensionally poor if the household is deprived in at
least number of dimensions. Note that for = 1, the identification criterion is equivalent to the union
approach; whereas, the identification criterion is the same as the intersection approach for = . The set
of multidimensional poor, according to this identification criterion, is defined by = { ∶ ( •, ) =1}. A censored matrix ( ) is obtained from by replacing the row with a vector of zeros
whenever ( •, ) = 0. An analogous matrix ( ) is obtained for > 0, with the element( ) = if ( •, ) = 1, and ( ) = 0 if ( •, ) = 0.
Based on this identification method, Alkire and Foster define the following poverty measures: The first
natural measure is the percentage of individuals who are multidimensionally poor. Analogous to the single-
dimensional headcount ratio, the multidimensional headcount ratio is defined by ( ; ) = / , where

is the number of individuals in set . This measure has the advantages of being easily comprehensible
and estimable. Moreover, this measure can be applied using ordinal data. Unfortunately, it is completely
insensitive to the intensity and distribution of poverty, as first noticed by Watts (1969) and Sen (1976) in
the single-dimensional context. It also fails to satisfy the properties of transfer and monotonicity. Moreover,
in the multidimensional context, it violates dimensional monotonicity. Alkire and Foster describe this
problem as follows: if a household already identified as poor becomes deprived in an additional dimension
in which the household was not previously deprived, H does not change. Finally, this measure is not
flexible to dimensional decomposition, which is often useful for policy recommendation.

3 Equal weights are presented first for simplicity; we discuss general weights below.
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To overcome the limitations of the multidimensional headcount ratio, Alkire and Foster propose the class
of dimension-adjusted FGT measures, defined by ( ; ) = ( ( )) for ≥ 0. For = 0, the class of
measures yields Adjusted Headcount Ratio, defined by = ( ) = . The adjusted headcount
ratio is the total number of deprivations experienced by all poor households divided by the maximum
number of deprivations that could possibly be experienced by all households and is formulated by
|c(k)|/ND. It can also be expressed as a product between the percentage of multidimensional poor (H) and
the average deprivation share across the poor given by = | ( )|/ . In other words, A provides the
fraction of possible dimensions in which the average multidimensionally poor household is deprived. In
this way, summarizes information on both the incidence of poverty and the average extent of a
multidimensional poor household’s deprivation. This measure is as easy to compute as and can be
calculated with ordinal data, but it is indeed superior to since it satisfies the property of dimensional
monotonicity described above.

When some data are cardinal, the class of dimension-adjusted FGT measures also yields the Adjusted
Poverty Gap, given by = ( 1( )) = , which is the sum of the normalized gaps of the poor(| 1( )|) divided by the highest possible sum of normalized gaps ( ). It can also be expressed as the
product between the percentages of multidimensional poor households ( ), the average deprivation share
across the poor ( ) and the average poverty gap ( ), where = | ( )|/ | ( )|. The , summarizes
information on the incidence of poverty, the average range of deprivations and the average depth of
deprivations of the poor. It satisfies not only dimensional monotonicity, but also monotonicity: if an
individual becomes more deprived in any dimension in which they are already deprived, will increase.

Finally, for = 2, the class of measures yields the Adjusted Squared Poverty Gap, defined by =( ( )) = , which is the sum of the squared normalised gaps of the poor (| ( )|) divided by the
highest possible number of normalized gaps ( ). It can also be expressed as the product between the
percentage of multidimensionally poor ( ), the average deprivation share across the poor (A) and the
average severity of deprivations (S), which is given by = | ( )|/ | ( )|. The , summarizes
information on the incidence of poverty and the average range and severity of deprivations of the poor. If a
poor household becomes more deprived in a certain dimension, will increase more the larger the initial
level of deprivation was for this individual in this dimension. This measure satisfies both types of
monotonicity principles, transfer, and is sensitive to the inequality among the poor as it emphasizes the
deprivations of the poorest.

All members of the family are decomposable by population subgroups. Given two separate achievement
matrices and , with population size of and , respectively, the overall poverty level for = +

individuals is obtained by:

( , ; ) = ( ; ) + ( ; )
Clearly, this can be extended to any number of subgroups. All members of the ( ; )family can be
broken down into dimensional subgroups as ( ; ) = ∑ ( ∗ ( ))⁄ , where ∗ is the column
of the censored matrix ( ). It is a very convenient break-down property; ( ∗ ( )) ( ; )⁄ can be
interpreted as the post-identification contribution of the dimension to overall multidimensional poverty.

The family of measures is neutral to inter-dimensional interaction. If one achievement matrix is
obtained from another achievement matrix by an association decreasing rearrangement among the poor (see
also Atkinson and Bourguignon 1982, Boland and Proschan 1988, and Tsui 1999, 2002), both of them yield
the same level of poverty. The additive form enables the family of measures to evaluate the achievement of
each household in each dimension unrelated to the achievements in the other dimensions. In this sense, the

family of measures is analogous to the first group of measures of Bourguignon and Chakravarty (2003).
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1.1.3 Weighting: Apart from identification and aggregation, another important challenge in
multidimensional poverty measurement is how to weight different dimensions. The weights implicitly
indicate the dimensional importance and/or policy priority. In the analysis, until now, the dimensions were
presented as if they were equally weighted. Equal weighting is an arbitrary and normative weighting
system that is appropriate in some, but not all, situations (A.B. Atkinson et al. 2002). In many other cases,
some dimensions are believed to be more important than others, hence are to receive a relatively higher
weight. Thus, we move from equal weights to unequal weights. Fortunately, the family can be easily
extended to a more generalized form that considers unequal weighting structures.

Let be a -dimensional row vector with the element being equal to , which is the weight
associated with the dimension such that | | = . We define the × dimensional matrix ( )
with the element being equal to that takes two values as follows:

( ) = ( − )/ <0 ℎ
The weighted column vector of deprivation counts can be obtained with the element being equal
to = | |; cn varies between 1 and . In this situation, the dimensional cut-off for the identification
step is real number , such that 0 < ≤ , instead of being a positive integer. When = { }, the
criterion is nothing but the union approach, whereas, = yields the intersection approach. Also note that
if = 1 for all then the weighting structure turns out to be the equal weighting structure. After the
multidimensionally poor are identified, the identification method is denoted by such that( ∗, ; ) = 1 when ≥ , and ( ∗, ; ) = 0 when < . Finally, a censored matrix( , ) is obtained from ( ) by replacing the row with a vector of zeros whenever ( ∗, ) =0. An analogous matrix ( , ) is obtained for > 0, with the element ( , ) = ( ) if( ∗, ; ) = 1, while ( , ) = 0if ( ∗, ; ) = 0. The class of dimension-adjusted FGT
measures is defined by ( ; ; ) = ( ; )) for ≥ 0.
Data: One of the limitations of the Alkire and Foster Measure is that all the variables for analysis must
come from the same survey. For this reason the study uses Pakistan Social & Living Standards
Measurement (PSLM) Survey (2007-08) for the sake of estimating multidimensional poverty in Pakistan –
as it is the most recent available data covering all the required variables for the analysis. This survey
contains sample of 15512 households comprising 1113 sample village/enumeration blocks. A two-stage
stratified sample design has been adopted for this survey

Selected Dimensions and Their Cut-Offs: Theoretical framework of the study is based upon Capability
Approach, presented by Amratya Sen (1986). According to this approach poverty is not mere deprivation of
income rather a deprivation of capabilities. For appropriate measurement of these deprivations, selection of
dimensions is as important as choice of an appropriate methodology for data analysis. There are
discrepancies among proponents of capability approach regarding selection of suitable dimensions.
Nussbaum, on one hand, provides a universal list of capabilities (Nussbaum, 2000). While Sen, on the other
hand, argues for general discussions and public reasoning while selecting the valuable dimensions and
choosing appropriate weights for them (Sen, 2004).  Alkire comes across researchers justifying their
selection of indicators on the basis of up to five criteria (Alkire, 2007). These are:

1. Availability and Adequacy of data
2. Theoretical frameworks
3. Public Discussions
4. Deliberative participations
5. Empirical analysis.

Up to some extent of deviations different studies, on multidimensional measurement of poverty based upon
capability approach, use matching indicators like in Africa (Batana, 2008), Bhutan (Santos and Ura, 2008),
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India (Alklire and Seth, 2009), and Latin America (Battistion et al., 2009) etc. According to point of view
regarding human development, a poverty indicator must be significant and eventually measurable at the
individual, household, or community level. It must allow a ranking of these demographic units as more or
less poor. Based upon the availability of nationwide data in relation to MDGs, four main dimensions of
MPI comprising twelve indicators have been included in the current study. Eight out of twelve indicators
are directly related to MDGs. However MPI is flexible enough to include more dimensions as well. The
selected dimensions along with their comprising indicators are as follows:

Education: Education is a fundamental capability for the development of individuals, and hence the
nations. Education enables the individuals to play their roles in socio-economic and political development.
To achieve universal primary education is the 2nd goal of MDGs that developing countries including
Pakistan strive to achieve by 2015. However, Pakistan lags far behind attaining the MDGs regarding
universal primary education. Hence it is significant to trace out the areas with greatest incidence of
education poor so that some constructive measures can be taken to meet targets set by MDGs regarding
education. Keeping in view the MDGs, the dimension of education has been broken up into two indicators;
Enrollment in primary education, and Completion of primary education.

Health:Similar to education, health is a vital factor in the process of welfare and wellbeing of individuals.
That’s why key focus in the MDGs, along with other dimensions, has been put on health; three out of eight
goals cover different aspects of health. These are: Reduce child mortality, improve maternal health, and
combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases. The health status of individuals is responsible for
achievement of several valuable capabilities (Ariana and Naveed, 2009). Based on the availability of
nationwide data, following three indicators have been included in the dimension of health that are directly
related to the MDGs; Reduce child mortality rates, Immunization, and Improve maternal health.

Living Standard: Living standard refers to the cost of living. If a household is paying high cost of living,
definitely it is enjoying a high standard of living. To measure living standard as a single variable is not
possible as it includes numerous indicators. However, due to limitations of available data, on the basis of
MDGs, six indicators have been included in this dimension; electricity, drinking, water, sanitation, housing,
home appliances, and property assets.

Expenditures: Although the capability approach convincingly opposes the dependence on income only,
while measuring the poverty, but that doesn’t mean to ignore the importance of income as an important
factor determining poverty and wellbeing. Income provides power to purchase valuable goods and services.
However, the most important indicator in the study of poverty, i.e. income, has been ignored in the most of
empirical work on the estimation of poverty in a multidimensional perspective. For example, Batana
(2008), Alkire and Seth (2009), and Batteston et al. (2009) etc. This is not because the income is less
important in the study of multidimensional poverty but due to limitations of income or expenditure data
from the same surveys. However, PSLM, along with other dimensions, collects data on household
consumption and consumption is mostly used as a proxy of income to measure poverty. Also this
dimension depicts the MDG No.1 (Eradicating poverty and hunger). Thus, in this study, along with other
important dimensions, household level of consumption is also included as an important dimension of
welfare and wellbeing. The details of indicators in relation to MDGs along with their cut off values are
given in table 4.1.
(Insert table 4.1 here)

Results: The MPI reflects both the incidence (H) of poverty – the proportion of the population that is
multidimensionally poor – and the average intensity (A) of their deprivation – the average proportion of
indicators in which they are deprived. The MPI is calculated by multiplying the incidence of poverty by the
average intensity across the poor. A household is identified as poor if it is deprived in at least 30 percent of
the weighted indicators. Table 2 shows the multidimensional poverty rate (MPI) and its two components:
incidence of poverty (H) and average intensity of deprivation faced by the poor (A). The results show that
57.53 percent of households in Pakistan are deprived in 45.14 percent of the weighted indicators. MPI
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calculated for the Pakistan is O.26 which is similar to the results captured by Oxford Poverty and Human
Development Initiative (OPHI) that is O.27.

(Insert Table: 2 here)

Generally it is believed, among the supporters of uni-dimensional approach to measure poverty, that
income of the household has a high correlation with all the dimensions of being poor. Hence there is no
need to estimate poverty in a multidimensional perspective as the measurement of poverty on the basis of
income instinctively captures the effect of deprivations in all other dimensions. However, empirical results
are somewhat different from the belief of proponents of uni-dimensional measurement of poverty, e.g
Bhutan (Santos and Ura, 2008), Pakistan (Arif and Tanweer, 2010), (Awan, 2011) and (Chaudhary and
Awan 2012). Results of this study also support the belief that poverty is a multidimensional phenomenon. It
can be seen clearly from table 3 that there is no significant relationship between household income or
expenditure and other dimensions of poverty. Hence poverty should be measured in a multidimensional
perspective rather relying on just a single variable, like income or expenditure.

(Insert Table: 3 here)

The comparison of the two measures, unidimensional and multidimensional, also depicts that income alone
cannot capture different aspects of poverty. Column chart in figure 1 shows the percentage of people who
are multidimensionally poor (also called the incidence or headcount) in Pakistan at national level as well as
regional level for all provinces, while the line across the column chart denotes the percentage of people
who are income poor according to the National Poverty Line in Pakistan. The difference between bars and
line points can be observed clearly from the figure.

(Insert Figure: 1 here)

Figure 2 shows contribution of four provinces to overall multidimensional poverty in Pakistan. Results
show that Punjab is the least deprived while Baluchistan is the most deprived province with shares of 22
percent and 29 percent, respectively.

(Insert Figure: 2 here)
By zooming in the picture, multidimensional poverty in rural and urban regions of all the four provinces
can be observed separately. From figure 4, the ranking of regions from more deprived to less deprived can
be illustrated as:1-Balochistan Rural, 2-Sindh Rural, 3-KPK Rural,  4-Punjab Rural, 5-Balochistan Urban,
6-KPK Urban, 7-Punjab Urban, and 8-Sindh Urban. The multidimensionally poor households reflects a
surprising behavior in province Sindh; Sindh rural is the second most deprived region among all eight,
while, Sindh urban is the least deprived one. It represents that degree of inequality is highest in the Sindh
province while talking about the rural and urban regions in a multidimensional perspective.

(Insert Figure: 4 here)

In this study, MPI uses 12 indicators to measure poverty in four dimensions: Education, Health, Living
Standard, and Expenditures. Figures 5 and 6 show the percentage of households that are poor and deprived
in each indicator. Dimension wise break down of MPI shows that lack of number of bed rooms available
per person, home appliances, schooling years and property assets contribute about 55 percent to the overall
multidimensional poverty in urban Pakistan, while the dimension of rooms available per person, home
appliances, schooling years and sanitation are responsible for 53 percent deprivations in rural regions of
Pakistan.

(Insert Figure: 5 here)
(Insert Figure: 6 here)

Figure 7 shows the percentage of households deprived in each dimension separately in province Punjab. It
can be observed from the figure that about some 50 percent of the households are deprived in the
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dimension of home appliances. Figure also shows that almost 48 percent people are deprived in the
dimension of housing; in 48 percent of the households, three or more persons share a sleeping room. About
44 percent households are deprived in years of schooling i.e. that in almost 44 percent households, even a
single member has not completed 5 years of schooling. It can be observed from the figure that almost 38
percent of the households are deprived in the dimension of enrollment. About some 35 percent of the
households do not have proper sanitation facilities in the province Punjab and 33 percent of households are
deprived the dimension of property assets which shows that 33 percent of the households do not possess a
land, agricultural or non agricultural, comprising of market value Rs. 3,00,000. While, 17 percent
households fall below traditional income poverty line.

(Insert Figure: 7 here)

Multidimensional Poverty composition is somewhat different in urban and rural Punjab. Figure 8 illustrates
the dimension wise break down of MPI which shows that the dimensions of housing, home appliances,
schooling years, and property asset contribute 57 percent to overall multidimensional poverty in urban
Punjab. On the other hand, in rural Punjab, the dimensions of housing, home appliances, schooling years
and sanitation contributes 53 percent to overall multidimensional poverty in rural Punjab, as it can be
observed from figure 9.

(Insert Figure: 8 here)
(Insert Figure: 9 here)

Figure 10 represents the dimension wise breakdown of deprived households residing in province Sindh.
Figure shows that 22 percent households are deprived in the dimension of Immunization i.e. that in almost
22 percent households, not even a single child has been immunized for the measles. Similarly 32 percent
households are deprived in the dimension of prenatal care which shows that from 32 percent of households,
no woman received prenatal care. About some 41 percent of households are deprived the dimension of
schooling years which implies that in the Sindh province, from 41 percent of the households, not even a
single individual completed at least five years of schooling. Figure also illustrates that almost 52 percent of
the households are deprived in the dimensions of property assets and 51 percent in the dimension of home
appliances; 52 percent households do not possess a land, agricultural or non agricultural, comprising of
market value rs. 3,00,000, and 51 percent of the households do not own any of the nine home appliances
listed above. It can also be observed from the graph that deprivations in the dimension of electricity
connection in Sindh 14 percent, which is much higher than that of the province Punjab, i.e. 6 percent.

(Insert Figure: 10 here)

The composition of multidimensional poverty is entirely different in urban and rural regions of Sindh.
Dimension wise break down of MPI shows that lack of property assets, home appliance, sanitation, and the
number of bed rooms available per person contribute 57 percent to overall multidimensional poverty in
urban Sindh. The results are somewhat similar to the province Punjab, as it can be observed from figure 11.
On the other hand, figure 12 shows that in rural Sindh, the same four dimensions contribute 54 percent to
overall multidimensional poverty in rural Sindh. It indicates that though headcount of poor in rural area
exceeds urban regions but the severity is higher in urban area as compared to rural ones.

(Insert Figure: 11 here)
(Insert Figure: 12 here)

Figure 13 represents dimension wise deprivations of households separately in the province of Khayber
Pakhtunkhwa (KPK). Figure shows that 54 percent households are deprived in years of schooling i.e. that
in almost 54 percent households, even a single member has not completed 5 years of schooling. Some 39
percent of households in KPK face lack of basic sanitation facilities. About 37 percent households are
deprived in the dimension of prenatal care which means, that in KPK, women from 37 percent households
did not receive prenatal care during pregnancy. Some 28 percent of households are deprived the dimension
of property assets which shows that 28 percent of the households do not possess a land, agricultural or non
agricultural, comprising of market value Rs. 3,00,000. Figure depicts that in KPK, a considerable portion of
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population is deprived in the dimension of housing; in 54 percent of the households, three or more persons
share a sleeping room.

(Insert Figure: 13 here)

Figure 14 and 15 represents the composition of multidimensional poverty in urban and rural KPK,
respectively. Dimension wise break down of multidimensional poverty indices shows that composition of
multidimensional poverty is somewhat different in the urban and rural KPK, but with slightly higher extent
in rural region of KPK. Figure 14 shows that the dimensions of education, housing, and home appliances
contribute 56 percent to overall multidimensional poverty in urban KPK. While the dimensions of
education, home appliances and housing contribute 57 percent to multidimensional poverty in rural KPK.

(Insert Figure: 14 here)
(Insert Figure: 15 here)

Figure 16 depicts the percentage of households deprived in each dimension separately in province
Baluchistan. Figure shows that from all 8 regions, majority of the households deprived in the dimension of
expenditure belongs to Baluchistan; the headcount for expenditure poor is 31 percent which means that per
capita households expenditure of 31 percent households are less than rupees 1141.53 per month. Some 56
percent households are deprived in years of schooling i.e. that in almost 56 percent households, even a
single member has not completed 5 years of schooling. Figure shows that about 57 percent of households
do not own even a single home appliance out of the nine, listed above. About 54 percent of the households
are deprived in the dimension of enrollment, which means that from 54 percent household having children,
no child has ever been enrolled to school. Figure illustrates that about some 59 percent of households are
deprived the dimension of property assets which shows that 59 percent of the households do not possess a
land, agricultural or non agricultural, comprising of market value Rs. 3,00,000. Figure also points up that
more than 79 percent of the households do not have proper sanitation facilities in the province Baluchistan
and almost 53 percent households are deprived in the dimension of housing; in 53 percent of the
households, three or more persons share a sleeping room, while, 29 percent households, in Baluchistan, do
not have an electricity connection yet.

(Insert Figure: 16 here)

Multidimensional poverty composition is somewhat similar in urban and rural Baluchistan, as it can be
observed from figure 17 and 18. Dimension wise break down of MPI shows that lack of property assets,
home appliance, housing, and sanitation facilities contribute 57% to overall multidimensional poverty in
urban Baluchistan. On the other hand, in rural Baluchistan, the dimensions of housing and home appliances
are replaced by the dimension of education. Again it is revelation to observe that though the incidence of
multidimensional poverty is higher in rural Baluchistan, but the severity of it is greater in urban
Baluchistan; the dimensions of property assets and sanitation comprise 28% of multidimensional poverty in
rural Baluchistan, while 29% in urban Baluchistan.

(Insert Figure: 17 here)
(Insert Figure: 18 here)

The MPI can be decomposed by different population subgroups, and then broken down by dimension, to
show how the composition of poverty differs between different regions or groups. In figure 19, the height
of each of the ten bars shows the level of MPI at the national and provincial level, for urban areas, and for
rural areas, respectively. The colors inside each bar denote the percentage contribution of each indicator to
the overall MPI, and all bars add up to 100 percent. This enables an immediate visual comparison of the
composition of poverty across regions.
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Conclusions and Policy Recommendations: The study has argued for the multidimensional measurement
of poverty in Pakistan and identified several methodological limitations of previous research. In this regard
multidimensional poverty indicators were calculated in the basis of variables that can be supposed to reflect
persistent deprivations. The study applied Alkire and Foster Measure (2007) on 15512 household in
Pakistan, by using Pakistan Social & Living Standards Measurement (PSLM) Survey (2007-08). The
variables that were included are: enrollment, primary education, immunization of measles, child mortality,
prenatal care, housing, electricity connection, access to drinking water, sanitation, asset: including home
appliances and property assets, and expenditures.

In unidimensional perspective, poverty in Pakistan is predominantly a rural phenomenon. Multidimensional
estimates of the study also support the phenomenon as M0 for rural Pakistan is 33 percent while 15 percent
for urban Pakistan. Study also proves that there is no significant relationship between household
expenditure and other dimensions of poverty. Hence to capture the true picture of poverty we cannot rely
on the income alone, rather a multidimensional analysis is required.

Regional estimates of multidimensional poverty shows that the most deprived regions are rural Baluchistan
and rural Sindh that contributes 18% and 17% to overall poverty, respectively. While urban Sindh and
urban Punjab are the least deprived regions with shares of 7% and 8%, respectively, to overall
multidimensional poverty in Pakistan.

Dimension wise break down of MPI shows that the dimensions of schooling years, property assets, home
appliance, and the number of bed rooms available per person contribute 55% to the multidimensional
poverty in urban Pakistan. While in rural Pakistan, deprivation in the dimension of housing is replaced by
the dimension of sanitation. By zooming in the contribution of each dimension to multidimensional poverty
by provinces and regions, it was revealed that the major components of overall poverty are somewhat
different in every region.

Urban Punjab is more deprived in the dimension of housing, home appliances, schooling year, and property
assets. While on the other hand, rural Punjab, along with the dimensions of schooling years, home
appliances, and housing, is more deprived in the dimension of sanitation. If we have a look on the Sindh
province indices, they reveal that lack of bedrooms available per person, property assets, sanitation, and
lack of home appliances contribute 57% to overall poverty. While sanitation, housing, property assets, and
home appliances, add up to 54% to multidimensional poverty in rural Sindh.

While coming towards the Khayber Pakhtonkhwa both urban KPK and the rural KPK are deprived in
education, housing and home appliances but it constitutes 56% of multidimensional poverty in urban KPK
while 57% of it in rural KPK Poverty. While in Baluchistan, there is a problem of sanitation, housing,
home appliances, and property assets in urban Baluchistan.  At the same time as in rural Baluchistan, the
dimensions of housing and property assets are replaced by the dimension of education.

The implications of the results are both for research and policy: By means of research, the study established
a measurement of multidimensional poverty using data from a large scale population based survey. It is
also constructive to connect multidimensional poverty with several other indicators such as literacy, health,
nutrition, and justice etc in the population and develop conclusions for evidence based planning.

On the basis of findings, the prime policy implication  of  the study is to take into account the exclusion of
a high proportion of the abject poor in social protection programs which are particularly designed
for conditional cash transfers and eliminating chronic poverty. Instead of the whole population, targeting
poverty on geographical basis is appealing for the reason that it is relatively easy to deal with.

Various regions of the country like rural urban, and provinces, have been ranked by an appropriate
measure of deprivation. Hence the resources must be allocated in an inverse proportion to average the
welfare and wellbeing of households, with the intention that the poorer areas get higher per capita
transfers than the richer ones. And further in poorer regions, the rural ones, funds for education must be
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increased as it is a major contributor to multidimensional poverty in Pakistan, especially in rural Khayber
Pakhtonkhwa. Further, conditional cash transfers must be appreciated for the children enrollment.
Programs, like Aashiyana in Punjab, must be commenced in all provinces, especially in urban areas as
housing deprivation represents 13% of overall multidimensional poverty in Pakistan.

Along with education and assets, rural areas are deprived in sanitation. Local government should adopt
some proper measures to improve sanitation facilities while considering the policy for rural regions of
Pakistan. Similarly, conditional cash transfers, like BISP, are required more in rural areas as there are
noticeably a large number of expenditures poor in rural regions than the urban ones. Coming towards
health, the state of deprivations in measles immunization and child mortality is somewhat acceptable, but
people are more deprived in prenatal care, especially in Khaber Pakhtonkhwa and rural Baluchistan.
Though problem is sever but it requires less resources to improve health sector as Pakistan already has
5,301 Basic Health Units (BHUs), 906 maternity and health care centers, 552 Rural Health Centres
(RHCs), 1,13,206 registered doctors and 6,741 Lady Health Workers4. Along with fewer endeavors
towards infrastructure, the need is to monitor the working and efficiency of the units. Increase in the
number Maternity centres and monthly visits of LHVs can play a vital role in improving the mother’s
health. And all these efforts, indirectly, will definitely help to reduce child mortality also.
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Appendix I

Table 1:Selected Dimensions and Their Cutoff Values

Sr. No. Indicator Cut-Off
MDG
No.

MDG
Indicator
No.

1
Enrollment Deprived if no child in household attending

school 2 2.1

2
Schooling Deprived if none of the household members

have completed at least 5 years of education 2 2.3

3
Child
Mortality

Deprived if any child till age 5 has died in the
family 4 4.1

4
Immunization Deprived if no child is immunized for measles

4 4.3

5
Prenatal Care Deprived if mother in the family never got

prenatal care 5 5.5

6
Housing Deprived if three or more household members

share the sleeping room - -

7

Drinking
Water

Deprived if the household does not have
access to drinking water at home or water
source is more than 30 minutes (a roundtrip)
away from home

7 7.8

8
Sanitation Deprived if household does not have an

improved toilet 7 7.9

9
Electricity Deprived if household is not electrified

- -

10
Home
Appliances

Deprived if household does not own any of
the listed items* - -

* Television, Refrigerator, Washing Machine, Air Conditioner, Vacuum Cleaner, Motorbike, Car or
Tractor, and Personal Computer
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11
Property
Assets

Deprived if land possessions (rural or urban)
of household is less than rupees three lacs** - -

12

Expenditures Deprived if household per capita consumption
is below official poverty line for the year
2007-08 (i.e. Rs. 1141.53)

1 1.1

Table 2:Multidimensional Poverty Index at K=2
Multidimensional Poverty
Index

Incidence of
Poverty

Average Intensity
Across the Poor

Region M0 = H x A H A

National 0.260 57.53% 45.14%

Urban 0.148 38.07% 38.88%

Rural 0.335 70.68% 47.42%

Punjab 0.223 52.12% 42.71%

Urban 0.135 36.02% 37.58%

Rural 0.285 63.65% 44.79%

Sindh 0.279 57.42% 48.60%

Urban 0.136 32.83% 41.41%

Rural 0.393 77.07% 51.05%

KPK 0.252 60.61% 41.51%

Urban 0.167 44.52% 37.54%

Rural 0.298 69.54% 42.92%

Baluchistan 0.350 70.06% 49.97%

Urban 0.194 48.04% 40.33%

Rural 0.435 82.03% 53.04%

Source: Author’s own calculations

** Awan (2012)
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Table 3: Correlation Between Deprevations in Each Dimension

Source: Author’s own calculations

Primary
Education

Immunization
Child
Mortality

Children
Enrolled

Person per
Room

Home
Appliances

Electricity
Drinking
Water

Sanitation
Property
Assets

Immunization -0.084

Child
Mortality

0.036 -0.038

Children
Enrolled

0.124 -0.103 -0.091

Person per
Room

-0.181 0.207 -0.132 -0.026

Home
Appliances

0.317 -0.073 0.094 0.088 -0.289

Electricity 0.231 -0.068 -0.008 0.074 -0.066 0.113

Drinking
Water

0.056 -0.016 -0.018 0.018 0.030 0.008 0.132

Sanitation 0.287 -0.113 0.061 0.102 -0.231 0.318 0.297 0.062

Property
Assets

0.124 -0.028 0.043 0.015 -0.144 0.348 0.073 0.012 0.145

Per Capita
Expenditures

0.259 -0.127 0.079 0.019 -0.329 0.555 0.146 0.012 0.271 0.379
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Appendix II

Figure 1: Comparative Poverty Measures

Source: Author’s own calculations

Figure 1: Contribution of Provinces to National MPI

Source: Author’s own calculations
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Figure 3: Headcount of Multidimensional Poor by Provinces

Source: Author’s own calculations

Figure 4: Headcount of Multidimensional Poor by Provinces and Regions

Source: Author’s own calculations
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Figure 5: Major Contributors to Multidimensional Poverty in Urban Pakistan

Source: Author’s own calculations

Figure 6: Major Contributors to Multidimensional Poverty in Rural Pakistan

Source: Author’s own calculations
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Figure 7: Incidence of Deprivation in Each of the MPI Dimensions in Punjab

Source: Author’s own calculations
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Figure 8: Major Contributors to Multidimensional Poverty in Urban Punjab

Source: Author’s own calculations

Figure 9: Major Contributors to Multidimensional Poverty in Rural Punjab

Source: Author’s own calculations

Figure 10: Incidence of Deprivation in Each of the MPI Dimensions in Sindh
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Source: Author’s own calculations

Figure 11: Major Contributors to Multidimensional Poverty in Urban Sindh
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Source: Author’s own calculations

Figure 12: Major Contributors to Multidimensional Poverty in Rural Sindh

Source: Author’s own calculations

Figure 13: Incidence of Deprivation in Each of the MPI Dimensions in KPK
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Source: Author’s own calculations
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Figure14: Major Contributors to Multidimensional Poverty in Urban KPK

Source: Author’s own calculations

Figure 15: Major Contributors to Multidimensional Poverty in Rural KPK

Source: Author’s own calculations

Figure 16: Incidence of Deprivation in Each of the MPI Dimensions in Baluchistan
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Source: Author’s own calculations

Figure 17: Major Contributors to Multidimensional Poverty in Urban Baluchistan
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Source: Author’s own calculations

Figure 18: Major Contributors to Multidimensional Poverty in Rural Baluchistan

Source: Author’s own calculations
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Figure 19: Composition of MPI in Provinces and Regions

Source: Author’s own calculations
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ABSTRACT: This research paper is based on the divergence of divorce on the
divorcees’ children in district Lakki Marwat, Khyber Pakhtoonkhwa, Pakistan. A
sample size of 130 respondents (divorcee) from the total population was randomly
taken up from the three purposively selected union councils of Tehsil Lakki Marwat,
KP, Pakistan. The data were analyzed through frequency distribution along with
indexing all the variables and got them operational through Binary Response
Model (Logistic Regression Analysis). Majority i.e. 86% termed their marriage
decision was taken by their parents, 69% pin pointed their marriage as love
marriage and 75% identified patriarchal system as a continuity to the arrange
marriage. The reason of divorce were discovered as the outcome of household
disputes like dowry and watta satta (75%) along with illiteracy and
misunderstanding between spouses by 79% and  60% respectively. Likewise, early
marriages stood up 53% followed by marriage with in the family (69%) as another
cause of the divorce. Similarly 86% termed the inheritance issue and 84% the joint
family as not the causes of divorce in the study area. The negative effects of divorce
on the mental health of the children were rated as 85% for mental health illness,
96% for falling victim to juvenile delinquency and low profile in the social setup for
these children was found 86% with response to the effects of divorce on the
children. At bi-variate level the effects of four independent variables (illiteracy,
arranged marriage, early marriage and endogamy) were tested on the effects of
divorce on children. The model proved statistically significant (Chi-square = 10,
P= 0.040). The grouping variables and prediction variables had weak relationship
(Nagelkerke’s R Square= 0.103). Moreover, 7 percent to 10 percent variations in
effects of divorce on children were explained by grouping variables. Wald Test
values showed only arranged marriage as significantly predicting effects of divorce
on children (P=0.011). However, other variables (understanding meaning of
divorce, early marriage and endogamy) were non-significant with relation to
predicting effects of divorce on children. Exponential-B value for the arranged
marriage was interpreted as; an increase in tendency towards arranged marriage
increases the likelihood of negative effects of divorce on children by more than
three times. The social stigmatization associated to divorce needs to be dispelled by
religious scholars, highlighting provision of rights for both the genders to remarry
specially for women folk, revisiting patriarchy in light of religion for equality of
both genders and addressing the dilemma of owning of the divorcee children earlier
to the division of marriage in terms of their access to ownership rights along with
the establishment of special treatment centers for the left over children to make
them rehabilitate were some of the recommendations extended in light of study.
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Key Words: Divorce effects on children, Exchange Marriage, Endogamy and
Arrange Marriage

Introduction: In legal term the breakup up of bonds between two opposite sexes united for the purpose of
reproducing is known as divorce. This right to terminate the relationship is either matrilocal or patrilocal, but in
most of the society with conspicuous reference to Muslims it is the right enjoyed by the male. In most of the
cases only through judicial system a woman can get her released from the reigns of the male it has been noticed
that divorce is negatively affecting the children  with dare ramifications such as psychological and social either
could be short or long term in nature. Such effects usually dismantle through depression, anger, anxiety and other
problems with lacking abilities of management in social life. Presently it is a debatable issue that sound policies
need to be design which could culminate the rise in such abnormality if divorce is a phenomenon goes on.
(Block,&Gjerde, 1986; Wallerstein, Lewis, and Blakeslee,2000; and Marquardt,2005).According to
National Center for Health Statistics, (2006) one of the half of all the marriages have met with breakup i.e
divorce in the United States. It could not be appropriate to menstion that some forty years back divorce was
descanted as cultural stigma till 1970, but in late 1960 attitude of the people got altered and divorce was legal
phenomenon with little shift in the procedural arrangements, dictated in the cultural preview
(Wallersteinetal.,2000). Women changing role as usually displaced is the main reason to this phenomenon, as
the women role has witnessed an increased participation in the social and economic orbits of life, leaving little
time for her to get adjusted with her life partner while concentrating on kids bringing up, home management, and
marital needs and desire ought to be imparted on her (Thornton, 1 9 8 5 ).

Divorce as a phenomenon is very much expensive both individually and collectively. It is a
discomforting tool for both married couple in their life with up beating changing in emotional and financial
scenarios, separating couple passes through. It mostly let over with the problem of the decision regarding the
custody of the children which often resultantly influencing the behavior of all stake-holders in the negative
direction. In addition, it is time consuming as has been reported in most of the life cycle of the American with
some geographic, demographic and other socio-economic factors (Jacobsen,2002).It has been noticed from
different studies that children having not tasted the separation of their parents had little psychological
problems, than those from divorced parents’ kids. Parental marital transition often treated with
diversity in approaches from the children of these divorcees. It is often conflicting whenever the kids
have seen the division among their parents. The impact of divorce on children is one of the research
area of social psychology with explicit motivational factors as main parameter of the study. This
research area helps in exploring the beliefs which could divert the finding of investigation with
relation to impacts it carries on children (Ahrons, 2004; Hetherington,Bridges,andInsabella,1998; Kelly
andLamb 2000; Amato, 1994; Hetherington etal., 1998; Kushner, 2009; Sears, 1997; Moon, 2002;
Abrahamse,Steg,Gifford,andVlek,2009; and Lau and Heldman,2009). Self-interest is one of the basic
contributing factors regarding any gender perception to move onward for a decision of breakup. It has
been noticed with differential mathematical inferences that divorce has been viewed with reference to
its impact on children with variations, thus a concluded fact surfacing up with the main perspective of
divorce be considered negative for children of divorcee.. Keeping alarming divorce rate across the globe
with emanated agonies for both marrying couples and left over children has taken a shape of attracting scholars
of the field for devising sound and concrete structural and functional mechanics to contain this socially
stigmatized act to avoid the children from future distress and disarray. A vision (2020) was envisaged by
Mahathir Mohammad for establishing a caring society with a caring culture by focusing on community with the
sole opportunity of providing facilities, material support, intellectual and moral assistance with a centralized
social control for the purpose of providing with damp (Children) to be the viable citizen of tomorrow
(Timmerman,1975).

One of the big questions regarding the adaptability of kids of divorce remain unsolved. It is a point of
attraction for the social scientists to experience the life event of the individual with respect to the dare
consequences of divorce with special focus on the children. The present study tried to explore all the possible
factors of divorce with the major considerations on the social and psychological status of the children in regard
to their level of participation and role performance in the social system.  This study attempted to discover the
relationship of divorce effects on children with respect to early marriages, arrange marriages, endogamy and
literacy of the respondents.
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Research Design: Tehsil Lakki Marwat of district Lakki Marwat was the universe for this study. The universe
was divided into total number of Union Councils and only 3 Union Councils where the rate of divorce is high
was purposively selected. All those males who had divorced their women were the required population.

As the population size was unknown, in this scenario a common procedure adopted by Keslay & Kumar
(1997) was kept for determining the sample size. One of the value for a known variable i.e. 30 % literacy (from
the study area) was kept into consideration by devising sample size through the formula as below;

By calculating the required sample and putting values,

Where
N= sample size

= literacy rate
= variance

= level of significance
Putting values,

N=

N=
N= 129

The required sample size was distributed in the selected 3 Union Councils on proportional allocation
basis through formula by Chaudry & Kamal (1996).

N=
Where
n= required sample size

= Total sample size
= Relative strata population

N= Total population

The required number of respondent from each Union Councils was randomly chosen.

3.1.4. Analysis of Data:The collected data were analyzed through SPSS version 20. In the first stage
frequency distribution and percentages were displayed. On the second leg of analysis Bi-variate analysis were
carried out to measure the effects of independent variables on the dependent variable. This analysis was
conducted through logistic regression model also known as Binary response model which is interpreted as

Y =α + β1X1 + β2X2 + β3X3 + β4X4 + e…….. (Capps and Kramer, 1985).

Y= Effect of divorce on children + α is Co-efficient constant

X1 = Early marriages is cause of divorce

X2 = literacy rate is cause of divorce

X3 = Endogamy is cause of divorce

X4 = Arrange marriages is cause of divorce
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E = Error

This model was interpreted through a conceptual framework shown below;

Conceptual Frame work:

Independent Variables Dependent variables
Early marriages is cause of divorce

Effect of divorce on children
literacy rate is cause of divorce
Endogamy is cause of divorce
Arrange marriages is cause of divorce

Results And Discussion

Arrange Marriages: Table-1 declared frequency and percentage distribution of respondents regarding arrange
marriage means the decision of marriage on part of parents of copartners. The table showed that 86%
respondents said that arrange marriage means the decision of marriage on part of parents of copartners. It is also
clear from the table that arranges marriage means stable and long last due to prolonged cultural practices. in the
same way 63% respondents said that arrange marriage does not means stable and long lasting due to prolonged
cultural practices whereas, 37% respondents said that arrange marriage means stable and long last due to prolong
cultural practices.. Besides, 69% respondents said that marriage based on love and emotion is long lasting while,
31% respondents denied it.

On the other side majority i.e. 60% percent respondents said that arrange marriage does not lead to the
separation of couple in the shape of divorce although 40% respondents said that arrange marriage usually lead to
the separation of couple in the shape of divorce.  From the total i.e. 61% of the respondents said that arrange
marriage ensures a stable relationship between the marriage couple families while, 39% said that arrange
marriage ensures a stable relationship between the marriage couple families. The data showed that majority of
83% respondents said that choice is not given to bride and bridegroom while 17% respondents said that little
choice is given to bride and bridegroom in the arrange marriage. Similarly 86% respondents said that patriarchal
system is the main source of continuity to arrange marriage. In addition, that women have little rights to express
in the arrange marriage as supported by 88% of the respondents however, 12% respondents said that women
have not limited rights to express in the arrange marriage.

On asking that women are assets not human beings 61% respondents said that men do not get delighted
as having women as an asset and not a human being. While 39% respondents said that men get delighted as
having women as an asset and not a human being. However, 52% respondents said that atrocities to women are
not the direct outcome of arrange marriage while, 48% respondents said that atrocities to women are the direct
outcome of arrange marriage. Likewise, 58% respondents in the data said that arrange marriage is usually the
outcome of exchange marriage even though 42% respondents said that arrange marriage doesn’t through
exchange marriage. Majority i.e 75% of the respondents said that divorce in arrange marriage is the outcome of
household disputes but 25% respondents decide it.  More than half of the respondent’s i.e 54% respondents said
that arrange marriage is not the cause of divorce while, 46% respondents said that arrange marriage is the cause
of divorce. From the total, among only i.e 77% of the respondents said that watta-satta is the cause of divorce
while, 23% respondents said that watta-satta is not the cause of divorce. Majority of i.e.  85% of the respondents
said that dowry is the cause of divorce while 15% respondents said that dowry is not the cause of divorce.

Table-1 Arrange Marriage:
S.No Attributes Response

Yes (f &
%)

No (f & %)

1 Arrange marriage means the decision of marriage on part of parents of
copartners.

112(86) 18(14)

2 Arrange marriage means stable and long-last due to prolong cultural 48(37) 82(63)
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practices.
3 Marriage based on love & emotions is not long lasting. 40(31) 90(69)
4 Arrange marriage usually lead to the separation of couple in the shape of

divorce.
53(40) 77(60)

5 Arrange Marriage ensures a stable relationship between the marring
couple’s families.

51(39) 79(61)

6 Little choice is given to bride & bride groom in the arrange marriage 23(17 107(83)
7 Patriarchal system is the main source of continuity to arrange marriage. 112(86) 18(14)
8 Women have limited rights to express in the arrange marriage 115(88) 15(12)
9 Men get delighted as having women as an asset and not an human being. 48(39) 82(61)
10 Atrocities to women are the direct outcome of arrange marriage. 63(48) 67(52)
11 Arrange marriage usually an outcome of exchange marriage 75(58) 55(42)
12 Divorce in arrange marriage is the outcome of household disputes 58(75) 32(25)
13 Arrange marriage is the cause of divorce 60(46) 70(54)
14 Watta-satta is the cause of divorce 101(77) 29(23)
15 Dowry is the cause of divorce 111(85) 19(15)

Illiteracy: Table, (2) professed that literacy is one of the most important factor for the menace of divorce as the
literate people always take a long profit decision. In this regard, majority i.e 79% of the respondents said that
illiteracy is the cause of divorce while, 21% respondents said that illiteracy is not the cause of divorce.
Furthermore unawareness of the rights of spouse’s causes divorce, as indicated by 70% respondents while, 30%
respondents said it is not the cause of divorce. On the basis of educational difference between the mates is cause
of divorce (53%) respondents said that educational difference between the mates is not the cause of divorce
while,47% respondents opposed likewise.  On asking about the family planning majority 57% respondents said
that family planning is not the cause of divorce while, 43% of the respondents said that family planning is the
cause of divorce. Most of them i.e 60% respondents said that misunderstanding of infertility due to illiteracy is a
cause of divorce although 40% respondents did not support it. Paul Holley (2006) also based it on intelligence
that it has long been a predictor of behavior usually focuses on domains such as crime and delinquency,
academic achievement, which are the outcome of illiteracy.

From the data it is clear that 50% of the respondents alleged that high expectation of couples from each
other cause divorce while, 50% of the respondents said that high expectation of couple from each other do not
cause divorce. From the total i.e 55% respondents said that couple non-adjustment is a cause of divorce while,
45% respondents whispered that couple non-adjustment is not the cause of divorce. In addition, 58% respondents
said that economic empowerment is not the cause of divorce while 42% respondents said that economic
empowerment is cause of divorce.  On asking about women do not want to work as a subordinate majority i.e.
56% answered in positive while, 44 % respondents said that women want to work as a subordinate which led to
divorce. According to David and Shaun (2011)  also commented  on divorce and education relation that
educated couple always keep low expectations and the bond becomes more stable as compared to ignorant
couple.

Table-2 Illiteracy
S.No Attributes Response

Yes(f & %) No(f & %)
1 Illiteracy is a cause of divorce 103(79) 27(21)
2 Unawareness of rights of spouses causes divorce 91(70) 39(30)
3 Education deference between the mates is cause of divorce 61(47) 69(53)
4 Family planning is the cause of divorce 56(43) 74(57)
5 Misunderstanding of infertility due to illiteracy is a cause of divorce 78(60) 52(40)
6 High expectation of couple from each other cause of divorce 65(50) 65(50)
7 Couple non-adjustment is cause of divorce 71(55) 59(45)
8 Economic empowerment is cause of divorce 55(42) 75(58)
9 Women did not want to work as a subordinate, which led to divorce 73(56) 57(44)
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Early Marriages: The following table (3) exposed information’s about the early marriage as early marriage is
one of the key factor of bond majority i.e. 53% of the total  respondents said that early marriage is not the cause
of divorce while, 47% respondents believed that early marriage is the cause of divorce. Majority i.e. 69%  of the
respondents said that intra-racial marriage at an early age is not mostly ended up with early break up although,
31% respondents said that intra-racial marriage at an early age is mostly ended up with early break up. From the
total a majority i.e. 63% of the respondents said that culture of early marriage did not cause divorce while, 37%
respondents supposed that the culture of early marriage cause divorce. Furthermore, 68% respondents said that
early marriage is arranged to rehabilitate addicted which ends up in divorce while 32% respondents said that
early marriage arranged to rehabilitate addicted child ends up in divorce. Majority i.e. 78% of the respondents
disclosed that early marriage is arranged to avoid deviance among children and does not break soon but 22%
respondents did not endorse it. These findings are similar with Stack (2012) and David and Shaun (2011) who
also focused on the youngest age marriages an agreeableness, liberalization psychological mal adjustment and
delinquency are the responsible factors for divorce which often causes from putting responsibilities in low age on
both genders.

Moreover majority i.e. 84% respondents said that immaturity of children, married in early age, in
understanding each other doe not causes divorce while 16% respondents said that immaturity of children,
married in early age, in understanding each other causes divorce. Similarly most of i.e 85% respondents said that
early marriages are caused due to faction and feuds are long lasting however 15% respondents thought it
otherwise. In addition, 77% of the respondents said that marriage is arranged in early age to avoid division of
poverty does not lead to divorce while 23% were not agreed with it.  Likewise, 68% respondents said that least
consideration of age factor of spouse is not a major cause of divorce however, 32% respondents said that least
consideration to age factor of spouse is a major cause of divorce. Jeffrey Winking (2011) work is more related
with the above results as. Early evolutionary explanations focused on the greater need of human children and
mothers compared to other species and the consequent increased benefits available to investing fathers and pair-
bonded husbands.

Table-3 Early Marriage
S.No Attributes Response

Yes(f &
%)

No(f & %)

1 Early marriage is the cause of divorce 61(47 69(53)
2 Intra-racial marriage at an early age are mostly ended up with early break

up
40(31) 90)69

3 The culture of early marriages cause divorces 48(37 82(63)
4 Early marriage arranged to rehabilitate addicted child ends up in divorce 41(32) 89(68)
5 Early marriages arranged in desire for large family causes divorce 29(22) 101(78)
6 Early marriages arranged to avoid deviance amongst children breaks soon 21(16) 109(84)
7 Immaturity of children, married in early age, in understanding each other

causes divorce
19(15) 111(85)

8 Early marriages caused due to faction and feuds are not long lasting 30(23) 100(77)
9 Marriages arranged in early age to avoid division of poverty leads to

divorce.
41(32) 84(68)

10 Least consideration to age factor of spouse is a major cause of divorce 61(47) 69(53)

Endogamy:Table (4) explored that endogamy also influence the couple bond to a great extent. As endogamy is
the cause of divorce opposed by 53% respondents while, 47% respondents said that endogamy is the cause of
divorce. On ignoring children opinion in mate selection is the cause of divorce, majority 51% respondents said
that ignoring children opinion in mate selection does not cause divorce while 49% respondents said that ignoring
children opinion in mate selection is the cause of divorce. It mostly lets over with the problem of the decision
regarding the custody of the children which often resultantly influencing the behavior of all stake-holders in the
negative direction. In addition it is time consuming as has been reported in most of the life cycle of the American
with some geographic, demographic & other socio-economic factors (Jacobsen,2002). Majority i.e 86%
respondents said that women do not demand her part of inheritance from parents is not the cause of divorce but
14% respondents declared it a cause of divorce. Wali (1991) found that in afghan rural areas people mostly
distribute the property after their father death among male heirs and inheritance share for women is socially
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unacceptable. Regarding the joint family system is the cause of divorce majority i.e 84% respondents said that
joint family system is not the cause of divorce while 16% respondents said that joint family system is the cause
of divorce.  Extended family system is the cause of divorce i.e majority of 77% respondents said that extended
family system is not the cause of divorce while 23% respondents said that extended family system is the cause of
divorce. Dallan (2005) probed out that high risk factors associated with divorce include cohabitation with large
family composition the study also disclosed the economic factor lead toward divorce among spouses. When
asked about that polygamy is the cause of divorce majority i.e. 53% respondents said that polygamy is not the
cause of divorce while 47% respondents said that polygamy is the cause of divorce. Similarly a large number i.e
62% respondent said that female employment is not the cause of divorce while 38% respondents said that female
employment is the cause of divorce. Women changing role as usually displaced is the main reason to this
phenomenon, as the women role has witness an increased participation in the social and economic orbits of life,
leaving little time for her to get adjusted with her life partner while concentrating on kids bringing up, home
management and marital needs and desire ought to be imparted on her (Thornton, 1 9 8 5 ).

Conflict with mother in law, father in law and sister in law  lead to divorce was supported by 55%
respondents said that conflict with mother in law, father in law and sister in law lead to divorce while 45%
respondents said that conflict with mother in law, father in law and sister in law does not lead to divorce. Kitson;
(1992) and Levinger (1966) discussed the same results that men are more likely than women to   blame the
divorce on factors such as work or problems with in-laws

Table-4 Endogamy is cause of divorce:
S.No Attributes Response

Yes(f & %) No(f & %)
1 Endogamy is the cause of divorce 61(47) 69(53)
2 Ignoring children opinion in mate selection is the cause of divorce 64(49) 66(51)
3 Women not demanding her part of inheritance from parents is cause of

divorce
18(14) 112(86)

4 Joint family system is the cause of divorce 21(16) 109(84)
5 Extended family system is the cause of divorce 30(23) 100(77)
6 Polygamy (again or 2nd marriage ) is the cause of divorce 61(47) 69(53)
7 Female Employment & Job is the cause of divorce 49(38) 81(62)
8 Conflict with mother-in-law , father-in-law & sister-in-law is lead to

divorce
71(55) 59(45)

Effects of divorce on Children: Table No 05 explained that divorce mainly affects the children left behind by
the couple. About physical health 53% respondents said that divorce can effects children physical health.
Regarding divorce has negative impact on children mental health, majority i.e. 85% respondents said that divorce
has negative impact on children mental health. On the other hand divorce has negative impact on children
emotions as disclosed by i.e. 55% respondents while, 45% respondents said that divorce has no negative impact
on children emotions. Furthermore divorce has negative impact on children education performance (65%)
respondents while, 35% respondents said that divorce has no negative impact on children education performance.
Increase in youth suicide is the cause of dissolution of marriage (63%) but 37% respondents said that increase in
youth suicide is the cause of dissolution of marriage. From the total a majority i.e. 60% respondents said that
children from the divorced families are not considered an economic liability for the concerned family but, 40%
respondents said that children from divorced families are an economic liability for the concerned family. Scott
Meltzer (2011) stated that children from divorced and intact families consistently find that children of divorced
marriages have more short-term and long-term psychological and social issues than children from intact
marriages. This has led to the need for an evaluation of our divorce culture. Research-based divorce education
programs have been shown to produce positive results in social and psychological readjustment for both
children and adults. The findings of this study allow research-based divorce education programs to identify
where to focus their services for children and adults. In addition, these findings support the implementation of
policy to mandate the development of research-based divorce education programs in each state.

Majority i.e. 78% respondents said that poor mental health of children is the outcome of divorce of
parents while 22% respondents did not support it. Exploring the divorce leads to children abasement 71%
respondents said that divorce leads to children abasement while 29% respondents consider it otherwise. Parent’s
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dissolution of marriage children are the victimized and disgraced in society. Majority i.e. 52% respondents said
that due to parent’s dissolution of marriage children are victimized and disgraced in society while 48%
respondents said that due to parents dissolution of marriage children are not victimized and disgraced in society.
Children from divorced parents are not owned by either family (54%) of the respondents while 46% respondents
said that children from divorced parents are not owned by either family. Majority i.e. 94% respondents said that
juvenile delinquency is not the cause of divorce while only 6 % respondents said that juvenile delinquency is the
cause of divorce. Divorce children are ethnically and morally divided with low profile status was supported by
86% respondents while 14% respondents did not support that divorce children are ethnically and morally divided
with low prolific status.  The above findings are also supported from the work of Jeffrey Winking (2011) that
Human fathers are heavily involved in the rearing of children around the world. Early evolutionary explanations
focused on the greater need of human children and mothers compared to other species and the consequent
increased benefits available to investing fathers and pair-bonded husbands.

Mieke C.W (2011) stated that the effect of educational differences between partners on marital quality
and stability is commonly analyzed using difference, or compound measures. this article considers the
theoretical foundations for these approaches and examines an alternative approach; diagonal reference models
(DRMs). The three methods are then compared empirically, using data on 629 married couples from the
survey Child-Rearing and Family in the Netherlands. Difference measures show no effect on marital
satisfaction, whereas compound measures and DRMs do show an effect. As DRMs also allow for the
quantification of this effect, while being theoretically and methodologically appropriate, they are affirmed the
best method.

Table-5 Effects of divorce on Children
S.No Attributes Response

Yes (f
& %)

No (f & %)

1 Divorce can effect children physical health 82(53) 48(47)
2 Divorce has negative impact on children mental health 110(85) 42(15)
3 Divorce has negative impact on children emotions 72(55) 58(45)
4 Divorce has negative impact on children education performance 85(65) 45(35)
5 Increase in youth suicide is the cause of dissolution of marriage 48(37) 82(63)
6 Children from divorced families are considered an economic liability for the

concerned family.
52(40) 78(60)

7 poor mental health of children is the outcome of divorcee parents 102(78) 28(22)
8 Divorce leads to children abasement 92(71) 38(29)
9 Due to parents dissolution of marriage children are the victimized and

disgraced in society
68(52) 62(48)

10 Children from divorced parents are not owned by either family 60(46) 70(54)
11 Juvenile delinquency is the cause of divorce 5(4) 125(96)
12 Divorcee children are ethnically and morally divided with low profile stature 112(86) 18(14)

Bi Variate Logistic Regression Analysis

Effects of four independent variables (understanding the meaning of divorce, arranged marriage, early marriage
and endogamy) were tested on the effects of divorce on children. The model was statistically significant (Table
6) (Chi-square = 10, P= 0.040). The groping variables and prediction variables had weak relationship
(Nagelkerke’s R Square= 0.103), moreover, 7 percent to 10 percent variations in effects of divorce on children
were explained by grouping variables (Table 6 ). Wald Test values showed that only arranged marriage as
significantly predicting effects of divorce on children (P=0.011). However, other variables (understanding
meaning of divorce, early marriage and endogamy) were non-significant with relation to predicting effects of
divorce on children. Exponential-B value for the arranged marriage was interpreted as; an increase in tendency
towards arranged marriage increases the likelihood of negative effects of divorce on children by more than three
times. These findings are the outcomes to similar socio-cultural conditions for both the partners however; making
this bond ineffective for a longer period could be attributed to the same socio economic conditions, with little
capacity to expand. Contrary, the success of inter-racial bonds (marriages) are conspicuously meant for
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demonstrations in the socio-economic status of the marrying couples with high success rate (Crano, 1997; Sear,
1997; Becker, 1965; and Gross-Shechtman, 1993).

Table- 6 Influence of understanding meaning of divorce, arranged marriage, early marriage and
endogamy’s relation with effects of divorce on children

Independent
variables

Un standardized
coefficient

EαP (B) Wald
test

value

Sig Omnibus test of
model coefficients

Model summary

B Std
error

Chi-
Square

Sig Coα and
Snell R
square

Nagelkerke’s
R square

Meaning of
Divorce

-.136 .485 .873 0.078 .779
10.0 0.04 0.074 0.103

Arrange
marriage

1.165 .456 3.205 11.5 .011

Early
Marriage

-.242 .449 .785 7.5 .589

Endogamy -.634 .469 .531 5.0 .177

Constant -1.302 .424 .272 29.9 .002

Conclusions: The study found that arrange marriage was a common phenomenon along with the prevalence of
patriarchal system which restricted the women freedom of expression. Furthermore, the provision of rights to
both spouses in case of divorce was limited due to the low literacy rate. The study found that arrange marriages
proved to be lethal in leading to the occurrence of divorce having negative effects on the left over children.

Moreover, on spot discussion disclosed that infertility had a strong relationship with the occurrence of
divorce as being issueless was taken in fallacy a social stigma.

Divorce proved to be negatively affecting the children emotions as considered an economic
liability for the both the divorcee thus having little room for the divorcee children to come up with excelling in
educational attainments due to the poor mental health as they were faced with victimization and disgrace through
the hands of others due to the social stigma of divorce on part of their parents along with social, moral and ethnic
marginalization of these children. Religious support for evading social stigma associated to divorce, provision of
right of access to both gender, revisiting patriarchy in light of religious teaching and determination of share in the
ownership of the children earlier to dissolution of marriage were some of policy recommendations in the light of
this study.
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ABSTRACT. Multiple sequence alignments have primary role in several domains of 
modern molecular biology such as protein 3D structure/function prediction, 
phylogeny inference, molecular function, intermolecular interactions and many 
other common tasks in sequence analysis. Presently, many tools to construct 
multiple sequence alignments are available but none of them is accurate for all 
types of data sets.  Several comparative studies have been conducted to report 
quality and efficiency of MSA tools but their focus was on the individual popular 
MSA tools. This study presents a comparative study of various groups of MSA tools. 
MSA tools were placed in four groups. First group had progressive consistency 
approach based MSA tools. Second group comprised progressive matrix approach 
based MSA tools. Third group consisted of Hidden Marko Model based MSA tool 
and fourth group had iterative divide and conquer approach based MSA tool. 
Results showed that SATe, which is an iterative divide and conquer approach based 
tool, outperformed all other MSA tools. However in the group of progressive 
consistency technique based MSA tools, ProbCons and MAFFT-L-INS-I were on the 
first and second positions. Among the progressive matrix based tools, Muscle is on 
the top. 
 
Keywords: Comparison, MSA SPS, CS. 
 

1. Introduction. Multiple Sequence Alignments (MSAs) have primary role in several domains of modern 
molecular and bioinformatics such as protein 3D structure/function prediction, phylogeny inference {Kim et 
al. 2011; Siepel et al. 2005; Roskin et al. 2003} molecular function, intermolecular interactions {Levasseur et 
al. 2008; Wong et al. 2008; Loytynoja and Goldman, 2008} and many other common tasks in sequence 
analysis.   A lot of innovative algorithms and techniques have been proposed to get better quality of MSAs, 
but, still none of the MSA tools can reconstruct accurate alignments for all types of data sets {Thompson et al. 
2011}. Several warehouses of MSAs such as SABmark {Walle et al. 2005}, PREFAB {Edgar, 2004} and 
BAliBASE {Thompson et al. 2005} are available. These repositories of MSAs comprise highly quality 
manually refined alignments which may be used to measure performance of various MSA methods.  
BAliBASE was first database of benchmark alignments specifically developed to investigate accuracy of 
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MSA tool. It comprises various datasets which simulate real challenges faced during reconstruction process of 
multiple sequence alignments. BAliBASE is divided into various reference datasets. Reference 1 comprises 
equidistant sequences.  This data set was subdivided based on the percent identity.  Reference 2 comprises 
protein families with orphan sequences. Reference 3 is a set of divergent subfamilies. These subfamilies have 
groups with less then 20% identity. Reference 4 is a set of sequences with large N/C terminals. References 5 
comprise sequences which have large internal insertions and deletions. Reference data set 6 comprises 
sequences with repeats. This was further subdivided into sequences with diverse residue similarity, input 
order and having additional domains. Reference 7 is a set of sequences with transmembrane regions. This was 
ordered into subgroups having highly conserved core blocks.  Reference 8 comprises alignments with 
inverted domains. The latest addition to BAliBASE is Reference data set 9 {Perrodou et al. 2008} which is an 
assembly of protein families having linear motifs {Pais et al. 2014}. 
Several studies { Pais et al. 2014; Thompson et al. 2011, Nuin et al. 2006} reported accuracy and efficiency 
of MSA tools but their focus was individual MSA tools. Secondly vary less effort was made to study the 
underlying algorithms { Pais et al. 2014}.  
This research work presents a comparative study of groups of MSA tools. We placed MSA tools into various 
groups based on the underlying algorithms. Four groups of MSA tools were developed. First group comprised 
five MSA tools such as Dialign-TX {Subramanian et al. 2008}, T-Coffee {Notredame et al. 2000}, ProbCons 
{ Do et al. 2005}, MAFFT-L-INS-I {Katoh and Standley, 2013} and MAFFT-FTNS2 {{Katoh and Standley, 
2013}. These MSA tools used progressive-consistency algorithm. Second group consisted of four MSA tools 
such as MultAlign  {Corpet, 1988}, ClustalW {Thompson et al. 1994}, KAlign {Lassmann et al. 2009} and 
Muscle {Edgar, 2004}. This group of MSA tools implemented progressive-matrix algorithm. Third group 
which consisted of Clustal Omega {Sievers et al. 2011} implemented Hidden Markov Model approach. 
Fourth group which consisted of SATe {Liu, 2012} implemented iterative divide and conquer approach.    

 
2. Results 
2.1. Sequences and Benchmark Alignments 
Six reference test cases were downloaded from the home page of BAliBASE. These test cases comprised of 
benchmark alignments and the corresponding sequences. The sequences were aligned by each MSA tool and 
compared with the benchmark alignments. The quality of alignments, constructed by the MSA methods, was 
measured by the two most popular scores i.e. sum of pairs (SPS) and column score (CS).  
 
2.2.  MSA Algorithm Quality Evaluation 
Overall alignment accuracy of the MSA tools was measured using SPS and CS (Figure 1). Results showed 
that SATe, which implemented the iterative divide and conquer (IDC) approach, outperformed all the MSA 
tools of all the groups. In the group of MSA tools which have implemented progressive consistency approach, 
ProbCons generated the most accurate alignments. ProbCons is also on the second position among the all 
groups of MSA tools. In the group of MSA tools, which have implemented progressive matrix approach, 
Muscle is on the top while performance of ClustalW is the poorest.  Clustal Omega which have implemented 
HMM performs better then many MSA tools of the group of consistency (Dialign-TX, MAFFT-FTNS2) and 
matrix (ClustalW and MultAlign).  
 
2.3. MSA Algorithm Efficiency Evaluation 
Results showed that, in the group of PC approach based MSA tools, ProbCons and MAFFT-FTNS2 are the 
slowest and fastest tools respectively.  T-Coffee is the second slowest tool. In the group of PM approach 
based MSA tools, MultAlign and KAlign are the slowest and the fastest tools. However, there is a little bit 
between efficiency difference between KAlign and Muscle.  SATe is 109% and 90% more efficient than 
ProbCons and T-Coffee respectively. Figure 2 shows time spent in seconds by each MSA method. 
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Figure 1. MSA algorithm quality evaluation. IDC approach implemented by SATe outperformed all the 
MSA tools of all the groups. ProbCons, which belongs to the group of PC, was on the second position 
among all the tools of all groups. Performance of Clustal Omega was better than many MSA tools of 
other groups. ClustalW, which belongs to the PM group, generated least quality alignments. 
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Figure 2. Efficiency comparison among the groups of MSA tools. In the group of PC approach based 
MSA tools ProbCons the slowest tool. In the group of PM approach based MSA tools, MultAlign is the 
slowest tool. SATe is many times faster than T-Coffee and ProbCons, its quality competitors  
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3. Materials and Methods 
 
3.1. Benchmark Dataset 
Six reference test cases (RV11, RV12, RV20, RV30, RV40 and RV50) available in the version 3 of the 
BALiBASE (ftp://ftp-igbmc.u-strasbg.fr/pub/BAliBASE3). 
 
3.2. Alignment Accuracy Assessment Procedure 
Alignment accuracy was measured by comparing an alignment generated by an MSA tool with a benchmark 
alignment and calculating SPS and CS. The sum of pair score is computed by adding up the correctly aligned 
sequences. It determines the capability of MSA methods to align some, if not all, of the sequences in an MSA. 
Column score measures the capacity of MSA tools to align all of the sequences correctly.   
 
3.3. MSA Tools 
MSA tools were selected based on their underlying algorithms. Study of groups of MSA tools was conducted. 
The selected MSA tools, their versions, the underlying algorithms and the links to download them is provided 
in Table 1. 
 
 Table 1. Summary of MSA tools used in this study  
Major algorithm MSA tools Version Download link 

Dialign-TX 1.0.2 http://dialign-tx.gobics.de/download 
T-Coffee 10.00.r161

3 
http://www.tcoffee.org/ 

ProbCons 1.12 http://probcons.stanford.edu/download.html 
MAFFT-L-INS-
I 

7.0 http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/ 

Progressive-Consistenc
y 

MAFFT-FTNS2 7.0 http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/ 
MultAlign  http://multalin.toulouse.inra.fr/multalin 
ClustalW 2.0.10 http://www.clustal.org/download/current/ 
KAlign 2.0 http://msa.sbc.su.se/cgi-bin/msa.cgi 

Progressive-Matrix 

Muscle 3.8.31 http://www.drive5.com/MUSCLE/downloads.ht
m 

Hidden Markov Model Clustal Omega 1.2.0 http://www.clustal.org/omega/ 
Iterative divide and 
conquer 

SATe 2.2.7 http://phylo.bio.ku.edu/software/sate/sate.html 

 
3.4. Computing Machine 
All MSA programs were run on a computing machine having Core i7 3.34 GHz processor, 8 GB RAM and 
Fedora OS.  
 
4. Conclusion 
Several studies for comparison of MSA tools are available. All of them report that none of the MSA tool is 
accurate for all types of data sets. Most of the studies selected MSA tools based on their popularity. 
Furthermore, they studied individual MSA tools. This study presents comparison of groups of MSA tools 
based on the underlying algorithms. Results showed that overall, MSA tools developed using consistency 
approach are more accurate and MSA tools developed using matrix approach are faster. However SATe 
which have used iterative divide and conquer approach is the fastest tool and it is very efficient than many 
MSA tools of the group of consistency based approach.   
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ABSTRACT. In the days of ignorance (i.e. before entering of Islam), women had not
specific rights of equality to men. They were in the worst condition, and treated like
animals. The gender bias was at its extreme, and, it prevailed to such an extent that
this creature (woman) was not even accepted as a human being. It was hypothesised
and believed that a woman has basically been created only for serving and
appeasing a man. This inequity had actually plagued the Arab societies for a long
time. Such an obscure system was first questioned, after Islam dawned. The rights
and privileges of woman were first introduced, she was exemplified in the remaining
world, consequently. The Holy Quran justifies her honour and status of
egalitarianism, clearly. It becomes testified that the man and the woman are equal
before Allah, and her margins of rights became recognised. It is Islam, in fact,
which substantiated the integrity of woman’s rights in different values such as
mother, sister, daughter and a wife. But, within the Muslim world, specifically
Pakistan, the situation is worse if one considers the respect and rank of woman,
unfortunately. This article is an approach to comprehend the status of women in the
renowned religions with a special study of Islam, and also an existing situation in
the Muslim society.
Keywords: Days of Ignorance, Islam, Rights, Woman.

1. Introduction

1.1. The status of woman in the days of ignorance: The Arabian society had been involved in a sombre
calamity of hurting women, in the days of ignorance. She was treated like a slave or a property, and her
existence was considered, humiliating. She was unbearable because of the fear of dishonour. There was no
concept of getting women's personal assent for anything, including wedding, in those days. Her status was no
more than an entity which is discarded after use. The society had a great dearth of the rules to protect her
rights such as independence, owning property and inheritance, for example, and also such a nasty behaviour
extends to consider her a part of pillage, in the times of war, literature explores. We can simply sum up with
the words that her plight was at extreme.

We summarise ‘the status of women during the age of ignorance’ as follows, by reviewing the literature.
The killing of the infant girls was a common practice amongst the Arabs [1]. Such loathsome practice of
killing was considered a symbol of honour on the occasion of the birth of a baby child. Such offensive deeds
represent the despicable mentality of those people about women. She was a creature, no more than an animal,
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for them. She was supposed to be a senseless and a needless entity, just a mean of bearing children, serving
man, and to bring comfort, consequently, compelling her to prostitution and beating to get satisfied their lust,
was in usual practice. In that way, this weak and delicate creature was forced not only to satisfy the lust of the
husband, but also to earn for him through nefarious trafficking. The birth of a baby child was deemed
disgraceful, and the born of a daughter would have made the Arabs sad, therefore [2]. She was killed by
burying alive without any feeling of affection, kindness and love of a father, soon after she got delivered.
Allah describes this wicked practice in the Holy Quran: “When news is brought to one of them, of the birth of
a female (child) his face becomes dark, and he is full of wrath. He hides himself from the folk because of the
evil of that which is announced to him. (Asking himself) will he keeping it in disgrace, or bury it (alive)
beneath the dust? Now surely evil is their judgment” [3]. The Arabs were dreaded for a couple of reasons,
which were affixed behind this evil act. One belongs to fright of burden economically, if she gets populated.
However, another was the fear of disgrace that could cause by the imprisoning of the female instead of males
by the hostile tribe(s). There had been many examples, one of which is, “Qais Bin Asim”. He was leading the
tribe of “Tamim”. He had buried his eight daughters, alive. One other example is stated below in the own
words of a man who had told himself, about his evil action towards his daughter at the age of ignorance, to the
Prophet Muhammad (SAW). “I had a little daughter who loved me very much. Whenever I called her, she
came running happily towards me. One day I called her, as usual she came running and then followed me. I
took her to a nearby well and pushed her in. At that moment she cried, “Father, father”. The Prophet of Islam
(SAW) was shocked to hear it, and his eyes were filled with tears [4]. In the Holy Quran, Allah says: “When
the female (infant), buried alive, is questioned for what sin she was slain” [5]. Allah will ask this question
from that girl on the Day of Judgement, that, for what reason or crime, she was banished to slay via burying
her living. What sin made her to that mistreatment? This illustrates the moral degradation and ethical
debasement of the Arabs, in the age of ignorance. The pagan Arab was accustomed to bury their daughters
alive, for one another fear, of her marriage to someone if becomes son-in-law. Although slaying daughters was
a common practice, but this malevolent action didn’t plague all the tribes. It was dependent upon the culture
and the laws of those tribes, where females were living. The situation was different, therefore. This gender
was underestimated in the lower classes, however. She was treated as a slave, a commodity and a prostitute.
She had been exploited physically, socially and even economically by men without pity, and remained unable
to enjoy any right. There was no limitation for marriages, no margin in the number of wives for a man
consequently, more than ten wives at a time, for example. Meanwhile a woman had no option of choosing a
man as her husband. This decision was believed to be made by either of her father or brother. However, she
was sometimes sold by her relatives (father or brother) for wealth or an advantage [6]. It is stated in Abu
Dawood that if the Arabs kept their daughters alive, they deprived them of all their rights. They married as
many women as they liked. When Wahal Asadi (RAA) embraced Islam, he had ten wives [7]. An example is
Gheelan Saqfee who had ten wives at the time of his embracing to Islam [8]. Afsar Bano states in her words
as follows: Moreover, there were no limitations on divorce, man was free to divorce his wives any time and
any number of times and reunite at will [9]. Now, if we think out the status of a married woman and her life in
the age of ignorance, we find that wife was actually a servant to her husband, and had to serve him all through
her life. The inheritors of her husband had complete right over her, after her husband’s death. They had
authority either to get marry with her, step-mother, for example, or got her married to someone else, they
choose. They were also free to stop the widow marrying someone, specifically if she owned some wealth or
property [10]. There was another degrading act commonly practiced with a widow. She was induced to spend
a year of her life in a dark and an unventilated small hut out of her house, soon after her husband’s death.
There was no permission to leave the hut or take a bath and, or, change the clothes during that period. It was
like a prison. She had to face an inhuman act by the folk, after her confinement. She had to move in another
agonising stage, after the completion of the first excruciating phase. She was ordered to rub her body against
the body of an animal, after people threw camel dung into her lap, and compelled to walk round the entire
village in the same condition in such a way that to throw camel dung on her left and her right. Now, she was
thinking and considered to have completed her Iddat (waiting period) [11].

Moreover woman was inferior to her beloved relations, father, brother and husband, for example. There was
no consideration of valuing her in inheritance. She had no right to get inherited. The mother could not inherit
from her son, neither a daughter from her father nor a wife from her husband. The Arabs were used to left
their inheritance only to those who defended the tribe by carrying sword [12].
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It can be said in the mirror of history that, in some tribes women were honored. She was able to break internal
and external wars by her esteem given to her in her defense. Such as, In the tribe of Quraish, women were
treated well and gratis women had some rights  they could get marry on their choice and could own trade.
Such as, “Khadija Bint Khuwailid” the first wife of the prophet “Muhammad” (SAW) who was the rich
person and had a good deferential status among her tribe in the days of ignorance. one more example was
“Hind Bint Otba” Sufyan's wife before conversion to Islam, she had high regard and nobility in her tribe [13].
If we see, after the observation of Arab Society, so it is cleared that women were considered as animals and
were not honor as human being in everywhere in the world.

1.2. The Status of women in Other Religions:A famous non-Muslim scholar, Gastauli Ben, are replicated
below.
Woman has no respectable and honorable position in the opinion of Greeks and they were considered to
women lowest creation of the world. If a woman bore a baby in abnormal position or couldn't deliver to a
warrior was put to death. If a woman gave birth a child, she was in the national interest, for the short term,
lent to serve another person to beget child from his seed (race). The Greeks did not give importance and
esteem their women even their most civilized times, except at the time of circumambulation [14]. It is
explained in the following paragraph that is in the Chapters “Sermon” of the Old Testament:
“He who loves God must shun woman. I found one out of one thousand men whom God loves, but there is
none among the women of the world whom God loves in Rome. The husband's attitude towards his wife was
cruel. She enjoyed no share in the social activities. He had every right to claim even her life. The same was
the position was the Greeks” [15].
It has been cited in the Torah, Chapter 25, Verse 5-10:
“If two brothers live together and one of them dies childless, the wife of the deceased should not be married to
a stranger, but her husband’s brother should have sexual intercourse with her in privacy, treating her to be his
wife and fulfill the right of being her husband's brother at the child which will be born to her would be called
the child of his deceased brother. Thus his name will not be effaced from Israel. If he refuses to act as her
husband, his brother's wife should draw out shoe from her feet and spit on his face before the judges saying:
“who does not care for his brother's home, deserves such treatment. “His name would become notorious
among Israel as being the house of one where a shoe has been drawn out” [16].
It is mentioned in the Bible, “Woman is bitterer than death” [17].
According to the Hindu Law “luck, storm, death, hell, poison, poisonous snakes, none is more harmful than
woman” [18].
Tartaulian elucidates the Christian view in the following words:
“She is a gate through which Satan enters. She allured man to the forbidden tree. She is a breaker of Divine
law. She spoiled man, the image of God” [19].
A well-known Christian leader articulates about woman:
“An inevitable evil, an hallucination, a pleasant hardship, a domestic trouble, a destructed charm, a decorated
scourge” [20].
Following quote is taken from the Bible:
“Now the snake was the most cunning animal that the Lord God had made. The snake asked the woman, "Did
God really tell you not to eat the fruit from any tree in the garden?” “we may eat the fruit of any tree in the
garden” the woman answered, “except the tree in the middle of it if we do, we will die”. "The snake replied,
"That's not true, you will not die when you eat it you will be like God and know what is good and what is bad.
So she took some of the fruit and ate it. Then she gave some to her husband and he also ate it. God asked,
"Did you eat the fruit that I told you not to eat?" The man answered, "The woman you put here with me gave
me the fruit and I ate it". And He said to the woman, "I will increase your trouble in pregnancy and your pain
in giving birth. In spite of this, You will still have desire of your husband, yet you will be subject to him" [21].
Anyway women all over the world suffered and grieved for their bad status. They were compelled to live
according to men desires and emotions. The felt humiliation and scorn, and they were even oppressed from
their delivery till their death [22].
In this depressing darkness, which has been spread everywhere in the world, Islam  rose like the Sun after
Prophet Muhammad (SAW) came. The teachings of Muhammad (SAW) highlighted and affixed a social and
moral status of women in the view of Islam. He taught men to treat this innocent creature kindly as she is also
a human being like them. Islamic gave her respect and rose her position in the society. She got human rights
and became equal to man [23].
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1.3. Woman in the view of Islam:Woman has rights and opportunities, under Islam, if we see other religious
or authorized system have not given a respectable position to woman like Islam. When the subject matter is
considered in a comparative method, rather than partially. A woman is equal in rights and responsibilities to a
man, but it is not essentially that they are same with each other. There is a difference in similarity and equality.
Though woman and man are not identical in mental and physical level, its mean Allah has given them equal
human rights and responsibilities and both are members of one another. They have equality in pursuit of
education and comprehension. Islam commands the looking  for knowledge to Muslims, this situation does
not demonstrate any difference between man and woman. When we perceive to history, we found it clear, that
fourteen centuries before, the pursuit of knowledge was obligatory for every Muslim (man and woman) by the
statement of Muhammad (S.A.W.) and was implemented.
It has also been proved from historical record, that Islam has given confidence to them in every aspect, at that
reason, women always companied of Muslim armies in battles, looked after the wounded persons, prepared
supplies and served the combatant and so on.
It is identified by Islam that woman has rights and equality like man in reproduction humanity. Both man and
woman are essential for life as a mother and father. Especially woman takes very important role in her
children life, consequently it can be said she is not less vital than her husband.
Islam honored women by four different socially statuses such as mother, daughter, sister and wife:

1.4. Woman as the Mother:Obedience, love and respect is given to parents in Islam, that is stated in the
numerous places in Quran.
Such as Allah says in Surah Al-Isra:
“Thy Lord hath decreed that ye worship none but Him, And that ye be kind to parents.

When one or both of them attain old age in thy life, say not to them a word of contempt, nor repel them, but
address them in terms of honour" [24].
And then says:“Be good to your parents” [25].
Further says  in Surah Al Nisa: “Respect the Womb that bore you" [26].

"Ahmed and Ibn-e-Majah narrated, “Paradise lies at the feet of the mother” [27].
Its mean that When you will respect, love and obey your mother and will take good care of  her, so
according to  this good act you will enter in Paradise.
"Abu Huraira narrated that” the Prophet was once asked who amongst all the people was the most worthy of
his respect and compassion. The Prophet (Pbuh) replied “your mother”; the man wanted to know who should
be next, the Prophet (Pbuh) said “your mother”. The man enquired, who next?, the Prophet (Pbuh) replied for
the third time “your mother”, again the man asked who next? The Prophet (Pbuh) replied “your father” [28].
Prophet Muhammad (S.A.W.) taught several lessons to men, a lesson of the best treatment with parents, for
example. But the Prophet (S.A.W.) forced to treat mother kindly more than anybody else.
"The Prophet (S.A.W.) said:" I enjoin man about his mother, I enjoin man about his mother, I enjoin man
about his mother, I enjoin man about his mother" [29].
"Hazrat Aisha reported that she enquired: "O Messenger of God, who has the greatest right on woman?" The
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) whom be peace, replied,"Her husband (has the greatest right on her)". She  then
asked, "Who has the greatest right on man?" The Prophet (pbuh) replied, "His mother (has the greatest right
on him)" [30].
Some people have view that father is stronger than mother, so the Prophet Muhammad (S.A.W.) instructed
man to obey and serve the mother  much more than the father. Perhaps, it can be true. However, the fact is
that, mother endures  all the pains, burden and troubles of pregnancy for nine long months and deliver  to a
child after a great struggle life and death and to feed from her blood and to lead a life of full care. Whereas
father can take part in all the works of childlike feeding, education, nursing and training with mother, but he
can't tolerate all pains of pregnancy and delivery like mother. Consequently mother deserves more obedience
and attention than father.
"Hazrat Aisha states that Hazrat Harsa bin Noman behaved with his mother in a most respectable, pleasent
and polite manner. Once Muhammad (S.A.W) said: "I saw heaven in my dream where I heard somebody the
reciting the Quran. I asked whose voice was that.I was told that it was the voice of  Hazrat Harsa bin Noman.
Then the Prophet (S.A.w.) said that is the reward of fair treatment to mother" [31].
It is confirmed the above mention ahadiths that mother has very respectable and honorable position in Islam.
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1.5. Woman as the Daughter and Sister:"To God belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth. He
creates what He wills (and plans). He bestows (children) male or female according to His will (and plan) or
He bestows both males and females and He leaves barren whom He will for He is full of knowledge and
power" [32].
Islam exhorted for daughters' proper sustenance and nourishment. It is considered a good deed and a way to
attain Heaven. "Hazrat Aisha relates that Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) said:
Whoever is in charge of (put to test by) three daughters and treats them generously, then they will act as shield
for him from the (Hell) fire".
"Hazrat Itba bin Aamir relates that Prophet Muhammad (saw) said:
Whoever has three daughters, and bears with the miseries in their connection, feeds and clothes them with the
earnings of his labour, they will become a curtain on the fire of hell, for him".
"Hazrat Abu Sayeed  relates one more Ahadith that Prophet Muhammad (saw) said:
Whoever has three daughters or three sisters or two daughters or two sisters and  he adopts a good company
with them and fears Allah about them , He has (place for him in) heaven".
"Hazrat Anas relates that Prophet Muhammad (saw) said:
If anyone cares for two girls till they  grow up, he and I will come on the day of resurrection thus, and he
joined his fingers".
"Hazrat Abu Hurairah relates that Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) said:
"Whoever has three daughters and he bears with the difficulties and financial problems, in connection with
them,  Allah will make him enter Heaven, for courtesy towards them." Abu Hurairah reports that a man
enquired if he has two daughters (and bears with the difficulties in connection with them). the Prophet
(S.A.W.) replied, "Even if he has two daughters (Allah will bless him with Heaven)'. A man asked, if he has
one? The Prophet(S.A.W.) said (He will) even if he has one" [33].
"Hazrat Abdullah bin Abbas relates a similar Hadiths that prophet Muhammad (S.A.W.) said:
If anyone takes care of three girls or the like number of sisters, training them and showing kindness to them
till God enriches them, God will guarantee him paradise" [34].
It can be said that she is not valueless or worthless as the world assumes her, but she is the most valuable and
respectable creation of nature. Therefore parents should be given full attention and affection to their daughters
like sons, because it is theirs right and should also be bestowed education and training and should choose a
good life partner for them [35].

"Hazrat Abu Sayeed Khudri relates that Prophet  Muhammad (S.A.W.) said:
"Whoever nourishes three daughters, educates and trains them, gets them married (and afterwards) offers a
gentle behavior to them, for him there is heaven" [36].

1.6. Woman as the Wife:Islam gives women honor, independence and identity. She enjoys her value as a
self-determining entity of her own. Marriage or Nikkah neither resolves her personality to her husband's
personality nor renovate her position to a subject or a servant. Marriage if grasp her to carry some
responsibilities newer to her, meanwhile she gets owner of some fresh rights. However, as she cannot refuse
these responsibilities, she cannot be kept away from her rights as well, in Islam.
In fact, the relationship of wife and husband is dependent on adore, liking and understanding. Allah rested
love and attraction in this affiliation, the natural love between husband and wife, for example [37].
Allah says in the Holy Quran thus:
"And among His signs is that, that He created for your mates from among yourselves, that ye may dwell in
tranquility with them and He has put love and mercy between your (hearts), verily in that are signs for those
who reflect" [38].
It can be said that the relation of husband and wife pay very important role in their lives, therefore love,
kindness and warmth is necessary in their relationship. If hatred and ill feeling take the place of adore and
liking, it is against temperament  on which Allah Almighty has formed them.
"Hazrat Muawiya Qushairi once enquired about  the rights of wife of the Prophet (peace be upon him). In
reply the Prophet said:
"That you should given her food when you eat, clothe her when you clothe yourself, not strike her on the face
and not revile her or turn her out of the house (if separation becomes necessary) but live separately within the
house itself (temporarily)" [39].
"The same Tradition is expressed again in some  other  words:
"Feed her what you feed yourself with, her clothing should be of the same standard as yours, do not beat or
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abuse and rebuke her".
Islam fixed equal living standards for a husband and a wife. Firstly, husband is bound to follow same
standards of drinking, eating, dressing and clothing for his wife that he maintains for him. There is injustice
keeping a high standard of life for himself and obligating her to live on low living standards, in the view of
Islamic teachings. He should treat her politely. Islam suggests margins for a husband, not to behave harshly
and cruelly. He should perform honorably in relationship and association with her [40].
"Hazrat Aisha relates that Prophet Muhammad (S.A.W.) said:
The best of you is he who is the best to his family, and I am the best among you to my family"[41].
A society is dependent on the role of both the man and woman and each of them has some responsibilities and
rights. Islam preaches and advocates equality for all. There is no room for any prejudices on either basis caste
for example creed or gender[42]. Islam teaches there is no inequity in any area for women, such as social
affairs, household matters, and academic disciplines or even inheritance of assets and the matrimonial affairs.
A woman gets the right to refuse, solicit or even discard her life partner as per her choice.
Islam, as a faith and philosophy and way of life, was the first religion in the world to grant a respectable status
to women, at par with men. It bestowed equal property rights to women again a first. It issued clear
instructions for women to obtain education and create a niche for them in society [43].

2. Current Status of Women in Muslim Society: Islam honored and benefited women as a mother, a sister, a
daughter and a wife, and in an Islamic society such values of relation is continue since then. Although many
of the Islamic countries are still strictly following the marked boundaries of the rights of women given to
them by Islam but some of the old traditions couldn't fully exchange in the view of the teachings of Islam.
There are many examples in several Islamic countries where woman is still bound to obey the men of the
home. She has no option to get marry by her choice, she couldn't ask for the inheritance or inherited property,
even sometimes she is not allowed to move freely out of home in the society for her needs. The situation is
more worst in Pakistan where Women are being ill-treated with the name of cultural diplomacy. For several
years, Pakistani women have been deprived of the most fundamental of rights, such as the rights of education
and even the rights to decide issues connecting to their own marriage and divorce. Those denied these rights
are also deprived of the right of equality in a male dominated society where women remain subservient to
men. In a society where family and tribal customs are very strict as well as lack of education and
misinterpretation of Islam have forced women into a position of obedience and horror, so most survive an
existence of oppression without the most essential of rights or the ability to defend them. The Sale of women,
karo kari (Honour Killing) issues, death by burning, forced marriages and the curse of a dowry reflect the real
state of affairs in the country.

3. Conclusion: Before Islam, woman has no credible status in the society. She was treated as a property
regardless of her thoughts, mind-set and or, natural feelings. She has no rights specifically there wasn't any
concept of giving her option to decide or choose a way to follow regarding social affairs. There was no rule of
inheritance for her. It is highlighted that religions or authorized systems have not given a respectable,
honorable and valuable position to woman except Islam. Islam has no favoritism for woman in any field, be it
social affairs, family matters, educational disciplines or matrimonial affairs. The legal right and the honorable
position of woman are protected in the family system of Islam. Thus it is corroborated that the woman in
rights is equally placed to the man and both are same before Allah. A woman can enjoy the rights to solicit,
refuse and even discard her husband as per her choice. Actually it is Islam which confirmed the truth and
accuracy of woman’s right in the positions of mother, sister, daughter and a wife. It is beneficial for the
Muslim societies to follow the roles of Islam completely and given their women full honor and rights as are
suggested by Islam.
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ABSTRACT. Smart Grid has revolutionized Traditional Grid System by merging
bi-directional communication network and information technology. Advanced
Metering Infrastructure (AMI) is an integral part of Smart Grid used to measure
power consumed and demands at consumer-end. In this article, we propose an
efficient and secure cluster-based architecture for AMI in Smart Grid, which
fulfills the primary security requirements like confidentiality, authentication and
integrity. Analysis shows that the proposed secure architecture for AMI in Smart
Grid is efficient in terms of resource utilization.
Keywords: Smart Grid; AMI; Smart Meter; Cluster; Elliptic Curve;

1. Introduction. Today’s world is facing enormous problems including energy on top in the list. Energy has
become the basic need of human being in every domain of life. The Traditional Power Grid System is
responsible to provide such energy at the consumer-side. The current Grid System is older more than 100 years
and has limitations making it inefficient and unreliable to cope with faults, failures, outages, power demands
and energy storage problems etc. So we need a stronger and smarter electric Grid System that will provide
abundant, affordable and clean electricity to consumers efficiently, reliably at anytime, anywhere i.e. a 21st

Century Grid System also called Smart Grid [1], [2] depicted in Fig1. Smart meters [3] are used to collect ,
measure, analyze electricity on regular intervals and also collaborate with each other to exchange real time data
through a two-way communication network referred as Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI). AMI plays an
important role in Smart Grid communication network and has gotten much more attention from both industry
and academia in recent years. Since electricity is generated, transmitted and distributed at consumer-side on the
real time estimates received from AMI networks in Smart Grid, various security and privacy threats [4], [5]
have been launched from inside and outside the network by attackers. Inadequate security measures will allow
adversaries or attackers to access consumer power profiles, grid power schedules and load managenment.
Further injecting false readings and demands will degrade Grid performance leading to financial loss, causing
failures, outages and will create mistrust between consumer and utility company. Secure AMI communication
in Smart Grid is a core category for research community. In this paper, we first developed an efficient clustering
architecture for AMI communication in Smart Grid, in which cluster formation with cluster-head selection and
rotation is performed by centralized clustering algorithms. We use hybrid cryptosystem based on Elliptic curve
and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) for secure and reliable AMI communication in Smart Grid which
results in reducing computational as well as communication cost.
The remaining paper is structured as: In Section II we review related work done in past as well as in recent
times. In Section III, a brief overview of general Smart Grid architecture is given, in Section IV we propose
communication architecture for AMI with security scheme and in Section V; Security Analysis is given and in
section VI, we finally draw the conclusion.

2. Related Work. In this paper, we have reviewed recent research work to find out which communication
architecture fulfilling security requirements for AMI communication in Smart Grid are proposed .
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In [6], a secure and privacy preserving communication scheme is proposed for a wireless mesh network
established between smart meters and collector nodes. Devices (smart meters) identities are checked before
joining the communication network while Pallier Cryptosystem coupled with digital signature is applied to
secure data communication and verify message integrity and authenticity. A secure and reliable scheme is
proposed in [7] for a tree-based topology in which data integrity, privacy and confidentiality are achieved
through message encryption algorithms and authentication techniques by using mutual authentication. In [8], a
light-weight key scheme is proposed for AMI while focusing on HAN (Home Area Network) to design both
pair-wise keys and group IDs keys for a large number of entities bearing small overhead.  An efficient and
privacy preserving scheme is proposed in [9], in which data is encrypted by Homomorphic Pallier
cryptosystem. Data aggregation is performed at Gateway without decryption of cipher texts of smart meters
while original message will only be obtained in OA (operation center). This scheme achieves user’s privacy and
resists against security threats with low computation and communication overhead. In [10], has proposed an
efficient and key management for Smart Grid communication. In the first step, smart meter of Home Area
Network (HAN) and Authentication Server (SAS) of smart Grid mutually authenticate each other by using a
Secure Remote Password (SRP) which initialize a password reducing the steps from five to four and packets
exchange will decrease from four to three. For secure communication in Smart Grid, a secure key management
protocol was proposed i.e. Enhanced Identity Based Cryptography using Public Key infrastructure which will
result in preventing various attacks and will reduce management overhead i.e. substantially reduces the
overhead of key renewals also. The proposed secure protocol works on a multi gate mesh network architecture.
In [11], has proposed a lightweight authentication scheme using Diffie-Helman Key establishment and
hash-based authentication code for a secure and reliable communication of Smart Grid. The communication
network consists of HAN (home area network) at the consumer-end, where smart home appliances sends their
data to smart meter, while a BAN GW (Gateway) receives readings from smart meters of HANs, NAN i.e.
Neighborhood Area Network at the control center (upper end of Smart Grid) identify a particular region or
locality. The proposed protocol provides better security with low latency while few message exchanges occurs
in communication process. A security protocol IAC (Integrated, Authentication and Confidentiality) for AMI
is proposed in [12], which works on the topology that consist several trees each rooted at feeder. In this scheme,
first mutual authentication between smart meters and authentication server is established and then a
collaborative data aggregation and forwarding scheme is introduced. A BNS (backbone node selection)
algorithm is used for the selection of backbone node in the tree topology and will be reconstructed incase of
failure. Data integrity and authentication is achieved through message encryption and authentication techniques
during the mutual authentication key establishment.

3. Smart Grid Architecture. A general communication architecture of Smart Grid is shown in Fig.1.

Figure 1. Smart Grid Communication Architecture

3.1. Smart Home. Electricity is generated, transmitted, distributed and finally provided at smart home
(consumer-side) where smart appliances like refrigerator, washing machine, microwave oven, electric fans,
light bulbs etc send their power consumptions, future power demands and other status reports to a smart meter
over a wireless communication channel like Zigbee [13] or power career line (PLC) [13].

3.2. Smart Meter. At smart home (consumer-side) an advanced metering device is installed by the service
provider responsible to send information received from smart appliances to a Gateway through a two-way
communication network using communication technologies in [13].
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3.3. Gateway. Gateways are installed in each Residential Area (RA) by the service provider which receives
information from smart meters, combine and send forward to a local management office (feeder) of the utility
company and vice versa.

3.4. Internet Service Provider. Internet Service Providers (ISP) allocates bandwidth to these Gateways over
a fast speed dedicated lines like DSL or Fiber Optic technology.

3.5. Operation Center. Information received at local management office by computer system are aggregated
and further send to central SCADA(Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition ) at Operation Center which
provides monitoring, reporting, billing, supervision and generation of power on estimated demands received
from consumer-side.

4. Proposed Cluster-Based Architecture for AMI. We proposed a dynamic cluster-based architecture for
AMI communication in Smart Grid as shown in Fig.2, and consists of the following setup phases.
 Advertisement Phase
 Joining\Registration Phase
 Smart Meters Verification Phase
 Cluster Formation with Cluster-Head Selection Phase
 Clusters Completion Phase
 Secure Data Communication Phase
 Cluster-Head Rotation Phase

Figure2. Communication Architecture for AMI

Following Table 1. consists the notations used in this paper.
Table 1. Notations Guide

Notation Detail
N Toatl smart meters in RA
S Verfied List of smart meters

RA Residential Area
SM Smart Meter
RF Radio Frequency
Pu Public Key
Pr Private Key
Rn Random Number
H Hash Function (SHA 128)
C Cipher Text
E Encryption
D Decryption

CH Cluster-HeadK Session Key

4.1. Assumption. Let that there are “N” homogeneous smart meters (SM1, … SMN) in an M x M Residential
Area equipped with an RF communication transceiver and in good communication range of Gateway. All
these smart meters are fixed i.e. non-movable and receive continuous power.
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4.2. Advertisement Phase. Gateway sends out an Advertisement (Discovery) message to all SMs in the
Residential Area containing (Gateway ID, Public Key Gateway) depicted in Fig.3.

4.3. Registration Phase. Upon receiving Advertisement message, each sends back a Join Message
containing ( , ( , ) ) to Gateway in a secure mode. We assumed that all
these and Gateways are preloaded with public and private keys whereas their public keys are also stored
on Authentication Servers at local management office as well as computer servers at Operation Center depicted
in Fig.3.

Figure 3. Smart Meters Advertisement & Registration Phase

Step 1. Smart Meter Encryption
a. Input = (Rn ||Location ||Meter ID)
b. ℎ = (Input)
c. = (Input ||ℎ )
d. Each calculate (cipher text) and send to the Gateway in Join Message.

4.4. Smart Meters Verification Phase. We assumed that these Gateways are honest and secure from attackers.
The received by Gateway from will be decrypted as:

Step 1. Gateway Decryption
a. ( )
b. Compute ℎ = ℎ(Rn ||Location ||Meter ID)
c. If hi’=hi valid otherwise invalid

Step 2. Verification. A list of smart meters (valid) is formed and send forward to Authentication Computer
at local management office to further verify their Meter IDs that is already stored on these computer
system of the utility company.

Step 3. The verified list “S” of smart meters is send back to the Gateway by the Authentication Computer.
Step 4. Smart Meters Distance Measurements. Distance will be measured for each in “S” from their

corresponding co-ordinates received in registration phase by Gateway using the following distance
formula as: dGW,i = ∑ (XGW – XSMi)2 + (YGW – YSMi)2i=1 (1)

Gateway put the distance values in the following Table.2

Table2. Smart Meters Locations Info
Meter ID. Location (Y , Y ) Distance

4.5. Clusters Formation with Cluster-Head Selection Phase. For optimal clusters formation in “S”, let k
will be the average number of SM in each (S/k) clusters containing one Cluster-Head (CH) and ((S/k) -1)
non-Cluster-Head members. The criterion for the selection of being first CH in a cluster is that a member
having minimum distance to Gateway. Following pseudo code in algorithm.1 performs Cluster formation with
Cluster-Head selection as:
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1. Input:  Read S, k
2. Initialize Clusters =:0
3. If  (S mod k ==0)  Then
4. Clusters=: S/k
5. Else
6. Clusters=: (S/k) + 1
7. End if
8. Initialize j=:1;  ctr =:1
9. Label: For  (i=:1 To clusters) do
10. While (j <= Meter Loc .Upper bound) do
11. Initialize MNo =:0
12. MNo =: Meter Loc Meter No j

13. C i, Meter ID ctr =: MNo

14. If (Ctr==1) then
15. CH i , Meter ID ctr =: MNo

16. Else  If (ctr==k) then
17. j =: j+1; ctr =:1
18. Exit While
19. GoTo Label
20. ElseIf (ctr <= k && j== Meter Loc .Ubound) Then
21. Exit While
22. GoTo Label
23. Else
24. j =: j+1
25. ctr =: ctr +1
26. End If ; End If; End If
27. End While
28. End For
29. Output:  Return C i, Meter ID ctr , CH i , Meter ID

Algorithm1. Clusters Formation with Cluster-Head Selection

4.6. Clusters Completion Phase. Finally, Clusters will be completed in the following steps as:
Step1. Cluster-Head Announcement. Now Gateway will send out Announcement Message to each CH

containing CH Meter ID and TDMA schedule.
Step2. Each CH will send back a Join Message to Gateway.
Step3. Each CH will send a Hello Message to its corresponding cluster members containing a TDMA

schedule to determine a predefined transmission slot to avoid collisions.
Step4. Synchronization. We assumed that cluster members are synchronized and this will be achieved by

Gateway sending synchronization signals to each member at the start of cluster formation phase.

4.7. Secure Data Communication Phase. Secure AMI communication will bring stablility to Smart Grid
network. In recent years, AMI networks have faced numerous cyber attacks. Different security schemes have
been proposed for reliable and secure Smart Grid communication. Our security scheme works as follow:

4.7.1. Session Key Generation by Gateway. For Session Key(K ) generation, Gateway randomly
selects two random numbers from the list ( , , … ) takes its XOR and calculates the Session
key for a cluster as:

Step1. K = ( XOR )
Step2. C = ERni (K ||CHMeter ID )
Step3. Gateway will send encrypted Session key C to each corresponding SM
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4.7.2. Decryption of by ( )
Step1. Each SM will decrypt the C as D Rni (C )
Step2. Each SM will get (K ||CHMeter ID )
Step3. This K will be used for secure data communication between SM and Gateway.

4.7.3. Actual Data Communication
Step1. M= Readings | Commands at SM
Step2. Compute Ci = E (M) bySM
Step3. Send Ci to CH
Step4. Data aggregation techniques will be applied on received Ci by CH as well as Gateway.
Step5. Aggregated Ci will be further send to computer systems at local managenment office over
dedicated lines secured by IPSec or VPN tunnels.

4.8. Cluster-Head Rotation Phase. CH will be rotated as:
 After reaching to a specified amount of time TCH (minutes)
 An causing to stop CH from working. In this case, a list (CHErr i, Meter ID j, Remtime)will be

formed containg CH Meter ID, its remaining time to provide services to cluster members.
Following algorithm.2 performs CH rotation as:

1. Start: Initialize counter=:0; Startuptime=:00:00:00; i=1;j=1;Errcounter=:0;Tsecs=:0; Remtime=:0
2. Input:  Read TCH, k
3. Tsec=: (TCH * 60)
4. Read CH i, Meter ID j, Tsec

5. Loop: while (j <=k) do
6. Startuptime=: Clock:Hour:Minutes:Seconds
7. ClockTick++; Counter++
8. If (CH i, Meter ID j == Error && counter!= Tsecs) Then
9. Remtime=: Tsecs –counter
10.Add CHErr i, Meter ID j, Remtime

11.Goto Loop
12.Else If (counter==Tsecs && j<k) then
13.Initialize counter=:0; Startuptime=:00:00:00
14.Goto Loop
15.ElseIf (Errcounter !=0 && j==k && counter==Tsecs) Then
16.Initialize j=1; k=: Errcounter; counter=:0
17.While (j<=k) do
18.Add CH i, Meter ID j, Tsec = CHErr i, Meter ID j, Remtime

19.End While
20.Goto Loop
21.Else
22.Goto Start
23. End If; End If; End If
24.End While
25.Output: Return  CH i, Meter ID j, Tsec

Algorithm2.  Cluster-Head Rotation

5. Security Analysis. Our proposed scheme for AMI fulfills security requirements like as given below:

5.1 Device Authentication. Each device (Smart Meter and Gateway) identity will be checked at the
Authentication sytems at local management office as well as operation center before joining the
communication network and getting the utility services. Illegal device won’t be able access the
communication network and utility services of the Smart Grid.
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5.2 Confidentiality. Smart Meter data (readings & control commands) are kept private from inside and
outside intruders by using ECC and AES encryption [14, 15] with secure session key exchange.

5.3 Data Integrity. To ensure integrity of Smart Meter data (readings & control commands), we used
for computing message digest which will ensure that the data during transmission was not tampered [16].
5.4 Cluster-Head Rotation. CH rotation at regular intervals makes it difficult for an attacker to find out the
main communication entity for various passive and active attacks.
6. Conclusion. AMI is an integral part of Smart Grid communication network and various communication
topologies has been proposed with different security schemes from research community. In this paper, we
proposed a new efficient communication architecture based on dynamic clustering for AMI in Smart Grid
coupled with hybrid cryptosystem which ensures security features like confidentiality, integrity and privacy of
metering data in AMI communication networks. The proposed solution incurs less computational and
communication cost leading to better resources utilization.
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Abstract. In asymmetric multi-hop wireless topologies the IEEE802.11 standard
is not enough fair when the offered load is high. Many techniques have premed-
itated to achieve good total throughput and fairness in multihop wireless ad hoc
networks. Mostly these techniques perform a good job but still needs improvement.
In this paper we propose a novel approach for solving per flow fairness, and to
achieve a better total throughput than the original IEEE802.11 standard. The
proposed scheme works on MAC & link layers, and select a better contention win-
dow to achieve per flow fairness at the link layer, whereas MAC layer improves
bandwidth utilization to achieve per-station fairness and total throughput. For
evaluating the performance of the proposed scheme, we have used Network Simu-
lator version-2 (NS-2).
Keywords: Scheduling algorithm, Fairness, Multihop Wireless Networks, Perfor-
mance Improvement.

1. Introduction. In multihop wireless ad hoc networks, stations communicate with each other
using multihop wireless links as there is no infrastructure such as a Base Station or an Access
Point. Each station in the network acts as a router, forwarding data packets from other stations.
However, as the number of active stations increases and each station’s offered load approaches the
saturated values, the performance of the IEEE 802.11 MAC in terms of delay, throughput, and
fairness degrades dramatically [1]. As all the stations forward date for each other in the network,
each station has to send two flows, direct flow, i.e. a stations own flow, and forwarding flows, flows
of other stations. As all the stations use the same medium, where at MAC layer the allocated
bandwidth for each station cannot guarantee per flow fairness. In the link layer, the direct flow
and forwarding flows compete to access the queues. Clearly, the direct flow has advantage over
forwarding flows [2],[3], [4].

The Distributed Coordination Function (DCF)is the original MAC technique of the IEEE 802.11,
which is intended to offer fair opportunity for every station to transmit its frame in a distributed
manner. The DCF uses the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA)
protocol with access mechanism based on Binary Exponential Backoff (BEB) mechanism, which
selects a backoff value [0,CW] based on uniform random distribution, where CW is the contention
window size. But in asymmetry multihop topologies, BEB mechanism suffers from the unfairness
problem and low throughput, especially in case of high traffic load [5]. BEB mechanism determines
the CW size according to congestion condition by using two variables CW and BI (Backoff Interval).
BI is chosen randomly in [0,CW]. BI is counting down when the channel is sensed idle. When BI =
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0, the station start transmission. BEB mechanism selects CW size as CW = min{2CW,CWmax}
upon each collision and reset the CW size to CWmin upon each successful transmission.

In the proposed scheme, the fairness is improved and total throughput performance in achieved.
Generally, there is always trade-off among total throughput and fairness of a multihop wireless
adhoc network [6]. The proposed scheme is evaluated by using NS-2 [7] in different asymmetric
multihop topologies. The rest of the paper in accordance to the following pattern. Section 2 reviews
related works. Section 2.1 states the fairness problem in multihop networks. Section 3 describes the
proposed scheme. Section 4 evaluates the performance of the proposed scheme. Finally, section 5
concludes the paper.

2. Related Work. In the year 1997, IEEE created the first WLAN standard known as IEEE
802.11. This standard defines two operational modes for WLAN, infrastructure based and infrastructure-
less or ad hoc. The former needs infrastructure and involve cost, whereas the later need does not
need an infra-structure. The IEEE 802.11 technology is a good platform to implement single-hop
ad hoc networks. Single-hop means that stations must be within the same transmission range and
be able to communicate directly. This limitation can be overcome by multihop ad hoc networking
[1], [2].

In literature a number of techniques have been proposed, which are deemed to improve through-
put and achieve per-flow fairness in multihop ad hoc networks. Every paper addresses the issue
with a different way, like a protocol MACA [8] and MACAW [9] uses the 4-way handshake for col-
lision reduction. MACAW has been standardized as DCF in the IEEE 802.11 standard. However,
the DCF does not solve all unfairness problems. Some other studies have proposals for improving
per-flow fairness in multihop ad hoc networks [10]. Similarly, [5] has explored the problem of large
frame i.e. Extended Inter-Frame Spacing (EIFS). However, mobility and fading are serious issues
and also in multihop communication chances of collisions are high. In [2] the weakness in FIFO
for multihop communication is studied and six new schemes for improving fairness index have
been proposed. However, this research is base on the assumption of MAC fairness but it may not
be satisfied in a multihop wireless environment. Likewise, [3], mainly focus on per flow fairness
with some modifications in MAC and link layer. This scheme assumes MAC layer fairness with
modification in the original DCF, which again may not be satisfied in multihop wireless ad hoc
networks. In [4], the authors made some modification in the link layer to achieve per-flow fairness
in multihop ad hoc networks. They use three queues in each node to control link layer and apply
RR scheduling but use only one queue for all forwarding flows. As in multihop ad hoc networks, a
flow received from other station, forwarded flow, and a flow generated by the station itself, direct
flow, do not get fair allocation of bandwidth. Although, this scheme ensure good fairness, when
packets from forwarding flow come in order otherwise the results will be different and fairness index
will decrease. Like [3], this scheme assumes MAC layer fairness, hence fair bandwidth allocation
may not be satisfied. A Cross-Layer scheme to control Contention Window for per-flow Fairness
in Asymmetric Multihop Networks (CUCW) [citecucw is similar to our approach. However, in
this scheme an advantage node is always in advantage, and the transmission time for direct flows
is almost two times higher than forwarding flows. Similarly, link utilization is not good on large
chain topologies and does not perform well on mobile topologies.

2.1. Fairness Problem. This section describes the reasons for low performance in multihop wire-
less ad hoc networks.

2.2. Problems at the MAC Layer.

2.2.1. Hidden Terminal Problem. The well-known hidden terminal problem is depicted by Figure
1. In this scenario S2 and S1 are unable to detect the ongoing transmission of each other. Hence,
interference (collision) occurs at R. Here another issue related to hidden terminal problem is
starvation. As in Figure 1 S2 cannot hear S1, and S1 cannot hear S2, but R can hear both
S2 and S1. By channel sensing, R gets less chance to speak and may even lead to near-starvation.
This is like a ”sandwiched” between S2 and S1.
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Figure 1. Hidden Terminal Problem

Figure 2. Large EIFS Problem

Figure 3. Three-pair Scenario Problem

2.2.2. Extended Inter-Frame Space Problem. According to IEEE 802.11 specifications, before a
station starts the transmission, it should defer for a DIFS or an EIFS delay time and then selects a
random CW counter for backoff. Once the backoff counter decreases to zero, the station starts its
transmission. The choice between DIFS and EIFS depends on the event of the last transmission.
If the last event is an unsuccessful transmission (e.g., a collision), the station waits for an EIFS,
otherwise it waits for a DIFS. The station which waits for an EIFS is called a retry station as
shown in Figure 2. The EIFS is in the IEEE 802.11 standard [15] is the largest Inter-Frame Space
(IFS) and is used to protect ongoing frame, especially ACK from collisions. When stations detect a
transmission but cannot decode it, they set their Network Allocation Vectors (NAVs) for the EIFS
duration. However, the EIFS duration sometimes larger or smaller than ongoing frame requires,
that lead to considerable unfairness and throughput degradation [5].

2.3. Three-pair scenario problem. The three Sender-Receiver pairs scenario is depicted in
Figure 3. Three flows try to occupy the entire channel capacity. S1 and S3 are totally independent
and can communicate without colliding to S1 and S3. When two packets are transmitted at the
same time, both transmissions are supposed to be successful. When S2 wishes to transmit a frame,
it has to find the medium free from S1 and S3. Since S1 and S3 are independent, their silence
periods almost never coincide, and S2 sees the medium as busy more often than the other two
pair. S2 cannot expect more than 15% of the medium capacity, while S1 and S3 can use 75% of
the capacity [13].
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Figure 4. Basic Multihop Topology

2.4. Problems at the Link Layer. The link layer contention is the contention between forward-
ing flows and the direct flow in the outgoing buffer space. The link layer contention in the FIFO
and RR scheduling methods are examined here. Consider the basic multihop topology in Figure
4. S1 and S2 are inside same transmission range and generate the same traffic load to R. Similarly
S1 and R are inside the same transmission range. Let B be the maximum medium bandwidth, and
B1, B2 be the allocated bandwidth for S1 and S2 in the saturation state, respectively. We have B
= B1 +B2.

2.4.1. Problems in FIFO Scheduling. First, if the bandwidth B is sufficiently large compared to
the sum of all flows offered loads, each flow can get its required throughput.

Th(flow1) = Th(flow2) = G, ifG <
B

3
.

Second, if the bandwidth B is not enough for all flows, because B1 is much greater than B2, the
direct flow1 of S1 can get required throughput, and the remaining bandwidth is used for forwarding
flow2. Throughputs of flow1 and flow2 are calculated as follows.

Th(flow1) = G ifG ≥ B1−B2

Th(flow2) =
B −G

2
, ifG ≥ B1−B2

Third is the saturation state. In FIFO scheduling, a common queue is used for all flows, then the
ratio of the buffer allocation Qflow1 for the flow 1 to Qflow2 for flow 2 at S1 is (with unlimited
buffer size assumption) Qflow1 : Qflow2 = G : B2. Hence, the throughput of the flow 1 and flow 2
at S1 are calculated as follows.

Th(flow1) =
B1G

G+B2
ifG ≥ B1−B2

Th(flow2) =
B1B2

G+B2
, ifG ≥ B1−B2

2.4.2. Problems in Round Robin Scheduling. Round Robin scheduling has the same results as in
the first and second cases in FIFO. In the third case, the flow1 and flow2 share the bandwidth, but
flow2 is a forwarding flow, so, its throughput Th(flow2) is limited by B2, and the flow1 can get
all remaining bandwidth. Then, the throughputs for the flow1 and flow2 are calculated as follows.

Th(flow1) = B1 −B2 ifG ≥ B1 −B2

Th(flow2) = B2 ifG ≥ B1 −B2

The main reason that RR mechanism cannot give satisfactory throughput for forwarding flows is
the limited receiving bandwidth at MAC layer. Then only a small number of forwarding packets
can reach the relay station, so the forwarding flows queues often become empty and thus RR
mechanism misses turns for forwarding flows. It is clearly of great advance to the direct flow.
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3. Proposed Scheme. The proposed scheme does modification in the Link layer and MAC layer.
These changes do not affect the hardware, i.e. hardware does not need to be changed.

In the proposed scheme every node senses the signal strength of a flow which is in the carrier
sense range and out of the transmission range. Such flows are denoted by Sf .

At MAC layer the number of transmission flows are counted and denoted by Tf . The Tf contains
both direct flows as well as forwarding flows. The fair allocation for bandwidth (FBA) is defined
as

FBA =
Tf

Sf + Tf

In [16] the sending time for packets i.e. active time of a station is defined by the Algorithm-I, in
a predefined time of 2sec. The real allocation of bandwidth (RBA) is defined as

RBA =
ActiveT ime

2sec

The link layer contention is the main reason that the direct flow occupies the buffer completely
during heavy load. The unfairness problem cannot be solved by using RR queues only [[16]].

The link layer contention is the main reason that the direct flow occupies the buffer completely
during heavy load. The unfairness problem cannot be solved by using RR queues only [16].

In the proposed scheme the link layer examines the queue length of each flow. The load of a
flow is measured by comparing its queue length to the mean queue length. Then the packet ready
to be sent for flow i is marked at the following probability;

Pi marked =


0, if qleni ≤ ave

1− qleni−ave
(n+1)ave , if qleni > ave,

where qleni is the queue length of flow i, ave is the mean queue length of all flows, and n is the
number of flows in a station.

The values of FBA and RBA are sent to the MAC layer by cross layer signals, and adjust CW
size as follow;

CW ′ = CW
RBA

FBA
The FBA value is used as a threshold for channel access priority. If the station recognizes that

its RBA is smaller than its FBA, it will use a smaller CW size in the backoff state. Then, the
forwarding flows can increase their chance to access channel and bandwidth allocation. At the link
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layer a packet is marked at the probability in (3). When the marked packet is ready to be sent,
the MAC layer will assign larger backoff time for this packet as follows;

CW ′′ =

{
α ∗ CW ′, for a marked packet ,
CW ′, for a non−marked packet

where α > 1 is delay and CW ′ is the value defined in (3). Note that the value of CW is determined
by the original IEEE 802.11 backoff mechanism which does not be changed. CW ′ and CW ′′ are
only used when a packet comes to backoff state.

4. Evaluation. The performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated against the FIFO, RR
scheduling, and CUCW method in IEEE 801.11 protocol on different asymmetric multihop wireless
topologies. NS-2 [7] is used for simulation. The simulation conditions are shown in Table 1.

In simulations, the following three important performance metrics are evaluated.

• Fairness index: as defined by R. Jain [14]:

FairnessIndex =
(
∑n

i=0 xi)
2

n∗
∑n

i=0 x2
i

where n represents number of flows, xi is the throughput of flowi. The fairness index range
is 1/n 1̃. In worst case, the fairness index of a flow approaches the lower bound i.e. 1/n, and
in the best case it reaches the upper bound i.e. 1.

• Average queue length: The average of total queue lengths of all RR queues at the station
during simulation.

• Total throughput: The mean of all goodput of all flows during simulation.

Three types of scenarios are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme. Scenario-
1 is a chain of stations with four UDP flows. In the Scenario-2, the three-pair topology is evaluated
with three UDP flows. Finally, the bandwidth utilization is examined in grid topology of 9 stations
with 6 UDP flows in Scenario-3.

Table 1. The simulation conditions

Channel data rate 2[Mbps]
Antenna type Omni direction

Radio Propagation Two-ray ground
Transmission range 250[m]

MAC protocol IEEE802.11b
Routing protocol AODV
Connection type UDP/CBR

Maximum Queue length 100[packet]
Distance between stations 200[m]

Packet size 1024[Byte]
α 2 [constant]

Simulation time 100[s]

4.1. Scenario-1: Five-chain Topology. Scenario-1 is a chain of stations with 4 flows as depicted
in Figure 5. All the stations S1, S2, S3, and S4 offer the same UDP load G to R.

The simulation results are depicted in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The graphs show that the pro-
posed scheme performs better in fairness and queue length than the other three methods. The
proposed scheme also has advantage in throughput performance because of increase in throughput
of forwarding flows. In the proposed scheme the total throughput is larger because The CW ′ size
and CW ′′ size for forwarding flows is smaller and they send many packet. The proposed scheme
gives a good chance of accessing channels for forwarding flows. The throughput of forwarding flows
increased while the direct flows slightly decreased.
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Figure 5. Scenario-1: 5-station chain with 4 UDP flows

Figure 6. Fairness Indices for Scenario-1 in UDP traffic.

Figure 7. Total throughput for Scenario-1 in UDP traffic.

Figure 8. Average queue length in Secnario-1 of UDP traffic.
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Figure 9. Scenario-2: Grid topology with six UDP flows

Figure 10. Fairness Indices for Scenario-2 in UDP traffic.

The average total queue lengths of the direct and forwarding flows at S1 in UDP traffic are
shown in Figure 8. When the offered load is small, the total offered load is smaller than the
maximum medium bandwidth, and then queue lengths are small in all the scheduling methods. In
case of high offered load, the shared queue in FIFO and the direct flows queue in RR scheduling
will be full of packets. The CUCW mwthod faces same problem as RR, as CUCW is based on
RR. In FIFO and RR, due to fairness in MAC layer and Link layer less packets are in the queue.
However, in the proposed scheme all the stations get fair access to the channel and send many
packets in time. Therefore, in the five-station chain scenario the queue length in the proposed
scheme is smaller than other methods.

4.2. Scenario-2: Grid Topology. Scenario-2 is a grid topology with 9 station and dense traffic
load as shown in Figure 9. In this scenario, the horizontal distance between stations is larger
than the transmission range but smaller than the carrier sensing range. Six sources generate equal
load to the corresponding receiver in the columns. This scenario covers large-EIFS and three-pair
topology problems.

The Fairness Index is shown in Figure 10. When the offered load is large, each pair gives
different Fairness Index due to contention between the direct flow and forwarding flows, as well as
contention at the MAC layer i.e. large-EIFS & 3-pair problems. Due to contention at link and
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Figure 11. Total throughput for Scenario-2 in UDP traffic.

Figure 12. Average queue length in Secnario-2 of UDP traffic.

MAC layer, the Fairness Index of FIFO is very bad. As RR works at the link layer, so it is unaware
of the flows out of the transmission range. Hence, RR cannot solve unfairness at the MAC layer.
On the other hand, the proposed scheme achieves the best per flow fairness compare to FIFO,
RR scheduling and CUCW method because it improves the fairness at both MAC and link layers.
When the offered load is large, in proposed scheme, CW ′ is adjusted to a large value for directed
flows. At the same time the packet marking probability is higher, which increases CW ′′ for direct
flows. The larger CW ′ size decreases the chances of accessing the channel for direct flows at the
MAC layer, whereas the larger CW ′′ size decreases the chances of accessing the queue for direct
flows.

The Total Throughput performance are shown in Figure 11. When the offered load is large, in
FIFO and RR scheduling, the central pair cannot access the channel and two external pairs can use
the whole bandwidth. Thus, the Total Throughput can be twice of the channel bandwidth. The
CUCW method some how solves this issues but not as good as proposed scheme. In the proposed
scheme, the MAC layer fairness is ensured, so the central pair can achieve a half of the channel
bandwidth, then the two external pairs have only a half of the channel bandwidth. Thus, the Total
Throughput is one and a half of channel bandwidth. In the proposed scheme, all the three pairs
access the channel equally and send more packets than CUCW but less packets compare to FIFO
and RR scheduling.

The average total queue lengths of the direct and forwarding flows in UDP traffic are shown
in Figure 12. In case of small offered load, the total offered load is smaller than the maximum
medium bandwidth, and then queue lengths are small in all the scheduling methods. In case of
large offered load, the proposed scheme stores many packets in the queue due to fair access of
channel by all pairs in the grid.
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5. Conclusion. In this paper, the fairness problem is investigated in multihop wireless ad hoc
networks, and discussed the reason why the FIFO scheduling and RR scheduling give poor perfor-
mance. The FIFO scheduling shares a single queue among all flows, due to single queue limitation
FIFO cannot solve queue contention. The RR scheduling is not efficient as contention at MAC
layer does not allow enough bandwidth for forwarding flows. In CUCW method throughput degra-
dation, whereas in the proposed scheme cross-layer signaling achieves better results in fairness and
total throughput, especially in per flow fairness between stations. The proposed scheme, performs
well compare to FIFO, RR, and CUCW especially in fairness on different topologies.
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ABSTRACT. Hardware-In-The-Loop (HIL) simulation has an important role on rapid
prototyping and developing control software for various application areas.  Having
deterministic time response and high computational power, a personal computer
(PC) with a real-time operating system is an efficient platform solution for HIL
simulation needs. Fast development time and cost efficiency of simulation platform
are other important issues for reduction of total production lead time and overall
cost. In this paper; taking into consideration all these aforementioned aspects, we
propose a HIL simulation software framework for PC target. Building a
MATLAB/Simulink diagram and using available device drivers, an ordinary user
can develop and execute HIL simulation of his/her controller.  The proposed
framework is developed for PC platforms that have Linux Xenomai real-time
operating system infrastructure. The framework contains a Simulink Xenomai target
control module, a Graphical User Interface (GUI) and a Simulink device driver
library. Also, to illustrate the performance and feasibility of the proposed
framework, a Xenomai real-time driver model (RTDM) based driver for Quanser
Q8 data acquisition board has been implemented. Experiments performed on servo
control of a two degree of freedom (DOF) robot illustrated that proposed framework
meets hard real-time requirements
Keywords: Control; HIL Simulation; Hard Real-Time System.

1. Introduction. The use of a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation software environment in the testing of
design and development of a control algorithms for various systems is a common approach among controller
designers. HIL simulation of a dedicated control algorithm for a specific system is useful as it enables the
rapid prototyping realization providing fast development time and cost reduction, and also testing a control
algorithm before the end-product stage to minimize malfunctioning risks. Unfortunately, to satisfy all those
requirements a general purpose HIL simulation software running on a PC with a deterministic time response
and hard-real time control accuracy is not sufficient. The infrastructure should also support at least one data
acquisition hardware that is preferably wide-spread and well-known for control applications, should be
capable of on-line tuning of plant control parameters and monitoring plant outputs, and should use processor
power efficiently. On top of these it should be easy to learn, well-documented and user friendly so that
development time of a test application is decreased, should be able to be updated and should be low-cost. HIL
simulation software package and the platform on which the software package runs should ideally own
following components to satisfy aforementioned qualifications: a real-time operating system (RTOS) with
application and device driver development framework, a set of complete controller algorithm implementation
tools and a graphical user interface (GUI) software tool that is functional and user-friendly.
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In literature solutions for a real-time application environments, both commercial and free, are available. QNX
[1], and VxWorks [2] are some examples of commercial RTOSes. Commonly used operating systems like
Windows and Linux are not designed to meet a RTOS specifications. However via proper kernel patches or
add-ons both can have, up to a point, real-time capabilities. Linux, being our choice due to the vast free
applications and friendly open source community, via proper RTOS emulation frame work kernel patches can
become a real-time environment. Xenomai [3] and RTAI [4] are the most common RTOS emulation
frameworks for Linux.  These frameworks aim at providing a consistent environment that helps implementing
real-time interfaces and debugging real-time software on Linux. On the other hand, these frameworks were
designed with the goal to help application designers using traditional and proprietary real-time operating
systems to move as smoothly as possible to a Linux based execution environment.

MATLAB/Simulink with Simulink Coder environment is perhaps the most-widely used commercial
simulation tool providing nearly complete algorithm implementation tools and an internal GUI. It provides
support for some proprietary real-time operating systems and hardware so that a user can have complete HIL
simulation software package. Some of HIL simulation hardware manufacturers such as dSpace [5] supports
Simulink/Simulink Coder tools to implement control algorithms and to generate executable code for their
specific target hardware. 20-sim 4C [6] is another commercial HIL simulation software package that
resembles Simulink/Simulink Coder. It generates code for proprietary hardware that runs Linux-RTAI,
however the algorithm implementation tools and GUI are used under Windows environment.  Quarc [7],
supplied by Quanser Consulting, is another HIL simulation software package totally integrated with
MATLAB/Simulink providing device driver support and various toolboxes to control proprietary hardware.
RTAI-Lab [8] is one of the real-time simulation software package that needs an algorithm implementation and
a code generation tool such as Simulink/Simulink Coder or Scilab/Scisos [9]. Scisos is a Simulink/Simulink
Coder like simulation program that has capability of generating C code from Scicos models and building
hard-real time control executable with RTAI.

Several HIL software tools have been proposed in literature. In [10], authors introduce a control software
package that is totally integrated with MATLAB/Simulink and works under RT-Linux, a proprietary RTOS
environment. Providing graphical components and environment to design controller, Simulink like packages
reduces development time of implementation process. Eventual product of this process is a model diagram
that needs to be transformed into C/C++ code. Simulink Coder and Scicos generates this code and a
corresponding executable. Another approach is using a programming language (C/C++) as an implementation
tool so that requirement for a code generation tool is eliminated. In [11] such an approach is used. In [12]
introduces another real-time control system based on Simulink and RTAI for a target embedded industrial
computer where the communication between host computer and target is provided by using TCP/IP sockets.
Host computer is a Windows system with MATLAB/Simulink and an implemented GUI. The GUI has
components to monitor model signals coming from the target and to tune model parameters. This approach
resembles dSpace’s in that dSpace uses its own GUI software: ControlDesk. [13] introduces a software
package named Xenomai-Lab that emulates the RTAI-Lab/SciCos package for Xenomai.

In this paper we propose a framework that has been developed for PC platforms running on Linux-Xenomai
real-time operating system infrastructure. The framework contains a Simulink Xenomai target control
software module, a GUI module and a device driver library dedicated for Simulink. The framework utilizes
MATLAB/Simulink/Simulink Coder as algorithm implementation/code generation tool and Linux-Xenomai
RTOS as real-time execution environment. Also we implemented our GUI to monitor signals of Simulink
model and to tune Simulink model parameters on-line. We have chosen Simulink due to its common usage in
industry and in academy and it is better documented compared to its free alternatives. On the other hand,
Linux-Xenomai is well documented, better structured than RTAI and valid alternative for VxWorks [17]. We
aimed at combining usability of a proprietary software, advantage of using a free RTOS and flexibility of a
custom GUI.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe software architecture and design
considerations; Section 3 describes device driver library; Section 4 describes performed servo control
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experiment on a two-link planar robot; in Section 5 we discuss experimental results and conclusions from the
points of both servo control performance and real-time execution performance.

2. Software Architecture. The proposed software architecture uses source files generated for Linux Xenomai
target. The term target means an operating system or a processored device on which the generated and built
code runs. Simulink Coder has no built-in support for the Xenomai target. We implemented required system
target file and template make file so that Simulink Coder can generate files for the target needs and make
utility of MATLAB/Simulink can build a Xenomai target-specific executable.

The architecture is based on client-server mechanism schematically shown in Figure 1. The Linux Xenomai
Target Control Module part is the server. It listens to requests of the client and manages execution flow of
Simulink model in order to respond to the client’s requests. The client side, GUI Module part, sends runtime
commands and model parameter inputs to the server. The detailed description of each part is given in the
following sections.

Figure 1. Software Architecture and Code Generation Process

2.1. Xenomai Target Control Module. The control module consists of tasks that handle basic Simulink
model execution, communication with the client, logging signals of the model and updating of parameters of
the model. Figure 2 shows these tasks and their functions in the module architecture. Main task is a soft real-
time thread of execution which is responsible for creation of shared memory using native Xenomai memory
heap interface, partial initialization of model data structures, creating and starting user interface task (UI Task)
and handling signals of Linux operating system. UI Task is a real-time thread which handles GUI commands,
sets model parameters in runtime via C API, which is a Simulink Coder interface and will be described in
Section 2.1.2 in detail, and properly terminates allocated memory for the model. Base task is another real-time
thread that is the core of the model code execution. In runtime, it updates model data in C API structures and
logs model signals, whom it reads from C API, into the shared memory. Each task have been affined to a
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separate CPU using native Xenomai task management interface to make sure that no task intervenes each
other and consumes common CPU power. Following this method, we aimed at obtaining decrease in
execution duration of the base task and other tasks as much as possible. The detailed description of each task
is given in the following sections.

2.1.1 Main Task. Main task is the entry point of the control module for initializations. Some of model
initialization functions are called in this function.  It creates shared memory blocks for the model parameters,
signals and control variables such as model step size, simulation duration, signal logging frequency. Memory
of control variables are initialized with read values from the model data structure. It can allocate memory
locations up to 256 model parameters and 64 model signals. Each model signal can be logged up to 1 million
data points as default. The parameters and signals can be organized in scalar or vector data structure. One of
the most important operations of this task is to create and start UI task. Starting the UI task, main task goes
into waiting mode and stay in this mode until other tasks finish their execution or “CTRL+C” program
termination signal. Main task deallocates all shared memory locations, deletes Xenomai heap structures and
the model memory just before the program is terminated.

Figure 2. Tasks of Linux Xenomai Target Control Module

2.1.2 UI Task. UI task is started by the main task. Initially, UI task tries to connect to message queue that is
expected to be created by the client GUI program. If the connection is successful, other initialization functions
are called so that initialization of Simulink model data structures is completed. Then it sets shared memory of
model parameters with initial values read from C API(C Application Program Interface). C API is a collection
of source files in C language which provides data structures and macros to access these structures. The C API
provides programmatic access to root-level inputs and outputs. This allows a user to log and monitor the root-
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level inputs and outputs of a model while the user runs the code which is generated for the model. After all
those initializations are accomplished, UI task goes into a periodic loop in which Simulink model parameters
are updated with values read from the shared memory. Also client commands are listened and handled in the
periodic loop. A user can send four types of command to the UI task: start, stop, pause and terminate.

If the command is start, UI task either starts or resumes the base task depending on status of the base task. In
the case of that command is stop, UI task stops the base task then exits from periodic loop. Subsequently, the
main task restarts the UI task or finishes overall model code execution according to received user command.

If the UI task receives pause command, it simply suspends the base task. In the case of the user command is
terminate, which means “terminate the program”, instead of restarting the UI task, it accomplishes operations
mentioned in the last part of Section 2.1.1.

2.1.3 Base Task. Base task contains a real-time thread of execution. This thread accommodates a periodic
loop that calls a generated model function calculating and setting model outputs. Period and duration of the
loop is set to “step size” and “stop time” of the model respectively before the loop begins to run. The loop
also logs signal values of the model into shared memory and checks whether overrun happens at each loop
cycle.  If an overrun happens the task exits from the loop printing a warning message on a Linux terminal.
Execution of the task can also be ended by the UI task. However, when “simulation stop time” is elapsed, the
base task exits from the loop ending the execution.

2.2 GUI Module. GUI module consists of source files that implement handler task, rtgui task and various
graphical control components: main console, file browser, model manager window, parameter window, scope
and seven-segment display. The module has been implemented using FLTK 2.0 cross-platform C++ toolkit
[14] and openGL graphic library.

When a user runs the GUI program, main console is constructed and becomes visible on the screen. The
console has various graphical control buttons that allows a user to run file browser, model manager window
and to terminate Linux Xenomai Target Control (server) program which executes Simulink model code. The
Main console also initializes Xenomai heap structures, tries to connect to the shared memory which is
expected to be available when the server has started to run. Interacting with a graphical control component
labelled as “Terminate”, a user can terminate all of running GUI and server tasks, can close all of open
windows related to Simulink model.

Using the file browser, a user can navigate file system on PC and run server program. The Model manager
window implicitly creates the message queue to which the server connects. The manager has graphical control
buttons which allow a user to create parameter window, scope window and seven-segment display. It also has
other buttons which allow a user to start, pause and stop the model simulation. The manager window utilizes
the message queue to deliver these commands to the server. A user can adjust down sampling rate from 1 to
100. This rate determines logging frequency of signals of a Simulink model.

Parameter window is another GUI component that consists of numeric inputs by which a user can tune model
parameters. Editing these inputs, a user updates related shared memory area so that the UI task of the server
sets Simulink model parameters with new values through C API.

Scope window and seven-segment display are used to plot and monitor model signal values. The Scope
window reads values of model signals and renders pixels corresponding to these signal values. This
component uses FLTK and openGL tools to redraw plotted graphics on the PC screen. Default redrawing
period is 50 milliseconds. Besides, scope window allows a user to export logged signal data to a file that can
be opened by MATLAB.

Handler task is a soft real-time thread that handles generated GUI events and redraws GUI components.
Those events happens when a user interacts with graphical controls. Event handling process involves actions
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such as applying model parameter changes into shared memory, constructing GUI components, starting rtgui
task and plotting 2D graphic values of model signals with respect to time.

Rtgui task is a real-time task of which main job is sending stop command to the server when model simulation
time is elapsed. Other roles of the task are updating seven-segment display and progress bar component which
graphically shows elapsed simulation time. The task accomplishes these jobs in a periodic loop. Default
period has been set as 1/30 second. Execution management of rtgui task is handled by handler task according
to user-generated events

3. Device Driver Library. The designed device driver library consists of a number of Simulink blocks:
Analog/Digital Converter (ADC), Digital/Analog Converter (DAC), Encoder, PWM and Counter, Digital
Output, and Digital Input. The Figure 3 shows the library. Each block has been implemented through a C
source file and a TLC (Target Language Compiler) file pair. C source file defines I/O structure and passes
device configuration parameters to the TLC file. TLC is a tool which is used to generate code from user-
defined Simulink blocks. Users can replace their own device driver function which is implemented in C
language into corresponding TLC file we implemented.

Users can create the Xenomai target Simulink model by using the same methodology as that used in
constructing a simulation. At the MATLAB start menu or Simulink library menu, the user accesses the driver
library block set by clicking “Linux-Xenomai Target” option. Through the use of pop-up menu, this command
allows the user to drag the desired block into the Simulink model and then make the necessary connections.
After the user has placed the I/O blocks in the Simulink model, the user can edit the I/O block properties by
double clicking on the block. For example, the user can set or edit the input channel that the data is read from
a hardware device.

ADC block provides the data available at the specified ADC channel to the Simulink model. Analog to digital
converter property sheet allows the user to select input channels. The channel specified should be available on
the used I/O board. If an invalid channel is specified, then channel 0 will be used (this convention applies to
all of the I/O blocks).

DAC block writes data from the Simulink model to the specified DAC channel.  Similar to the ADC block,
digital to analog converter property sheet allows the user to select conversion range: 0...5V, -5...5V, 0...10V, -
10V...+10 and the output channel(s) on the board that corresponds to the location of the output data.

Digital input and digital output blocks write and read data, respectively from the Simulink model to the
specified digital channel. The property sheet of the digital input and digital output blocks are structured in a
way that is similar to DAC and ADC blocks.

Encoder block provides the data available at the specified encoder channel to the Simulink model. A user can
adjust the I/O board encoder parameters such as quadrature/1X mod, binary/BCD, e.g. However, a separate
Reset Encoder Block we implemented must be used for resetting the relevant encoder channel.

PWM generator block enables the user to get square wave output at specified frequency and duty cycle.
However, counter output block provides square wave output at a constant frequency.

We implemented a real-time device driver for Quanser Q8 data acquisition board using Xenomai RTDM [16]
interface. This interface allows the driver developer to use a structured methodology during implementation
process. The driver consists of a kernel module and a user application program interface (API). We placed
API functions into the designed Simulink device driver library so that Simulink models using this library can
access Quanser Q8 hardware in real-time.
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Figure 3. Linux Xenomai Target Device Driver Library

4. Experimental Results. The real-time simulation framework that is discussed in this paper has been applied
to HIL simulation of a planar robot with two joint and two link. The robot is illustrated in Figure 4. It has
direct current (DC) motors on its each joint. Each motor is driven by one linear power amplifier circuitry. The
host computer we used is a personal computer with Intel Core(TM) Quad Q9400 with 2.66GHz. CPU.
Quanser Q8 data acquisition board is connected to PCI expansion bus of our computer. Real-time software
package is composed of Fedora14 Linux, of which kernel version is 2.6.38.8, Xenomai 2.6.0 and MATLAB
2011b.

Figure 4. Two-Link Planar Robot Used In the Experiment

Our plant is shown in Figure 5. It is consisted of PC, Q8 board 2 DOF planar robot, power supply and power
amplifier circuitry that drives two dc motors which actuates robot motors. Each motor has an encoder on its
shaft. Encoder-1 produces 4096 pulses per revolution and encoder-2 produces 1024 pulses per revolution. We
used DAC outputs of the Q8 board to generate control signals for each power amplifier circuitry of the link
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motors. DAC0 and DAC1 has been connected to power drivers of joint-1 and that of joint-2 respectively. We
used Encoder0 and Encoder1 channels of the Q8 card to track actual positions of the joints. Configuring the
quadrature (4X) mode on encoder, we increased tracking resolution.

Figure 5. The Plant on Which the Discussed Framework Applied

Controller algorithm which was applied to the robot is an observer based desired compensation adaptation law
controller (DCAL) that is an extension of the controller proposed in [15]. The algorithm had been
implemented as a C MEX S-function in Simulink environment. We built a Simulink model using
aforementioned algorithm block, the built-in Simulink library and our driver library to control the robot. The
Simulink model we used is illustrated in Figure 6. We set Simulation duration and step size 300 seconds and
0.25 milliseconds respectively.

Figure 6. Simulink Model Used In the Experiment

After building the model for Xenomai target, we had an executable that can be run by our GUI mentioned in
Section 2.2. Figure 7 illustrates the GUI just after the HIL simulation stop. The GUI has scope windows
which plots graphics of joint control voltages, position errors, and parameter adaptations with respect to the
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time. GUI also has seven-segment displays, the parameter window, the main console and the model manager
window displaying the simulation stop time and elapsed time.

Figure 7. Screen Shot of the GUI Components of the Framework during the Experiment

The parameter tuning process was comparatively easier and was finished less than a few hours. As it can be
seen in the following figures that joint-1 position error has converged to approximately 0.15 degree in average
from 30 degrees and remained under 0.20 degree in steady state. Also it can be observed that joint-2 position
error has converged to 0.30 degree in average and remained under 0.4 degree in steady state. Related joint
position errors which were plotted by our GUI module are illustrated in the following figures.

Figure 8. Scope Window Plotting Joint-1 Position Error in Degrees
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Figure 9. Scope Window Plotting Joint-2 Position Error in Degrees

Applied control voltage values to the power amplifiers of the joint motors are illustrated in the following
figures. These values are same as applied voltage to the joint motors.

Figure 10. Scope Window Plotting Applied Voltage to the Power Amplifier of the Joint-1 Motor

Figure 11. Scope Window Plotting Applied Voltage to the Power Amplifier of the Joint-2 Motor
5. Conclusion. In this paper we proposed a new hard-real time HIL simulation framework for a PC target.
The real-time performance depends on computational power of PC and complexity of used Simulink model.
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Performed servo control experiments showed that, the proposed framework have sufficient real-time control
performance in handling complex nonlinear control algorithms such as an observer based DCAL controller. It
was observed that the framework succeeded in handling the controller used in the experiment up to control
frequency of 10 kHz. After this frequency level, hard-real time control of the robot could not be achieved. In
basic data acquisition experiments, it was seen that the framework keeps real-time performance up to control
frequency (execution repetition of base task loop in one second) of 20 kHz. The framework has own human
user interface so that MATLAB does not have to run concurrently with a real-time task and a user can use
more functional GUI components.

Compared to Real-Time Windows Target (RTWT) [18], a user does not need to use a sink type GUI
component, such as a scope or a display, per each signal component desired to view. Because with scope
window, of Linux Xenomai Target (LXT) a user can view desired number of model signal. In addition, LXT
reaches same frequency ranges of RTWT.

As a conclusion, we have experienced that Linux Xenomai Target can be a good alternative for commercial
HIL simulation solutions. Our future work will focus on extending the framework to embedded distributed
targets and combining the approach proposed in [11] with the overall framework architecture.
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ABSTRACT. The latest generation sequencing, microarrays and protein shotgun
experiments are generating terabytes of data on daily basis. To process large data
efficiently is one of the highly scrutinized areas in bioinformatics.  Secondly, the
use of phylogenetic in the analysis of genome has increased and pairwise
determination of similarity and identity between protein or DNA sequences is one of
the important analyses in the domain of phylogenetics. To construct
similarity/identity matrix of very large alignments efficiently, E-SICT, which is a
graphical user interface based tool, was developed using java programming
language. E-SICT has implemented divide and conquer approach using Java
threads to make this tool very efficient. Results showed that E-SICT can calculate
identity matrix of an alignment comprising 11298 sequences (each sequence was
2696 base pairs long) in less than 100 seconds. It calculated similarity matrix of an
alignment having 1614 sequences in less than 90 seconds. It also allows the user to
save and print the identity or similarity matrix.
Keywords: Similarity; Identity; MSA

1. Introduction. The technology of next-generation sequencing (NGS) is generating huge amount of data on
daily basis. Previous experiments which were conducted using microarrays generated data in megabytes
whereas experiments being conducted in the present era are producing data in gigabytes. Managing and
analysis of so much big data is demanding momentous investment in computational infrastructure.  The
scientists are devising new tools and technologies to cope with the immense increase in raw data {Jones et al.
2012; Sankar et al. 2002; Campanella et al. 2003}.
Finding similarity between two ore more sequences is one of the important parts of sequence analysis.
Searching nucleotide and protein databases is one of the highly securitized activity in the domain of
bioinformatics {Sabo et al. 2005}. Searching similarity and identity help in identifying structural and
functional information of the sequences {Arnold et al. 2005}. Determining pairwise identity or similarity
between protein or DNA sequences plays a primary role in the field of phylogenetics. Comparison of the
sequences at residue-to-residue or base-to-base level results in computation of the percent identity (PID).
Computation of percent similarity is more complex. Sequence gaps and mismatches are considered in the
evaluation and PID is computed using various substitution matrices {Arnold et al. 2005; Needleman and
Wunch, 1970; Pearson and Lipman, 1988; Shpaer et al. 1996}.

E-SICT: AN EFFICIENT SIMILARITY AND 
IDENTITY MATRIX CALCULATING TOOL
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Several tools are available for similarity search. Most of them search similarity of a given sequence with the
sequences in the selected database. Secondly they find similarity of two sequences at one time. Many tools
search similarity across the local alignments.  Pairwise BLAST (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi)
searches similarity of two sequences at one time based on the local alignment {Tatusova and Madden, 1999}.
MegAlig, which is that part of DNASTAR package (DNASTAR, Inc.) may also be used to compute similarity
but it is not available free of cost and as an independent product.  MatGAT (Matrix Global Alignment Tool)
{Campanella et al. 2003} is tool to generate similarity/identity but it reconstructs an alignment first which is
itself a time consuming task. Secondly it does not support more than 500 sequences. SIAS (Sequence Identity
and Similarity) {Reche et al. 2008} can also compute similarity and identity but being a web based
application it does not support big alignments.
E-SICT (Efficient Similarity and Identity Matrix Calculating Tool) is tool which is written in Java
programming language. It calculates similarity/identity matrix of large alignment efficiently. Results showed
that E-SICT calculated identity matrix of 11298 sequences in less than one hundred seconds. Length of this
alignment was 2696 base pairs. Since similarity calculation is more complex job and involves several types of
formulae and protein substitution matrices. Results that E-SICT calculated similarity matrix of an alignment
having 1696 sequences and 2696 base pairs length only in 90 seconds. E-SICT also provides the features to
save or print similarity/identity matrix

2. Results and Discussion
E-SICT is an efficient tool to calculate similarity and identity matrix of protein and DNA sequences. Its
unique feature is that it is very efficient as compared to the similar tools.

2.1 Interface to Select MSA and Set Various Parameters
It provides a user friendly interface to select an alignment and set various parameters (Figure 1). It allows the
select various protein substitution matrices, data type (DNA or protein), the action to be performed (Identity
or similarity).

Figure 1. An interface to select an alignment and set various parameters

2.2. Calculation of Identity/Similarity Matrix
E-SICT allows the user to calculate many times big alignments as compared to the similar tools. MatGAT,
which is also written in java programming, does not support more than 1000 sequences. It generates
alignment prior to compute similarity/identity matrix, therefore, it consumes huge amount of time while
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processing small alignments (having 200 to 300 sequences). SIAS is a web based application for calculating
similarity/identity. It, being an online tool, can not process big alignments. Results showed that, as compared
to MatGAT and SIAS,  E-SICT processed 2159% big alignment and calculated identity matrix (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Identity matrix calculated by E-SICT. It calculated identity matrix of 11298 sequences in less
than 100 seconds.

Calculation of similarity matrix is complex task. It involves several formulae and a protein substitution matrix.
The similar tool consumes huge amount of time while E-SICT calculated similarity matrix of 1614 sequences
(sequence length was 2696 base pairs) only in 90 seconds (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Similarity calculation by E-SICT. It consumes less than ninety seconds to process an
alignment having 1614 sequences.

2.3. Other Features
E-SICT provides feature to print directly the results. It also allows the user to save the results in a text file to
be used for further analysis and phylogenetic analysis.

3. Matrial and Methods
3.1. Computing Machine
E-SICT was developed and analyzed on a computing machine having Core i7 3.34 GHz processor and 8 GB
RAM.

4. Conclusion
Several tools exist to calculate similarity/identity matrices. All of them either support small alignments or
consume huge amount of time. E-SICT, which is written in java programming language, is very easy to use
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and an efficient tool. It can calcualate similairyt/identity matrices in few seconds. It also provides features to
save or print the results.

Availability
www.ivistmsa.com
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ABSTRACT. This study estimated the real private consumption model for Pakistan by
using the annual data from 1971 to 2013. The Autoregressive distributed lag model
is used to investigate the short run and long run relationship between private
consumption, labor income, wealth, interest rate and unemployment rate. In  the
short run,  current  income,  wealth,  real  interest  rate and  unemployment
rate affected the real  private  consumption  growth  while in the long run labor
income and wealth are significant. The numerical value of the coefficient of error
correction model (ECM) is -0.58, which propose that Pakistan’s real private
consumption converge from disequilibrium in period (t-1) to equilibrium (t) on a
high speed.
Keywords: Real Private Consumption, Current Income, Wealth, Pakistan

1. Introduction. Historically, consumption remains the major growth dirver of GDP in Pakistan. Of the total
consumption, private consumption accounts for more than 75% share. Whereas in country’s GDP private
consumption expenditure claim for almost two third (63%) of the total. Thus private consumption expenditure
is considered as a critical determinant of aggregate demand, output and employment in Pakistan. It is the key
force amongst some other key determinants of GDP which can shape the business cycles and macroeconomic
activities. Therefore it is essential to understand the consumption function particularly from research and
policy point of view.

Saving function on the other hand is actually the counterpart of consumption function. Therefore, studying the
consumption function also clarifies the saving dynamics and its importance in economic activities. Eventually,
saving is the key determinant of capital formation in an economy. Thus both consumption function and saving
function are important for policy makers and researchers.

The great depression in early 20th century has realized the importance of consumption. Since then a greater
attention has been given beginning from Keynes  “The General Theory of Employment Interest and Money”
(1936), followed by significant contribution in the literature of consumption function by other economists and
scholars. These include Kuznets (1942), Dussenbery (1948), Modigliani and Brumbergh (1955), Friedman
(1954), Hall (1978), David et al. (1978) and Campbell and Mankiw (1992). These contributions provided
strong base for following empirical and non-empirical strudies on consumption function. Amongst all
literature contributions the most significant hypotheses are Absolute Income Hypothesis (AIH), Relative

REAL PRIVATE CONSUMPTION MODELING OF
PAKISTAN

1, Fei CHEN2 , Manzoor Hussain Memon3 and Manzoor Ahmed4
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Income Hypothesis (RIH) and Life Cycle Hypothesis (LCH).

In developing country like Pakistan consumers are facing low per capita income and liquidity constraints due
to the absence of well developed financial markets; as a result of this, in Pakistan people have less opportunity
for smoothing their consumption.

Consumption is very rich in literature but unfortunately in a case of Pakistan there is no significant study are
available, despite of Khalid (1992), he tests the validity of the Permanent income Hypothesis (PIH) on the
basis of lag variable. Khan (2011) using Hall’s Random Walk Hypothesis and Campbell and Mankiw model
to test PIH for Pakistan. The results of his study supported AIH for Pakistan.
The reaming  of the study is organized is follow, section two and three presents methodology and results and
discussion respectively while the final section of the study offers conclusion.

2. Literature on Consumption Modeling The realization of consumption function begins from the
Keyne’s General Theory and since then several theories and models were introduced to determine the
consumption behavior. These relationships termed more specifically as Absolute Income Hypothesis (AIH),
Permanent Income Hypothesis (PIH), Life Cycle Consumption Hypothesis (LCH), Relative Income
Hypothesis (RIH) and Rational Expectation Hypothesis (REH) etc. Futher, there were several model
adjustments like Life Cycle Permanent Income Hypothesis to test the consumer behaviors.

Duesenberry (1948) presented his theory of consumption, known as Relative Income Hypothesis (RIH). The
theory states that consumption of individual responds to its relative income. Relative income is defined as
income of individuals and group od individual in a society includes neighbor(s), friend(s), and relative(s). In
the scenarios of constant relative income if absolute income of individual raises then individual cannot change
his consumption and saving.

Hall (1978) developed an approach of Rational Expectation Hypothesis (REH) for testing the consumption
behavior and the hypothesis. He concluded that current consumption which carries all related information of
consumer behavior is enough for estimation of future consumption under Life Cycle Hypothesis (LCH). He
also stated that current consumption have significant effect on future consumption and the future disposable
income. However, it is not necessary always, so consumption follows a random walk.

Flavin (1981) by applying simple structural econometric model of consumption concluded that consumption
gives response to both change in current income and permanent income. However, it is more responsive to
current income rather than the permanent income. He termed the phenomenon as “excess sensitivity” of
consumption.

Zeldes (1989) tested the borrowing constraint on Permanent Income Hypothesis through Euler equation. The
Euler equation is violated for low wealth/income ratio set and vice versa due to liquidity constraints.

Campbell and Mankiw (1989) also tested the PIH and found fifty percent of individual’s consumption choices
are based on the PIH while the rest relies on their current income. The model based on the assumption that the
fraction of individuals  follows the “rule of thumb” i.e. consumption behavior is subject to current income
and the remaining individuals )1(  choices are based on PIH.

Using the model of Campbell and Mankiw’s, Rao (2005) tested the PIH for Fiji. He found that the existing
consumption behavior in Fiji depends on current income, while where more than two third of consumers in
Fiji also satisfied AIH.
Lavi (2003) in his study examines the per capita private consumption that can be forecasted on predictable
income. A strong connection between private consumption and expected income was revealed. The result
shows that almost 50% of the population responds to current income. While the remaining population sets
their choices of consumption on PIH.
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Singh (2004) presented model for the real private consumption expenditure. The main objective of the study
is to find the key and important determinants of Fiji’s private consumption expenditure. According to results
current income, wealth, real interest rate and net private transfers had significant effect on real private
consumption growth in the short run. Wealth and current income are the basic determinants of consumption
growth in long run.

Habibullah et al. (2006) estimated effect of financial liberalization and liquidity constraints on consumption
for 10 Asian countries on fraction of consumers who have liquidity constraints ranged between “0.20 to 0.98”.
He concluded that financial liberalization could help in the relaxation of liquidity constraints particularly for
South Korea, Sri Lanka and Taiwan.

2. Methodology and Data

2.1. Specification of Consumption Function The mathematical form of the consumption function subject
to Life Cycle Permanent Income Hypothesis (LCPH) can be written is as follow:

),,( XWYfC ttt  (1)

Where C is aggregate private consumption, Y is gross domestic product, W is wealth in period t and X is the
vector of all other short run variables. The variables that can effect consumption in short run in case of
Pakistan are real interest rate and unemployment rate.

2 ARDL Model The study applies autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) approach to estimate the aggregate
private consumption function mentioned in equation (1). The ARDL have certain econometric advantages
over other co-integration methods. Firstly, ARDL can applicable on variables regardless of order of stationary.
Secondly, it estimated simultaneously both the long run and short run relationships. Thirdly, ARDL model
includes larger number of variables as compare to other co-integration methods. The study uses the
following equation to estimated ARDL model.
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All of the included variables are define before where real interest rate represents by ‘r’ and unemployment
rate by “ur’ in the above equation and at the end of equation is random error term, the coefficients

iiii 4321 ,,,  and i5 have short run while 4321 ,,,  and 5 have long run information. To test

null hypothesis i.e. 0543210  H while alternative hypothesis of co-integration

is 0543211  H , for null hypothesis we used the bounds test to compare the

computed F-statistic value with critical values provided in Pesaran et al. (2001). If the computed value of
F-statistic larger than upper level values of the bound test then we will be rejected the null hypothesis.
However if the calculated value of F-statistic lies below the lower level of bound or falls between the upper
and lower bound then null hypothesis will not be rejected or  result would be inconclusive respectively. If
proof of co-integration is appears among variables of the model, then the following equitation will be
estimated for long run relationships.
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When we confirmed the co-integration then we estimates equation (4) of ECM.

ttttttt ECMurrCWYC    1515131211 logloglogloglog (4)

Besides, for stability of the model we used different diagnostic test to observe the problems of; functional
form, hetroscedasticity, serial correlation and normality.

2.3. Data Annual data from International Financial Statistics (IFS) was taken for variables of
consumption, gross domestic product, unemployment rate and interest rate. The study uses the time series
data for the period of about 40 years from 1971 to 2012. Real interest rate is calculated by detecting the
change in CPI from discount rate.

3. Empirical Estimation of the Study

3.1. Tests of Stationary The ARDL test will be applied when variables of the model are integrated of order
zero or one or both. Therefore before applying the ARDL, it is important to test the noise level of the data by
using the ADF and PP test to avoid the possibility of biased estimators.  Table 1 offers ADF and PP test
results which reveals that all of the variables are integrated of order zero or one now we are able to apply the
ARDL model to the data.

Table 01: Results of ADF and PP Tests

Variables PP ADF

Lags
1 2 3 1 2 3

C -2.07 -2.06 -2.04 -1.53 -1.03 -0.32
 C -8.52*** -8.20*** -8.52*** -4.95*** -5.42*** -3.91**
Y -0.60 -0.67 -0.70 -0.73 0.59 -0.47
 Y -4.06** -4.08** -4.03** -3.37* -3.21* -2.54
W -2.90 -2.87 -2.75 -2.92 -2.56 -1.81
W -6.58*** -6.64*** -6.91*** -5.13*** -5.73*** -3.54**
R -3.43* -3.41* -3.33* -3.26* -3.01 -2.12
 r -7.00*** -7.12*** -7.35*** -5.40*** -5.97*** -5.47***
ur -2.19 -2.18 -2.24 -2.22 -1.88 -2.37
 ur -5.99*** -5.99*** -5.99** -4.91*** -3.31* -3.31*

Note: ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, * p<0.10.

Table 2 offers the results of the ARDL model based on Schwarz Bchwarz Criterion (SBC) of co-integration
which show that quasi money, real interest rate and labor income have significant effect on private
consumption while the coefficient of unemployment rate is statistically insignificant.
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TABLE 2 Results of ARDL (1,1,1,0,1) Model

Variables
1tC Y

1tY W 1tW r ur
1tur

Coefficients 0.43*** 0.72*** -0.39* -0.49** 0.75*** 0.00083*** -0.00092 0.000074
T -Values 3.81 3.84 -1.86 -2.97 4.67 3.85 -1.01 2.33

2R 0.98 AIC -897 DW 2.1945
Adj:

2R 0.97

F-Sat(7,32) 1452*** SBC -904
Note: ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, * p<0.10.

The critical values for the  bound test at 1%, 5% and 10%, for lower bond is 2.425, 2.850 and 3.81 so the
calculated F-statistics i.e. 8.0072 is greater from all of the critical values at 1%, 5% and 10%.  Therefore the
null hypothesis is rejected and accepts the alternative hypothesis of co- integrated, that there is co-integration
among the variables in the model.

Table 3 reports the ARDL coefficients for long run, it illustrates that unemployment rate and real interest rate
are statistically insignificant while wealth and labor income are statistically significant moreover the
coefficient of current income is three times larger than the coefficient of wealth, which indicates that current
income plays an important role in determination of private consumption in Pakistan.

Table 03: ARDL Long run Coefficients

Variables Y W r ur
Coefficients 0.80*** -0.12* -0.002 -0.001
T -Values 2.96 2.01 -0.58 0.67

Note: ARDL (0, 0, 1, 0, and 1) based on SBC and ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, * p<0.10.

Table 4 offered the results the ECM based on ARDL approach, it shows the without unemployment rate all
of the variables in the model are statistically significant.  The value of the coefficient of ECM is -0.58 which
means that the deviation from equilibrium is corrected 58.00 percent over each year.

Table 4. ARDL Model Error Correction Representation

Variables Y W r ur )1(ECM
Coefficients 0.71*** -0.49*** 0.000083*** -0.0000029 0.58***
T -Values 3.84 -2.96 3.58 -1.01 -5.364

2R 0.75 AIC -897 DW 2.1945

F-Sat(7,32) 24*** SBC -904

Table 05 Diagnostic Tests the Model
Test of Diagnostic 2 P-Values

LM test Serial Correlation 15.89 -0.081
Ramsey’s RESET Test for Functional Form 0.55 0.002
Test of Skewness and Kurtosis of Normality -3.78 0.041
White Test for Heteroscedisticity 3.56 0.023
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The result of table 6 indicates that the ARDL model satisfying the entire test related to autocorrelation,
normality, functional form and hetroscedasticity these are the standard diagnostic test for any model.

4. Conclusion. This study is an attempt to estimate consumption function for Pakistan by using the ARDL
approach to find the short run and long run determinants of real private consumption for Pakistan. The results
reveal that current income and wealth significantly effects the real private consumption in the long run. The
coefficients of the current income and wealth in the long run are 0.80 and 0.12, respectively. It indicates that
80 percent of the consumers in Pakistan are taking their consumption decision subject to current income.
While only 12 percent of consumers take their decisions on their existing and future wealth. In other words, it
shows that the absolute income hypothesis is valid in case of Pakistan.

As revealed from the estimations in the long run, income and wealth determines the real private consumption
in Pakistan. However, in the short run, current income, wealth, real interest rate and unemployment rate are
the key determinants of private consumption in Pakistan. Therefore, it can be stated that consumer
consumption behavior is determined by all above significant variables in the short run in Pakistan.
Consumers’ decision are largely dependent on their current income, existing wealth, the prevailing interest
rates and the employment opportunities. Moreover, ECM value is negative and quite high which suggest that
Pakistan’s consumption adjust to equilibrium from dis-equilibrium quite fast.

Pakistan’s economy is considered as consumption led economy. More than 60 percent of the economic
activities are derived from consumption; therefore, the economic stability is very important in determining the
consumption behavior in the country.
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ABSTRACT. There has appeared a large body of literature on the subject of
Economic Freedom (EF) and its relation to Economic Growth (EG). This paper
takes the view that the notion of EF is still in process of being defined and
therefore the tools of measuring the same are still evolving. Correlations
indicated by empirical research are under debate.

Keywords: Economic Freedom, Economic Growth, Freedom House

1. Introduction. Decolonization starting in the late 1940s created what have been usually known as
developing countries. Most of the new states had indigent and primarily agrarian economies. Governments of
the new countries wanted to maximize EG, mainly by dint of industrialization and capital goods production
for purposes of autarchy/ national sovereignty.

Two broad models of economic achievement existed, the western capitalist model, with mixed economies in
certain influential countries, like Britain and France, and the socialist/ communist model represented by
Russia. Most of the Asian and African countries had been the colonies of western capitalist countries and
largely followed their path and received bilateral and multilateral aid. To the extent that multilateral
institutions were dominated by western key powers, the aid/loan activities of such institutions also reflected
the capitalists’ interests, ideologies and institutional and economic practices. Some African and Asian
countries like Ghana, Egypt, Indonesia, etc asserted themselves initially but were eventually brought under
the influence of capitalist powers and multilateral financial institutions.

Initial theories of growth emphasized such factors as capital, labour, human capital and technology. However,
growth did not occur the way it was expected. In the developed world as well, the functioning of welfare state
and mixed economic systems came under attack. Blame for the situation was laid mainly on wrong polices
particularly, price distortions caused by government interventions.

Market- based economies initiated to reassert, echoing an analogous change in mindset among numerous
mainstream American intellectuals. There was emphasis on redefining the role of state in the direction of
economists like Milton Friedman who had consistently written in favour of market-based economy.According
to him:
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“Historical evidence speaks with a single voice on the relation

between political freedom and a freedom market. I know of no

example in time or place of a society that has been marked by a large

measure of political freedom, and that has not also used something

comparable to free market to organize the bulk of its economic

activity.”[1]

The notion of EF contributing to growth began to be operationalized and studied empirically.

2. Major efforts for measuring EF By now, the list of those claiming to have contributed to uncovering the
connection between EF and EG is quite large.  Henke and Walters [2] give a list and say that Raymond
Gastil and Lindsay Wright were probably the ones who made the earliest attempt to systematically measure
EF in the year 1983. The authors did this in producing the Freedom Houses’ annual report on political and
civil liberties in that year.

Thereafter, theorists made earnest efforts at measuring EF. Organizations such as
a) Fraser Institute,
b) Liberty Fund,
c) Heritage Foundation and
d) The Cato Institute
began to sponsor symposia and research on the subject.

G. W. Scully first built on Gastil and Wright’s work of the Freedom House. He provided further systematic
empirical evidence of a positive relationship with regard to free economic organization and different
quantities of economic wellbeing. In a later book, he undertook further investigation and claimed to have
confirmed the favourable effect of economic freedom on EG. This was indicating that increase in government
sector had a negative effect on EG. Hanke and Walters say that the empirical relationship so uncovered was
confirmed in subsequent studies. Using different proxies for EF, an increasing number of empirical studies
sought to set up a strong link between EF and EG. For example, Barro (1996) argued that EFs in form of the
free markets, safeguarding of property rights, small government promote growth. Scully and Slottje (1991),De Vanssay and Spindler (1994), Goldsmith (1997), Hanke and Walters (1997), DeHaan and Siermann
(1998), all claimed to have confirmed a strong correlation between EF and EG.

Bhagwati emphasized the importance of experimental studies for a positive correlation between EF and EG,

saying:

“It is not difficult to assert that economic freedom is likely to have a
favorable effect on economic prosperity, for the simple reason that
the last fifty years of international experience more or less confirms
the fact that wherever governments used markets more and engaged
in more open policies in foreign trade and investment, indeed in more
economic freedom of different kinds, their countries have tended to
prosper. By contrast, those countries that turned inward and had
extensive regulations of all kinds on domestic economic
decision-making in production, investment and innovation are the
countries that have really not done too well.”[3]

2.1. Major EF Indices: The subject of EF and EG attracted great attention because of emergence of indices
ranking countries according to a scale running from the least free to the freest. The major EF indices are:

I. The Fraser Institute,
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II. Freedom House, and
III. The Heritage Foundation

I. The Fraser Institute's EF Index. In mid 1980s, Fraser Institute began to hold symposia on EF which
attracted many economists, some of them economics Noble Laureates. Such participants at different
symposia realized that the Gastil-Wright’s work focused only on some liberties and governmental
procedures while measuring the EF. Therefore, they worked hard to develop alternative measures. In 1996
finally they were able to published “Economic Freedom of the World: 1975-1995.” As the title indicated it
spanned two decades, Gwartney, Lawson, and Block were the authors. They concluded that the data
indicated that during 1975-1995(two decades), there had been a significant correlation between EF and EG.
Countries that enjoyed a high level EF had positive EG. Also, those countries that had a significant
increase in EF attained positive EG. Likewise, when countries had low level of EF, their per capita income
decreased.

II. Freedom House's EF Indicator. The culmination of Freedom House's efforts was publication in 1995 of
World Survey of Economic Freedom: 1995-1996. The EF index developed by Freedom gave major
importance to some known liberties. Yet the World Survey confirmed the significance of EF as a major factor
of wealth production: some 27 countries merited “free” rating; they formed just 17% of around population of
the world, but they produced 81% output at the global level. This was in contrast to other 20 countries that
were designated "not free": they contained one third of the population of the world. However their produce
formed only 5% of the global’s total output. In this way, the Survey thus joined several other studies showing
that EF was the surest path to development and growth.

III. The Heritage Foundation's Index of EF. Right from its inception, Heritage Foundation also started the
publication of an Index on annual basis since 1994. The Heritage’s Index further confirmed that there was a
strong relationship between EF and EG.

Hanke and Walters, in their survey article of 1997 titled; “Economic Freedom, Prosperity and Equality”
claim that EF was an essential condition for prosperity. They also stated the view that ‘myth’ that EG makes
for social and economic equity.

There are opposite views as well. Hanson, in his article, “Proxies in the New Political Economy: Caveat
Emptor,” mounted a critique. He attempted to show that authors theorizing about relationship between EF and
EG, using pseudo-criteria are producing wrong statistical estimates. In the view of Heckelman, Hanson’s
attack “may be interpreted as denigrating the empirical EF literature in its entirety.” [4]

Heckleman undertakes a “close” scrutiny of the literature and reaches the conclusion. Meanwhile that the
literature is not without flaw and some of the concerns raised by Hanson have to be taken into account.

3. Discussion There is an ongoing debate about the definition/ content/ indicators of EF and construction of
EF indexes on the basis of the source. In the process, certain modifications have come about but the debate is
on and the matter of causation/ correlation is not yet resolved.

This paper will analyse the way the Fraser Index has been modified several times, also indicate definitional
changes to process the point that probably more work is needed to fully establish the correlation/causation
between EF and EG.
Gwartney et al. (1996) in their work titled “ Economic Freedom of the world: 1975-95” [5] used 17 measures
which are being scaled from 0–10, where ‘0’ stands for completely unfree country awhile ‘10’ means
completely free country. These components were grouped in four wide areas:

1) Government operations and regulations;
2) Takings and discriminatory taxation and
3) International exchange[6]
4) Money and inflation;
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In 2001, Gwartney et al. changed the list and grouped in seven wide areas.  In the 2002 version of the report,
Gwartney and Lawson [7] changed the list yet again. This time, the data were taken from the two important
reports which included:

(a) International Country Risk Guide (ICRG)
(b) The Global Competitiveness Report (GCR)

21 components were notable, mostly had subcomponents. Therefore their total number raised upto 37. These
components were grouped in the following wide catagories:

1. Size of government
2. Legal structure and security of property rights
3. Sound money
4. Freedom to trade
5. Regulation of credit and business [8]

In 2012, Gwartney et al. changed the list and the total number of elements raised upto 42. Similarly, The
Fraser index can be criticized; it also consisted of amalgation of diverse variables, including some such
variables as property’s rights, are institutional measures. Moreover, EF can’t be calculated in a proper manner;
because freedom involves quality and not mere quantity. The Subjective elements would create imprecision.

Some of the elements of the index are disputed. For example, the addition of the taxes’ level is questioned by
several economists. Most authors are of the opinion that public authorities do have vital tasks. Such tasks need
financing. In that a question arises as to what level of taxes is good enough? De Haan, et al (2006) believes
that at least two functions of government were in line with EF:
(a) Individuals as well as collective property should be protected against internal and external inversions and
(b) Some public goods – which have characteristics considered to be beyond the resources of private sector to
produce.

“When governments move beyond these Protective and
productive functions into the provision of private goods, they restrict
consumer choice and economi freedom” [9]

But in a later writing Gwartney and Lawson (2003) took the view that since public sector supply services tend
to minimize EF of the individual. Heckelman and Stroup (2000) criticized the way that Gwartney et al.
(1996) had employed for aggregation of functions. In their view, the crucial issue was that EF was a variable
that could not be observed directly. Information on it was difficult to get.

There was another controversial issue. Whether the level or the change regarding the EF’s level should be
included when examining the effect of EF on EG. Some authors are sceptical about the outcome of EF’s level
itself and tend to emphasize the importance of the change in EF. This is true of De Haan et al. (2006).

According to Kapas and Czegledi arguments in “level versus change” discussion, mainly concern with
causation; this is so because the importance of the level together with the change of the index may be the sign
of reverse causality. No one can elucidate the economies’ performance with high EG and high EF, without
using the concept of level.

4. Conclusion. To sum up, the very debate indicates a lack of a coherent theory of freedom. Again and again,
the literature, indicates a strong positive relationship between EF and EG, but never tries to explain the
theoretical basis of such relationship. The problem of conceptualization and measurement of EF still remains.
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